CV4OU picture the Irresistible woman before you
O see her. She appears in a halo of exquisite
fragrance. Men are instinctively drawn to her. The
power to attract, to fascinate is the secret of
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. Let it be yours, too
On your next adventure apply a touch of Irresistible
Perfume to your hair, on your lips, your throat
and behind your ears. A drop, too, on your lingerie
is so feminine and so exciting.
Millions of women everywhere — on Park Avenue,
along Broadway, in countries throughout the world
. . . prefer IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME for its exotic,
lasting fragrance.
To be completely ravishing use all of the Irresistible
spehas some
Each gives
Aids.which
Beautyfeature
J/KK^^ cial
^^jjm
you glo^WpHKj- rious new loveliness. Certified pure,
•^Jljs^^^k laboratory tested and approved.
Only 10c each »t all 5 & 10c Stores
RRESISTIBLE

UP

LURE-THE

NEW

GLOWING

VIBRANT
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POLITE SOCIETY

AND

a SOCIALITE
A DENTIST CLASH

OVER

A LAMB

CHOP

'Q. y

ijjl^ •

*'°°"""'^"»^'7^

(Bat t/ie civilized way to build firm gums is IPANA and MASSAGE)
soft foods rob our gums of the of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.
You're
RlCHT-quite
This is a Today's
social crime! The girlright.
is a barbarian
vigorous chewing they need for sturdy
It is very simple to rub a little extra
health. Denied this natural work and Ipana
into your gums every time you
—a social outlaw! But before you dismiss
her— before you turn the page— listen to exercise, they grow flabby, tender, sensi- brush your teeth. You'll soon feel a tinthe frank opinion of a modern dentist.
tive! And when they signal tiiat sensigle of new circulation— new life. Gums
tiveness, when they flash tliat warning
look better, feel firmer. They show a
"A
crime.'
Nonsense!
I
hope
millions
of people see this picture! It may be "tinge of pink"— see your dentist.
grateful response to this new stimulation.
For Ipana is especially made to benefit
shocking to some people but, from my
"Pink tooth brush" doesn't always
mean
that
you
are
in
for
serious
trouble
your gums as well as clean your teeth.
professional
viewpoint,
it's
a
perfect
lesson in the proper care of the teeth and
—hut your dentist should he the judge.
Young or old— play safe. Even before
you have a first warning of danger. adopt
gums. If more people chewed as vigor- Usually it only means gums underously, there would be a lot less evidence
worked and over-sensitive- gums that this modern denial health routine. You'll
of tender, ailing gums— of that serious need exercise— gums that will quickly certainly be far safer from the really serirespond
to the healthful stimulation
ous gum troubles.
dental warning— 'pink tooth brush'."
9^ WKM
are l^H
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Rhapsody in flowers. That is
Blue Waltz Perfume. Not just
ihe fragrance of one flower, ^
but a myriad of flowers ... not ''t "
of one mood, but many moods.
Its blended bouquet adapts
itself to you and your person- ^)
alily. Use it to be gay, allur- £^
the one feminine!
you love Wear
best. '^'^
^ iting,for utterly

WALTZ
PERFUME- FACE POWDfcR
LIPSTICK • BRILLIANTINE
COLD CREAM • TALCUM
lOc at 5 & 100 Stores
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NORMA

SHEARER 'LESLIE HOWARD
am

CO

and

JOHN BARRYMORE
EDNA MAY OLIVER • BASIL RATHBONE • C. AUBREY SMITH
ANDY DEVINE* RALPH FORBES • REGINALD DENNY* CONWAY
TEARLE • ROBERT WARWICK - VIOLET KEMBLE-COOPER
•
You've heard about it for months! You've read about
It everywhere! It's all true. This is the greatest love
drama, the mightiest entertainment of our time. Every
moment throbs as sparks fly, as steel meets steel . . .
and the crimson follows the rapier's thrust... Lovers meet
...and dream. ..and plan. Pomp and grandeur sweep
by in spectacular pageantry. Here are thrills, suspense to spur the pulse. ..tender romance to charm
the heart. ..beauty to fill the eye. A love story deep
in the heart of the world forever, now given enthralling^
life in such a picture as the screen has never known.
A Metro-Go/dwyn-Mayer Triumph
Directed by George Cukor
"Swept off Jny tmet"
— Robert imathley
"A far greater fttm Ihon 'Mutiny on the Bounty "
"Lijt if among the jcrten's mojor octiievements -)<m" r
W.nchc tc
"Ileomthinkfromthe themodem
hos— Wolfer
monyand Ihrngj
JulietAmeiicon
of Normo girlSheorer,
I odvije
her to go about leorning fhem right away "— Anito loos
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Your

radio

to Autumn
believe —it—as buteverthe^^m!
coverIt'son hard
the
magacine says October . . . So
Autumn it is!
And Autumn chans^cs arc in the
air-waves, as well as in the air . . .
But we won't go into that. Program
l)sychology
being what it is. what's
news
today
mor ow ! may be a headache toIn our August Ramblings, for example, we remarked that Edward
MacHugh was making a visit to his
boyhood home, Dundee, Scotland,
and that he would resume his regular broadcasts on August third. Then
along came a sponsor, impressed by
NBC's Gospel Singer's volume of fan
mail — and MacHugh and his bride
had to forego their vacation. On
July sixth he started his first network
commercial series, on the NBC-Blue
network.

reporter listens in — tells
SUMMER MEMORIES
Listening to Frank Fay, througli
the summer, we found at times that
a litde of the Elf of the Ether was
enough.
too
much FayStill,
than we'd
none rather
at all. have
Fay has
a delightfully i)leasing radio personality. And we still recall with deJuliet. light his Romeo to ]ane Cowl's
Another delightful remembrance
from
summer
Ed Wynn's
Sir
Peter the
Teazle,
with isEthel
Barrymore
as Lady Teazle. For once, we felt
Sheridan's School For Scandal was

W ide World
Maestro Rublnoff and Eileen
O'Connor in an impromptu
act aboard the Queen Mary.

Zk.'c'll stay
andSo Major
Boweswhere
and we're
Rudy safeVallee—
and Kate Smith and Frank Fay and
all the others will have to take their
Autumn places without a bow from

George Sivot, noted "Greek
Ambassador,"
Doris
Robbins and BenwithPollack.

all!

Do you recognize Grade
Allen in her new hair-do?
She's gone glamorous on us!
done as it should be done! Both
Ed and Ethel were in top form —
and a madder, merrier bit never
came over the air.-♦Fred Waring, zvho has been suffering from
thisMaine
summer,a box
receivedhay-fever
from a fan in
of pine needles, to be smoked in a
pipe heas immediately
a cure. Fred borrowed
isn't a smoker,
but
a pipe
and tried it out. No7V he's looking
for more pine needles!
-*~
Pat I'adgelt, of Pick and Pat
(Molasses 'n January of Show
11 oat), recently has purchased a
country home near Smallwood, New

York. You've probably heard — or
guessed —after
its name.
Yes, it's Georgia
Chitlin
Switch,
the imaginary
crossroads town in their broadcasts.
Pick Malone and Pat Padgett have
been together for more than seven
years. In height and weight they are
almost identical, but Pick is dark of
hair and complexion, while Pat is
sandy-haired and fair. They are
one of radio's happiest teams — and
—
call each other "Willie."
Tzvo other favorites, Honeyboy
and Sassafras, zvore derby hats all
through the hot spell. No, they
weren't mad — they had rubber ice
bags, filled with ice, inside tlieir
derbies!
Phil Baker, on a personal appearance tour, stopped at summer resorts
whenever possible, to get away from
the heat. It was a great success —
liis last resort hotel bill, he reports,
snowed him under !
NO VACATION FOR VIVIAN
A birthday girl of this month is
Vivian Delia Chiesa, who has spent
a busy summer learning three new
operas to add to her original repertoire of seven, for her debut next
season with the Chicago Civic Opera.
(Continued on page 72)
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The big show is on the way
^THE
Gracie Alien has Jack Benny and her pal, George Burns, in
a dither as the cameras start cranking on "The Big Broadcast.'

No less than the King of Symphony Music, the incomparable
Leopold Stokowski,and the King of Swing, Benny Goodman,
preparing to delight your ears in 'The Big Broadcast of 1937"

Paramount's
BIG BROADCAST
OF 1937

with Jack Benny, George Burns and
Gracie Allen, Bob Burns, Martha
Raye, Benny Goodman and his
Orchestra, Shirley Ross, Ray Milland, Frank
Forest, Benny Fields and specialties by the
following: LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI and his
Symphony Orchestra, Louis DaPron, Eleanore
Whitney, Larry Adier, Virginia (Pigtails)
Weidler, David Holt, Billy Lee . . . Directed by
Mitchell Leisen ... A Paramount Picture.

Here they are... the biggest bunch of stars ever assembled in any motion picture ... and every one a screen
or radio favorite . . .
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THE

RADIO

HOSTESS,

NANCY

WOOD,

WAYNE

PRESENTS

KING

Pet its foidts form the ideal
accompaniment to the Hawaiian Pineapple Sundae — one of
Wayne King's favorite desserts.
On a hot day at the Waldorf,
Wayne Kingfreshmentseeks
cooling
in another
of rehis
favorite ices, Cherry Almond
Sundae.
What

Wayne

King, famous

THE soft strains of a waltz. . .
Lovely ladies floating dreamily by,
in the arms of their escorts. . .
Faces smiling u]) at the ()rche.stra
leader, smiling at the joy they find
in dancing to his mu.sic. . . The
haunting, enchanting music of
Wayne King, on the Starlight Roof
of the Waldorf-Astoria.
There the recent Xew York summer engagement of Radio's well
known
added prestige
to his il'altc
alreadyKingtremendous
popularity. Like Caesar, "he came,

band-leader,

he saw,
he conquered,"
for blase
New
Yorkers,
who so often
turn
thumbs down on Chicago favorites,
acclaimed the unassuming personand the smooth,
quiet music
this alityMiddle
Western
maestro.of
Naturally his listeners were more
receptive, more eager to dance to
the pleasing strains of his dance
tunes because of the i)leasure they
already had found in hearing the
Lady Esther Seromdes conducted
by
King three
over the
once,
twiceWayne
and now
timesair—weekly.

I[ RADIO
STARSHOSTESS
MAGAZINE
I would
also like to have one "|
I
TMENT
DEPAR
THE RADIO
I 149 Madison Ave,. New York City or two of the following leaflets if I
j Please send me— ABSOLUTE- you have any copies left in stock: j
I LY FREE — recipes for Wayne
HELEN HAYES
( )* '
favorite foods,recipes.
including
II King's
the Waldorf-Astoria
JACK BENNY
I
Name
Street .
EDDIE CANTOR
( )* |
State
Check in order of preference j
I City
8

( )*

likes to eat

So the patrons
of this
rendezvous in the skies
weresmart
prepared
in advance to like this leader and
his band. Not surprising then that
they did like him — and for that
matter, so did L
For here, I discovered, is a man
who is devoid of pretense and who,
though necessarily in the public
eye, dislikes personal publicity so
greatly that he avoids interviews
whenever i)ossible. Yet when he is
interviewed, he is gracious and
friendly and frank. Or so I found
him, when we discussed the subject
on which I had come to see him —
his favorite foods.
Wayne. I soon discovered, is a
family man — one who would rather
have you enthuse over the pictures
of his lovely wife and children than
congratulate him on having placed
his signature at the bottom of one
the largest contracts ever to have
been signed by an orchestra
leader.
And what a charming family is
that of Wayne King.' His wife.

RADIO STARS
HEY, YOU SISSIES!
THAT'S
NO
GHOST
IT'S JACK
KINNEY.
TURN AROUND
AND CHASE
HIM

beautiful Dorothy Janis, once of
the silver screen. His older child,
a precious three-year-old daughter named Penelope but called
"Penny,
Penny."missfor whose
short
— a curlyjusthaired
photographs show her to be
equally devastating in serious or
joyous mood. And a boy of less
than six months called Wayne
King also — a fine youngster, too,
judging by his pictures and his
proud
For daddy's
you see,words.
my information
came entirely from \\'a\ne
King's
descriptions
and fromenthusiastic
photographs,
for his
family did not accompany him to
the East.
"They went instead to our
farm in \\"isconsin," he ex"where itcanis always
nights andplained,they
be surecoolof
sound, restful sleep. I'll rejoin
them
soon into
for mya broad
vacation,"
he broke
grinandat
the
happy
prospect
of
the reunion.
But pleased though 1 was over
the chance to talk with Mr.
King about his farm and his
family, I remembered my duties
as culinary reporter and brought
up the subject of foods and cooking— with some trepidation, I
must confess. Perhaps Wayne
"did not give a hang what he
ate!"
Worseas orchestra
still, perhaps
experience
leaderlongin
hotels and smart night clubs had
so influenced his eating habits
that you and I could never hope
to follow any of his suggestions !
Maybe {Continued on page 94)

Listen, little Susie — tell everybody that
Fels-Naptha
Soap is safer,
too. Wonderful for daintiest
silk things.
And
easier on hands because every golden
bar holds soothing glycerine.
© 1936 PELS a CO.
Banish "Tattle-Tale
with FELS-NAPTHA

Gray"
SOAP!
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By

Elizabeth
Ellis

Aof sporty
number,tanwithtweed
hat
rust brown;
jacket checked in brown;
and brown or green skirt.
Below, for dinner or teadance, a black satin dress,
collarless ermine jacket
and halo hat with a veil.
This hat must be worn with
a knowing flair and is designed for a piquant face.

FALL

Ikead
Something

to
smart

for fall, shown

RECENTLY a well-known screen
star remarked to me that she
hates hats and only wears one
when convention
absolutely
mands it. Even then
she hasde-a
habit of snatchinjj it off the moment that she gets indoors. I
thought to myself what a lot of
fun she
is missingthisandfalldoesn't
know
it ! Es])ccially
when
hats are gayer and more interesting looking than they have been in
a long while.
Perhaps
of the
reasons why Ithat's
foundoneBetty
Wragge
such a treat. I had discovered a
whole batch of new hats that were
knockout looking and I wanted to
have .someone try them on who
appreciated them as much as I
did. So, having a date with Betty
to take pictures and talk over
fashion business, I called her up to
10

-foot
from tip to toe

by Betty Wragge

suggest that she meet me at the
milliners.
didn't
ing. And Itafter
she take
had any
triedurgon
the first few models, it was obvious that I had picked the right
girl — Betty has a weakness for
hats.
With a sweeping gesture we
picked hats— .sophisticated ones
with sharp lines and unusual trimyouthfulanyone
ones with
ing linesmings,that
could becomwear.
The amazing part of it was that
Betty could switch from one
style to the other with vcr.siitile
ease. So many girls who can
wear thevery
wear
moreyouthful
extreme hats,
styles. can't
But
not Betty. With a pull here and a
brushing back of her hair there,
she seemed to make each one look
as if it were designed for her.
Well, the result of all this mad
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re fou

as

your

as

strict

doctor

ckoosing

in

a laxative?

(Above) An off-the-face
hat of green stitched wool.
(Below) a perfect bag for
cocktail or dinner costume.

battery was that we finally arrived
at the NBC studio with enough hats
in tow to keep the photographer busy
for hours !
But don't think we just stopped at
hats. Betty decided that she couldn't
have new hats without something being done about shoes. Shoes led to
handbags, handbags to jewelry — and
the whole shopping binge would have
led to quits
a flat! pocketbook if we hadn't
called
You'd tohaveappreciate
to know what
youngfunBetty
Wragge
she
is to photograph in smart fashions.
In the first place, she has a feeling
for clothes. She likes youthful
things
doesn'tsophisticated
hesitate to
take a best
flyerbutwithshe more
fashions and make them look perfectlylooking
suited to without
her. She's
pretty
and chicscious
of the fact.
You being
know conher
type, five feet five, with a lovely slender figure, natural blonde hair and
the deepest blue eyes. Her smile is
friendly and {Continued on page 90)

TODAY,
the doctor
studies in'Trevention"
as closely
as anything
his profession. He tries to guard his patients from
even a single error which may affect their
health.
Before approving a laxative, for instance, he sets up a strict standard of requirements which must be fully met. This
code is printed below, point by point. And
every point is important to your welfare.
WHAT DOCTORS DEMAND OF A LAXATIVE:
It should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Itstime.
merit should be proven by the test of
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate or upset digestion.
EX-LAX CHECKS ON EVERY POINT
You need not memorize the list above.
But remember this one fact: Ex-Lax
checks on each and every point the doctor
looks for in a laxative.
Physicians
everywhere
their
own homes
for their useownEx-Lax
families.in
For more than 30 years, mothers have
given it to their children with perfect
When Nature forgets - remember
EX- LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

trust. Since Ex-Lax was first introduced,
many laxatives have come and gone. Yet
Ex-Lax remains the outstanding leader.
It is the largest-selling laxative in the
whole, wide world.
CONVINCE YOURSELF OF THE FACTS
Try Ex-Lax the next time you need a
laxative and see how accurately it meets
the doctor's requirements. It is gentle. It
is thorough. It is not upsetting. Not nauseating. Not habit-forming— no increased
dosage necessary.
Ex-Lax does not work like a strong, violent purgative. Its action so closely approximates normal that, except for the
relief you enjoy, you scarcely know you
have taken a laxative.
A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE
Unlike harsh, bitter purgatives, Ex-Lax
tastes just like pure, delicious chocolate.
It's pleasant for anyone to take, especially
the youngsters. And it is equally effective
for children and grown-ups.
At all drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes.
Or if you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our expense, mail the coupon below.
-•TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!
-Lax. (I'asfe
Inc.. P. UiisO. Boxon a170pcnn.v postcard)
iies-Plaza Station. Urookljn. X. Y.
: want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.
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KEEP
Joan

Marsh

Tavern

YOUNG
of The Flying Red Horse

offers autumn

charm
By

hints
Mary

B i d d 1 e

Joan Marsh has a flair
for
hair.styling
Robert her
addsowna
sophisticated touch to
Joan's arrangement of
her ash-blonde tresses.
For Real Beauty, You Must Have
a Soft, Alluring Skin — Free
From Pimples and Blemishes

S'

|MOOTH,
— lovely
skin
"all satiny
over" — shoulders
a radiantly
clear,
youthful style
complexion
modern
demands— men
them. admire them and
To be truly lovely, you must rid all your skin
—— end
pimples
eruptions
onoffromugly
faceheadblemishes
andto body
havethousands
a lovelyandarecomplexion
toe.
And
doing it,
with complete success.
Doctors
know
that
the
real
cause
ugly
blemishes
often
lack of lacking,
Vitamin intestinal
Bof Complex.andWith isthis
vitalabecome
element
nerves
muscles
weak
and
sluggish.
Poisons accumulate in the body. And constant
skin eruptions result to rob you of beauty.
In such work
cases,wonders.
pleasant-tasting
Tablets
This pure,Yeast
dry Foam
yeast
supplies
Vitamin intestinal
B Complexnerves
in ample
quantit
i
e
s
—
strengthens
and
muscles,
and restores natural functions. Poisons
are
thrown comesoff.smoothAndand thelovely.
skin quickly clears — beStart
win real,to alluring
beauty.skinTryto
Yeast now
Foamto Tablets
restore your
youthful loveliness, as they have brought beauty
to so many others.
Ask your druggist for Yeast Foam
Tablets today — and refuse
for Trial Sample
NOirrH WESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, III.
PleaseTablets.
send FREE TRIAL sample .v/M
of Yeast
Foam
10-30
Name
Address.
12

SHE adores perfumes, likes chewing
gum, does her own hair, and hates
being spectacular. She is, in fact, a
very "regular" sort of person, as
well as a very decorative one. She is
Joan Marsh, of Hollywood, of The
Flying Red Horse Tavern, and of
considerable artistic talent as her own
hairdresser. So when she got together with Robert of Fifth Avenue,
famous hairdresser of celebrities, I
thought that the results would be
considerably worth our while in the
way of a timely fall hairdressing
article. At least,- that was the plot,
but the plot would have worked out
more
successfully
got
sidetracked
first, asif iswethehadn't
way and
prerogative
of women,
fascinating perfume
bar. at Robert's
Did you ever hear of a perfume
bar? Well, Robert's is something
entirely unique. You sit on a high
stool at the fragrant counter, and
beguile fumeyour
noseandwithbedazzle
heady your
percocktails
eyes with vanity cases of every shape,
size and sparkle. Robert brought
out perfume for every mood and
fancy for us to sniff at and swoon.
One perfume that Joan especially
liked made you think of rhythm and

bursting blossoms, of little red heels
tapping in the dance, of the woman
of delicious impudence with a laughing imp in her eyes ; in fact, of the
dance-gifted Joan Marsh herself. But
another of her favorites was a perfume of exactly opposite mood. It
was the exotic, perilous expression
of swirls of incense rising on still soft
air, of temple gardens, veils of mystery, and the clash of golden anklets.
Joan explained that she liked her
perfume not so much to "fit her
type" as to express her moods. She
hates
in anything:
.screen, being
radio, "typed"
or i^crftime.
One of
the reasons she likes radio so much
is because it is such a pliable medium for her talent, offering much
wider mentscope
developthan doesforthe variable
screen. Perfume
to fit your mood, says Joan. Well,
after all, any woman who has any
femininity is not just one type, but
a dozen dif¥erent types in one ; she
is a woman of not one mood but a
hundred moods. The most fascinatingandwoman
always ...
is thethemost
volatile
changeable
impudent
coquette, the wide-eyed debutante,
and
in one.the languorous sophisticate, all
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AND

BEAUTIFUL

Certainly
most of bars.
us can't
turn ofourourdressin<itables
into perfume
Nor afford
would tomost
budgets
accommodate expensive moods in perfume. Perhaps,
however,
we- can
splurtjeand
on one
special"
for our fall
trium])hs.
for "very
the rest,
there perfume
are an
infinite number of truly delightful and inexpensive i)er
fumes on the market that will fit a variety of biul^xts
and a variety of moods. It is becoming more and mow
popular nowadays to buy perfumes in small containers,
so that weWhile
can the
expefinient
to our heart's
(or mood's
content.
floral perfumes
are popular
in the)
summer, the more crisp, definite odors gain popularity at
this season. I can think of just the one to suggest, if
you're
spirits. in the mood for a fresh, zestful lift to your fall
Robert has the sensitiveness of the perfume artist whd
really knows perfumes — how to make them, how to use
them. He explained that perfume must be used on the
skin, not only because the warmth of the flesh brings oul
the full beauty of the perfume, but because certain dress
materials have low-keyed scents of their own to conflict
with the scent of the perfume. This is especially true of
the fall tweeds and woolens which we are getting ready
to don ; such materials have very definite low-keyed scents.
Robert suggests just a tiny spray of perfume on the hair
for a scented halo, then a touch (Continued on page 73)

*°\rTWeton'-»*;tl^

colors eaV*

^votedthe^
map

Mix your powders thoroughly in a large
bowl to get the right blend for your
natural skin tone, says Joan Marsh.
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EXPLAINING THE RATINGS
Board
of Reviewthat bases
its percentages
onareThethedivided
assumption
all parts:
radio
programs
into
four
basic
material,
artists,
presentation
and
announcements,
each
consisting
of
25%
and
making
the
perfect
program ofof opinions
100%. These
are
a consensus
of our ratings
Board
ofwithReview
and
do
not
necessarily
agree
the editorial
opinionoutstanding
of Radio Stars
Magazine.
Programs
as to
artists
and material,
often suffer because
of poor mercial
presentation
or
exaggerated
announcements. There have combeen
many changes in program for the summer
months.
I'hemajor
Boardprograms
reviewedas asit many
of
the
current
possibly
could before this issue went to press.

tinted
care. nails ere her own individual
With ficent
F-O shades
Nail(creme
Polish inor si>transpamagniyou, too, canandhaveheldtheadmirafinger
tips thatrent), attract
tion. It's a matter of seconds with
F-O Oily
to prepare for Polish
a new Remover
shade, and
this
corrective remover will heep your
noils from becoming brittle. Learn

OF

1. LUX RADIO THEATRE (CBS) .79.8
Starring
HoUyivood'
"radio movies"
made sthisb'uiiicst
the air'snames
most inpopu-its
2.(CBSFREDandlar program.
WARING'S
PENNSYLVANIANS
NBC)
79.5
BeiiK, featured
vn both
niajur nct-aorks
has
doubled
thisOF versatile
ornanizatioH
s popularity.
3. MARCH
TIME
(CBS)
79.4
rnccitsored and thrill, ny d, amatizations of
the iie-i'S. CARAVAN
4.GOODMAN
CAMEL
— RUPERTORCHESTRA
HUGHES,
BAND, SHILKRET
(CBS)
77.7
Also going in strongly for Holly-vood eeleb5.DRAGONETTE
ci'TIES SERVICE
CONCERT — JESSICA
(NBC»
77.S
A dionified
hour zi'ith Jessiea's hell-like sop
r
a
n
o
I
t
s
h,„hlu,hi.
6.RUDY
FLEISCHMANN'S
VARIETY HOUR76.8—
VALLEE (NBO
Its entertainment
-.■alue is unsurpassed.
7.OTISTHE
JERGENS
PROGRAM
— CORNELIA
SKINNER (NBC)
76.8
Miss Skinner's
skilful
characterizations
arc a
refreshing
change
from
the
usual
fare.
8. STADIUM SYMPHONY CONCERTradio.(MBS)
. .76.7
Prominent guest conductors lend added in9. ANDRE KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA
(CBS)
76.6
Dance your caresKEYa-ivav'OF RCA (NBC).. 75.7
10. THE
Going MAGIC
in more for symphonic programs and
letting variety and MUSIC
novelty— restHOWARD
n-vh,lc BAR11. EVERYBODY'S

Jamesand E.Sunday
Chinn
Evening
Washington. D. C.Star.
H.
Dean
Fitier
Kansas Vivian
City Star. Kansas
GardnerCity.Wis.Mo.
Wisconsin News,M. Milwaukee,
Joe
Haeffner
ButTalo Andrew
Evening News.
Buffalo. N. Y.
W. Foppe
Cincinnati Enquirer. Cincinnati, 0.
Oscar
H.
Fernbach
San Francisco Examiner.
cisco. Cal. San Fran-

75.3
// LOW
you would (CBS)
learn and better appreciate
12.
KRAFT
MUSIC
HALL—
BING
CROSBY,
DORSEY
ORCHESTRA
(NBC)guest stars.
75.0
Unassumuui
Bnui and
13. THE
FLYING
REDhigh-priced
HORSE TAVERN
(CBS)
74.5
Marsh,
and prooram.
Walter U'oolf King heading
aJoan
musical
14. Recent
EDlively,
WYNN
(NBC)
69.5
Award. u'inner of our Distinguished Service
15. AMERICAN
ALBUM OF FAMILIAR
MUSIC
(NBC)
74.0
Frank
Munn,
Lucy
Monroe
and loved
the Haensehen
orchestra
rendering
the
best
musical
numbersVOICE
as onlyOF they
can render (NBC)
them. . 71.8
16. THE
FIRESTONE
Margaretchestra,Speaks,
withevening
William
Daly's ori
s
a
Monday
treat
missed. 'N' ANDY (NBC) no} to71.5be
17. AMOS
"Roll on. Mississippi,
roll on. . (NBC).
. ." 71.3
18. GOLDMAN
Operaticin Nc.v
and BAND
martialCity.CONCERT
airs direct from
Central
Park
York
19. AOne& ofP the
GYPSIES
(NBC)
71.2
pioneer
pro</rams.
20. MAXWELL HOUSE SHOW BOAT .(NBC)
. .71.2
I.anny Ross is due back soon.
21. WAYNE KING'S ORCHESTRA (CBS 71.2
and
NBC)
Soothina and distinctive.
2->.
BEN
BERNIE
AND
ALL
THE
LADS
(NBC)
71.1
Pen's pcrsonalilv HOTEL
is still tops.(CBS) 70.7
23. HOLLYWOOD
licttin.i
hca-.'x
competition
from
Camel
Caravan and I u.r Theatre.
24. ONE
MAN'Sas FAMILY
(NBC)
Continuing
air's most
interesting 70.3
and
believable
serial.theCHAMPIONS
25.
STUDEBAKER
— RICHARD
HIMBER
(NBC)
70.2
For lovers
of the LADY
dance and(NBC)
good mu.uc. 70.0
26. THE
SINGING
Ireenc
Wicker,
enliveninti
the
imagination of
all who listen.
27.
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL
ENSEMBLE (NBC) WOODWIND
74.4
Symphonic delights.
28. CONTENTED
69.3
Dr. Allan Roy PROGRAM
Dafoe has been(NBC)
an occasional
29.
HUMAN(NBC)
SIDE OF THE NEWS — EDWIN
C. HILL
69.2
More ofof facts.
the heartbeats and less of the cold,
guest
late.'
colorless
30. TOWN HALL TONIGHT— STOOPNAGLE
AND BUDD WITH
VAN onSTEEDEN'S
(Continued
page 98) ORCHES-
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NOBODY

Al£

ASKS

OUT

.

ANYMORE/

HER
PIMPLY
SKIN WAS
THE
REASON
FORSAR/C
iHINTIMr

^ ^^^r- ^ I WISH I COULD T
r BE POPULAR -THE ^
ANwmtK |v= ^LWAVS GOING^^^'^ '
CPLACES -v^
ANOTHER

UNTILI FOUND HER CR-YIN6 HEB
EYES
OUT. it's
YOU KNOW
HEOA SHAME
FACE IS-BUT
SO
BROKEN
OUX "THE
LIKE TO TAKE
HER BOYS DON't^

/ ISN'T IT A DARLING DCESS ?
Cy^X JUST
OH, I'mMAR-VEL-OUS
so THRIULED^ AND
NOT IT''S
TO
HAVE ANV MORE
OF THOSE OLD
PIMPLES.'

't let Adolescent Pimples make
YOU feel neglected and forlorn
PIMPLES are often a real calamity to girls and
boys after the beginning of adolescence — from
about 13 to 25 years of age, or even longer.
During this period, important glands develop
and final growth takes place. This causes disturbances throughout the entire system. The skin becomes oversensitive. Waste poisons in the blood
irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples break out.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast is an effective remedy for adolescent pimples. It clears these skin
irritants out of the blood. Then— with the cause
removed — the pimples vanish!
Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly
—a cake about one-half hour before each meal.
Eat it plain, or in a little water until your skin is
entirely clear. Start today.
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Groucho Marx heckled
the Radio City guide.

Dom Davis, NBC guide,
and author of this story.

2.000

YOU can't help feeling sorry for her
— the girl who seems to be "in
wong" with everyone.
She's pretty — but men avoid her.
She's good company — but girls let her
alone.
why? She's simply out of things. And
Well, bluntly, because underarm perspiration odor makes her unpleasant to
be near.
And the pity of it is, she has nobody
to blame
herself.
For it's so fresh,
easy,
these
days,butto keep
the underarms
free from odor all day long. With Mum!
It takes just half a minute to use
Mum. And you can use it any time —
before dressing or afterwards. Mum is
harmless to clothing, you know.
soothing
the skin,thetoo.
You can
useIt'sit right
after toshaving
underarms.
The daily Mum habit will prevent
every trace of underarm odor without
preventing perspiration itself. Get this
helpful habit — it pays socially! BristolMyers, Inc., 630 Fi fth A v( • lUH •, New York.

MUM TAKES THE ODOR
OUT OP PERSPIRATION
ON SANITARY NAPKINS. Make sure that you
can never otfend in this way. Use Mum!

THRODGH

An

NBC

guide

of celebrities
By

Dom

MILES

RADIO

tells amusing
who

stories

visit Radio

Caldwell

DURING the past two years over a
million people have come to Radio
City in New York to see the broadcasting studios and to look behind the
scenes in radio programs. As one of
the forty-five guides of the National
Broadcasting Company, I have
walked approximately two thousand
miles, conducting these X^isitors
through the studios and ex])laining
the' intricacies of radio broadcasting
in a manner simple and understandable to the ordinary layman. Contrary to common belief, this business
of guiding and, more or less, telling
the same story several times a day,
(lav in and day out, is, to me, far
from being tedious work, for as an
XBC guide I have met many intergreat celebrities
and I esting
havepeoplehadandnumerous
exciting
and memorable exi)eriences. Once
I got lost in the winding maze of
corridors around the studios, in the
company of none other than the
glamorous actress, Gloria Swanson ;

CITY

City

Davis

I have seen Groucho Marx heckle a
guide, during the tour, before twentyfive other visitors without being recognized ;I have watched James J.
Walker and Fred Allen try to outdo
each other in wise-cracking ; I have
spent a whole hour with Marlene
Dietrich without knowing it ; I have
fought for and lost the honor and
the pleasure of guiding for Carole
Lombard ; I have had the honor of
meeting a Spanish princess and I
had the extreme pleasure of seeing
her pull a fast one on an NBC
executive — it was the neatest little
trick I have ever seen pulled in Radio
City
but on.I'll tell you more about
that —later
My
daily tours
the studios
have been
like athrough
tour around
the
world, for all kinds of people have
beaten a path to this city within a
city,
pay homage
one ofI have
the
modernto wonders
of the toworld.
explained the mystery of radio
broadcasting and the operations &i
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MY BOSS HARDLY EVER GIVES ME DiCrATION
PERSONALLY. AND I THINK HE'S SO NICE.
I'M NO ADVICE-TO-THE-IOVELORN
EXPERT,
ANNE, BUTUSETRY ITMAVIS.
FRENCHWOMEN
TO
KEEP
DAINTY
ALLURING,

M-M-M M LOVELY! I'LL ALWAYS USE
MAVIS' ALL-OVER FRAGRANCE
BEFORE
I DRESS.NEAR
MAYBE
HE'LL
UKE WORKING
ME NOW.

JUST ONE MORE LETTER, MISS MARSH,
. . . ER . . . ER . . ."DsoJLTllL&^TTlarLik-:

S/X \Nf t/CS MTf

Gloria Swanson, movie star,
got lost in Radio City.

0-0-H,MR.HALL!.. MY
ANSWER IS "S'A r
2au£ ta !"

ANNE MARSH.YOU'RE FIRED! YOU'RE
SOFOR SWEET,
I'VE GOT ME,
A BETTER
YOU. MARRY
DEAR !JOB

Jascha Heifetz, distinguished Russian violinist.
our plant to al^out twenty thousand
people from all parts of the world,
the peoples of which have been
brought closer together by the modern means of transportation and communication. Ican remember many
of their faces — the swarthy face of
a farmer from Kansas ; the awestricken face of a little dark man
from the West Indies ; the pert face
of a coquettish blonde, conspicuously
unaccompanied : the placid look of a
fat German tourist, carrying a
camera strapped over his shoulder ;
and the less placid and thinner face
of a Jewish refugee from the land of
the Nazi ; the proud mien of a heavily-jeweled maharajah from India;
the pale and greenish face of a Jewish storekeeper from the Bowery ;
the dignified mien of a prosperouslydressed Elk from Chicago fhis Elk
pin shone brightly on the wide lapel
of his double-breasted blue suit) ;
and many, many fat women who
gasped at (Continued on page 84)

ring

HELP ROMANCE

ALON

, Before you dress,
all-over fragrance
touch soothes your skin — ahsorhs disturbing body moisture
. Don't forgetIts!
Mavis safeguards
your. . daintiness.
delightful fragrance lingers . . . and in
men's memories,
Absolutely
pure. too. Try Mavis today.

remember MAVIS' allu
Walk in hoauty — surrouiulcd by the
glamour Mavis gives you . . . that "certain women
something"
Frenchknow themenallureadore!
of constant
flower-fresh daintiness. Make their
charm secret your own !
After every bath — before you dress —
clothe yourself in softly fragrant clouds
of Mavis Talcum. The delicate scent
keeps you fresh for hours. Its velvety

Mavis Talcum in ioi, bOi and $1 sizes at
drug
departmentstores.
storesWhite
— convenient
lOe sizeandat j-and-lOe
or flesh.

MAVIS
IN

THE

RED CONTAINER
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Beauty

Experts
that

HAS anything ever made you madder
than trying to get a decent manicure
from a partly used bottle of nail polish
turned thick and gummy ?
Amazingly, almost unbelievably, that
problem has been solved ... by Glazo.
Given just ordinary care, Glazo now
stays completely perfect and usable right
down to the last drop in the bottle.
All stores now have this marvelous,
perfected, non-thickening Glazo. Recognized asthe loveliest of nail polishes...
GLAZO

witness

Glazo

does

the

proof

not

thicken!*

world-famous for its fashion-approved
Expensive internationally known nail
colors, for its extra days of long, unpolishes and popular domestic brands
blemished wear, without chipping, peel- alike were hopelessly lost when competing or cracking.
ing with Glazo in the "thickening" test.
Profit by the nail polish experience of (See the box below.)
Almost as amazing . . . Glazo beauty,
fashion experts, beauty authorities and
millions of other smart women. Choose
Glazo quality, costs you only 20 cents.
Glazo for its unequalled beauty.
You'll remain a Glazo
* PROOF (what the beauty experts saw) : In identical
bottles, left open for 12 days, Glazo was tested against
enthusiast for its perten other brands. Glazo stayed as perfect, as usable as
fection ofquality.
ever ... evaporated less than 10%. Every one of the
others became thick, gummy, unfit to use . . . evaporated
an average of 45%. These other brands ranged all the
way from expensive, internationally known lines to wellnow
known popular domestic polishes.
only 20^
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FOR

DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE

TO

RADIO

To give
listeners
a danceKostelanetz.
program refreshingly different from all others was Chesterfield's
difficult
demand
of Andre
But his genius for striking arrangements, evident throughout the Lily Pons-Nino Martini
series, gave glowing response, as did his musicians, and the request of his sponsor was
gratifyingly fulfilled.
Musical conductors vary considerably. The importance of a conductor cannot be
emphasized too strongly. The fate of an orchestra is in his baton.
Fortunately, the Kostelanetz orchestra is composed of the finest musicians on the air.
So naturally, with his direction, his arrangements, his judgment and personality there is nothing
musical of which they are incapable.
Whether you prefer swing time to waltz time; slow tempo to fast, your wishes, and
Chesterfield's, are met Wednesday and Friday evenings when Andre Kostelanetz and his
dance orchestra go on the air. His vocalists, Kay Thompson, Ray Heatherton, the Rhythm
singers and Announcer David Ross are under the same magic spell as his musicians, as
they do achieve a dance program refreshingly different.
To Andre Kostelanetz for his musical genius, RADIO STARS Magazine is happy to
present its award for Distinguished Service to Radio.

Andre Kos+elaneh
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What
is he
really.
d Bowes
Maj, Edwar
like — ^this man whose
name is upon every
tongue — whoursis the
idol of amate and
whog
PI^r conti
nue ence
'^'P^^H
to sthron
of audi
JH^
to his broadcasts?

Ike,

MAJOR
ON
PARADE
IMAGINATIONS have been stirred
lie something. I thought, -behind all
By Miriam
more by the amateur hour than by
the legends, a germ of truth. At the
any other program and more l)y tlie
very
least, a distinctive personality.
Rogers
I found him seated at his desk in
man in charge, the suave and genial
the bedroom of his suite, which is
critic, the gentle striker of gongs,
his retreat from the turmoil and
than by any other man in radio.
W^hat is he really like, this man
AH the world's a bustle that beset his days — a retreat
whose name is on every tongue, idol,
considerably modified by three telewith amazingly few exceptions, of
phones and a push-button with which
amateurs and audiences alike?
he toyed as he talked. He rose and
Does he earn the tremendous sal- stage— and all the greeted me courteously, with a murary that is his for the asking? Is he
mured apology for making an office
of his bedroom, the need to get away
the kindly being we imjigine him to
be, generous, big-souled. Destiny per- men and women
from
it
all. Pose? Perhaps — but a
sonified for those eager aspirants for
pleasant
work his
! very aspect
fame and fortune who storm his
He is place
a bigtoman,
doors, begging, demanding, pleading
impressive. The head is large, the
for a helping hand?
big nose and heavy chin and noble
Or is he a quite diflferent sort of
forehead giving an impression of inbeing, with unseen tail and horns —
ward strength and power. It is the
])rofiteer, slave-driver, money-mad. merely players..." face of a leader, strong, dominant.
building his own success upon the
Not handsome, certainly, but a head
sacrificial olTerings of deluded hu- And the director? a sculptor would love to model, with
manity ?
its vigorous character and decisive
Or is he, perhaps, merely a man,
But the preliminaries, the long
a little bewildered by his own amazplanes.
ing popularity, unquestionably proud Major
wait, the difficulties in obtaining an
Edward
of his own surprising achievements?
audience,
had aputcertain
me onhaughtiness,
the defenAs I sat waiting to be escorted to
sive. I felt
the inner sanctum, I thought of all
condescension, in his bearing that I
1 had heard aiiout him, as ardent
did not like, as if I were a peasant
Bowes !
lover of music; as connoisseur of
being granted an audience with the
Grand High Mogul. Time, it was
art, with a splendid gallery of masterpieces to prove the excellence of
indicated, was scarcer than rubies,
Major Bowes presents his
his taste; as world traveler and as
amateurs, aspirants for
words were diamonds — but 1 was
successful business man. There must
fame or the fateful gong!
within the (Continued on page S^)

Panouche, the Skye terrier, poses
with his mistress, Lily Pons, in the
studio of her home at Silvermine,
Connecticut. But he would very
much prefer to go for a walk.

IF

By

Nancy

Lily Pons,
fourfold
have

MUSIC

Barrows

singing

fame, would

some

star

of

like to

time for romance

PANOUCHE is going to be married. . .
Panouche is a handsome young gentleman, two years
old.
is Lily
Pons'hisSkye
terrier,hasandan ofunderstanding
a romantic
nature.He And
because
mistress
heart,
the
problems
of
Panouche
are
simple
and easily
solved.
But the problems of Lily Pons are more complex.
And her mistresses more numerous. Their names are
Music and Career, and Opera, Concert, Radio and Movies.
Relentlessly demanding they are. Quite hostile to the

Wearing a simple tailored blouse,
she looks more like a young girl,
just home from school, than a
world-famous prima donna of
opera, concert, radio and movies.

With her musical director, Andre
Kostelanetz, conductor of the
Chesterfield program, Lily made
her first air voyage recently,
from Grand Rapids to New York.

diminutive gray brogues and short whiteVE
socks, Lily Pons
romance of slim, small, wistful-eyed Lily PonsLO home on -"
looked moreO
likeF
a young schoolgirl,
vacation,
OD
FO
Between
them
they
arrange
Lily's
life
with
stern
exE
H
T
BE actitude. She must study. She must practise. She must than a world-famous prima donna.
The
room
was
two
stories
high.
Across
one
end
hung
go to Hollywood to make a movie. She must make concert tours to the far ends of the earth. She must sing a balcony of ancient whitewashed beams. Between the
throughout the opera season at the Metropolitan, in New wide rails Panouche, the terrier, thrust his shaggy head
and gazed curiously down upon us.
York. She must fulfill radio engagements.
And, to complicate matters further, the object of her
"Come — come — cotne — come!" trilled Lily.
And sol)erly Panouche descended the winding stair. He
affection-s also is a talented young musician, with a similarly demanding career.
came up to inspect me. Apparently he found me satisAs long ago as last fall, rumors were rife that romance
factory, assured by mystic signs known only to dogdom,
that 1. too, possessed a dog.
had
entered
Lily
Pons'
life
in
the
person
of
the
gifted
Andre Kostelanetz, composer and conductor of the Chesa friend who has a beautiful lady Skye," said
terfield radio program. But when I asked her about it Lily."I have
"So, next week. Panouche will be married!"
then, she answered with convincing frankness :
"And how about your marriage?" I ventured. "The
"Where
is thereananyardent
time for
marriage?"
are making considerable talk of it. . ."
But, granting
suitor
and, moreover, one papers
Her
me
do noteyes
knowshadowed.
myself! "The
I tellpapers
them !I They
do notaskknow
whose life follows a pattern similar to her own, whose what I dark
devotion to music equals hers, whose special musical — and they print what they want to, anyway." She
gifts supplement her own — I wondered if she still would shrugged expressively.
give me the same answer now.
"Always
want to talk
the intimate,
the want
personal things.they
. . Because
I am about
a singer,
they do not
Radio columnists have proclaimed that Lily Pons and
Andre Kostelanetz are married- Had romance, I won- me to have any private life. • . I nmst keep nothing to
dered, found at last its starry hours? Would she, I myself. . . I do not like it!"
wondered, tell me about it ?
I understand her feeling. I agree with her' that it is
We sat now in the lovely studio of her hilltop home more than unkind, this j>eeping and prying into the lives
in Silvermine, Connecticut. In a tailored blouse, with a of those who give so freely of themselves for our entertainment and pleasure. It is a (Continued on page 68)
blue scarf knotted about her neck, gray flannel slacks and
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Revealing

what

a popular

radio

star like Rudy

Vallee

WE were seated around the Vallee dinner table, an kept staring back.
She looked like such a nice, friendly girl. He thought
English theatrical magnate, a pretty girl who works in
radio, Rudy Vallee, myself.
that maybe she would let him take her to the theater, or
And, as, people do after they have dined well, we slowly perhaps dancing. He was very young, and he, too.
sipped our coflFee, talking without self -consciousness or wanted to enjoy music from the other side of the platrestraint.
form. He knew he had no business speaking to a strange
The magnate recalled the Vallee he used to know, when girl, but what can a young man do when he is alone in a
foreign
? Besides, the girl was an American.
Rudy,
a kidthein saxophone
his 'teens, had
taken Savoy
a year Hotel
oflf fromin He knew country
from the way she talked, for he could hear her
Yale tothenplay
at The
Lx)ndon.
voice as she and her partner glided past. So during the
next intermission he strolled into the
"I was lonely," said Vallee. There
lobby. There stood the girl, the
was something simple and engagingly _
laughing center of a gay young
N a n e t t e
honest about the way he said this.
D y
group. Again she stared at him.
"You have no idea how lonely," said
But this time her eyes seemed to
K u t n e r
he. "It wasn't easy, getting a date
harden into little lumps of ice.
in Then
those days."
he told us. And, before I
Thoroughly squelched, Rudy reddened and quietly walked back to the band.
descrilje the rest of my date with Rudy, you must hear
this story.
He saw her again, aboard ship, when they sailed for
He wanted a girl in London, a girl with whom he could home, he in second class, she in first. One evening as he
stood alone on deck he looked up. Above him stood the
talk, with whom he could dance and see the sights.
"But there was no one," he admitted. "And no way of girl. Their eyes met, but only for an instant. Then she
turned her back. She couldn't be bothered with an unmeeting
anyone,"an heunforgettable
added.
He described
afternoon when he was
known boy who played the saxophone.
playing the cocktail shift. As his fingers wandered over
"I met her years later," he told us.
the shining keys, his eyes glanced about the room and
She was seated with Jock Whitney's party at a fash^
caught the eyes of a girl who danced by the raised plat- ionable New York night club. Rudy, now a success,
form. While she danced she kept staring at Rudy, star- wealthy,
was same
introduced.
He tooksought-after,
her out that
week and told her how
ing over the broad shoulder of her partner. And Rudy
24

does in the way of entertaining when he "dates" a girl
However, upon his return, he met a wealthy young
happy she could have made him in London.
man who went out of his way to be nice to Rudy. One
"We would have had such fun together," he confided day
he showed him the photograph of a very pretty girl,
to us, "buthisby shoulders.
the time we did meet, it was too late." He
shrugged
a girl with black hair and blue eyes and a tip-tilted nose.
He told us more about those early London days.
"She's in The Follies," he said. "She's a friend of my
He lived in a tiny flat on a dismal sidestreet. The flat
friend. How'd you like to meet her?"
was on the fourth floor ; the second and third were girlRudy's
beat. girl,
He wanted
own.mustAndhaveheremissed
was aa pretty
plus thea
vacant ; the first was occupied by the shop of a man who girl of hisheart
repaired watches.. There was a small white card tacked glamor of Ziegfeld.
to the molding on the ground floor. And on this card was
Rudy's friend introduced them via the mails. Rudy
printed in neat black letters :
wrote her a letter. The girl answered. A long correRUDY VALLEE
spondence ensued. Finally they made a date.
SAXOPHONE LESSONS
Their momentous meeting was to take place during his
Between the hours spent at The Savoy he taught young Easter vacation. He planned to come to New York for
Englishmen the secrets of American jazz. He could well the week-end. His New England conscience told him he
use the extra fees. Money was tight for him in those had no right to spend money for the trip from New
days. Rudy stinted himself, saving his pounds and hiding Haven, for the New York hotel room and all the incithem in the bottom of his trunk. It was this money he
dentals for a week-end. Still, spring was in the air ; Rudy
intended to use toward paying his tuition for the follow- was young ; this last college year had been an arduous one.
ing final, delayed year at Yale. It was this money that So he spent five dollars on a dress shirt and bought a
was stolen. Arriving home from The Savoy late one l)ottle of perfume for the girl. Then jamming his new
night, he found his door open, the trunk ransacked, the possessions into his bag, he took the train to New York.
money gone.
Unpacking, he discovered that the perfume bottle had
broken, spilling its contents over the dress shirt. This
"I walked the streets until dawn," he told us. "I was meant
a last minute rushing around to buy a second one,
crazy.
think Itowould
ifnearly
I only
had Ihaddon'tsomeone
talk have
to . .felt
. it so much another five dollar layout, another bottle of perfume. Hot
and
breathless
he arrived back at the hotel, just in time to
"When I That
got back
America,
circumstances
improved.
seasonto spent
in London
had putweren't
me a telephone the girl.
Her voice .sounded cool, as {Continued on page 71)
term behind my own college class."
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John Hamilton, Governor
London's
campaign
manager, at the
microphone.
26

Chairman Jim Farley on
the air tor the President
Roosevelt torces.

Eddie Cantor rehearses with Parkyakorkus for their new show.

RADIO
microphone

favorites

Kay Thompson whispers
to Roy Hecther+on on
the Kos+elone+2 holf-hour.
Right: Dick Powell surrounded by a bevy of
Stage Struck beouties.

SPOTLIGHT
as the summer

season

slowly

ends

DO

YOU

ON

WANT

THE

AIR

By GLADYS
"I'D LIKE to take a shot at asking the Public a question
tiiis time," Clark told me, mopping the 'blood' from his
temple.
"I'dtheliketables
to interview
I'd
like to turn
and givethethemfansa for
dose a ofchange.
their own
medicine. I'd like them to play Truth with me, and I
wish they'd tell me the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth, so help them God. I can take it !"
thoughonhethecould
it Clark
might looked
be. Weas were
back"take
lot ofit,"thewhatever
MGM
studio. They had been making some post-picture stills
of San Frtmcisco before the devastated street was dismantled. We stood in the earthquake debris among piles
of bride and stone and mortar, the ghosts of pale children
laid out in doorways, the echoes of wailing voices still
knifing the air, the priestly figure of Spencer Tracy in
the distance — and Clark, in tattered evening clothes, his
temjJe gory, dusty, dishevelled — and smiling.
Clark usually is smiling.
"It's this," he said, as we lit companionable cigarettes
and parked under the teetering roof of a lop-sided house.
"It's
It'sair.
whether
not rather
the fans,
whole,about
want radio.
me on the
Wouldor they
haveasmea
do plays on the air or wotild they rather have me c<Mitinue
in pictures — or both ?"
"Naturally th^'U say 'both'," I remarked, "since it is
good old human nature to want all you can get of anything or anyone, in every way."
"But that is not the game of Truth I am pJaying," explained Qark, "I am going now on the hypothesis that

The Legionnaire and the Lady, first Cecil B. DeMiile production on tlie air of Lux Radio Theatre in
Hollywood, starred Marlene Dietrich and Oark Gable.

ME

?

HALL

rd do
other.
Thatreaction.
I'd be inI pictures
the
air.oneAndor Ithewant
the fan
want to orknowon
whether the fans would be interested in me — for any
length of time — on the air. And if so, why? And how?
And"ThewhatGable
?" face or the Gable voice, which? Is that
it ?" I asked,
a coupleClark
of bricks
and
nearly
laid usas low.
brushedtobogganed
them to down
one side
with one powerful hand. He has the most powerful
hands I have ever seen. He didn't, as a matter of fact,
want or try or even think of trying to take out a boxer's
license,it inasmind
the papers
had Maxie
it someBaer.
timeItago.
didn't
have
to take on
was aHepublicity
story. But one look at those hands, fitter to rivet steel
than story
to hold
a lady's hand, and one has the clue to how
the
started.
"That's about it," ginned Clark, "and if they do want
me
on the meair —to ifdo?the Fight?
'ayes' have
then Speak
what would
they
Make it—love?
Little
Pieces?wantWhat?
"I can't sing, for the luvva Mike! I can't tap dance!
I'm not a comic — or am I? All I can do, so far as I
know,
I've thealready
done Legionnaire
as a guest artist
now Lady
and
then. isLikewhatdoing
play The
and The
with Marlene — or scenes from Men In White, and
so on.
"[ don't think I belong on the air. I don't know why
I'm todoing
thinking
since no oneon has
asked
me
give any
my art
to the about
air forit,{^Continued
pageSS)

Cecil B. DeMille, famous movie director and now the
producer of the weekly Lux Radio Theatre program, chats with Clark Gable before the broadcast.

The

March

of Time — Radio's

IF IT wanted to, The March Of Time program could
say:
to you
from! us!"
to its
not a "Phooey
thing would
happen
In fact,
if itsponsor
wanted— and
to,
it might even go so far as to hurl a loud raspberry in
the general direction of the chewing gum concern that
foots intheperfect
ether Time's
expenses
and still march on as
usual
safety and
good —will.
And that, if you know your radio, is a Very Strange
Fact.
Take John Funnyman, for instance. His sponsor
insists
okaying
every
comedian's
before on
it goes
on the
air.word
Let ofJohnthe pull
one joke,script
one
phrase, that his boss blue-pencilled and he'll find himbouncedcustom
out of goes
radio'sforbackall door
a job.as That
quaintself old
John without
Funnymen
well
as singers and actors and orchestras and the rest.
Yet nobody can tell the March Of Time what it can
and
can even,
it did not toso some
long
ago, can't
make broadcast.
its sponsorIt look
a littleas ridiculous
ten million listeners. Still its enormous bills went on
being paid with generosity and satisfaction and there
were
no hard
certainly
puts America's
foremost
news feelings.
program Which
right up
in a class
with this
world's
Privileged
Characters.
30

only uncensored

program

There's a reason for that. And the reason is that
first, foremost and always, the March Of Time must
bring you a completely accurate presentation of the news
— sponsors, even presidents and kings and nations notwithstanding. And it is clearly understood and agreed
in the contract with its sponsor that the first minute said
sponsor accepts
immediately
void.censorship of any kind the contract is
Now no advertiser who has the money and the good
fortune to keep Time on the air is going to tamper with
any of its doings and promptly kill the goose that lays
the golden egg. Here is a program that is a nightly
newspaper for millions of people the globe around —
people who at the same time receive a tasty bit of chewing gum advertising inserted between the columns of
world events. During its five years on the air. Time
has attained an inestimable amount of international
importance. It is so important that it is banned in Germany, disapproved in Italy. Herr Hitler, realizing how
powerful a swayer of public opinion it is, has every
single broadcast taken down by a fast typist at the German Embassy in Washington, translated and rushed to
him immediately by cable. None of the Hearst papers
is allowed to list the program {Continued on page 80)
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It's mar
riage

again

for Jimmy

Wal-

lington— and

the

name

of the lady is

Betty

Jane

Cooper

THE phone rang and Swiggs. my
faithful butler, answered it.
"It'sself, forfor1 have
you, tosir,"
said to myplay1 Swiggs,
too.
"It's that Jimmy Wallin^ton person ..."
"Hi-ya. Jimmy," I said. I suppose
you're going to tell me that you've
inherited a fortune or that you're going to get married ..."
"Hey!" he snarled. "Who's been
talking
Well, sir, I'll have you know, 1
was into the tweeds and over at Signor
suite in
time Wallington's
than it takes tohotel
tell about
it. less
"Whadda
ya a want,
snapped
through
crack inbum?"
the door,he
thereby proving that radio an-

nouncers, intheir bathrobes, talk like
you and me.
"Listen, pal, I know you won't inherit any?"money,
so what's
marriage
1 asked,
pushmgthismy about
way
past him. "Where is she? Where are
easy, my friend." he
her'"
hidingit"take
you"Take
answered,
down and listen
toitmeeasy.
for aNow
minute.sit
"In the first place I'm not marrie<l
— yet — but I'm gomg to be. In the
second
place she
this place
— "
He thought
thatisn'twasin very
funny!
"But she's coming over to lunch especial y tomeet you because I told her
that 1 wanted you to have the story
first. Why," looking cautiously out
into the hall, "no one, not even Can-

WALLINGTON

tor, knows!" about
— except
you."it
"What
1 mustthishave
hollered
because he put his fingers to his ears.
"Do you mean I've got an exclusive
that's
on "Ithis,guess
a scooj)
^" what you feller;
would call it. you'll have the scoop
and I'll have the girl — and ivhat a
"Jimmy," I asked, as he started to
lather his chin, "how did you happen
to meet her, who is she, and why
should
any girl want
He grinned.
"One— at" a time, old

girH"
MEETS

Announcer James
Walling+on
has known
fame and success
and
tragedy and despair.
Now, once more, he knows
completeto happiness
marriage
lovely BettyinJanehis
Cooper of the Scandals and
Collegiate. Betty will abandon
the stage to keep house for Jimmy.

William

one at a time ! Now sit over there in
that
relax andAs I'llfortellheryouname,
how
it allchair,
happened.
you'll
just
have
to
wait
until
lunch
time. Now listen with both ears and
I'll begin at the beginning.
"You remember that in 1935 I lost
the
lovelyFuhrmann.
girl I had married
— Anita,
Anita
You remember
how happy we were, the plans we had
made and — " his voice broke, "how
she died after a long and terrible siege
of peritonitis. Her death left me the
victim of a strange and almost stupe-

HIS

fymg melancholia. I was bewildered,
dazed.
Oh, I don't
didn'tas hard
keep
up; I worked
everymean
day Ijust
as I could, but nothing looked right,
nothing was right.
"Then Eddie Cantor bustled me
off to the Coast with him so we could
carry on his air show from there,
while he made a picture. There, I
thought, I can get back to normal. I
should
"Well,havewhatonly
— " II didn't!"
tried to say.
"Keep still, mugg," he said, pointing his razor
"In and
desperation
I finally
went attome.
Cantor
laid all
of my troubles at his feet. He was
sympathetic
knew inhe'dthebe.world.
He's Bethe
best
friend ;I 1have
sides, he's one of the most intelligent

Vallee

men I know and the Cantor heart is
notoriously as big as Gibraltar.
'Jimmy,' he said, 'I sympathize with
you.'
on tobutsaythatthatI
he knewThenjusthehowwentI felt
was still a young man and that 1 had
a lot of life to face yet. I must
carry
Anitawere.wouldn't want
things onthebecause
way they
"I
admitted
that
he was do.rightThatso
I asked him what I should
was easy for him. He told me to
dress and get out every night, to play
and play hard. He said 1 must talk
to everyone, anyone, in fact, who
would listen to me. He finished up
by
swearing
didn't
his
advice
endthatupifonbyI page
going86)take
insane.
( I'd
Continued
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Doris Kerr,
CBS songstres , is one
of radioland's
very loveliest
lassies.

BETWEEN

I
Latest picture news
showing

what

of some

prominent

they do when

radio personalities,

not entertaining

on the air

BROADCASTS

RADIO

AND

THE

RACETRACK
By

TOM

RACING has been called The
Sport of Kings since the days of
the dim and dusty past, when
chariots careened around the arenas
of Rome for the personal entertainment of the Caesars. Today in
America, in the paddock or on the
clubhouse lawn of any race course,
you can see the flower and cream
of
thisof nation's
aristocracy,
the
pillars
its society,
the backbone
of its financial world and the stars
of its stage, screen and radio.
Look a little closer, however, and
you will se6, too, the warlords of
its rackets, the emperors of its vice
rings, the tricksters and the sharpsters, the muscle-men and the mobsters. For The Sport of Kings
attracts both the very top and the

MEANY
very bottom,
withgreat
but middle
scant representation ofthe
class,
where other sports, such as baseball, for instance, make their greatest appeal and draw the majority
of their patronage.
Nor was the turf uplifted by its
tremendous expansion in the last
four years, which now sees racing
legalized
in twenty-seven
stead of seven,
as was thestates
case in-in
1932, for few of the latter-day
converts entertain the proper ideals
regarding racing, seeing in it only a
source of revenue to treasuries
being drained by relief demands.
It was obvious to the millionaire
sportsman of the turf that an apmust be ifmade
to America's
middlepealclass,
the sport
were to

ace
Bryanracing
R
broadcaster,
"calling" the
horses from
the booth at
Belmont
Park.
stay clean and healthy, an appeal Joseph E. Witlener, owner of
not alone to the readers of the Brevity, and John E. Giwdin, a
sports pages of the daily news- player on the first international
papers, but to that portion of the polo team, are officers. Admiral
public which was not partial to Gary T. Grayson, head of the Red
sports, and particularly not partial Cross, C. V. and J. H. Whitney,
to racing.
Richard Whitney, Ogden Mills and
Then it was that the conserva- Ogden Phipps are a few of the
tive Jockey Qub and the five Rac- members.
ing Associations went to bat, turn- The leaders in racing decided to
ing to radio as the channel through offer the privil^e of broadcasting
which to reach America's middle races free to the National Broadclass. The Jockey Qub's member- casting Chain and the Columbia
ship rolls carry the names of some Broadcasting System. C. V. Whitof the biggest men in the country, ney, owner of Equipoise, went to
Millionaires (yes, there are still them and got cooperation to a
some left) are a dime-a-dozen in small d^^ee, a very small degree,
that conservative body. William The big radio chains took only the
Woodward, banker and owner of cream of the metroixjlitan races
that great race horse, Omaha; (Continued on page 92)

YOD

MOST

ROSEHABY

I CAN see right now that this is going to be a tough assignment. Talking
al)out Rosemary, I mean. Because
when a sister talks about a sister
there's just no such thing as being absolutely impartial — no matter how
hard
you
things that try
are you'll
too swellendor upnot saying
swell
enough. So you might as well decide

MEET

fromdo the
to
and start
stick which
to it. you're going
Personally,
I'll
choosenothing
too swell,
since I honestly think
said
about Rosemary can really be that
way. Call it sisterly love if you want
to,
all I favorite
know is she's
one out
of myof
verybutmost
persons
all
the
people
I
know.
It's
been
that
way ever since my first recollection
of her, laboriously wheeling me
around the front yard in a little
brown soapbox wagon in 4ndianola,
Iowa, our
town. We've
ways beenhome
inseparable,
Rosemaryaland I. Aside from the fact that we
like each other a lot, I think another
reason for that is the gap of eight
years in age between us and our
next older .sister. There are three
more girls in the family, you see.
Lo, orturesLolo,
who usednowto tobe director
in picand is married

Al Hall; Le, or Leota, a musical
comedy
and Martha
who'sat
married tostar;
an English
professor
the University of Illinois.
One thing
always sort
secretly
adoredI'veRosemary
for ofis
that although I'm a year and two
months younger than she (she's
twenty)
she'sThere've
never treated
me like
a 'kid sis.'
been plenty
of
times when she's had chances to —
and probably should have — you
know, times when we've thought
differently about important decisions, or times when we've had to
divide things or take choices between dresses
something.
It's
always made
me orterribly
proud that
Rosemary never exercised a big sister'sfixed
rightsitofso priority
ably
that we; she
took invariturns
or
drew
straws
or
tossed
penny74)—
and came {Continued on apage

Gay
Lane
about

and

beguiling

of the
each

Pennsyl
other

in

Left, Rosemary Lane, of
rodio's lovely Lanes, and
below, with Priscilla, on a
visit to Frank Buck's Jungle
Camp, making
friends with
a cheetah.

SISTER

MY

I CALL her Pat. When I was tiny
"Priscilla" was too much to proI nounce, so I cut it down to one syland it'sodd
stayed
since. lableThe
thingthatis way
that ever
the
I name fits her to perfection. She
' isn't a pit prissy Prisciila-ish at all.
She's
everything
that Pat and
impliesvery—
vivacious
and modern
much on the sporty, rather than the
frilly, side of being feminine. I
think
give sister.
you a picture, right
off, of that'll
my little
But I could never put Pat in the
traditional little sister's niche! She's
an inch taller than I am and weighs
four pounds more and despite the
i fact that she is fourteen months
my junior, she has always been and
always will be. I suppose, my grandIt's thewayfunniest
thing in
the worldmother!the
she undertakes
to look out for me. "Now, Rosemary,
Rosemary
vanians
this

I think so-and-so," and "Rosemary,
if I were you I wouldn't do so-andso," are everyday occurrences. I'm
afraid
I don't
upholdcometradition,
either, because
I usually
around
toissueseeing
things
Pat's
way before the
is finished.
Tom Waring has often said to
me,
you and
fight "How
? Look atis allit these
other Pat
kidsdon't
and
the trouble they have getting along
together!"
Well that,
I really
don'tthatknow
how to explain
except
we
hate fusses. We never have had
one — a big one. If either of us is
angry we always keep quiet until
things straighten out and I think
that must be attributed to a strong
sense of family loyalty that mother
instilled in us as children. Fred
Waring, our boss, often teases us
about our odd behavior at rehear■sals ; he says if he blows up at Pris-

and Priscilla
"tell

all"

diverting

tale

Below, Priscilla, younger
sister of Rosemary. Right,
Fred Waring, with whose
Pennsylvanians the girls
captivating stars.

!

PRISCILLA

cilia
aboutgetssomething,
Rosemary's
the
one who
mad and leaves
the room
in a huff, and vice versa, so he never
can decide whom his bawling out does
the most good !
It's hard
to jump letting
right inyouandin talk
about
Pat without
on
they
way
she
used
to
be
back
Indianola. {Continued on page 75)in

Helen Hayes, stage and
film star, with her husband, Charles MacArthur, playwright and motion picture producer, on
a brief holiday together.

A

HECTIC.

HAPPY,
By

BUT

MATING
Mildred

Mastin

THE most important thinj^ in the world to new baby beside her, and Charlie, grinning
Helen Hayes is her partnershij) with Charles a little foolishly but looking pretty proud,
MacArthur.
tiptoed out to greet the boys from the
It began to be very important one scorching August afternoon eight years ago, when
"It's a girl." he announced. "And she's
papers.
they went, hand in hand, into a stuffy little more
beautifultheythana.sked.
the Brooklyn Bridge."
"Blonde?"
office to be married. Charlie nervously janHe nodded and, with a combination of
gling a bunch of keys, Helen twirling a
tiny bouquet of rosebuds. Charlie fumbling wit, sentimentality and charm that is charfrantically for the wedding ring, flelen disacteristic ofhim, he added : "She has blue
covering that she already had it on her eyes and looked at me resentfully. You
finger, taking it off, giving it back to him, know — the same look that every young acand Charlie rei)lacing it.
tress turns on a playwright. I hope she will
The partnershij) became more important grow up to be a handsome girl with good
a year later when, on a l)right September manners and able to read and write — though
morning Helen lay exhausted and happy, a not too much. I suppose the law compels
40

RADIO STARS
Helen

Hayes

reach

the

and

husband

greatest

professions

when

Charles

heights
each

MacArthur

in their
assists

us to send her to school, although she
mij^ht get more out of life just
hanging
around the house."partnership
The Hayes-MacArtliur
grew in importance when, a year and
a half later, Helen went to Hollywood to join her ])laywright hushand. and he persuaded her to go
into pictures. It was a daring step
for Helen. She had been afraid of
pictures. She never before had departed seriously from the stage. A
thousand doubts tortured her. Charlie laughed her worries away. He
was writing a movie script : The Sin
of Madelon Claudet. The role was a
'natural' for her. She would catch
on to movie technique in no time.
No need
wo d ! to be frightened of HollySo she took the role, speaking the
lines he had written, bolstered by his
faith anceandas Madelon
assurance.
wonHerfor performher the
Academy Award.

separate

the

other

And when, a few years later,
Charlie launched his motion picture
career
East as a llelen
producerdirectorinfortheParamount,
was
on the set, playing small, nameless
extra roles,couraginglaughing
him, way
enhim, helpingwithin any
she could
to make
his first
produc-a
tion, Crime
Without
Passion,
success.
In their work, in their play, at
home, in the theater, everywhere,
these two have been perfect partners. Everywhere, that is, except on
the air.
Their tendedpartnership
to radio. Lastnever
year has
each ex-of
them,
separately,
launched
careers. And neither of them radio
was
})articularly .successful.
Helen Hayes, in The New Penny
series last winter, never once touched
the heights she has reached many
times on stage and screen. And
Charlie, as {Continued on page 66)

Left, Helen
Hayesprogram.
broadcasts her radio
Above, with Neil Hamilton in The Sin of Madelon Claudet, which won
her the Academy award.
41
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JAMBO
Paul

Whiteman

ed
auditions talent
his
children for

Musical

Varieties

Each Tuesday morning ^^at
amateurs. And e^^^^^
welcomes ombif.ous young
hers se ectsLittonele
Warner Broteen
t.
for a scrPorrillotestell
s her
Jeanme
.
Paul
hopes to
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r picture. J" '^j . •
Uppe
And the sailor lodd.e .s
Juliet's brother Charles.

ter, Frances Lane and
Cen
rolleen Stimson. Above.

will reach itl
^
cIfsalong wayDotor^ theVonm. See
hone-but

DYNAMO-PINT
Ireene Wicker, The Singing Lady, unique

SIZE
in her own field

Leff, Ireene Wicker, one
of radio's most distinguished artists, has
repeatedly been honored for herAndchildren's
progranns.
(right)
with her husband, Walter Wicker, writer and
mennber of the cast of
Song ofauthorthe
City, co-of
and mennber
the cast of Todavs

Leslie
CHILDREN'S programs conic
and
and indilTerent. go.
Butgood,
amongbad thcin
all. one
stands out with starlike brilliance, not only from the standpoint of parents and teachers,
but from the point of view ol
the most important critics, the
children themselves.
The creator of these particularly delightful songs and stories
is Ireene \\ icker. talented author
and actress and successful wife
and mother, too. Her Singing
Lady program, on the air five
days a week, tifty-two weeks a
year at 5 :30 p.m L.D.T.. under
the sponsorshi]) of the Kellogg
Company, has withstood every
test, every demand of children
and educators alike. In a recent
national poll, this program led
the field by a large margin. For
three successive years, it has won
the World-Telegram award. The
NationalfoundFederation
of Women's
Clubs
its popularity
greater
than that ofandanyradio
other magazines
children's
program
and critics unite in acclaiming its
merited success.

Eaton
One rea.son for the outstandwork ingisquality
that of
she Miss
does not
write
Wicker's
down to children. Having a
growing boy and girl of her own.
she is aware of their quick intel igence, their innate good taste,
their wide and varie(l interests.
She admits their desire for
drama, their need for something
to stimulate as well as entertain.
Love for adventure, for mystery,
is legitimate — but can be met
with .something besides machine
She allows for the varied ages
and interests of her small listengunsers!all over the country by varying her program from day to
day.
On Monda}-.
instance,
she ])lans
an originalfor story
and
song based on Mother Goose or
some familiar fairy tale. On
Tuesday, slie tells an original
story of Nancy and Charlie and
their travels — last winter they
were in Bermuda and had some
exciting
with they
Pr.
William .sea-adventures
Beebe. At present
are in China, and a vivid jMCture
of that {Continued on paijc W)
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Familiar

friends

rehearse

their roles for the weekly
sailing of the Show Boat
Rosaline Greene iMary Lou), Irene Hubbard
(Maria) and Frank Mcln+yre (Captain Henry)
study their scripts. Gus Haenschen leads his orchestra. Next Lanny Ross rehearses a tender
song. And now Mary Lou and Maria run
through their lines before the nnike. Allen and
Louise Massey, of The Westerners, rehearse a
plaintive western ditty.
then Captain Henry
reads And
his role.
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Ted Hammerstein,

of The Music

FOOTSTEPS

Hall of the Air, aims high

THE old Manhattan Opera House is gone and all but
Ted's grandfather, after relinquishing his opera house,
forgotten, but names it made famous still ring in our engaged
in a number of enterprises which eventually reduced him almost to penury. He built scores of theatres
ears and some of them still shine in bright lights. Mary
Garden, Tetrazzini, Lina Cavalieri, John McCormack and in New York and Europe, but the Midas-touch was gone
many others first tasted success on the stage of Oscar and he tasted the bitter fruit of failure. His four sons
his ill luck as a fortune variously estimated at
Hammerstein's
house, ofthethis
old greatest
Victoria.venture
And ofso shared
formidable was ojjera
the success
from five to twenty millions ofdwindled
nothing.
the sonstodied
within Three
short
the famous impresario that
intervals and Oscar has himthe directors of the Metroself been dead so long that
politan Opera. Company ofBy Miriam Rogers
Ted's memories of him arc
fered Hammerstein one milfew
and
dim.
lion dollars to quit and leave
the field to them.
"He had severed all conOscar accepted their offer,
the remember
theatre,"
confident that his star would
Ted said.nections"Iwithcan
— or think I do — seeing him
remain in the ascendancy.
putter around a dusty little
But in the next years, he was
old office. He had invented
to know keen disappointment
some sort of a cigar-vending
and heart-breaking defeat.
machine and of course he
Today young Ted Hammerstein isthe brightest link
thought he was going to recoup his fortune. I was all
with the unforgettable past.
In his Music Hall of the
dressed up in Buster Brown
suits
in those days and my
Air, broadcast over the CBS
network every Tuesday
grandfather
loathed them—
night at 8 p. m., E.D.T.,
he'd give me a nickel for letting him write on the stiff
young Ted not only presents
famous artists who once
But collars
somehow in those
played on the stage of his
white
days,
the old !"man must have
grandfather's
opera
house,
imbued the little boy with
but endeavors to give the
kind of show for which the
something of his own ambielder Hammerstein was
tion and his own unquenchfamous.
able spirit. Certainly he was
"It is the last frontier of
steepedatricalintraditions
theandoldhadthe-no
vaudeville," he explained to
thoughtorousoutside
me. "We try to give a real
world. of that glamvariety
showthe
— and
the old and
new wemakethink
an
For
a
young man, Ted
Ted Hammerstein, youthful theHammerstein has a long list
atrical producer and grandson of
interesting contrast."
of failures as well as sucthe famous Oscar Hammerstein.
"But must
so manybe ofalmost
these foroldcesses behind him, but thev
timers
never fazed him for a mogotten, and quite unknown to
ment. He was always ready to tackle the next job, to
the
younger generation. Do you find them popular?" I try something
inquired.
else. Ted was born in 1902 and at fourteen, left school, determined upon a stage career and
"Very much so with those who remember. They get prepared,
whatever
befell, never to stop trying. His first
a great thrill out of hearing their old-time favorites again.
And we have plenty to offer the other listeners. We ()pix)rtunities were engineered by a skillful forging of
have something different every week, for variety, his grandfather's name on letters of introduction neatly
and Lucy Laughlin and our band to carry on regularly. written on the elder Hammer.stein's stationery! Actually,
debut, if you could call it that, was in a play called
Lucy is the daijghter of Anna Laughlin and is very pop- his
ular. Each group appeals to its own audience and both Aricona, with a stock company in the Bronx.
"I was supposed to stand in the wings and hold a
groups
buy toothpaste,
knowdebonair
!"
Ted laughed.
He isyou
a gay,
young man with horse by the bridle. At the ])ro])er moment, I was to
the most ebullient spirits. If he ever takes anything give him a slap on the flank and send him galloping
seriously, I failed to discover what, during our somewhat onstage. I was terrified and stood as far from him as mv
could stretch! Of course I was never seen by the
hectic meetings- He has an office in the I'alacc Theatre arm
audience, but 1 received $6.00 a week and thought mv
building and his radio program is rehearsed and pro- career
was well begun ! 1 had been with them about
duced, appropriately enough, in the okl Amsterdam roof,
cigiit weeks, with slightly better parts hut no more money,
where some
of
his
guest
stars
were
once
reigning
favorites. Ihad followed him from the Palace to the
companyI suggested.
went broke."
"Andthethen?"
Amsterdam and back again, finally catching up with him wlien
in his ofiice between rehearsal and the evening show. 1
"Well, I think it was somewhere around that time
was impressed by the fact that, busy as he was, he still that I ran off to join the navy, but I was under age and mv
had time to be cordial and generous with what time he had. ]);irents refu.sed consent and {Continued on payc 54)
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{Left to right) Page Gilman [Jack], Minetta Ellen [Fanny], Walter Patterson \Capt.
Man's Family), Kathleen Wilson [Claudia), Barton Yarborough [Cliff], Winifred'

.
By

J. Anthony Smythe
Minetta Ellen

. AT
Franc

HOME
Dillon

FOR years my pet aversion has been the
radio
Family.progratii
It seemedknown
to me asthatOne
my Man's
peaceful pursuits were forever i)einn interfered with by this play. My friends will
drop everything when it is time for this
program, and sit listening with rai)t
ex])ressions.
"It's my favorite program!" they exclaim. "I wouldn't think of missing a
Did
chapter."I anticipate a ((uiet game of
bridge? One Man's family would interrupt. Did I plan a trip, call on a neighbor or wish to listen to a symphony concert ? One beMan's
Family
on theexagair.
It would
no more
thanwasa mild
g
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
t
o
.say
that
One
Man's
Family
was making my life mi.serablc.
Of course I never listened to it. I
wouldn't
it ifhadit was
seemed as like
if Fate
taken good!
a hand,And
whenit
I foimd myself doing a little piece about
it. The only nice angle was that it provided a good excuse to visit San I'VanMeet

WITH

cisco, the home town of the Family.
I i^lanned to be there on Sunday and
it happened that on that particular Sunday, Carlton Morse, the author of the
play, had inX'ited the whole Family to his
country
home for the day and I was
taken along.
Did ioned
youfamily
everreunion?
attend aYou
real know
old-fashthe
kind I mean. .'\11 the fathers and mothers
and relatives attend and it is u.sually held
at the home of the grandparents. That
is the kind of party this was. and held
at the home of the grandparents, too. for
Carlton Morse is really the granddaddy
of the play, although astonishingly young
in You
years. won t be at all flattered when I
tell you how he happened to write this
serial, although you mu.st admit his reasoning was sound. It was when radio
was in its infancy and, having written
exciting mystery plays and thrillers,
which he .sold to radio, he decided there
must be .some new idea; an idea that
would ap|)eal to everyone. He asked
himself what j^eople were most interested
in and the answer was, naturally, "them-

the cast of an ever popular

radio pro-

icky), Bernice Berwin [Hazel], Mr. and Mrs. Carlton E. Morse (the author of One
'oKe [Teddy], J.Anthony Smythe [Henry Barbour], at the home of Carlton E. Morse.

m

NANS

FAMILY

cabin built on six levels and
Ives." And so he wrote the first epi- glorified
clinging precariously near the top of a
des
of
One
Man's
Family
—
an
intiate story dealing with real human be- very high mountain.
Mr. and Mrs. Morse and two beautijul
and it'sinbeen
on members
ever since.of collies
Ofgs— course
real going
life the
came running down dozens of
steps
to meet us, Mrs. Morse a.s.suring
ismuch
familyeasier
aren't for
related,
but
that
makes
them to be gomi everyone that there were pots and pots
iends ! /\nd they are good friends, too. of coffee coming up. Tiny, blonde and
ich member of the group is interested dainty, she declares she is just the guinea
the others ; in the romances, husbands, pig of the family because her husband
ives, babies and divorces. I don't be- always submits his scripts to her before
ve there is a jealous thought in the the final editing. If she a^iproves they
cup. No one is the star of the piece. go on the air.
one member is more imix)rtant than
Bernice Berwin, who plays Hazel, and
e others in one broadcast, another mem- her husband, a San Francisco attorney,
r will be the prominent one the next were the next arrivals, and the first questions fired at her were concerning her
-'ck. And that, I believe, is one of the
iIX)rtant contributing factors in making baby — the first baby born in the family
is the most popular play on the air as circle.
goes along in its fifth year.
Iwery member of the cast is given two
It was a beautiful forty-mile drive weeks' vacation every year and it takes
mg the skyline boulevard to our des- no little ingenuity on the part of Mr.
lation, where we gained admis.sion by Morse to arrange his plot to allow for
iging ourselves
a ship's bellat outsi<le
gate most
and absences at the right time. He always
und
one ofthe the
manages it, but hasn't yet figured out a
arming mountain homes I've ever seen. way to get a vacation for himself.
the center of a forest of huge pines, .Strangely enough, no one ever asks to
idrones and other evergreen trees, is a be written out (Continued on page 61)
ram

in one of their merry

family reunions

By Jack Hanley
ONQE upon a time, many years ago,
before sound had complicated movie
making and swept live performers
from the boards of vaudeville theatres across the country, there was
a hoofer. There were, in fact, lots
of hoofers, all making a more or less
precarious living, but there was one
in particular with a terrific yen to be
a newspaperman.
Nobody might ever have known;
there was nothing much to distinguish this particular hoofer fram the
legion
of plugged
other man-and-woman
teams who
along for a salary
of a hundred-wld dollars a week, doing songs, dances and patter; playthe pan Southern
time or thecircuits
Interstate
or
the ingLoew
of the
time; asmeant
often going
as noton"deucing
—
which
second, it"
after
the acrobats.
But, in the theatres this hoofer
played, an embryo newspaper called
the Daily News-Sense appeared on
the bulletin board backstage. It was
only two typed pages; quips, gags
and theatrical gossip, tacked up next
to the mailbox beside the local hotel
ads, laundry solicitations, rehearsal
notices and fire warnings. It was
Walter Winchell's first journalistic
enterprite, with a circulation limited
to the handful of vaudevillians playing one particular theatre each we€Jc.
That Glenn Condon, editor of the
trade weekly Vaudeville News saw
the Daily News-Sense and offered
Winchell a job, was a break. The
rest was Winchell. It's a far cry
from the young hoofer who was willweek ing toto drop
make tohistwenty-five
first actualdollars
contacta
withtoday
printer's
to the ofWinchell
of
with ink,
hundreds
papers
syndicating his column and a radio
audience of millions. Not to mention
the tremendous ballooning of that
twenty-five dollar stipend to about as
many hundreds for his radio contract
alone.
Many things have happened since
Winchell sang in a Harlem orchestra
pit with Eddie Cantor and Georgie
Jessel as: Lawrence, McKinley and
Stanley,
Singing andUshers.
chell wastheLawrence
it was Winthis
same trio that Gus Edwards put into
one of his early revues with the
Newsboys Sextette.
Ever since his beating-up some
months ago, attributed to Nazi sympathizers, Winchell is accompanied

THROUGH

A

KEYHOLE

by a bodyguard, convoyed by an assorted train of friends offering him $2500 to play the same theatre, which he
and stooges. A person of power and influence, he is refused. Nevertheless he did play a few theatre dates in
besieged by mail, waylaid in favorite haunts, pestered by 1934 and appeared not long ago with Ben Bernie in a
version of their mock feud. But not for $100 a
phone. An army of favor-seekers offers him news, makes stage
bids for a line in the column. His function now is, per- week.
haps, primarily an editorial one, with sources established
His first radio show was heard shortly after he signed
and an eager horde of contributors.
with the Daily Mirror in 1930. He was contracted for
But Winchell, himself, is basically the same. Back in 13 weeks by the Saks Stores for a purely local program
1924, exultant over his first column on the now defunct
New York
the endabout
of thefor contract
wasn't
and heonly.
beganAt casting
another itsponsor.
Dcaly Graphic, he would buttonhole everybody and any- —renewed
body to ask them about the column ; how did they like A shoe company signed him for another 13 weeks which
such and such an item ? Did they see his line about so and went a bit better; fan mail and comment began drifting
so? He was all over the plant, from advertising office to in and led to his engagement at $1,000 weekly on a
composing room, soliciting comment and compliment. national CBS hookup. It was steady upgrade from then
Hardly a day went by that Winchell did not have some on. Lucky Strike paid him $3,500 and paid $1,000 weekly
gag, too blue to print, which he carried about with the to his sponsors to release the "exclusive" clause in his
and so, for a time, he broadcast for two sponsors
plea
of : "How
can Iorclean
it up ?" anHisingenuous,
enthusiam childlike
was im- contract
simultaneously.
j>ervious
to sneers
snickers;
eagerness; a complete absorption with himself that was
After over six years on the air, Winchell is still
nervous at the mike. With his copy ready, he puffs in
wholly naive rather than conceited.
staccato bidden
tempo
a forRecently,
at
Winchell's
cigaretteatuntil
the
eat broadcast, the anuncer mentioned to
go ahead signal; takes
off his jacket, of>ens his
ium that he had anWalter Winchell, of the Jercollar and sits down at
iKiunced a swing music
concert between the two
the microphone with his
broadcasts. Winchell
hat pushed to the back
gens program, has given us
of his head, a glass of
looked up with a single
water at his elbow. His
query:
the lowdown on just about
copy is passed on and
"Did you say anything
almut me?" he asked.
okayed before the broadThat, perhaps, is one
cast, but he does no reof the keynotes of the
hearsal. The sound effects— telegraph ticker
Winchell make up; has
every one else, but here's
always been. Back ine
and piping of radio code
— he works himself inon th
ted .0
star$1
where you get the absolute
c at
stead of leaving it to
24.hihe
19ap
00 is0t,a
Gr
1
sound-effects men. He
week, as column
sets
the
rapid fire tempo
amusement ederit.or and
lowdown on Walter, himself!
of his broadcast that
drama review
The
way,
the
's b,
atic
dram
"bug"fingers
keys jiggling
at exactly
wever, crcoitnsicisted join
t ho
ng
yi
y merely accompan
guest critics — readers of the paper the .split -second he wants them. He doesn't know code —
ve
I- who ivga
theirsr reviews. stAfter a yeargh, Winchellractl)egan sends what telegraphers call "hash," but once, presumably
g
in
om
ce
fe
i re
of
fr Hear and thou his cont
had through accident, his fingers tapi)ed out a garbled "go to
1 not yet run ouedt, he was given a raise, then a secondfactraisioe.n hell. " As the key sends its staccato rhythmic interludes
1 It was suppos to be kept secret, to avoid dissatis
to machine-gun verbal delivery, Winchell's foot keeps
ening s tapping rhythmically with it; it is as though the whole
e 0staff. Bute Wincekhe, ll,ulop
■» en
amveonlog petheto refistnd of$190
th.0
in it on we co d not stifhile broadcast were set to a metronomic, rapid tempo, as in0 his enthusiasm and juvenile glee at what was then big
de d it is.
He works to no studio audience, but there usually are
t money to him. The whole force knew of it in short order,
A and though it was never discovered who had revealed the a few hangers-on or friends present during the broadcast.
tl secret, it is a fairly safe conjecture that Walter, himself, We obviously enjoys the small group who do attend.
was the leak. The Your Broadway and Mine column was
On an occasion one of his "flashes" contained the scoop
:t offered, along with many other Graphic features, for syn- that Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone had been married. Winchell was in the control-room, before broadcast» dication in those early days and was turned down. Later,
1 when the Graphic, itself, began syndicating him, he was, time, and Ben Grauer, his announcer, happened to glance
at
tiie
and, noting the news, read a few lines to
1^ to quote those who worked with him, like a kid with a fri.:nds script
in the studio. Winchell came storming out of the
n- new toy every time a new paper was added to the synliJ dicate string. He still mentions each new paper taking control-room in a towering rage and snapped: "Where 'd
to his stuff in the column.
you getthrough
that? the
Whoopentoldmike
you toto the
readcontrol-room
that?" Hearing
si)cakerit
be In 1930 he commented that the old saw: ■'Once a come
he thought, for a moment, that it had gone on the air
trouper
always
a
trouper,"
did
not
apply
to
him.
He
was,
else had broadcast it, scooping him.
ne he said, out of show business and he mentioned exult- andButthatevensomeone
when he learned, from the flabbergasted and
s- antly that one manager, who had played him in his vaude- amiable Grauer,
that
it had gone {Continued on page 64)
(d ville days none too enthusiastically at $100 a week, was

By Faith
Service

BEFORE radio," said Rupert Hughes, "or before movies, there were relatively few persons who were informed, within limits, of the past and the present. But
now — now in this great age, the women in our kitchens,
women and men and girls on isolated farms, the inhabitants of small town.s — everywhere — can hear Mussolini
speak, understand the meaning of Stalinism, hear Hitler
speak, listen to the President of the United States, arc
familiar with symphonic music or jazz, .hear lectures once
available only to university students — stand with their
ears to the very making of history, the development of
science, the world they live in.
"The vocabularies
people
increased and enriched.of So
mucheverywhere
so that Ihave
oftenbeenthink
movies and radio play down to their audiences, too far
down. Such words as masochism and sadism, for instance,
words that were familiar, a few years ago, only to
students of Freud, are now common conversational coin.
"Table
have Great
imj)roved.
in theandmovies,
have
seen manners
the Gilded
being Forserved
need weno
))enefit of family Post. How many, in the past, read books
of Etiquette, anyway? Only a handful. Manners of all
kinds have inijiroved. Graces once given only to a favored
few now make silken the texture of many lives.
"The Swedish washerwoman in your kitchen or mine —
my God, think of the emotions of which she is capable- —
the great scale of love and lust ami murder and sacrifices
50

and tenderness. Nothing is less vital in her, no major
experience is denied her because she has not read a few
1 was talking to Mr. Hughes in the library of his
Hollywood home. He was surrounded by some eight to
tenbookthousand
books, ranging anywhere from the works of
s."
Aristotle to the works of Harold Bell Wright, from prict
less folios and first editions to the cardboard-coverct
editions of modern libraries.
"1 love books," he continued. "I have been an oni
nivorous reader all of my life. Fd read most of tlu
classics
1 waspictures
out ofandmyradio
'teens.in
Perhai)s. through
if there byhadthebeentimemotion
those days, 1 might not have read quite so exhaustively.
I'm not sure thai it would ha7'c mattered (jreatly. Tooi
many jxjoplc read a few books, visit a few cities, see a
few paintings and are then disposed to look down their
noses
at themodern
rest ofandhumanity,
at everything 'jjopular.' at
all things
contemporary.
"For it is customary, you know, to look down upon anything contemporary. And yet the now revered classicists
were
'hot by
moments'
the 'hot
breaths'
day,
frownedthe U]x>n
the Tories.
Socrates
was ofputtheir
to death
for endangering the morals of the young. Today we touch
our foreheads to the ground when we mention hmi.
"It is so with radio and with movies. Tho.se who are
j)lcased to call themselves {Continued on page 7<V I

Dinner

notes jotted down

a famed

Baltimore

Hostess

MRS. NICHOLAS
GRIFFITH PENNIMAN III
Mrs. Penniman is a descendant of two
signers ence.
of the
AnotherDeclaration
forefather ofwasIndependone of
the founders of the Bachelors' Cotillion,
exclusive
to Baltimore's
Mrs. Penniman
is widely first
knownfamilies.
as a
charming hostess, a genius in fine Southern cookery. "\^1ien entertaining," she
says,
plentyCamels
of Camels.
Between"I always
courses serve
and after.
taste
so good. I've noticed that they help digestion and add so much to that satisfying sense of having dined well!"
A few of the distinguished women
who prefer Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE. Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD, Kuhmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston .
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE. JR., Aeu, York
MRS. J. G.\RDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston
MRS. ERNEST dl- PONT, JR.. TTilmington
MRS. WILLIAM I. HOLLING?^^ ORTH, JR., tos ^npr/.
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEV LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, .Veti- York
MRS. LANGDON POST, .Veic York
MISS LUCY SAUNDERS, AVu. York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, Aeu. York

l'r,i,idvnlial Kuuin. Mi)l!ouer Hold, II ,ishin(:ton, D. C ^ays Fred II icsin,:, .'. lu.iilr.- .l li.M. l:
"fFe serve a cosmopolitan clientele of noted diplomats and gourmets tvho favor Camels."

COSTLIER TOBACCOS!
. . . Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS... Turkish and
Domestic... than any other popular brand.
PGR

Smoking Camels beticeen meals ami after
has a ii elcome effect on digestion
The excitement of having a good time — Definitely, Camels encourage good digestion
a generous
"lift."accompaniment
Their costlier to-to
whether at home or "abroad "— often keys up . . . give baccos
furnish a fitting
the nervous system. Tenseness results, slow- the subtle flavors
of fine food. Being mild.
ing down the activity of digestive fluids.
Scientists have shown that the supply of Camels never tire your taste. So, hostess
let Camels give you pleasure durthese fluids — alkaline digestive fluids — is or guest,
ing meals and after. They set you right!
helped back to normal hy smoking Camels.

DIGESTIONS

SAKE

SMOKE

CAMELS

Does

your Noil Polish get Thick and Gummy?

6eoo»Y"
popul°'
Solon
Brond , Priced
Rtond
Evopo'o'*'* l^opo^o^ei
50% 35*^

Used
Hig*''
French
Bfond Priced
Bto"'' j
j^^po.oted j,„poroted
50*?^ 35%

Personol
Demonstrotion
Evopo'o'^"
50%

j^ediu-nj^,,,) E*?""''"®
p,iced
g,ond inlerno,ionolW . 5^,100
grond
j^opototed j^oporoled j^^porote
40%
40% 60%

In 14-day test, 8 popular
Brands of Polish became
thick and unusable,
Evaporated 35%

The NEW

to 60%

Cutex Polish is usable to the last drop

/fs Evaporation is less than half as much as ordinary Polish

ft do*^^ "Te co\or«-

WH dclil.crat.'ly inucrkr.l 10 Lotties
(if nail ]i(>lisli — '2 of our New Cutex
— Clear and Crenie, and 8 po])ular rival
brands— and let their c ontents stand exposed to the air for 14 days.
The result was amazing! The 8 rival brands
dearly showed an evaporation of S.V/o
to 00' '< I All were found to be thick
and {.'uiimi.\'./r.v.vButthanthehalfNewas Cutex
evajxirated
much Polish
as the
competitive brands. Came through the
test
as
smooth-Howing,
as
ea.sy
to
apply,
a.s ever!
Think what this means to yoii in terms
of nail-polish value! J'ractically no loss
by
even when
standing
for
manvevaporation
flavs in an —entirely
uncorked
bottle.

No thickening and drying while stand- Creme or Clear! Stock up today in all
shades.
I'sable down to the last drop— a your
Northamfavorite
Warren, New
York, Montreal, London, Paris
distincting. saving!
Mail coupon today for complete Cutex Manicure
Add this new economy feature to Cutex's Kit containing your 2 favorite shades of Cutex
already impressive list of advantages — Liquid
Polish, forPolish
only Remover and sample of
its finer lacquer and longer wear, its Cutex Lipstick
easier ai)plicution, its freedom from Northam Warren Sales Companv, Inc.
chipi)ing
10 smart
Di-pt.6M10,lyl
St.. NewMontreal)
York, N.Y.
shades, andandits()eeliiig,
new anditswonderful
(In Canada, P.O.Hudson
Box 2320,
I
enclose
14«
for
2
shades
of
Cutex
checked,Redand□
sun-resisting
i)roperty—
and
you'll
Old
Rose
□
Light Polish,
Rust □as Robin
never i)ut uj) with any ordinary Polish Kemover. Mauve □ Rust □Liquid
polish again.
(Also sample of Cutex Lipstick will be included)
There's no question about the
value you get for your money when
you
lillle sells
money,at too
— thebuyNewCutex.
CutexSo still
the
old economical price of 35fi a bottle.

RADIO STARS

Proving
that eartheyon cantheirbe Sunday
as "wacky"
to the
eye as
they
are
to the
evening
Jell-O
summer
sliow which airs the antics of the already famous Wacky
family,
wife,reasons
Irene, why
give they
you ashould
camera's
eye
view of Tim
at and
least histhree
be able
to hold their own in movies as well as radio. They hove
been so successful at filling the spot left open when
Jack Benny departed for his summer vacation that they
hove been signed for a series of two-reel shorts. Tune
in on them 7:00 P.M. E.D.S.T. Sunday evening for a halfhour of delightful foolishness with the Wacky family.

PINCH

HITTERS

SUPREME

Tim
show

Ryan

and

they

!

Irene Noblette

can

fill the bill

RADIO STARS

IN HIS

FORYOUwYOUR
BABY
but our HOME-GROWN
Vegetables Can Help
You Both!
Let
us
save
you
the time
energy you'd
spend in drudgery
if youandprepared
your
baby's
strained
vegetables!
Let
us help your
baby — more
than
most
market-bought
vegetables could, because:
Gerber's are raised in selected soils, from
pedigreed seed, under supervision; sunripened and picked just ripe; then — since
time would steal special values — rus/ied to
our kitchens,
hour'sout trucking
distance; cookedwithin
with airone kept
and natural
moisture kept in, retaining in high degree
the precious vitamins and mineral salts.
Also, because packed so fresh, they are left
i/nseasoned; you add salt and sugar at your
doctor's wish.
See, too,keeps
if youcolors
don't i^^W,
think our ShakerCooking
natural, flavors fresher.
Shaker-Cooked Strained Foods
STRAINED TOMATOES, GREEN BEANS, BEETS,
CARROTS, PEAS, SPINACH, VEGETABLE SOUP.
ALSO, STRAINED PRUNES AND CEREAL.

10*
CIT^
i
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(Continued from page 45)
GRANDFATHER'S

hauled ine home."
grinned boyishly.
next letter,
move
wasHe obviously
to forge"The
another
grandfather's
name
being
about
all
I
had
to offer. I tried it on Morris Gest, who
was
supervisor
for
my
Uncle
Arthur's
productions at that time. Gest turned me
over to Ray Comstock and Comstock delivered me to the stage manager, Dave
Bennett, who yielded me up to the assistant
stage manager. I forget the rest, but
somehow I wound up as understudy to
theI chorus
boys looked
!" slightly incredulous,
must have
because his grin widened. "Yes, actually
— and received $18.00 a week for same.
I'dThe
come show
up in the
you see."
wasworld
Verya bit,Good,
Eddie,
starring Ernest Truex and a certain promising young juvenile named Oscar Shaw.
For six months, Ted had little to do but
chat with the old colored stage door man.
But when the show finished in New York
and prepared for a road run, Ted quit,
worn out with inactivity.
But he wasn't through with ]'ery Good,
Eddie. discovered
Truex fellthe illboyandhad Ted's
Arthur
learneduncleall
the partsnectionduring
his
otherwise
with the play and shipped idle
him conout
to play the siderately
lead.recovered
Truex,
incon-to
and however,
Ted decided
carry on with his job as understudy. Fate
relented slightly now, a chorus boy left
the sliow to get married and Ted stepped
into his place. For the first time in his
eight months with the show, he actually
appeared on the stage ! The show was a
hit and traveled to the west coast and
back. Eventually, after months of hoofing, Ted played
Truex's
witheighteen
a onenight-stand
company
and role
enjoyed
more weeks of touring.
His next step up the uncertain ladder
of fame was as a dancer in another Arthur
Hammerstein production, starring Vivienne
Segal Ted's partner was the lovely Constance Binney, then unknown, and he rea week. ceived the princely sum of forty dollars
"My first big opportunity was with
of my
ITickle
had aMe,realanother
part, but
the uncle's
flu germshows.
laid
me low and my hopes went lower. Naturally the part wasn't held open for me — I
wasButin the
bed past,
for months."
with its ups and downs,
plays
a
very
smalldays.
part Hein Ted's
consciousness these
recalls life
it withor
effort and regards it all as a great joke.
is toomuchyoung
forward-looking
toHe care
aboutandthe toodetails
of his youth
or the difficulties that beset his path. Such
moinents of depression as he may have had,
must have been very few and quickly for)r a couple of years after his abortive
gotten.
efforts to win renown on the stage, he
tried the theatrical agency business with
Chainberlin Brown, tlien the biggest agent
on Broadway.
"After
tf)ok
a jobI left
withBrown,"
another Ted
agentrecalled,
and was"I
^I)ecially elected to keep all pests away from
the boss's door. I did very well — under
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his careful instruction, I kept out of his
sight such unpromising material as Edward Robinson, Williain Powell, Richard
Dix, Jim Barton, Chester Morris and Ben
Lyon
my grandfather's
name, !
but I ! amI might
afraidhaveI lacked
his perspicacity
You might say I am famous for the great
people
didn'tthat?"
discoverI prompted.
!"
"And Iafter
He grabbed up a leather case of shaving
materials
engraved'
with his initials
and
dartedneatly
into the
next room.
"I've got to dress, but we can keep on
talking.
Let's seeand
— " hedisappeared
came in, grabbed
up something
again.
"Where were we?" A disembodied voice
went
on
with
the
tale.
"I
had
a
fling
producing — a musical comedy called Bye,at
Bye Barbara. My first attempt, but I had
seven partners to share the burden ! We
iTianaged to get the thing on to Broadway
for three thousand dollars, and in those
days it was nothing to drop sixty thousand on a show. So we had something to
be proud of, even if Barbara flopped — as it
did, hard and fast, in less than two weeks !"
Next, young Ted stage-inanaged a show
called
weeks. Ginger which folded in a scant four
"I went back into the agency business
and managed to build up a little bankroll.
Enough to produce When Summer Comes
with Jim Barton and Louella Gear in the
leading roles. Did you ask me if it
flopped? Need you ask? Well, I got it as
far as Washington, anyway. And by the
way,
sent for aaround
fourbrotherthatactwasthat,thehadtimebeenI knocking
vaudeville, thinking it might bolster up the
show.
The too
four latebrothers
weren'tplayso died.
bad,
but it was
— the poor
The four brothers? They were the Marx
But at long last, Ted was to savor the
delights
a hit on Broadway.
brothers
!"of having
He was stage
manager of The Girl Friend,
a big hit, and in the next four years, stage
manager for such triumphs as Pciigy Anne,
Hit the D.eck, Present Arms and Connecticut Yankee in King Arlhitr's Court.
next directed
The Ruby
I'anderbilt
rue,He starring
Joe Penner,
Keeler Reand
Lulu McConnell. But the Revue flopped
and Ted was footloose once more.
He was meditating going to Hollywood
to direct pictures for Fox when he hapupon a play
script called
brepened
d. It struck
a responsive
chordThoroughand the
Fox contract went overboard. This was
his big chance, he thought. This would
make him!
The play was produced, with Florence
Reed starring, and the critics agreed with
Ted — but not the public. An artistic success, the play flopped badly. And a play
by Achmed Abdullah and Faith Baldwin
failed to mend the situation.
But Ted's spirits were not dampened and
in theful withmeantime
had been
summer hetheatres
. . . very successHe was back in the room where I was
now, immaculate in evening clothes, ready
for the evening performance.
"In the{Continued
back of myon mind,
page 56)for a long
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Miss Katharine Aldridge — "I keep my po
Wi^e/J you keep your UNDER
YOU can have the prettiest features
in the world — but if your skin
is spotty with little faults, nobody
calls you "a pretty girl."
And girls with less claim to good
features are "good looking" — simply
because they have a clear ^ fresh skin'.
You can have a clear, fresh skin,
too! Fight lines and blackheads and
coarse pores where they start — just
under your skin !
Rousing . . . deep down !
Skin faults appear when tiny hidden
glands, blood vessels and cells in your
underskin function poorly. It's their
work to keep your outer skin glowing

SfON

km frtv.ll looking, wilh I'on.l's Cold Crt«m."

working

Soon pores are looking smaller, lines
softening into smooth skin. Those
blackheads you used to dread, come
less and less.
Remember this
Here's the simple tiaily treatment worked
out by Pond's. It does more than cleanse
and young. You must keep them at your skin.
it! And you can— by faithful use of Every
night,dirt,patmake-up.
in Pond'sWipe
Coldit Cream
to loosen
all off.
Pond's
invigorating
deep-skin
treatPat
in
more
cream
briskly
—
to
rouse your
ment.
underskin., keep it working properly, so
Pond's Cold Cream, with its spe- annoying little faults ca«'/spoiI your looks.
cially processed oils, travels deep into Every morning, and during the day, rethe pores. Right away it floats out
treatment
with Pond's
Cold
the dirt. Your skin feels wonderfully Cream.peat thisYour
skin becomes
softer every
clean — is wonderfully clean!
time — smoother for powder. You are
now — simply because your skin is
Now pat in moreforPond's
Cold rousing
Cream sopretty
good looking!
a brisk,
Start in at once. The coupon brings a
deep-skin treatment.
Feel the blood tin- Cream.
special 9-treatment tube of Pond's Cold
glin?. . . Face glowSPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
sign glands,
you're
and 3 other Pond's Heauty Aids
rousinging? Alazy
cells, blood vessels to
I'ONO
S,
K128 Clinton,
special tuSe
a fresh start!
of Pond's Dept.
Cold Cream,
enough Conn.
for 9 Rush
treatments,
with
Pond's ICreams
Do this regularly. generous
ent shadesndsamples
ofpacking.
Pond'sof 2KaccotherPowder.
enclose andlot to5 differcover
postage a
Note the quick im- City
p
r
o
v
e
m
e
n
t
!
A
t
once
vour color is livened.
Your skin is toned.
CopytUlil. PouU's l^xlrart55
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IN HIS
fXCUSf
MY
BUBBLE

fee im ha ppy
I've had my
MENNEN OIL RUB
like hospitals give

"Pardon myoverenthusiasm
— but I can't Why?
help
bubbling
with satisfaction.
'Cause mother just gave me my daily body
rub with Mennen Oil. That's the Antisepthey it!use Asin near
hospitals.
boy,out,do
germstic oil hate
as I can*Andfigure
this oil covers me with a film of safety . . .
from head to foot. It gets down into my
skin folds and creases . . . where germs
love to hide and start trouble. My doctor
says that Mennen Oil keeps me safer and
healthier. Am I glad? Cosh, yes. Knil your
baby will be, too, if you rub him daily
with Mennen Antiseptic Oil."
*Nearlynity workallusehospitals
Mennen important
Antisepticin Oilmater-on
their babies daily. Your baby deserves it, too.

(Continued from page 54)
GRANDFATHER'S

time,"ideahe for
continued
story. "I featuring
had had
an
a radiohis program
some
of
the
stars
of
my
grandfather's
And about this time, Frank Hummert, day.
one
of the executives of Blackett, Sample and
Hummert,and got
the more
same radio
idea.shows
He's than
deveIoi)ed
created
anyone
I
know
of
—
Ea.'iy
.Ices.
I'iir-Slar
Jojies, Backstage Wife— any number of
them. He looked me up, and that was the
beginning of our Music Hall."
"And how in the world did you find these
older
manded.people you've been featuring?" I de"My scout,
grandfather's
talent
if you wantscrapbook
to call itwas
that.myI
finally traced both down George May, an
old German musician who was orchestra
leader of the old Victoria and he had the
scrapbook in his possession. After that,
it was largely a matter of tracing down
the former stars, many of whom had re"How do they react tn the microphone,
tlK~r old-timers?" I wondered.
tired."
"I'.etter
er. They than
seem theto average
have noradio
fearperformof the
microphone, no particular awareness of
it. They are all thrilled to get back, of
course, to appear before an audience again.
They seem
ease — muchof
more
so thanto beI amcompletely
! It is atsomething
a responsibility, you know, to drag them
out of their retirement and thrust them
before the public again. I am always shaking in my boots for fear they won't get
there
time oror won't
be able
sing orof
will geton sick,
something
! I tomean,
course,
the
older
ones
—
Jim
Thornton,
for
instance, is well over eighty. But I really
needn't worry about them — they're wonreally." of them been that old?"
"Have derful,many
He smiled. "Some of them are young
enough not to want dates and ages mentioned, but the real old-timers are proud
of it. Old W. C. Handy, for instance,
the
writer
the St. ILouis'
in his late ofseventies,
think.Blues—
We hadhe'sa
time getting him here because his manager
had signed him up for a performance in
Harlem
that same But
night the
— W.old C.manHandy
and
his orchestra.
said
he'd be here. He was scheduled to open
the show butat eight
I gotminutes
pretty
nervous,
he waso'clock
there and
at three
of!
"h^arly this summer," he went on, "we
had Josephine Sable, who is seventy-nine —
she used to be what they called a lowdown blues singer. Of course lots of them
ha\e been much younger than that. And
some of them lia\e m:\(\v a real comeback
through
program.
for
instance, our
appeared
with ]*"ritzi
us andSclieff,
now has
her own network program. And Benny
Mcld's comeback was begun the night he
went nn with us. John Steele, too — he was
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at the Amsterdam Room at the height
of his popularity, so it seemed particularly
fitting he should start on the up-grade
I knew from
listening to the program
again
us." were
that oldwithsongs
often featured, too.
Ted nodded. "They're always popular.
"We've had quite a few song writers on
the program, too — Joe Howard, most
famousJoeforFrink,
I Wonder
ll'ho's The
Kissing
.Woze,
who wrote
CurseHerof
an .-idling Heart and Jack Norworth, composer of Shine on, Haricsl Moon. Real
old-timers, they are. . . ."
"It seems wonderful that there are so
many links with your grandfather's glamgramorousreallytimes,"is Ithecommented.
sort of show "Your
he usedpro-to

"That'sisn't
our it?"
aim, of course. We include
present,
sports
bit as Jack
he did,Dempsey
too. We've
had Earl
Sande a and
— Grandfather
had
Corbett
and
Fitzsimmons.
I'll
the sort of thing the old man likedtellto you
do.
too — he would have had Mrs. Hauptmann
on Ted
his stage
the day afterwasthe married
trial endedfive!"
Hammcrstein
years ago to Dorothy Underbill, whom he
met in the chorus. They have a lovely
home in Westchester. For a while Ted
tried driving to town but he found the
trains gave better service and resulted in
fewer summonses !
"We live just about a Nezcs and a Mirror from Broadway," he laughed.
His radio program requires his attention
about two half days and one evening a
week — they rehearse on Friday for half
a day and again on Tuesday, for their
performance Tuesday night. That leaves
quite a bitducer.ofThis istimetheforfirst
his season
work asina some
protime that he has not had a summer theatre,
but he has been reading play scripts
tirelessly in the hope of finding the one
he wants for production this fall.
His is a full program, but it is going
to be still more so, for he is soon to make
his debut as an orchestra leader with his
own band.
"I'm a protege of Abe Lyman's." he explained. "I'm looking forward to it— I
think
it will itbewillfun."be fun for anyone with
Of course
the zestful personality of this >iiung man.
He has g,iict\-, enthusiasm, efficiency, as
well as critical ability to gi\e to his work.
His diversified experience stands him in
good stead today, his pleasant voice and
effervescent personal charm make him a
delightful master of ceremonies.
All in all, it seems that after a lot of
hard work and many disappointments, the
road ahead promises to be a triumphal
progress and Ted might well be as proud
today of his own signature as he once was
of his imitation of his grandfather's!
YOU MUST READ ABOUT

ASTOUNDING EXPERIENCES
WITHBUCK'S
RADIO IN THE JUNGLES
—in the FRANK
November Issue
of RADIO STARS
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What a grand start a modern youngster gets! Everything specially
for him... even a special laxative!

MOTHER
. . . thri\-e
Isn't itbest
logical
that a
baby will
on special
care? After all, his system is a delicate
thing. Tender. Still growing.
That's why you probably have a
Specialhuhy tub for your bab)' . . . use
special ?.oAY> ■ ■ ■ special powticr . . . and
a special food formula, of course.

Doctors say the same logic should follow inthe laxative field. They say a babv
should
a .t/)<?f7'rt/thatlaxative,
too. I'oiis
it standshaveto reason
if his system
too delicate for adult food, it is also loo
delicate for "adult" laxativesl That's
why doctors recommend Fletcher's
Castoria
laxative made especially
and
only —forthechildren.

love the taste ot Metcher's Castoria.
Fletcher's
Castoria
is mildIt will
. . . gentle
. . . and above
all, SAFE.
never They
take it willingly -without the
least
complaint. And that is most imupset
our babv's
portant. Because, as you know, the
works \ cha-riNin thestomach
lower because
bowel. Itit
fight a child puts up against a laxative
won't cause
cramping
contains
no harsh
drugs.pains because it he hates can upset his entire nervous
and digestive system!
It containsn-rhniu'
no purginir
irritants
narcotKs
ihar oniKl
harm -no
the
tiniest mt.iiit s\si(.-m. in t.Kt.a t.imous
child specialist said he couldn't write
a better prescription than Fletcher's So, mother, think twice when your
Castoria.
chilli next needs a laxative. Give him
^'ou'll be -lad to kiH.w that chiUlren the laxative millions of mothers have
faith in . . . the laxative maiie especially for children
. . . FLFTCHKR'S
CASTORIA.
Thousands
of doctors
prescribe it. F.very drug store sells it.
CASTORIA
\Vhy not get the economical FamilyThe laxative made espccLilly
Si7.e bottle tonight — it saves you money.
for babies and growing children
The signature Chas. II. I<"letcher
appears on every carton.
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So often we learn too late that
beautyway caremayof thebe teeth.
ruinedWebyignore
halfthe dangers of failing gums!
There is no excuse for taking
this chance.
Forhan's Itgivescleans
you
double
protection.
and brightens teeth and at the
' time safeguardsyour gums.
SAVES GUMS
Forhan's is different from all
other toothpastes. It was createdgeon.by anWhen eminent
you cleandental
teeth surand
massage
gums
with
you are doing exactly Forhan's
what so
advise.
Phone than
for
amany
tube dentists
now. Costs
no more
most ordinary toothpastes, and
ordinary half-way care.

SWIMPROOF—
Runs
or Fades
Indelible
Darkener
for Never
Eyelashes
and Brows.
(Ideal
Darkener
for
Mustaches.)
One
application
weeks. SI at Drug, Dept. Stores. Send 25c for lasts
Tnal 4JoSize.5
'•DARk-EYES'VDepir32K'4i2 OrlMns St., Chicago, III.
MUUONS
USE HUSH

ODORS
^BO
Those DY
who are fastidious
and im->
maculate of their person welcome
HUSH for Its efifective qualities to
per- -^^^^
excessive
overcome
spiration and
unpleasant
body
odors.
HUSH
keeps
the underarms fresh and
free from every trace
of odor. Use it daily.^
4 Kinds
10c size at
10c stores

YOU

WANT
(Coiilinued ME
from page ON
29)

any consecutive length of time. But you
can't be conscious today and not hear and
think about radio. And since you've asked
nie to talkmarks.
for Radio Stars I'll talk— with
question
"I don't think I have any place on the
air. I don't
I have
anythinghowto other
contribute. Buthink
t I'd like
to know
people
feel
about
it.
Because
I
may
be
wrong. I often am.
"I just don't think I can give anything
to radio that I can't give as well, or tetter, in pictures. I don't think radio has
anything
ofTer orme better.
that pictures
can't
offer me asto well,
More money
doesn't
mean
a
thing
these
days.
You
know
where that goes when it gets into the very
high brackets.
"There are some things about broadcasting I'd like — other things I wouldn't
like. It's easy for me. I have no fear of it,
nointo'mike-fright.'
Why inshould
I have?
talk
a mike all day
pictures.
The Imike
is simply transplanted to another kind of
studio, that's
are alwaysus people
hanging
aroundall.theThere
sets watching
work.
There'd
be
people
watching
us work No,
in theI
broadcasting station or theatre.
haven't any self-consciousness on the air.
I'm never
that miss
I'll stumble
rather,
fumbleafraid
my lines,
my place or,in
the script, read a few words incorrectly.
Atatternot ofto fact,
it's ratherGooda good
idea
be tooI think
letter perfect.
idea
to ad lib a bit. After all, ordinary people
in ordinary
conversation
don't They
say everything perfectly
and precisely.
make
slips of the tongue every now and again.
They falter
and
correct
themselves,
substitute one word for another. It sounds
more real, more spontaneous, more human,
if we do make an occasional slip of the
tongue.
work.to beIt'sdressed
easy. Iup,likebother
the
idea"I oflikenotthehaving
about how you look. On the other hand,
I wouldn't like to be tied down to a
weekly broadcast. That would cut in more
than pictures do, on my taking off for
foreign parts on the spur of the moment.
"But the point is," Clark said seriously,
being as serious as Clark ever is when he
discusses himself or any of his plans,
"the point
is, that,
it seems
the man
who
can sing
is the
only tomanme, who
has
a definite and desirable spot on the air.
Or,
rather,
he
has
the
most
definite
and
most desirable spot. A Nelson Eddy, an
Allen Jones, a Tibbett — yes. For music,
toelement
my way
of theofair.thinking,
It is the isonethethingnatural
that
only ears are needed for. And ears are
all you've got, when it comes to radio.
"Singers and dance orchestras — swell!
But I'ma band
not awould
singerbe and
thinkI
leading
amongI don't
my talents
"And comics— I think that comedy belongs on the air. And for much the same
reason as music. People listen to funny
stories, wisecracks, gags, puns, plays on
words. And the funny stories, the gags and
wisecracks are sufficient unto themselves.
An undertaker with the sourest puss in the
world could tell a funny story and, if it
was funny enough, he'd get a belly laugh.
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It doesn't matter what the funster looks
like. VoH don't have to see him at all.
You get your laugh out of what he is
saying. The visual sense, as in music, is
unnecessary.
high on the air.That's why comedy is aces
"And so, along with Nelson Eddy and
Tibbett and other singers, rate Eddie Cantor, Ed Wynn, Burns and Allen. Jack
Benny and Amos and Andy fall in the topnotcher's category, too. They are not comics
in the sense
others are unique,
— they're anyway.
sort of
home
folks.the They're
They've made themselves part of the home
life ofneighbor
the people.
your next
door
who They're
drops like
in every
evening and recounts the happenings of the
day.
You comethem.
to expect them. You'd feel
lost without
"But I'm not a comedian of words and
I'm not," said Clark with a laugh, "I'm not
exactly
folks.'the news commentators.
"Then 'home
there are
They belong on the air, too. For they are
telling you about world events, where the
visual sense is not so unnecessary as it
is impossible.
You can'tin very
well seeHollywhat
goes
onwood inBoulevard.
Ethiopia,
Not all Pekin,
at once, oncertainly.
And so the news commentator gives you
the news events on the air, which is as
near as you can come to being on the spot,
giving them more reality than the printed
"I'm Nota great
Walterus, Winchell.
becauseadmirer
he talksof about
here
inpage.Hollywood. But because I like the way
he gets into his stufif. I like his style, his
delivery, his pep. I always listen to him.
"But me — where do I come in under
any of these headings? I can't sing. I'm
not
very awellprofessional
dub in forwisecracker.
an Amos or Iancouldn't
Andy.
I'm not a news commentator. I have no
nose for news. I couldn't make other
people's business mine, even if I tried. And
so,"You
whatcould
couldmakeI dolove,"
on theI suggested.
air?"
"Yeah," said Clark — then he added:
"Believe it or not, you've said something.
That's just about the one thing I could
get"Meaning,"
across on the
air — making
love."could
I said,
"that you
smack 'em down on the air?"
"That,the too,"
laughed men
Clark,could"andtakewhat's
more,
sound-efTects
care
of the smacking for me ! I could be a
gentleman in a broadcasting station and get
the outsame
and lady
brutal'
having'rough
to let the
feel effect
the backwith-of
my hand. As you don't even have to kiss
athegirlair,whenneither
you'rewould
doing you
a lovehave
sceneto over
lay
rough hands on her when the rough stuff
is "Wouldn't
called for."you have to change your
technique
air?"
"Assumingof love
that making
I have onanythetechnique,"
said Clark,
"no
—
I
wouldn't
act
any
differently from, the way I do on the screen.
Only
thing
I
know
about
technique
that
the whole emotional value of a love isscene
is in the voice. When I do a love scene
on the screen I never think about my face
at all. And very often the faces of the
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players ruin the effect of a love scene.
"The And
thingouris,voices
ive control
can control
our
voices.
our faces,
our facial expressions, or are supposed to.
But sometimes they don't. I've seen love
scenesself,and
I've the
probably
some thing
myin which
voice done
said one
and the eyes said something else. The
two
didn'tAngibe.
illusion
was
poiled.
actorAndmay thespeak
beautiful
and tender words in an emotional and
stirring
voice would
and, ifbeyouemotional
couldn't and
see him,
the
illusion
stiring. But you do see him and the voice
is issuing from a clo.se-up in which the
eyes are palpably wondering how the stock
exchange is going.
the air,
a love scene
is "But
given,— when,
there isoverndthiii;;
to distract
from
it.
The
actor
may
be
.sayin<;
lot'e yon'
with his eyes like cold boiled 7 fish.
You
don't
audience orcanimagining,
close its
eyes, doknowits it.
own Thevisualizing
if it wants to, and listen undisturbed, in the
grip of the engendered emotion, to the
words of the radio lovers.
"Love,"
said Or
Clark,
timate emotion.
should"is be.a pretty
The moreinintimate we can keep it, the more compelling it is. And if we only overhear a love
toscene
the instead
good. of seeing it, too, that's all
"I
like
Clark. to make love on the air," said
do youof think,"
I said, "that
get"But
as much
your personality
over youon
the air as you do on the screen?"
"No," Clark said, "I do not. But I
can't reallyI know
tell, ofhowcourse.
can't sound
hear
myself.
I lookI and
on the screen. I don't know how I sound
YonW

never

know

NEW you
COLOROnly
and "NEW
Rit will' DRESS
know
it's an old dress— your mirror
will say it's lovely today!
FADED LINGERIE SPARKLES
Tint
underthings
beautifully,
with Ritquickly
colors and
that //.'
resist washing!
FRESH TONES FOR HOSIERY
Save odd stockings by
matching
their color
with ^
Rit
with...newor revive
shades.faded hose
GLOWING TABLE LINEN CSTl
Rit makeslinensluncheon
bridge
so gay and ^5?V,,''.'v>
festive.
them at You
will. can change
^rrsSMARTLY
COLORED
Spreads,
sheetsBEDandLINEN
piljJ^J low
cases shades—
can have and
the
loveliest
still launderbeautifully!
TO FRESHEN CURTAINS
Frenchsunniest
Ecru Ritcolorgivesthatcurtai
the
never
seems to wash out! Not a "sur
face
newedcolor"
each that
time! has to be re

onI have
the air.
That'sthat,whynotI'mbeing
asking.
But
an idea
an especially
articulate
person,
I
need
the
face
to work for me.
"And don't believe it, when people say
that the life of the radio artist is longer
than the life of the screen artist. Why
should it be? There is certainly more
danger of monotony when there is only
the voice to work with than when there
are the face, chassis, backgrounds, costumes, everything. I have a pretty good
idea that, if I were on the air often, the
fans w-ould
get fed
up withOn me
in no
time.
How about
it, fans?
the screen
I can make all kinds of faces, do all
kinds of stunts, dress like a stevedore or
a gent — but the Gable voice, alone and
unaided, well — what do y<iii think:"
"Why do areyouso suppose
it is," 1 than
saiil,
"that
women there
on the air?manyWhymoreare men
there so
few beautiful women in radio?"
"What do you mean, few beautiful
women in radio?" scoffed Clark. "All the
girls I've
seen onNottheso airmanyhaveof been
good
looking.
them darned
as on
stage
and
screen
—
yeah.
But
there's wo-an
obvious reason for that. Beautiful
men, naturally, want to be seen rather than
heard. You can't hear beauty. And why
should tiie faces that can 'launch a milstationslion ships'
with,be atconfined
best, a tofleshbroadcasting
and blood
audience of a few hundred people?
"What vision.canWhen betelevision
done about
it
telecomes in,is— there
will be another tale to tell. But until it
does, beautiful women are going to want
to be where they can be seen. That is
what beauty is for. They want to w-ear
how

clothes,
? Andwantyouto can't
clothes, don't
either.theyThey
show twar
off
their clwthes and figures and hair and
jewels. Beautiful women on the air are
like beautiful women married to blind men.
"If a beautiful woman has a beautiful
voice — if she is well known on the screen
as well Girls
as thelikeair,Jeanette
that's different.
okay.
MacDonaldThat's
and
Grace Moore and Gladys Swarthout, for
instance. The fans know how they look
because of their pictures. They are not
wasting their beauty on the desert air.
They
of their
voices are
and giving
the fansthecanbeauty
visualize
their
physical beauty.
"Butlow wantwhyhershould
JeanonHarfigure a togirlbe like
wasted
the
iM<li(i air? Why should a Crawford hide
l,er beauty under a broadcasting bushel?
It wouldn't be natural for them to want
to. And
that'son why
the isnumber
of beautiful women
the air
as small
as it
is— they don't want to be lost to sight!
"Radio," Clark said, "does seem to be
more of a man's medium than a woman's.
Partly for the reasons I've just mentioned. Partlycome
because
speaking voices,
over men's
the air voices,
better
than women's do. And that's probably
because men, as a race, are not self-conso darned
good thatscious.weWe all
can think
just bewe're
nurselves,
make
little or no effort and we'll still be good.
The only time the average man is selfconscious is li'hen he's being looked at.
Men aren't used to being looked at. They
haven't
at forweregenerations
not
sincebeenthelooked
cave-men
the exhi-—
bitionists whci wore the paint and feathers and lion skins and got the big hand.

easy ^eing
until

jon

is

use RIT

Dyeing is a "laughing matter" now— you do it
with a smile on your face because Rit has eliminated the muggy, steaming boiling that's so
hard
on youin and
on your
ingredient
Rit found
in noclothes!
other tintThere's
or dye one
that
makes colors soak in deeper . . . faster . . . easier.
And the results are glorious! Radiant clear
color without a smudge or streak! Shades that
you thought
sional dyeronly
coulda profescreate.
All at a cost of only a few
pennies.
Try Ritthesoon—
and you'll
bless
chemist
who
made dyeing so easy!
Dissolves instanlly! Rit is a
powder wafer—outeasier
measthe topackage
like ure,loosewon't sift
powder ofdyes.

1
1
ALSO WHITE RIT COLOR REMOVER .
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FEMININE HYGIENE
'tltdtcS
CREASELESS
• ZONITORS,
snowy-white.
ffrcaseless,
are not only
easiercoynpJetehj
to useantiseptic,
than
ordinary
preparations
but
are
removable
water. For that reason alone thousandswithof
women now prefer them to messy, greasy supories. Souse,
thing — requiring
harmless tono tissue.
tirely readypositfor
mixing En-or
clumsy
apparatus.
Odorless
—
and
ideal as a
deodorant.
•of greasy
More andsuppositories,
more womenthanks
are ending
the nuisance
to the exclusive
new
grease/ess Zonitors for modern feminine hygiene.
There is positively nothing else like Zonitors for
daintiness,
and antiseptic
easy removal,
they maintaineasytheapplication
long, effective
contactyet
physicians
recommend.
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic
because of principle
its antisepticfavored
power inandmedical
freedom circles
from
"burn"
danger
to
delicate
tissues.
Full instructions in package. All U.S. and Canadian
druggists. Mail
coupon for formin-ative fre
bookl

Until movie actors came aking- ... It goes
against the grain with the average man,
to be on visual display. But if he knows
that he's merely being listened to and
not seen, he hasn't an inhibition.
"Women,
on theconscious
other hand,
what
might
be called
of selfare rather
than self-conscious. Which is something
else again — and this is pretty good going, pretty good analysis for uld man
Gable, boy — and that goes fur their voices,
too.
"Women doll up their voices, so to
speak. They instinctively doll up their
voices as they doll up their faces. Men
don't use make-up on their faces — like
Spencer and me — we don't even use it for
the screen.
rather
a temperamental BengalI'dtiger
thanface
a powder
puff.
But
women
'make
up'
their
voices
they go on the air as they make up when
their
faces when they go on the screen or the
street.
voices.
the
voiceThey
is the'act'onewiththingtheirwhich
mustAndbe
natural, genuine, unaffected. Now and
again there is a Helen Hayes on the air.
But for the most part women comediennes
are the most successful women on the air.
Witness Jack Benny's Mary, and Gracie
Allen asto notable
examples.
They're
trying
make you
laugh, you
see, just
not
to impress you with their elegant diction,
their ree-fined enunciation . . .
"The one great advantage of radio over
the screen, by the way — I want to mention
this
before— isI that
forgetonit—theandair,it'sthea great
advantage
actor
can reach sick kids in hospitals, old people who can't get out to go to the movies, invalids, the blind, the shut-ins everywhere. I'd go for that. You can help

people an awful lot more on the air than
you can on the screen. And more, you
help the people who really need to be
helped, who need entertaining. I like to
believe," Clark said, brusquely, "that enining ishelp . .are." yuu one of those
: terta"Clark,
whoI said
believe
that television is going to
sound the death knell of pictures and of
picture
"I am personalities?"
not," Clark said, "for when television comes in they're going to need
"Of course."
artists,
aren't they?''
"And where are they going to get them?
Where are all the artists, singers, dancers, dramatic stars, playwrights, comedians,
heavies,
ingenues?"
"In Hollywood."
"And who 'owns' us all ?"
"Why, the studios," I said.
"Right," said Clark, "go right to the
head of the class. And so, Hollywood will
provide the stars of television. The
screen players of today will be the television Thespians of tomorrow. I have a
television clause in my MGM contract
right now. A lot of us have the same. So
that, if and when television comes in, our
television 'rights' belong to our respectivevisionstudios.
telewith itsAnd
stars,they
evenwillas supply
they supply
the screen today.
"But we're talking now of radio. Let
me put it this way, straight from my
shoulder to the shoulders of the fans :
"Do you zmnt mc on the air? If so,
what kind of thing would you want me to
do? Come on, now, the truth!"
So — tell
truth, wants
everyone.
asking
for him
it. Hethe really
it. He's

FOR
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Corlnna Mura, radio's popular Latin-American songstress, now is
entertaining nightly, except Saturday, at New York's Savoy-Plaza.

RADIO STARS
AT

HOME

WITH

ONE MAN'S
FAMILY
(Continued from page 47)
for extra vacations.
"We're always afraid he zvill write us
out,"
Bernice
Betting
beganassured
almostme.immediately as to
who the next arrival would be and there
were no takers when Mrs. Morse wanted
to bet that Barton Yarborough, who plays
Cliff, would be the last.
"He drives ninety miles an hour but he's
always
late," Iofwasthe told.
The arrival
next car was greeted
with screams : "Did you bring the lemon
tarts?"
to
which
Minetta
Ellen (Mother
Barbour) replied, as she jumped
out of
tlij
car:
"Yes,
and
cookies,
too,"Later
whichI
seemed to be the right answer.
knew why, when I had an opportunity to
taste her delicious little pastries.
It is generally agreed that she is the
youngest member of the Family, despite
her climbed
white hairdownand thegrown
\\'hen
we
side ofchildren.
the mountain
to the creek, it was she who failed to puff
or pant and who wondered if it would kill
the fish if she went wading! Every spare
moment she worked on an afghan she was
crochettiiig for Michael Raffetto, or Paul,
as you know him.
"I crochet because it's more frivolous
than knitting," she explained. "When I
getAlloldherI'lllifetakesheupwanted
knitting."
to be an actress,
but in her early girlhood parental objections prevented. Later, marriage and children occupied her time. Now, a widow,
her children grown and married, she is
doing exactly what she wants to do. She
began her career playing mother roles
with the University of California Little
Theater group. From there it was but a
step to stock and then to radio. Independent financially, free from family responsibilities, she is enjoying life to the
fullest.
"Oh, greeted
j'ou came
back way,"
Mr.
Morse
PagetheOilman,
who plays
Jack, when he arrived late and admitted
he had had trouble finding his way in.
"Well, is there a front way?" he
demanded.
Page is a fine example of a boy who
had and has the best chance in the world
to be a spoiled brat. His father is the boss,
Don Oilman, vice-president of NBC in
charge
Page
has beenofon\\'estern
the air activities,
in various and
programs
since he was nine years old. And for nine
years he has been self-supporting.
Without
father's forknowledge,
he wasby
taken
to thehis station
an audition
his grammar school dramatic teacher, when
a young boy was needed in a radio play.
And when he made good he was kept on
over
father's objections.
He member
gets no
more his
consideration
than any other
of the group but he is a favorite with
his associates by virtue of his own personality and the fact that he is a regular
person.
He is just eighteen, a sophomore at

• "Well—tvell! It looked like tee were going to have a kind
of unexciting morning— but see tchat brother^s just found
. . .a can of Johnson's Baby Pouder! Goody!. . . I'll see if I
can^t sicap my spoon for a sprinkle from his ran!. .

. Jf'ealmost
might beginning
have knoicn
it — that
it uaslovely,
too good
to• ^^Empty!
be true! .I . teas
to feel
silky
powder sliding doicn my back, and all smooth and tickly
under my chin. Just a dream — that's o//."

• "Look— do you see uhat I see? Mother coming tvith the
honest-to-goodness, full-up Johnson's can. S/ir's shaking
some potvdor into her hand— bet she likes the feel of it, too!
Baby! .. .the dtirkest hour is just before the dawn!''
• "I'm Johnson's Baby Powder— I keep a baby's skin
soft and smooth as a rose-petal— protected from
chafing and rashes. I'm made of the softest, finest
Italian talc— no gritty particles attd no iirris-root . . .
Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream make b(d}ies
happier,
too. And don't forget Johnson's Baby Oil
for
tiny babies!"
Jv^^l^cfji^
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OME are born beautiful — others acquire
beauty.
you aren'tthinga natural
the
mostIf natural
in the beauty,
world isthento
acquire beauty. Encourage yourself I Begin
with
your
most
important
beauty
featuretwice—
your eyes. Make your eyelashes look
aswithlong,a fewtwicedeft asbrush
luxuriant
—
quickly,
easily,
strokes of Maybelline.
Dark, tosoft,eyes,silkywhichlashesheightens
add a thesparkling
depth
charm
and expression
of thewomen
face. Doof aswhole
the
most exquisitely
groomed
Paris
and
New
York
do
—
choose
pure
Maybelline
Mascara, in either the new Cream form or
theTheever-popular
Solidand form.
smoothness
easetheirof naturalness
application
ofof color
Maybelline
Mascaras,
and lack of gumminess,
have won
them
unequalled
popularity
among
beautywise
women
the
world
over.
Tear-proof.
Harmless.
Not
beady
on
the
lashes.
Open your eyes to a new and lovelier
beauty
— withat Maybelline
Eye Beautycounters.
Aids.
Obtainable
leading toilet
Generous introductory
sizes goods
at leading ten
cent
them — beauty
you'll experience.
discover a
totallystores.
new andTryenjoyable
Eye ShaAmv

The World's Largest Helling Eye Beauty Aids
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I Stanford University, as he is in the play,
and he is a very good student. He is
majoring in chemistry hut wants to be a
cartoonist. His drawings appear in the
.Stanford paper. One of his hobbies is
photography.
"I haven't all the effect lenses," he told
me. "You can't buy much with five dolarsAnda week."
I learned that five dollars represents his income from his investments. So
far he has paid his own way through
school and all his money over his actual
expenses has been invested in sound stocks
and bonds.
The chief topic of conversation during
the day concerned the motion picture which
the faiiiily is to make soon for Paramount,
but Page
miliar withconfessed
pictures. he wasn't very fa"We don't go to pictures much at school,
except during finals," he said, and at my
puzzled look explained: "Well, if you
know your
during
finalsstuff
and you
you don't
have have
time toto gostudyto
picture
shows.
If
you
don't
stuff, it's too late to study andknow
you your
may
as Hewelldoesn't
go to think
pictures."
making pictures is such
a good idea for him "because I have too
many fraternity brothers in Los Angeles,"
he explained. "But seriously," he added,
"it will be a wonderful opportunity to earn
money. Ifcollege
I keepI can
on, start
by thein time
I'm
through
business
with my own capital. That part of it is
"We won't admit it," said Miss Ellen
slyly, "but everyone of us is thrilled at
grand."
thettleprospect
It's a
late for ofmemakitig
to begina picture.
a new career,
however,"
she
continued.
"I'm
happy.
lave just enough work to do so that I canI
enjoy
and tomy begin
leisure,to too.
I don't
that I itwant
struggle
for know
fame
and money. I'm independent. No one has
to Just
worrythenabout
me." arrived and by everyone I meaneveryone
the actual
members of the
Family and their families, because of
course, in real life, each one has a husband, wife or sweetheart.
There was Walter Patterson, a young
Englishman, who plays Nicky in the play,
accompanied by his fiancee, who, by the
time you read this, will be Mrs. Patterson.
They were planning to be married "a week
from Friday, and I've paid a deposit on
ahe cottage
Carmel for our honeymoon,"
declaredat happily.
Pat, as they call him, is counting his
pennies. He remembers well his first, hard,
lean days in this country, when his allowance didn't arrive promptly and, unable to
get acting to do, he went from door to
door as a salesman ; when he worked at a
fruit stand ; when he packed Christmas
boxes of California fruits and sold them
on a small commission ; when he did anything he could find to do to earn a dollar
and keep his self respect until he was able
to get a foothold in liis own profession.
I'A-en nf)w he isn't reall\- a member of
the
onl\- i.^('hiudia's
hut Family,
his fan being
folhjwin.^
a large husband,
one and
ina>mtich
as
One
Man's
Family
is castis byin
I.ulilic approval, it looks as if Nicky
■ cumnicrwas I^^ill
cialThere
announcer
witii Aiidr
a ])h
ikc Dciiii)sey and that .sometiiing

makes you willing, even eager, to listen
to him tell you about Tender Leaf Tea.
Mrs. Andrews is Helen Musselman, a
pretty blonde who has been introduced in
recent broadcasts
as Sally, one of the
contest
girls.
Then came Michael Raffetto and his
lovely blonde wife, a non-professional. In
the play, Michael, who plays Paul, the
eldest Barbour son, has been absent for
si.x months on rnysterious business, but
actually he lay ill in a sanitarium fighting
for his life. Well again, he is back in the
cast to the great joy of every member of
the Family as well as his public.
A lawyer by profession, he practiced for
a time, successfully, in the California
courts. But each law case seemed to him
most interesting from a dramatic standpoint and he was continually writing
sketches and plays, using his court expeor plot material.
He triedalthough
Hollywoodriebutnces ffound
it unresponsive,
when talkies arrived he became one of
that silent
lished starsarmy
how towhotalk.taught many estab"I swore I'd never go back to Hollya contract,"
he fact
told that
me,
and is wood
nowwithoutchuckling
over the
his next appearance there will be, through
radio,
terms. with a contract written on his own
It seems a pity that J. Anthony Smythe,
the delightful Father Barbour of the play,
is really
confirmed
How-is
ever, he adeclares
his old
singlebachelor.
blessedness
not necessarily his own choice but that a
large number of sisters, nieces and
nephews keep him too busy to think of
having a family of his own. His experiences with them have no doubt added
to the realism of his performances on the
radio, although that is no aspersion on his
ability as an actor. He was a popular
matinee idol in stock companies for years
before he took up radio work.
At informal gatherings such as this
party, he is apt to be on the receiving
end of a barrage of kidding from Mother
Barbour, who loves to tease.
"Henry," she demanded, looking up at
him with an impish expression, "why don't
you"ButeverMinetta,"
make up heto replied
me?" in confusion,
"I do."
"I don't mean in the play. I mean
really,"
she areplied,
Smythe into
blushingwhich
retreatsentandpoor
the Mr.
rest
of the company into hysterics.
Winifred Wolfe, adopted Teddy in the
play, arrived with her mother, and there
is one stage mother who will never incur
the wrath of Hollywood reporters. Winifred is an only child but not a spoiled
one and, outside of her radio activities, is
asheschool
told me.girl "in high ninth next term,"
Winifred
to herhe father's
business, he issays,a big
for help
frequently
makes
valuable business contacts with people who
listenWinifred
to One isMan's
Family and know
that
his daughter.
"Here comes Bart !" called Page Gilman. "He never breaks his record of
being
last to arrive."
enough,
BartontheYarborough,
Cliff .\nd
in thesureplay,
had
arrived, bubbling over with excuses and
adding a lot of noise and good humor to
the party. He had, he said, been working
on
the noon.
night before and didn't
wakea upplaytnitil
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"I don't know how Carlton can write
in the morning," he said. "I can't write
until everyone has gone to bed and it's
quiet and I've finished with everything
else."
His methods must be the right ones,
for him at least, for he has written ever
so many sketches and plays and is just
now a little upset because, an enthusiastic
Bohemianof Club
member,
he can"t Hi-Jinks,
hear the
thought
missing
the famous
which will come off just when the rainily
is expected to be in Hdllywood niakiiiL;
tests for the picture. He still refuses to
believe they ever will make a picture.
"When I see the contract, I'll know
it'sFour
true,"yearshe ofdeclared.
the security of a radio
engagement with none of the trials and
troubles of the picture actor; w-ith time
to play golf, write a play now and then
and even to take care of a dramatic school
which was wished on him by a friend,
make it possible for him to view with
calmness the prospect of making pictures.
"I ture
don'tactors,make
much a money
but Ias have
lot moreas picfun
and ten times the security and contentment," he declared.
He is off,
an Englishman
with what
the "English"
rubbed
if you know
I mean.
At least the accent has disappeared. A
prime favorite with everyone who know^s
him, he is sure to be welcome in Hollywood, particularly as he is a very eligible
bachelor — the only one in the Family,
Page not yet being interested in marriage.
After the climb down to the creek and
back, we were more than ready for the
delicious lunch, which was served in the
patio. "Bart"
tookshowed
movingthe pictures
everyone
and later
pictures heof
had made at the last party. About three
o'clock
suddenlyat grew
restless.
There waseveryone
some glancing
watches,
buttoning up of shirts and rolling down of
sleeves and then the whole crowd piled
into cars and started back to San Francisco for the Sunday night broadcast.
Paul Carson, the organist who plays
those little interludes between scenes in
the play, was showing witii great pride
a huge Black Widow spider in a glass jar,
which he had found that day in one of
the pipes in the organ at his mountain
cabin. Imagine having a pipe organ in a
mountain cabin, anyway ! Radio must be
the thing!
The broadcast was scarcely over when
news came that Kathleen Wilson had just
given birth to the long-expected baby.
Everyone heaved a sigh of relief, because
it had seemed to the rest of the Family
that
long Claudia
time. had been in Europe for a
There were two rehearsals, which I
saw, and then came the zero hour. One
Man's Family was on the air. Did I listen?
Don't
fan! be funny. I'm a One Man's Family
Read About —
The Lowell Thomas
you have never known
in the November issue of
RADIO STARS

NO BAD
BREATH
BEHIND HER
SPARKLING

Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!
VVTHY let bad breath interfere with penetrating foam removes these odorbreeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
It's sobyeasy
to besuccess—
safe whenwithyouromance?
realize that
far methods fail to reach. And at the same
the most common cause of bad breath is time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
cleans and brightens the enamel— makes
. . . improperly cleaned teeth!
Authorities say decaying food and acid your teeth sparkle.
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
Be safe— be sure! Brush your teeth . . .
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant your gums . . . your tongue . . . with
Colgate
Dental Cream at least twice daily
of dull, dingy teeth— and
ofmouth
much odors—
tooth decay.
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
Use Colgate Dental Oeam. Its special sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!
LARGE^SIZE
Giant
over
twice Size,
as much.
MAKES

TEETH

COLGATE
RIBBON DENTAL CREAM
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No wonder
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THROUGH
A
{Continued from page 49)

no further than the studio, Walter was
still angry. He was irked that the surprise item hadpresent
been tipped
even read
the
few persons
before oft'he tocould
it into the microphone.
His complete and utter absorption in
himself has stimulated resentment in
many and prompted many of the gibes did at him.scoops
But Winchell's
backpattingrecteover
and utter self
disregard
of those around him is ingenuous rather
than contemptuous ; naivete rather than
conceit. To call Walter Winchell naive
and ingenuous may seem, on the face of it,
ridiculous.
super-sophisticate, the ManWinchell
About— the
Town,
the Great
Gabber, the guy with the low-down on
everybody, the voice of Broadway itself.
Yet only a fundamental naivete could
motivate most of his actions ; simulate the
keen interest that sharpens his reportorial
instincts and makes him see a story in an
insignificant article.
For Winchell is an excellent reporter.
His
is hisabout
"nose things
for news";
wantscuriosity
to know
— and hehe
usually finds out. He no longer spends
nights wandering around the night clubs ;
now he is more likely to pick a favorite spot and spend considerable time there.
There items come to him, though he may
not go there for any other reason than
because he likes the place.
More often than not he fails to credit
contributors. He seldom has the same
set of contributors for any length of time.
It may be because they tire of supplying
items for the column, it may be that the
various stooges who give him items run
out of material. He seldom is grateful
for a line or a catch-phrase, many of
which he has appropriated with no credits.
Yet in the position he now occupies,
with an army of publicity-seekers overeager to have him print their offerings, he
finds himself with much more than he can
use ; so much is pressed on him that it
apparently never occurs to him to be appreciative for a line or item he does use.
More than likely he feels that he is confer ing a favor to print a contribution,
even without credit.
He never will take an item from anyone who has once given him a wrong steer,
no matter how innocently. He claims he
nc\cr has paid for an item and it is entirely possible that he never has, in money.
As the ranks of his stooges come and
go, there always are plenty who are more
than willing to contribute for glory or
possible
About favors.
these he is under no illusions,
c<jmmenting often in his column on how
many friends a columnist ha.s — so long as
as Hehe has
has battled
the c<jlumn.
the Press Radio Bureau
in the past over items they wanted to delete— such as Winchell's exclusive scoop
on the Radio
killing Bureau,
of Prettybefore
Boy i-'loyd.
The
Press
the broadcast, claimed the item nuist he false, since
no
iicwN won;
Inireausent
couldit ovct
conl'inn
Winihrll
the it.
air But
and
an hour and a (|uartcr later the first
confirmation came in.

KEYHOLE

He ing''does
a certain
for persons
and amount
places heof "log
feels rolllike
plugging.
He
will
give
no
one
plug
if he thinks one wants it. And hea never
boosts a show unless he really thinks it is
good, taking his drama reviews seriously.
He is one of the inost highly-keyed men
alive. His eyes are alive, darting about
continually, his movements quick and almost femininely graceful. There is no repose in him and associates wonder at the
vitality that keeps him going, hour after
hour, for years, at the same high-tension
rate. Yet his race-horse tension is not the
jittery nervousness that makes one uncomfortablehe; seems to live at a faster,
all-around pace than most men.
Formerly he was kidded about his pallor, but today Winchell is fit looking,
tanned, with an excellent complexion, grey
hair and carefully, but soberly, dressed.
He lives frugally, as a man with a salary domof $100
mighthours
live. and
He isnever
selalone ina week
working
thinks to pay checks or taxi bills. There
always are stooges enough around who
jump at the chance and from long habit
he seldom has to put his hand in his
His closest companions and friends are
pocket.
mostly
a group of newspaper men;
smaller-time columnists, editors of small
papers.
is noton a.the"name"
them and There
they seem,
whole, among
almost
an inconsequential group. Some feel that
Winchell hangs out with this group because
he can be the kingpin — the Big Shot.
However, it may be just because he happens to like them, for he is known to be
loyal to his friends just as he is never
impressed by celebrities. He will give
the same greeting to a commonplace friend
of an announcer as he gives to David
Sarnoff, the chain head.
He has been tocalled
everything
from "rat"
and
and "snivelling."
But "coward"
he is utterly"yellow"
courageous
about his
work and lets nothing stop him from
printingcally heanything
to print.thanPhysiis no morehe wants
courageous
any
average man his size, faced with the possibility of physical danger.
At the loss of his little girl some time
ago, Winchell was terribly broken up; yet
he carried
trouper's
going on with onhistheshow.
Likingaxiom
him orby not,
observers who knew his devotion to her
were compelled to admire his fortitude.
He lives as normal a home life as his
erratic existence permits and there never
has been any breath of scandal about his
private
life. radio work and is as enHe enjoys
thusiastic as a kid over short-wave broadcasts. He has a short-wave radio in his
car, on which he picks up police radio car
calls as he drives about. Sometimes, when
one sounds interesting, he follows it up
asparta little
fire-buff
It's
boy, chases
playing the
cops engines.
and robbers,
and part reporter.
The Girl Friday column, which is ostensibly written to him by his secretar}-,
isanother
really way
donehe bycanWinchell
It's
get aroundhimself.
the awk-
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!I\\V
-ranees Longford, of Hollywood Hotel,
iuns herself with a couple of friends
in her penthouse garden.
wardncss of praising himself by putting
theForwordsall into
secretary's
the his
invccti\e
that typewriter.
lias been
hurled against him, few who know him
reallyfriends
dislikearehim.
His tostooges
his
as loyal
him as"yes"
he ishim,to
them, yet when the occasion suits him
he can be completely oblivious to all of
them to the point of brusqueness.
He made no attempt to defend himself
against tirades agai
In 1930, in an article, W iiulu ll
. . They aciiisi- iiic n]
body's (-()///?(/(■;(( r tiiid inakuni stnrtly pi t
vote affiiiis piih'.ii. Till' l<iii is I,
get the iicivs bcfm-c the ,>tlicr ,/iiy. as oftci
as possible. Xcws iilt^'ny
promise people that I rcd/; print it
cireiiiiistaiices icill I
with a defense nf my tlic
He feels pretty nuRh
There is, perhaps, less local gossip than
formerly; more news of national sc<ii)c.
He makes fewer slip-ups, as in the early
days when he printed :
". . . He stood It pan the Paris tvaterfront and (jazed
aeross histhe former
ocean," aeditor,
geographical slip that
Emile Gavreau, with whom he carried on
a perpetual feud, allowed to go through.
He no longer has to a>k friends and
acquaintances coming home fmm trips,
who was on the boat, whom were tlic>with — in search of an item. They come
to him now. He still refuses to print
gossip that would link a married man
with another woman or vice versa. Otherwise he has few taboos. He has battled,
in print, with O. O. Mclntvre, Marlen
Pew. Earl Carroll, Louis Sobol, Ed Sullivan, the Shuberts and others. And most
find him an antagonist to be wary of.
He is the hardest man in the world to
reach; keeps going at the same terrilic
pace always . . . and apparentlv never
tires of it. He doesn't like to be 'called a
"keyhole peeper." About his sources he says :
can always
a leak in a person
who"Youpromised
not tofindtell."
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HECTIC

BUT HAPPY
{Continued from page 41)

co-author of the Jumbo program, got disgusted with the way things went and
walked out. As the radio heroine. Penny,
Miss ingHayes'
pleasing.voice
But was
therebeautiful,
was no her
fire,act-no
brilliance. The story was sweet, the lines
were simple. But she needed something
more. MacArthur would have given them
sparkle, power, sharp laughter, and made
the lines come alive. But Charlie was busy
atin another
operation.studio. The partnership wasn't
Now a partnership — whether professional or marital — with a man like Charlie
all smooth
sailing.
noMacArthur
one knowsisn'tbetter
than Helen
that And
the
charming and brilliant Mr. MacArthur can
be disconcertingly unpredictable. He promised her long ago that if she married
him she would never be bored. And she
never has been.
There was, for example, a radio script
that Charlie MacArthur wrote for Helen
several years ago which she will never forget. That was before either of them ever
had considered going into radio commercially. Miss Hayes had been invited to
speak over the air. Charlie offered to write
the script. When the day of the broadcast
dawned,
produced
the
hour for heherstillto hadn't
go on the
air drewit. Ascloser,
Helen became more and more panicked.
She went to the studio at the appointed
time, scriptless and on the verge of tears.
Charlie was waiting. He handed her
the typed pages of her speech as she walked
up to the microphone. She threw him a
grateful smile and began to read. As the
words tumbled from her lips, a deep flush
spread over her cheeks and her throat
tightened. Charlie had written her a tirade
against the dramatic critics ! Should she
stop reading? No. Leaving the mike
would be unforgiveable. She stumbled
through it. Outside, Charlie grinned. He
thought it was a lovely joke to have an
actress read the riot act to the critics.
Critics were always berating actors ; why
not turn the tables? The idea had amused
him iousso,his joke
it hadn't
sermightoccurred
be. Fortoa him
lesserhowactress
it might well have meant the end of her
stage career. Helen, a gracious woman
as well as a great artist, was able finally
to make her peace with the critics. But the
furore that followed that broadcast was
agonizingly embarrassing for her.
Many a marriage has been wrecked over
a more trivial incident. But Helen Hayes
has a great heart and a wise head. She
prizes highly her partnership with Charles
MacArthur. And she permits nothing to
break the charmed circle of hers and
Charlie's and little Mary's happiness toIt was to protect this happiness and
gether.
keep the charmed circle intact that Helen
Hayes recently demanded that Carol
P'rink's alienation of affections suit against
her be brought to trial. She knew that,
for her, the trial would be a heartbreak.
She was willing to take the punishment
because, by her own admission, she wanted
to clear her husband of any possible blame.
Whatever the price, she was willing to pay

MATING

it in order to lift the cloud of litigation
that had been hanging over them ever since
their
engagement
ten years
ago. was announced, nearly
For wife,
it was Carol
back inFrink,
1927 thatfirstMacArthur's
first
threatened
Helen and Charlie's happiness by suing to
reopen the Frink-MacArthur divorce.
Helen and Charlie had to postpone their
marriage until the Illinois Supreme Court
affirmed his first divorce. They had had
one year of comparative peace from court
actions when, just before baby Mary was
born, Miss Frink sued again, this time to
have the divorce annulled. She contended
that the divorce had been granted against
her will.
Helen Hayes was frantic. If Miss Frink
should win the suit, it meant that the
Hayes-MacArthur marriage was invalid.
That, in the eyes of the law, Charlie was
not her husband. What of the child soon
to come?
Charlie reassured her : "Why, the most
law-abiding lawyer since Lincoln gave me
his full approval and blessing and a superior court upheld the decree. It can't
Charlie was right. The suit failed and
again us."
the MacArthurs breathed in peace
affect
for a short space of time. Until the indefatigable Mis Frink brought a third
suit, this time against Miss Hayes, accusing Helen of
obtainingMacthe
confidence
and "wrongfully
love of Charles
This suit dangled over them, threateningly, for years. It ended early this summer,
when Helen brought it to a crashing cliArthur."
max by demanding that it be fought out
openly in court.
She had a home whose security was being threatened and in that home a child
growing
up. that
It must
established was
beyond a doubt
Charliebe MacArthur
notIt culpable.
was Helen who sat in the courtroom
through that trial, fighting back tears,
twisting a handkerchief with nervous, shaking fingers. The plump, blonde Miss
Frink was wise-cracking and satisfied.
MacArthur grinned sheepishly and seemed
at times amused.
It was Helen's heartbreak when the love
letters were read — passionate, foolish letters that the youthful Charlie had written
Carol Frink fifteen years ago. It was
Helen who winced when Miss Frink, asked
if she still
AlacArthur,
said in: "Ia
wouldn't
havewanted
him now
if he came
boxThree
of Crackerjack."
days of torture for Helen Hayes.
On the third day. Miss Frink, unable to
produce any evidence against Miss Hayes,
dropped the case. Her lawyer explained
that Carol Frink had had her day in court.
She had told her story to the public. That
was all she wanted.
The case ended, Carol Frink said grand"I withdraw
all mythem.
nasty Forcracks."
But
shely :couldn't
withdraw
they were
burned
deep
into
Helen
Hayes'
heart.
The
love letters which she insisted on reading
weren't even accepted as evidence. But
they had brought tears of anguish to
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:iclen
eyes. Charles MacArtlnir
The Hayes'
case ended.
aid: "Phooey to this idiotic trial. I'm
;ladHelen
I waswasthe silent.
goat and Her
not Miss
Hayes."
husband
had
Dcen cleared. That was all she asked.
She apparently felt no bitterness toward
the woman who had hurt her so needlessly. She voiced no criticism of the law
which permits a person access to the courts
merely to gratify an old grudge. She went
back to her home in Nyack. Xcw York,
with Charlie, where their child waitrd,
and where more than a thousand trlegranis
of congratulations were pouring in from
friends and admirers. She went back with
her family, to forget the three days of
torture and let the heartaches heal. The
bond between them had been strengthened,
not weakened by the ordeal. A cloud was
lifted. The partnership was secure.
But no matter how secure the partnership may be, life liand-in-hand with
Charlie MacArthur. you may he certain,
will never become monotonous. Mac.Vrthur,
you may remember, is the chap who conceived the idea of pouring a dozen packfriend'sIt
bathtubages ofandraspberry
filling itJello
with into
hot awater.
was he, who, required to employ two assistants for a Plollywood director while
producing a picture in the East, went to
Coney Island and hired two idiot "wild
men"
from a sidein his
show.officeThewhen
director
found
them jibbering
he started
work one bright Monday morning. MacArthur will spend any amount of time
and money and go to any amount of trouble for the sake of a good gag.
But beneath this clowning is a brilliant
mind
w^arm atheart.
It's serious
part of mo-his
charm andthat,a even
the most
ment, he takes time for humor. He finds
no
problem
treated
lightly.so important that it can't be
Perhaps these are the qualities that make
him a valuable partner for Helen. Where
she worries, he laughs. He spoofs away
small anxieties and ribs people who get in
his way.
Helen, on the other hand, is a marvelous
balance wheel for the irrespfinsiblc, madcap Charlie. He is impulsive; she is
patient. His talent blazes forth in sudden,
brilliant flames. Hers burns steadily, clear
and pure. She is gracious ; he is witty.
Each is a perfect complement to the other.
The last of September Helen Hayes goes
on the air again, for another series of
dramatic
programs.
this istobeing
ten no author
has beenAs chosen
writewrither
scripts. When, last winter, IMac.\rtliur
walked out, angry and disgusted, on the
Jumbo
program,
he swore
he w-as
throughhe
with radio,
washed
up. But
perhaps
could be persuaded to try it again on
a partnership basis.
His radio experience might be different
with asHelen
Hayes'
steadyingseriesinfluence.
Just
her first
commercial
might
have burned more brightly if it had been
lighted with a spark from Mac.A.rthur's
brilliant
pen. It's a magic combination —
that
.Arthur.of Helen Hayes and Ciiarlie MacWill Radio Civilize the Wilds of
Africa? Frank Buck Gives the
Answerin the November issue of Radio Stars
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cruel thing that the price of fame sliould
be the loss of personal liberty. Often it
is a bitter price to pay. Sometimes a
tragic price.
a familiar
theThere
gods iszvould
dcsti-ny.proverb:
tliry first"W'Jwm
make
' But nowadays it is we who are mad
— we who make gods of our favorites and
then destroy them, with our mania to
share
every move, to penetrate their
mad."theirprivate
innermost
thoughts, to know — even
before they know themsehes — what they
are going to do, and why, and how !
"I hate
to ask anything
personal questions,"
"But
is there
you wouldI said.
care
to "Itellwould
me about
it?"
like to be married," Lily Pons
mused
be somedreamily.
lime . . ."But for that there must
"Now my mother is here with me, and
I am getting packed to go to Hollywood.
Aly teacher is here. I work with him two
hours every day. Mr. Kostelanetz is here
now — " she glanced t.iwanl a door at the
end of the room, thriiu-li which she had
come
me. "Hut
uDrking invery
hard onto meet
the mu.sic
for hemy isconcert
the
Hollywood Bowl on Augn^t scxentli . . .
"He is going out to Hollywoixl with
me. We are going to fly out together,
on the first day of August. He is going
to arrange and direct all the music for
my picture. He will be working ... I
will be working — perhaps from seven in
the morning till seven at night . . . Always, in Hollywood, you are busy . . .
"He has only lour weeks leave of absence from the Chesterfield program," she
explained. "While he is away, the first

violinist will conduct for him. Then he
must return. He must be in New York
for the radio programs, Wednesdays and
Fridays. After that — " her eyes lighted
like
thosebackof forany a young
love, "he
will fly
few daysgirlininHollywood
each week. And I shall have two days
each week for rest. It is in my contract.
"We hoped — " she spoke wistfully, "that
they would take a vacation this summer —
the Chesterfield people — but if they do
not keep the time all summer, they cannot
have the same time in the winter. So the
program
"But at must
least,"goI on."
offered, "when you and
Mr. Kostelanetz do marry, there will be
no barrier between you, no conflict between marriage and career, because you
both"Heareis musicians."
a very fine musician," said Lily
Pons proudly. "He has great gifts. And
he understands my music, my voice — everything .. . This next picture I am making
will be so much better, because he is
directing the music. Before, there was
no one who understood.
"And we have similar tastes in everything," she added. "In music, books,
dofriends
. . . . . . He loves the country as I
"If you are married to a man who does
not understand music, always — always
there
is a barrier
— a wall between
. ."
Lily si)okc
from experience,
having .made
one such marriage and seen its end in
divorce,
her cannot
career.talk".Mways
there is because
somethingof you
about
—shesomething
you
cannot
share.
It
is— "
sought in a somew^hat limited English
vocabulary for the word, " — very worry-
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ing . . ." she sighed.
she went
on soberly,overas and
one over
who
has"But,"
pondered
the problem
and
found
no
happy
solution,
"always
there is the work! And if you are separated, it hurts the work — and it hurts
here!" She laid a slim hand on her
heart.
have some
time a together,
maybein
. ."We
. Perhaps,
if I make
concert tour
some cities not far away, he can take a
little vacation. But if I iiave to go to
South America, to Russia, maybe — he cannot go. too." She shook her head sadly.
"ItTois you
veryandworrying."
me, more ordinary folk, the
idea that little Miss Pons and Mr. Kostelanetz cannot tind time to marry seems
almost beyond belief. What of her two
months'mer?vacation
sumAfter all, atmostSilvermine
of us whothisfollow
some profession, or work in an oftice or
at home, may have no more than a couple
of weeks'
summer ofholiday
in which
cram
the fulfillment
our dearest
dreams.to
We
fall
in
love,
but
—
as
in
Lily's
the work must go on. Then comescaseour—
summer vacation — one week, two, maybe, or
three — and we get married and have our
hectic honeymoon — then back to work
again.
Why is it so diflferent with her? True,
she is a famous prima donna. True, she
has a rare, unrivalled coloratura voice
which the world would miss, were she to
cease her singing. Still, we can think of
quite a few great ones who have abandoned
their careers for marriage and found it
no sacrifice.
She can't reallj' love him, you think . . .
Or, perhaps,
he doesn't
reallyherlove
her
enough.
. . . Perhaps
he wants
to give
up her career — but she is not willing to be
just a wife — she who is a greater star than
ever he could be. . . . Or, perhaps she would
marry him and continue her career, but
he is fearful of being "Mr. Lily Pons."
We can't know all the circumstances that
condition
any ortwoLily
peopleand— you
and Still,
your
best beloved
Andre.
thinking of the various things that we do
know,
understand,
and for
I, howit may webe can
different
for themyou than
us.
Perhaps
Lily's
managers
do
not
wish
her
to marry, or to announce her marriage if
it occurs. There is more glamour, so it is
believed, in an unattached star.
And, too, Lily is young enough to get
a thrill from the success that is hers.
"It is very wonderful," she confessed,
"to
fans.whenTheI
moviegetfansthe areletters
best. from
. . . the
Before,
sing only in opera and in concert, only a
few people know me. Then, on the radio,
more people hear my voice. Now, in the
movies, they see me and hear me and
know me. Everywhere the pictures go.
Everywhere they know me now. In
Tokio, in Japan, my first picture was
played for two months. It is wonderful !
"Did you hear me sing at the Democratic Convention in Philadelphia?" she
asked eagerly.
I went in One
the Convention Hall, I"When
was terrified.
hundred thousand people! And such noise —
you could not hear yourself think! I
wanted to run away. No one could hear
me sing. . . .
"But notwhena sound—
I beganittowassing,likeit was
quiet—
singingso
to one person. It was very thrilling ! Never 1
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haveYes,I sung
a big out
audience
Lily togetssucha thrill
of herbefore
career.!"
And why shouldn't she? She doesn't refer
to— just
it asasa you
career.
calls speak
it "myofwork"
or ISheinight
ours,
whether it be pounding the typewriter or
washingjoys thethelovely
baby'sthings
panties.
And
she
enher work makes
possible — her country home : the opportunity to help her mother and sisters ;
smart, pretty clothes. . . . Why not? Who
wouldn't enjoy it?
Even if it doesn't give her time to
marry, life still is exciting as well as exacting. Life is very pleasant. . . .
Love is pleasant, too. Lily knows that.
Some day she will fit it into the pattern
of her life — into that part of her life that
should be private, if we would permit it
to be so.
Considering her fourfold career, it is
easy to see how pitifully meagre a chance
Lily Pons actually has for any private
life. She will spend the next four months
ir making her picture in Hollywood. Working, as she says, perhaps, from seven^ in
the morning till seven at night — save for
lier two days rest each week — rest sorely
needed to preserve her health and her
voice for future demands. On November
fifteenth her picture will be finished. On
November twentieth, she sings in Lakme,
her favorite opera, in the Chicago Opera
House. Following that, there will be concerts in St. Louis, in Memphis. In December she makes personal appearances
for the movie, which will be released at
Christmas time. On December twentieth
she makes her debut for the season at the
Metropolitan in Rimsky-Korsakoff's lovely
opera,
Le inCoqconcert
d'Or. atJanuary
she sings
Carnegiefifteenth
Hall.
Following the opera season, she expects
to resume her radio work on the ChesterOnlyfield program.
briefly, in her beloved country
I cottage, can she enjoy the simple sort of
j care-fi-ee
which she
her native days
Basquefor country
she yearns.
grew up Inin
wide and lovely gardens. So here, in the
gardens surrounding her Norman Provincial cottage in Connecticut, she seeks to
recapture that lost childhood with its free! dom and its peace.
even here,"
said .Lily. . Pons,
workI
. ."But
. Always
I work
Every"I day
learn . . . With my teacher I am studying
Le Coq d'Or. I am practising the other
operas of my repertoires — Lucia, Lakme,
Rigoletfo, Barbier de Seville, I sing ten
performances at the opera tliis season. In
the other seasons, 1931 to 1935, I sing
tliirty performances each season. But this
.season only ten. This year will be the
first time in many years they have given
Le Coq
ful .. . d'Or complete. It is very beauti"But
I restsohere,
she added.
"It
is so lovely,
calm,too,"
so quiet
... I love
to be out of doors. Every day I work
in the gardens. I weed them. I water
them. I gather the flowers ... I walk
with my dog. Sometimes I ride for two
hours in the morning. A friend of mine
here has some horses. I love all animals,"
said little
Lily wild
enthusiastically.
"In the chases
fields
are
rabbits. Panouche
them, but just to play. He would not
catch
I hope
"Andthem.do youOh, find
time,nottoo,!" for some
social life — for parties?" I asked.

She smiled ruefully. "One, two, maybe.
But many times I must say : 'No, no —
I am"I had
so sorry
— I party
cannot Saturday
come.' !" Her
a big
brown
eyes
shone.
"Such
party!It
Sixty-five people. And I wasnice
lucky.
looked
—
you
know
—
to
rain.
Cocktails
were at six. Then dinner. The tables
were out on the lawn." She led me to
the window
to show
the had
terraced
dens where the
small metables
been garset.
"They were so pretty," Lily said eager"All dififerent
you know —
cloths ly.and
napkins . colors,
..
"At nine-thirty we were just finished
dinner — and then, so sudden, came such a
storm ! Everyone rushed in here — sixtyfive people in this little room ! But it was
fun!" Lily laughed reminiscently "We
didn't mind. It was so — impromptu. I
wasI glanced
lucky itabout
didn'ttherainroom,
too picturing
soon !" the
gay
scene.
The
room
isn't
exactly
little.
Still, sixty-five people could easily make
it seem small. It is a long room, graciously
furnished
comfortable chairs,
smallwithtablesdeepand,sofas,
of course,
a concert grand piano. Flowers stood
everywhere in bowls and vases, testifying to her fondness for them. On a low
round table a huge bowl of yellow roses —
Lily's
flower. Elsewhere,
masses favorite
of delphinium,
of larkspur,greatof
gladioli, or wild flowers, brought the charm
of the gardens into the quiet room.
On theits piano
rooster,
back astood
basketa life-sized
filled with bronze
roses.
"Frank La Forge gave it to me the
other
day,"andLilythought
said. he"Hemustsawgetititinfora
little shop
me "Shall
— because
I
am
to sing Le Coq d'Or."
I asked. you come back here next spring?"
"Oh,taken
yes !"anLilyapartment
Pons saidinferveiitly.
have
New York."1
It will be my permanent home. I have
had my own furniture sent over, from
Paris. I am afraid to stay here- in the
winter — the weather, you know — sometimes
it is severe. I must not risk taking cold.
So when I sing in opera, I live in New
York. But when I sing on the radio, I
stay over night in the apartment. Then
I come out here next morning. Always I
come
here !" room
She glanced
about back
the friendly
with itshappily
wide
Norman windows, its deep-set doors, its
massive hand-hewn whitewashed beams.
Gazed out through the windows at the
rolling hills, the pattern of bright colors
in the terraced gardens. "I love it here,"
sheAndsaidI simply.
I come
hope that,"Always
some day,
whenback."
Lily
Pons comes back, to cultivate her gardens, to walk the woodland roads, to
frolic with her dog, the man she loves will
come, too, to make the Eden perfect. I
hope that Fate, some day, will give them
the longed-for "time" — to make their
happy
dreams strolled
come true.
Panouche
out. On him the
problems of music and marriage laid no
burden.
His ' nose
withshining
some
thrilling scent,
he a-quiver
sought the
fields.
But Lily Pons rose to prepare for her
lesson with her teacher.
"// music be the food of love, play
on!" is all very well for lovers.
But time
what.come
of the? musicians? ^^'hen will
their
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if she were almost unaware of his name.
He felt his tongue thicken, but he managed to say : "Where would you like to
have dinner?"
"I can t," she answered. "I have a date."
"But you said tonight! You said sixthirty,"
began. a click. The young lady
Then hehe heard
had
settled
matters by hanging up the
receiver.
And. room
as wewhile
sat Rudy
there described
in the V'allee
dining
these
incidents, I suddenly had a clearer understanding of his relationships with women.
I havement.dined
often his
at theparticular
\'allee apartEach time
lady
guest would be a curls-hanging-to-theshoulders
girl ina different
her later little
'teens.
time
she was
girl,Each
but
always she was essentially the same person, a little girl who worked in an advertising office, a little girl with a minor
part in radio, a little girl who danced in
a chorus or was secretary to some great
star. girl,
And giving
always her
\'allee
was helping
the
little
a chance
to a better
job.
a
bigger
salarj'.
I know now. of this I am sure, that
the reason he prefers the very young, obscure type to the successful independent
woman is that little girls are bound to
look up to him. And he must have his
worship, because deep within his soul he
is still hurt. And. although he never will

WITH

RUDY

VALLEE

acknowledge it, not even to himself, he is
still afraid of a snub.
Xot that there is the slightest danger
of any woman's turning down a date with
the \'allee
of today,privileges.
whose dinner invitations have become
He reminds me of another slim, sunny
haired young man, who, landing after the
historic flight, naively introduced himself
as Colonel Lindbergh. So it is when
\'alleefailtelephones.
if anyone
could
to recognizeJustthatasvelvet
voice.
Xevertheless, he murmurs your first name,
thenAndhe hesaysinvites
: "Thisyouis toRudy
\'allee.And' he
dinner.
sends his car, a limousine, dark, smoothrunning, powerful, manned by Ralph, the
chauffeur, who boyishly addresses Rudy
by his first name, for between Vallee and
his employees there exists a genial spirit
ofis the
comradeship.
an employer,
most loyal ofAs men,
refusing, in\^allee
any
circumstances, to listen to a word against
his workers. They, in turn, adore the boss
and. wherever possible, follow his example.
Such as that Sunday afternoon when,
CH route, to the Vallee apartment, I sat
alone in the back of his car and Ralph
suddenly turned on the radio.
don't mind,"
said, "Ilikeswantto
to "IfcatchyouFather
Coughlin.he Rudy
hearUsually
him." you don't sit alone. Rudy calls

himself. Then, when driving, you sit between him and Ralph, because Rudy will
not sit in the back of the car.
"It makes me sick, ' he admits. "So do
trains
Whenandheboats."
is in the car the radio is
turned on, but never to crooners. As he
putsWithit: the
"Don't
I get enough
of thatl"
exception
of a certain
Italian
restaurant in Xew York City, he rarely
dines out, so we drive to the V'allee
apartment
East River. which overlooks Manhattan's
Arriving, a neat maid ushers you into
a guest room, where, spread upon the
mirrored dressing-table, is a silver-backed
comb, brush, powder-box, everything at
yourAndservice.
on the way to the front of the
apartment,
a peep into \'allee's own room.
On theatures chiffonier
of Alice Faye.still stand two miniIn the living-room the butler is serving
from a cart that carries liquor. There is
a liberal variety. You take your choice,
but V'allee will have none of it. While
you sip your cocktail, he nibbles pop corn
or
hors-d'oeitvrcs
in the
shapeminiature
of tiny
frankfurters
squeezed
between
rolls.
Sometimes, waiting for dinner to be
announced and especially if there are new( Cotit 'uirtcd on paiic /T)
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(Continued from page 6)

wlause
When the last ripple of applause
has ended — and you've turned
off the radio for the evening —
then is the time for a big bowl of
Kellogg's Corn Flakes. They're
ideal for that hungry feeling at
bedtime. Delicious and satisfying, they digest easily — let you
sleep. Sold by all grocers.
You'll enjoy these programs:
"GIRL forALONE".
The story
ofdayone except
girl'*
quest
trueandromance.
Every
Saturday
Sunday
12:00
tostations
12:15
Eastern
Daylight
Time
over
WMAQ, Cleveland;
Chicago; WCAE.
WLW, Pittsburgh;
Cincinnati;
WTAM,
WBEN,
Buffalo; WEAF,
New York;
KYW, PhUadelphia:
WWJ, Detroit
KELLOGG'S SINGING LADY: Every day
exceptoverSaturday
5;.'.0 to
5:45
the N. IJ. C.andBasicSunday
Blue —Network.
Nothing takes the place of
CORN

FLAKES

Only eyes with natural-looking
beauty win men's admiration

PiNAUD S SIX-TWELVE
CREAMY MASCARA ^9
beautifies eyes naturally! JP^jjj^
Win admiration, when your eyes look as if
Kature herself had given them a luxuriant,
dark
of lashes!
Do itItwith
SixTwelvefringe
Creamy
Mascara.
neverPinaud's
makes you
look "ma<le-ui)"I Black, brown, blue, green.
PARIS
THE
HOUSE OF PINAUD NEW YORK
72

Vivian was born in Ch icago, October
9tb, 1915. Her grandfather was a symphony conductor in Italy and her mother
is an accomplished pianist. In addition
to singing, Vivian plays both violin and
piano.
zvtll make her debut as Alimi in
LaSheBoheme.
NEWS NOTES
Jacques Renard will take no more
razzing from Gracie Allen. He has been
engaged as music conductor of Eddie Cantor's
series September
of weekly programs,
ing newSunday,
20th, overstartthe
EDST.) network. (8:30-9:00 p. m.,
Columbia
Before coming to radio, where he now
is one of the top-flight conductors, Renard
was widely known for his distinctive dance
orchestrations. He operated two clubs of
his own in Boston, and was in great demand at other hotels and night clubs.
On September 27th Nelson Eddy begins
his weekly programs over the Columbia
network. For fifteen weeks these programs
will originate in Hollywood, while Eddy
is completing his picture, Maytime. The
next broadcasts are scheduled from Portland, Salt Lake City, Kansas City, Cincinnati and Chicago, as the blonde star of
radio, screen, opera and concert stage
moves eastward on a concert tour. After
that
York the programs will originate in New
-♦JosejalsoPasternack's
Orchestraof and
stars
will be features
the guest
Eddv
programs.
Louise Massey and The Westerners,
familiar to followers of the Shon' Boat,
will debut in their own program this fall
over the NBC-Blue network. The name of
the series planned for them is Log Cabin
Bar Z Ranch — a musical narrative, to be
heard Tuesdays, beginning September 29th.
Authentic Western ballads will have a
prominent place in these broadcastsfamiliar music for the Masseys (Louise
and her brothers, Allen and Dott) and
Milt Maltbie, all of whom hail from KBar Ranch. Lincoln County, New Mexico
And ernLarry
Wellington
South-on
California
and spentcomeshis from
boyhood
cattle ranches in the Southwest.
On the Massey ranch in New Mexico
their broadcasts are regarded as the social
event of the iveek. Family and ranch hands
listen in, all garbed for the occasion in
their colorful best.
Speaking of cowboys, Carson Kobison,
:hief hillbilly of The Buckaroos spent

most of his childhood riding the range
and spent all his pin money buying dazboss. zling cowboy regalia for himself and his
Carson can't write songs of the faraway
plains and his native west in his city apartment— so he has
lodge dreams
in the
Adirondacks.
Thereacquired
he can adream
ofWestern
the lonesongs.
prairie, and write his plaintive
Don't look for him under a ten-gallon
hat
in town, however
conservatively,
in true —citythere
style.he dresses
NOTES TO FANS -♦Lennie Hayton, NBC maestro, saves
match covers. He now has over a thousand . . Joan
her
initials
on herBlaine
leg has
. . . sun-tanned
John Charles
Thomas has grown a moustachio, a la
Ronald Colman . . . Marian (Molly McGee) Jordan collects Chinese prints . .
Lulu Belle, of the National Barn Dance,
collects turtle neck sweaters and has more
than twenty-five of them . . . Alec Templeton is an autograph hound . . . Pat (Uncle
Ezra) Barrett has an aversion to slightly
worn out shoes
and won't
show withamons,fairly
pairgo. on.Dragonette
. aRobert
Simtenor ofnew
the Jessica
hour,
was christened William Simmons. He
changed his name because the baritone of
a church quartette which he joined was
also William Simmons . . Phil Regan,
handsome film-radio tenor, has fan clubs
in every country in the world. Phil has
been signed for another movie, and flies to
the Coast September 19th . Margaret
Speaks, one of the busiest personalities in
radio, answers all her fan mail. Although
she is almost literally swamped by letters
from admirers, Margaret says :
"I feel it is my duty personally to
answer the letters that are so graciously sent me by my friends of the
air. They have shown good faith in
me for a long time and I am going
to do my best to fulfill the obligations
that I owe them. It does take ever so
much time, but as long as I can send
personal replies without interfering
with my music, I intend to do so."
RADIO INTERNATIONALISTS
Igor Gorin, CBS Hollywood Hotel baritone, is toying with the idea of forming a
musical Foreign Legion among Columbia
radio stars. Possible members include, Lily
Pons, born in Cannes, France; Jacques
Renard, Kiev, Russia; Nino Martini,
Verona, Italy; Anne Jamison, Belfast,
Ireland;
Ray Block,
Boake
Carter, South
RussiaAlsace-Lorraine;
<of British parents^;
Armida, La Colorado, Mexico; Alexander
Semmler, Dortmund, Germany; Vladimir
Hcifetz, Chashiniky, Russia; Andre Kostelanetz, St. Petersburg and E. Robert
Schmidt, Paris. Igor hails from Odessa,
Ukraine.
(Continued on page 97)
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AND BEAUTIFUL
(Continued from f^agc 13)
on the lobes of the ears, across the upper
lip, and on the wrists.
Joan suggests the use of sachet powder,
rubbed directly on the skin as a subtle
method of perfuming. A tiny sachet
sewed into the neckline of a decollete
gown is another nice touch. Or if you
are dancing, sprinkle a little sachet powder around the hem of your dance frock,
and you will dance in a swirl of fragrance.
Now that our skins are beginning to
look dingy after the warm glow of suntan
has faded a little, it would be a good idea
for us to do some experimentation with
powder-blending ourselves. I have found
that a certain brunette shade of powder
when blended with the rachel shade
achieves just the right tone of powder for
many after-suntan skins. At Robert's
there are enormous bowls of powder containing every shade of powder for every
possible nuance of shading. The mi.xing
is done in a large wooden bowl.
Joan uses vivid lipstick and no rouge.
She mascaras her ejelashes and leaves her
eyebrows a la natural. One trick of
making lips look alluringly shiny is to use
a small plyingcamel's
hair beauty
your lipstick.
Dip thebrush
brushfor inap-a
little cold cream first.
And now we can't leave a discussion of
DO

YOU

Robert's Salon with "everything to make
\ou beautiful,"
the instructions
for
one
good fall without
facial that
you can give
\ourself at home. If your skin is dry and
rough textured and a wee bit sallow, as
after-summer skins are apt to be, then this
facial is ideal for you. It is both softening and mildly bleaching. It is an oatmeal
facial — and even our grandmothers knew
that oatmeal possessed marvelous skinsoftening powers. This is a refined and
improved oatmeal which smells almost like
lavendar in its package and comes in a
decorative big (or little) turquoise blue
can. You take a small amount of the oatmeal into the palm of your hand, add
enough lukewarm milk to make a creamy
lotion and apply the lotion all over your
face and neck. Allow it to dry ; then rinse
off with warm water, finishing with a
grand splash of cold water. Your skin will
feel as smooth as a flower petal.
Certainly if the skin has reaped the harvest of a summer of sun, sea and sand exposure, your hair has suffered even more.
But get to work with your hairbrush,
your fingertips and a goodly supply of reconditioning oil. Brushing, scalp manipulation, and hot oil shampoos at home, or
under the vigorous administration of an
expert beauty salon operator, will bring
your hair back to life and lustre — to a
state where it will respond to the glory of
a new fall coiffure. (I'll be glad to scn<l
\ou my complete bulletin on recon(liii( >ning the hair, which gives exact instructions foglorifying
r a hot oilaids.)shampoo and other topknot
Joan Marsh always shampoos her own
hair with soapless oil shampoos.

TAKE

—because

HEARTS
your

Joan, Robert admiringly declares, as one
confrere to another, has a natural gift for
styling her own hair. We watched in
admiration as, with almost professional
skill, she curled her hair into a clever upturned roll around her head, a saucy
halo effect. Robert added a few extra
touches, sweeping the side hair back from
the cheeks for sophisticated effect.
Robert believes that you should dress
your hair always according to your face
ratherfurethan
according
The coifthat does
not taketo aintostyle.
consideration
your
individual
features
cannot
be succeessful. Of course some consideration
must be given to the prevailing hairdressing styles, dress and millinery fashions and
the individual styles adapted to them. An
interesting keynote of fall hairdressing
styles will be height, curls to the top.
That
is because
fashionable
for fall.high necklines will be
You will want my little booklet conof the attractive taining
coiffurespictorialof illustrations
various celebrities.
It is
replete with pictures and instructions and
will help \ou select and style yourself a
grand new fall coiffure.
Mary
RADIO Biddle
STARS,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send me your booklet on
" Pictorial Hairdresses".
Name
Address

BY

STORM

make-up's
natural?
WHAT IS BEAUTY FOR
— if not to set masculine hearts athrob
— if not to bring the thrill of conquests —
if not to sing little songs of happiness in
your
heart when— especially
he admires?your
Make-up's
so important
rouge!

There's
nothing
beautiful
rouge that
looks
painted,
that outlines
itself asabout
a .splotch.
But
Princess Pat rouge — duo-tone — Ah, there i.s beauty!
All over the world smartly-groomed women say
Princess
rouge natural
is theircolor.
favorite.
its
secret Pat
of utterly
Your Lot's
rouge —discover
unles.s
it is Princess Pat — most likely is one flat tone. But
Princess Pat rouge is duo-tone.
There's an undertone that blends with an
overtone, to change magically on your skin. It becomes
richly beautiful, vital, real— no outline. The almost
incredible, astounding effect is that of color coming
from
the skin, justwith
like a natural blush. You'll
be
a within
glamorous
irresistible.
Try itperson
— and see. Princess Pat rougePRINCESS PAT ROUGE
PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 42-A, 2709 S. Wells St., Chicago.
Enclosed find 10c for which send me the Princess Pol Coliegion Make up Set
NAME
CITY In Canada, address Gordo
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(ROSEMARY)
(Co}itiiiucd from page 38)
out exactly even on the deal. And that
means a lot to somebody who, through
no fault
of her own, finds she's the baby of
the
family.
I think the best way to relate what anis like,thing
is toRosemary
tell the 'mosts'
about other
her.person The
wants
most is go into pictures. Ever since we
were old enough to know what an ambition was she's talked and dreamed incessantly about being an actress. Her first
move after we were established as singers
with
banda course
was toinenroll
herselfFred
and Waring's
me, too, for
dramatics under Frances Robinson-Duff, who
coachedburn andHelen
Hayes
and
Katharine
Heplots of other famous actresses
and
wonderful.
startedshe's
on really
Shakespeare
three We
years were
ago
You can make an unclean toilet sparkle and now we're just getting into studying
the
modern
plays.
Rosemary
takes
like
a china
you don't takes
have allto work very seriously. She reads scads herof
rub and
scrubplate.
to do And
it! Sani-Flush
on the theatre and somehow manunpleasantness out of this job. Just sprinkle booksages— radio
notwithstanding — to get to
a little in the toilet bowl. (Follow directions
every one of the legit shows produced on
on This
the can.)
Flush
it,
and
you're
through.
Broadway,
often
seeing the best ones two
odorless powder is made especially
toreally
study think
them some
from difto clean toilets. Sani-Flush actually purifies and threeferenttimes
angles.
I
day
the hidden trap that no other method can
she'll
be
one
of
the
outstanding
in
reach. Germs and odors are killed. Cannot Hollywood ; I just believe she has itstars
in
her.
injure plumbing. Sani-Flush is also effective
What
she
likes
most
is
anything
confor cleaning automobile radiators {directions
She's isa somegrand
on can). Sold by grocery, drug, hardware, swimmer,nected withheroutdoor
hikingsports.
endurance
and five-and-ten-cent stores— 25 and 10 cent
t
h
i
n
g
I
could
never
aspire
to,
and
she
has
sizes. The Hygienic Products
a wicked backhand that licks me nearly
Co., Canton, Ohio.
every time we play tennis. For a year
now, excepting bitter winter weather and
road week-ends
tours withat the
band, onwe've
spent all
our
a ranch
the Delaware
River in New Jersey, driving out after
the repeat broadcast on Friday nights and
back to New York until MontLEANS TOILET BOWtS WITHOUT SCOURING not coming
day in time for rehearsal. They have real
cowboys
from
the West out there, the
RY*Ij 11H nU Errol
the complete
Flynn andstory
a hugestarting
cast scenery is so gorgeous it looks like a
Mielziner backdrop, and we love everything
"CHARGEin OF
THE
LIGHT
BRIGADE"
the October issue of
about the place, including kerosene lamps
and no bathtubs. We thought we could
SCREEN ROMANCES
NOW ON SALE AT AtL NEWSSTAJhfDS ride until we started going to the ranch
but we had to learn all over again ! We
learned the real cowgirl way, on mustangs
and pintos, wearing chaps and jeans and
at the corral
atoveralls.
the crackRosemary's
of dawn down
on Saturdays
and,
rain or shine, she rides her pony until
the last gasp from both of them.
Of course you've seen pictures of her,
so
have like.
to go Honest
into detail
whatI don't
she looks
and about
truly
she's every speck as pretty as her photophs. In fact, nowhat
picture
seen
has quite gracaptured
is toI'veme ever
the most
attractive thing about her : a certain lovely
unhaste, which is something I wish I had.
Rosemary's
alwayssuchso acalm
about kind
things,of
she moves with
tranquil
grace and no matter how excited she bealwaysn ni.iiiis
master Inwof and
the warm.
situation andcomes,hershe's voice
Do
you
understand
what
i
mean?
I say
S,
MACHINE
"""^ SEWING
I ICC
iirUI LI
SWEEPERS. LOCKS,
it CARPET
Ntfl
but it's sort of liard tn define; it
WASHING MACHINES, HINGES, GO-CARTS, ETC. unhaste
may be a mental attitude she has, or it
■lll;rH>l»i«H1'MJ:U'il'fc*-^:llk^l may be just the way she docs things. Any-

way she's beautifully poised and possessed
inbrains
everyandemergency,
she thinks with her
not her emotions.
As ist.forShe loves
clothes,
complete
highshe's
high a heels
all thefemintime
and poofy sheer blouses with big sleeves
and fine lace and bows and furs and fluffy
hair-dos and evening dresses that swish
and the most frivolously sheer stockings
money
can buy.
Oh, Rosemary's
crazy about
sophisticated
froufrou terribly
things.
Plain or mannishly tailored clothes — never !
She loathes them. But soft angora suits
and pastel silks and taffeta petticoats and
luxurious perfumes she adores. All of
which is very like her. Even if you should
meet her for the first time and she'd be
wearing English tweeds, you'd know she
didn't nbelong
them.smartness.
Her type's defiitely a sort ofto soft
The most annoying thing about the elder
Lane — see, I'm being frank — is that she's
the
slowestsuredresser
of Indianola
perfectly
of it.eastI was
always one; I'mto
throw
on
my
clothes
and
let's
me to wait for people I Sogo —youit kills
can
imagine how Rosemary can drive me practical y crazy ! anyway,
She'll take
fifteen minutes
to fixan thehour,
backwellof
her bob and then not like it and do it
over again, while I sit and just simmer!
She's a toothpaste-cap-loser of the first
water too — when we're on the road I never
know
fresh unless
out ofI look
cold
cream orwhether
fresh inI'mmascara
underneath sixteen towels and packages
and
sheetsherandforassorted
I've
tried music
to reform
lo! thesejunk.
nineteen
jears
now
and
so
has
mother
but
it
hasn't
done a speck of good !
Being a sister team — well, we used to be
that
getting has
awayitsfrom
it more
and but
more we're
— certainly
advantages.
Besides having somebody around to have
fun with all the time you also get — no
extra charge — a merciless but helpful critic
in the bargain. Like the time, not long
ago, when we are going into the Paramount
Theater for a week and Fred said I was
to do my first solo dance with the band.
I was excited and scared to death and put
off the whole works until about a week
beforehand; then I rented a practise hall
and got down to serious business. Such
business ! I thought I could cook up a little
Truckin' number just like that, but after
three days of dancing myself into a dither
I was still manufacturing the first step.
Rosemary's not a dancer, I mean she
hasn't specialized in it the way I have,
but
she's aI swell
just theonesame.
So when
came critic
home oftoit lunch
day
in the dumps about my solo number she
chucked all her engagements for the rest
of the week and got down to work with
me. She sat on a bench at the hall for
hours
and said 'awful
or 'O.me K.'fit and
made suggestions
and !'helped
the
routine to the music which is a terrible
job — brasses in this break, tacit in this one,
and
sawdoing
the dance
and
passedso on.
on{Continued
itWhen
I feltF"red
onlikepage
76)something
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(Continued fi Nlir 39)
The story of how we got on the air, harder on her than mine are on me. We
how we were visiting in New York and sleep until noon, have two meals a day
Fred heard us sing and offered us jobs, with plenty of milk in bet\wen ; we rehearse five afternoons and nights a week,
has been done to death so I won't go into
that again. We've been terribly lucky and do four broadcasts (two of them repeats)
we
realize
it
;
but
we've
had
to
work
and
there
minuteto leftyou.! Itbut may
stiffa routine
add
terribly hard to stay lucky so I guess that sound like aisn't
five shows a day seven days a week to
about balances things.
that,tour,
whichandis there
what weyoudoreally
when dothe have
band'sa
Pat'ssisters.
alwaysShebeennever
the wanted
tomboy toof stay
the on
Lane
on the ground and play dolls. Her favor- stiff routine!
ite haunts were roofs and trapezes and
Pat's
a scream
road. Sheandloveson
eat better
than onmostthe anything
trees — once mother found her fast asleep tobroadcast
days none of us have time to
in the top of a tree, resting between two
off our make-up and go out to a
boughs ! She never would practise her take
music or bring her arithmetic book home restaurant. Fred has a caterer come in
and
spread
a table backstage ; you sort
because she disliked both subjects so
of eat a sandwich between nunilier^. thr<i\v
violently.
And
she's
always
been
a
natural
comedian, getting into ludicrous scrapes on your coat and dash. All dt u> exeept
where only Pat could manage to entangle Pat have become reconciled to 'skinny'
herself.
Tuesdays and Fridays, but she mutters
When we first started with the Waring between her teeth continuously that she
band four years ago we were about as death
doesn't between
mind working
meals herself
but whenabsolutely
the timeto
green as two kids from the country could
comes
to
eat,
people
ougiit
to
stop
and eat!
be. The Westernisms in our speech —
Of
course
we
don't
have
time
to shop
'waygon'
for
wagon
and
'ayshes'
for
ashes
and
so on — efforts
had to ofbe ourgot dramatic
out of uscoachby for ourselves or attend to any business
the combined
or
anything,
but
luckily
mother
is
a darand mother and ourselves. It was harder
ling and a gem at managing that side of
for Pat than for me because she hated our lives.
She knows so exactly our differing tastes that she can have five hats
our elocution lessons back home and I'd
liked them ; poor thing, she'd try her best sent
home
on approval
we'llgowns
keep
them
all
; now
and then and
Lo has
to stop saying : 'Oh gee', 'Oil gosh', 'Boy sent us from
Hollywood but most of our
oh boy', 'Isn't that keen?' and all the other things come from
the New York shops.
slang expressions we'd used at school and Pat loves simple dresses,
suits,
miss she
everyworked
time. like
I'll have
to handto smart saucy little hats and tailored
itshe'dto her,
a trouper
tons of active
perfect the clear diction she has now ; con- sportswear — bathing suits and tennis
sidering the braces put on our teeth just frocks, shorts, pajamas and riding clothes.
She's a jewelry
stickler and
for quality,
never
after been
we began
they'veit wears
just
taken ouroff,careers
thank (and
heaven!)
seldom she
perfumes.
was doubly hard to enunciate some words, Sometimes we dress alike for personal
appearances but we never do elsewhere.
such as as'inexcusable'
and 'sufficient',
perfectly
you must enunciate
them foras F)Oth of us turn over all our financial
good radio work.
affairs to mother; we get an allowance
We like
thinkWhen
we haven't
trace ofto for spending money and stay within it.
accent
left tonow.
we goa back
think Patso inherited
Indianola some day I only hope the folks forI knowing
perfectly mother's
how to knack
please
don't think our speech is affected; it another person's tastes. On mother's
isn't affected, it's necessary!
birthday
we couldn't
decide what
to give
Pat was the most thrilled thing with her,
we thought
of a thousand
possibilities
New York I've ever seen and she's never and discarded them and finally Pat sui^lost her wonder and spontaneous enjoy- gested that I leave it entirely to her. She
ment in everything we do for work or re- went over on Fifth Avenue, picked out a
laxation. She loves to be alone and she beautifully simple and lovely purse — and
loves
to
read.
Afternoons
we aren'tin if we'd given mother a car or a fur she
rehearsing she sits
around thewhenapartment
wouldn't have loved it more. She was
tailored lounging pajamas and flat-soled completely delighted. It was Pat's idea
huaraches and plays with her white cat last year that we give mother a typeand has the time of her life doing nothwriter and it tickled licr pink — I never
would have thought of that.
all. Butof awhendemon
we'reat working,
muching atmore
it than she's
I; I
I'm
sure
she's told you about the ranch
usually get away from night rehearsals where we spend
our week-ends. We adore
about twelve but Pat works with the it. Pat's much more
in her element when
Noveleers (they do the lyrics and ar- she's outdoors roughing it than I am ; she's
rangements for the novelty numbers) who a champion horse-shoe-pitcher and dive>
stay on after the others have gone, often with the most facile acrobatic grace I've
ever seen in an amateur. For the past few
until tothreemindin that
the amorning.
seem
bit except Shethatdoesn't
when Saturdays we've spent a lot of time
she does
get home
planting
there.muscle
It's toexactly
Pat notpotatoes
to haveouta sore
show
takes
an hour
or so she's
to go soto keyed
sleep. up it like
Consequently her hours are usually
{Continued on t<agc 76)
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BREAKFAST

'^SiSW^
'iJIiQf^^Seki*'
CLAIREMARY...
TREW^
BEAUTIFUL 20'!' CENfURY
FOX PLAYER IN "TO
WITH LOVE ," SAYS.'SHREDPED WHEAT HAS A DftlOOf),
NATURAL FLAVOR ALL ITS OWN THAT JUST (Ml BE BEAT,'
NO WONDER irS FIRST CHO/Cf OP MILLIONS."

JAMES DUNN, STAR OF A L0N6 STRINO OF mLYmOd
HITS, DIVES INTO SHREDDED WHEAT WITH A 6i6 SMILE
OF SATlSFACTION."lTS
A SMASH HITI'ME
CERTAINLY
TAKES THE SP0TLI6«T
FOR REALEXCIAIAHAND
Hmmm
_ THE KINO THAT KEEPS YOU ACTIVE AND ALERT*
PlETiriANSANP FOOD EXPERTS
GIVE YOU THESE mPQfM\W
FACTS -."wheat is NATURE'S
MOST PERFECT
GRAIN- CONTAINING AN UNUSUAUY
FINE
BALANCE Of M/NERAl SAUV,
(ARB0HYPRAT£S,PROTEINS AND VITAMIWS FO? £N£(J6V AND STRENGTH ! "AND SHREDDED WHEAT IS 100?.
WHOLE WHEAT, NOTHING ADDED, NOTHING TAKEN AWAY!
MORK THAN A UILLION SHRKDDED
WHEAT BISCUITS SOLD EVERY YEAR.

^ bakers
Productofvarietiesl
of National
I, ttSfar
IgSl
Ritz,
Uneeda Biscuit
Biscuit Company,
and other
imoas
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ROSEMARY
(Continued jroin payc 74)
wonderful and generous for Rosemary. 1
did. I let her use my most private of
private possessions, my beloved new tennis
racquet with blue and white strings, that I
would sooner die than let somebody else
bang balls afound with.
If the comedy lyrics and recitations I
use on the Ford programs are funny —
they're
supposed
be anyway — I
much ofmostly
the credit
goes toto Rosemary.
have to write my own material when I
use words that are different or variations
on the regular sheet music score ; I sit in
my room for hours and hours and scribble
reams of stuff, then I try it out on Rosemary at the dinner table. The ones she
laughs at I use on the air, the others I
discard.
It's hardSometimes
to be funny
twice a week.
when onsheorder
sits
there like the Greek Stone Face and
doesn't
get a grindoubtout herof sense
a tableful
I be-;
gin to seriously
of humor
but she's usually right.
For an inexcusable tease I certainly
pulled a good sister to have around to
practice on. She doesn't take kidding very
well until she's sure it's just a joke. (The
boys intimestheand itband
'Raspberry'I rememsomemakescallherherherwhen
furious.)
ber how I teased
she introduced
Tiny Little Fingerprints on our broadcasts.
She was so excited about it because it was
one of her first solos. She rehearsed and
rehearsed for the big event and the minute
it was finished she dashed backstage to ask
me how it went over.
I told her very seriously that she had
entirely overdone the sentimental tinytiny-little-fingerprint motif, that I was
afraid she'd
her
listeners
into dirty-hands-dirty-faced
a coast-to-coast bawl. She
immediately froze up like somebody had
opened the ice-house door in her face and
was very sensitive ab<iut that solo till I
convinced
her I'd and
only dates
been fooling.
About beaux
and romance
(those are the questions interviewers are
always asking us) Rosemary would kill
me if I told any more than the actual
truth — that she has no great love in her
life, no secret shattered affair de cociir,
not even a Current Thrill. She just likes
nice young men, hates the Broadway brand
Learn
,
of night club but loves to go dancing to
Piano,
Violin.
Cornet,"t3
Trumpet,
Mandolin,
Guitar, 'L W'l-^"
' Hr
good music at gentce! places. The two of
Banjo,Organ.Accordion,Saxophone.Clarlnet
EASY
HOME
METHOD
—
new.
fast
way
for
beginners.
us
attracted to the same types of
Makes you accomplished
in amazingrly
sJiort time.
300,000 boys,aren't
which is a distinct blessing, or else
enthusiastic
students.
Low
cost;
easy
terms.
Satisfaction
gTiarantted. Frse Catalog gives full details.
each less
other's
hair forall
the might
time. beWegetting
havein far
leisure
Street, Chicago we
Dept. 739
dates
than
we'd
like:
wc
reliearse
with
the
band five nights a week until after midnight and byas that
time asa night
WORK FOR
seem half
alluring
a glassclubof doesn't
warm
milk and bed.
^VNCIE SAM^
Do you
about
all I seecan Rosemary
say of herLane
exceptnow for? That's
these :
that lots of times when she's made a date
and I haven't, or her date has a car and
hasn't,it she
insists thator I acome
along
Men —260
Women to''$2'l00
/ INSTITUTE
$1
Year mine
and make
a threesome
foursome.
r'.*,...rf„
Cet
ready // Ot^i.FRANKLIN
n-270, Rocheiter, N. Y. She even lets me christen her new hats
immediately. o^ sirs:.3'.i-paKe
ISush t»ook
to mewithwithout
li.st of charge
many (sometimes) by wearing them before she
chance to. She even loves my pret^n u.^SlVJ"/'' «•„ Government Big Pay Job/ has a cious
white cat like a doting auntie. Now
Mail today
Cou- /Address
// v«m.'
^
"'
^"
Mirc.
that's what I call being a sister!
''
pen
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PRISCILLA
{Continued front page 75)
for it while I— now
well I'm nursing a chronic
distaste
nature! orright
baked ! for all potatoes, au
I think the things I envy her most are
her mikeside manner and her hair and her
big serious blue eyes. Pat has a wonderful mikeside manner. It's so contagious.
She has so much
and soto little
selfconsciousness
and shepep seems
be having
such a grand time working that everybody
who watches her has a grand time, too.
Her hair is always commented upon by
every hairdresser we go to ; it's a soft
pale blonde that's more silvery or ashen
than yellow
color.
Under and
stage that's
lightingitsit own
looks natural
almost
exactly
like milkweed
one who's
always wanted
to be —a andpureto blonde
but
got brown hair and gray-green eyes instead, that's cause for outright jealousy.
don't know
what I'dEvery
do without
PatI really
at program
rehearsals.
time I
sing
a
number
she
sits
in
the
toom, makes notes on my diction controland the
spots where I blast and emerges with lots
of suggestions for improvement. She's a
strict critic, too. If she says a song's O.K.
I know it's not as good as I ought to be
making mary!'
it. thenPatI'mhassatisfied
to say with
'Perfect,
myself.RoseIt
pleases
both
of
us
that
we're
who are inseparable without taking sisters
it too
far. I've often known brothers, or sisters
and brothers, who were inseparable to the
extent that they were completely dependent on each other for work and play alike ;
and that, I believe, is not a happy thing.
If Pat wants to go somewhere or do
something I don't want to do, we never
coax each other. We had entirely different 'crowds' at school and now we have
a great many mutual friends but we also
have separate friends, too. I like that. I
think it promotes growth of the individual.
If the two of us were separated tomorrow
we'd miss each other terribly but we
wouldn't
be totallydatelost.together but not as
We sometimes
aandusual
thing.
Pat's beaued ofaround
a lotI
loves the companionship
boys, but
don't believe serious romance has ever
entered her head. "I guess I'm too hard
to please," she often says, but secretly I
don't think that's actually true. I think
when
the righthopelessly
man comesheadalong,
see
Pat totally,
over I'll
heels!
Incidentally,
she's
the
dyed-in-the-wool
jokester of the family. Because our
voices are almost identical over the telephone, she's always
and playing
pranks.saying
Once she's
a boyRosemary
called,
thought he was talking to me, and made
a date. Pat forgot (?) to tell me what
she'd done and when he came I had another date in the livingroom. It was awfully embarrassing but too funny to get
upset over. I paid Pat back. The next
week I completely overlooked ( ?) giving
her a long-looked-for special delivery
letter until several hours after it arrived.
But ofancourse
my stunt didn't reform her.
She's
incurable.
That's
Pat.
be.stof friend,
and severest criticMy— all
which isconfidante
terribly
nice to have right in the family.
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RUDY VALLEE
(Continued front page 71)
comers present, he shows off his dogs.
you think
of my singing?"
he "What
asks thedo largest
Doberman-Pincher.
And that worthy places a paw to his
nose.
\'alleeHe does
at theof
headAt ofdinner
his table.
sits tonotthesitright
the head, on his right the current little girl,
and at the head, the honored guest whom
he asks to preside.
There is wine at dinner and this he
drinks. The dishes, napery, silver, glassware are a delight to the eyes, and the
food is beautifully served. It is simple fare
—meats
creamlikesoups,
severalsteaks,
freshdesserts
vegetables,
individual
like
floating island. There are side dishes of
salted nuts which Rudy relishes, for he invariably manages to do away with his
neighbor's as well as his own. And everytime
I've
served vegetable
creamed
corn, so I been
gatherthere
that they
particular
must be his favorite. Often there is an
extra homelike touch to the meal, such as
the evening we had Boston brown bread,
freshlyparcel
bakedpost.by Rudy's sister and sent to
him
After dinner the entertainment varies.
If you are lucky, it is an evening when
Vallee feels like singing. Then the guests
gather in the den and with his accompanist, Elliot Benjamin at the piano, Vallee
sings song after song for the sheer
pleasure of it. Or, with Ralph as cameraman, he shows movies in the living-room.
He owns one of the finest private film
collections in this country and is justly
proud of having directed most of them.
I remember sitting on a comfortable
sofa and watching natural color motion
pictureitsviews
Vallee's large
home enough
in Maine,to
with
greatof lodges,
accommodate fifty guests. In fact, over
some week-ends, he has been known to
take up all the members of his orchestr.i,
with their wives.
The pictures are a vivid record of his
days. And I study them as they go by,
now fast, now slow, with Ralph turned into
a home edition of Graham McXamee as
he proudly explains each shot.
"There's the house Rudy was born in !
There's his father's pharmacy . . ."
So passes a dinner date with Rudy
Vallee. And at the end of the evening,
when it is time to go, his car drives you
to your door.
Although he lives in the center of Mew
York City, with its millions of hectic lives,
there is a peaceful something about that
home of his and while they are with him
his guests sense that peace. For Rudy
Vallee has learned the art of simplicity;
he practices it in his living as well as in his
songs. Thus, he never is lacking friends,
his table is a gay, cheerful board, and he,
himself, a far, far cry from the young
Vallee of only a few years ago who sat
in a tiny hotel room alone and disconsolate
because a Follies girl had given him a
stand-up

THE PRETTY STEWARDESSES
WHO RIDE THE AIRWAYS
WELCOME THIS NEW

\

"Absolutely
indispensable.
;!vMfwardess
without it!"
United AirI never
Lines
Virginiasays Thycr.

PRETTY GIRLS who fly away - and pretty girls
who stay at home — they're both quick to tell you
that . there's
something
new in...makeup.
new
. . and very
much better
a matchedSomething
makeup
keyed to your own personality color, the color that
never changes, the color of your eyes.
More than a million women have already discovered Marvelous the Eye-Matched Makeup, the
scientifically color-harmonized face powder, rouge,
lipstick, eye shadow, and mascara that make you
look your very best.
Nine out of ten women who try this new makeup
(by actual count) say they like it lots better.
There's no excuse now for misfit makeup. Your
drug or department store has Marvelous the EyeMatched Makeup-each item 55( (Canada 65<f).
Why
don'ttheyoumost
try this
new natural
way to better
grooming
. . . make
of your
loveliness?
The
man you like best will like you better . . . when you
choose your makeup by the color of \<>iir eves!
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<^ GRIFFIN
BLACK DYE
Time to dye your white and colored
shoes with GRIFFIN BLACK DYE ... a new
formula that guarantees a jet black
finish which will not wear off. Easy to
use . . . non-poisonous . . . leaves no odor.
Gives you a new pair of shoes at practically no cost. For
sale atS and 10 cent
stores and shoe reoair shops.
lOc BOTTLE
GRIFFIN MFG. CO., INC.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
FIFTY DRESSES GIVEN AWAY
See Page 20— OCTOBER
SCREEN
On sale at ROMANCES
all newsstands
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UGLY SPOTS
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YOUR BEAUTY
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Before
UsingMadison
CONCEALO
Embarrassing
blemishes,
birthmarks,
scars,
dlscoloratlons,
burns,
freckles,
laricose
veins,
etc.,
needacne,no
longer Hide
causethem.voucompletely
unhappiness.
with CONCEALO.
CONCEALO Is toscience's
contribution
the with
worldlatest
that those afflicted
per-so
ment or detection. Using CONCEALO
Use Coneealo■ If marks
to Enjoy Blemishface, FREE'
Happiness
hands,
liaiTTilcssly
screen legsit .fromor. . body.
punlieCONCEALO
view. Gives arcon.Tndon;( your
fi, /, Jr^s appearance
even
I
'
.ind
per«piratlon
proof.
?la"ny*"app'l"ef!"'
Send for Free Facts and Color Chart
Writeandtodaycolorandmatching:
we will irladly. . send
youhowfreeyoufacts,can
advice
. learnNOW!
obliterate
any hlemish. RUSHchartCOUPON
Preferred
Chemical
Co.,
Inc.,
Dept.
56 Send
W. 4Sth
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ALL
SCHOLA
(Continued
from page 50)RS

the Intelligentsia (hoiv docs anyone dare?)
affect to look down upon the screen, the air.
Nonsense! If I could genuinely entertain
one hundred million people by any means
whatsoever, novels, pictures, radio, I could
bear ishtopeople.
endure the criticism of a few book"It thing
is always
thing'thatto ifderide
popular, to 'the
believe
a bookany-or
ainferior
play iscalibre.
best-selling
it
msut
needs
Because the millions beenjoyof
the radio and the movies the Few feel
called upon to disdain them, or to say so.
"I don't believe it. I know that I have
always found myself liking enormously
anything or anyone held in popular esteem.
I enjoy Jack Benny on the air. I like his
style, his way of doing things. I like Amos
and Andy, Ed Wynn, Greta Garbo, jazz
music, modern novels, Clark Gable — I enjoy them,radio
each menace
and everyone."
"Does
the novel ?" I asked.
I knew, of course, that Mr. Hughes is
Master of Ceremonies on the Camel Caravan Program, coming out of Hollywood
over CBS. I knew that he is lending his
potent pen to the adapting of the stories
and plays given over the Camel hour. I
knew, too, that he was adapting a Life of
Washington for the screen.
I had frequently seen Mr. Hughes at
previews, premieres, lunching with Mrs.
Hughes and picture celebrities at the
Broim Derby, the Vcndome, the Trocadcro andwo d. Ihad
otherheard
favorites
haunts
him over
the ofair Hollyin the
frc-Camcl Caravan days.
And yet, in spite of all this trafficking
with radio and movies I had felt sure that
this book-loving, book-writing man would
confess that he deplores the new, sighs for
the old days when literature offered almost
the only "escape" for the "prisoners of
Life,"
movies mistaken.
and radio were not.
I waswhen
completely
Rupert Hughes, as you have guessed, is
one hundred per cent, for contemporary
days and ways. He is enthusiastically for
radio and movies and jazz, music and bestselling
He isallinpersons
the rooter's
stand
for all novels.
things and
who entertain the millions. He believes that the enightenment oftheprecious
many isknowledge
worth infinitelj'
more than lthe
of a
fewHewhoconsiders
have "readit far
a book"
little else.to
moreandvaluable
know what Mussolini is doing now than
to read what Imperial Caesar did several
hundred years ago.
And so Mr. Hughes threw back his head
and laughed when I asked, "Does radio
menace
the novel?"
"Evcrylhiug
menaces the novel," he
said,
"and
it waswould
the
theatre. Thealways
theatre,has.it First
was said,
be 'thesidedeath
of
the
novel,'
an
end
to
firereading. For people would get their
fiction across the footlights. But .still the
publishers kept on publishing books and
not for love alone, you may be sure. Uncle
Tom's ofCabin,
Harum, thethenovels
first
novels
Robert David
W. Chambers,
of Harold Bell Wright were sold by the
hundreds of thousands. Harold Bell

NOW

Wright books sold as many as a million
copies
any
book. Ofperthenovel
some— aonegigantic
hundredsaleand fortwenty
million people in the country one million
were reading his novels. The other hundred and ninteen
didn't.
So evento
such success
as his million
was small
compared
the far-reaching success of the radio.
rathercamelustily,
the"Still,
menacethe ofnovel
the survived,
theatre. Then
the
bicycle. And that, too, was said to be a
menace to the novel and the theatre. People,
it was solemnly declared, would spend their
days and evenings riding in the open air.
They would neither stay at home and
read nor would they foregather in stuffy
theatres. And the publishers kept right on
publishing — presumably at a profit !
"The phonograph, the automobile, each
new device,
of entertainment has beeneachhailednewas form
the death
knell of
the novel,
"Then came the movies — and they
'menaced' the theatre and the novel. The
novel keeps right on being written and
published and the theatre seems to be reviving healthily.
"Radiothecame
alongandandthe menaced
the
movies,
theatre
novel. And
now, we are told, television will soon
menace all four, the novel, the theatre,
the movies and the radio,
"Everything menaces everything else,"
smiled Rupert
Hughes
"and nothing
actually,
a menace
to anything
else, foris,
one thing feeds the other.
"True, people will sit comfortably in
their arm-chairs listening to their radio .
But over their radios zvill come mention O/
'a'orth neic
whileonesold . books
or equally
ivhile
. . books
of whichworth
the
average person might never have hear.:
and would almost certainly never ha\e
bought
he hadin and
not been
listening
in. B.-ihr
he does iflisten
he hears
someone
admires recommending some certain boo.:
and
readsheit.goes forth and buys that book and
"Far from menacing the novel the radio
is the best salesman, the most skilled log
roller, the greatest inciter to the reading
of novels that the novel ever has had.
"Therenever
are hear
any number
of people
would
of certain
novels who
and
plays
unless
they
heard
them
discussed
over the air. To radio and to radio
alone
do I attribute the fact that, today, you can
observe any number of young girls going
about with copies of The Story Of Plvhsol^hy
or Santayana's
under their
arms. Girlsnewwho novel
wouldtucked
not,
one knows, be liable to read book reviews.
Girls who do listen to radio.
"People
reading
cause of theareradio.
Theymore,
hear not
aboutless,booksbeon the air, you see.
have gone,
on more
one oroccasion,
to "Ia movie
adapted
from than
a novel
a play
and have become sufficiently interested in
the story or in the characters to go out
and buy that book or that play and read it.
"I also have heard excerpts from plays,
readings from books given over the air,
and have got the same reaction — sufficient
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interest stimulated by the brief reading to
buy the book or the play and to read it in
full. And I am not alone in this.
makesbeenpersons
book-conscious
who"Thehaveradionever
book-conscious
before. The movies, in a less direct way, do
very mucii tiie same.
poor things
on theHow
air,
some"There
bad are
thingssomein movies,
of course.
could it be otherwise? But if I do not like
a thing, a book, a play, a personality, I do
not take this dislike unto myself as a mark
of distinction, an evidence of my personal
superiority. I am not proud of myself. I
am ashamed of myself. The worst book
ever written should interest us enormously
— because
of thetheheartache,
the have
labor,gone
the
effort
to which
author must
when he tried to get what he wanted to
say onto paper.
of usto who
bookishlyAndinclined
will"Those
continue
be soareinclined.
those
of us who are not bookishly inclined will
be informed, enlightened, stimulated, in
touch with the world as never before in
the history of the world. Thanks to radio
and movies.
"It uisable tofar
important,
vallistenmoreto King
Edwardfar themoreEighth
on the air than it is to read about King
Henry the Eighth in text books. Radio
and pictures may take liberties with history and with historical characters, but
literature also takes liberties.
"Modes
livingleave
have their
improved.
Persons whoofnever
farmhouse
kitchens or their small towns move at ease
in the homes of luxury, in the palaces of
Kings. We can see and hear now, all of
us, how 'the other half lives.
"I," smiled Mr. Hughes, "without need-

ing to leave Hollywood, I have been presented at the Court of St. James and at
most of the remaining courts of Europe.
1 have come to know Stalin in many of his
moods, conferring with officials of the
U.S.S.R., presenting gifts to little children. Ihave rubbed eltx)ws with Mussolini, on the parade ground, in the bosom of
his family. T have seen Hitler and I have
heard him. And I have a fairly thorough,
fairly comprehensive knowledge of such
men, such history-makers as these, their
manners, their qualities, their characteristics. Think what this would have done
for me when I wrote the Washington biography—if there had been movies in those
days, or electrical transcriptions !
"Morals haveof improved
or, rather,
fastidiousness
morals. —Time
was whenthe
the loutish farm boy wrestled with his girl
on the hay-mow. Ko more. For she and
he have seen Robert Taylor sweep Barbara
Stanwyck into his arms and that vision
awakens in them a distaste, a nostalgia
for something finer and more flavorous
than they have ever known. Or they have
heard the gentle voice of Helen Hayes
come over the air, speaking words of love
with such a tenderness as makes them forever ashamed of their rough terms of endearment."
I said, then : "But, Mr. Hughes, while all
of this is true, isn't it also true that the
movies and the radio make for a superficiality ofknowledge, a smattering of this
and that, a little of everything and not
much
of any one said
thing?"Mr. Hughes, with
"A smattering,"
his wise and kindly smile,- with a twinkle
"a smattering
is allkiiows
that how
any
ofin ushisevereyes,acquire.
The scholar

little he knows. The layman can only
deceive himself. I read exhaustively
in writing the Washington biography. 1
should know more about W ashington than
any man alive. And yet seldom a week
and never a month goes by that some chili]
of nineanswer
or so! doesn't ask me a question I
can't
"One
my gotxl
who has ofdevoted
fifteenfriends
years isof ahisscientist
life to
the study of the lobster, to one particular
species of lobster in one particular place.
One time I remarked to him that it must be
marvellously satisfying to know everything
there is to know about any one subject or
thing, .-^nd my friend looked at me m
pitying contempt and remarked that he had
studied one little lobster that grows at
\\'ood's Hole and nowhere else. For fifteen
years he had studied it and knew only a
very little about it. For one man to know all
about lobsters was, he said, inconceivable!
"Andknowso,"allsaid
can
never
aboutMr.theHughes,
lobster. "we
We can
never begin to read all the books there are
tJ read. Atronomervery
told me famous
recentlyandthatlearned
each newastelescope he builds serves only to show him
the things he cannot know. However deeply
we may delve we never can reach China.
"But we can, thanks to radio and
movies, we can keep pace with the Present.
We can know something of music and
science and literature and art — we can have
a sensiblenomics,'smattering'
of biology,
industrial conditions,
historyeco-in
the making. We can speak with many
tongues and know many men and matter*
if," smiled Mr. Hughes, "if we do not look
down our noses at 'popular' entertainment, if
we do not kill Socrates in every generation !"
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on its radio page. Publisher Hearst and
the anti-communists denounce it as communist. The communists themselves proclaim it to be fascist. Germany says it's
pro-Jew
and the Jews say it's pro-German.
So it goes. In its duration the broadcasts have enraged practically every country in the world, scores of large organized
grou]is,
individuals.innumerable famous and unknown
Because it tells the truth regardless of
whom the truth ofifends. It has no tabo s, ittakes no sides, it is under no political banner, it neither exaggerates nor under stimates, itis devoid of propaganda.
It dramatizes accurately and quotes verbatim the happenings and utterances that
make news — let the chips fall where they
may.
Of course they do fall, tons of them!
That'sing andwhatamazing
this story
is about,
the amus-Of
scrapes
the March
Time has got into, the unprecedented
pranks gramitwouldhasever
played
prodarethatto. noForother
treading
on the toes of everything from persons
to powers it's radio's Number One Rebel
Child. It just
aroundbroadcasting
spreading
universal
good doesn't
will, thego way
in its purest form is supposed to do.
Most of the chips fall on the capable
broad shoulders of Mr. William Geer, who
holds the responsible position of Editor of
March Of Time programs. The minor
arguments
from arenot-too-important personsthator arise
countries
handled by
what the program's creators have jocularnicknamed maintained
the 'Molasses Department'
—a lyregularly
of diplomats who are suave at group
smoothing
out
things,ers.sort
of
professional
trouble-shootBut when some really iinportant ire
iswitharoused,
it's Mr. Geer
goes toorlunch
the Minister
froinwhoNorway
the
leader of the Socialist party or whoever
is currently incensed, to restore amicable
feeling if possible, since Geer is the sole
dictator of what news shall or shall not
be re-enacted on the broadcasts.
Necessarily, in order to maintain the
honest impartiality listeners know they receive from Time's presentations, the program's editor must be a man without fear.
He
will
put on the airof aradio)
skit (called
in the terminology
which 'act'he
knows full well will bring an avalanche of
lambasting letters and voiced protest. But
it must go on exactly as it happened because itdid happen and it's news.
read, how
if thisit isis
onePerhaps
of youryou've
favoritealready
programs,
prepared for the air. But for those who
haven't the rest of our story will be more
enjoyable
we briefly explain the behindthe-scenes ifangle.
On the fifteenth floor of the Columbia
Broadcasting System Building the March
Of Time office is situated. As a news
source it has the galley proofs and printed
pages of Time Magazine and the services
of the United Press. At noon each broadcast day Mr. Geer selects the dozen news
items of the past thirteen hours that he
considers of the greatest significance, puts

his staff of trained writers to work on
them.
five o'clock
actsprogram
are readyis
and the Bydramatic
stafT ofthe the
going through its preliminary readings in
the studio. Howard Barlow is conducting
his orchestra in the music they will play
between acts. The two directors, Homer
Fickett and William Spier, have arrived.
actorsrange
are ofa versatile
group with
an Time's
incredible
voices, dialects
and
characterizations. They work on salaries
of $150 a week and within the group there
is sufficient talent and ability to produce
an almost perfect imitation of any needed
human voice from a president's to a movie
star's, or a nameless tot's. They rehearse,
attended by direction and an expert soundeffects department, straight through until
dress
rehearsal
o'clock.
Frequently
late news
flashesat oftengreat
importance
are
hastily written and put in at the last moact. ment, discarding some long-worked-over
There never is a moment of let-up. Some
sixty dredpeople
a total
of four hunhours towork
prepare
the broadcast
for
its airing — four hundred hours five times
a week. Production cost alone for each
program mounts into thousands of dollars.
Nerves are on edge, fatigue is apparent.
When the studio clock reaches twenty seconds past 10:30 E.D.S.T., a great tremor
of excitement sweeps through the studio.
Time Marches On. The news liz'cs!
And partisan listeners can be pleased or
not.
As an instance, take the incident that
occurred some time ago when the program was being sponsored by RemingtonRand. Mr. Rand, president of the company, had appeared before the House of
Representatives Committee in Washington
to read a letter received by him from one
Dr. William Wirt, a school teacher, who
accused certain New Dealers of being communists and stirring up a revolution behind the scenes, using Roosevelt as a stepping stone. The story blazed on the front
pages of newspapers everywhere for days.
Finally Dr. Wirt was called to Washington, his accusations were disproved and
it was found that he had been kidded along
by
the
people Then
who were
the source
his
information.
of course
Mr. ofRand,
who had thought he had something important to disclose to the authorities, was
made to look rather ridiculous in the eyes
of the nation.
Now his own program could have done
something about that. They could have
smoothed it over, they could have omitted
it fromdramatized
the air altogether.
But had
they one
didn't.of
They
the incident,
their actors give a perfect imitation of
Mr.
millions andof chuckled
listeners
leanedRand's
back invoice,
theirandarinchairs
atRandthe made
txpcwriter
magnate's
fizzle.
Yet
Mr.
no protest. What he had done
had made news and the March Of Time
had presented that news accurately— as was
its right and agreetnent.
A moreles nes amusing
sample ofwork
Time's
fearand fast last-minute
occurred
very recently in connection with Mr. Earl
Browder, outstanding United States com-
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Robert L (Believe-lt-Or-Not) Ripley is
seeking more wonders.
munist. The Columbia Broadcasting System in accordance witli its policy of allowing all political parties to have an equal
say over its network, and having already
given licanairand time
to the
Democratic,
Socialist
leaders,
announcedRepubthat
it was
I'^rmitting
Mr.
Browder,
ist ca:xl date ior the presidency, Communto speak
over CBS stations at 10:45 E.D.S.T. on a
certain evening. That announcement stirred
up a hot-bed of furor. Hearst blasted CBS
for its move. The subject was brought up
on the floor of Congress and much angry
feeling vwas
let the
loose.country
Groupswereandraging.
indiiduals al over
And the total fury came to a head on the
day of the broadcast when news was received that anti-communists were going
to True
picket enough
the network's
building.
at mid-afternoon
there
they were in front of 485 Madison Avenue, hundreds of picketers carrying their
Get Browder placards and banners. They
made known their intentions to keep the
communist leader, by physical force, from
going into the broadcasting building. The
newspapers got the story and a nation sat
m
down after supper and read all about it.
COMFORT, CONVENIENCE
Was Browder going to broadcast or g.-t
CENTS
beaten up? And how would it all happen?
To the March Of Time, then rehearsing
AND LOW COST
in the building, here was news happening
at its own doorstep. Here was a chance
wilt
to scoop all the papers everywhere, to
caM ANY Th/k^pcn^tcdum!
give its listeners something novel in the
cnits
way of a thrill. In case there should be
OR
MM
nm
ii
this list! Greyhound travel is all first class,
a fight downstairs on the sidewalk, they WHEN
YOU ThePLANmostA miles
TRIP, forwhaty ourdodollar
you yet
ratestransportation.
are far lower Deeply
than wow</-f/«Mj
look for.'
had witnesses and writers stationed out- — a pleasant
other
cushioned fares
chairsof
relaxed
journey,
uith
plei
side to get material for the prompt reith plenty
ofscenic
com- recHne to any desired aiii;lc. Schedules are
frequent
time-saving
schedules—
lots
of
enactment of that fight on the broadcast fort—
most frequent of all. There are many optional
along the way ?
at 10:30. If there should not be a fight, enjoyment
routes — you see America s most beautiful
If you compare all types of travel, point
for spots,
they were prepared to reenact the events point,
close up, beside the great highways.
ofscitops
you
will
find
that
Greyhound
leading up to the picketing — prepared, that
PRINCIPAL GREYHOUND
INFORMATION
OFFICES
New Orleans.
La.. -100 N. Tuller
KamnartHotelSt.
is,
except
for
an
imitation
of
Browdcr's
San Francisco.PineCalif
Mich
O. Pa.. . . Broad
E. 9th St.& Suihtiof
and Battery Streets St.Detroit
voice; no one on the program had ever aeveland.
Philadelphia.
Station
LouiB.
Ho.0, B'dwy . &630Delmar
Blvd.St.
Cincinnati.
heard him talk.
New
York
City
....
Nelson
Tower
Charleston
W.
Va.
LexinKton. Va.
Ky. .. .. 412801 East
N. Walnut
Limestone
ChicBKO,
111. . . 22212thBoylsti.n
& Wiib:ishSt . Ft. Worth, Tex. . . "
Richmond,
Broad St.
Boston, Mass.
Fortunately
CBS
tipped
off
Time's
directors, afew hours before the program
deadline, that they had stationed the communist leader at one of their playhouses
MAIL THIS FOR PICTORIAL
BOOKLET, TRIPoffice,INFORMATION
( Greyhounc
infromthe themid-network
Forties, building,
only a stone's
lilted above,roulet,for
and thatthrowhis
rolei. luggeiled
I
placo
you
on the margin below.
speech would originate there instead of
at the Madison Avenue studios. In great
secrecy
pipedstudio
Browder's
rehearsalthey
into even
a small
at CBS speech
headquarters, giving the Time acttjrs a chance
Address .
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to study his voice. Everything was all set
for a surprise, but no one knew it outside
the
closed doors of the March of Time rehearsal.
At 10:30 the picketers had reached such
a stage of agitation the CBS officials were
afraid some mob violence might break out,
so they invited them to take elevators up
into one of the large reception-rooms, sit
down comfortably and wait. For their
entertainment a loudspeaker in the room
was tuned to the March Of Time. They
sat there listening, waiting for Browder,
and did not notice in their excitement that
at 10:41 a musical record cut into the
Time broadcast for two minutes or so,
theii the program signed of¥ as usual. But
during that two minutes Time had dramatized for a nation the scene of the angry
picketers sitting impatiently in the recepwaiting for theirat prey
unmindful
that he wastion-room,stationed
another
studio
several blocks away and that he would
be on the air as formerly announced a few
seconds after the present broadcast signed
oflf.
Again a nation sat back and chuckled.
Millions of people knew where Browder
was — except the few who wanted to find
him! Millions heard his talk, while his
enemies were hearing a blues singer. It
was not until the next morning that the
picketers read in their papers how they
had been fooled. Of course they vented
their chagrin and anger. But what they
had attempted was news — and as such it
was accurately presented by the March Of
Time. It would have been presented so,
regardless
resented. of what party the picketers repOf course the March Of Time is not
infallible. Every precaution is taken for
perfect accuracy, research people are kept
busy from morning till night, the United
Press wires are used constantly to check
back on everything taken from them for
dramatization. But occasionally a small
mistake will leak through and when that
occurs Time does as any decent newsdispenser would do, and makes a correction. An example of this happened a few
months back when the program referred
to Kansas City's police chief as an "exjailbird."
immediately
slapped on Athemlibelandsuittlieywasdiscovered
that
the
"ex-jailbird"
police
chief
had
resigned
three days before and his successor
was
pretty hot under the collar about being
wrongly classified. Ti)iie made amends
and the suit was dropped.
Recently the program caused a great
deal of trouble and was caused a great
deal of embarrassment by a spectacularly
incorrect news report. The whole story
originated with the departure of a fishing
trawler, the Girl Pat, bound from Liverl)ool with five men aboard for the fishing
banks north of England on a one week
pleasure
trip. aSuddi-nly
Spain, ordered
full itn\ turned
supplies,uphadin
the
bill
-sent"
to
the
Cirl
I'al's
ownerThein
England - and fiuickly sailed away.
owner
got
Lloyd's
to
canvass
every
in the world with orders to hold the port
ship
if she put in. She did put in, many weeks
later, at Dakar, South Africa, was held
by police authorities but sneaked out mysteriously inthe middle of the night, despite adearth of food and fuel supplies.
Next, months later, she was sighted in
the middle of the Pacific Ocean— and by

the time that news had been made known,
newspaper readers everywhere were largely
following the romantic story of the ghost
boat. What was she doing? Treasurehunting? None of the men had communicated with their families and it was suspected they were trying to sell the Girl
Pat and make of¥ with the money. Interest was so great in the story that the
March Of Time dramatized each bit of
news as it was received from time to time
when the mystery ship bobbed up and immediately set ofif again at its strange and
widely separated ports of call. One night,
shortly before program time, the wire service clicked out a message that some
yachtsmen in the Bahamas had found a
trawler shipwrecked on a reef and four
bodies in the sand. They had identified the
trawler as the Girl Pat and buried the
bodies.
Time immediately dropped everything,
discarded two of its acts and hastily gathered all hands to produce a reenactment
of
the
discovery
the
burials, asyachtsmen's
a super-thrill
for itsand
regular
listeners who had followed the story all
along. The program was re-broadcast by
short wave to England and the families of
the trawler's increw
heard only
the horrible
news
dramatized
America
a few hours
after it had taken place in the Bahamas.
So you can imagine the mixed trouble,
joy and embarrassment that was experienced by the program stafif and the Englishmen's families when the Girl Pat was
captured in Georgetown, British Guiana,
two days later ! The whole aflfair had been
a case of mistaken identity by the Bahama
discoverers of the shipwreck.
All of Time's little human interest
stories that you hear reenacted are by no
means purveyors of bad news, however.
There was the case of the poverty-stricken
San Francisco widow, mother of a small
son, who announced that out of desperation she was going to take her child to
Pitcairn Island and live there so that they
might at least have wild fruit from trees
to eat and warmth of climate. If you have
read Mutiny On The Bounty, or seen it
in the movies, you will know that Pitcairn
is a tiny dot of a lonely island far out in
the Pacific where Fletcher Christian and
his mutineers settled and intermarried with
the
natives. The
I'Vancisco woman's
husband
been San
a great-great-grandson
of FletcherhadChristian
himself.
This bit of news was considered important enough for dramatization because
it was a miniature picture of the conditions of thousands of poverty-stricken
widows in our land. And the story of the
woman going to the island was so colorful
and pathetic it appealed strongly to the
listeners of Time. Thousands of letters
were received by CBS from the people
who wanted to send the mother and her
child gifts to take with them to their
new home. Packages began to pour in.
Time investigated and found that the only
forwarding address the woman would have
was simply Pitcairn Island, Pacific Ocean
— that mail must be posted to Panama,
where it would be held until one of the
two boats a year that stop of? at the island
would pick foitrmatioup.
The findingon ofthethatnewsinn was dramatized
broadcasts and generous listeners were
warned not to send perishables.
As a result, one of these months a boat
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Lovely Irene Dunne, whonn you heard
on the air in the Radio Theatre's production ofNoel Coward's Bittersweet.
will anchor off Pitcairn with more than
seven thousand gifts as a surprise for the
widow from San Francisco and her son.
I mentioned a while back that the March
Of Time has no taboos. Nevertheless there
is one — not a taboo exactly but merely a
courtesy the program extends to Franklin
D. Roosevelt ; they no longer imitate his
voice. Formerly they did so frequently
and the chief executive received quantities
of mail from confused listeners asking
why no announcement had been made that
he was going to speak. The President
decided he would like to be the sole speaker of his words, had his secretary, Stephen
Early, make that request of Time and it
was immediately granted. Most disappointed of all was actor Bill Adams, who
enjoyed giving his flawless imitations of
Roosevelt's
Mind imitate
you though,
the
March
Of voice.
Time could
the chief
executive's
voice
on
the
air.
For
a
voice,
as a face, is a public domain by law.
So you see radio's Number One Rebel
Child doesn't
quite liveonupallto toes
its —title.
treads
indiscriminately
but inIt
the long run it treads equally. Careful
statistics have been kept of protests and
praise and it is found that they weigh out
to an almost perfect balance; for every
letter that says Time is anti-New Deal,
another
letter For
at another
date saysthatit'sclaims
antiRepublican.
every country
Time sways favorable opinion toward its
enemy the enemy sometimes claims it sways
favorable opinion toward its enemy. The
program has been identified with every faction and cause and right and wrong it has
presented. It is allied with none at all. It
presents pure news, whether it looks good
for this person and bad for that or helps
thisMr.cause
and doesn't
help thatit one.
William
Geer summed
up when
he said to me, the other day:
"Our listeners could soon tell if we
started being partisan and the March Of
Ttwe would lose its value. Without honesty we might as well have no program."
Which is certainly reassuring to know,
if you like your news to be pure news—
and are aware that from every side we're
ail alwaysteratedgetting
product. pretty much of the adul-
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everything I said or showed them.
One of my most embarrassing experiences happened the second week of my employment as a guide. I was assigned to
escort Gloria Swanson, after her broadcast, to a aprivate
in order
to avoid
large artists'
crowd elevator,
of admirers
and
autograph-seekers
who
had
gathered
the
main studio entrance to see her comeat out.
I was a bit nervous because it was my
first important assignment — so nervous
that I lost my way in the complicated mass
of corridors around the studios on the
eighth
It was Miss
first
Americanfloor.
appearance
after Swanson's
a long sojourn
in Europe and she, too — trouper that she
is— was somewhat nervous and concerned
about the success of what was her first
radio appearance as a singer. The situation we found ourselves in did not help
our nerves any. She became quite exasperated but she kept her temper under control
while we walked around in circles. Cold
beads of perspiration were streaming
down my forehead, in spite of the fact
that the building is air-conditioned, when I
spotted a musician carrying his violin. I
knew that he, too, was going to the same
elevator, so I followed him to it. It turned
out that my troubles were in vain because
someone had tipped off the waiting crowd
and when we reached the ground floor
the entrance was completely blocked.
Radio City also has lured and fascinated
the nobility. One of the most memorable
visits was that of Prince Torlonia and his
then new bride the Infanta Beatriz of
Spain. The young bluebloods were in New
York on their honeymoon trip and Radio
City was
of thewanted
city's toattractions
which
PrinceoneTorlonia
show his
bride. Being the Spanish-speaking guide,
I was asked to show them through the
studios. I was surprised to find thein both
simple and charming people. The Princess
acted like any other girl and she looked
and listened with great interest to everything we saw. Her attitude was unsophisticated— at times, exclaiming with delight
at the photographic murals, the rehearsal
of a dramatic program with sound effects,
and at jazz orchestras playing rhumba
music. She laughed with childlike delight
when I showed her how we produced the
sound of a horse galloping by rhythmically
pounding
two Atplumber's
plungers
on my chest.
the end rubber
of the tour
she
said she was having such a lovely time
that she would like to telephone her father
to tell him how wonderful was Radio
City. One of our executives graciously
offered the telephone in his office. The
Princess picked up the phone and nonoperator
King Alfonso chalantly
XIII inasked the
Paris!
Her forconversation
with King Alfonso was rapid and excited.
She told him what a wonderful time she
was having and then they talked about
the weather for a while, after which they
exchanged affectionate farewells. The
charges were $56.75 and NBC paid the bill.
One day I had the unusual experience
of wheeling through the studios a young
girl whose legs were paralyzed. She was
unable to walk, even with crutches, so she
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had to take the tour in a wheel-chair. At
first I felt a bit awkward about her parcondition andherI with
felt myself
addressing andalyzedtreathig
condescending
pity. But fulnessherand her
unaffected
manner,
her
bravery soon madecheerme
forget her crippled state. Her enthusiasm
and interest in everything that she saw
was so great and infectious that I soon
fell into an intimate and interesting conversation with her — it no longer was a
staccato
stereotyped
more like
an exciting
visit with"tour"
an oldbutfriend.
She
had
years andof her
the
radio been
was paralyzed
one of thethree
few sources
entertainment. Her visit to the studios
was like a dream come true. Her excitement was great and it came to a peak
when I introduced her to Lanny Ross who
happened to be hurrying by, on his way
to a rehearsal. He shook hands with her
and readily gave her his autograph when
she asked for it. Incidentally, Lanny Ross
is one of the nicest stars in radio. He is
youthful, gay, and unsophisticated; he has
none of the affectations found in many
of our popular entertainers of stage, screen,
and radio. I never shall forget the happy
lookAmong
on thatthe little
greatgirl's
leadersface.of our country
whom I have had the pleasure of meeting
in Radio City is General James G. Harbord. He was one of our greatest generals
during the World War. Recently he wrote
the latest book about the last war, The
Atnerican Army in France. I expected him
to be an aloof and severe person, with military sternness ; but, instead, I met a genial
old man with kind blue eyes and a quiet,
pleasant smile. His only obvious military
aspect was his erect posture and the way
he stood, with both feet flat on the ground.
He is a good listener and he does not say
much. When he does speak he speaks
briefly and succinctly. What I liked about
him
that, him,
withinI aforgot
few minutes
I'd
been iswith
that I after
was addres ing a great general.
One celebrity whom I would like to have
met but whom I will never regret not having had the pleasure (or otherwise) of
conducting through the radio studios is
Groucho Marx of the well-known Marx
Brothers. Although he could have had a
special guide for the asking, he preferred
to go, unnoticed, with the regular tourist
group. During the tour the guide was
annoyed by a heckler whom he could not
squelch. This particular guide is wellknown among the other boys as a capable
man when it comes to matching wits with
hecklers — in fact, as a rule, he could shut
them up in no time. But, this time, it
seemed that he had run up against a man
whose wit obviously moved with a considerably greater tempo than his. He tried
every nized
means
intruderofbutsquelching
the latter this
neverunrecogfailed
to turn the cards and get the laugh on the
increasingly flustered guide. The other
guests were kept in a continuous state of
laughter at the expense of the guide. The
heckler culminated his antics, towards the
end of the tour, by grabbing the pointer
from the guide and showing him how to do
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his job. This happened in one of the exhibit rooms where we explain and show
how a radio set works. With his hands
clasped behind him, cigar in his mouth, bis
head bent forward in his cliar.utrnstic
pose, he gave the most incorrect .\cl ilic
funniest explanation of that cxhiliii, as he
paced back and forth in front of the
amazed and laughing crowd. Then, and only
thfn, did they recognize the lifckK r to lie
Groucbo Marx, without tin- lamih.iipainted moustache and rimmed .-Li--e.-. At
this point he ceased his comedy and apologized to the guide, whose anger disappeared when he knew who it was. After
all, few people ever have tlie |irivilege of
matching wits with Ciruiu li. i Marx. The
guide now cherishes a jier-. .nally inscribed
and autogra|)Iied piitiire .il (.rduflid.
ag... jasi-ha
hisNotway long
to Smith
.Viiiericalleitel/.
from hiswlnlenativeon
countr.\-,
Ru^M.i,
-.tniiped
at
New
enough for a >ingle appearanceYorkon long
the
radio. I was asked by my supervisor if I
knew Heifetz when I saw huu, and. following my own
policy ne\er
say "no"
in my work,
I answered
in the tuaftirmative,
although
I
didn't
know
Heifetz
from
Rubinoff. .After warning nie of the Heifetz
ego and temperan^T.t he assigned me to
greet Heifetz and to conduct him to his
dressing-room.
at my what
post Heifetz
at the
main
entrance IOnce
wondered
really looked like. I asked many persons
but no one seemed to be able to descrilie
him and there were no pictures of him on
hand. I was picturing him as dark, with
long black hair, deep dark eyes. Suddenly,
there appeared a man answering to that

cJi s amazing how
WINX can improve your
appearance . . . and person*
ality, too! For with the long,
silky, shadowy lashes which
WINX
gives ofyou,allure
comes. . a.
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bound to attract romance.
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shades
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convenient forms
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sale
at
departmctnt,
drug
I/ and
an 5 and 10 cent stores.
WINX Balanced Colors
\ Colors either blend or
\ clash. In make-up, this
I means"naturalness"orthat
All
/I harsh,
WINX "made-up"
colors blendlook.
3 ways.
/ 1.eyes.
With 3.complexion.
2.With
With each other.
\ For example, WINX Brown

very description.
I'urthermore.violin
he case.
w.is
carrying
an e.xpcnsive-hjoking
Here, I thought, was my man, and 1
walked up and inquired: "Mr. Heifetz?"
"Yes,"to hecarry
answered,
rather
offered
his violin
but vaguely.
he refused1
the
offer,
holding
the
valuable
Stradivarius
closer to hiin.
At that point I noticed the two other
]ii.ili|e with him — one a lovely woman,
I lie other .i taller man with wavy light hair
.Hid a small moustache, whom I took to be
Mr. Heifetz' accompanist.
"But,"
"why isdress,
the accompanist dressedI thought,
in full evening
while the
great maestro merely wears a tuxedo?"
But there wasn't much time for such
musings, so I left my own (|uestion unanswered, as I led my party iiUo an elevator. There again I noticed a sljoht discrepancy; the accompanist entered the ear
before the dark genius with the violin. 1
addressed all my reiuarks to the man with
the violin, ignoring the other man, who
did not seem to like mc.
In fact he openly scowled at me — much
to my surprise — when 1 introduced the
violin-carrier as Mr. Heiiet/ t- a couple
of NIJC executives whom we met mi our
way to the studio. When we reached the
dressing-room
the attaller
man more
with and
the
moustache scowled
me once
slammed the door in my face, leaving me
out in the liallway witli the lovely lady
I noticed that she seemed to be quite
amused, as she turned asking me to take
her to the studio observation rooin.
"Mr. . . . ah . . . the accompanist isn't
feeling very cheerful tonight, is he?" I re-

Mascara blends with WINX Brown Eye
Shadow or Eyebrow Pencil. Likewise, its
tonal values are so balanced as to make
it complementary to all other WINX
colors. Thus, WINX gives you the secret
of naturalness in eye beauty make-up.

marked as I led the way.
"That man with the moustache isn't the
accompanist,"
she saidandlaughingly.
was Jascha Heifetz
1 am his "That
wife,
h'lorence Vidor. The man you thought was
Mr.Recently,
Heifetz when
is iny James
husband's
man servant!"
J. Walker,
former
mayor of New York City, returned to this
country from his self-imposed exile in
Europe, he was invited to visit the studios
by Richard C. Patterson, Jr., at that time
executive vice-president of the Xatioiial
Broadcastiny Com['an\,
and, at under
one time,
Comiuissioner
of Correction
the
Walker ceptregime.
Jimmy
Walker
read'ly
aced the invitation and brought with him
his lovely wife, the former actress, Betty
Comi)ton.w henXeedless
to sa\-uuted
1 was tomorebe their
than
pleaseil
I w;i,
guide. 1 w as )Mt di '.ipi>' i i itcd in my high
expectations;
the during
Walkersthe w^ere
very
charninig
,nid witt\
entire tour.
.Mrs
id.
When
she
quips-Mien,
equalled
those ofthatherher famous
■ building, was
she
heard
okl friendhu- red
s
s,,,.l!M.
.After
rehearsing
somewhenin
asked me to t.'ike them t'
exclKUCjKie :irir.ti..Il,.tr .jre, tin- wltll Fred
.\llen she imr-duced liini to lier liUsband.
■■How do y-u do:-^^ said .Mr. Walker.
■Tm so busy, I'xe got i\\i< tellow s taking
aspirin tor \uv." w.is I'Ved -Mien's answer.
To which Jimmy W'.alker's miick retort
was: "I should think \\>u'd he feeding
them
Heiialicahad instead
aspirin!"
The Sallaughter
hardly oisubs;.
led when
Betty Com|itoi) (|uiell\- remarked:
"Jimmy ought to know, by now. what's
good for headaches !"
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WALLINGTON

MEETS HIS WATERLOO
(Continued from page 33)

took hismanadvice
huntednight.up
our"I Sound
and literally.
went out I one
I must have talked for two hours straight,
toNothing.
a man I'dNextnevernight
seenI before.
went outResult?
with
two Sound men — same result. Third night
I went to a party at the palatial home of
a movie star and listened to gabbling about
parts and salaries until I was blue in
the face. Very distasteful, besides, they
wouldn't
mc talknight.
about my salary. Then
came the letfourth
"I was with Brad and Anne Whitlock,
two oldtheEastern
at thea blonde
'Troc'
During
course offriends,
the evening,
young lady walked in and in two seconds
I had met her and was dancing with her.
We were both a little surprised, but she
didn't
mind. and
Her she
name,was itmaking
turned
out, wasseemJeanto Rogers
pictures over at Universal studios."
"So you're going to marry Jean Rogers !"
Jean Rogers
and Iforarea not
to "No,
get married,
although
whilegoing
we
thought so. We were terribly attracted
to each other, for she is a most understanding person.
"We rode together, walked together, ate
together and flew together. This treatment was so effective that is was hardly a
month before I was able to sleep a decent
night's sleepBelieve
and ImewasI amcheerful
properlymost
grate-of
(^2 Price the fultime.
to Jean.
"Then, one day at Catalina, where we
had rowed in the famous glass-bottomed
boats, we lunched at a table under the
• over HOnly
10c
a Day
8ave
oo
all
standard
office
trees. I asked her to marry me and she
models.SENDAlso portables
al reduced prlcei.
NO MONEY
An lBt« models completeljf
refiniahed like
br.od new^. ^ FULLY GUARANTEED.
"Jimmy," I said, "can't I phone to a
accepted."
Fr*« cours* In typlnc included.
231 W. Monroa St. certain
magazine editor — "
International Typewriter Exch., o*pt."b6Tr"ch'icaVe "Then I returned East," he went on as
though
me, Even
"with soherI
memory hedeephadn't
in myheard
heart.
began to wonder if it was the fair thing
for
Wasn'tCould
she one
brighther.hopes?
I, inof allUniversal's
fairness,
take nity ?her away from her golden opportu"I diewasCantor
debating
this unit
when inI joined
Edand his
Cleveland.
When I walked on to the stage, the first
afternoon, I saw someone I hadn't seen
in three years, someone I hardly rememCorns Come Back
bered. She," he grinned out of a towel,
is the girl."
Bigger Than Ever "sheI groaned.
"Hello," he answered the phone. "That
Unless removed RoOt *and All
•makeOld-fashioned
paring
methods
you, Wack? Hello, darling. We'll be
cornsever—
comewith
backserious
biggeruglierger ofthan
daninfection.
"Wack."'
right
down." I muttered to myself. "Miss
But themethod
new safestops
Blue-Jay
double-inaction
the
pain
He
motioned me into the hall and an
corn days.
lifts
out
Root* isandeasystantAllly—then ttohe entire
inuse,3 short
express elevator rushed us down to the
Blue-Jay
invisible.
lobby
Held snuglyadhesive.
in placeGetby Blue-Jay
special
Wack?"where I pushed and shoved him
Wet-Pruf
today.
along,
the quicker
meet "Miss
"Wack,"
he said,to pointing
to aWack."
really
druggists.2 5c for a package of 6 at all
beautiful girl who stood smiling at us.
"Miss Cooper, may I present, Mr.
BLUEJAY
& Black Scientific
"Cooper!" I gasped. "Betty Jane
RN PLASTER
Vallee?"
Cooper,
the Scandals?"
"None of other,"
answered a grinning
Jimmy. "Wack Cooper of the Scandals

and the picture Collegiate. Remember?"
"I should say I do," I said. "She did
aexcept
swell that
job."we I were
wouldbeing
have shown
said more,
to a
side table and I was vainly looking for
a While
phone. Jimmy ordered, I studied Betty
Jane. At tirst glance you would take her
for a titled English girl, like those you
see in the Yardley advertisements. At
second
you'd say
with
pleasantglance,
additions.
Suchtheas same
: refined,
sweet, ladylike and lovely. She stands
about
five-feet-six
Jimmy's
six-feet-two.
She told
me latertothat
she was
twentythree, previously
married
and
amicablxvorced. You could lift her easily
becausedishe
weighs
only
122
but
don't
try
Jimmy, who tips the scales at 197 itandon
swears he's twenty-eight.
like butto say
she had
smiling
myI'dface
honesty
bids been
me say
that into
her
whole attention was directed at lucky
Jimmy. When he finished ordering, he
looked up to find her eyes on him so he
reached over and covered her dainty hand
with his. After a while I banged a spoon
noisily against a glass but they paid no
attention to me. I stepped heavily on
Jimmy's foot and after several minutes he
looked up and said : "Hello. Who are
you?"HowWhatdid doyou— oh,
two yes!"
ever come to fall
in love and what about Jean Rogers, eh?"
"Jimmy and I met in 1933," Betty bedidn'tI pay
muchwithattentigan,on to "but
me hethen.
was very
dancing
Ed
Sullivan's show at the Paramount and
Jimmy
appeared
as a letguestgo artist."
regretfully
of herall hand
forJimmy
a moment,
to talk.
After
you
long.
can't keep a radio announcer quiet for
"Funny, but our second meeting three
years later occurred under almost the same
circumstances. I walked on to the stage
at Cleveland as master of ceremonies, onlj'
to "We
find Betty
Theneach
—"
decidedJanethatCooper
maybe there.
we liked
other," cut in a girl made of sterner stuff,
one who wasn't going to let even a radio
announcer get away with all of the talking. "We found we danced well together
and
every leader,
show we'd
Lou
Gress,afterour 'most
orchestra
and get
go next
door to Mayfair where they had a nice
band. They (Jimmy and Lou) liked me
so much they even admitted me to the
"What,"
I broke Jimmy
in, "is a explained,
Wack?" pa"The Wacks."
tiently, "are a little gang of five of us
whoWacks."
admit we're slightly cracked, nutty,
ergo
ivacky.
LouJaneGress,
h'rank Gill,me Betty
Garde,
— ad-all
Wacks. Betty
We call
eachCooper
otherandWack,
dress letters to Wack so-and-so and in general act wacky."
He suited
actionhand,to
the word
by brazenly
holdingthe her
totally ignoring a steaming cup of pea
soup. I am not a Wack. I drank mine,
every
bit. he remembered that I was
Eventually
sitting there.
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"Yes," dancing
he said, that
"we even
spentCantor
so much
time
together
got wise
and told the audience about us. Said he
couldn't tell them the girl's name because
he had promised he wouldn't ; of course
HOUSECLEAN
her the
namewordwasofthea Cantor
same aswasGarythe Cooper's
but
word of
a Cantor and he would remain as silent as
theThen
grave.he Mytoldpalme!" more about Jean
Rogers. It seems he had flown to the
Coast after the unit had broken up. All
the way out he turned the situation over
YOUfi^lN
and over in his mind. Would Jean and
he be happy together if marriage broke
up her career?
He didn't want to hurt her in any way.
She gethadthat,saved
ever. his life and he w^ouldn't forJean solved the problem. She had been
thinking along the same lines. She knew
that Jimmy wanted his wife to give up
her work. She understood that wish but
she'd inworked
where were
she
was
picturessoandhardthe torealgetbreaks
just coming
better
not marry.her way. Perhaps they'd
"W'e parted the best of friends," said
Jimmy. "I want Betty and Jean to be
good"Andfriends
now?"and I know they will be."
"And now Betty and I are going to be
married, on August twelfth, in the RochesLOOSEN
ter Brick Presbyterian Church and I think
M'ack
Gress
will
be
best
man.
My
folks?
My Dad is so crazy about her that he told
THOSE
me if I didn't marry her, he would hims
e
l
f
!
"
I asked Betty if she really loved Jimmy. STUBBORN
BLACKHEADS
"I'm from St. Jo, Missouri, and I was
shown," she answered. "I'm just giving
A Penetrating Face Cream Is What You Need!
the for
theatre
I'm andjusttossgoing
toup cook
him, for
darn him.
his socks
my
fine oilsoftthatand overcomes
dancing shoes right out of the window —
skin
smooth. dryness and keeps the
that's all!"
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If a cleansing.
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and
yourself
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but many complexion free.See Seehowfordeeply
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it gets into the pores, how
Betty will accept it but we agree that woes are due to nothing else than imbedded
thoroughly
may notitbeis noticethis two-a-day theatre stuff doesn't make dirt. This
Your cloth itwillcleanses
revealyour
dirt skin.
that
able at firstdirtbecause
buried
forBetty
successful
marriages."
you
never
suspected
lurked
in
quite
deep
in
your
skin.
But
it
Jane was paged and left to answer causes tiny bumps and rough
Seeskin.
also how soft and smooth
the call. Jimmy turned to me.
patches which you can feel with
your
and supple Lady Esther Face
lovelyif?"I hecould
demanded.
Creamsults leaves
youramaze
skin. The Youreyou"Isn't
know.she Bill,
have a "Do
girl yourMakefingers.
wil literally
scrithe
bed tothefinger-tip
right, andtestif youdemade to order, she would be exactly like
will understand
then whyyou. eight
anything like tiny bumps or
Betty. She's well-nigh perfect, has a swell feel
million
their
dry patches,
can and
be your
sure
skins needwomen
is thissayonethatfaceallcream.
sense
of humor
and — just letter
listen tofrom
this —his." your
pores This
are you
clogged
Feel Bumps?
Those little
He drew
a well-worn
skin dirty.
hidden, stubborn
Prove
to
Yourself
I
as it keeps on accumulating
pocket. "Here's something she wrote me dirt,
WEsther
ith theFace
freeV-daystube
in the pores, causes, not only
after she'd refused a Shubert contract :
your
wholebumps
face. Do you
Cream, I willof Lady
also
feel lilllc
gray-looking
skin, but enlarged
. . . the nice thing about getting this con- pores, blackheads,
skin?
Do you feelin your
dry
send you all five shades of my
patches
tract and refusing it, is that I have some- and other unsightly dryblemishes.
patches here and there?
Lady Esther Face Powder so you
can see
whichand ishow
your Lady
most Esther
flatterthing really big to give up for you, dear."
Meets the Need!
ingCream
shade
"Isn't that something?"
Face
and
Face
Powder
Face Cream adework together to give you perfect
"One more question, this is really a test- Lady Esther
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the situation face
beskin smoothness. Write me today.
question," I said. "Betty, will you ride
causequately
itis meets
a penetrating
with Jimmy when he's at the controls of cream. Gently and soothingly, it
a plane?"
FREE
poresmatter.
and there
it "goesit —to
"Will I?" she grinned. "I have al- penetrates
work"
onit uptheyour
waxy
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breaks
—
and
makes
it
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r
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"
send me by return Face
mail your
Then she held my hand, but only to say
When you have cleansed your skin with
LjidyPlease
Esther
Cream7-days'
; akosupply
all 6veof
Ladyclearness
Esther Face
Cream,
itofshows
it,skinbothandin shades
goodbye and:
of vour FourFace - Purpose
Powder.
the
and
radiance
your
"We'll never forget you, Bill, because in the tingling sensation of freshness.
this
is really
first our
timehearts
we've tosatanyone
down
Lubricates Also I
together
and the
opened
As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses your
about
our
marriage.
.
.
."
She
smiled
at
Jimmy, that smile, and he took her hand. skin, it a/so lubricates it— resupplies it with a
f/wmliwiiiCiiaaila,
They were miles away from me.
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THE

MAJOR ON PARADE
(Continued from page 21)

sacred walls at last, his Highness would
speak. . . . He seemed a kindly person
with a nice sense of humor, friendly, altogether pleasing to listen to. . . .
There are those who believe no man can
attain the heights of fame and fortune
honestly and deservedly, but while the
ARE YOUR LIPS INVITINGLY major's success seemed to many to be of
the over-night variety, I knew his original
amateur program dated back ten years and
SMOOTH AND YOUNG?
that he had worked long and hard to get
and to maintain the position now his. It
was less a fluke of circumstance than faith
in an idea which had finall}' put him on the
pinnacle and undoubtedly it must take
HOW 010 IS YOUR MOUTH' 5 YEARS YOUNGER
courage and determination and a lot of
hard work to keep him there.
THE WRONG LIPSTICK can make
And all evidence seems to point to the
your mouth look crinkled and old
fact that Major Bowes is indefatigable.
. . . can rob you of the romantic
The amateur hour itself requires a lot of
tribute men give to young lips.
titne and thought and in addition there are
Help your lips to look 5 years
the movie shorts and the fourteen units
younger by using Cutex Lipstick.
moving about the country.
A special oil helps to keep your
mouth smoother, softer, more
"And not orderly units of trained and
alluring.
experienced theatrical people," the major
In Natural, Coral, Cardinal
mused,
wildhe mustangs!"
Rust, Ruby. Try Cutex Lipstick
All this"butandunits
much ofmore
keeps at his
today — for enticing lips!
finger-tips. It is, in spite of the size of
the
organization,
in
a
strict
sense
oneman business. And the man who a holds
CUTEX c=^^^ 50
so
many
reins
so
competently
must
be
KEEPS YOUR UPS YOUNG
something of a wizard.
"I bear the expense of all the units myW U XT RY ! !l
self," he explained. "If I lose money, it is
All About
my
personal
and I for
can'tmeafford
to lose.to
Too
much
isloss
at stake
to relax,
FRED
AST AIRE
leave
any
of
it
to
someone
else."
November
"It doesn't seem to be too much of a
RADIO STARS
strain,"I expected
I commented.
younger
than
you to"Youand look
in the
very
pink of condition. How do you do it?"
he stated
I "Ilovenever
it— worry,"
we all work
hard,simply.
but I"And
sincerely believe everyone in the organization
' wes it, too !"
I wonder if they really do love it. . . .
The breathless 'Yes, Major', 'No, Major',
'Thank you.
Major' theattitude
WHILE YOU SLEEP
throughout
nffice.hadIt been
irked very
me,
Here'sfreckles
a special
cream
thatapplygently
fades evident
out
whileovernew-type
youfacesleep.
Simply
Nadinola
I thought
it
too
subservient,
too
Freckle
Cream
and
arms
at
night.
Usually
ous. Such awe and reverence are obsequia little
inFreckles
5 to 10disappear,
days youyoursee skinmarvelous
improvement.
startling to an outsider. Could they be
becomes satin-smooth. Nadinolais cleared,
Freckle freshened,
Cream is sincere?
In any case, the machinery runs
guaranteed
by
a
famous
laboratory
with
over at36 years'
experience
in
skin
treatment.
Only
60c
toilet
smoothly,
well-oiled
an obvious decounters;
lOcsize
at
Ten
Cent
Stares.
•
Or
send
lOc
for
v
o
t
i
o
n
t
o
tlie
man at with
the head.
trial package to Box 151, NADINOLA, Paris, Tenn
Not
that
the
major
is
above
criticism
or lacks it. In fact, his fans refuse
to let—
him make the most tniiior mistake.
"Once, instead of saying, as I intended,
that a certain river was the only one in
.America to flow nortli for two hundred
and
fifty miles,"
told me, to"I flow
said north!
it was
the only
river inheAmerica
I was deluged, submerged by a flood of
tOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER -BRUSH >\W>*y letters
correcting
,'\t least
he couldme!"smile at his own mistakes, ring the gong on himself!
GRAY
HAIR
Fan
mail,
of course, is a decisive factor in
#grayQuickly
and safely
youof can
tint brown
those streaks
of
the success of an amateur program.
to lustrous
shades
blonde,
or black.
BROWNATONE
and a small
brush does
it. Used
and gauging
"People like to feel that they are the
approved
for overcoloring
twenty-four isyears.
harmless.
Active
purelyGuaranteed
"h'veryoiielikescon-to
Cannot affect
waving of hair.agentEconomical
andvegetable.
lasting judges,"sidershehimselfmaintained,
a critic. l-Lveryone
— will notpears.wash
out.
Simply
retouch
as with
new gray
ap- have part in a show.
(Jur listeners love the
Imparts
rich,
beautiful
color
amazing
speed.
Easy to prove by tinting.'>0c—
a lockat ofall your
feeling that they are heli)iiig, that their
hair. BROWNATONE
drug own
and votes
decide the issue, that they are a vital
toilet
counters — always ison only
a money-back
guarantee.

part"Youof every
must program."
relax sometimes, play golf,
devote yourself to your hobbies — " I said.
He smiled. "I thought I had lots of
hobbies,
don't days.
seem Itodohave
time
for but
themI these
play much
golf
occasionally — am even a one-hole man.
And I have a lovely garden at my place
in Westchester. We raised some beautiful
gardenias this year. But the only time I
can spend there is from Sunday night to
Monday
night." the rest of the week?"
"And during
"My work-day begins when I am in the
shower,"
"at !about 8 a.m.
And it endshe atanswered,
about 2 a.m.
"I used to ride horseback a lot," he went
on reminiscently, "but it is too dangerous
nowadays. My wife loved it— we always
had spirited horses. There is no pleasure
in it if they are not spirited ! Today, there
is too much traffic and nowhere to ride,
except in parks. I did try bicycling reently." He chuckled.
"My sochaufifeur
went
along in cthe
station wagon,
that I could
quit when I got tired. At first I thought
I'd fallwell
everyat time
saw thequitecar,a but
I did
pretty
that—I went
distance.
And I am not so young, you know!" His
eyes
twinkled.
a bathing
suit from
Ocean"They
Beach sent
this mesummer
— the
office boy could wear it ! I'm past forty,
alas,His andtitles,pasthisSice
40, too!"
badges,
his trophies would
fill a museum. Everything you could think
of and a lot besides, from a gorgeous
western saddle to a fireman's hat, from
TexasPalm
rangerBeach.to the mayor-for-a-day of
elite
"I've got my car lined with badges of
every description — some day I am going to
fill a truck with them and with my
souvenirs and send it out to tour the country," he promised. "Everyone is interested
to Assee everyone
them and knows.
they areMajor
worthBowes
seeing."is
changing sponsors and is to be on the air
Thursdays at 9 p. m., under the sponsorship of the Chrysler Corporation. I wondered ifthe program itself would undergo
any change. Frequently one hears the remark that interest in the amateur program
is waning, that response to it will die out.
The Major denied it emphatically. "We
have a bigger response every week — bigger
sales, more telephone calls, more letters.
And we lead the field, outdistance it by a
considerable margin. Why should we
make
change?"
"Whatany about
material — do the amateurs
themselves
to be unlimited?"
"We haveseemthousands
of applications
every week, which we have to weed out.
WeDame
have Fortune
to maketurns
arbitrary
selections
her wheel
— or is— it"
Major Bowes who turns it? Aud these
people, caught up from their various walks
of life, thrust with little preparation into
a strange new world — does Dame Fortune
know or care what becomes of them — or
doesWhatMajor
does Bowes?
it feel like to wield so much
power, to sit in a chair and press a button
that controls the fate, the very lives of
eager thousands? A word spoken or not
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spoken, and the destiny of a boy or girl
in the balance. It doesn't take much imagination to see it like that, with youngsters hitch-hiking from all over the country, staking everything they can save or
beg or borrow on this one throw, in hopes
of gaining an audience with the famous
potentate. Only one among many will get
the opportunity he seeks — the others will
go away discouraged, heart-broken. In a
radio-conscious
Major'shepower
seems
dangerous.world,
But the
obviously
does
not look at it that way.
"Of graall
those
who
appear
on
our
m, Ibelieve that fifty per cent, willpro-be
successful, and of that tifty, six per cent,
will
be famous
is adecjuate
for our
labors.— which
The amateur
hourreturn
will
endure — what other way is there for young
people to get a luariim. to get a chance?
"People are al\\,n- a-king me why I
don't take a vac iti. n. lu continued. "1
don't
want to. I vcAndtraveled
enoughto— have
I've
been everywhere.
it is good
work to do and to know that it is worth
while. It is completely satisfying to know
that what one is doing is important, vital.
In the beginning, radio necessarily drew
upon stage and screen for its artists.
Everjone fished in the same pool because
there was no other. Vaudeville was finished, the old-time vaudeville performers
scattered. How were young people to
break into the new field? However ambitious they were, however talented, they
had to start somewhere, had to get the essential training and experience that actors
used to get in vaudeville. The amateur
program was the obvious answer."
"And the gong — do you still feel it must

be "Ita part
of added
the program?"
lendslikes
interest,
suspenseout— the
audience
it. And
it works
all
right. I gave the gong to a girl one night
and letters milled in, protesting. So I gave
her another chance — and had as many letters, saying that she never should have
been put on. One said she shouldn't have
got the gong — she should have been shot !"
"But I why
put them on, if they are so
bad?"
demanded.
"They
aren't
bad. It isarehardveryto
tell. Their lettersalways
of application
informative — I insist on that — and frequently itseems that they have personality,
they have talent— and yet, when I get them
before an audience, they go all to pieces.
"It is a Iftricky
this handling
amateurs.
I see business,
they are nervous,
I talk
to them a little longer, try to quiet them,
to give them confidence. I try to feel when
they are ready, to put them on at just the
right moment. But some break down completely. You can understand that — imagine
how you would feel yourself."
I laughed. "I'd get the gong all right —
but it does seem a sort of Roman holiday."
"No, notcertainly, that.
givesThea performers
feeling of unanadded Itzest.
try
harder and the audience, tiie voters, listen
more"Andclosely.
all cut isandequal
dried
do youIt isn't
feel there
oppor-"
tunity for girls on your program?" I
asked. "How do they show up as compared
with"W'ethehave
boys?"
a good many more men than
girls
on
the
program.instrument
For one ih'mg,
they
play more musical
than girls
do. Girls are more limited to singing and
dancing and perhaps playing the piano. I

should say that we have an equal number
of men and women dancers, more women
impersonators, perhaps, but a much larger
number of men instrumentalists. And as
a rule, the boys have much more poise,
more self-confidence, are much less nervous thanamong
the girls
. . ." who've appeared
the
on "And
the program,
have girls
there been any really
oustanding,
reallytell.
successful?"
Peoplea year,
forgetthatthatourit
has"Itbeenis early
only toa little
over
first unit is still on the road. But there is
Doris Webster — she went to the Rainbow
Room four days alter her appearance here
and is now being considered for the movies.
Doris dramatized songs brilliantly — I remember William Brady was in the audience
that several
night and
'Bravo!'
are
pictureshouted:
possibilities
amongThere
our
youngsters. And Eva Ortega went from
one of our units to the Rainbow. . . .
"We have, in addition to our units, a
showboat troupe playing on the Ohio and
an orchestra here in New York. Most of
our people are earnest seekers after fame
and success. Some obviously are not, but
the mere notoriety seekers are soon left
behind. I should say that considering the
brief time and lack of experience, our
youngsters are doing very creditably."
Hehowlooked
at me challengingly.
"Youendless
can
see
fascinating
it mustno betwo— theprograms,
variety.
No two days,
no "How
two people
!"
about thethesame
dancing?"
I wondered.
"Does that craze seem to be dying out?"
"No,
it
is
very
popular.
And
with the
radio fans(Continued
as much as,
on ifpagenot 96)more than,
# Menable agree
no womanwithcanunder
be adorwhen she— offends
arm
odor. Or — just as bad — a deodorant w hich
covers one unpleasant odor with another.
\^liy risk either?
Today,
differentfragrant.
cream
odorant —there's
FRESH.a truly
Delicately
Givingarm odor.
positive protection against underFRESH is antiseptic — you can use this
odorant right after sha\-ing or a depilaFRESH and
safeguards
in tinytory-.nicks
cuts. against infection
FRESH
can't
possibly
harm FRESH
clothes.
Dries instantly. You
can apply
anil go right on with your dressing. No
harsh ingredients — no grease in FRESH.
And with FRESH, pores slay open,
healthy, sweet. FRESH has no medicinal
iidor, nothing to identify it as a deodorant.
1' RESH just gives you freshness!
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covery—
HUbUlstinsWOUU
liAK Tell-tale
AFlctt
YEAR their
appear MA&Kl
fresh and Xlovely.
foreheadporeslines,
cruelly
aging crow's
feet, toblackheads,
large
and
rough,
sagging
skin
seem
pass
themof
by, creeping
sparing them
the heartache
chillinglifefearloved
age
on.for Serenely,
theybeauty
goandthrough
and
admired
the
sheer
they
bring
into
their circle.
Others,
less
fortunate,
try
to
6ght
off
the
worried
look
results. They
keep experimenting
with ofthrough
allagesortswithout
of cosmetics,
wondering
slips
their
fingers.
They
fail towhy
realizebeauty
the
importance
of
SKIN
STIMULATION.
Stop
m
e
n
t
i
n
g
.
Y
o
u
too,
can
preserve
the
bloom
of experiyouth
.your
. . canskinhavethe amarvelous
fresh, lovelystimulation
complexion,foundif you
give
only in
HOLLYWOOD MASK S simple home treatment.
HOLLYWOOD MASKiQc&n
HOLLYWOOD MASK. INC., cpcfiAl AFrFRI
WtVS..
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Chicago,
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FALL-FROM
HEAD TO FOOT
{t'ontiiiiicd jroiii f^iu/c 11)
has to be worn with a knowing
gay. There'.'i
ex- that
flair. I think of all the hats we picked, she
pres ion on hernoneface,of asthatif tosillylet bored
you think
that she is quite weary of being interviewed liked this the most. And no wonder ! It
and photographed. And she could act that was designed for just such a piquant face
way if she wanted to because she is one as hers. A shallow little affair in a bright,
of the most promising young dramatic deep blue felt, it carries a whole bright
stars on the air. Her role of Peggy green feathered bird perched almost precariously over the front of the brim ! The
Young, onis the
Pepper ]'oitiu/'s
program,
an important
one for aFamily
nine- bird is a dizzy one having its tail feathers
te n-year-old. But Betty is much too real pointing upward and its bright red beak
tothathaveshe herhas head
fact jutting out as if to point out how closely
been turned
on the— maybe
air everthe since
itbowmatches
wearer's
A fabricto
she was a child has a lot to do with it.
serves theto hold
this lipstick
nestling! firmly
Betty likes sports clothes and it is under- the brim.
Don't feel shy about trying some of
standable because she is quite athletic —
goes in for plenty of swimming, riding and these uniquely trimmed hats. You'll find
golf. Not to mention her indoor activities, you have plenty of company, for the
which include arduous hours of mastering majority of new top-pieces have ribbons,
feathers and veils to make them look
tap and ballet steps !
Even her suits take a sporty turn. For more than "just a hat." Shapes are infinitely varied, too. From the flat, almost
instance,
there's herfor favorite
jacket
and
skirt combination,
which she
selected
Betty's
hat, crowns
they riseof
to heights style
in theofhigh,
tapered
the rust brown bowler hat and square crownless
toed and heeled oxfords. Her jacket is a the more tailored hats derived from the
tan tweed widely checked in brown. One Empire period of dressing. Then there are
day she wears this with a dark brown turbans, with fetching bows flaring out
wool skirt, another day with a deep but as front decoration. And a whole group
bright green one. She adds a novelty knit of hats copied from the hats the great
sweater in the same rust brown shade as Napoleon Bonaparte wore. And how could
lier hat and thus makes an outfit that is those look like anything, you ask? Really
wearable and smart, with cockades of
popular on college campuses the country very
over. Betty knows her campus clothes colored ribbons for trim and lines modified
because she is just young enough to be to be quite becoming to the average face.
bid to football games and proms by admirOn awithfallherafternoon,
when sheBetty's
through
daily program,
likes
ing swains.
Take
a close look at the hat she wears to go tea dancing or, later, dinner and
with this suit because its shape is new theater with a special beau. For such an
she dresses up a bit — wears a
for this type hat — shallow, slightly occasion
rounded crown with a brim that rolls up black satin dress, a beautiful white ermine
jacket
and
selects her accessories with
gently from the face. A bright feather
sticks through the crown at front. A an eye to greater formality.
becoming style for almost everyone.
You see her wearing just such a costume. Her dress is simply made with a
And her oxfords are the very latest
trend in smart walking shoes. Rust color princess line, giving her slender figure a
snug
fit
the waist and a flare to
i)ucko with square leather heels and flat- her skirt.through
Her jacket is collarless with a
tering squared off toe. The tongue detail
is tricky, being laced down with metal flared back and widely flared sleeves. She
eyelets through which the strings pull. told me to be sure to mention that, although her jacket is in luxurious ermine,
Notice how the contrasting stitching gives
a graceful curving line to the foot. Betty it can look equally as smart when made
was crazy about these and liked them also up in the less expensive furs.
Her halo hat of tightly curled celloin a very swank new color of sinokey
phane ribbon has a crown of the same
gray, the stitching being in a lighter
shade and the heels in black leather. This veiling which covers her face. In her hand,
Betty
carries
one of the smartest bags
model
it apt? is called "Tongue Tied" and isn't I've seen ; it's ribbed
satin in an amusing,
pouch shape with a tiny strap
A hat that is an equally youthful vein irregular
clasp.
for
handle
ai;d
bright
jeweled knobs for
with the rust brown bowler is an off-theface green stitched wool one which
On her feet, she wears the new highBetty fell for completely. It might be
step-in pumps of black suede. The
dubbedbecause
"Campus
Sweetheart"
some cut
shiny details of hat and costume are
such,
a bright
red heart,or sewed
to the wide halo brim, is its giddy trim- high-lighted by the laced patent leather
ming. One of the reasons Betty wanted tongue and side detail of the shoe. The
this was because it looked so smart with heels are patent leather, too, and the shoe
a light green tweed jacket and green is designed with a grand high arch cut
wool skirt which she wears a lot. Green, that gives a graceful yet supix)rting line
incidentally, is one of the big color fa- to the foot.
vorites for this fall and coming winter.
In talking about accessories in particular. Betty said she was tired of formal
And is Betty glad because she looks
bags that are too small to hold anything.
stunning in nearly all shades of it.
From the almost naive simplicity of Her idea of a perfect bag for cocktail and
costumes is the one photographed.
little brimmed hats and school-girl tweeds, dinner
Miss W. came slinking forth in gleaming It is fashioned of black chiffon, closely
black satin and one of those new toppers shirred, with rolls of the shirring run-
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iiing horizontally across it. Narrow at the
top, it flares out to accommodate all
those little gadgets gals love to tote along
on a date. I particularly like the tiny
handle and the stunning crystal clasp. On
her arm, Betty is wearing a striking,
Heavy-link bracelet of black catalin barrels ringed with rhinestones.
She likes to wear pearls. Sometimes
just a single strand, nicely graduated.
Right now she is intrigued with the new
multi-strand pearl necklaces that give such
a lift to high necklines on dark winter
dresses. She wears one of these with a
black satin afternoon dress which has a
very highaccent.
draped scarf, it's quite a
dramatic
Another of the more formal hats which
we selected and which Betty liked tremendously, was a small felt hat in a
lovely shade of soft green. It fitted her
head like a cap and a great bunch of
curls, made of the felt, trimmed the hat
right in front, giving the effect of a high
bang.
You'lltofind
hats
which seem
use quite
coiffurea number
details inof trimmingingly
— it'sbecoming.
an amusing idea and surprisWhen it comes to evening clothes,
Betty told me atthatall.she Shedoesn't
for
sophistication
likescare
simple,
youthful styles without any very bizarre
details or cuts. I found her whole attitude on clothes one of saneness, with just
enough enthusiasm for new tricks and
ideas. I would say that she is a good type
to follow for girls who are blonde, blueeyed and of medium height. Her disinterest in extremes is a grand example
to anyone
who can't
fad
and fancy
which resist
cumestrying
along.out every
So many of you write in to me, asking
where you can buy this item or that
which you have admired on your radio
favorites. As a result I have prepared a
Shopping Bulletin, the first of which was
introduced last month. .\nd I am g<iing to
send it to all of you who are interested
each month. In it will l)c prico and places
where you can buy many ni tlie things
featured, either in my monthly pictures or
stories. Also in the Bulletin will be new
ideas that trips.
you haven't
spotted
your
shopping
This will
be a yetrealin shonping handbook for you and please set ini.j
the habitwillofbesending
for it ofever\There
any number
new m<jnth.
items
for each issue of the Bulletin, so get into
the habit of filling out the coupon and becoming aregular BuUctin-itel
It's great
fun topetsshop
the write
same
things
your radio
like, for
so just
in for this first-'hand shopping dope.
Elizabeth Ellis,
RADIO STARS,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed is a stamped, self-addressed envelope, kindly send me
free of charge your R.\dio St.\rs
Shopping Bulletin.
Xame
Street
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IF vou would ke Gay . . . and Glamourous, then
adopt tliis newest Iragranee. II your moods are many,
if vou love gayety or sopliistieated simplicit\ liere is

lOc
In a very smart,
tuck-awav size.

your perlume. FAOEN'S new Gardenia is dilferent
, . . ol pastel fragrance and une.xpeeted power . . . dainty
as tlie new, slieer evening gowns . . . just as alluring. Try
tills sparkling, dazzling perfume today, on sale in tlie
smart new tuck-awav size in all s and lOe stores.
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THERE'S OLIVE OIL IN HIS POWDERI

YOU'LL
have a ifhappier,
babv, Mother,
you
give more
himPowder.
thecontented
unique
comforts
of Z. B.olive
T. Baby
Z. B. T. contains
oil, which
makesForit
cling longer,
and resist(what
moisture
better. call
Its
superior
smoothness
the doctors
"slip")
prevents
chafing
in
the
creases.
Free
from zinc in any form, Z. B.T. is approved
bv250 Good
and Housekeeping
50C sizes. and your baby .Large
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RF 11 II the complete story starring
Im iX MM Errol Flynn and a huge cast
"CHARGE in OFthe October
THE LIGHT
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If every GRAY HAIR
ACHED like a tooth no
one would delay using

FARR'S
FOR
CRAY HAIR
If neglected hair doesn't distress you,
it pains confidence,
your friends.leaves
FARR'S,
perfect
your used
hair with
soft,
lustrous,ance.natural
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appearEasy as aandmanicure
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will
not rubof offhome;or odorless,
interfere greaseless;
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AND THE RACETRACK
{Continued from page 37)

horse and jockey. Even if it comes up
mud, as we say at the track, you still can
call
despite
fact ofthatmud,
theirrather
silks
may 'em,
be one
graythesmear
thanAn anyinstance
particular
color."
of Field's
trained sports reporter,
to tellability,
what is ashap-a
pening at the second or split-second it
happens, was illustrated by his work at
the start of the Kentucky Derby this year.
At the outset of this event, the most publicized race in America, there was a terrific
jam. It was the roughest start of a stake
race
in this country's
history.at Breinty,
the
top- favorite,
was sloughed
theAnother
outset
and
knocked almost
to his knees.
well-backed choice, Granville, lost its rider.
Field had to make an instantaneous decision. Should he describe the wreckage
at the start and pick up the race later, or
should he dismiss it with a "Somcthing'sliappcucd-back-thcrc-zvc'll-give-yoti-the-details-lalcr." His trained eye immediately
picked up
fact thatthe Brcz'ity,
favorite, andthetherefore
horse inthewhich
most people were interested, had met with
interference and he promptly described the
misiiap in its entirety, picking up the other
horses just as they hit the first turn.
That his judgment was correct in describing the rough start was borne out
later by the fact that the stewards suspended
includingBoldBabeVenture.
Hanford, who threerodejockeys,
the winner.
And
of the injamthereceived
100 perField's
cent, account
corroboration
papers
next day, although his description was
given on the spot, while the writers had
a chance to interview stewards, starters
and jockeys before writing their version.
You may have listened to a racing broadsome fewof years
who went
under thecastername
Thomasago Bryan
George.
That was Bryan Field in the early days,
who adapted that name from his own first
naine, forhis Mrs.
son'sField,
first who
namewasandchristened
his pet
name
Georgiana.
Field drifted into racing announcing by
accident. Graham McNamee had broadcast
some
races for Belmont
A'^i?C inStakes
1929 and
the important
camewhenup,
one of the racing moguls told Grahain he
had better get some expert help for the
c\ ent. McNamee asked whom could he get
and w;is told that I-'ield, who was standing
ncar!)y,
any." So
Bryan gotwould
his befirst"astastegiiodof asbroadcasting.
The following year. Herl)ert B. Glover
of the Columbia iietwurk. signed Field to
assist
Ted ilusin-stake
in hrcevents.
laik'astingDuring
some theof
tiie iiirtrcjpolilaii
running "f the Alal)ani:i Stakes at Saral-'ieldofhadtentominutes,
speak foras
nearlytogaanthat summer,
huur, ins(eaii
Franklin D. Konsevelt, then governor of
New Vcuk State, was sliut off the air
t]ir(JUi;li
a niix-uphadin signals.
A niicropliune
been set up near the
top
nl
the
stands for (ioveriior Roosed
the
plained
1'k1<!. "^^f
the
mannerisms
h'ieliltop.was Throu.uh
to bro;uk'ast
the race
from velt,thewhile\ery
an error,
the
color, size and manner
never went on the air and Br}an
You eventually get so tliat the Ininch of (iovenior
had to keel) tl't mike going the entire time.
agait,
jockey,
shapeto ofidentify
a horse'simmediately
head, its
Tills convinced Glover that Field was
enablethe you

and
others.rendered merely lip-service on the
Finally help appeared from an unexpected (|uarter. Fred
Weber,
liial Broadcasting
System,
said:of the Mu"We'll liroadcast every stake race in tlie
metropolitan
since the
metropolitan season."
season embracesAnda period
of from
April 15th to October 31st, a total of 172
racingmontdays
at Saratoga,
Jamaica,City,Bel-it
Park, Aqueduct
and Empire
forms the backbone of American racing.
Tlie Mutual System gave racing its great
('l)]inrtunit\', prwith
the broadcasting
apoximately thre stake
races a week,of plus
a F'ridaycluded apreview
night racing
inof the feature,
card forwhich
the following day. All Mutual asked in return
was exclusive rights, wliich it received,
much to the indignation of NBC and CBS,
which had been offered the saine chance,
but had turned it down.
Since a horse race rarely is longer than
two minutes in the running, its briefness
makes it ideal for radio. Where a basel;all game lasts two hours, a boxing match
an hour, a football game two and a half
iiours, the entire story of a race, its setting, course and finish, can be polished off
in fifteen minutes.
When the Racing Associations and the
Mutual System reached this agreement, the
racing folk said: "Bryan h'ield is the man
toagreed,
handlewiththe Field,
entire racing
thing."writer
And for
Mutual
the
New York Times, receiving carte blanche
in all details of the broadcasting.
Field went to work with a will. His
success istendancevidenced
the increased ate at racing thisby summer.
The Friday night programs of Field
lean heavily on guest stars, but guest stars
who mean something to racing. Babe Hanlord, who
rode inBold
'ml are toDerby
its sensational victory
the IKentucky
last
May;tureMary
Hirsch,
trainer
of
Bold
and the only woman racing trainerVen-in
the
country ;steeplechase
Rigan AlcKinney,
29-year-old
millionaire
jockey;
Alfred
Gwynne Vanderbilt, owner of Discovery:
Jack Campbell, leading handicapper of the
cnimtry, and Joiui Sloan, nf the New York
State Racing Commission, are some of th.e
turf notables F'ield has hail on tiie air.
F~ield has been covering racing for the
New Yr)rk Times since 1928 and has masteredsenttiiael difficult
of "calling,"
esfor any turfart writer.
Withoutan this
gift, for "calling" is truly an instinctive
gift, no announcer can ixipe to do a succes ful job of l)roadi-asting. "Calling" is
placing the horses as the\' pass tlie various
distancetions ipoles
in a torace,the calling
theirofposin relation
positions
the
other
iiorses in the
tlie charts
race^ Itwhich
is the constitute
"callers"
who make
silks,

KAUlU blARS
tlie mailplete for
and which
Bryan season
did a comscheduleraciiis;
in 1931,
saw
CBS begin to take the play away from
the A'alifliial Chain, which had been exploiting Clem McCarthy on its larger networkpetandition uwas
ntil the practically
entrance ofwithout
Field. comField worked on until 1933, but gradually was getting
fed up withwhen
his poorlypaid radio
duties, particularly
Glover
left the organization and the iin anises he
had made to Bryan were cancelled. He
was ready to quit after the Kentucky
Derby of 1933, but his success in that
broadcast buoyed him up.
whichtheBroker's
TipThatand was
HeadthePlayDerby
came indown
stretch
neck-and-neck,
with
their
jocke>s
fightin.yof
each other tooth and nail. The tactics
the two riders should iiave led to their
disqualification, which would have made
the third horse, Charlie O., the winner.
Field called the fouls as he saw them commit ed, but the NBC announcer made no
mention of them at all.
Although there were no disqualifications,
the papers ne.xt day were full of the fouls.
Harvey Ro\ le. sports columnist i>f the
Pittsburgh Post-C^iazette. de\otccl an entue
Monday column t'l the incompetence of
racing broadcasters, pointing out that he
had
to the
X'BCfouls,broadcast
and
heard listened
no mention
of the
which were
described in every newspaper account.
By noon next day, Boyle received nearly
100 letters from readers, wh.o told him,
in efTect, "he had been listening to the
wrong guy"jobandthattelling
the excellent
descriptive
Thomasof Bryan
George
had done on CBS.
The tremendous sweep of approbation
Field received after this race induced him
to continue. Failure of CBS to follow his
suggestions in the winter of 1934-35 again
had Bryan on the point of quitting. He
outlined a plan whereby CBS could obtain
exclusive rights to the broadcast of the
$100,000 Santa Anita Handicap, which was
being run for the first time. Columbia
officials paid him no heed, with the result
that NBC sewed it up for an exclusixe.
Field grew critical and told his bosses
they should endeavor to retaliate by getting an exclusive on the Kentucky Derh.w
They
him attempt
and he toimmediate'.,
said helaughed
himself atwould
land such
a contract for the chain, asking only that
they pay his expenses, while he contributed
his time free.
Field went first to Chicago and then to
Louisville and succeeded in swinging
Colonel Matt Winn into line. The result
was that he landed both an exclusive for
the Derby and a commercial sponsor — Kool
Cigarettes. It was the first time in history
that a commercial sponsor was obtained for
any horse race — and the Derby had been
going on the air since 1924, when Credo
Harris, over IVH.AS. Louisville, broadcast the story
Blaek ofCold's
Despite
this ofsuccess
Field,victory.
Columlna
still failed to heed his urgings for a commercial sponsor, and now, 1936, finds
Bryan aligned with Mutual — and racing
getting its best break from radio.
broadcast ofseason
the stake
meetings
of Field's
the metropolitan
puts the
races
before the listening public as they really
are, without embellishments, without false
drama or the hysterical flub-dub so often
found in the work of sport broadcasters.
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NEW TATTOO
CREAM MASCARA
Needs no water to apply —really waterproof ! THE

Tattoo
es with your
this eyelashsmooth
new cream mascara and
your
lashes
will
look twice their realinstantly
length
the South
enchantress'
own
way ofSeaachieving
truly
glamorous eyes. More water
proof than liquid darkeners;
won't run or smear. Easier to
apply than cake mascaras
Won't smart. Harmless. Actuall
makes lashes soft andcurling, instead'
ofin brittle
"beady. "Complete
smart, and
rubber-lined
satin vanitywith. . brush
. 50c.
TATTOO

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many
people enjoy
with Conversation.
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ChurchNoisesandInvisible
Radio, Earbecause
theywhich
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fitting
inNo thewires,EarTiny
entirely
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RADIO HOSTESS, NANCY WOOD,
PRESENTS WAYNE
KING
(Continued from page 9)

not of the type to test our skill, though
they do reflect in their perfection the art
of the chef who gave me his very own
recipes for preparing them.
For, as you can well imagine, Wayne
King's recommendation piqued my curiosity and I was determined to get those recipes from the Waldorf-Astoria's
famous
Chcf-de-cnisinc,
Gabriel Lugot. And
get
them I did. One is for Chicken Oscar —
Oscar being the gentleman who has been
so closely identified with the history of
that hotel that his name has a way of
popping up frequently around there. It is
not surprising, therefore, to find the name
"Oscar" given to a sauce — Sauce Oscar,
suggested by Wayne King as the ideal
steak or shrimp seasoning — and also to
this truly tempting way of cooking
chicken en casserole. Tlie skill of a French
chef is apparent in the directions for preparing this dish, but the most amateurish
of American cooks can follow the recipe.
I also was able to get two other Waldorf recipes . . . both for Petits Fours.
Petits Fours, you know, are an assortment
of very small cakes and cookies. The two
for which I snared mixing and baking directions are comparatively simple even
though
do boastand ofPalais
such denames
Rosane they
Normande
Dame.as
Oo, la!
la! How
fancy! frighten
But don'tyou.let
the
French
terminology
They're just
cookies,
after
all,
ticularly tasty ones naturally. though parYou'll
want to know how to fix all
"They who
are took
made care
for usof by
servant
my our
wifecolored
when these Waldorf specialties, I'm sure, for
a rare Chef
treat, toindeed,
able ofto get
she was a child and still is busily and ait'sMaster
part towithbe any
his
proudly looking out for her welfare and
that of the present generation of children. treasured secrets. (A bit temperamental,
theseI fellows,
I'll ask her to send you the recipe," Wayne was
who told though
you!) don't
So it ever
is withsayrealit
promised.
"These andbunsgreatare favorites
ec|ually good
fresh or toasted
with pride that I announce that you'll find Mr.
recipes for these food favorites
uswhileall, Iespecially
with Penny,"
made a mental
note tohecallwentthemon Lugot's
this month's
free
leafletWayne
which King's
containsin directions
for prePenny Buns. They quite live up to Mr. of
p
a
r
i
n
g
t
h
e
Egys
a
la
King
and
the
Penny
King's description,
as Ithediscovered
mentioned, as well as for the
subsequently
upon too,
testing
recipe. Buns already
Oscar and the two Petits Fours.
You'll find them amazingly easy to "mix Chicken
These last, by the way, make an ideal
and set to rise," with a new tzvist that sweet
to serve with coffee, or better still
makes
believe
keeps upme with
the that
trend theof King's
the times.cook they are the perfect ice cream accompaniment. And you couldn't possibly write an
a recipe
the leafletThis
for
a Then
specialthere's
scrambled
egii inconcoction.
aboutwithoutWayne
King's icefoodcream
prefer-in
mentioning
dish is one that Mr. King himself knows article ences
form.
how to prepare. You know how it is with some
For here, indeed, is an ice cream enmen ! Just give them a f r_\ ing pan, a lump
thusiast !On the warm day when I met
of butter, some ci^u- and fixings and Mr. King,
example, he was enjoying
they'll declare llRnisrl\ cs able to turn out one of his for
favorite ice cream concoctions
the world's finest I'unny part of it — undoubtedly
one
of the simplest of
is,
the.\ "re al)soliitel\'
In that
this sometimes
case, for instance,
Wa>ne hasright!hit ideas, yet one of the most delicious.
Simply
put
a
scoop
of ice cream in the
upon a real idea and liis I:ii!is a la Kiiifi
of a tall glass and fill the glass
can be the food-success of your next late- bottom
with
plain
milk
—
almost
a pint of it.
supi)er
or just
la\iiritefor standin theparty
future.
Full \-our
directions
mak- Then stir with a spoon.
"Stirriny is part of the fun," declared
ing them will be found on one of the recWayne suitinu the action to the word and
Of course Wayne also spoke with the bus\ing liinisklf with the job, smiling
greatest enthusiasm of some of tlie dishes nierril>' the while. ".\ow taste it," he
he had eaten during his pleasant stay at suggested. "\\\' call it the lozca Special,"
the Waldorf. But even these dishes were he went on. "Penny adores it. And isn't
he w ould enthuse only over such things as
Muslironiiis sous Cloche, Bouillabaisse
Speciale. or Crepes Suaclt£ — those gustatory delights that are "simply elegant" to
cat
make but
! far from "elegantly simple" to
Fortunately, however, such was not the
case for all the foods he mentioned — even
several Waldorf specialties — are easy to
prepare and feature every-day-ordinary
things such as chicken and eggs and ice
cream, and home-made cinnamon buns.
And the best news of all, doubtless, is
that I was able to get recipes for all of
these Wayne King favorites, which I intend to pass on to you. You'll find kitchentested
recipesHostess
for themLeaflet.
all in Sothis why
month's
free Radio
not
send in, now, for your copy?
(By the way, the coupon, this month,
will also bring you two additional recipe
leaflets
for
before. w-hicb
These you
are may
somenotthathavewe sent
happen
to have left from previous offers and that
we'll be pleased to let you have as long
as the rather limited supply lasts. Perhaps it would be well to mark on the
coupon your order of preference for we
can
of these
each only
new send
Waynetwo King
leaflet.)"extras" with
And now let me tell you briefly about
the foods
suggested
Mr. King
our
discussion
as heby starts
his —day,starting
with
aCinnamon
hearty breakfast
featuring
yeast-raised
Buns.
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it a fine way to get a kid to drink a greater
amount of milk?"
It is, indeed, and I suggest that you try
it out as an after-school lunch for your
child or a mid-afternoon pick-me-up for
yourself.
add made
any flavoring.
Two otherDon'teasily
ice cream treats
also
appeal
to
Mr.
King,
and Hawaiian Sundaes. Cherry-Almond
Both call for
vanilla ice cream to begin with. For the
first, large black canned cherries are used.
These are drained and placed around the
cream. The whole is then topped with
finely chopped or shredded almonds.
Salted almonds may be used.
The second sundae is made by arranging
wedges of canned pineapple attractively
on top of individual servings of ice cream.
Place a cherry (red or green maraschino)
in the center for color contrast and pour
a little of the juice from the can into
each dish. Well, those suggestions are
certainly
easy, aren't
they? And
remember, ice cream
is a universal
favorite
the
year around.
There's
justsalad
roomto left
giveWaldorf
you
recipe
for the
whichto the
gave its name more years ago than you
and I would care to remember. Ideal for
the fall when apples are in season. Be
sure to try this recipe and be equally certain to send for the leaflet featuring
Wayne
King's extra
favorite
foodsincluded
— with •two
of
the three
leaflets
for
those who care to have them.
WALDORF SALAD
lyi cup diced celery
3 tablespoons levion juice
2 tablespoons sugar
a dash of salt
IVi cups diced apples
% cup mayonnaise
14 cup cream, whipped
Place celer
tee icater to get crisp.
Drain and dry thoroughly. Add lemon
juice, sugar and salt to diced apples.
Chill in refrigerator 10 minutes. Add
celery. Combine mayonnaise and whipped
cream.. Add to celery and apple mi.vture
and toss lightly with salad fork and spoon,
until thoroughly blended. Serve on crisp
lettuce
Xi'ith halves.
a garnish of pimiento strips
and walnut
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is combined
of iron,
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MAJOR

FAVORITE
of
RADIO
HEADLINERS,

ON

PARADE
{Continued from page 89)
with the studio audieiicfs. And I have
iKwr seen such audiences a.s we have had
l;itcl.\-.
The\'vegoesbeenoverwonderful,
The dancing
very wellmarvelous.
indeed —
I introduced tap dancing, you know, over
the air on my original amateur program
ten or twelve years ago. It went over
fairly wellmembereven
then."tapliedancing
laughed.had "Igone
resaying that
over
so
well,
I
thought
I'd
try
putting
prestidigitator on the air and got somea
very serious letters from people who wondered how they would get the point of
tricks they couldn't see!"
Yes, ouslythey've
alwayswill.takenPartly,
the Major
seriand always
no doubt,
because in spite of a rich Irish sense of
humor,
takes so.himself very seriously and
his
workhe more
Work was his panacea when he lost his
beloved wife. It fills his life today and
brings a rich contentment, not only because itbrings a fabulous reward financially, nor merely because it keeps him
occupied day in and day out, but because
he himself thinks it is essentially constructive and worth while work. And because he was born to lead, to dominate,
and revels in the sense of power his position gives him. You could not conceive of
his being content with a passive, quiet
life. He has indeed been lucky in finding
an outlet for his energy, his strength, his
imagination, his varied talents. And we
cannot sneer at a man who has brought
delight not only to aspirants for fame and
fortune who have profited through him,
but to the radio audiences from Nome,
Alaska to Liberia, Africa!
If it enables him to line his walls with
magnificent paintings — and my feet loitered in the halls as I reluctantly walked
through them, unwilling to leave them
with only a casual glance: if in his home
he enjoys beautiful things, is particularly
proud of his antique silver; if he loves
to wander in a garden redolent with the
sweet perfume of gardenias — after all, why
not ? They are his ! And if he revels in
the adulation, thrives on the applause,
thrills to his position as No. 1 man in the
entertainment world — it would be very
curious
if heto didn't!
He seems
have an unquenchable thirst
for work. It keeps you young, he says —
and he can say it, for he works tirelessly
anrl looks much younger than his years,
much younger than his pictures.
In talking to him, I sought for honesty
of purpose, for integrity, for sincerity,
idealism — and I i)elie\e these qualities are
there, that in no other way could you account for the integrated, delightful personality that dominates the radio world
today — de dand
. Isaw dominates
no tail andit very
horns.jileasantly
And if in-he
is a little pompous, a bit vain — no one
has seriously challenged his position.
We would conceivably find it harder to
forgive so much conceit in a lesser man,
but the stage the Major struts is big and
his
smallaudience
enough toworld-wide!
begrudge it Let's
to him!not be
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RADIO STARS
RADIO
RAMBLINGS
(Continued from page 72)
MUSIC ON THE AIR
We've often
zvondcred
if radio
had not
superseded
the use
of musical
instruments
ill the average home. We find tcr are
wrong. _^
According to piano executives, radio is
responsible for a 300 per cent increase in
piano sales. Stimulating music appreciation and promoting general music culture
in millions of listeners, it has produced a
natural desire to create music — and thus
has provided a notable increase in the
sale of musical instruments.
POLITICS ON THE AIR
According to Hcywood Broun, in hi.
page incommentator
The X'ation,over
the the
onlyairclmjucnl
Xci
Deal
is fninkli
D. Roose-velt. Edivin C. Hill, Boakc Car
ter and Lowell Thomas, top nctiy.'ork coi,
inentators, are anti-Nezv Deal.
NEW HONORS
Enric Madriguera, the gifted young
maestro, is winning new honors in the
world of dance music. Having established
himself as the Tango King, Madriguera
was quick to realize that this type of music
had become a drug on the market. Accordingly he set out to establish himself
as one of the leading exponents of the soft
rhythmic dance music of the American
type. That he has succeeded is evidenced
by his continued popularity with New
York's
dance over
set.WOR.
His broadcasts
are
heardsmart
regularly
DESTINY'S CHILDREN
They didn't
go the ivhere
zvay their
fathersof
planned,
but folloived
the finger
fate
pointed
.
.
.
Jack
Benny's
zcanted him to be a tailor . . . Maryfather
Livingstone's mother hoped she ivould be a
milliner
. Kennyto foUoic
Baker's him
dad cx-pec^ed
the timid. . tenor
into the
furniture
business
.
.
.
And
.loliiiny
family planned for him a future as Green's
a Wall
Street financier . . . Shepper))ian zcas
scheduled
a lazvyerbe .a . missionary
. Don Wilson's
folks
hopedto hebe zvould
...
Parks foreJohnson's
father
and
grandfather
behim zvere preachers, but Parks felt
no urge to mount the pulpit. He does,
however, carry on the family tradition in
part — by holding a stezmrdship in a church
in his home tozi-n in Texas . . . Lozcell
Thomas, NBC commentator, has been about
everything from cozi'puneher to college profes or .. . Graham McNamee broke azi'ay
as soon as he could from his destined care r as concert baritone . . . George Hicks,
who covers speeuil events for NBC, left
the University of Washington to become
a lumberman, sailor, day laborer, pickle
makcr^ haberdashery salesman, hardzvare
clerk and truck driver . . . At the age of
eight Ben Grauer zvas a movie actor, later
aYoustagenever
juvenile
can for
fell. a number of years . . .
See you next month.

There is no longer any excuse for every month! Keep going, and keep
comfortable — with the aid of Midol.
giving-in to suffer
periodicin silence,
pain! It's
old- These
tablets pro\ ide a proven remedy
fashioned
because
there is now a reliable remedy for such for the relief of such pain, so why endure
suffering Midol might spare you?
suffering. Some women who have always had the hardest time are relieved
You can get Midol in a trim little
by Many
IMidol.who use IMidol do not feel one aluminum case at any drug store. Then
you may enjoy a new freedom!
twinge of pain,
evenentire
a moment's
Midol's relief is so swift, you may
discomfort
duringor the
period.
itis islasting:
a narcotic.
7wt. see
And youits
So, don't let the calendar regulate think
relief
two It's
tablets
your"save
activities!
Don't certain
"favor yourself"
or
yourself"
days of through your worst day.
How did Phil Baker keep cool this summer?
Where does Carson Robison write his plaintive songsl
Where was Igor Gorin born?
What NBC commentator was cowpuncher and college professor?
See RADIO RAMBLINGS— Page 6
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TORTURE //7yf//Wej
ATHLETE'S
Foot— stop
— poison
ivy —in
■'^■rashes
— eczema
torturing
minutes after
youapply
H YDROSAL.
It's new to gryou!
edient, used forContains
years in active
hospitals,inin improved
"colloidal"
form. Almost
instant
relief.
Astringent,
too; refines
skin. Accepted
by
Good
Housekeeping
Bureau.
all druKRists; liquid or ointment,At
30c or 60c
Hydrosal

fortune Anylo !>,■girl,tlieofiK.ssesMir
gloriously
r.uliaiU.
golden
liair?
course.theofButdrabbest,
now. thanks
tofadedBlondes,
the unique
shampoo-rinse,
most
hairIf
can
be
made
to
gleam
with
gold
for
just
a
few
cents.
you
want withgoldenthis hair,
try the will
new wash
Blondexyour today.
One
shampoo
new
Blondei
hair
2
to
shades bleach
lighter.or dye.
And »o/e/»,
too. with
for Blondex
IsTiKusednot bya4
harsh
Start today
Blondex —beauty
achildhood.
millionidoxblondes.
Bring
back
the
golden
Be— Shampoo
a true, alluring aoWen blomlo. (!ot theof
RIns,
MLONDEX
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nmnzinc
HEIU BERUTV
cnn BE

you're
missmq givesis toIh.sTRYFREEthemTRIALall; that's
why REIUVIA
oiler.
Here's
chance Three
to discover
lure. NEWyourbeauty.
lull trialNEWsizes ol-ol
the REIUVIA Lipsticks will be sent TREE.
your very own . . guaranteed3 covernonemailing
belter
costs: do it TODAY!
EJUVIA
LII^TTCK
I REJUVIA BEAUTY LABS , DEPT W. 39S B'WAY, N Y.

NAILS
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE
NEW!
Smart,nailslong,for
tapering
everyone
! Covernails
broken,
short,
thin
with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any
length
and
polished
anydetection.
desired shade
.
Defies
Easilygrowth
applied;or cuticle.
remains Removed
firm. Waterproof.
No effect
nail
will.on
Marvelously
natural-looking.
Try atthem!
7 S. CRAWFORD AVE.. mcERjlAns
NU-NAIL CO. NU-NAILS
CHICAGO, ILL.
WAKE

UP YOUR

BOARD OF REVIEW
{Continued from page 14)
TRA (NBC)
68.8
J', mill I! HIT
fine jobPARADE
in Fred Allen's
31. YOUR
(NBC absence.
and CBS)
The Zi'Cfifteen
of the. . .68.8
ZL'cek
and
dare most
you CHATEAU—
notpopular
to dance.tunesSMITH
32.
THE
SHELL
BALLEW,Smith
YOUNG
ORCHESTRA
(NBC)
68.4
Ballcw has one of the finest personalities and voices you'll hear. Guest stars
a
plenty.
33.
SPORT PARADE — THORNTON FISHER
(NBC)
68.3
Kapid-firc
of zi'hat's nc:ocartoonist.
in the sportin,, -.i'orld reports
bv the 'vell-known
34. LEO REISMAN'S ORCHESTRA (NBC)
. . .67.4
"Call for Philip
Morris!"CAPITOL FAMILY
35.
MAJOR
BOWES'
(NBC)
67.2
/( u'ouldn'tfavorite.
be Sunday '.eithout this longestablished
36.
PAUL
WHITEMAN'S
MUSICAL
VARIETIESBx (NBC)
67.0
all means, tune in.
37. LAVENDER AND OLD LACE (NBC)
,
.
.67.0
Frank Miinn and Lucv Monroe again.
38. LOWELL
THOMAS'
(NBC) 66.8
The news under
a microscope.
39. MELODIANA
(NBC)
66.2
Melody is supreme.
40. THE GOLDBERGS (CBS) 66.0
One
Man's
Family's
closest
rival.
41.
MUNN, (NBC)
BERNICEWALTZ
CLAIRE,TIME—
LYMANFRANK
ORCHESTRA
. . . 65.8
Just
the
thing
when
the
jitters
have
you
jumping
42.
RY-KRISP
PRESENTS
MARION
TALLEY
(NBC)
65.7
The former
opera star's voice is
ideally
suitedMetropolitan
for the microphone.
43.
ALEMITE
HALF
HOUR
WITH
HEIDT'S
BRIGADIERS
65.5
One of the (CBS)
best and qcttinq(MBS)
even better. 65.5
44. GABRIEL
A convincinaHEATTER
commentator.
45. CRUMIT AND S A N D E R S O N — H A L
KEMP'S
(CBS)
Their ORCHESTRA
motive
is to make
you happy and 65.2invariably
they succeed.
46. TEA TIME TUNES — RAMONA AND
SHILKRET'S
ORCHESTRA
Ramona's soni/s
and piano (CBS)
playimi have 64.8the
zip and bounce
been scarc'hin,, for.64.7
47. BOAKE
CARTERyou've(CBS)
Most fearless
of the commentators,
he
draos
111 the commercials
bv theNEWS
ears. but
48. KALTENBORN
EDITS THE
. (CBS)
. . 64.4
Aton,/ the VALLEY
lines of Edwin C. (NBC)
Hilt.
49. DEATH
64.2
Fxactlx as you would DAYS
suppose.
50.
AMERICA
DANCES—
LUD
GLUSKIN'S
ORCHESTRA
(CBS)
64.0
Impossible
to dance to but.somealways
of thea unusual
Gluskm arranucmcnts,
deliyht
51. TED HUSING AND THE CHARIOTEERS
(CBS)
64.0
Ted can'tMcCarthy
wuil fnr fr„ibali
to start. SHOTS
52.
CLEM
—
SPORTS
(NBC)
His voice makes the most inconsequential 63.7
golf

LIVER BILEWITHOUT CALOMEL
And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THE liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile onto the food you swallow 53.
(CBS)
63.5
VoUR^
every day. If this bile is not flowing freely, MANBENNy''"fIELd¥—
Song
salesman and you're
bound toandheDEsentiment
sold.PAREE WITH
your
food
doesn't
digest.
It
just
decays.
Gas
54.
FOLLIES
WILLIE
AND
bloats up your stomach. You get constipated. EUGENE HOWARD AND FIFI D'ORSAY
Your whole system is poisoned and you feel (NBC)
63.4
sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
Good fun by the Howard Brothers and Fifi's
CARNIVAL (NBC) 62.4
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause. 55. CAREFREE
MerrimentLAKEand CITY
melodies.TABERNACLE AND
It takesto get
thosethese
goodtwoold pounds
Carter'sofLittle
SALT
Pills
bile Liver
flow- 56.
ORGAN
(CBS)
61.8
For
our
better
sides.
ing
freely
and
make
you
feel
"up
and
up".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile 57. HAMMERSTEIN MUSIC HALL . (CBS)
freely.Stubbornly
Ask for Carter's
Little Liver
BriniTnui back the stars of the qood old. .61.2
days.
byflowname.
refuse anything
else.Pills
25c 58. MUSICAL
TOAST — JERRY COOPER,
at all drug stores. O isas. c. m. go. SALLY
SCHERMERHORN,
ORCHESTRA
(CBS)RAY BLOCK'S
61.0
1 he tricky
arranqcmentto shear.of Ray Block's orc
h
e
s
t
r
a
a
r
e
somcthina
59. EASY
(NBC)
Jane andACESGoodman
Ace ahoays can be60.8deMAKE
A WEEK
Yoo
learn$2S-$3S
practical
nursing
at physihome
pended upon for oenuinc laiiqhs.
in spatecancians.time.
Course
endorsed
by
60.
KATE
SMITH'S
BAND
(CBS)
Thousands of graduates. 37th year.
Doinq nicclx
'oliilc SELDES
Kale enjoys
a vacation.60.4
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hos- 61 YOU—
GILBERT
(NBC)
In which YOU make a very interesting 60.3
sub"H'u^
^^Vtr|of
Vw'ole1.
>ten''^n
...J'ii'
.u....e..
now.
te
Ur
y.en.s
,u,Uo„^pa^
Kaed
STnT^J
111.
East Ohio
BOWES' ORIGINAL;""cAMATEUR
Dept 'send2310 free100booklet
62 MAJOR
lesson pagea.
sampleChicago,
';'®°;
(NBC)
HOUR
and 32Street.
Please
The result of the change from Sunday to
Thursday evening will be interesting to see.

63. NATIONAL
AMATEUR NIGHT — BENNY
RUBIN
(MBS)
60.0
Benny makes BARN
a qrandDANCE
master-of(NBC)..
-ceremonies.
64. NATIONAL
59.8
Best
of
the
rural
frolics.
65.
AND ORCHESTRA
IRENE NOBLETTE
WITHTIMDONRYAN
VOORHEES
(NBC)
Jack Benny's
understudies.
66. GANG
BUSTERS
Phillips
Lord, stars.
with (CBS)
e.rciting crime yarns 59.5
and
unusual quest
67. FRANK
FAY atCALLING
Awfully qood
times. (NBC) 59.4
68.
FROLICS— CLARA, LU 59.4
'N'
EM FRIGIDAIRE
(NBC)
Housewiz'es
can be so amusing.
69.
MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND
(NBC)
Rachel Carlay heads the merrymakers. 59.0
70. BURNS CHESTRA
AND ALLEN (CBS)
— DUCHIN 58.8
ORYou must
can't sheget sinq?
enough of Grade's humor — so
why
71. TODAY'S
CHILDREN
58.4
And today'sMcGEE
problems.AND (NBC)
72. FIBBER
MOLLY .(NBC)
.
.58.0
fame is(NBC)
qatning.
73. Fibber's
IRENE
58.0
Dramatic RICH
tidbits starrinq Irene.
74. MARTHA
DEANE
(MBS) 58.0
Ramblmqs.
75.
MALONE'S BETWEEN THE BOOKENDSTED(CBS)
58.0
Yon needn't
book-a'orm
76. VOX
POP— beTHEa(NBC)
VOICE OFto enjoy
THE Ted.
PEOPLE
Nothing
is more interesting than the voice58.0of
the people,
Parks
Johnson.as guided by Jerry Belcher and
Diverting. VARIETIES (CBS) 57.3
77. BROADWAY
78. LAUGH WITH KEN MURRAY ...57.2
(CBS)
A'l'ii
time, hasso bea wealth
preparedof toamusing
laugh. material every
79. GREATER SINCLAIR MINSTRELS .(NBC)
. .56.8
Gus Van in cliarqe.
80.
THE
ATLANTIC
FAMILY
—
BOB
HOPE,
NICHOLS ORCHESTRA (CBS) 56.3
Bob Hope and "Honey Chile" form a swell
81. AMERICAN PAGEANT OF YOUTH
(NBC)
55.8
Glorifvinq the youngsters.
82. CAVALCADE
The United StatesOF inAMERICA
the making.(CBS).. 55.2
83. HUSBANDS
AND publicly
WIVES (NBC)
55.0
aired.
Marital problems
and entertainly
84. WILDERNESS
ROAD
(CBS)
Cowboys and
Indians.ANNIE (NBC)... 55.0
85. LITTLE
ORPHAN
Our
younqer
li.stencrs
enthuse no end. 54.8
86. LUM AND ABNER (NBC)
54.8
Rustic funsters.
87. VIVIAN
DELLA
CHIESA
(NBC)
54.5
A Icadinq soprano of the air.
88.
EDWARD
MacHUGH — THE GOSPEL
SINGER
(NBC)
54.4
Hymns and common sense.
89. TOMBOREE
HOWARD'S(NBC)
MEL-O-ROL JAM53.5
I om andously confused.
Georqc Shelton getting things hilari90. Pick AND PAT (CBS) 52.6
Minstrel dace.
91.
LAMPLIGHTER — JACOB TARSHISH THE
(NBC)
Subbinii
for the Voice of E.rperience. 52.5
92. THE O'NEILLS (NBC)
52.5
Family fiction.
93. DAVID
HARUM (NBC) 51.7
Love PERKINS
and adventure.
94. MA
(NBC)
51.0
An old lady philosophizes.
95 RENFRE'W OF THE MOUNTED . (CBS)
. .50.6
E.x-citinq and instructive.
96. VIC AND SADE (NBC) 50.5
Funniest
of the (MBS)
"family group".
97. UNCLE DON
50.4
Kid favorite.
98. FIVE
STAR JONES (NBC) 50.3
Newsdom BENSON
drama. (CBS) 50.2
BOBBY especially at the gro-wing young boy.
99. Aimed
but popular 'with their dads, as well.
100 UNCLE EZRA'S RADIO STATICJN

WELCOME VALEDGAR"
lOl. America's
(NBC
LEYA.
bestGUE^^^
loved
andIN best) paid poet...47.0

KAUlU blAKb
DYNAMO-PINT
SIZE
(Continuid from f^tic 43)
strange, mysterious country is laid before
her audience. Nancy and Charlie are real
children. They are. in fact. Xancy and
Charlie
Wicker Junior,
(Charlie'sbut real
name isis
Walter Wicker,
he never
called anything but Charlie) and they
are nine and eleven respectively. These
attractive
their why
mother's
inspiration youngsters
and are thearereason
her
stories are so true to life, so exactly
what children love to hear.
"Wednesday and Thursday." Miss
Wicker
"I usually
devote toI
fairy tales,explained.
but sometimes
on Thursday,
tell a true story based on the life of some
famous artist. Friday, a true story, about
some
personthis
. . .series.
'
Whenwell-known
she began
Miss
Wicker featured famous musicians and
artists of other days, but more recently
she has been telling the inspiring true
stories of the early years of some of our
most successful moderns — Lawrence Tibbett. Mme. Schumann-Heink, Helen
Hayes, Mary Pickford. and others.
There is really no age limit to those
who tune in and are charmed with the
Singing about
Lady'sa manprogram.
Wicker
I knew, Ithetold
fatherMissof
a family of four, who loved to listen to
her program and who was enthralled with
the quality of her speaking and singing
voice. Ireene was delighted.
nice?"othershegood
cried.friends
"And whodo
you"Isn't
know.thatI have
have written me fan letters — friends who
have no children of their own, or whose
children are grown. One is a little old
man in Florida — he is eighty-five years
old and writes me the nicest letters. And
another is the Bishop of the Arctic. He
writes and tells me about his work. And
one woman, whose daughter is a missionary in China, wrote me and asked
me
if
some
scripts people
couldn'tarranged
be sent
over there. ofThemy Kellogg
it and now they are broadcast over a microphone inChina, in English and Chinese."
"You really get sonicthins out of your
fan mail,
don't you—Sdiiiething
just
the number
uf letters?" more than
"Oh,
much
more
! Ittheis direct
so inspiring
and it makes up for
contact,—
the lift an actor gets from an audience."
"And didn't it surprise
get letters from grown-ups.youtoo?"at first to
"Yes. but I think it is a matter of temperament," Ireene answered thoughtfully.
"The
storiesbored
appeal—
don't. whether
People
who are
wouldor betheybored
they are two or eighty— and if they iike
them, they are thrilled whether they are
two or eighty I"
I think that is the real secret of Ireene
Wicker's
success. told.
Her stories
written, simply
They are
havesimply
the
beauty of clarity, of directness, of simplicity. They have drama, they have
emotional appeal, but they don't plav on
the emotions— the appeal is an integral
part less
of appeal.
the story and it is a universal, ageIn spite of the limitations of

CHEMIST REPORTS
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FLEA
SKIP-FLEA
KILLS S...-^
ALL FLEAS

HERE'S
proof thatfleas.
Skip-Flea
will freeactual
use ordinary
soapyouron dogyourof dog.
ItDon't
dries
and
irritates
his
skin.
Use
"Skip-Flea.
It soothes flea bites, destroys dog odor, "
keeps
EVERY coat
FLEA. in top condition a.nd kills
Or use the powerful "Skip-FleaPowder." Easy to apply. Guaranteed to kill
fleas.
sifterIt kills
top them
tins. all.
It doesn't
just stunBig,fleas.

Write (or your free copy of Sergeant s
famous book on tlie core of dogs. II may
save your dog's life. Write today.
Sergeant's
Products
are made
the
finest
ingredients.
Standard
since of1879.
Sold by dealers everywhere.
Free Advice. Our Veterinarian will anyour dog's health.
Write swerfullyquestions
givingaboutall symptoms.
Polk Miller Products Corporation
19'4 W. Broad St., Richmoad, Va.

SevqeoivYs
CORNS
64 E. Lake
Lustrous Color for
FADED
Removeern, scientific,
your cornsmedically
the modsafe
way
—
with
Dr.
Zino-pads. It's easy,Scholl's
quick
and sure. Noasdanger
bloodpoisoning
with ofcutting
your
corns,caustic
or risk
of acid
bum that
liquids
and
plasters so often cause. Apply
these soothing,
healing,
cushioning pads on sore toes
caused by new or tight shoes
and you'll stop corns before
they
can start.waterproof;
Dr. Scholl'sdo
Zino-pads
not stick to arestocking.
Sizes for
Corns, Callouses, Bunions and
Soft Corns. Sold everywhere.
DrScholls
Zino-pads
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Have ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through
hair.
goes — black,
streaks brown,
disappear.auburn,
Color
wantedGraycomes:
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on
clothing.
Hair staysbottle
fluff> —fromtakesdruggist
wave onor
curl. Get full-si:ed
money-back
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Package
Free.
Snip
ofl a lockNo ofexpense.
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RADIO STARS
a fifteen-minute broadcast, each is perfect in its way, whether it i< liistmy or
travel,
fairyas story
a nurser\rhyme.
She areads
if to ora uron]!
oi children
gathered at her knee and as if she
were singins a luUahy to a bahy in her
arms.
witlunit
pose. perIreene\\'ithout
herself effort,
is a tin\.
f,iir\-like
son.
\\'lien
I
met
her
slie
was
dressed from the crown of the perkysmartly
beret
atop her chestnut curls to the soles of her
toeless, high-heeled patent leather sandals. She has enormous dark c\ t -;, a w ule,
generous mouth and a sweet, unaffected
manner. I knew she was married and
the mother of two children who now are
almost as big as she is, but she seemed to
me like a little girl, as starry-eyed, as
eager as her daughter. I hope she never
loses
qualitywillofbecause
youth and
think that
she ever
it is Iandon'tintegral part of herself. It is. I think, what
gives her such complete understanding
of children.
Xotriedthat
she was
isn't barely
young — seventeen
she was —marwhen she
but
it is something at once younger and more
permanent than mere youth.
As a small child, there was only one
thing that Ireene wanted and that was to
be an actress. And opportunity came her
way at a very early age. For she was only
eleven, and in the first year of high
school, when she had her first theatrical
engagement.
"My family were terribly against it—
they had the old-fashioned idea that the
stage was worse than death ! But the
manager of our local stock company had
approached me and I had agreed to play
the part he wanted me for, before he saw
my parents — I fought tooth and nail and
finallyonconvinced
them I that
I couldn't
back
my word!
played
with thatgo
company for the next three summers—
and loved it !"
"1 suppose your family is reconciled
now — they couldn't, of course, take exception to the lovely work you do. "
She smiled. "Well, people feel differently about radio. They don't realize it is
just tlie same as a stage career."
".\nd are you satisfied with it, or do
yiiu still have stage ambitions?" I asked.
"I love it and at present am completely
satisfied. It keeps me busy, you knowgathering material, writing the scripts,
doing five programs a week — but that
doesn't
I wouldn't
to make
picture, mean
if I could
find thelikeright
vehicle.a
And I'd I. JVC a jiart in a play, if I could
find a rule like Marijnt's in Wuilcrset."
I a^kL-d her lir.w lar aliea<l she pre])arcd her -cripls and she lau.^lu-d.
■d<i;;htandnow I they
for six
weeks,
havearethewritten
most uiJ
marvelous
footloose, carefree feeling ! But that was
because of shifting the program from
Chicago to New York, you know — orforehanded!"
The lastdinarily ofI'm notJuneso brought
the removal
ofwithout
the Wicker
family
Xew Ijiily
\'ork, probtU
a break in the toSnuinn/
gram, now broadcast ironi th( east.
Ireene and Walter Wk l.rr met when
they were atlendm- ilie l/nmi-Miy of
■Wisconsin,
fell head She
over was
heelsseventeen,
in love
and were married.
he Ireene
not quite
twenty-one.
was born in Quincy, Illinois, and
■Walter in Morgan Park, Illinois. When
100

they left college, they gravitated quite
naturally to Chicago.
Walter originally had no particular
leanings toward a theatrical career but he
must
have caught
something
Ireene's
enthusiasm.
Eventually,
afterof repeated
auditions had i)rought repeated disappointments and the only opportunities offered
to Ireene were parts with road shows,
which she could not accept, she found her
great chance, winning the Kellogg Comfor hisa children's
program.
Walter pany's
was audition
to find
biggest opportunity
inpartsToday's
Children.
He
had
played
many
behind the radio scenes, as writer
and producer and mechanical expert, before he appeared as Bob Crane on this
program. He and Irna Phillips write the
continuity and Walter does other script
writing, too, but today he is well launched
on his career as an actor and quite keen
about it and very popular with the fans.
Ireene played the part of Eileen on this
program, but just prior to her leaving for
Xew York, Eileen was married and thus
written out of the program.
"However, I hope she will be written in
occasionally this winter,' Ireene remarked, "whenmore
thingstime.
are adjusted
and I
have a little
It is a grand
part, tress
ex(|uisitely
written
—
a
part
any
acwould love. I think Walter and Miss
Phillips have done a beautiful story."
The change from west to east was accomplished with much zest and enthusiasm
The entire Wicker family, including
Ireene's
faithful
secretary,
made enthe route
trip
in their car,
stopping
over night
so
that
they
wouldn't
be
too
tired,
and
enjoying it thoroughly. The summer plans
included the renting of a furnished home
in the suburbs, with swimming and horseback riding for the children. In the winter,
Ireene plans to live in New York, for the
children
will be inwhere
privatetheschool.
Ireene's
main ambition,
children
are
concerned, is to keep them unspoiled.
"I've
seen
the
nicest
children
spoiled
the unnatural environment of the theatrein
and radio," she said simply. "It's such an
artificial life I I'd hate to see my children
changed
that way.
They'vewe only
l)een ap-on
the air once.
Last spring
let them
pear on a program and I saw then how
easily a taste for it, for the excitement,
the public adulation, could be cultivated.
Of course, if they want to do it later on,
we
won't they
object,are butold I enough
don't want
them
to until
to decide
forGathering
themselvesand— andpreparing
not to bematerial
spoiled!"
takes
a lot ganofto write
Ireene's
Whensheshealsofirstbegan
bethesetime.
stories,
to collect books, in those early days haunting the second-hand liookstores, and now
she has a splendid library which is invaluable to her.
The Wickers have not had time to
travel as much as they would like. Once
they spent a sunnner in Europe with
mother,
who is anAndartist
inWalter's
the south
of France.
theyandmadelivesa
trip to Burmuda, which provided Ireene
with a wealth of material for the Nancy
and Charlie episodes.
.'\mong the most charming of her creations are the Indian legends.
"Someto bring
day," out
she adeclared
want
book ofearnestly,
my Indian"I
stories. Not as they have to be prepared
for radio, but in real story form." She

looked at me shyly. "I want to do so many
things ! I want to study more — both
piano
I've studied
little, and
but Ivoice.
particularly
want singing
to studya
theory and comixjsition, so that I can write
my own songs. You saw how it was at
rehearsal — I hum or sing the melody to my
accompanist and he writes the music, but
I She
want will,
to betoo,ablebecause
to do sheit all
is, myself."
in spite
of being pint-size, a dynamo of energy.
She has inspiration, imagination, creative
ability, all kinds of talent and there will
be a way somehow for her to work these
things into her schedule — the studying
and composing of music, acting in plays,
writing books ! A large schedule for a
small person ! But there is nothing small
about
or herthe gifts
and
she hasIreene's
the sortambitions
of character,
essential
drive and energy to make her accomplish what she sets out to do.
Sheviewfinds
instance,
intercelebritiestime,
she for
features
in hertostories.
"It's been such fun meeting them. And
they've
beensimpler
wonderful.
The greater
they are,all the
and more
sincere
they seem manintoof was be.
I
think
meeting
one of the greatest Rachthrills
I've ever had. And interviewing Helen
Hayes and Mary Pick ford . . .
"What I'd like to feel I am doing with
my
stories,"beautiful
she went
on, "is creating
something
and inspiring
as well
as entertaining. Of course I fall far
short, often, but it is what I want, what I
strive for. And I want to write a book
some day, too — not only the Indian legend
book, but another — that will be lovely and
lasting — truly beautiful. Something like
IVind
JVdhws!"
"But inmythefamily
will always come first,"
she added
simply.children.
"You know
it is
when
you have
I love how
to work,
but
them I and
I'd
give ifit itup came
withoutbetween
a qualm.
do myme, best
to give my husband and children a wellrounded,tunate sonormal
life. We've
been forfar — everything
has worked
out
beautifully. Even this move to New York
— we are all pleased. But I'd give it all up
in Ireene
a minutecreates,
if I felt
I was stinting
them.as'
differentiates
as many
fifty characters in her sketches, but she
restricts them as far as possible to no
more than three or four on a program,
believing that more would confuse the
children. She plays Hansel and Gretel and
the old witch as well. One moment she
is Nancy or Charlie and the next an old
sea captain. She plays the boy Lawrence
Tibbett and the little girl whose golden
voice has made Jessica Dragonette famous.
All these aixl many more characters of
fact and fiction become real for her young
listeners through the medium of her able
She has a very clear eoneeption of what
she is doing and her success is something
she has every ri.nht to he i.mud of, but
something whic h has come about naturally,
inevitably
almost.iiitere-t
l-'or elidilren
to her
are an absorbmu
and in creating
stories for them, m sin^.^ing to them, she
meets them on ilieir own ground, as one
of them. She does not sit down and write
a simi)le little story for a simple little
child! Instead, she telK in beautiful prose
the best, most interesting stones she has
been able to find in folk-lore, in history,
in the world of art, of music.
In tlie U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen, N. J.

savagely red
warmly moist
tenderly soft
W'lien lips arc a Savayc red,
llie spirit of junolc adventure prevails . . . and hearts
too easily are caused to skip
a beat! For, the five Savage
reds were purposely created
to he excilino. And they are!
But, it s lolly lor lips to
tempt unless their caress
proves warm, moist and
tender. So . . . Savage Lipstick also softens lips . .
makes them solter even than
Nature does; assurance that
Savage lips will always fulfill the promise their Savage
color makes.
And Savage is really indclihle, too. It clings savagely ... as long as lips are
wished to lin-e...and longer.
None other is like Savage!
Select Irom these five shades:
TANGERINE • FI.AME • NATURAL
BLLSIl • JtNGI.E
AT All TEN CENT STORES

PERMANENT

LIPSTICK

BY

\

Smoke to Your Throat's Content
Many smokers have chosen Lucky Strike-; sirii|)l\ Ixm aiisc
they taste better. Then as the days go 1(\ IIk
Luckies make smoother going for their ihroals— ihal llie\
are a Light Smoke. Certain acids and (jther heavv. hat^h
irritants naturally present in all tobacco are removed
by the famous process — It's Toasted." Only Luckies
are "Toasted." Smoke Luckies fo vour throat's content.

OF

RICH,

RIPE-BODIED

TOBACCO

-

DITl T(Q)^g?[l©

DR. &AFOE RtVEALS HOW RADIO WAY SAVt
IIMl/Fll
VM
!! YOUR BABY AS IT DID THE QUINTUPLETSI
AULUolVt

She evades
It's
human
na- destroy her
tureonly
to wait
breathles ly for such a lovely girl to turn her
proud head— to reward your admiration
with the glory of her smile!
only human
it,And
like it's
a physical
blow,nature
when tosheresent
does
turn, when she does smile— and all her
loveliness turns to ashes! For when a
smile betrays dull and dingy teeth— tengums— no glory of eyes or
hair dercanand ailing
save loveliness.
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
Too many soft foods . . . too little work and
resistance for the natural health of our

all close-ups ... Dingy teeth and tender gums
tle extra Ipana into
charm. ..She ignored "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
your gums every time
you brush your teeth! For Ipana is esteeth and gums— there arc the reasons
pecially designed to help your gums as
why that
brush"
is sodental
often inwarning
evidence."pink tooth
well astice anclean
your teeth.in You'll
soon no-of
improvement
the health
And for the sake of your oicn loveligums. New circulation wakens lazy
ness and your own health— if you see that your
"tinge
pink" onYouyour
brush, tissues. Gums grow stronger. They feel
see
yourofdentist.
may ownbe intooth
for serious
firmer. Theyfar look
they'll and
cersaferbetter.
from And
the threat
trouble. But he is far more likely to ex- danger taofinly be serious
gum
troubles.
plain theyou
menace
of ourbetter
"modern
The first ten days of Ipana and mas—to tell
to take
care menus"
of your
sage will show an improvement. And
gums, to give them more exercise. And he
thirty days will convince you that you
may tell you— he often docs— to switch to should
have changed to this modern, senIpana Tooth Paste and massage.
sible health measure long ago.
Play safe— get Ipana today. Rub a lit-
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27 STORIES

• Feel dizzy, headachy ? Skin sallow and
inclined to break out? These may be signs
that the system needs clearing out. Millions now enjoy freedom from the misery of constipation. For an ideal laxative
has been found— a dainty white mint-flavored tablet. Its name is FEEN-A-MINT.

• Just chew FEEN
A-MINT, the laxa
tive that comes
delicious chewing gum. Chew it for 3 minutes—longer ifyou like. The chewing
makes the difference! FEEN-A-MINT
brings blessed r-e-l-i-e-f. Used by
15,000,000 people of all ages. Non-habitforming. Convenient. Economical.

• Again able to enjoy life! All accomplished without griping, nausea, or disturbance of sleep. No upset stomach due
to faulty elimination. No splitting constipation headache. No medicine taste. So
try FEEN-A-MINT yourself — the cool,
mint-flavored chewing-gum laxative that
winning thousands
' new users daily.
Familyboxes
si] edonly
5c & 25c

ABRIL LAMARQUE, Art Editor
LESTER C. GRADY, Editor
FEATURES AND DEPARTMENTS

STORIES
THE LOW-DOWN ON LOWELL
(Haa ambition, nerva or luck shaped the career of Lowell Thomas?) Henry Albert PbillipS 16
IS MARLENE'S ALLURE FOR THE EYE ALONE?
(Does radio capture the persuasive charm of Marlene Dietrich?) LeO ToWHSend 20
DR. DAFOE REVEALS HOW RADIO MAY SAVE YOUR BABY
(The qumtuplets- physician suggests a new service for radio) Henry Albert Phillips 22
IF RADIO WERE UNDER CAROLE'S THUMB
(you'd get a thrill when you dial')
Wilfred Heoly 24
HE'S RADIO'S GIFT TO ROMANCE
(Robert
Taylor STARS
was on theA NECESSARY
radio before theEVIL?
movies "discovered" him) OladyS Holl 28
ARE GUEST
(Do
"visiting
firemen"
defeat
good
radio
entertainment?)
Noncy BorfOWS 30
HE DOES EVERYTHING BUT TAKE THE TICKETS!
(When Fred Aataire goes on the air)
Roy Foirbauit 32
THE GOOD WILL COURT ON TRIAL
(Is this good taste or shoddy entertainment?)
Elizabeth Benneche Petersen 36
JUNGLE BEASTS AT YOUR FIRESIDE
(Frank Buck "brings 'em back alive " radio brings them into our homss) . . Tom MeOPy 38
NO, NO, A HUNDRED TIMES NO!
(Why doe* Kay Thompson win men's hearts and refuse to marry?) DoPOthy BrOolcS 40
DON'T DARE CALL ME THAT!
(Marian and Jim Jordan, radio's Fibber McGee and Molly, disclose a secret) Jerry Maxwell 43
IF(TheONLY
HADN'T
trick ofTHEY
fate that
made PhilLAUGHED!
Baker what he is today)
Ruth Geri 44
SENSATION ON THE AIR
(Should scandal be part of radio fare? Gabriel Heatter *peaks his mind) . .Miriam RogerS 46
LOVE FOUND A WAY
(Harry Von Zell found success but no happiness, until — )
Miriam Gibson 50
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Dire cted by Jack Conway

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Producf/on
This page looks like a "Who's Who" of Hollywood ! Imagine seeing four of your favorite
screen stars in one grand picture! The story was so good that M-G-M decided to make a real
film holiday of it by giving it this ALL-STAR cast. The result is a gay, sparkling, romantic,
de luxe production in the best M-G-M manner— and that means the tops in entertainment.
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Here's ''Lucky Sue'' who
knows the Screen Stars' secret

LIKE MOST GIRLS I USE
?S>\dG^ AND ?0\N^^9.,
%{yrt^BJE?s DO I RISK
TO Lux Toilet Soap

"'^7'OU can use cosmetics all you
X wish," says Loretta Young,
"yet keep your complexion exquisite with Lux Toilet Soap."
This simple beauty secret is making thousands of girls lovelier. Lux
Toilet Soap guards against Cosmetic
Skin— dullness, tiny blemishes, enlarged pores.
We are so sure you will be delighted with the results of this care,
we want you to try it free. Just
send a clipping of this paragraph
with your name and address to
Lever Brothers Co., Dept. 005
Cambridge, Mass. By return mail
you
receiveSoap.
two full-sized cakes
of LuxwillToilet
(This offer good in V. S. and Canada only.)
lonem
Young
STAR OF THE 20TH CENTURY-FOX
PRODUCTION, "LADIES IN LOVE"
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YOUR
HIT P.M.
PARADE
NBC 10:00
EST Wed.; CBS 10:00 P.M. 80.7
FRED
WARING
S EST
PENNSYLVANIANS
NBC\1 PST:
9:00 CBS
P.M. 0:00
Fri.:ESTNBCTues.9:00 .79.9
PMARCH
P.M.
OF TIME
79.3
M-T-U'-T-F JESSICA
P.M. ESTCONCERT—
10:30SERVICE
CBS
CITIES
DRAGONETTE
78.8
NBC 8:00 P.M. EST Fri.
FLEISCHMANN'S
VARIETY HOUR- 78.6
RUDY
NBC 8:00VALLEE
P.M.
EST TONIGHT-STOOPThur.
TOWN
HALL
NAGLE AND BUDD, VAN STEEDEN
ORCHESTRA
NBC 9:00 P.M. EST IIVJ.; NBC 9:00 P.M.. , ^^-^
THE
77.7
NBC MAGIC
2:00KOSTELANETZ
P.M. KEYEST OFSun.RCA
ANDRE
ORCHESTRA 77.5
CBS Fri.
9:00 P.M. EST n'ed.: CBS 10:00 P.M.
EST
LUX 0:(HI
RADIOP.M. THEATRE
77.2
CBS
EST Mon.
THE JERGENS
PROGRAM— CORNELIA 76.4
OTIS
SKINNER
NBC Sun.
9:00 P.M. EST Sun.; NBC 8:15 P.M.
KRAFT MUSIC
HALL— BING CROSBY, 74.4
DORSEY
NBC 10:00 ORCHESTRA
P.M. EST Thur.
BURNS AND
ALLEN, DUCHIN ORCH 71.6
CBS
PST 8:30
Wed. P.M. EST Wed.; CBS 9:30 P.M.
AMERICAN
ALBUM
OF FAMILIAR 71.6
MUSIC
NBC 9:30
P.M. AND
EST Sun.
BEN
BERNIE
ALL
NBC 9:00 P.M. EST Tues. THE LADS 71.3
RADIO WIND
CITY MUSIC
HALL WOOD- 71.1
NBC 12:30CARAVAN
P.M. E.^TENSEMBLE
Sun.
CAMEL
RUPERT
GOODMAN BAND, SHILKRET HUGHES,
ORCH 71.0
CBS
9:311 P.M. I-:.S'TCHAMPIONS
Tues.
STUDEBAKER
—RICH- 70.8
ARD
HIMBER
NBC Mon.;
9:30 P.M.
P.ST
NBC E.ST
10:00 Man.;
P.M. NBC
PST 9:30
Fri. P.M.
SIDE OF THE NEWS— EDWIN 70.8
C.HUMAN
HILL
NBC 7:.y) THOMAS
P.M. EST M-W-T
LOWELL
70.5
NBC 6:'f5 P.M. E.ST M-T-W-T-F
AMOS
'N'
ANDY
NBC }\M.
7.00 P.M.
EST M-T-W-T-F; NBC 70.5
8:00
PST M-T-W-T-F
ALEMITE
HALF-HOUR
WITH HEIDT'S 70.4
BRIGADIERS
CBS
8:00 P.M. E.ST Mon.
fx
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James Sullivan
Louisville Times. Louisville. Ky.
C. L. Kern
Indianapolis Star. Indianapolis. Ind.
ChicagoLarry
Tribune,Wolfers
Chicago, III.
James E. Chinn
Evening and Sunday Star,
Washington, D. C.
H. Dean
Fitzer City, Mo.
Kansas City
Star, Kansas

22. GABRIEL
HEATTER
70.3
MBS 9:00 P.M.
EST M-W-T
23. VARIETIES
PAUL
WHITEMAN'S
MUSICAL
70.2
NBC Sun.
9:15 P.M. EST Sun.; NBC 8:30 P.M.
PST
24. BARLOW
EVERYBODY'S MUSIC — HOWARD 69.5
CBS 3:00 P.M. EST Sun.
25. A.NBC& P.9:00GYPSIES—
P.M. EST HARRY
Mon. HORLICK, .69.2
26. VOX
POP — THE VOICE OF THE 68.6
PEOPLE
NBC 9:00 P.M. EST Tues.
27. LEO
REISMAN'S
NBC Tues.
8:00 P.M. ESTORCHESTRA
Tues.; NBC 8:30 P.M. 68.5
PST
28. THE
VOICEP.M.OFESTFIRESTONE
NBC
8:30
Mon.; NBC 8:30 P.M. 68.3
PST
Mon.
29. CBS
HOLLYWOOD
9:00 P.M. E.STHOTEL
Fri. 67.3
30. ONE
MAN'S
FAMILY
66.3
NBC
8:00
P.M.
EST
Wed.; NBC 9:30 P.M.
P.ST Sun. PROGRAM
31. CONTENTED
66.0
NHC 10:00TIME—
P.M. ESTFRANK
.Man.
32. NICE
WALTZ
MUNN, BER- 65.6
CLAIRE,
LYMAN
ORCHESTRA
AV.-f 9:H()
Fri.
33. RACING
BRYANE.STFIELD
G5.0
MBS 10:15
I'.M . EST Fri. C4.6
34. GANG
BUSTERS
(
Vi.S
111:00
I'.M.
E.ST
Wed.
35. CBS
BOAKE7:^5CARTER
£4.3
P.M. E.ST M-T-W-T
36. MAJOR
BOWES'
CAPITOL
FAMILY
AVif 11:.W EST ,s»h. 64.1
37. CRUMIT
AND SANDERSON-HAL 64.0
KEMP'S
7:30 ORCHESTRA
P.M.HOUSE
FIST Sun.
38. CBS
MAXWELL
SHOWBOAT
63.9
NBC Thur.
9:00 P.M. E.ST Thurs.;
NBC 8:15 P.M.
I'ST
39. HOUR
MAJOR BOWES' ORIGINAL AMATEUR
63.9
,\7J( ■ 8:00
n.
40. VOORHEES
TIM
RYANI'. M.ORCHESTRA
ANDEST SnIRENE
NOBLETTE, 63.7
NBC Sun.
7:00 P.M. EST Sun.; NBC 8:30 P.M.
' P.ST
41. CBS
LAUGH8:30 WITH
MURRAY
P.M. ESTKENTues.;
CBS 8:30 P.M. 63.0
P.ST Tues.
42. WAYNE'S
KING'S
62.7
NBC 8:.W P.M.
EST ORCHESTRA
T-W
43. MARTHA
DEANE
62.6
MhS
2:011
I'.M
l:Sr
.\1-I-W-T-F;
MBS
11:45 SINGING
.\..\L I:.SI LADY
\„i
44. THE
62.6
NBC 5:30 P.M. M-T-W-T-F

Vivian M. Gardner
Wisconsin News, MHwaukee. Wis.
Joe HaefFner
Buffalo Evening
News. Buffalo. N. Y.
Andrew W. Foppe
Cincinnati Enquirer, Cincinnati, 0.
Oscar H. Fernboch
San Francisco Examiner,
San Chuck
Francisco,GayCal.
Dayton Daily News, Dayton, Ohio

62.0
45 MELODIANA
NBC 8:30DELLA
P.M. E.ST
Mon.
CHIESA
62.0
46 VIVIAN
NBC 7:45 P.M. E.ST Tues.; NBC 10:30 P.M.
F:.ST Fri. HOLMES
61.8
47, SHERLOCK
MBS
8:30 P.M. EST Sat.
61.6
48 HUSBANDS
NBC 7:30 P.M.ANDESTWIVES
Sun.
TED
MALONE'S BETWEEN THE 61.6
BOOKENDS
*^ CBS
12:00 Sun.Noon EST M-T-W-T-F; 6:45
P.M.
EST
CLEM
NBC 11:00McCarthy—
I' .M. E.ST Sal.SPORT shots .61.6
51 ORCHESTRA
AMERICA DANCES— LUD GLUSKIN'S 61.2
8.00 P.M. OFEST AMERICA
Sun.
CAVALCADE
61.2
52. CBS
8:00
P.M.
EST
Wed.
53, CBS
YOU—
GILBERT
SELDES
61.2
NBC 3:00 P.M. E.ST Sun.
60.8
54, LAVENDER
NBC 8:30 V.M.ANDESTOLDWol.LACE
55. FRIGIDAIRE
FROLICS—
CLARA,
LU
'N'
EM
60.8
NBC 9:30 P.M. E.ST Fri.
SHELL
CHATEAU—
SMITH BAL- 60.7
56. THE
LEW,
YOUNG
ORCHESTRA
MBC 9:30 P.M. EST Sal.
THE
ATLANTIC
FAMILY— BOB HOPE, 60.6
NICHOLS
ORCHESTRA
CBS
Thur. WITH THE
rg FOLIES7:00 P.M.DE ESTPAREE
HOWARDS
ANDEST FIFI
NBC
8:00
P.M.
Wed. D'ORSAY 60.4
59 TEA TIME TUNES—
RAMONA AND 60.3
SHILKRET'S
CBS
5:30 P.M. ORCHESTRA
EST Sun.
60. TALLEY
RY-KRISP
PRESENTS MARION 60.3
NBC 5:00 P.M. EST Sun.
61. EASY ACES
60.0
NBC 7:00 P.M. EST
T-W-T
62. MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND.
. . .59.8
NBC
9:00
P.M.
E.ST
Sun.
CARNIVAL 59.8
63. CAREFREE
NBC O'NEILLS
9:30 I'.M. EST Mon.
59.4
64. THE
NBC 3:45 McGEE
I'.M. E.STANDM-T-W-T-F
MOLLY
59.2
65. FIBBER
NBC
8:00
P.M.
EST
Mon.;
NBC
9:00
P.M.
PST Mon.
58.6
66. HAMMERSTEIN
EST MUSIC
Tues. HALL 58.6
67. CBS
LUM 8:00ANDP.M.ABNER
NBC 7:30 P.M. EST M-T-W-T-F; NBC
8:15 P.M. PST AMATEUR
M-T-W-T-F NIGHT68. NATIONAL
BENNYf,:00RUBIN
58.5
MTS
P.M. EST. Sun.
58.2
69. IRENE
NBC 8:00RICH
P.M. EST Fri.
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EXPLAINING THE RATINGS
The Board of Review bases its percentages
on the assumption that all radio programs
are divided into four basic parts: material,
artists, presentation and announcements,
each consisting of 25% and making the
perfect program of 100%. These ratings
are a consensus of opinions of our Board
■ •i Review and do not necessarily agree
with the editorial opinion of R.^Dio Stars
Magazine. Programs outstanding as to
artists and material, often suffer because
of poor mercial
presentation
or exaggerated
announcements.
There have combeen
many changes in program for the summer
months. The Board reviewed as many of
the current major programs as it possibly
could before this issue went to press.
. AMERICAN PAGEANT OF YOUTH . 57.4
.\BC l-':00 .V.v.n EST Sun.
.KATE
BAND
57.3
7:30SMITH'S
P.M.
Tucs. Thur.
. CBS
NATIONAL
BARNE.-'TDANCE
56.0
SBC
9:30
I'M.
Es!
S.i:.:
\BC
S:00
P.M.
/'>T .Sd.'.
. UNCLE
EZRA'S
56.0
XBC 7:1?
P.M. RED
ESTRADIO
M-W-FSTATION .55.8
. THE
FLYING
/i.OO
P.M.MACHUGH,
EST F,i.HORSETHETAVERN
. CHS
EDWARD
GOSPEL
SINGER
55.8
XBC 11:43PARADE—
.\.M. ESTTHORNTON
M-T-W-T-F FISHER 55.6
. SPORT
SBC
7:4?
P.M.
EST
Sat.
SALT LAKE CITY TABERNACLE AND 55.0
ORGAN
CBS
11:30 .\.M. ROAD
E.ST Sun.
WILDERNESS
5S.0
CBS
5:45 BENSON
P.M. £>T M-T-IV-T-F
BOBBY
55.0
CBS
f>:15
P..\I.F:.ST
.IMI
-F
GREATER
SINCLAIR
. 54.6
SBC 9:(M) P.M.
E.^T THE
.\In„.MINSTRELS
JUDY
CHARIOTEERS 54.5
CBS 7:30STARR
P.M. AND
E.<T .\lun.
TODAY'S
54.4
SBC 10:45 CHILDREN
A.M.VARIETIES
EST .M-T-W-T-F
BROADWAY
54.0
CBS
S:JO
P.M.
EST
Fn.
DEATH
VALLEY
54.0
NBC 9:00
P..M.
ESTDAYS
Thur.
PICK
ANDP.M.
PAT
53.3
CBS
8:30
EST
Mon.:
CBS
8:30
P.M.
P.ST Mon.
BENNY
FIELDS, YOUR MINSTREL 53.2
MAN
CBS
7:30 P .M. II -F
MUSICAL SCHERMERHORN,
TOAST— JERRY COOPER,
SALLY
RAY 50.0
BLOCK7.00 SP.M.
ORCHESTRA
CBS
EST
Tiu-..
DAVID
49.8
SBC AND
11:00HARUM
.\.M. EST .M-T-\f -T-F
VIC
SADE
48.6
SBC
3:30
P.M.
EST
M-T-W-T-F:
SBC
11:30 .\.M.
M-T-W-T-F stations WJZ
WSYR.
liX-S,EstH7/.4.U
EDGAR
VALLEY 48.6
SBC 8:30GUEST
P.M. £>TIN WELCOME
Tues.
FIVE
STAR
JONES
47.8
10:15 .\.M. E.^T M-T-W-T-F
MASBC
PERKINS
47.2
SBC
3:15
P
.M.
EST
M-T-W-T-F
UNCLE
DON
READSM-T-W-T-F.
THE FUNNIES
46.7
MBS
6:00
P.M.
EST
Soon
Sun.
RENFREW
OF EST
THE M-T-W-T-F:
MOUNTED
CBS
CBS 8:15 46.0
P.M. 0.45PSTP.M..M-T-W-T-F
LITTLE
40.0
SBC 5:45 ORPHAN
P.M. EST ANNIE
M-T-W-T-F

liat are

8"MUSTS^'
demand

tne

doctors

of a laxative

YOUR
concern product
is your
health.doctor's
And deepest
any medicinal
even remotely connected with your health
assumes great importance in his mind.
You will discover, for instance, that
physicians have a definite standard of requirements for a laxative before giving it
tlieir approval. Read these 8 points carefully. They are very important.
WHAT DOCTORS REQUIRE OF A LAXATIVE:
It should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Itstime.
merit should be proven by the test of
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pain<.
It should not nauseate, or upset diixestion.
EX-LAX REQUIREMENTS
MEETS THE DOCTOR'S
Ex-Lax checks on every point the doctor
looks for in a laxative. Not merely on one
or two. But on all the points that the medical profession includes in its code. You
can have no better proof of tlie confidence
Ex-Lax enjoys than the fact that many
physicians use it in their own homes.
When Nature forgets —
remember
EX- LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

?

For over 30 years mothers and grandmothers have given Ex-Lax to their chil. Becausean theidealverylaxative
qualitiesdren.that\^'hy?
make. . Ex-Lax
for you areEx-Lax
doublyhasimportant
child's
welfare.
proved soto asatisfactory in millions of cases that it has become
the largest-selling laxative in the world.
CHECK THE DOCTOR'S FINDINGS YOURSELF
Try Ex-Lax the next time you need a
laxative, and you will see how right the
doctor is. For Ex-Lax is mild and gentle.
It works thoroughly, but without the
slightest
no stomachdiscomfort.
pains, no You'll
nausea,experience
no weak
"dragged down" feeling. And Ex-Lax will
form a habitthe — dose
you todon't
onnot increasing
get have
results.to keep
A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE
Ex-Lax tastes just like pure, delicious
chocolate ... so different from harsh,
nasty-tasting
perfect
laxative
for allcathartics.
— children It's
and thegrown-ups
alike. All drug stores have Ex-Lax in
10c and 25c sizes. Or if you prefer to try
Ex-Lax at our .'xponse, mail the coupon.
TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE! .
j (I'aMe tills on a penny postcard) j
II Tini.>
1 X l'laz»
Inc.. Station.
P. O. Boillrookl>-n.
i:0
N. T.MW-116 |I
I I want to try Ex-Lai. Please send free sample. |
II
Name
II
I Addres.
I
I
I
I City
Ase I
( ir jou lire In Canada, write i:x-Lax. Ltd.. Montreal) J
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RADIO STARS

KEEP

YOUNG

AND

BEAUTIFUL

Honey Chile, Bob
Hope's
Sleepy-time
Stooge, who
really is
Iviargaret Johnson,
faithfully follows
a cleansing routine
every night before
she goes to sleep.

A special nnake-up
scarf, whisked over
your dress, nnakes
your powdering and
brushing a pleasure,
says Honey Chile.
The scarf snaps on
one shoulder.

BEAUTY

HINTS

CHILE -THE

FROM

BOB

BLUEBONNET

IT'S smart to be lazy, says Honey Chile, and we believe
luherT.Texan
l-Or Honev
to you, and
family,Chile
has laziness
downMargaret
to a fineJohnson
art. Sheto
actually puts it to work for her, in keeping "young and
beautiful."
Yes, gals
ma'am.
may claim line,
to bebutonewe ofclaim
the
laziest
southHoney
of theChile
Mason-Dixon
that she is also one of the loveliest. She is a tall, willowy
blonde, with h(ine\-colored hair, the proverbial Southern
b(Ik'>
iicachc^-and-cream
and eyes aIncidendeeper
lihic- than
a whole field ofcomplexion,
Texas blucbonnets.
tally,
she
flew
to
Dallas.
'J"ex;is,
recently
to
reign
as
of the P>lue1)onni-t - at the Te\a> Centennial, which <isHieen
our
idea ni tlie perfect joli for Money Cliik\ next to being
BobThere
Hope's
ige 111 7'lir
/•'ainily.laughter-loving
is a stiHradiance
about. llhtnlic
this (lini])led.
Hone\- ( hile which reminds me of the di'Tiiiitioii of glamour gi\ en bv a famous Hollywoofl director, lie >aid : "I'm
going to take the i)oetic license of Carl ,'-^;nidl)tirg. who
defined poetry a^ ri s\iitliesis of li\;icimhs and biscuits; 1
savButthatweglamour
is a synthesis
of sunshine
were back
where glamour
began and
withlaiigiiter."
a )awn.
Honey Chile has a perfectly grand s}steni for kee])ing
beautiful
and lazyand,
all atif put
the tosameit, will
time.brush
She itlo\cs
lu'^ but
ing
her hair brushed
herself,
a l^lan she likes better is to have her sister or girl friend
brush it for her, and then she reciprocates by manicuring
the sister's or girl friend's nails, which requires less elbow
grease, but more talent.
own nails
SheHoney
does Chile's
them herself.
She areis meticulously
superstitious, manicured.
too, about
10

HOPE'S
CLAMOUR

HONEY
CIRL

her nail polish ! She thinks it is bad luck to wear the
same shade twice in succession ! She has a lot of superstitions, but that is the only one she would tell. Maybe
part of that superstition might be accounted for subconsciously, inthe fact that she adores bright shades of
polish, and likes an excuse for changing shades as often
as possible. When we took the photographs, she was
wearing a rust shade of polish which blended in beautifully with her ])cach negligee and the bright ribbon tied
aroundhaflhercolor
bonny
blonde hair.
too badShe wewascouldn't
have
photography
in this(It'scase.)
going
to don a dark blue knitted suit with a perky bandana next,
so her next change of nail polish was to be a new bandana
red.
In spite of the fact that Honey Chile maintains staunchly that every bone in her body is lazy, evidence will slip
out
now anddone,again
denies it.
'bakeandthethesuit,
very
beautifully
that that
she knitted
herself;
evening
gown she showed me. ."^he admits that, as befits a
.Southern lady,hearsay,
she can too,
"do anything"
with that
a needle.
authoritatixe
1 understand
.she canFromdo
right nobly with a skillet and some good old Southern
cooking ideas. In fact, her idea of a perfect day off is to
spend it making jiies ami things.
Hone\- Chile is a girl .after our own hearts. She loves
to eat. l{speciall\- Sotithcrn smothered chicken! She has
what she calls lu r lazy way of keeping her figure, nevertheless, because not e\ en Honey Chile can eat her cake
all
the
time,
and it.
lunetoo."it",Astoo.soonHeras way
^Ou can follow
she isgetsveryup simple.
in the
morning, she has a large glass of orange juice. Then all

RADIO STARS
BY
B I D

MARY
D

L E

My

skin

was

never

lovelier

Milk and sleep are Honey
Chile'sing only
for keepyoung recipe
and beautiful.
she has for breakfast is a glass of
milk. You coifee drinkers would no
doubt have to substitute the coffee
for the milk. For lunch, this
Southern food-lover contents herself
with another glass of milk, and a raw
vegetable salad, or a vegetable plate.
(If you want a non-calorie dressing,
you reducing gals, here it is. Just
plain mineral oil. plus lemon juice, a
dash of Worcestershire sauce and
maybe a pinch of mustard.) For
dinner, Honey Chile indulges herself,
Southern smothered chicken and all,
but she never takes second helpings,
and she never eats both bread and
potatoes. So you have a shining example of will power in the luscious
Honey Chile, who maintains that her
grandfather was a Confederate soldier, "because the food was better."
Honey Chile loves milk. And right
here and now we want to squelch the
widespread belief that milk is fattening. Any food is fattening, if you
have enough of it. Just on calorie
count, for example, you will find that
milk
heavycommon
caloric
contenthasn't
that nearly
certaintheother
foods have. One glass of milk has
only about (^Continued on page 63)

HiLD.\ WADE is even lovelier than
her picture. This gracious bride
has a perfect complexion — smooth,
clear, fresh. "A tribute to Camay s
excellent care," she says.
Your skin, too, should have
Camay's perfect care. For Camay
has a mild, gentle way of bringiiij);
out the true loveliness of your complexion. Camay'screamy.rich lather
soothes the skin. Camay's tiny bubbles work energetically — cleansing
CAMAY

right down to every pore. In no time
at all, your skin will have a loveliness all the world can admire.
The magic of Camay ? Its mildness. Camay is definitely, provably
milder than other leading beauty
soaps. Try Camav todav. Order half
a dozen cakes. Its price is very low.
Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

RADIO STARS

Have a L ear

LOVELY

RADIO
WILLIE: Wanna buy a sweepstakes
ticket?
GENE: Yeah— how much?
WILLIE: Tzt'enty cents.
GENE: Tiventy cents! I thought they
cost tivo dollars apiece.
WILLIE: They do.
Then hoiv can you sell 'em.
forGENE:
Izccnty cents?
zc'ojJVILLIE:
last zveek! Easy. You see, the race
{WILLIE
and EUGENE HOWARD,
Folies
de Parec.)

SKIN

GETGiverid your
of blemishes,
spots throat,
and pimples.
arms, your
your
shoulders
—
as
well
as
your
face
—
radiant,
youthful beauty that men admire sothemuch.
Disfiguring
eruptions
f you
remove
their real
cause. vanish
And themagically
cause in ithous
a
n
d
s
o
f
cases
—
perhaps
in
yours
—
is
poisons
that haveyouraccumulated
within your body and
tainted
blood.
To
win
the
beauty
you
you must
your system of these poisonswantat— once.
So do ridas
thousands
have
done—
and
try
pleasant-tasting
Yeast Foam Tablets today.
Yeast Foam Tablets are pure, wholesome
yeast
— one Bof Complex.
the richest Andknownthis natural
of Vitamin
precioussources
natural food substance
worksandin tone
nature's
own way.orIt tends
to
strengthen
intestinal
gans— helps rid
the body
of poisonous
wastes.
—easily
your andskinnaturally
has the
chance
to become
trulyThenlovely.
Get Yeast Foam Tablets today. End the frequent cause
ugly enchantingly
blemishes — andlovely.
strive to
make all
yourof skin
Ask your druggist forYeast Foam
lUfS^ Tablets substitutes.
today — and refuse
S / forMoilTrialCoupon
Sample
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Av.. Chicago, 111.
II Tablets.
Please send(OnlyFREE1 sample
TRIALper sample
family.)of YeastMM Foam
JJ-36
I Name
I Address
__.
I CUy
Stale.
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I tell you Rudy, I can paint
menTED:
and women.
RUDY:
So — yon
yoit'reare a ignoramipnss.
portrait painter.
TED:
paint
MEN Noon— one
door and WOMEN onI
tlic
other.
rlies.)
( TED BERGMAN on Vallee Vari-

PHIL : Good morning, Agnes. I would
have
earlier,floor.
but I took the
elevatorbeento here
the fortieth
AGNES
:
But
Phil,
our
studio is on
the third floor.
PHIL: I know ... I like to slide
down banisters.
{PHIL BAKER, Gulf Program.)

TIM: Why isn't your mother here
tonight?
IRENE:
home singing a duet.
TIM: WithShe'swhom?
IRENE: With me.
TIM: ButI you're
here.I finished first.
IRENE:
knoiv, but
{TIM Jello
RYAN Program.)
and IRENE NOBLETTE,
JACK: Mary, what do you want to do
with your vacation?
MARY: I'd like to go to Chicago and
see the World's Fair.
JACK:
closed
two The
years World's
ago! Fair! Why, that
MARY:
told you and
it wouldn't
(JACK IBENNY
MARYlast!LIVINGSTONE, Jel o Program.)
KEN: You'd be surprised, Fred. All
marry.
the girls in my home town don't ivant to
AN NCR: How do you know?
KEN: I asked them? . . . So, I came
back yesterday feeling a little blue and
went
to see theYou"Gold
of 1936."
AN NCR:
meanDiggers
the picture?
KEN: No — the Income Tax Department?
{KEN MURRAY, Rinso Program.)

BOB: My uncle went to see Pagliacci in
Little Rock once, and went out and asked
for
his money
back becauseto hehavewasn'ta fellow
goin*
to pay
laugh
athishimgoodfor money
ten minutes. When the
management saw him they gave him his
money, because they knew that tenor wasn't
just(BOB
singin'BURNS,
a song! Kraft Music Hall.)

MILTON: I phoned down to the clerk
and said : "There's a rat in my room."
And he said: "Sorry, but he'll have to
come
down andAndregister."
ANNC'R:
did you register Milton?
Air.)
{MILTON BERLE,
_^ Follies of the
TED: I am a great Russian lecturer.
STRAIGHT: Did you ever speak before
a large crowd?
TED:
Smertainly!
I said "Not Guilty!"
STRAIGHT:
Not guilty?
TED:
I
said
it
.
.
.
the jury
didn't.
(TEDDY BERGMAN,butVallee
Varieties.)
FRED: I'm sure gonna miss Maiv
around. here. I reckon I ivon't do much
eatin
JACK: You ain't aintin' to let your
grief
interfere with you're eatin'?
ourFRED:
teeth! 'Taint that . . . Mazi''s took
{FRED
Town Hall ALLEN
Tonight.)and JACK SMART.

TIM : Say, Irene, you look swell tonight, but Iandnotice
you're one.
wearing one
black shoe
one brown
that this
funny?
My sister
hadIRENE:
the same Isn't
trouble
morning!
{TIM
RYAN
and
IRENE
NOBLETTE, Jello Program.)
OSWALD : I fell on my gun and the
Yes?
gunKEN:
went of¥.
OSWALD : Yes ... the bullet went in
my chest and came out of my back.
a minute
you chest
can't
tellKENme :thatWait
the bullet
went . in. .your
and came out your back . . . why, it would
goOSWALD:
through yourOh,heartno! and kill you!
KEN: Why not?
OSWALD : My heart was in my
mouth I
{KEN MURRAY, Rinso Program.)

RADIO STARS

Selected

Snickers

from

Popular

Programs

LAUGHS
CHEERILY: It is so cute to watch the
mammaaround
kangaroos
they carry their
young
in their aspouches.
tion?YAHBUT: What if they get indigesCHEERILY: Why? What do you
mean?
theirYAHBUT:
stomachs? Can't keep anything on
(YAHBUT and CHEERILY, Vallie
Varieties.)

FRED:
are things at your cousin's
corset
shop,HowPortland?
PORTLAND: She closed up her corset
shop. It turned out to be a bloomer.
FRED: She closed it in the knicker time,
eh?(FRED ALLEN and PORTLAND
HOFFA, Town Hall Tonight.)
FIGGSBOTTLE.
vhcn roil 7ccre born? Can you remember
FISH could
FACE:I remember?
I nvs just a baby then
-luw
N.B.C.)
(FISHFACE and FIGGSBOTTLE
MILTON: In my hotel, rooms are
one ^ dollar and up . . . One dollar and
you're
up all night!
Air.)
{MILTON
BERLE. Follies of the

I hate

Why are they building
boatsPORTLAND:
so big these days?
FRED:
I
don't
know . . .tickets.
unless it's to
bring over more sweepstakes
(FRED ALLEN, Town Hall Tonight.)
WILLIE: You know, Gene, Ive got
abroke.
lucky charm that keeps me from going
GENE:
lucky charms.Nonsense, I don't believe in
WILLIE: I know what I know! With
my charm I'll always have money in my
GENE: What is this charm?
pocket.
WILLIE: A hundred-dollar gold piece!
(WILLIE
and EUGENE HOWARD.
Folies
dc Paree.)
{Continued on page 106)
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RADIO STARS

SHE

WEARS

Gladys
Swarthoutin
shows
Fall smartness
gray
woolaccessories.
stripes,
with brown
BY

ELIZABETH
ELLIS

HE glamour of exquisite
finger tips may be yours
for so little with Chic. This luxurious quality polish in an artistic
oversized bottle is a real economy
to use. It's the perfect polish —
easy to apply and long wearing.
With Chic only 10c you'll want
several shades to highlight any'
mood— grave or gay— as you wish.
Chic polish is obtainable in either
transparent or creme. Chic Polish Remover— plain, or oily for
brittle nails, makes a change of
polish utterly simple. Chic Cuticle
Remover completes a perfect five
minute manicure at your own
dressing table.
Chic Manicure Requisites art
sold in all Five and Ten Centi
Stores at 10c each. J
14

WHAT

Misty tulle for evening wear, with
the daisy nnotif that is one of
Gladys
preferences.
You
will see Swarthout's
this in C hompagne
Waltz.
AChic
typical
Swarthout
effect.of
homespun
jacket
green, brown and beige, and
flaring beige tweed skirt.

GLADYS SWARTHOUT is back
in Hollywood, which means that all
you who are her screen and radio
fans will be able to feast your eyes
upon her once again and can tune
your ears to her charming voice.
She is busy making Champagne
Waltc, but she will find time, of¥screen, to satisfy the demands of her
air fans as well. To me, Gladys is
the true example of that very overworked description "A typical American." Not only in her perfectly
groomed good looks, but in her personality and the |)cr^cvc'rancc behind it. She has worki-d hard to
achieve a three-fold fame, in (libera,
and exoticism,
radio. She instead
doesn't she
affectis
ascreen
foreign
animated and interesting-looking in
that canspecial
way which themakes
women distinctive
worldAmeriover.
She is lovely-looking but, quite aside

Clamorous

Gladys

Swarthout

in a fas

RADIO STARS

SHE

LIKES

Mr

A BODY BEAUTIFUL witK
tlie LINIT BEAUTY BATH
Just dissolve some Linit in a tub of warm water
and bathe as usual. After drying, feel your skin —
it will be delightfully smooth and soft — And the
Linit bath does away with the damp or semi-dry
feeling of the skin that usually follows an ordinary
bath . . . Make it a habit to take
a Linit Beauty Bath and join the
many thousands of women who
daily enjoy its refreshing luxury.

Another suit of beige and
gray blended wool, with a
peaked-crown hat of gray
and a matching pouch bag.
from that great asset, she has a
smartness and vivacity that is within
the easy reach of every one of you.
Gladys is a home-thrown product that
all of us can be ])rou(l to copy!
The Swarthout wardrobe always is
an interesting one and especially so
in this current season of changing
silhouette and detail. In color, her
clothes are adapted to the California
brand of a milder fall and winter,
but in lines and details, they are just
what all of us will be looking for to
wear through the Indian summer
days of October and, later, snuggly
hidden beneath our heavy topcoats.
Gladys, like so many Hollywood
stars,
a suit
fiend.new' Spring
fall sheisadds
several
ones to and
her
already large wardrobe. While her
suits are tailored, they usually have
some trick to the cut that gives them
a feminine silhouette. Often she
chooses the same material as her
husband'sandsuits
for her She
own has
favorite
skirts
jackets.
her
skirts tailored in a certain way that
makes them keep a perfect shape.
She likes {Continued on page 86)
cinating fall outfit
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RADIO

RAMBLINGS
ny

Jack Ben

Tales,

tall or short,

as

you

like

them, from the broadcasting byways
Autumn greetings!
We can't begin to list all the exComes noiv tlic seasonal change.
citing offerings that beckon us to
Tlie frost on the pumpkin and the the dials this season. Only one
thingconinicrcial
shows no announcements!
zvelcome change —
corn— if any — in the shock. The the
new-lit leaf. New zest in the air.
New radio programs — and old "TIGER, TIGEJ^.f
ones in gay ncxv colors.
"Burning bright, in the forests
tJie night," those
There's the new stream-lined of
announcements
still commercial
remain a
Show Boat, presenting one of the menace to enthusiasm for radio
largest regular casts on the air. entertainment. Just when the
Helen Jepson is the soprano star. program is in full swing, the mood
And how do you like its new pleasantly established, comes an
comedian,
Horace
break — the killer is stalkSam Hearn,
and Nimble?
formerly He's
was abrupt
ing its prey! Quickly the illusion
Schlepperman, with Jack Benny. is slain.
. . . Perhaps it can be
restored in the next few minutes
Helen Hayes comes back in a — more often it is past rescuing.
new dramatic series, Monday And the destruction of illusion is
nights.certsAnd
the Firestone
con- not even mercifully brief. It is
once more
star Richard
played with,
tossed
to death
! and tortured,
Crooks. . . . Guy Lombardo and wearied
his Royal Canadians start a second
season at the Roosevelt Grill. . . .
We can't quarrel with the sponNelson Eddy begins his weekly
sors' purpose
their
products.
But intothepresent
right places,
program changes
for Vick's.her
. . .program
Marion and with a little more restraint.
Talley
schedule to Sundays, 5:30 EST . . . Why can't they all get together and take this matter up?
on the NBC-Red Network. . . .
Walter Winchell returns to the Bring illusion back alive!
{Continued on page 97)
Jergens program. . . .
Below, Sing Me a Love Song — Zasu Ethel Barrymore, First Lady of the
Pitts. James Melton, Patricia Ellis. American Stage, with Ben Bernle.

IT'S FUN to he oiKcloois,
but no kindness to your
skin. Face and hands
lose their niccness eci
coarse, dry, and rough.
Smooth them -sooner
— with Hinds. Its precious softeners soak into
skin — stay there too.
Youc skin wins back
lasting smoothness
slickness.
not just aTryhalfHinds
hour'sin
the 50c size with the
new, freepenser.one-piece
disRead all about
it below.

(/'//) SOFT
sweet
musicHANDSto are
his
eager touch. Keep
yours in the verymuch-wanted
class
—isn't
by using
watery.Hinds.
EveryIt
rich, creamy drop
workseningbetter
— softand whitening
BRIDE CRIES over burnt
bacon, kitchen hands! So
much to do — only two
hands to do it with — and
both those hands getting
"sick and tired." Skin so
dry,
cracking.
softnessit's dried
out byNatural
ovenheat and soapy work! Put
softness back again with
Hinds. It's quicker-acting
— not watery. Every creamy
drop does good!

dry, red skin.

IN HOT WATER and out— all day long. Hand,
pucker up, chap and crack. Put softness back
into your hands with Hinds. Its precious lubricants soak into dry abused skin, restoring natural smoothness — not just a surface slickness.
Hands freshen up with a sweet smell, a cool
soft look. Use Hinds regularly. It s creamy —
not watery. Every drop works!
T7"D
T7 "C in -/5rj/
JT
JlVIjJII*
the One-Piece
storesDISPENSER
now:
The new perfect 1 -piece lotion dispenser! Free on
the Hinds 50c-sizc bottle! Ready to use. Nothing
to take apart or put together. Works instantly.
Simply turn bottle upside down — press — out comes
Hinds quicker-acting lotion! Every drop creamy —
not watery. Keeps your hands feeling good, looking grand ! Hinds comes in $1 , 50c, 25c, and lOc sizes.

H
D CREAM
S
HONEY I
AND N
ALMOND

QuiAer- A5fc|...
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UST the other day we asked ourself :
"What about glamour on the air?"
"Is it possible,"
take ona
glamour
girl from wethewondered,
screen, put"to her
a regular radio program and recapture that
same elusive something which the lady possesses in
pictures?"
ask for opinions on this,
from people Wewho decided
should toknow.
First, of course, we must pick our glamour girl.
Hollywood,standing
glamour's
majorthe stronghold,
two outexamples. Ask
man on thehasstreet
and
he'll tell you Garbo and Dietrich. Well, Garbo won't
talk — there
she doesn't
speakkind,to
herself
— and aresincedaystalk,when
or sound
effects even
of some
are essential to radio, our subject will be Marlene*
Dietrich.
Perhaps you heard Marlene with Clark Gable on
the opening program of the Lux Radio Hour series.
This hour's sponsors spend thousands of dollars every
week on their program. They can obtain the best —
or at least the most expensive — talent money can buy.
Naturally, they wanted to inaugurate the series in as
auspicious a manner as possible. So — this question
comes up :
Did they engage Marlene Dietrich because she was
awould
"name"
did theyto believe
her radio histrionics
add ormaterially
the entertainment
value of
the program? We put that question to Cecil B.

DeMille,
one the
of Lux
Hollywood's
who
directs
shows. pioneer movie -makers,
"Of course," said Mr. DeMille, "for our opening
program we wanted the biggest names we could find.
But
that doesn't
that we iswere
in the market
for names
alone. imply
Entertainment
the keynote
of our
program;ence. Weifselected
we don'tMarlene
furnish Dietrich
it we can and
expect
audiClarkno Gable
because we felt they could give our audience the sort
of entertainment to which it is entitled.
"Does Marlene Dietrich's personality register on the
air? I am definitely of the opinion that it does. For
Marlene not only has glamour of person, she has
glamour of voice. She can express an emotion with
a word. To me, her voice is one of the most glamorous
And Mr.
qualities
aboutDeMille
her." should know his actresses. He
was in Hollywood almost before the town itself arrived. With Jesse Lasky, as far back as 1915, he made
The Squaw Man, a major epic of its day, an enterprise which started a brand new California gold rush.
Since those days Hollywood has grown up, pretty faces
have been wired for so'und, matinee idols who stamped
their
footprints
in thesince
forecourt
Grauman'sbutChinese
Theatre
have long
been offorgotten,
C. B.
DeMille
remains
one
of
Hollywood's
most
important
personages. For that reason alone, one can take his
word as the word of {Continued on page 54)
CAN

RADIO

TRANSLATE
CHARM

THE

OF MARLENE DIETRICH?

Marlene Dietrich with
Charles Boyer in The
Garden of Allah

IS

Another of the many
beautiful scenes fronn
the sanr>e motion picture.

A desert rendezvous for the hapless
lovers in The Garden of Allah, starring Marlene Dietrich, with Charles Boyer.

MARLENES

FOR

THE
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Dr. Dafoe with the Quintuplets at their wading pool. The babies, rrom lett to right, are: Yvonne, Marie,
Annette, Emilie, and Cecile. They take to the pool in a big way, says the Doctor proudly.
"SUPPOSE an epidemic should break out in a neigliborhood. . . . They do, sometimes — especially where people
are not over sanitary and careful. . . . What a wonderful
thing it would be, if we could have a community service
radio ! Then your doctor could sit right in his office and
give directions to all of the sufferers at once — tell them
what
to follow,the what
to take.
..."
Dr. regimen
Dafoe knocked
ashes precautions
from his pipe
and nodded
thoughtfully. "To minister to a whole community over
the his
radio,"
he went
on, "not
wouldbe save
the doctor,in
but
patients
as well.
And only
it would
as efficacious
large cities as it would in small, scattered communities,
such as ours is here in Callander. Here they live so far
apart, it's a problem to reach them when the snows set in.
DR.
22

DAFOE
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A

"People,"
Quintuplets' precisely.
physician But
mused,the "seldom
follow
printedthe instructions
human
voice, from the radio, reaches their hearts, their brains —
calls on their common sense. . . . Reading is not always
believing, but hearing is— especially if it is the doctor
speaking !
"Speaking thus, over the air," said the grizzled small
man who, on a dismal May morning, two years ago, beworld the
famous,
doctor,
may be
able tocamesave
lives "your
of otherdoctor,
babiesanyas the
Quintuplets
were saved. If it hadn't been for radio," said Dr. Dafoe
with conviction, "the whole present-day happy picture of
the Quintuplets might have been radically changed." He
looked at me over the top of his spectacles. "Radio," he
DREAM

OF

BEING

ABLE

REVEALS

DAFOE
RADIO
AS

IT

MAY

DID

THE

Wide World I'hotos
The world-famous country doctor — Dr.
Allan Roy Dafoe of Callander, Ont.,
now to be heard on the Lysol program.

SERVE

A

WHOLE

YOUR

QUINTUPLETS!

Dr. Dafoe being congratulated by Dr, James S. McLester,
president of the American Medical Association and Dr. J. C.
Mealtins, president of the Canadian Medical Association.
Dionne farm — some four miles away. The expected baity
was about to arrive — prematurely, and Mrs. Dionne was
vcrv, very ill.
■■( )nly God and Nature could give us any helji during
those tir.st few terrible weeks," Dr. Dafoe continued, "ancl
they both did. It was no time for talking — onlv for immediate decisions and action. We had a sick mo'her and
five i)rcmature, under-nourished and barely-b eathing
babies on our hands. The parents were poor and had
very little equipment for such extraordinary and critical circumstances. For a long time, there were twentytwo ])er.sons living and stewing and fretting in tiiat little
bVench Canadian farmhou.se. Several of us were desperately fighting to save the lives {Continued on page 68)
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minded me, "broadcast to the four corners of the earth
> phenomenal birth and made this remote, unknown
ilement
in the interest.
lumber region
Canada's
far north
lis of world
To beof sure,
the jjress
did the
its
; t, but millions who seldom or never saw a newspaper
lined of the event, in their homes or huts or cabins,
in the voice oti the air. And the Quintuplets were
ipted by the world. Their preservation and welfare
I ame a matter of jjublic concern."
A'e were
in the tiny
"ofificc"
of Dr.This
Dafoe's
niple
home, sitting
in Callander,
Ontario.
Canada.
was
'u office to which he had hurried, half-dressed, in the
middle of that memorable night, and found a treml)ling
little man who pleaded with him to hasten out to the
TO

SAVE

lamorous
would

make

changes

Coroio Lombard

HAVING heard beforehand that she is a young lady
with definite opinions and knowing that she is one of the
most gracious gals in Hollywood, we walked into our
Carole Lombard interview date with head and notebook
held high, in spite of the fact that it was one of those
Mondays when you wake up wondering what ever became of Sunday.
Radio is a fine thing, we thought to ourself, even on
this bluest of all possible Mondays and Carole Lombard
is a fine girl. In fact, anyone who submits herself to the
ordeal of an interview on Monday, any Monday, is not
only fine and beautiful — she is positively astounding. And
well fight the man who says she isn't — only not on a
Monday, if you don't mind.
By the time we had run all this through our so-called
mind we found ourself seated in the Lombard dressing
room, reaching for the Lombard cigarettes. (It is an
unwritten law, strictly adhered to, that no interviewer
smokes his own. He just sits there, mooching and listening. They whisper of a case, several years ago, when a
writer new to Hollywood actually bought a drink for the
interviewee. Naturally, he was promptly tossed out of
the press club, shorn of his credentials, and shot the next
morning at sunrise.)
Now that we all know how interviews are conaucted,
and who pays, let's get on with this one.
"I understand from the first paragraph that you're a
young lady with definite opinions," we began. "Do you
suppose you could tell your public what you'd do if you
suddenly found yourself ruler of the air waves?"
"My first definite opinion," said the lovely Miss L., "is
that I shouldn't care to inherit that throne. Of course if

Carole

Lombard

some

startling

in our broadcasts!

BY

...

UNDER

IF

WILFRED

RADIO

CAROLE

it were forced on me and the salary were okay, I'd start
right at home and do something about guest prc^frams.
"With fourusing
or five
national
radio hoursas emanating
fromit
Holl)rwood
picture
personalities
guest stars,
seems highly implausible to me that the sponsors can dig
up enough good material with which to surround all their
expensive tSent.
"For instance, I've had several offers to appear and so
far I've turned them all down, simply because I haven't
found a suitable vehicle. I don't like radio versions of
last
pictures,
because they
I don'tmight
thinknotpeople
hear year's
a rehash
of something
have want
liked toin
the first place. A good radio dramatization of a current
picture, if that picture lends itself to radio adaptation, is
swell, but in my own case, The Princess Comes Across
is the only one of my recent pictures which would fit radio
requirements. My Man Godfrey is a good comedy and
screen
sure thatjustkindout ofofcomedy
on the audiences
air would like
soundit, but
like I'm
something
Major
Bowes."
Carole Lombard, as you might well imagine, prefers
comedy
other atypecomedy
of radioseries
program.
wouldn't
be averseto any
to doing
herself She
if the
right
script and the right offer came along. Anyone who saw
her grand Garbo impersonation in The Princess Comes
Across knows what Carole can do with comedy. She was
so good in that role that a haughty foreign star on her
own lot — Paramount — held a private showing of the picture just to make sure it ivas Garbo Carole was mimicking.
"With radio under my thumb I would proclaim Jack
Benny as my favorite comedian," Miss Lx>mbard contin\ied. "His delivery is perfect, his diction is smooth

S

HEALY

WERE

THUMB

and he's a natural master of ceremonies. Besides, he
advertises his sponsor's product in the most painless
method possible. For instance, I never touch Jell-O, but
I buy loads of it simply because of Jack Benny.
"One of the major faults with radio programs is that
there is not enough painless propaganda. That, of course,
will
when will
I'm bequeen
the air.
One ofin the
first allof bemy change!
royal edicts
this :ofEvery
sponsor
the
country will listen to a command performance of Fred
Waring's Ford show. That's my Utopia of all radio
programs. The music is swell, the program has vitality
and Mr. Ford mentions his product only twice in the entire session. 'Watch the Fords go by' tells just as much
about a product as an announcer's saccharine speech about
the tremendous merits of so-and-so's salad dressing, and,
as I mentioned before, it's painless. At this moment, for
instance, I have a garage full of Fords and I'll bet you
can ransacksalad
the house
for even a drop of so-and-so's high
pressured
dressing.
"If I wtre ruler of the air, I would certainly add Fred
Allen to £he list of my favorite court jesters. His programs are fresh and, aside from his amateurs, very funny.
Offhand,
can't Benny
think ofandanyAllen.
radio They
comedians
be classed I with
are, towhocoincana
There are other programs which would also win regal
word,
favor. terrific,"
For instance :
The Hollywood Hotel program. Miss Lombard has
appeared on it twice, doing radio versions of her current
screen hits. She particularly admires Bill Bacher, the
program's
for his
of radio
and 98)
his
ability to getdirector,
the utmost
out knowledge
of (Continued
on page
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Would

some

radio programs

priced

indifferent

be more

"visiting

EVIL

entertaining

firemen"

were

?

if high-

excluded?

BY
NANCY
BARROWS

They had a lot of guests come to the house one night,
Bob (Bazooka) Burns recounted in his engaging drawl.
They didn't have room to put 'em all up. So Pop went
outside.
It was a mighty cold night and by and by the folks got
kinda ivorried about Pop. They went looking for him
and found him out in the barn, under a wagon. He was
shivering till his teeth clicked.
"Cain't rve do something ter make yer more comfortable, Pop?" they asked him.
"W ell," Pop said, "yer might throw on another wagon."
WE HEARD Bob tell this story on Bing Crosby's Kraft
Music
Hall program — and we couldn't help drawing a
deadly parallel.
In just this selfsame fashion the radio programs troop
home with their glittering guests — guests whose very
names imply exorbitant remuneration — clamoring for accom odation for them at the expense of the whole radio
family. out
Andin Pop
and Brother and Sister, too — are
crowded
the —cold.

It's not making successful radio programs. It's not
pleasing
It's extravagant
not satisfyingsums
the sponsors.
The
sponsors the
are public.
paying out
for something
that doesn't sell their product. They don't like it.
"Radio programs," he reiterated, "are defeating their
own ends, with this influx of guest stars — all of them
costing a great deal of money. All of them contributing
little of entertainment value. AH of them alien to the
sphere in which they suddenly find themselves. Shouldering aside talented folk who might become genuine
radio
artists."
curious
feature of our
we allways
try
to It's
be ajust
like everybody
else,psychology,
instead of that
seeking
to be different, to achieve something original, unique.
If one stage play featuring an erring husband or wife is
adealing
hit, wewithwillthehavemorea baker's
dozen ofof our
such.
If agrosses
movie
naive period
history
a tidy sum, out come all the films in covered wagons! Or
they're all concerned with the careers of crooks. Or all
gunning
And ifwith
one G-Men.
radio program puts on a guest star, all radio
programs must have guest stars!
There's
not
even
an
extra
wagon
to
throw
over
them.
All the wagons are hitched to the stars !
Listening to a series of radio programs, one is impressed with a sense of repetition, of ennui, or growing
It just doesn'tnormake
doesn't make We
goodbelieve
radio
entertainment
goodsense!
radio Itentertainers.
distaste.
is Kate Smith's
program. she. ...
rounded
upThere
all discoverable
champions,
nowHaving
hunts
that artists.
radio should, as it did in its early days, develop its
own
notables in any line. Arthur Hammerstein disinters dead
William Lohr, president of the National Broadcasting days with stars his grandfather made famous. Hollyzvood
Company, supports our contention.
Hotel brings on movie biggies — and stars whom we know
"This guest-staj- craze," said Mr. Lohr, "has got to stop. and delight in on the screen seem {Continued on page 72)

If
A

He
FRED
Fred presents
his own program
on the air now.
He comes to us,
too, in the new
RKO-Radio movie,
Swing Time, his
sixth co-sta rring movie with
Singer Rogers.

OFF!

does
ASTAIRE
HE

DANCES,

TAKES

SINGS,

HE

HE BROADCASTS-HE'S TOPSI

is in no need of refurbishing. It's a streamlined affair
with all the latest improvements — meaning money — and
it took a lot of persuasion to convince Fred Astaire that
WHEN the new Packard show went on the air last month, an
hour a week on the air would add immeasureably to
it came under the guiding hand — or is it feet? — of his own personal happiness.
For an hour a week on the air, to a performer as thorradio's
newestand star.
on
the stage
on theHaving
screen, achieved
it is only considerable
natural that fame
Fred
ough and as sincere as Fred Astaire, means many hours
Astaire should come to radio. In this particular case, of hard work. He's not the kind of guy who can grab
however, radio came to Fred Astaire. And radio hopes his script on the way into the studio, rattle it off and rush
he likes it well enough to stay for awhile.
over totoothemany
pay years
windowin show
for thebusiness
fabulousto check.
The Astaire bank account, as you may well imagine, been
think aAstaire's
person32

Ray Fairbault

EVERYTHING

but

take

the

ality can click on name only. He knows a performer is
;i>
ijood asfind
his last
and forshow
that will
reasonturnyou'll
prohahly
that performance,
the Astaire radio
out
to be one of the smoothest on this fall's air lanes.
For one thing, it is undoubtedly the biggest one-man
show on the air, for the Astaire duties cover a wide territory. He'sdance,
not only
the show,
but hasHeto plays
sing,
go into his
and.starring
besides,in])lay
the piano.
a couple of other instruments which he can't remember
ofiE hand,
their
momentbut atthethe minute
mike. he thinks of them they'll get
In addition to the Astaire activities, there is Johnny
the largest
band he's
put onIn the
aGreen
groupwith
of guest
performers
eacheverweek.
spiteair,of ])lus
the
fact that the ji)rogram originates in Hollywood, the guest
performers will not be movie stars doing dramatic skits.
For a Hollywood show such a departure must be looked
upon with horror by the boys who plan the programs
and, perhaps, by the movie stars themselves, who have
been knocking oflf from one to five thousand dollars each

tickets

time they give the public the privilege of hearing them
without seeing them.
"Our plan isn't exactly a new one," says Fred Astaire,
"but we think it makes for good entertainment. Although
from
time toastime
we'llwill
havebe picture
our amateurs.
program,
our guests
a rule
neitherstars
starson nor
But between those two extremes there is a Targe group
of entertainers here in Hollywood who are good performers and who have .something to oflfer. They're the
people we're going to put on our i)rogram."
"A sort of 'Give the professional a chance' movement?"
I suggested.
"Let's not call it that," said Astaire. "I'm not against
amateur shows, for they have brought attention to a number of ])er.sons who otherwise would still be s^inging their
songs or playing their piccolos in ob.scurity. On the other
hand, there are cx])erienced performers sitting around in
the .same ob.scurity. We hope to dig them out of their
Fred places."
Astaire wants it {Continued on page 88)
hiding
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Left
right. ■ ^
Alma toSaunders,
George White,
Don McNeill and
Peggy Body.
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Eddie Duchin
", Grade
with
Jimmy Allen
NewGeorge
Burns.
nd Gracie't
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Gertrude Niesen, glamorous CBS star, is one
of the most photographed
girls in radio. She has
dark hair and gray-green
eyes and lightly.
takes her fame

AIR

ARE

THESE

STORIES

OF

IS life with all its jumbled elements of starkness and
pathos and humor and tragedy, as presented on the Good
Will Court, the thing you listeners want in the way
of radio entertainment? Whether or not Chase and Sanbom has picked a worthy successor to Major Bowes and
his Amateur H our is - now being decided by you
listeners.

Elizabeth
Ben n e c
Pete

' A year ago it was the Major and his amateurs everyone was talking about. Starting on one of the smaller
New York stations, this program was snapped up by
Chase and Sanborn and given the coveted eight to nine
hour on Sunday evening. The hour which statistics prove
to be the one in which most people tune in their radios
and settle back to be entertained. Now the Good Will
hour.
Court has taken the Major's place on this important NBC
Like the Amateur Hour, the Good Will Court won
its popularity on a small New York station. Lik^ the
Amateur Hour its principal actors come to you with no
stage experience, no recognized aCting talent, nb box ,
office appeal, no salaries.

GOOD

HUMAN

SUFFERING

ENTERTAINING

t )ld.s itself without l)enefit of script or gag writers.
But will it achieve the popularity of its predecessor,
tlie Major and his amateurs?
A. L. Alexander who is the mediator for the Good Will
Court believes it will.
"The Good Will Court begins where the Amateur
Hour tantstopped."
said. "Youbutmight
that I shows
am relucto make a hecomparison
our add
program
the
end of the story, the other the beginning and I feel that
everylwdy is more curious concerning the end of a story
thanButthey
are* concerning
beginning."
of course
it is youthelisteners
who will decide if
this program, based as it is on the broad cross-section of
life itself, is here to stay.
It was an absorbing experience watching the program
unfold. Sitting in straight-backed wooden chairs were
the twenty-odd people who had come to this court of
the air for guidance. Most of them shabby, some tragiceyed, some jaunty and a little excited at the prosi)ect of
telling their stories over the radio and all of them in
trouble of some sort. Real trouble in .some cases, only fan-

RADIO

FARE?

cied in others, minor annoyances and tragic happenings
all brought to the court to lie weighed and decided upon.
Sitting at a plain wooden table were two men. They
were the judges invited for that evening to counsel those
seeking help. Jonah J. Goldstein, judge of General Sessions. County of New York, to hear cases involving domestic relations, and J. Raymond Tiffany, former assistant Attorney General and District Court judge of the
State of New Jersey, to listen to those involving civil
litigation.
The first case was called. She was a girl, young and
rather pretty, wearing smoked glasses to further the protection of privacy the Good Will Court gives to everyone who comes to it seeking help. A tragic story hers.
A mock marriage and the man who had betraved her disap;>earing shortly afterward and then the baby born to
her and the parents who would not forgive her the disgrace she had brought u|)on herself and them. Thev
refused to help her in any way and she could not see
her baby starve. So she had a police record. A sordid
one. And now she had reached (Continued on page 89)
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FRANK BUCK, who has been rubbing elbows with
flcath-dealing carnivora for a quarter of a century, and
has i)ictures to i^rove it, was warning us of the dangers
of Hstcning to salesmen- Buck would sooner meet a
lion in hand-to-hand conflict, or grapple with a python,
than be stalked by a salesman !
Tune in on Buck, as he sits in his ofifice in the General
Motors
Circle andBuilding,
Central overlooking
Park. He New
is farYork's
away Columbus
from the
African veldt or the jungles of Sumatra, but he is apj)r<li(nsiv(Iy alert, lest he fall a victim to that scourge of
civilization — the salesman.
"A salesman
few yearstoago,"
commented
"I allowed
smart
talk me
into takingBuck,
a radio
receivinga
.set into the Far East with me. It was against my better
judgment, but my better judgment, if any, seems to
melt before the blandishments of a salesman. J le told me
that with this radio I would be able to tune in on New
Yf)rk j)rograms every night.
"Theing through
radio was
that ininch
travel-of
the packed,
junglesdespite
you the
needfactevery
s|)ace and have no room for anything which isn't strictly
utilitarian.
made men,
our camp
deep both
in thea good
jungles,
I had
one"When
of my wecamera
who was
mechanic
and an expert electrician, set up the radio. He drove a
,38

pipe forty feet into the earth, so as to secure a good
ground for reception.
"Pictureilization,our
We are
fromonciv-in
with noparty,
way ofnow.knowing
whatweeks
is going
the outside world. Eagerly we .set up the set and eagerly
we await the tuning-in. Will we get a jazz band, baseball
scores or what? > The answer, friend, is that we got
nothing — not a jjeep. Not even the harsh crackle
static. We'd have been willing to listen to some political
speech, even, l)ut not a sound came out of that radio. And
none ever tlid. regardless of what electrical tricks my
camera-man
tried."
Buck paused
and permitted himself a quiet chuckle.
"Now
for
the
sequel,"
resumed.
"About
yearsI
later I was here in New heYork,
idly tuning
in atwo
radio.
hai)pcned to hit the commercial plug for a radio .set, the
same brand that the convincing salesman had virtually
fore c(l me to lug to the Far East with me.
"And Iktc's what the announcer was saying:
" 'This is the sinnc type of radio 7vhich Frank Puck
carried into the jungle with him. And C7'ery night when
the explorer was through with his sircvuons chases after
elephants, lions, tigers and what-twt, he would relax by
tuning in this .<;el and enjoy the fine programs from Ne7V
York,
and you
Hollyivood!'
"Now,Chicago
what can
do with a guy like that?"

FRANK

BUCK

"BRINGS

EM

ALIVE/'
BACK
TO OUR HOMES

BY TOM

MEANY

Atmospheric conditions in the jungle are such that broadcasts are not
possible yet. Buck once tried to make
one for King Features, while he was
there filming his second picture, IVild
Cargo. King Features cabled him at
Singapore that they wanted him to
make a Christmas broadcast for Station WINS.
"The only place in the hills with a
radio station was at Bonhong, in Java,"
explained
station was
operated byBuck.
the Dutch"This
government
and
was in touch with Holland. Virtually
all the government business was transacted via the radio, but it was not
available for private use.
"The station
at Bonhong
could was
reachin
Sydney,
Australia,
and Sydney
almost constant communication with
the big station at Schenectady, New
York.
"It would, however, take all the influence of King Features to get permission from the Dutch government
to use the (Continued on page 82)

Frank Buck with
some of his many
jungle captives.
The python
trapped himself
by slipping into
the
pig-pen and
devouring
the
pig. himself
Then unhe
found
able to get out!

HUNDRED

TIMES

TELLS

TO

WHY

SHE

REFUSES

SINCE the days when movies were flickery shadows cast
on bedsheets, Hollywood has given the world it girls, and
glamour girls and exotic orchid-girls. Indeed, it has
become a part of our folklore that Hollywood has a
monopoly on that elusive feminine quality called glamour.
But now radio, the screen's little Cinderella sister, is putting on longlured
dresses.
motion pictures'
ladies
are being
to the The
microphone..
And, asloveliest
a crowning
achievement, radio can now boast her own, her very own,
sophisticated lady — gorgeous, baffling Kay Thompson.
She has out-Hollywooded Hollywood. She has said
"No" a hundred times to a hundred importunate men's
propKJsals
of marriage.
There's
a score
the Dietrichs,
the Lombards
to shoot
at ! for the Garbos,
"I've been telling men I don't want to get married,
ever since I was sixteen," she confided, waving a fork for
emphasis over a lobster thermidor, "but they just
wouldn't believe me!"
She sighed prettily — but long exotic lashes dropped
over one eye in an unmistakable wink. There was a
mischievous gleam in the other larkspur blue orb.
"In love? I'm in love all the time! It's fun! It's the
salt and pepper of life — and I adore salt and pepper!"
She laughed gaily. "I want my whole life to be highly
seasoned. Oh, I've been in love, all right — but so far,"
made ina love
rueful move,
"I haven't ^ot beyond the stage
ofsheKay
being
is afraidwith
of love."
marriage. Nothing in the world
ever
frightened
her — save
appalled
at thehasthought
of seeing,
everyboredom.
morning, She's
the same
face
across the breakfast table, of watching the same man put

SAY

YES

TO

NO!
MARRIAGE

the same number of lumps of sugar in his cofTee.
I'm not the maternal type, either, I'm afraid,"
she"And
lamented.
"Well, how did it happen — ah — all these men — "
"Oh, I know what you're trying to say," Kay came to
the itrescue.
mean,always
if I didn't
men, ?how
did
happen "You
that there
were sowant
njanyanyaround
"To begin at the very beginning, I did care about men
— or rather, I did care ab^t having men around. That
was because then I was the official ugly duckling of the
family. My sisters, Blanche and Marion, were both
beauties, but all our relatives used to say : 'Isn't it a
shame
Kay?' When
age
Blanche about
was awfully
sweet. IShereached
alwaystheuseddating
to make
her date bring along a man, reluctant or otherwise,
for me.
"Now I was an independent sort of kid. It made me
mad as a hornet. I wanted to show 'em all. And I
saw that, in this man business, if a girl hadn't beauty,
she'd better learn to use her head. Well, here's one example. When we went to parties. I was always the one
to play the piano while the others danced. Of course the
ones that danced got the men. So I hit on this scheme:
I'd sit down at the piano and sing blues. The tempo was
impossible for dancing. Pretty soon all the men would
be grouped around the piano — and the other girls would
l)e thinking of forming an organization to work for tb.e
repeal of the existing laws governing homicide.
"All of which is highly unimportant, really, except that
it started me off on two definite roads. One led to a singing career — and the other which {Continued o>i page
41 92)

RANCH
LOUISE

MASSEY

AND

Above, Louise, MiK Mabte, Henry Auerwcrter, Larry
Weflington, Jim Bobcock and DoH ond Allan Massey.
Below, Larry, Doft, Louise, Allan, and MiH Mabie.

REVELRY
THE

WESTERNERS

ARE

HERE!

Above, fime for grub, and, boy, how good that
cofFee smelisl Henry and Louise are the cooks.
Below, who wouldn't yearn for boots and saddle I
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tdUr tdM
or* told. Pibbtr
will fall them.

T

N'
DO f
R
DA

L

(AL

ME

!

AT

TH

SAYS

FIBBER

JORDAN)
McCEE

(JIM

OF FIBBER

AND

MOLLY

THERE
are out
somein people
out breaking
a rash who
and can't
there eatare strav\
othersl)erries
who withswell
up like the Hindenburg after tackling a delicacy like
sword-fish. AH of which is a round alx)Ut way of saying
what one of the early philosophers said, back in the days
of Socrystal
"Oneword
man'sMunchausen
dish is. another
poison."
it is sets:
with the
to Jimman's
Jordan.
Fibber McGce of Fibber McGec and Molly and the husband
of Marian Jordan, who is Molly of the act, in case you
haven't guessed. All you have to do to start Jim is to say
MUnclmusen! It's like waving a red flag at a bull, or
throwing
a slowI found
ball tothatJimmy
immediately.
out ! Fox.x — you've got to duck
It was one of those hot nights in Chicago, when even the
air-conditioned stmlio of NBC, in the Merchants Mart
building, was little help. Marian and Jim Jordan had just
concluded their 66th conseaitive Fibber McGee and Molly
program and were killing the four-hour interval, l)efore the

re|)eat As
broadcast,
by jxtsing
for a series ofalsojiublicity
))ictures.
1 said, and
as the thermometer
said, it was
a hot night and the arduous waits under the glaring Kleiglights set up by the studio camera-men weren't making it
anyInterviewing
cooler.
the radio comics under the.se conditions
was more than a little difticult. I was trying to squeeze
in a tew questions between takes and was getting nowhere
rapidly. Jordan was willing, but tired. I hap})ened to
ask : "How did you come to select the character of a rura!
Munchausen?" .And we were off! It was like dropping
a coin in a slot machine and hitting the jack-jx)t. The
conversation flowed from Jordan, clear, conci.se and intelligent
"Miinchausen!" said Jim. "Munchausen! That's one
word I can't stand. Neither our program nor my character
43
resembles Jack Pearl's Baron in any way, shafie or form.
I've never copied anylxxly's style (Continued on page 58)

Is this the elusive Beetle, shaking hands with Phil?

Baker and McNaughton {Bottle) toast a new' contract.

ONLY

THEY

troduced me to the two
youngsters. They were from
a Philadelphia school paper,
and they had been assigned
to interview a visiting celebrity.faced
The senior,
boy aofseriousabout
thirteen, overcame a
seeming tendency of
his Adam's apple to
leap up and down and
proceeded
had
left oflfwhere
at he

it." His voice vibrated sincerity.
The two youngsters gawked. Their
busy air.
pencils
stayed
midYou could
readpoised
their instartled
IT WAS a social call, pure
thoughts. This was a funny man !
Maybe this was a gag. Maybe you
and simple.
pected to run Iintohadn't
a storyex- ;
ought to laugh.
realized
the
consternation
intoPhil
which
he had
wasn'tstumbled
looking through
for one.the I semihad
plunged them. He straightened in his
darkness of the backstage labyrinth in a Philadelphia theater,
"Oh, don't mind me, boys. I was
found a battered door with a gilt
just kidding," he reassured them
piaper star pasted on its outside.
gently. The budding
chair. '
Two
star'sI knocked
points hung
my"Mr.
interruption.
frayed ofandthetorn.
and
Baker," I
young but
reporters,
relieved
still puzhe asked (his
a shadowy figure in a worn dresszled, trotted out ten
ing-gown opened the door a cautious voice a mixture of bass and so- j
minutes more of quesfew inches and peeked out. Inside I prano,
tions, to which Phil
so, in the dim-lit room,
saw two other figures perched pre- it might have been two people
patiently replied. They
cariously on rickety chairs. Hastily I speaking) ; "can you give us
glowed with pride as
apologized for the intrusion.
they Phil
stammered
your
formula
for
success?"
thanks
and
adieux.
sent outtheir
for
"Oh, that's all right. Come on instartled
light leaped
into Phil'sit. two bottles of sarsaparilla and, while
An absent
look succeeded
just a couple of friends of mine." sadA eyes.
Phil Baker threw open the door.
we drank it from the bottles, kidAdam's apple did acrobatics.
Then as I entered the tiny dressing- His"Success!"
he echoed, and looked fashion, I started right in to take
room, one of the visitors arose po- through and beyond the two boys. "I him to task.
litely and gave me a seat. Phil in- don't know. You see, I— I never had
"What was the big idea," I deBy RUTH

PHIL

GERI

BAKER'S

WHOLE

CAREER

WOULD

HAVE

BEEN

Phil Baker with his justly famous accordion.

Phil enjoys a quiet evening with his wife. i/^^^

manded,What"of dokidding
those you
boysnever
like the
hie paused to let that
I've
that?
you mean,
neverdictionary
forgottenonce,
what and
it said.
HA
DN
'T
sink"I in.wanted
UG
HED.
! to be a
had any success? There is a nice You know LA
what the word 'sucgokl star out there on the door, even
ceed' means? What the dicif it is torn. In show business,
musician — and I can't
read a note!" He
tionarydidn't
says ?" know that But
that's—"
No,
I
that's
they had
laughedsuccess,
hollowly.
"If
"Wait a minute. Wait a minute," that seemed to be get
a little technical.
he interrupted. "I wasn't kidding. I ting
better
hire
a
new
defiTo
succeed
was
to
get
nition man for the dictionary!
just
thinking,
I guess —of and
blurtedwasn't
out the
truth instead
whatI somewhere ; to make a
.And here's a funny thing :
those youngsters wanted me to say. lot of money ; to be fa"Last winter I was at a dinBut that is the truth."
ner where Jascha Heifetz was
it ? at all !
"Oh, mous,no.wasn'tNot
the guest of honor. I met his
Now even if you've never seen
Phil in person — although most thea- You're 'way off. Here's
accompanist. Mr. Aarons. and
s have— certainly
seen what the book .say^ :
1 happened to mention to him
his picturester-goeroften
enough. you've
You know
'To obtain one's wishes :
that I can't read music. 1 was
those sweetly sad eyes — sort of like to accomplish something attempted.' sitting at the ])iano, playing snatches
a spaniel's. (/ hope he won't mivd All right. There you arc. I haven't of this and that — all by ear. the
that!) Well, at any rate, they sud- <lone that yet. Sure. I've made some way 1 ])lay everything. 'Why, Mr.
denly, ifyou can imagine
Baker,have
that'sreala talent,
great pity.'
he said
dough. But that's luck. But 'You
the transformation, turned
musician.shi))
you
knowWanted
what I've
alwaysI
wanted?
ever since
from soft, sad eyes to
You should learn. It isn't toe
hard, bitter ones.
was a dirty- faced little kid on
"You know, I'd rather have heard
"Success!" he sneered.
the
east
side
in
New
^'ork
'
him tell me that than have my spon"Baloney
!
Say,
let
me
tell
Why,
I
wanted
to
be
a
musiyou what I mean. You
cian . . . And 1 can't read a
know, I looked that up in
on page 80)
sor give{Continued
me a rai.'^e!"
CHANCED

AND

HE

WOULD
note !"

HAVE

BEENlate.' HAPPIER,
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In the Paramount picture,
The Big Broadcast of
1927, Grade Allen (right)
shines anew. And over beyond is Sam Hearn, famous
radio comic, who brightens
the show in the rib-tickling
role of Schleppy. Also in the
cast are Jack Benny, Martha
Raye, and others.
A

CROUP

FROM
NEW

OF

STARS

PARAMOUNT'S
FILM,

BROADCAST

"THE
OF

BIG

GOES

1937"

Between Gracie Allen and Martha Raye, Bob
Burns (below] doesn't know whether to laugh,
scream,
help Broadcast
or yawn. Butof it's
all forAnda
scene incryTheTor Big
1937.
next beyond Is song-maestro Benny Fields, who
recently achieved over-night fame in New York,
via radio and the night clubs. Benny comes
back to Hollywood for a featured role in the
new motion picture.

On the opposite page Grade Allen does her
stuff. Gracie, you know, always gets her man!
This time the somewhat reluctant suitor is Jack
Benny. We're so sorry for poor Jackl But look
atourtheGracie,
next picture!
for
it would One
seem!suitorHereisn'tsheenough
is exposing herself to a couple of Burns(es), Bob, who
has swapped his bazooka for a straw and
George, complete with tails!

HOilVWOOD

Success

and

Harry Von

m
happinessi

Zell, when

FOUND.

A

Harry Von Zefl. at work on the
script for the Town Hall program, checking the finol details.

Above. Mr. and Mrs. Von ZeH enpying a game of table tennis.
Below. Harry with his wife and
the children, Kenneth and Jeanne.

By
THE rise of Harry Von Zell is the
story of a wife's devotion.
"We were only nineteen when we
were married," says Harry with an
affectionate
his eyes.
"We
had met two glow
years inIjefore,
at a dance
at the Venice Polytechnic High
School. That was in Los Angeles.
California.
A friend
of myourwife's,
Jeanne Meade,
for whom
little
girl is named, introduced us. We
were married on Octoter 20th, 1925,
in a little Methodist Church in CulCity. Jeanne,
and atKenneth
deLand,ver now
a director
Paramount
Pictures, were our attendants. My
father gave us two hundred dollars
for a wedding gift. We used it to
furnish
a two-room
Then the
Von Zell apartment."
struggle began.
Harry'sces . Ihas
overnight
suct has been
been noa hard
road with
muchnameheartache.
"But Mickey
pet
for the missus)
always (his
has
beenquickly
a goodexplains.
sport about my work,"
he
When they were first married,
Harry worked for the Union Pacific
Railroad in California for less than
twenty-five dollars a week. His wife
had a secretarial job to help the family finances. His first radio job paid
him
ten period,
dollars a inweek
for* ahefifteenminute
which
sang,
played the ukelele and did his own
announcing. His next step took him
to announcing, from seven in the
morning
at thirtyfive dollarsto twelve
a week.at night,
He received
an
extra five dollars for arriving at the
studio at six A. m. to announce the
opening programs of the day. A
talent contest brought him a sponsored ])r<)grani at fifty a week. The
early Paul Whiteman show was his
next stej). He finally substituted for
Bing Crosby as singer for a short

WAY.

J

Mirianf?*^, Gibson
time. During this time Harry also ■
was manager of the radio station.
His working hours were sixteen
hours a day, including Sunday. He
never was
saw asleep
his baby,
child
! except when the
In 1930, Harry was earning seventy-five dollars a week An agency man
became interested in him, believed
that here was a man who had the
stuff of which success is made. He
brought the Von Zell name to the
attention of a Columbia Broadcasting System official. An offer to join
the staff in New York was made, at
a salary of sixty dollars a week.
At this turning point in his career,
Harry did not know what to do. He
had a wife and a baby less than a
year old. Was it fair to them to
take such a chance? To leave them
in California and go three thousand
miles away? In CaHfornia he was
buying a house. He had bought a
small car on installments. Would
New York offer the golden egg
which meant financial security for
him and his family ?
"It was Mickey who made me decide at that crucial moment," he
says.
fifteenup minutes
which I"Inhad that
to make
my mind,in
she made me take the road which
we now are traveling.
"Poor
Mickey!
ThatI would
was a have
terrible moment
for her.
to leave her in our home in California, with her sister Beulah who lives
with us, and our baby Kenneth.
Leave her, on a fifteen-minute decision to earn a salary of sixty dollars
instead of the seventy-five I was
making on the coast. But Mickey
never hesitated.
" 'Your future lies in New York,
dear,'
'and theon baby
I will besheallsaid,
(Continued
page and
84)

i
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Miss Anne C. Rockefeller, of the distinguished
New York family, enjoys entertaining in a casual,
unpretentious way — intimate little dinners with a few
friends who share her interest in the arts. Good
conversation, unhurried pleasure . . . the menu itself
kept very simple. Just soup and entree ... a pause
for a Camel . . . followed by a green salad, dessert,
and coffee . . . wth Camels between courses and after
to accent subtle flavors. "Smoking Camels," Miss
Rockefeller says, "makes the choicest deUcacy taste
that much lictter. They help digestion, too, and bring
a (lelightiul ^(■^^e of well-being, an at-peace-with-theworld mood. hen entertaining, I always see to it
personally, as a compliment to my guests, that there
are plenty of Camels within their reach."

Sen Room
Roam, ofHicThe U Waldorfuularj - Auoria.
Sen
Astoria—yca
friends— I notice that Camels are the f

'Whether I m in th(
,r at the homes of m;
-Anne C. Korkefelle

Add to the joy of good digestion
by Smoking Camels
REMEMBER the friendly touches that make
Anne Rockefeller's dinners so charming.
A simple menu, plenty of Camels. Smoking
Camels, scientists agree, stimulates the flow of
digestive fluids — alkaline digestive fluids that
play such a welcome part in good digestion.
Smoke as many Camels as you wish, during
meals and after. As Frank, head waiter of The
Waldorf's
Sert Room,
food
calls
for costlier
tobaccos.says:In "Excellent
the Sert Room,
where discriminating people gather. Camels are
the favorite." Their delicate flavor gives each
succeeding Camel a never- tiring taste. And,
being mild, Camels never get on your nerves.
Smoke them for digestion's sake!
CoDrriKht, 193G. R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.. Winston-f^lcm. N. C.
FOR

digestion's

^

Camels costlier tobaccos.

ro«ell Cabo.. Boston — Byrd,^^^^
Richmondmiming.on
SUssMary
Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr
Mrs.
Mrs. ChiswcU Dabney ^"S';';™'; ' '^i;'
...
nniman.m^ .no/
olasG.Pe
Mrs.Nich
ork
Mr*. J-per
-VA^-Vorfc
Setc
,
Post,, Sew
ders
Saun
Lan-donMorgan.
Lury
Mr..
MUs
York
Mr-. Brookfield Vi , Rensselaer, Ve.e York

SAKE

SMOKE

CAMELS

Smart new hot-dish pad of satin-finish aluminum
YOURS

FOR

Act at once — this offer good Jor a
limited time only!
Here's
pad to protect
your
table.a Sohot-dish
good-looking,
so modern,
you can be proud to use it at your nicest
parties !
It's in soft-lustre, satin-finish aluminum, on a thick felt base. Durable. Something you've always wanted- at a bargain !
So don't delay. Buy a can of Eagle Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk — the magic
milk — and send the label and 10c to ad-

\Oi^

and one (1) label from Borden's Eagle Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk — the Magic Milk

dres at lower right. Use coupon for convenience. You'll want several!
IMPORTANT: This offer is made solely
to acquaint you with Eagle Brand, the
magic milk which turns
difficult cooking into
easy tricks! Imagine
changing
to deliciousplain
cakesbread
IThinkinof getting gorgeous
chocolate frosting every
time ! in only 5 min-

FREE COOKBOOK OF MAGIC, TOO. With hotdish pad,
you get pies,
"Magicpuddings,
Recipes,"candies,
a wholefrostings,
cookbo k of cookies,
salad dressings, ice creams.
Money-back
Guarantee—
takes adopportunityTo toeveryone
secure thewho smart
dish padvantageofof this
make hotthis
guarantee:
If satin-finish
within two aluminum,
weeks afterwe buying
this
hot-dish pad, you are not entirely satisfied, you may
return the hot-dish pad to us and we will refund you
the
lOf* youAvenue,
paid forNewit.York,
The Borden
350 full
Madison
N. Y. Company,
Please
note:
Any
Eagle
Brand
one shown here or the one with widelabel-either
red bands—theis
acceptable in this offer.
ACT AT ONCE!

Made in 5 minutes! Fool-prooJ!
MAGIC CHOCOLATE FROSTING
2 squares unsweetened chocolate
V/i cups.Sweetened
(1 can) Condensed
Eagle BrandMilk
1 table-spoon water
Melt
chocolate in Condensed
top of double
Eagle
Brand
Milk,boiler.
stirthickens.
overAdd boiling
water Sweetened
5 minutes or until mixture
Add
water. Cool. Spread on cold cake. Makes enough
frosting
to
cover
tops
and
sides
of
2
(9-inch)
layers,
or24 cup
top cakes.
and sides of loaf cake generously, or about

• good unless postmarked before
midnight,
19}6.
The
BordenDec.il,
Company,
P.Dept.O. Box
60,
Varick MM-I16
St. Station,
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed is one (1)
Eagle Brand label and
\0tsatin-finish
(in coin), aluminum
for which
please
sendpad mewiththemoney-back
liot-disli
specified in your advertisement. guarantee
Also pleaseas
send free Magic cookbook.
Name

Change bread to cake!
MAGIC COCONUT STRIPS
Slice day-old white bread, % inch thick. Trim off
crusts. Cut into strips ',4 incli by 2 inches long.
Spread
strips onMilk,
all sidescovering
with Eagle
Sweet-in
ened Cndcnsed
well. Brand
Then roll
dry shredded coconut, broken fine. Brown under
broiler
low heat,Foodor Cake,
toast oncoconut-frosted.
fork over coals. It'll
taste likeat Angel

If you live in Canada, send one (1) Eagle
Brand label and 10(? to The Borden Company, Ltd., Yardley House, Toronto, Ont.

RADIO STARS

A POPULAR JAVMESE DISH
REQUIRES ZO WAITERS TO SERVE IT

THE

RADIO

HOSTESS,

NANCY

WOOD,

ROBERT

PRESENTS

L RIPLEY

from France
presides
the
kitchenin
of
countryRipley's
home.
Right,
Bob's onerareof
treasures is
this wooden
bucket from
remote Goust.
IT was Webster who said : "There
is nothing so powerful as truth —
and
nothing
so strange,"
whichoften
Robert
Ripley
has addedto
"and
nothing
half
so
interesting!"
With that thought in mind, Bob
has spent the last dozen years or
more collecting incidents and facts
that could be described by such terms
as odd. nomenalstrange,
amazing,! pheand even incredil)le
But
never a one has he used unless he
has on hand indisputable proof of
the truth of his statement.
Because of the interest that the
world at large has taken in these
"truthfuland phenomena,"
has
earned
long held anBob
enviable
place in the public's offtimes fickle
And,

aflfections. Starting his career as a
sports cartoonist, he since lias become
one
the most
the
worldof and
his iscopied
one arti-'t^
of tlic inmost
widely sviulicalcd of newspaper features. Xot siniin-in^, then, that
now. tlironi^h the medium of popular
dramatizations of some of the most
intcre>tin.u of the tales he has to tell,
he also lias become one of the best
known names on the air waves.
But interest in his sketches and his
stories should not make us forget
that the man himself is astonishing.
His insatiable curiosity, his ever alert
interest in anything and everything,
the things he knows and the very
way he lives also are a part of the
present day success story that we

belieye it or not. Bob

knows

Ripley.
know as Bob "Believe-lt-Or-Xot"
Xor did / overlook the fact — in my
amazement and interest — that my
real duty as Radio Hostess lies in
telling you what Bob likes to eat and
how
you dishes
can secure
recipes
unusual
of his.
You for
can these
rest
assured, therefore, that I went into
the subject of his food preferences
most thoroughly and found Bob as
interesting on that question as on all
others.
find, atlitde
the coupon
end of
this article,So ayou'll
convenient
which will bring you a free copy of
this letmonth's
Radio s])ecific
Stars recipe
leafwhich contains
directions
for itepreparing
Robert Ripley's
foods. {Continued
on pagefavor56)
S3
some delightful dishes!

RADIO STARS

IS MARLENE'S ALLURE
THE EYE ALONE?
(Co>iliiiucd from page 21)

HINTS
EYES

OF

for the

WIVES!

by '^cum
^ieath
• Unless
have one
of themysterious
rare husbands who you
is amused
to watch
beauty
rites,ofit'sKuRLASH
up to youenthusiasts.
to join the These
secret
association
wise ladies keep a httle private cache of
KuRLASH products and sHp away for a few
minutes' beauty
conferencewith
withthethemresults
daily.
Husbands
and never are
knoKi^entranced
why wives look
prettier.—
You can whisk your lashes into Kurlash
($1 at good stores) in a split second. When
they
soulfully —emerge,
looking they'll
longer beandcurled
darker,backmaking
your
eyes
larger.
No
heat;
no
cosmetics
nothing to arouse husbandly suspicions. Do—
not hesitate to use these other absolutely undetectable Kurlash products also. Try them
in private • . . and give your husband a
BEAUTIFUL Surprise today.
• Lathtint Compact.
Acarapatented
case withmas-a
little
sponge,
ensure
ingjusl
thetorightdarken
consistency
the
lashes
naturally
without stiffening op
cakingf.them.
Waterblack,
orInblue.
$1.
• Kurlene,
Dresses
the lashes,
keeps
them
softtendsand
darkens
them,longer
to silky,
make
them
grow
and
—withand,a little
eitherShadette
alone (not
or thicker
mixed
illustrated, $1) ingives
a shadethe toyouthful
match
your
eyes,
shiny-lidded
look
that
is
flattering. 50c and $1 sizes. so
• Twiisors.
The little miracle
tweezer
lets
.yuu with curved scissor-handles
rately. Only 25c trim brows accu-

/fn'tecoloring
Jane Heath
/ar advice
beauty. Dept.
Gtve
your
Jor personal
beautyaboutplan.eyeAddres.r
MMlly Xhe
Kurlajhof Canada,
Company,at Hochester
Kuriath
Company
Toronto, J., N . Y. Tlic

one who knows.
The next question we put to Clark
Gable,Luxwhoprogram
co-starred
the
: with Marlene on
"Granted
that inyouonwere
a radio
fan,
would
you tune
Marlene
Dietrich
if she were on a weekly program?"
"My answer is 'yes,' " said Clark, "if
be tiedtoup bein my
frontfateof
aI didn't
camera,happen
whichto seems
whenever there is something good on the
air.
never appeared
Miss
DietrichI'vein pictures,
so naturallywith
I watched
her work closely when we did our radio
skit. From where I was standing, Marlene Dietrich has the same vital quality
on the air that she has in person — something a number of her pictures hasn't
And Mr. Gable, too, should know about
glamour.
caught." In his meteoric screen career
he has appeared with most of Hollywood's
smouldering sirens. So let's place his
opinion
along Danny
with Mr.
DeMille's.
We asked
Danker,
the man behind the Lux program (he produces the
show and signs all the talent) about the
listeners' reaction to Miss Dietrich.
"We pecially
were,"
Danker,
"esanxious said
to hearMr.what
our radio
audience had to say about our opening
program. We, who are so close to a
program's source, sometimes feel that we
don't
the proper
for
judginghaveaudience
reaction,perspective
so we read
every letter carefully.
"The invastcongratulated
majority ofus listeners
who
wrote
on securing
Marlene Dietrich for the program. Most
of them had heard her on the air for
the first time, and practically all of them
asked that we engage her for another
All of this literary hand-clapping for
performance."
Marlene must mean that the listeners want
to hear more of her. But our quest was
not yet ended. We still wanted to talk
to the man on the street. Here he is :
He will, of course, remain anonymous.
For want of a worse name we shall call
him Homer J. Quibble.
"Mr. Marlene
Quibble,"Dietrich
we said,on"asthea air,
man what
who
heard
is "Frankly,"
your honestsaidopinion?"
Mr. Q., "my answer is
mostly yes and a little bit no. What
I mean is this : In her dramatic skit Miss
Dietrich
was ofswell,Falling
but I incan'tLove
say IAgain.
liked
her
singing
Her speaking voice has everything, but
her singing either hasn't enough quality
or it simply isn't adjusted to radio reMr. Quibble probably is right about the
quirements."
Dietrich vocal departments. Her singing,
to those of us who sazv as well as heard
her, was highly pleasing. For the unseen
and unseeing audience, Inowever, it needs
more study of radio technique.
Thus the jury has returned, as it were,
a verdict in favor of Marlene. At the
moment,
not around
hear
it. however,
She and she's
her daughter,
Maria,to

FOR

Marlene Dietrich has glamour in
her every word, her every breath.
are abroad on a vacation and visiting
Marlene's
Seiberfans—
which meanshusband,
that the Rudolph
Dietrich radio
won't hear
the
lady's
voice
on
airwaves for a month or two, at least.the Then
she'll
probably
play
a
return
engagement
at the Ln.v Radio Theatre or on some
other program featuring Hollywood stars.
In the meantime, what would you like
to hear as her next radio vehicle? Her
last. The Legionnaire and the Lady, was
a shortened version of Morocco, a Dietrich
picture of several years ago. Should she
enact a version of one of her other
pictures? Or would you prefer her in
original dramas written for radio?
This is purely personal, but we should
like to hear Marlene put The Dine Angel
on the air. Made in Germany, it brought
her instant acclaim and led her, of course,
to Hollywood.
The Blue
unlike some of herIn more
recentAngel,
pictures,
she was alive, full of the joy of living;
she had a warmth and a compelling quality about her which won every audience.
Can she repeat that on the air?
Some
more recent
roles haveof Marlene's
given us nothing
more screen
than
amade
seriesherof almost
beautifulanphotographs
they've—
inanimate ;object
beautiful but cold and lifeless, and not at
all
the off-screen
Actuallyof
she like
is much
more likeDietrich.
the Dietrich
The Blue Angel, and it is our guess that
Marlene would welcome an opportunity
to prove it to the radio audience.
The answer, in our opinion, is that
some of the glamour girls of Hollywood
can translate their appeal into terms of
radio, while others would doubtless get
themselves tuned off in favor of Uncle
Don or the So-and-So Mountaineers.
Glamour is sometimes only skin deep,
but it must have been born in Marlene
Dietrich, for she has it in her every
word, almost in her every breath.
Everyone
Hollywood's
most
beautifuladmits
woman.she'sEveryone
says
she has that certain something — they used
towanttermto call
it it.a.:Whatever
now it's itwhatever
you
is, it sounds
swell on the networks. So climb onto the
airwaves,
Marlene — unless you're holding
out for television!
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YOUR FACE IS

Faults

that

UNDER
A SINGLE blemish can dim the
freshness of your skin . . . make
you look older than you are.
A few coarse pores say, " She's geton in wrinkles
years" — just
as Stubborn
loudly as
lines tingand
say it.
things— that keep on getting worse
till you learn their real cause and the
real way to treat them.
Deep-skin rousing needed
The truth is, almost all skin faults
get their start, not on the surface,

start

in your

briskly patted in. How wonderful it feels.
Blood tingling. Skin glowing . . . and so
much softer! You are waking up that
underskin.

SKIN

but in your underskin.
away.
top. youKiepktipthemskinactive—
In your underskin are little hidden
and
faults
glands and cells and blood vessels.
These are the foundation of your
in Pond'sWipe
Coldoff.Cream
loosen night,
dirt, patmake-up.
Pat toin
outer skin's health. The minute they Every
function poorly, pores begin to clog. more cream briskly — to rouse your underAnd then blemishes come. Even lines
skin, keep it working properly, so annoying little faults caiiU age your skin.
are really nothing but creasings in
your outer skin, caused by failing Every morning, and during the day, retissues underneath.
peat this treatment with Pond's Cold
But — you can rouse that underskin Cream. Your skin becomes softer every
time—
younger. And it's all smooth
to healthy vigor— by the regular use for
yourlooks
powder.
.';5
of Pond's invigorating
SPECIAL
9-TREATMENT TUBE
deep-skin treatment.
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
Miss JaneColdMellon
Twice daily— for a
"Pond*s
Cream
fault-free skin
mWYS.
IXpt.UuS.CIinton.
^hcliI \Mtli
lulukeeps my skin soft
of
I'ond's
Cold Cream, enoushConn.
for o Rush
inatmints,
Ponti's Ci^ld Creani goes deep entgenerous
samples
of 2FaceotherPowder.
Pond's ICreams
andlo* to5 diftVrshades
of
Pond's
enclose
cover
into the pores. Its specially postage and packing.
processed oils loosen every
particle
C.ty_
it all oflf. of dirt. Easy to wipe Street.
Now the rousing treatment
right, lasii. ronJ s Kx
— more Pond's Cold Cream
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''The Queen
Has a
Most Excellent Taste
a"
for Te
SOME gracious
Victorian lady may
well have ventured such an opinion, for it was known that England's
great Queen Victoria had had her private tea blended specially to her taste
by the famous tea house of the time —
Ridgways (Est. 1836).
Since 1900 all the world has been
able to taste and enjoy Queen Victoria's private tea — now known as
Ridgways "Her Majesty's Blend".
For 100 years Ridgways have been
the world's
Foremost
Quality
Teas.
Today
Ridgways
offers teas
for almost
every taste and purse. The experience
of 100 years, in selecting and blending
fine teas, assures the deliciousness and
quality of the Ridgways Tea you may
choose —
Ridgways
Pekoe Gold Label— 100% Orange
Ridgways
"H.M.B.")"Her Majesty's Blend" (or
Ridgways
DarjeelingS O'Clock — delicious Ceylon
RidgwayserousOrange
10c size Label — now in a genRidgways Teas
Praised the World Over for Their Flavor
1836 — Ridgways One Hundredth Year — 1936
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RADIO HOSTESS
{Continued front j^ayc 53)

But before discussing culinary matters 1
want to tell you about the fascinating
house in which our host lives.
Ripley, when not on one of his trips
to far-ofif lands, lives on an island in
Long- Island Sound, conveniently near to
Newfavorite
York's golfbroadcasting
studios
his
courses! Bob
has and
namedto
his place Bion Island. Just take the first
letters of those now famous words of his,
Bclicvc-ll-Or-Not,
reason for the name.and you'll know the
The estate is reached by crossing an
ordinary bridge from the mainland, but
in time, I understand, there will be a drawidge to satisfy
the owner's
for
privacy brand
the bizarre
! As you liking
approach
Bion Island the house, from the outside,
looks for all the world like the prosaic
home of a retired banker. But step inside the front door and I guarantee that
your eyes will fairly pop! Then, if you
are lucky enough to have Bob himself as
guide, I'll guarantee further that you are
sure to spend the most absorbing afternoon of your life — listening to his stories
about the fascinating things that surround }(iu on every side.
Tiie rug in the hall, he would tell you,
is a priceless one from far-off India. The
lamp above it a most rare example of the
glass and metal work of ancient Spain.
The wood carvings in the Tap Room are
'Primitives' from darkest Africa. The
tin\- muinmificd head on the side table of
the living-room comes from South America and is the best example of its kind that
Bob has ever found. The buffet in the
dining-room is an old hand-carved wooden altar. The scarf on the dining-room
table
once awasblack
a Mohammedan
veil with
patch in thewoman's
centre
which served as a none-too-transparent
face covering for this unknown beauty of
the harem when she walked abroad. The
wooden bucket, filled with good old American cheese popcorn, was originally a milk
pail in Gouse — one of the least known and
least visited spots in the entire world,
situated as it is on a plateau high in the
Pyrennes, with a language that rivals that
of the Basques for tongue twisters.
These are but a few of the countless
strange things I saw, scattered about the
house. Then finally we went into the
Museum Room and here, indeed, I felt
like -Mice in Wonderland with everything
growing
And as "curiouscr
I listened tdandBcil)curiouser."
describe every
item in the fascinating collection which
hestar-studded
has placed ceiling,
in that Il()vel\realizedroommorewithfullyits
what an inexhaustil)U' well of information
is his mind — from which lie can draw at
will whole buckets ful of related and unrelated facts. Just mention an> country
on this globe of ours and he can tell you
some strange*
tale visited
about itsonehistory
people.
He has
hundredand andits
eight \-five countries, including places like
Djerba and Zar;i of which I dare say few
of us have heard ! In fact, according to
Bob, not man\ ]icople can even name fifty
countries — hciici'c-il -or-nol — so you might
try it out as a brain teaser some time and

sec if he's right.
Ask Bob about food, too, as I did and
he'll
surprise
being more
equallystrange
well
informed,
withyoufactsby about
native dishes than any mere culinary reporter couldHowever
hope to Iremember
describe.
did take— much
notes lesson
some of them, which I shall pass on to
first, what
let's do
discuss
Bob's that
favorite
dish.But And
you think
is?
Stn<<!
you that
go,"thesaidmostRipley,
you.
are"Wherever
sure to find
tasty "you
and
typicaling isdish
of
the
country
you
are visit-In
the local version of Stew.
other words it is meat prepared and seasoned in a characteristic fashion, placed
in a pot with the vegetables that grow
in that particular region and cooked until
the whole thing is tender. The cooking
vessel may be a three-foot iron one, such
as isica : in
usedwhich
by thecase
gauchos
in Southwould
Amer-be
the Stew
called ['tichcro and would be as good as
anything inyou've
tasted.in Hungary,
Ask for
Rollout
France,everGoulash
Sukiyaki (pronounced Skee-ya-kee by
Bob, if I remember rightly) in Japan —
and
still Stew
are, and
the
worldit'sover,
that !itAndwillchances
be fresh
flavorsome. But don't ask for Chop Sucy
in China,"
never
heard heofadded
it ! laughing, "for they've
"In
my
opinion,"
"the
best cooks in the worldBobarecontinued,
the Japanese.
Much charm is added to their foods, too,
because you usually see what you are
going to eat before it is cooked, as it is
prepared right at the table before your
"The Chinese also have a deserved
eyes.
reputation as good cooks. And, of course,
it would be wrong to overlook the French.
It would be particularly foolish of me to
do so because my French chef, Louis,
might feel slighted by such an omission
on my part ! Funny thing, my chef doesn't
talk
English
I don't talkOf French
we get
alongandfamously.
course! Yet
the
love of good food can be expressed without words — an approving smile and a
smack of the lips after a good meal being
abe!language that is more universally understood than Esperanto could ever hope to
"I'm as curious about the foods of foreign countries as I am about their cusBob went
on. "And
ready totoms,"try
anything
in theI'mfoodalways
line
once! In Java, for instance, I enjoyed
eating tlicir characteristic dish, called
Rijsttafcl. This re(|uires the services of
twenty waiters and consists of a basic
mixture of rice wiiicii is brought in on
a large plate. Presently the procession of
waiters appears, each bearing a platter
laden with every conceivable kind of meat
and vegetable.
past, plate,
each until
transfers
of "As
his they
load file
to your
you some
have
in front of you a pile of mammoth propf)rtions, consisting of rice, curry, sausages, gravy, chicken, green peppers,
minced meat, fried eggs, beef hash, ba-

nanas, fried fish, olives, pickled eggs, beef
stew and cucumbers ! The whole thing is
then stirred together vigorously and each
diner is supposed to eat all that is set
before him. Thi< i-. :i furmidahlc task,
indeed, for a novicr, ultli' ui^li dunn'^ niy
stay in Java I saw many a tlainiy IhiUli
id Miss absorb about half her weight in
II Rijsttafcl at a single sitting!
It "But I never bothered asking for cook;. ing directions," Bob concluded,
i "But haven't you some recipes filed
a aw-ay in your collection of oddities, that
) I might be able to use?" I inquired.
"I imagine we can get a couple of good
: ones from the ctu I." Vn>U agreed help' sufficiently
fully, "that tois understand
if ymi can hini.
i'uilcz HeFrancais
ought
to be able to give you a good Ragout
recipe and one for French Pancakes —
about
only sweetcanI cat.
Then some
I'm
sure mythe secretary
find you
others in my files. How about Lonan
Soii/y from Greece? And Bavarian Cabbage, cooked with apples, believe-it-ornot! Or England's justly famous Yorkshire
all, if you Pudding,
think which
of theisn't
worda aspudding
applyingat
toof aChicken
dessert. andAndRice,
therewhich
is India's
with Curry
some
modifications and considerably less curry
willYouplease
the
average
taste."
will find the recipes for these very
dishes
month's
leaflet.thatAllBobare mentioned
unusual, itin isthistrue,
but
none so strange that it would not appeal
to anyone who is not a slave to habit.
Nor does a single one of them call for
ingredients that could not be found on the
shelves of any well stocked pantry. So
send for your set now — just to be different! You are sure to enjo}' making and
eating tliese characteristic culinary favorites of India, Greece, England and France.
in this
are
someIncluded
amusingalso food
factsmonth's
culled leaflet
from Bob
Ripley's
files, These
which Belicve-It-Or-Nots
serve as footnotes ofto
his
recipes.
Bob's
inspired
me
to
make ona somewhat
similar collection — strictly
my own.
The first positive evidence in regard to
cooking equipment dates from Egypt
about 6,000 years ago. Among the painting on the walls of their rock tombs along
the Nile there are a number illustrating
the preparation of meals. About 1600 B.C.,
the kitchen had become a department
of great importance, as shown by paintings of the
Rameses
III. royal bakery and kitchen of
The Barbecue of today may be traced
back
Homer's
when meat
roastedto over
the firetime,
in similar
style. was
The Queen of Sheba included several
camel loads of spices among the gifts
she presented to King Solomon.
One fruit supplies the world with two
widely different spices, Mace and Nutmeg.
Mace is the brightly hued inner lining of
the shell and Nutmeg is the seed.
Clove derives its name from the French
word Clou — meaning nail — which describes
its shape.
Rice was considered the symbol of
fertility and happiness in ancient countries. From this grew our custom of
throwing rice at brides. Rice, in some
parts of the Orient, was and still is the
medium of exchange for debts, taxes and
even wages.
{Continued on page 79)
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GEE, MOM,
THIS TASTES
SWELL/

i!^ ' A delicious quick meal
^yi/(^
^packed full of nourishment
—and

it costs less than 3* a portion

They're
fast, playing
hard
— those growing
lively, lovable
youngsters
of yours. They're burning up energy all
day long. They need good, hearty, satisfying food and plenty of it!
Give them Franco -American Spaghetti often. It's rich in vital food
elements. It supplies, at low cost, bodybuilding proteins — energy-giving
carbohydrates — valuable vitamins in
its delicious cheese-and -tomato sauce.
Children love it and it's so easy for you
to prepare. No cooking or fussing. Just
heat and bring to the table.

The whole family will enjoy FrancoAmerican. Its rich, savory cheese-andtomato sauce, containing eleven different ingredients, makes it taste different
as can be from ordinary ready-cooked
spaghetti. "It's far better than I could
make," women tell us. And costs less!
A can is usually no more than ten
cents — less than 30 a portion. You
couldn't buy uncooked spaghetti and
all your ingredients and prepare it yourself for so little.
Order Franco-American
Spaghetti
from
.r-s^
your grocer today. il^^^v^N^

rranco-^merican
SPAGHETTI
THE
MADE

KIND

WITH THE

BY THE MAKERS

GOOD

SAUCE

OF CAMPBELL'S SOUPS
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DON'T

DARE
{CoiitiiincdCALL
from page 43)ME

yet and I have no intention of starting

Forhan's is different from other
tooth pastes. It was created by
an eminent dental surgeon to do
both jobs. With it you clean and
brighten teeth; and at the same
time you massage gums, just as
so many dentists advise. Get
Forhan's,
more
than
most today.
ordinaryIt costs
toothnopastes
— yet endsordinary
Canada. half-way
\ ^ care.
I

ASK
YOUR
DOCTOR

CHECKS BODY ODORS
y!
HWA
,£ASIB
SUm
Merwood
a compact,
butManlly
sliodtslooks
a finelike spray
of indeodorizing
powder
-, wlien
iiressed
between
fint,'ers.
Harmless
to
skin
and
fabric. I'< j fi ci for- purses
At

IfltAAi/XWti POWDER
cr Deodorant Spray. I (
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"But, Mr. stories
Jordan,"wereI protested,
Miiiifhanscii
published "The
over
onenow."
hundred and fifty years ago. You've
to admit
that antedates Jack Pearl."
Igotgrinned
at him.
"Sure," he agreed. "I know that and
you
know I\Iit,
but howwithmanya book
radio which
fans
associate
iiiichaiiscn
was published in 1785? Munchausen and
Pearl are coupled in the betting as far as
radio listeners are concerned. I thought
Jack's program was swell, it's success
provedsen tagthat,
I don't
like act,
the Munchaubeingbuthung
on our
lest it be
misconstrued as a copy of Pearl's previous
And then Jim was off, describing the
programs."
character which practically every radio
listener knows by now, the bombastic rustic who is forever given to flights of
fancy, only to be brought crashing to
earth by the nasal realities voiced by his
wife, Molly. It is a development of their
own Smackout series, which revolved
around the proprietor of a crossroads general store, who invariably was "jest smack
out
of" whatever
commodity his customers
attempted
to purchase.
The character comes naturally to the
Jordans, who trouped through many a
small town in their vaudeville and concert days and who have a rural background
of their own, both being brought up on a
small
Illinois.farm a few miles outside of Peoria,
They have endowed Fibber McGec with
characteristics which are as American as
ham
lived ininona
small andtown,eggs.
you Ifhaveyou've
only ever
to tune
Fibber and Molly once or twice before
you've
it's the
local
village identified
blow-hard, thewhopairis— kept
in check
only terbyhalf. the homely good sense of his betThe Jordans are one of the few radio
teams which bases its act upon the theory
that its listeners have some intelligence.
Pioneers at broadcasts, with twelve years
of
behindup from
them, infantile
they've gags,
seen
radioexperience
comedy grow
blue-printed and hurled straight into the
laps of the listeners, to humor which is
more deft and subtle, more adult. "Radio
audiences are smarter now," declared Jordan, "thanks to the work of comedians
like Fred toAllen
and something
Jack Benny.moreTliey're
educated
expect
than
the old-time minstrel cjuestion-and-answer
gags
we're— smart,
trying but
to give
themsmart.
that
type ofandhumor
not too
We're playing up to our audiences, instead of down to 'em, which was the accepted formula in the old days," explained
Jordan.
Although the Fibber McCce and Molly
program is on the air only thirty minutes
a week, and much of that time is given
to musicalchestra andinterludes
Ted Wecms' or-by
coinmercialby interpolations
Announcer Harlow Wilcox, the pair works
at least eighteen hours on each program,
counting rehearsals, script revisions and
so on.

THAT!

The Fibber McGee script is prepared by
Don Quinn, a reformed commercial artist,
who took to script writing when the depression made commercial artists a luxury
in which few firms cared to indulge. Quinn
drifted into script writing by accident,
working on early scripts of the Jordans
through his friendship with them. He
later worked with Olson and Johnson for
a long period.
It is Quinn who writes the first, rough
draft of the script. He does this by himself and then presents it to Marian and
Jim. Through a series of consultations
with the pair, the script is rewritten at
least twice.
Then Don takes a night ofif for the final
preparation, starting at midnight and workinging,through
eightpotsin the
fortifieduntil
by about
countless
of morncoffee
and innumerable packs of cigarettes.
"And even then, we sometimes make
last
keep minute
just onechanges,"
program admits
ahead. Quinn.
I used "Ito
try and get three or four up in advance,
but found that the script was very much
fresher when it was prepared only a
The Jordans are now in their 72nd week
week
on theahead."
Fibber McGee and Molly program,
with indications that it will run through
the winter. The Weems orchestra has
supplanted that of Rico Marchelli, which
appeared for a solid year on the program.
The Jordans are now on a Coast-to-Coast
hook-up,
repeatfor broadcast
hours aftarmaking
their afirst,
the benefitfourof
California listeners.
Their fan mail has mounted steadily in
the
year, four
so much
fact, Marian
that it
takespasta letter
weeksso,toinreach
or Jim. It goes direct to their sponsors,
the Johnson Auto-Wax Company, where
it is sorted and checked. A radio club in
Chicagosented amade
Jim akeymember
membership
to him,andbutpre-he
had to go around to the club personally
and
pick it itup,would
unless take
he wanted
the month
to reachto wait
him
via the studio mail.
The Jordans feel the responsibility of
a weekly program, as opposed to a daily
program.
we firstat were
air,
we used"When
to broadcast
least ononcethea
a day and sometimes we were on afternoon and night," explained Marian. "If
you
a broadcast
click, you
didn'tfeltmindthat much,
because didn't
you knew
you
could come right back the next day and
redeem yourself. When you're on only
once
got toyourself
be good for
! Ita
takes atooweek,
longyou've
to square
itern over which Fibber and Molly
flopOnebroadcast."
never
cease to congratulate themselves is
the policy of their sponsors, which is to
let the entertainers plan the program. This
is one program which has escaped the
bane of every radio performer's existence,
"sponsor
The onetrouble."
standard line in their broadcasts isa derisory : "T'aint funny, McGee!"
contemptuously
in Fibber's
by Molly when flung
he soars
too highdirection
in his
impractical schemes. The line, however.
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is used sparingly, with the Jordans careful
not to lean too heavily on it, lest it become
a millstone around their necks, such as:
Vas you dcrc, Sharlcyf or I'sc rcgustcd!
In the parlance of the trade, the Jordans are "actors'tliereactors."
all of intheir
performances,
may beAtspotted
the
audience other radio entertainers, even
some from rival networks, enjoying the
McGecs and contributing to the applause.
Another favorable mark of the Jordan
programs is that they tiever have had to
descend to questionable humor or double
entendre lines for their laughs.
It was not always as comics that this
pair appeared on the air-waves. The Jordans spent three years in vaudeville as
a harmony singing team and never spoke
a line and their only humor was expressed
in character songs, of the type made famous by \'an itsandgolden
Schenckera. when vaudewas enjoying
The Jordans came to the ether as singers, but before long decided that there
were far too many singers on the air and
far too many singers out of work. "Better
singersian,than
we And
were, sotoo,"they
admitted
honestly.
decidedMar-to
try comedy.
Remember a song called Can't Yo Heah
Me Callin', Caroline^ and another called
Knee-dcet^ in Daisies.' Kind of ancient,
aren't
Well, those
date the
advent they?
of the Jordans
before songs
a microphone,
onin a1924.
little station
in
Chicago,
II'
I
BO,
back
It was their first try at radio
and they applied for the chance on a dare
given by some friends.
Later the Jordans appeared on the first

commercially sponsored program in the
midwest, the O. Henry candy bar program,
for which they received the munificent
sum of ten dollars. They supplemented
their radio work with week-ends in vaudeville, since in those days there was not
enough money in radio to live on.
Once they started to click on the radio,
the Jordans abandoned vaudeville. The
Smith Family, which endured for three or
four years, was one of their first radio
hits, but they indulged in a wide variety
of programs in those days, including a
children's
hour, tales,
in which
dramatized
Mother Goose
such they
as King
Cole,
Little Bo-Peep and others.
Later, the Jordans were on a program
known as The Grab Bag. in which they
clipped gags from the humor magazines
and dramatized them. In this hour, as
in their nursery rhyme scries, Marian and
Jim wciuki iinpers(.nate a^ niauy as a dozen
characters. They seldom play double, triple
or
wouldn't
go quadruple
over well roles,
before because
a studioit audience.
Marian does the popular little girl and the
ii'hoopla old lady, regular cliaracters in the
show, and Jim does a sort of goofy smartaleck oaf called Mart Toops. Their current program is well supplied with stooges,
and impersonations by the Jordans would
merely add to their labors and serve, furthermore, to keep other entertainers out
of work.
Both Jordans are of Irish descent and
their romance began years ago when they
met
the choir
of when
St. John's
Church hadin
Peoria,in back
in 1918,
Jim already
appeared in vaudeville and Marian was
taking voice culture lessons.

Their romance was interrupted briefly by
the war, for Jim went overseas. He makes
no claims to being a war hero, however,
for he became ill on the trip to France,
was sent directly to a base hospital when
the troopship landed at St. Nazaire. When
he was discharged, he was taken into a
troupe whose business it was to entertain
the soldiers behind the lines and maintain
their morale.
Jordan
finallyorganized
returneda toconcert
civi'
life,When
he and
Marian
company, known
as The
Entertainers, although
neitherMetropolitan
had ever seen
New York, barring the brief glimpse Jim
got when he embarked from Hoboken as
a doughboy. No town was too small for
them to play and they appeared in ham
lets
map-makers
and McXallythatneverevenheard
of, rangingRandthrough
the
midwest and southwest from Wappello
Iowa, to San Angelo, Texas.
and inhouse.
fire-houses,
if They
the townplayed
had inno barns
local opera
Their
show lasted over two hours and had thirteen intermissions. Then they took a fling
in vaudeville, not because the remuneration
was any dations
greater,
but because
the accommowere beter.
.^nd, finally,
as already related, they landed in radio.
The Jordans are happy now in radio,
portraying rural America, instead of barnstormnigdren, through
it, happyand with
chilKathryn, sixteen,
JamestheirJunior,
twelve, in school in Chicago, happy in their
characterization of Fibber McGee and
Molly.
Happy,! inAndfact,then
until get
someone
Munchausen
readysays.to
duck.
Don't say I didn't warn you !

'now!
Gone is theis
old-fashioned
drudgery ing
of dyeing— nowmatter
you can do it with
a smile
alaugh
Dyeing
on your face because the muggy, steamy boiling has been eliminated by Rit. One
special ingredient found ou/y in Rit makes colors soak in deeper . . . faster . . . easier!
Try Rit soon and enjoy its radiant colors— its ease ... its marvelous economy.
But be sure you get genuine Rit, because truly no other
tint or dye can give you the same advantages.
OKIV RITCOLORS
CIVES
FAST
WITHOUT BOILING
*siftDissolves
is a loose
powderpowder
waferdyes.
— easier I measure, won t
out of theinstantly.'
packageKit like
TINTS
& DYES

/'^>5 ^ Only
HEW you
COU)R-"NEW"
and Rit willDRESS
know
it's an old dress— your mirror
will say it's lovely today!
FADED LINGERIE SPARKLES
Tint
underthings
and
beautifully,
with quickly
Rit colors
that resist washing!
FOR HOSIERY
FRESH TONES FOI
matching their
fyJJ Save odd stockings byrevive
•^^.^ IV'^ <=o^ot with Rit ... or re faded hose
0jlff^--^\
with new shades.

IT
ALSO WHITE RIT COLOR REMOVER
The salt, sure way to take OUT color, remove
Mains, whiten fabrics . . . harmless as boiling water!
COLORED
TABLE UNENand SMARTLY
BED UNEN
RitGLOWING
makes luncheon
sheets
and pilbridge linens so gay and Spreads,
low
cases
can
the
festive. You can change loveliest shadeshave— and
stiUlaunderbeautifull>!
them M will.
TO FRESHEN
CURTAINS the
French
sunniest Ecru
colorRitthaigiMSnevercurtains
seems to
wash
a "surface
has toout!be Not
renewed
each color"
time! that
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RADIO'S GIFT
TO ROMANCE
(Coiiiimtcd fi-oiii paijc 29)

■pper bag.
Black, Brown,
Complete
with orbrushBlue.in
that
Everyone notices your eyes first — remember this! Eyes without proper eye make-up
often appear dull and lifeless — bald and
unattractive. Many women deplore this in
their appearance, but are timid about using
eye make-up for fear of having a hard
"made-up"
mascaras. look, as with so many ordinary
Maybelline, the eye make-up in good
taste, has changed all this. Now you may
have the natural appearance of lovely,
long, dark lashes — instantly and easily —
w ith a few simple brush strokes of harmless
Maybelline mascara. Non-smarting and
tear-proof.
You will be delighted with the other
exquisite Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids,
too! Try the smooth-marking Maybelline
Eyebrow Pencil to form graceful, expressive eyebrows — it may be had in shades to
match the mascara. Use Maybelline Eye
Shadow for truly glamorous effects — a
touch gently blended on the eyelids

First Impression
intensifies the color and sparkle
of the eyes immensely.
The new Maybelline Cream
Mascara and the ever-popular Solid
Mascara are preferred by over
10,000,000 discriminating women
the world over. Either form is only
75c at leading toilet goods counters.
Generous introductory sizes of all
Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids may
be purchased at all leading ten cent
stores. For the finest in eye makeup, insist on genuine Maybelline!

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS
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I'd want to tell them about Hollywood,
nightsame.
life, the
It just ifwouldn't
bethe the
We studios.
lose contact,
not a
taste for the simple things once we gtt
caught the
Lip cuinmissary
in — in this—— Spencer
'' Bob Tracy
gazed
aliuiit
just walking in, Una Merkel being interviewed at a nearby table, Jean Hersholt
ditto, Myrna
tance. . . Loy lunching in the dis"I'd like to go back," Boh said, "to
the days when I got a thrill out of getting up at daybreak, mounting my horse,
riding for hours over the prairies. I still
like to ride. I'd still like to get up a;
daybreak
and
ride.
The dayonly
day Ialways
have But
time soIfordon't
it isdo
Sun-it.
and there
are
many
things
one has to do on Saturday nights that
I'm till) tircrl on Sunday mornings to see
the ilawn cimic up like tliunder I
'Tint do you see what I am driving at,
tiie pniiit I'm making? I could go home
on
It's —theandonlyI will
way ifback
for
me the
now.air.I could
I have
anyth'ng to say about it— do folksy,
plain-folksy sort of things on the air. I'd
ad libhome
all I ahout
could.theI'dthings
talk tothatthe interest
people
back
them — and still interest me.
"I'd talk to my friends, the farmers,
about farming problems and conditions,
their crops of corn, wheat, barley, rye
I'd talk to the garage men about cars
and w-hat I've learned about them. I'd
tell Joe all about my new Packard roadster and he'd realize, better than anyone
else
world-andthat
dreamin oftheyears
yearsI'z'cby realized
buying the
the
darn thing. Whereas, if I i)lew into town
some day, driving it, the sight of it might
put him off me. But if I could just talk
to him, disembodied, invisible, he'd know
that I'mkindjustof getting
the
same
a kicka Ikickgotoutoutof ofit, my
first bike when I was a kid and he blew
up "Imycould
tires talk
for me.
to some of the girls I
used to know back there — girls I played
with when
them
about
the funI was
we ahavekid.out I'dhere,tellwhere
we go, fun,
what really,
we do.thanI'd the
tell old
them quilting
it's no
more
bees, such as we used to have at home
long ago.
"There was one particular farmer I
used to spend a lot of time with, when
I was a kid, before I ever came to California. He was a Big Shot to me. If
Ihe could
talk Heto him
make Owned
him knowhis
still is.
was I'd
retired.
own farm outright. Had fifteen thousand
in the savings bank. Gee, I thought he
was Big with
Time!him, He'd
let meby sit
kitchen
or out
the incow-the
barns, while he whittled and talked to me
about the cattle and the condition of the
soil and I felt more flattered and important and honored than I feel now when
I talk to Big Producers. Because I've got
something
to give,andtoo,selling.
now. It's
question of buying
Buta when
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1(1 farmer talked to me, I had nothI offerandhim respect
except aandboy's
honest
•ation
reverence.
•\more
was ofenough.
He
didn't
want
anyme. I think he was wise
.I 1heknew
that
there
isn't
anything
more
given. I could talk to him on the
; . as I used to talk. And it would
i . rest radio fans, too, I know, that kind
( talk — because it's human stuff, it's real.
' I wouldn't want to do fancy things
c air. I'd like to be the fellow I
liack home. I'd like to start with the
.:
'Well,
folks' lingo
the
• 1 mid-Western
drawl.and give
And 'emthere
luldn't be any physical stuff to interfere,
lere'd be nothing on earth to remind
em
that that
I'm fellow
not Arlington
Brough Tayany
ire but
named Robert
•movie
whose fan
pictures
they
see
on
the
screen,
magazines and in the daily
pers.
"It's spiralled
funny," said
loke
aroundBob, hiswhiledarkcigarette
proud
ad set so valiantly on broad shoulders,
t's funny but we all go back to first
inciplesyousooner
iKther
know orthislater.or notI don't
but itknow
zvas
r radio lliat gave me my first taste of
•ii'i!were
'a star.'
And
it
was
the
farmers
my first audiences, first fans,
autograph seekers. If I keep my
. where it belongs, and I hope to. — if
iiexer "lose
■cause
I "wasthethecommon
conmiontouch'
touchit will
un thebe
idio, in Nebraska. It will be because
began my career by playing to plain
-■iiple with simple, honest reactions and
healthy contempt for any phoney 'stuckP-'
"1
was onCollege,
the airyouwhileknow.I was Ingoing
1 Deane
the
inimer time a few of us fellows used to
roadcast. The Caterpillar Tractor Coiii.iity sponsored us for a time. Later on
'/</ Trusty Coffee let us advertise for
uin and after that Old Trusty Coiv
fey sponsored us. The station, in Clay
ity. \"chra>ka.
called The
Old Trusty
•ation—
Station wasKMM.l,
no less.
And
-tudio where we did our stuff had
windows from which we could see
ig but corn fields stretching for
liks and miles against the horizon. We
overed a radius of a few hundred miles,
aking in some of Nebraska, Kansas and
Missouri. And we didn't get paid a dime,
I course — it was 'work for the joy of
working.'
•J sang and played the 'cello and things.
\iid it was a 'Well, folks' program. We
otiklii't use any flowery language. We
ouldn't give it the 'And >iozi\ Ladies and
iatltiiicn' kind of thing.
"The farmers
audiencesand intheir
the wives.
station were
■i.Ktly
And
lout think they weren't fans! Don't
hink
they
didn't
prepare
me
for
n New York and Chicago and so fans
on.
riiey
'learnedunder
me' thethatskin!
we areTo allthemsisters
ir brothers
we
vei e heroes because we were on the radio,
n ■ used
to
write
us
fan
letters
and
ask
autographs, all in the most ac1irmanner.
MkI when I sang for them or played
l e cello, or both, I felt at home. I
:oti!d see them, not only the ones in the
-tU'Jio, but all the farmer
every^yliere. I knew what they fans
were doing.
Ihey were sitting by their
old battery
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TO

BE

A
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Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth
foam removes these odor"^TTHY
let bad with
breath
interfereIt'swithso penetrating
breeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
^ toromance
happiness.'
easy
be safe— when
you realize that
by methods fail to reach. And at the same
far the most common cause of bad breath time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
is . . . improperly cleaned teeth!
cleans and brightens the enamel — makes
Authorities say decaying food and acid your teeth sparkle.
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
Be safe — be sure! Brush your teeth . . .
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant your gums . . . your tongue . . . with
Colgate
Dental Cream at least twice daily
mouth
odors
—
of
dull,
dingy
teeth
—
and
of much tooth decay.
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!

COLGATE
RIBBON DENTAL CREAM
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sets, the kerosene lamps smoking. They
were snowed in or rained under or up
to their shoulders in mud. And they were
listening to their radios and it was all
they
liad of color, of excitement, of otherworldness.
"We used," laughed Bob, "to ask them
to send in parodies on the old songs — you
know,
like She'll
Round songs
the Mountain
and be
AliceComing
Blue
Gozvn and Jingle Bells and Seein' Nellie
Home parodies
and the others.
they'din write
their
and sendAndthem
and
we'd do them on the air and I could see
their brick-red, embarrassed faces and
hear, almost, their snorts and guffaws
of self-conscious pride.
"I'd still like to do that sort of thing
if I went on the air," said the young
Armand to Garbo's Camille — and he said
it more wistfully than he knew. "I'd still
like
the old
songs. I'd
feel tothatsingI was
entertaining
thoselikewhoto
have no other entertainment, not even
movies,
most oftothem.
I'd like
to think
I was talking
kids and
shut-ins
and
the old and the sick and the poor — and
talking
to
each
of
them
in
their
own
language.
"And I could talk to them, too. I
wouldn't have lost the common touch if
I could talk to them. I may live differently, dress differently,
talk differently,
if I could but
reallyI gowouldn't
home
again.
"I'd like to talk to some of the girls
"Get Dad some perma-tip Shoe back home — girls in small towns and on
them that
Laces. He won't break them in a the
they prairies.
are just I'd
as like
sweetto andtell pretty
and
hurry.
That'sherewhattheyTomare. Junior,
told how
me clever as some of the famous beauties
to do... and
He knows
living here in Hollywood. Even though
you jerk and tug at your shoe laces, those few know their names or ever will.
mornings when you leave home in a hurry...
"I'd like to tell little Jenny, for instance, that she has as pretty a voice
and heever thatsaysmeans.
PERMA-TIPS can 'take it,' whatas
ever probably
heard ondothesomething
air and
Junior uses PERMA-TIPS for his street thatanysheI'vecould
shoes... and his white shoes... and his golf about it if she went to a big city. But
and tennis shoes . . . and there must be a I'd also tell her that she is just as happy,
if not the
happier,
where she
I'd tell little
her,
and
thousands
of is.
unknown
reason."
everywhere, that they have their
Good advice this. And the tips never come Jennys
places in the sun, too, and that their
off.
They are
part of the
shoe places are every bit as important and
lace They
itself..can't.
.hardened
by aa patented
process.
vital and valuable and dearly paid for
If you'd like to be popular with your men (though in a different coin) as the places
folk, get an assortment of PERMA-TIP shoe ofradio.the Jennys of the stage and screen and
laces. You can put your hands on them in any
"I'd tell them that I do not believe that
family emergency. For PERMA-TIPS don't every
talentedstar girl
a poten"hide out"... slip down behind things where
tialpretty
screen oror radio
— andis that
siie
they can't be found when wanted. They are shouldn't
want
to
be.
There
are
mounted on a card that you can't help but see. kinds of heavens — and other kindsotherof
Another thing. You'll be amazed to find stars.
that these super shoe laces cost only 5(i- per
"This may be a bit beside the point,"
said Bob,
"but someone
the
other
(lay whether
I thoughtasked
a manmecould
fall in love with a girl's voice — on the
air, yciupends onknow.
dethe man I andshould
just say
whatthatthatitman
is likely to fall in love with. Some men
fall in love with a nose, eyes, hands,
feet, voice, one or all. Certainly the voice
does carry the personality or ninety per
cent "f it. .Sdftncss, tenderness, emotion,
fire, ice, slirillness, throl), thrill, meanness
— almost all of the human cjualities can
he detected in the voice. I think a man
can pretty well tell whether a woman
PERMA-TIP
SHOE LACE COMPANY
would be apt to croon a lullaby with
LAWRENCE, MASS.
her heart in it or a lilues without any
heart at all, just by hearing her on the
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air. / should say that a man could fal
in love with a voice — yes.
"But to get back . . . What I have saic
about wanting to go home — to the simpk
things — may sound as though I am
appreciative, not grat«»ful for Hollyw
and the breaks I've had. That isn't so
I am wisegrateful.
I wouldn't have it otherfor the world.
"I
love
—
why
not
the atten-l'
tion, the flattery, bethehonest?
fan —letters,
thet
autograph seekers, being recognized — allii
of it. There are times when it's annoyingii
of course — times when fans peer over the*garden hedge and watch me playing*
ping-pong
in pajamas
or something
on
the whole,
I get a big
kick out —of butt
it.i
It's only human, after all. Let one personlh
pat any small boy on the back, tell himithe's
the berries,
and inthethesmallfaceboybutinflates
his chest,
gets red
lovesLt-.
it! Multiply that one pat on the back.t
that one person's attention, by millions, c
and any boy, large or small, will love it, r
too.
It doesn't
or impose any,!.-,
restraints
on meembarrass
to be recognized,
he-'
cause I never behave any differently thanil
I would if I were not known to anyone |i:
but
my mother.
I'm notto doing
given anything
to mak-'
ing scenes,
to drinking,
that
I'd beI ashamed
to be in'caught
Therefore
can be myself
public at.'as
well as in private.
"But it does alarm me now and then.
It always alarmed me, any kind of success, even when I won a prize for some
contest in school or in college. I'd think :
'This is swell, but, but — ti'hat can I do
next?' You have to keep topping success, you see.
"It's the same with Hollywood, with
the
radio.
had so much
two myself
years,
so much of I've
everything,
that Iin find
getting cold feet and wondering, not so
much what I'll have or do ten years
from
to havenowor asdo. what I'll have left to want
"I've had stardom, more money than
I ever dreamed of, fun and fame and all
that goes with it. And quite a tidy bit
goes with it ! I never can get a much bigger thrill out of anything than I had
when I knew I was to play opposite
Garbo. If anyone had told me, even five
years ago, that five years hence I would
bewouldplaying
Camille,
have Armand
said, not tothatGarbo's
they were
crazyI
nor even that I was — but," laughed Bob,
"I would have said that Garbo was crazy!
"I never can top the thrill, so far as
cars go, that I got when I realized the
dream of a lifetime the other day and
bought the roadster. I have a nice house.
my mother.
all thetenclothes
ISocanhashandle.
What I've
will gotI want
years
from noiv? It alarms me, not because
there
not may
be 'new
but thatmaythere
not befieldsany tonewconquer'
fields
at all. For me.
"Which brings me right back to where
we started — I can go back on the air.
I can terest
renew
rechargeby my
inand zestmyandyouth,
enthusiasm
talking
to the folks I knew when I was a boy
and life had just begun and every field
was a new field, unploughed.
"I just hope," laughed Bob, "that if
RobertRobert
TaylorTaylor
goes on
keep
off the
of itair,
— andthey'lllet
Arlington Brough go home."
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' KEEP YOUNG
IND BEAUTIFUL
(Coiiliitut-(i from page 11)

no luiiuired and sixty calories, but a
cat
or piece
Kc-e two-inch
accounts patfor ofthreebutter
hundred
caloriesof
lul an average serving of roast beef gets
ic tliree hundred count, too, unless it is
cr.\ lean. The reason milk sot its repuitiuii tor being a fattening toud is because
i-- our most nearly perfect food and
ciKc is recommended as a weight-builder
r underweights whose digestions are
clicate and who find milk easy to assimiite. Milk really is our supreme beautifyfix.d. It contains more vitamins and
tant minerals than any other one
If you are on a reducing diet, safe1 your body (and your teeth and
la^i^ . . . milk has calcium in it) by inlui'ung
count and
for thetwenty
day
ne pintin oryourthreecaloriehundred
alories. I wish we had more Honey
whiles to demonstrate the beautifying
iroperties of milk.
Honey Chile says that her only two re-ipes
and abeautiful"
ire milkforand"keeping
sleep. young
She is like
cat . . .
-he can sleep anywhere, any time, all tlu
way around the clock. Incidentally, I wisli
hat you women, especially nervous, lii^h~trunghours
girls.youv\-ould
begrudgeThink
any of<ii
the
spendnever
in sleep.
Meep
always
as
nature's
greatest
beautifier. Sparkling eyes, a sunny disposition
uv\ a radiant skin (all part of Honey
Chile'ssets that
vitalsound,
charm)healthful
are a sleep
few ofcanthe help
asto give you. Remember that worry and
lack of sleep can shrivel the most radiant
^kin.
Bob Hope's sleepy-time stooge says that
■■he doesn't except
have anyfor hidebound
for
an.\tliing,
cleansing system
her skin.
.And no matter how late at night it may
be. or how tired she is, or how much she
' ' - leto faithfully.
sleep, she The
followsfirstthething
same shenightly
does
tie a ribbon around her hair; this is
nil. of her pet habits. (Have you ever tried
a wide band of loosely woven elastic material for protecting your hair from
creams?) Then she applies cleansing
cream lavishly all over her face and neck.
She wipes the cream off carefully with
cleansing tissues and then scrubs her face
thoroughly with warm water and soap,
finishing with a grand wholesale splashing
of cold water.
A new cleansing cream on the market
has captivated her completely. This cream
has colloidal gold in it and Honey Chile
says her superstitions tell her it is good
luck to use it. She likes the cream most
of all, however, because it does such an
ambitious, industrious job of cleansing for
her; it just seems to pull the stale makeup and clogged dirt right out of the pores.
All she has to do is pat it on. It practically gives her the advantages of a facial
without the work of one. It is rose-pink
in color, too. and that happens to be Honey
Chile's favorite color. Of course you can't
see the gold in the cream. But neither
can you see the iron in spinach, of which,

• "Looka here — ihis
animal isn't so fierce.
Hasn't got a tooth in
his
heck, Maybe
tce've
eachhead—
got six!...
he isn't looking fierce
at all — only cross. I
knoicwonder
tvhy—he's
hot.
No
—all that
hair, Phooey! . . . he
makes me hot, too!"

%"Now stop and think
—what was it tee decided icas the best thing
for that hot, sticky
f eeling? ... Drink of
tcater? No, that tcasn't
it, Bath?
Notetrack...
you're
on
the right
I've got it— a nice
downy sprinkle of
J ohnson' s Baby
Powder!'

9 "See! Mother's
bringing our powder
now! She's
smart
womana very...
Mother, here's a riddle
for
betteryou!
than What
a babyfeels
all
slicked over with soft
soothing
Johnson's
Baby Powder?
...
That'sbies!. . right.
ba. I told Two
you she
i

!
|
!
|
i

teas bright!"

*

• "/'m Johnson^s Baby Poicder. . . I make babies
happy and comfortable. And I help to keep their
skins in the pink of condition— tchich is the stirest protection against skin infections! ...Vni made of the
very finest Italian talc, silky-fine and even. ISo
gritty particles— and no orris-root . . . Do you knotv the
rest of my family? Johnson^ s Baby Soap, Baby
Cream and Baby Oil—they''re all made especially
for babies.''
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Here's America's best-loved talc —
soft and fine ; fragrant and fresh as a
rain of tiny flower petals. April
Showers is sheer after-bathing delight! Soothes and smooths the skin
—gives you that all-over feeling of
luxury and delight. Yet this superb,
imported talc is inexpensive.
The standard size is on sale at
the standard price of 28^ at fine
stores everywhere.
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Seeing
double?
It's Lore+ta
Poyn+on NBC
and serials
she does
double Time
duty
on the air,
too, being
in two popular
— Flying
and Dan Harding's Wife. Loretta is petite and twenty-one.
incidentally, Honey Chile is very fond, handy tube form. All you have to do is
believe it or not. The iron in spinach to take out the brush, squeeze enough
is in somewhat the same colloidal form mascara from the tube to spread a thin
line over
and you're
as
the insists
gold inthat
the she
cream.
Hope'sto apply
it. the
No brush
scrambling
aroundallin setyourto
stooge
is tooBobdumb
understand such technicalities, but dumb purse, first for the brush and then for the
girls get along, she says. Maybe they mascara. No mixing with water, or other
fuss-budgeting.
don't know why a thing is good, but so blue
mascara forHoney
evening.Chile chooses deep
long ingasall they
know
it
is
good,
they're
doright by themselves. (P. S. — allAll? ) will
you belazy-daisy
aren'tcom-we
interestedfolks
in my(andspecial
Feminineclinging-vine
note : It's type
the not-too-obviously
plexion loveliness bulletin . . . the recomclever
of women that
still get their man, according to surveys.)
mended routines are "as simple as pie" ;
The creamy-complexioned Honey says also my not too energetic, somewhere near
that she is one of the f'tff-pi'ff brand of painless, exercises. As a final lure to
offering a new bulletin.
powderers,
selves withwho
a finesucceed
dustingin ofcovering
powderthemjust the lazies,A I'm
YoungnamesFace."
be glad
as the handsome escort arrives at the door. to"Keeping
send you the
of theI will
products
we
mentioned, and answer any of your perHence
she
is
devoted
to
a
special
make-up
sonal problems. Am / lazy?
scarf which she can whisk over her dress
in a jiffy ... it snaps neatly and quickly
on one shoulder.
Mary
Our blue Ixmnet glamour girl likes to
RADIO Biddie
STARS
try all sorts of glamour stunts, but she
149 Madison
New
York City.Avenue,
says she never thinks of doing them until
Kindly send me your bulletin
tothe dolastmuchminute,
good.whenThatit'sis really
why shetoo islateso
"Keeping
A Young Face."
attached to a new little zipper case of
Name
creatn mascara which she pops right into
her purse at the last second. The case
Address
Please enclose stamped addressed
has a caraseparate
the masbrush andcompartment
a separate for
compartment
envelopes.
for the cream mascara, which comes in
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SENSATION

ON

THE AIR
(Coutnnu;'
'f return from Elba. His name had
>niirched and he had left in a cloud,
ml the public rallied; there were thousands
u tlie pier to meet him. It seemed to me
hat he was legitimate news and that my
aidiciice would be interested." He shrugged
broad with
shoulders
"I was
wnmped
letters.expressively.
Oddly enough,
the
iicu praised me for good sportsmanship,
nit the women were opposed, without exxiition. They did not want to hear about
lim. tliey did not want him discussed over
he air, before their children — not, mind
.(HI, because of his political career, but
localise of his home life. They are, after
ill, the larger number of listeners — it is
wisdom to listen to them and to fol\i>\\ their guidance in >uch matters.
"The important thing," he went on
jlitfully,
"whenis you
haveit todown,
deal never
with
-i!)le scandal,
to tone
it get away, out of hand — to treat
:i, some inoffensive angle. Take the
■>i Eleanor Holm Jarrett, lor exL — she is another for whom excessive
in the papers af(iu>e<l >\ niii.itliv. I
have her on lu-.i^ram Init I
, :'.d she
not did:
stresspeople
the right
or wrungsomeof
what
are divided,
think that since she was representing
' ica, was chosen and sent on the trip,
-es paid, she should have kept in
training, while others think that she
merely sent to win and if she could
champagne, that was her affair!
iM not go into that — I should merely
I ; iier what she ate and what she thought
aln.ut it!"
In the midst of the horrible, bloody days
of the Spanish rebellion, Mr. Heatter presented Miss Agna Enters over his progr.ini in an interview. Miss Enters, driven
from Malaga by the rebellion, talked from
the Rex, in the harbor. It was stirring,
dramatic to hear some one speak who had
so recently heard bullets whining through
the air, seen walls collapsing, great homes
burned to the ground. The rebellion became not something read about, dimly
realized, but an actuality.
Yet was
to Mr.
Heatter's
thinking,
there
as much
dramawayin ofa workman,
falling from a height of twenty-two stories,
caught on a spike, wounded, dying. And
a doctor, climbing perilously, aided by two
firemen, performing a life and death op-

lUBETYOU
I CAN

CUT

VOWN
WURKUNS

"Miss W hite, you never get runs
in those sheer stockings you wear.
Tell me the secret and help me
"I'm in a jam, Mrs. Coe. I bet
could cut down Elsie's stocking
runs. What do other women do?"
"Why, I've hardly had a single run
since I changed to Lux and quit rubbing stockings with cake soap."

"Say inglisten,
Elsie, bet?
what Did
aboutI solve
paythat stocking
the runs problem or didn't I?"
"You certainly did, Jimmy darling,
and
I'm like
tickledI never
to death
to paysinceit.
It seems
get runs
I've been saving elasticity ivith Lux."
Elinor Sherry sings on MBS network.

I

I always
use Lux, soaps
Mr. —Gates.
win
a bet!"
I"Why,
never
risk ordinary
they
might contain harmjul alkali and
that ruins stocking elasticity."
HOW
to save elasticity^
cut down runs
• Pull your stockings inside out as
you take them off. As soon as possible after wearing, toss them into
gentle Lux suds (take off your rings
rubbing.
first). Avoid hot water, cake-soap
• Rinse several times in clear water
and then gently squeeze out some of
the moisture. Roll in a Turkish
towel and squeeze• Unrollrightaway
some more.
and stretch to shape.
Dry
away from a
hot
for radiator.
the Lux Cared
way,
your stockings
will
keep
their elasticity,
wear longer.
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eration, hanging dizzily in space. He
dropped everything else that day to bring
that bit of human drama to his listeners.
And
hospital,
just asbulletin
he wenton
on thephoned
air, tothehave
the latest
theHeinjured
works man's
all day recovery.
: liis is a full-time job.
His office is in his home. He reads, digests, plans his program and types it himself. When he is dealing with incomplete,
changing news, news in the making, he is
on the phone at the last possible moment.
The latest news from Europe, from the
home press, is at the tip of his tongue, so
that he who runs may hear without troubling to read !
Right now the political campaign looms
dominantly. He does not want to say too
much, too early, lest his hearers tire of
the subject.
"But it is thrilling, exciting," he exclaimed. "The world and America are at
the crossroads; — it is as exciting as at
or !Bunker
\'alleyFascism
Forge
orLexington
Gett> sburg
A warHill,
between
and Communism is inevitable, a matter of
time. We don't face that sort of issue in
America fortunately — and I think the people here who talk it, should be sentenced
to a term abroad — it would cure them !
But for those people who think Europe is
far away andenough
doesn'tin concern
there is
excitement
our ownus, country.
Big issues at stake. And minor. The
Coughlin-Lemke convention. Townsend.
John Lewis. And, preeminently of course,
Roosevelt and Landon. I am strictly nonpartisan, you with
understand.
I don't political
belong
to any club
the slightest

leanings, I don't even cast a vote.
"But these things remind me again of
the contrast between American sportsmanship and the hate and hysteria abroad.
Coughlin called the President -a liar and
the people rose up against him as one
voice — not primarily because it was the
President, either. You'll find that John
Smith, going on the commuters' train to
aNew
liar York,
and getcan't
away refer
with toit !his neighbor as
"The
same
thing
happened
before,
disastrously. SenatorhasNye,
for instance,
and his committee, working on the causes
of the World War, were doing splendid
work and had raised a hundred thousand
dollars in appropriations. But Nye called
Woodrow Wilson a liar — and with exceeding difficulty, raised seven thousand dollars to complete his work. Perhaps Wilson was a liar — perhaps he merely 'forg
o
t
'
didn'tthing
matter.
Nye wasto finished.
The — itsame
happened
Senator
Black — he w^as discredited when he seized
private letters. An infringement of personal liberty — Americans resent that sort
of thing.
Deep signs
and bitter
personal fury.
accusa- 1
tions are the
of a passing
ignore them, I try to look at the whole
thing sympathetically, impartially. Scare
psychology Andis allthewrong
— it won't theworkscan-in
America.
mud-slinging,
dalizing inevitably revert upon the mudthrower, the scandal-monger. In big
things and in small, in public and in pri. . ." of his strict impartiality,
As vatean lives.
evidence
Mr. Heatter reminded me that although
he wrote a quarter of a million words on

0001?

the Hauptmann case, he never once said
whether he thought Hauptmann innocent
or guilty. A most amazing feat at that
time was his fifty-seven minutes of ad
libhiiu/ when the execution was delayed
"I was afraid of that assignment," he
admitted.
I dodged itConnecticut.
— ran away
to my cam.p"In infact,Candlewood,
But the dodging was futile — the execution
was postponed forty-eight hours and I was
caught by that time, haled back. It was
a horrible thing — I hated the very idea,
and I felt it might well finish me. How
could anyone want to listen to the description ofan execution? But I succeeded
in escaping that — I would not witness the
actual
And execution."
in the fifty-seven minutes that the
execution was delayed, Mr. Heatter made
radio history. His audience listened enthral ed, ina dramatic suspense that made
them hang on every word — and he was
talking on a subject that had gone dead
forty-eight
hours People
before, thought
with thatthey
last did
illtimed
reprieve.
not want to hear any more — but they listened to every word, were held spell-bound
by the fair-minded commentator in Flemington that night (so fair-minded, so impartial, that he was the only one chosen to
represent
radio when
Hauptmann's
appealsat
was presented).
One New
York judge
in his car listening to Gabriel Heatter that
night,toandan chose
to be forty-five
late
appointment
rather thanminutes
miss
one word of that forceful, stirring resume.
say.Of the unpleasantness of the HoffmanWendell case, Mr. Heatter had little to
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"I believe
the beginning
Governor
Hoffman
was insincere
— but he has
been
badly advised. He is wrong, of course,
in the present instance and it will have
far-reaching results. . . ."
"\\'hat about Zioncheck?" I asked. "Do
you think the sensational publicity contributed to his suicide?"
! I happened
and"Unquestionably
to speak before
his death,to ofknow,
the
tragedy behind the printed word in that
case. Zioncheck was a brilliant young
man and his tragedy was definitely caused
by overwork.
He was
prodigy
one ofto
the
most brilliant
men aever
to —come
Washington. And he was sincere, big.
People back home knew that if a son or
daughter got into trouble, Zioncheck would
take the case without pay. But he overworked and the people who saw what was
happening were helpless. When he first
went
'haywire,'
and when
he madethean papers
effort toplayed
come itback,up
to steady down, to try again, he saw how
futile it was. He was damned by a few
escapades and what had been said about
them. Nobody remembered the endless
labor that drove him to the breaking point.
He took the only way out he could see.
"In less degree, the same thing threatMary could
Astor.survive
And Ia don't
radioensstar
breath believe
of scan-a
dal. There is a personal intimacy in radio,
a closeness between actor and audience,
between a commentator like myself for
instance and his listeners, that precludes
his living a life they would not approve
of.
want tohas sound
but a
personI don't
like myself
to leadprim,
an almost

ICANT

ascetic life. In the first place, of course,
it is a full time job and there is no time
for
— not ! even
get one's
fill ofplayfishing
But enough
it is moreto than
that.
It is something personal and intimate in
the medium itself, that brings the voice
of the unknown into your living room,
into your family life. The work humbles
you and mellows
he confessed.
"The
tapestry
of humanyou,"
emotions
is marvelous,
wonderful. . . . There is a tremendous
spiritual satisfaction in the work, however taxing it is.
"Because the audience takes radio more
seriously,"
on earnestly,
"not only
the selectionhe ofwenta story
is important,
but
the treatment of it. You can say things
in print
that you
couldn'tcansaydiscuss
over the
the
air.
Dorothy
Thompson
importance of the Negro \'ote in her colbut I can't
discuss weit over
air.
As forumn, this
scandalizing
were thetalking
about, it is not for radio at all — and in any
case, the public will tire of it; it will defeat its own purpose.
"Of course
ways of: Recently,
handling
stories
with anthere
edge are
of scandal
I had an inside story on Alussolini, in connection with the Spanish rebellion — he had
been promised something in Gibraltar in
return for his support of the rebel cause.
I treated it not as scandal, but as indicative of the utter helplessness of the people
in Europe when their leaders bargain. Forwantedonlyto doillustrate
what givIe so many
meant Ts'and! Icould
so in
terms
my own
experience."
He ofsmiled
disarmingly
and I assured
him no apologies were needed — it was

you
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his point of view we were interested in.
A point of view that carries considerable
weight cludHis
is, forcurriculum
example, ined in theprogram
educational
of
schools in New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut. It is required in the high
school of Brooklyn, makes up the major
part of civics courses. Children are kept
up past their bedtime to listen to it. Women's Clubs recommend it. And radios in
hospitals and in prisons are tuned in regularly for it. A tremendous responsibilit, and one that Mr. Heatter meets honestly,entatisincerely,
on of vital innews.his dispassionate presA background
of twenty
experi-his
ence on metropolitan
papers years'
preceded
entrance into the radio field. He is a big,
broad-shouldered man, six feet tall, darkskinned, gray-haired, with candid brown
eyes. A man who, in a few quiet-spoken
words,
sincerity.makes you feel his strength, his
He has little time for hobbies, fishes
when he gets a chance, goes as often as
possible witli liis family to their camp in
Connecticut. He is justifiably proud of his
daughter, who does fashion illustrating
for a New York department store, and of
the seventeen-year-old son who made a
bicycle trip through Europe this summer
and furnished his father copy on the situation of the young people in half a dozen
European countries.
A full life and a gratifying one. We can
understand why Mr. David Wilentz, when
asked to talk alx)ut the issues and the
speakers at the Philadelphia convention,
said: "I'd rather talk about Mr. Heatter!"
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I WANT
ANTISfPTIC
POWDfR

. .cause how else
am I going to battle
nasty germs?"
"Mummy
— 1 know
the
best baby
powderyouyouwantcan tobuy.giveWell,me
gee whiz . . . that means Mennen. Why?
'Cause — that's the kind that's Antiseptic,
i wish you'd heard what Mrs. Holmes
told
my nurse today.
She Mennen
said she wouldn't
use anything
else but
Powder.
Said
it
was
a
reg'lar
germ
It chases nasty germs away, fighter.
for good.Yessir!
And
gosh.
Mummy,Besides
how . else
I goin'saidto
battle germs?
. . Mrs.am Holmes
it preventsplaininthat
I'm rawness
always comg about . chafing
. . and that
I get
in my creases. So, gee, Mummy — get me
Mennen, will you?"
America's first baby powder is now Anti. But itother!
doesn't cost a penny more.
Why usesepticany

POWDER

Here are radio's blithe, beguiling favorites, Tim and Irene of the
Wacky Family, with Eddie Hall, in a scene from an Educational
Comedy.
Hall comedy
is the baggy
individual!
most
popular Mr.Eddie
and Mrs.
combinations,
Tim One
and of
Ireneradio's
also have
Deen occupied with motion picture work during the past year.
would appreciate his honesty, earnestness
sincerity. He is built four-square,
. . . There's
Babies. immeasurab
of thosethe precious
ly. and
radio helped
where
stocky, stubborn and homely in the best
The Babies' case was hopeless, unless ex- sense of the word and stufTed full of
traordinary means could be found to fit common sense from the crown of his
and finance this most extraordinary case. rather massive gray head to the square
Every time someone told the story of the toes of his old-fashioned laced shoes.
s over the air, it was like a perin Callander goes ; and furQuintuplet
sonal appeal— although we never actually What he says
thermore, what he says can be depended
made one.
upon. From the initial miracle of bringing
"OfTers, suggestions and advice came the Quintuplets into the world, he has
them were fantastic had practically everything to say about
pouring in. Most ofworld
is facare and up-bringing.
or worthless.
miliar with the The
outcome. A already
half dozen or their
In
a
way, Dr. Dafoe has been the vilso manufacturers of children's staple prepand butthose
didn'ttolike
arations paid the Babies— the monies be- could lagebe czarstill,
theywho
all came
knowit
ingdians—heldforandthe used
in
trust
by
their
guarrecognize that there was wisdom in
exclusive use of their foods, and
what
he
said,
and
kindliness.
He
and
the
for example.
Catholic priest to an amazing degree
"As a matter of fact, while enriching guided
the destinies of the
their treasury and providing means for communityand; hesteered
the health of their bodies
carryingceivedoutduring the
plans
that
I
had
conand
the
priest
the
health
of their souls.
those early dark days, the
choice of certain foods, for instance, was The proverbial Country Doctor, who has
scarcely altered an iota. We had made almostized map.disappeared from our ultra-modernpractically all our own choices of food
Roy," they call him, af¥ectionately,
and everything else for the Babies, and or "Dr.
For twenty-five years, on
if certain manufacturers and purveyors callotherwise.
night
day, ploughing through
met our high standard and were willing snow and and
ice
that far
their products, all the North country inthata envelopes
using
for
us
pay
to
shroud and,
better. Nothing on earth could induce us for half of the year, glacial
almost
cuts
it oflf
to use anything of which we could not from our work-a-day world, he unremitthe nurturing and
saving,
The
approve.
tingly attended to his duties. He fully
the ultimate welfare of those Babies have
hccf.me the objectives of my life. I have expected to fall in his tracks doing "my
he called
it.
as a general practi- job,"
my career
abandoned
Thenas came
the Quintuplets
and fame —
tioner to devote
myself and my profession
but
not
fortune
;
hehim wouldn't
have
When
they
ofTcred
ten
per
cent, it.of
>c)lely
to
them."
ac- all the monies that poured in from
hear and become
could see, stolid
If you quainted
vacountry
little
with this
rious sources to his Babies, he refused
doctor, in his native surroundings, you
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it point blank. When arrangements were
completed with the parents, for the Quints
to become the wards of the Government—
richly paying their own way, however —
he madeceive twoa hundred
stipulationdollars
that hea nicmtli
should fiT
re"his
trouble."
'I'IkU
rcprcNrnts
appinximately the income he would have earned
if the Quintuplets never had lieen born —
under
dom. his careful hands and guiding wis"And were you content to live and
practise here in this God-forsaken wilderness— .especially during those dreadful
winters?" I a^lscl luin.
"You lalk like a man from the cities,"
he said. "In the lirsi iilaee, I'm a Dutchnameto originally
and man—weourcame
Canaila bywasway De\'ose,
of the
United States, where our family first
settled. Once a Dutchman always a
Dutchman — although I'm a loyal Britisher.
■Whatever
we plo<l
doing
the our
best job,
we can.
... Inthrough
the sec-it,
ond
place,
I'm
a
doctor
and
I
had
myself to succor all people who pledged
called
upon me. ... In the third place, these
people of Callander and the surrounding
country have become my peoiile.
"But, I confess." he went on, "it was
not pleasant to be cut oft from >-oiir world.
We got
occasion-to
ally, andletters
a few and
of usnewsp.'ipeis
went sometimes
Toronto, but most of us were completely
marooned by winter. Then suddenly, a
miracle happened that changed the whole
situation — a miracle that you who live in
cities and suburbs and thickly-settled communities, never can appreciate. It was
the invention of radio and the making
a practical commodity of it !
"I had never realized before how much
sound had to do with true communication— the sound of music and the human
voice, for example We had Ijooks and
newspapers and could from time to time
read what the outside world was thinking
and talking about. But to have the world
— ^the whole world, in time — talk to us
at our firesides, with six feet of snow
blocking the roads, the wires down, maybe, trains not running! To have a voice
— maybe Lowell Thomas's genial voice,
saying:
v !' —and' r
telling us'(iiunl
the rrriiiiifi,
latest newsli-rri-yluul
in China
Rudy Vallec crooning a greeting. 'My
time
is yourYorktime!'
orchestra
the Royal
Hotel— orin the
Toronto
playingat
something
I
hadn't
heard
since
I
was a
medical student. . . .
"But I'm getting ahead of my story.
I've always I been
a radio
beginning.
go back
to thefan cryfromstalitsageveryof
radio, when we used to have little crystal
sets and had to listen in with ear-phones.
We didn't get much and there were days
whengotwe was
didn'tso get
anything.
what
we
precious
that But
we could
hardly sleep nights in our excitement over
it. Now, I get almost too nuich trash
and sometimes I get sick of it," he pointed
significantly to a huge all-wave instrument, through which we had just been
listening to the stroke of Big Ben in
London.
"Then the loud speakers eamc in and
we formed a sort <if a dub — r'\<^h\ here
in this room. We'd sit and listen till
midnight,calls.amidst
and catThose wereshrieks,
the buzzes
days when
we
spent half our time trying to get the far-

A ND IT'S A SOUND IDEA— a way to end "misl\. fit" makeup.
It's Marvelous the Eye-Matched Makeup,
scientifically color-harmonized face powder,
rouge, lipstick, eye shadow and mascara,
keyed to your personality color, the color
that never changes, the color of your eyes.
"Really remarkable," says one famous
screen star. "I adore it," agrees a girl whose
name winks in lights on Broadway. And all
over the country women enthuse about EyeMatched Makeup . . . the big improvement it
makes in nine out of ten women who try it.
REG U, S PAT OFT

/7/

Write your favorite beauty editor. Ask
your own drug Marvelous
or departmentthestoreEye-Matched
. . . they'll
recommend
Makeup . . . tell you to buy the Dresden type
face powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow,
mascara if your eyes are blue; Patrician
type,
if they'retype
gray;forParisian
type forsizebrown;
Continental
hazel. Full
packages, 55(? each. (Canada, 65(?.)
Wear Marvelous the Eye-Matched Makeup,
tonight . . . discover, as other girls have before
you, that the right kind of makeup is a
stepping stone to romance!
jT/ I , II COPR, 1936. RICHARD HUDNUT
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HAVE dCrU DISCOVERED
THE GLORIOUS NEW

BRINGING NEW ROMANTIC
LOVELINESS -^THOUSANDS

No wonder women all over America are switching
to this glorious
new Hollywood
Mask. harmonNew ingredients.
new See
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blending
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for new
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Mask
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for
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Two noted composers, Sigmund Romberg (seated, left) and Jerome
Kern (standing) with comedian George Jessel, present a new baton to
Andre Kostelanetz, noted CBS maestro, at a luncheon in his honor.
thest stations in the world — it didn't seem the cross-roads. The Callander Hotel, a
to matter whether we could hear any- packing-case butcher shop, a dinky railway station, a garage, a Quintuplet souvething distinctly but the signal! We kept
shop, a refreshment establishment and
a list of faraway stations. The radio had two nirinformation
booths — one for the whole
a glamour in those early days !
the other for the Quintuplets.
"We have electric current here, so it ofAn Canada,
irregular
road
leading down to a
was a happy day when we could throw
had sprung up to acaway our cumbersome and expensive bat- lake where camps
commodate Quintuplet sight-seers. A
teries and hook up with the house wires.
populous street running up a hill,
Now, I've got the voice of the whole fairly
on the top of which stood the Catholic
worldoneright
at my elbow
I'm Church of the Quintuplets. Perhaps sixty
not
to goheretraveling
around, And
so that
houses in all.
itthe suits
me.
I'm
afraid
I'd
never
take
Later on, we drove out to see the
trouble to travel to far places. And
— to the hospital, as it is called —
nearly everybody — as poor as we are — Quints
beyond through a desolate unhas a radio, too, nowadays. So all win- four miles inhabited
country with a scrubby growth
ter long, we're all listening in to New of small trees on either side. I tried to
York, Chicago, Toronto — anywhere and picture the Doctor making his way, wineverywhere that our radio will reach. I
ter after winter, over this road through
don't see how we could do without it.
of snow with the thermometer
"So I have often thought," he repeated, mountains
forty below.
"and we're coming to it someday, too," at "There
it is," said Doctor Dafoe proudhe
shook !iis
confidently,
ly, pointing
to threewovennew wire
buildings
wonderful
thinghead
it would
be, if we"what
coulda
c
l
o
s
e
d
b
heavy
fence. en-A
have a community service radio ! I could house fory a the
Babies,
another
the
sit righttions to here
my office
and give
direc- nurses and a pavilion enclosing theforQuinall ofin them
together,
at regular
intervals. Of course, there would be some were allowed
tuplets' playground
on three
sides. Visitors
to enter
the pavilion,
which
visits to make. . . . When the call comes,
from the children by a
I've got to pick up my satchel and go. isstoutseparated
partition through which the
Many
a time
dumpedthrough
in theit crowd glass
can look on without being seen
snow and
maybeI'vehadbeen
to wade
back home.
by thehour,Quintuplets.
theapproached,
children's
from 1 :30 toAs2 :30,
"But radio is a great blessing — a kind play began
to pour in. I noticed markers
of a healer in its way. Takes the mind cars
from twenty-seven States in the Union.
day.
of
patients
some Butof They
brought about 7,000 visitors that
which
they off
nevertheir
had, diseases—
especially!
that idea of being able to minister to a
"Radio did that," said the doctor, pointwhole community over the radio is someing to the line of cars that extended off
thing to look forward to! It would be
into mail
the distance
"My
fan
shows meforthatnearly
peoplea mile.
from every
a Doctor
good idea,Royepidemic
or
no
epidemic."
showed me the village,
of the world listen in to every
which was accomplished by walking about corner
five hundred feet from his dooryard, to word spoken about the Babies on the
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radio. They never seem to get enough.
They ask all sorts of questions — fool
questions
there'sa
where thatandideawise
of aones.
doctorNow
reaching
KOOLS NEVER MISS! Do better by yourself this winter
community witli his advice, comes in," he
— smoke KQDLS. W hen overheated rooms dry out your throat or
said again. "My audience, to whom I'm
sniffles spoil you for hot smokes — smoke KGDLS. Freezing
going to speak tomorrow night from Tolook triumphant.
came into
weather,
suddenTheirthaws,
nights,menthol
early parties
better
smoke KQDLS.
touchlateof mild
soothes —andyou"d
refreshes.
his eyes,ronto, is the
both world!"
humorousA and
Their better tobaccos have won millions of friends. And
"The
only
epidemic
is
babies.
It
gives
me the opportunity of telling the world
each pack carries a B & W coupon good for fine premiums.
of mothers just what a terrible problem
(Offer good in U. S. A. only.) Brown & Williamson Tobacco
we had with the Quintuplets and how we
are bringing them up. Mothers who think
Corp.. P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Ky.
they have a hard or hopeless time of it,
are bound to feel encouraged and take
new hope. I tell you, that radio talk,
linked up to the actual case of the Babies
in whom they are so interested, means
something to mothers and expectant mothers. The Voice again. Not me — good
Lord,
an old
Dr. I'm
Dafoejustalso
has country
a radio doctor!"
set in his
car, and he obviously enjoyed it as we
dashed along that 225-mile drive to Toronto, the following evening. He had a
wide range of tastes, how-ever, for during
six hours the radio worked faithfully —
except when we approached and were
passing
Canada's
broadcasting
towers, about
twenty biggest
miles from
Toronto.
We had a melange of grand opera and
jazz, politics and patent medicines, all of
which the Doctor accepted, discussing
their merits and demerits analytically.
The secret of his enjoyment, no doubt, is
that he loves life. And despite his being
wedded forever to what must be a terrifying wilderness all through the deep winter, he loves every phase of the life of
the great world outside, from which he
so willingly divorced himself to devote
his future to the Quintuplets.
When we arrived at the Royal York
Hotel, Dr.withDafoethe told
them that
wasn't
satisfied
regulation
loudhe speaker
to be found in every room. He wanted
the biggest and best one they could get.
The moment he got into his suite, he took
off his coat, lit his pipe and sat down in
an arm-chair beside the radio, glancing
occasionally out of the window over Lake
Ontario, with an air of sublime satisfaction, as though all his wishes had been
gratified.
When we went out to the studio for
his rehearsal, preparatory to broadcasting
that evening, as the feature of the Contotted Hour, everylxidy made a great
time over him and he was accorded the
honor of writing his name on the White
Derby, an honor that is permitted only
to topnotcliers. Through it all. Dr. Dafoe
was interested, calm and collected. When
it came time for him to go into the little
cabinet-like broadcasting chamber, where
he sat alone, he was not in the least perturbed, although he confided to me later
that, if anything, it was a little more
disconcerting
Quintuplets'
He set his than
jaw, the
tightened
his fists,birth.
and
faced the radio — just the same as he has
faced all the other jobs in life — obscurity
in the wintry wilds of Canada, calls year
in and year out, day and night, never
flinching. Count on him for doing an
honest job — especially on the radio, from
which, witii tiic Quintuplets, he derives
his greatest jo\s in life.
Tray— Chrome finish. Keeps ciga- FREE. Write for illustrated 28 page Women's Toilet Case. Leather. Zipper
.A.nd maybe,radiosomeservice
da\-, will
his dream
of !a Ash
relies clean, convenient ... .')» coupons B & W premium booklet. No. 12 dose. Complete fittings. 825 coupons
community
come true
RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES ... ALSO CARRY B & W COUPONS
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RADIO STARS
ARE
omen

A NECESSARY
( C oiitiinicd

are
Natural beauties
They intensify natural coloring . . . yet
never
"made-up".
how the\x\
Color look
Change
Principle Read
available
Tangee make-up brings natural loveliness.
You
manyyoumore
beautiful womensee than
used "naturally"
to. For make-up
styles have changed. Gaudy make-up has
vanished. The Tangee Color Change Principle isavailable in powder, lipstick and rouge.

GUEST

STARS
EVIL?

c
i
s
s

Your old frientj Eddie Cantor who is now on the Texaco Program
with Parkyckarkus, JInnmy Wallington and Bobby Breen, the child
sensation, Eddie, aside from being his usual hilarious self, is also
trying to make life safer for both pedestrian and driver. Last season,
if you recall, Eddie put over an anti-war essay contest which was highly
successful in emphasizing the virtues of peace throughout the nation.
AndbefauseTangee
natmalUi Faci
witli Powyour
own. . . witli
skin never
tones,derayourbli-ncis
traceskinof istliatsmootiuT,
DowdL-ryfri-slicr
look.
Begin tonight to be lovelier in your
own way. Insist upon Tangee for all your
make-up.
Only Principle.
in Tangee Tangee
can you Powder
obtain theis
Color Change
55c and SI. 10. Rouge, compact or creme,
each 83c. Lipstick is 3yc and $1.10.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES!
only one
TAN'. 1.1. > I I li 11., /; 11:11 I'l' h I inu

Lipstick
71 World's Most Famous
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
THE
>jmii6
417 FifthGF.ORCE
Avenue. W.NewLUFTYorkCOMPANY
City
Rush
Miracle
Make-Up
Set
of
miniature
Tangee
Lipstick,
Rouge 10('(»t»mi>s
Compact, Creme
Face
Powder. I enclose
coin).15^Rouge,
inCanada.
sKaSe □ Fl"!" □ Rachel □ Light Rachel.
Name- PleiUKi— Print .
Ailclre,,
Cny
Stale
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curiously ineffectual over the air. Bing enviable success and pleasant popularity.
Crosby and Rudy Vallcc exhibit their Then she sings — though singing is not her
quota of celebrities. The Camel Caraivn, forte. And we wait with pained resigthe Shell Chalean, tlie Slunv Boat, Fred
nation for the final: "Thank you. Maisie.
Astaire
Amosout 'n'
— all fall It's In^e)! io'i'ely to have you here and zee
into line— even
and trot
theirAndy
distinguished
hope
to
haz'c and
yon zvith
For such,
similarlis again
guests,soon."
we are
beginning to feel our welcoming smile is
guests.
We've selves.
no Wetjuarrel
with
tlie
guests,
themlike guests, at home or on becoming a trifle fixed — that sort of
forced, frozen cheer with which the counthe
when they
come airto— inthe moderation.
radio programIt'swithout
any
try householder greets the wearying prospecific contrihutioii to our entertainment
ces ion of week-e;-.d guests. There have
that they leave us a little wearv, a little been so many of them !
cold.
Every entertainment medium that has
been successful has developed its own
For example, the movie star.
She has a Name — and names, it would artists. Great stars of the stage, whose
appear, are the ultimate decoralidn to a names travel down the ages, gave their
the technique of draradifi — program.
Names .-ire more!
lietter than lives tomatic artperfecting
.
talent
and cost considerahly
In the sereen wurlil tliis iiii)\ie star has
The old silent movies produced artists
a definite pku e. .She has ile\ ute(l all her in that medium. Who can forget the
time and tfTort and sucli lalenl as she great ones of those days? The Gish sishas to making that place or lierself. There
ters, Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford,
she contriliutes a degree of entertainment Henry Walthall — the list is long and
and pleasure. But as a guest star on the memorable. True, many came froin the
radio proKram, slie is alien to its design,
— but they came not as guests but
unfamiliar willi its teclinique. hi a career, asstagemembers
of the new family, working
ratlio lias no part in lier scheme.
for
the
She is mtro<hii(d. Witli the inaster movie film.progress and perfection of the
The talkies drew more stage players
of ccrenioiiK s -lie ( ■^cll;m^^s bright banter,
concerning the weather, concerning her from Broadway — and again these identi-
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jied tlieinselves with the new medium. The
Barrymores, Ruth Chattcrton, Alice Braly, I-^dward Everett Horton and countless
)thers found
inspiration
new oplortunity
in thenewfresh
fields ofandHollywood.
But they did not think of themselves as
tage
beame stars,
movievisiting
stars theandmovies.
added They
to their
rarlier laurels brilliant success in the new
echnique of the talkins; screen.
In its early days radio <;lc\cli>ped its
iedgling .stars. And hii.uht >tars they
,vere, too. Remember liic //(//'/^ni.-,?^ Boys
—Billy Jones and Ernie Hare? .\nd
here were Goldy and Dusty ( Harvey
Hinderman and Earl Tuckerman), and
foe White, who achieved great popularity
IS The SHicr-Maskcd Tenor. Wendell
Hall was known as TIic Red-Headed Music Master. Remember his favorite: "It
Ain't Gonna Rain \o Morel"? And
there
was \'incent
with his Tenor.
band.
And Franklyn
Baur, Lopez
the Firestone
And Vaughan De Lcath.
Others there were, too, whose very
names were scarcely known to their eager
listeners. Radio in those days involved
a degree of anonymity, since there were
no publications devoted to it. No radio
columns in the daily press. Often we,
lots offorus usdidn't
was in
store
on theevenair.knowWe what
just worked
away at our dials — and a tricky job it
was, too — and we were delighted with
what we succeeded in bringing in. Radio
was radio in those days I
Radio hopefuls then knew no such competition as meets the struggling artist today. F. Chase Taylor, now the renowned

Colonel Lemuel Q. Stoopnagle, made his
radio debut in 1925. Budd (Wilbur Budd
Hulick) stepped from a job as soda jerker
in a BufTalo
drugstore toforbecome
entertainer and announcer
the Buffalo
Broadcasting Company. And Stoopnagle
and Budd came into being in 1931, to fill
a fifteen-minute period when a chain prorecently
gifted gram
pairfailed.
haveIt'shadonly
a hard
time that
to findthisa
sponsor. But now they are signed for
their own series.
In l'',n Kate Smith made her bow, as
the Songbird of the South. Margaret
Speaks was broadcasting in Columbus,
Ohio, long before the days of commercial
radio and developed her lovely voice in
the Firestone chorus — working up to the
starring iwsition she now enjoys. Jessica
Dragonette, Lanny Ross and Rudy \ allee
are among the old-timers of the air.
But now- opportunity, it would seem,
knocks only upon the doors of the already
famous.
Which, as Mr. Lohr has pointed out,
defeats the proper purpose of radio, to
produce and develop its own artists. For
not among those will many of the great
radio stars be found.
Major Bowes hewed out a new path
with his Amateur Hour, in the efifort to
discover among ambitious amateurs new
radio artists. And whatever their unpredictable future, he at least is presenting
pleasing radio entertainment that still tops
the list of popular radio programs. He's
done
for it.a w'orthy job. Let's give him credit
Rudy \^al!ee usually works his guest

SKIN FEELS
DRY AND
"TIGHT'
% THESE COLD
1 DAYS

SOFT IN AN
INSTANT
WITH
POND'S
VANISHING

I'M.
DRY

TIGHT' SKIN INTO
SMOOTHNESS

BRISK
days toat atempt
out of
doors cool
for hours
time!. you
No wonder
your skin
come
in . . feels
. har.shdryto andthe "tight"
touch. when you
What happens is that dying cells on the
surface of your skin dry out quicker. They
begin to shed.
But you can make it smooth and moist
in a minute. By melting away those tiny
rough particles — with a keratolytic cream!
A dermatologist explains
A prominent dermatologist makes thlclear: "When a keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream) touches dried-out surface cells,
they melt away. The underlying cells, moist

stars into a carefully designed program,
so that they seem to be an integral part
of it. The Shoiv Boat achieves a patterned unity. And now and then some
dark star glows with new light as a
genuine radio artist.
For example, Bob Burns, who made his
radio debut as a guest star on the Rudy
Valleesas andprogram.
in Arkanhis stuffBobhas wasthe born
freshness
and
vigor of an Arkansas breeze. In his
quest for a career he tried out his talents
in various directions. Vaudeville headliner, jazz band leader, newspaper publisher, resort concessionaire, film player,
he
came at i\,nely
last to Hour.
appear on
rieisehnunui
ThereRudy's
his
delightful lnjniel\- hinnur led inevitably
to his engagement for his present radio
series.
And there are, undoubtedly, many such,
capable of being sterling radio stars — if
they are not crowded from the microphone
by famous film folk, prize fighters, wrestlers, fan dancers and what have you.
And the salaries these guest stars draw
for one radio broadcast !
And all the vast army of the as yet
unknowns, lost somewhere in the shadows,
waiting. When will their chance come?
When will radio stop defeating itself —
stop filling its house to overflowing with
guest stars who secretly scorn its limited
accomniiKlati( ns — shouldering out a talent
that would more admirably serve its purpose of entertainment ?
Let's shut the door to some of the
laurel-crowned— and bring Brother and
Sister in from the barn !

SUPPLE

and young, come into view. The skin immediately appears smooth and fine textured."
why Pond's
Vanishing More
Creamthanis
suchThat's
a wonderful
skin softener!
a perfectapplied
powderregularly
base. twice
Pond'sa day,
Vanishing
Cream,
starts
you toward a young, fine-textured skin.
For a smooth make-up — Before you put
on
make-up,Cream.
lilm Ityour
Vanishing
meltsskinawaywithflakyPond's
hits

"I use it for a powder base
. . . overnight, too, for extra
MissMr.Money
softening"
and Mrs.ff'hilney,
Richarddauphtrr
W hitneyof
. . . leaves your skin smooth for powder.
Overnight for lasting softness — Every
night, after cleansing, smooth on Pond's
Vanishing
Cream. It Itwon't
won't
smear
tlie pillowcase.
goes show,
on invisibly
— softens your skin all night through!
8-PieCe
I"--"-^(-..n„.
_ ,
Kiish
ii-|ii<<e p.loknsrf^lin...n,
<ciMl.iming
Package HP'-.i'i tm..- ,.f i',„„i-, \...-i..ng
Powder.
I eiu loseaiul lOfT. '.lifr.rciit
for jmslages'liail.-s
and .)fpacking.
I'on.lV Creams
l'...ul-'« Face
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NEW CREAM MASCARA
Ends the artificial look of
old-fashioned mascara!

NOTHING
THE

TRUTH?

Told by topnotchers
to oft-repeated

Waterproof . . .
far easier to use!
True charm now replaces
the bold, theatrical look
that has discouraged so many
womenioned forms
fromof using
mascara.old-fashTheeffectyouhavealways wished
™^
to achieve with mascara is now
'^^^^Sny
actuallyto possible!
Your
^W/f^ their
seemmg
cheekslashes
with
length sweep
. . . theiryourluxuriance
rich
with the enticing charm oi naturalness!
Quitequires obviously,
such
exciting
loveliness
rean entirely new kind of mascara; one that
darkens
lashes
without
shouting
"mascara";
one that does not brand its user as artificial,
"theatrical"
or "bold."
Tattoo Cream
Mascara is just that. It goes
onlashesso evenly
and smoothly
its presence
is not detected.
Nor will
tears, rainon orthea
plunge betray the secret . . . forTHIS mascara,
7!0t being mixed with water when applied, is really
waterproof! Much easier to use than cake mascara too, and with
perfectly harmless.
smart.
in smart. Can't
satinComplete
vanity . . . Blackbrush
. . . Brown
. .rubber-lined
Blue . . . 50c
at the better stores. Tattoo your eyelashes!
TATTOO
Cream MASCARA
Your Kodak
ENLARGED

Picture

kKrr
I lILL ofENLARGEMENT
any SNAPSHOT
xnA
lovi-a
enjoyaljle
8x10
inch
arged
able
tor
I
'auliful. pel
int; out IIrIhcm towhtnKelUieacc|uaint((l.
^iiapshi wc will enlarge any
Jusl
Kodak picture,
printenclose
or negative
8x10
—FREE—
if
you
25cand totockrical
help inches
covei
our
costenlargement
of ijackinu.itselfiiostage
The
is
free.
It
willwork.
also
he
I acKnowledge receiving
ifull'
tyour
and free
send enlarKemenl.
it today.
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BUT

of the air in reply

questions from their fans

Mr. and Mrs. Red Nichols enjoy a bit of tea in their charming honne in Forest'
Hills, Long Island. Red's wife, the fornner Willa Inez Stutzman, was in the)
Vanities when she met the popular band leader. Red plays a mean trumpet.'
tion and material are very important, but
do not think the commercial has mnch to
Do you agree that the success of
do ivith the quality of a broadcast one
a broadcast depends almost as
ivay or another. The slogan, 'The play's
much on the presentation, matethe
is practically'n'hilea truism
far'
rial, and commercials as on the
ascanI'mthing'
alistenable
great asartist
makeconcerned,
mediocreandmaterial
he
artistry of formers?
the individual perneeds much more than this for a truly
Biiig Crosby: "I'm still guessing."
David Ross: "I would say definitely
that the presentation, material, and commercials can make or break a program."
Deems Taylor: "I do, except that 'alfaint praise.
would mostbeas much'
more isaccurate,
and 'Two-thirds'
the average
commercial broadcast is seven-eighths performer and one-eighth the rest."
Tlioniton Fisher: "I would not say,
'depends alnmst.' I believe sincerely that
it <ki)en(ls entirely on presentation, material, an<l t(jnimercials. The radio performer has a certain personality, certain
individual talents. Tliese are his assets.
He sor(oror theshe)director
is commanded
sponto performby the
according
to the show. The tempo may be too fast
or even too slow for the performer, based
(in his past performances. The man who
writes the continuity, backed by the sponsor or agency, is responsible. The artist
flops and the critics pan."
Loretta Lee: "/ believe llmt presenta-

great
Parksperformance."
Johnson: "Many a radio artist
has been seriously held back, or completely eliminated, simply through poor
presentation, cumbersome and stereotyped
commercials, and poor material. He
ever, sponsors generally wish to avoid
such things, and I believe this situation
is rapidly improving."
Art Van Harvey: "Emphatically yes.
No matter how good the artist, if the matecess.
rial is poor
be a how
sucOn the the
othershowhand,willnonotmatter
well the material is written, unless it is
portrayed
properly itI should
meets with
same
results. Therefore,
say ittheis about
a fifty-fifty break."
Nino Martini
: "Undoubtedly
presentation, material,
and subtlety the
in which
the commercials are included have a great
deal to do "a'ith the success of any broadcast program."
Bernice
Claire: "I certainly do agree.
A smartly expressed commercial (not too
long, please) or one that is brought in

RADIO STARS
In a subtle manner makes the whole program more pleasing. Many a beautiful
selection is sometimes spoiled by an irritating 'and now ladies and gentlemen.' "
lid McCoiniclI
"Certainly.
111 itcrial
suitable to: his
personality,W'itiiout
there
ircely an artist on the American radio
0')uld hold tlie attention of the HstenPresentation is also a hig part of the
success of any program. I believe the
handling of commercials is an art in itself,
and that they can be used in a way that
inotes entertainment."
' Mi;a.'// Albani
thoroughly
this for: I"/ have
often feltagree
thatn'ith
the
artistry of ait actor or singer has
almost nullified by poor material and
bad presentation."
Harry von Zell: "I believe that a program can attain a certain degree of sucthroughand
the complete
force of success
'name appeal.'
But cess
lasting
can be
attained only if the material, commercials
and production are designed to 'frame'
the personality of the program's stars."
Lucy Monroe:
"Mostactors
certainly.
something
that some
never That's
learn.
In the last analysis, 'the play's the thing.' "
Lennie ofHayton
: "I dodepends
agree asthatmuchthe
success
a broadcast
on the presentation, material, and commercials as on the artistry of the individual performer. I only hope that more
commercial programs ivill see the benefits
derived from minimizing commercials.
From the standpoint of good advertising should commercials be
injected into the scripts of the
various members of the cast, or
should they
entrusted entirely
to thebeannouncer?
Taylor; "That
how
theyDeems
are injected.
If they depends
are doneonamusingly, as Burns and Allen do them, they
are a thousand times more effective than
the usual over-emphatic and humorless
sales blather. If they are handled as badly
as the average commercial is, it doesn't
matter who does them. They're rotten
advertising
case.to It's
gerous for thein either
performer,
handveryhim danthe
commercials. He may become so identified
with the product that he will have a hard
time getting another job."
David Rossto : ask"/ the
believe
is unsoundto
advertising
castitmembers
step out of the rules they have created, to
have them do the cuiiiiiiereials. It shocks
the credulity.
listener's sense
of logic,
strainsof
his
Whereas,
in theandperson
the announcer, the commercials sound
logical and natural."
Helen Marshall: "I think that is purely
a matter of individual likes and dislikes,
but at any rate al! advertising should be
made as attractive as-♦-possible."
Igor are
Gorin:
not believe
real
artists
suited"I do
to carry
over that
advertis(Continued on page 76)

Girl Friends Use the Right
Shade of Face Powder

and freshest. The other shades, you will observe,
have and
just years
the opposite
drab
older thaneffect.she They
really make
is. her look
^^,-,^^!^ &dA£A.
Why Look Older
You're sure about the shade of face powder you use,
Than You Really Are?
aren't you? You're convinced it's the right shade for
you,Youror you
wouldn't
use
it.
that useof theit onwrong
girl use.
friends
the sameshe wayuses about
the It's
of faceamazing
powder.the Iwomen
see evidences
every shade
side.
shades they
Eachfeelis certain
the right
shade.
Artists
andis onemake-up
experts
also
bemoan
the fact.
There
and
only
one
sound
way
All right— I'll tell you what I'll do: I'll let you hold your most becoming shade of face powder ofandtelling
that
aWell,
"faceit'spowder
at my expense.
that?
is by trying on all five shades as I have described
partyparty"
at which
can haveWhat's
a lot ofvalue.
fun above.
Trying to select a shade of face powder acand,
at the a same
time,
learn you
somethingof
great
this party
home or you can hold a "type,"cordingbut
to"type"
is all wrongAnyone
becauseknows
you arethatnota
it You
at thecanofficeholdduring
lunchat hour.
an individual.
blonde
may
have
any
one
of
a
number
different
colorings of skin while a brunette mayof have
the
The Test That Tells!
same. tallySo,unsound
tryingif notto match
a "t>-pe"
impossible,
and ismayfundamenlead to
Here's
what
you
do:
First,
send
for
all
five
shades
of
some
weird
effects.
myfree. Lady
I offer Try
you
Then Esther
call in Face
severalPowder,
of your which
girl friends.
My Principle!
toandgetredheads.
girlsof different coloring — blondes, brunettes Be sound, Prove
bepowder.
practical,Use inthe thetest selection
of your
Let each girl select what she thinks is her best described
shade
of
/^ce
here. Clip the coupon method
now foras allI have
five
shade of face powder. Have her try that shade on.
shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder. I will also
Then, have ofheryou"tryact on"as judges
all the while
other each
four girlshades.
tries send
you a 7-days' supply of my Face Cream.
onLet thethe fiverest shades.
or wrong
(KauranpastoIAuionaiNmnviKXIaircl.) (27) I FREE
hasThen,
been!seeNotehowthatrightin most
cases, each
if notgirlin
Esther.send2010me Riiisre
Ave, mail
Evanston.
all,
the shade
of faceis not
powder
that theproves
by return
a liberalIII.supplyI of all five
the most
becoming
the one
girl LadyPlease
selected.
On
the
contrary,
you'll
probably
find inthat
the shade that proves most flatterusingg toata girl
all. is one she would never think of
You
can
shade ismakes
most
becoming instantly
to a girl.tellIt which
immediately
her stand out — makes her look her youngest
t Ladv £s(A«r. LU..
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RADIO STARS
NOTHING

BUT THE TRUTH?
(Continued from f'agc 75)

Guy Lombardo — CBS maestro of Lombardo Time
ing material. This is much better done
mercials are the most-♦-effective."
by a regular announcer, who is trained
Fred
Waring:
"Depends on the tecli
nique employed, the popularity and abilit;
for the purpose." -♦of
the
performers,
the message itselli ;
-or♦ Jimmynot Fidler
"Both—hut
artist and above all the product."
sliould
overdo: it.
Announcersthe should
1
read the eonnnereials — but 1 think comJimmy isFarrell
:
"Good
commercial
adi
mercials should he interesting, both in ma- vertising
of its oivn and demand
terial and presentation. They should by the undivideda field
attention of at least one an
all mean.'; he brief. The artist may on nouncer
and
should
be left to hint — fc
special occasion endorse the product, and
Dnnecessary.members
PerBonalof tt
-*forincluding
freeTjook.
"
Acconntancy.
the
Profession
thatPays."
should.
I
wouldn't
do
a
radio
program
LaSalle
Extension
Deptiittt-H
results."MacHugh: "I think the adver
for a product I could not perso)ially en- bestEdward
The School
That HasUniversity,
Trained Over
1,350 C. P..Chicago
A.'s
dorse and 1 certainly don't mind sayuui as tising should be left entirely to the an
niuch to my radio listener.^. On the contrary, Inever cheapen
l>y beating a commercial
reader myout slio:^'
of a job.
nouncer."
Conrad Thibault: "Certain set-ups di
permit clever and unusual methods of in
Ted Hammer stein: "The new personal- jccting
script by members o
ity of the announcer plus his individual the cast,conmiercial
possibly to some advantage, bu
popularity I think is much better."
it would not be a good rule to follow ii
James Melton; "Entirely to the an'It depends entirely
theBoake
majority
Carterof cases.''
nouncer."
Andre Kostclanetz
;
"Commercial
announcements should l>e left entirely to the the product hein nereha)idiced."
Don Bestor: "They should be entrustei
anouneer. The entertainment should be
to atoogood
one voice
who anddocsn'jus
put
much announcer
"sell" into— his
keptHalintact."
Kemp: "I think dramatized com76
gives the facts."
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McComu-ll: "I tliink this depends
nly
natureI ofwould
the say
entertaint. Onuponthethewhole
there
'.i<l
be
less
likelihood
of
danger
the
I iitcrtainment if an announcer weretoused
m conventional manner. I do most of my
.'wii advertising, but that is made possible
Ii> the nature of my programs. IncidentiM\. I am paid for being able to do this."
ick Dawson : "The adroit insertion
ininercials in comedy shoii's of the
\-Allen-Cantor type, I should say, is
' advertising. Their injection into the
of a dramatic performance can rently in the destruction of the illusion
consequently resentment on the part
u' listener." -♦Phillips
believe commercials
should be leftLord:
to the"Iannouncer
most of the
time. An occasional logical and natural
variation, however, should also be effective."
Irccne Wicker (the Singing Lady):
"In my opinion,
commercials
soundare em-inbar as ed and insincere
when they
jected into the scripts of the various members of the cast. A good announcer with
a simple straightforward st\le lends dignity and credibility to tlie claims of a
sponsor. However, I think Jack Benny's
style is the exception. '
Kate Smith : "/ believe that a commercial can be zvoven into the script ivithout detriment to the show. On our A &■
P programs
that but keepThisthe seems
commercial dounweto doa minimum.

IfeS-m
MORE

WILL

BEAUTIFUL

imuess

m

OUPPOSE YOU FOUND you were less
beautiful than you could be . . . and then
discovered a way to new loveliness...
wouldn't you act— and quickly? Of course!
Well, ordinary rouge certainly doesn't
give you all the beauty you could have.
It gives that "painted, artificial look".
Now let's see about Princess Pat rouge.
You've a good reason to change to
Princess
Pat — ifAnd
it canitgive
thrilling new beauty.
docsyoubecause
it's duo-tone ... an undertone and an
ocerione make each shade. Itisn'tjust
another
rouge,apply
but ■utterly
different.
When you
Princess
Pat
rouge it changes on your skin!
Mysteriously, amazingly it has become such gloriously natural color

to be important. The audience then does
not become annoyed."
Nelson:providing
"I thinkit isit not
is O.K.
for
theOzve
performer,
the type
of commercial that might cheapen the
value of his name . . but the tie up must
-♦be graceful."
Rav Perkins: "Can't be answered with

Ireene Wicker visited Washington,
D. C, recently, to gather material
for a series in which she will depict,
for children, the youthful days of
the nation's presidents.

a yes or no. Depends on the type of product, audience appealed to, personnel of
the program, and other factors."
Abe Lyman
is one question
that
should
be left :to "That
the discretion
of the sponVaughn de Leath: "For the sake of the
artist they should be limited to the announcer. From the standpoint of the advertisers, go d results may be got by letting
the members of the cast share the burden,
providing the commercial material is
sor." interwoven."
cleverly
tliink —except
John Bai clax:
they should
in thebe
entrusted tu tlic am
. line has a way
case
of
a
cmncdiaiiof taking the curse
Bcrnice Claire : "/ like them as part of
the script— if the: arc do)ie c!e:-erly — but
othcncisc let the r }ie;iol:alc,l by the
■. there are .f,> iczc Jack
Beiiiiys onBergman:
the air!'' "I believe the listener
willTeddy
'take' a commercial
from an artist
more readily than from an announcer."
Bob Crosby:
cleverly the
and former
entertainingly done, "If
I believe
method is the
since announcers'
commercials
are better,
apt to become
wearisome,
that having been the accepted procedure
for so long."
Helen— Jepson
"Entirelyin the
to the
udiiiieer
e.vcept,: perhaps,
case an-of
(Continued
on
page
7S)
cieier comedians."

BE
with

roug
that
one that
can tell
rouge. Doto come
j'ou want
that? noColor
seemsit isactually
from
witliin the skin, like a natural blush. Only
more thrilling — bringing out hidden beauty
you never knew you had. Somehow, with But remember this — only Princess Pat
such glamorous color, you radiate beauty,
duo-tone secret. It changes
compel admiration. Your mirror tells you onrougeyourhasskin—thematches
type.
such a tale of sparkle and animation that Try Princess Pat rouge.yourUntilindividual
you do you
confidence in your own loveliness bids you will never know your own beouty.
be irresistible . . . and then you ore.
GET THIS MAKE-UP SET -SPECIAL
The popular
Princessattractive
Pat roiizc.
powderKitand—forI ipthisrouge,
easilyandln'o10cweeks'
supply,
in a novel,
Collegian
coupon
coin.
PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 62-B 2709 Sooth Wells Street, Chicago.
Enclosed find 10c for which send me the Princess Pat Collegian Moke-up Set.
NAME
CITY
STATE
In Canada, address Gordon Gordon Ltd., 489 King St., W., Toronto.
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You never need to be embarrassed by stains
and spots in a toilet bowl. You never need
to rub and scrub to keep it glistening like
new!
get aodorless
can of Sani-Flush.
a littleJustof this
powder in theSprinkle
bowl.
(Follow directions printed on the can.) When
you flush the toilet, unsightliness is carried
away. The porcelain ghtters again. Odors
and germs are killed.
Sani-Flush
to cleanall
toilets.
It doesis aespecially
better job.madeIt saves
unpleasant toiling with toilets. It cannot injure phimbing. Sani-Flush is also effective
for cleaning automobile radiators (directions
on can). Sold by grocery, drug, hardware,
and five-and-ten-cent stores — 25 and 10
cent sizes. The Hygienic
Products Co., Canton, Ohio.

YARN
YARN NOVELTY CO. 42 (AJ) North 9th St.
ESCAPE
NEEDLESS
EXHAUSTION
HOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS
Makes Ironing Easf
FREE OFFER
This way to starch
makes irons fairly glide!
This new way to hot starch does away with
boiling, mixing,
bother. It's Ita
powdered
starch . straining
. . practicallyand self-cooking.
contains
gliding
ingredients.
Makes
ing easy. Makes ironing easy. Writehot us,starchThe
Hubinger Company, number 279, Keokuk,
Iowa, for small proof packet . . . ask for " That
Wonderfulto Way
Hot Starch".
See how
easy it
becomes
pressto things
to gleaming
perfection.

Benay Venuta: "I like commercials in
Virginia The
Verrillminute
; "Just
they before
start 1 my
am
the script — and done in an off-hand man- broadcast.
ner— people are more liable to hear them
that way. I don't think anyone pays the never nervous."
Martini: "My most nervous state
slightest attention to formal commercials." is Nino
just previous whether
to on
a very
perthe important
operatic stage,
hddy Broicn: "Under no circumstances the radio, formance
or
a
big
concert.
As
soon
as I
should commercials be injected into radio
-^iripts. All such advertising should be get under way, any nervousness leaves, and
never did I feel it at the end of a perktt entirely with the announcer."
formance."
Olga Albani:
"I am butnervous
at all times
At what point do you feel most
during
a broadcast,
not distractedly
nervous ... at the beginning,
during, or at the end of the
broadcast?
Nick Dawson : "/ tnust confess that I
am never nervous. I'm not sure ichether
this is accounted for by ego or by stupidIgorways Gorin:
artist isdur-alat a tension"Every
at thetruebeginning,
Elsie Hitz: "I am always nervous just
ing, and at the end of a performance."
before and at the beginning of each broad♦cast. Irarely have that feeling after readOzzie Nelson : "Just
Mother."
_^ before the battle,
ing a few lines."
Parks Johnson: "I'm not of a nervous
Gogo De Lys: "Oh, those tense sectemperament.
However,
hour onjustedge.
beonds before we go on the air !"
fore the broadcast
finds methatquite
Rayity."Perkins: "At that zero hour,
I'm anxious to get under way! You see, I
sosincerely
thoroughly
that perI'm thirty seconds before going on the air."
eagerenjoy
to getmy atbroadcast,
it! Selfish,
BettytheLoufirstGerson:
"Theanybeginning.
After
few minutes
nervous
haps, for thinking of my own pleasure!"
Bob Burns: "When the act ahead of feeling I might have felt has disappeared."
Tim Healy: "To be perfectly frank,
meLoretta
is on." Lee: "Usually at the begin- I never feel nervous when broadcasting
I realize that those who tune in
ning of the broadcast, for then I am not because
me are friendly and I know that
certain just hoiv my numbers zvill go over. atto hear
most
talking to one little
Once I get started, hoivever, the uneasiness room and I notam toonly
a great crowd of people.
disappears and I concentrate on deliver- By this I mean that
you may go into miling the material to the best of my ability."
but, after
all, you're
just
one room
and the
few people
David Ross: "Always at the beginning, talkinglions otof homes,
frequently during the broadcast, and
sometimes at the end. On some occasions, assembled there."
Don Amcche: "I feel nervous at no
all through the program."
definite point. Insufficient familiarity with
Deems
Taylor:
"At
the
beginning,
when
the
script might bring me general uneasiI invariably have a running head cold, and
ness. Unfamiliarity with the script of ana dry throat, which is one of the miracles
other character will also cause this unof medical science."
McConnell
: "/ am ofaha'ays
nervous
Thornton Fisher: "Always at the beginjustEd before
the bcginnbig
a broadcast,
ning. This needs some explaining. Hav(hire I am iiiln my program, I lose this easiness."
ing directed many of my own shows in
)irr:;nis rondilioii
uuiurduilcly.
It's that
the which I play a part after having written
SO-sccond
wait bcjrrr
llir opening
them, I would say that my personal reaction is this: you come into a cold studio
rouses me the most sujjrruuj,"
there you find, perhaps, actors with
Art IVandid Harvey:
"On itthose
whom you are unacquainted. The lines
where
feel nervous,
was broadcasts
always at are
read,
sound effects tried ... no dice!
the beginning, especially a minute or so You're coming
on the air . your voice
before I knew I was on the air. Usually,
however, this quickly wears off once I am sounds hollow you grab hold of your"
self . . the show's got to go on . .
into the script."
your diving
sponsorsintoarethelistening
well,belly
it's
like
water to get your
Lennie
Hayton:
"My
nervousness
comes
just before the beginning of a broadcast. warm. You do. After that you're all
Once the first note is played this nervous- right. I'm nervous before the show."
ness usually leaves me."
Harry von Zell: "Nearly always before
Helen King : "It depends — have experienced al three."
Bernice Claire: "// at all, usually at
Benay Venuta: "I am usually nervous and after."
on my first song, and on a big 'guest pro- theCurtis
beginning."
Arnall: " 'Mike' fright always I
gram' when they first announce me I have
the old 'standing-in-the-wings jitters.'
fore the broadcast."
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HOSTESS
(Cofitiiiiu-d from payc ^7)
The culture of rice is mentioned in literature as far back as 2800 B. C. Genghis
Kahn loved to concoct rare dishes in his
spare time. His favorite was Mongolian
Curried Chicken and Rice. Wonder if he
also inspired the Indian Curry that Ripley
praises
highly
centuriessolater
! today — eight and a half
The Arabs believe that the date palm
is the "Tree of Life." Because plenty of
water and heat are necessary to the growing of dates, the Arabs say that a date
tree "must have its feet in water and its
head
great the
needinvention
of the dateof
palm inforfire."
waterThecaused
theA world's
first irrigation
Mrs. Tibbets
is creditedsystem.
with giving
the California Citrus Industry its start
in 1873, by planting two small orange
trees — one of which still bears fruit.
In tlie Battle Creek plant of a famous
cerealdailymanufacturer
( KcHoiit/'s)
up
the yearly yield
of 675. they
acres useof
corn and 450 acres of wheat.
Charles the First of England was so
delighted with the ice cream made by his
French chef that he pensioned him. But
with the understanding that the process
was to be kept secret and the ice cream
made only for the king.
Oysters have been under cultivation
longer than any other shellfish. Such
words as "crop," "farming" and "harvest"
are used in the industry- by the "under
water farmers."
The Chesapeake
taurant in Xew York
City employsRes-a
colored m.an during the R season especially
to feed their oysters to make them plump !
Archaeologists recently found in the
Pyrenees a reindeer bone carved with a
picture of a salmon. But although salmon
once were found in quantities in most of
the rivers of Europe, today they are scarce
everywhere in the world except in the
Pacific nort'nvest.
The life and habits of the salmon from
the time it leaves fresh water where it
was born, to travel in the ocean, still is a
complete mystery. Some scientists think
they travel thousands of miles in the
ocean, others believe they staj- close to
the mouth of their home rivers. But it's
a known fact that the Sockeye salmon
returns unerringly in the fourth year of
its life — almost to the day — to the riverbed or lake where it was born — traveling
hundreds of miles to get there yet always
gauging
believe it the
or nottime! and distance just right,
RADIO
RADIO STARS'
STARS Cooking School
149 Madison Ave.,Magazine
New York, N. Y.
Please send me a free leaflet containing recipes fer Robert L. "Believe-It-or-\ot Ripley's unusual
dishes.
\'ame
Citv

State

Do sudden swerves
DoesUpset
troflficyourgetnerves?
your goat?
Do stomach ills
Disrupt your thrills
On board a train or boat?
If so, be readyKeep calm and steady'
Give Beech-Nut Gum your vote!
^auellers

! keep

c^\^

BEECH-NUT PEPPERMINT "
GUM.
isof soany good
thein themostO
popularStates.flav<
gum it's
soldN
United
H
EC
BE
tA
GU
BEECH-NUT
PEPSIN aGUM
...
candy
protects
pleasing
flavor
.coating
. . and,aids
as digestion
you probably
know,
pepsin
after
a hearty meal.

BEECHIES... another really
sealed
in candy
coating.Gum
Like— ■
fine GumPeppermint
and Candy
in one.

ORALGENE ... Its
firmer mouth
texture pis'esmuch. .
needed
d
.IS
dehydratedexercise
milk of
BEECH-NUT
SPEARMINT,
mapncsia
helps
neutralize
those wholikeadisi
mouth wrapped.
acidity. Each piece indidually
tiveespecially
flavor. AforBeech-Nut
Quality product.
GET YOUR SUPPLY OF BEECH-NUT BEFORE THE TRIP BEGINS
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PUSH BUTTon Tuninc
ELECTRIK SAVER

beautiful, bigger, be
powerful,
super Outperforms
selective Iti-tube
5-bandon radio.
S200
sets
point
- foryou- point
parison.
Before
decide,
write
40-pageby
1937
catalog.
Learn
how
you for
canWhyFREE
savepay50%
buying direct from the factory.
more?
74 of raarvelous
ADVANCED
FEATURES
Scores
features
explain
Midwest
super
performassure instantly
thrilling world-wide
all-wave
performance,
^ou
canance andsnitch
fromcommercial,
American
programs
...shipto
Canadian,
police,
amateur,
airplane
and
broadcasts
...
to
world's
finest
foreign
programs.
Powerful
Triple-Twin tubes (two tubesidioin wattage
one!) — give
20-tube
results.
consumption
50' ;.. .
ig' operate
no moreoncurrent
volume thanas lowordinary
as 80
tuning
thMidwest
automa
t-y.^trm . . . doubling your radio enjoyi
C AVF t TO OtZ.e\07
FROM
3My
WTo toDIRECT
factory
Ko■ wholesale
middlemen'spriceprofits
pay — factory
you buy—
direct from
rim;
ys for30'cyourto 60'";.
Midwe .
ck Gi
lfi]MAiL COUPOM TOOAY/>^
MIDWESTE.17.RADIOCincinnati,
CORPORATIOH
Dept.
Ohio Bend
Without
oblig.ition
on
my parr,
FREE
aii.ilog
and
complete
bberal
30-day FREE tnal offer Thisdetailsis NOTof youran order
Address ,Q TownREAL

LIFE STORY'

FEELS LIKE new!
THANKS TO CLEVER WIFE..
UE nights,
wasn'ttoohimself.
Had
toodays.manySeemed
restless
-■■
many
tiredclever
lose his ambition.
But his
wife was tooto
smart to let this go on. She insisted that he
try
(NR difference
Tablets) itandmadehe
foundNature's
out whatRemedy
a surprising
to use a laxative of entirely vegetable origin.
didn't andmindnon-habit
taking NRs
at all,Theytheysimply
were
soHe gentle,
forming.
amade
new him
man.feelGetlikea
2.5c box today.
at any
drugstore
1937 Calendar-Thermomci
npleB
of NR and Turns.
Send i
FREEi

IF ONLY THEY HADN'T
LAUGHED!
(Continued from page 45)
Phil laughed. "If you write that," he
joked, "I hope my sponsor loses his
Then the jester became again the
thoughtful
glasses
!" man with frustrated hope.
"Well, anyway," he resumed, "I told
Mr. Aarons
wanted more
than
anythinghowelseI'dto always
be a musician.
We
talked and talked — and three or four days
later hecourse
called ofmestudy
up. fitted
He'd toarranged
special
my pecu-a
liar needs ! What do you know about that?
"But I only took five of the lessons," Phil
said ruefully.on what
"How hecould
I sit there
and
cuncentrate
was trying
to teach
me? All the time my mind would be
back at the office, worrying about the gags
for next week's radio programs ! I finally
had
tell wasting
Mr. Aarons
it wasn't
any use.
I wasto just
his time
and patience.
"But listen to me," Phil spoke almost
fiercely. "Some day — within the next
three
years,
I'm forty and
— I'mthe going
to let the
radiobefore
and vaudeville
stage
and
everything
else
run
for
Sweeney
!
I'm
going to pack up and with my wife and
kids I'll go off to Europe — and we won't
know when we're coming back, either. I'll
stay there
till I've something
learned how
read
music
and learned
of itsto composition. I'l be a musician !
"I know what you're thinking. I know !"
he stormed. "You're thinking: 'He's going to do this, and he's going to do that,
but course,
he neverwhen
will.'I Well,
I willon— the
this stage,
time!
Of
first went
niy idea was just to stick at it until I
had enough money to study music. But
then, that was different. I've learned my
lesson. Money's wonderful and I'd hate
to bewithwithout
it— butAndit hasn't
do
success.
anybodyanything
can getto
more of a kick out of success than he can
out of money.
"Maybe I'm nuts." he mused. "Maybe
I'll never accomplish the things I want —
but,"
he added
until they
have a grimly,
funeral "I'll
at ourkeep
housetrying
and
I star
it." of those boys asked you if
"But in one
you didn't love your w'ork and you told
him you did," I reminded him. "Well —
do "Iyoudo.or don't
Too you?"
much," he flashed back.
"That's
why
dissatisfied
with andit.
If it were justI'ma somatter
of dollars
cents, I'd be sitting on top of the world.
The people Iluck
work with
with aresponsors.
nice. I'veHarry
had
wonderful
McNaughton — Hot lie — is one of my dear"Allest friends.
week weBut—grub around for gags. We
tear our hair hunting new f)ncs. Then I
get up there and do a program. And
what have I done? What ha\e I put into
that"Why,
microphone
that pcojilc
"
you've made
them —laugh,"
I intcrruptt'd. "That's a lot, if you can make
"(31), laugh."
yes. Maybe," Phi! agreed wearpeople
"But then
maybeto l)ethe over
nightat I'm
the airily. they
liajipen
Cousinon
Emma's plaving l)ri(lgc. They don't hear

the
for agags
week.we'veBut worked
the next andnightslaved
they over
hear
Joe beDoakes.
He's
stolen
our
gags.
Or
mayit will just happen that a couple of
the gags we use have been used by some
other comedian the night before. So they
me
say out.'Gee, that guy's terrible !' and tune
"You know, when I first went on the
air, radio comedy was a novelty. It was
new and untried. We had to find a formula— and we did. The customers liked it,
or
they didn'tSo complain
— much.
So atwhatleasthappened?
every comedian
who came to the air was tailored more or
less to the pattern. You know how it goes.
Everyone does now. It was something
that had been tried out and was sure. But
the radio audience is becoming more critical. Sponsors are, too. I think the old
comedy cycle is about finished. Run its
course. I think big changes are coming.
Believe me, I'm going to be right on the
job,
and catchme 'emout before
they catch me —
and bounce
!
"When I come back to tlie air this fall,
bound will
me benot different."
to reveal his ideas
myPhilprogram
for his new program, but this much I can
tell you.
He plans
creation drama,
of a character through
whomthecomedy,
and
even the music on the program will be
given a cohesive unity.
"Some day I want to do a five-day-aweek
program
on theof air
Bottle,"a lothe
confided.
"Instead
justwith
dragging
of gags into the program by the scruff
of the neck, I want to do a sort of comic
strip — something like Mutt and Jeff or
Jiggs and Maggie — adapted to radio. After
I've done
that,toI'llEurope
be willing
quit— you
and
take
that trip
I wastotelling
It seemed so unorthodox to hear a celebrated radio comedian who would not
state, enthusiastically and without qualin, that he loved his work and would
about." beficatiodoing
rather
it than anything else in
the wide world. I knew how those boys
had
when Maybe
Phil didn't
them . the. .
right felt
answer.
if I give
persisted.
"But outside of being a musician, then,
you'd rather be a radio comedian than
"No!" else?"
his reply came explosively. "I
anything
want to be
get me
wrong.
I aman notactor.
one ofNowthosedon'tcomedians
who want to play Hamlet. I just want to
lie toldthat's
me all."
t)f another instance of
be Then
an actor,
thwarted aiiibitioii. gave me one more reason for that sudden outburst when he had
denied tliat he knew success.
"Why just last week. I tried to land
a role in a musical comedy that was gointo production
nuts,ingbut
I'm just as this
keenfall.
to doMaybe
a play I'mas
any youngster just out of dramatic school.
This part I wanted was one I knew I
could do. too. It was the sort of thing
r<l been sueee--sful in before I came to
radio— like .1 Xighl in Sl>ain. like the part
I Iiad in the I'ollics, like Pleasure Bound.

RADIO STARS

ogram, will have her own program.
,tthesophistic
part. ated
Know comedy.
why? But I didn't
comedian!"
radio
a
I'm
Because
and bitterwas hurt
there eyes.
nee more
Too bad those
brown
his
in
j
) laughed slyly up their sleeves when a
; of Phil's hard-won
earnings went
season to finance the play, Geraniums
heard that!
have
couldn't
My IVindozL',
d. They'd have
;y'd have understoo
wn this ordinarily shrewd, cautious felhadn't taken a "flyer" merely in the
e of fattening his already ample bankThey'd have realized thatfrustrated
he was
to an urge, a
ing expression
lulse,
a desire to create.
I guess if you come right down to
as," Phil reflected finally, "about the
I'd hada
picked,to ifbecome
have been
ever have
thing I'dwould
: choice,
ledian.
You know I told you I could play nearly
any instruand on nearly
thingct. byWell,ear,
a booking
agent told me an
he knew of could use an accordion
yer. So I practised on the accordion
a couple of days and got the job. I
t wanted a job then. But playing that
ordion made me want to learn someig about music. I wanted to learn to
d it, to learn all about harmony and
nposition.
I madethe upactmyuntilmindI had
I'd
t stick alongSo with
mgh money to quit long enough to
dy.
'It was a swell idea, but like a lot of
ell ideas, it didn't work. One day, by
I toldTalk
a gag.
wasn't a goodIt
I,:ident,
either.
aboutIt whiskers!
s so old it was on crutches. But the
mayIf they hadn't—
itomers
I'd havelaughed.
been a musician
today! But
;y did— so I'm not a success
what out
I mean?"
It'Seestarted
to be a social call, pure
d simple. But here was a fellow with
palatial home in Mamaroneck, another
Florida, a bank balance as big as all
1-out, and growing every week. A fat
lio contract and sponsors waiting to
er him another when that runs out. All
he hasa story
— yet! he isn't a success. Why
2tIt was

RADIO
JUNGLE

When you hear the musical
note . . . IT'S TIME FOR

When your favorite evening
program ends and it comes time
to retire — make your bedtime
meal
bowl inof milk
crisp orKellogg's
Corn aFlakes
cream.
They're satisfying and delicious.
Sleep comes quickly because they
digest easily. Kellogg's are sold
by all grocers.
You* II enjoy these programs:
"GIRL forALONE."
The story
girl's
quest
trueandromance.
Everyofdayoneto except
Saturday
Sunday
12:15
Eastern Standard
Time 12:00
over stations
WMAQ, Cleveland;
Chicago; WCAE,
WLW. Pittsburgh;
Cincinnati;
WTAM,
WBEN, Philadelphia;
Buffalo; WEAF,
KYW,
WWJ, New
Detroit.York;
KELLOGG'S
SINGING
LADY:
Every
except
5:30 dayto
5:45 over Saturday
the N. B. C.andBasicSunday
Blue —Network.
Nothing takes the place of
CORN

FLAKES

• Glowing with vitality, smooth and lovely, that's the way your skin looks when
you
use Chamberlain's
— thearmslotion
that
satinices.
Ideal for hands,
and skin,
Chamberlain's
smooths
away
roughness,
irritation, chapping; reveals unsuspected
beauty. Not sticky, greasy or gummy ; it
dries quickly. At ail toilet goods counters.

Chamkrlain^s
Lotion
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BEASTS AT YOUR
{Continued from page 39)

Bonbong station. Furthermore, it was a
twelve-day trip from the jungle camp
where I was to reach Bonbong. It meant
rivers, Sea.
channelsThenand Ieven
a stretch
ofcrossing'
the South
learned
that
weather conditions would have to be just
right, if the broadcast were to go on
through. All this discouraged me, for it
meant losing about a month's work on
theWl-.at
picture,manner
so I gave
up theisidea."
of man
this fellow
Buck, who deliberately eschews the comforts ot civilization and treks off to unknown spots on the earth's surface, pur.suing
camera ?wild animals with lariat and
To begin with, Buck always has had a
yen for animals. He was born at Gainesville, Texas,mayon explain
St. Patrick's
Daywithin
1884, which
his success
snakes. When the family moved to Dallas,
his mother discovered little Frankie in the
backyard trying to remove the fangs from
aThat
deadlyconvinced
copperhead
pair ofthepliers.
Mrs. with
Bucka that
wide
open spaces held too many allures for her
son. The family moved to Chicago, which
was much safer in those days, it being
before the period of gangsters and machine
Mrs.uralBuck
to swing
natguns.
history attempted
bent of her
son tothebirds,
figuring that they were less deadly than
the reptilian studies Frank had been conducting so informally in Dallas. She purchased him several books on bird-life and
young Buck was a confirmed ornithologist
long before he became an explorer.
Life as a bank clerk in Chicago was
too tame for Frank and he embarked on
his first jungle trip in 1911, penetrating
the wilds of Brazil. He brought back
with him many rare specimens of birds,
sold them for surprising sums and decided
that he had found his niche in life.
Buck has been going into the jungles
ever since. And, in twenty-five years, he
has gone through the wilds of Africa
and Asia, as well as South America, but
in recent years has shown a disposition
to confine his adventures to the Malayan
jungles.
His No. 1 Boy, Ali, with whom you're
familiar if you're familiar with any of
Buck's
with Buck
since hisadventures,
second yearhasin been
the wilds.
The
No.
1
"Boy"
is
now
thirty-eight
and at
present is in New York with his master.
That Ah has served Buck so long and so
faithfully is as much a tribute to the explorer's fairness as to the native's loyalty.
Buck's jungle trips have cleared up
many sistslegends
animal will
life.attack
He in-a
that no about
wild animal
man, unless it is hungry or provoked. All
save tlic King cobra, a savage reptile,
wliicli rates just alx)ut with salesmen in
Buck's rankings.
Frank never graduated from grade
school, but later hired a tutor to round
out the missing links in his education.
His jungle
pictures and
radio Buck
programs havebooks,
been shrewdly
devised.
stays in the background, never intruding

f

FIRESIli 1

himself upon his audience, narratmu ,|
stories with others as the heroes. yd
■ He is rather proud of the fact thatH
Sultanwhoof has
Johore,
a sixty-year-old
pa^B
tate
promised
to visit Bucl^|
New York, has a pet name for hi^|
Mr. American Bluff. "And he means H
that,Bucktoo,"hassaysdoneFrank.
as well with his H
lines as he has with his vocation,
is the capture and sale of live aninH
He has made three pictures. Bring I B
Back Alive, which grossed $l,56o.( -,
Wild Cargo, which grossed $1,250,' 1.
and Fang and Claiu, which has touched
million mark and is still showing.
And none of these cost more than $ .
000 to make, as Buck is careful to p
out, whereas the production costs of
average Hollywood picture run anywl
from $400,000 to $1,000,000. After .
the actors
in Buck's
pictures, the work
monk
lions,
pythons
and hippopotami,
nothing, and no Hollywood genius has
been able to induce the Harlows, Ga
or Loys to emote at those rates.
Buck's first writing was for the Sa
day Evening
Post onin books,
1929. magazine
Since ther
has
collaborated
newspaper articles with regularity. I
haps the biggest break he ever recei
was
the title.overBringhis 'EmfirstBackbook.Alive, wl
appeared
That title, which was arrived at ii
round-table conference with his publish
Simon and Schuster, and Ed Anthi
his collaborator, has served as his tr:
mark ever since. It identifies him as ri
ily as Bclieve-It-Or-Not identifies Rip
In the second year of A Century
Progress at Chicago, Buck met T.
Loveland,
promoter,an '.
sold him thea Minneapolis
idea of establishing
mal display there. The Zoo was sue
tremendous money-maker that the t
partners by now, decided to move it
Massapequa,
Longsuccess.
Island,It where
been
a continued
attractsit f;
seven to ten thousand visitors on a S
day and averages about 20,000 each W'
The Massapequa animal compound
served as a base for Buck. He rece;
sold
of animals
from intl
to the$20,000
famousworthForest
Park Zoo
Louis. Private sales are frequently m:
for, with the lifting of the depress
millionaires again are stocking their ]
sonal zoos.
Despite his frustrations of a few y<
ago. Buck has not given up the idea
jungleofbroadcasts.
will beengineers
only a qi^
tion
time when"Itradio
mount
the atmospheric
clared
whenobstacles,"
they
do,
like to Buck.
make a"And
commercial
program
jungle
broadcasts,
say
three
a
week,
r
from our camp.
"Can't you see what an attractior
would l)e? Reporting the progress oi
pursuits of jaguars and other anim
telling of the traps we've set and rela
what success
failurethewe've
coming
rightorfrom
hearthad.of i
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-rank "Bring 'Em Back Alive" Buck
is not unfamiliar with radio
i-ts by any means. He first apiiL i before a microphone on Dec. 2nd,
31, when he was interviewed by Grantid Rice, on the Coca Cola hour. In the
11 of 1932, he did a thirteen-week proam for the A. C. Gilbert Company, manacturers of toys.
Inccessful
1934, when
'>'.' Andy,
after profive
yearstoAmos
ontreatthe
Pcpsodcnt
am, decided
themselves
to a
;ll-merited vacation, Buck replaced tiiem.
e originally intended to be on for eight
;eks, but his program was so successful
at it was extended to twenty-three
;eks. And Frank left the air then only
cause he had a contract with RKO to
oduce a picture.
In all probability. Buck will go on a
mmercially-sponsored program this fall,
e already has mapped out his plans,
;uring a program which will appeal both
adults and children, but particularly to
e latter. Frank wants to do his own
mmercial announcements, which would
ighten the authenticity.
He plans an almost -serial broadcast,
irting with the assembling of an e.\dition at Singapore, in the Straits Setments. and then following its progress.
:p by step, with the establishment of its
ngle base and its adventures.
As recently as July, Buck was a guest
the program of Frank Fay and was
e recipient of several radi.> offers imediately after the broadcast. It was these
tiich led him to map out a tentative proam, so as to be prepared. W hen a felw has been pursuing wild beasts for a
larter of a century, as Buck has, sponrs hold no terrors for him, but he knows
11 well the value of preparedness.
That there is a touch of the artist in
Jck is evidenced by liis preference for a
?ekly program, rather than a daily.
Vhatever the sponsors decide, of course,
illfeel,
be O.K.
with that
me," going
explained
Frank.a
however,
on once
sek for a half-hour would be better than
daily program of fifteen-minutes. More
Tie could be spent in the preparation of
ch script and a better performance
'uld be given."
The only thing which may prevent Buck
om going on the air this fall is the
'ssibility that the urge to dash into the
alayan jungles may overpower him.
fter all, he's safe from salesmen there
id he's willing
to takehe his
hatever
wild beasts
runschances
across. with
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''COMMON

The '^Common Cold"
the!
Common
'
Dis
COL
Forerunner
of Pneumonia and
Other Serious Diseases!
preparation good for a number of other
things as well. It has only one purpose, the
treatment of colds.
Secondly, it is internal in effea and does
four definite things of vital importance in
the relief of a cold:
(1) It opens the bowels, an admittedly advisable step in the treatment of a cold.
(2) It checks the fever in the system.
(3) acheItandrelieves
fever. the head(4) It tones the system and
helps fortify against further
attack.
A fourfold treatment, in
othertivewords.
Grove's accomLaxaBromo
Quinine
plishes definite
and speedy
results.
Grove's Laxative Bromo
Quinine imposes no penalty
for its use. It contains nothing harmful and is perfectly
safe to take.
Grove's Bromo Quinine
tablets now come sugarcoated as well as plain. The
sugar-coated
are exactlyexcept
the
same as the regular,
that the tablets are coated
with sugar for palatability.
Don't Procrastinate
When you feel a cold coming on, do something about it right away.
Don't dally, don't compromise. Go right to
your
druggist
get a package of Grove's
Laxative
BromoandQuinine.
Start taking the tablets immediately, two
atBromo
a time.Quinine
Usually,willif taken
check promptly,
a cold in 24Grove's
hours
— and that's the action you want for safety!
All drug
storesWhensell youGrove's
Bromo
Quinine.
ask forLaxative
it, insist
upon getting what you ask for. The few
pennies' cost may save you a lot of anxiety.
RADIO NOTE: Listen to Qabriet Heacter review the news. Mutual Broadcasting
System, every Monday, Tuesday, W ednesday and Thursday evening. 7:45 to 8:00 EST
on some stations. 9:00 to 9:15 EST on others. Consult your newspaper for time listing.S3

The Sensible Thing
in Treatment
How often have you seen it — a cold today
and something worse tomorrow.
Almost every case of bronchitis, bronchial
pneumonia and influenza has its start in the
"common
Accordingcold."
to recently published figures,
there is a death every four
minutes from pneumonia
traceable to the "common
A menace to life and
health,
"common
is cold."
also the
a severe
tax oncold"
the
publictics prove
pocketbook.
Statisthat the average
person
ten days'
work
a year onlosesaccount
of colds.
Something to Watch
If there's anything you
want
watch,Health
it's the"common tocold."
authorities on every side urge it.
Don't take any cold lightDon't try
laughbe itonly
off.
The ly.cold
thattomay
a sneeze or a snifHe today
may be a bed case tomorrow. Regard a cold seriously. Treat it for what it is
— an internal infection.
As an internal infection, it is patent that a
cold requires internal treatment. Mere surface
measures — mere local treatments — may temporarily alleviate the symptoms, but to get
at the real trouble, you must get at a cold
from within.
An excellent thing to take for a cold is
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine.
Fourfold Effect
First
of
all.
Grove's
Quinine is expressly
a coldLaxative
tablet andBromo
not a
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• \es! Such freaks or albinos do occasionally
occur.* Andall awinter
woman'slong,skinalso,can bybe using
u'lnle and
free of
chapping
ITALIAN
B.^LM, regularly each day. Italian Balm spreads
widely — lasts surprisingly long — saves your purse.
Try
at Campana's
— then bottle
you betoday!
the
judge!it Mail
the couponexpense
for FREE
(♦Authority:
son.
Pub., A. "Nuggets
L. Burt Co.)of Knowledge" — Geo. W. StimpGamifia/ncCi
Italian
THE ORIGINAL SKINBalm
SOFTENER
CAMPANA SALES CO.
^^7lL^*W Gentlemen:
I'iOl Lincoln Highway,
Batavia,tried111.
I have never
^m^^^
iT.i^LiAN
Balm.
Please
send
I - bottle FREE and postpaid. me Vanity
j yame
I Address
State
II City
Id Canada, Campaoa, Ltd.. MM-1401 Caledonia
Road, Toronto

PiNAUD's SIX-TWELVE
CREAMY MASCARA
- " men!
the natural
your eyes
gives looking
beauty
that stirs
Here's the way to frame your eyes with long,
heavy,
lustrous beauty
eyelashes—
naJuraZ-looking
withoutto agive
hint them
of an
artificial
made-up
look!
Use
Pinaud's
Twelve
Creamy
mascara—
the
mascara
inSix-a
convenient tube! Its creaminess does away
with brittlenessand matting, too! /S^^^^2?^?N
It won't run or smudge. Colors: L.«jjo.^w)
Black, brown, blue and green. ^a^iiiiSS^
THE
HOUSE OF PINAUD
84

FOUND A WAY
(Continued from page 50)

nght 1 ?re,manyI amwives
not who
afraid.'would meet a
drastic
clianije
as
calnil_\as that. She
was
sc
ceed ! sure that her husband would suc"After six months of loneliness here, I
wired Alickey to come on with baby Kenneth, who then was only a year old. She
had to borrow money ior the train fare.
^^ lien she arrived in New York, I met
her. But I had to be back at the studio
in a half hour. A page boy, who had
i)ccn one of the few New Yorkers to befriend me, had his car and he took Mickey,
her sister Beulah, who was then fifteen,
and the baby out to the apartment in
Jackson Heights. She was bewildered by
the new city, the strange person taking
her to that new home, but she was swell
:ib()ut it ! It had been tough bringing a
year-old baby on that long train ride,
too." Harrymemberinglaiighed
how he had ato little
greet wryly,
his youngrewife after a six-months' separation of
threeapartment
thousand that
milesafternoon.
! "I had onlyBut selected
the
it was
a home ! I had been living in a tiny
room — the cheapest I could find in the
The gradual changes in the Von Zell
households are a graphic description of
the slow but steady climb of the announcer's success. After a year in the
city." quarters
cramped
of four rooms, a sixroom apartment in Jackson Heights was
theirs for a year. Then came an eightroom duplex in Flushing. From there
they moved into a nine-room house in
Bayside.
"Kenneth
and Wewe
wanted
him towasgo growing
to a nice upschool.
had a yard in which baby Jeanne could
play,
of theseof
changes,too."madeHe forspoke
the eagerly
best interests
his children, in spite of the fact that they
required more of his time, commuting to
and from the city. And he had so little
spare time.
"We cause
hadMickeya maid,
too," he wentTheon. years
"Bewas exhausted.
of little sleep and hard work were telling. She looked ill. Oh, she never comhe addedshe quickly.
wIk) insistcflplained," that
have help."ItIt was
meantI
thatThenshe caine
couldthesleep
in
the
mornings."
beautiful Norman Tudor
house in which they now live.
"This house
has aMickey
projection
something
of which
and room
I have—
always
dreamed
!"
Harry
Von
Zell
radiates happiness when he tells about
this new home. "We have a game room,
aa bar,
near the
What
joy and
that we're
is! How
we water.
have wanted
Mr. and Mrs. Von Zell are beginning
to receive the dividends on their hard work
and
sacrifices. No longer is it necessary
that
for !"them to worry over each penny that
is spent. No longer need they wonder
how they are going to meet the demands
of growing children. Harry now has
time to sijciid with his little boy and girl.
"I iRver really knew Kenneth until
lately," he said wistfully. "And the only

thing he knew about me was that I
his father, a father whom he saw a fevi
minutes once. in awhile. And I have titml
to play with little Jeanne. I can watdj
her
grow up — something I missed will
Kenneth.
"I feelthe asgenial
thoughannouncer,
I am on thea vacation,'
smiles
man wh^
has been singer, actor, ukulele player, com
mentator, and lately comedian, over tb
airwaves. "For the first time in ou
eleven years of married life, I have tim. !
to spend with Mickey. With Kenneth)
who is seven and Jeanne, who is five |
The children are really getting to knov
me for the first time.
"Even though I have been on this
schedule of only two weekly program
for a year,""Kenneth
continuessaidtheto mesandy-hairec
announcer,
the othe
night : 'Daddy, are you going to be horn
after dinner tonight again? Don't yoi
ever
have that
to work?'
He tois spend
continual!;'
surprised
I have time
witli
him,Youtoandbe aI might
normalnotfather."
consider his week
ly schedule of work a vacation, but Harr;
Von
Zell his
smiles
with week.
pleasure when h
considers
business
"On Mondays, I get to the office
9 :30 in the morning. I work all day oi
the scripts of the Touni Hall prograir:
with Pat Weaver of the advertisinj
agency."
acts all
as director
of thi
show and Harry
supervises
script changes
"I reach home at about five in the afterl
noon,"forhea swim
continues.
givesbefor
time
or a bit"That
of golf
dinner. Tuesday is spent in a somewha
similar manner except that all last minut
changes on the script are made on tha:
day and I leave the office at about eight ii
the evening. Then I rush home and hav
theTowhole
eveningwho,there."
the man
up to a year age.
never saw his home before midnight, Sum
days included, a whole evening at horn
is a real treat. Wednesday finds An
nouncer Von Zell in his office by nine i;
the morning, settling last minute detail
ofis spent
the 'Am'/i
Hall rehearsal
script. All
afternooi
in final
of the
show
which goes on the air that night. It i
two-thirty
before h
reaches homeThursday
because morning
of the rebroadcas
of the show at midnight. And he call
this business a vacation !
"Yes," he insists, "because Thursday
am
homemeans
all day.
can'ttenimagin
wliatat that
to me,Youafter
year
of grinding for as many as sixteen o
eighteen hours every day of every monti
of year after year I As a matter of fad
I think I hold the record for any
iieunccr for continuous long hours.
"When I was at top speed, a few year
ago, I once worked for four days
three nights without stopping. I neve
even had my clothes off during that entir
time. I had two shows going at the sain|
time, with rehearsals almost conflicting,
was making shorts for Warners ai
Patiie at the same time. I raced fror
one place to another, with hardly a sec
ond to spare. Believe ine, after wor'
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kc tiiat, I appreciate the kind of life I
111 kading now."
sincerely
himTHIS IS THE NEW
cliHarry
one ofVontheZellluckiest
men considers
in the world.
CLOPAY LINTONE
K spends Fridays at the office until five
evening.
THAT LOOKS
ni1 the^ at
home, Saturdays
sometimes areat spent
the someoffice,
LIKE LINEN !
.mking on the Phil Baker show script,
niiulay is no day of rest for him. He
^ working at the studio all afternoon
HERE'S THE WAY TO
ml most of the evening, on the Baker
how.
GET 10 WINDOW
Milt compared with the years that have
hefore, this seems like play to Harry
SHADES
/cU. When he was on the Columbin
'casting System announcing staff, he
0
■ welve weekly commercial programs,
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
is this, he was on call for all routine
Hieing, station identifications — all the
nitme duties required from regular staff
:nrj iiincers.
Hut life is sweeter now.
"And Mickey looks and feels better
bail she has in years," remarks this man
vho
givesI was
full having
credit tosuchhishectic
wife. hours.
"AW
he time
;he adjusted her life to suit mine. In
.hi^ way we could be together for the
hoursdouble
that duty
I wasn't
working.
^ YES AND MANY
ittewmeant
for her.
When But
the
-:>ters awakened in the morning, lier
OTHER SMART
-tarted. And her day ended at two
PATTERNS AND SOLID,
ree the following morning when I
. a i e home. We had no maid at that time.
COLORS AT I5<?_It certainly is a treat to see her feeling
NSTEAD 0Ftl.50!
so much better now. For the first time
in our married life, she is rested."
Tlie Von Zell household now boasts of
two servants, a maid and a nurse for the
chil'l.-en. Harry doesn't say "nurse." He
explains : "We have a girl to look after
Kenneth and Jeanne." But it has beci
aroom
long house
slow upw^ard
grind. Their
in the swanky
Great elcM
Neei,
Estates of Long Island is a far cry from
the four-room apartment in Jackson
Heights to which Mickey was literally
dumped back in 1930.
"We both
like isto our
do the
same pastime.
things.
Outdoor
exercise
favorite
And we do everything together. You sec,
Mickey is free to be with me, now. We
go horseback riding, we play golf, we
have a few sets of temiis. And we go
swimming
with theman!youngsters."
Truly a family
And one of those
unusual men who shies from all praise,
from all credit for the place in radio
CLOPAYS
LOOK COSTLY
which is his today.
"It has all happened because Mickey is
..WEAR AMAZINGLY ALREADY KNOW
such a good sport," he says. "She is the
oneHiswhohobbies?
has made it possible."
Soivv Clfian
15c Clopays tough,
"fill the
completely?
yet bill"
pliable
fibre just
ma"Anything that I can do with the fam- Window Shade Problem . • • Madeterial,ofbya aspecial
process,
Clopays
Easiest Way on Record
," is the reply who
of Harry
Zell, the
don't crack, ravel or pinhole. They hang
radio ilyannouncer
at last Von
has time
for
IN actual tests, 3 out of 4 people seeing a straight, roll evenlv, wear longer than ordileisure.
new Lintone processed 15c Clopay benary shades.
And get
Clopay's
actually
10 shadespriceforistheso small
price
side a $1.50 shade only four feet away that you
thought the Clopay was the c/o//i shade. of one. You can afford to replace soiled
shades
frequently
and
have
windows
That's
remarkable
evidence
that
Clopay
His
dreams
didn't
all
come
true
—
attractive.5cSoandsee10cthe new ClopaysalLintone has a beautv usually found only in now inwaysleading
but when one dream died, another
more expensive shades.
and
neighborhood
stores. ICood Housekeeping!
took its place. Now Horace Heidt,
_ Yes,appearance
all Clopaywhich
windowbeliesshades
patternsfor and
solid
rich
theirhave
smalla Smart
leader of The Alemite Brigadiers,
colors.
Write
free
color
price.
And
they
wear
wonderfully,
as
thinks of another ambition he hopes
millions of women have already proved. samples to:
to realize!
So why pay big prices for shades, when The CLOPAY Corp., 1277 York St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Read his absorbing story in the
December issue of
RADIO STARS
15* CLOPAY
is^sira
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DON'T LET YOUR HANDS
"DATE" YOU!
SOFSKIN CREME Quickly Restores
Their Soft, Youthful Allure
TRY THIS AMAZING NEW CREME 10 DAYS FREE!
.Ma\be
you
don't dotliey're
a stroke
of realso work,
r.iittener.justyourbecause
in water
iilOld
hands ageup faster
your much
face.
hands sneak
on youthanbefore
you
know
it
—
dry,
veiny,
rough
-fingered,
with
wooden
palms
that
repel
a
handclasp.
What
a Now
tragedyScience
while steps
your face
is
still
so
young!
in withCREME.
a marvelous
new youthifier,
SOFSKIN
Your
liands
absorb
its
youth-renewing
instantly.softer;
You harsh
can actually
see themelements
whiter,
lines smooth
out.growSo
fragrant,
so dainty, Just
you'llsoft,lovewhite,
it. Leaves
no
shine
or stickiness.
gardenia
smoothness.
You can wear
glovesSOFSKIN,
at once.use
nniend

SOFSKIN
COMPANY.
DEPT. 226. Findlay.
0. Pleaseto
send
FREE
jar Sofskin
enclosed
cover mehandling.)
This
offer notCreme.
Bood in (3cCanada.

liven
ANDHIGHADDRESS!
SENO NAME
C' Latest
O /•IDI
AIMEC'
I7 Jewel
LADICS
0lblKL9
Shape
GRADE
WRIST
WATCH
with metal
beautifullyMovement
desiimed
chrome
plated
case.
Or bigbracelet
cash com-andbig
YOURS
mission.
for
SIMPLY
GIVING
AWAY
FREE
colored pictures
with wellsores,
knownWH easily
ITE CLOVERIN
E SALVE25c
burns,picture
chaps,
soldper-r Whit(
to friends
only
.$.$3. OuratSPEausedbox for(with
FREE)giftsandetc.,forremitting
- Choice ofWrite
CIALFirst,
4Cother
returnrng
onlycatalog.
40th
year.
Be
today
for
12
boxes
of
White
Cloverine
ialve. Wilson Chen , Co., Inc., Dept. 10-H, Tyrone,
7Jti6 dai^ GREASELESS
^o^^ FEMININE HYGIENE
End the nuisance of greasy suppositories, with the
new greatteless Zonitors for modern feminine hyiriene. Easy to apply, easy to remove, yet maintain
the long, effective
recommend. Zonitorsantiseptic
make usecontact
of the physicians
world famous
Znnite antiseptic principle doctors favor. Full in-triiftions in i);irkage. All U. S. and Canadian drug-i, t.-. INFORMATIVE
A.ldress Zonitors, .'S4:i7 FREE
Chrysler BOOKLET!
Bldg., N. Y.C.,
for

Saoicy White • Greaseiess
A ZONITE PRODUCT

WEARS
WHAT
SHE
(Coutiniicd from page 15)

tailored shoulders — a little padded and
squared — and she has the waistlines slightly shortened and nipped in.
Gladys willingly posed in several suits
froin her personal wardrobe to show you
how they look. There's a new suit for
daytime
wear aboutEnglish
Holl) wood
of
an imported
woolen— it'sin made
Oxford gray striped in pearl gray. The skirt
is cleverly designed with the stripes running vertically, except for a gored front
in which the stripes are worked diagonal y to form a panel. This gore also gives
the flared effect which is new and important in daytime skirts. Her jacket is a
one-button style with rounded front and
awaisted
nipped-in
waist toA brown
stress woolen
the narrowsilhouette.
shirt,
brown suede gloves with opening on the
back of the hand, brown suede pumps
and bag are the accessories she chooses
to complete the suit. However, her rolled
brim hat is a medium gray felt trimmed
with a darker gray band and a swagger
tilt to the brim.
Still another suit, which she has just
bought,blended
is made
in aGladys
smoothis beige-andgray
woolen.
using lots
of beige and gray — these are shades to
watch, as they are due for a great popularity next spring. This suit is softly
tailored, with a single-button closing but
a straighter cut to the jacket and a less
close fitting line than the other suit shows.
With this suit, she wears a peaked-crown
hat of gray suede and carries a matching
pouch bag with drawstring handle. Her
blouse is the same as that worn with the
striped suit and she wears the same brown
pumps. This knack of combining two or
more tones in her accessories is somenotes. thing to jot down in your own fashion
When the weather turns cold, Gladys
doesn't pack her suits away till spring ;
instead she wears them constantly by topwith skirts
warm and
coatsslacks
and furs.
often pinghasthem both
made Sheto
tp.atch a single topcoat. Incidentally, she
nevertil shewore
shorts orbecause
slacks unwentpajamas,
to Hollywood,
she
prefers feminine clothes. However, like
so many stars who have adopted Hollywood ways, she finds that slacks really
suit the climate when you have to rise at
six in the morning to go to work.
The furs she likes best to wear with
her suits are the four-skin scarf she carries with the striped suit on page 14, a
three-quarter length fur cape of opossum
that has a girlish Peter Pan collar, or a
muskrat swagger coat in which the skins
have been worked like mink.
Beige, as a color for both costumes and
hats, is brought out again in a very attractive two-piece wool dress. The top
is a fitted basque-like jacket of homespun
which combines beige, green and brown
in the weave. A rough selvage edge is
cleverly used as the sole trimming. Goring, a detail she adores in all her clothes,
gives the circular fullness to the short
beige tweed skirt. The rather peasantlike quality of this costume is in line with
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her particular preference for this style
sports clothes.
And the very new looking beige fell
iiat, with its high crown tilted backwards
is just mad enough to suit her. She has
worn high crowns since early last spring
and now that they are the current milli
nery rage, she's having a perfect fling!
You'll notice that Gladys has several
pairs of those wrist length suede gloves
that
back ofto thematch
hand —herthey'rt
beigeopenfor onthisthe outfit
hat
brown for another and gray for still a
third. She loves amusing gloves and finding a pair colors.
she likes,Sheshehasduplicates
in several
a giddy them
pair
of black ones, trimmed with ermine tails.
And she has been seen wearing brightcolored cotton gloves to the opera with
an
wrap. grand
\'o, ! they didn't look
silly,ermine
they looked
In fact, Miss S. wears what she personally likes, regardless of the trend of
the moment, but her cleverness shows up
in this because she never looks conspicuous nor out of step. She says that she
never buys a dress just because it is in
the current style, she buys things that
suit her individuality and figure. Just because it happens that princess lines, high
waists and full skirts are in at the momenterence
has nothing
withworn
Gladys'thispreffor them — toshedo has
silhouet e in some version for many seasons
because she finds it flatters her miniature
waist.
She likes misty tulle for evening — in
gray or white. And so, Travis Banton
has designed the romantic dress you see
Iiere this month for her to wear in Cham
pagne IValtc. The voluminous skirt tapers
up to sleeves,
a tightly-fitted,
low-cut
bodice
Great
adroitly made
in sections,
narrow toward the wrist. White daisies
triin the shoulder and corsage with a
matching bunch caught in her hair. Gladys
almost always wears flowers in her hair
at night and simple blooms, such as daisies,
charm her. That is why Travis Banton
used them in designing the evening gown
shown in this picture. Gladys often wears
one or two large ones in the buttonholes
of her suit jackets — she says they have a
fresh quality that suits her.
And if you have wondered what she
wears when she broadcasts, it is this — a
long-sleeved, high-necked and full skirted
evening gown cut with a deeper neckline
at back.
Did you know that there is a clause in
her screen contract that demands the preservation of herdidspecially
fure? Neither
I, till shedesigned
told me,coif'but
it seems that her coiffure, with its center
part andcome high
at the sides,
has bealmost curls
a Swarthout
trademark!
There's a hint for all of you, too — get
some quirk to your hair or costunies that
is soit. completely you that you are famous
for
Gladys told me that her mother taught
her, as a young girl, that the way you put
on clothes is important. Her early training has told because her clothes always
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fit to a T and she keeps them heautifully.
It's aabout
familyhanging
joke that
she is away
positively
prim
everything
herself. There is no appointment or interview
so
important
that
she
won't
take
time to put her hat on the shelf and her
dress
on aher.hanger, despite maids ready to
do it for
Just as she likes fresh garden flowers
better than exotic orchids, so she prefers
simple jewelry to the more dalinratc.
She loves silk handkcrclncis, t.>i)(.(.iall>
in gay peasant prints, and she usually has
one tucked in her pocket. She never wears
scarfs high al^mit her neck, because her
throat
can't stand
sheer, supple
woolensswaddling.
and the She
new likes
dull,
wool-like silks. And stiff rustling silk
taflfetas in gray and bronze are her idea
of an elegant costume. She loves blue —
even the bedroom of her New York apartin a gray-blue
are overment is done
two hundred
shades color.
of blueThere
and
itwornis safe
to
say
that
Gladys
probably
has
all of them !
Her individuality, youthfulness and flair
for simplicity with a dash of drama have
put her upon the list of the ten bestdressed women in America today.
While lingering
I can't
overlook
the mentionin Hollywood,
of several popular
radio stars who have looked unusually
smart at recent social affairs. Gracie Allen
and Alary Livingstone attended a premiere
together and both were dressed in very
charming all-white costumes. Mary wore
a white satin ensemble consisting of a
simple evening gown topped by a matching cape. A large jeweled clip was the
only ornament on either dress or cape
and the only color accent was a contrasting satin hand bag. Gracie wore a white
metal cloth dress with high neckline and
long sleeves. Grape clips of pearls were
her
only jewels— a white fox cape was
her wrap.
Gracie seems to prefer the long-sleeved
dinner dress to the more formal type of
evening gown. She wore, at a recent
party, a lace dress with long sleeves but
very low front decolletage. A velvet sash
and twin-jeweled clips as accent.
Frances Langford, the popular Hollywood Hotel star and now making Born
to Dance with Eleanor Powell, also likeall white for her evening appearances. At
a recent opening she looked stunning in
a white-beaded
chiflfon
cape. gown topped by a full
Be sure to fill out the coupon below because Ihave some very new ideas and
suggestions for you in my November
Shopping Bulletin.
Elizabeth Ellis,
RADIO STARS,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed is a stamped, self-addressed envelope, kindly send me
free of charge your Radio Stars
Shopfi'ig Bulletin for November.
Name
Street
City

State ...
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used
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your
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so Beware
much longer
— why permanents.
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of
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take
with
you
going
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DOES

EVERYTHING

TAKE

THE TICKETS
(Continued from page 33)

understood that in bringing talent to the
microphone
he'.s abeing
The Great
Discoverer nor
Good neither
Samaritan.
The
people who appear on his program will be
there not because they need a helping
hand but because they definitely have someto offerofthestruggle
radio audience.
There'll
be no thing talk
or self-sacrifice.
So much for that end of the program.
Let's
have atotalk
let's listen
him.with the star, Or rather
"( )nv reason I'm so enthusiastic about
radio IS that it gives me an opportunity
to contact an enormous new audience.
From
radio things
public'sthatreaction
I hope
to learnthemany
will help
my
Fred work."
.\staire, incidentally, is probably
picture
the only guy in the world who thinks his
picture work needs help. Most of us who
watch him on the screen regard him as
stupendous, amazing and colossal, and let
it go atries. that.
But allnot through
Mr. A. rehearsals,
He worHe worries
because he thinks the new steps he originates aren't so hot. He worries all through
the
picture,
he's convinced
he's
terrible.
And because
he continues
to worry after
the i,icture is released, and in the face of
critical raves, because he's sure he didn't
do Hehis never
job assees
wellpreviews
as he'd planned.
of his pictures.
While everyone else is having a swell time
watching the Astaire routines, their creaator sits home hoping he won't be as
bad
he's him
sure hehe'swasgoing
be. thanks
When
peopleas tell
great,to he
them and thinks they're kidding. And
he's
always
l/cen onthatthewayleveland,about
fromit.allHe's
indications,
he's going to stay that way.
Watching Fred Astaire making pictures is always a pleasure. On the set
you'd never guess he is ihe star of the
production. Take the present AstaireRogers opus, RKO-Radio's Swing Time.
If a scene doesn't come off he gets angry
at only one person — himself. If a step
goes
wrongin those
it's always
fault. toTo bea
strar.ger
parts hehis appears
a novice trying his best to make good in
pictures — a contest winner from somedreaded where,
firstperhaps,
optionhopitig
time. he'll pass that
Between scenes he never retires in solisplendourhimto sitting
his dressing-room.
alwa\'stary find
around with You'll
three
or four friends — workmen on the set, as
a rule, or someone from the studio pub<!epartment.
Whenof old
he's white
not inpants,
costumelicity
he wears
a pair
a blue shirt and a straw hat. And the tie
which should be around his neck is busy
liolding up the Astaire trousers. All this
incalled
spiteThe
of theTenfactBest-Dressed
that he's often
Men beenin
.America.
Most of you probably know all about
the Astaire personal history— how he and
his sister Adele came to New York, became the Astaires and did their first ()[f
to Buffalo routines on vaudeville stages
all over the country. You also know thai

BUT

One of radio's continuously popular
programs is Hollywood Hotel, with
Dick Powell and guest stars and its
previews of movie attractions. Here
is Dick, dancing with Ruby Keeler.
their fancy
stepping
to the musical comedy
stagesledofthem
Broadway
and
London, and that Fred eventually landed
in pictures,
be "discovered"
Hollywood, whichto never
recognizes anyby talent
east
of
Phoeni.x
until
it's
been
proven
in
front of a camera.
The Astaire success on the stage and
on the screen is now about to be repeated over the air. It can easily be said
that ot all the stellar names in Hollywood, he stands for the most diversified
talents — he is without doubt the finest
all-around entertainer Hollywood ever
has given to radio.
Just take a look at his equipment : as
a personality — he has an informal, ingratiating style which is bound to win
him countless radio fans. It's good because he's not acting — he's being Fred
Astaire. As a dancer — well, name a better one. As a singer, Fred is the first to
admit
neither
But howhe'smany
guys Tibbett
are? AtnortheCrosby.
piano,
he can turn out swing stuff that pleases
even the fastidious Fats Waller addicts.
Besides, he's going to play a lot of his
own iiuml)crs. As you know, he's already
turned
hit number
— /');;Since
Building
U[? To outAn one
Aivjul
Lctdoivn.
then
he's written several songs, two of which,
/'// Never Let You Go and Just One More
Dance, ineMadame
— are coming
nce at this moment.
There into
are promother
numbers in the Astaire trunk which will
be polished off and given a hearing at the
microphone, and you can be the jury.
up andHeit sings,
means hethere's
a newhe
star.Addon ittheall air.
dances,
pounds
the
piano,
he
runs
the
show
does everything but take tickets, —andhe
that's iiecause there aren't anv to take.
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;OURT ON TRIAL
{Continued from page 37)
■ end of her endurance and wanted to
he cliild for adoption. How should
about doing tliis?
IS all very simple. Judge Goldstein
her where to go, and watching her
re with bent head, nervous and
i at the things she had told, it
strange that she had voluntarily
lirough this ordeal to get advice
lice sergeant could have given her.
A;i ther case was called. Here was a
•man apparently in her late thirties, lip, eked and rouged, confident in her anomity and shiny black satin piped with
Kite. She talked and, thougli before the
oadcast had begun the small audience
id been warned against making any disrbance, a few scattered giggles rose into
crescendo of laughter as she unfolded
■ruinie
story.Brice.She seemed to be an amateur
Ahen suit
she hadhad been
comeleftto atcalltheforcleaner's
it, she and,
liad
•en
told
the
place
had
been
robbed.
vner refused to compensate for the The
loss
the suit. \Miat should she do now?
le really
didn't think the place had been
ibbed
at all.
There was nothing she could do, Judge
iff any informed her. The law did not
)ld a business
customers'
)Ssessions
unlessresponsible
it could beforproved
there
id been no robbery.
"If you had gone to a reputable con:rn, this would never have happened," he
Id her judiciously. "Of course, if
!ople insist on going to cut-rate
aces
. . ."
She straightened
indignantly.
"It wasn't cut-rate," she protested. "I
lid fifty cents."
Fannieappreciative
Brice couldn't
JtEven
a more
laugh.have brought
There were more cases. One. an aged
."gress
who had trusting
lost one her
hundred
two
hilars through
bank and
account
I her daughter, who had since died. At
son-in-law's
daughter
idiT drawn
out theinstigation,
money andthegiven
it to
:m. And now he refused to make restiition, though he had promised his wife
i would.
Nothing could be done for her, the
idge told her. Through ignorance of
le quirks in the law she had authorized
;r daughter to be her agent.
One hundred and two dollars. It doesn't
;eni much, perhaps — but it was her life
ivings and she was destitute. The court
ad given her carfare to come that eyeing.
No one was laughing now.
Another woman came and sat before
le judges, lips close to the microphone,
he was sure her pet dog had been poishe waswithsureandhershebaby's
milk
adined.
beenNowtampered
had taken
to the local police station, demanding
lat it be analyzed. The police sergeant
ad refused. Somehow, listening, you
;lt that this woman had made many simiir visits and many similar demands upon
le sergeant. You could almost see how,

Tkis Jeliglitful (jerfume
sugfjests romance so suttly and yet so definitely
tkat many women ()refer
it to more costly scents.

^'^HEREV'ER lovely women gatker — wlicrcver
romance and youth and dayety are found . . .
tKere, too, you will iind tkc cxcjuisite iragrancc of
Park & Tilford's Gardenia. 1' or kcrc is a f)criume
tkat is at once fantastically li^kt-kearted yet aloof.
Gard'-nia is tke {)erfect comf)lement to lovely
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bit
tience.by bit, she had worn down his pa"Judge." her voice quivered, "he told me
he couldn't analyze the milk until the baby
l-auuhter
the judge'sthanvoice,he
nimc
sdMthing,againmoreandconciliatory
had been with the others. She had misundersto d, he explained. No action can
be taken at a police station unless a crime
has first been committed.
The woman hardly listened to him before plunging into her other grievances.
Tile sergeant had refused to send a policeman to guard her apartment and catch the
person who had been tampering with her
milk.
"Tie a string around the milk bottle
and hold on to it," the Judge advised her.
"When you feel someone tugging at it,
openShe thetookdoorthe andadvice
catchliterally.
him."
"Can
I
sock
him
with
something?" she
asked.
"I'm sure the police department would
give you
sured her. a medal for it," the judge asAnd so the cases went on. Some talked
in a strained, patient way and some were
e.xcited and voluble, so that they had to
be constrained from going on and on and
on. And others were so querulous and
complaining that you felt your sympathy,
which they were demanding so strenuously,
automatically go to the absent ones they
were accusing,
chance
to tell theirwhosideweren't
of the having
story. this
After all, every altercation, every tragedy has another side, a side that might
prove justificaton if it could be heard. But
of course the Good Will Court can hear
only the side that is presented to it.
The Court went on after the broadcast
had finished. There were one or two who
wanted to discuss their cases further with
the judges, there were others who had been
invited totions.stay
for morekept
detailed
instruc-A
The telephone
ringing.
lawyer called to offer his assistance in a
case that had interested him. A woman
called, wanting to adopt the baby. But
most of the calls came from listeners who
wanted to bring their own troubles to the
Good Will Court. To all of them, to those
asking for help and those wanting to give
it, there was the same stereotyped answer:
"Put what you have to say in writing,
send us your name and address and we
willMr.let Alexander
you know."picks the cases heard on
the broadcast from the hundreds of appeals that come to him every week. He
talks to them before they go on the air,
but there is no rehearsal, there are no prepared scripts. So the result, as you hear it,
is spontaneous, dotted with unconscious
luimor, . punctuated by homely, halting
plirases'that
at the heartstrings
more
tlian
studied tug
self-conscious
ones possibly
could.
Go to any night court, to any local police
station in the country, and life in this
^a^K■ manner will unfold before you. With
this difference: In court the cases will
cunic to you as they are presented. You
iiia\ have to sit through many dull, boring
lili'jaliuns to have your emotions stirred
(iilur ti« laughter or tears.
Hilt the Good Will Court is presented
l,y a -h..v,inan with an eye on the box
,,nicc a man wiio, himself, has had stage

experience. It is built on the formu
that has made Broadway successes, th:
iias made best sellers of novels, that h;
enabled Hollywood to turn out one h
after another. A laugh following a tearthat's the formula. It's just as simple i
that.
The laughs in the Good Will Court ai
provided mostly by the neurotics comin
to it with their imaginary troubles. Ps}
chiatrists know these people well. Sonn
one is always waiting to harm these peopl
Someone is always talking about ther
That these fears are only in their ow
minds does not make their troubles le;
real.
"We can't really help these people
Alexander
can dothenfc
the
neuroticsexplained.
and misfits"All
is towehumor
tell them we'll put the G-men on the
enemies'
trails
something like
tha
They are the
mostorheartbreaking,
for notl
ingThese
can bearedonethe for
them."some of the radi
people
audiences have thought to be experience
actors or actresses brought into the pn
gram for the humor they might give i:
But they are as legitimate as are tl
others.
are no "ringers" or "phc
nies" on There
this program.
To the disinterested listener it woulj
seem that since nothing could be done fc<
people of this sort it would be better i
give the time they take up to cases th;
could be helped. Even if these cases prove
duller, less interesting. Even if the advic
given
give a chuckle
to tho:
listeningwouldn't
in. Imaginary
troubles,
eve
laughable
ones,
aren't
liable
to
be
hear
in a real court of law. Police officer
lawyers and judges have an unerring ej
in discerning what is real and what exis
only in a sick mind and call in psychi
trists who can really help them.
It is interesting to know that, of tho: I
who want to tell their troubles to th
court, there are three women to every ma
Thirty per cent, of the cases are tho
involving domestic relations, and a gre;
part ofandthesewives.
concern trouble between hu;
bands
Letters received from listeners show tl
interest in these cases and in the advic
given
the and
judges.
protestmeitl
fact thatby men
women,Theysuffering
tal torture, or humiliation at the hands c
their husbands or wives, are told that
would be impossible to get a divorce fc
such grounds in New York.
"If the answers in these cases do n(
seem helpful it is because the law do(
not permit any other," Mr. Alexander e>
plained.
"Weownofteninstincts
have toto keep
advisewithi
cor
trary
to our
the law. It's really a case of legal fact
against human emotions.
"We hope that, in time, as a result c
spotlight
attentidwi
onplacing
these the
divorce
cases, ofmanypublic
listeners
protest
against
unfortunate
laws
ist in some of the states. That, that
in tim
laws will be passed making it more di
ficult to get married and easier to get d
vorced. Laws such as these would <
away with much of the unhappiness an
tragedy brought to the Good Will
There is no doubt that New York li
teners have got a better idea of leg
technicalities from this program than the
could in any other way except by a
today."
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ding a resular court proceeding.
Tiroiigli the misfortunes of otliers they
ave learned what it means to sign paers installment
they haven'tplanread,
buy things
and todiscover
that onin
ot keeping up the payments they have
remised in writing they can lose the
rticle and still find themselves obligated
D further pajments. They have learned
ther things, too. Things that undoubtdly will be of help to them, both in social
nd business contacts.
But in presenting it as a nation-wide
eature. this very clcniont that has lielpcd
vfew Yorkers to learn oh>ciirc Ic.^al facts
ill probably be bewildering to residents
f other states whose law^s differ from
hose of the state in which the Good Will
7oiirt presides.
Every mail brings appeals from unforunates wanting to air their troubles. It
;eems strange that so many people are
.villing to bare in this Court secrets they
lave guarded so zealously from everyone —
,vhen they could get similar advice by
joing to the Legal Aid Society or to a lo;al police station.
More than one listener has remarked that
.10 problem is really solved except in clear:ut cases where one of the judges has told
[hem they had no ground for suit against
DfTending parties.
Mr. Alexander
explained
this sense
: "Theto
purpose
of the Court
is in no
trespass upon the rights and functions of
properly constituted courts or upon the
rights and provinces of members of the
bar,"
we provided
solutionshe insaid.
cases "Ifin which
it were complete
possible,
we should find very quickly that we would
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be in hot water with proper authorities.
"After
all, people
to involve themselves
in allcannot
sorts ofexpect
bewildering
and unfortunate entanglements that take
months and years to create and then expect,
merely by telling their story over the air,
to have some one say hocus-pocus, and
relieve
themas ofif there
their might
problems."
It seems
be danger in
the faith these people have in this radio
court. Danger that people going through
trouble of some sort would flock to the
broadcasting station from all over the
I'nited
Gettini;
tliere anyin radio
way
the\
CMuld,States.
as so many
pa^ticlp.lnt^
amateur hours have done. B\ hiteh-iiiking
or selling their possessions, only to receive
in the end advice someone could have given
them in their own home territory.
A lawyer whose opinion I sought on the
Good U'il! Court made this observation:
haveinlistened
in toit this
and
feel"I that
some cases
reallyprogram
has helped
those asking advice. In others its only
help has been in telling these people where
to go or whom to see for more detailed
instructions.
danger,
it, lies
that"A often
the aslegalI see
opinion
givenin the
was fact
not
a sufficiently well-considered opinion. And
in one particular case it was not correct.
"This hadcasehadI speak
of waswithonehisinpartner
which
a man
a dispute
and was told to go to the City Court. It
happened that this particular court would
have no jurisdiction in his case. He should
have been sent to the Supreme Court.
have cases
said before,
it hasto others.
proved
of "But,
value asto Isome
and of aid
For, of course, there are people with so

little general knowledge of legal law that
it probably would not occur to them to seek
help from the Legal Aid Society on their
ownAt initiative."
the conclusion of the broadcast we
were attending, J. E. (Dinty) Doyle,
radio editor of a New York morning
newspaper,
to Mr.theAlexander
that on its pointed
present out
schedule
program
goes
on
the
air
at
ten
o'clock
night, Butan
hour in which children are inat bed.
on its national hodk-u]) it will go on the
air at eight oclock in Xew \ ork and the
difTerences in time will make this hour an
earlier one f(ir niid-weslern and western
listeners-in. In Lus .Xngeles. iur instance,
the program
heardinatwhich
live o'clock
the
afternoon,willanliehour
childrenin
will be listening in. Ancl certainly a great
many of these cases should not be heard
by Mr.
them.Alexander thought for a moment
before he replied that of course any children listening in would he considered and
that cases which might prove objectionable for too young ears would be stricken
out of the program.
That, of course, takes care of the children. But what of the adults listening in?
Will this program prove as absorbing, if
it is censored to such a degree?
As you read this, the Good IVill Court
has had its first broadcasts over a national
hook-up, under the guidance of an imporsponsor. still to see if it will receive
Tootant soon
the nation-wide popularity its New York
success would predict. Too soon to see if
this broad slice of life and suffering will
be accepted as radio entertainment.
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seemed the more important then, to considerable social success in that particular
sector
St. Louis' young
youngerwoman
set." decided
The ofdetermined
that her appearance must be changed.
Mother Nature must be given a helping
hand — and that took money. A five-dollar
weekly
her father
go
far. allowance
One day from
a friend
calledwouldn't
her up
to ask if she'd play for her dancing class.
an hour,"
in "Three
her mostdollars
businesslike
tone. Kay replied
"Three dollars an hour!" the friend
echoed inposterouamazement.
that's pres!The usual rate"Why
is a dollar-fifty
at "Not
the outside."
);;v usual rate," Kay responded
sweetly.
aI^^^aystruth
get ofthreethe dollars."
Now the"I strict
matter was
that she never before had received a cent
for playing — nor for anything else. However, her very effrontery won her the job
— as she
was After
to fiixla later
often
would.
while that
she effrontery
found she
had accumulated five hundred dollars —
and she went to the best beauty shop and
the best modiste in the city.
me lookbecause
like Carole
she"Make
commanded,
Carole Lombard,"
Lombard
was her favorite screen actress. And they
did. The St. Louis edition of Carole LomIjard night.
walked into her amazed father's study
that
"I
won't
need His
my startled
allowancecries
any— more,"
she told him.
at her
appearance, not her announcement — had
brought the family on the run. They just
stood and gaped.
"I guess I learned then," she told me
reminiscently, "that all you have to do is
to keep 'em guessing and you've got 'em !
That
goes,"everything.
she added profoundly, "for
men — and
"With
my
new appearance,
tion of fraternity
pins jumped myby collecleaps
and
bounds.
I've
got Ofmorecourse,
than social
fifty
tucked away at home.
success will interfere with a young girl's
education.
Perhaps that'ssowhyto Ispeak.
left col-I
lege, er— involuntarily,
mean they suggested it. But college was
getting
boresome,
There weren't
;my eligible
men anyhow.
left to conquer.
I felt
like Hannibal. Or was it Hannibal?
"Oh, yes. I did have one ambition unfulfil ed. didn't
I I managed
have a Phi
1(1 my credit.
to getBetabackKappa
into
sclionl again, and set about getting one.
In the process I developed my first real
"crush" — on an assistant instructor. He
was terribly attractive and the Phi Beta
Kappa key on his watch chain was like
a piece of hamburger in front of a kennel.
"Our first date was a terrific success.
He (niotcd Shelley and Swinburne and I
thoughtintoI'd the
foundcountry,
romanceandforunder
sure.a We
drove
full
moon he stroked my cheek. 'Kay,' he
whispered, 'your
skin is as smooth as velthosevet !' Which
days ! was hot stuff for St. Louis in
"Well, a week or so later he called one
night and I was out. So he took Marion
for a drive. That night when we were
going to bed she said to me: 'What do

you think that fellow said? He told me
my skin was as smooth as velvet — and
the"I way
he said it!'
knew
icked it for what
her. she meant, and I mim" 'Yes ! That's just how,' she said.
"So the next day, when he called up,
Marifin got on the upstairs extension and
I got on the downstairs phone. 'Oh, dar!iii(/.
your shouted
skin isatasthesmooth
We both
top of asourvelvet!'
lungs.
He hung up — and that was the last we ever
Kay ofwashim."pretty much fed up with St.
heard
Louis by now. She felt that her talents
demanded a wider field. Opportunity fell
right into her lap — aided slightly by
genuity. Her sister Blanche had copied
from advertisements a long list of summer camps. Blanche wrote to them all
for a job as counselor and, by dint of giving a lotexistent
of references,
high sounding
though non-if
plus a wonderful,
wholly imaginary, account of previous ex
perience,
she landed aButjob before
on Catalina
land in California.
it cameIs
time to take it, she had a new beauw'hom she now is happily married, by the
way — and she didn't want the job.
"But it's a shame to leave a nice job like
that kicking around," Kay protested. "V
"But
you'veit."had no experience," her
go
and argued.
take
family
"Neither had Blanche," Kay replied rea
sonably. Not only did she get the job —
but they hired her again the following
summer, so she must have made good,
Back in St. Louis at the end of the first
summer, though, she was more or less
a loose end. But not for long. Kay never
would be in that state for any length of
time. It happened that she went one night
to dine and dance at the Coronado Hotel
Her escort was busy proposing.
"I don't want to get married. I want
to be a professional singer — with a radio
orchestra like that one," she insisted.
"But you can't just say you want to become a singer and become one," the young
man insisted.
"Why can't you?" Kay demanded. "I'll
nuts," the young man said in
liet"You're
you I can."
disgust.
Later in the evening Al Lyons, the band
leader, came over to their table. Kay
struck up a conversation.
"I have a friend who was a sensation at
the Cocoanut Grove, and she'd love to sing
with your
band,"at she
told the
leader.famous
His
eyes
sparkled
mention
of the
west coast hot spot.
"Bring her in and let's hear her," he
invited.
"Tomorrow afternoon," Kay agreed.
The following afternoon she presented]
herself at the Coronado.
"Here I am," she said, walking over
to the piano. There was not much Mr.
Lyons could do about it, so he had te
listen. She sang with his band for th(
rest of the season and then, the next summer,lina.she went
to theof camp
CataThat fall,backinstead
comingon home
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-1" went to Hollywood.
1 expected to love Hollywood — but it
iwful. I thought it would be gay and
sting, but I found myself hating it.
i ayed there for two years. There were
parties and all that sort of thing. But
Hilly wood is so provincial. They think
ni.i\ies and live movies and talk movies.
Alter I'd been there a while I knew I
Jiiln't want any part of movies.
there'sof agirls
funny
take"Youtiieknow,
thousands
— andthing.
a lotYouof
tin in talented, too — who go to Hollywood
iMtli only one ambition. To break into
11 \ ies. And they never get to first base.
Vi t, because I didn't want to break into
the movies, I had a dozen offers."
"iSut why," I interrupted, "did you stay
' ■ itely
that notlong?"
I knew
was
the sort
to staythisingirl
a place
lidn't
like
without
a
very
good
reason
— aiul a man is always a very good reason
for pretty nearly anything inexplicable that
awasbeautiful
romance.girl .does.
. . Perhaps here, at last,
'Yep. ously.
You're
Kay nodded
She hadright,"
shrewdly
guessedvigormy
thought.
"That
was
the
first
ever
was tempted to take the plunge time
into Imatrimony. He was quite a bit older than I,
and if he'dpetuous, it would
been — well,
little more You
imhave a happened.
know
what
I
mean.
If
he'd
been
one
those men who carry a girl off her feetof
Imuch
was totottering
wouldn'tBut have
taken
carry mesooffit mine.
he wanted
me to give up my career — which really
hadn't started yet, anyhow.
'He was a brilliant man and I admired

him immensely. But I was doing a lot
of radio work on the coast, and I was
sure I'd found my groove. I certainly didn't
want
quit."
Kay tosighed.
"Well, I'm happier now than I was then,
anyhow. I'm getting all the fun out of
lifeSheI always
craved."
was silent
a while.
"And a few weeks ago, he came east.
We had dinner together — and we both
agreed that maybe it was iiest, after all,
that we hadn't married. Maybe we'd both
have
WhenbeenKayunhappy."
was casting about for an
opportunity to leave the coast and come
east — and that, I gathered, was when the
romance
capital "R"
had gone
— she with
had a theprovidential
telephone
call
from Fred Waring.
and"He'd
wantedheardme meto oncomethetoairNewin California
York for
a talk," she said. "After we had the talk,
he said : 'I'd love to use you — but I need
a girl
a choir.'
Kay who
lookedcan atformhim andin handle
wide-eyed
aston-"
ishment.
"Why, isn't that the luckiest thing !" she
exclaimed.
some
girls and just"I'vehatedbeenthe working
thought with
of leaving
them stranded if you did take me. They're
just the very choir that you're looking
Now as in the three-dollar an hour
episode and the colossal Al Lyons bluff,
Kay was chucking a bluff the size of a
for." piano.
grand
girls" her
she'dsisters
been
working
with The
were,"some
in truth,
Blanche and Marion. But Kay always has

had a knack of ironing out such petty
kinks
her life.when they occur in the pattern of
"I didn't know a soul in New York,"
said, "and
yet Ichoir
don'ttogether
know how
Ishemanaged
to getevena girl
for
an audition. But I did — and we got the
program, after two of the most nightmarish weeks in my young life. And what a
kickThe I've
out ofin it!"
"kick"got comes
five and six-hour rehearsals every day — Saturdays, Sundays,
and holidays included.
"I have to work so hard I haven't time
tostruggle
get bored,"
she explained.
and competition
— even"I thelovewor-the
ries. When 1 lia\e time I relax — in dancAting that
a nice young man apandpearedatin themoment
l)aI■tle^."
restaurant. He was carrying
a bag for Kay. It contained her evening
clothes, in which she was to be photographed. She thanked the nice young man
prettily, and then,
his very
obvious embar as ment, kistoed him
resoundingly.
On
the
way oftothethenicephotographer's
thought
young man. studio I
"Who is he?" I ventured to ask her,
bluntly.
"Well," she replied a little vaguely, "he's
rode along in thoughtful silence for
theWehundredth."
a while.
"But you know," Kay said speculatively
at length, "there is always the hundred
Once more she raised one sophisticated
eyebrow,
and
first." while a glamorous lash fell across
the other larkspur blue orb.
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LIPS THAT ATTRACT
HAVE THE FRESHNESS
OF YOUTH „

THE

LOW-DOWN
{Continued from pageON
17) LOWELL

and tie were faultless. He told us to
go down intinguithe
and meet the disshed guestsgarden
.
They were Lyman Beecher Stowe,
grandson of Harriet Beecher Stowe, and
his wife and Carveth Wells, who was his
guest speaker that evening. Wells regaled
us with a sketch of the cruise that he and
Lowell had once made with Count von
Liickner on his full-rigged schooner, down
through the Indies. The astute and indusgot and
threeassociation
best-sellers outtriousof Lowell
thatThomas
adventure
with
Count
Liickner,
the
Sea
Devil,
as he
HOW OlD IS YOUR MOUTH '> b YEARS YOUNGER
entitled one of them. Tiicn Mr. Stowe related how, when he was associated with
Doubleday, Doran, the publishers, he had
MEN GROW ROMANTIC about
spent many days in a vain search for the
soft,
young
lips.
So
it's
then less known Lowell Thomas, with a
important to use a lipstick that
blank contract in his pocket, but never
won't dry and age your mouth.
found him. The party was broken up on
A special nourishing oil in
discovering Mrs. Lowell Thomas on the
Cutex Lipstick helps make
lawn in front of the house signalling for
your lips look smoother, more
us to hurry. It was 6:38.
velvety— 5 years younger!
When we arrived at the spot, Mrs.
In Natural, Coral, CarThomas was calling up the stairs, just a
dinal, Rust, Ruby. Try
little
anxiously: "Tonnnie! Tornniie!
Cutex Lipstick today!
You've only got four minutes, I tell you !"
She turned to us : "He's always that way
CUTEX c=^^^ 50
— just arrives the very last minute."
"And never failed them yet !" Mr.
KEEPS YOUR LIPS YOUNG
Thomas hurried down the stairs. "Come
on, folks, if you're going. The show must
goand on!"
He ofleaped
into in,the orstation
the six
us piled
at leastwagon
two
of us stood on the running-boards and we
were dashed lickety-split in the direction
of the barns, fetching up with a screeching brake. "One hundred and fifty seconds, folkspair
! You'll
havegottoouthurry
A timid
had just
of a!" runabout.
"We
wondered
if
we
could
listen
m
Easy Terms ^
to "Where
you broadcast
—from?"
L — Mr. asked
Thomas?"Lowell,
• over HOnly
10c
a Day
«
8ave
on
ftH
standard
office
you
models. Also portables
at rsduced pilcei.
never stopping.
NO MONEY
AH lateSEND
nifxlelB completely
refiniehed 1
"Pawling. I'm a telephone operator."
new. ^ FUU.V
GUARANTEE
He was one of the local "family." "Sure.
inbrandfull Fro*colort.
pricfla.
Send i
coursel^DweatIn typing
Include
Come along. I'm a friend of all telephone
International Typewriter Exch., o*^,
We burst into a gymnasium. At one
end was a screen, at the other an asbestos
motion
picture booth, for Lowell often
people."
gave
impromptu illustrated lectures here
to his Pawling
He uppaused
corner
room that"family."
was fitted
withatalla
w
the regular radio sending apparatus. The
GRAY
National
Broadcasting
Company's
controla
room
operator
was looking
at the clock
little anxiously. "One minute and forty
seconds," he said.
"Time through
to burn,"a door
remarked
and
HAIR
dashed
that Lowell,
had a sign
AND LOOK 10 on it: "Halt!
Have
yon
turned
out
the
YEARS YOUNGER lights!" The now eight honored guests
came
tumbling
after
and
then
we
came
Now,you without
any
risk,
canpatches
tint ofthose
Btreaks
gray to a sudden halt, astonished, balked. For
orshadesfadedofor hair
lustrous
Lowell Thomas and his man Friday, Mr.
blonde,tobrush
brown
bh'ck.
A
small
andIt.or Culberlson,
were just disappearing through
HHOWNATONE
Hoes
ITovc
It.
by
applying
thetlnt
toUsed
a lock and
of yourapproved
own hair.— a trap door in the ceiling! A twelve-foot
ladder — or worse still, just cleats nailed
for
over
twenty-flve
years
byBROWNATONE
thousands of women.
wall — was the only way to get up!
Is safe.for toWe themade
it in record time, even the
Guaranteed
harmless
tinting table.grayCannothair.
Active
coloring
agent
is
purely
vegeaffectwashwaving
of hair.retouch
Is economical
and somewhat unathletic ladies in their dressy
lasting
—
win
not
out.
Blmply
as
the
new
full-length
frocks.
gray appears.
BROWNATONE
Imparts rich,combbeautiful
color
with amazing
speed. Just
It In.
"Forty-five seconds," announced Air.
to Medium
Brown"brushandor"Dark
Brown
Culbertson.
toShades:
Black""Ulondc
cover every
need.
BROWNATONE
Is
only
50c
—
at
all
drug
and
counters — always on a money-back guarantee. toUet
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We panted and looked around. We were
up among the rafters that were covered
with
sound-proofing.
was! aWesingle
screened
window and itThere
was hot
sat
on benches. Lowell took his seat before
the table with the mike on it. We seemed
all ready to go, when Lowell sprang up and
gave battle to a wasp that was buzzing
against the screen. "One of those babies
stung me once — right in the middle of the
Mr. andCulbertson's
handstraight
was solemnly
broadcast
!"he was looking
raised
at Low-!
ell.
"Loop
this
string
around
wrist,"'
wiiispered Lowell, handing ityour
to one
of)
the ladies. "When he gives it a final jerk,
I'm loosened
off the air."
He gave
itit ameans
pull that
himself,
his collar
and
put his face close beside the microphone:
"Good ei'ening, everybody!"
It was the same good old voice plus, fori
here was Lowell himself, smiling and shaking his head at points of emphasis, his
eyes a-twinkle. Opposite him, sat Culbertson, with a stop watch before him. Atthe end of each minute, he would lay a'
large square of paper on the table in line
with the speaker's line of vision, designat—"46"ing in—black
"47."figures
We the
neverradioknewtime that
: "45"
minute could be so long ! A rooster
crowed under the window several times'
and we wondered if you listeners out there
on the air got it. As for ourselves,
sat on our benches in a hot huddle, fixed
and
painfully
"59"
"59I/2".
"And sosilent:
long —"58"—
until "58V>"—
toinorrozv!"
stringtug.on the lady's wrist was given'
aTheviolent
"It's aallhair,
over,"or said
hadn'tof
turned
shownLowell.
the leastHe sign
nervousness.
"It
went
from
here
across
the Hudson, where it was picked up and
carried to Bound Brook, New Jersey. And,
I'm telling
is thecellbiggest
audience that my you,
littlethis
padded
ever accommodated. Ihope you men took oflf your ;
It was harder getting down than it had >
been to get up, and the air below, by comparison, seemed frigid.
Lowell and ourself went out to look at coats."
the stock, where he met a stableman whom
he was evidently laying ofT. "I'll be seeing
you in town now and then," said Lowell.
"I hope so, sir — and that there'll be a job
soon for me. I'd rather work for you
thanBack
!"house again, Lowell begged
"Soanybody
long,
at theBarney."
to be excused a minute. "I get pretty hot
and bothered. I'll change my shirt, if you
don't mind." He was wearing a natty
double-breasted linen coat when he came
down.
Applejack cocktails and then dinner in
a large and elegant dining-room, wellfurnished with antiques. "Democrat or
Republican?"
someone asked
"President Roosevelt
has beenhim.my guest
here," was his smiling reply.
"And he and Mrs. Roosevelt are neighbors of ours — just across the river in
Dutchess
County,"
addedmore
Mrs. said
Thomas.
There was
nothing
about
politics after that.
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?.>mctliing was said about going to the
\uliy country playhouse, the Starlight
he at re. but the matter was dropped and
1Ijiiiit'initely
put on.
We
urned forbetter
coffeeshow
to a was
Southern
pillared
irtici) which had been added the year ber< There we found a big round-faced
looking down upon us over the
i iring hills. It was altogether a
picture, a happy family scene, which
,i> uisly included all of us in its homey
ni- ^piiere. At intervals, we were coniit just to smoke in silent contemplation
1 tlic scene and enjoyment of our sur. millings.
\\ c sat round in a circle. Sonny, the
\i.l\e-year-old son, sat in the centre playwith a spaniel pup who was barking
his own sliadow. Lowell sat on a straw
isiiiKii. hlowiiiL; >iiioke clouds from his
j^ar. Mr<. Thomas and her mother w-ere
J, 1 tlie swinging seat.
"Remember when I was looking for you
Itowe.
vain — with the contract, Lowell?" asked
"You bet I do — for I was down at the
ffice signing it. I walked away with $15,30 in my jeans."
"That was the happiest Christmas I ever
ad,"
put in Mrs.
Thomas.
findig $15,000
in your
stocking"Imagine
on Christlas inorning !"
"There was more to it than that." added
.Dwell.
made money.
my first pax
inentseen
on this
lace with"I that
I had
the
lace and gone crazy about it. I gave them
thousand
dollars
for
a
short-time
option
n it. It left me stone broke, in fact I had
orrowed the thousand. The whole thing
'as crazy, I tell you ! Then I got the
right idea of trying to get an advance
ayment of $15,000 on my next book. I
to allall thetoldpublishers
New Then,
York,
nd•ent they
me I wasin daft.
le very day that the option was due to
xpire, I got it ! All you need is ambion. nerve and a little luck!"
all but
knewwe that
something now,
beideW'ethat,
had hehimhadreminiscing
nd no one interrupted.
The story of his discovery of T. E. Lawence in the Arabian Desert was inevable. And how he had come back and
ventually told England about the man
'ho had roused the Arabs against the
"urks,
man of otherwise
whose existence
the
verage the
Englishman
would never
ave known. The part never told before,
nd which throws new light on Lowell
'homas's
and date,
radioourcareer,
ow, even character,
at that early
Lowellis
/as speaking in Madison Square Garden,
.'ew
advenures inYork,
Arabia,aboutwhenhisa wonderful
British impresario
card him and made the proposal that he
ome to England and give the same talk,
.owell felt flattered, but he took little
tock in it all. although he signed a 50-30
ontract. Finally Lowell told his backer
hat he would not consider going to Lonon unless two ret|uests were complied
.'ith.
receive
a personal
itationFirst,
from hethemustKing;
second,
he wouldinppear
only
in
Co
vent
Garden,
London's
acred temple of music and Shakespeare.
Then Lowell forgot about it. It was all
00 absurd. Shortly afterwards, he reeived a cable saying that both his demands
lad been met and to come along and give
lis show! With everything against him,
-owell Thomas took London by storm. He
poke twice a day to packed houses. After
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DETAIL of grooming
mportonf
Ihe noils.
..This than
need thenotcarebe i a
dreaded task. With a HENCO Nail File, the
daily manicure is quickly and easily accomplished. Car y a HENCO file (in sheath) in
your pocket or purse.. .and keep a HENCO
triple-cut
Professional
File onFilesyoura delight
dressing-to
table. You will find HENCO
^
use. . .trulyand serviceable.
inexpensive..
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^Scratching
//relieve
itching
O/TS^/iuie
Even
the most stubborn
itching of //t
eczema,
blotches,
pimples,tions,athlete's
foot,
rashes
and
other
skinantiseperupquickly
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Dr.
Dennis'
cooling,
liquid
p. D. D. skin.
PRESCRIPTION.
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oils
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the irritated
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Tint away the
STREAKS
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(TestBotlle FKEE)
Have ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Merely combing clear liquid
through hair brings desired color: black,
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disappear. No fear of washing or rubbing
off on garments. Hair stays soft, fluffy.
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offcomplete
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Lowell Thomas, globe trotter, writer, explorer end radio news commentator, was reared in Cripple Creek, Colorado, in a mining
camp. Before he was eleven, he was working under ground in the
old gold mines. He attended four colleges, working his way through.
He has been broadcasting since 1930, is a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society and of the American Geographical Society and has
other honors. He has taught in four universities, but prefers to be
known as a newspaper man and world traveler rather than as educator.
that he gave his Lawrence-Allenby lecture
4,000 times before 4,000,000 people, in
nearly
city inabout
the
world. every
ThereEnglish-speaking
must be something
the speaking personality of any man who
can do that ! Ask the many more millions
whom he addresses over the air daily, what
it is.
"Why, I've been a public speaker ever
since I was fifteen," Lowell said, giving
anin Princeton
explanationa offewhimself.
"WasJustlecturing
years later.
a gift
of gab, I guess. Once or twice I went in
for some coaching, with my old friend.
Dale Carnegie. Away back in my cub reporter days, I was given an assignment in
Chicago where there were two speakers.
One putboundthem
sleep the
and latter
the other
them. Itoasked
what spellwas
his" 'Be
..ecrc-t.humorous' he said, 'from the very
"Another time, I asked the same thing
of a United States Senator famous for his
start.' "

speeches.
" 'Always remember the interest of hu
man beings in human beings,' he said.
"I've never forgotten to make use
both.
I tell you, without
you've gotbeing
to make
thing dramatic
too every
theat
rical,"
he
went
on.
"I
don't
think
ever have put iny show over on theI wouli
Brit
ish public
if I hadn't made
itadventure
dramatic
True,
the
subject-matter
of
my
with Lawrence in Arabia was exciting, bu
I made it a spectacle. To my knowledge
I was the first person ever to make tise o
sound eifects as we know them today,
saidAndit with
a fewmusic!"
minutes later we saw hi
standing there in the moonlight in fror
of his lovely country home, with a wav
of the hand and in that familiar friendl
voice saying: "So long!" We someho\
felt like a member of the Pawling "
ily,"
he makes us feel at home wit
him onjusttheas radio.
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EVERY

NIGHT

HERSELF

SHE

TO

CRIED

SLEEP

: Word Is Perfect
\ikiiig of illusion — for us, the most
: t sense of it rivr produced by any
offering i^vs aehieved by Cornelia
Skinner's one-xcoman dramas on the
lis program this summer. IVhy, iiT
rr, don't
ha<e more
of thisradiooit
irf
To USiirit seems
the perfect
VdN'CHALANT NUANCES
I.ucy Monroe, considered one of the
•icst singers in kilocycle circles, contly refuses offers to star in the
es, preferring to remain unseen, but
iL-ard, in radio. . . . Ozzie Kelson has a
secret yen to write and illustrate sporting
articles for the newspapers. Harriet (Mrs.
Ozzie) Hilliard explains that it is because
of his association with Believe-It-Or-Xot
Bob Ripley. . . . Eddie Duchin, CBS orrhestra pianists,
leader and
one hands
of the
world's
greatest
has his
insured
for
$100,000.00.
.
.
.
Rudy
\'allee,
whose
boyhood ambition was to be a mail carrier,
celebrated his thirty-fifth birthday this
summer at his lodge in Maine. . . . Robert
Simmons, Phillips Lord and Voice of Experience are clergymen's sons. . . . Lowell
Thomas'
home, near
Pawling, adventurers
New York,
rendezvous
for explorers,
and men prominent in public affairs in this
and other nations. . . . Bob (bazooka)
Robin. Privately
heBurns'
spellsChristian
his lastname
nameis without
the final
'.the. . films.
. Tim . Ryan
looks
Pat consider
O'Brien
. . Fashion like
experts
Elza Schallert, XBC movie reviewer and
commentator on Hollywood happenings,
one of the best-dressed women writers in
Hollywood. She is married to Edwin
Schallert, drama editor of tlie Lew Ancele^
Times, and their tlirce children, William
(13), John (9) and Roy (,7j are talented
musicians. . . .
Before Fame
An obscure cub reporter, Eddie Guest,
supplied a local actor ji'iV/i lyrics for tzco
songs — and zcas paid twenty-fire dollars
for them. . . . Virginia Rea earned her
first dollar at the age of fifteen, as soloist
in a Des Moines, loi.a, church choir. . . .
Tii'enty-thrcc years ,;./,. F.nin l\apee, conductor ofthe onh'adit)
.Music inHall
Sunday concerts
XBC,L ityarrived
America
with tzventy dollars. He had to borrow
an additional five before he could land.
Kapee ivas born in Hungary. . . . Fifi
begangirlherivith
stagethecareer
at sixteen,
asD'Orsay
a chorus
Greenzvich
Village Follies. . . . Durelle Alexander, vocalist zvith Paul Whiteman, zvas playing in
the moz'ies at the age of seven. Andre
Kostclanetz was the foremost and youngest opera conductor in pre-zvar Russia
before he came over here to be the leader
of the largest dance orchestra in radio. . . .
Barbara La Marr, contralto on the Mutual
netzi'ork, zvas a former theater cashier in
her native Nezv Bedford, Massachusetts.
(Continued on page 99)

-then she learned how
thousands have gained
10 to 25 lbs. QUICK!
Nowthousands
there's tonoremain
longer skinny,
any excuse
for
laughed
at and friendless. For hosts of people who
thought
they were
"born toanbeounce
skinny,"
and who
before, have never
put on could
10 to gain
25 pounds of solid,
naturally attractive flesh with this new,
easy treatment — in just a few weeks!
Not only has this new discovery given
them
normally clear
good-looking
pounds, from
but
also naturally
skin, freedom
indigestion and constipation, new pep.
Why it builds up so quickly
Scientists recently discovered that no
end
of peoplereason
are thin
the single
that and
they rundown
do not for
get
enough
digestion-strengthening
"Vitamin
B and Now
blood-enriching
food.
the richest iron
knownin their
sourcedailyof
this
marvelous
body-building
is cultured
ale yeast.
By a newVitamin
processB
the finest imported cultured ale yeast is
concentrated 7 times — made 7 ti?nes more
powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds
ofvaluable
iron, pasteurized whole
yeast and other
Ironized ingredients
Yeast tablets.in little tablets called
If you, too, need these ^^tal elements to
build izedyouYeastup,tablets
get these new
"7-power"
Irondrufrg^ist
today.
Then,chest
day develop
after dayandfrom
asskinny
youyourtakelimbs
them,
watch
flat
round
out
toIndigestion
natural from
attractiveness.
Constipation
and
the same cause
vanish, skin
clears to normal beauty— you're a new person.
Money-back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown you may
be,
tr>'
these
Ironized
Yeast tablets
just
a short time, new
and note
the marveloii.s
chanpe.
See if they
don'thave
buildthousands
you up inof just
a fewIf
weeks,
as
they
others.
not delighted
with money
the benefits
the very
first
package, your
instantlyof refunded.
Special FREE offer!
To startwe you
building
up your FREE
health offer.
right
away,
make
this ofabsolutely
Purchase
a
package
Ironized
Yeast
tablets
atIt toonce,us cutwithouta theclipping
seal onof thethisboxparagraph.
and mail
We
will send you a fascinating
new book on
health. "New
Facts
About
Your
Bodv."
Reresults with the ver>- first package—
or moneyCo.,member,
refunded.
Ironized
Yeast
Inc., DeptAt 311.all druggists.
AUanta, Ga.

12 lbs., clear skin in 3 weeks
"In
.3 weeks
I have gained and
12 pounds.
I u.'^id
to have
heads.
but
now pimples
my friends askbl.ick-me
what
I've ondoneniy toskinny
clear bones.
my skinI just
ami
put flesh
say, 'Try
Yeast'."
—.4nnaIronized
Looksick,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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UNDER

WERE

(Conliuitcd
jroiii page 25) THUMD
CAROLE'S

'^GRIFFIN
BLACK DYE
Time to dye your white and colored
shoes with GRIFFIN BLACK DYE... a new
formula that guarantees a jet black
finish which will not wear off. Easy to
use . . . non-poisonous . . . leaves no odor.
Gives you a new pair of shoes at practically no cost. For
sale at 5 and 10 cent
stores and shoe repair shops.

lOc BOniE
GRIFFIN MFG. CO.JNC.

WAKE

UP

YOUR

LIVER BILEWITHOUT CALOMEL
And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THEliquidliverbileshould
out twoyoupounds
onto pour
the food
swallowof
every day. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your
doesn'tstomach.
digest.YouIt just
decays. Gas
bloats food
up your
get constipated.
Your whole system is poisoned and you feel
sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takesto get
thosethese
goodtwoold pounds
Carter'sofLittle
Pills
bile Liver
flowing
freely
and
make
you
feel
"up
and up".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making
bile
flow freely.Stubbornly
Ask for Carter's
Little Liver
Pills
refuse anything
atby allname.
drug stores.
© ,935.else.
c m 25c
co
^yfcl*
IMAKE $25-$35
A WEEK
W^Em'
nursing
home
^^■K^ '^Wjrf '"^'^^V^J^e'i'li'uannds
time. '""aclical
Course
endorsed
byatphysiofcharge
Kraduates.
37th
year.
WmF
//
erailunle
has
of
10-bed
hos~lr
£/
Iiital.
Another
saved
$400
while
learning.
E<juii/iiient
Included. Easy
Men tuition
and women
18 to Write
60. High
School
not CHICAGO
rcijuired.
payments.
now.
SCHOOL
OF
NURSING
East Ohio
PleaaaDept.send2311,free100booklet
and 32Street,
sampleChicago.
lesson III.pagei.
Name—
cit» .
.State- . Age98

Richard Crooks returns as tenor soloist of the Voice of Firestone programs.
He is wearing the costunne in which he appeared in The Fortune Teller.
theTheprogram's
dramatic
Fleischmann
Hour.sketches.
Mainly because
Rudy Vallee is an expert master of ceremonies.
The friend
Kraft ofMusic
she's a
good
BingHall.
CrosbyBecause
and because
she likes his easy manner of delivery. The
program
sometimes
impressesAndher,forhowever, as being
too informal.
the
advertising department, there are no kind
words.
And with radio under her thumb, Carole
would bear down on :
All hillbilly quartets from the hills of
Brooklyn.
Most masters of ceremonies. The majority of them think all they need is a
microphone and a script. They should be
forced
listeningtotolearn
Jack it's
Bennya specialized
and Rudy art,
Vallee.by
At least half of the amateurs. Some of
the amateur programs are good, some are
funny
hension. and some go beyond all compreRecorded
dancenumbers
programs.
between each two
you areBecause
reminded
at length that for ten cents down and for
ten cents a week you can be the envy of
your able
set mackerel
with acerise.
complete outfit in fashionSunshine hours. This is usually an early
morning atrocity. You get out of bed, still
half asleep, to be greeted with a cheery
good morning from some one whose voice
has a phoney ring to it. All cheerful philosophers probably beat their wives.
"I'Vankly, I'm terribly fond of radio.
There's more excitement about it, for a

performer, than either the stage or the
screen. When that little red light goes 01
you
you have to gobecause
out there
turn know
in a performance,
there an<'
are
no
retakes
in
radio.
You're
either
or you're aromatic, to put it mildly. good—
"My first radio appearance was with
Bing Crosby and it was, to say the least,
an experience. I was so frightened my
hands
to the script,
in its froze
customary
place my
and voice
my wasn't
knees
knocked right through a pair of five dollar
stockings. I was supposed to be doing
comedy, but I raced through that script
like Sir Malcolm Campbell going to a fire.
Since then I've calmed down a bit, and —
in case any prospective sponsors are listening— I can now face a microphone with
what might even pass for aplomb.
"My favorite radio day? Sunday, by all
means ! On Sundays I get everything from
symphonies to Walter Winchell, with stops
along the way at Major Bowes and wherever else I happen to flip tlie dial. Alaybe
I'm wrong,
but Could
every itprogram
sounds
good
on Sunday.
be, as I suspect,
because
they arc
"Perhaps,"
we good?"
suggested, grabbing the
rest ofcausetheSundayLombard
beis alwayscigarettes,
so far away"it'sfrom
can't be that, because next Monday is
last"It Monday."
always just
Like about
television. Tell around
me, whatthedocorner.
you know
We don't
thing about
anyone
hearsknow
any arumors,
please it.wireSo usif
television?"
collect,bard because
we'd
like
to
see
Miss Lomagain.
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1:-Man's Hkadache
.aurie Erskine, author of CBS' Renfrew
'he Mounted series, relieves nervous ten1 following long script session, he says,
standing on his head. He discovered
. upside-down cure accidentally, while
o\cring a box of matches from beneath
ouch. Now he declares that he can
,ikc his pipe, and even read, in this
.iiion.
They Say
'essica Dragonette: "The soul is dyed
h ,'/;,■ color of its leisure thouyhls."
R.ofario Bourdon: "Search dilifiently
depths of your uiiiid and you'll never
urn zeithout so))ie treasure."
Zounie Gales: "Lor', little chile, zvhcn
'i ain't got no education, yuh jes' nat•lly got to use your brains."
Ken Darby: "While the vulgar fret, the
f.itleinan
renuiins calm aandzconian
spacious."
Dick
a secret
i she Malone:
ivill promise"Tellto tell
everybody
not
tell anybody."
HE Little Woman
Peter Van Steeden, musical director of
<ii/n Hall Tonight, is married to Mar-y Wells, his childhood sweetheart. . . .
S D'Orsay, French singing comedienne,
the*
Dr. Howard
Maurice isHill,the ahusband
former
:or. wife
. . . ofWillie
the former Emily Miles, whom he first
It in a New York Winter Garden proction.
. . . mister
Tim Ryan
and Irene
No;tte became
and missus
while both
:re employed by a traveling musical comy company. Tim was press agent of the
ow and Irene the ingenue. . . . Marion
dley is married to Michael Rauchiesen,
;rman singing teacher and coach. . . .
•ed Waring
husband
the former
/alyn
Nair. is. . the. Hal
Kempof eloped
with
: socially prominent Betsy Slaughter of
still mister
50;xas.
poppaThey're
and momma.
. . . and
Mark missus,
Wariw met Sylvia Rappaport at a fire and
arried her not long afterward. . . .

.'s
THE inGypsy
in Him!
Locked
his room,
icalkiug up and
'\iwn,
up
and
do'ani,
con\tCtor of the A & P Harry
Ciypsies,Horlick.
plays softly
It his violin to bring back niemories of
S native Russia. This is his riliuil before
fch broadcast. In thirteen years on this
•me program. Harry never has taken a
ication, finding his escape froni the conionplace
Hsic. in the icild romance of gypsy
"There are at least fifteen types of
ypsy music,"
the Gypsyand maestro.
They
come fromsaysplainsmen
rovers,
•om
Hungary,
Spain,
Russia
and
the
atin countries. ... I contend, too, that
lere is American Gypsy music — in the
legro spirituals, the liillliilly and cowboy
mgs and in the older American folkallads, the same romance rings clear and
ue."
(Continued on page 100)

"LIBELED
LADY'
Her reputation was worth $5,000,000 — and she made up her
mind to collect from the man who called her "husbandsnatcher." But she reckoned without her heart — the heart she
couldn't control! The full-length novel, based on the picture,
"Libeled Lady," starring Jean Harlow, Myrna Loy, William
Powell, and Spencer Tracy, appears in the November SCREEN
ROMANCES.
Among the sixteen other stories illustrated with actual scenes
from the important productions are:
"Champagne
MacMurray. Waltz," starring Gladys Swarthout and Fred
"Dodsworth," with Walter Huston, Ruth Chatterton and Mary
Astor.
"The Plainsman," starring Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur.
"Green Light," with Errol Flynn and Anita Louise.
"Born to Dance," with Eleanor Powell and James Stewart.
"Pennies From Heaven," starring Bing Crosby.

WIN A NORMA SHEARER JULIET GOWN . . .
Read the details of the contest in the November

SCREEN

ROMANCES
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Do

What
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(Continued from page 99)
with

Your Little Finger?
— when youothers
pick upthata charm
glass or andcup ?poise
. . . You
know from
watching
instantly
the misuse
of hands.
Andcanbecome
bybe destroyed
the asametretoken, thebymecorrect
use
of
your
hands
can
n
d
o
u
s
s
o
c
i
a
l
and
business
asset.
Great
actresses
accomplish
muchof Frostilla—
of their poise
by properskinhandlotion
action.
The
makers
the
famous
that
keeps
hands,
face theand international
body smooth authority
and lovely—
asked
Margery
Wilson,
on
charm
and poise, to tell
• how to hold a cigarette
•• how
how toto shake
pick uphands
cards
• and how to make hands behave to the
best advantage on all occasions
Margery
Wilson
gives thein authoritative
answers
these
otherYour
questions
an illustratedAlthough
booklet thisonto
How and
to isUse
Handswe Correctly.
booklet
priced
at
50c,
have
arranged
to present
itandwithout
charge
Frostilla
users
States
Canada
until toMaywith
30th,
1937. ofin athe35c,United
Just
mail
coupon
the
front
50c
ot $1.
Frostilla
Fragrant
Lotion
box
(or
two fronts
sizes) and your W.f^*^^
^ ,
copy
will befromsent10cfR££.
"FROSTILLA"
4i:Gray Street, Elmira, N.Y.
Here is the box front— send me my cc
of Margery Wilson's book on ban
Name..
Ben Bernie, the Old Maestro, seems puzzled by the type of microphone
used by his orchestra on the initial program of NBC on November
15th, 1926. Bernie has been on NBC networks since the early days of
radio and will celebrate the tenth anniversary of NBC this Fall.
AT A MOMENT'S
fEW! Smart,NOTICE
long,
apering
nails
for
everyone
! Covernails
broken,
short,
thin
with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and
polished
anydesired
shade.
Defies
detection.
Waterproof.
Easily
applied;
remains
firm.
No
effect
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.on
|Marvelously natural-looking. Try them!
NU-NAILS
7 S. CRAWFORD AVE.. FINGERNAILS
CHICAGO, ILL.
TAe RIGHT ^/;2^t/cj(: J'Aactii
makes SUCH a Vi^^e^ence /

Find your most flattering
'shade witli the Triple Indelible
JFLAME-GLO Test Set. consisting of
ng new shades — yours
II TODAY;
FREE for uncover
the asking!NEWSendBEAUTY
for it
\ity lipstici<.
this genuine
dollar
qualTo
make
new
friends
forthe FLAMEGLO.
you
three FULL trialwellsizessendwithout
charge . . . iust send 10c to cover
the mailing cost! Do it NOW!
TRIPLE 'lNDELIBLE_.,___
"^TaSSB'MVAV.N.V.
^
>p."C
S,an
lOc>
!^^fc.eTl.na
10
jf and 20/
[addhess
100

Horlick, at present, is orchestrating four
new numbers which he bought in manuscript from a Gypsy fortune teller and
compiling a book of Romany Romances.
Serious ))iusician that he is, he cherishes
one frii'olous
he loves to demonstrate his skill hobby
as a —ventriloquist.
Home Town Highlights
Howard Price, soloist with Harry Horlick's Gypsies,
fromis Scranton,
Pennsylvania .. . LoishailsRavel
from Baltimore,
Maryland . . . Fred Allen was born in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and his wife,
Portland Hofia, in Portland, Oregon . . .
Richard Himber comes from Newark, New
Jersey . . . Irene Noblette is a native of
San Francisco and Tim Ryan is a Bayonne
(New Jersey) product . . . Alois Havrilla
was born in Pressov, Czechoslovakia . . .
Helen sourMarshall
Joplin,
i . . . San comes
Antonio,fromTexas,
was Misthe
birthplace of Irene Hubbard (Maria of
Show Boat) . . . Fibber McGee and Molly
hail from Peoria, Illinois . . . Dr. Frank
Black is a Philadelphia boy.
Who Laughed Last?
Pick and Pat ivcre indulf/ing in a particularly good joke. . . . Bill Robinson,
King
of Tap, zvas
HollyiK'ood Boulevard
ivhendriving
the jokealong
tickled
his
cars from
car radio.
laughed
Bill his
heartily.
Crash! "Ha-ha-ha!"
went his car
against the fender of a shiny new Ducsenhcrg. Bill tried to e.rplain to the Ducsenhrrg's
hut thehe latter
couldn't
laugh attralcthedriver—
joke until
had recovered

the price of a iieiu fender from Robins
"Your
Is — " stude
Howard Announcer
Claney. . . . Ex-art
and Shakespearean actor, he went fn
Carnegie
Tech into
the army
1918 — 1]
the Armistice
stopped
his insailing.
studied architecture, sculpture, painting a
draina. In New York he stumbled intc
stage job and thence to the NBC drams
staff. He became an announcer in 19
Howard is single and was born in Pit
burgh in 1898. He still does some pai:
ing, and occasionally sells a picture.
Ken Niles . . . Was born in 1906
Livingston, Montana, and studied at t
universities of Montana and Washingti
His first radio experience was as a crooi
with the orchestra of Vic Meyers,
now is Lieutenant-Governor of Washii
ton. Ken joined the Henry Duffy play
and was en route east to accept a drai
scholarship when he dropped in at Ci
studio KHJ in Los Angeles — and ne
has left there. You've heard him on i
Hollywood Hotel Hour and the Burns a
Allen series. Ken has blue eyes and d:
curly hair, stands five feet eleven incll
tall and weighs one hundred and fi/
pounds. But — he's married, girls!
Ben Grauer. . . . An ex-juvenile,
began
actingold.in the
zvhen /;,•i
ciglif years
For vtovies
many years
on the stage. He appeared also in
plays,
but didn't
like him.
the juvenile
lain roles
assigned
So, in O'
auditioned and became and NBC ann.
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lalCitysa)iieCollege
year hein xcon
Xeiv hisYorkB.S.anddegree
the ]j
ndham prize for extemporaneous speak- ;
7. He excels as an ad libber. Ben was
rn isona Stolen
Island, Xezu )'ork. in I'MhS.
book eoUector.

Cornelius Westbrook Van Voorhis, Jr. [
"Timevoice.
MarchesHe On.attended
. . ." That's
iccato
the U.Van'sS.
aval Academy, but left when he received
legacy of one hundred and fifty thousand
'liars. The money went the way of most
rtunes,
\'an New
went York
on theradiostage,station
got
job
on and
a small
id later joined CBS. He is on many proof onaliases.
\'aii
asams,bornunder
in Newa number
York City
Septembei
St, 1903, and has dark brown hair and |
ay eyes. He weighs one hundred and
ty-five pounds.
AN Mail and Friendship
Ken Darby, leader and arranger for the
ng's MenmanyQuartet,
tells us that
he has
rmed
interesting
friendships
rough fan letters. In San Francisco
ere is a Chinese laundryman with whom
en corresponds regularly. The chairman
a regular listener and writes Ken his
jmments on a laundry ticket. Another
fouse
Ken'skeeper
regularin correspondents
an isolated postis aofflightthe
Dast of Maine. Incidentally, the young
smposer believes that hotcha singing is
way out. more"Listeners,"
says Ken,It
are thebecoming
discriminating.
: my opinion that melody will rule the
irwaves this fall."
Join the modem women who no every month! Keep going, and keep
Concerning Jessica
comfortable — with the aid of Midol.
longer
give-in totosuffer
periodic
pain! It's
old-fashioned
in silence,
be- These tablets provide a proven means
Yon, may have thought of her as a
cause
there
is
now
a
reliable
remedy
for
for thedure relief
such might
pain, sospare
whyyou?
enissiie-paper angel, taken out of a cardsuch suffering.
sufferingofMidol
oard box on Friday evenings for the
Many who use Midol do not feel one
Midol's relief is so swift, you may
'itics Service Concert, and carefully put
ack again z\.'hcn the concert is oz'cr. But
think isit prolonged
is a narcotic.
7!ot. And
twinge of pain,
e\enentire
a moment's
discomfort
duringor the
period, relief
; two It'stablets
see youits
essica Dragonette is a I'cry huntan little
including
women
who have always had through your worst day.
irl, enjoying normal friendships and recthe
hardest
time
You can get Midol in a trim little
eations when she is not iK'orkiug or sludyig. She takes great pleasure in sports
Don't let the calendar regulate your aluminum case at any drug store.
nd is said to c.vccl ninny men in liorseThen
you may enjoy a new freedom
acti\uties! Don't "favor yourself" or
"save yourself" on certain days of '
ack riding. .Uso she is a proUi iciil tuinayou'hadn't
thought possible!
S
lanist and loves to a;^'/;;; ui rou.ili surf,
ING,
'he delights, too. in taking long zealks in
heeliezrs.
country.
e.vercise, for
.Icssicn
keeps .S'irenui'us
her in tine condition
her
I'eekly concerts on the air.
Rec(^itly Jessica met a stifif test of her
BABY,
nettle, when she flew to Cleveland to sing
,t the Great Lakes E.\i)osition. Her plane
vas met at the Cleveland airport by a
lelegation of two hundred persons, headed
ly Mayor Burton, and Jessica was hurried
o City Hall, given the keys to the city
md made an admiral in the Exposition
ileet. Then, for the next six hours, she
Sing the most popular songs of the month. In the November issue of POPULAR
littendcd one reception after another, withSONGS are gathered together the words and music of the songs the whole
country is singing. The featured numbers from seven currently
popular
')Ut break. The next day she was feted at
SI
NGmusical
!"
li civic luncheon in her honnr, vi>itc(l a hosmovies are included with dozens of radio's most played pieces.
'lital
where
a
friend
was
ill,
;uk1
then
reHere are some of them: "Afterglow," "Empty Saddles," "And They Said It
learscd up to the hour of her broadcast.
Wouldn't Last," "Hidden Valley," "If We Never Meet Again," "Love Will Tell,"
After which she shot)k hands with hun"One
Afternoon,"
Baby, George
Sing," "You
Turned Marian
the TablesTalley,
on Me."
FeatureRainy
stories
on Helen"Sing,
Morgan,
M. Cohan,
and
ireds who stayed to greet her — and then
Frances Longford, and eightNovember
more stars
of
the
oir-waves
appear
in the
went the rounds of the Exposition.
issue of
Good stuff in this tittle hundred-and-fivcpound songbird!
POPULAR
SONGS
Ballots Without Bullets
Seems we're going to elect a president
10c
On
Sale
at
Your
Favorite
Newsstand
10c
pretty soon . . . Don't forget to cast your
vote!
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CORNS
LIFT OUT Easily, Safely!

WEST

COAST

RAMBLINGS

Pain Relieved in ONE MINUTE!
No waiting for results with
triple-action
Scholl'spain
Zino-is
pads! In oneDr.minute
gone
—
forgotten.
In
a
few
your corns or callouses liftdays
out
with ease. Apply these thin,
soothing, healing, shieldpads atfrom
the new
first orsigntightof
sore ingtoes
shoes,foreandthey can
you'llstart!
stop Nocornsother
bemethod does ail these things for
you. So don't accept a substitute. Dr. Scholl's
are medically
safe, easyZino-pads
to apply.
Don't
stick
to
stockingfor orCorns,
come
off in bath. Sizes
Callouses, Bunions, Soft Corns.
DrScholls
Zino-pads
Relieve COUGHS
quicker by"iMoistThroat" IMethod
Get
your throat's
moisture
glands back
to work and "soothe'
your cough away
THE
of a usual
cough cause
is the ,
drying
moistureor clogging
glands ofin
your throat and windpipe.pens,Whenheavythisphlegm
hapcollects,
you iscough.
The
quick andirritates.
safe wayThen
to relief
by letting
Pertussin stimulate those glands to pour out
their ensnatural
, iseasily moisture.
raised. YouSticky
have phlegm
relief! loosGetsin. Overafter1,000,000
that cough
today—
Pertusprescriptions
forwithPertussin
in one year.
This estimate
based
onwerea filled
Prescription
Ingredient
Survey IsIssued
by American Pharmaceutical Assn.
PERTUSSIN
"MOIST-THROAT" METHOD OF
COUGH RELIEF
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Versatile veteran NBC announcer, Grahann McNamee has been prominen
on many studio programs and sports and special events broadcasts
Graham is a good builder-upper for any program on which he figures,
-the front rc
spottedDick
— ynnPozlvll.
gnessed it!
Amos 'n' Andy
are completely
sold on and
California.
At least
Andy (Freeman
Gosden) is, and as soon as Amos (Charles
Correll) recovers from a recent bill he'll
Some Hollywood folks in the five-figu
like the place again. All the sunshine salary
range do manage to live with
went to his head, Amos contends, that their incomes.
Burns, for instan<
was his trouble. He became outdoor-con- has been putting Bob
out $27.50 per month f
scious from the minute of his arrival, to rent since his arrival
town. But
such an extent that he invested in a other day the landlord indecided
on a fiv
swanky Beverly Hills home with the cus- dollar raise. We offered our sympatl
tomary swimming pool. Amos never en- to Bob but found him pliilosophical evi.
joyed first
anythingofsothemuchmonth.
as that
in thesaidfacewithout
of sucha adversity.
"Wa-a,
until the
The pool
water— Bob
trace of bitternes
bill was ^63. Nowadays Amos is taking "that's the price of fame."
long walks around Beverly Hills for that
outdoor feeling.
The Bob Burns Day at Little Ro
Arkansas, on July 27th, was attended
the Van Buren sage and his bazooka
It unist he Unr. T lull's I he only pns- person. Three bands, plus all the Bur
greeted the plane which broug
and
lUondcllfor.ncthe mlnnj
ihcsr'I'owrll
days. kinfolk,Local
sihlr Joan
r.v/^laiiallon
u'o.y nich
Boy home. Governor Jam
Attciiding a HollywcxKl Hotel /^ini/nnii their
W. Futrell escorted Bob around town at
took
him
to
Hot Springs the next day
one
Frday
evening,
ive
sf'otlcd
Joan's
blonde head right up in the front row of address the visitors
at the Centennial Ccl
scats. And the nc.vt i-Tciiin,/. 7chilc at- bration.
The
however, is th
tending the Shell Chalcan hrondnist where Governor Futrellpay-off,
is
the same gentlcmj
Joan was playing in iJiiimT at Kight, wc
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ui expelled Bob from school years ago.
<lilio Cantor and Samuel (loldu vn have
ntcly CDme to the parting of the ways.
I ^ Eddie has had a yen for some time
ike Three Men on a Horse, but Mr.
A vn (Inc-n't I'crl the same about it—
'h owns till' puturr rights. Another
ul contrntioii was an agreement
Tcby Eddie would receive $150,000 per
lire and 10 per cent, of the profits. But
c weren't any profits. .So Eddie will
nuiking e>es exchisi\el\- at mikes for
hile. r.m tiiat liardly means the breadtor the Cantors, since tliat Lux airing
done brought him $8500.
All these nanors of the movie studios
yeing at Mir 'a'ith the radio studios ha7r
'>een squelehed once and for all by Metro'Jold'a'yn-}fayer.
just radio
appointed
Eddie
Mannix as They
head have
of their
pol'cies, thereby insuring eodperation of their
ttars for air shon'S.
Jack forniaBenny
isn'ta sold
on Caliyet to get
houseenough
and mortgage
out here. But he lias leased a very nice
little place of fifteen rooms in Hollywood
for the coming year. Says he signed it in
a coma, though, since the real estate agent
cornered him the same day he purchased
tliat triple star sapphire bracelet for Mary.
Jack had a grand vacation this summer. He spent it playing golf — six different varieties of golf. "The golf ball
industry,"
Jack dividend
said, "has
already
declared an extra
on the
strength
of my tee eccentricities."
Frances Langford felt so gala after
signing that two-year contract for Hollywood Hotel that she put on an impromptu
party that evening in her Beverly Hills
home. Over a hundred guests agreed that
this was the only way Frances should
ever put on a party. The wind-tip was a
baseball game organized by Benny (ioodman, and costumed b\- Dick Powell and
George Raft. The Langford rugs and
draperies were pressed into service by the
costume department with startling effects.

Its blended bouquet adapts
Rh&psody in flowers. TU&t is
Blue Walt? Perfume. Not
itself to you and your personjust the fr&srance of one
ality. Use it to be gay, allurflower/ but a myriad of
I Wear
flowers . . . not of just one
it foring/theutterlyonefeminine
you love
best.
lOc at 5 lOc Stores.
mood/ but many moods.
BLUE WALTZ PERFUME • FACE POWDER • LIPSTICK • 8RILLIANTINE • COLD CREAM • TALC

•

Lily Pons received one of the biggest
ovations ever accorded a Hollywood Bowl
artist when she sang there in August.
Andre Kostelanetz conducted the entire
concert. He and Miss Pons planed in
from New York the day before the concert and announced that they would be
married while in town.

SHE

TELL

HIM

THE
TRUTH?
She loved him. . . . She was his wife. But she was
NOT the girl he thought she was! "MARRIAGE
WITHOUT LOVE," a thrilling love story of two
young people, appears in the November SWEETHEART STORIES.

At the Hollywood Hotel rehearsal the
other day 7i.'e noted a y(H(;/i/ i:iid handsome young man 7i.'as getting all Trances'
attention
and
Handsome, beticee)!
ice foundnnmheis.
out later,]'oiing
hail eome
all the icay from .Uinneapolis ju.U to
Spend an afternoon and eiening with
Franees.

I
I
I
I
(
I

DARE

Among the TEN FOUR STAR Love Stories in this
big issue are: "Elope with Me Tonight," "Brunette
Preferred," "Oh, to Be Alluring," "Forgive and Forget," "Glamour Is the Thing."
SWEETHEART
10c

AT YOUR

STORIES
10c
NEWSSTANDS
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WOMEN SHOULD KNOW THIS
ABOUT MARRIAGE HYGIENEj
There Is a Simple, Easy Way
MARRIAGE HYGIENE can be difficult— or
easy.pounded Because
comtoaccomplishBoro-Pheno-Form
the same special isfunction
of powerful solutions, but without their muss or
bother, feitr ed bisyinnumerable:
the method modern
of marriage
prewives.hygiene
No water,
mixing or measuring are needed. Each dainty suppository icomplete
s
in itself. No danger of "overdose" or "under-dose."
Soothing and odorless.
At all drug
stores.
BOROPHENOFORM
Dr.162Pierre
NorthChemical
FranklinCo.,St.,Dept.
Chicago,i 4-MHI.
Please send mebooklet.
a trialI package
and
enlightening
enclose
locof Boro-Pheno-Form
which
when I purchase my first regular-size
package.will be refunded
NameAddres
City--without cost. Let us Time
give you the A(
tails
it canofhowpaythistoyouamazing
big without
money Teller.
bycost.showiNol
others
ing GARDEN
to buy orobtain
sell!
Write
fast.
CITY Ave..
NOVELTY
4359-A Ravenswood
Chicago.CO. I
DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many Noises
people enioy
with Conversation.
defective hearingMovies.and
^1 Head
Church
Radio, Earbecause
Leonard andInvisible
Drumstheywhichuse
resemble Tiny Megaphones fittinj.
sight,
entirely oroutheadof piece,
„ fJf
1^•^V
No wires,
batteries
They
TS^rite foiof g}Pi/^
bookletareandinexpensive.
sworn statement
thcinventorwhowashimself
deaf.
A. 0. LEONARD. Ino.. SaiU 986, 70 6tli Aw- New Y«flc
MAKE THE FINEST
AT HOME
A lovely complexion
—safely— at less cost!
You can make at
-V ■ , home the same fine
all-purpose
cream mI
sell at my Salon
Washington, D. C. You can save up to
you know your cream will
be75%pure— and
and safe. My cream makes skin
clear, lovely. It deep-cleanses
youthful,
poressue—s— forms
soothesa and
nourishes
tisperfect
powderfacebase.
Easy
to
make.
I
send
all
ingredients
and instructions. Write today for folder
giving you full details.
CAROL RANDOLPH
Suite L. 1203 Connecticut Ave., Washineton, D. C.
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Genial Don Wilson, NBC onnouncer, achieved gratifying success this
sunnmer with the Jello program, in the absence of Jack Benny. Through
his expert direction Tim and Irene became highlights of this program.
Even good publicity. Sam Hearn
would-be is sick licity.
of reading and hearing of this guy
onesAll inthethe femme
colony songsters
have been and
industriously
airing their vocal chords for the past Schlepperman, for instance. He'd much
months. Reason : announcement that Law- rather have Sam Hearn get the breaks for
rence Tibbett would soon make Loz'e a change. But it looks like it's too late^
Flight for the fillums. When Mr. Tibbett for
any hope noiv. In his first picture,
arrived, he was asked what preference he Florida Special, Sam was billed as Schlepperman. And in the Big Broadcast of
might have regarding a leading lady. "No 1937 it's simply
of
singers, please," said Lawrence, "I want this last billing. "Schleppy."
Sam sought Learning
out the best]
to play opposite a beautiful woman."
hra'ycr in ton-n. for advice. The lawyer
listened sympathetically to the zvhole sad ^
Since Rudy Vallcc fell heir to Frank tale. "I don't see ivhat can be done about \
situation,"
he said your
thoughtfully,
Fay'sing ifgelatine
job. beHollyivood
is wonderunderstand
feelings, "but
Mr.
Frank will
back in town
again. Ithecertainly
Looks
like
that
"finis"
Barbara
Staniuyck
put on their marriage was really meant.
She's being seen more and more in the Schlepperman."
Since joining up with the movies,
company
of Robert
and he'sof other
being Martha
Rayc is all set for television. The
seen
less and
less in Taylor
the company
Hollywood gals.
Klieg lights have melted some twenty-four
pounds
oftheRaye
curves.
Butand there's
much
voicejust
as aseversoon
back onto the
air
as she'll
the Bigbe
There's
a
new
wrinkle
to
this
"dubbing"
business that we have just heard about. Broadcast of 1937 is safely in the little!
tin box.
Aamong
certainhis radio
more comedian's
ardent fans sponsor
after thewasn't
first
broadcast.
other was
thingsthe that
After his last picture assignment, Don
sound well Among
to his ears
weakdidn't
apthe First Nighter proplause from the broadcast audience. Being Aniechegrams afound
decided
snap.
a man of resource as well as discrimina- Ramona and
most
of itThe
was movie
filmed wason
tion, the sponsor sent out for records of
technicolor For
picture,
and
a famous comedian's broadcasts. And location.
layIt'sthea difficultes.
the cast
had the deafening applause dubbed in on therein
had
to
rise
at
four
each
morning
and
be
his so-called comic's next broadcast.
on the job before five. The color camera
has a liking for the "white" early morning
There is such a thing as too much pub- light and a decided antipathy towards the

RADIO STARS
to"yellow"
sunset. lights that appear around noon
=inds Way To Have
l^oung Looking Skin
at 35!

»USPECTCAUSE

A year ago Marion Talley would have
felt very glum at the news of her 1600
acres of wheat being destroyed by the
Kansas drought.
now farming
she's gonewillHol-be
lywood with gustoBut and
merely
an
avocation
She's
spent the hardest year of her life in Hollywood,
too, I
test your, sense
like to draw,propo
between picture and radio engagements. If youdesign
rtion Getetc.,a
of our , Artcolor,
And milking a herd of cows in the morn- with
Ability Test.
whether
as
ing,
according
to
Marion,
is
play
com'
FREE develotoping.
opinionis worth
pared to doing the daily dozen a dozen Frank talent
times before breakfast — and then having your
hers,
, publis
Magaz
ons yearly
to go without breakfast.
milli
spendapers
isers, newsp
advertines,
color
and
n
Desig
ations.
illustr
for
influence the sale of most .things we
s.
artist
needsce them. Ma1 he
Joe since
Cook Shell
says he's
purringsigned
all over
cannoryt displa
chines Indust
place
Chateau
him the
for buy.
has trained many
ls
Schoo
al
Feder
more appearances after his debut on the
g
earnin
now
men 0and towomen
young $U00
$5,000 yearlyyouras
program
last month.
Sayscrazy
he's enougli
crazy
Irom
about California,
but not
Train
.
rators
illust
ers or
design
spare time, it
talent at home in road
to live here the year 'round. Besides
success
surest
your
there's his country home at Lake Hopatbe
may
Art toTest ar^din
free
for
sLnd today bing
cong.
X. J.forIt'sgoodknownreason,
as Sleepless
ies
ninit
descriage and oppor
Book State
lozv — and
accordingHol-to
occupation.
Art.
visitors. Joe maintains there a retinue of
Inc.
old actor friends. In the pose of very
S,
OOL
ERALFederaSCH
FED11996
l Schools Bldg.
dignified old family servants, they act as
Minneapolis, Minn.
the comedian's
confederates
mous Cook practical
jokes. in those faLEARN
MUSIC
Haze you iiotieed the }iczii lilt to Benny
in Your Own Home
Goodman's
music than
of late?
We suspected
there icas more
the Camel
Caravan
This />/5/Way
back of this exuberance, so set our spies
to zcork. They found the reason — and a Yes. you can actually learn
:-ery good one. Her name is Phyllis Lud- to play mentyourrightfavorite
in yourinstruown
shortzcig. She's
cutthis
way!no amazing
No e.xpensivo
lance playerblonde,
for the blue-eyed
cclluloidcrs.and a free- home
teacher
—
tiresome
scale.s
and
exercises —Youno learn
confiising
theories
home,
in yourof only
spare atmie.fewat
at a acost
day.
Every
Raymond Paige, baton wielder for the ascents
clear as A B C —stepand isbefore
Hollywood Hotel programs, has just been
offered the position of musical director
for Columbia network on the west coast. U.S.SCHOOLOF
MUSIC. 395 llBrun
Mr. done
Paige something
knows hisin stuff.
In fact
he's FREE 'book" H'
just
the music
line that
KILL THE HAIRROOT
Leopoldmonths
Stokowski
swore couldn't
be done.
KL-.iii.M-n.uifollowmg
pernianenlly
safely,
prlAfter
of research
into the
techvatelyMahler
.it u.>-home,Method
simpleprevents
directions.
nical phases of radio, Stokowski stated
The
positively
the
hair
from
growing
aeain.
The
delightful
that radio was incapable of reproducing
successfully the music of more than a
Hackedthe hyworld.
"35 years
of6c Vuccessfnl
use
all
over
Send
in
stamps
TODAY
fornf ndIllustrated
Booklet. •■How freedom
to Removeof
and tT^a't^f
sixty-piece orchestra. Raymond Paige, on
D.J. Mahler
Co., Dept 36N. Providence, R. 1.
hearing this ultimatum, set to work at
once. He assembled a 130-piece orchestra
and put on a special program for Columbia officials. Mr Paige was deluged with
telegrams following the broadcast. All
the CBS moguls in New York were
thrilled beyond ten words.

)F BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief Of Pain
Many
sufferers relieve that
nagging
Jckly,
the realbackache
cause
their once
troubletheymaydiscover
be tired kidneys.
The
are one
ways
takingkidneys
the acids
and ofwasteNature's
out of chief
the blood.
don't than
pass 33 pounds
pints a ofdaywaste
and matter,
so get
1■urthey
of15 more
kidney tubes
need flushing.
If youmiles
haveofscanty
trouble
with may
frequent
with
amount
which
oftenmaybladder
smart
idusages
burn,
the
15
miles
of
kidney
tubes
need
lahing
out.
This
danger
signal
may
nning of nagging backache, leg pains,be the
loss be-of
■p•ssandunderenergy,
ni.ghts, swelling, puffi*
the getting
eyes andup dizziness.
Don'tfor wait
for serious
trouble.
Ask your drug-by
stillions
Doan's
Pills
—
used grive
successfully
overflush40 years.
They
happy
relief
idbes.willGetforhelpDoan's
out
the
15
miles
of kidney
PUls.

It never rains but it pours in California,
was Prank Porrcst's surprised discozery.
After being in Hollyzvood for sez'cral
zveeks he was signed up for a Camel Caravan program and a moz'ing picture on the
same day. But the pay-off came zvhen he
found that he had to start both jobs on
the same day. Mr. P arrest spent the first
day dashing from radio rehearsals at
Columbia broadcasting station to Paramount stiidos for scenes in Big Broadcast
of 1937. At five the radio program zvent
on and at si.v Mr. P. was back at Paramount, considerably the worse for zvcar.
But he stuck it out until the cast nas dismis ed at 10.30. But that's Holl\z<.'ood.

MART,men no longer
modernsubmit
wotoskin"the justtragedy
of
"old
because they
>\^B derful
are 30, new
35, 40!
A won^
apat nightcreme,
cold
cream,plied acts
a like
scientific
rto free the skin of that veil of semi-visible
kening
removeparticles
after a which
certainordinary
age. So creams
gentle canand
zkjg —outoftena glorious
only 5 days
is
time
enough andto
rose petal softness
ness and white, clear look of youth. And,
way it eliminates common surface blemsdation
— ugly! Askpimples,
frecklesPeacock
— is a
for thisblackheads,
creme — Golden
ach Creme at all drug and department stores.
Mesf CRAY HAIR
ENEDYIS MADE AT HOME
^l'er L'ray
can now
at than
home a bethair make
remedy
can
. t y pint
following
this add
simpleoneyourecipe:
naif
of
water
rum. a small box of Barbo ounce
Comle.nd and
Any one-fourth
druggist canounceput ofthisglyc-up
,'ou
can
mi.K
it yourself
very
e cost.
Apply
to theshade
hairat twice
eek
untilBarbo
the desired
is ob-to
led.
imparts
color
orandgraytakeshair,yearsmakesoff
3ftaked,
and faded
glossy
rky looks.
It will
not color
scalp,
is notbe
or
greasy
and does
not rubtheoff.
not
idicapped
it is own
soDo economand easyby tograyget hairrid now
of itwhen
in your
home.
WANTED-i
Women Noto experience
make hooked
rugs forSteady
our
stores.
necessary.
work.HOLLYWOOD
We do the selling.
Write
at
once.
STUDIO STORES
5657 Hollywood,
Hollywood California
Blvd., Dept. 7
aURFAKc%S.II»

MANY

NEVER

Government
^
JOBSf
^
START $1260 TO $2100 YEAR
Men — Women //
FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE
Get
ready > / sirs;
Dept.
P271,without
Rochester,
immediately
Rush,
charge N.(1) Y.32^
page
book
with
listTellof U,me S.howGov-to
education
q
Common
eminent
Jobs,
(2)
today / O
sure. / Address 105
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HIS OLIVE OIL POWDER KEEPS HIM HAPPY!

RADIO
LAUGH
(Continued from page 13)
GEORGE: I thought your sister and her
husband were inseparable.
GRACIE:
Yeah —apart.
it takes about six people to drag them
(GEORGE
BURNS
and GRACIE
ALLEN.)

YOUR baby
will delight
in theMother,
extra comfort you Powder.
can
give Forhim,
Z. B.T. Baby
his delicate with
skin
will
respond
to
the
olive
oil
in
Z.
B.T.
which
makes
it
cling
longer
and
resist
moisture
better. Its superior smoothness (what the
doctors call
prevents
in the
creases.
Free "slip")
from zinc
in any chafing
form, Z.B.T.
is approved by Good Housekeeping and your
baby. Large 25<? and 50( sizes.

OLIV£ OIL BABYPOWBER
BACKACHES
CAUSED BY
MOTHERHOOD
Those months before baby comes
put such
a strain onsuffers
mother's
muscles, she frequently
for yeais.
AUcock's
Porous
PlastersTheydo draw
wond
e
r
s
f
o
r
such
backaches.
the bloodit tobe onthe thepainful
whether
back, spot
sides,—
legs, arms
a warm, Itstimulating ef eorct, andshoulder.
the painThissoonhasvanishes.
takes
only 2 seconds
to putas ongoodan asAlleock's
Porous
Plaster,
and it feels
a $2 massage.
Over 5porous
million plaster.
people have
usedtakeAUcock's,
the
original
Don't
any plaster
but AUcock's.
It brings
quickest
Lasts
longer.
Easy to apply
and remove.
25^ relief.
at druggists.

■PHB'r

Relieves

W^J' Teething
4H
Pains
WITHIN

1 MINUTE
teeth-of
suffers
baby rub
WHEN ingyoor
pains, jnst
a fewfromdrops
eUiing
the
on
Lotion
Hand'sTe
Dr.
will
tender, little gums and the pain sore,
be relieved within one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription
of no
a famous
cialist, contains
narcotics1>aby
and spehas
been used by mothers for almost fifty
years. It is strongly recommended by
doctors and nurses instead of the unsanitary teething ring.
JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS
'S
DRHAND
Teething
lotion
Buy Dr.Hand's
from yourdruggiat today
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PHIL:do itBottle,
snecce,
the otherplease!
zcay. When you
theBOTTLE
other way.: I'm sorry, sir, I don't know
PHIL: You don't
understand, my simple
sinus.
over my When
mouth. I sneeze I put my hand
BOTTLE:
Why eatch
do you
BEETLE: To
his doteeth!that, sir?

EDDIE: Jimmy, I've got a great feat
for
viy I paper
. . . forEmbarrassing
ments.
pay Doa dollar
each one sent
JIMMY:
you get many?
EDDIE:
. . listen
"Dear
Editor:YesI .came
home 'to
earlythis3
day and found another guy kissing
wife. Please send tivo dollars — my
wasJIMMY:
embarrassed,
Did youtoo."
send him the tw
lars?
EDDIE: No— I sent him three
figured
the felloiv he caught was em
rassed, too!
(EDDIE
CANTOR and JIM
WALLINGTON.)

PICK: Pat, Lincoln was a great man
PHIL:And Bottle,
fought for years
game.
to thinkyou're
that ruining
yesterdaymy I golf
got he PAT:
. and forthenfreedom.
he got marri
fourBOTTLE:
birdies. Four birdies?
(PICK Yesand. . PAT.)
PHIL:
Yes
—
three
on
the
green
.
.
.
BEETLE: Yeah . . . and one from the
told you I was a big n:
caddie!
...PAT:
I wasI done
a giant.
(PHIL
BAKER,
BOTTLE
and
PICK:about
Pat, five
you feet
couldn't
BEETLE, Gulf Program.)
is only
six. be a giant. \
PAT: Dat's
right
... Mr.
advertised
me
as
de
smallest
giantBarn,
in ,
PICK: Was you ever in the firing line?
PAT: Sure . . . only last week our world.
PICK:
But
Pat,
old
boy,
I
is
going
boss stood
us allhe upfired.
in line an' I was the make you de toast of de world.
first
one ivhat
PAT: De toast of de world?
PICK: in Ibattle?
know, but was you ever
wounded
PICK: That's right — toast of de wor
PAT: Well ... If I'm to be de to IH
PAT: aYesbullet
sir, hitin the
battle inof theMessDar-o' hungry.
drop a couple of eggs on me now . .
Potatoes
me right
danelles.
(PICK and PAT.)
PICK: Were you thrilled?
PAT: No— bored!
PICK: What paper is that you g
(PICK and PAT.)
Pat?
PAT: The Morning Headache. Wl
forMARY:
you. Look Jack — here's a present paper
got there?
PICK:you The
Evening Jag. Which c
JACK: What is it, Mary?
has the latest ncivs?
MARY: A telephone book.
P.4T:
The
Morning
Headache . .
JACK:phone booksButin Mary,
I've now.
got three tele- ahvavs comes after the Evening
Jag.
my house
(PICK and PAT.)
MARY: I know — but your table is still
lopsided!
(JACK BENNY and MARY LIVINGEDDIE: You know what a Senator
STONE, Jello Program.)
There's a Matador, a Picac
andPARK:
a Senator.
FRED: The first thing I do when I
EDDIE: No, stupid . . . Matadors
wake up is look in the morning paper. Picadors fight the bull.
. . . and a Senator thro'
that?PORTLAND: What's the point of thePARK:
bull. I seeCANTOR
(EDDIE
and PARKY
FRED: That's how I find out how I KARKUS])
feel.
PORTLAND: But that's silly.
FRED: No it isn't ... if my name isn't
your not likin' y<^
in thealive.
obituary
still
So Icolumn
get up. I assume that I'm soupPICK. . :. Imycan'thearthelpwasn't
in my cook
PORTLAND: Well, how can you tell tonight.
when you've got spring fever, Mr. Allen? yourPAThair; was
Maybe
your
heart
I meanso funny?
to askwasn't,
youFRED:feeling
I'll tell
If youthathaveyoura does your face ! smell
sneaky
at you.
noon time
PICK: My face smells funny becaiil
rheumatism got up that morning and left
your(FRED
body inALLEN
bed — you've
it!
I did Iwhat
cook book
say . . . right '
fore
cookde dinner
tonight.
and gotPORTLAND
PAT: What did de cook book say?
HOFFA, Town Hall Tonight.)
PICK: It say: "Before startin' to coc
rub(PICK
a littleandgarlic
PAT : We'll
gogoin'
therewhere
in a 'plane.
PAT.)on your pan" !
PICK:
in what?
PICK: Who's
Just think
... if you
go high
HONEY CHILE: I went to cook
enougli
call stay
you down
the skyhereterrier.
for two years.
PAT a :they'll
I'd rather
and be school
called
groundhog.
BOB: You did, eh? And did you
PICK: Now just how high would you uate with honors?
like to go in a plane?
HONEY CHILE: I should say so! Wi
PAT : Just high enough to shake hands flyin' crullers!
(BOB HOPE and HONEY CHll
with(PICK
Singer's
Midgets!
Atlantic Program.)
and PAT.)
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FAVORITE
of
RADIO
HEADLINERS,
the Savoy-Plaza
is noted for the
charm and sparkle of its atmosphere, for its unexcelled cuisine,
for service that
rivals the smoothness and perfection of a star performance . .ConvenienttoCBSand
NBCstudios,smart
shops, theatres,
and
night "spots"
. . . Single
rooms,
from $6. Double
rooms, from $8.
Suites from $12.

AVOYPLAZA
Overlooking Central
Park
TH AVE • 58th To 59th STS • NEW YORK
COMING!!!
STARTING WITH OUR
DECEMBER ISSUE
Radio

Stars

presents o new department
conducted by
KATE
SMITH
featuring her own cooking.

VIC ARDEN: Say. IVillie—you say
your girl friend, Penelope, is going to inof money.
got theherit alotright
dope? Are you sure you've
WILLIE:
eotiies
along. She'll do until a better dope
FJFJ: Willie! You are a darlceng to
give
reallywelozva lock
;);c. of your hair! You must
W'lLLIE: Sure I lo7'e you, Baby . . .
And(WILLIE
to proi-c ItHOWARD
/i.Tt-'.s- my n'liole
andtoupee!
FIFI
D'ORSAY. Folies de Puree.)
LESTER:
Where wasdid ayouflatiron?
get the notion that Cleopatra
BILL: 'Cause it says in this book:
"ALuc Antonv pressed his suit with Cleopatra." (Whirligig, NBC.)
VACATION
MEMORIES

j^londesland
too!
Browns
Give Your Hair
That Lighter NatuLookralWith
This
"Spun-Gold"
Rinse
— 3 Shades
^ew Shampoo
and
Lighter
in 15Harsh
Minutes Without
Bleaches or Dyes.
Here toatbring
last outIs anthe easjfull
nay
•
- 1hairshades
lighter andand
i)lc)mle or brown
— a sharapoo
nira.iiie.
sluen.
the alluring
New
Iriatinn— theCalledShampoo

Learn
Piano,
Cornet,Guitar,
Trumpet,Violin,
Mandolin,
Banio,Organ,Accordion,Saxophone,Clarinet
EASY youHOMEaccomplished
METHOD in-new.
fast way
beginners.
Makes
amazingly
shortfortime.
300,000
enthusiastic
students.
cost; fulleasy details.
terms.
Satisfaction
guaranteedJiATIONAL
Free CatalogLow
gives
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Dept. 740
1525 East 53rd Street. Chicaeo
CATARRH
SINUS
CHART—
FREE
Guaranteed
Relief
or
No
Pay.
Stop
hawking ——
stuffed-up nosethroat.
— bad Send
breathPost
— Sinus
irritation
phlegm-filled
Card
letter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Backor Offer.
40,00063rdDruggists
sell Hall's . Catarrh
Medicine.
year in business.
.Write today!
F. J. CHENEY & CO.Depl.31t, TOLEDO.O.

"SHOULD A HUSBAND
BE TEN YEARS
In Our Next Issue
HELEN JEPSON ANSWERS
THIS IMPORTANT
QUESTION
OLDER?"

<ate will tell you of dishes she
Jelights in, give you her favorite
ecipes — plan meals and menus
or you.
•veryone who likes to eat will
vent to read this fascinating deJartment —
KATE SMITH'S OWN
COOKING SCHOOL
Look for it every month in
RADIO

STARS

MercolizcdWax
■ clearer, smoother.
# aAnyconinlolo
complexion
canIrcatmont. This single cream
wilh bcaulv
Mi rcolizi
ISvounger
Mcrcolizcd
absorhs
the discolored
blemoulor skinWaxbeautiful
in tiny,
invisible
particles.
Brings
oi Just
t theishedpatyovin.t;.
skinonhidden
beneath.
Fifi
D'Orsay
and
her
hubby
Dr.
Morcolizcd
Wax
your
skin
Maurice Hill (above and below) did night like cold cream. It beautifies while you every
sleep.
much boating and bathing as did Fred Mercolizcd Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
USE
Saiollte
.\strlneent
—
a
refrcshlnii.
stimuAllen and frou Portland Hoffo, before
lating skin tonic. pores,
Smoothseliminates
out wrinkles
aiie
lines. solve
Refines
ollincss.and DisOle Debbil Fall came.
Saxolite coarse
in one-half pint
witch hazel.
107

DIALING

Brings
radio

in many
and

movie

(ALIFORNI/

a popular
favorite

At our right, Jack Oakle with his mother, Mrs. Evelyn Offield. Jack starred with Helen Twelvetrees in
the Lux Radio Theatre's presentation of One Sunday Afternoon,
"stole Below,
the show"
an interview
with but
CecilMrs.B. O.
DeMille.
left, ina
new picture of Lawrence Tibbett, fannous singer and
actor, with his sons, Richard (left) and Lawrence, Jr.
And right, Eleanor Powell and Sid Silvers go into
their dance for MGM's new musical. Born to Dance.
Lower left, Lily Pons, famous in opera, concert,
radio and movies, now in Hollywood making her secRKO-Radio
picture,
enjoysBarbara
California's
sun.
Lowerondright,
popular
favorites
Stanwyck
and Robert Taylor at a Hollywood Hotel rehearsal.

•rimed in the U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen. N.I

THEY

these

3

STARRED

new

AT SOCIETY

FASHION

"Smoky

SHOWS

Nail Shades
AT SocirtvV m* 4 exclusive Fasliion BenA
<'f>ts tinsmadeFal tlic new ••Siiiokv"" Cutex
nail shades
Irt-meiKlous i'ashioii hit.
The season's
crop of softer
debutante
models
doted on newest
these subtler,
nail
shades. "They make mdinarv one-tone polishes seem harsii li\ r(ini|iai ison," they said.
"They're diviucK llalttuing, as well as
sniart,"'an(l"un uitli many more costume colors." "Smoky " nail shades are definitely in!
OLD ROSE is utterly feminine — true soft
rose, but in the new smart smoky key.
Irresistible with evening pastels and just
made for the new wine shades!
ROBIN RED is a new softer red that goes with
anything and is wonderful with the new
autunm browns and greens.
CUTEX RUST is a fascinating smoky pink,
with a soft, brown undertone. It's equally
flattering to still sun-tanned hands or the
dark elegance of velvets and sable.
You're sure of brilliant lustre and long wear
with ariY Cutex color. And the wonderful
new formula positively refuses to fade —
and
to thenever
last thickens
drop! — it's usable right down
Even if your income doesn't run to Paris
frocks, these "Smoky" nail shades will make
you
all — a
mere glamorous!
3St a bottle,Youat can
your afford
favoritethemshop.
Nortbam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris

Mauve
A misty laver (ler pink Vrfcct with l.luc, ^l»H ALight
palertonRust
with an<l
a poMen
undere. Rust
Very delicate
glamorous.
gray, and all pale colors.
Rust
Pink with an
ofhrown
made-^ nine.
AOld
pale, Ros
duskye rose.lovely
Intri|;uint;ly
femito-order to w.
tumn-leaf— colors.
Especially
with pastels.
Robin Red
A nt*w,withHoftcrpractically
red that alleveryone
wear.
GocH
costumecan colorsi

Cutex
Introductory
SetCutexcontaining
your Remover
2 favoriteondshades
of
CutexN'orlhan
Liquid
Polish,Oily
Oily Remover
Polish
Cutex
Cuticle
for 16e! the new
War
6MI1
,.n S rcn Sales\,-w Co.,Y.irk,Inc.,N. Dept.
V.
Hu<l HidCii reel,
O. n..K -.'M -d, M„i,lnvin
(In
Cmm:
Rust
□
111,- ('i.t,\ liilnKliK-tory Set with i
I ,11,1,..,, .■xf,.i-I.i,|.ii,l
sh:uU:
Mauve □
I.i>;lil Uust □ l{.,Uiii H,-,las □iliivked.
Ol.l K.ise a
.Nam.City

Stat,'

^nhutetolvowall
bv Grantland Rice

Fifty thousand wild idherents Tackle thrusts and headlong clashes,
Two yard bucks and dizzy dashes,
Head and shoulder, heart and soul,
Till you fall across the goal.

1936, Liggett & MvhRs Tobacco Co,
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IRRESISTIBLE-U^E

IRRESISTIBLE

PERFUME

ClylOU
pictureShetheappears
Irresistible
you
C see her.
in awoman
halo ofbefore
exquisite
fragrance. Men are instinctively drawn to her. The
power to attract, to fascinate is the secret of l,5ffl
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. Let it be yours, too
On your next adventure apply a touch of Irresistible
Perfume to your hair, on your lips, your throat
and behind your ears. A drop, too, on your lingerie
is so feminine and so exciting.
Millions of women everywhere — on Park Avenue,
along Broadway, in countries throughout the world
. . . prefer IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME for its exotic,
lasting fragrance.
i
To be completely ravishing use all of the Irresistible
Beauty Aids. Each has some special feature which gives you glo- j
rious new loveliness. Certified pure,
laboratory tested and approved. '
Only 10c c«c/> at all 5 & 10c Stores
RRESISTIBLE

LIP LURE-THE

NEW

GLOWING

VIBRANT

LIPSTICK
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A MODERN

SAYS
MODERN
MATRON
^„i-„
BATTLE

MATRON

* DENTIST
OVER

SAYS
YOUR
DENTIST

A CARROT

(But the civilized way to build firm gums is IPANA and MASSAGE)
tender, rundown grums— we'd hear a whole as clean the teeth. Get a tube of Ipana
"1") IDICULOUS," said a prominent
matron.or breeding
"No girl would
with abehave
spark soof lot less about 'pink tooth brush,' too."
today tine.andiSIassage
beginyourthisgums
modern
intelligence
everyhealth
time rouyou
"Pink
Tooth
Brush"
is
serious
brush
your
teeth.
Circulation
quickens.
badly. She'd be outlawed — every door
Your gums feel healthier. .Vnd your teeth
closed toButher!"
the social listen
side oftothea your
When dentist.
you see
brush"—
we grow
debate.
just That's
for a moment
It can"pinkmeantooth
serious
trouble.
whiter, show more sparkle.
modern dentist . . .
But usually it simply means that modern
Help your dentist to keep you from
"Ridiculous.''— not a bit of it. That's a soft foods haven't given your gums
enough work— that they need the health- being a "dental cripple." Don't let your
very
picture.as anI'd object
be delighted
let yourful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste and toothself ibrush
post itsensible
in my office
lesson forto massage.
n for theshow
really"pink."
serious Don't
gum troubles.
my patients. If more people chewed as
Firm gums and shining white teeth are
vigorously, if modern teeth and gums
vitally
to you. Switch to Ipana
Ipana plus massage is a part of modtoday! important
were on better terms with coarse, rough,
Paste and massage — and switch
ern dental practice because Ipana is espe- Tooth
cially designed to benefit the gums as well
natural foods we'd hear a lot less about

the
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She's back (and will you ever forget her in "Broadway Melody of 1936 ") in the
Biggest Musical Show of this Year...M-G-M's dazzling successor to "Great Ziegfeld"
...brim -full of brilliant scenes, thrilling dances, gorgeous girls, and stars — stars
—STARS! The Cole Porter songs are swell {''Easy to Love", "I've Got You
Under My Skin", "Swingin' The Jinx Away", "Hey, Babe, Hey", and lots more).

>^

ELEANOR

with POWEU

JAMES
STEWART-VIRGINIA
BRUCE
UNA MERKEL*SID SILVERS - FRANCES LANG FORD
RAYMOND WALBURN* ALAN DINEHART • BUDDY EBSEN
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture • Directed by Roy Del Ruth
5
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Helen Hayes, superb artist of the
theatre and of radio drama.
Helen Hayes, thank goodness, is back again on
the air. Bambi, her new venture, is infinitely more
interesting than last season's The New Penny.
And when Helen Hayes is given a script worthy of
her talents you may be sure her performance will
be superb. Last season, if you recall, despite the
weakness of her material. Miss Hayes, herself, was
delightful.
Few actresses, regardless of their success on the
stage or screen, have mastered "microphone techas Miss
Hayes.
She loses
none of nique"heras thoroughly
effectiveness;
in fact,
her personality
is as vivid on the air as it is on the stage or screen.
It is a pleasure to tune in each Monday night
and listen to her in the fascinating role of Bambi.
The standard which Miss Hayes has set in her radio
sketches is something all other actresses and actors
on the air might well emulate, not only for their
own, but for the listeners' benefit, as well. Then,
perhaps, dramatic sketches would not be forced to
step back and bow lowly, as they now do, for
musical programs.
To Miss Radio
Helen Stars
Hayes,
star ofpresents
Sanka'sitsBambi
program,
Magazine
award
for Distinguished Service to Radio.

—EDITOR.
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DAGGETT

&

UAMSDELL

PKE«!iEXTS

Briiigiiijl^ you tlio radiant beauty
of a truly clean faee
GOLDEN CLEANSING CREAM is entirely
different from other creams and lotions.
It contains Colloidal Gold, a remarkable ingredient wel known to the medical profession but new in the world of beauty.
This colloidal gold has an amazing power
to rid the skin pores of clogging dirt, makeup, dead tissue and other impurities that
destroy complexion beauty. The aaion of
colloidal gold is so effective that it continues

to cleanse your skin even after the cream has
been invigorates
wiped away.
moreit cleanses.
it tones
and
skin What's
cells while
Golden Cleansing Cream is a non-liquefying type of cream, delightfully smooth and
pleasant to the touch. It is rose-pink in color
and has a pleasing, delicate perfume. It is
suitable for every type of skin.

A Special Kind of Gold
You can't see or feel the gold in Golden
Cleansing Cream because it is not a metal
any more than the iron in spinach is a metal.
In fact, many of the health-giving minerals
in fruits and vegetables exist in colloidal
form similar to that of the gold in Golden
Cleansing Cream.
Barked by a Famoii»i Itepulalion
Behind this unusual new skin cleanser lies
the
America's&
oldestfamous
cosmeticreputation
houses. ofTheonenameof Daggett
Ramsdell has been a symbol of purity and
quality since the time (46 years ago) when
they first amazed mid- Victorian America with
an entirely new type of Cold Cream which
did not spoil or turn rancid. Now, in Golden
Cleansing Cream, Daggett & Ramsdell brings
to you the greatest advance in skin cleansing
of our own time.
Costs >'o More
Daggett
&
Ramsdell's
Cream is within the new
reachGolden
of everyCleansing
one of
you. You'll investment
soon say youthanneverthe made
more
economical
$1.00 a which
the cream costs. It is obtainable at leading
drug and department stores — ask for it today!
Make This Simple Test!

• Apply Wipe
your usual
skin • Now, cleanse with Dagcleanser.
it off with
get & Ramsdell
Cleansing
Cream. OnGolden
your
tissue.
'Vbur
face
seems
clean— but is it.' Does any tissue you will find mnre
dirt remain to clog and dirt— brought from pore
blemish your skin.>
depthstive bycleansing.
this more effecSend for a Trial Jar
Daggett
& Ramsdell
Dept.MM-1
2 Park Avenue.
New York City
Enclosed find 10<; in stamps for which please send
megoodmym trial
size
jar
of
Golden
Cleansing
Cream.
(Offer
the United States only. )
Name
Street AJJress
City
State
Dealer's Name
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C. GradyChairman
) Lester
Stars Magazine.
Alton Cook
World-Telegram. N. Y. C.
S. A. Coleman
lita Beacon. Wichita. Kan.
Andrew W. Smith
News & Age-Herald.
Richard Peters

agoLarry
Tribune,Wolfers
Chicag(

. GENERAL
MOTORS PROGRAM— ERNO 80.6
RAPEE
XBC
10.00 P. M. EST Sun.
. CITIES
SERVICE
CONCERT— JESSICA ?0.1
DRAGONETTE
XBC S.OO F..\I. E.ST Fri.
. THOMPSON
ANDRE
KOSTELANETZ — KAY
CBS 9:00 P.M. EST Wed., 10:00 P.M. EST 78.9
Fri.
. CBS
LUX V:(I0
RADIOP.M. THEATER
78.8
EST Man.
. CBS
WARING'S
PENNSYLVANIANS
78.6
9:00
P.M.
EST
Tues..
V:00
P.M.
PST
Tues.:
NBC 9:00 P..\L EST Fn.. 9:00 P.M.
PST
Fri.
. THE
78.1
XBC MAGIC
2:00HALL
P.M. KEY
F^ST OFSun.RCA .
. TOWN
TONIGHT
78.0
XBC
9:00
P.M.
EST
Wed..
9:00
P.M.
PST
Wed.
. ONE
XBC MAN'S
8:00 P.M.FAMILY
EST Wed.. 9:30 P..\J. PST 77.1
. GREEN
PACKARD ORCHESTRA
HOUR— FRED ASTAIRE, 76.5
9:J0 P.M. ESTVARIETY
Tues.
. A'iBC
RUDY
XBC 8:00VALLEE
P.M. EST Thur. HOUR 75.6
. BOB
KRAFTBURNS
MUSIC HALL— BING CROSBY 75.4
XBC 10:00ANDP..\LALLEN
ESI Thur.
. CBS
BURNS
8:30 P.M. E.^T ]Ved.. 9:30 P.M. PST 74.6
Wed.
. HELEN
HAYES
73.8
XBC 8:00CARAVAN
P .U. EST Muii.
. GOODMAN
CAMEL
RUPERT HUGHES, 73.6
BAND
9:.I0 l'..\T EST Tues.
. CBS
JELL-O
XBC 7:0(1PROGRAM
P.M. EST Sun., 8:.W P.M. PST 71.0
S— TRICHARD
U DEBAKER
CHAMPIONS
HIMBER
A7;( 9:311 P.\L
.!/.,»,. 9:.^) P.M. 71.0
Mon..
10:0(1
I'.M.
I'Si
I-ri.
LOWELL THOMAS
71.0
XBC 6:45 I'.M. HOTEL
EST M-T-W-T-F
HOLLYWOOD
70.9
CBS
RADIO9:00 P.MCITY/i.^'T En.SYMPHONY OR- CHESTRA 70.7
XIU VOICE OFU. ESI
THE
FIRESTONE 70.5
A'itC 8:30 l'..\L E.ST Mon., 8:.W P.M. I'.S'P
Hon.
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Jamesand E.Sunday
ChinnStar.
Evening
Washington.
D. C.
H.
Dean
Fitier
Kansas Vivian
City Star.M. Kansas
GardnerCity.
Wisconsin News, Milwaukee, V
Joe HaetTner
Buffalo Andrew
Evening
News.
Buffalo, I
W. Foppe
Cincinnati
Enquirer.
Cincinnati
H. Fernbach
SanOscar
Examiner,
SanFrancisco
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Dayton Daily News. Dayton, 0

21. GUY LOMBARDO AND HIS OR- CHESTRA 70.0
CBS .■i:30 P.M. EST Sun.
22. ALEMITE
HALF-HOUR WITH HEIDT'S 70.0
BRIGADIERS
CBS
8:00 P.M. HOLMES
EST Mon.
23. SHERLOCK
MBS 8:30 P.M. PRESENTS
EST Sal. PAUL WHITE- 69.8
24. WOODBURY
MAN'S9:15MUSICAL
NBC
P.M. EST VARIETIES
Sun., 8:30 P.M. PST 69.1
25. AMERICAN
ALBUM
OF FAMILIAR 68.7
MUSIC
XBC
9:.10
P.M.
EST
Sun.
26. PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY OR- CHESTRA 68.2
3:00 P.M.PARADE
EST Sun.
27. CBS
YOUR
NBC Sal.10:00HIT P.M.
EST Wed., CBS 10:00 P.M. 68.1
P:.ST
28. MEREDITH
WILLSON AND OR- CHESTRA 68.0
XBC 8:30 ROSS
P.M. E.yf
Sa!. MAXWELL
29. LANNY
PRESENTS
8:15 P.M. PST 68.0
30. Thu
BOAKE CARTER
68.0
7:45 P.AL EST M-T-W-T-F
31. CBS
BRYAN
68.0
MBS 10:15FIELD-RACING
P.M. EST Fn.
32. CBS
A. & 8:00
P. BAND
WAGON—
P.M. E.ST
Thur. KATE SMITH . 67.8
33. SHELL
CHATEAU— SMITH BALLEW, 67.7
YOUNG
XBC 9:30ORCHESTRA
P.M. E.STSYMPHONY
Sal.
34. PITTSBURGH
OR- CHESTRA 6 .6
CBS
2:00
P.M.
E.ST
Sun.
35. AND
SALT ORGAN
LAKE CITY TABERNACLE CHOIR 66.0
12:30 P.M. EST Sun.
36. CBS
CAREFREE
65.7
XBC 9:30 P.M.CARNIVAL
E.ST M,m.
37. LEO
65.7
XBC REISMAN'S
8:00 P.M. E.STORCHESTRA
Tue^.
38. (WAYNE
/;.S 10:(i()KING'S
P.M. ESTORCHESTRA
Mon.: NBC 8:30 P.M. 65.0
1-W TIME— FRANK MUNN, BER39. I:\T
WALTZ
NICE
LYMAN
ORCHESTRA.64.8
NBC 9:00CLAIRE,
P.M. E.STKEN
Fri.MURRAY
40. CBS
LAUGH
WITH
8:30
P.M.
E.ST
7
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8:30 P.M. PST64.4
Tues.
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PHIL BAKER WITH HAL KEMP'S 64.0
ORCHESTRA
CBS
7:30 P.M. EST Sun.
JERRY COOPER, RAY BLOCK'S .64.0
ORCH
XBC
10:30 ANDY
P.M. EST Mon.
AMOS
NBC 7:10'N' P.M.
EST M-T-W-T-F. S.OO P.M. 63.0
PST M-T-W-T-F
EASY
ACES
62.6
NBC 7:00NIGHTER—
P.M. EST T-W-T
FIRST
DON
AMECHE 62.3
NBC
10:00
P.M.
EST
Fri.
THE 8:00FLYING
REDFri.HORSE TAVERN. .62.2
CBS
P.M. ESTPRESENTS
RY-KRISP
MARION 62.0
TALLEY
NBC
5.00 P.M.RECITALS
EST Sun.
FIRESIDE
62.0
NBC 7:30 P.M.ANDESTWIVES
Sun.
HUSBANDS
62.0
NBC
7:30
P.M.
E.ST
Sun.
HAROLD
" GRANGE
NBC 10:30 "RED
P.M. EST
Fri.. 7:00 P.M. EST 62.0
MANHATTAN
61.8
Sal.
NBC 9:00VALLEY
P.M. ESTMERRY-GO-ROUND
Sun.
DEATH
DAYS
61.8
NBC
8:30
P.M.
EST
Fri.
MELODIANA—
ABE .Mon.
LYMAN
61.6
NBC
8:30
P.M.
E.ST
VOICE
EXPERIENCE
NBC 11:45OF A.M.
E.ST M-W-F. 7:15 P.M. 61.5
HAMMERSTEIN
EST
T-T P.M. EST MUSIC
CBS
8:00
Tues. HALL 61.2
CONTENTED
61.0
NBC 10:00 P.M.PROGRAM
EST Mon.
MAJOR9:00 BOWES'
AMATEUR
HOUR 61.0
CBS
P.M.
EST
Thur.
AMERICAN
NBC 12:00WILLNoonPAGEANT
EST Sun.OF YOUTH 60.8
GOOD
COURT
60.8
NBC
8:00
P.M.
EST
Sun.
THE SINGING LADY
60.8
NBC
5:30 P.M.FOLLIES
EST M-T-W-T-F
CROSLEY
60.7
MBS 11:30 HEATTER
P.M. EST Mon.
GABRIEL
60.6
MBS 9:00 P.M. COMMUNITY
EST M-T-W-T
GILLETTE'S
CBS
10:00 P.M. E.ST Sun. SING 60.5
TED
MALONE'S
BETWEEN THE 60.3
BOOKENDS
CBS 12:15 DANCES—
P.M. EST LUD
M-T-W-T-F
AMERICA
GLUSKIN 60.0
ORCHESTRA
CBS 8:00 P.M.
E.ST
Sun.
(Conlinu d on l^age 100)
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KEEP

YOUNG

AND

BEAUTIFUL

Try lovely Helen
mula for keeping

beauty.
work

Jepson's

for-

youth

and

You'll find that it will

wonders

for you^

too!

Helen, of the girl-graduate complexion, points
out a gift connpact of her selection — one of
the nicest and most practical Christmas presents.

HELEN JEPSON was a very busy person the clay I
interviewed her — busy as a glamorous Mrs. Santa Claus
with a hundred-and-one things to do, but with time to be
gracious, charming, and thoughtful of others. Certainly
Helen Jepson is beautiful enough to be as torrentially
temperamental as the most quixotic opera star, but temperament seems to be an unknown quantity to this young
prima doima.
I saw Helen Je]>s()n in the midst of a frantically busy
day, which wmild ]ia\c been enough to warrant a fit of
temperament nn tlie part of most anyone, but she remained serene and jioiscd — her grand sense of humor the
complete mistre-^s of the situation. Patiently she posed
for pictures, while the photographer gave instructions,
the modiste fussed to adjust the line of her gown and
various other people stood on the sidelines waiting to
get in a question, or suggestion, or a reminder of another
engagement. She had to change from a voluminous evening gown into
a hea\\suit, withsuit,a special
blouse
and tricky
hat. and
then furred
into another
with another
bloux- and liat. and sn on. (And you know how you feel
after trxing on a few droses when you go shopping for
a new fnicl.. i A radii i rehearsal of NBC's Show Boat
program wa> in the clo^e offing and eyes were on the
clock.
Through it all Miss Je])Son maintained her perfect
calm and finallv remarked, with an amused smile:
"i\(>\v i l' SI line one wonld just give mc a hoop, I'm
sure that 1 would jump through it."
Helenfus^jcpson's
serenity,
lier freedom
jitters part
and
from
and luistle
in general,
form anfrom
important
of her formula for keeping ycjung and beautiful. She
moves with a gracious lack of haste, and gets things done
more successfully than those who invohe themselves in
an excess of nervous motion.
Later we sat talking in the charming .setting of Miss
Jepson's
facedwliile
a huge
with a finelovely
marbleapartment.
mantelpieceWewhich,
wry fireplace
impressive, nevertheless looked perfectly willing to hold little
Sallie Possell's Christmas stocking. For Helen Jepson is
very hajjjjily
married to George I'ossell, a talented musi10cian, whose sympathetic understanding has been a great

An attractively wrapped package is as
important as impeccable grooming.
help
to her
in her
and there
is three-year-old
Possell,
])londe
and work
adorable,
who has
a white PersianSallie
cat
namedhold in"Dickie."
All
of
which
makes
a
very
nice
housewhich to make Christmas plans.
Sallie's
adored
a I)eautiful
negligee,
almost formal
enoUL^hmother
to l.)ewore
a hostess
gown (you
can see
it in her jjliotograplis) made on tailored lines, but with
a feminine collar of exquisite deep lace. Its heavenly
pale blue shade flattered the pale halo of her hair.
There was a package, half-wrai)ped. King on a .small
end-table.
Our hostess
said laughingly,
■■ That'sit enough
to get me started
on Christmas,
e\en though
is two
months away. I have a weakness for Christmas, espenow that Sallie
is bighasenough
a thrillof out
of it."a
Missciallyjepson,
it seems,
a happyto getfaculty
getting
lot of enjoyment out of her Christmas shopping. She selects her own gifts, when and as she pleases. She is not
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Mary

Biddle
et tke

judgment
your

ckoice

doctors

guide

you

in

of a laxative

the type to delegate all her Christmas
shopping to her secretary.
say to yourself,
talk"Oh,"
ahoutyouChristmas
! Thank "don't
goodness, it's still so far off I don't have to
think would
about get
it." aWell,
perhapsoutyou,of
too,
lot more
Christmas if you followed Miss Jepson's plan, and didn't worry ahoiU it
and
didn't rush
trying to Bedo
everything
at thearound
last minute.
it the largest-selling laxative in the whole,
doctor that
is a guardian
of health.
tween her radio career rind tlu- ^fclro- "VrOUR
-'- He knows
many things
that wide world.
ONE TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU
politan Opera, .Mi^-. Jc'])>()n would seem unimportant to you may be vital
never have a generous jiiece of time to your well-being.
Try
Ex-Lax. Prove to yoin-idf how fine
to devote to concentrale(l Christmas
For instance, doctors expect a laxative
it is. Ex-Lax is /;()/ di-tur!iing
shopping. Even now she has a ^elied- to measure up to certain definite stand- ora laxative
upsetting.
Ex-Lax does not (m i aet. It
ards before giving it their approval. If does not ""force"
ule that probably would make your
cause stomach pains.
schedule, even around Christmas, your doctor would write down his require- Ex-Lax i'i mild andor gentle.
Ex-Lax is thorments for a laxative, these are the points
look pretty full of gaps. So she has
oughly
effective.
Ex
Lax is particularly
a little list and a plan that sim])lify he would consider impm iant :
kind \n ill,' (li'lieati- --N-ti ni- of eliildren.
everything.
WHAT DOCTORS LOOK FOR IN A LAXATIVE They need lype ol la\ati\e as much
The little list will probably carry It should be dependable.
as you do—
ev en more.
notations {Continued on page 74) It should be mild and gentle.
THE orTASTE
IS DELIGHTFUL
It should be thorough.
Try Ex-Lax for a idea-ant change from
Itstime.
merit should be proven by the test of nasty, bitter medicine-. I a 1 a\ la-le- just
like delicious choeolalc (Ihildrrii iii^e it,
of course, and take it without resistance.
It should not form a habit.
. . . All drug More- lune I'x l ax in 10c
It should not over-act.
and 23c sizes. If you prefer to try Ex-Lax
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nau>cate. or u[)-et digestion. at our expense, mail the coupon below.
EX-LAX CHECKS ON EVERY POINT
_ . meets the
, doctor
, .s demands.
,
,
GUARD AGAINST COLDS! ...Remember
Ex-Lax
^^ese common-sense rules for fighting
Meets them so completely that many doc- ^^jj^.
„f ^j^^p^ sensiblv,
tors use Ex-Lax for themselves and for j^ess warmlv, keep
out of drafts,
their own families.
your feet dry, and keep regularkeep—
For over 30 years mothers have been with Ex-Lax, the Chocolated Laxative,
giving Ex-Lax to their ciiilihen with |ierfect confidence. Today. K\ I,a\ numbers
TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!
its users in the millions. Tiiey have made
»170
p^""'' postcard) MM -126
1I1Times-Plaza
Ex-Lax. <^**'«
Inc.. Stition,
P. 0. Box°"Brooklj-n.
N. T.
When Nature forgets— ! I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.
remember
|^
An atomizer addict, Helen
frequently makes use of hers.

I ^ jf
^mM\.
p If _ m^r^M\.
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE L. ^"^^Jl^

":!!!!!^^^^^
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with

this issue,

STARS

Magazine

exclusively presents a famous
feminine

star in a new

role

Hello Everybody ! This is Kate Smith — your new Cooking School Director! Yes, Fni introducing myself to you
here in an entirely different role. But before doing so
I want to say that I hope you'll be just a fraction as
ha])p\'
to meet
to be here
with meyou.in these novel surroundings as I am
Of course I generally begin ni)' part of any program
with
song,the don't
I ? But
I can't
the
moon aover
mountain
for you
in anvery
articlewell! Sobring
instead
I'm going to start right off with an explanation — because
I think you nia\- be interested in knowing how I happen
to be talking to you in ])rint and not over the usual mike
and why I am i)roa(!casting from the kitchen range, so
toPlayhouse.
speak, rather than from the stage of Columbia's Ivadio
Well, you on
see, this
folks,occasion
it's this (and
way. onI'mmany
stepping
off the
Bandxcagon
subsequent
ones, too) to make a "Command Ai)i)earance" of my
own as guide and mentor of Radio Staks .Ma(,\/i\i -^
regular monthlv cooking dc])anment. And I imagme I'll
continiu' lo rid in that ca])ai-': just as long as you'd like
to ha\ e luc- do mi !
it seems that Catherine
Yes, friends and listtners
[oiu" to ])(■ a bus\' jrirl.
(pardon me, Kate to \ on )
For not only am 1 going to have the pleasure of brmgmg
you celebriiic- and songs over the air every Thiu'sdaN
night
my sjjonsors.
the A of
& Pthisstores,
but I'm
going for
to have,
in the columns
magazine,
the also
fun
of giving you my pet recijies and of chatting with yon
about cooking and menus and good things to eat, to my
heart's
content.
And lionc>tly
discussingI
our edvvays
ambitious
jilaus for folks,
futureoutside
radio ofbroadcasts,
12

don't know of anything I'd rather talk about than cooking!
But somehow I never seem to get much chance ! A lot
of the time, naturally, I'm working hard — rehearsing,
practicing my songs, interviewing people and being interviewed
myself. And at
surrounded byproduction
men such
and times
sound I'm
men, simply
secretaries,
musicians, accompanists ; publicity people and announcers ;important and prominent men, women of fame —
all interested in my broadcasts and in my songs but

Rainbow tapers attractively arranged in
a shiny punnpkin filled with fresh fruit.

RADIO STARS

My daughter, Joan, loves parties. She has plenty of
friends too. But she never used to invite them into her
home. One day I asked her if she was ashamed of it
"I don't know anything I'd rather
talk about than cooking," says Kate.

'iwi>ifi!liiilii^^
SCHOOL
ii
mi
completely disinterested, of course,
in any claims I mij^ht make to being
a good cniik. While the nu'nil)ers of
my immediate family — mv mother
and sister — are such marvelous cooks
themselves that they take for granted
any ability I possess along culinary
lines. Well, peoi)le always sav :
"You're never a ])ro])het in your ov. n
home tow-n," to which I might well
add, "nor a famous cook in your own
kitchen !"
therewould
are thou^ands
f)f pco])le
who"Butreally
like to have
co])ies
of all your favorite reci])es and
would be delighted to hear your menu
and
cooking
suggestions,"
Editor
of this
magazine
assured metherecentlv.
And in order to prove his statement
— in the face of my very natural
doubts — he went on to tell me of
the heart-warming reception you
readers gave those of my recipes
which were offered here some months
back.
"Our readers loved them all," he
went on, while I beamed with pleasure. "They wanted to know how to
make your Grandniotb.er's Chocolate
Cake
and theandI'arker
you described
all the Jbnise
rest of Rolls
those
delicious-sounding dishes of vours."
"Well," I (Continued on page 76)

After I coaxed her, she broke
down and told me that the girls
at school joked a lot about
"tattle-tale gray." And Joan
was afraid her friends would
notice that my linens and
things had it bad.

I was plenty mad because I
work hard. But Joan showed
me one of your ads about how
the wrong kind of soap gives
clothes "tattle-tale gray" by
leaving dirt stuck in the
clothes .

So just to please her I changed and tried Fels-Naptha Soap.
And my, the difference it's made! All that gentle naptha
along with that wonderful golden soap wash so clean. I've
never had my things look so white!
© ,936. fel& a co
Banish "Tattle-Tale Gray"
with FELS-NAPTHA
SOAP!

RADIO STARS

NOT

A

FASHION

"/'re always insisted that my men
folk wear neat^ /idy, good-looking
shoes, and I find the laces have a lot
to do with it.

Here's her enchanting Iceland
cap for cocktails or dinners.

"So, when they step out on their
daily rounds, you can be sure that
Father's, BilVs and Ted Junior's
shoes are neatly and trimly laced...
tfith laces that will keep their shape
under the hardest kind of wear, and
will stay good-looking, month after
month.""
All over this country families are acquiring the PERMA-TIP habit. There
are lots of reasons. Two, not previously mentioned, are the "baked in"'
tip... as permanent as the lace itself
...and the price... 5^* per pair.
At your favorite notion counters...
everywhere.

card on the counter
PERMA-TIP
A Product of
SHOE LACE COMPANY
LAWRENCE, MASS.

Tiny cow-bell earrings go
with her Tyrolean outfit.

HELEN HAYES probaljly will Hayes, the actress, quite separate from
frown upon being pointed out as a Mrs. MacArthur. She thinks that way
shining example to all modern young and she keeps herself completely tinmatrons and mothers — but that is fiurried and free from confusion.
When she leaves Nyack, her country
exactly
The toHayes'
schedule what
for onesheweekis. puts
shame home, and comes in for the theater
all of us who bewail the fact that we and broadcast, she leaves behind the
haven't time to accomplish half the shadowy self who competently runs
things
like toof do.
large house
and makes
a ga\' but
companion
for Mary.
does a we'd
multitude
thingsForandHelen
still amaternal
finds time to dash up to the NBC
You
wouldn't
think
that
she would
photographic studio for several hours have much time to bother about
of tedious picture taking. That was clothes, least of all to dcs'ujii any for
what amazed me so wlien I talked herself, but that is just what she
does. Her latest
with her the
creations
may
other day.
z
a
b
There she sat, By Eli
+h
prove awhoboonhaveto
others
calmly putting
to have dresses
on make-up for
^ | lis
that
j)Ut
on incan a bejiffy,
lier camera sitting, just as if
without thotight for special arranging
she didn't have to go through an even
more tedious make-up job every or su])erfluous trimmings.
The Hayes existence is \ery comnight and twice on matinee days. I)licated.
On Mondays, she has to
Any other person would have been broadcast
from eight to eight-thirty
fuming and sinittering, but not she.
NIK' and
the moment
that ru.sh
her
Inste-ul, she gaily cliattcd aliout her at
broadcast
is
she must
own \var(li'n])e and that nf Ikt small to the theater rmisbed,
and get ready for her
daughter,
Mary
.MacArthur.
Must
women would consider it a career fn-st entrance in / 'icioria Rcgina.
to be married to the brilliant Charles Her stage nMe of goo<l (jut-cn Victoria re(|nires that her hair l)e dressed
MacArthur and to be the mother of
in Victorian ])raided loo])s o\er her
a growing \"oungsler like Mary, ibit ears.
( )ver this, for the first scene,
the remarkable ila_\-es crowds a very she wears
a long blonde wig. But,
busy life of her own in besides.
Yon can tmderstand. sitting there the catch is, how to hide the Victorian
loops
during the broadcast in
talking to her, how this small, ani- which she plays
the very difTerent
mated woman has partitioned oi¥ her
life neatly so that she keeps Helen character of Baiiibi/ "Bambi", by

RADIO STARS
COPY

CAT

Helen Hayes, star of "Bambi/' is an
individualist in choosing clothes

the way. is the radio seriaHzation of
the novel by that name.
But hack to the l)roadcasting problem— Jrlelen decided to adopt a quaint
motif for her broadcast clothes in
order to make the loop braids look
in character. And so she herself
designed a group of zipper robes to
be worncasts.onTheseMonday
night broadare afternoon
and
dinner-length frocks with short puflf
sleeves, rather peasant in character.
They are made in white, black and
red faille (always plain colors) and
with these she wears, tied over her
hair 'kerchief
fashion, squares
brightly
printed Hungarian
silks. Oneof
particularly
has
huge red rosescharming
printed 'kerchief
upon a white
background. This she wears tied
under her chin. With the puflfsleeved, all-white zipper dress, the
effect is quaint and tremendously
Achoice
white forlameholiday
gown isevenings.
Helen's
flattering to the Hayes' size and coloring.
Isn't
it
an
original
way
to
solve
a clothes problem and create a costume that will charm her radio audi- these simple but colorful dresses, I
ences at the same time?
thought what a slick idea the same
When she was telling me about costume would be for l)usy house-

''My

pet

hate_powder
chaiAy

wives. They could be made in colorful rot t< Ills (in the same style — the
inifV -Kr\t - and the zip])er fastening
from mckliiie to hem. What a cinch
for dressing
in a hurryenough
before tobreakfast !And decorative
wear
outside the house, as well. Also an
idea for school-^irls, made in bright,
soft woolens or tic silk>. And since
thev
require
trimming,
nothing
l)Ut atheminiiiiuni
coloriul ol'zipjier
fastening, the\- could he made for a
>ong. It's
a tip and I hope you start
making
in I one as quickly as I am going
I iniai^ine that the inspiration for
this "broadcast" costume came to
Helen this past summer when she
was visiting in the Austrian Tyrol.
She loves the jteasant type of co—
lume for country wear .and -he
1 (ought a number of native costumes
while she was in Salzburg. She
thinks they are a little gay for town
wear, but perfect for her country
home up in Xyack-on-the-Hudson.
Her pet Tyrolean suit is a brown
one trimmed with red and green
embroidery. {Continued on page 86)

that shows
up
in strong light

WE asked 1,067 girls — One of their pet hates in a
powder, they voted, is showing too much!
And Pond's Powder led all others in "not giving that
powderedfavorite.
look." Three
Twice times
the number
votesthird!
of the
second
the vote of
of the
"Glare-proof" colors — The reason is in Pond's colors.
"Glare-proof," they catch only the softer rays of light
— won't show up chalky in strongest light. Special ingredients give Pond's its soft, clinging texture — keep it
fresh looking for hours.
Low prirrx. Decorative xerew-top jars, .35e, 70t- New big boxes, 10(, 201'.
Pond's never
looks
powderyIt clings
—voted the 2 moat important
points in a powder
'Glare-Proof
iThiH offer expires Feb
Copyritrht, 1936. Pond

POND rush,
S. Dept.free,M-126,
Clinton,shadeC.
Please
5 different
proor*
ofPond's
each for"Glarea thorough
5-dayPowder,
test. eno
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Ten years
ago you
heard Mary
Pickford and
Douglas banks,
Fair-then
the
Royalmovies'
Family.
John Charles
Thomas (right)
sang into on
early model
micro phone.

B. A. Rolfe was
one of the first
band-leaders of the
old
"Lucky Strike"
program.
hear him You
and still
his
band on the networks.
And beyond are
Weber and Fields,
peerless comedians, who
NBC's
appeared
first
official onbroadcast.

By
THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY is
ten years old this November and so lusty an infant, that
grew
from anlia>ideajjcrhaps
to a liumindu^-trv
one
short decade,
never national
before lived.
ItV ina ,^afe
bet, too, that no other industry oi comparable mai;nilude
has progressed so far in so short a time in the history of
science.
You, Mr. and Mrs. .\nierica, sitting before your modern radio set and nonchalantly twisting a single dial that
brings the news and music of the world into your home,
have come to accept radio calmly, as it is today. But let's
THIS

MONTH

THE

Jack

Hanley

reminisce a moment and slip back, in memory, to 1926 . . .
Less than two years before that the reiterated cry of :
"Alabama casts fwoify-four z'otcs for U-it-u-iidcrwo-o-o-od
!" had
become ofa national
catch-phrase
through
the network
broadcast
the Democratic
Convention.
Conductors on P)r()okI\n tram lines, when calling out the
name of a street called "Alabama," were greeted with a
chorus from the passengers of : " . . . casts tzvciity-foitr
z'otcs
for U tulies
lulcrzi'ood
than a yearmaking
before receiving
that the
new A.C.
had !"beenLessintroduced,
sets all-electric and giving the radio industry a terrific

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

COM
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Anna Case, lovely
Metropolitan opera
star, riedwhoClarencelater
marMackay,
also sang on that
first
and
how broadcast
different — that
studio scene and
microphone
from
those of today!

Jane Cowl, gorthose
geousorousandinglamdear dead
her stilllovely
days,
brings
magic
to theJ.
air. Milton
when Mary
nounced
Cross
anGarden
sang.

boost. Before that you kept half a ton of A, B, and C
batteries in a maze of wiring behind your radio and one
of the danged things invariably ran down just before an
important broadcast.
In 1926 you heard the thrilling flash of the S.S. Antino'e in distress at sea and the .S.^". President Roosevelt
racing to her rescue in the teeth of a blinding blizzard :
Queen Marie, of Roumania, visited America and Her
Mercenary
was and
a nine-days'
; Henry
Ford closed Majesty
his factory
abandoned wonder
the trusty
old
Model T ; Jack Dempsey and Gene Tunney met for the
heavyweight championship for the first time; Countess
Cathcart was refused entry into the U. S. on "moral turpitude" grounds andonlySister
Aimee
MacPhersonwithmysteriously
to turn
up eventually
a fantastic taledisappeared,
...
Rudolph Valentino died, with a publicity even more
spectacular than his life, as women were crushed and
police reserves called out to control stampeding crowds
about his bier ; there was the Veterans' Bureau fraud
scandal and contract bridge began to edge crossword puzzles out of the center of the fad field . . . Irving Berlin
and Ellin Mackay were married ; the Florida boom colwith an even .greater
cleared lapsed
$60,000,000
. . "boom" and Al Capone's mob
You were tired of swinging )our legs in an awkward
rhythmmesdames,
called thebobbing
Charleston
"Hey-hey
!" But your
you
were,
your— hair
and wearing
PANY

CELEBRATES

skirts
at your knees; you cultivated the "tubular" silhouthe hips.
ette with a "boyish form" flatness and waistline around
You read Why IV e Behave Like Human Beings;
you saw John Gilbert in the movies playing Bardelys the
Magnificent and you hummed or whistled Mary Lou,
Give Me
a Ukulele,
Be theto turn
One the
and three
Helloor Bluebird. When
you used Who'll
both hands
four
dials on your new neutrodyne radio, you laughed at
Goldic and Dusty, the Gold Dust Tzvins; you danced to
the Goodrich Sil-c'crfozcn Orchestra and wondered at the
identity of the Silz'cr Miisk Tenor . . . You heard lul^'in
Franko
Band,1!. the
the IpanaGoldman's
Troubadours.
A. Maxn'cll
Rolfe, J!cnHouse
Bernieprogram,
and his
Hotel Roosevelt Orchestra, Weber and ImcUIs, the A. tr P.
Gyf'sies, the Clicquot Club Eskimos and a host of others.
irjZ broadcast the '26 World Series through its
studios in Aeolian Hall and your radio liruught you the inauguration of President Coolidge, the news of Byrd's
flight over the North Pole, as well as the actual re-broadcast of the dirigible Nor<ic directly from the Pole.
And all this was happening before the Radio Corjioration of America had formed its affiliatefl National Broadcasting Company. In Xo\cnibcr of l*'2f) the XBC was
organized — with the re<l nctwdrk having Wl'.AP as its
key statical and the bhic with //'// — and moved into it?
new
l'"il'th Avenue,
the hr>t building
the
worldstudios
c\Lr toat be711(k'\otfd
wholly {Continued
on patjein 9S)
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among

RAMBLINGS

the

stars that

beckon

us to our dials

George Jessel with Xavier Cugat,
Lily Pons and Andre Kos+elanetz.
Charming and insouciant as always, Fred Astaire broadcasts.

ROMANCE CORNER
We make no predictions. Whatever happens, we can't even say "I
told rill,
youace pilot
so !" who
However,
Merflew toDickEngland
and iiark witli Harry Richman in
The Lady
carried
—
along
with I'dicr,
all those
ping with
ponghimhalls
— a photograph of licrnicc Claire.
Ever since the flying ace met Ik'rnice,
a few months ago, he ha^ been a
frequent visitor at her Mclodiana
and W'idlz Time brcadcasts. .'\nd
this ]i;i-t Miuinur licrnicc was taking Hying IcsM.ns fnnn Dick. Was
-♦Cupid along?
Popular maestro Albert Kavelin
sounds a marital (not martial) note.
He
recently
married
Chicago's
prizewinning
beauty,
Virginia
Gilcrest.
CITIZEN NINO
That handsdinc operatic, radio and
screen star, Xiiio Martini, 7eli() hails
from the Verona of Romeo and
Juliet, has filed his first naturaliza18

tion papers to become an American
fili::eii. His resolz'e was prompted,
'tis said, by anotlier Italian-born operatic star, Amelita Galli-Curci, zvlio
lias been an American since 1921.
SUCCESS STORY
Charles Butterworth, noted "dead
and screen
apan"
nativestage
of South
Bend, comedian,
Indiana. Heis
studied law at Notre Dame and was
admitted to the Indiana State Bar,
hut he never practised law. Eor a
time Ikitterworth was a reporter on
a South l^>end paper. Later, while
working on a New York daily, he
presented an original monologue at
one of the Press Club shows. After
his audience had stopjKxl rolling in
the aisles,
suaded to turnButterworth
his obvious was
talentsper-to
nnisical comedy. He ap])eared in a
number of Broadway revues before
Hollywood lured him away from
the stage. And now radio has discovered in the sad-voiced comic exceptional material for the air. He
now is the permanent comedian on
the Fred Astaire program, heard
Tuesdays
over the NBC-Red network.
ABOUT BAMBI
Helenan Hayes'
new show,
Bamb't,
proves
ideal medium
for the
talents of this charming star. Its central theme resembles that of What
Every Woman Knows, the Barrie
play in which Miss Hayes scored
sensationally, both on stage and
screen. Written by Marjorie Benton
Cooke,of Bamb't
was ago.
a best-selling
novel
two decades

Miss Hayes plays the title role
of Francesca Parkhurst, nicknamed
"Bauibi." DaitgJiter of a college professor, she marries Jarvis Trent, a
talented but penniless playtvright.
For Jarvis it is a marriage of conI'enience but luambi is deeplv in love
ivith him — (7;;(/ zee can trust her ingenuity and devotion to solve the
baffling problems that arise.
NO VISITORS
Out in the Hollywood CBS studios
there is a sign : No Visitors Allozved,
when (Continued on page 96)

Misses Morris, LaVarr and Kays
of "The Big Broadcast of 1937."

WASHING WINDOWS chaps
hands so, they positively
hurt. But Hinds quickeracting softeners soon soak
your
with
comfort.roughened
Its creamyskintexture
shows that Hinds works
better. ... It isn't watery!

LEGS CHAP TOO — Smooth away roughness with quicker-acting Hinds. Its
special creamy lubricants soak chapped
skin soft again. To prevent further
chapping, apply Hinds before putting
on stockings. It softens and soothes
those and
hard,burn.dry "skin cracks" that
sting

(left) MEN LOVE to look at — and
hold
kept smooth
and
white— hands
with Hinds.
Skin looks
different
—
so
much
softer!
That's
because Hinds goes into roughness
— doesn't just float on top. Every
creamy drop does its part in
insoothing
relievingwater-puffed
chapping. hands —
RED SANDPAPER HANDS... how they Sting and burn,
feel calloused on the palms, rough on the backs....
That's what hard work outdoors docs to tender skin!
Put softness back again with Hinds Honey and Almond Cream. Quicker-acting — not watery — every
rich, creamy drop does good. Hands recover a soft feminine look right away with Hinds. It really works!

CoprWsfat. Uae. L«hn A Pink Products CoTponition

HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM
HINDS

'aJ^ Quicks-

The first One-Piece DISPENSER
FREE IN THE STORES NOW!
The new perfect one-piece lotion dispenser! Free on
the Hinds SOc-size bottle! Ready to use. Nothing
to take apart or put together. Works instantly.
Simply turn bottle upside down — press— out comes
Hinds quicker-acting lotion! Every drop creamy —
not watery. Every drop works better! Use Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream all during the day. It
puts back the softness that drying housework
takes away. Keeps your hands feeling good, looking grand ! Hinds comes in $1, 50c, 25c, and 10c sizes.
NEW RADIO TREAT-" Between tha Bookends"
to you by Hinds at 12:15 pm E. S. T. over WABC-CBS
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WHY
Who

is the

By Muriel
Bramble

Nelson Eddy, populor
artist of opero, concert,
radio and the screen,
now co-stars with lovely
Jeanette MacDonald in
M-G-M's
and sings "Maytime"
over the air
in Vick's Open House.

RADIO STARS

NELSON
"Mystery

Woman"

EDDY

CANT

MARRY!

in the life of this popular

A MILLION women have thrilled to the magic of Nelon the
a million
have
sighedson asEddy'stheyvoiceviewed
the radio;
handsome
star onwomen
the screen.
The darling of Hollywood, the young singer could, did
he wish, have
his pick
of the
mostmayglamorous
beauties.
But not
for five
longworld's
years yet
Nelson
give attentive ear to the luring whisper of romance.
What a strange paradox !
America's
EligibleofBa<:helor
must remainof single!
Close
followers
the tensNo.of 1 thousands
words
which gossip columnists broadcast over a million miles
of telegraph wires daily, for the eager consumption of
a movie-avid land, recall some furtive mention, not long
ago,
woman"howinthis
Nelson
Exidy'syoung
life.
Radio offansa "mystery
have wondered
personable
man has escaped the inevitable romance which seems always to catch up with a successful radio personality.
Who
is this "mystery
Is she
sweetheart
whom Nelson
wooed in woman"?
the days of
his acomparative
obscurity, when he was a struggling young singer in
Philadelphia? Is she one of the gorgeous beauties of
the screen whom he captured in Hollywood and whose
identity remains shrouded in secrecy because of boxoffice expediency? These are the questions countless
speculative admirers have asked.
Who is this woman whose influence has moulded the
destiny of the great radio singer and screen star? Innumerable interviewers have sought the answer — but always
they have come away empty handed.
A visit to Nelson's "adopted" home town of Philadelphia supplied the answer. I sought out Irving C.
Hancock, bronzed, athletic, genial young choirmaster of
the large and exclusive Church of Our Saviour on Chestnut Street, just off the campus of the University of

singing star?

Pennsylvania. He laughed heartily when I asked him.
"Mystery
woman!"
exploded
funny
— to anyone
who heknows
Aunt mirthfully.
Gert ! Calling"That's
her a
"mystery
woman Was
'' " this, then, the prosaic answer to
Aunt Gert!
the
the mysterj
woman?
Was sheme hisonaunt?
Mr. my.stery
Hancockof checked
his mirth
to reassure
that
said.in "She
isn't heanyused
relation
all,"Oh,
but no,
whenindeed,"
Nelson hesang
our choir
to callat
point.
her 'Aunt Gert,' and the rest of us just sort of fell into
the habit. She's really Mrs. Gertrude Evans. You've
heard
of her,
Anyone
in surely."
Philadelphia — or pretty nearly anywhere
else, for that matter — who plays bridge, knows or knows
of Mrs. Gertrude Evans. She is one of the nation's leading exponents of the game, boasts three hundred pupils
culled mostly from Philadelphia's exclusive upper crust
and has an income well into five figures. From the fortune she accumulated as a bridge teacher, since the death
of her Socially Registered husband in 1921. Mrs. Evans
advanced the money (estimated at about $75,000) necesfinancewhich
Nelson's
musical studies
and launchl)efore
him
on thesary tocareer
has developed
so auspiciously
the microphone and on the silver screen.
It was years ago, long before he became famous, while
he was just another promising young singer seeking recognition, that Nelson pledged his word to Mrs. Evans
that he would not marry until he reached the age of forty.
Fun-loving, gregarious, youthfully eflfervescent, it required alot of will-power to keep his word — but Nelson
has kept it, despite even the pitfalls of Hollywood.
When he made the promise. Nelson and his mother, a
warm friend of Mrs. Evans, {Continued on page 70)

SHOULD

"Marriage

A

HUSBAND

can't go against the instinct of generations

BE

and be

(Left) Helen
Jepson, soprano star of
N B C'sHouse
"Maxwell
Show Boat"
home
with heraf
husband,
George
se II , c flutist.
ePosIe brated
(Right)
With
her little
girl, Sallie.

"I WAS lucky to fall in love with a man ten
years
olderJepson
than myself
Helen
smiled!" at her husband and he
srniled back in that quickening, close way that shut
out everything but the two of them. Shut out
the room, soft in its autumn coloring of rust and
pale gold, shut out the deepening twilight and left
them in that little world of married lovers that
knew no other boundaries than that swift exchange
of eyes, that smile.
"You know — " she crossed one slim, silver
sandaledthere
footis over
the other, difference
"in any marriage
where
an appreciable
in ages,
itor always
is
the
younger
one,
whether
it's acourse
man
a woman, who benefits the most. Of
I'm
aboutmanmarriages
builtmarries
on love, fornot money
those
wheretalking
a young
or woman
or material benefits.
"And once an older man has won a woman she
is his for the rest of her life. You see, the things
he
are things
real things.
on has
youthto oflfer
and the
that goThey
witharen't
youth.based
On
the way he looks in a bathing suit, or the way he
i)lays tennis or the way he dances. They go so
much deeper than that. Experience, that's one
of the things he can give her, and understanding and a sen.se of humor and or, so
many things that only time, otherwise,
could give.
'A young eredman
considquite acanwitbewith
the
use of a few wisecracks and a glib
tongue
and
By Elizabeth Benneche Petersen

some stock stories. That's the sense of humor youth
starts out with. If it's going to develop into an adult
humor, wise and salty and with the God-given talent to
laugh at yourself, too, is something only the years can
tell.
"Georgehis was
a man of thirty
whenin their
I met own
him. pattern.
Adult,
mature,
characteristics
were set
It was a new experience to me, who had only gone out
with boys of my own age, to find a man who took himself
lightly, who could tell a story on himself.
"I was far too serious for my age. Working towards
a singing career and working to keep yourself alive at the
same time is pretty arduous for a girl ! Selling corsets,
as I had to do, from nine until five and rushing to a singlesson afterwards
and practicing
leaveingmuch
time for lighter
moments. forBoyshours,
of mydoesn't
own
age used to think I was lacking in humor because I
didn't throw my head back and howl at their wisecracks. You see, I was too tired to laugh at just nothing at all.
"With George it was different. We were laughing
together
first Laughing
moment weat things
met andwe we've
ing ever the
since.
might been
have laughcried
over, if he hadn't taught me to see life in the full, mature
way he does.
the beginning
was liketook
that.me There
was that
day"From
in Chautauqua
whenit George
canoeing.
His
sureness as he handled that canoe added something to
the love I had for him. something different and new.
Funny,
isn't it, the way little things can get caught up in
an
emotion?
"Before
that there
had tobeen
and alla
the other things
that go
makeaweup and
the rapture
love between
man and a woman. This casual competence was such an
everyday sort of thing. And yet it thrilled me, in a different
way, as much as his music thrilled me. Made me feel
protected and cared for and, in her heart,
I think that's what

TEN

YEARS

OLDER?

happy/' says Helen Jepson, opera and radio star

Up in the mountains,
in Wurtsboro, New
York, the Possells
have a farm, where
they spend as much
time as is possible.
The name of their
cabin
is "Sajepo"
—
combining
the first
letters of Sallie,
Jepson and Possell.
Helen loves the
view from the top
of the bell tower.

even the strongest, most capable woman wants to feel from the man
she loves above all others.
"It wasofallthatso new
warm closeness
and sweet.
only
because
that Ahadlittle
comemoment,
between'important
us. A little
moment, fragile and tender and perfect, to Ije remembered always.
"And onethenfootsuddenly
happened.
Georgeas he
paddled
the piertoand
swung
over theit side
of the canoe
leanedtoforward
tie
it up and as he did he slipped and we capsized and George found
himself standing in water over his head.
"We've laughed about it so often since. The way he struck through
the water towards me, swimming desperately to save me from drowning and suddenly seeing me standing in water that scarcely came over
my ankles. He had stepped in a mudhole and of course thought we
were ingood
deep swimmer
water. Inmyself
his frenzy
he didn't even remember that I'm a
pretty
!
"We
spent
the
afternoon
drying
out man
on thehad pier
would have been horrified if any other
beenandwithI know
me, forI
my dress shrank until it came above my knees and I bulged in all
the wrong places ! I looked as utterly ridiculous as I felt, but I laughed
with George.
"It's all those little things that are the biggest part of love. It's
not
thingsdramatic
you've things.
cried about,
the little
thingsthings
you've
worried
over
or thethe really
Just orthose
without
meaning
or plan. Things to be laughed over afterwards and recaptured in
that laughter forever.
to all those
little ones
silly moments,
haven't
had"We've
any ofheldtheon tense,
dramatic
that comefortowe.some
lieople. Since we've been married our lives have run
so smoothly. There have been no hardships, no
worry, no jealousy to test our love. Sometimes
hardships draw people closer, sometimes they
pull them apart. I know if they had
come to us it would still be the same
with us as it is now. Because
George and I understand
( Continued on
Pcfjc 72)

Eddie with his devoted wife, Ida,
returning from a European holiday.

Eddie Cantor, with the medal recently
awarded him by Radio Stars Magazine
"For Distinguished Service to Radio."

EDDE'S
ADV
ICE
into marriage
just for a lark, because TO
they know if it
'"WHAT every young man should know?"
doesn't
work
they
Eddie
Cantor
mused:
"I
sup{X)se
I
ought
to
have
a
false heard to tug at while 1 toss out pearls of wisdom ! them to try again."can buy a little paper that entitles
Eddie Cantor,
star with
of many
of the
As a matter of fact, though, I don't need the whiskers musicals,
has worked
hundreds
of thelavish
most Ziegfeldbeautibecause I've given the subject a lot of thought. Besides,
ful
girls
in
the
world.
Many
of
them have
twenty-five years married to the same wife
come
to
Eddie
for
advice.
Some
of
them
should
set mebe up
It might
wellas toantellauthority.''
you right now
took
the
counsel
he
offered
—
others
didn't.
What about these glamour girls?
that Eddie Cantor is the easiest ])erson in B y Leo
Hollywoofl to interview. You ask him one
"The average showgirl marriage is not
questifjn, grab your notebook and sit back. T O W n send
successful," Eddie explained, "because the
average
doesn'tshows
look these
for permanency.
When he stops talking you've got a story.
In the girl
Ziegfeld
girls were
He's talking now, so let's get l)ack to him.
"The trouble with modern marriage —
beaued
and
courted
by
some
of
New
York's
and don't think I'm ])reaching — is this: three out of every wealthiest men — everything from playboy to tired busiten
couples,
when
they're
at
the
altar
saying
7
do,'
are
ness
man.
When
these
men
offer
marriage
a
girl
doesn't,
looking out of the corners of their eyes, trying to see as a rule, expect it to last. She accepts it for the year
if there's anything better in the house. Sometimes you or two of luxury it can give her. The only thing permanent she's thinking about is the alimony.
almost
ex[)ect
'the ingroom
to turn
that pretty
blonde
the first
pew! around and wink at
"Too many modern girls look at the tags on the men
"That
attitude
toward
marriage
is
the
fault
of
the
going to marry. Instead of looking up his famdivorce laws. Nowadays a divorce is about as hard to they're
ily, they look up Dun & Bradstreet. In comparing tun
get as the morning newspaper. It makes people rush men, she doesn't want to know which can make her ha])p\
Eddie Cantor
24

discusses what

every

young

man

should

know

Glamorous Gladys Swarthout lunches
with Eddie at a Hollywood festivity.

YOUNG

Bright little Bobby Breen, Eddie's
talented "adopted son" and great pal.

HEN

— she wants to know which has the fanciest price taj?.
say 'the Imodern
I don't
mean every
girl,"When
hy anyI means.
know a girl'
nuniber
of Ziegfeld
girls
who have heen happily married for years. Whenever I
make a personal api)earance tour I run into five or six
of them. In Boston, or in Philadelphia, for instance, a
girl comes backstage to say hello. She was a showgirl,
let us say, in IVhoopec and she left the show to marry.
She's orstilldaughter.
married and
introduces
to a fine-looking
son
Girlsshe like
that areme smart
enough to
use show business as a means to an end. A showgir
has
opjxjrtunity
meet ahome
number
men she'dthe never
have anknown
had sheto stayed
and ofremained
belle
of the village. If she falls in love with one of them,
her marriage has more chance of success than the average,
for she's
had enough
right
one when
he comesexi>erience
along. with men to know the
"Working
for
many
years
withwhich
these were
girls inheaded
musicals,
I usually could tell in advance
for
happiness and which were headed for Reno. The sensibleandgirlsthey
knewmade
they their
weren't
to be beautiful
forever
plansgoing
accordingly.
The girls
with that starry-eyed look {Continued on page 64)
about

romance

and

marriage
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BETWEEN

When

they're

not

on

the

air-

understand
you,"
soys
Ginger Rogers
to Fred Astoire in
"Swing Time," (RKORadio) "because
you're to alobfl"_

"Born to Dance." with Frances
A tender moment from
Longford sweetly perched on Buddy Ebsen s knee.
Ida Lupino doesn't find Nino Martini aloof in
"The Gay Desperado. "Leo Carrillo smiles approval.

RADIO STARS

BROADCASTS
they're

happily

disporting

themselves

in the

movies

"Now don't shoot the cows, Fifi!" Dr. Maurice
Hill, Fifi's husband,
her a lessoncamp.
in marksmanship at theirgivesPennsylvania

A happy
family and
party.
This Father
gay foursome
consists of Maurice
Fifi and
and Mother
Hill. The technique looks good here!

TECHNIQUE
IF Dr. Maurice Hill ever chances to lapse from husbandly
tact, to inform Mrs. Hill that she cannot cook biscuits such
as his mother used to make, Mrs. Hill will not act according to time-honored custom by weeping until the mascara
runs down her pretty cheeks. Instead, she will simply say,
with a disarming smile :
"You bet you life I can't!"
For concerning
Mrs. Mauricethe Hill—
Fifi D'Orsay
— hastheother
ideas
technique
designed totoyoumake
tie
that binds really keep on binding. Making biscuits, darning
socks, sewing on buttons, and similar wifely chores have
no part in her scheme of things matrimonially.
"Eef Maurice he want zat, ' she shrugged expressive
Parisian
shoulders,Non,
"he non
employ
ze maidwant
— ora sweetheart.
maaybe he
stay
wiz mamma.
! Maurice
That is the — how you say? — the bottom — non, the foundation, of the marriage.
"Thattheis radio
why ittheis beeg
so important
me — the
But
I owe
debt ! Thefor radio
solveradio.
the beeg
problem for me. You see, now I am married, it is important Ido not go for long away from home. Fifi she stay
home now. You theenk I go maybe for months away —
and leave my Maurice ? Not Fifi ! She is too smart for
thatIt !wasI want
keep mythatMaurice.
I— " start interviewing
quite toobvious
whether you
radio's
chic
and
charming
bride
about
radio you,
or thesooner
situationor
in Europe or crop control or what have
later you end up by interviewing her about Dr. Maurice
Hill — and besides, I was intrigued. Here was an oddity!
28

AFTER

Brides are supposed to be uniformly trusting.
"But don't you trust Maurice?" I interrupted.
"Oh, yes. Sure. I trust heem. I trust heem — just so
farFifi
as the
end of the
my tip
noseofI trust
heem appendage
!"
indicated
her nasal
with an
eloquent finger. Then she launched into a discourse on
the art of holding a husband which Cleopatra or the Queen
of Sheba mightare,haveof listened
to withfor benefit.
Fifi'sat
country-women
course, noted
their skill
charming the stronger sex — yet it seemed strange, somehow, to hear so much good, plain, American horse-sense
issue from this gay, frivolous, naughty-but-nice Fifi, her
ingenuously piquant face so serious, her limpid brown
eyes big as saucers. And right now, let me tell you that
whether you are French or American, if you are a wife,
what she had to say is a message for you.
"You theenk I do not have to worry about holding my
husband? You bet you life I do!" She waggled a finger
ptettily
"Me. away.
I will That
not wait
till trouble
conies. for
I willemphasis.
keep trouble
is what
every
woman ought to say to herself on her wedding day. It
ought to be — how you say? — knock in her head right
away queek! When a woman marries, then till the day
she die, she must wark and fight to hold her man. Women do not know that. That is why there is divorce all
the time. They think they work hard to get the man,
then that is all. The woman, she have a wedding ring —
so she get lazy ! She theenk the man will love her alwavs
becau.se she is his wife? Pouf ! (Continued on page 92)

"The wife she must always show the husband she
love heenn very much!" says Fifl. "Hug heemi
Kiss heemI But only when he is in the mood!"

MARRIAGE
By

Clever

Ruth

Geri

Fifi D'Orsay

bewitching

French

actress

singer.

and

has a word

for wives f

Fifi's discourse on the art of holding a husband is one which Cleopatra or the Queen of Sheba
might
have
you have notprofited
got, thatby.you"What
want
more as anything else," says she.
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THIS

BUSINESS

OF

BEING
AT the Roosevelt Grill, in New York, the Lombardo band
is playing. On the dance floor tall, slim lads and dainty
debutantes swing by to the romantic rhythm. Romance
is in the music, in the air, in their hearts.
For older people, too, romance is recaptured when Guy
Lombardo and his Royal Canadians play. The melodic
music,
the of
"hot"tomorrow
type of speak
jazz, the
songssoftof
yesterdayin contrast
and the tosongs
in their
legato tempo of sentiment and love.
chanceVery
thatearly
the Royal
this
typeIt'sofnotmusic.
in his Canadians
career Guy feature
Lombardo
rebelled against the popular -craze for jazz. Groping for
a tempo and a style which satisfied him, his nature, warm
with the blood of ardent Italian forbears, inevitably led
liim to the romantic theme and the slow, sweet tempo
which has won deserved laurels for his band.
It's diansnotare atchance,
either,
that Guy music,
and hisusually
Royaltopping
Canathe peak
in popular
every radio popularity poll from coast to coast. In this
mechanistic age we hunger for glamour and romance.
And Guy Lombardo has made it his business to give them
to us in his music.
I watched Guy at work. He is a slim young man of
medium height with a dark, sensitive face. With a
minimum of movement, swaying slightly to the rhythm
of the music, he led his band. I saw none of the preThe brothers Lombardo of CBS' "LomTime," rehearse
a rest!and(LeftGuy.to
Right): bardo
Leibert,
Victor, Carmen

tentiousnes ofthe pseudo-great. No tossing
locks, no excessive gestures, none of the fire
and melancholy of the temperamental
maestro. Lifting his hands, smiling slightly,
he drew from his inspired musicians the
lovely melodic strains.
What kind of a man is he. I wondered.
Does he make a business of romance — or
romance of business? Is he a great lover,
living always in the dream the music engenders? Or is he a down-to-earth, practical
business man?
"Great Guy," they called him, long before
that became a trite cliche. Great guy — swell
can't hear the words now without
aguy—
stab you
of cynicism!
"But when you say that about Guy Lombardo, you mean it," insist those who know
him. "He really is great!"
I
wouldn't
know. I'd have to meet him —
find out for myself.
I talked with him when the program was
finished. Sitting at a small table in a quiet
corner, we sipped black coffee together. How,
I wondered, does romance figure in his personal life? His wife, the lovely blonde Lily
Guy
Lombardo,whose
leadermelodic
of themusic
"Royalis
Canadians,"
one of radio's delightful treats.

What

kind

Lombardo?
A

practical
By

of a man

is Cuy

A romantic

lover?

business

man?

Nancy

Barrows

Belle Lombardo. is "regular," declare those who know
her. Apparently there's not even an unfortunate marcynical reserved,
I-told-you-so's
!
Guyriage toistossa tomodest,
unassuming
man. He
doesn't
babble
vainly
of
what
is
his.
But
when
he speaks
of his wife, his eyes reflect a deep, enduring happiness.
"We've been married ten years." he said. "I met her in
Qeveland. . . . We were playing there, on the radio. Some
friends from a nearby suburb came in to see us. They
brought her with them. In six months we were married."
So casually Guy slides over those six months — but in
his heart they remain a cherished, secret garden. Nights
when they walked together in the sweet-scented dusk.
Days when they sailed on the lake and the wind blew her
hair in a golden halo about her face. Hours when they
talked long and earnestly — or were silent for a long time
together. The thrilling joy of finding each other, of discovering mutual tastes, mutual delights, shaping together
the foundation of that understanding companionship that
has endured throughout the years.
It was no hasty, ill-considered youthful romance. Guy
is one of those rare souls who look for permanency in
marriage. So, too, is Lily Belle. And, gazing into each
other'stheyeyes,
in that first casual meeting,
that
needthey
lookfelt,
no even
further.
Being young, eager,
(Continued on page 90)
Paramount's "Many Happy Lovely blonde Lily Belle,
Returns," was the film debut Mrs. Guy Lombardo, shares
of the Lombardo orchestra.
Guy's passion for the sea.

SHE

KNOWS
Virginia

Bruce,

who,

greatest of all screen
Gilbert, confides what
By

Gladys

Hall

I SAID to Virginia : "What is it that makes a man a
Great
— or gold
not?"and gossamer and ethereally lovely
And Lover
Virginia,
(l)eautiful
and this fact
is no) said
blurb,
to mein :V^irginia's case, the bare and
"Vitality. The sense of power. That first and above
everything
She tosaid,meelse."
laughing:
know, if Ia young
man hasshould
come
and ask "You
me whether
think ,he
the
qualities which go to make a great lover, I would have
toat subject
to a questionnaire.
couldn'tat any
tell byrate,looking
him. Forhim looks,
extreme good Ilooks,
have
almost nothing to do with it. Casanova was notoriously
ugly. Don Juan, IVe been told, was no Robert Taylor.
Lord
had ita than
club almost
foot. Ianything
think a else.
man's After
face has
less toByron
do with
all,
Bing Crosby was an acclaimed and certainly an accredited
Great Lover before the girls of the country ever had seen
his face. His voice made love to them.
Eddy Lawrence
had fevered
fans was
before
ever he made
his"Nelson
first picture.
Tibbett
a glamorous
voice
before he was a picture personality.
"No, it isn't necessary to be conspicuously handsome in
help.
order
to beThese
a greatthings
lover.sometimes
It isn't necessary
or rich.
hinder moreto bethanfamous
they
"Butmantheremustare have
certainin definite
think
every
order toqualities
rate as which
a greatI lover.
The first of these, as I have .said, is vitality. Such a
vitality as Valentino had. as Jack Gilbert had, as Clark
Gable and Walter W^inchell and Spencer Tracy and
Lawrence Tibbett have. . . . But let's pretend that some
young and
Daniel
has Icome
me forwhether
judgment.
I'd sitfathimor
down
before
even tonoticed
he were
thin,
tall
or
short,
dark
or
fair,
I'd
ask
him
some
questions
like these :
"Have you brains as well as looks? Intelligence
such"Areas, you
say, aLeslie
Howard's?
playboy?
If so, go away, go right
"Are
you
interested
in
politics, in world affairs,
away .'
like
stance?BUI Powell and Alexander Woollcott. for in"Have \<ou
you unselfish/
been a good son, as Nelson Eddy is?
"Arc
"/Ire
you
thoughtful
and considerate — as Bing
Crosby is?
you, not
financial success necessarily
but"lla\ic
the potent
desiregreatto succeed?
One of the most glomorous girls of the stage
and screen, Virginia also has made a number of
guest appearances on popular radio programs.

HER

LOVERS

fas married

to the

overs, the late Jack
nakes

a Great

Lover

"Have you men friends as well as women admirers
—have?
as Clark Gable and Spencer Tracy and Bing Crosby
"Are yoH an American?
"Are you fairly well read?
"Are you immaculate in your dress?
"Do you dance well?
"Is your voice expressive and deep, the kind of a
voice that gives confidence? Like the voice of Smith
Ballew, Master of Ceremonies for Shell Chateau?
"If my supposititious young Daniel," smiled Virginia,
who. clad in palest shell-pink pajamas had been reading
Gone With The Wind as I entered her pastel dressingroom on the M-G-M lot for luncheon, "if my young man
should truthfully be able to answer ninety per cent, of
these questions in the afifirmative, I would bestow upon
him the Order of the Great Lover and send him on his
way — or keep him here! Incidentally, the character of
Rhctt Butler in Gone With The Wind is certainly that of
a great lover, very great. Jack Gilbert could have played
Rhett
— perfectly."
.\nd Butler
Virginia,
when she speaks of love and lovers,
should know whereof she speaks. For such beauty as
hers is honey, indeed, to the beaux and braves of her
young time. She was the belle of Fargo, North Dakota,
her home town. Even in those childhood and high school
days the small Penrods of the town were falling over
each
sneakers,
and Hershey
bars other's
and field
flowers toting
to thegifts
homeof lollipops
of the ethereally
fair
Virginia. Valentines and painfully labored sonnets were
directed at her pale gold head. The faces of impassioned
poets shone behind youthful freckles and slicked hair.
Later she was in the Follies in New York. She was
one of the most glorious of the glorified girls. Rich men
and
rich Way
men's surrounded
sons, playboys
of the GreatatW hite
her andwithspenders
that legendary
mosphere of shiny black limousines, orchids, champagne
sui)pers, diamond bracelets concealed in long-stemmed
roses, opera hats, the Colony, house-parties on Long Island. . . . Virginia could have dij^ped her slender hand
into any of these plutocratic pies and pulled forth the rich
ancf
juicyscreen.
plums.TheSheembedded
didn't. She
on the
imagehadofseen
the John
Great Gilbert
Lover
threw all other images out of focus.
.\nd she said to me: "A man doesn't have to be able to
send orchids and diamonds to a girl in order to qualify
astheya great
lover.never
Thesehappen.
things can't
be necessary
practically
I seldom
saw any because
of the
girls draped in orchids, let alone (Continued on page 62)
Virginia, who was "Audrey Dane" in M-G-M's "The
Great Ziegfeld," plays in the new M-G-M picture,
"Born to Dance," which stars Eleanor Powell.
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SPOTLIGHT

light falls on friendly and

familiar faces in novel

scenes

,t1

Joseph Ainley and
Betty married
Lou Gersonin
were
the summer of 1936.

Betty leading
Lou Gerson
now
lady
of
"Flying
Time,"
heard daily from
Tuesday through
Friday on the
NBC-Red network.

LOVE,
glamour,
— allof these
are
a part
of the romance
birthright
any
Southern lassie. And all these Betty
Lou Gerson had. But they were not
enough! To Betty Lou the sweet
scent of magnoHa blossoms, the
.Southern moon shining softly and
an eager suitor declaring undying
love, were just a part of everyday
life. For her, glamour was in the
theatre. Romance was drama on the
stage. Betty Lou wanted to be an
actress.

BettySoubier
Lou inwith
Cliff
the
last season's "First
come before anything else.
Other emotions and desires
should be subordinated
to it—
Nighter"
but not entirely
done away
the career she hoped to achieve for
herself.
True she gave some thought to
Young and lovely romance — writing in her diary, in a
Betty Lou goes in round, girlish hand, her youthful
for winter sports conception of her ideal lover :
whenever possible.
"I. prefer a man who is my
And so, for a time, it looked as
intellectual superior — one on
if Cupid would run a losing race
whom I can, if need be, depend
with Career. It does sound absurd,
in every respect. He may be
to suppose that a glamorous Southeither blond or brunette, tall —
em beauty could exclude love and
or reasonably tall. He must be
romance from her life — or even
sure he
of must
himselfhave
— noa dilletante.
want to do so ! And Betty Lou is
And
sense of
just the sort of girl Cupid would
pick as a perfect target for his fatehumor."
ful dart. Lovely to look at, with her
Betty Lou was nineteen then. It
soft, dark hair, her rose-petal com- was pleasant to think vaguely of this
plexion and her come-hitherish tall, superior young man, wlio would
brown eyes. Lovely to know, too, sweep her off her feet on some magwith her candour and sincerity, her
nolia-sweet moonlit night. But not
gaiety and wit and young idealism. too soon ! Just now the career was
It was the idealism, really, which beginning to take dazzling shape in
for a time threatened to thwart Betty Lou's dreams, and in reality.
Cupid. When Betty Lou talked And
diary so,
: seriously, she wrote in her
things over with herself, she grew
very idealistic, very serious— in the
serious way a young girl does — about
"I believe one's career should

Not entirely done away with!
Betty Lou Gerson was to laugh at
that naivete before very long. Betty
Lou and a tall, red-headed young
with."
man
named
T. Ainley
who
was ten
yearsJoseph
older than
Betty— Lou,
and then a member of The National
Broadcasting Company's Chicago
production
But to stafT.
go back some nineteen
years. . . . Betty Lou was born on
April 20th, 1914, in Chattanooga,
Tennessee. When she was two years
old, herham. family
BirmingAlabama. moved
A littleto later
they
moved again to Miami, Florida. In
these Southern cities Betty Lou went
to school. School days were pleasantly uneventful. Betty Lou was no
"I
didn't
prodig)'. learn much," she told us
frankly, "except to pour tea graceBut during her last two years in
school her interest in dramatics was
aroused. She wrote and acted in
school
fully!"plays and took a special course
in dramatics. Now her imagination
ran riot. (Continued on page SO)
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Hope
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FATE

wore

Heidt

to a
held

CAN

"I WAS going to write my story for somebody once," said Horace
Heidt. "but I never got around to it. I never got any farther than the
title. I had a good title, though. I was going to call it: 'You're never
until sitting
you've inhudthethree
Weout were
Silverstrikes
Foreston ofyou.'the" Drake Hotel. The breeze oflF
Lake Michigan, coming in through the tall windows, rippled the tinselled
leaves as though echoing the applause of the hundreds who had crowded that
room
to dance
to listenbe totaking
Heidt'shis music.
In a few
minutesor just
he would
boys across town to the auditorium
for his commercial broadcast for Alemite. Then back for another session at
the Silver Forest.
The Heidt boy seemed to be doing all right.
But the wonder was, not that he was doing so well — when, not many months
before, people wouldn't even let him tell thern what a swell band he had, let alone
show them — but that he was still in there fighting, after the rebuffs, the disappointments and the heartbreaks he had received.
He must have lived with tliat phrase: "You're never out until you have had
threeeyes,
strikes
on you."
a time,it. when
had dealtto him
anotherHeonemustbetween
the
he must
haveMany
muttered
blindly,fatedoggedly,
himself.
have
repeated it, with a slap on the back, to the boys — just to be able to keep going.
You study him for a moment as he sits there, lean and trim in his white mess
jacket, the light from a candle flickering on his bronzed face, his straightforward
l)lue eyes, his defiant, boyish grin.
He baffles you at first. He is wary, shy, nf)t knowing how to be as friendly as he
wants to be, like a fighter, relaxed, keeping his left up there, just in case. Above
all, not believing he's as good as he really is, which is strange for an orchestra
leader, who lias to be both window-dressing and dynamo to the band.
Slowly his story begins to come out, jerkily at first, in response to prodding,
then flowing smoothly under the powerful wine of reminiscence: the story of a
modern Anthony Adverse of music, buffeted and bewildered by quixotic fate,
yet still in there, taking it.
And as he talks, you begin to understand many things — why he is wary and
shy and why he can stick out his chin at you and smile with his eyes at the
same time.
"You're never out till you have had three strikes on you." After all, you
can't
it up for
any Heidt
better tothanexpress
that. himself in athletic terminology, for
It issum
natural
the great thwarted dream of his life has been to be an athlete.
His first ambition as a boy was to be, someday, the heavy-weight
champion of the world. It might not have been impossible, either.
He had the weight, the build and the agility.
But his parents didn't think that a worthy enough goal. So he
centered his ambitions on becoming a great all-around athlete.
He was well on his way, too. He still has the medal he won
at Culver Military Academy for all-around athletic prowess.
At the University of California he liecame an all-sports
phenomenon. He dreamed, perhaps, of becoming another
Jim Thorjie,
possibly a decathlon winner for America
in history.
the Olympics, an athlete who would go down in
roce po$e« with glamorous
cth Hughes, harpist with
bond. Lysbeth also gives
al solos on occasion.
By Edward

thin
on

shred,
till he

BE

but
won

out!

CRUEL

ilis career reached a pinnacle when, all in one dizzying day, he
and several stellar
pitched a winning ball game, won a swimming byracetaking
the University
track events and topped it all off that night
heavy-weight boxing championship.
Then a short time later came the great west coast event, the annual
game in the Rose Bowl at Pasadena. Heidt was playmg guard
football
for California.
No one ever knew quite how it had happened. There was an attack through
He stopped it. The lines piled up with Heidt at the bottom
position.
his
heap.
of the
When it was over they carried Heidt off the field with a fractured back.
One thing was immediately clear to him. He would never again take active
part in any strenuous sport. Everything he had built his life upon was gone.
The agony of that thought was harder to endure than the pain of the eight
major operations that were necessary, in the months that followed, to get him
back into shape again.
Through those weeks in bed he was haunted by the horror of lieing a burden
on somebody. There was just one way of escape he knew. He could play the
piano. He already had used it to pick up some odd dollars to help him through
school.
was glad
that have
his mother's
had kept
at the keyboard
when he Hewould
much nowrather
been outinsistence
scrimmaging
on him
the comer
lot with
the boys.
As soon as he was able to get out at all, he began to pick up odd jobs, playing
for social events around school. But pretty soon he began to get the idea that
people that.
were helping him because they felt sorry for him and his pride couldn't
stand
So he left the campus and got a job pounding the piano at a roadhouse
outside of San Francisco.
"And
rememljers
Since was
musicI lousy
was to!" behe his
livelihood,nowhe with
begana grin.
to make it his business to be
good at it. He learned to play other instruments. And he improved his piano
so much that eventually he got a job with a local orchestra of better standing.
They played around in dance spots and theaters and Heidt began to be happy
again. He was making a living; he was paying his way.
Then one day, after a show in a theater, something happened. He was
standing in the alleyway, passing the time of day with the theater manager.
The band leader saw him, misconstrued it, thought he was trying to get
his job. That night he gave Heidt his notice.
That misunderstanding was a terrible blow to Heidt. Carefully,
painstakingly, he had built up something. Then suddenly, through
no fault of his own, without any rhyme or reason, it had been
snatched away from him.
He decided then and there that any situation where such a
thing could happen wasn't for him. He made up his mind
that
never again would he play in any man's orchestra but
his own.
He went back to the University campus where he
was known and started to organize a band. He
picked up a saxophonist here, a trumpeter there. A
number of those boys (Continued on page 78)
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Kate
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that
does

By Elizabeth Benneche Petersen
CHARM. That's the word for Kate Smith.
Not the superficial thing lhat word has come to suggest, tossed about as it has been in these glib days. Not
the word copy-writers use when they talk of the charm
of a new hat or of the cc^lor scheme of a fall ensemble or
the charm of a size twelve dress. For the charm that is
Kate
nothingSir toJames
do withBarrie
style spoke
or colorof orinsize.
HersSmith's
is thehascharm
his
play, What Every Woman Knows, when plain little
Maggie, his heroine, tries to define it.
"Charm,
it's a because
sort of she
a bloom
woman,"
Maggie
wistfully,
is sureonshea has
none ofsaysit.
"H you have it, you don't need anything else and if you
don't
much charm
matterforwhat
else most
you have.
Some have
women,it, itthedoesn't
few, have
all and
have
charm for one, but some have charm for none."
It's doubtful that Kate Smith thinks she has charm,
any
more than
had.whoThat's
the things
aboutMaggie
charm.thought
Most she
people
thinkonetheyof
haven't.
But hadas charm
plain little
Maggie
tohavebe it,
one just
of the
few who
for all,
so it proved
is with
Kate Smith. That charm is in every song she sings, in
every word she says, in everything she does.
Of course it has something to do with that mouth of
hers, 40shaped for laughter as it is. With her brown eyes,

eager and alive, and her skin that looks like a spring
morning bursting into blossom. It has something to do
with her honey-colored hair falling into a soft cluster of
curls at the nap>e of her neck and her straight little nose
and the dimple that darts around her smile as she speaks.
But it goes deeper than that. Down to that song in
her heart, the silent song that goes on as steadily as the
one you hear when you dial Kate Smith into your home
on Thursday evenings. The unsung song that made her
turn to nursing when her time came to make her place
in the world and that makes her give with such eagerness
of everything that she has, since fate decided that she was
not to be a nurse, after all, but a woman of importance.
Tenderness dwells in her words as she talks about her
camp at Saranac Lake and the squirrels and chipmunks
up there who have come to be so unafraid, through knowing her, that they sit on their haunches and untie the
knots
before holding
them. the peanuts in the strings her guests dangle
Hurt takes its place, a moment later, as she speaks of
a writer who thought she should pay more attention to
her clothes and who had criticized her for her lack of it.
"It hurt
she said
slowly.hurt"Lots
people
have terribly,"
written about
me have
me. ofButthings
then
I think, writing those things is as much a part of that

girl's job as sin<(inj^ is of mine and 1 try not to care.
know I'm
a fashion-plate.
don't
want"After
to be all.
one.1 Clothes
nevernothave
meant anythinjjI more
to me than something to keep me cool in summer and
warm in winter. l'.\en if 1 were fascinated by them, I
couUln't let them absorb me. There are so many things
to be done, I just wouldn't have the time."
There are many things Kate Smith has to do. Rehearsals, conferences, meeting people, important people
who are necessary to a girl with a career to think of. But
there are all the other things to be done, too, the things
that have nothing at all to do with her career, but have
a lot to do with the girl herself. The unimportant things
and the unimiwrtant i)eople she does them for. The time
she sj^ent, the other day, talking with that girl at the
studio who had just had a radio audition and had failed
to make the grade.
that girl,
at that she
couldn't
passKateby didn't
those know
brimming
eyes,butthateventrembling
mouth.
So
she sat down to talk to her and in another hour the girl
had recaptured her lost courage and her ambition. She
was ready to try again, to work even harder than she had
l^efore, to hold on more tightly than ever to the dream
in She
her heart.
couldn'ttheregret
hour onspent
that.
could Kate
not regret
time anspent
somelikeyoung
friends of hers, a few days later. The girls were twins
who had sung with her on her program and had won a
place day
in this
It wasplanning
their birthday
the
next
and season's
of courseFollies.
Kate was
a party for
them. Somehow a waiting interview did not seem so
important.
but herself. After all, that couldn't do anyone any good
So there she was, over half an hour late and sorry
about it, too, for it suddenly had occurred to her that she
had taken tiiiie from someone else and Kate Smith knows
how important time is.
"You see, I wanted it to be just right," she explained,
after that first, warm apology. "Their mother can't be
here
and they'll
misssheher would
so muchhaveand planned
so I wantforit them.
to be
the sort
of party
That's
why
I
went
down
to
the
shop
myself
to
pick
out
the birthday cake and to see that they got the names and
Below, Kate Smith, Mrs.
Ted Collins, Natalie Collins and Ted Collins enjoy
coasting at Lake Placid.

Right, Kate Smith, radio
idol, and Babe Ruth, baseball idol, opened Kate's
new "Bandwagon"
series.

decorations exactly right and to choo.sc the prettiest forms
they had for the ice cream. It'll be fun tomorrow night,
justThat's
the four
ofSmith.
us, the You
girls, my the
housekeei)er
me."
Kate
charm Interviewers
thatandBarrie
described
as a .sort
of a bloom see
on a woman.
have
beenwarm
kept awaiting
I can'tI waited
think offoronea
with as
reason l)efore
as this.but Once
I)()l)ular movie star, one whose name invariably is coupled
with the word charming. An hour went by.
I waited, sitting in a hotel drawing-rcwm, while the
star petulantly coped with a modiste and pins and at
least ten dresses to be tried on. So you can see that
clothes, or a too great interest in them, can destroy chann.
Certainlyavowal oKate
f them. has lost nothing of it in her frank disShe
hasn'tSmith
lost charm
a bigshegirl,probably
either.
If Kate
thought through
more ofbeing
herself,
wouldn't
a bigIfgirl
all. Aimportant
tall girl, toof herself,
course, but
not a bigbeone.
sheatwere
she
would diet, as so many other radio and movie and opera
starstime
do, nor
to cut
her lines.
the
the down
inclination
to diet.Rut Kate Smith hasn't
After all, in spite of the self discipline diet imposes,
you have
be good
to yourself
when you're
doing94)it.
You
have toto spend
longer
hours (Continued
on page
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Smith

Ballew

person,
modest

is a friendly

actually

shy

to a degree.

and
But—

of Ceremonies on
the Shell Chateau.
By

Franc

Dillon

SMITH BALLEW came swinging down the corridor at
the Hollywood NBC broadcasting station with long,
graceful strides and, as he came through the doorway
into the room where I was, he ducked his head. I
looked
make tall
sure and
he wasn't
on stilts,
he is
six feettwice
fourtoinches
I wondered
whatfor would
happen if he forgot to duck.
It seems he did sometimes forget, for he says experience is a brutal teacher and ducking is now second nature
to him. He does it when it isn't necessary. I had supp>osed that it was a press agent's story that he uses an
especially built microphone for his radio work, but it isn't.
He is a friendly person, but shy and modest to a degree that makes you wonder how on earth he ever chose
to be a master of ceremonies, a job which popular opinion
visualizes as calling for a dynamic, fast-thinking, fast-,
talking, wise-cracking, breezy personality and plenty of
assurance. If you tune in on Sh^ll Chateau program
any Saturday night, which you probably do without being
reminded, you will no doubt decide that Smith is that
type of person.
He isn't !
It always had been the fond hope of Smith's parents
that he be a doctor — a great surgeon. Smith shared that
dream and was taking a pre-medical course at the University of Texas. He planned to go on to Johns Hopkins
to finish his course, but his preparations for a medical
career were suddenly interrupted when he fell in love.
"I
get married,"
he told
me, "and
I couldn't
waitwanted
to gettothrough
a medical
course.
It meant
four
more years of college, a year as an interne and then
goodness knows how long to establish myself so that I
could support a wife. So I decided not to be a doctor.
"But," he explained, "I couldn't marry my girl unless
I gave up my orchestra and went into business. Every-

one agreed on that — her family and my family. Even
she and I knew that running around the country with an
orchestra just wasn't done by the best people down in
Texas. It wasn't considered a business for a man.
While I was in school, it was fine, but as a profession?
Smith had played first with a high school orchestra,
performing
on the banjo, mandolin, guitar or
!" creditably
Never
trombone.
And during vacations he picked up extra
money playing for Saturday afternoon dances. Eventual y he had his own orchestra, with which he was playing professionally as well as for school events. It had
become well known around Texas and nearby states, and
at this
had offers, which he was tempted to accept,
to
taketime'
it onhe tour.
Even then Smith was a person who thought everything
over quietly and calmly before he made up his mind. But
having once decided on a course of action, he lost no
time in carrying it out. In a very short time he had
made three important decisions: he had given up all
thought of being a doctor; he {Continued on page 58)
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I thought
I'd askradio
three couples,
of the
FUNNYthought,
business,
I've
most
outstanding
often
the way
how they account for the fact;
movie marriages appear
to go on the rocks, while
that marriage
radio marriages appear
with
them, whileseems
with totheir"take":
sisto be headed for the
ters and brothers of the movies i
Golden Wedding Day,
it seems to leave-take.
I began with Burns and Allen.
Here are the two greatest and most colorful enGracie easy
giggled
and tellsaid:
tertainment fields of our
that's
! I can
you "Oh,
why
times. In l)oth fields men and women of charm, vitality I've stayed married to George for more than eleven years.
and youth work together, compete with one another, fall It's because I've never met up with Clark Gable. The
in love and marry. In the movie world they app>ear to
I say hulloa to Clark I'll say goodbye to George !"
keep on falling in love, to keep on marrying. In the instant
"Gracie, Grac-ie," groaned George, "this is a serious
radio world they appear to get married and to stay that interview. Miss Hall expects us to answer her intelliway.
Look back over the stars that the divorce courts have
"Well, that's what I'm doing. George." said Gracie.
eaten. The marriages of such luminous stars of past "It's
a matter of time and space. It's a dimensional
and present as Gloria Swanson, Colleen Moore, Mary problem. How's that, George? You see, when we work
and Doug, Joan and young Doug, Clark Gable, Connie ongently."
radioscenes
and George
even when
doingme those
nice,
writeswe're
in for
so kindly,
Bennett. ... I could go on and on with somewhat tragic chillythelove
indefiniteness.
even then we stand, my radio hero and I. at least five
On the other hand, look over the luminous stars of the feet apart. We each have our own separate little microradio . . . the Jack Bennys. the Bing Crosbys, the Fred
We never,if soI have
to speak,
There's
to kissgeta together.
man standing
five
Aliens, the Eddie Cantors. Bums and Allen, the Bob no clinch.phone. Well,
Burnses
—
Bob's
a
marriage
which
only
death
could
feet"Grac-ie!"
away from
me,
I
might
as
well
kiss
George!"
dissolve.
yelped George, as if in pain. He rose and
InduTiitably the stars of the radio would seem to took the floor. Gracie subsided onto the divan and
esdiew teinptation, keep their feet on the ground, even knitted a Little Garment.
though their heads are, so to speak, in the air.
like radio.
this," said
George sopatiently.
is noI
IV hy?
sex"It's
on the
As Gracie
brilliantly "There
points out,

write all the love scenes she plays. I see to tfiat. There
are no clinches. There is no propinquity. Human nature being what it is, this aids in the preservation of
married life, as you may perceive.
and wives
on theandair.hisGrade
and"Husbands
I. Jack Benny
and work
Mary,together
Fred Allen
wife,
and other couples. In the movies, husbands work with
other men's wives and vice versa. It's more of a business, the radio work. There's no attempt made to
glamorize the radio stars. In the movie studios there's
special Ughting to beautify, to take the. shadows oflF the
nose and so on. In the radio station tliere is special
lighting, from the mike, to put shadows on the nose!
"Nor canis aforever
romancecutting
progress
announcer
in onverysomeheatedly
tender when
passagean
with something about cheese being good for intestinal foror Weepin'
Willow
Gardens ofa the
lovely
and
cheap attitude the
price, for
the disposal
dear place,
departed.
constantly
of love
sex
and"We're
beautynotandbeing
glamour
in a reminded
radio studio.
Theandmovie
studios, on the other hand, run over with powder-puffs
and seductive costumes and soft music and couples who
are not married to each other. In a radio station all
you get is a gruff voice from the control-room shouting:
'Stand over there another inch!' Or: 'We're eighteen
seconds
!' We are timed too exactly on the radio to
have anylatetime.
"Then, I know that my wife is cleverer than I am . . ."
"Oh, Georg-ie," purred Grade.
"Quiet," commanded George. "As I was saying, I
know that my wife is deverer than I am. I play up to

that. I work toward that end. That I have to work
very hard is, perhaps, obvious. But here's the secret,
or one of them, of the success of our marriage — Grade
doesn't know that she is deverer than I. She always
chirped Grade, "that he writes 'em
says"I I.always
.say." *emsay."
and
and how could I say 'em if he didn't
"Movie
write
'em ?"couples," said George, "take themselves too
seriously as tHdividuals. They give themselves too big
a build-up for their own good, or, rather, for the good
of their marriages."
"Radio couples get the air while they are working,
movie
Grade. people get the air after they work," giggled
George bore and foreborc. He said: "If a husband
and a wife, both in pictures, get parts in the same picture, and the wife's part is bigger than the husband's,
there is apt to be trouble. It isn't one for all and all
for one in the movies. It's only all for one. Thev never
seem
to figure
that But
if onewe gets
the bigthatbreak,
for both
of them.
do figure
way, that''s
on theswell
air.
"Then, too, there's nothing to go to the wife's head
on
recognizeTheGrade
whenradio.
she isPeople,
shoppingas ora whole,
anywheredon'tin public.
fan
mail we receive is not conducive to making her think of
herself as Marlcne Dietrich. Most of it is from kids.
A great many of the fans think Gracie is anywhere from
two to fourteen years of age and the balaiKe of them
sympathize with me and ask me how I stand it.
"I'm not liable to get the big (Continued on pageSS)

Radio

listeners

their program

defend

preferences

*do you agree with them ?

[ AND

WHY^

Carl R. Can- American family in an unique philoterbury, Mosophical manner; and 'The Magic
Key' which brings to listeners the
line,Wa
111.Man.)
(-Rtfi/.
"'
road
yn
e best in various types of music and
drama, with gifted stars."
Willye Picha, St. Louis, Mo.
isKingas's delmuicasitec
as an orchid ; (Florist.) "Because Ken Murray,
Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor, Willie
as interpretive and
Eugene Howard, and Burns and
are in themselves clean, clever,
praque
as isa elo
yernt.' Allen
Th
4he grandest girl on tribute by finished entertainers, they help me to
Walter Win- relax after working hard all day."
the air."
ch
H. Johnmizes perfectly the reasons elwhl y epIitlovo-e son,A. Portland,
Waac
ngarm,beauti
ynefe Kich
cian and
itsfulsoftmusimec.lodiItsc Ore. {Musipe
ul 's
!)eauty, its slow sweet rhythm afford
happy to'I
a refreshing invitation to placid re- am
Writer.)
flection when the day's work is done." say I have no
Orpha M. Dolph, Dearborn, radio and lisMich. (Teacher.) "I listen to Jes- u 1 atenrto nop rregosica Dragonette because she is, without question, the grandest girl on the grams.
During
the
proper
air. A superb voice, a heavenly per- seasons I borsonality, atrue friend. The dearest,
row a radio provoker"
sweetest person I have ever met. It
to listen to : World
is she who makes life worth living." m order
Martha
Series baseball ; Pacific Coast footStewart,
ball games; Metropolitan Opera and
Dallas, Tex.
the
New
York Philharmonic."
( U niversity
R. T. Gidley, Dallas, Tex. (ArchiStudent.)
"Jack Benny,
Allen first,
and
"My favorite
Major tect.)
Bowes
are my P'red
favorites,
radio probecause
they
are
always
interesting
grams are
and entertaining. They bring smiles
"One Man's
— and a smile is one of the finest
Family,' made
mental and phy.sical tonics I know of.
outstanding
Second, these programs are skilfully
by Carlton
arranged and well presented."
Morse's abilBlanche E. Sery, AUentown, Pa.
ity to depict "his music delicate
a typical
as an orchid."
(High School Teacher.) "For my
46

lighter moods
I prefer
Gracie
Allen's nonsense.
It is laughprovoking
with its utter
' simple -ness'.
Sandor,
the
violin player,
suits my
deeper moods.
like to hear
"humanitarian"
I especially
him
play Hungarian
songs. More
Hungarian music over the radio is
something I heartily hope for."
John H. Parry, Geneseo, N. Y.
(State only
Normalto symphony
School Teacher.)
listen
orchestras,"I
chamber music and opera broadcasts
for the reasons which impel every
music lover to listen to superb music
well played. These are too well
known to need repeating here. Beput intoof
words.sides,Asmost offorthemthe can't
otherbe kinds
radio programs, they are insufferable
bilge. I never turn on the radio —
unless I know what I am to hear."
Roy A. Anderson, Muskegon,
Mich. (Newspaper Employee.) "I
'Kraftof Music
Flail' because
oflisten
the tovariety
entertainment.
Bing
Crosby, the crooning master of ceremoniesthe
; master comedian ; matchless music-makers ; headline guest
stars and minimum of advertising."
Mrs. R. H. Fletcher, CarroUton,
Ga. (Housewife.) "I prefer comedy
l^rograms, such as 'Town Hall Tonight,' {Continued on page 66)
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When

he

STARS

Jimmy

Hollywood
plays

0

Fidler fiddles,
dances!

fair

with

By Eleanor Alexander
Harry Jackson, orchestra leader, and Jimnny
Fidler, Hollywood Tattler, with Ginger Rogers.
"EVERY
go on outthe ofairtheI may
take a
swing at metimeas II come
studiohaveor, someone
what is worse,
lose a good friend," says Jimmy Fidler with a fighting
gleam
his deep
"But seethat's
a chance
I'm
willing into take
if I canbluehelpeyes.
someone
a fault
that might
hurt his career."
Jimmy
can't helpdesk,
calHngeyeshimcrinkling
"Jimmy"at asyou,he
leans
across(youhisjust
note-strewn
friendly and eager ) is talking about those open letters to
picture stars on his Tuesday night Hollywood gossip
broadcast.
"Take Bing Crosby. When I said his singing sounded
careless and wondered if he was slipping, I didn't know
how he'd tunattake
and took
we'd itbeen
friendshe alistened
long time.
Forely he not itonly
all right,
carefully
to his latest recordings and then made them over.
"With Errol Flynn it was different. He didn't like my
saying he had gone high-hat and threatened to hang one
on my chin but he eventually calmed down and, I hear
now. is being human again.
Bennett around
took it with
big when
the
fact"Constance
she was running
GilbertI mentioned
Roland while
the Marquis was in Europe. She called me down hard.
AVell,'to run
I toldaround
her, 'you
{ject
with acan't
man ex-in Above: At one of
this
country
when you've
Fidler 's
husband
in another,
without got
mak-a Jimnny
"Hollywood-on-theAir"
parties,
ing good copy — and I'm a newsParker and Jean
Tom
paper man.' "
Brown were guests.
That's
just
what
he
is.
His
At
another
(right)
piercing blue eyes look straight at
Raoul Roulien,
you, quickly take in and catalogue were
Dolores Del Rio
everylessdetail.
He's
absolutely
fearand Gene Raymond.
where {Continued on page 82)
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But
all

BY

NANETTE
K U T N E R

Should

amateur

stars be allowed

money

AN

EX-CHAMPION

sports

to earn

by radio broadcasts?

SPEAKS

best qualified to broadcast advice. If we were allowed to
teach over the air, it would be an excellent idea. Right
now professionals could do it— and there are plenty of
capable ones.
"When I started playing, there wasn't any radio to
speak of — I guess that dates me !" she added and laughed
that low laugh of hers. "But if there had been radio and
they had allowed the current champions to broadcast advice, Iwould have been given invaluable aid and might
haveAgain
savedenters
myselfMr.manyAverageman,
mistakes." agreeing that it certainly would be ideal to have a champion broadcast lessons, but asking why all the fuss about getting paid?
She probably makes a fortune anyway.
That's just
point. over
She fifteen
doesn't.years
An amateur
tennisto
champion,
afterthe giving
of her life
the game, rarely breaks even. She must practice while
others are earning a living; she must forfeit profitable
jobs because she cannot hold a position during the tennis
season. She is forbidden to earn money by public appearances— in other words, she cannot appear on stage or
screen and, for some reason, radio is put in that category.
She can go on for nothing, but not for money. Besides,
"Not only would the freedom of radio broadcasting an amateur champion must pay part of her own expenses
56lve the financial problems of players," said Miss Jacobs, because The Tennis Association adopted what is known
"but it could become an extremely valuable service to as the eight- weeks rule, a rule that prevents a player from
would-be athletes. Actually it is«'those who play who are competing in tournaments where her expenses are paid

WHEN Helen Jacobs first became America's woman
tennis champion she turned down a radio contract amounting to a thousand dollars a week.
On the face of it such an action does not seem out
of the ordinary. Celebrities are known to receive many
big
moneyMr.offers,
so what's Miss
a thousand
Perhaps,
reasons
Averageman,
Jacobsa week
knew ? what
she
was doing; perhaps she was holding out for something
better.
This, however, was not the case. It is true that celebrities are in the morifey — but amateur tennis champions are
not. Miss Jacobs refused the radio ofTer because her
amateur standing did not permit her to accept.
She is loath to criticize The United States Lawn
Tennis Association and its rules. She is loyal, refusing
to talk on the subject, but she did say that she wished
they would let down the bars on radio.
Fred Perry has appeared on a Vallee program. But
Perry is an Englishman, and in Europe they are broadminded. In France the most outstanding champion and
Davis Cup player of a few years back had his own tennis
shop bearing his name and selling rackets made famous by
him.

Former Tennis Champion Helen Jacobs

HER

MIND!

for more than eight weeks throughout the year, unless
she is asked to play as representative of her country. Of
course these rules also apply to men players.
She is allowed to make money writing, which doesn't
bring in much of an income. And finally, she must play
under all conditions and must expect no compensation if
these conditions injure her health. Only a couple of years
ago, in Paris. Alice Marble, who, this year, won the
championship from Miss Jacobs, collapsed on the court
of The Stade Roland Garros. She had an attack of pleurisy which led to serious complications. It was Helen
Jacobs and her teammates who took care of her.
To me, a rank outsider, these rules seem foolish. An
amateur's
life appears
be no bed its
of youngsters
roses and ifto sportloving America
wants toto encourage
grow
up to be chami)ions and furnish them with exciting
matches, it ought to do something about making the champion's life a more attractive one.
Our athletes could easily be helped and their
financial problems solved without the forbidden aid of wearing, nerve-wracking, bad-forthe-muscles stage and screen appearances.
Their pocketbooks could be enriched, their
health unimpaired, their dignity remain intact and the general public benefited, if only
they were allowed to make use of that one

Jacobs says:
tennisnerves
requires
andHelen
intelligence.
It "Champion
requires calm
and patience
strong
bodies.
It
is
an
all-time
job."
Therefore,
say I,with
radioit. is one of the few mediums that
could
be combined
If The United States Lawn Tennis Association would
look upon
radio as a living
newspaper
and circus,
magazine
instead of a combination
vaudeville
stage and
things
would be different. Players are allowed to write, so why
not broadcast as well?
Oh, they do broadcast ... for nothing. They can appear on non-sponsored programs, like The Radio Party
given the day before the matches begin at Forest Hills,
and broadcast over all the networks. If, by some miracle,
they do get on a sponsored program — and they can, providing they give the money to charity — they have to
promise not to talk about tennis.
As Helen Jacobs said to me: "It's silly for a champion
to sing, the odds are that she can't. Broadcasters should
do Wewhatweretheyseated
are capable
of doing, ofandThenothing
on the verandah
West else
Side !"Tennis Club in Forest Hills. Miss Jacobs had just returned
from England, where she had come off victor at Wimbledon. We sat, facing The Forest Hills Stadium, and the
court that has meant so much to her, the court where she
became champion, the court where she beat Helen Wills
Moody — the court where she lost to Alice Marble !
She is sweeter, slimmer and less aggressive than her
photographs reveal, this girl ex-champion, looking even
younger than her twenty-eight years, as she sat there in
her imported-from-England, strawberry-parfait-colored
sports dress, her short hair waving softly, her greyish
eyes, clear and earnest. That's {Continued on page 61)

RADIO STARS
Captain Tim Healy in his office, where
he pores over research material for his
true adventure yarns. In addition to
these ihrilling tales, Captain Tim is, on
five nrtornings a week, plain Tim Healy,
Ivory News Reporter on NBC-Red Network.

By

LADIES

CRAVE

BEFORE someone rises in furious contradiction, let me
contradict myself and admit that on his evening programs
Tim Healy
"Captain stories
Tim," towho
tells his
thrilling
stamp,willspystillandbeadventure
a constantly
increasing audience. But five mornings a week, from
9:45 to 10:00 a.m. the title is shelved, and the Captain
becomes plain Tim Healy, Ivory News Reporter.
The ripe, mellow voice, with its pleasant hint of brogue,
that has charmed and thrilled youngsters to the tune of
over two million letters to date, is being aimed, primarily,
at a feminine audience — and that's news.
At first glance it may seem unusual for a man, who
has made a sensational success thrilling children with adventurous tales, to be placed on what agencies call a
"woman interest" program. But on second consideration
itattracted
doesn't byseem
so strange
that the ; gentler
shouldstyle
be
a ripe,
rolling baritone
a virile, sex
friendly
of narration and an inside track on the news. It's a safe
bet that,thangiven
a choice, more
women andwould
D'Artagnan
a bespectacled
professor,
many pick
a sponsor
has found, to his sorrow, that a gushy female voice on
the
doesn't penchant
make a women's
is theetherfeminine
for gossipprogram.
. . . and Besides,
what is there
news
but authenticated gossip of the world?
But tolet'sTimleave
logic further
for a moment
and say
that, if you
Hsfen
Healy,
explanation
is unnecessary.
He's
friendly,
interesting
and
likeable
—
and
the answer
is two programs on the air at one time.
.The new news broadcast was inspired some two years
ago at a luncheon Tim was having with some of his
sponsors. To demonstrate how he would handle a news
broadcast he picked tip a paper and began reading them
news items. They seemed to be unusually interesting
items
— and only
when heofficials
had finished
did
the Procter
& Gamble
realize and
that confessed
he had been
reading itemsadvance
that weren't
the received
paper! Tim
had from
been
improvising
news hein had
in cables
Man

Jack

Hanley

EXCITEMENT

private sources of his own, abroad.
It was two years before that took radio form in the
present Ivory News Reporter. But Tim Healy worked
practically the same stunt in selling himself for the original
Stamp Club program.
After lecturing successfully all over the country to
organizations and school children for some four years, he
decided that his stories would make a good radio show
and he talked to an agency man, telling some of his stories,
ad
The manthat was
interestedto work
and Healy's
was lib.
so strong
he oflFered
for six confidence
weeks on
the toughest stations they could find, for bare expenses.
So for six weeks Tim broadcast one afternoon a week
in Worcester, Massachusetts, and one evening in Hartford, Connecticut, both reputed to be tough stations indeed. And they forgot all about him! Their attention
was first attracted by a sudden increase in sales in that
territory,
which was
downnetwork
to Tim'sbroadcast
broadcasts.
The morning
aftertraced
his first
he was
called into conference. It was a gloomy conference; they
were pessimistie about the value of the show. And then
aTimtelephone
Healy. rang and someone at the station asked for
"What," said the voice, "do you want us to do with all
thisHealy's
mail?" ears pricked up. "What mail?" he asked.
"There are 4,600 letters in the first mail," said the voice
plaintively,
"and and
more turned
coming toin the
!" waiting conference,
Tim beamed
grinning. "Gentlemen," he said, "before we go on, ask
thisAt feller
to repeat
he justhe told
the end
of his what
first week
had me!"
sent out 10,000 free .1
albums in answer to requests and was 30,000 short ! And
he's been piling up his audience ever since.
Now that I think of it, I wouldn't te surprised if plenty
of
womenalways
listen have
to TimbeenHealy's
Stamp Club
program.
Women
{Continued
on page
<??) i

of action, natural story-teller, Tim Healy thrills women
i

Lazy days at Del Monte... casual house parties at
her husband's Shasta County ranch... the amusing new evening jackets ... charity work... upcountry hunting and fi^hiiii:. da-hing East on
holidays... attending tlie (ihn /^rcw/rVcs. ..gathering a gav crowd for a midnight snack from the
i liafiiig di-h: perhaps sweetbreads in cream with
rliopped almonds.. .Melba Toast. ..cheese. ..coffee.
And always within reach . . .Camels. Camels are
important in the success of this clever hostess.
"For me and for most of my friends. Camels are
a natural, necessary part of social life. Camels
1 a special zest to smoking." says Mrs. Black,
"and they have a beneficial effect upon digestion.
They give one a comforting 'lift' that is easy to
enjoy but hard to describe."
I few of the distinguished icomen who prefer
Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. MCIIOI AS IMDDI.E. Philadelphia
MISS M in KII, Ku h,m,nd
MHS. VI l\\M.(I I \HM
I. c M'.nl,IK.r. J/!„sinn
MRS. TH(1M\S
K.. .Vui lorfc
MRS. J. (.AKDNER COOLIDGE. U, Boston
Ml!-. IKNESTdu PONT. JR., ITilminglon
MRS. ( IIISW ELL D.ABNEY L.\.NGnORNE, Virginia
J.\SPERG. MORG.\.\,
MRS. MHS.
NICHOLAS
PE.NMM.\N,A<-i<III,York
Baliimore
MRS. L^NGDO-N POST, Srw York
MISS ANNE C. ROCKEFELLER. Aeu> York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York
nrk. \%li« rt' w»n -f«! Lo- Angeles. San Franci"
York food
tool andJohnfinerGayet.
maiireCamels
d'hoi says: " The Ambassador's discriminating clientele
finer
tobaccos.
: an outstanding favorite at our tables.^
Both a pleasure (tnd
Smoking
One of the happiest experiences of
daily living is smoking Camels. Their
grateful
out of always
a tired
mood... "lift"
their eases
delicateyou flavor
intrigues the taste. Meals become
more delightful with Camels between
courses and after. They accent elusive
flavors.. .and lend their subtle aid

an aid to digestion:
Camel^^!
to good digestion. For Camels stimulate the flow of digestive fluids, bringing about a favorable alkalizing effect.
Camel's costlier tobaccos do not
get on your ner%es or tire your taste.
They set you right Make it Camels
from now on — for pleasure ... and for
digestion's sake!

COSTLIER TOBACCOS: CWIKLS ARE MADE KKO.M
KINER, MORE EXPENSIVE TO BACCOS ...TU KKISII Ai\D
DOM ESTIC .. .TUA^i ANY OTHER P O P U L ; R BRAND.

ite^ POISE
^
lliere i? nothinsr more captivating than
the appearance
iiertinatural
ct case.charm
C'all ofit
what
you will, hutof the
the man or woman ^viiosc every motion
breathe* confidence, is maiLnctic...
the first and basic requirement to skin
Yi'hatofisthis
so surju
ising is toisdiscover
how loveliness.
Frostilla stands apart from other lotions
much
imprt'ssion
dependent
up<ui the hands. Watch the hands of a and creams because it does two things.
speaker. Notice the hands of your favorite First, it makes the skin smooth, attractive
actrc-- in action. Or hring it closer hiune to the touch and delicately fragrant. Secand -i-c how your own hands behave.
ond, itimparts to the skin the resiliency
Do y<.u find yourself hunting for rough that IS essential, if the skin is to maintain
spots Is one hand always busy exploring a youthful appearance.
the other
for defects
.'' It is soawkward
easy to fall
Fourteen exquisite flowers from Southinto
the habit
of appearing
by
ern France contribute their perfume to
letting your hantls ruin your poise. Make Frostilla Lotion. Another ingredient is seyour hands an asset to your personality.
lected from certain trees found in the Lh al
It is so easy !
of Russia. No place is too disThe first step is to keep your hands Mountains
tant, no care too great to bring to Frostilla
smooth and delicately fragrant. Your the qualities that make it the soothing lohands must be comfortable to you! When
tion that protects and conditions the skin.
■"^
they are comfortable and attractive
to
Make these two tests and you will never
you. they just naturally appear graceful be satisfied with anything less than
to others.
Frostilla Fragrant Lotion.
Just try the Frostilla treatment for a
Test No. 1. Take your most expensive
week or so . . .your poise will improve perfume, a bottle of Frostilla and any
tremendously.
other lotion or cream .. .Then, after smelling your favorite perfume as a standard
Frostilla is the perfect skin lotion... For of fragrance, smell the other two. You will
over 60 years it has lieen recognized as (|uit kly discard all other lotions and

FUOI^TILLA

creams in favor of Frostilla Fragrant Lotion. Its quality is instantly apparent.
Test No. 2. Dip a toothpick in Frostilla
and another one in any other cream or
lotion ... Let them dry! Then slip your
fingers along the toothpicks. You will find
that Frostilla leaves no gummy or soapy
residue.
does not "coat" the skin.
It is a trueFrostilla
skin conditioner.
35c, 50c and $1.00 sizes everywhere.
Travel size at ten-cent stores.
(35c and 50c sizes fit most standard
wall dispensers.)
A f:ifl for FroslillaV Fri.

' .i other
.n, illu-lraled
.Although
" ^I'ranpeil to

onInternational
Charm andAuthnPo

FRAGRANT

I .lilt I.ntuin
h^.iI I ,iL'l[M(iK
irorn rarton(or
lOcsizes)
(iri-ss ami your FREE copy
will be forwarded post436paiil.Gray
Street, Elmira,
Address'Trostilla,"
New York.
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RADIO STARS

NOTHING
Popular

BUT

stars of the air answer

THE

TRUTH?

questions

from

their fans

Had you any other ambitions before entering the field of radio?
Kay Perkins: "Wanted to be a composer. Still do, but alas, we 'artists' must
live!"
Helen Jepson: "Always to make the
Metropolitan Opera and in January 1935
I made my debut." -♦JosebitionManzanares:
"My greatest
amivas to be a salesman.
Many a time
I zi'as impressed by such men as Mr.
C aiding, head sales manager of the ford
Motor Co. He is to me the finest e.vamf>le in this field."
Jane Froman: "Yes. I wanted to be
a journalist."
Frank Crumit: "Only to retire after
seventeen years on the stage."
Jerryto Belcher:
makedegree
enoughof
money
retire in a "To
reasonable
comfort."
Lucy asMonroe:
still have
opera
my goal."Yes,
I loveandit Ibetter
than
anything."
-»-- be a well known
Donald Novis: "To
physical education instructor and to be
the coach of a championship football
Don Mario:
u'as Ia wanted
boy 1
zcanted
to be a "When
coicboy. ILater
to be a circus perjoniicr. Then a scenic
artist. Each time I soiu a picture I
ivanted to be an actor. I have studied and
delved into many things and, even though
for the past ten years I have earned a
good living singing, I still have high hopes
of some day producing my oivn shou's.
I think that the average youth zvith ambition will always be attracted by a life
of glamour and poiver."
Virginia
to finish
high
school
with Verrill:
outstanding"First
marks,
so Mother
would not make me go to college and I
could give my entire time to radio."
Freddie Rich: "I always had a yen to
conduct and compose."'
Do you feel that news broadcasts
stimulate the buying of newspapers?
David Ross : "A news broadcast is the
cocktail that sharpens the appetite for
the main dish ivhich is served leisurely
and with trimmings in your neivspaper."
Bernicesome
Claire:
"Yes. item,
I feela that,
hearing
interesting
personon
does want to 'see his daily paper for
further details.' "

Clara, Lu and Em are more delightful than ever!
Bob Burns: "Yes, news broadcasts have Lincoln's Gettysburg speech to get the
forced me to buy newspapers."
commercial over."
Igor items
(Charles)
indeed.arouse
The thing
Benaycan \'enuta
: "/ believe
short
heardGorin:
over "Yes,
the radio
be created
quickly anas 'artistic'
zvell as
curiositj' to know further details."
by taking a lot of time and thought."
Rosario Bourdon: "I do, for you are
Jimmy Fidler:
and no.
never given
a 'tip' part
on a ofstory.
production
is okay "Yes
if veteran
artistsRapid
are
Usually
the more
most than
interesting
the employed.
A veteran can quickly adapt
story cannot be given over the air."
himself to any situation. I think sponty is vital to g(X)d radio programs —
Olga ofAlbani:
'•Decidedly
so.broadThe and that taneican
come only with freshness, not
Alarch
Time and
other ncivs
casts stimulate the appetite for more in- with tiresome rehearsal. Of course, big
musical programs, radio dramas and the
formation on one subject or another."
like, must be carefully prepared; in fact, I
Ray Perkins: "1 like news broadcasts think many radio shows could stand more
and I buy newspapers a-plenty. Outside of
careful advance preparation."
that
of it.as Don't
intendI tohaveget never
into anythought
argument,
some
Otzie Nelson: 'No— but who wants to
of my best friends are newspaper men
and I also am big-hearted toward news- be artistic?"
Andre Kostelanetz : ''Only sporadically.
paper commentators."
It is almost impossible to turn out a genuinely artistic job under pressure of speed.
Bob
Crosby
:
"In
my
on'n
case,
they
neither stimulate nor depress. I enjoy Anything
artistic jneans zv'ork. and Z\.ork
neu'S broadcasts and I buy my newsmeans time."
Teddy Bergman: "Yes. Genius knows
Do you believe that the present
papers."
no Jimmy
speed laws."
rate of rapid production of radio
Farrell: "I believe that the
programs is conducive to the crearapid rate of production of programs has
tion of anything genuinely artistic?
very little to do with the artistic creation,
unless, of course, the artist is over-taxed
because of too many performances and
Ray Perkins
:
"Rapid
creation
is
an
unfortunate necessity at present and I doubt
if it ever ii'ill be otherzvise. In spite of it, cannot give wholly to all of them."
Vail : "Most all radio programs
program producers are frequently turning areMyrtle
produced rapidly — but only a few are
out artistic ivork. Possibly the day ivill artistic.
Hozvcver, almost all of them
eoniely orichen
a program
'hits'oftheon aira monthbi-monthly
instead
zceckly must be entertaining -*~to remain on the air."
Ed McConnell : "Time does not necesgrind basis."
govern the creation of a thing
Abe Lyman: "As far as I am concerned, genuinelysarilyartistic.
Many artistic creations
I minimize the 'artistic' and worry about are born almost spontaneously.
However,
the
'entertainment'
part
of
radio,
being
this
is
the
exception
than the rule,
solely concerned with that type of air and in a general senserather
I would say there
is less likelihood of anything genuinely
endeavor."
Eddie Dowling: "You can't race art artistic being created as a result 53of rapid
against a stop-watch. Radio would cut
production."

RADIO STARS

WEST
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Xot breaking a record, but makiny one,
landed Francia White in the neivs. Nelson Eddy heard her voice on a record and
promptly decided on francia for a leading
lady on his radio program. Tlicy didn't
meet iinlil
dotted
line.
Had l-'rancia
lie seenhadhersigned
first onandthewithout
sound effects. Nelson admitted, he still
Zi'ould have signed Francia.
was tojustplaya series
of Sid
bum Silvers'
breaks, childhood
so he decided
Santa
Claus to as many children as his budget
would
allow. First,
Sid decided, he'd edugive
some deserving
cation. He put youngster
an ad in athemusical
paper and
after one day hastily withdrew it. Some
eighty-seven children and as many parents piled up on his doorstep that first
day. After a three-day weeding process.
Silvers selected Edward Earle, aged five,
who showed unusual promise on the piano.
Andre Kostelanetz is in love. But
whether the object of his affections is Lily
Pons or TWA we can't make out. Each
Saturday, after his broadcasts, he flies to
Hollywood and is back in New York for
a Tuesday
rehearsal. He's
coaching Lily forevening
her forthcoming
picture.
After four years of trying to pronounce
Parkyakarkus, 'li'c'z'e seen the light. Harry
Einstein's father ran a supply house in
Boston and n'ould greet every customer
-a'ith "Park your carcass."
When Charles Gorin is announced one
offamiliar
these tones,
days and
you hear
Gorin's
just blame
it onIgor
Hollywood.
Igor's
recently
signed
a
motion
contract, with the stipulation thatpicture
from
now on he'll be Charles. That just applies around the movie factories, but if
Igor Charles makes a success in celluloid,
radio will be capitalizing on the same

SKoW«rs
This is the most famous, best-loved
talcum powder in the world. Its
quality is superb. Its fragrance is
eternally new and forever right— the
fresh perfume of flowers after a rain.
Supremely fine — yet the cost is
low — 2^^ for the standard size
at fine stores everywhere.
^SXjqjUAAJjtc • • • b^Ajut
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ARRIVED.
girls,unless
anyhow,
turn
down a Most
cool $9,000
they don't
feel
pretty sure about the future, one way or
another. And Frances chose to spend her
three-weeks' vacation in Lakeland, Florida (the hum town) rather than bring in
the dough to the tune of $3,000 per week
at the Capitol Theater in New York. It
was while singing at the Capitol that Frances was spotted by Walter Wanger of the
films. Every minute not spent in song
was spent in prayer, for Frances was gettract.)ting $350 per week. And that was big
money back in 1935 B. C. (Before conThere can be too much of a good thing,
believe it or not. Robert Ripley, not long
ago, used to be in daily fear that his
unusual stock of material might run low.
Now his collection has grown to such
proportions that the Ripley house looks
like a mausoleum, what with every room
crammed with shelves of material all
taggedtion to this
and problem
numbered.
final Calisolusuits Bob's
a Southern
fornia
University.
For
he's
endowing
Believe-It-Or-Not museum on their cam-a
pus, complete with building, staff and all
the trimmings.

When the Fred Astaire program ims
set for the same hour as Camel Caravan,
it didn't make CBS and NBC any more
palsy-imlsy.
can't get
withinof that
ten
feet
of a CBS You
man ivithont
hearing
University of Southern California radio
class Xi'hich chose Camel Caravan as its
favorite program. And at a distance of
fifteen
NBC-ers
zvUl tell
you Fred
that
this votefeet,wasthetaken
the zveek
before
made his first broadcast. Looks like a
fight to the finish this time.
None of those wedding bells, after all,
for Alice Faye and Michael Whalen. It's
just a beautiful friendship. "Alice is a
guygrand
girl," like
Michael
tolda us,
how
can a fellow
me ask
girl "but
to marry
Jimmy
Fidler's
back
on
the
air
with
a three-year contract at a neat increase. him? What have I to of?er her besides
The starsdently, ordon't
air waves,
evi- my
fame and myself?" What
indeedtemporary
?
some rule
of thethe more
prominent
Hollywood ones would have had Jimmy
banned long since.
Cantor,
Eddie and
Ida's youngest,
is Janet
suffering
the pangs
of unrequited
love
A focal point in the Rogers-Ayres di- for the first time in her eight years. She's
been
a
faithful
attender
at
all
the
Cantor
vorce was the custody of "Shep," their
and has made no bones about
mongrel purp. Lew won out, but Shep's broadcasts
fact that Bobby Breen is the main
custodian
Burns. Lew's
on vacationtheseanddaysBobis isBobspending
every the
attraction, not Papa. She became known
spare moment at Lake Arrowhead, keep- as Stage-door Janet, by waiting faithfully
every performance. Ining an eye hogs.
on the Ayres' cabin, dog and for Bobbyvitatiafter
razor-back
ons for swimming in the pool at
home, croquet, bicycling and all manner
Kate Smith ,111,1 III,- -III, I, ,1,1 leill soon
entertainment
rise outJanetof
however.didn't
But getthea day
get toiiethrr ,i,i,ini. M,,rles li,st interest ofBobby,
brought her pet puppy along changed
ini,,,:el\,itie
f,,r
,i
u'lnle.
hiii
it's
jvctty
definite
til, It 2iith C ent iiry- h ,,x Ini.^ found Master Breen. He completely lost his
to it. Janet is still just a Girl to
r,„>m lor /i.T. I'liLss ,,iir spies have heart
in order to play with the dog
misinjormeil iis. sli,-'ll tu- .S'liirh-y Temple him, butdevotes
considerable time to playgnwn-iip in tli,- next 'Irm/de epic. he now
ing
with
Janet,
too.
There's a strong resemhlame I'ctieeen the
girls, at that.
Ask just
about atiyone
(Continued
on pagein56)Hollywood
Frances Langford must feel she has
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Miss Esther Brooks, much admired in New York this
jb: "Pond s Cold Cream takes every speck of dirt .
ly pores, keeps my skin clear of blackheads."
/
ASignfAafl/AD£Rr/SSl/£Sa/eSAn/tJkmgj
anced cream briskly into your skin . . .
THOSE mean little lines that creep in
Start thefreely.
circulation pulsing, oil glands
around your eyes, your mouth . . . working
You are only 25. But people see them —
"She's every bit of thirty!"
Do this regularly— day after day. BeOr, you are over thirty . . . but not ^
fore long, cloggings cease. Pores grow
sign of a line. And everybody takes you finer. Blackheads, blemishes go . . . And
for years younger than you are — "\ot a
day over 20!"
Do you know what those same little
lines say to a dermatologist r He sees right
through them to the under layers of your
1 - -it
skin, and says: "It's the under tissues at
fault!"
Keep away Blackheads, Blemishes
—with Under Skin treatment
Skin faults are not always a matter of
years. Look at the skin diagram above.
Those hundreds of tiny cells, glands, fibres
xmder your skin are what really make it
clear and satiny — or full of faults! Once
they fail, skin faults begin. But keep them
acti\e — you can, with Pond's rousing
"deep-skin"
yourteens.
skin
blooms fresh, treatment
line-free, —as and
in your
Pond's
Cold
Cream
contains
specially
processed oils which reach deep into the
Mrs. Eugene dii Pont ill
pores. It floats out all the dirt, make-up,
skin secretions that are starting to clog. v<ho!*e fresh, glowing skin just radiaU's youti
Already, your skin looks fresher!
beauty,
say
ColdthatCream
away ...a: "Pond's
It takes away
tired freshens
look and ei
More . . . You pat this perfectly bal- right
'late-hour* lines fade completely.^

those myriads of little fibres strengthen!
Your skin grows firm u nde meat li— smooth,
line-free outside, where it shows.
simpleskin
Pond's
win
theHere's
clear, theglowing
that way
neverto tells
of birthdays. Follow this treatment day
and night.
Two things to remember
Every
without Pond's
Cream.night,
Watchcleanse
it bring
all the Cold
dirt,
make-up, secretions. W ipe it all off! . . .
Now pat in more cream briskly. Rouse
that failing underskin. Set it to work again
— for that smooth, line-free skin you want.
Every morning, and during the day, repeat this
treatment
with Pond's Cold
Cream,
^'our
skin becomes
finer
every time.
Powder
goes on softer,
beautifully.
Start in at once. The coupon below
brings
special 9-treatment tube of
Pond's you
Colda Cream.
SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
PON'D'S,
Dcpt M-i-S
CTInton.Conn.
tube
of I'ond's
Cold Cream,
cnouKh Rush
lor 9 special
treatmeandnts, with5generous
samplesof ofPond's
i otherFacePonJ's
Creamsder. Ienclose
difTcrent
shades
Pow10* to cover postage and paikine.
6, fond'd Extrmct Company
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FEMININE

HYGIENE

CREASELESS
BUT IT IS TRUE • ireZonit.not only easier
ilh )arations but are
tie tho
them to messy, greasy
s to tissue.suppositories.
readySooth-for
us requiring noing—harmlemixing
or Entirely
clumsy apparatus.
Odorless
ideal for
find them— andsuperior
for deodorizing.
this purpose,You'll
too!
9of greasy
More andsuppositories,
more womenthanks
are ending
the nuisance
to the exclusive
new
greaseless.
fornothing
modernelsefeminine
hygiene.for
There isZonitors
positively
like removal,
Zonitors
daintiness,
easy
application
and
easy
they
maintainrecommend.
the long, eflfective antiseptic contactyet
physicians
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic
because of principle
its antisepticfavored
power inandmedical
freedom circles
from
"burn"
danger
to
delicate
tissues.
Full i nstructions in package. All U.S. and Canadian
druggists. Mi
coupon for formin-ative fre
booklet.

I FOH I
JEMININE HYGIEiNE
Snouy W^ife • Greaseless
Zonitors, free3416booklet,
ChryslerA NewBldg.,Technique
N.Y.C. Send,
inpla
envelope,
in Feminii
A ZONITE PRODUCT
Your Kodak Picture
ENLARGED
8x10 Inch
FREE ENLARGEMENT
( any SNAPSHOT
Yoiu' favorite
snapshotslovedof
children,
ones enlarged
areparents
moreto and
enjoyable
when
8x10
inch
size
— suitable
forpermanent
framing.
These
beautiful,
ments
bring
out
the
details
and
tures when
you lovethe just
as youwereremember
them
snapshots
Just
to
get
acquainted,
we
willtakito enlarge
any
Kodak
picture,
printenclose
or negative
8x10
—our
FREE
—
if
you
25c
toclerical
help inches
cover
cost
of
packing,
postage
and
work.
The
enlargementhanditself
beyou beautifully
tintedisacknowledge
infree.
naturalIt will
colorsalsoif
want
it. Weimmediately.
will
receiving
your
snapshot
Your
original
will
with your
Pick beout returned
your snapshot
and free
send enlargement.
it today.
287
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to name the ten most pof^iilai- girls in
town and von ean l>ct that Mrs. Ez'elvn
OfHeld u'/// be on the list. 11' hen not beMrs. time
Offield
is Jaekall his
Oakie's
mothering listed.
and finds
to mother
pals
on the side. She was watehing Jaek during a rehearsal for a radio l>roadeast the
other
he hadhelpless
redueedlaughter
ei'eryone indaytheandcastafter
to such
thai the director had to call a halt to the
rehearsal. Mrs. Offield turned to her companion and said : "I ha'i'c a funny boy,
hai-ent I?"
Gracie Allen and George Burns are
home owners for the first time in their
lives. But it wasn't their idea. Sandra
and Ronny, the Burns children, wept and
wailed so lustily every time the New York
apartment was mentioned, that their parents decided a Beverly Hills home was a
bargain
cialists. compared to a corps of nerve speBut even with Sandra and Ronny
quieted
down, inthetheBurnses
much peace
new aren't
home. getting
Since
Gracie introduced those "mouthies," the
telephone rings day and night with enthusiasts offering choice selections they
have just thought up. Gracie thought up
the new game because she was so sick of
"handles" and thought this might be a
game to endfromall games.
no
sympathy
George, She's
either,getting
in her
present predicament. He never did think
she should think.
Fred .Istaii-e and Don .Imeche insist
that ''handics" aren't dead yd. Not, at
least, until thev i/et this one hroadca.<!ted.
-Knock,eche."knock."
-Jl'ho's■•.hneche
there.'" on-.Im••.hncchc zdio/"
the
second flight Astaire's."
P.ing Crosby hasn't any time for reminiscing on the hula gals now that he's back
from Honolulu. There's a new picture
awaiting, the Kraft Music Hall, and — biggest job of all — his directorship of the Del
Mar Turf Club. Several friends — George
Raft, —Garyarc Cooper,
and Clark
Gable
going toPatseeO'Brien
tliat Bing
tends
to the club business, since Crosliy managed
to wangle a couple of thousand apiece from
the
underboysway.in order to get the organization
Marion Talley is hard at work on what
a cruel critic referred to as her "squeaking voice" in a preview of "Follow Your
Heart." Marion spent so much time on
her singing voice, even to marrying a
couple of her singing teachers, that she
claims there was little time left for talking.
The in-hrci' qiiesllou took unojue turn
on a Ijcv Theater program ichcu James
Ca</ncx made lore to Uoot.^ Mallory. his
brother Hill's leijc. Itowever IS jar as the
coucerncd.
thereCagney
ncT'cr relaleas
an(.'aguevs
in-hric are(/uestion.
.-111 the
ti'ces — (/;/(/ there are .viciinns of them — and
all the relatives of tlr- C\igncy zeiTCs and
husbands, 1 repre.u^ut
the closestis
1 ollywood. oneThe <-/organi.calion
iqui
the "Cai/ncv Club" hereabouts.

Harry lywoodJackson,
conductor
of the
Talent Parade
orchestra,
has Holjust
returned from a Kansas visit with his
favorite fan — Mrs. Louisa Jackson, his 83year-old mother. Mrs. Jackson thought
radio a new-fangled notion until Harry's
first program
wasa aired.
Now car
she unless
won't
take
neighbor's
there'sa aride
radioinalong.
The most conclusive evidence yet offered
for the pro-audience side, was at a recent
broadcast. The announcer was giving the
offollowing
Robert week's
Taylor line-up.
a great Atgasptheof mention
delight
arose from the audience, followed by a
long and wistful sigh. This amazing audience reaction was of such spontaneity that
there's
hardly a radio audience antagonist
left in town.
Jaek Benny zvill make the movie capital
his mike headquarters for the year. For
asigned
coupleup offor good
reasons.
First, he's
tuv more
Paramount
pictures, and second,
he's bought
Hills lioine
for Mary
and Joana Beverly
Naomi
Benny and himself.
Mary McCormic and Bob Burns had a
swell time between rehearsals for that
Music Hall program on which Mary
guested. They talked of tlieir native
Arkansas and all about the childhood days
which they did not spend together. Miss
McC. was born and brought up 140 miles
from Van Buren.
Rehearsal close-ups: Bing Crosby always
wears a hat . . . Kay Francis wears hornrimmed specs . . . Joan Crawford pushes
her hat nervously back and forth on her
head . . . Victor Young wears tennis shoes
. . . Jean Arthur clutches the script and
claws at her blonde hair . . . Jack Oakie
grins continually . . . Jack Benny takes it
seriously . . . Joel McCrea looks intensely
bored . . . Carole Lombard looks like
she's having the time of her life . . .
Jimmy Dorsey has the best stagger system of sleep in llollyioood. Playing at
Sebastians Cotton Club from 8 till 3
a. m. each night, getting to l>ed around 5
and rising at 7 for Kraft .Music Hall rels isn't c.vactly
to rest.
In betweenhearsatimes
he makesconduc'ivc
phonograph
recordings and rehearses for the Cotton
Club. He catches a icink here and there
betieeen studios, broadcasts, clubs and—
sobetzi'coi
a pal numbers.
of ours in his orchestra sieears —
JackwhoBenny's
only star
man andon
radio
knockedprol)ably
down histhe guest
got away with it. Jack's dancing may not
beleastas hepolished
Astaire's for
but theat
had allas theFredenthusiasm
dance when
he
opened
the
Astaire
broadcast. So much so, in fact, that in making
a dive for Ginger Rogers he sent her spining across the stage, to sprawl flat in one
corner. Ginger suggested that she and
Jack collaborate on a correspondence
course, "How to Break Your Back in 10
(Continued on page 60)
Easy Lessons."
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Special... for a Little Lady
SPECIAL TREATMENT
... SPECIAL CARE
[ EVEN A SPECIAL LAXATIVE! 1
HEKE WE SEE a little lady getting her
regular dental examination... special care her mother seldom got w hen she
was a girl.

One reason why children thrive better
today than 20 years ago is because of
special care like this. Their food ... their
clothes . cia.liz.ed even
for them.their playthings arc speYour doctor will tell you that this new
thinking applies to laxatives, too.
They say a child should get only a laxative made especially for children— a laxative that can't
possibly
tlie tiniest
and most
delicate
infant liarni
system.
That's why so many i)hy>iciaus recommend Fletcher"^ Castoria. For here i> a
child's laxative pure and simple. Xcrcr do

?rt'
recommend
it for anyone mild
else. Fletclier's
Castoria
is exceedingly
in action.
Vet it is thorough. It works chiefly on the
lo\\er bowel— not in the stomach.
(Quickly and completely it c lears away
the
waste ingriping
a baby'sandsystem
.. .w ujjscts
itliout
the painful
digestive
some
harshcontains
laxativesno cause.
Castoria
harsh, Fletcher's
purging
thugs, no narcotics— notiiins tliat could
upset a baby's delicate sy-tciii. .1 Uiinoits
baby specialisthimself!
said he cotddn't irrilc a better
prescription

take a laxative he hates completely upsets his entire nervous system.
So, mother. reflect a bit before you next
buy a laxative for your cliild. .Always
make sure of these two iuii>ortant things:
(l)Tliat it'> made specially for children.
('2)Tliat
your child
w ill like
it> taste.
More than
.j.liiin.noi)
mothers
keep a
bottle of Fletclu i '- ( a-toria on hantl.
always. Wh>- not i)lay safe and get the
economical Family-Size Bottle today?
The signature Cha>. H. Fletcher a])pears
on everv carton.

'\ou
11 be tastes
glad togood.knowtoo.that
Hetciu-rs
Castoria
Ciiildreu
take
it willingly— without forcins;. And doctors will tell you just how imi)()rtant that
is. For often the act of forcing a child to

CASTORIA
The hjxative made especially
for babies and growing children
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Simply cleaning your teeth may
keep
them white
— for a while!
But when
neglected
become soft and
spongygums
all the
half-way measures in the world
won't preserve your teeth.
Don't take that chance, start
using
Forhan's. It —gives
you
double
ivhitens
teethsameandprotection
safeguards gums
at
the
time.
SAVES GUMS
Forhan's
was surgeon
created byto anprovide
eminentprotection;
dental
double
with
it
you
clean teeth and massage gums
just as dentists advise. It costs
no "more thanbut most
toothpastes,
ends ordinary
ordinary
half-way care! Begin using
Forhan's
today.
Also in Canada.

SHUN SKIN WORRY!
Blemishes, Blackheads,
Pimples, Muddiness,
Should Go Quickly!
Why miss joys ofllfe because of u poor
complexion?
Tliousaiids
n-poi'('
derful results
with
Kreiiiola,
surface
skin blemisties.
plnu>les
KREMOLA CO.

Dept. M Ml

Chicago, III.

BRUSH
AWAY
GRAY
HAIR
#RrayQuickly
and safely
youof can
tint l)rown
those streaks
of
to lustrous
shades
blonde,
or black.
BROWNATONE
and a small
brush does
it. Used
and
approved
for
over
twenty-four
years.
Guaranteed
harmless.
Activewaving
coloring
is purely andvegetable.
Cannot affect
of hair.agentEconomical
lasting
— will notpears.wash
out.
Simply
retouch
as with
new amazing
gray apImparts
rich,
beautiful
color
speed.
Easv
to
prove
by
tinting
a
lock
of
your
hair.
50c— at allguarantee.
drug own
and
toilet BROWNATONE
countera— always ison only
a money-back
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had refused opportunities to continue with
his music and make an easy living in a
most
the girlpleasant
he loved.way — and he liad married
He had no qualifications for any other
work, but he was grimly determined to do
his best. Through friends he obtained a
job asdredsalesman
at a salary
dollars a month,
whichof one
was hunless
money than either he or his wife had
been accustomed to have for spending
money. Both their well-to-do families
were nearby to see that they got into no
serious financial difficulties, but Smith was
anxious to make good on his own. At
the end of a year, his salary was raised
totoughthirty-five
going. dollars a week, but it was
He was too proud to ask his family for
financial help, but he did occasionally go
to a banker, an elderly man, who was
one of his best friends, for a loan.
"He would always lend me twenty-five
or fifty dollars,'' Smith told me, "but I
never saw him that he didn't advise me
tomusicgivebusiness.
up my jobHe andknewgo Iback
the
lovedintomusic
more than anything and that I was unhappy and unsuccessful in the work I was
"Money isn't everything," the man told
him. "You have a talent for entertaining
doing."
people
; youBallew
love music.
to it."
He told
of his Goown back
experience
— how he had given up the thing he
wanted to do to satisfy the wishes of his
family. He had been successful, but his
heart was not in his work. He realized
that Smith was disheartened and he encouraged him to get out.
During this time. Smith had many more
disturbing offers to join an orchestra and
each offer precipitated a family conference.
Finally they decided it was the thing to do
and Smith accepted an offer to go with
Ted Fiorito's band, .'\lthough the familiesuousdidn'tobjections
approve,
offered
and they
probably
felt nohe strenmight
as well get it out of his system.
Success came easily. It was just at the
time when every orchestra featured a
singer and Smith was that featured singer,
as well as manager of the orchestra, for
which he received one hundred and eightyfive dollars a week.
He had courted his wife by crooning
love songs to her and it turned out that
the voice that was good enough to win
Mrs. Ballew was just right to audiences
everywhere, for the radio and for phonovoice and
orches-at
tra graph
were inrecords.
suchHisdemand
for his
records
(.ne lime that he was recording under seven
'iiffcrcnt names. Robert Smith, Charles
Knbeils, P.iuidy Blue and Art Dalton were
^(Jlne nf the names lie used.
Smith Hiillczi' and 11 is Orchestra won
fame at the Club Ricliiiian, at Wlivte's
Fifth
Avenue,
at Villa \-allee,
Pavilion
Kcy.iK-,Xew
at theYorkHollywood
and
c.tlicr
spots andRestaurant
in exclusive
i-'lurida
aiul
Long
Island
clubs.
Smith and lii^ wife were young, gay
easily and they
o\ed everything
and
spenthappy.
it freely..M'mc)'I he^i

UMPHHH!

as it came. His income was enormous and
they never thought of a rainy day.
"I worked every minute," he said, in
talking ofcasting,thatmakingtime.
broad-at
records"Rehearsing,
and appearing
nightwasn't
clubs. allBut
it was fun."and the rainy
dayIt did
come. fun,
Therehowever,
was one time when
he returned to New York from a tour and
was just too late for every available job.
"We were very hard up, down to almost nothing, in fact," he said. "111 never
forget it. We lived in a boarding-house
and paid eighteen dollars a week for a
room in which we could do light houseSmith composed a song entitled We
Can Live on Loi'e, but for more practical
purposes
turned to the more substantial diet oftheybeans.
keeping.''
"Beans were the least expensive thing
we would
he said.
we had
beans
for eat,"
breakfast,
beans"Actually
for lunch
and
beans
for
dinner."
He was out every day looking for a job
and one night when he returned home he
found his wife ill.
"She was so sick of beans she had to go
to the hospital!" He laughs at it now,
although it was a tragic moment at the
time.
sick, too.
felt I was
the
cause of"I herwas illness
and II decided
to wire
home for money and go back on the job
as salesman.
"But my She
wife insisted
wouldn'twe letshould
me send
telegram.
sticktheit
out and she told me over and over that
she knew I would get a job.
"Her wonderful courage and her willingnes to stick it out with me was what
I needed, I guess. I got a job shortly
after that and everything was all right
was out
a job and
again.
we "Another
were downtimetoI about
one ofhundred
and
fifty dollars. Some friends of ours from
Texas had arrived in New York and invited us out for the evening. I put the
hundred-dollar bill carefully in one pocket
and the rest of my money in another
pocket. When we arrived home the
hundred-dollar bill was gone and all the
money we had in the world was twelve
dollars.
believe ourin friends
hoarding. The But
next wenightdidn't
we invited
to go to dinner w^ith us and spent our last
dollar. My wife said when we were broke
another
would turn
— andlossit ofdid!"all
Those job
experiences
and upthe
his accumulated savings in the 1929 crash
have only made him more appreciative of
his present success. His money is going
into insurance and a savings account now.
The Ballews live well, but simply. They
have no ambitions to build a Hollywood
mansion around a swimming pool and, in
fact, prefer
live tlieir
in a rented
(|uent
visits tofrom
Texas house.
friends Freand
the demands of Snn'th's work leave them
little time for Hollywood's social life.
Smith doesn't care f<ir v<ni:il lite, anyhis long onlegs,tiicwIulIi
distinctway, andadvantage
tennis -ne
court,himarea
no asset at a pink tea.
He likes everything that one does out-
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doors. He plays tennis, golf and polo.
He is fond of swimming. He thinks California a great place to live because the
climate enables him to do all these things
most of the year and he will tell you
earnestly that he likes it best of all beause his babyin the
daughter
there cthan
East. is in better health
His fondest memories of childhood are
his hunting and fishing trips with his
father during vacations and, later, of his
summers on the ranch, where he rode the
range and was a real cowboy.
He grew up in a home where music
was an important part of his every-day
musical
one, buta
helife.is Smith's
the firstfamily
memberis aever
to become
professional. His father and mother, two
sisters and two brothers are all musical.
His sisters were graduated from a conservatory of music— one in piano and one in
voice — and one brother "is a knockout
pianist,"
to Smith.
I had according
an opportunity
to study him as
he sat opposite me in a little office at
9 :30 in the morning. Despite his soft
voice, his cultured manner, his poise, he
is typically an outdoor man. Straight as
an arrow, lithe, fit as a fiddle, with eyes
clear as water and a clean, healthy complexion, he is of the plains. It is written
all
him. heHe hasdoesn't
the
city,over
although
made belong
the cityin pay
him. It is easy to understand his greatest
ambition — to save enough money to buy a
big cattle ranch in Te.xas and live on it.
[ could well believe him when he said :
'It I had the money. I would give all this
up Iftomorrow
retire.''left about his lack
I had anyanddoubt
of inner force, it was dispelled when he
told me that the thing he is proudest of
is his honorary membership in the Texas
Rangers, which is, according to the Texans, the toughest, nerviest, most efficient
police force in the United States!
He has the ability to think fast and
he engineers his delightful program with
neatness and dispatch, but if he is a human dynamo he hides it beautifully beneath a Southern drawl and a quiet but
orceful manner. Calm and deliberate, he
5 the very opposite of your conception
of a master of ceremonies and is a fair
example of the new type of actor now
gaining foothold in Hollywood.
It has been said that three-fourths of
the acting in Hollywood is done at the
Brown Derby or on the Boulevard, but
Smith Ballew attends strictly to the business of acting only when he is beins; paid
for it. He doesn't use his fnersjy in impres ing his friends. And
He now,
saves init addition
I'nr his
radio performances.
to his radio activities. Smith is a motion
picture actor and will soon be playing
opposite Lily Pons. He will sing and,
as he expresses it, "just be myself, a
Texas cowboy."
"If you have anything to offer and are
willing to towork,"
says shyly,
isn't
necessary
force heyourself
on the"itpublic
in order to get ahead."
"But you're so bashful," I protested.
"I don't see how you ever have the courage to stand up before an audience."
He laughed with quiet amusement.
"Xecessity is a great thing," he replied.
have it."
plenty of umphhh when I have
to"I have
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—right next to her skin!
It's constantly absorbing perspiration
GIRLS, who are othetAvise dainty, are
often careless about their girdles. They
Easy Lux Care
for Girdles
don't realize that a girdle needs the same
Wash frequently, squeezing
care as underthings. It betrays unpleasrich,
lukewarm Lux suds
ant perspiration odor so quickly!
(never hot) well through
Why risk offending in this way when
the garment.
For
stubborn Don't
spots, rub.
gently
it's so easy to Lux a girdle frequently?
work in a few dry Lux flakes.
Lux removes perspiration odor comRinsewell. Roll in a Turkish
pletely. Itpreserves the elasticity that
towel to press out moisture.
Unroll at once.
keeps your girdle form fitting . . . like
Hang with weight evenly
new. Cake-soap rubbing or soaps that
distributed, ordry flat, away
contain harmful alkali weaken elasticity,
from heat. Don' t iron elastic.
tend to leave girdles flabby and ill fitting.
Lux has no harmful alkali. Anything safe
in water is safe in Lux.
Removes perspiration odorSaves Elasticity
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COLORLESS

CONSPICUOUS

CHARMING
-i> nk naniu>
lashes,
yet perfectlv
appearance
Eye make-up— inwithgoodMa\tas I

Your eyes are your most important beauty feature — or
they should be! Are you making the most of their possibilities byframing them properly with long, dark, lustrous
lashes? You can do this best by applying just a few, simple
brush strokes of harmless Maybelline, the eye make-up in
good taste. Xo longer need you worry about having pale,
unattractive lashes, nor fear that hard "made-up" look
if you darken them — with Maybelline!
•jf Maybelline is non-smarting, tear proof, and
absolutely harmless. Cream-smoothness of texture — utter
simplicity of application — tendency to curl the lashes into
lovely,
fringethis
— these
are somedarkener
of the wonderful
qualitiessweeping
which make
the eyelash
supreme.
•if You willadoretheotherdelightful Maybelline
Eye Beauty Aids, too! See with what ease you can form
graceful, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-marking
Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. Try blending a soft, colorful
shadow on your eyelids with the pure, creamy Maybelline
Eye Shadow — it deepens and accentuates the color and
sparkle of your eyes.
Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids are preferred
.by more than 10,000,000 discriminating women as the
finest
that
money
— yet theyeverywhere.
are nominallyGenerous
priced
at leading toilet can
goodsbuycounters
introductory sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids may
be had at all 10c stores. Try them today — you'll be delighted !

THE WORLD b L.\KGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS
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There's a new club at the NBC studios
in Hollywood. It's the Six-Footers Club,
and
their motto
is "Just
old time."
President
is Smith
Ballcwa high
of Shell
Chateau, since he rates tops at six feet five
inches. Other members are Bob Burns,
Carlton KaDell. Amos 'n' Andy's announcer,andTudor 'Williams
the Richfield
Guardsmen quartet
Sam Hayes,of the
Reporter. Five-foot Victor Young tried to
crash the membership list so they took him
on as mascot.
Vou //(7IV /() hanil it to a toivn that
con nnikc Amos 'n' Andy break a precesome than
e'njht 2,410
years broadcasts,
of broadeastiiujdent.ondAfter more
Holly-c.ood "ijot" the boys to the extent
of introdneuuj surprise nwvie stars on
their pro(/i'oms. freeman Gosden and
Charles Correll, icho arc the cuUud gentlemen in iJieir off-niike moments, admit
that the eliniole in Hollyicood makes them
ei'cn surprise theniseh'cs.
That new movie contract which Bob
Burns has signed calls for three pictures
at $60,000 per and one at $75,000, each
year for three years. A friend called Bob
in the middlegratulationofs and findtheoutnight
conhow tohe offer
felt about
itjustall.
'Til
tell
you,"'
said
Bob,
"I
like I did when I caught my first feel
fish
backTallulah
in \'an Bankhead's
Buren."' rehearsal for airing
"Reflected
the atshortest
and snappiest everGlory"
to takewasplace
NBC.
She sailed into the studio, clad in violently polka-dotted pajamas. In one hand
was the script, in the other a cigarette
in a polka-dotted holder. Facing the
mike, the Bankhead went through the
rehearsal without one unnecessary word,
then smiled upon the assembled cast and
swept out.
Frank fay teas -a♦ - remote-control host
recently at his Brenttcood Heights estate.
Tlie place loas turned over to some tivo
hundred orphans from the L. A. Orphanage for the day. and elou'ns, bands, trained
ani)nals
and plenty offrank
ice-cream
provided
the entertainment.
greeted
his
guests from Xeic York and it was all
pretty jolly.
A gala affair was made of the inaugurmiattieorn ionfLos
KECA's
new 5,000-watt
Angeles.
A series oftransfour
dedicatory programs were given during
the day and the celebrations continued till
dawn
day. .\mos
'n' Andy,
Burns. theAnnenextShirley,
Pat Ellis,
Jimmy Bob
and
Russell Gleason, Dick Foran, Andy Devine, Toby
rities took Wing
part. and
Ireneother
Richmovie
flew celebhere
frfjm Xew York to do a dramatic skit for
the occasion.
Irene Noblctte once thought of opera
for a career. She gave it up for two reasons. Stout tenors for one thing. And
her
that sheher.hadn't a
voice.teacher's
But thesuggestion
tenors decided

RADIO STARS
AN EX-CHAMPION
SPEAKS HER MIND
(Cfliiliiiiicd jrom page 49)
what impresses you most about lier — the news and symphonies. I ne\cr listen to
earnestness.
as ifis sheputting
meansallevery
sport broadcasts unless I'm jiarticword she saysIt's and
her the
ularly ofinterested.
instancr,
I wonMn'l
strength and all herself into the meaning. think
listening For
to the
ha-ehall
sanies
You instinctively trust a girl like that.
because
I
don't
know
a
thing
about
baseI commented on her voice and what a
ball. When I can get golf tournaments
great bet it would be for a sponsored I do listen, but they broadcast golf all
broadcast. It is one of those low voices, too seldom.
well-modulated, well-trained. There is no
course I .As
listena avidly
the Davis
western twang, not a trace of it, that Cup"Of matches.
listener,to radio
has
probably having been ironed out by her given me many thrills. At Forest Hills,
the year I met Sarah Palfrey Fabvan tor
winters spent in England.
the second time, in the finals of the ladies
"In theI ride
littleand
village
Long Crcndon.
There
go offox-hunting.
It is singles, and won my fourth successive
a charming place with, the atmosphere championship, I left immediately tor \ irginia Beach. And it was from there I
of an English novel.
tennisno isdoubtmorebecause
popularthe heard the excitiiii: radi'i account nf \\ ilthan"Over
in thisthere
country,
Allisijn's m-^pired iiiatclt with .Si<1ih\
Wimbledon matches were always at- mer
^\'ood, in wIiIlIi Allison won tlie title lu'
tended by Queen Mary and the late King had sought unsuccessfully for vears.
George. He did more than anyone else .\nother time when, after liciiig dcleated at
to stimulate a genuine and tremendous Wimbledon hy Dorothy Round, 1 was alinterest in the Wimbledon tournament
ready on the ocean, returning to the
and to give to the game the dignity and United States, she played her match with
importance which have elevated it to its Helen Moody and I heard ot Helen s
present high status. His enthusiasm and
over the ship's radio. Those were
applause encouraged the foreign as well victory
thrills I can't forget.
as the British player. He has given to all radio
"I
have
very little broadcastiim
lovers of lawn tennis among his people a myself. I done
have been in tennis reviustimulus to their natural sportsmansliip broadcast by the Wightman Cup teams,
and once I was interviewed over an eastand loyalty.
In 1932 I broadcast a speech
"Andtend theso,
if they
at- for ernthenetwork.
Xational Republican Committee.
games,
they can't
listen afford
to themto over
the radio. I remember the farmers of But the most exciting broadcast for me
the Long Crendon district, who gathered took place on board The Leviathan. I
at the village pub to listen to the broad- had booked passage, not realizing that the
casts. At these gatherings each one con- trip was an important one. During the
tributed a penny, the sum total being voyage General Pershing, who sat next
chalked upon a huge black slate by the to me at the Captain's table, told me that
I were expected to make speeches
members of what they called 'The Slate hefor and
the first broadcast from ship to shore.
Committee.'
.\t the
end towards
of the buying
season
the
pennies were
to go
\\'hat
I
was of no im]xirtance, but I
iheir families Christmas presents. I was still have said
General Marine,
Pershing'swhich
radiohespeech
the Merchant
gave
deeply touched when, after winning at on
Wimbledon, I received a congratulatorv to me at the end of the evening. Like all
wire from those farmers listening in. I interesting talkers, he was an exceptionknew that a great many of their pennies
ally good listener.
must have gone into the sending of that
"That," said Miss Jacobs, drawing a
message and I also knew how much they (let p breath, "is all I've done where radio
must have loved tennis and what an iniconcerned, but it doesn't mean I
ix;rtant part the broadcasting of the is
wouldn't like to do a lot more."
matches played in their lives.
"And some day I'm sure you will," I
"To my cannot
mind the
averagewithEnglish
radio prophesied.
I meant the prophecy. For some day,
program
compare
our Amerand not a very far-off one, the powersicancauseones,"
Miss
Jacobs
continued.
they are sponsored solely by "Bethe that-be in tennis will recognize radio not
government and not by advertisers, they as a detriment to their amateur players,
cannot afford the type of entertainment not as a robber of that amateur status, but
we receive over here. Their programs, as an aid that will give them a steady income and leave their minds wholly free
especially on Sundays, the day ours reach a
for athletics. At the same time it will
highWhenpoint,askc<l
are ifpretty
she miserable
were muchaffairs."
of a give ambitious young America the chance
to learn from experts, to get their pointradiojustfan,to Miss
said she
like
turn onJacobs
her radio
and didn't
let it
ers first hand, while they are listening to
the most inspiring broadcasters of them
Ko.
all
—
the champions of our country.
"I tune in for spccird things, like the
w HAT THEY LISTEN
WHY
(See Page 46 of this Tissue)O— A N D
This will beSTXRS
a regular monthly
RADIO
M A Qfeature
A 1 inI H E
Let us know your preferences.
Address
yourNewletterYork.to: Query Editor, Radio Stars,
149 Madison
Avenue,

LERE'S a yeast that
makes yeast eating a pleasure! Yeast in convenient
tablet
form!
"Veast
that Ytast
stays Foam
fresh!
You will really enjoy taking
Tablets.
They
have
a
delicious,
nut-like
flavor
everybody
are pasteurized,Anyone,
hence
cannot causelikes.gasThey
or fermentation.
young or old. can take them safely.
Yeast Foam Tablets contain no drugs. They
are sonothing
pureis yeast
— that's
are
effective.but This
the yeast
that why
is usedtheyin
vitamintories research
conducted
by certain
laborain many leading
American
uni\ersitics.
You
buy
this
yeast
in
a
ten-day
supply.
Yeast Foam Tablets keep fresh for months.
Keep the handy traveling.
bottle in Then
your you
desk.willTake
with
neverit
fail toyoutakewhen
your yeast regularly.
Thousands of men and women are taking
Yeast tion,
Foamheadaches,
Tablets
for indigestion,
nervousness,
loss byofconstipaenergy.
When
caused
lack of
\ itaniinssuchB disorders
or G, youareshould
get gratifying
results
through
a
short
course
of
Yeast
Foam
Tablets. Try a bottle today.
Your drugSiist
Tablets
—50
cents forsellsthe Yeasl
10-dayFoambottle.
Get
acquainted with
fermenting
Yeast this
Tabletcasy-to-eat,
today! non, J Moil Coupon for Trial Sample
}I" ' "north
W ESTERN~YEAsf
1T50 FREE
N. Ashland
Chicago. CO.
111. 1I,
II Tablets.
Please send
TRIALperAv..sample
(Only 1 sample
family.)of YeastMM Foam
I2-S6 I
II
Name
II
City.
j Address . .
|
Stale.
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SHE
SKINNY?
THOUSANDS
GAIN IOto25
NEW

LBS

EASY WAY

NEW
IRONIZED
YEAST
OFTEN ADDS
NEW CURVES
-in a few
weeks!
1VEN if you never
could
gain,have
ren.?mber thousands
put .
on solid,tractinaturally
atve flesh with t:.ese
new,tle easy-to-take
litIronized
Yeast
tablets— in just afewweeksl
Not only has this new
discoverymallybrought
norPoaed by profttnonai modei pounds, but good-loolcing
also naturally cleardigestskin,
freedom
from
miserable
ion and constipation, glorious new pep.inScientists
recently
discovered
that thousands of people
are
and
for
the
single
reason
thatinthin
they
dodaily
notrundown
get enough
Vitamin
B
and
iron
their
Now
the richest known source of this food.
marvelous
body-building,
digestion-strengthening
intheB isfinest
cultured
ale yeast.
By aalenewyeastVitaprocessmconcentrated
imported
cultured
now
7
times,
making
timesis3
more powerful. Then it is combinedit 7with
kinds yeast
of blood-building
iron, pasteurized
and other valuable
ingredients
inwhole
Yeastpleasant
tablets.little tablets known as Ironized
If you, too, need these
getdruKgist
these today.
new ■TThen
uower"dayI; afti t day. wateli flat ohe^t develop andCoastlpation
skinny limhs
rnnnrl out from
to natural same
attractiveness.
cause
vanish, skin clears toandnormalindit'i-stion
beauiy— jou'rethea new
person.
Moneyback guarantee
No matter
linw skinny
he from
lack
of sufficient
Vitaminand Hnimli)«7i
and iron,you trymaythese
new
Ironized
Yeast
tahlets
justfew aweeks,
short astime.theySeehaveif they
don't
build
you
up
In
just
a
thoasands
offirstothers.
If
you
are
not
delinhted
with
results
of
very
package, your money will be Instantly refunded.
SpecialImildins
FREE
Towe make
start this
thous.iniN
uii theiraoflFer!
health right
away,
KKI.i:
oir. cutr. rurcliase
package
Ironized
Teast
tablet-s
at
once,
out
on theof box
and
mall it to us with a dipping ofthethis.sealparagraph.
We will
send
youYoura fascinating
new hookrcstilts
on health,
"Newvery Facts
About
IVxly."
Remember,
with
the
first
package
— or monevInc.,refunded.
all druggists.
YeaBt Companj-,
Dept. 312At Atlanta,
Ga. Ironized
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KNOWS
HER LOVERS
{Continued jroin ['aijc 33)

myself. Gardenias, yes. Gardenias all the
time. Only once did I see the diamonds
concealed among the roses and they were
Ironi a man to the girl he was going to
marry. Great lovers must have sense, I
think. And the modern man has suffered
too many reverses to spend huge sums of
inoney on just girls. That era passed
withAndthethen
passing
of Diainond
Brady."
Virginia
came toJimHollywood
and saw, and was seen by, the great Great
Lover. And they were married. Virginia
and Jack Gilbert. And the world is familiar, Ithink, with the glamour and the
tears, the sweetness and the bitterness of
that marriage of two lovers.
She has known most of the great lovers
of her time, Virginia. She was married
to the greatest of them. She should know.
She was saying : "Too, the Great Lover
cannot thingbelightaabout
playboy.
Theregreatcan'tlover.
be anythe real
For
a Great Lover presupposes someone capable
of a great love and not a great many little,
light loves.
"The greatest lovers of my time have
been — Jack and Valentino. They were complete. They had everything. They had that
prime requisite — terrific vitality. Valenwas a smouldering
vitality.AndJack's
was a tino'ssurging,
electric vitality.
the
great lover must have just that — the power
to lift you up and warm you against the
sun and the moon and the stars. He must
be able to take the breath out of your
lungs, the heart out of your breast.
"There
can'tNothing
be anything
great
lover.
of the soft
sweetabout
sappya
'ril-do-any-thing-you-say-darUng' sort of
thing. They've something
got to have
and-Jcavc-'cin'
forthatofine,'love-'emany
rate. And I think
that —most
theat men
who are idolized by women have just that.
Nelson Eddy has a remote, unapproachable
(|uality about him which would make most
girls fear him a little, stand in both awe
and admiration. Lawrence Tibbett has
that lusty, scornful something in his voice
which makes you feel he would trample
you under his speeding feet if he felt like
it . . . Bing Crosby has a smoothness
which could easily turn to scorn . . . Rudy
Vallee has a gaiety which is somehow impervious .. .
been married
a Great
I "Having
know something
of theto way
they Lover,
treat
a woman, even the woman they love. I
did what Jack wanted me to do. 1 thought
as[ pretended
Jack w.-mtcd
In think—
didn't
t<i. meI went
where orJackif Iwanted
tothatgo he
— andwould
if 1godidn't
1
;ihvays
was
without me if he siu'e
felt
like
it.
And
when
he didn'tango,unexpected,
it al\\a>s
was a startling surprise,
an unlooked-for tlirill.
"And the (ireat Lover must liave the
ability to sl.irlle and surprise and thrill.
Shock a Hllle, lo,,. iM ilMps. The ability
to give bolttlirilU
and Irenna
s - .andqualities.
thunders. lark
( (ial)ie
lias these
"lie must l)e alive, the Great Lover.
Lusty like Tibbett. Tender like Bing.
Noble like Nel.son. Virile and sound like
Spencer Tracy. He must make a woman
perpetually conscious of the fact that he

has it in him to conquer empires, topple
over thrones, rip the stars out of the sky
and lay them at her feet or fling them in
her offace.theseMaybe
he doesn't
any
things.
But he actually
must makedo
you
feel
that
he
could
if
he
really
wanted
to do them !
"WoiTien say that they like to 'make
conquests.' We don't, really. We want
to be conquered. If we didn't, we wouldn't
always 'go' for the Valentinos, the Gilberts, theTracys
Gables, .the. . Mussolinis, the Tibbetts, the
"The Great Lover must be interested in
you, not primarily in himself. That's one
ofyou Bing's
greathe appeals
— henotalways
feel that
is singing
only tomakes
you
but for you, just for you.
"The Great Lover must be interested in
what you say, in what you want to do. A
man who delivers a monologue most of the
time and mostly about himself, wouldn't
last long
real life.
what I flatlike
about
Clarkin Gable.
He That's
has a healthy,
tering interest in the other fellow. Women
have ego,
you know,Great
and aLover
man must
who
wants
to betoo,a successful
cater to that ego, or else . . .
"He must command attention, of course,
wherever he goes. A woman must be proud
of the man she is with or he fails to stir
her. Head waiters must hurry to do his
bidding. Other men must welcome his
presence. Women must turn their heads
to look at him.
"He tuust know how to do things well.
Little things
as well
curean dinners.
Chooseas big.
wines Order
with epidiscrimination. Know out-of-the-ordinary
places to go.
"He must have men friends — a woman
likes to feel that a man has come to her
from his vital, masculine world.
"He must be unselfish. He must send
gifts and tokens and remembrances. But
by this I do not mean expensive things. I
mean thoughtful things. Even if they
cost
So youenveloping
are conscious
at allonly
timestenofcents.
his thought
you.
embracing and surrounding you.
"He must be interested in a variety of
things, like Nelson Eddy. Nelson knows
business, Iiaving been in business. He
knows the newspaper game, having been
one of the hourth Estate. He knows radio
and concert work and pictures, tennis and
good books and psychology. The man
who can harp only on the tender topics all
of the time soon becomes tiresome and
the things he says of little value. The
Great Lover pays compliments, yes. But
they are rare coins and he spends them
spariugl)-,
so thattalkeach
gold. the
"He mustn't
al>outonehisistroubles,
Great
Lo\er.and"i'ou
can't associate
him
with worries
winnings
and problems.
He must make things right, twist life to
his own advantage.
"He must not be — I am speaking for
m>self now — a foreigner. With very few
exceptions,
the foreign type
appeal
to me. One
is, ofdoesn't
course,
Valentino.exception
Another is Valentin
Perrera,
Grace Moore's husband, who is extremely
attractive. But for the most part I'll rate
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the Americans, as the best potential great
lovers.
as thea real
be "And
able tojustdiscuss
varietygreatof lover
things must
and
not
just the ' iiic-and-you'
topic, soForhe must
be interested
in world affairs.
they
are
man'siinniasculine
domain and about
there ais man
something
slightly
who
takes no interest in national affairs, international problems and things like that.
"He must have business acumen. I've aladmiredthrilling
Bing Crosby
almost waysmore
to see forhis that.
suite It'sof
offices
lettered
'Bing
Crosby,
Ltd.'
is to hear him croon your heart outthan
! it
"He must be well-groomed, the Great
Lover. I— don't
the gigolo and
kind allof
grooming
sleek,hemean
polished
that. I mean
must lookhairimmaculate
even if he is wearing slacks and a polo
shirt — as Spencer Tracy so often does.
And you know that he has just stepped off
the polo field and out from under the
shower. I like a man who exhibits a certain fastidiousness. The man who wears
fine linen shirts, monogrammed for evening, carries monogrammed handkerchiefs,
wears gay scarves. Men have been pretty
dull in the way they dress for years. I
do not like men who wear jewelry — not
even the slave bracelet made famous by
Valentino.
"He Lover,
must ofbe course.
able toThere
danceis too
well,much
the
Great
romance in dancing to leave that out.
"He beneedablenottobedotheoneathletic
type.— play
He
should
sport well
tennis as Kelson does or polo like Spencer
Tracy or go in for skeet shooting and
hunting as Clark does.
"I think
mostdark
girlstype.
visualize
the
Great
Loverthat
as the
Perhaps
Valentino and Jack and Clark had something to do with that. But blonde men have
a very definite appeal, too.
Franchot Tone has, I think, a very definite Great Lover appeal. He gives the
sense of a quiet, deep-down vitality, of infinite reserve. Blonde men appeal more
to the maternal. They make you want
to do things for them. They make you
think of all the little tow-headed fellows
you knew when you were a child. The
Great Lover
the maternal instinctdoesn't
to awakeoftenin aallow
woman.
He
doesn't
seem
to
need
it.
But
there
are
times — when he meets some disaster —
when it comes to the surface. And it
should. For the maternal instinct is, in
most women, the strongest instinct of all.
And I meant it when I said that looks
have little to do with The Great Lover.
foam removes these odorFor I knew one boy — when I was in high VI^HY let bad breath interfere with penetrating
breeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
school, before ever I had seen Jack on the easy
" success
— with
happiness.'
It's byso methods
fail
to reach. And at the same
to
be
safe
when
you
realize
that
screen. You can mention his name if you far the most common cause of bad breath
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
want
to.
I'm
sure
I'd
feel
the
same
about
is
.
.
.
improperly
cleaned
teeth!
cleans
and
brightens
the enamel— makes
him if I were to meet him again now. His
Authorities say decaying food and acid your teeth sparkle.
name is John Patrick McXeiss. He
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
Be safe — be sure! Brush your teeth . . .
was one of a big, rollicking Irish family. teeth,
are the source of most unpleasant
your gums . . . your tongue . . . with
He looked .something like Mickey Walker.
Colgate
Dental Cream at least twice daily
odors—
of
dull,
dingy
teeth—
and
He was cocky and insolent and independent. mouth
of much tooth decay.
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
He could
love 'cmhe and
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!
the
impression
gave.leaveAnd'emhe— that
was was
the
sweetest guy in the world. He used to
sing while I played for him. Deep within him he had, I know, a tender poetic / LARGE SlZCy
streak. HeHe'dhad diea marvelous
denying it,sense
but itof was
there.
hu- I Giant
over ■^BtfV^^'l
fl^jV^ ^£1^'
twice Size,
as much,
COLGATE
mor and a keen, curious mind. He made
a girl feel as though she were curious and
BON DEMTAL CREAM
RIB
rare and rather silly and very beautiful
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and the dirt under his feet, all at once.
He was alive to his very linger tips. He
had neither fame nor fortune nor good
looks. And yet he ivas Romance. He was
a Great Lover.
"And that's what I mean . . . that's what
I would sa\- to my >oung Daniel. I would
tell
and the
all tall
'the and
boys'kingly
— that bearing
they don'tof
have himto —have
a Nelson Eddy nor the fame and good
looks of a Clark Gable — if they are alive
and if they have brains, li they can take

life by the scruff of the neck and make of
it an exciting, a worth-while experiment
in living. For that's what I, at least, expect of the Great Lover — life. Not as it is
lived and
ordinarily
— but andshotcharm.
throughSuchwitha
color
adventure
life as all of these Great Lovers of the
screen and air seem to promise us . . .
the Bings and Rudys and Gables and Eddys
and Tracys and Tibbetts . . .
"The Great Lover must be able to drain
the color out of life when he goes . . ."

Be colorful ... but not painted. The Color
Change Principle available in Tangee lipstick, powder and rouge intensifies your
own natural coloring.
Today it is quite simple to make the most
of your own natural skin tones. The Tangee
cosmetic principle brings out a liveliness and
{Continued fromTO
page 25)YOUNG MEN
sparkle in your lips, cheeks and skin that is EDDIE'S ADVICE
yours alone, because it is your coloring.
Exactly how the Tangee Color Change Principle accomplishes this is explained in the
he never has shared his secrets with her,
pictures below. It will take you 22 seconds to weren't looking for love — they were look- he
never has given her a chance to feel
ing for penthouses."
read how to be lovelier ... in your own way.
Twenty-five
years of married life is a that she is his partner.
"I believe
the theorysecrets
that
good nerecord
for aanyone
show Canbusi- a man
should completely
share all hisin business
s it deserves
medal.andYetin Eddie
tor is as much in love today as he was a with his wife. When she knows exactly
c|uarter of a century ago when he first what he's doing, she comes to understand
him — and that understanding averts more
Ida. twenty-fifth
There's an amusrifts than any other element
it.sang inglovestoryballads
about totheir
anni- onmatrimonial
earth.
versary, so don't stop me if you've heard
"Marriage, after all, is a business. A
Eddie planned to surprise Ida with a man sets up a partnership with a woman,
as he would set up a partnership in a
trip to Honolulu for an anniversary pres- just
business firm. If the partnership is to
ent. Ida,tonotsurprise
knowinghimherwith
husband's
planned
a partysecret,
at a work, neither the man nor the woman
should have controlling interest. Each
Hollywood
club. She rented
en- should
have equal shares of the stock and
tire club fornight
the anniversary
night, the
visited
caterers and florists and arranged every- the same executive authority in the corthing. Eddie got wind of things and
ration. Ifit isn'tis abound
fifty-fifty
ment one popartner
to sellarrangeshort,
phoned the club.
"Has there been a woman there repre- and you know what that does. It dumps
unfortunate
to the market."
senting herself as Mrs. Cantor?'' he in- theEddie's
own lifepartner
is an onexcellent
example
cjuired.
of
what
he's
preaching.
In
all
his years onin
"Why,
yes,"
replied
the
manager,
"she
just rented the whole place for Saturday show business, Ida has been consulted
every move
The hedaywasbefore
to him,he'sfor made.
instance,
offeredI
"Pay no attention to her," said Eddie. talked
a
picture
contract
at
20th
Century-Fox
"The
woman
is
balmy."
The
manager
thanked him and cancelled the reservation. studios. The deal called for two years and
night."
Eddie phoned the florist and the caterer involved a million dollars. Eddie bickered
and gave them the same story. When Ida and dickered with studio heads until two in
reached home there were indignant phone the morning. Before making any agreement he phoned Ida, who was in New
calls from the florist, the caterer and the
night club awaiting her. And the Cantors York for a short visit. She knew the
whole
situation, gave him her advice, and
went to Honolulu !
signed the contract.
"Too many marriages," Eddie continued, he "Getting
back to showgirls," said Eddie,
"are the
canoe'moonlight,
type. Athinks
man "a good deal
looks
at a 'love
womanin ina the
Insist upon
yourobtain
make-up
from theof mentheirtheymarital
marry.troubles
New
essentials.
Only Tangee
in Tangeefor canall you
the she's wonderful and rushes her off to comes
Color Change Principle. Powder is 55^ and Yuma. Then he spends six weeks in Reno York is full of wealthy playboys who have
been left several million dollars by doting
Si. 10. Rouge, compact or creme, each SS**. thinking it over.
and not very wise — fathers. Money
Lipstick
and SI. 10. ! There ia only one
"Too many people tiiink a wedding is an —means
• BEWAREis 39<'
OF SUBSTITUTES
nothing to them and neither does
Tangif — NATT
don'tHAL.let //anyone
strifchmoTCyou. coloT
Alwtiysfor evening
ask for adventure. Inlying off at niylit to a marry- marriage.
TANiiEE
you
vrifir
They buy a new wife every year
wear, auk for Tangee Thiatricul.
ing
judge
is
great
sport
—
it's
exciting.
But
or
so,
just
as they would buy a new yacht
how wrong those people are ! A wedding
or
a
new
car.
tick
is
exciting
but
it's
not
an
adventure.
The
Lips
ous
Fam
"A man sees a beautiful girl in a show.
f/rcaf advcntitrc is iiiarri(un\ Living and
Tl World's Most
her with everything from orsharing life with someone \(iu love is the He showers
chids to sables and he marries her. He
greatest
excitement
in
the
world.
Long
D
ENDS THAT PAINTE LOOK
after the Wedding March is forgotten, the likes to mentahave
orna-a
l. A coupleherof around.
years laterShe's
he sees
joy of being married goes on. W hat can
THE
GEORGE
MM.126
417 Fifth
Avenue,W.NewLUFTYorkCOMPANY
City
success,
or
any
little
happiness,
mean
to
a
more
beautiful
girl
—
a
newer
model.
it?
the latest thing in streamlined She's
1936
Rush
Miracle Make-Up
Set ofCreme
Miniature
Tangee
man who has no one to help him exult in blondes,
Lipstick,
Face
for instance. He goes back home
Powder. I Rouge
enclose Compact,
lO^Cs^mpsorcoin).
15^Rouge,
in Canada.
"Man\- men, when success comes their and looks over his old repaint job and beShaSe □ Fl«h □ Rachel □ Light Rachel
gins to worry. A friend of his has just
way, be.uin kicking nxvr the traces. One
Uamt
Please Print
of the saddest things in the world is when married a gorgeous redhead from The
Address
Scandals. She's the last word in modern
a man sa\ s : '1 have attained wealth and dress,
with all the latest improvements.
Cily
State
success, but my wife hasn't kept up with After all,
he has as many millions as his
me.'
The
reason
his
wife
hasn't
kept
up
with him is because he has been selfish- friend, so why can't he have just as ex64
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pensive a wife? So he turns in the repaint job on the streamlined model ! Then
the whole procedure is repeated in a few
jears.
"If Ithing.dI were
king, ormostpresident,
or some-of
confiscate
of the wealth
these young men and turn it over to the
government for charity. When thousands
of
people arc starving,playboys
it's heart-rending
to
throwing
moneysee toempty-headed
the winds.
are"Ofmencourse
likethere
JohnareD.exceptions.
Rockefeller,ThereJr.
and Edsel Ford, who were brought up by
lathers who taught them the value of
wealth and the good it can do. But for
every Rockefeller and every Ford, there
are hundreds of wastrels privileged to
throw money away merely because their
fathers were hard-working men.
"So many
of the rich
too hard
satisfy.
For instance.
I metarea man
in Chi-to
cago last summer. He was complaining
bitterly about the government. They took
$3,000,000 from him this year in income
tax. he said.
" "Andhim.how much did that leave \ ou ?' I
asked
" 'Only two and a half million,' he
moaned.
"A
richThere
man. are
as athree
rule,eligible
marriesgirls,
in his
own set.
let
us say.
he's three
goingandto cross
marry,his hefingers,
must
pick
one Ifof the
hoping that it will last I Poor people do
have that one advantage over the wealthy.
A poor man's field is unlimited. He can
pick a girl
likes and
worry
abouthe what
boat heherdoesn't
peoplehavecameto
over on.
"The newspapers,
course, You
are seldom
full of
sensational
divorce ofstories.
see a happy marriage hit the front pages,
because nobody is interested in a happy
marriage except the two people who are
enjoying it. A man can be married for
forty years, live a peaceful life and never
see his name in the paper. But let him abscond with his employer's money and a
pretty choir singer and he's in every paper
in Young
the country
men!" contemplating marriage
would be Here
wise isto a follow
EddiehasCantor's
example.
man who
wealth
and success and — most important of all to
him
—
complete
happiness.
Just
to
show
you how he feels about Ida after these
twenty-five years :
The Texaco Company, to introduce Eddie's new program, made up 40,000 lifesize
Eddie Cantor.Texaco
You'vestation.
seen
one atfigures
your ofneighborhood
Eddie is holding a placard which reads :
"I'll he icith you e'rry Sunday night."
You can
imagine inIda's
when hotel
she
opened
a package
her surprise
Xew York
room. It was a pasteboard Eddie and his
placard read :
"/'// be until you crrry Sunday, Monday.
Tuesday, U'ednrsdny. Thursday, Friday
and
home."Saturday night — // you'll only cniiuDaughter
of the theater's
Ethel Barrymore
brings to"Royol
radio Family,"
listeners
the matchless magic of her dramatic genius.
Read her absorbing story in January
RADIO STARS

so AFRAID!... BUT WHY? 1 nusc Uwulits and tears that have spoiled
many happy moments tor women in the past can be avoided
now! For Modess — the new, improved sanitary pad — is "CertainSafe!" known
It brings
you because
a kind Modess
of protection
comfort you've
never
before,
is madeanddifferently!

NO UNCERTAINTY NOW! You Can go wherever you want to . . .
wear whatever you want to . . . with Certain-Safe Modess! Unlike many ordinary reversible pads, Modess has a specially treated
material on sides and back which prevents striking through!
Modess stays safe . . . stays soft. Wear the blue line on moistureproof side aicay from body and perfect protection is yours.

End ''accident panic''—
ask for Certain-Safe
Modess!
The Improved Sanitary Pad
Try N-O-V-0 — the safe, easy-to-use, douche powder. Cleanses! Deodorizes! Refreshes!
{Not a contraceptive.) In a dainty Blue and Silver Box — at your drug or department xtore.
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"Sinclair
the hu-of
mor takesMinstrels,'
me awayetc.,
frombecause
the cares
housekeeping : and Wayne King's and
Fred Waring's music because it's restful."
Anna Harris, Lakewood, N. J. (School
Teacher.) "I like to hear Kaltenborn
and Boake Carter because their interpretations of the news are based on knowledge and intelligent thinking. Also, they
do not 'murder the King's English' like
so many 'Esso Reporters.' I enjoy 'Show
Boat,' Nelson Eddy and any other good
music — not jazz. Alexander Woollcott's
contributions were delightful. I miss him."
John M. Shields, Philadelphia, Pa.
(Clerk.) "My three preferences are:
'Marchpresented
of Time'exactly
for up-to-the-minute
news
as happening ;
Fred
Allen's
'Town
Hall
becauseon
its humor is the cleanest, Tonight,'
most original
the air ; and 'Your Hit Parade' for zippy
dance music."
Elmer Green, Alton, 111. (Writer.)
"I listen
to programs
music,I
and
popular
songs of ofthe classical
past which
consider superior to those of today. Since
I usually listen to the radio for pleasure,
I am partial to the news commentators
because they are cultural and informative
and this type of program affords me the

/

D

LISTEN TO-AND
(Continued from page 46)

greatest enjoyment.
Helen McGough, Birmingham, Ala.
(Secretary.)
"I like
Ben Bernie Rudy
and
Mary
Livingstone
for themselves;
\'allee,waysBing
Crosby,
etc.,
because
they
have a good program. My pet peevealis all kinds of 'mush.' For example, Mary
Lou on the Maxwell program."
Yee Wah, Mill Valley, Calif. (Contractor.) "I listen only to 'The March
ofwhichTime,'
and other
programs
give the
me news
information
on politics
and
world affairs."
Marion Craig Wentworth, Santa
Barbara, Calif. (Author and Lecturer.)
"Xew' Yorkchestra,
Philharmonic
OrPhiladelphia andSymphony
Minneapolis
Symphony Orchestras, because great orchestral music gives me joy and inspiration; soloists like Iturbi, Heifitz, superb
artists ! President Roosevelt for fine voice
and diction as well as liberal ideas ; 'Amos
'n' Andy,' for their homely wisdom, adroit
presentation
of human
'The
March of Time'
as thecomedy,
most and
dramatic
presentation of news."
Alice H. Reesman, Beloit, Wis.
(Teacher.)
only broadcasts
listen
to at "The
all consistently
are : that
BoakeI
Carter's fifteen-minute summary of the

PONT

WHY

news and the Saturday afternoon operas
from the Metropolitan. Carter gives one
an
almost
of the today's
events,
and unbiased
my reasonreport
for listening
the
other program is that I enjoy opera."
Albert Manski, Boston, Mass. (Government Clerk.) "Major
Bowes'
Hour — humanitarian
in scope
and Amateur
pleasing
in variety. "Jello Hour' — humor that is alnew and refreshing.
'One Man's
Family'ways— down-to-earth,
wholesome
and
human drama. "Your Hit Parade' — popular
musicter'— absorbing
that's enjoyable.
"Lux
Radio
'Theastories featuring outstanding personalities."
Frank
J. Vasile, New York, N. Y.
(Trombonist.) "As a radio fan I like to
listen to the 'Camel Caravan' because it
features Nat Shilkret's symphonic orchestra and Benny
Goodman's
music. Listening
to these
I get ideasswing
for
new arrangements for my own orchestra."
H. R. Shaw, Jackson, Mich. (Merchant.) '"Because I like symphony orchestras, alittle nonsense with popular orchestra! music sandwiched in, well presented news events, clever comics, tabloid
musical comedies and smartly presented
plays, the following fill the bill for me :
Ford and General Motors Symphony pro-

SEE

mSS/UV

WAY

so TOUCHY
HOME

WHAl

SHE MADE

LIFE MISERABLE

wow DEAO,
IT^LTlast
wretcmep
myself
Winter . tue poctor 6A(P
i was run-pown. he
ftAY BUXX>WHY VW»5I FAijOEP
POOR ANP
■mm'^
50

OH - \ REKAEM0EU - HE HAP
you
FUEISCMW^NM'S
YEAST.
PIPN'T
HE\T WOULP
?
ALICEEAT-AAAYBE
HELP
ME
? I'LL —CET "SOME
THt6AAOOMlMG
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-ams. Jack Benny. Fred Allen, Boake
arter, Lowell Thonia-s. 'Luni and Abner.'
;ho\\ Boat' and the Lux Radio Theater.' "
Walter Bartosh, Newark, N. J. "The
■Qgrams which I enjoy the most are
ramatic ones, such as the 'Lux Radio
heater."
because ITheam reason
a shut-inthese
and appeal
unable toto mego
i the theater."
Victor Gens, Harrisburg, Pa. (Clerk.)
ly favorite programs are: "The Kraft
lusic
Crosby's These
orchestra
and
e Ken Hall.'
MurrayBob program.
features
^peal to me because they all have vaety. My favorite, however, is the 'Kraft
lusic
because presents
I am very
fondbal-of
ing andHall,'
he always
a well
iced program." -*Kathryn Mansell, Ashtabula, Ohio.
Teacher.)
"Boake presentation
Carter, because
ives
an interesting
of thehe
His voice is pleasing and his adrtising clever. Symphony and opera
lusic. because they are my favorites and
re seldom interrupted with advertising,
enjoy theandsofttherhythm
of Wayneprograms
King's
rchestra
Lux dramatic
spite of the childish advertising."
Primo Bastoni, Kingston, Mass. (Shoe
Ian.) "A topnotch program, in my opin5 the 'Lucky Strike Hour,' with the
luntry's
leadingmusic.
song Another
hits uniquely
prented — swell
is Rudy
'allee's program,
which gives
udience
the best variety,
humor theand radio
muic. as only Rudy can."

Ethel Doran, Hollywood, Calif. (Schoolgirl.) "I like pla\s and band music. I
always enjoy the Lux programs."
P. F. Hannibohle, San Francisco, Calif.
(Accountant.)
"Eachforofthethewhole
following
provide
entertainment
family and are never stale ; Jack Benny, Burns
and Allen, "Town Hall,' Major Bowes,
'Hawaii Calls,' 'Lum and Abner' and
'Amos 'n' Andy.' Dance band programs
afford too much repetition, but Wayne
King is the exception."
Michelle Finkler, Passaic, N. J. (At
Home.) "I listen avidly to 'Lux Radio
Theater;' 'March of Time;' 'Five Star
Final;'casts ; most
MarthanewsDeane
; all news and
broad-to
commentators
special features such as guc^t -tars- tin
President, etc. Also to all amauur h..iii and to good music. The reason is obvious. They are the BEST!"
Mrs. M. M. McLaren, Miami, Fla.
(Insurance.) "'American .\lbuni of Familiar Music,' 'National Farm and Hnme
Hour,'
Dragonctte,
Hotel' andJessica
'One Man's
l-'aiiiil\ 'Hnllyw.
' are a fewi, ,d
of the radio programs I cnjuy. One Man's
Family'
is my favorite.
da\- of
rapidly-vanishing
home lite,In itthisis refreshing to listen in on an old-fashioned family."
Deborah Siko, Cleveland, Ohio.
(Model.)"
Variety eleanest
Hour.'
His programsRudyare Vallee's
of the higiiest.
type, and varied in a very clever manner.

yi'MAK£S/l/l£

He gives everyone absolute credit for their
achievements and ability. His quiet charm
and dignity, his perfect enunciation and
interpretations are something to remember
and look forward to every week."
Leontine Brennan, New Orleans, La.
(Stenographer-Singer.) "I listen to programs like 'Lux Theater' and 'First
Xighter' because they fill the need of good,
legitimate drama ; 'Lucky Strike' orchestra— it keeps popular music alive; 'Radio
City
Music— so
Hall'different;
— it is inspiring;
-Amateurs'
Winchell'Bowes'
and
'The March of Time' for pep in the news."
Mildred A. Bradley, Sheldonville, Mass.
(Art Department
"Xews waltz
comnientat'irs
keep nic upClerk.)
to the minute;
urche-ir.is s,«_,tli n,y jauL^led nerves; 'Hit
Parade' t.ake- ten \ear- .iiY my aue ; political >i>eeehes pel) up my conversation;
"March of Time' gives me my biggest
thrill! A well-balanced diet for this busy
business
James woman.'"
R. MacArthur, Springfield, Mass.
(College Student.) "I particularly enjoy
those programs which are free from verbose advertising speeches. I enjoy programs of semi-classical music, and dance
hands when they do not play too-oftrepeated numliers. Programs such as 'The
\"oiceing,ofbut very
Experience'
are notas only
educational
well. interestOthers
boreAlvyn
me." Tweedy, Taunton, Mass.
([Vriter.) "I prefer 'The Widow's Sons'

CCRV

DON'T let'UNDERFED"BLOOD
KEEP YOU WORN OUT
needed vitamins and other
So tiredMANY
feel important food elements.
out andpeople
depressed
at this time of year.
Then, your blood can carry
more and better nourishUsuallyderfed", your
" unment to your tissues.
and doesbloodnot iscarry
enough
food to your muscles
Eat 3 cakes of Fleischand nerves.
mann's Yeast daily — a cake
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast about hour before each
supplies your blood with meal — plain, or in water.
^I$CMMANN'$ FRESH VEA^T C0NTAiM5 4 VrrAAAJN$ IN APPITlON TO
OOMONE-LIKE
MELPtf^T
-tU^IT PCX^
<XT CR^tTER
M>UB 5UB5TANCE$,
FOOP YOU WMkTM
EAT, AMP
FASTER

)
K^KW 60iw<;
W-WHAT'S
IMTO ME.op
iLuy
OFF iwroGOT r.oop$
NOTHIMG— BUT I'NA 50TIREP ALL
..AWP JUST
Ni-tOOW J-JIM 5AV5 I'AA

it's youa bloop that
"peeps" ">t>Uft BOPV...

When you find that
you getextra
overtired
at ittheis
least
effort,
usually
that your
blood
ispliedawithnotsignenough
being
supfor your tissues. food
What youto helpneedyouris
something
blood mentget frommoreyournourishfood.

RADIO STARS
HAVE Lf&U DISCOVERED
THE GLORIOUS NEW

BRINGING NEW ROMANTIC
LOVELINESS ^THOUSANDS

wonderglorious
womennewall Hollywood
over AmericaMask.
are switching
toNo this
New ingredients, newSee
shades,for new
blending
and harmonizing
secrets.
yourself
how
Hollywood Mask can do for you — tomuchcreatemorean
exciting, alluring, charming I'OUt
Cjoodklje WRINKLES, BLACKHEADS
Discouraged
because
conquers
poresstimulate
andnothing
blemishes? dlarge
Yeorulyimust
un-up
ng skpurge
in tissues,porestoneof dirt
circulation
—
and
Hollywood
MaskIrancid
Spread—oilswhatan
i t—ontry! Rinse
it off—
and
presto!
agreeable
change
—
skin
once
more
looks
fresh, clear, youthful, glowingi
{ipsilck KEEPS YOUR LIPS SOFT.
SHADES TO BECOME YOUR TYPE
CanlipstickdomorethantransSize, lOc/
ssc
form
lipsinto
beau-jumbo Size.
tiful
Yesittantalizing,
Mask red?Lipstick
iscannot!Hollywood
parching
—moresoothes
Lasts out many
kisses.lips.
Non-transparent.
Indelible.
Matches
Hollywood
Mask
powder
and
accentuates
beauty of your complexion
type.
Lipstick
Colors:
Medium, Dark, Orange, Light.
Raspberry

Stars of the air sign a Loyalty Pledge in accordance with Loyalty Days
which were observed on October 3rd and 4th. They endorsed the campaign to combat irreligion, crime and other factors which suggest unAmericanism. Pictured from left to right (standing), Phil Duey, Stanley
Evans and Vic Erwin. (Seated] Bea Lillie, Fannie Brice and Joan Marsh.

and 'The March of Time.' The former,
that intriguing radio serial so skillfully,
so philosophically written by Lulu Volmer,
so beautifully acted by Lucille La Verne
and associates. The latter program, depicting the news of the hour, is a vivid
liJuki-a-Daif moisture proof powder and honest presentation of life."
IN SHADES MOST FLATTERING TO YOU
Glenna Spraker, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.
Now! —andpowder
that stays
and
slays
STAYS
on hours
(Stenographer.)
"General
Motors
Concert
on
Sunday evenings,
because
of the
fine
longer
—
because
it's
moistureproof.
End
that look
"Plaster-ofmusic and guest artists. Since I live in a
Paris"
made-up
—
with
Hollywood Mask Powder.
small town in Iowa, the opportunities are
Won't show
it complerare whereby one may hear these artists
yourbecause
individual
color
skin type.mentssmoothly
Micro-fine
textured.
Applies
with
all Purae
Large Size
Size, 75c
unless it is by radio."-♦ lOc
powder bases.
Powder
Shades:
RachelU
CreoU
Try allwoodthreeMask Cosmetics.
exciting new OnHollyW. McQuade, San Antonio, Tex. (Newssale Natural
BrunetU Blanche
Peach
at leading
drug and department
paperman.) "Ll take the bright nonstores,
five
and
ten
cent
stores,
oun.u-.
sense of 'The Breakfast Club' first thing
or sendthecoupon
how marvelously
right below—
makeup NOW—
can add Seeto your
charm.
inprograms
the morning;
on the Street'
during'Local
lunchMan; Louis
Prima
wherever
I
can
find
him
;
and
Paul SulHAIL NOW..
FOR
M(miw<nnL
OR LIPSTICK OR POWDER
livan to tell me what happened while I
HOLLYWOOD
MASK
INC. riU '
was listening to the first two and won105Dept.
W, Monroe
St.
196 Chicago
DCreolc □ Natural I
dering just where I could find Louis
Send
purse
size
cosmetics
I
have
DPeach
□
Rachelle
;
checked.
for each □BlancheDSuntan
aa checkedI enclose
to cover10cpackaging
q Brunette '.
Melvin Newman, Pottstown, Pa. "The
□ Upstick ',i radio
Name
□ Light
Dark □ Medium
Orange ; Prima."program I most like to listen to is
Rudy
Vallee's
Hour.' melodrama,
The reason
Street
□ Raspberry ;
that it 'Variety
ofifers comedy,
CUy Stau □ Holly wood Mask : being
opera and jazz all combined in one pro68

gram. Iwant variety. Rudy Vallee's radio
program
has it." C. Lucas, Omaha, Neb.
Mrs. Henry
(Teacher.) "1. Burns and Allen, because
they are so obviously absurd and nonsenCrosby's
becausesical ;2.he Bing
combines
good 'Variety
music andHour,'
foolishness agreeably, conducting the hour in
an unaffected manner ; 3. 'Ford Symphony
Hour,' because of the excellence of presentation and interest of the programs."
Raymond Treat, Auburn, N. Y. (Mail
Clerk.)
like sweet
Waynemusic.
King'sI programs
for
their"Isoft,
like the
'National Barn Dance' for its old-time
music and of'Thepopular
Hit Parade'
for itscomedy
swell
rendition
songs. The
of Burns and Allen and Bunny Berrigan's
hot music appeal to me, too."
Mrs. Nancie S. Brann, Worcester, Mass.
(At Home.)
listensoulto and
goodeducates
music because itgratifies"I my
my
ear ; to lectures and talks, because I get
food for thought and often learn things
which are of value in forming opinions;
to the 'Cheerio' program because it helps
to human sympathy."
Mrs. Robert Schenkcn, Seattle, Wash.
(Housewife.) "My favorite programs are
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ih/ Standard Symphony Hour, A'oicc of
I insinnc' General Motors Symphony and
1', rd S\mphony. Also, 'One Man's Fam1 like good
-ft enough
of it onmusicthe and
radio.thinkAlso,we 1dm't
like
•4(.(id 'homey' drama, such as 'One Man's
1-amiIy.'" ^
Jack E. Fry, Denver, Colo. (Insurance
Clerk-Musician.) "Although I'm not a
the -Sweepstakes' and
I enjoy
smoker,
Strike Hour,'
'Lucky
on thething
o„od findnuisic
Major
mteroting.
the whole
and
Howes amateur hour, hi i ausc there s always something new and dilTcrent. I like
the" good comeclv of Burns and Allen and
like Paul
also orchestras
lack'' Benny,
, Stearn,
Bernie, Lomhardo,
\\hiteman
King, Lewis, etc."
Joseph C. Martin, Bismarck, No. Dak.
(Salesman.) "I look to my radio for
amusement, entertainment, music and information. The first I find on the proGrams of Jack Benny, Fred Allen, Major
T,.nves, Rudy \"allee and Ed Wynn. 'ShowThe
second from 'One Man's Family,'
Boat,' 'Little Theater' and 'Lux Radio
"WhiteKing, andRubinofT,
WayneWarmg
Theater.'
man,
Shandor,
Bernie furnish
the third and for news I always turn to
Hill, Kennedy, Carter, Winchell or
Thomas."
Naomi Guy, St. Cloud, Minn. (Artist
and Writer.) "News reports are ahvays
welcometures aretoentertaining
me. Previews
picover ofthecoming
air. Light
Cinderella'
Little
'Poor
as
such
r.imance
on the Gold Medal Hour, is entertaining
liccause of good songs and siiujde plot.
Lectures on art or any cultural subject are
always of interest to me."
Ervant Gabriel, Union City, N. J.
(Businessman.) "I listen to symphonic
music, opera singers and humorous programs. Why? Because they give me the
greatest enjo>nient and satisfaction."
Morrey Davidson, Cleveland, Ohio.
Salesman.)of Consolidated
"I listen preferably
l<(Orchestra
dance orchestras
Radio
Artists, as they are uniformly excellent,
and include such hands as Paul Whiteman,
Richard Himber. Barney Rapp, Reggie
Childs and n.umerous others."
Do You Agree
with These
Preferences?
Let Us Know Yours
Address Your Letter to:
QUERY EDITOR
RADIO STARS
149 Madison Avenue
New York City, N. Y.

Another

Love-match

/ -'7^ ... on the dangerous reef of half-truths
about feminine hygiene. "Lysol"
has prevented many such tragedies.
poise and peace of mind so essential
MILLIONS
of women
have
to a truly happy marriage.
discovered
a vitallytoday
important
fact about feminine hygiene. They
6 Special Featuresin theof proper
"Lysol"
have learned that "Lysol" has six The
special qualities which make it 1. Nox-CAUSTic..."L}-sol"
lutiofree
ns isgentle
and alkali.
reliable. It contains dino
harmful
caustic
uniquely valuable, combined with
such dependability and gentleness
2. Effectiveness.
.."Lysol"conditions.,
is a true gcrmicidf,
active under practical
.even
that doctors commonly use it in one
in
the
presence
of
organic
matter
(such as
of the most delicate of all operations
Jin,
mm
lis,
scrum,
etc.).
Some
other
prcpara...childbirth.
ticiis d'ln'i wnrk under these conditions.
,v Pi.M IRA riox... "Lysol" solutions spread
Not liking to discuss such a deli- hecaiisi- . .f t heir V iw surface tension — and thus
cate subject as feminine hygiene is
natural... but when misinformation,
i.v
ignorance, and half-truths threaten
m the proper Siilutioii for feniiiune h\ -iciic.
happiness, a wife is guilty of serious
5. Odor. ap..The
ch-aiil\' odor of "Lysol"' disneglect if she fails to learn that there
vcr\' soon
6. St.vuim earsrv...
Keepsafteritsuse.full strength, no
is a reliable answer to her problem.
matter how long kept, or how often uncorked.
You will find that "Lysol" gives
DR.
THE RADIO
•|.ysol " puscnts
-K.S.T
(he DAFOE
huuous ONdoctor
of theI iiuintuplcts,
in j
you a new sense of antiseptic cleanliness that is most reassuring. But
talks
ueckU',
oji
"Modern
Mon.. Wcj;, Fn.— C. B. S..Child
11:45Care"
A.M.—
more important, "Lysol" brings the
FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Hl.».,ni„-Ll.
I.niN
& FiNKN.J.Products Corp., Dept. RS-IJ
ri.
.< ..a about
me the feminine
book calledhygiene
"LYSOLand vs.otherGERMS",
uiili luis
uses of
' Disinfectant
CoDr. 1936 by Lehn & Pink ProducU Corp.
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WHY

NELSON

EDDY

CAN'T
MARRY
(C oiitiinird from
page 21)

4r 4^

"Just wait till you
discover this Oil Rub
used by almost
hospi
"Gosh,
used
todo beyoutals"
scared
But nowhowall
. I. what
thinkof. germs.
. . the
germs ful^areWell scared
of
me!
Isn't
wonder. . . it's because that
I struck
oil.
Yes — mydav mother
now givesAntiseptic
me a body
every
with Mennen
Oil; rubso
I'veal
waysgot
film of safetystopsoverinfection.
me that
keepsother
away daythe Ia germs
The
heard and
our doctor say that
almost
all
hospitals*
now
give
their
babies
the daily protection of Mennen Antiseptic
Oil. It keeps us so much safer and healthier. Gee, I'mabout
glad myimportant
mother's things
up-to-date
and knows
like
*Kini-tinths
of all the hospitals that are
this."
tm port ant in maternity work use Mennen
Antiseptic Oil on their babies, daily. Your
baby deserves it, too!
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Publisher George T. Delacorte of RADIO STARS presents Andre Kos+elanetz
this magazine's
for Distinguished
Service program
to Radio.
Heatherton,
Kay Thonnpsonaward
ond David
Ross of Chesterfield
look Ray
on.
lived with the wealthy bridge expert in lier dancing, having the time of his life.
"All the girls in the choir were simply
palatial
apartmentNow,in the
Cit\'sis starry-eyed
swanky Lenox.
when Quaker
her school
about Nelson. One seventeenclosed during the summer, Mrs. Evans year-old in particular had a violent crush
on him. One day she made a pencil sketch
continues
to
spend
as
much
time
as
possible with Nelson and his mother. She of him and presented it to him. Nelson
up of?
feet and kissed
visited them during the past summer at picked
her in her
frontright
of the
wholeher choir.
Nelson's Hollywood home.
"Later
I
was
teasing
him
"Every Sunday night Mrs. Evans used
Naturally we got to about
talkingtheaboutinto call for Nelson and drive him home," girls. Icident.
asked
him
why
he
never went
Air. used
Hancock
"He loved
and
to likerecalled.
to stay around
after fun
the
with
girls
and
if
he
didn't
services and talk with the other members out
marry.
seemed
hesitate — intend
and thento
told meHe the
wholeto story.
of the choir and with me. He wasn't at he "Mrs.
Evans — and her husband, when
all
the serious-minded
young Ofmancourse,
he's he was alive
— had befriended him and had
pictured
now in stories.
given
him
his great opportunity, he said.
though,
didn'tWith
have a much
for They had freed
fun.
\ou heknow.
seriouschance
ambition
him from every responto amount to something musically, no late
an agreement with Mrs.
hours, drinking or smoking are possible. Evans thensibility. 'Imade
that
I wouldn't marry before
But sometimes Nelson would beg me to I was forty,' Nelson
explained. And that
let him get into the organ luft — then was fair enough, too. Mrs. Evans was
he'd
pull
nut
all
the
stops
and
make
just
investing
a
fortune
in
the boy —toit interfere
wouldn't
to pcrnnl anything
as nuu h nuisc as lie could. Poor fellow- bewitliright
his career. They figured that by the
he was starved fur fun! m to mv ho
time anhe had
reached fort>eitherit
"One night I invitei
be
established
successhe— would
or else
after rehcar.sal. His s lit up like
matter whether
much, ashefarmarried
as his orcareer
kid's. •C.ce. 1'<1 l<ivc to.' lie sai.l wistfully, wouldn't
not.
'but I'll have
ask .\unt
artrude.'
.X].- was"Ofconcerned,
course," Mr. Hancock added, "we
parently
Mrs. t„b:vans
said (nn.
Foolishly,
I urucd Xelson to come anyhow. He know now that Nelson wasn't destined to
wait until he was forty to reach the top —
looked
home. aw fully uncomfortable — but he went but
he'll keep the promise, just the same.
"Another time he did manage to have He's that kind of a fellow.''
a free evening. He telephoned Mrs.
.\lthough Mrs. I'lvans has chosen to reEvans that he had to rehearse some spebackground
cial numbers with me. I got on the meteoricmain in the
career,
she needof notNelson
bask Eddy's
in reflected glory. She has won a position for
'phone
anfl
corr(jborated
it.
She
consented reluctantly. Nelson came to my house herself in her own right. Born Gertrude
and we did rehearse some numbers. But Cheshire in Philadelphia, she started to
niy <laughter had some young people in make her mark in the world at the tender
and theymainedstayed
re- age of five. She displayed at that early
until afterafterward.
midnight,Nelson
laughing.
age an uncanny ability at cribbage afid
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\in>t. During her girlhood she suffered
.1 long ilhiess, which gave her an opportunity to develop her remarkable abilities.
S lice she was ten, her constant companion
li.iil lieen a neighbor boy named Frank
Sinclair Evans, a member of an old famil\ of Quakers.
When Gertrude was but fifteen she won
;', national whist tournament. At ]iiintLcn
she married Evans and took her i l u r
one
Philadelphia
nio-i became
in . iuiinent ofyoung
hostesses.society's
Mr. Evan>
an
executive
of
Strawbridge
&
Clothier's
department store, a position he held for
twenty-five years until liis death. He
was a member of the exclusive Racquet
and other Philadelphia clubs. Like his
wife, he was intensely interested in bridge.
Philadelphians know and are proud of
the Strawbridge & Clothier choral society.
Indeed, it was in connection with that
famous musical organization that the
store's
president,
Dr. Herbert
Til\, conwas
given the
Bok Award
fur lia\ini;
tributed to the cit\ S welfare. Through
the activities of the choral ^<>ciet\-, Mr.
and Mrs. Evansmusician
met Daxandicl I'.isphani,
Philadelphia
teacher. n..te<l
Mr.
Bispham
introduced
to Edd\-,
and
the
friendship
sprangthem
up which
resulted
in the couple's agreeing to sponsor the
young
singer's
\\'lien tnMr.carry
Evanson
died, Mrs.
Evanscareer.
undcrtinik
alone
the
work
of
aiding
in
Xel^on's
development.
When Mrs. Evans found the fortune
her husband had left her seriously depleted
in theshrunken
fateful year
'29. sheby replenished
the
bank ofbalance
inaugurating her bridge school. Her years of eminence at the game, plus her social position in Philadelphia, brought to her Lenox
apartment more pupils than she could accept and from the ver\- start her venture
proved a .gi.ild mine, .\lthough she now is
well able to afford tlie money she advanced to Xelsi.m, the singer has repaid
her in full for all the sums she advancec
him.
Another interesting ^i.lclight along those
lines was recalled by Mr. Hancock.
"There was snnie difticulty in obtaining
Nelson's ser\ices fur uur choir." he related. "His ciiiitract with his concert
manager contained a clause to the cffeci
that he could not sing for less than three
hundred dollars an appearance. Of course,
the church could not afTord any >uch
sum. dollars.
The most However,
we were able
to pa\'
was
fifty
Nelson
himself
solved the problem.
"Afterin wethehadcoiUract
discussedandthethings
prohibitive
clause
were
looking pretty black, he had an inspiration. 'I don't see why I can't sing for
my own cluirch if 1 want to,' he said.
'And
this
church.'
the choir.is Heniy was
with Sous Xelson
tor fourjoined
seasons. Then, just before he left for Hollywo d, he came to tne to say goodbye.
He handed me an envelope. 'I'm in the
money now, Irving. 1 don't really need
this,' he said. When I opened the envelope, there was Nelson's check for
every sons'centwork we'd
1" paid him for the four seaHe paused reflectively.
"You can see what makes me so sure
he'll never forget that promise he made
to Mrs. Evans," the choirmaster said,
"He's not the sort that forgets."

MERRY

XMAS

TO

ALL

(and a carton of Kools)
there's two extra coupons in a
W HERE'S the holiday throat that but
won't enjoy their soothing touch carton ! — a good start toward those
of mild menthol? Where's the smoker attractive B & W premiums (offer
of either sex who won't relish KQDLS good U. S. A. only). So give 'em all
blend of superior Turkish-Domestic KCOLS . . . they'll appreciate 'em
tobaccos? Remember that each pack most! Brown & Williamson Tobacco
not only carries a valuable coupon. Corp., P. 0. Box 599. Louisville. Ky.

SAVE COUPONS . . . MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS

, .1. FREE. Write for illustrotcd 28 pag<! Sheer Silk Hosien, — lull length. Run
pons; 4 cups— 175; troy — 2UU; > (i.Mi BS. Wprciiiium booklet. No. 12 .-top band. Ne
RALEIGH CIGARETTES .NOW AT POPUIAR PRICES, ALSO CARRY B & W COUPONS
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CALLI NG

ALL

STARS >
SHOULD

A HUSBAND

BE

TEN

YEARS OLDER?
[Continued from page 23)

Long a favorite with rodio
headliners, the Savoy-Plaza
has earned this preference
through its atmosphere of
warm hospitality, its superb
cuisine, and its cheerful service.
Overlooking Central Park, the
Savoy- Plaza is close to CBS
and NBC studios and to the
finest shops and theatres . . .
The Cafe Lounge and Snack
Bar at Cocktail Hour and after
the theatre is the meeting
place of smart New Yorkers
and visitors who come to dance
and
be amusedentertainers...
by the season's
outstanding
Rooms at the Savoy-Plaza
provide spacious luxury with
truly home-like comfort. Single
rooms from $6. Double rooms
from $8. Suites from $12.

WOY-PLAZA
Henry A. Rost, Managing Director
George Suler, Resident Monoger
FIFTH AVENUE • 58th TO 59th STS • NEW YORK
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eachThatother."
understaiiding is the basic thing
in the love between these two. If Helen
Jepson had married a man of her own
age, she might not have had a career at
all. She knows that. Young men have
so many things to learn and among them
are tolerance and wisdom. The unreasoning jealous}' of \i>iitii wnuld have entered
into their marriage. Vor a woman singing in radio or opera has to come into
close contact with men. And a jealous
husband would have been a serious drawback to her career, a husband who
wouldn't or couldn't understand that it
was as much a part of her business to go
through love scenes on the stage or before the microphone as typewriting is a
partButofthere
a stenographer's
job. that would
is another jealousy
be even harder on a woman. Professional
jealousy. Many a marriage has crumbled
into little pieces because a husband
couldn't take his wife's success.
"So much of the success that has come
to me is through George's interest in my
career."
Jepson andwasherlooking
her
husband asHelen
she spoke
words atwere
thanking him again as they have been
thanking
him ever
the
grandest
thingsince
any they
man met.
can "That's
do for
any woman ! It takes a big nature to help
a woman achieve something on her own.
Especially since he has a career of his
own. But there again, you see, it was
toyearsmy older,
advantage
that success
he w-aswasthosefirmly
ten
that his
established before mine ever was begun.
"He was flutist for the New York
Symphony Orchestra when I met him
in Chautauqua. I loved him from the first
time I saw him. From the first time
I heard him play. There I sat, a kid
who hadn't had a chance to try my
own and
wingsknowing
yet, listening
George what
Possell
in thattomoment
love was and feeling suddenly shy.
"We had mutual friends who twitted
me about my interest in him and wanted
me
meet sohim.
was toreally
silly But
aboutI itcouldn't.
all, hidingOh,be-I
hind trees to watch him as he passed and
going through my singing lessons in a
daze afterwards, I, who always had put all
my heart and brain into those lessons,
knowing how much they meant and how
much it had cost mc to ha\e them.
".And then, at last, I met George and
everything was different. My whole life
changed — for George loved me, too. It
seemed incomprehensible to me and yet
s(]mchow I knew it, even in that first moment of meeting."
It must
have been then as it is now
with the Pdssclls. Tiiat (|uickening in
their eyes when they l.mk at each otiier,
that close understanding tliat excludes
everyone else. It was a mad courtship.
sweetthings
courtship.
Theye.xpect
didn'tmusicians
do any
ofA the
you might
in love to do. There was no going to
the opera for them, no concerts.

They ate good food and drank fine wines
and made love. They sat on the tops of
buses and they walked in the park and
the world came alive for them when they
met and deadened when they parted.
For it was a courtship made up of
meetings and partings. Helen was in
Philadelphia
studyingwasatplaying
the Curtis
stitute and George
with Inthe
orchestra in New York. But whenever
there was a free period for either one
they sped to the other and even now
timetables
trains
railroad stationsandbringrushijig
back that
old and
nostalgia,
that <ild joy at meeting, that old sorrow at
parting.
Even then, loving her as he did, wanting her as he did, George Possell did not
urge an immediate marriage as a younger
man might have done. A younger man
who had yet to learn unselfishness. This
man, who had fought for his own career,
wanted the girl he loved to have hers.
Marrying
then,andbefore
accomplished anything
whileshelovehadfilled
her
heart so completely, he knew that she
might throw away everything for that one
happiness in being together.
So they
untilandsheall was
lished in her waited
own right
duringestabthat
waiting time and during the time that
came afterwards, too, George Possell had
given everything he has, his experience,
his understanding and himself, to help
her build that amazing career of hers.
"George was even a harder taskmaster
to me than I have been to myself," Helen
Jepson
slowly. perfection
"Being theandmusician
he is, hesaiddemands
is not
satisfied with anything short of it in any
sort of music. And that goes for me as
much as it does for any singer or violinist or pianist he might be listening to.
"Mysion isonly
a profesto beexcuse
good ininhaving
that profession.
Otherwise I should be at home living entirely for George and our baby. After all,
a woman with a career deprives her husband of so many thmgs the woman
who stays at home can give. Of companionship available at all times, of interest
in his work only, and of all the other
things a hometnaking woman gives a man.
"But,me apart
babies
as muchfromas hemy doeswork,
little George
Sallie.
That's
another
thingbetween
that comes
that
dififercnce
in years
us. IffromGeorge
had been my own age, if we had been
struggling for our careers at the same
time, it probably would have been I who
was babying him and in so doing hurting
him immeasurably.
"For a marriage can't go against the
instinct of generations and be a happy one.
And
only soin consistently
the last generation
that
womenit'shave
taken their
places in a working world. A man naturally should
the stronger
one, the
one, the
onebe who
gives. The
fact w-iser
that
George was older than I made it so in
our case.
"There have been so many things
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George has taught me. Not to have an
inferiority complex was one. It would
li;ue been so easy for me to dcxclop "nc.
When I was studying in Phi
had only the money I had savc(
through,
moneyrdonithatniui-uuldn't
stretchThere
any
further than
and food.
wasn't
any
^u^llUl^
for
ilnthes.
liack hicl.a;ieinie n^cd
-end"The,iie chih
!io\r~woiiKii
i.i ea-I-Mll
that t(ii
nude ..\cr n nix-eli Weannu other
people
bu\ e\"ento ,1■
rihhnn
ai\e an\- u
Please rl..thL
don'
those
ne\\"i_\ -arm
over mv laj) —
-One' eiI
Georse.
dre-ses and
abont the w
how I couldn't hold in
hand clothesini;"and linn
then a
nation I liegan to cry
v.as glad I cried, for
said all the sweet
things a man w
loves is crxing.
he laughed
and told
me"Then
how silly
I was tojustfeela little
that way.
He
told me ab(jut women he had known,
glamorous women who are stage and
opera stars now, who had gone along the
same road I was going, who also had
worn second-hand clothes and been helped
by other jieople when they were young
and unknown. Why. before he was
through, I felt almost sorry for people
with money enough to buy anything they
wanted. He had made it seem such a
badge of honor, somehow. Made me feel
imixjrtant, that people saw enough in me
to That
want utter
to help
lack me,of an' inferiority complex
isthe Helen
greatest
thing Jeps.m's
that makes
lier socharm.
warm Itandis
friendly to everyone. It i> the thing that
keeps her from putting on the act >o many
other stars do. stars who, d
adulation and success that has come to
them, still are unable to overcome the
struggle of their early years and to hide
it assume exaggerations that thwart
their own indivi<lualities.
For Helen Jepson is Helen Jepson to
everyone. To the doorman at Iter apartment house and the little girl she stopped
to talk to in the park that morning and
to important radio executives and to the
girl who waits on her in a shop.
Her eyes glowed when .Sal lie ran into
the room, a small .yirl with lier niotlier's
brown e\'es and flaxen ii.air, \i\-id in the
scarlet kimono her niotlier b.ail bronybt
back to her from ;i concert lonr .Sbe began to thump on the piano and ni Helen s
eyes was the saiue maternal indulgence
you might see in the eyes of any mother.
There in that room the three oi them
were alone in that little world lo\e and
happiness had built for them, .nvl the
great success that has come to tlii- lo\el\'
young woman seemed a small thing compared to that k)ve.

NOSE

PORES

Largest Pores on Your Body —
A Test of Your Cleansing Methods!
The pores on the nose are the largest on your body. For this reason,
if allowed to become clogged with waxy excretions, they will become
conspicuously large and noticeable.
The pores on your nose, therefore, are a good test of your skin, cleansing methods. If the pores are plugged with waste matter
L and gaping large, it's a sign your methods are insufficient.
By keeping your pores — and this includes the pores of your
nose
— thoroughly
invisibly
small. clean, you can keep them normal in size
A Penetrating Cream Required
To get at the dirt and waxy matter that accumulates in
your pores, you must use a face cream that penetrates,
one that actually works its way into the pores. Such
a cream is Lady Esther Face Cream. It does not
merely lie on the surface of your skin. It actually
penetrates the pores, and does it in a gentle and
soothing manner.
Penetrating the pores. Lady Esther Face
Cream
goes wa-te
to workmatter.
on theIt dissolves
imbeddedit
(iirt and
- breaks it up — and makes it easily
removable. In a fraction of the
usual time, your skin is thoroughly clean.
^^|_ pores
Cleansed
your
JHK
can againperfectly,
function freely
Naturetheyinand close as then,
— openAutomatically
■■MH^Hr
jRjj, ^^^I^^^P^ tended.
^HPWBP^^ reduce
to their have
normalanything
small
size anilthemseh
you noes longer
like (■o^^pi^uous pores.
Lubrication, Also
As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses
the skin, it nlso lubricates it. It resuppliescomesit dryness
with and
a finekeeps
oil that
the overskin
soft and smooth.
Make a test on your face of Lady
Esther Face Cream. See for yourself how thoroughly it cleans out
the pores. Mark how quickly
your
down choking
in size
when pores
relievedcomeof their
Imrdeu. Note the new life and
smoothness your skin takes on.
One test will tell you volumes.
See For Yourself I
All first-class drug and department stores sell
Esthercoupon
Face below
Cream, orbuta apenny
7- days'postcard
supply and
is freeby for
tilt; a,-kmg. Just Lady
mail the
return
mad
you'll
receive
the
cream
—
PLUS
all
five
shades
of
my
e.\(iuisite
Lady
Esther Face Powder. Write today.
(28)
FREE
( You can paste this on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.
Please also
sendallmefivebyshades
return ofmail
days' supply of Lady Esther Four -Purpose
Face Cream;
your your
Face 7-Powder.
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Name
Address
JtateCity
( If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Onl.)
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NEW CREAM MASCARA
Ends the artificial look of
old-fashioned mascara!

KEEP

YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL
t oiiliintcd froiii pa.jc 11 )

similar tn i1k-sc : ' .Mar\ — blue cvcnnm.^nwii
take a: tub'Alice
in:— wants
Icnce — ei^umh
admired colomie
niv Ijlaektd
and
iiokl
cnmiiact
:
laiiice
—
that
perliime I ^nt last \ear. ol tlii\ver\which
will mean that ]\Iar\- will i;et a hhie or
silver exenins bag or case; Alice will uet a
mant-sized bottle of cologne (1 know ul a
ir.ammoth-sized bottle ot spirited cokigne
tor a ver\' moderate sum) ; Joyce will get
a duplicate lilack and sjold compact (monogrammetl with
initials.
individualize theher
gitt);
and probabU',
laiiice willto uet
the verv pertiime that flatters her personalit)-. Keep a notebook ot clues to your
friends'andcolor
choices,shopping
preferences
wishes
Christmas
will be andas
easy
a
problem
to
solve
as
a
detective
case
to Sherlock Holmes.
"I love luxury gifts," emphasized Miss
Jepson.
by luxury
gilts hastily,
1 don't pr<ibmean
expensive"Oh,gifts,"
she ad<led
ably catching the thrifty gleaiit in m\' eye
True
charm
now
replaces
the bold, theatrical look that (which also represented an e\e to >'our
has discouraged
so many wo- budgets, too). "I mean, just buxing things
using old-fashioned
forms menof frommascara.
that people wouldn't be likely to buy for
The toeffect
alwaysis themselves."
I was reminded of the remark of one of
wished
achieveyouwithhavemascara
now actually possible! Your lashes my friends, who had said to me in the
^^^1^
seeming to sweep your cheeks with midst of her dressing-table rites : "You
^^^^^ with
theirthelength
. . .charm
their luxuriance
rich know, Mary, when my ship comes in, I am
enticing
of naiuralness!
going to buy the largest-sized jar of this
Obviously,
tirely new kindsuchof exciting
mascara; loveliness
one that requires
darkens anlashesen- cream that I can find ; then I can be exV.i;sithout
shouting
"mascara";
one
that
does
not
brand
travagant with it. Honestly, it's so lususer asoo artificial,
"theatrical"is or "bold."
it!" Maybe
Tati
Cream Mascara
that.
goes onis cologne,cious, Icould
or bathalmost
oil, oreatsomething
else itthatis
on theIt lashes
sonot evenly
and
smoothly
its
pr
or a plunge betray spells "luxury" to your particular friends —
detected.
Nor
will
tears,
rail
the secret ... for THIS mascara, / being mixed ivith luxury in the sense that they wouldn't buy
Much those things for themselves, but would
■uatcr to-when
applied,cakeis really waterproof!
easier
use than
too. and perfectly
revel in having them, in gener<_ius Christharmless. Can't smart. smart ubber-lined sat
mas gift sizes.
Complete
with brush
iiown . . . Blue ... 50c
vanity
.
.
.
Black
...
Br
"1m )r a woman," said Miss Jepson, "I
the better stores. Ta i too your eyelashes !
think that an evening compact is one of
the nicest possible gifts. I prefer \ery
complete ones — sort of combination coinpacts and evening bags. If not this, perhaps a case with a compact, lipstick, and
TATTOO
mirror. Bulky, separate pieces arc all
Cream MASCARA
right for da\timc, but at iii,i;lit I think
Send
400 FREE FKEE.
Samples4 that the less space evening iicic'^s, ,ries take
iKlaiif.lfor instrurtion
.\fKlian
Yarn $3.00
$2.64 lb.lb. Pompadour
arul lb.
Saxon.v
ShctYARN (■„h,T
Miss Ix-tter."
Jepson has evening t;]anionr down
lan.l
$2.25
Tweed
Coat
Tarn
As anticipator\ bints lor
YARN NOVELTY ■ rn.5. SO different kinds. Est. 20 yrs. toup athescience.
your
next
parf\',
would be
interested to know1 tliouglit
that the\oiisophisticated
KILL THE HAIRROOT
prima donna finds a liipiid ])i.wder fMiiiidation particularl\ desirable \>>r lasting
makeup; and she likes ;i s])icial whitening
])ieparalion for the neck and .irnis. The
latter preparation is i.;irticiil.-n ly popular
r.ittd
Booklet.
"Ho
ill lI(,llywoo<l, wliere -Mi^s |rps,,n will unf-r Co . Df.pt. 36P. Pr
dcjubtedly be whisked awa\ ><\v of these
da\ s. The cinema cit\ has ](]iig been making o\'ertiires toisher.an intriguing part of La
Im.iginalioii
I'ei perJei)son\ gl;im</ur. "I adore to select
SITR
fume
for
my
friends,"
she
said
enthiisiasticallv.stilt"It'sarious
such persi
fun selecliiig fi ;mr,iiK<'s
that
seem
so
Christmas-like,
loo, and tliis
fOR SAtf At
they are more beatiti fully jiackaged
ever. P.ickagiiig is a fetish of mine,
r.'OOLWORTH, KRESGE,'
MURPHY,
afraid. 1 lovr doing up gifts — it's so
'J olhfr if andNEWBERRY'
W> !l
like setting the stage for them."
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wa\ed her hand at the package that stocid
onof the
table. each
"I make
regularwould
cerernon\'
wrapping
gift.a You
think
that I was wrapping up a Sho'M Boat
broadcast with each one," she added,
laughing
merrih-.reall} gave me the idea of
Aliss Jepson
including a list of perfumes in my Christmas letter to you, through her discussion
of selecting fragrances to suit personalities.
I ha\e made a little list of some of my
perfume favorites for }-ou, each perfume
with an imaginative tag-line after it, descriliing the personality-t\ pc of perfume I
think it is. Drop me a line and I shall be
happy to send it to you.
"I'm an atomizer addict," confided Miss
Jepson. "I use atomizers for perfume, brilliantine, cologne and astringents."
.Some day, when you're very fatigued,
try Miss Jepson's way of applying cologne,
l-'irst, put the cologne in the refrigerator
to ha\e it ice-cold; then spray on the fra^;rant refreshment in cool blasts from the
atomizer, concentrating on the back of
your tired neck.
Give clinyour
throat,around
especially
if it's in-a
ed to be flabby
the chin-line,
thorough spraying with an astringent, as
part of your nightly routine; then slap
vigorously,
underIf your
the
back ofespeciall\'
your hand.
\ ou chin,
are onwitha
reducing regime, you will need plenty of
astringents to tone up the flesh that will
get flabby if you let it and there is no
better way of doing an efficient job of astringent application than with an atomizer.
And it's so much easier !
Miss allJepson's
so superb
make
of us figure
green iswith
envy, asevento
th(jugh it be the season of good-will and
generosity. We had better make war on
our own indulgent instinct, however, now
that Thanksgiving and Christmas confront
us. Oh, I'm not going to be so mean as to
suggestfavorite
that 3'ou
cut down
turkeydays,or
_\ijur
dressing
on theon feast
but I am .going to suggest that, as Miss
Jepson
phrases
it: "IfOneyou<jr err
toda\-, outdo
tomorrow."
ofpenance
thevoteholiday
weeks, two
}ou days
canjuice
deyourself week
to a orregular
orange
"bat." Cut out all solid food, and drink
ii<]thiiig but orange juice (and water, of
course) all da\- long. About a dozen
oranges a day will sustain \ou and, in
fact, will i)ro\ ide you with around twelve
hundred calories, the minimum number
of calories that is considered safe for
dieting. Rememlier, I'm not suggesting any
th;in dirt
one im"
days
atsiiclithediet
most:for aniorr
one food
for two
a longer
period of lime tlian tlial is foolh;irdy, and
certainly ncjt coiiducixe to healthful reducing. (I have a safe, well balanced reducing diet for you tliat averages around 1200
calories a da\, if .\'ou want to go in for
ab.ipsregular,
reducing
Per\ou haddailybetter
iiut a regime.)
crate of fancy
or.-niges on _\onr Clirislni.is list. A basket
of iniit always makes a desirable gift,
whether it be for Christmas or for "Bon
\'(>yage"
on thewe Sbim<
Now that
are limit.
on the subject of
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fruit, a very smart luxury gift for yourself or for any other woman is a "strawberr_\You can
it in a
specialcocktail"
gift set cream.
that comes
in agetbeautiful
bo.x, along with cleansing tissues and a
special strawberr> lotion. The strawberry
cream coinc^ in a new kind of air-tight jar
that is rcall\ liulit as a feather. And you
feel so refreshed and rejuvenated when
you use this fragrant strawberry stimulating cream that you could almost spront
wings yourself.
Another
smartkitcomplexion
special treatment
that comesgiftin isa asilver
covered
box
and
is
packed
witli
the
>pecific items recommended for the care of
dry or oily skin. The clr\ skin treatnienl
kit contains a tissue en am, skin tnnic. cold
cream soap and s]i, cial beani v ci eani ; the
oily skin treatment kit contains a night
cream, liquefying cream, skin tonic and
cold cream soap. The price puts it wel
within the reach of all of us who want to
do over our skins, as well as our present
figures.
For the problem fr .■nds
w ho
live Muite a .listamx
jot down m a n. .1 .1 lo, il. Miss Jepson sugpn consci-\, ue tjift such as
gcsts ,-1 sale,
bath powder: a ■j.\ti 1 \ of soap (those
with niono.grams are u e. ) ;i Ljucst room
cosmetic set, or a set 1 ele.ansiuLf tissues
and fluffy powder puff: l)id an\ woman
ever have too many cleansing tissues,
fresh immaculate powder pufts or too much
scented so.ap?
Bet'oie
we leave
our tohelpfid
es , oi eomsc
you want
know gift
how hostMiss
Jepson takes care of her glorious ])latinum
hair. I asked her if she would give me
her recipe for keeping her hair so soft
and silky and she said that her onl\ recipe
consists in plenty of brushing, doing her
own shampooing and using a sjjccial rinse
which dissolves all the soap residue left
in the hair. .She gives the rinse a lot of
the credit for keei)ing her hair in such soft,
lustrous condition. (If you want the
name, juvt write me. )
The gift that I would like to wrap up
for you — all of you— is a very happy holiday season, from Thanksgi\ int; right up
through New Year's, with a lot of grand
excursions
Shmc Boat.
do that, buton I NBC's
have wrapped
up a Ilotca.i'tof
helpful suggestions in my holiday bidletin.
which is yours for the clipping; of the coustamped addressed envelopi-.
Send pon,forand ita today.
Mary Biddle,
RADIO STARS,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send me _\ im- bulletin,
"Going Beauty .'-^hojipin
(P.S,— I would like \our Reducing Diet, too □.)
•Address
Kiiullv t-nclfisc .st;iini.c<l ;i.|'lr,ssc,I c„vcl..,,r.

Do

you

take

hearts

by

storm?

All over the world smartly-groomed
TYineFORhearts— women
mascul
say Princoss Pat rouge is their
WHAifTnot toISsetBEAU
athrob — if not to bring the thrill favorite. Let's discover it,s jsocret of
of conquests — if not to sing little utterly natural color. Your roujio — unless
songs of happiness in your heart it is Princess Pat — most likely is one flat
Make-up's so tone. But Princess Pat rouge is duo-tone.
he admires?
when tant—
especially your rouge! There's an undertone thtit blends
impor
There's nothing beautiful about with an overtone, to change iiuigically
rouge that looks painted, that outlines on j'our skin. It becomes richly beautiitself as a splotch. But Princess Pat
ful, vital, real — -no outline. The almost
rouge — duo-tone— X\\, there is beauty! incredible, astounding effect is that
of color coming from within the skin,
just
like a person
natural with
blush.Princess
Y'ou'U bePata
glamorous
rouge— irresistible. Try it— and see.
PRINCESS
PAT
ROUGE
RADIO flnj/x,
— "ASunday
Tale ofafternoons
Todnu" icith\HC JoanliedBlaine
and
Ilarvcu
.\etwork.

The popular Princess Pat rouge, powder and lip rouge, easily two weeks'
supply, in a novel, attractive Collegian Kit — for thi.s coupon an<l lOe coin.
PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 62-C, 2709 South Wells Street, Chicago.
Enclosed find 10c for which send me the Princess Pat Collegian Make-up Set.
NAME
CITY
STATE
In Canada, address Gordon Gordon Ltd., 489 King St., W., Toronto.
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Free!

BRAND-NEW
SHORT-CUT

RECIPES!

Fudges, penuchi, pull taffies, caramels— made
in new failure-proof wajs! • New candies —
easy to do. • Fondant madcAvithout cooking!
• And what cookies! • Many so easy a small
girl can make them!
\rrite
to THEYork,BORDEN
Ave., New
for FREE CO.,
recipeDpt.book,MM. just126,350
off theMadison
press.
Name
AddressELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES WITH
JUSTRITE
PUSH-CUPS
easy
eded. loSetinstall.
of 8 PushN„

COMING!
in our January issue a story that
will amaze you!
Oneular stars
of takes
moviedom's
some potmostshotspop-at
radio.
RADIO STARS
for January

10 WINDOW
^

tke Puce

SHADES
One f

ISXLOPAYSsZSa
years wear.
I can replace
shades
ort wopatterns
I tire And
of without
hurtingsoiled
my pocketl>ook."
No
wonder
million.s
are
buying
1.5c
f'LOPAT
Windowthat Shades.
fibre material
d(X!s notMade
crack ofor patented
pinhole.
And
only
I.'ic,
mind
you!
Charming
patterns
and
solid colors. S(«;stores.
them For
In li^ading
and samples,
10c and
neighborhood
FREK ."x;color
write toCincinnati,
CLOPAY Ohio.
CORPORATION,
1284 York
Street,
76

KATE SMITH'S OWN
COOKING SCHOOL
{Continued from page 13)
replied, pleased as punch : "If that's the
case,
gal too
who'll
give andthemstillmore!
.\ndI'mso the
I will,
— more
more '
until
you
cry,
"Enough!"
But
don't
that be too soon, for I know a lot letof
grand dishes that I want to tell you about.
I'm going
take andthemI right
my
own
recipetotiles
promiseout toof give
you only the tilings I've tried myself. So
that when I tell you they're good, I'll knoiv
they're good and won't just be guessing.
I'm ofgoing
tell youfor how
some
the todesserts
whichto myprepare
dear
Grandmother is so well known — and which
she'sing totaught
make.of the
I'm most
gochoose usfor allyoutosoine
famous dishes of that master cook and
caterer, George Rector, which he hiinself
told me about so that I, too, can inake them
now inginto give,
a manner
to dowhohim want
credit.them,
I'm goto those
the
cookie
recipes
that
I've
persuaded
my
to part with — reluctant though she cook
was
to share her secrets with anyone !
And those are just a few of the food
treats of every sort and description that I
have lessin others
storewhich
for you
have— for
beenthere
sent areto countme by
radio listeners who know of my genuine
interest in new foods and flavors. So
stick along friends, for not only can I
promise you these recipes (which Nancy
Wood , the Radio Hostess, is going to
check
with me)
what's more,
Editor over
of Radio
Starsbut,Mag.\zine
assuresthe
me that each month my recipes will reach
you in an attractive little leaflet, with my
face smiling at you from the cover I And
all you have to do to get a copy, is to
send in the coupon that appears at the end
of this agarticle,
right Andre
after I Barouche,
"sign ofif." how
Imine that ! So,
about announcing it: "Kate Smith, Chef
and Direetor de Cuisine, presents — HER
RECIPES!"
With Itthese
formalities
let's
begin.
is mylittlegreat
pleasureover,
to start
right
off
with
Thanksgiving.
Now
there's
a meal to talk aliout in the most glowing
terms ! Who is there who doesn't get
hungry just thinking about the "groaning
board,"tains othe
crisp potatoes,
brown turkey,
the mounf mashed
the .giblct
gravy,
tlic vc.m-tablcs, the trimtninus and linally
the pun'kin pic? And it's al\\a\s been and
always will be pun'kin and not pumpkin
pie
I'm getting
poeticto atme.the (Why,
very thought
!) positively
Here then is the complete menu for the
Thanksgiving dinner we will enjoy this
\i-ar. And when I say "enjoy" I'm inittnig it tomildly,
f(jr I'mrightplanning
back
home,
Virginia,
after mytn goregular
Thursday evening broadcast, to be with
my family fnr the traditional holiday
feast. And
our can
dinnerjustwon't
served
until allliough
I'Viday, you
picturebe
the smiling faces of seven happy people
sitting down to enjoy the following bounteous meal — their appetites and anticipation all the greater because of the necessary postponement.

My Thanksgiving
Dinner Menu
Tomato Juice
Crisp Cheese Crackers
CranberryRoastJelly
OlivesGravy
and Celery
Bread Stuffing
Turkey,
Giblet
Mashed Potatoes
Candied Yams
Mashed Turnips
■ Broccoli, Mousseline
Chiffonade Salad
Grandmother's Pumpkin Pie
Sharp Cheese Mints
Coffee
all be served
ThatThisis,will
the tomato
juice and"Family
crackersStyle."
will
be at our places when we come in and
there will also be, on the candle-lighted
table, nuts and mints, plenty of celery and
olives and two glass dishes of cranberry
jelly.
The turkey will be carved at the table,
ofWe course.
it anysurface
other ofway?
always Who'd
rub thehaveentire
the
turkey generously with butter, so that the
skin is brown and crisp and shiny. But we
dust only the pan with flour — and not the
bird itself. Then, with the browned flour
in the roaster and with the turkey giblets,
cooked and minced very tine, we make a
copious
little — a quantity
very littleof — grav\-.
onion inI even
the use
gravya
when
I
make
it,
but
some
folks
prefer
it
without.
The turkey stuffing I favor is quite moist,
so those of you who like a very dry dressing may not care for my way of making it.
However I do wish you'd try my directions
just
one recipe
of the leaflet
recipes that
I'm giving
you once.
in thatIt'sfree
I was
telling you about. Another card will tell
you how I fix candied yams (or sweet
potatoes) so that, when they come to
the table in one of our large Pyrex baking dishes, they are brown and glazed
and tempting beyond words. As for the
mashed potatoes, on my menu, you can
omit those, of course — although personally
noI can't
mashedimagine
potatoeshaving
to go giblet
with itgravy
! WhenandI
make mashed potatoes I drain the cooked
potatoes well and tlien go to work. I beat
'em and I beat 'eni. adding rich milk and
lots ofgeticbutter.
ifsimplify
you're notthe thejobeneryou But
caninvolved
and
lessen thetype labor
by first putting
the potatoes tliroutili a sieve or ricer.
It isn't
tn sa.\- tliat
anxthing
about
the ni.ce-^aiy
turnii>s except
they much
also
need
buttertoo.— andBut don't
seasonplenty
them ofwell,
I do forget
want to
take a seline
second
to tell
you thatserving
the MousSauce that
I suggest
over
the Broccoli is easier than Hollandaise,
goes farther and is every bit as good. That
recipe is in the leaflet, too ; and so are my
directions for making Chiffonade Salad,
with which I serve a special dressing and
in which the cucumbers, generally included
in this salad, are conspicuous by their absence. (I simply can't eat cucumbers. I
like them — but they don't like me!)
I'm going to give you my favorite Cran-
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berry Jelly recipe right here, too, because
there is upno areason
why supply
you shouldn't
making
generous
right now.be
I suggest storing it in the longest, thinnest jars you have so that you can slice
it across into thin rounds and then cut
these rounds into fancy shapes with regular cooky cutters. The kids will love them
— and it's really no bother at all.
PLAIN CRAXBERRY JELLY
4 cups cranberries
2 cups boiling ivatcr
2 cups sugar
Wash cranberries in several waters and
pick over carefully. Place in a saucepan
with boiling wcter. Boil twenty minutes.
Press through a sieve. Add sugar and
cook five minutes longer. Turn into jelly
glasses or fancy molds.
That about brings us to the dessert
course,
And forbutthata Igolden
can't
imagine doesn't
servingit?anything
brown, spicy pun'kin pic. "Tlieni as wants
them" can have tluir mince pies or hot
puddings. But not ior our family, no inde d !Because every year, without fail, we
serve a special pun'kin pie made according
towithGrandmother's
recipe.wcAnddeclare
every singly
year,
equal regularity,
and in chorus that it can't be beat I Would
j-ou like to try it? Well, the recipe is in
my Thanksgiving
Dinner
leaflet and
and also
includes directions for
the crust
the filling.
This pie is not complete unless served
with wedges of sharp store cheese. And

Afraid
NEW
COLOR
Only you and-"NEW"
Rit willDRESS
know
itwills ansayoldit sdre^s
lovtly— your
todaylmirror
FADED LINGERIE SPARKLES
Tint
underthings quickly and
beautifully,
resist washins!with Ri( colors that
FRESH TONES FOR HOSIERY
Save odd their
stockings-withby
raaichins
. or revive color
faded hose
ith new shades.
'mm:
GLOWING TABLE -LINEN
Rit makes luncheon and
bridge linens so gay and
festive.
them at You
will. can chu'ise
SMARTLY COLORED BED LINEN
and pil/ 1 Spreads,
low cases sheets
can have
the
' ' loveliest
shades
still launderbeautifull
TO FRESHEN CURTAINS
French
Ecru Ritcolorgivesthat never
the sunniest
seemsfacetocolor"washthatout!hasNotto abe"sur-renewed each timel

and put with
it in the
of ourof diningroomkin table,
smallmiddle
branches
bright
autumn leaves under and around it. Then
I'm goingflowing withtofruits
fill —that
overKATE SMITH'S OWN
big pumpkin
grapes andto purple
plums, oranges, pears and shiny red apples.
COOKING SCHOOL
.\nd I'm going to place lots of those long
Rainbow
piecesbefore
of fruit.
The
candlesI'apers
will Ijetween
be lighted,the just
we
will be a regular monthly feature
come in. and will shine down on the colorful leaves and fruit. Say, folks, I'll bet
in RADIO STARS MAGAZINE
that's going to be stunning, don't you?
So now you have my entire "Thanksgiving Dinner for
Program"
promise
Read it and give yourself a treat!
the recipes
those —ofandjoua who
wouldof
like to have them. This is Kate Smith,
signing
the
air ofT.
and until
next next
monthThursday
in my night
Cookingon
at just about the same time that the pie School.
makes its appearance I want a big cup of
steaming hot cofTee. Now wouldn't you
just
folks? ifButyouhonest.
KATE SMITH
I meanknowit. I'd
You saycanthat,
be stylish
want
and have a demi-tasse served a tier dinner
c/o
RADIO STARS
in the living-room. But in my famil\. pie
New York, N. Y.
149 Madison Ave., Magazine
without coffee would be like Hollywood
without the movies !
Please
send
me
\
our Than I sgizing
So there you have my idea of a good
to me.
recipes
—
at
absolut
ely
no cost
Thanksgiving dinner. \'n\v all _\ ( m need are
m\recipes,
which
I'm
told
will
be
printed
X'ame
up and all ready to go out to you as soon
as But
you before
send inI forleavethem.I want to describe
City
to you a new idea for a grand ThanksgivStreet
ing
table
decoration,
which
I'm
g.ung
to
fix up myself, this year. ( The Editor tells
. State
iiie that
tr\ tosecgetjusta picture,
too. so
that
you he'll
can also
ti/u;/ / mean.)
Well, I'm going to hollow out a big pump-

fj^^qf dyeing?

...Just try RIT!
• Rit has changed home dyeing unbelievably! A patented
penetrating agent in Rit (Joutici in no other tint or dye) causes the
color to set evenly, quickly, through-and-through every threadwithout fear of streaks and spots. Amazingly different from the
muss, the dreariness and the uncertainty of old-fashioned dyeing.
Rit's cost is a matter of pennies— its value means many dollars
to you. Just be sure you get Rit — and not an ordinary tint or dye.
ohsiftesoutinstantly!
Rit is a like
powder
of the package
loose wafer
powder— easier
dyes. toNotmeasure,
a soap!
•dye,A onsingle
drop
of
any
ordinary
dry material,
t get pasta
the oil-coated
fibres can— remains
drop
onon the
surface
like boiling
a dewdrop
a
leaf
—
requires
to make it penetrate the fabric.
• Riting(which
contains ina patented
penetratingredient)
it hits
the fabric
like asoaks
drop ofasinksoonon asblotting
paper.feature!
Rit isItthedoesonlynothousehold
dye withto
this
require
boiling
make it penetrate.

TINTS & DYES
RIT
ALSO WHITE RIT COLOR REMOVER
The
sure white
way tocoods.
take . OUT
color,asremovi
really«afe.whitea
. harmless
bollln 77
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FATE

Most sortpeople
reto harsh would
purges rarely
if theyhave
kepttotabs
on Nature.
Usually a mild laxative like Olive
Tablets is all one needs to assist Nature on the second day.
Once the exclusive prescription of a
practicing physician, Olive Tablets
are now an established proprietary,
welcomed by millions because they
are so easy to take and so mild.
It is simple to keep tabs on yourself.
Always
bathroomhaveshelfOlive
as a Tablets
reminder onon your
the
second day. Three sizes, 1 5 p, 30ff, 60^.
All druggists.

THE LAXATIVE
OP BEAUnrUL WOMEN

Lovely blonde Helen Jepson, Show
Boat prima donna and opera star.
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CAN,/ fr BE CRUEL
/-<;.(/<■ 39)

are still with him today.
They decided to launch the band at a
dance. But the campus then was flooded
with orchestras giving dances and they
knew
another ordinary dance wouldn't
draw flies.
So Heidt hit on a novel promotion
scheme. He had posters tacked about the
campus, high up on trees, on telegraph
poles. Under each jMster he stationed a
member of the band with folded arms.
Whenever anyone approached, the band
member, without saying a word, would
raise one hand, pointing to the poster.
Soon it was the talk of the campus and
on the night of the dance, they played to
a turn-away crowd.
That was the beginning of Horace Heidt
and his Californians. They soon had all
the dance engagements tliey could fill. But
Heidt saw that the possibilities for a dance
band were limited, so he began to train
them into a stage band. Every member
had to master several instruments, to sing,
to do a specialty, a comedy bit, a trick
song number, or instrumental number.
Before long they began to get bookings
and pretty soon they were appearing regularly on the western circuits.
But in order to be really on top, a
band had to have that eastern reputation.
So Heidt set to work to get New York
bookings.
At last he arranged for a week at the
Palace.
a build-upHehe hadn't
gave theexpected
boys ! that ! What
Then, when they arrived, they found
they were set in that dread spot ne.xt to
closing. At last the moment came for
which they had waited so long. When
the band came on it was just like a signal
for the audience to walk. The house was
clearingthing fast
and dothereto stop
didn'tit.seemBut anythey could
the
faster
people
walked,
the
harder the boys
tried.
Finally the boys stood up to sing a novelty number, in hopes of holding the
crowd. They did it with gestures, putting
everything they had into it. In fact they
put so much into it, that the whole last
row fell over backwards with a resounding
crash.
Tliat acci<lcnt turned the tide. People
who were already in the aisles lingered to
see what was happening. When tlie Ijoys
in the back row g(jt up an<l went right on
with the act, the audience appreciated their
gameness, anyway, and l)cgan td applaud.
They closed with a whirlwind finish
that
lu-arlsick
thc\'
had took
had atawaythethat
opening
and feeling
gave them
courage
to
go
on.
For a while after that the band did all
right. They were booked into the best
places. They t(jured luin)])e. where one
night they nearly foun<l themselves the
-ulijcct f)f an international incident.
playing
oneThey
of thewerediners
threwon atliehardRi\iera,
roll atwhen
the
tul)a jjlayer. It bounced off and hit the
King of Denmark.
Inmiediately the iilace s\v;irnied with
gendarmes. The entire aggregation wound
up the night in the lux^segow, suspected

a direrollplot! to assassinate the King with
aof hard
They returned to this country to find
A^audeville
practically
of the coming
talking finished,
pictures. as a result
It seemed
that the\barely had reached
their
goal when
it disappeared,
all the
work, the preparation, the long hours of
rehearsal, of singing lessons, of instrumental study, all gone for nothing. Forces
they could not possibly have foreseen had
licked them. There was no place for a
stage band any more.
The boys went back to California,
where they were known, where they at
least could make a living.
When Heidt sat down to analyze the
situation, he realized that even when they
were at the peak, they never were as big
as theyized it was
shouldpartly
haveon been.
he realaccountThenof the
dog.
You may remember the dog, Lobo, who
appeared on the stage wherever Heidt .
and his Californians were featured. Well,
the dog stole the show. People were so
interested in its antics that they remembered the Californians chiefly as "that
bandThe with
first thethingdog."he did was to send the
dog to retirement on a ranch. As he
looked about him he realized that he had
to start again from scratch. The stage
band field was washed up, definitely.
Everything he and the boys had learned,
had trained themselves for, was useless.
But another entertaiiunent medium w^as
coming along. That was radio. However, he knew
didn't have
band.
The boys
knewhe nothing
abouta radio
instrument
balance, or distinctive specialties that
would go over the air. They had developed on the basis of visual appeal.
Therefromwasthe nothing
but Heto
start
bottom toall' dooverthenagain.
got a steady booking at the Golden Gate
Theater to pay the freight and he and the
boys started out to become a radio band.
They rented a small studio with a
microphone and control panel. Every moment they could spare away from the
theater they worked and studied, building
up For
a radio
threeband.
years, as far as the country
at large was concerned, Horace Heidt and
his Californians dropped out of sight.
They were taking a long chance. People
forget
showHeidt
business.
Whis]icrs went(piickly
aroundin that
was through.
Hut he knew what he was doing.
He had an idea for a baiKl that would
l)c a conil)ination dance and entertainment
band, that woukl gi\e people music they
really C(juld dance to and interspersed
with the same sort of no\elly he had given
the public on the stage, only designed for
the ear instead.
Finally, after three years, Heidt thought
he had what he wanted. Then he set out
to sell what he had developed. To his
amazeirent, no one would listen to him
They wouldn't even gi\e him an audition.
"But declare
you've with
got finality,
a stage andband,"
would
that they
was
that.
He wheedled, he coaxed, he yelled and
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nled on desks. It was no use. Disiiitmcnt piled on disappointment. Peo1 c told him he hrfd just better forget it
and
on making
F'rancisco.go Some
of the aboysliving,
beganin toSangrumble,
wondering what they were going to have
to show for all those long hours of extracurricular sweating.
But Heidt just stuck his chin out a little farther and kept on making the rounds.
By now he had had two strikes on him for
so Then,
long that
feazeminute
him awhen
bit. hope
at theit didn't
very last
was wearing to a thin shred, like the
U. S. Marines galloping over the hill to
the rescue, came the Stewart-Warner people with the Alcmiie program.
At last Heidt and his boys were rewarded for their gameness. They took
a new lease on life as Horace Heidt
and his Alcmite Brigadiers. Everything
clicked — even the name.
And very swiftly Heidt and his boys
moved well up in the ranks of commercial
programs. He went to the Drake Hotel
in Chicago and became a sensation there.
This fall he is preparing to take New York
by storm.
Heidt himself, denied the chance of becoming a great athlete, has become what
isgreatnextcoach.
dearestFor tohe anrunsathlete's
his bandheart,
like aa
team.
All duties, in addition to the actual playing and singing, and these are many in
such an intricate business organization,
arc duly apportioned among the boys,
worked out on a strict organization chart.
Each has his responsibilities on which he
must report.
One of these is keeping physically fit.
Every band member may elect a sport,
swimming, golf, tennis or handball, but he
must work at one sport regularly every
day.
All differences between members are
brought out into the open and threshed
cut at an informal weekly conference,
modelled on the fraternity house "bull
session" of college days.
If the tenor saxophonist thinks the tuba
player is drowning him out, he gets up
and says so and they argue it to a decision. If the tuba
player
his
arrangements,
he tells
the doesn't
arrangerlikewhat
he thinks about it. If the arranger thinks
he's doing all right, he says so.
Heidt sits in on these sessions, offers advice and counsel when necessary. But he
doesn't
preside. He
He feels
doesn'tthathandthe down
final decisions.
only
satisfactory way to clear these things up
is to let the boys do it for themselves.
Like any good coach, he realizes that
success depends on the work of the team
as a whole. He always is on the lookout
for new talent to develop and bring to the
fore.
This summer at the Drake, on Sunday
nights, he has been conducting his own
new talent show for young people, both
amateur and professional, around Chicago.
One of his finds has been pretty little
Dorothy Russell, who now sings regularly
with the band. She had bought an expensiveformadress
pernce and for
Heidtherletamateur
her worknighta week
with the band to pay for it. In that week
she drew such applause that he let her
stay on as a permanent member.
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Fate, perhaps out of appreciation for
his gameness, seems to have let up on
Heidt
are coming
his way.
But now.
he has Thirds
one unrealized
ambition
that
he's
pretty
intense
about.
He
wants
to
sins'. Professionally.
He tried it once, but coninicnts from
tlic hi>use manager were such that he
didn't
try itHo again.
hasn't
given up.
takes hisHowever,
lessons helaitlifully
ever\- day anil my Ininch is that with his
stuhhnrniiess,
_\el. and hethehellows
puhlic
will
like it. Inhe'llthesingmeantime,
LOVE
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in theprotest,
bathtubexcept
to his from
heart'sancontent
with
no
occasional
neighbor.
Oh. yes, he has one other ambition, too.
He wants to beat Bing Crosby at golf,
the first time they happen to be in the
same town. And that should be a match
to see.
of a guy
has had
twoThere's
strikestheon story
him most
of thewhowaw
All
in.So allwalcli
it's aoutpretty
good
batting
average.
for that home run when
he gets set in New York this fall!

COMES TO BETTY
(Continued from page 3i )

She would be a star in the theater ! The
glamour of grease-paint superseded the
glamour of life, and sentimental suitors
sighed in vain. Betty Lou was absorbed
in local Little Theater activities. .\nd
presently she went to C hicago id study
dramatic art at the Goodman Theater.
In Chicago she tnet Joseph Ainley.
"But I didn't luake the least impression
on
she the
explained.
"He wasbachelor
older
thanhim,"
1 and
luost eligible
around.
But I Betty
liked Lou
him taught
a lot !" dramatic
For a while
art in the Boguslawski School in Chicago.
But after watching some of her inipils go
on to success in the theater and in radio,
Betty Lou decided that she was neglecting
her own best interests. So she presented
herself at WdX for an audition.
There the studio olficials were quick to
recognize that Betty Lou had sotuething
more than merely a l)ean(iful face and
figure.soAndjustified
her successive
eng.agemcnts
their faitliradio
in her
that
when June Meredith went on her vacation,
Betty inLouThewasFirstgivenNightcr
her role—
the playing
leading
role
dramas,
opposite Don Ameche — a role many more
experienced actresses were seeking.
"It was a tremendous thrill," Betty Lou
confessed
eyes.Meredith
"I haven't
got
over it with
yet! glowing
Later Miss
left
the company and I was given the lead
again.
And
when, last spring,
The I'irst
Nighter
company
to Hollywood,
so that Don
.\mechewentcoiddout make
a picture,
1 went
Betty with
l.on them."
went out to Ilollywonil torn
by conflicting rniotions. She w.intcd to
go. Hollyw<M„l was a L'laniunms, exciting
place. Who wouldn't want to visit the
fantastic
mo\ir ChiceMi.
cMintal? I'utshe didn't
want
to leave
X,,t just
then.
. . . She had met a man who seemed to
her to be the ideal luan — even be><ind the
ideal her youth fid iinagiiiation had conAinley.fided to her diary. The man was Joseph
In a city
and in a lovely
profession
attracled
innumerable
anr! that
talented
girls, a man might forget one who had gone
"I iiad loads of competition," sighed Betty Lou. "I felt sure that, if I went away,
went. .And her >outhful charm,
j Ld Butlosesheliim!"
her glowing dark beauty impressed even
Hollywood. Hollywood saw in this lovely youngturesSouthern
a sureherebet was
for pic. But, oddly girl
enough,
one

LOU

girlBetty
who Lou
didn'twaswantolderto now
go intothanpictures!
the girl
who wrote in her diary that a career must
come first. She still wanted a career — but
there was something iriore that she wanted
from life. Something infinitely dear that
secretly, passionately, she desired. And
in Hollywood, she felt, she would not find
it.
Perhaps she would not have felt that
way if it had not been for that tall, redheaded young man in Chicago — who, surprisingly, had found time to write letters
to her. And perhaps the fact that Joseph
-Ainley was connected with radio made
radio seem, to Betty Lou Gerson, the ideal
career. In radio, said Betty Lou to herself,
one can have a normal life — a home . . .
And her eyes were deep with dreams.
"I was offered a contract in Hollywood,"
Betty tractLouthat wastoldoffered
us. "But
to me— another
appealedcon-to
me more!" She siuiled shyly.
Apparently
absence had madeBetty
two Lou's
heartsHollywood
grow fonder.
Joseph Ainley inust have spent considerable
time in thinking about the little dark-eyed
Southern girl. In writing to her. When
she returned to Chicago, he was at the
train to meet her. And, seeing her again,
he felt, passionately, that he had wasted
precious titne. Why, he might have lost
her ! He would take no further chance
ofoff such
a disaster!
the train,
he drove Whisking
her away Bett\in his Lou
car
to a church — where they were married.
When a girl to whom a career "should
come before anything else," spurns a Hollywood contract for a matrimonial one —
that's love!
"So the career lost out to Cupid," we
suggested.
Again Betty I.on's sh\- smile curved her
sensitive
"I feci,"andshecareer
said softly,
"that for lips.
us maiiiage
fit togellier perfectly. My career means as
luucli to my husband as it does to me. The
theater still is my ambition," she luused
dreami!\ . "1 want to play a good dratuatic
is as eager
aspari1 inama good
to see])lay
that— and
dreamJosej)!!
realized.
studyaloud,
together,"
on. "WeHe
read"Weplays
nearly she
everywentevening.
criticizes me, coaches me as he would any
l)upil. When it comes to casting, if he
thinks ise
I can Where
do it, II get
part — buthenotis
ollierw
am theconcerned,
as nnliiased as he was when we first met.
W lien 1 get his approval," she smiled, "I
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know I've really earned it! I'm playing
now in the Flyiii;; Time series."
They don'ttheywork
time, however.
Sometimes
spendall antheevening
dancing.
Often they enjoy music together, for Joseph Ainley is liini-cli a nui-ician. He is
a fine violinist ami imnicrlx was a music
director. Often he and latty Lou walk
together, or ride, or play tennis.
"W'e share the same interests," said
Bettydemands
Lou happily.
we understand
the
of our "And
respective
jobs. It
makes for a deeper sympathy between us.
Joseph now is radio director of a large
Chicago advertising agency and is very
busy. Often we just sit quietly at home,
reading or listening to the radio.
"Home
Joseph's bachelor
ment— and hashe been
had preempted
all the apartcloset
space! Vou know how it isl" Betty Lou
grinned. "But now we are moving to a
new place. This will be ours." Her eyes
shonefurnish
softly.it "They
and
acenrdingare togoing
<]ur toowndecorate
specifications. Ilove the planning and designit's so exciting
takeing— concrete
form." to watch one's ideas
"Do you plan," we asked her. "to be a
real housewife — cook and what not?"
Betty Lou shook her iie;id. - I'm ii^t in
the least domestic — I don't even know how
tofeltcook!"
we
that sheShe hadspokemuchapologetically,
more to contihutilnite
to a happy marriage than a prize recipe 1
"You can see," Betty Lou added after
atomoment,
"why Hollywood
doesn'tcompanappeal
me. Marriage
is built upon
ionship. Long separations are dangerous.
And we've been married only three months.
bear toapart
leave instead
— to takeof thetogether
chance I
ofI couldn't
our grownig
Miss Bernard,
NOVEMBER
winner
MARCHAND'S
-V> "HARMING
BLONDE -OF-THEMONTH
Contest, tells
us howof she
improved her
"I ly.wantAnd she
children."
said
Betty
Lou
softwas silent lor a moment
whole
appearance.
"I
keep
my
hair
soft
and
lustrous
with
Marchand's,"
says
Miss Bernard. Blonde or Brunette, you too can gain new attractiveness your
then, while cherished dreams stirred in
friends will admire. How? Develop fully your one natural charm, your hair!
her heart. "Children — and a home . . .
I want every room to be lived in, every
BLONDES —To have your hair a lovely golden shade brightens your whole
chair sat in. every bed used! Home —
appearance. Evenly restore youthful lustre to dull, faded or streaked hair
notLove,
a showit would
place !">eeni. has caught up with
with Marchand's.
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to your your
hair. hair
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lighten
goldenusingshade.
of her older husband. The\- are very much
in love,
two. aAndtempestuous
if Joseph Ainley's
BLONDES AND BRUNETTES — End worry over unsightly hair on armsred
hairthese
indicates
temper,
and legs.fluous'Women
everywhere
are now
using even
Marchand's
make "superBetty Lou hasn't disco\-ered it yet.
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Invisible
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sheerest tostockings!
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Get
a
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happiness."
And biwhat
Betty —Loufor seeks
from life, she
surely will hud. To iier marriage she
MARCHAND
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imagination
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tiie real and
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WHO
IS SHE?
Long new
successful
in inmusical
comedy,
she story
now
Address
wins
laurels
radio.
Read
her
in the January issue of
Citv
State
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TATTLING ON THE
(Continued from page 47)
a story is concerned. But. in spite of the
frank criticism lie disiics out. lie is a
huilder-uiJiicr,
a tcarcr-downcr.
Untiling mean orimt vicious
about him. InThere's
fact,
lie's often i;uilt\- of sentiment.
"That's
the
Irish
in
inc."
he
laughs.
That sentiment is what made him wage
aold-iiiiRrs.
(Icicnninollielight
jobs for forthe them
movie'sto
keptforplugging
lie uncii the lirst chance until Central
^ a^tiim made an exception to its rule
that
lor. no particular actors could be asked
It's the
also bigwhatshots.makes
tackle
WhenhintCarlunafraid
Laemmleto
sold Universal,
Jimmy
thought
the
Association of Motion Picture Producers should
give him
a testimonial
think
so and
demanded dinner.
that he They
keep didn't
quiet.
Laemmlepicture
net only
is an; heold-timer
in "Why,
the moving
business
is the
moving
pictureand business,"
exclaimed Jimmy
indignantly
started ballyhooing.
P. S. They gave Laemmle the dinner.
"There's a lot of grief to a gossip
column besides having to watch your soup
for poison!" Jimmy sighs. "Many a good
story
I've And
had toI iniss
let go
becausetheyof
friendship.
a lotby because
break cast.
too Thereearlywas orHelen
too late
for
my broadTwelvetrees.
She
called me on a Friday night to say that
she and her husband had split. Well, of
course,
use iftheshe story
Tuesday Iandcouldn't
asked her
could until
keep
it bottled up until then. She prmnised to
try and virtually locked herself in her
hotel room. But Monday mdiiiing a reporter saw her in the dining-rooni and the
st(ir\- was out. Four days is a long time
to keep a secret in Hollywood!
"Don't misunderstand. I don't ask to
have a story exclusively. All I pray for is
that a story will break on Tuesday night
and I get it the same time the papers do.
That
it. Exclusive
storieswayare I'm
not still
fair first
to thewithstars.
They get
the other writers down on them and no
star can afford that. Randolph Scott had
a bad time when he gave the story of his
secret marriage cxclnsively and ignored
the writers who had hei'ii nice t" him when
he I5ril)csr'
first came here."
offered hebribes.
"I'd be aOh,foolyes,tohe'stakebeenthem,"
says
simiily. "I'm no moralist. I'm just practical.
I've built a reputation for being rm the
square — nobody can buy an oftinion. If I
loseWhen
that,>ouwhatknowhavetheI ambition
got to sell?"
and energy
with wiiich Jimmy is fired, you know
there'd be nothing worse for him than to
have notliing to sell. -As it i^, in .addition
to his radio program, lie writes ;i s\)idicated dailymentatornews
tln' comfor manycoluniii
of the andbox is.McvidMiie
news and
reels.th.itHe'sin niore
Hollywood's
tripleniic.threat
man
wa>s than
Then there is tlie business ..I g.itliering
the news. d..es a lot oi tli.il iiiniself
but also has a staff of about t\\eiit\ newssnitlers,
to say
of the tip-offs
the various
cafesnothing
and resorts
frequentedin
by moviedoni — and there always are volunteers.
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Born in St. Louis, Missouri, August
24th, I'XIO, and s-^cnding his early years
in Mississippi and Tennessee, he early
displa>ed that boundless curiosity which
gives him such a zest for life and makes
for his success. Xear his home was a
spring whicli, legend said, was liottomless.
Jiinni\ investigated ;nid a growth of weeds
ncarl\- cut short his career.
".\s lar as I'm coiiccnied," he laughs,
"that
is bottomless!"
Afterspring
being still
mustered
out of the Alarine
Corps, for wh.ich he had volunteered at
seventeen, he came to Hollywood and
joined another army — that of the extras.
Soon he had some good parts, one as the
brother ofdacious.Wallace
Reid in Ahcays
When his resemblance
to ReidAu-is
commented on, Jimmy quickly denies it,
not so much because of modesty, I gather,
as
ratlier bescreenhimself
evenbecause
that nowhe'dlegendary
idol. than
Jimmy's
hopes
for
stardom
short when he was caught in the were
first cut
big
movie shutdown. His eating also was considerably curtailed until he got a job as
dish-washer in exchange for meals. It was
then that his fighting spirit showed itself.
If, he said to himself, he was not going to
beintoa something
success aselsean and
actor,be he'd
quickbetter
about getit.
"I decided I wanted to be a writer," he
says, "so I talked myself into a cub reporter's job on a Los Angeles newspaper."
Just
From liketherethat he! rose rapidly, eventually
landing in the publicity department of the
old Famous Players-Lasky studio.
"My worst moment on that job," he says,
"was when I was assigned to do publicity
for Gloria Swanson. She was highly temperamental and had a reputation for being
very difficult with her publicity men. Everybody in the department began to treat me
like a condemned man. Their stories of how
iTiany had lost their jobs because they failed
with her didn't help my peace of mind. (I
was onlyto a risk
kid e\erytliiiig
of twenty-two.)
FinallytalkI
decided
in a frank
with" 'Ifher.you'll help me,' I told her, 'I can
make good on this job. But if you won't
cooperate,
It all depends
you.'
She stared I'll
at mefail.a moment
while Ionwaited
for the stoiiii to break. Then she burst
out
'I'll outdo her
exerytliing
she laughing.
said, holding
hand. possible,'
And she
wasF\i-ntuall.\
as good Jimmy
as her graduated
word." to his own
[lublicityill,;igi'iuy
the money
was
rolling
but, asandin soon
the case
of a good
many other iicople, most of it disappeared
in the crash.
"But — I'm Irish and German, sentimental and stnbboiii,"
he says.
He needed
that sinbborniiess
then —
money gone, marriage to Dorothe Lee on
the rocks and, to make cver\ thing coml)Icte, a nervous breakdown. lUil that dechin of hisat isn't
for nothing.
.'\fter eightterminedmonths
the beach,
eating
raw cabbage and avocado, he was back,
this time in the role of a writer for motion
picture magazines.
Jimmy's radio career began in 1933 when
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lie was asked to appear as interviewer on
an
Air. NBC program, HoUyivood on the
"In spite of being scared silly by the
microphone,"
likedforit and
decided that therehe says,
was a"Iplace
me and
aso Holh
wood
gossip
column
in
radio."
And
there was.
"There has been a lot of criticism of
me
like to >ay
rinhtasnowa scandal
that wordmonger.
of someI'd luimaiK'
act
In nmrc welcume to me than the juu ie^t hit
..1 l^^'^sip. [ think atlcnlK'n ~h..ul(l he e.illed
t.i pedple'their '^<>:n\
also
should lanhs
he madehnt kii..\\ii
I tr_\(|iiahties
to do
that a
sincerel)
hi-lie\e
m\
iiro-raiii's
frank I has
heen heiielieial tu the pietuieJimmy
industry."
says that very earnestly and you
know lie does believe it.
"When I take a slap at someone in an
i'])en
help. was
A timely
warningletter,
is a I'm
goodtrying
thing.to There
Robert Taylor, whom I had picked as the outstanding newcomer of the year. After a
little success, he started running around to
night clubs with a different girl every night.
I pointed out that many a promising
career had been ruined b\' too much high
life. He was pretty annoyed but after
awhile he (|uit pla\'-bo\ing. He's going
around with Barbara Stan\\\ck now. She's
a nice girl and it looks like a romance."
One istiofcs is hisJiminy's
fairness.outstanding
He never characteruses his
power to hurt people iualiciousl\ . a thing
that would be very easy to do and he must
be tempted
play
fair withoften,
him. for people don't always
"Joan
Crawford
told meFairbanks,
that she was
going to leave Douglas
Jr.,
months before she did but she asked ine to
keep it a secret. Of course I did, but when
the stor_\didn't let me
know
and finally
I missedbroke
out she
completely.
"However," he smiles, "there was one
scoop I was pretty sure of getting — the
announcement
m\ own
en,t;a.«ement."
Even the Mrs.of drew
an open
letter :
"Notes,
fromfuture
my little
book.f idler:
Open
letter
to the
Mrs.black
Ji)iiiny
My
dear
Roberta
Laiv:
Tomorroi^'.
you'll
face the minister zvith me — aitd ttiereafler
ive'll face
the music
lo</etln'rPublic
. . . Ciossip
}'oi, re
about
to marry
Hollyi^'ood
Ntiuibcr One and I think you're a lirai'c
girl!
l>c alarmedandif yon
some Pon't
Intc afternoon
.vri' conic
a (/oiiiihomeof
tough guys n-aiting at the front door. They
iLVn't be looking for you. They'll he icoiting for your husband. And t>y the '<ct:y.
H'hen 7t'r return front our honeymoon . remind me to tran.sfcr iny iii.<iinincc policies
to your name . . . /Inother lliiiui. yon Inrrc
many friends among the motion jncliuc
stars.
be -eeryhccoiisc
carefulI
of tlieirPlease
actionstell inthemthe tofuture
don't
z^vnt
to
start
any
family
lear
leriting open letters to your friends . by. .
And one more thing: I'm .-(■rv f'lnicky about
my rci'iezvs of ficfiircs. I rerd i-e them as
It^leasc.
see them.
.\'o backpunches
scat drii-iiig.
if you
No elboi^.'
in the theater
to tell jnc that you do or don't like the
pictures 2ve see . . . That's all. Miss Laze,
e.vcept
I Zi'isliReporter,
you lu..:. ]'ou'll need it . . .
Your Ham
JiM.MV FiDLKR."
So far Jimmy never has been sued.
(Loud knocking on wood!)

HE

STOLE
A

BRIDE!

A beautiful heiress and a newspaper reporter in disguise, tangled in a web of international intrigue, fight
their way to freedom and happiness in a rollicking
tale of love and adventure. Read the connplete story
of the exciting new picture, "LOVE ON THE RUN."
starring Joan Crawford and Clark Gable, in the December SCREEN ROMANCES.
Read all about these new pictures — The Dionne Quintuplets in"Reunion" . . . Mae West in "Go West,
Young Man" . . . Katharine Hepburn in "Portrait of a
Rebel" . . . Jane Withers in "Can This Be Dixie" . . .
and the complete stories of many other current movie
hits . . .
PLUS a complete novelette, "Love Under Fire,"
starring Merle Oberon and Brian Aherne.
WIN A JANE V^ITHERS WARDROBE
Complete Details in the December Issue

SCREEN

ROMANCES

"THE LOVE STORY MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN"
DECEMBER

NOW

ON SALE EVERYWHERE

RADIO STARS
"I'm sure of my facts before I use
tlicni."
he explains.
checkedare and
re-checked.
Then, of "They're
course, there
the
lawxers — my own, the station's and the
sponsor's — to check my script for wording
and so on. That's to take care of the amInilance-chasiiiK sh\ stcrs :dwa\s waiting
to make a few dollars somehow.
as if I'll Column!
have to
run"I-'an
an mail?
.Idvicc Itto looks
the Lovclovu
I get hundreds of letters confiding love
troubles, asking me what to do because
somel)od.\'s
sweetheart
looks like Jean
Harlowance thanandabout
thinks
him.more about her appear"Romance?
.Anyone
tures, newspapers
and connected
radio is upwithto pichis
neck in romance! .After four years on the
there's
nothingof that
ofair.that
moment
waitingbeatsforthethethrill
goahead signal that starts the broadcast."
LADIES
listit on your hair is all the more lustrous
and allurins when you s>"oom it regularly
with Nestle Colorinse. This harmless, vese=
table coloring compound will bring out the
hidden beauty of your hair, restore the
highlishts, help eradicate the streaks. Easy
to use — easy to wash out. A package of 2
rinses — at all 5 and lo cent stores — lo^.

\\'atchingas heJimmy
his
tenseness
boundsbroadcast,
into the you
studio,feelruns
through his script quickly, gulps a glass of
water. Everybody in the studio catches
fire from him.
".Are you still talking about romance?''
hewill answers
persistence.
this do? myI have
a lia.bit of "Well,
stoppinghowto
make a note whenever something occurs to
me. The other day, coming down Yucca, a
thought struck me. I pulled up at the curb
and was writing, when 1 heard a hail.
Looking up I saw a woman, no longer as
young as she used to be. leaning from an
apartment window. 'Writing me a love
note, dearie?'is absolutel_\she asked." all that I can get
out.Andof that
him on that svibject!
Ambitious, eager, determined, earnest,
sincere and kind — Jimmy Fidler. But when
he fiddles, Hollywood dances.

CRAVE EXCITEMENT
(Continued from page 50)

attractedtion. Andto Tim
storyHealy
tellershasandseenmenplenty
of ac-of
action
—
and
he's
a
natural
story-teller.
The Irish in him may have something
to do with that. His father and mother
left Ireland for Australia, where Tim was
born and grew up in the wild sheep country of the interior. He was completing his
education in Sydney University when war
COLORINSE
was declared and he immediately enlisted
in the Australian Imperial Forces. He
was a member of the original Anzacs at
A C^Vx^i/C&y PRODUCT
Gallipoli, serving also in British Intelligence in Egypt, Belgium and France.
It was in Egypt that Captain Healy first
CLEARS EYES encountered King Edward, then the Prince
of \^'ales.
in Seconds!
"I'll never forget the first time I met
him,"
Tim says.at "IMoascar.
was on General
Cox's
staff, stationed
We marched
across the Egyptian desert and he came
to greet us, riding a smelly camel, same as
the rest. You know the usual procedure
in an inspection is to stand in the broiling
sun for about two hours, waiting. Then
they drive right past.
THOUSANDS
awozfrf
at
results with new, scientific
"But Wales didn't. He walked down
EYE-GENE.
eyes
the lines, talked with many of the men and
cleared
in secondsBloodshot
... or money
his sincere, personal interest was obvious.
back
!
Cloudy
eyes
made
sparkNothing false or assumed would have regling-white.
Soothes
anditching
reistered with those Anzacs. As it was,
freshes tired,instantly.
strained,Stainless,
eyes almost
safe
every man's heart warmed to him and he
was"Youcheered
EYE-GENE
knew tohimthe inechoes."
France, also?" I
prompted.
"I
did,"
Tim
nodded.
"It isn'tof only
the
ladies who loved the Prince
Wales.
Every man over there loved him as a man
'AWomon may Harry
and a soldier. lie got no more favors than
—author
said mThackeray.
This
Likofgreat
any other \<)iin;j, siiliallern and betn was
fores!
tne way
"
who
knew She
the
power
women—bet er than most
women
There
was
' ' father.
cr; 'liis
staff
llie
do.of women
Men arewhohelpless
in
the
hands
ever
driving
he'd
go
into
real
danger
really know how
one
time,
I
remember,
to handle Youthem.canYoudevelop
have such''
powers.
and useReadthemtheto secrets
win a the late King (ie(irge, was visiting the
husband, a home and happiness.
front ..." Tim's eyes lighted and he
ofshows
"Fascinating
which grinned reminiscently.
how womenWoman
attracthood"men a bydaring
using book
the simple
George! was
feller
lawsDon'tof man's
psychology.
in"King
the world
And thethisgrandest
time Wales
by. entitled
Send ua sneaked
only 10c letandromance
we will andsendloveyou passthe you
booklet
his. father ofif through a communication trench, right to the front line. When
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood "—an interesting synopsis Sent
of thein revelations
in "Fascinating
they found out, the staff had a fit. Imagine,
Womanhood."
plain
wrapper.
Psycholoi-y
Presa, Dept. 29-M, 585 KingsUnd Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. the King of England and the Prince of
84

Walesenemyunder! fire within a few yards of
the
"But Wales was under fire plenty, and
don't you
he wasn't.
There clearing
was another timethink
we were
at a casualty
station on a road about half a mile behind
the lines. The road was heavily banked, for
protectionThree
against
the enemy's
shelling.
Australians
were periodical
in charge
of threemansGerman
prisoners,
one
the were
Gerwounded in the arm, and ofthey
standing out in the open when a sudden
heavy shelling began.
"Everybody ducked for cover, but one
of the Germans was hit and lay out there
in the midst of the fire. First thing anyone knew, Wales had jumped out into the
shelling,
the was
German
carried him topicked
safety.up He
alwaysand doing
things like that — not for publicity, because
most of the time nobody ever heard of it.
But the soldiers knew it and it was one
of the reasons
'im. Heelse,
con- a
sidered himself,they
aboveloved
everything
soldier and he was deeply sympathetic to
every man in the fight.
"He pitals,
spenttalkinga tolot wounded
of time visiting
the hos-to
men, trying
help them or cheer them up. One hospital
had a very bad case — some poor feller that
was hardly more than a lump of torn flesh.
He was in a private room and when word
got around that the Prince was to visit
the hospital, orders were to keep him out
of that room.
"After he'd been around the wards they
led him past this door, but Wales stopped.
'What's in there?' be asked. 'You don't
want to go in there, sir.' they snid, and
finally told him about the case. 'Why not?'
says Wales. 'This chap i- a soldier like
myself
— and
I meanstopto himsee and
him.' went
couldn't
into"They
the room
and over to the bed onhe which
the man la\-. He 1< Hiked at him without
a word, then knelt beside the bed, kissed
what hadcamebeenout theof poor
man's with
face tears
and
slowly
the room
streaming
down voice
his cheeks."
Captain
dieda away
per and he Tim's
was silent for
moment.to a whis"But there were funny incidents, too,"
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he chuckled. "In London, when Wales
was coming to -some diplomatic i cception
or other, a crowd was fiathctrd by the
door, watching- the iiotabks airiw. 'I'lu'
Prince's incar euta\\a\',
drove up ami liat
Walesand ali.ylitcd
dressed
sothere
on.
As he f^dl mit siinie vilk
Red standing
sn'eered : 'There goes (Uie of the idle rich!'
"Wales stopped a niumeiit and looked
at him. "I'm rich, ina\ l)e,' lie sa> s. 'luit I'm
damned if anyone can say I'ni idle!'
"He's a real feller all right. The Australians called him 'Digger Wales'— that's
theI wondered
highest eoni]iliment
they h;i\
can ingpay."known
if Tim Ileal),
the present
King I'dwardon sothe well,
could
venture
an ()bser\ation
possihility
of the King's marr.\ ing soon.
"There's no mystery about it," Tim
said, "to those who know something of the
British Royal I'amilx . Tbe> 're not only
royalty,
tnie, re.il
Edward but
was they're
brouglii
\eiy people.
strictlyKing
and
simply by (Jneen .\lar\ ,incl the e.xtent oi
his devotion to his mother isn't general!}'
realized.
"Hement has
a great respect
for her besides
judgand understanding
as a Queen,
his very deej) lo\e f(u- her as his mother,
and he won't marry in her lifetime — because he wtm't
replace
Queen.pre-I
think that,
more than
any her
otheras reason,
vents him from marrying. Sure — he has a
sense of duty and obligation to his country ;
that, alone, would make him marry whether he wanted to or not. And while Queen
Mary might like to see him married, she
probably understands and appreciates his
affection and the knowledge that as long
as she lives she'll be the only Queen in
England."
Not knowing the King, I can't check that.
But Tim Healy ought to know and he's
very positive about it, so, with such a logiI'm willing to take his
wordcalforexplanation,
it.
Another incident that happened to Healy
in wartime i> interesting, .\fter the .Armistice, Captain lleal\ w.is brought to the
Royal Palace to he deeorated by the late
King George with the Order of the British
Empire.
\ crotchety, fussy old chamberlain was
giving him instructions at great length on
just
behaveKing; prineipall.\'
mentiom'ng
that how
afterto the
had decorated
him
and shaken hands he was to move right
along and not hold up the ceremony.
After bestowing the order on Tim the
King stepiKil down, jnu his arm around
the Healy slmiddei s and talked to him a
few minutes ni ii iendl\- fashion. When
Tim finally left the thnme room the chamberlain hurried o\er and glaiX'd at Tim.
"You were instructed to shake hands and
move along," he fussed. "What were \(iu
saying
King ?"after all, could hardly
.A.nd toTimthe who,
have pushed the King away, answered
solemnly :
"I told His Majesty that you had been
very impertinent to me !"
DONT MISS KATE SMITH'S
OWN COOKING SCHOOL
(on Page 12 of this issue)
Look for thismonth
department
every
in
RADIO STARS

A KNOWING woman no longer gi\ csinto suffer
to periodic
pain.because
It's old-fashioned
in silence,
there is now
a reliable remedy for such suffering.
Some women who have always had
the hardest time are relieved by Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one
twinge of pain,
moment's
discomfort
during ortheeven
entirea period.
Don't let the calendar regulate your
acti\'ities! Don't "favor yourself" or
"save yourself" certain days of every
EVERYBODY

month! foKeep
comrtable— withgoing,
the and
aid keep
of Midol.
These tablets pro\ ide a i)ro\ en remedy
for thedure relief
such might
pain, sospare
why you?
ensufferingofMidol
M idol's relief is so swift, you may
think
a narcotic.
not. see
And youits
relief itis islasting;
two It's
tablets
through your worst day.
Would you like to enjoy a new freedom? Thencase
try Midol
trim little
aluminum
at any —drugin a store.

LOVES

THE

FUNNIES

Mother and Dad will enjoy the big December issue of THE FUNNIES,
as well as all the kiddies. Over one hundred of your favorite funny
papers appear in this giant issue.
Captain Easy • Worry Wart • Mutt and Jeff • Boots • Regular
Fellers • Our Boarding House • Salesman Sam • Dan Dunn • Alley
Oop • Bronc Peeler • Myra North • Out Our Way • Tailspin Tommy
• Freckles and His Friends • and many others.
PLUS— "The Curious World" • Puzzle Page • Tricks • Games •
"Stranger Than Fiction • Magic Page • STAMP PAGE • and stories.
ALL IN THE DECEMBER ISSUE
THE
10c

ON

FUNNIES
SALE

EVERYWHERE

10c
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Only eyes with natural-looking
beauty win men's admiration

PiNAUD S SIX-TWELVE
CREAMY MASCARA
beautifies eyes naturally!
Win ailniiratioii. when your eyes look as if
Nature lierself had given them a luxuriant,
dark
of lashes!
Do itItwith
SixTwelvefriii-re
Creamy
Mascara.
neverPinaud's
makes you
look ' made-up"! Black, brown, blue, green.
THE
HOUSE OF
PINAUD PARIS
HOW TO WIN
THE MAN YOU WANT!
of women
who have
■jyrEN
helpless
in thelearned
hands
how
to useare their
attraction.
Youhiddenhavepowerstheseof
powers. By developing them, you
can keep
your telephone
"alive"
with
invitations
— your evenings
filled
can
win andwithhold "dates".
the love of You
the man
you
want
—
even
in
competition
with
women
far
more
attractive.over
. Leammen.how Send
easy only
it is
to10c have
this thrillinglooking.
power .Making
forPersonality
astonishing
booklet.
You
and
Test.
Both mailed inMenplain Like
wrapper.

leg--:
1 .i.1i. .,'.In;;
Fine
foiM..r.vli,n
l all.Hl .(no teetlil.
do sliave.
Be.st
SwedishQuicksurgical
steel
Atleadintf
.T-and-lO
or
other
chain
and
dru:;
stored.
Or
2jc direct tri us today. send
ST.
CLAIR
MFG.
CO.
Dept. II, 40 W. MilwaukeeMICH
Ave.,
DETROIT
NOW!
NAILS
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE
lapcrinK nails for
everyone'
broken,
thinCover
with
Nishort,
-Naii.s.
Cannailsbe worn
any
lenKth
and
polished
any
desired
shade
.
Defies
detection.
Easilygrowth
appliedor ;cuticle
remains
firm. Waterproof.
No effectwill.on
nail
Kcmoved
Marvclously natural-looking. Try atthem!
NU-NAILS
NU-NAIL CO. 1401
W. JALHSbN BLVU.. FINGERNAILS
CHICAGO, ILL.

NOT

A

FASHION COPY
(CiHitiiiiird jroiu f^ai/c 1.^}

CAT

Helen Hayes — alias Bambi — on the NBC networks. Helen is wearing her
Iceland
hat.haveIt'sa grand
for tea
dates,
says upHelen,
dangling
tassel does
tendency
to get
tangled
with but
the its
microphone!
The jacket is fingertip length, made on
are "too this
muchby ofsaying
a challenge,"
and
she explained
that extreme
box lines ; the skirt quite straight with they
a pleated detail. With this she wears a lines and tritnmings should be attempted
little cotton challis blouse in green, printed oidy when you feel rested and have lots
all over with houses and peasant figures. of tiine to get dressed. But when you are
more than likely tired, you need
.\ brown felt hat of the typical high- busy and
that has flattering lines.
crowned Tyrolean style, goes with this. a hat
She
thinks
that women have a special
boughtmadequiteby aLanz
number
of the peasantSheclothes,
of Salzburg,
for talent for hats that are kind to the face —
flattering
ones.
She likes to wear tailored
her daughter. Mary wears long braids
English felts — the round-crowned, turnedand consequently the peasant style of cos- up
ones — with her man-tailored
to agirls
T. Itlookis Miss
Hayes'in suits.brimmed
They are very becoming to anyone
opiniontume suits
thatherlittle
charming
who is petite, like Helen. She has a
just such simple, colorful clothes.
tailored suit in a hard finished
"Don't you have any trouble keeping haze-blue which
she wears with handmade
those braids?" I asked, referring to Mary's worsted
handkerchief
blouses, sable furs and
crowning glory. "I thought young girls orchids, plus linen
the
little hats just menhated to be different."
tioned. .She's
very— always
careful about them
furs,
"1
expected
to,"
she
confided.
"I
really
flowers
and
jewels
dreaded the da\' when Marv wdiild come to be subor<liiiate, such as flatwants
furs, only
t.,
nic andkniiWask'what
to havewoul<l
lirr do.
liair Luckily
bobbed. one orchid and siuall jewels. This is an
1 diiln't
tlu'
.situation lias beenI a\crte<l
lor the time excellent tip for all small girls and women
in proportion to your size.
bciny.
.Mtbou.uli
was tin-at first,
<,nly there
child — everything
There could be a perfect revolution in
ill her school
to haveshe hmids.
are se\cral others now. And instead of silhouette, color and fal)ric, as far as
is concerned,
and itindividualwouldn't
my
having
a situation,
1 niKlirstaiid
l)otlirr Ha\es
her. She
is a complete
several
mothers
in .\yacl<,
tli.il they from
have Helen
ist when it comes to what she wears. A
one — their b<jbl)ed-liaire(l diililicii are askdress can be two years old, or more, but
ing foi' longfavorite
braids hkv .Marx'sl"
.Mary's
outfit isskirta if she likes it and it suits her, she'll connavy
flannel dress Salzhiir.n
with ,i daring
timie toShe wear
tluie isn't
shred
lo\csittountil
experinH-nt
witha colors
laced up the front with red thongs. Over left!
— often combines odd shades of
this she wears a typical light-fitting especially
Tyrolean jacket fastened with silver coin red and rose, or lavender and blue. The
buttons.
results, which might be unbecoming to
We talked about the new hats and how- some, are charming and effective on her.
She bought a print in London that was
giddy they are, both in shape and trim- done
the famous artist, Berard, and
ming. herTIelenfavorite
said thatmilliner
she ha<lthis
ratherseason
de- in it by
he combined her favorite colors —
serted
because she thought she should stay away pale pink, lavender and gray — the design
from hats that are to<j extreme. .She thinks was a pattern of flowers interspersed with
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delicate feiiiiiiine faces. A really lovely
thing !
She told me, ruefully, that she had a
mad on with clothes. All because she
has to have twenty-four changes of costume on matinee days in Victoria Rcgina.
And can you blame her? She said if it
weren't infora people
around
blanket seeing
rather her,
than she'd
buy anygo
new clothes ! She also looks upon fittings for clothes as the supreme nuisance
of life.
She likes American clothes best, with
the possible exception of imported iKivcltics
and British tweeds — the latter she a<lorc<.
She thinks American designers know i^est
how to suit American life. And, speaking
of novelties, she described several new
gadgets she particularly dotes upon.
One she
is thebrought
tiniestback
cap from
you'veIceland.
ever seen,
which
.She
wears it with cocktail and dinner clothes
and it looks perfectly charming on her.
It is a cap actually worn by women in
Iceland — a circle of black jersey, not much
bigger than an after-dinner cciffee cup
saucer. From it a thick conl hangs down
to her shoulders, and ten inches from tlie
cord a thick black silk tassel, fastened
on with a silver l)and. It is so tiny that
it has to be held to her head with several
hairpins. It sounds bizarre but is enchanting and a gadget that all young
things would jump at for a new cocktail
hat fad.
Another toHayes'
invention
cowbell
earrings
be worn
with isIiertinyTyrolean
outfits. It seems that Helen found a tiny
gold cowbell which gave her a grand idea,
so she had it copied and then had the two
of them made into earrings. The original
bell
antique
she
told wasme. anThe
tinkleof \'ictoria's
they makereign,
as she
walks, is delightful.
She told me that one of her favorite
siwrts costumes is an all-leather one in
mulberry suede. A thong-laced jumper
in powder-blue suede goes with this and
she matches gloves to the blue — her oxfords and hat matching the mulberry.
As you can sec, oriuinality is the keynote to Helen Ha\es' entire fashion viewpoint. She never follows a st\de just because it is "in" at the moment. And ^jhe
wouldn't wear the most elaborate or exl)ensive
it didn't
to what costume,
she thinksif suits
her measure
type. It upis
a formula that exervone should follow.
And just a word about my Dcccinhrr
Shopping
Bulletin.
Don't tofailbe tochock-full
send in
for
it because
it is going
of Christmas gift hints. As usual, everything will be available to you in your own
shops. Fill in the coupon below and it
will be sent to you free of charge.
Elizabeth Ellis,
RADIO STARS,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed, please find a stamped, selfaddressed envelope for the Radio
Stars' December Shopping Bulletin.
Name
Street
City
State

WORDS

AND

MUSIC

Do you know the words and music of the
season's most popular songs? Would you
like to remember the words to your old
favorites? Do you like to read all about
your favorite radio singers, band-leaders
and entertainers?
In the December issue of POPULAR
SONGS there are all the words of over
FIFTY of the songs America is singing . . .
the nation's favorites, old and new.
Here are a few of the titles:

"A High Hat, a Piccolo and a Cone"
"Why Do I Lie to Myself About You?'
"Magnolias in the Moonlight"
"Sweet Misery of Love"
"If We Never Meet Again"
"Sing Me a Swing Song"
■'Follow Your Heart"
"Now or Never"
Over a dozen feature articles on the
people you are interested in: Alice Faye,
Phil Regan, Clyde Lucas, Nino Martini.
Joan Marsh, Frank Crummit, Ella Logan,
Julia Sanderson, Jane Withers, and others.

Read

the Big DECEMBER

POPULAR

Issue

SONGS

10c At Your Favorite Newsstand

10c
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RADIO STARS
YOU'RE
WITH A THERE
COMPARE THESE PRICES
TUBE FOR TUBE, FEATURE
FOR FEATURE, WITH ANY
RADIO ON THE MARKET
mO-EXPRESSIONATOR
tting the prog
*MYSTIC HAND
i or other gadget.
JMAGNA CERAMIC DIAL
tVIBRACOUSTIO
SOUNDING BOARD
OMETAL TUBES
and 8 other CROSLEY FEATURES
«*^t© 15 TUBES
44" Console $167.50
**j + © 13 43 TUBES
' ." Coniole $137.50
**jt©ll Al'TUBES
$99.95
j" Console
9 TUBES $89.95
7 40"TUBES
$59.95
Console
6 TUBES Prices $49.95
slightly higher
CROSLEY stands, always,
.d priced for you who demand the best
prices dealer
you're today
pleased. .to. pay.
See your
rosley
you will
hear
THE CROSLEYo Powel
RADIO Crosley,
CORPORATION
Jfm Pres.
What does a radio star think about?
See NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH?
(Page 53)
PLAY
A SAW
Produce
wonderful
.Qiiickly play
populi i no dreary
Js. starred Without
in showsobligaaod
tiuu. writeMUSSEHL
for 5 -chestraa.
DAY &TRIAL
OFFER now.
WESTPHAL
107 W.WaterSt.,Fort Atkinson^Wis.
AMAZING INVENTION
□aiiii Send No Money
jst
ivoritemailphotoyouor 75c
transfer it onto extra)
Lasts
aPaylifetime.
Send strip
size. send
few
postage.
Itg you
75cpostman
we $3.payplusAgents
postThouvinds
were
sold
for
big
money
simply
showing
ring.
ing Shop, 1416 Eastern Ave. Cin'ti. 0.

NAVELLO SYSTEM, Dept. 1707R,

A wholefromfamily
can
learn
one set!
Ki-alizea good
yjiir dancer
aiiil,llii,n(lulckly
— l.icome
ea!il]y,
home!picture
Arthur course
Mur
ray's atnew
teaches
you
popular
Fox
Trm
Waltz
steps,
fxiinc,
balaniioorrecl Nofollowini!,
ance.
musictodayorsl■lf•a^'.ur
iiarirjei
needed.
91-dellKhtcd
Try Write
course
5 days.cm Iflo^iiii!
nr)t
Hith
ARTHUR IMURRAY, rcKults
Studio money
261, 7 pro'mHIy
E. 43 St.

RENO BE DAMNED!
(Continued from page 45)
head, either. No one cares about me. I the radio star, man or woman, goes home.
meet people in the street and they never When we're rehearsing or broadcasting,
working
split
ask nie how / feel. It's always : 'How is we're
For the every
timing second,
is such every
that every
Grade?'so long
I couldas Gracie
be dead isandgetting
they along
wouldn'tall second.
care,
split
second
counts.
right!
"There are no location trips on the
When a radio star takes a vacation,
"But it's mostly," said the astute Mr. radio.
it is because he is not working and his
Burns,
"it's
mostly
a
matter
of
husbands
and wives working together in radio. Our wife can and does go with him.
hours are the same. We go out and go
"I think, too," said Bing, his blue eyes
liome at one and the same time. Even if a serious, "that radio artists remain truer to
husband and wife do not work on the same themselves than picture stars can do.
They remain, the radio stars, more in charprogram,other'sthey
acter. Their on'ii character. Gracie Allen
broadcasts.always attend one an"We have a scheduled and mutual home Idoesn't
attempt
a Garbo and
on the
air.
croon
and keepto onbe crooning
am not
life.
plentyofofandomesticity.
Gracie\\'egoesget home
evening, or When
when likely to fling myself suddenly into a Lawrence Tibbett role ! Bob Burns is always
she takes
care sheof always
the babiesdoesontake
the care
nurse'sof
day
off — and
just selfBob.
Jack Gable.
Benny But
doesn't
fancy himas Clark
in pictures
the
them
come herself,
in — whenwon't
Graciehaveis aatsubstitute
home, shenurse
can stars are cast out of their true characters.
and does get down on the floor and roll They play parts which are far from being
and tumble with the babies — she can and what they actually are as human beings.
does bathe and feed and dress and undress And, after a while, the public accepts them
characters they play. After a while
them — and it's okay. It doesn't matter asthey,the themselves,
accept it. They get into
what
happens
to
Grade's
nail
polish
or
to
her
permanent wave. No one will see her, the picture emotion and come to believe
anyway.
that they are in pictures all of the time,
playinganda part.
"Theybands have
sex off
the radio.
Hus-a perpetually
tional characters
they They
begin areto ficact
and wiveskeptwork
together
and for
common cause. There is no rabid pursuit like characters in fiction.
"Radio,passions
too, isdo mostly
comedy.
of the radio stars as there is of the pic- darker
not hover
over The
the
ture stars. Jealousy is ruled out. These, I
think, are the real reasons why radio stars mike. It's informal, radio. It's down to
the earth. It's folksy and homey. We're
remain married happily ever after. . . ."
invitedof tothe dinner,
We'reWea
family, soof tomanyspeak.
families.
say"Oh,
such Georgie,"
beautiful sighed
things! Gracie,
Georgie,"you
do youdo part
into the homes.
know, I've changed my mind. When I go "There
fewer problems, less grief in
meet up with Clark Gable, I'll say goodbye radio workareth.an
in picture work. Which
to And
him Gracie's
and hulloaheartto you
!"
helps
toward
peaceful, happy home life,
was
in
her
blue
eyes.
I knew that she* meant* it. *
too. A home which is constantly harby problems
is not goso liable
to sur-In
viveassedas one
where things
smoothly.
Di.xie was packing to go to Honolulu. pictures
there are casting, costuming,
Bi)i(/. Ltd., was answering five telephones,
— all
conferring with several brothers, secre- lighting,
manner ofbilling
things rushes,
to cause previews
mental stress
taries, publicity men, chauffeurs and office and
strain. Radio work is cleaner cut.
boys.
The
entrance
hall
was
armored
There are fewer angles to consider, to
with luggage.
In between brothers and secretaries, worry about.
"And
there is,
too, are
a sense
propriety
Biiii), Ltd.. answered my question.
the radio.
There
more ofthings
you
He said: "First place, radio marriages oncannot
say than there are things you can
last, where some movie marriages fail, be- say.
You are hedged about with propriecause radio doesn't take people out of their
ties and conventions and Thou-Shalt-Nots.
hdiues.
Radio doesn't
false environment
wheretransplant
values usaretoalla Which is healthy for Hymen!
"When
work soonwell.
the air.
lopsided.
to knowyoupeople
If theyoucastdon'tof
"In movies there seems to be a theory get
a
broadcast
changes
from
week
to week,
that when a couple are married, romance is the new members of the cast know
each
at an end. On the radio a great many of other
only
for
that
one
week,
usually.
the most famous stars are happily married When they are working together they
are
couples. Radio should prove that the pub- working violently against time. There
lic lievelikesthathappily
married
conpk-s,
does
bethere is romance in marriage.
isn't any time to form attachments.
"You play in your own backyard when
"Then, too, there is itu- time dement. I
was brought up to lidievc that S.itan linds you're on the air," smiled Bing, "and it
mischief for idle hands to ,1.,. I still be- gets to be a habit. . . ."
lieve it. In movie sttidins tliere is too much
"Binggijg!" called Dixie's voice from
time. Honrs pass and not a scene is shot, above, "have the trunks gone?"
"No, dear," called Bing, "but I'll attend
perhaps. There are wait^ between scenes.
The stars and players ma\- benin to wcirk
I went out with the trunks.
at
seven until
one seven
morm'nj;tlie and
talked to Jack Benny in the mirrored
tbrotigh
next iirxir
morning. to Ithem."
and
foliage-walled living-room of his home
Radio, even when you're doing a big na- in Beverly
Hills. The home he leases from
tional
program,
requires
one
half
day's
the
Countess
di Frasso.
work per diem at the most. After which

RADIO STARS
Jack there
said : ire
"When
come Ihome
night,
timesI when
feel late
like ata
big game hunter! All these murals of blue
trees and things ... I get a gun and there
are the mirrnrs and then there are several
Jack B(.'nii\< ])ur^uin,t; the unicorn!
Don't
for me!know that it is just the right setting
"Butmarriages
}-ou wantsucceed
to know
radio
wherewhymovieI think
marriages, some of them, let's -a.\ , succumb
never We
thought
your"I'veanswer.
have alumt
uo timeit. tuAndthinkth.at'^uf
'other men' or 'other women' cui the air.
We don't have time to think m' anxthinu
but
the weekly(.iir-elve-.
program.let Weal.melia\en't
time
to think
ihe other
fellow — (.r lii> wile. There's nnne of this:
'Ivicecanversa.
have None
a loveof affair
it! if she can,' or
"Radio is too much of a worry. Most of
us have sorbing
only wurrytheat capacitybig. are
aba time. forX - mieMu^ner
you done writing yunr stuff for one
week's program
I write
of ourof programs, with the (help
of aallcouple
gag
men, as we all ha\e) and rehearsing and
broadcasting that week's program, than
you
the next wweek's.
much begin
more onconcerned
ith how .\ncl
good you're
your
program is than with who is on it with
you.
you that
are isdoing
you"And
do itwhen
once and
that. aInbroadcast,
pictures,
on the other hand, if a love scene is being
shot and the first take is bad, it must be
done toover
get
like and
it ! over again — until the 'lovers'
"There
isn't
second Inchance
No alibis. Xo an\-retakes.
picturein radio.
work
there are so many to whom you can ]iass
the buck. The directur. The canier.iman.
The recording. The dialogue x\riter. Vdu
can see the rushes and if >-ou've ilone aii\thing wront; x'ou can xowl for a chance to
do it over again. You can catch the previews and see where you lia\e erred and
rectif\'
yourairluistakes
in thechance
ne.\t andpicture.
But on the
you get one
only
one. .A-ud while that tends to make the
same two hearts beat as one, it is a drain
on the endurance.
"One thing is sure — if I want to live
longerIf asI want
an entertainer.
I'll assta\-a on
air.
to live longer
humanthe
being, I'll stick to pictures !
"George
that
there
is no issex right
on thewhen
air. heRingsays
is right
when he says the proprieties are observed.
There have been a few times when I ha\c
written a sort of love scene for Mary to
play with
another
prised (Ihave
been)man.
at theYou'd
lettersbeof sur-indignant
protest
I
receive.
We
announce ourselves as man and wifeneveron our
broadcasts but most of the fans know that
we areor andwomen.
resent This
any implication
'other'
men
is (|uite a ofdifferent
atmosphere from that of moxies. .\nd all
of us react to our working conditions.
less fevered
the
air."There
Less isjealousy.
Xot competition
only amongon husbands and wives but among radio artists as
a whole. The only rivalry is what the
newspapers and critics stir up. Burns and
Allen have their time. .Mary and I have
our time.
One notdoesn't
contlict
the
other.
We are
all hurled
into with
one big
production, to struggle for close-ups and
top billing as we may. ^\ e are separate
entities doing our separate jobs — just as

ANOTHER DIZZY SPELL!

^

• I f<'lt .sic-k all over — bilious, nervous. My
■..inplexion wa.s a sight. The trouble ? Con-tijiatKin! Then I remembered FEEN-Abe as goodto tryas
my.M IXT.
friendsI didn't
all saidthink
it was,it coidd
but I decided
It. I chewed one tablet. Now I wouldn't

Charles BuHerwor+h, comedian on
the Fred Astaire Packard program.
the radici
stand apart
at separate
mikes,
even'lovers'
when hilling
and cooing.
"It
simply
comes
down
to
the
that
the life of the radio artist is morefactnormal
than that of the screen artist and so marall. profession
The radio
couplesriage is UKjre
work normal,
together that's
in their
as they work together, toward a common
cause, in their homes. The husband is
still the Head of the House and the wife
knows it. \\'hich is not only the way it
should be but the wa>- it is.
"It seems that a movie star does not
want to be known as Mrs. So-aiid-So. She
wants to preserve her own individual
identity. Radio wi\es jn-t don't feel that
way, that's
Mo^twives
,,f uswerestarted
gether. .Someall.of iiur
not pro-tofessionals when we were married. ^lary
wasn't.
met Mary
whenDepartment
she was working in theI May
Company
store
here in Los Angeles. She had no idea of
doing anything on stage or screen or
radio. But she alwa\s had a marvelous
sense oftion. timing,
When she offirstcomedy
went onvalue,
the ofair situawith
me. it was with the single idea of helping
me out for that one broadcast. She never
dreamed of staying on the air. .And then
there was such a definite reaction from
the fans, everyone liked her so luucli, her
voice went over s,, well, that she has
stayed on the air with nie e\er since.
hasn'tever\thew here
slightest
objection
to "But
being sheknown
as Mrs.
Jack
Benny. She sa\s she would certaitdy
rather be known as Mrs. Tack Benn\- than
asis primaril)Mrs. Joe Doakes,
for ii'isiance I She doing. She stillconcerned
feels— andwithhow howright/ ;im
she is I
—saidthattheshe business-like,
is 'helping Jack'
. . . W hich is,"
horn-riiumed-spectacled and very good-looking Mr. r.enny.
"the way a wile sh.nild feel. \\\- tr.aiii 'em
right same.
— on theAndair so1 I'red
the
does .Mien's
(ir.icie. wile
makefeel-no
mistake about it. She occupies the foreground on their broadcast but she knows
that George writes the stuff and that 'the
plays the thing.' And that's what counts,
that'swife
whatknows.
keeps marriage stable — what
your
"We
work
too
hard. And we too
workhard.
and We
worryworry
togctlicr.
which doesn't allow any loopholes for the
roaming eye or the restless heart. That's
my answer."

•ForNext
day — happy,brings
radiant,
of vim!reFEKN-A-.MINT
suchfullblessed
l
i
e
f
.
I
t
'
s
so
gentle
!
There's
no
griping,
nausea,
no disturbance of sleep. Non-habit-forming.
Don't
be
constipated.
Use
FEEN-A-MINT
the delicious chewing gum laxative. More—
than 16 million people prefer it.
FEEN-A-MINT
THE CHEWING-GUM LAXATIVE
RADIO STARS for January
Ken Murray in an exceptionally entertaining story.
^ DON'T
MISS
IT! +

There ore mony flattering woys foT
arrange your hair with Hollywood i
Rapid Dry Curlers. Will you hove
tight little curls thot fit close to your
head . . or soft loose ones to for
a holo? Will you hove many curls
...or just a few? Whatever style of
curl you select can be yours easily,
quickly, right at home . . with the
"Curler used by the Stors."
3 for 10c AT 5c AND 10c STORES - NOTION COUNTERS
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THIS

KEEP YOUR LIPS
SMOOTH...YOUNG...
ALLURING
HOW 010 IS TOUR MOUTH'' 5 YEARS YOUNGER
FRESH,tractyoung
atmen. So iflipsyouralwaya
lips are
wrinkled
dry—Often
it's important
to find theandcause.
it is simply the wrong lipstick!
Cutex Lipstick is warranted to
contain a smoothing, softening
oil that helps keep lips inviting.
Your mouth can look 5 years
younger and more alluring!
In Natural, Coral, Cardinal, Rust, Ruby. Try it now.
CUTEX «^^^ 50*^^
KEEPS YOUR LIPS YOUNG

GIVEN
GIRLS' AND BOYS
MICKEY MOUSE WRIST WATCH!
I'lL' ( m-Ii ( (.Tiuiii^M'.n
YOURS ,,;ir\Voll
f..r SimplyKnowu
GivingWHITE
Away
FREEl'.iL.M
,,|,,r,..l
CLOVERINE
SALVEl'i.n.]-,.-uitl,
inr hums, cliaps.
sores, etc.,
I . -Ill Im fncjn
i~- I 'I r.-,:i
'J 1'.(■:. hi• .\' ,I \Mtli picture
..Omt K.Its,FKEE)Cot and
40th
WrLSON CHEM. CO.. INC.. Dept. lO-K, TYRONE, PA.

Makes Hair 2 to 4
Shades Lighter in
1 Shampoo
Try this fa.Hclnating
new
Kuedlsh
Kinbe
uhlcli.
InyourShampooa fewhairminutes
i shadesi llKliter, Safely, loo. You
waihes
2
will beofdeliKhted
withtothethe4 gloriou.s.
new shimmering
hlghllKhts
and
lustre
your
hair,
natural golden
radiance
that
usually
comesthe only
In childhood.
This
amazing
Shampoo
—
called
New
Biondcx
—
hitherto
used
only
tor
blondes
New Blondejt
(supplied— followed
free alongwithwiththeBlondex
Shampoo),Special
Is nowHinse
ju.U
aswhoseeffective
with
browns,
chestnuts
and
"near
blondes."
grown darkened
and dull. TheStartnewthe2 Now
Blondexhairtoday.haspackaxc
Contains
in 1
combination
now noaliobleachin IOCor dye.
size.
WONDtXiS
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BOMANTIC
{Continued from page 31)
warm-hearted, they did not hesitate. Alaybe And we worked till seven at night. After
a yuuns band-leader, with fame and for- that we were too tired to gad about ! We
tune still In lie WDii, wniildii't make a .suc- did go out some, of course — Lily Belle and
eessful liusliaiui. Ma_\lie a bew'iteliin.s; I— we went often to Palm Springs, with
l)lnnde girl with little exiierienee, little murmured
one or tworeminiscently.
friends. The sea . . ." he
knowledge
life, wouldn'tmusician
make theshould
sort
of wife aof struggling
".\nd Holl) \vood didn't give you a wanhave.
didn't matter.
each
uther. It\\ hate\er
came, oiThey
joy loved
or sorrow,
He laughed.
cierin.g
eye?" "If you have a wandering
of success ur hardshiii, they had to share e\e,
there's areplenty
for
it! There
plentyof ofopportunity
temptations,thereif you
it.
Whatever
happened,
love
would
not
fail tk.em.
are looking diffor
them."
But
he
said
it
erently, as one for whom the wordsinMaybething to dothewith
musicit. heThose
played
somesnft,hadbeguiling
had
no
reality.
"I think," he considered
strains that echoed the \earning nl their the subject of movie matrimonial tangles,
hearts. To these Nuiing lovers, as to many "that marriage is a difficult proposition for
others, "Music 1 heard wilh y(<i< :eas more two people with careers. It's more secure
llhiii music—and hrcad I l>rokc 'Willi yon withFor only
one career
in the the
family."
careerists,
we agreed,
ruling paswasAndmoreso than
seldom is love. Fame and fortune
they l>rcad."
were married. .And ro- come sion
first.
Love
and
romance
take
a lesser
they found,
was notmusic,
just not
the merely
quickeningmance,heartbeat
to tender
"Radio," Guy reiterated, "gives you a
moonlight
and living
magic together,
of a summer's
night. much
place. more normal life. You can have
Romance was
doing things
together, sharing little things and big. your home and enjoy it. Wherever we
Romance was marriage.
are," he said earnestly, "we have a home."
"And where do you live," I asked him,
Guy."Is Lily Belle a musician?" I asked
"when
you're
on the inboattown.
?'' . . . But
"We
keep an notapartment
smiledthe indulgently.
sheHeplays
piano a little,"No.by .ear.. . .Oh,. . my father and mother have a home in
But we like the same things. We enjoy Connecticut now and we all — my brothers
their wives and Lily Belle and I— get
dcMig anything together. She likes fish- and
out there a lot. My father is
ing, as I do. She has landed some mighty together
raising
horses now. We have some good
big tuna, too! We both like to swim. We
are fond of anything connected with the riding
horses. Senior
We all love
ride."in Italy.
Lombardo
was toborn
water. Like to be on it as much as pos- When
he
settled
in
Canada
he
the
modestly.sible. We have two boats," he said tailoring profession. But, like followed
all Italians,
Boats? Rowboats? Yachts? 1 inquired music was his birthright. And the little
Lombardo boys sang as soon as they could
for particulars.
talk, played as soon as they could handle
"One is a speedboat," said Guy, grin- an
Old, tender, sentimental
ning. "It's great fun. Its name is Tempo." songs,instrument.
classical and opera music and new
"And the other?" I probed.
and
popular
airs
—
"It's named Tempo, too!" He lau.ghed.
native tongue. all were, in a sense,
"We live on it whenever we can — near their
But instrumental music appealed to the
where I am broadcasting, or cruising
boys, when
Carmen,
Guy.
Guy, X'ictor,
the oldestLeibert
of the and
brothers,
"llow l)i,t; is it?" I asked. ".\nd do you And
around."
was twelve years old, he organized a band
caiiy
crew?" fifty feet— and the crew with his brothers and half a dozen other
"It'sa around
boys. The Canadians, they called themis"l.il\
only Belle
the Captain
boy." He smiled.
selves. And later, proudl) , the Royal Candid all andthe adecorating
on it,"
adians. .\s they grew up they developed
Ik' added proudly.
organization, [ilaying in concerts, in
"Radio," I muse<l, "makes the romance their
load-houses,
earning a lean living, but
of
life more the
endm-int;,
The carr\inK on with
amlhtion and eagerness.
tosetlurness,
sharing doesn't
things it?
.\ou love
Carmen
Lombardo
is the soloist of the
— not torn aiiart by your career, as movie
band,
and
the
(July
new
members of the orstars
so often
"R.idio,"
( ui>'are."
.agreed fervently, "is mar- neau, pianist,ganization inand
si.x years
Frank mclloV'egeDudleyareFosdick,
velous. .XotliiiiL; else can equal it."
■'W.iiilil _\ou like to do more movie phone
player.
The band made its lO.Vo debut on Sepwork?" I asked, remembering that be had
si.xtli in the new program, Loiiiin.ide ,-1 picture in IIo1Inw.>o(1 1,is1 ye.ar. temher
Time. It still is known as the Royal
"Or would it change l<io greatly the way I'lirdo
Canadians, however, and still plays for
of "Ilifeliked
MJU like so niueli' he'" conceded. "I'm its theme song .Uild Lani/ Syne. In addition to this program it is playing its second
going
out in1 lollxuood,
the spnii;; to make another
l\oosc\elt Grill and broad])ieture. Going there lor the first time was season atcasting tthe
w(i dance schedules over the CBS
an experience. . . . Seeing ,ill the movie
iielwoik.
Not
to
mention frequent engagestars. . . . Ihit it won't have that same
ments for concerts, for college proms and
lln-ill a second time. I w(jrked hard there — " other affairs.
he smiled, "had to get up at five-thirty, to
It was in Cleveland that they had their
he on the set, all made-up, at seven-thirty.
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The
of New
Guy speedboat
Lombardo on"Tempo"
the bow.races
The out
romance
and York
rhythmharbor
of the with
waterSkipper
never
fail to thrill Guy — an emotion his wife, Lily Belle, shares with him.
first radio engagement. In Cleveland where
"How is it." I asked him. "that
Guy met
a tender not raising up anotiier gencratioi
note
in hisLilyvoiceBelle.
whenAndhe there's
says Cleveland.
Lombardo band?"
lias a little bov
Guy the
remembers.
significant,
away. "X'icto
that
LombardoIt'stheme
song Iis think,
Auld he Hesaidlooked
fine
we have ".\a little
Lang Sync. Guy never forgets old tender old. Andprcsentlv.
moments. Old familiar music always is a old," he added eagerly,
part of his repertoire.
good as having a daiiuhtc
Guy.
"Her name is Ro-c M .1/,; 1->aid
was first
"Peoplepeople.
like toWhen
hear weit." play
he says.
"Even
young
for college
"She was born when I\',>s<)ld
us
we
dances, they always request some of the playing. Father and Mothi
old songs. Some of the new ones are good, couid name her — so we nanu r, over the
went
radio — Rose Marie." He ^ "thehe name
too,"
"I think
Smoke Gets
ill Yourhe commented.
Exes will always
be popular.
And lovingly.
Did I Reniewher/ is a beautiful song. But
"Every year, on iier birti
the old songs bring back memories — even on. "we play Rose Marie . . .
"She's very musical, too — " his eyes
ifrecreate
they'rea happier
not personal
memories.
They
time, when life was not glowed
two either.
prizes And
for
so complicated.
singing — softly.
and not"She
on herwonname,
she
had
no
help
from
liie
faniil>in
winnin.u
"Life."volved,Gu\
mused
thoughtfully,
"is
indifficult, now. . . . There are great them. - She was gi\en a son>; t
the oijud-e^
who li^t
problems facing all of us. I don't agree — an;.no\\hour.thr Andn.inietlic Mnu.
r..
maybe
— with
the thepeople
are tryingI'mto wrong
frighten
us with
idea who
that had Hunil)ci>. She won a pri/e
this country is going to disaster as sonu was eight and another w iien >iie
>lie was nnie,
others have. But it is a time for serious
)n, ofo devotion,
of afi^ection,
of Such
pridea inwarmth
his voice!
He ougiit
to be a
thought . . ."
I ventured to
father,
I
thought.
Again
"Are you going to vote in November:"
.And again he looked away for a
I asked him. "Or aren't you an -American probe.
moment. His smile, when his eyes came
citizen ?"
"I am,"allGuy
proudlxword.
, "anWcAmerican
tride wistful.
. . . Weto me,wantwasa achild.
Lily lielle"I'dislike
crazyto
citizen—
but said
the final
all are. back
Our papers are all in — but I'm afraid they about children ... If we can't have any —
won't go through before November. I we're
to adopt
maybe twoare.. .So."
So going
unalTected
all one
his — answers
never have voted," he went on. "I left
Canada before I was twenty-one. I wish I honest. It's easy to see the measure of
could vote now — I know how I would vote the man. Easy to believe that his life essen— but
I won't beyoung
able man,
to thisI reflected,
fall." this loves totial y isasplay.harmonious as the melodies he
A thoughtful
eldest of the Lombardo brothers. One who
If this is the business of being romantic,
takes life seriously, sure of its values. Not surely it warms the heart. A great guy?
a playboy. A successful musician. A proud Why not? Certainly a genuine, frank,
and contented husband. .A home lover. A sincere and friendly man, this Guy Lomfather?
bardo of the Ruyal Canadians.
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It's camera
all doneon with
comedian
Joe E.Ethel
Brown,
as heaboard
trains
his
Ethel mirrors,"
Merman, says
popular
blues singer.
returned
the "Queen Mary" recently, from a European vacation.
,

"To keep the man — that is the hard
theeng — not to get heem in the first place.
The man, he theenk like this : What you
have not got, that is what you want
more as anytheeng else. You see? So he
have not got some other woman. He want
her, then, more as anytheeng else. He
have got hees wife; he do not want her
like he want her before he get her.
— but I
You
see?"
saw.It required
I tried to some
get a mental
question effort
in edgewise,
but
it
was
like
trying
to
bail
out
the
Fludson river with a bucket.
Fifi went on explosively :
"When the woman is the sweetheart and
she is waiting for the man to propose, she
shows him always iier most charming self,
and she llicciik and she theenk all the time
how she make herself desirable so he will
want to marry her. Then, after she get
heem, she no longer bother to theenk, .Slie
sa\- t(i herself: T am desirable, because
dou^
not stay
wish always
to marryjustme?'
And she
tiieenkhe siie
as desirable.
YouI said
see?"no, I didn't see exactly, because
I wanted to hear Fifi say "desirable" again.
She pronounced
sounded
delicious !it "daisy-rohhlc" and it
"Now e\er'i)ody know that ees not so.
Evcr'body know nios' busi)ands they — what
you call ?--cbcat. Is that not so? You say
do I trust my .Maurice? Sure. I trust my
Maurice.in But
I don't You
trustbetallyouthe life!
otherI
women
the world.
love — ooh, I adore my Maurice! Maybe

some other woman, she adore heem, too.
Maybe she do not even mean to make
trouble. Maybe she just want to flirt
weeth my Maurice. But flirt, it ees like the
dynamite. You start it and where it
feeneesh? Nobody know that."
Fifi paused
"So
maybe
I betterto notlet gothe onpointthe sink
road.in.Maybe I better stay home. Eef Maurice he
have no chance for get in trouble — maybe
he "But
stay don't
out ofyou trouble."
think husbands and wives
ought to be apart for a little while, somet
i
m
e
s
?
"
I
ventured,
for I had heard that
from eminent authorities.
"Oooh, yes. Sure. You bet you life!
For a three
lectle weeks
while. — I-'or
one week,
weeks,
no more.
Never twono
more. You leave \(itii- luisliand more as
three weeks — and he find out be can leeve
wizout you, after all. Maybe he even have
roguishly.
a Fifi
good winked
time, eh?"
"Sure,thehe first
mees week,
vou. heHe mees
mees you
much
you ver'
the
second week, maybe he even mees you the
third week — but not no more. .After that
he do not mees you. He say : ' .\\\ right.
She is go away. Ho-hum ! I see what I can
find— toanddo maybe
wiz myself
out
he nevertonight.'
come Then
back. heMay-go
be go out wiz ze boys. Maybe ze boys zey
have
friend,zeshegirllikefriend.
your Maybe
husband.ze boys'
She saygirl:
'Onh, la la, see who is here!' But sure, it
is good sometimes the wife go away — if
she do not go away longer as three weeks.
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he is all
getting
tired
of "Maybe
her. Hetheseeshusband,
her around
the time,
every day. Now the wife, she notice that.
Eef she is smart, then she say to heem,
she say : I"Idotheenk
I go seeformya
mamma.
not seemaybe
my mamma
long while. I do not know how long I
stay.himGoodbye,
and becg
she
give
the beegiiion
hug (idorahlr
and the .'beeg.
kiss. Then, when she cuuie hack, be look
at her weetb new eyes.
"Then, of C(iurs.c, tbo wife -be must
watch alwa\s the aiipcarancc. Sure, maybe
she does not have the chic. But she can
change the appearance, so the husband, he
will not always look at her and see the
same face. It is very simple, oh, so simple,
to Ichange
appearance." , for Fifi was
agreed thewholelicartedl\
a living example of the truth of her own
statement. She has never looked more
ravishing. She has let her hair return to
its natural soft russet brown, clustering
around her face in feminine waves instead
of the old artificial lacquer black. Slic has
a new make-up ; her eyebrows are reshaped in gentle arches. I'd have had to
lookthetwice
on
street.to recognize her if we'd met
"The
it grow
was short.hair,If you
it waslet long,
you long,
cut itifoff.it
You go dretos er he cut
the thehairdresser
and
hair ditferent. theButhairthe
American women, they know that. The
American women are the mos' chic in all
the world. But you know what the .Ameriwoman thedoes?"
Fificanhad
air of one about to impart
the dark secret of where Lord Desmond
Montague has hidden the papers. She
leaned over and whi>pered :
"The .\merican woman, she dresses more
to make the impression on the other women
than to please her husband! She is wrong!
I tell you something, something that is
very important. When the bride makes her
trousseau, she buys pretty underwear and
pretty nightgowns. Then slie is married.
So when she bu\-5 more underwear and
more nightgowns, what does she sa\?
'Ah, those are pretty nightgowns, and
those are prett\' underwear,' she ja\-, 'but
they
do not last lon.a,'
she ni.nhtsown
say. So she that
buy
the underwear
and the
are not so pretty, but they last longer.
Ah, she make the beeg nii>take there! Her
husband see the ugly underwear and the
u,gly nightgown. He say to her, he say :
'That is right. You buy the underwear
and
nightgf)wn
time.'
That theis what
he say.thatBut last
whata helongtheenk?
.■\h, that is different! He theenk: 'Iliininn.'
he theenk: 'Seems to me >lie looks iirettier
when
we are! .-\married.'
you a treeck
good treeckOh,! yes, I tell
"Some
night
}ou
at home
with your husband. areJu>tstaxing
you and
your
husband. gether.YouYou goareinto
all your
alone, bedroom
>-ou two andtoyou lock the door. He sits down. He reads
the paper. Then, a little while, you come
out and you sit down. Then after while,
maybe he looks up and he sees you. You
do not say anything. He looks and he looks
and
looo'ksmy! 'Onh,
la la,' lie
ma hecherie,
sweetheart,
yousays.
are 'But
Ires
chanuante !'
you are
and
the"For,
door while
is locked,
you inhavethe putbedroom,
on a beautiful negligee, you have made up your face
so pretty, you have put the perfume behind

the ear, you have come out where he is
reading
him
! the paper and you have surprise
are .Ah,
maybethatshocked
I tell with
you
that"You
treeck?
is the trouble
the American women. They are ashamed
to be sweethearts. They theenk to be the
sweetheart is not — what you call? — not
respectable. They want to be just the WMfe.
That
bad." her head i)it\ingl\-.
Fifi isshook
"That is not their fault, maxbe, Thc\
are so brought up. Tlu'\- hide tlieir heai
in thethatsandbecause
like thetheirostrich
jire
tend
hu>bandand i>tlu-\
niarriei
now, no lonuer is he a man! The\' theenk
they cook, they sew. tbe\ be the good little
wife and he will always love them because
they are the good little wife. But noi!
Sometimes the husband, be — what \(iu call?
— he fall for the bad little .uirl ! N tiiai
Fifi spread lier bands outward, palms up,
not
m antrue?"
expressive gesture.
"Lc ban Dicu, he made the men that
way,'' she declared piously. "Now my
That, incidentallx', was the longest I'd
heard
MauriceFifi— " talk since her marriage without mentioning "my Maurice."
"Mynot cookMaurice,
me e\-en
if I Icantiie cakehe andlove bake
the pie.
am
not the good housekeeper. But that 1 can
learn. In schools I can learn that. But I
am the good sweetheart to my Maurice.
That is why he love ine. All men want
first the sweetheart, who will \o\c them
and be tender.
"Too,
the woman
fies theirthey
ego. like
.\1I men
have thewho
beeg satisego.
They want to be proud of their wife.
Maybe she can play gidf so-o-o good — but
never, never better than he can play golf —
or ma\be she can do something else very,
very good. The man, he likes that. Inside himself,
he is jjcrMin,
theenkingwho: 'This
derful, wonderful
can wonplay
golf so-o-o good, she belong to me!' That
please heem very much. "But / am her
master.' he theenk. That please heem very
much more. Then the man. he theenk : "I
am".And
the beeg
whenshotthe!' man theenk he is the
becg shot, he go out and he is smarter
than all the other men and he make a lot
of money and he buy for tliee> wonderful
woman the fur coat- and the diamond
reengs and the motor car- and lie i- \ery
pleased, with himself iK-cau-e he do this.
You know how the men alwa>s brag to
the other men about their lo\e affairs? You
know why they do that? Because that
makes tiicm feel like the beeg shot.
the"Now
man the
she wife,
love she
heemmustveryalways
much. shoic
She
must be tender, sweet, hug heem. ki-s heem
with the beeg kiss. But she mu-t do this onl\
when he is in the mood. The man does not
like the woman who nags heem because he
does not remember to kees her. .\ot always
does the man remember that. Sometimes he
is so busy theenking how he will be more
smart as the other man in his busmess, he
will forget. The wife she must not mind
that. She must not nag heem — not ever !
".Vh, there is so much the woman must
know!
many she
thingsniu>tshenotmustdo doif an('
so manySo things
sh
wants
You seeto? hold the man I It is a hard jol
"Now my Maurice — " Fifi resumed.

(USE COUPON BELOW)
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You know him on the air as a unique
and delightful comedian. But there
is another side to this man! For the
first time it is disclosed — and by his
wife, also one of your radio favorites. Don't miss this unusual story
in January RADIO STARS.
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A {Continued
SONGfrom IN
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in bed to garner your strength and spend
other time for massage and expert treatrest of people,
your daywhat
isn't with
very
ilcasantment. Andforthe other
jangling nerves making you feel very
precious and self-important.
just doesn't mean that much
to Appearance
Kate meSmith.
ntals, that girl. She goes in for funda"Being big, the way I am, hasn't kept
me from anything I ever wanted yet,"
she
says. "Itorhasn't
mc and
from tennis
dancingor
or walking
playingkeptgolf
any
of
the
things
I
love
doing.
I've
been short of wind or felt hamperedneverin
any way. If I did, it woidd be different. If
I began to feel tired all the time, or if my
health
threatened,But I'das long
do something
about itwere
inuuediately.
as I feel
the way I do, strong and alive, there are
things that seem much more important to me than losing weight.
"And if the time ever comes when I feel
that
should bereduce,
I won'tfor dome,it anyway,
by diet.
That I would
unnatural
because
it's
a
question
of
glands
with
me.
I was a skinny kid, the kind mothers
worry about and try to fatten up. Then, in
my middle
'teens,doctors
suddenly
gaining. Now that
knowI began
more about
glands,
they've
told
me
the
reason
for
In the family.
beginning it was a mystery to theit.
whole
"I didn't
spend I much
thinking
about
it, though.
was in time
high inschool
then
and my principal concern was getting the
leads in the school plays and trying to
keep up with my studies in the best way I
could.
mean and
muchshorthand
to me.
GeoiTietryTheyand didn't
languages
seemed awfully unimportant beside singSome girls, gaining weight like that at
aup,timeat when
beginning
to grow
a timethey're
when just
parties
and beaus
are
beginning
to be so all important, would
ing."
have been downed by that experience. They
would have grown into themselves, carried
a chip on their shoulder. Their whole lives
might have become thwarted because of it.
But not Kate Smith. And because she
didn't
else itdidwaseither.
She care,
never nobody
knew what
to be unp
o
p
u
l
a
r
.
A
party?
Why
it
wasn't
anything without Kale there to sing those
songs of hers and give her big friendly
greeting to ever\()nc. lU.iiis? She never
lacked them any more lli:m she lacked
friends. ;\nd every term, wlien the school
play was given, there was Kate singing her
rt out and making e\eryl)ody feel wanri
ippy just in listening to her.
her from
a sensationidn't
at the sto]!
Capitol,
either,making
when she
first
came lo .\cw YnrU, singing there a summer
through at a period when one-week engagemeiUs were the rule, or from getting
a silver loving cup froiu the Palace to
commemorate the longest run ever given
to a star, in the days when the Palace was
tile old Palace and the ultra in vaudeville.
And
from going
on into
musicalit didn't
comedystopand herrepeating
her trimuphs
and from becoming tojjs in radio and holdMig that i)osition for seven years.

HEART

Nor didterested in ither,stopin men
spite from
of herbeing
evidentinlack of interest in them, except as friends
and luisiness partners. And that ring she
wears on the third finger of her left hand
— the platinum one with the huge squarecut,
blue her
diamond
to hear
tell it.— it doesn't mean a thing,
"No, I'm not engaged." Her eyes
twinkled in (|uick amusement-. "I bought
it for myself. No, it really doesn't mean
It was a siiuple statement of fact, but
there
other statements denya thinginghave
!" been
possible
engagements, made just as
casually,cerned by
women
seemingly
as unconas Kate was now.
Statements
that
were to be disi)roved in short order by
the souufi of wedding bells. So, your
guess iscludesasmine,good
too. as anyone's and that inThere are men who have loved Kate
To listen
hear her
tell it,shethere's
nothing
toSmith.
it. But
to what
says and
see
what you think.
"There's a man down South who's been
sending all
me myletters.
I haven't
because
fan mail
is takenreadcarethem,of
b\- my secretary and by Ted Collins, my
manager, and they don't give me letters
they
mighthim.upset
they've
told mefeelabout
Thisme.
man But
is evidently
a crank, for he writes to me as if I were
his old sweetheart and claims Ted Collins
won me away from him. At first there
were only the letters. Then he began
sending me jewelry, very good jewelry, too,
and we were afraid he might have stolen
it.it. So we got in touch with the Postal
Authorities and they decided to investigate
"The man proved that he had bought the
jewelry and refused to take it back, saying
it was mine and I was to have it. We
have it in a safe deposit box now, hoping
that some day he will allow us to return
it. Certainly I don't feel that it belongs
There have been other men, men Kate
Smith thinks of as pitiful. One waited for
her
after a broadcast one night and into me."
sisted she was the wife who had left him
a few years before.
"Don't
me, Rebecca?"
asked and you
becameknow
so bewildered
when Tedhe
Collins tried to convince him, that he
finally had to be sent to Bellevue for
observation. But there was nothing wrong
with him. Only that obsession about the
wife who had deserted him and the substitution he had made for her in the
woman who represeiUed love to him. The
woiuan
know inasPoughkeepsie,
Kate Smith. too,
11icre _\-ou
is theall man
who never has revealed his identity and
writes her letters such as Romeo might
have written to Juliet. And there was
the letter from a man mourning his dead
^\\ rcllu'art, telling Kate he was going to
(duimit suicide the next time he heard her
sing a certain song over the air. For the
girl he lo\cd had sung that song.
Of course, Kate didn't sing that song.
l'"veii
had been
many requests
for itthough
and itthere
had been
scheduled
for her
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secretion
You
feel a tickling
. . . you mucus
cough!
To stimulate those glands to pour out
their natural moisture, use PERTUSSIN.
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Safe
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George Burns and Gracie Allen nnake merry at the microphone. (Left to right)
George, Vocalist Jimmy Newell, Gracie and Maestro Henry King of the gay
Wednesday night program heard at 8:30 over the WABC-Columbia network.
next broadcast. It was very popular at the to the office straight from his sick bed and
1 was worried about m\ secrel.iry, who
time. P'very singer included it in his had
opened it and handlnl i). \\ c crK repertoire.
mustandha\c\etlistened
it over and 'l"he
overmanagain
he couldti> lirated,
the day ue knew tli.it she had
endureers.hearing
it
^nng
1)\
these
other
singpassed
of possibk'
contagion.
But he knew he would hreak if Kate It reallythewasperiod
an awful
time for
ns to
Smith sang that song.
go through.
the
"I lo\e my fan mail and I
.\gain
a
man's
love
for
another
woman
was tangled into a dream in which Kate l)eoplc w ho send it lo me, ( )nl.\ someSmith became at once tin- beginning ;ind
letters make
tor there
the end. To all these men she was caught are so timesmany
asknigmefornnhaiip>-,
nione\ ;nul
help.
up in an emotion that, neurotic as it may I don't think these people lan know luwv
many requests like that come in. That,
seem
others,
\er\ from
real men
to ilu-m.
Thereto are
otherwasletters
in her
the}-times
were the
all toamount
be helix-d.
it would1 conld
take
fan mail. From \ (iung l)o\ s telling her ifmany
of mone\
how they tune in to he progr.im w neu possibly earn to do it. Som
w
hen
they are with the girl tl V' lo\e .-md how these letters have been .iwliill
they sit there together lis ning to her and have investigated the ..iscs
howThesetheirarelo\ethegrows
they've pro\-ed t<i In- re;ill\ n
letterswiththaI- ni.ike Kate done
something.
give what
I can to I'.ut
I'eoplelov I thekn
Smith the hajipiest. Tlusr loyant,
iioriliarili who lia\
mal letters that prove how he is loved help and to organized eharnies
the facilities for dea ig with these thmg
by those she sings to.
Hut
it
makes
me
le
ibl\unhapp\' thai
"You know I'm very pr( d thatnorI'vea
of being
ne\er received a poison-jien 1 ■■|U'tter
take that can't help everyone."
That'sSmith,
one ofof having
the pen;dtit'
threatening"
as a tribute. one,"
Most she
of m\said,i n'l comes from Kate
mor than her
mothers telling me thai h'l ii\'s whooiiiny share of sympathy and understanding and
generosity. Of being so vulnerable where
cough is better now, oi il
his toothache listening lo nMIC siug the other other people's tragedies are concerned. I'or
uame<l
her
new
doll
girls like Kate, as e.isily moxed to te.ars
night,
or that
has nanfor Aunt
KateN'ellAnd
sometimes the chilto laughter, as open to heartdren write to ■ and it's almost as if I as theybreakare
as they are to gladness, can feel as
much
for
others
as they can for themknow
them usually
all, ;is call
if I'm
Kate they
me. really the Aunt selves.
"Once
upMaybe
it's aIt good
Kateto Smith
roar whenoura office
letter was
camethrown
from aintolittlean boy
a big girl.
takes thmg
a bi.g girl
carry
who had scarlet fever. The letter came ais heart
as big as hers.
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CORNS

PREVENT CORNS COMING BACK!
No waiting for results when
pads.
risk
infection,
you
Dr. ofSchoU's
Zino-no
fuss, apply
noNo bother.
They relieve
pain instantly.
Usethese
thin,
soothing,
healing,
cushioning
pads on sore toes caused by
tight
stop
corns shoes
before andtheyyou'll
can start!
Separate
includedMedicated
in everyDifks
box areof
Dr.
SchoU'ssafely
Zino-pads for
quickly,
corns
or callouses. removing
In a few
days
they lift
right out.Bunions
Sizes
for
Corns,
Callouses,
and Soft Corns. Cost but a
trifle. Sold everywhere.
DrScholls
Zino-pads
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If every GRAY HAIR
ACHED like a tooth no one
would delay using

RR'S
FA
for GRAY HAIR
If neglected hair doesn't distress you,
it
friends. leaves
FARR'S,
withpains
perfectyourconfidence,
your used
hair
in appearance soft, lustrous, natural,
youthful. Easy as a manicure in hygienic
privacy of home; odorless, greaseless; will
not rub off or interfere with curling.
$1.35. Sold everywhere.
SAMPLE
T
II
BRCXJKLINE FREE
CHEMICAL
CO.
1! 79 Send
Sudbury
Street,
Boston,
Mass.
M.G
35
in plalo wrapping. ||
j Name
|
j City
Street
|
State.
.
GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR.

RADIO RAMBLINGS
(Continued from page 18)

Margaret Speaks, Firestone soprano, after her concert triumph in London,
was congratulated by Rose Bampton (left), Metropolitan Opera contralto.

Nelson program.
Eddy sings
the Vick's
House
The onreason
given isOpen
that
the singer likes to shed coat and tie and
collar when he sings, but it's whispered
that it really
becauseAndof itNelson's
pective concertis tour.
would beprosunfair to expect some people to pay to see
and hear the popular singing star when
others can freely enjoy the privilege in
the studio.
Because of Iter-♦- splendid coloratura
FOR
COLDS
soprano, liddy chose Francio White from
Nature
can
more
quickly
expel
Infection
whert
a score of feminine 7'ocalisls to assist in
aided by internal medication of recosnized merit
the neii' I'iek's series.
CONCERNING KOSTELANETZ
HAVE RECOGNIZED MERIT
Andre Kostelanetz, who has made freAt K.all A.drusgists,
for a Plain,
free sample
quent week-end plane trips to Hollywood
Hughes orCo.,sendJamaica
Mass. I
since Lily Pons has been there making
her second RKO-Radio movie, directs the
largest dance orchestra in radio — fortyfive musicians
— forChesterfield
CBS' Wednesday
and
Friday
evening
programs.
Andre
is
said
to
be
one
of
radio's
most
intellectual melody makers. He reads and
speaks seven languages and has an extensive library in his Manhattan apartI WANT YOU
ment, featuring books on music, biography
and history.
Workstart for
$1260 to"Uncle
$2100 a yearSam"
Born in Pelroiirad, Russia. tliirl\<-fivc
years ago. of o ;eeallhy faniilv. Andre
made his debut at the ai/c of five, as a
concert pianist, before the hite C.-jar. He
Hreio
up to be one
Russia's,,/ first
rankinij conductors
and ofdirector
its Crand
Opera. He came lo America in V)22 and
has been with CllS since \<>2X. Andre is
fire Icct fire inches tail and :ecoilis around
one hundred and fijtyAirc pounds. His
I'luc
arc ab-rl.
h'lid eyes
of tennis
ami keen
.wim and
mino kiiidlv.
. lelicn He's
time
permits. PRICE GUEST STARS NOW?
MICKEy MOUSE WRIST WATCH orChoiceof WHAT
CASH in COMMISSIONl
' i.irlami' Mhracclet—
ir-l<( y'a onUnbreakable
thcdial and
.Am-n-an
.,|.,r ■ I r, rmal«.-.
. I, iini1:.,
-I, .-n.It seems that the mf)vie exhibitors are
cry.tai.
A WATCH!
SIMPLYCIVE
AWAY FREE
hK-autiful
artWHAT
pictures
withat 2.icoura famous
WHITEpic- looking askance at the practice of bringCLOVERINE
.SALVE
which
you
sell
box
(givinK
ture
FREE)
and
remit
per
premium
cataloj/.
Other
premiums
ing this or that movie actm- into radio
(riven. 42ndCHEIM.
season.CO.,WriteINC.,for Dept.
order of10-J.
SalveTYRONE,
and picturesl
WILSON
PA. programs,
merely to lend tlic glamour of
96

a name.tures, saidWhen
they'reareshopping
exhibitors
inclinedforto picreject those featuring players who make too
frequent
\\"e
hear thatmicrophone
they have appearances.
asked the movie
makers to shut down on radio appearances of film folk. So if movies representing an investment of millions become
hard to sell, something is likely to be
done to check this guest-starring. And
then those sponsors who have built successful programs minus movie names will
pat themselves on the back !
AND WHAT PRICE GOOD MUSIC?
We hear that many of the greatest
maestros in radio are minus jobs because
the program makers choose someone who
will work cheaply. A swing sextet and a
moaning trombone can be had for very
little and it doesn't matter much what
or how they play. So Elmer and his
Elegant Eight get a job for a few hundred dollars, while high-priced conductors
and orchestras lie on the dusty shelf — and
some of us listeners sigh in vain for good
music on the air.
The inflii.v of Community Sing programs, in lohich the audience docs most
of the work, niiiy sidre the -whole thing.
. Iftcr you're heard enough of yourself and
others liL-e you. you may discoi-er a
marked preference for good music. Unless,
of course, yon Iiappen to sound like Nelson Rddy, in your best moments'.
DREAMS DO COME TRUE!
So says Margaret Speaks, returning
from a triumphant concert tour of Europe
to share honors on the Firestone program
with Richard Crooks, famous Aletropolilan Opera star.
Margaret's
duetsprogram
with Crooks
and Nelson Eddy on this
last winter
won
her country-wide recognition as a singer
of exceptional ability and her success as
prima donna during the summer season
of Firestone concerts brought her invita-
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tions to sii\g concerts in the great musical
centers of Europe, thus fulfilUng Margaret's long-cherished secret dream.
London.
I'icnna,
Amsterdam.
Zurich, RomeParis,
and Milan
all asked
to hear
Iter. And her reception abroad zi.'as nidsl
enthusiastic, wi7/j high praise from critical
audiences on the sincere quality of her
%-oice
tone. and Iter melodic and sure range of
DOORS
If you're
for Opportuiiil)'
knock
at yourwaitins
door, never
fear it will nnttri
find you. even in the least like!\ place.
Consider these doors, through which some
oftunityradio's
: shining stars welcomed OpimrRudystore iVallee
clerkedMaine.
in his Dad's drugn Westport,
Phil Duey was night clerk in a New
York hotel.
Loretta Clemens was a hosiery model.
Igor Gorin studied to be a surgeon.
StellawasFriend,
Waring's Pennsylvanians,
a dress ofdesigner.
Ross Graham, of Show Boat, was a
bank teller in Hot Springs, Arkansas.
Chester
the O'Neills,
found
variousStratton,
jobs, as ofnewsboy,
washing
machine salesman, packer in a crockery
store, railroad man and truck driver.
Virginia Payne, of the Ma Perkins
cast, once taught draymah in a Cincinnati high school.
Morton Bowe was a typesetter and
newspaper man.
Frank Black, musical director of NBC,
made piano rolls and records.
DROPPING IN ON DRAGONETTE
]Ve team that the Cities Ser-. iee siiininij star doesn't diet hvl she does heliere
in "Early to bed. early t,< rise. . . ." Jessica has a middle nuiiie. It's raleiiliiie.
becauseAlthoH.ih
she 7easborn
hornabroad,
on St.sheI 'alentme's
Day.
reeened
all her musical trainin,/ in this eounlry.
She has leritten poeti-y, but no nnisie.
Some of Iter poems luree been published.
Jessica
'attributes
her success
to -some
talent, much
hard zeorb.
plus <iood
In
PARTING THE PICKENS SISTERS
Patti, Helen and Jane Pickens, l(.n<i popular as a singing trio in radio, nia\- break
up the trio. Jane has launche<l her Mil i
career
primaWinter
donnaGarden,
of thealoni;
Z'leuield
Follies as
at the
with
Fannie
Clark anda musical
Ci\ps\
Rose Lee.Brice,
Patti Bobb>is coniemplating
comedy career and Helen aspires to be a
radio comedienne.
MIKE FRIGHT
Rosario Bourdon, conductor of the
Cities Service program, starring Jessica
Dragonette, is scared to death every time
he steps on to the podium to go on the
air. He'sWhen
been heon gets
this aprogram
years.
little usedonlyto tenit,
he may get over his mike fright!
LOOKING BACKWARD
In January. 1910, a radio pronram xeent
on the air from the attic studio of Dr.
Lee De Forest, in the old World foiecr
in Xeie York City. Over the microphone,
xehich leas shaped like an inverted (jramophone horn, came the 7'oice of a leoman
— the first leoman to be heard on the air.

7 he Z'oiee leas that of I'aufihn DcLcath
— still broadcasting aver .\'BC.
On October 11th, 1921, Hilly Jones and
Ernie Hare made their r.idi<i delnit as
The Happiness Boys. TheN uere the lirM
team on the air. the lirst r.nln. .■lr1l-l^ to
receive pay (and fifty dullar- \\a- a 1..1
of money in those da\ - 1 i and the fir^t
air entertainers to use an i(K ntii.\ niu theme
song.
Remember:
Do )'ou Do,
Everybody.
Iloie Do"Floie
You Dof
Before radio skyrocketed them to fame
and fortune, Ernie Hare was an obscure
singer understudying Al Jolson in Sinhad. Bill Jones, later to be his partner,
was a telephone and cable repair man!
The bov: now are son;/ leaders on the
day Evening Community Sing
Gillett,
proi/ra
NUMBERS
Benny Rubin, ringmaster of the Mutual
network's
.\mateur
Xisht. was original
told by aNational
theater manager,
who practices numerology on the side, that
ever\ ihinu connected with his life would
invohe the numlier 7. When Benny
signed his renewal contract with the
amateur program on September 7th, he
found tions
fourteeri
amateui'sthat
present
for audiand discovered
he had
then
been on the air for seventeen weeks.
Later Benny flew to Boston on transport
plane Number 7. which carried seven
passengers.
number
! He's convinced it's his lucky
Ken Darby yelps leith Joy at the sight
of Ittheleasnumber
on thethirteen.
thirteenth tliat he leas
notified to ioin Paul ll'hitcman. Ken and
the
otherleftmembers
Men
Qiuirtet
Califoniiaof onthe theKin.i's
thirteenth
in a car lehose license loii b,<re the number 13. And Ken's name— Ken Lorin
Darby — contains thirteen letters.
THIS AND THAT
Paul Whiteman's favorite dish is
chile con came, served good and hot.
.Italian
. . TedlightFiorito's
motherhis was
opera and
fathera star
playedof
in a symphony orchestra. . . . Dorothy
Russell, sixteen-year-old jazz singer with
Horace
Brigadiers,
has a chow
dog namedHeidt's
Brigadier.
. . . Wayne
King
was born in Savannah, Illinois. . . . Tiny
Ruffner hails from Crawfordsville, Indian . . . Claudia Morgan, of the David
Harum cast, is the daughter of Ralph
Morgan, well-known acfor. . . . Smiling
Ed McConnell traces his ancestry back to
Captain John Smith. . . . John Roventi,
whom you know as Johnny the Call Boy
on
has
been NBC's
given aPhilip
contractMorris
for lifeprogram,
A car goes
with it, too. . . . Lucy Laughlin, of the
Hammerstein Music Hall, has one of the
most extensive repertoires of songs of any
soprano on the networks. . . . Carmela
Ponselle, of the Broadway Varieties, calls
a rustic lodge in the pine woods of Maine
her real home. . . . Marion Talley was
born in Nevada. . . . Vivian Delia Chiesa
was named for Vivian Martin, the movie
actress. . . . Henry King, orchestra leader
on the Burns and Allen show, was born
in Newark, New Jersey, in 1903. His
hobbies are flying, polo and tennis. . . .

Griffin Manuf acturing Co.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
ITCH
...STOPPED IN ONE MINUTE...
Are you tormented with the itrhing tortures of eczema,
rashes, athlete's
eruptions,
or other
afflicor quirk foot,
nnd h.appy
relief, use
cooline.skin
| ticliquidtions? FD.D.D.PrESCRIPTION.
Its centle
oilsantisepsoothe
the
creaseless
stainless-dries
fast.irritated
Stops theskin.mostClear,intense
itchingandinstantly.
A 35c
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it— or money back.
WAKE

UP

YOUR

BILELIVER CALOMEL
WITHOUT
And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THEliquidliverbileshould
onto pour
the out
foodrw-oyoupounds
swallowof
every day. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your
food
doesn't
digest.
It
just
decays.
Gas
bloats up your stomach. You get constipated.
Your whole system is poisoned and you feel
sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takesto get
thosethese
goodtwoold pounds
Carter'sofLittle
Pills
bile Liver
flowing
freely
and
make
you
feel
"up
and up".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making
bile
freely.Stubbornly
Ask for Carter's
Little Liver
byflowname.
refuse anything
else.Pills
25c
at all drug stores. o 935. c. m co
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LET'S
to broadcasting.
The tional
opeiiini:
iii"('L:r<iin
vi the^\a^newliroadNaBreia(lea-t:ne
i/.Miipan>
cast Xovenilier 15th, V'l'y at 7:01) ii.ni.,
over a network ut t\\ ent\'-tive stations,
U'DAF Now
in Kansifarthest
west.
the redCityandheinghhiethe netwi.rks
offer over five times as many outlets with
one hundred and three stations in eighty two key cities of the United States and
Canada, and their western outpost, via
short wave, is Honolulu, Hawaii. Only
ten years ago there had not yet been a
coast-to-coast hookup. Xow two complete
transcontinental networks sound the familiar NBC chimes and announce: "This
is IftheyouNational
Conipa)iy."
tuned inBroadcasting
on that inaugural
broadcast, you heard the Xew York Symphony
Orchestra under the baton of Walter Damrosch, whose musical aiipreciation programs
are regularly heard in over 100,000 schools;
you heard the gi^lden baritone of Tito
Ruffo of the Metn ipi)litan Opera, Harold
Bauer, concert pianist, the Goldman Band,

LOOK
{Continued fromBACKWARD
['age 17)

Weber
and Ben
I'ields,
GeorgeB. Olsen
and and
his
Orchestra,
Bernie,
.-\. Rolfe
N'incent
Lopez.
You
heard
Mary
Garden
sing, wonder of wonders, from Chicago,
and inganother
"startlingfromnii\clt\"
was dresspickup \Vill Rogers
hi- theater
ing-ro m in Independence, Kansas ! You
prLibably mentioned how marvelous it was
tliat radio could jump about the country
that way, little thinking that in a few short
years you would be hearing the actual
voices of two daring Army men as they
dropped,phere untilplummet-lik:,
from to the
ihey were forced
throwstratostheir
radio overlioard, or that you would hear
the voice of William Beebe from the depths
of the ocean off Bermuda.
.\merica thrilled to that inaugural program. It was heard by an audience that,
in the space of six years, had grown from
a10,000,000
few scattered
radioTrue,
"bugs"
1920 asto
listeners.
as farin back
1909, there was an experimental broadcast.
Enrico Caruso, on the stage of the Metropolitan Opera House, alone save for a few

Lenox R. Lohr, President of the
Notional Broadcasting Company,
which now is celebrating its tenth
anniversary of "air-service."
stage hands and technicians, stepped up
to a primitive microphone in the form of
a paper cone, and poured his golden voice
into it, while a young scientist named Lee
DeForest, in a laboratory on the Harlem
River, hurled it into space with a sparkgap transmitter. Two hundred wireless
operators on ships at sea reported hearing
parts of it. But it was 1920 before anything approaching regular broadcasting
began.
If you were one of the early radio fans,
you fiddled with a catwhisker on a crystal,
earphones on your head, and heard the
electiontion sentreturns
the Harding-Cox
elecout byof KDKA
in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, the first broadcast station
operated by the Westinghouse Company.
To you now, as a member of the studio
audience
NBC'searlyhugebroadcasts
auditorium
Radio City,in those
wouldat
have seemed queer. All broadcasting had
been single performers or phonograph
records.
the occasion
of KDKA's
first band On
broadcast,
a tent, outdoors,
was
used because none of the studio rooms
was large enuugh to liokl tlie band, to say
nothing of the tubas, trombones and other
instruments. Tr\ing a large room, the
acoustics made proper pickup impossible,
so a tent on the roof of the building was
used. This solved the problem temporarily, until one night, in the middle of a
program, a storm came up and blew the
tent away ! If a tent gave proper acoustics,
engineers reasoned, why not a sort of tent
indoors? .^nd from that came the idea
of draping the walls in burlap, then in
monk's
the soundresistant cloth,
wall until
materialeventually
was developed.
Perhaps you plugged in extra earphones
for your friends and family to hear the
Demjisey-Carpentier fight, broadcast from
Boyle's Thirty .-Xeres, in July of 1921, by
the
Radioin Corporation's
special
transmitter
set up
i loboken ; then,
a few
months
later,
heard
II'
J
Z
from
Newark,
New
Jersey, as the first station in the New
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York metropolitan area, with KVIV, Chiand" li'GY,
closely cago,after.
Radio,Schenectady,
quickly as following
it moved,
was the stepchild of the entertainment
arts
U'JZ's section
"studio"of ina
Xewarkin those
was a days.
partitioned-off
cloakroom, about ten feet square, with the
transmitter on the roof. Microphones were
"dishpans"
or "tomato
familiar old carbon
mike cans,"
had notfor yetthe been
developed. When some professional singer
with a big voice had been inveigled into a
broadcast, frantic phone conversations between the studio and the roof ensued, as
the transmitter operator wildly endeavored
til keep the volume of sound from blowing
the station ofT the air. There were no
glass-panelled control-rocms and usually
the singer wound up in one corner of the
tiny studio with the mike in the extreme
"Pposite corner. All sorts of inducements,
too. were offered to entice talent. The
artist's
the Hudson
paid and fare
a caron picked
him up Tubes
at the was
station, took him to the studio, with a dinner
usually preceding the broadcast to cement
good-will.
In 1922.
went onKkctric
the air buildfrom
studios
atopll'EAF
the Western
ing on West Street. X-,\\ Y..rk City, and
in September of that year the Queensboro Corporation became the first radio
sponsor.
You heard,of too,
'22, the
first
gridiron broadcast
the ingame
between
Princeton's "Team of Destiny" and
Chicago.
_ In 1923, irJZ moved to Aeolian Hall in
Xew York and, in June of that year, you
heard the first multiple-station hookup with
11-EAI-. Xew
York,
Schenectady;
KDKA,
Pittsburgh
and KYW,
Chicago.
You
heard
e.x-president
Wilson's
public address after leaving office,onlyon
Armisticeruary. Day.
over U'EAF
in Feb1924. English
listenersand,heard
the
first
short-wave
re-broadcast
from
America
over KDKA.
There was a friendly informality to
radio programs then; announcers were
jacks-of-all-trades who, often as not, would
announce a number and then dash to the
piano,number.
play the accompaniment and sing
the
Radio progressed in leaps and bounds

Billy Jones and Ernie Hare look back
over many years of broadcasting.
As
Happiness
Boys,"
were
one "The
of the
very first
radiotheyteams.

W^k W. rid
Looking forward, these two! The wedding party of Joan Blondell and
Dick Powell, aboard the liner Santa Paula. (Left to right) Regis Toonney,
best nnan, Joan, Dick and Ruth Pursley, bridesmaid.
until 1926. Development of high-powered
transmitters led to moving the transmitters
to suburbs and outl\ing sections, distant
from the interference of the metropolitan
centers. New stations were forming almost daily and the air became literally
cluttered with a chaos of overlapping
broadcasts. A gentlemen's agreement among
the larger stations was the only factor controlling wave-lengths and time-sharing on
the air, but some stations failed to behave
like gentlemen. On Fel.ruary 23rd, 192(),
President Coolidge signed the Dill-White
Radio Bill, creating the Federal Radio
Commission and by drastic regulation
ended
the bedlam caused by radio's too
rapid growth.
About this time a small group of men
— David SarnofT, General James G. Harbord, the late H. P. Davis, Owen D.
Young and Gerard Swope — were discussMig an unheard of idea, that of organizing radio to offer a better service, finer
programs, chains and other innovations.
That idea became the National Broadcasting Company, or.uani/ed on XoNeinher 1st,
l')26. Owen D. Youii- wa-. n; tli .^e early
(lays,
oracle;iiul.lic
a-- relali-n.
( liairniaiinetwork
of the
r.oard radio's
he handled
formation and ofi:ani/ation in general.
David Sarnott was the proi'liet, with his
scientific background and knowledge contributing to the detailed problems and
technical develoi)ment.
On November 15th, the new and first
regular network offered its inaugural program on the largest group of stations ever
assenihUd up to that time.
Radio was going places now I Each year
— each month, in fact — brought programs
of greater magnitude, new innovations, so
that innovation became commonplace and

listeners began to accept each startling development as the normal state of affairs.
Ifeverybody
you weredid —listening
in then
and coast'most
you heard
the —first
to-coast hookup, broadcasting the Xew
Year's Day football game at the Rose
Bowl ; you eavesdropped on the two-way
radiophone conversation between Adolph
Ochs. publisher of the Xexi' York Times
and Geoffrey Dawson, editor of the London Times;ofyouFaust
heardfrom
the coast-to-coast
broadcast
the Chicago
Civic Opera ; you thrilled to the broadcast
ofafterLindbergh's
in theIn United
Statesof
his epochalarrival
flight.
September
1927, the Columbia Broadcasting System
was organized, with JVABC as its key station ;in 1928, one hundred and seven stacarried Hoover's inofficial
of histions nomination;
1929,notification
the first
scheduled short-wave re-broadcast brought
you adon symphony
Lonand \(ui heardfromKingQueen's
GeorgeHall,
of England speak ni- i'\er his gold microphone.
The fir>t pack transmitter was developed
bytellA'BC
and you heard
jumper
his sensations
as hea parachute
plunged through
space ; your set caught the flash from
Little America, Antarctica, that Byrd had
flown over the Pole and a few months
later you
listened
in on two-way
conversations between
members
of that expedition
and their friends in Xew York. You
were entertained by Olga Albani, by
William
Firestone;
Welcome Daly,
Lewisthewith'Voicethe ofLandt
Trio andby
White; by Gladys Rice, Frank Parker,
Sigmund Spaeth, Erno R.ipee and John S.
Young. In June. 1930. plans were announced for a $250,(K)0,000 project to be
called Rockefeller Center and the first
round-the-world broadcast, flashed from
99
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Schenectady through Holland, Java, Australia and back to the point of origin in
less than one second.
Radio miracles became daily events . . .
Mussolini spoke from Rome; Pope Pius
XI addressed the world, Mahatma Gandhi
explained
.linosyears;
'n' Andy
had been onIndia's
the airplight;
for three
you
enjoyed the Tastycast Jesters, Soconyland, Rudy
and others
shows
took on\'allee
a greater
scope asandradio
the
era of the radio comedian began.
In 1932 you were among the millions
who
listenedto while
facilitiesforwere
mobilized
aid inradio's
the search
the
Lindbergh
baby's
kidnapers
and
you heard
the German election returns that
made
Hindenburg president, with one Adolph
Hitler runner-up . . .
Then the stratosphere balloon of Auguste Piccard . . . Governor Franklin D.
Roosevelt's acceptance
presidential
nomination,
and later ofhis thefireside
chats,
after an inaugural broadcast that was
heard
world-wide audience
of all bytimethe. largest
..
But it would take volumes to cover
radio's behistory
in the ofpastthetenworld.
years, Milton
for it
would
a history
J. Cross, who still conducts the oldest continuous program on the air — the White
Rabbit Bus children's program — which has

been
wee bitgoingsadlysince
: May, 1924, reminisces a
"We really worked back in those early
days,"
says.with"When
Jf7Z right
was onin
Aeolian heHall,
windows
Forty-second Street, there were many times
when fire engines went screaming by and
we solved the problem very simply by
just throwing a switch and cutting the
station of? the air for a few moments !"
Imagine doing that now ! Imagine any
street noises penetrating the sound-proofed,
air-conditioned studios at Radio City!
"Now," Cross laments, "after fifteen
years
air, I've
to button-is
pushingon! theSome
nightsgraduated
an announcer
notIt onis athelotairdifferent
at all." from the days when
Cross, along with other announcers of his
time, ad-libbed announcements, worried
about filling in for talent that failed to
show up, played piano and sang. Perhaps
you remember his persuasive voice conducting the Slumber JJour program and
singing its lovely theme?
The anniversary program, this November 15th, will commemorate more than
ten years of existence for the National
Broadcasting Company; it covers a thrillpacked era, a dizzyingly rapid development
. . . truly, a Century of Progress in a
decade.
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SUCH

DESIRABLE

LIPS

Aflame w ith the witchery of a milhon hghts dancing- on tlicir
taunting, jungle redness . . . sweetly tender and lusciously soft in the
glow of their caress . . . and never do they betray, with tell-tale marks,
the caprices their enchanting color so readily provokes ... for Savage
is a truly '■^permanent'^ lipstick. It clings savagely ... for hours and hours !
TANGERINE ■ FLAME • NATURAL • BLUSH • JUNGLE
PERMANENT LIPSTICK BY

AT ALl
TEN CENT
STORES

PRIZE-WINNER
Girl . . Dog . . Cigarette — Lucky Strike, of course.
For "It's Toasted," a process which is private and exclusive with Lucky Strike Cigarettes, allows delicate throats
the full, abiding enjoyment of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco.
"Toasting" removes certain harsh irritants present in
even the finest tobaccos in their natural state. "Toasting"
is your throat protection against irritation— against
cough. So, for your throat's sake, smoke Luckies.

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED

TOBACCO -^IT% TOASTIlT
PniNTKI) IN THK T'.S.A.

GIFTS

FOR

CHRISTMAS
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She evades
TF ONLY this lovely her charm . , close-ups . . . Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy
lou 11 soon sense a new,
.She ignored the warning of "Pinic
± girl coma stand torBrush"firmness instimul
ever as you see her here— serene, beautisafe— see your dentist. The chances are that Tooth
healthy
the ates
gum gum
walls tissues.
themselves.
it does not mean a serious gum disorder
ful, goddess-like! But when she smiles—
when lovely lips part and reveal dull —but your dentist should make the decision.
Ipana Tooth Paste and massage is approved bymany modern dentists, taught
teeth and dingy gums— how quickly and Usually, however, it only means gums
tragically the spell oj beauty is broken.
that have grown tender and flabby under by many modern teachers in classrooms
our modern soft food menus— gums that all over the country. Don't take chances.
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
need more exercise, more stimulation —
you seebrush,
that even
"tingebefore
of pink"
own tooth
you
It may not seem dangerous — that first and as so many dentists will often advise onEvenyourbefore
—gums
that
need
the
help
of
Ipana
and
have this first warning of danger— schedwarning
"tinge
of
pink"
on
your
tooth
massage.
brush. It may seem trivial, unimportant.
ule yourself for this modern dental health
But your dentist will tell you it can be
For Ipana, with massage, is designed
with Ipana and massage. Don't
and has been the prologue to many a to help benefit your gums as well as clean routine
risk being a "dental cripple." Change to
dental tragedy. Remember— "pink tooth your teetli. Rub a little extra Ipana onto Ipana and massage, and help keep your
your gums every time you brush your smile lovely, bright, sparkling— a/frf safer.
brush" issignal.
a distress
signal,you and
distress
But wiien
see it,onlyplaya teeth. Lazy gums awaken. Circulation
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26 STORIES.
FEATURES
AND DEPARTMENTS
STORIES
THE TRUE STORY OF JOAN AND DICK
(How did Miss Biondeii and Mr Powell know it was iove?)^\\zahe]:h Benneche Petersen 20
. . . AND THEY CALL HOLLYWOOD CRAZY!
(Film star Bob Montgomery cracks down on radio)
Jock Hanley 22
YOU DON'T KNOW FRED LIKE I DO
(Mr. Allen's wife and stooge, Portland Hoefa. heckles hubby) MfS. Fred Allen 24
INDISCRETION, AS YOU LIKE IT—
(Life and love, then and now, in the eyes of Ethel Barrymore) Noncy BorrOWS 28
LADIES' MANI
(When will romantic Harry Richman settle down to one woman?)
Tom Meany 30
KEEPING KISSES ON THE DAILY DIET
(Bette Davis- marriage menu really works)
GlodyS Holl 32
SEX SPECIALIST
(The Voice of Experience, mender of lives, tells all)
Mildred Mostln 36
LONG DISTANCE LOVE
(According to Benay Venuta, wedded life is commutable)
Gene Harvey 38
ROBERT TAYLOR, BEWARE!
YOU MUST HAVE
(7s heart-breaker Don Ameche threatening Mr. T's popularity?) Miriam RogerS 40
NO PITFALLS FOR BETTY
A SOFT, ALLURING SKIN
(Little Miss Winkler waits for love to bowl her over)
Leslie Eaton 42
MY FAVORITE AGE!
...FREE FROM PIMPLES
(The Misses Dragonette, Jepson, Smith and Hayes choose theirs). . . Harriet Menken 44
LIFE WAS TOO EASY
JMOOTH. satiny shoulders— lovely (How James Hall pulled a fast one on tricky Fate)
Ruth Geri 47
skin
"all
over"—
a
radiantly
clear,
YOU MUST GIVE UP SOMETHING
youthful
complexion
modern style
demands— men
them. admire them and (Did
Vivian Delia Chiesa sacrifice love for a career?)
Miriom RogerS 48
be truly onlovely,
you body.
must ridAndyourthousands
skin of
uglyTo pimples
face and
"MAMA,
THAT
MAN'S
HERE
AGAIN!"
are doing it. with complete success.
{Comedian Ken Murray wonders if women like funny men)
Jack Hanley 50
The real cause of disorders resulting in ugly
pimples
may
be
nothing
in
the
world
except
a
SPECIAL
FEATURES
AND
DEPARTMENTS
lack of the yeast vitamins B and G. When
these elements are not present in the human Dress to Your Heigiit
Distinguished Service Award
19
6
diet in sufficient quantities, the intestinal tract
becomes weak and sluggish. Its function is Keep Young and Beautiful 8
In the Radio Spotlight
26
badly impaired. Constipation is likely to ensue Board
Between Broadcasts
34
of Review
10
and this, in turn, often shows up in pimply skin.
Plainsman Paul
43
Countless men and women have found that Kate Smitfi's Own Cooking Scfiool.. 12
in such cases. Yeast Foam Talilets work won- Radio Ramblings
Stars and Starlets
46
.. 14
This inpureabiiiirl.-ml
flr\- >i;isl(juaiitities
^uI)plics and
\'itaniins
Nothing
But
the
Truth?
52
Btendsandders.
G
Ihu^;
What
Tliey
Listen
to—
and
Why.
.
.
.
16
to restore tin inti stmal tract to normal
—in
those
instai,
;.
of
\
ilamin
deficiency.
With
Cover
by
EARL
CHRISTY
the intestinal
l atjaintlisajipear.
in healthy function, Radio Sta
pimples
should Irru(luickh
Start now. Try Yeast Foam Tablets and 149
Pres. .Miiilis
: II.
give them the chance to give you the same
welcome
relief
they
have
brought
to
so
many
others.
A sk your druggist for Yeast Foam
Tablets substitutes.
today — and refuse
Mail Coupon
for Trial SampI
.NORTHWESTERN
.\. Ashland Av.. YEAST
ChicaRo. CO.III.
Please
send
FREE
TRIAL
sample
of Yeasl
FoamTableU. (Only 1 sample per family.)
MM i n
Address
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Alice Frost wears an evening wrap of gray transparent velvet, the collar
convertible into a hood.

B Y
ELIZABETH

ELLIS

HEIGHT seems to he the big bugaboo and fashion stuml)ling block
with so many of \on girls. You
short ones yearn to find some magic
garment that will make you look
clramatically tall, while you taller
girls hope to sha\e off several inches
by some artfrd dodge of costuming.
Of cour^e,
the certain
answer tricks
is, ycnito can't.
But
there pre
your
dres.->ing that will make you feel more
at ease, whether you are tall or short.
Since you tall gals have been begging me to help you f)ut of late, I
hiked up to CBS to talk with two of
their htars who frankly admit to being tall and who have a reputation

For dinners, Kay Thompson
takes off the tunic-length
jacket of her black velvet and sequins costunne.
for looking e.\treniel\- smart at all
times. If what the\ ha\>' lo say isn't
reas.suring
to youthatandyoudoesn't
makeI
you feel proud
are tall.
shall consider mv idea a complete
dud !
Alice Frost was my fir^t inrs.
Alice, whom you hear .Mondays
through Thursdays on the k'iiiso hour
in the serial /)'/'(/ Sislcr, and also on
the Chesterfield re-broadcasl. is definitely tall. As her husband describes
her. she's the tall, willowy blonde
ty])e and he likes to have her dress up
to that personality.
In exact
measurements she is five feet,
eiglu ruches
tall. Her beautiful natural blonde

Has6 your height complicated

A starn: ;,^..vn for special occasions, chosen by Alice Frost,
is this of fuchsia-red taffeta
over a bright green petticoat.
hair is long and she wears it in a
braid about her head.
Remember my writing to yoti tall
girls and begging you not to try to
look shorter.' \\m know, none of
that stoop-sliouldered. slouch btisito enjoy
ness? Well. Alicesmart
l-'rost'sis first
precept
h)r lo lon't, al)o\e all things,
\our
height
tli'e
!
trv 1
k shorter, rather revel in
and dignity a few added
incite
e
That's
she
does and she you.
says that
therewhat
is only
one time that her height actually has
been a liandicap — and that is when
she tries out for stage roles. She
has lost several engagements this

your clothes problem?

You'll find

RADIO STARS
"COID WEATHER
chaps my skin. Watery lotions don't
smooth
it, either!" .
Hinds isn't
Every
creamywatery
drop
does chapped skin
good. It's a vitamin
lotion,tainstooVitamin— conD!

OUTDOOR WORK can ruin your
looks! The cold bites into your
skin, chaps it red, almost raw.
But Hinds puts softness back
again.
Its creamy
lubricants
soak
into the
roughness.
Chapped
skin softens up faster.

Alice Frost likes this black
velvet dinner gown with its
high neckline encircled with
shining white silk flowers.
way. because the leading men were
shorter than she. Recently she lost
out on a Broadway play because she
was taller than the star who was to
play her mother in the story. In
radio she doesn't have to worry about
height at all, in fact, it is an advantage to be tall.
I asked her about the new highcrowned hats because they are such
a giddy topic of conversation these
days. She said :
usually
tailored
hats"I with
brims wear
becauserather
I think
they
suit my type best. Now and then I
do buy a more formal st\le of hat
but never one with a really peaked
crown. Those very high crowns
make a tall girl look ridiculous. However, Ido have some height to my
crowns because it suits my type of
face better and gives me head room
for my braids. I must confess that
I do have a little trouble finding
hats to fit (Continued on page 66)
valuable

hints here

ROUGH

The first
FREE One-Piece
DISPENSER

H
IN
D
S
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM

At last! The new perfect one— free
onpiecethe lotion
Hinds dispenser
SOc-size bottle.
Ready to use. Nothing to
take apart or put together.
Works instantly. Turn bottle
upside Hinds
down —quicker-acting
press — out
comes
lotion!
Every
drop
creamy —in■
not watery. Hinds comes
$1, 50c, 25c, and 10c sizes.
DAILY RADIO TREAT: Ted Malone
. . .inviting you to help yourself to
Happiness and to Beauty. Monday
tothe Friday,
pm E. Network.
S. T. over
WABC-12:15
Columbia
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KEEP

YOUNG

AND
Bernice Claire
of
was "Melodiana"
awarded the
title
"Miss
Perfumeof Personality of 1937."

IXTRODUCIXG Miss Perfume Personality of 1937
— Miss Bernice Claire ! At the recent conference of
Perfume and Cosmetic Buyers in New York City,
the Melodiana songl)ird not only was awarded, by
unanimous choice, the title of ^liss Perfume Persoiialitx of ]'->37 . I)ut she also was awarded a beautiful
>il\ cr cu]), witli her unicjue title engraved on it. Petite,
slender, with soft blonde curls, eyes as blue as larkspur and an entrancing smile, she is a very believable
picture of Miss Perfume Personality, too. Somehow
the title seems as a])i)r(>i)riate t(j her blonde loveliness
as Miss
do herPerfume
programPersoiudity
titles, Melodiana
of 1937 and
has li'altc
come aTime.
long,
long wav since she left her home in Oakland, Calirnia, in 1929,
with ina her
definite
bm-ning
fiercely fobut
steadily
heart five-year
to become])lana national
figure in the entertainment world. Wow well she succe ded in her five-year plan, her achievements will
testify. She has been starred in five motion ])ictures.
including
the and
t(j]j-hit,
No, Nanette,
has won
both
c(jncert
radio\'o.success.
From and
an unknown
to a favorite songster of the air is quite a long leap to
make, even on a fi\e-year ])lan.
Miss Claire often i> called, teasingly, the five-yearplan-girl. And when 1 \\a> jiresent at the silver cu])
award, I was reminded of my intenticjn of several
months previous to interview the five-year-plan girl
on a five-week plan for beauty.
About this time of the year, we are esjiecially prone
to go into conferences with ourselves and decide on a
lot of good beauty resolutions. Oh, yes. we are going
to do something about ourselves ; but too often our
resolutions, like perfume, are hard to hold and they
A five-week
8

BEAUTIFUL
Bernice
exannines
the silver
cup
which has her
name and the
unique title
engraved on it.

fade away into an aura of forgotten, but dimly remembered, good intentions. It is one thing to make good
resolutions and quite another thing to keep them, so we
need a plan to bolster up our will power.
Naturally, before going into a discussion of a plan for
beauty, it was only fitting that we should ask the new
Perfume Queen something about her ideas on perfume.
And Miss Claire had an interesting and intriguing angle
to
give us What
on thisperfume
glamorous
businessyouofbest?
selecting
perfume.
expresses
Well,one's
according to Miss Claire, the perfume that expresses you
best is the one you like best — the one that you feel does
the most for you. Don't worry so much about your perfumegestionfitting
is Miss Claire's
sugthat ifyour
you personality.
are shy and Itunsophisticated,
perhajjs
the very thing you need is an exciting, thrilling perfume
thru will make other peojile sit up and take notice. Or if
you're sleek and sophisticated, the very tiling you need,
prol)ably, is a suggestion of m /e femininity and gentleness in your perfume.
fact.given
Miss inClaire's
suggestions
practically
to Inthose
the little
perfume arebooklet
I havetwins
for
you this month. Winning IVays 7vith Perfume. The booklet is a com])lete guide to the art of perfumery. It tells
you the secret of how perfume may be most latently
ai)])lied ; it describes how you can give yourself a perfumed shampoo and it gives lots of other timely perfume
hints for this fragrant season.
Tncidentall)-, it might be amusing to mention in passing
that Miss Claire is a good friend of Dick Merrill — the
famous aviator with the round-trip-ocean-flight record —
and Mi.ss Claire helps him to choose perfume — for him.self! No one can accuse Merrill of being a "sissy" cer-

plan for beauty and how to select perfume suited
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BY

MARY

B I D D L E

I'm most

certainly

grateful

SAYS THIS CHARMING WISCONSIN BRIDE

tainly, so you can tell that to
your husband. As a matter of
fact, Merrill likes to use it to
make the gas fumes from his
plane more bearable, which is
surel}good hereason
for fresh,
using
it. Of one
course,
chooses
crisp masculine-appealing odors.
All
"which itiscomes
a pointtotochoosing
bear in
mindof when
the gift for the man who has his
fill of gadgets and hates ties that
women pick out for him. For
example, there is a special Christmas gift set for men that comes
with a smart new wood shaving
bowl, a delightfully crisp, refreshing after- shaving lotion
(also grand for body rubs), and
a generous can of talcum in the
same tangy odor ... all for the
man who is both masculine and
discriminating in his tastes.
But not to let the men interfere with our beauty plans . . .
let's get down to the business of
mapping out a five-week plan of
beauty
you. a We
get
very far for
witliout
plan. can't
Men are
right when they say that women
need more svstem in their lives.
However. Miss Claire suggests
{Continued on page 64)

^'^HE bride carried orchids,
H-fiite velvet with old lace" —
a charming picture, but then what
a lovely bride! For ^hs. Edward
Clark, Junior, has joyous blue eyes,
hair like blond satin, a complexion
that s as fresh, as fair, as spring
itself! And she keeps it so (just as
you should yours) by daily care
with deep-cleansing Camay.
Its exhilarating! — the mere
touch grant
of lather!
Camay's
deliciously
fraAnd how
clear, how

.^atin-.--niooth it makes your skin,
even in coldest skin-trving weather.
Camay's so soothing for Camay's
so mild — p rovab Iy milder than all
other beauty soaps, by actual tests
on womcn s skins.
Begin Camay care of your skin
today. The price is vcrv low!
Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.
o

CAMAY

to your personality
9
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EST
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NBC
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EST
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JACK
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PST
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5. CBS
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P.M. EST.
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83.0
CBS Fri.SON, S:.30
P.M. EST
8. GENERAL
MOTORS CONCERT— ERNO 82.5
RAPEE
NBC Sun. 10:00 P.M. EST
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NBC Thur.
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P..\L EST
10. LUX
RADIO0:1,(1
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P.M.PEERCE
EST
11. CBS
RUBINOFF.
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80.8
CBS
Sun.
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EST
12. MEREDITH
WILLSON
ORCHESTRA
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NBC
Sal.
8:30
P.M.
EST,
Mon.
9:30
P.M.
13. EST
THE
RCA
77.6
NBC MAGIC
Sun. 2:00KEYP.M.OF EST
14. DRAGONETTE
CITIES SERVICE CONCERT— JESSICA 77.3
NBC BERNIE
Fri. 8:00 ANDP.M. ALLEST THE LADS 76.6
15. BEN
NBC Tue^. 9:00 I'.M. EST VOORHEES
16. STOOPNAGLEANDBUDD—
ORCHESTRA
76.1
NBC Sun.
I'.M. HAL
l-:.ST KEMP'S OR17. PHIL
BAKER5:30WITH
CHESTRA 76.0
Sun. 7:30HEATTER
P. .VI. EST
18. CBS
GABRIEL
75.9
.UBS .M-T-W-T 9:00 P.M. EST
19. BOB
KRAFTBURNS
MUSIC HALL— BING CROSBY, 75.6
NBC Thur.
10:00 P.M. EST
20. YOUR
HIT
PARADE
75.4
NBC Wed.
P.M.
EST 10:00 P.M. EST; CBS Sat. 10:00
21. GOODMAN
CAMEL CARAVAN—
RUPERT
HUGHES,
9:30BAND
P.M.ANDEST HIS ORCHES- 75.3
22. CBS
GUY Tues.
LOMBARDO
TRA 74.8
CBS Sun. 5:30 P.M. EST

Chuck Gay
Dayton Daily News. Dayton. Ohio

23. THE VOICE
OF FIRESTONE—
MAR- 74.7
GARET
SPEAKS
NBC
Mon.
S:30
P.M.
EST.
8:30
P.M.
PST
24. THE
BAKERS BROADCAST—
ROBERT
RIPLEY,
73.8
NBC Sun. NELSON
7:30 P.M.ORCHESTRA
E.ST
25. STUDEBAKER
CHAMPIONS
— RICH- 73.6
ARD
HIMBER
NBC Mon. 9:30ALBUM
P.M. EST,OF0:30FAMILIAR
P.M. PST
26. AMERICAN
MUSIC
73.2
NBC
Sun.
9:30
P.M.
EST
27. CBS
BURNSWed.AND8:30 ALLEN
P.M. EST. 8:30 P.M. P.ST 73.1
28. AMOS
"N" ANDY
P.ST
NBC M-T-W-T-FJ:00
P.M. /C.Sr. 8:00 P.M. 73.0
29. EASY
ACES
72.9
NBC SINGING
T-W-T 7:00LADY
P.M. EST
30. THE
72.8
NBC
M-T-W-T-F
5:30
P.M.
EST
31. SATURDAY
NIGHT
PARTY—
WALTER
O'KEEFE
72.4
NBC Sat. 8:00 P.M. EST
32. CBS
VICK'SSun.OPEN
HOUSE—
NELSON EDDY. 72.3
8:00
P.M.
EST
33. IRVIN COBB PADUCAH PLANTA- TION 72.1
NBC Sat. 10:30HOLMES
P.M. EST
34. SHERLOCK
72.0
NBC Thur. 11:15 P.M. E.ST
35. WE,
THE
PEOPLE—
PHILLIPS LORD .71.8
NBC
Sun.
5:00
P.M.
E.ST
36. RADIO CITY SYMPHONY ORCHES- TRA 71.4
NBC Sun. 12:.W P.M. EST
37. ONE
NBC MAN'S
Wed. 8:00FAMILY
P.M. EST, Stin. 9:30 P.M. 71.3
PST
38. LOWELL
THOMAS
71.0
NBC M-T-W-T-F 6:45 . ,
P.M. EST
39. HELEN
IN "BAMBI"
70.8
NBC Mon.HAYES
8:00 P.M.
EST
40. CBS
SPORTCAST—
TEDP.M.HUSING
70.6
T-T-S
7:15
EST
41. EDDIESun.CANTOR
8:30 P.M.
EST, 8:00THEP.M.MAXP.ST 70.5
42. CBS
LANNY WELLROSS
PRESENTS
HOUSE
SHOW
BOAT
NBC Thur.CARTER
0:00 P.M. EST. 9:15 P.M. PST 70.4
43. CBS
BOAKE
M-T-W-T-F SYMPHONY
7:45 P.M. E.STORCHES- 70.3
44. PITTSBURGH
TRA 70.2
Sun. C.2:00HILL
P.M. EST
45. CBS
EDWIN
70.0
NBC
Sun.
10:00
P.M.
EST;
Mon..
Thur.
7:. 10 P.M. EST

EXPLAINING THE RATINGS
The Board of Review bases its percentages on
the assumption
tliatbasicall parts:
radio programs
areartists,divided Into four
material,
presentation
and announcements,
each consisting
ofThese-lo^cratings
and malting
the
perfect
program
of
areanda consensus
of opinionsagreeof100%.
of Reviewopinion
doof notRadionecessarily
withour
theBoard
editorial
Programs outstanding as to artistsStarsand Magazine.
material,
often suffar
from poor
presentationThere
or exaggeratedchanges
commercial
announcements.
have
been
many
in
programs
for
the
months.rent majorThe programs
Board reviewed
as many could
of thewinter
curas
it
possibly
before
this issue went to press.
46. ALEMITE
HALF HOUR — HEIDT'S 69.6
BRIGADIERS
Mon. 8:00 PRESENTS
P.M. EST, 9:00
P.ST
47. r/3.S
WOODBURY
PAULP.M.WHITEMAN'S
MUSICAL
VARIETIES
NBC Sun. 9:15 P.M. EST. 8:30 P.M. P.ST 69.0
48. SHELL
CHATEAU — SMITH BALLEW, 68.7
YOUNG
NBC Sat. ORCHESTRA
9:30 P.M.
EST
49. CBS
HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
68.6
Fri. 9:00 P.M.
EST
50. REVUE
DE
PAREE—
FANNIE BRICE 68.2
NBC
Wed.
8:00
P.M.
E.ST
51. CBS
A & Thur.
P BAND8:00WAGON—
P.M. ESTKATE SMITH 67.9
52. LEO
REISMAN'S
ORCHESTRA
67.6
NBC
Tues.
8:00
P.M.
EST
53. U.NBCS. Mon.
ARMY6:00BAND
67.5
P.M.
EST
54. CBS
HEINZM-W-FMAGAZINE
OFEST. THE12:00 AIR.
. . .67.4
11:00.
A.M.
Noon
PST
55. NASH-LAFAYETTE
FLOYD GIBBONS, SPEED
LOPEZ SHOW
ORCHES-— TRA 67.3
C7>.S
Sal.
<):(I0
P.M.
E.ST
56. LUM
AND ABNER
PST
NBC .M-T-W-T-F
7:30 P.M. EST, 8:15 P.M. 67.0
57. FIRESIDE RECITALS — WILLIE MOR- RIS 6 .7
NBC Sun.LAKE7:30 P.M.
58. CHOIR
SALT
CITYEST TABERNACLE 66.6
AND
ORGAN
CBS
Sun.
12:30
P.M.
EST
59. CONTENTED
PROGRAM
66.5
NBC
Mon.
10:00
P.M.
E.ST
60. MELODIANA
—
ABE
LYMAN
66.4
NBC Mon.THEN
8:30 P.M. NOW
E.ST
61. CBS
SEARS—
66.1
Thur. 10:00 AND
P.M. EST
62. CBS
MAJORSun. BOWES"
11:30 A.M.CAPITOL
EST FAMILY. .66.0
63. GREEN
PACKARD ORCHESTRA
HOUR— FRED ASTAIRE, 65.9
NBC Tues. 0:.W P.M. EST
64. NICE
WALTZCLAIRE,
TIME— FRANK ORCHESTRA.
MUNN, BERNBC Fri. 9:00 P.M.LYMAN
EST HALL .65.8
65. CBS
HAMMERSTEIN
MUSIC
65.2
Tues. 8:00 P.M. EST
66. CBS
WAYNEMon. KING'S
ORCHESTRA
65.1
P.M. EST 10:00 P.M. EST; NBC T-W 8:30
67. GILLETTE'S
COMMUNITY
SINGMILTON
BERLE,P.M.JONES
Sun. 10:00
EST & HARE . . . .65.0
68. CBS
CAVALCADE
AMERICA
64.8
CBS
Wed. 8:00OF P.M.
EST

RADIO STARS
69. CPS
GANG BUSTERS
64.7
Esr
70. LOG 11,,/.
CABINlO.OODUDEP.M. RANCH
63.8
SHQ
Tu,-<:.
S:(>0
P.M.
E.ST
71. WEEMS
PORTRAITS OF HARMONY — TED 63.7
.\7>"C McGEE
v !0:M) AND
P.M. MOLLY
li.ST
72. FIBBER
63.
.XBC Mon. .>/:0i) P.M. EST
73. HOUR
HORN AND HARDART'S CHILDREN'S 63.0
Suti.NIGHTER—
10:.W .1,.A/. EST AMECHE. . 62.8
74. (PS
FIRST
SBC LAWNHURST
F>i. 10:00 P.M.DON
75. VEE
ANDEST THE CHAR- IOTE RS 62.7
CBS Thur. 7.M P.M. E.ST
76. CBS
JOE Sun.
PENNER—
6:00 P.M.GRIER
EST ORCHESTRA 6
77. PEPPER
YOUNG'S3:00FAMILY
62.5
NBC
M-T-\V-T-F
P.M. E.ST
78. CAPT.
TIM HEALY
62.4
NBC
M-T-W-T-F
0:-l5
A.M.
EST
79. CLEM
McCarthy—
.62.3
NBC -T-T-S
P.M.SPORT
E.ST SHOTS
80. TALLEY
RY
KRISP11:05 PRESENTS
MARION 62.2
NBC POP
Sun. 5:00 P.M. EST
81. VOX
62.1
NBC CARBORUNDUM
Tues. 9:00 P.M. EST
82. CBS
THE
Sal. 7:.10 P.M. EST BAND 62.1
83. TODAY'S
CHILDREN
62.0
NBC M-T-W-T-F
10:45 A.M. EST
84. NATIONAL
62.0
NBC Sal.MARLIN
e:00BARN
P.M. DANCE
E.ST, 8:00 P.M. PST 61.9
85. MARY
NBC M-T-U'-T-F MERRY-GO-ROUND
12:15 P.M. EST
86. MANHATTAN
61.6
NBC Sun.BARRYMORE
9:00 P.M. EST
87. ETHEL
61.2
NBC Wed. S:.WCHEF
P.M. E.ST
88. MYSTERY
NBC Tues. Sat. 11:30
A.M.THEE.ST NEWS 61.1
89. CBS
KALTENBORN
EDITSEST
61.0
Sun.
10:45
P.M.
90. CBS
ROMANCE
OF 12:30
HELENP.M.: TRENT
60.8
M-T-W-T-F
EST
91. TWIN
STARS — ROSEMARIE BRAN- 60.7
CATO
NBC Fri. 9:.W P.M. EST
92. GRAND
HOTEL—
60.5
NBC Sun.RICH
3:30 P.M. ANNE
EST SEYMOUR . . 60.2
93. IRENE
NBC
Fri
8:00
P.M.
E.ST
94. VIVIAN
CHIESA
60.1
NBC Tues.DELLA
7:45
P.M.
E.ST
95. CROSLEY
FOLLIES
60.0
MBS Mon. 11:30
P.M. EST
96. CBS
COMEWed.ON, 9:30LET'SP.M.SING
59.2
EST
97. KALTENMEYER'S
. . 58.6
NBC Sat. WITH
5:30 P.M.KINDERGARTEN
EST
98. CBS
LAUGH
Tues. 8:30 P.M.KENEST. MURRAY
8:30 P.M. PST 58.5
99. TED
MALONE'S BETWEEN THE BOOK- 58.4
ENDS
M-T-W-T-F
P.M. EST— WALTER
100. CBSTHE
JERGENS 12:15
PROGRAM
WINCHELL
58.3
NBC
Sun.
9:00
P.M.
E.ST.
8:15 P.M. PST 58.2
101. GIRL
ALONE
NBC
M-T-W-T-F
12:00
Noon
EST
102. HUSBANDS
AND P.M.
WIVES
58.0
NBC Tues. 9:30
EST
103. UNCLE
EZRA'S
RADIO
STATION 57.9
NBC
M-W-F
7:15
P.M.
EST
104. GOOD
WILL8:00COURT
NBC Sun.WONDER
P.M.SHOW—
EST CHRISTIE 57.7
105. THE
ORCHESTRA
57.5
Sun.HARUM
9:00 P.M. EST
106. MBS
DAVID
57.4
NBC M-T-W-T-F
11:00 A.M. EST
107. HAROLD
"RED"P.M.GRANGE
57.3
NBC
Fri.
10:30
EST,
Sal.
7:00
P.M.
EST
108. CBS
QUALITY;TWINS—
T-T 11:15 A.M.EASTIAND
EST DUMKE57.2
109. CBS
MAJORThur.BOWES'
AMATEUR
HOUR 57.0
9:00
P.M.
EST
110. GREATER
MINSTRELS 56.7
NBC Mon. SINCLAIR
9:00 P.M. EST
(Continued on page 59)
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Ka+e mixes the hard sauce
which adds flavor to her
new steamed fruit pudding
for the Christmas table.

KATE
SMITH'S
OWN
delightful gifts to huy and foods
HELLO. EI-ERVBODV! This
is Kate Smith wisiiin^- you all a
to
are the things
I'll
he eat.
seeingThese
and enjoying
this year,
]\Ierry Christmas and resumint;for
my
family
is
coming
north
to
my rolerector forasRadio
Cooking
DiStarsSchool
Magazine
join me in New York for the
— my second "Command Ap])earHolidays. And
won't he
long
they —my,
anditold
Christmas
ance'' in that capacity. And say.
— willhefore
he here.
]h\[
.Santa
folks,
from
the
letters
I've
heen
getting, you seem to he almost as
won't he ahle to spring any surglad to see me here as I am hapjty
])rises])repared
on Kate; my
this Christmas
year, l-'or gift
I'm
to he here ! And with Christmas
all
Dinner to talk ahout this month,
list is made out, my Christmas
plans are decided upon and —
helieve me that's sonic happy !
which is ])rol)al)ly of more interest
I'm so full of the Holiday
to you Cooking .School followers
spirit, anyway,
I'm sim])ly
huhhling
over withthatenthusiasm
for
— my Christmas Dinner menu is
complete, down to the last
everything connected with this
raisin.
joyous
season.
I
just
can't
descrihe to you how much I look
^'ou ofknow,
ahead
time ])lanning
will save the
_\()Udinner
much
forward to .seeing the lighted
Christmas trees in the parks and
last-minute rushing around!
in the windows of homes and
to givt'
thatI think
menu, I'mtoo,going
straight
off.youso
apartments in the city and suhurhs
. . . the children crowding around
that you can get an idea of the
meal as a whole hefore we start
the toy displays of the hig de])artment stores . . . the sho])s,
talking ahout all the dishes indihoth large and small, filled with
viduallv. So here 'tis :
Presenting
12

Kate

in the second

COOKING
CHRISTMAS DINNER
Cream Roast
of Mushroom
Capon Soup
Clicstnut Stuffing
Apple Sauce
Pan Brozvncd Potatoes
Baked Squash Siring Beans
Secret Cider
Cranberry
Salad
Steamed Kiiuj
Yule Mold
Pudding,
Hard and Coffee
Southern Sauce
Marsliinallozv A'Ut Fudge Mints
N^uts
Fruit Raisins
Now, there you are ! And
doesn't it sound like the kind of
a meal long to he remembered? I
know just writing it down for
you brings back to me fond
memories of other Christmas dinners, with ( irandmother Hanby
proudl) presiding over a table
fairly groaning imder the burden
of just such a meal as this. So
do please give the menu more than
a casual glance before we discuss
each item together. Because, you

of her series of exclusive

^lay
tke

safe. . .take

doctors
about

judgment

laxatives

These rich spice
cakes are topped
with marshmallows
holding candles.

SCHOOL
see, I intend to give you cooking
directions for practically all the
dishes I've mentioned. Some of
the
I'll and
have theroom
to give
you recipes
right here
others
you
will find in the leaflet which this
magazine will send you free of
charge. I understand there will
always be a convenient coupon for
you toceivefillyouroutleaflet
and without
that you'lldelay
reand without having to send postage. (Editor's Note: Coupon apthe end toofputKate's
Whatpears atrecipes
in the article.)
leaflet ?
Well, I think the Cranberry Salad
Mold deserves that special attention and the Steamed Yule Pudding, with both Hard Sauce and
Southern Sauce thrown in to make
this dessert the best you ever
tasted. The Marshniallozv Nut
Fudge included on my menu — and
the Spicy Cup Cakes not mentioned here before — will also go
into the leaflet. With those recipes
(Continued on page 67)
cooking

articles

Youyou choose
your family indoctor
have confidence
him. because
He will
never take chances where your welfare is
concerned. Even with a little thing like a
laxative, doctors have a definite set of
standards which guide them in their
choice. They know the dangers of using
the wrong kind. Before they will give a
laxative their approval, it must meet their
requirements on these specific points:
WHAT DOCTORS DEMAND OF A LAXATIVE
It should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Itstime.
merit should be proven by the test of
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate, or upset digestion.
EX-LAX MEETS EVERY DEMAND
Now,
here's ona fact
Ex-Lax checks
each that's
of thesesignificant—
specifications. Not merely on two or three. But on
all
these
points
that
doctors
look
for in a
laxative.
No wonder so many physicians use
Ex-Lax in their own families. No wonder
millions of careful mothers give it to their
children with perfect confidence. For over
30 years the dependable, satisfying performance ofEx-Lax has created universal
When Nature forgets— remember
EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

trust. Today it is used by more people
than any other laxative in the world.
CONVINCE YOURSELF OF THE FACTS
Your first trial of Ex-Lax will be a new
and pleasant experience. For Ex-Lax is
mild tiveand
It is thoroughly
effec. Itd(»esgentle.
not over-act.
Does not disturb
the digestion. It allows your food to be
I>roperly assimilated. And these very qualities that make Ex-Lax so ideal for adults
are
doubly important in their relation to
children.
A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE
Everyone likes Ex-Lax— particularly the
youngsters. It tastes just like delicious
( luicoiate. If you have been taking nasty,
naii>-(ating
cathartics,
be grateful
fur
the ])Ieasant
flavor you'll
of Ex-Lax.
At all
drug to stores
in 10c and
sizes. If below.
you'd
like
try a sample,
mail 25c
the coupon
GUARD AGAINST COLDS !.. .Remember
these common-sense rules for ftghting
colds: get lots of sleep, eat sensibly,
dress warmly, keep out of drafts, keep
your feet dry, and keep regular —
with Ex-Lax, the Chocolated Laxative.
TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!
(I'aste tills on a penny postcard)
Fx.I.ax.
Inr.. Station.
P. O. BoxBrooklyn.
170
Tlme-s-Plaza
N. T. MM-17
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

RADIO STARS

RADIO

RAMRLINGS
Thirteen
-old
^eanna - year
Durbin
fa% warmly
wel;omed
on Eddie
Cantor's program.

PICTURESQUE and amusing stories about Bob Burns seem to pop
up endlessly. A New York radio
man, vacationino; at the old home in
Beaufort, S. C. found Bob a l)ig
favorite there and started telling the
folks about radio's newest comic star.
"I didn't get far," he relates.
"They
better thanstationed
I did.
Bob wasknewin him
the Marines,
down near there, and used to ])lay
with a Marine Band that came to
the hotel once a week for dances.
some,
but"Heevenplayed
then the
he trombone
was monkeying
around with that bazooka of his. flatting away on it while the band was
trying to play dance music. But his
main stunt was to get a couple of
friends sitting down in a corner and
then tell whopjjing big lies about his
relatives back in Arkansas.
"A couple of his old pals down
Your
14

news

hound

"Adventures
of Ace
on
the air with
JaneWilliams,"
Parsons,
Ace cerWilliams,
himself,
announEdwin Burke and Dick
Holt
in the very act of thrilling you.

there tell me he hasn't had a story
on
yet war
that days.
he didn't
tell
themthebackradioin the
Nobody
ever thought of him as a comedian.
He
didn't
himself.
natured
screwball
it wasJustfun atogoodhave
around."
U'Jicn Eddie Cantor started his
progra)ii for Texaco, they had lifesize CHt-oitts of Eddie made to stand
ill front
filling station.
Eddie sent ofoneevery
to every
radio editor,
too, ereating an acute disposal problem. One young man ZiTote he took
tiis home for a pistol target and the
very idea of shooting at C antor improved his marksmanship immensely.
Sheila Barrett called Fred Allen to
ask permission to do an impersonation of him and Fred drawled: "It's
all right with me, but you'd better
tracks down

ask Rudy Vallee. He has been doing
an imitation of me so long, I think
he's established rights to it by now.
I've been going to call him to ask if
he minded if I went on doing Fred
Allen myself."
Walter O'Keefe's new Saturday
night hour shows signs of developing
into one ofof idiocy.
radio's Ofmorecourse,
amusing
sessions
the
people he talks to in the studio
audience are almost all rehearsed and
salaried
stooges.
But that's replies
the onlyto
way
he could
get diverting
the silly questions. Most people become tongue-tied when suddenly confronted with a microphone.
in the audience
were an old"Plants"
custom
in vaudeville, so I don't suppose
there's any reason why radio can't
pickWalter
up the (Continued
tradition. on page 62)

the latest gossipy

tidbits
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IT

THEY

LISTEN

"The
voice" his
of
Nelson glorious
Eddy thrills
fans of screen and radio.
Edith Bauder, Teaneck, N. J.
(Student.)
"Because
presents
types of music
from he
serious
to su all
lime, I like Fred Waring and his
PoDisyliviiiaits. And I especially
enjoy the sinking of Rosemary and
Priscilla
Lane!of true
Our family
Man's life
Family,
for depiction
with
humor and ]jathos. Jack Benny, for
good fun and dry humor. Nelson
Eddy, for his rendition of ballads,
operas and musical scores from his
various pictures."
Doris Baker, Eltnira, N. Y.
(Maid.)
"1 listenit to
The Good
Cdiirl, hccause
is better
than Will
any
other ]jrogram on the air. It is both
interesting and hel])ful. To Fred
Allen's
Toiiif/lit.
I like the'J'()7ci!
music,Hulljokes
and thebecause
amateurs. Ialso listen to The J'oicc of
Expci'ioicc, for the advice he gives
to his audience."
Mildred E. Riley, Little Rock, Ark.
(Typist.) "I tune in on the Cities
Service jjrograms for the incomparable Rei'clers Quartette and excellent
orchestra.
House,Eddy.
for
the glorious I'ick's
voice Open
of Nelson
Guy Lonibardo, because his is the
sweetest music this side of heaven;
in fact, the best on the air. The
American Album of familiar Music,
to hear the sujjerl) voice of Frank
Munn, RuI)inoff and his magic violin,
the lovely voice of Virginia Rea and
the grand orchestra. Wayne King
and Abe Lyman for their soothing
waltz music with no jazz and Jack
Which

Page Gilman, 18, ploys
Jack Barbour in popular
One Man's Family cast.
Benny for good, clean comedy and
entertainment." Leo Enger, Detroit, Mich. (Specialty FoodasMerchant.)
"March
Time ranks
an ace program
to me,of
because it brings world events in a
new and interesting manner. My
second choice is Snow Village

radio programs

Dry hunnor jokester Jack
Benny
is a Stars
favorite
with
our Radio
readers.
Sketches, which present fascinating
human interest stories of rural America when she was yet a young naMary Rosenthal, E. St. Louts, 111.
(Student.) "The two programs I like
best
are One Man's Family and LuxRadio
tion."Theatre. I enjoy the first be-

are your especial favorites and why?

RADIO STARS

TO-tND

WHY

Deanna Durbin, aged 13,
sings with Eddie Cantor
and is set for films.

Lovely and popular songbird, Rosemary Lane, of
Waring's "Pennsylvanians."

Meet
Hayes'
radio
husband,HelenJames
Meighan,
co-star of serial Bambi.

cause it is so much like our own
home Hfe and the second because it
is a pleasure to listen to plays, especially when the actors and actresses
are famous movie stars."
Mary Atwood, Lincoln, Neb.
(Teacher)
favorites
the
Ford Sunday"MyEvening
Hour,arew^hich
presents
sixty
minutes
of
first-class
music with no tiresome advertising;
Nelson Eddy, because he is a truly
fine artist, though I would prefer
not to hear the soprano on his program. Eddie Cantor, who always
manages cleverly to weave in some
good advice with his good humor and
fun. Lux Radio Theatre, because
it always has good talent."
H. G. Stiles, Indianapolis, Ind.
(Coal
Salesman.).Ibncr.
"I listen
to and
enjov Liiiii
because
the
parts are all so well taken and it is
clean, wholesome fun. Also enjoy
Bol) Burns on the Kraft Music Hall,
for his fine backwoods humor, and
the modern music of Paul Whiteman
and Horace Heidt."
Mrs. Mabelle Welsh, Waterloo,
Iowa.
because(Housewife.)
he has done so"Major
much Bowes,
for the
hidden talent. Dr. Dafoe, because
his is an instructive program for
young mothers. The Good Will
Court, since it is most instructive and
there is much for the average citizen
to learn from it."
Charlie Vinal, South Weymouth,

Mass.
"I listen else.
to dance
bands (Musician.)
more than anything
My
favorite commercials are the Benny
Goodman part of the Camel Caravan,
Kay Kyser's
Horace
program
and show,
the Gulf
hour.Heidt's
You
can see that these are all musical programs, with the possible exception
of the last mentioned."
Louis D. Hurd, Clayton, Dela.
(Grocer.)
listen toof theTime,
following
programs: "IMarch
The
Magic Key of RCA and Lowell
Thomas, because they are educational. For good musical programs
I prefer the U.S. Marine Band, Fred
Waring's
Pennsylvanians
The
American Album
of FamiliarandMusic.
For wit and
fun, Amos
A inly.
Carefree
Carnival,
Fibber';/'McGce
and Moll v. Pick and Pat and Vic and
Sadc fill "the ImII."
Lura B. Triplett, Mooreland, Okla.
(Teacher.)
Club give me"Cheerio
a good and
startBreakfast
for the
day. For my inner self, each of the
following
gives
me
what
I
need
: Bctzceen the Bookends, Farm and Home
Hour, One Man's Fa mil v. Wavne
Kin-'s and Meredith Wills. m's orchestras. ShowThelUnil.
Daucc Party.
MagicII'I.S
Key Farm
and
Malcolm Claire stories."
Verna M. Ewing, Cicero, 111. (Milliner.) "I like human interest ]irogranis and
such Traffic
as GoodCourt,
Will Court,
I 'ox
Pop
interesting
and educational dramas ; Helen Hayes

in
Onebecause
Man's they
Family
and
FirstBambi,
Nighter,
are well
written and excellently acted. For
interesting selections and good orchestral music I prefer the Edison
Symphony and for soothing rhythm,
Wayne King. My favorite singers
are Nelson Eddy, Frank ]\Iunn and
Tiny
Mrs.Ruffner."
A. G. Stannard, Kansas City,
Mo. (Housewife.) In the order of
my choice, I always listen to : Mary
Marlin,
Bob, Eddie
tor, BobBetty
Burns,andMajor
Bowes Canand
Phillips Lord's Gangbusters. Mary
Marlin is by far my favorite and
seems to he ecjually popular with all
my
neighbors.
reason
I like
all these Iispresume
because,thewith
the
exce])tion <if Ganc/I'ustcrs, they are
appealing to human sympathy."
Miss L. M. Berry, Chicago, 111.
(Student.)
"My choices
are :mvsterv
Bishop
and the Gargoyle,
a subtle
at last; Rudy Vallee. Shell Cliatcau.
Camel Carax'un and Fred Astaire for
A-1 variety; Fred Allen. Pick and
Pat. Stflopnagle ami Budd for really
clever comedy; Lux Radio Theatre,
Helen Ha\es, ll'idow's Sons, One
Man's Family. Radio Guild, Bachelor's Children, Irene Rich and First
Nighter, because they are all excellent dramas."
Letha
A. Behr, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
(Housewife.)
reports at 8:00 "iNlark
a.m. onHawley's
WOR tonews
get
the latest news first thing in the
morning; {Continued on page 59)

Address: Query Editor, Radio Stars, 149 Madison

Ave., New York.
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Just

a Funny

WF. sing, we sing, we sing ot
Lydia Pinkham," so go the
words of an old song known on every
college campus.
Old grads sing it at their class
reunions.
The young people sing it when
they gather around the piano at
home on their college vacations.
And mother, listening, puts her
book aside and joins in the chorus.
"How she saved, she saved, she
saved the human race — " remember
the words of the parody?
From laughing young lips that
have never known the twist ot pain
it comes with gay abandon. Just a
funny old school song everybody
knows.
But to silver haired mothers who
have
run lain
life'songauntlet,
who have
the rack toin women
childbirth,

Old

Song

Everybody

Knows

prietary compounded to aid women in
facing the three major ordeals of
their sex. It is to be found in every
reputable drug store.
We who carry on the work of Lydia
Pinkham do not offer this Vegetable
Compound as a panacea or a cure-all.
We do know it has been tested and
approved by women of three generations. We do know that a million
women have written to tell us it has
been helpful during the three most
difficult ordeals of their sex: adolescence, motherhood and "middle age."
More than a Million Letters
of Grateful Testimony

Lydia K. Pinkham's ^'egetable Compound has been advertised these
many years. But no advertisement
Not a Patent Medicine
we have ever printed could compare
the word-of-mouth advertising from
known the fiery ordeal of the "change" You may be surprised to know that Lydia with
one grateful woman to another.
— these words bring grateful memories.
In our files are more than one million
To them it is much more than just a E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
not a patent medicine.
letters from women in every walk of life
funny song.
On the contrary it is a standard pro- — letters on scented notepaper or on torn
wrapping paper — letters from women
Lydia E. Pinkham was a real ivoman
who have known pain and have written to us without solicitation to tell
three
generations
one
woman
has
told
The song is a parody. But Lydia K.
Pinkham was a very real person. In fact
ther liowinkh.ito go 's"smiling
through"
with
us how helpful
Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound.
hers is one of the best known names in
Vegetable
Compound
has Pinkham's
been to
helps Nature tone up the system, thus
the history of American women.
them.
essening
the
discomforts*
which
must
be
If you are in need of help we can
She began her work in the light of little
endured, especially during
honestly advise you to give it a fair
knowledge. Her laboratory was a kitchen.
The Three Ordeals of Woman
Her compounding vat an iron kettle on
trial.
We know what it has done for
/. Passing front girlhood inlo V) anhood.
a New England kitchen stove.
others.
But today her work is being carried on
2. Preparing for Motherhood.
under the banner of modern science.
We have every reason to believe it
J.^'junctional
A pproaching
will do the same for you. The Lydia E.
And now her product is made in a
disorders"Middle Age."
Pinkham
Medicine Company, Lynn,
great plant occupying six modern facMassachusetts, U. S. A.
tory buildings.

One woman

tells another how to go "Smiling Through" with
([S^,^^/^^>y»J^ Vegetable Compound

FOR

DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE

TO

RADIO

Wayne King

There is nothing more connfor+ing, more soul-satisfying and enjoyable to radio listeners than
the mellow strains of Wayne King's music. His smooth arrangements, his unerring
judgment of pleasing selections, his delightful sense of rhythm, his saxophone solos
and original compositions are among the qualities which have singled out Wayne
King from radio's maze of maestros and merited for him the place of honor and
distinction he so justly deserves.
No matter what your mood at the time of dialing, his music invariably
casts its spell and you enjoy a pleasurable half-hour of relaxation.
Wayne's is the music of love, of solace, of peace of mind, of
quietude. Lullabies for grownups.
When life seems to have overlooked you, when it has been
deliberately cruel, there always are pity and consolation for
your troubled heart in the soothing music of Wayne King.
To him and his Lady Esther Serenade program, RADIO
STARS magazine presents its award for Distinguished
Service to Radio.

-EDITOR.

THERE they were, a mile up towards the sky, in the
tower of one of New York's smartest hotels. They had
seen all the shows everybody was seeing, they had been
to all the night clu!)s excrybody was talking about. They
had been to all the smart shops that are always somehow
more enticing with the coming of the first, brisk autumn
days and they had endless credit at all of them. It was
their honeymoon and \'et neither of them looked particularly happy.
Joan Blondell looked almost defiant as she stood
against the wall in the slim black satin dress that made
,1 white camelia of her face and brought out the gold in
the topsy-turvy halo of her hair. Her blue eyes, the
color (){ the lupines that grow along the California
countryside, looked steadily at the opposite wall in
something that might have been resentment and something that might have been des])air.
And Dick Powell, laid low with a bad attack of
20

gripjie, watched her from the bed on which he was lying,
his eyes seeming all the more gentle for the storm that
felt
was gathering in hers. Somehow you knew that heaway
feeling, too, but had put them
the
fromthings
him inshehiswas
concern for her.
No doubt of Dick Powell's love for Joan when he
looked at her like that, almost as if you could hear him
.saying: "Don't let it bother you, kid. Don't ever let
anything
bother
again."
you had about the two of them.
feeling
the you
That was
That for all their talent, for all their years of trouping,
Really
they had grown up for the first time in their lives.
without warning, as people
grown up. Suddenly andthoroughly
disillusioned.
been
have
they
will when
They must have met disillusion before. After all. they
both had gone through an unsuccessful first marriage, thev
ashes in then- hands.
l)Oth had taken love and seen it turnliketothat
if they have to.
Um ix'0]5le can face a thing

Here's the story you've been aching to read-the
told story of the romance

of Joan Blondell and

never-beforeDick Powell

Joan and Dick were married
aboard the Grace Line steamer, S.S. Santa Paula. Captain
Nielsen, skipper of the ship,
helped cut the wedding cake.

And here is bridegroom Dick,
otherwise Richard E. Powell,
of the films and of "Hollywood
Hotel"to radio
Dick I
seems
find lifeprogram.
pretty good

Disillusion like that, composed in equal parts of sorrow
and knowledge, carries its own salve of dignity. When
that sort of trouble comes, human beings can creep into
their own little sanctuaries and look into their hearts
and come out the greater for it.
But there's another kind of disillusion that can warp
and change ait.whole
life, if a man
womanneither
isn't equal
combatting
A disillusion
that orknows
dignity,to
nor pride, nor honor, that is made up of ridicule and
unkind laughter.
Joan should
Blondellhaveandbeen
DickthePowell
to That's
know atthea kind
time that
happiestwerein
their lives.
They were so happy, these two, back in Hollywood.
This new love that had come to them was so different
from anything they had known before. It had grown
so slowly, spread its roots so sweetly into their hearts,
that they were scarcely conscious of the growing.

First they had worked together and seen each other as
only fellow workers can. Respect for each other had
come then, and admiration for all the things they saw and
liked
kindness.in each other, good sportmanship, graciousness,
Dick saw Joan go over to a little extra girl who had
been given a part for the first time. He saw her take that
girl into her dressing-room, giving up a luncheon appointment to do it, and go over her lines wnth her until the
girl gained enough confidence to go before the camera
and give a good account of herself.
Joan heard about the boy who had failed in a radio
audition because of .technical flaws in an untrained voice
and how Dick was paying for singing lessons for that
boy with the naturally fine voice, who might conceivably
be his own rival some day. Giving him more than that,
for Dick was coaching him himself, giving him all the
pointers most professionals (Continued on page
21
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CALL

"Radio," says Robert Montgomery,
"is, with few exceptions, bogging
itself in inexcusable nnediocrity."
But don't think that Bob doesn't
liketheradio.
beenscreen,
successful
on
air asHe's
on the
and
he hopes to do more radio work.

BY
^^^^^

J A

H A N L

Screen star Robert Montgomery
WHEN
squawks about
radio,counter
that's not
Sit aroundsomebody
in the drugstore
or lunch
nearnews.
any
broadcasting
station
and
the
complainers'
chorus
will
take radio apart and rebuild it to perfection quicker than
you can say "chocolate soda." You'll hear anguished
cries of "favoritism" and "stupidity" and "incompetency"
and
why so-and-so
she is.areAndlegitimate,
you'll also
find that,
while some gotof where
the squawks
the
majority usually come from the flops and the frustrated.
They've
in thebrings
theatrea for
and everyof
train frombeenthedoing
West itCoast
freshyears
assortment
razzes for Hollywood.
Hut when a performer who can demand, and get, four
figures for a single appearance, sounds off. that's anotlier
story.successful
Particularly
performer's
have been
and ifhethathappens
to be aappearances
singularly
well-balanced and intelligent person.
Robert Montgomery, as one of the big names in pictures and with a thorough background in the theatre, is
such a person. So, when I asked him the conventional
question about how he liked radio, I expected the usual
platitudes. He had been sitting with his long legs
stretched across the sofa, being quietly bored by an interbut he unwound with startling suddenness and
leaned view,forward.

HOLLYWOOD

CRAZY!

^

makes

one
a few

pertinent — and

impertinent — remarks

"I'll tell you what I think of radio," he said earnestly.
"I think that, with the exception of comparatively few
worthwhile programs, radio is liogging itself in inexcusable mediocrity. The avera<je i)r()i,nam, from the
sponsor through contact men, advertising agency men
and directors of ])rograms, doesn't have a single person
of Blinking
real professional
backgroundI murmured
!"
at the bombshell,
that those were
harsh words, pardner. But Bob Montgomery, for all of
his extremely likable amiability, has very definite conjecture. victions and they're usually based on more than idle consay Hollywood
and there
picture ispeople
nuts ! It's
my"They
personal
opinion that
more areunnecessary
waste of money and talent in radio than there ever was
in pictures — and you can quote me on that,
lot ofthings
thingsthat
havegobeen
saidHollywood.
and are lieing
aboutof
the"Anutty
on in
Andsaida lot
it is true," hebusiness
went on.
making
picturessome
is a ofhighly
specialized
and "But
without
defending
the
more flagrant exasi)erations, the fact remains that a lot
of the things that strangers condemn as idiotic are necessary to picture production. And that's the real distinction— regardless of mistakes and slips, most of the people
in pictures have a real knowledge of their jobs and a

^^ee^ o""*. \oyer.

about

radio

background
for their|)r()gram>^,
work. RutallI've
in radio,
there are, building
tix) found
many that,
per.sons
who
have the maginhcent eceeiitruities of genius without the
That sounds like someone very excited talking, but Bob
Montgomery
wasn't excited ; he was merely saying what
he thought,
!" which seems to be a habit of his.
genius
"What would you think," he grinned, "of a show with
ahave
$14.000.00-tale'nt
as a?bill,
scriptexclusive
ready asoflateair astime,
two that
hoursdidn't
beforesothemuch
broadcast
"That's only one example of the sort of thing I mean.
In the early days of radio they had trouble finding talent
willing to go on the air. just as the movies did. Then,
when radio grew into a large, respectable institution, they
turned up their noses at Broadway and Broadway talent.
What they ignored was the fact that radio needed shownianshij) — and yoti have to go to Broadway for that. Radio
did that, too, with the result that some of the most successful
that enlisted the aid of performers whoprograms
knew aretheirthosebusiness.
■'Hut radio still needs production men who understand
showmanship and entertainment. Being an advertising
23
man, or a successful manufacturer, doesn't qualify anyone to put on a show — and a {Continued on page 55) '
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Portland Hoffa. favorite stooge and
wife of comic Fred
Allen of "Town
Hall Tonight."
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Glorious Gladys
Sworthout, who
adorns both radio
and screen, now is
playing
with Fred
that
romantic
MacMurray, in the
new Paramount
picture, titled
ChampagneWaltz."

A Penner for
your thoughts!
Gay ones, too,
they will be,
when you are
listening to
Radio Clown
Joe Penner,
Sundays, CBS.

Thursdays at 8 E.S.T., Kate
Smith gets aboard "A & P
Bandwagon,"
with other
her
heroes,
heroines and
guests. Mr. and Mrs. Tony
(prizefighter) Canzoneri
were recent guests of Kate.

Each Sunday
you
hear
Miss may
Prancia
White's flawless voice —
on the "Viclc's
program
with
Open House"
Nelson
Eddy.

r

Maestro Xavier
Cugat, favorite
of movieritiescelebon the
Coast, lights a
cigarette for
dazzling, darkeyed
Doloresmovie
Del star,
Rio.

Join rne >^D5 t^iiiette A^ommunity
Sing" audiences and carol your
troubles away! Here's one group
of gay singers going on the air.

S)n

Tom Waring hits
a high one during one of the
weekly broadcasts
of brother Fred's
"Pennsylvanians".
WABC.
Tuesdays.

th

RADIO

Lovely Frances Stevens from
Kansas City has all it takes
for radio, movies, television.
Aa novel
pupil method
of Raggini,
she has'
of presenting
songs for radio audiences.
Fred Astaire is
on the set of
RKO-Radio Pictures, when not
working on his
"Packard Hour"
radio program.

Allen
popularin
"Wife Prescott,
Saver,"NBC's
believes
giving the Little Woman a
lift! It's NBC's Fashion
Editor, Betty Goodwin, here
being saved so dramatically!
Frances Longford,
bewitching blues
singer, popular
with radio and
movie audiences,
and Tony Martin,
another popular
radio singer.

more.

What

do you think?

"VEOVlAi," said Ethel Barrymore earnestly, "are just
the same today. 1 know them. I've toured this country
(jver and over. They haven't changed ..."
We had been speaking of Miss Barrymore's radio pro, in which,
under each
the auspices
The Famous
Actors'of
Guild, gramshe
jjresents
week a ofcondensed
versioti
one of the plays in which she starred in her early years
in the theatre. Dated, they would seem, I had fancied,
to younger radio listeners. Life, I suggested, today has
28

less of glamour, more of grim reality — as plays and
newspapers and even radio continually reiterate.
But Miss Barrymore did not agree with me.
"Cinderella's coach may have turned into a pumpkin
...Night clubs may have been substituted for the
glamorous gardens of my girlhood . . . But people are
still the same, still hungry for beauty, for romance, for
"And for scandal?" I offered.
security."

"What about the

tabloids, with their sensational headlines, telling the
world the whole sad story of hlighted beauty and wrecked
romance?"
We laughed. Miss Barrymore mused: "That's where
the difference lies — in the newspapers. It's the press
that's indiscreet — not the people.
"Indiscretion." she said with a touch
Barrymore
irony, it!"isn't so much what people do as ofwhat
about
is said
"People have the same emotions, the same desires, yes,
same standards, as they always have had. I'he
and the
only
difference
between people of the hoop-skirt era and
the streamlined 1937 model is that it's much easier to
smiled, "it's pracIn fact,"
get talked
about!
talked she
not to get
ticallyabout
impossible today.
and Sensation
pry — and isgossip
and"Today
tattle tothethenewspapers
whole widepeep
world.
their
breath of life and because of that they make a great
story out of something that otherwise would l.ave
amounted to nothing.
"We don't
act ,withsomebalanced
judgment
but.
because
of thealways
newspapers
little lapse
from— con-

ventional standards that, in the ordinary course of events,
would be ignored and soon forgotten — if not entirely unknown— becomes a screaming headline, a sordid scandal.
"People want to be discreet. Given the chance, everywould be.is the
It's indiscretion
the newspapers
mit i—tbodytheirs
! that refuse to per"And there's nothing more untrue than that saying:
'Wherea little
there'sfamesmoke,
there must
be fire.'
have
won
or fortune,
something
mustIfbeyouprinted
about you — and that you are happy, that you love your
home and your children, isn't news. It must be some•thing
sensational,
shocking.
be trueYou
—
not here.
In England
there Itaredoesn't
strict have
libel tolaws.
could walk down Piccadilly in your .nightgown — not
that
anyone would
laughed.
"And passes
there would
no comment
about !"it.she But
here, what
as newsbe
often implies something that has no relation to truth."
There's some justice in what she .says. If, for insweetie
him across
the
continent,stance,noJoe Goofus'.
one would
have had
been chased
intrigued.
But when
John
Barrymore
runs
from
his
"Ariel."
newspapers
and
their readers follow the chase. (Continued on page 71)
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When

will Harry

Richman

HARRY RICHMAN is one of those troubadors
whose name invariably is linked with that of some
current beauty. New flames replace old flames from
vear to year but the fire never dies. An occasional
reader of the Broadway gossip columns could be
pardoned for hazarding a guess that Richman has
had as many wives as Bluebeard, or maybe Solomon.
Every time you read a tattle tidbit, it carries the item
that Harry is arm-and-arming it with this beauty
or that cutie.
Some of the names have been famous, all have
been glamorous. Harry once was engaged to Clara
Bow, when the "It Girl" was at the height of her
popularity in 1930 and at another period was seen
so constantly with Lenore Ulric that rumor had
them married, which they never were. Currently,
he is seen around New York with Joyce Johnson,
justAsto akeepmatter
the records
straight.
of fact,
Richman was married
once, so long ago that few remember the marriage, or the name of the first and only Mrs. Richman. She was Yvonne Steghman and it happened in California, in 1918, right after the World
War. They parted amicably, but definitely,
shortly afterward, and Harry has been footloose
ever since.
Alavbe Harry isn't the marrying kind, you say?
Maybedom Harry
to give
up hisof freeand settlewouldn't
down like
as the
husband
one
woman, instead of the sweetheart of many? If
that's
you don't
know that
Mr. Richman, what(^r youif think,
you think,
perhaps,
there
aren't plenty of girls who are willing to become
Mrs. Richman, then you haven't seen Harry
at the present crest of his new wave of popu-

Richman is the center
of the biggest one-man
popularity wave New
York has recently had.

RADIO STARS
marry?

Does this popular star crave domesticity

or applause?

larity, singing in the Hollywood Restaurant on Broad- here at the restaurant in the afternoon. What kind of a
way, nightly besieged by hordes of women, young married life would that permit?
and old, slender and Imxom, beautiful and not-so-hot.
both people are in show business, it's bad enough,
clamoring for his autograph on their dinner menus. Init"Ifsuppose
the the
othermisunderstandings
party happens to are
be amultiple,
non-professional
for
It's seen
the biggest
one-man
popularity
wavethatXewa megaYork there is no? Then
has
since Rudy
Vallee
discovered
chance
of
sympathy
from
someone
outside the
phone could be utilized by some f)ne besides a college racket.
cheer leader.
"Xo, sir' Mv mind is definitely made up on the marRichman, himself, bis face a little creased with the
riage (iiitstion.
There'll be a Mrs. Richman, some day,
all ri.^dit,
Init t won't
years, has no illusions about marriage but a profound and
be before
I am out ofregulated
this business
rcadv to settle
down
to an ordinary,
home
re.spect for it. '"Certainly 1 intend to get married," he
declared
in answer
question.but"And
furthermore.
I will togeta married,
not
Richman
probably
is
one
of
the
most
BY TOM
misunderstood entertainers of the day.
until I'm out of the entertainment busiHe invariably becomes a storm center,
ness. Whetheran it's
the stage,hasthea tough
radio
or the screen,
entertainer
through no fault of his own. Take, for
M E A N Y
time making a marriage stick.
instance,
flight toIt marked
FAU-ope
111(1life."
liack his
withSeptember
Dick Merrill.
"I've shied awav troiii marriage while
the first time in aeronautics any heavierI've been workiii>^ ,is an entertainer, because so few marriages 'take' in the show business. And than-air machine had crossed the Atlantic both ways,
when I get married, it's going to l)e for kee]is. That's regardless of the fact that each flight tell short of its
why I'm waiting.
destination.
was a signal from
achievement,
motives
were Itmisconstrued
the first. yet Richman's
"Showentertainer,
business isthea chances
differentareworld.
If youandmarry
another
the husband
wife
When the pro])osed flight was announced. Harry was
hardly ever get to see each other. And if you marry dubbed a pul)licity-seeker. No credit was given him for
liis sincere love of aviation. It was reputed to be merely
somebody
])ossible. outside the profession, it's worse, if that is a desire to land on the front page. It was a sul)ject for
"What
thereshow
be for
if I were marTo make it worse, a story came out that Richman and
ried now ?funI dowould
a dinner
heremyat wife
the Hollywood,
for gagsters.
Merrill had quarrelled. When the flying pair finally
which I must show up by 6 :,S0 in the evening. It's ten arrived
in Xew York, Harry, blazing at the injustice of
when I'm through and then there's a supper show after the rumors,
fueled the fire by taking a punch at a quesmidniglit, with maybe a radio broadcast in between. It's
reporter at Floyd Bennett Field, a mistake for
three by the time I get started for home and there's which hetioning
later
apologized.
usually a radio rehearsal in the late morning, sav 10 or
proof of the fact that i Cfiiifiiuicif cii hmc 7J)
! 1 a, ni.. with the possibilitv of a rehearsal for new songs
Another scene
from "Music
with lovely
Goes
Rochelle'Round,"
Hudson.

Mr. and Mrs. Harmon O. Nelson
Jr.. are a perfect combination.
Hubbytheis alittle
popularwoman
band leader
and
ranks
high as a dramatic actress.

KEEPING

KISSES

Bette Davis, charming actress, is a surprise package

to her

"Be
stranger,"
said •life,
Bettealive
unexpectedly,
want Beto making pictures there or from appearing on the
keep aromance
in your
and thrilling"ifandyouijweet.
— what did she do? What she didn't do
something of a stranger — even to your sweetheart or your stage
what nine out of ten girls would cerhusband. Not only is it death to romance to sink to the was just
tainly have done : Nine out of ten girls would
cold-cream.-on-face, hair-in-curler stage of bodily expose, have sat. closeted with lawyers and business
but it is even more death to romance to let your poor little managers and agents, one hand on the transatlantic telephone, the other hand clasped to an
so^iil he seen in kid"curlers and with cold cream."
l>etle and I were tea-ing at a beach cafe on the gray aching brow. Not Bette. No. Bette and HarPacific. It was the gray Pacific that day. Gulls were
mon ivent on a honeymoon! Leisurely and in
beating their platinum wings against a
love, as though love and leisure
head wind. In the distance fishing boats
were the only businesses of
were black hulks tearing holes in the
B
Y
GL
A
D
Y
S
Bette's stellar life, they honeyhorizon.
mooned.
Bette leaned her tweed elbows on the
And if that isn't keeping the
HALL
rough deal table. Her blue eyes held
god of love alive in the very
tlie gray glint of the .sea. Her words
jaws
ofwhat
Mammon,
then it.
I don't
were, as always, crisp and emknowcould
you'da name
call
even the Greeks
have
forNotit.
I)hatic and straight from the shoulder.
Later 1 was to think how truly does Bette
But
on
this
day
Bette
was
saying:
"Be ofa
touch inexplicable, always. Have a dash
keep the wovenbright
with the strand
businessof ofromance
her life.interFor Nora who, at any moment, might, just might,
after she "walked out" on Warner vanish into the night. Be a good companion, of
]-?rothers, the differences between course, but one who might turn before acwhat her studio felt she should do
customed eyes into an odalisque or something.
nd what Bette felt she must do, F"amiliarity should not breed contempt but too
momentarily,
familiarity may very well breed the comm()ni)Iace.
.4
cilable— whenat least,
Bette irreconwent to much
England and was then
"1 can, of course," said Bette, ordering a
enjoined, or whatever hamburger, "speak only for myself. These are
vou call it, from my ideas. I am telling you, for what it is
A

unrth, how I order my life. I can tell you only Not romantically.
[he tliinfjs I do. For that you have to do things He was all wrapped up
in his music. He was
iiKnit tokeeping
alive ofis supposing
the truth. that
It's ambitious. He didn't want
fatal
make romance
the mistake
romance just stays alive of its own passionate to fall in love. He didn't want
to marry. lUit I made him notice
[)n)pulsion.
A plant
dies without
care.
WithoutIt doesn't.
sunlight and
watering,
flowers
saidin Bette,
fiercely.
mademy
him fall
love with
me. "I/ got
wither and die. So does the most fragile plant me,"
man !
tliat grows in any human life — romance.
"I think," she went on, more gently,
Perhaps personal prejudice enters into this,"
"that there is nothing so really romantic
smiled
"hut I should
say — marry
your as
first love, no one ever so really romantic
childhoodBette,
sweetheart,
if you can.
I did. Ham
was my first beau. We went to Gushing as the first sweetheart. It's all mixed up with
Academy together, back in Massachussetts. I
you see, ofwithfirstbeing
all
used to sit across the aisle from him and watch ayour
part youth,
of awakening,
wonderyoung.
aboutIt'severyt
h
i
n
g
.
I
t
'
s
the
loveliest
kind
of
love.
And
so
liis
Adam's
apple.
It
fascinated
me.
We
used
to go out together then. He was the very first I would certainly advise girls to marry their schoolhoy I ever went with. I was engaged twice, day sweethearts whenever possible, when that first
hiter on, but with all due respect to my other love is founded, not only on sex attraction, but aLso
Iruux, I can honestly say that I was never in
the qualities which last forever."
h)ve with anyone but Ham. Even after we on Bette's
mother
when that
I went
have
with her,
whiletoldBetteme,waslater,
abroad,
Bettetoalway
came to Hollywood and I'd go out on dates now tea
had
been
the
romantic
type
of
girl.
She
always
kept
all
and then, I'd come home and grit my teeth and of her love letters — and tied up with pink ribbons. She
^av
to
Mother:
"Why
did
I
ever
meet
Ham?
He spoils every other boy and man for me.
kept every one of Ham's letters, thousands of them.
I miight have liked the boy I went out with to- has
W^hen she was in her 'teens, she was perpetually imagining
night, ifit were not for Ham. Why did I ever herself
in love with one lad or another. "One boy," smiled
meet him ?'
.Mrs. Davis, "was so in love with Bette that he used to drive
house, get out and walk around the house every night
"I used to say, too : 'I'm going to get him !' atto our
midnight. Just because he liked (Continued on page 70)
He wouldn't, at first, pay any attention to me.

ON

THE

husband.

What

DAILY

DIET

is her successful formula for keeping romance?
"Broadcasting
makes— meI have
nervous
says jitters,"
Bette.
the

you andto your
husband
have
a"When
big dote
go out
together,
dress up like nobody's business,"
says Bette. "Knock his eye out!
Make him think: 'Criminy! Have I
expected her to darn my socks?' "

Frances Longford, surrounded b
rehearsal of a "Born to Dance
super-musical Frances has a gran

Mary Jane Barrett, a recruit
from the stage, joins actors
and actresses in the Saturday
dramas of "Columbia Workshop."
If you want
34

Veteran actor Fred Stone and his
daughter, Paula, appeared together
as guest artists on one of the CBS
"Sears — Then and Now" programs.

to see what

An exciting moment during the
1936 World's Series broadcasts.
Gabriel Heatter (top). Bob Elson,
Tony Wakeman broadcast for MBS.

your radio favorites are doing these

^ I bevy of chorus girls, halts an informal
umber to give you o smile. In this M-G-M
ipportunity to make use of her talents.

The Dexter twins in the
"Bachelor's Children,"
Columbia network, are
young Marjory Hannan

popular radio drama
broadcast over the
played by charming
and Patricia Dunlap.

days, here's a brief news

Seeing isn t believing, in this case! For
Jacques Renard, Eddie Cantor and Parkyakarkus
don't really broadcast as a barber-shop trio.

When
needs
friend! "The
King's
Men," aDudmicrophone
Linn (left),
Jon a Dodson,
Ken Darby
and very
Rod smooth
Robinson,on snapped
in action.
It's
all
the ears,
nevertheless!

pictorial review

from coast to coast

The Voice of Experience
replies to thousands of
appeals born
every ofday,tireless
with
advice
study and understanding.
BY

MILDRED

M ASTIN

SPECIALIST
Dr. Marion

Sayle Taylor, known

the Voice of Experience

to a host of radio listeners as

and mender

MARION SAYLE TAYLOR will discuss sex with
a frankness that makes the most brazen young modern
blush, and tell her facts of life she didn't know existed.
There is nothing of the prude about the Poke of Experience.
Yet toTaylor,
more main
tabooscause
thanforyou'd
want
shake who
a stickhas at,fought
says one
the
alarming increase in the divorce rate and the multiplication of broken romances is immodesty. And he means
immodesty in men as well as women
It's all a orparthowof to
Mr. winTaylor's
on how
a husband
a wife.theories
Theories
basedto hold
to a
large extent on the belief that a draped figure is much
more exciting to a man than a nude one, and that some
bloom of romance is lost the first time a girl sees her hero
brushing his teeth.
Taylor's theories
are based
on facts.
dayMr.approximately
five thousand
appeals
for helpFor
are every
made
to him. Anguished, true-life stories from wives who
can'tbeing
hold wrecked
their husbands;
husbands
marriages
are
by other men
; loverswhose
who have
been
jilted, and girls who love men they can't win. An endless procession of broken hearts which The Voice of Experience examines, then tries to mend.
Says
he:
todayreservations.
have let downIn tooso
many bars ; "Men
swept and
awaywomen
too many
doing, they destroy the glamour, the shining romance
of love.
"A woman comes to me in tears because she finds her
husband has fallen in love with his secretary. She is a
business woman, successful, attractive. She says to
me: 'What has happened? I look just as young as I did
when iswe charming.
were married.
justnagged
as attractive.
Our
home
I haveI'mnever
or demanded
things of him. I treat him just as I did when we were
first in love. But he wants a divorce so he can marry
another woman.'
"I asked her a few sim])le questions. Among them:

of broken

hearts and lives

'Do
toilettehim
in your
husband's
Arc you
you make
guilty your
of letting
see you
in the presence?
morning,
clad in a wrinkled night-dress, your hair rumpled? Has
he ever watched you pluck your eyebrows?' Her answer
to these and a dozen similar questions was 'Yes.'
"Now let's look at the secretary. She comes into
this man's
officetheeachfinished
morning
looking Heherhasloveliest.
The
man
sees only
product.
never seen
her face smeared with cream, her hair pinned down and
flattened with wave-set lotion. He has never seen her
scowling into a mirror, a tiny raw-red line above the
eyes
thethrough
tweezer's
progress.awkward
He hasgestures
never
watchedmarking
her rush
the hurried,
of dressing in the morning. To him, the secretary is
at all times lovely, graceful, poised. She never looks a
trifle ridiculous or unattractive. But his wife does. And
he leaves the wife each morning to face the secretary.
"Now it doesn't occur to this man that if he marries
this perfect creature he may be disillusioned. All he
knows is that he wants her. She is desirable. His
wife is not. And this is only one of many, many similar
cases brought me by people who find divorce confronting them.modern wife could well take a lesson from her
"The
genteel grandmother, who never presented herself in the
morning before she had donned a wrapper and neatly
conilied her hair. Modest little Grandmother, who demanded pri\ ac}' and knew that chamber doors were meant
to be closed. Modest, yes; but very wise!
"Lessons
modesty
for husbands
well
as for wives.in Any
man are
looksneeded
silly shaving
and fewas men
are as handsome in the nude as they are dressed.
"As a matter of fact," says the I'oice of Experieuce,
"the modern
flair for
been beautiful.
a blow to And
romance. For nature
in thenudism
raw ishasseldom
most human beings find it advantageous to wear clothes
in Mr.
orderTaylor
to camouflage
defects." on page 78)
points outtheir
thatphysical
all (Continued

Benay

Venuta,

MutuaTs

singing

star, is a regular commuter

be-

tween her work and her husband

Benay has a bicycle. Early risers
may see her any morning, pedalling
through
York's
Park.
One way New
to keep
that Central
svelte figure.

BY

GENE

HARVEY

Going over a song with Freddie
Rich, when Benay was singing
over the Columbia network in
Freddie Rich's "Penthouse Party."

DISTANCE

It was a waste of energy !
Remembering the bubbling-over blonde of the gay
musical, Anything Goes, your reporter put slickum on
his hair, broke out the new pink necktie, wore the trousers
with the pressed crease and set out. with sharpened pencils and high heart, to see Benay Venuta. But it was a
waste of energy.
Benay was there all right, in the tastefully furnished
little apartment that she decorated herself, predominantly
in white. And a svelte, streamlined Benay that might
make any radio listener pray for the quick advent of television. Miss Venuta, in Anything Goes, you remember,
was
more
than she
a wee
that's and
all past.
She was lovely,
was bit
slim,buxom.
she was l)ut
charming
hospitable .. . and she talked about her husband !
"I've Ialways
beentoreducing,"
said. but
"By there
strenuous
efforts
managed
lose fifty she
pounds,
were
about fifteen more pounds I wanted to get off and it
seemed hopeless. Ken" — that's her husband. Dr. KenKelley —if "suggested
I take atobasal
metabolism
just toneth see
that had anything
do with
it. Andtest,it
showed a thyroid deficiency! By taking the right dose
of thyroid extract I melted off those pounds and keep
a normal weight with no trouble at all." And here let
me hasten to mention, at Miss Venuta's suggestion, that
exceptdangerous,
under your
physician's
order,jireparations
thyroid extract
very
as are
any patent
contain-is
ing it. It's of value only when a doctor's tests show a
Benay trims her Christmas tree and plans exciting surprises for her Christmas celebration with her husband, Dr. Kenneth Kelley.

LOVE

deficiency
scription. and when administered under a doctor's pre"Ken," she added, "is in Chicago now — I 'commute'
there c\ery other week to see him and we go out together; in New York I lead the quiet life and keep out
of the cfjlumns."
Of ofcourse,
it's not news
thatThough
Benay \'enuta
the
wife
Dr. Kenneth
Kelley.
they keptis the
marriage something of a secret for a while, after a threeyear courtship, Walter Winchell broke it in his column—
the news, not the marriage.
"Walter came up to me one night in a hotel diningroom,'' she says, "and said: 'I understand you're married to Dr. Kelley," 'How did you know that?' I gasped.
Walter grinned and said: 'So it's true!' and he ran it in
theBenay
columnVenuta
the next
was day."
singing in a Chicago night club
when Jules Alberti, her present manager, who was then
a bandleader, heard her and told her he thought she
should be on the air. Characteristically, Benay laughed
and said: "I suppose I ought to be in pictures, too?"
"Yes," Alberti agreed, she should.
"Listen," Benay advised him, "I've been in show business since I was
and I'vewhere
sungstars
in night
clubs
in Hollywood
and fourteen
San Francisco,
and managers come on their nights off. If I was any good I would
haveAlberti
made refused
the top tobybenow."
sidetracked. "Let me take some
of your pictures to New York," he insisted.
"-All right," shrugged Benay. "What can I lo.se? But
you're
wasting
your time."
"You'll
be hearing
from me."
"I
doubt
it,"
laughed, the
"butfollowing
thanks for
trying."
That was on asheTuesday;
Friday
Alberti
called her oflongCBS,
distance
to say that
he'd heshown
Wonders,
her pictures
and that
was Ralph
interested. So she hopped a train to New York and went
to work for Columbia.
But it was no sudden rise to fame for Benay. She
literally had been in show business since childhood. Born
in
San Francisco
twenty-five
yearsniece
ago, ofshe's
the
daughter
of the lateabout
Ernest
Crooke and
George
Cameron, publisher of the San Francisco Chronicle.
Her paternal grandmother, Molly Crooke, was a wellknown painter ; her mother is Italian, descended from
Benvenuto Cellini, and it was she who named Benay
"Venuta," which means "welcome." AW of which brings
us to the point that Miss Venuta is .Social Register and.
as she herself says, so what?
"That's
Benay will attellone
you.time,
"I remember
ing otf to silly,"
an interviewer
mentioningsoundthat
I thought a girl should have some intere.sts of her own.
-And the story- said I was 'social register' and that I
thought society girls should go to work. But I'm not
in society — my family is, but I've never had a debut,
iK'vcr
out'." Benay was singing in a FanWhenl^eenshe'brought
was thirteen,
olion and Marco i)resentation out on the Coast, after being
captain of the Hollywood High School swimming team
and api)earing in .several school {Continued on page 58)

ROBERT
Don

Ameche,

radio favorite, the screen's newest

WHAT is it that plucks one fellow out of the crowd
and makes him famous, successful— is it luck, is it just
a question of the "hreaks," of happy hut entirely fortuitous circumstance? Some say glibly that it is all luck —
and others say that there is no short road to success, that
it takes courage and stick-to-it-iveness, as well as some
special fundamental gift or talent. Hut. 1o confound
them, there always is some fellow ahead of the crowd,
who won his high place with seemingly little effort, on
whom fate smiled and for whom chance built a straight
and easy road to fame and fortune. Like Robert Taylor, for instance — and like Don Ameche.
Don was not really born with a silver spoon in his
mouth and yet a lucky star must have been brightly shining in the heavens on that night in May, 1908. when

sensation.

little Dominick Felix Ameche arrived in Kenosha, Wisconsin. Of middle-class parents, the second of eight
children og—nize in those
four l)oys
girls —ofvoufamewouldn't
recfactorsandthefour
elements
or fortune.
Nor in his early boyhood in Kenosha, nor during his
years at school, would you have seen more than a likable
lad with good features, dark hair, glowing dark eyes and
an amiable stnile that disclosed even white teeth. Don
himself in those years did not know what he w^anted,
never dreamed that some day his res])ectable but hitherto
unknown name would shine in bright lights over a theatre marc|uee, that his dark good looks would be a pleasant
foil for the beauty, the charm of such Hollywood lovelies
as Loretta Young, Janet Gaynor. . . Oh, he dreamed, as
boys do, of success and fame and romance — but he did

ROGERS

TAYLOR,
modern

matinee

BEWARE!

idol, is causing

not dream that they were all within his grasp, that their
roots went deep into the town where he was born and
that other town where he went to school. From the
time
he went
awaygoodto hoardin<^
in —hishidden
'teens, still
he
had them
all. his
looks, likeschool,
his talent
hut undeniably
and he
love.
didn't toknow
even.
Of coursethere
he —knew
was Heattracted
the that,
slim
blonde IVcndergast girl. From the time he met her,
when he tirst went to .school in the town where she lived,
he liked her. But he went out with other girls and no
gypsy, her palm crossed with silver, told him that some
day he and Honore would share a life that was full
to the brim of health, happiness and prosperity !
It sounds
,so easy, out
all ofby it.fateto inhearsuchDona manner
tell it! would
You'd
ttiink
being singled

a lot of heart flutterings!

have made him vain, would assuredly have spoiled him
a little,cere,butstraightforward
apparently— itjusthasn't.
He of
is still
sinthe .sort
man simple,
he would
have been. ])robably, if he had practised law instead of
going on the stage. Do you suppose that that is the explanation of his succes.s — and not luck, after all?
"I thought I wanted to be a lawyer," Don said and
added with his swift, ea.sy smile: "Fm sure I don't
know why ! But of course it wasn't time wasted — vou
couldn't
could you?"
I thinkcallhe any
wouldeducation
have beenwa.sted,
a persuasive
advocate, not
only because of dramatic and appealing delivery but because he is so deeply sympathetic, has such a rare gift
for seeing standthe
other fellow's
point of view,
ing his emotions,
the {Continued
on for
pcigeunderf>0)
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Be+ty Winkler is in great demand at the radio studios and
the movies are said to be interested in this glamorous girl.

I

PITFULS

BY

LESLIE

Betty was leading lady ot a
stock company at eighteen and
at nineteen was a radio star.

EATON

DON'T ask me why, but in the case of any pretty young
g'lr],
first not?
questionAndasked
if not,the vvhv
whois:is "Is
the she
lovemarried?"
interest in And
her
hfe?
Betty Winkler is pretty and she is younfj — and she is
unmarried, heart whole and fancy free! That is, at the
moment. My own personal opinion is that she is too
pretty
lonj4. and tfio full (jf pep and personality to he that way
Betty's eyes are dark and luminous — romantic eyes —
hut a merry twinkle lurks in their depths. Her coml)lexion is the kind the ad men rave alwut. Her hair is
dark ijrown and she wears it parted in the middle and
brushed back from a high, intelligent forehead. Her
nose is straight, her mouth wide and generous. She is
small, bul so full of vim and vivacity that she seems
taller than she actually is. She likes dark tailored clothes
but is essentially feminine from the crown of her perky

hal to the tijjs of her high-heeled shoes. Altogether, a
vivi<l and charming person. How is it, then, that she
has esca])ed matriim mv " Pressed for a reason, Bett\
(hnipled and shru.i;gc-(l.
"I've been waiting for that something called loz'c to
l)owl me over," she answered my query, her velvetbrown eyes twinkling. "Oh, 1 supjKxse I've been in love.
I've had moments, though I don't really know whether
you'd
!" gurgling. Life for Betty
ilcr call
laughit love
was orwarmnot aijd
a grand and glorious adventure just as it is, and not to lie
taken too seriously. Right now she is excited, thrilled
over the j)ossibilities of a movie contract, but whatever
developments there may be along that line, her contract
with the (rirl Alone ])rogram comes first, and there also
her main interest lies.
it may be partly lx?cause it is her first really important role, it may i)e becau.se of (Contmucd on page 80)

You42 can't trip up lovely Betty Winkler,

Radio's "Girl Alone "

Helen Jepson thinks
thirty-five would
be the peck of life.

From twelve to sixteen is Jessica
Dragonette's choice.

FAVORITE
Four famous

women

reveal why

certain years seem

to them

to

IF someone were to ask you to name your favorite age, possession of her faculties. Somehow or other, almost
what would you say? Would you name some child- over night, the eighteen-year-old becomes a woman. She's
hood year when you played about light-heartedly, little ready to take her place in the world. Life seems to
dreaming of the struggles and obligations of a tired open up. She's on the tips of her toes, all expectancy.
world? Would you choose, perhaps, the year when you Childhood fancies are suddenly replaced by mature
first fell in love with that reckless mad devotion, "for thoughts. Everything seems to take on a new meaning.
As she looks forward— really for the first time in her
we never can recapture that first fine careless rapture?" life
— the eighteen-year-old begins to envision some of
Or would you choose some more mature year when sucthe
real values of life — a home which she will create
cess and accomplishment had come your way, or when
and
inspire, marriage, children, careei;. Before eighteen,
you'd
attained
that
inner
poise,
understanding
and
serenity that makes life complete? What
I don't
I gaveTrue.
much Iserious
thoughton
to
suchthink
things.
had been
is your favorite age and why?
the stage, off and on. for ten years,
BY HA RRIET
I asked
four
famous
women
that
question. Each is a woman whose name is
fitting in schooling between engagements,
heard in the far corners of the world.
but l)eing in a show meant little more
MENKEN
Each is a woman who is sought by autothan
'play acting.'
came the
transformation.
I .sawThen
the significance
graph hunters and followed by cameramen. Each is a woman who has songs written to her, of the theatre — not merely as mimicrv, but as holding
perfumes named after her. crowds gathered for her. I a revealing mirror to life. I became less interested in
asked diminutive Helen Hayes, operatic Helen Jepson, the professional excitement of the stage. In.stead. i
golden-haired Jessica Dragonette and kindly Kate Smith : wanted to turn whatever talent 1 had to something
creative, something i)ermanent. and above all, to some"What is your favorite age and why?"
"I honestly believe that if I could go back to eighteen,
thing worthon while.
Not thatI think
I hadn'tI had
takenbeen
my pretty
work
seriously—
the contrary,
that would be my favorite age," Plelen Hayes, whom
man}' [)eople consider the greatest living actress, said to conscientious about it— but T wanted my efforts to be
me.
"Eighteen
to meseems
to beto a come
magicalintoage.
the first
time a seems
girl then
the For
full purposeful.
"r suppose I was fortunate because, before my eight-

hold life's richest meaning
eenth year was out. I had signed a contract to he in a
play with William Gillette. It meant that for the fir.st
time I would .see my name in lights. You have to he in
yourevents.
"teens toPerhai)s
get theit greatest
fromenthusiasm
such a turnof
of
was the' thrill
natural
very young womanhood — or perhai)s it was that innate
streak of vanity that makes actors actors — in any case,
it gave me confidence and incentive to continue. If my
first important success had come at a later age. I probably would have been content to rest on my laurels. But
at eighteen, it gave me a great lift.
"Of cour.se, there have been manv years in my life
that I would like to relive," Miss
Hayes reminisced.
"One
them would
be my eighth.
That wasit the
year
I first ofappeared
on Broadvvay.
I remember
so well.
Mother and I had come up from Washington, trying
to find me a job. Eventually I got one. I plaved in Lew
Fields'
})roductionthe oforchestra
Old ^Duiclt.
Victor Herbert
him.self conducted
and Diamond
Tim Brady
and Lillian Russell were in a box."
Miss Hayes mused thoughtfully: "Part of 1932 would
certamly be another year I'd like to pick. That was the
first year I spent in Hollywood. Lullaby was my first
try in the movies and all during its making I was terriblv
unhappy. I was certain the picture was a flop. When
it was finally shown, the critics
were most kind and the
Academy members were good (Continued on page 69)

"Eighteen," says
Helen Hayes. "i$
a magical age."

RADIO STARS
BY

RUTH
G E R I

Scene from "Hell's
Angels," the United
Artists'
pictureHallin
which Jinnmy
was featured a t
the height of his
earlier success.

Fate played a sorry trick on
James

Hall, but he found out

a sure way

LIFE

to defeat Fate!

WiiS

Announcer Jannes Hall, whose climb to
success, after failure, is one of the
fascinating stories of show business.

TOO

EASY

THERE is, in the heart of every woman who loves a
man, a pronounced mother-instinct. The woman may he
cruel to the man she loves, but always afterward she is
sorry — like a mother who has spanked her little boy and
made him cry. She wants to dry away liis tears, to draw
his head upon her shoulder and console him. There is
Irene
and there's
Two Hall,
yearsforagoinstance,
James Hall
sat in aJimmy.
dreary hotel room
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, a fugitive from justice,
broke, all washed up after a success so meteoric and
seemingly so lasting that even Hollywood had marvelled.
There came a knock at the door. Jimmy didn't want to
seeThe
anyone,
he answered
: "Come
in."
doorbutopened
slowly.mechanically
Jimmy, his
head sunk
moodily and liis despairing eyes upon the faded pattern
of the worn carpet, did not even glance up. He no
longer was curious about anything. It did not matter,
now, what happened. Everything was all over. Life
was behind him.
The woman who walked slowly into the room was
older than her years. Gray streaked the red hair that
once, obviously, had been gorgeous. Her face was lined
with sorrow and worry.
"Jimmy,"
she whispered.
Jimmy Hestarted.
like
a man who
sees an apparition.
leaped He
to hislooked
feet
and stepped slowly backward as if to escape from this
ghostly reminder of a happier day. But the woman
spoke again — and he stopped. Her voice was firmer.
"Jimmy — I'm sorry," she said. "I never meant to
cause you all this pain — to wreck your career. I was so
miserable and unhappy, Jimmy. Don't you understand?
I guess I still — loved you. Jimmy." The woman's voice
broke
she sobbed
: "Oh,for Jimmy,
I stillheldlovehervouhands
!"
She and
mi.stook
his silence
anger. She
out in supplication, her palms turned pleadingly upward.
"Oh, I Jimmy,
thoseI lawyers
drop that
suit.
only didI'veit told
because
hoped ittowould
liringawful
vou
to your senses. I didn't know it would hurt you — like
this!" She made a gesture that took in the little hotel
room. "And Jimmy, if it will make you happy— you can
— have your divorce!" {Contined on page 74)

RADIO STARS
What

sacrifice has Vivian Delia Chiesa, sensational

new

NBC

"I USED to dream of being a success overnight. Of
Vivian's eyes glowed, her cheeks were scarlet, her hands
waking up and seeing my name in lights . . ." She trembled with excitement. It was all beyond belief —
a microphone, singing on the stage of a Chilaughed, a warm, excited little laugh. "It was silly, singingcago over
theatre, her name in bright lights over the marquee.
childish and impossible. I thought. Things didn't hap- She, Vivian
Delia Chiesa, of East Chicago, Indiana!
thatdid..."happen like that, with the unexpectedness
Butpen likethey
"They
wanted
me to change my name," she murmured.
of a fairy story. And if she had not possessed wisdom "They said no one
could pronounce it— it sounded like
and balance beyond her years, her head well might have cheese or something!"
She laughed merrily, was inbeen turned and she might have awakened to find her
it. ItsaidwasI would
my father's
magic coach a pumpkin again.
name — hestantlyhadserious.no "Isoncouldn't
and I do
always
carry
But Vivian Delia Chiesa's success was no flash in the on the name — would make it famous!"
She
was
right.
Unwieldy,
awkward
to
the
impatient
pan. She had that something that makes all the difference between forgotten contest winners and a real success. American ear and tongue, it nevertheless is a beautiful
name and one that will look very well on an opera billVivian's
already
notable acareer
begana with
an unknown
singer contest
in Chicago,
little over
year ago.
It was
board, before the Metropolitan !
For Vivian still is dreaming, still far from satisfied.
the last day of the contest and over two thousand girls
already had been tried out. Vivian had had no intention "That has always been my goal," she confessed. "Opera
of competing, but a friend, a woman interested in the — it is in my blood ! My grandfather was a symphony
conductor in Italy, my mother a fine pianist. Before I
girl's
her to probably
try. Diffidently,
that itlovely
was lyric
futile,voice,
that urged
the winner
already sure
had was born, my mother went almost nightly to the opera,
been chosen, Vivian sang.
the greatlove
singers
..." for the best in music, is in
for song,
She was under twenty, but her voice had depth, power, to Ahearpassionate
sweetness that brought the judges to their feet. Here her blood, as the love of music is in the blood of all
was a find, a voice of great potentialities for radio, for Italians. And Vivian is a true Italian, although not the
opera . . .
dark Latin type with which we are most familiar. Instead, she has the blonde hair and blue eyes of the people
of northern Italy, and with her smooth olive complexion
Vivian studies at she is very striking looking. She is girlishly dissatisfied
least three hours with her fine Roman nose, but it suits her type. She
well developed, and has a natural gift for weara day.you"And
the is tall,
less
know,
ing clothes well. She is vivid, colorful, aglow with life,
the more you think sparkling, vivacious. It does not take a vivid imagination to see her as BrunJiUdc, as Elsa. as Mimi . . .
you know!" she
If she had not been stubborn al:)out her name, she
laughs. "But I've might have missed a friendship that means much to her!
learned something!"
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star and

opera

star, made

for her career?

Did the hrifjhtly twiiiklinj,' lights that spelled out Delia
Cliicsa heckon romance? Was it love that found its way
to her dressing-room that night? Or merely friendship,
as Vivian would have you believe?
For a tall and handsome Italian ofificer, a lieutenant
in the cavalry division of // Duces great army, saw the
name and responded to its call. He was but recently
from Rome; he had known the Delia Chiesas there . . .
"He is very interesting, very intelligent," Vivian said
softly.
sent
him "He
over speaks
to studyseveral
radio languages
in America,well.
but heMussolini
already
knew more than most men in the business!"
.She shook her head emphatically. "No, there is no
romance. That is just a story — a pretty story, but not
true." She smiled, her eyes dreamy. "We correspond,
but there is no more to it than that."
She is very young, but newly embarked on a fascinating
career — but she was brought up on fairy stories at her
mother's
knee.prince
Anti ! sheOnestillprecious
is youngdream
enoughalready
to dream
of the fairy
has
come true — she has known the thrill of waking up to
find herself famous. The other dream — well, whether it
is a handsome cavalry officer or a young radio announcer,
Vivian will know him for her prince when the time comes !
Meanwhile, she admits that she loves to dance and
that she envies girls who have more time for such amusements. Her officer has gone back to Italy, but V'ivian
does not lack for escorts. Her favorites right now are

Was

it love?

two young announcers, near her own age and with many
interests in common with her. During the summer, one
of these friends went with her and her parents to a vacation camp in Wisconsin on frequent week-end trips.
' We rowed on the lake, rode horseback — it was lots
of fun," Vivian exclaimed. "I love the out-of-doors
and
isn't
time Iforlovethatgoing
sort ofplaces,
thing doing
now. things,
I .studybutat there
least three
hours a day, you know — my mother says I sing all the
time! You see, I've learned something this last year.
... At first I thought I was the tops — you know how it
is ! Winning the contest, appearing in Chicago theatres,
being on three commercial programs almost before I
knew what it was all about. The less you know, the
more you think you know !" She laughed again. "I
thought
From IthewastimeRosashe Ponselle,
was sevenI guess!"
and first heard a Rosa
Ponselle
record,
the
opera
singer
has
She has met many famous people, butbeennotVivian's
yet thisideal.
one
whom she idolizes above them all. But one night, at
an Italian gathering, she sang (Continued on page 56)
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SOMETHING

"Anyaround
girl who
goes
with
o comedian must
have a sense of
humor," says Ken

MAN'S
THAT
E
R
HE
AGAIN!

Ken Murray

finds that

a sense of humor
woman's

BY

Ken Murray
Stooge Oswald
pick
York's
IdealNewBachelor
Girl" of 1936.
WE were sitting in a tiny dressing-room of the CBS
Radio Playhouse. Outside, on the stage, Russ Morgan
was rehearsing his band in a swing arrangement. Ken
Murray sucked gloomily at his pipe.
"Don't you feel well?" I asked.
"Me? I feel swell," Ken said. "Why?"
"You didn't look very happy."
"Oh — that," he said. "Aren't all comedians supposed
to Ibesaid
somber
I hadoff-stage?"
heard as much.
"Well, being traditional, sort of, I'd hate to break the
tradition," Ken said. "I am a comedian — I hope." And
he looked anxiously for possible refutation. "Or should
I be funny?"

is a^

greatest asset

JACK

HANLEY

"It might help," I admitted. "But don't you
find it wearing, being funny all the time?"
"When I started in show business," he
grinned,
"I felt Wisecracks
called upon and
to begags
a funny
man
all
the time.
emanated
from Murray in an endless stream ; it must have
been"How
prettyabout
wearing
womenon —mydo friends."
they like a funny
"I don't know whether they like it or not," he
said ruefully,
girl awho
around
with
a comedian"butmustanyhave
sensegoes
of humor.
Itman
doesn't
?" matter very much whether she laughs
or with
you — soI long
"And athowyou about
wives?"
asked.as she can laugh."
"Well
—
^you
be
the
judge.
Back
in theI was
days married.
when I
felt called upon to be constantly funny,
The lady who was then my wife heard plenty of alleged
humor from me, I'm afraid. And one day she looked
me in the eye and said : 'Ken, you may be a funny man
to
yourKenpublic,
but you're
a pain
in the neck
And,"
finished,
"I'm still
wondering
whetherto me.'
that
showed
she
had
a
sense
of
humor
or
lacked
Ken Murray has, of course, been a single one!"
man again
for several years.
"On the other hand, sometimes a sense of humor in
a girl can snap right back at you. Back in the Sketch
Book show there were flocks (Continued on page 5V)
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Faulty

Older

Skin
the
Starting
Place of
LARGE PORES
LINES
BLACKHEADS

skin
\- :^-L^ir~-'
— ' fautts
begin
Miss Isabel Parker: "Pond's Cold C
And here's the rousing treatment
that keeps it vigorous . . .
TTORRID skin faults are usually underskin faults. Blackheads come when
tiny oil glands underneath are overworked,
give off a thick, clogging oil.
Next thing you know, your pores are
looking larger.
Lines around your eyes, mouth are just
your outer skin crinkling, because your
underskin is getting soft and flabby.
But you can stop those cloggings! Bring
fresh life to that faulty underskin —
Twice a day invigorate your underskin
with a rousing Pond's deep-skin treatment.
Pond's Cold
Cream gocontains
specially
processed
oils which
way down
deep
into your pores. Right away it softens dirt
. . . Floats it out . . . and with it the clogging matter from the skin itself. You wipe
it all off. Right away your skin feels
fresher — looks brighter.
Now waken glands . . . cells
Now a second application of that same
freshening cold cream! You pat it in
smartly. Feel the circulation stir. This way

Miss Mary Augusta Biddle
ofI usethe Pond's
dislmguished
Philadelphia
Cold Cream,
I know ramily:
my skin "Every
is goioplimeto
look lovelier. Since using it. I ha\en't had a single
blaekhead. my pores seem smaller."
little glands and ceils awaken. Fibres are
strengthened. Your underskin is toned,
quickened.
In a short time, your skin is better every
way! Color livelier. Pores smaller. Lines
softened. And those mean little blackheads
and blemishes begin to show up less and
less.

•/ blood ^e!,^e^ mjke
Cvi.-bad. skin
Whengoodtheyor
5. /[ outer
g'unds,"ncrvVs"
faults '.^tart.
ovelier — end all that worrying about ugly
little skin faults.
Remember this treatment
Every
night,
cleansethe with
Cold Cream.
As it brings out
dirt, Pond's
stale make-up,
and
skin secretions — wipe it all off. Now pat in
more cream — briskly. Rouse that failing underskin! Set it to work again — for that clear,
smooth, line-tree skin you want.
Every morning, and during the day, repeat this
treatment with Pond's Cold Cream. Your skin
comes softer every time. Feels better, looks better, and now your powder goes on beautifully.
Keep
Pond's soften,
pattingtaketreatments
faithfully.upAsthese
blackheads
a clean
tissue and press them out. Now blemishes will
stop coming. Soon you will find that the very
places
textured.where pores showed largest will he finer
SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
POND'S, and
Dept. 3 other Pntn/'s HeautyRushAidsspecial tube
, treatments, with
of Pond's Cold t
reams and
generous
entpostage
shadesandsamples
ofpacking.
Pondot> _ I
1Cenclose
lot toJ dilTercover

Ciet athe
jar simple
of Pond'streatments
Cold Creamdescribed
today. NameBegin
below. In two weeks see your skin growing StreetCitv -

Copyrlirht. I<13''., fond's Eictritpt
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NOTHING

Leading

BUT

THE

lights of the airwaves

their hearts" and answer

Do you think that marriage is a
difficult proposition for two people
with careers?
.Irt Inaturally,
'an Harz'cy:are "Yes,
I do think
so.
Both,
interested
in their
careers, which often separate them for
long periods of time. They naturally are
thrown in contact with others of the opposite sex, and temptation to fall in love

TRUTH

being self-centered — which is absolutely
necessary to a successful career — prevents,
in most cases, a happy married life."
Major
"There'sTrueno love
reason why itEdward
should Borves:
be difficult.
is helpful and unselfish."
The answer to
an
amateur's
prayer,
Bowes, hasMajor
lost
none of his popularity since
he changed
sponsors and hours.

''cross

fans' questions
Between opera,
concert tours
and her Show
Boat broadcasts,
platinum-haired
Helen
Jepsonbusyis
exceedingly
these wintry days.

upon the careers the two people had. If
they are allied arts it may be to advantage.
If they are the same vocation it may also
be satisfactory.
But whether
it be all,
a profes ional or business
career, after
the
most important thing is the dispositions of
the individuals, and whether or not their
lives may be blended into a harmonious
existence depends upon the unselfishness

Brancatoniy; mind
".^s yetaboutI have
no Rosemarie
cause to change
the had
impos ibility ofco)nbining a successful marRyan: "No — equal independence,
riage 'with an equally successful career. to Tim
my way of thinking, is a great balance
ofandboth."
II'
hen
both
partners
of
the
matrimonial
makes marriage twice as interesting."
I'Citture have careers to consider^ I feel if
li'ill remain fust a venture. Marriage and
Ann Leaf: "Marriage is a difficult propcareer alike are full-time fobs and one zvill
osition for two people zi'itkout careers,
suffer becau.se of the other."
and icell-nigh impossible ivhen both have
Leo Rcisnianrangeme:nts, th"It
depends
on
the
are understanding of the
Mr. Kostelanetz,
people involved, and whether or not your
career is somewhat dependent upon the
rumored fiance
with someone else is too great."
romantic interests of other members of the
of opera singer
"All good
things ineffort,
life
areIreene
earnedWicker:
only through
intelligent
mutes between
Lily Pons,
comopposite
sex."
and a happy marriage is no exception. It
Jepson:combination
"Decidedlyof not!
But it
a proper
one helping
is difficult for two people, with or without takesHelen
Hollywood and
careers, and possible only when deeply and the other to develop an understanding in
his CBSfieldChesterorchestra.
earnestly desired by both parties — career or all situations."
no career — but well worth the effort!"
Virginia Verrill, careers. Being an artist is a nerve-wrackJimmy Farrell : "Being a bachelor, 1
Vee for short,
wouldn't iskuozv
ing existence at best, and living with one
howei'cr,
this:definitely.
Marriage My
itselfopinion,
is the
now has her own
greatest of all careers and t%m people
can be that
very there
tryuuihaveto any
believe
been 'better
cases ofhalf.'
happyI
properly mated would subordinate their
program, called marriages belu'een
career people ivhich
Vocal.srill,byheardVer-on
interest in professional careers to that
have lasted indefinitely — but they have
in marriage. T/iere is room for both and
Wednesdays over
they can be harmoniously reconciled."
CBS at 10:45. been e.rceptions."
ill: 'Yes, indeed. Each
Billy Jones
strange,
and it: all"Human
depends nature
entirely ison very
the
a career individuals involved."
Ray
Heatherton:
"Marrnig.
Winsome Lucy in itself and may easily b
Monroe:
not. are
I believe
mpatiblc
.•ill
Little
draiv thatLucysimilar
hours "Indeed,
and interests
most
Monroe,
contin- -a'here two have separate <
ues to enthrall
important.
Artist
plus
artist
should
be a
by little their indiviihial cat
I
man
is
audiences with them apart. To pur.sur u ci
better combination than artist plus business
immersed in his ivork that lie needs the
her luscious so- sounderstanding
of
one
zvho
is
not
beset
by
voice on
Ted Malone: "Marriage is a difficult
the NBC prano
networks
own problems." proposition for two people ivith or ivithout
twice a week. herVaughn
De Leath: "It would depend careers,
person."hut like almost all of life's really
52
Rubinoff, noted
Russian violinist, conducts
his 32-piece
orchestra ina new
series over CBS
network Sunday
evenings at 6:30.
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difficult things, it's more than worth ivhat
it requires."
Andre Kostelanetz: "Not any more than
for people who have all leisure hours."
Charlie Barnet: "Definitely difficult, as
there will be a consistent clashing of temCurtis Arnall : "It's apt to be difficult
if either is inclined to 'lean' too much on
the other."
not. oneI believe
it Lorctta
would beLee:
more"Certainly
difficult when
has a
career
and
the
other
hasn't.
When
both
husband and wife are actively seeking
fame and the spotlight, they can appreciate each other's problems and be more
tolerant when difficulties arise."
Eddy areDuchin:
when both
people
intelligent"No,and notunderstanding.
Every individual likes an avenue of selfexpression, I have found."
Patti Chapin : is according to ivhat
the careers are. If it does not necessitate
a long seharation, there is no reason why
it should be difficult, providing the individuals understand and are sympathetic
toward each other's work."
Miltona home
Berle:and "Yes,
I do.of Marriage
means
the raising
children.
That is a difficult task when two people
are directing all their time and energies
to their professional careers,"

It wasn't the Cold that froze hi m
'twas the sight of
her Rough Chapped Hands
I NEARLYplained aboutCRIED
when I Dave
my hands.
hated comthem
myself-oll harsh and red. They stayed
rough
all
winter,
no
matter
what I put
on them . .

THEN- A FRIEND TOLD ME
Jergens Lotion softens hands in
noand time.
Jergensa fewI turned
days tolater
Dave
whispered ... "I love your
hands. They feel so soft."

What is your attitude toward serial or continued-story programs?
Jinnnyinterested
farrell: in"Most
are veryof
much
the people
experiences
others and find pleasure in matching their
own personal joys and sorrows with those
of others. Serial story programs general y are based upon such human experiences and bring pleasure to those who
hear them. For this reason, I approve."
VirginiaandVerrUt:
"I thinkholdserials
are
marvelous
most certainly
a listening audience better than one-time programs. Proof of my theory is the most
popular radio program — Amos 'n' Andy."
Van Harvey
I am thein
oneArtmyself,
I may be: "Inasmuch
prejudiced.as. But
fact remains that serial shows have outlasted practically all other types of shoivs.
Ours has been on the air five years and
surveys shoiv it to be more popular now
than at any previous time."
Ireene Wicker : "They have a definite
and
joy-giving
in theafford
lives little
of shutins and
those place
who can
for
books, magazines and outside entertainment. The acting in those I have heard is
excellent, though I think there is room for
improvement in the writing."
Leo Reisman:
themlife,for and
the
following
reasons:"I don't
radio, like
in my
Ia means
supposeof incasual
most entertainment.
other people's And
lives,foris
casual entertainment it is too much of a
job to carry in mind not only the current
performance, but also the story preceding. Also, at each single performance one
(Continued on page 66)

but Jergens

brought

an early
HANDS can be thrilling when
soft and
the
take But
watersmooth.
wind and
cold, they're
natural moisture from hand skinmake it likely to chap and roughen.
And most women wash their hands
eight times a day, they say — have
them in water eight times more.
But Jergens Lotion heals and
softens dry, harsh hands amazingly

about

Thaw
i
fast. Why? . . . Because ' Jergens
goes into the skin cells more effectively than other lotions tested, and
swiftly puts back lost moisture. Besides — Jergens contains two
special ingredients, used by doctors.
Red, rough, chapped skin is^made
soft, white and fine in just a few
applications. Jergens is never
sticky. Use Jergens faithfully. At
all drug, department, lOfS stores.

for yourself how swiftly andSAMPLE
thoroughly Jerprns ^oea
"F/^BE/ Prove
GENEROUS
info the.Andrew
skin, Jergens
con8er\'e8Co.,and162Srenews
theStreet,
girlish Cincinnati,
softness of your
The
Alfred
O. (Inhands.
Canada —
Perth, Ontario).
A'a mo
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MAMA,
(11 heautitul >li"\v s;ii-l> around. I used to
take one or another ot them out occasionally. There was one, though, who
had more than good looks — she had a
^ense
of
humor
and she'd
beenI thought
ribbing
me all evening. Finally
I said
she didn't like me very well — always
knocking me. 'Don't be silly, Ken.' she
laughed. "I think you're a swell fellow
and a great comedian. But what's /)/y
opinion
againstthat."thousands
"You Used
I remindedof others.''
him gently,
"in your prograiu."
"I didn't
-say it was what
new," I Ken
■But
it demonstrates
mean.grinned.
And
speaking of humor in a woman, 1 remember the late and beloved Nora Baye.s—
I learned how to be nonchalant from her.
At that time I was getting my first real
break in vaudeville and I was watching
Xora from the wings. She was singing
her
in theof
centerunforgettable
of the stage'Mandy.'
with thestanding
full glare
a double .-.pollight on her . . . when her
underskirt fell to her feet!
"A titter, that could have turned into a
roar, ran through the audience, but Nora
never battefl an eyelash. She continued
to the \er\ end of the song, then casually
iK.isicd the offending skirt off over her
head. i)i>n't tell your friends that this is
part of the act,' she said, to the audience,
'because it won't happen again.' "
"Then you think humor is valuable in
a woman?"
a caseagolikeI that
a godsend.
And
not"Inlong
had it's
reason
to be glad
women could take things with a laugh, or
I tnight lia\e to l)e biding out. I go around
with a young lady named Florence Heller.
Naturally, she has to have a sense of
humor — since she can stand me. It happened that, after auditioning a lot of girls
for the part, we picked little blonde Marlyn Stuart to do the 'Mama . . . that man's
here again' signature in the show, as well
as sing. And sbortl>- afterward I took her
to Atlantic City with me, to play a personal a|)pearance, using her in the act.
''f)i:e oi the Broadway columns ran a
■'|uib
Ken was
Murrav's
romance
with
FlorencethatHeller
dead and
that Marlon was the new luart. 1 went to Marlyn
to try and straighten it ont— inciflent.ally,
she bai)|)ens to be one of the prettiest girls
who can come late without getting bawled
out. I expected to find her angry, but she
just
laughed
all right,
whatever
they and
say — said:
so longit'sas they
spell
the
name
right
!'
Not
new
—
but
glad to get a gag instead of a sock Iin was
the
eye, I laughed for five minutes."
"Do you expect to get married again?"
I asked.
''Well,
you that
knowI was
last the
summer
sponsors decided
only mycomedian
who
didn't
have
a
wife:
Jack
Beimy
has
Mary Livingstone, Cantor has his Ida,
Fred Allen has P<]rtland. . So we did that
'Find
a Wife
Murray'nieseries.
Fun was
iim— l)ut
theyforwanted
to climax
the
broadcasts by getting married."
said"That
siernlv.doesn't answer my question," I
54
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'Have you anything set aside for a rainy
"Well," Ken slirugged, "I didn't— then.
?' .\nd you know what I say?
it _\(iuof sto))
I'll iitiyht
give \dnbe da\Mother
aButpicture
whatheckling
my homeme life
: "Yeah — 'A couple of umlike. Let's say, for instance, that I am
Ken:
You know, F'lorence, Ireland
married
—
we
can
call
my
wile
'Florence.'
"
let(Iit thought
lay.) that sounded like a hint, but oxer
must
be heaven, 'cause your mother's
brellas.'here.
it's just like
afterthisbreakfast
— ner?Mother : What are we having for dinit "Let's
would pretend
go something
:
Florence : I have a nice stew.
Mother : I'm tired of stews ; now that
is Florence:
waiting. Hurry, Ken dear — breakfast Ken's
option hasbetter.
been How
renewed
can
something
aboutweduck?
Ken : Oh — I didn't know it was ready ; afford
Florence: Oh — yes, I know you love
I didn't
hear
you
scraping
the
toast.
Florence : Your eggs are waiting.
duck, Mother.
Ken : Waiting without ?
Mother: Yes — I'd give my life for a
Florence : Without what ?
! : Oh, Ken — where are you
Ken : Without bacon ! Ha, ha, ha ! duckFlorence
Say
—
these
eggs
don't
look
so
good,
where
did you get them ?
Ken ?: I'm going out to get Joe Penner !
going
Florence: Don't you recognize them?
Which may or may not prove anything
They're
the
ones
you
laid
last
Tuesday
night.
about how Ken Murray feels about marriage. But he does come by humor natfainily.
Ken : Say — I'm the fumiy man in this
urally enough, his father having been an
old-time
When Murray pere
Florence: Be careful — you're getting recognizedcomedian.
the symptoms in Ken he tried
egg on your tie.
Ken: That's
all right — I look well in to dissuade him from the stage. "At least,
evervthing
a trade," he said, "so you'll have
kid?
Ha, Iha,eat.
ha. Haw !— Some \ oik, eh learn
something to fall back on." So, heeding
Florence: (Sighing) How many lumps the
parental
Ken set out as a musical instrumentadvice,
salesman.
will you take?
Ken : Two — say, once in a while I feel
"The
only
sale
I
made,"
Ken says,
"was
like a waffle — and no wise cracks !
to myself. I bought a clarinet.
It turned
out dance,
to be a but
goodI investment.
sing
a Florence
waffle iron.: Well, you'll have to get me or
can keep myI can't
audience
Ken: Don't be silly — who irons waffles? awake by squealing the daylights out of
Haw
! By tonight?
the way — what are we having
for dinner
clarinet
thatTheclarinet
!" led to a few small-time
Florence : A big stew.
vaudeville dates, which gradually improved and increased until Ken was a
Ken : Shucks — is your father coming
over again?
headline act in the two-a-day, and he
Florence:
the New York Palace Theatre
minstrel
show Yesand— hishe lodge
wants istogiving
borrowa played
more times than any other comedian, as
some jokes.
master of ceremonies, in the days when
Ken : Huh — for a minstrel show all he
Palacepictures,
was vaudevijie
been
in silent
talkies andtops.movieHe'sshorts
needs are a few old, broken-down gags. the
Florence : W' ell, darling, why don't you and recently made a recording for Victor
called Mama — Thai Man's Here Again!
giveKenhim: I'm
your using
last week's
it now.script?
But I better which is a comedy dialogue between himstooge.has It's
first
get to work, I'm behind on iny fan mail. recordself andofOswald,
its kindhis\'ictor
madethe since
Florence : Haven't you read it yet ?
Ken:
I
haven't
even
written
it
yet?
—
By
Crows,
ings of Moran'I\unandBlack
Mack.
He recordplayed
the way — how much longer is your mother the popular
seven
monthsdid intheFarl
Carrol's
Sketchin
going to st.iy willi ns?
Book
and
Lee
Tracy
part
F'lorence : \\ li\ she just got here. And
Please, on the Coast. He writes
at least, you nnist admit, Mother is out- aLouder,
newspaper column called Ken Murray
spoken.
Ken : Yeah — but not by anybody I Says, which is syndicated to seventy-five
know. Oh — hello, mother !
papers
and with
he'd like
to do moreradiowriting.
Mother : Hello.
And now,
a successful
show
Florence : Ken was just talking about added to his other appearances, Ken figures
he's
tried
about
every
angle
of
show
busiyou,Ken Mother
: Yeah— —weren't
I was you.
just Ken?
saying what
ness except Aeolian Hall.
A distraught young man stuck his head
beautiful hair you have.
Mother : Oh, thank you.
in the door and said : "They're waiting
Ken: That is your hair, isn't it? Flaw,
Ken said, and as we left I
for"Okay,"
you,
hawMother:
! I certainly
crack Do'em you?
oft', don't I ? asked
: Ken."
(coldly)
"Why
did
you call your imaginary wife
Ken : Sure — get this gag — it's the opennext itprogram,
and this
it's 'Florence?'"
branding joke
newon— Imymade
up myself
"Why not?" Ken chuckled. "What's
morning. Wanna hear it?
theAndmatter
with Florence?"
Mother: No.
as far
withas her.I know, there's nothing
Ken: Okay— Fred L^ttal says to me: the matter

RADIO STARS
. . . AND

THEY

idio program is just as much a show as
stage production or a picture. There's
10 much of the attitude that only 'radio
:ople'
understand
radio, when
ery Httle
basic difference
betweenthere's
the
isential principles of entertainment on
le air ordirector
the screen.
I've aseenscript
a radio
ramatic
toss aside
that
/as especially written by one of the best
ialogue writers in Hollywood tor a paricular actress, with the comment : 'It isn't
adio.' And he hadn't even read the
cript fellow
— what'shadmore,
nis
werethea only
stockqualifications
of tempernental tricks that impressed his agency
mployers.
"As have
I seetheit,same
good necessary
writing and
good
tories
requisites,
10 matter for what medium they are inended. I realize that radio, like pictures,
las certain taboos. And that there are
:ertain requisites to writing an air show
:or the ear that are different from writng a play or picture that appeals to the
;ye. But those differences are purely merhanical, that any competent writer can
earn and allow for.
"Drama, naturally, interests me most,
since I am an actor. And it's in the field
Df drama that radio seems to fall particularly short. It takes more than a stopwatch and familiarity with studio routine
to make a dramatic director, but that's all

CALL HOLLYWOOD
{Continued from j^age 23)

the equipment a lot of them have for the
job. Drama
one ofto that
radio'sis
strongest
bets should
and the beanswer
the Lux Theatre of the Air, which is
among the most popular radio programs.
.\nd it is one of the most 'prolc^sional' in
its handling, from the ^poIlsor's contact
manMontgomery
to the director."
has made three successful
appearances on the Lux show, which
squelches any idea that his remarks are
prompted by personal rancor.
"Sponsors and agencies spend fortunes
hiring big 'names' — and then give them
nothing
names willButmake
them tuneto do.
in, is'These
the attitude.
the
point is, will they stay tuned in when the
'names'
drool
through
ten
minutes
puerile material and incompetent staging?of
That's where drama suffers worse than
musicals ; the public will listen to bands
and singers, even if the show is badly put
on. And they can always dance to dance
music. But the great success of the few
good dramatic shows on the air proves
that the public appreciates real drama."
It's apparent that Bob Montgomery
takes drama seriously. But there's little
ofnot thefanatic
zealot's
fire in what about
he saysit. ; he's
or impassioned
"Sure," he said, when I mentioned that
his remarks might let hm in for considerable criticism, "I realize that plenty

CRAZY!

of people
willactors
>a.\ :! Wh,
mental movie
W hat these
do theytemperaknow
about radio?' But I don't consider myself
a 'movie actor' — I don't think anyone is.
I'm an actor — and if you're a good actor,
it doesn't matter whether you're acting on
theMontgomery
stage or screen
or air."
has the
right to consider
himself an actor. While his rise to fame
on the screen was sudden, it was based
upon severalperience iyears
hard work and
and exn stock ofcompanies
the
Broadway
stage,
where
he
was
a
name
before going into pictures. When he was
just beginning to click on Broadway, he
received a Hollywood offer to appear in
silent pictures. He turned down the offer,
being hesitant to take a chance in what to
him was an untried medium. He scored
heavily in the play Possession and MetroGoldwn-Mayer offered him a contract to
come West and appear in the talkie So
This is College, with Elliot Nugent — and
this
role. time he accepted, playing the second
Hollywood has a way of ignoring newcomers whotohaven't
arrivedof and
Bob, whoon
had reason
be proud
his record
the stage, was a bit annoyed at the cold
shoulder the movie town gave him. He
set about learning "pictures ;" not merely
acting, but all the allied angles of moviemaking. He popped up in monitors'
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booths, talked to electricians, sound men
and cameramen, and accumulated a considerable fund of knowledge about the
new medium. And the things he learned
enabled him to apply his knowledge to his
own performances, with the result that, in
a short time, comments began to come in
about the new young man named Alontgomery.
The same intelliijent interest he showed
in pictures is manifest in his comments on
radio. \\'hether you agree with him or not,
you
help realizing,
Bob can't
Montgomery,
thatwhen
whatyouhetalksaysto
springs purely and simply from an impersonal appraisal. He is singularly free
of an.\conceitof ordramatizing
actorish mannerisms,
and.
instead
himself, he
pokes fun at himself. The naturalness
that marks his screen performances is
even more marked in person ; he sprawls
his six feet over chairs and sofas, makes
no attempt to turn on charm and talks
simple English in a pleasant voice without any Oxford accent.
He is supposed to be hard to interview,
but that springs mainly from the fact that
YOU

he feels his private life should be his own.
He'll about
talk readily
enough things.
about his work
and
less personal
"I spend about twelve hours a day in the
studio," he says, "and in those twelve
hours I'll do anything within reason that
my
whetherinterviews.
it's acting,I
posingjobfordemands;
stills or giving
figure that the other twelve hours ought
to Hebe mythinks
own."that anybody who says he
doesn't
makingthe agreater
lot of portion
money ofis
crazy andenjoy
he turns
his salary into a trust fund for the years
when his popularity will have passed. He
wants to direct and write and he has sold
several stories, written under pen names.
He's veryamiability,
popular inhis Hollywood
for and
his
amusing
piano playing
wicked tenor to Siccct .id el inc. Liking
him
on the screen,
you'd probably like him
more
well asin person
women.— and that goes for men as
Between pictures he si^ends his time on
his farm in upper New York State, living
the simple life. In Hollywood his home
is unpretentious and he drives his own

MUST

Ponselle's
Songs My
Taught Mc favorite
and, afterwards,
a manMother
came
back
and
told
her:
"Miss
Ponselle
was
in the audience. She enjoyed you very
much."
A
compliment
to
be
treasured
you can imagine how much harder Vivian—
worked after that.
"Social life and a career don't mix,"
this stage,
atshe anyexplained
rate. I simply.
make my"Notfirstat appearance
with the Chicago Opera Company this
fall and I am coaching with Forrest
Lamont
!" dreams
Got to— I've
for thegot saketo ofsucceed
her own
and ambitions, got to for the sake of the
parents who are so proud of her already,
and who started her on the way to her
career when she still was unsteady on her
little feet. They gave her every advantage. She was taught to play the piano,
the violin, taught to know and love the
best in music and never to be satisfied
until her own performance was the best
she could give.
But they were wise parents as well as
dreamers and lovers of music. They saw
to it that Vivian led a normal, simple
life with her older sister, that she went
to parochial school and had her friends,
her simple good times. They wanted no
infant prodigy. They were building for
something
biggc-rsinging
than that.
And Vivian,
day in and day
out as naturally as a lark, dreamed her
dreams, too. For a long time she thought
she would be a nun. IJid not her name
meandestiny,
"of thethenchurch?"
Thatglowed
shouldwithbe
her
! Her eyes
bright visions. But the wise nuns smiled
tenderly. Her voice was meant to be given
to the world.
"You have to give up something for
everything
in this
the words and
you world,"
wonderedVivian
if sheechoed
fully
understood the meaning. She is so young
and success has come so easily. What
56

car. Making no pose of intellectualityl
Bob has a keen interest in current literature and does a great deal of reading. And
while the records show that he was born
to comfortable affluence, he came into
fame the
after the family fortunes hadhard
meltedway,away.
As I was about to leave he unfolded
himself from the couch and stood up to
shake hands. "I gather," I observed "that
you■'Ondon'tthe care
very much
radio."
contrary,"
said about
Bob, "Ithe like
the
idea
of
radio
very
much;
I'd
love
it
and
be glad to work on the air. The only
thing I want is the chance to do something
besides stand in front of a microphone.
Thereprivileged
are goodto shows
the airof — them
I've
been
appear onin some
— and I justify my attitude by the fact
that
I've encountered
that
was every
handledprogram
competently
and professionally has been a show the public liked as
well.So you'll
And Iprobably
hope to bebe inhearing
more ofhimthem."
!
(Next Month: Eddie Cantor answers
Bob Montgomery in no uncertain terms!)

GIVE UP SOMETHING
(Continued from page 49)
sacrifice has she made in the name of written page.
her career? Was she thinking, perhaps,
Nothing succeeds like success — and no
of a young dark officer in Italy? Emotion success is possible without self-assurance,
is part of the Italian heritage, too...
without
one's work,
whatever toit
may be. pride
It is inexciting,
at twenty-one,
"I am very much Italian," she admit- find
oneself famous, in demand, earning
ted.
"They
are
so
sincere,
so
warm-hearted, such excited, noisy people ! I love it. much money. Vivian is barely twenty-one
I am noisy, too, and I talk far too much — and she has every right to be proud of
that is my greatest weakness. Even in what she has accomplished in so short a
But she has much of the saving
sciiool,
Sisters diverted
punishedfromme thoughts
for it." time.
grace of humility and one suspects both
But, herthe dreams
the
gracious
nuns who taught her, and
offastened
the church,
eager young
mind her wise parents,
of being responsible for
again Vivian's
on the opera.
She always
was a hero-worshipper. Rosa Raissa, that trait. Honor thy father and thy
Lucrezia Bori, Mary Garden, Lawrence motlier are not empty words in an Italian
Tibbett — and always Rosa Ponselle. To family and Vivian ungrudgingly tenders
sing for and with them a glorious, im- her parents the respect and the devotion
probable dream ! To meet any one of them they deserve.
was ecstasy.
The depression altered many things for
Delia Chiesa family. They lost their
"Mary Garden has such an infectious the
fine
had to build life anew in a
personality." She leaned forward eagerly. new home,
and uncongenial environment. Here
"And Lawrence Tibbett is so simple, so
unaffected — I wanted so terribly to meet was Vivian's first big opportunity to help
him, but when my chance came I was and it steadied her, made her realize the
too frightened to talk. I could only stam- value of money, the relative importance
mer and blush ! I said finally, so stupidly : of success.
her heart brimmed with pride that
'Mr. Tibbett, I enjoyed your singing — I sheButcould
Her family needed her
want to tell you — .' He laughed and said : and she stoodhelp.staunchly
by. They have an
'Go ahead, I love it!'" She looked at apartment now in Chicago
and, with the
me,
shakenhermy eyes
hand,shining.
I wanted"When
to wraphe ithadup Delia Chiesa zest for living, you may be
they are happy there and not wasting
in tissue paper — I couldn't talk, I was so sure
time dreaming of the past.
I thought how dangerous it is for her
"Temperamental?" Vivian repeated my
thrilled."
to feel so intensely. To go about, wide- question. "I don't think so, though Mamma says I am ! I have ups and downs.
eyed, eager, totally unarmed. She will be
hurt, inevitably. But character can be made But I've learned not to be temperamental
in no other way. And because she is una- in my work ! I tried it once — I was annoyed and snapped out what I thought. But
fraid, meeting life more than half way.
she will learn, if she has not already, to it made hard feeling, unpleasantness. You
take the bitter with the sweet, the grief can do much more with honey than with
with the joy. And the measure of her suc- vinegar!"
airily.not commit
An idealsheman?concluded
She woidd
cess will be not the voice of a girl but
the voice of a woman, ricli with emotion, herself too far. "Domineering, superior —
with that rare understanding that brings someone to look up to!" And she added
to a .song so much more than is on the girlishly : "Boys are scared of a girl who
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loes things, a singer — I enjoy thcni more
>vhen they don't know what I do. 1 like
•ariety
friends.
A radiowithcareer
is narow, youin lose
a contact
the outside
vorld if you are not careful, get absorbed NO WOMAN WON A MAN'S HEAfiT W/TH
in your own rut. I think one needs to get
iway from people in one's own line of
work, to meet different people. Someshe added
were an times,"office
girl,wistfully.
a clerk in"I awish
store.I
They
don't
have
to
worry
about
perfecting
this and that, always studying, always
orking
and harder
!"
Only aharder
few years
ago, Vivian
was a
carefree schoolgirl, absorbed in rollerskating, bicycling, school parties, the
movies. But singing became more and
more important and eagerly she wedged
her vocal studies into her crowded school
days, attending the Chicago School of
Music and going to high school at the
same time. It made a heavy program and,
by the time she graduated, she was on
the verge of a breakdown. But she came
of good stock,
had had
a healthy,
constitution. And she
learned robust
the lesson
that health is important, must be considered. She struck a more even balance —
then found herself plunged into a career
for which she had not considered herself
ready. She had her voice, a natural, Godgiven, glorious voice, with a wide range.
But she was young and needed more
training. The answer was work and more
work. With less singleness of purpose,
she would have been discouraged, would
have slackened, contented herself with a
nearer, easier goal. But she had, after
all, more than a sweet voice, more than a
casual ambition.
"So many people with talent never get
awidened,
chance,"darkened
she said asearnestly.
eyes
she sawHerherself
among that unhappy number.
But she was both lucky and sensible
enough to realize that success might slip
away as easily as it had come. Chance
might have put her where she so longed
to be — she well knew she would have to
work hard to stay there.
AMAZING NEW FREDERICS WIRELESS PERMANENT
In the first thrill of her radio success,
PRODUCES WAVES OF SHIMMERING SOFTNESS
she went to the manager of the Chicago
.. .NATURAL AS CURLY HAIR!
Opera Company for an audition. Signor No more cumbersoma
Longone listened to the lovely voice and
machines with hairwas impressed. But he was a wise man
HERE'S
news everyan woman
will new
welcome!
Frederics
pulling wires.
has Permanent!
perfected
permanent
—a
and gave her wise advice. Perhaps her
Wireless
Noamazing
hair-pulling
wires or hea\^
singing muscles were not fully developed.
electrical
gadgets
are
used.
No
insufTerablc
chemical
Perhaps the strenuous demands of opera
heat is necessary. Light, pre-heated aluminum
might prove too much, might wreck the
wavers are put on to cool off — not heat up. Quickly,
promising career. . . .
magically,
comfortably, your straight hair is transPatiently, diligently Vivian practised,
formed into deep, beautiful, soft waves that shimday in and day out. She went on with her
mer with lustre. A wave so natural — so alluring — so
enduring and so easy to manage that you will really
commercial programs, her personal apthink you have naturally curly hair.
pearances, her occasional concerts, but she
If youyouwant
permanent
to win attractive,
admirationsay—
never let up on the essential practising.
make
moreyour
beautiful
and always
And, finally, she went to Signor Longone
to
your
permanent
waver:
"I
want
Frederics
No
more
harsh,
harmful
again
— and her
won debut
the coveted
Vt'ireless Permanent. The most naturala and
most
will make
this fallcontract.
as MiniiShein
chemical heat.
comfortable of all Permanent Waves."
La Boheme.
She has her own program each Friday
E. FREDERICS, Inc.
over the NBC network at 9 :30 EST. You
23.'^247
New YorkEastCity45th St.
may hear her Tuesdays at 6:45 p. m. EST
-Frederics
and again on Thursdays at 7:30 — 8:00
Kindly Hend me a list of s
neighborp. m. EST with the Roy Shield Rcvuc.
liood who Kive Frederics IMplesftin myTermanents.
VITA-TONIC^z^VITRON
The wings of song have carried her far
already and will carry her much further
Name
or we are greatly mistaken in Vivian, in
(omeiess
her dynamic personality, her glorious
AddrcsH
voice.
is cupid's
whirringAndin iftheitoffing,
he willwings
have weto hear
bide
his time, be content to wait backstage. For
City
State
V^ivian has all she can attend to right now I
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Here's something for the girl who "has
everything"
— a wrapped
gift to give
Beautiful eyes! All
up herself.
in a package
(the ingredients are). Or you can purchase
them singly. Don't wait for some one to
give themthemto you
— prove yourself
getting
immediately
. . . and gifted
see howby
many eligible young Santas want to put
you
on theirSlipChristmas
trees!into
First,it there's
KuRLASn!
your lashes
today.
Like magic, they curl back in a fascinating
curve. How much bigger and brighter your
eyes look now that they have dark, fringed
frames! KuRLASII accomplishes this transformation in only 30 seconds. No heat,
cosmetics or practice. $1 at all good stores.

And
here's
another withrealLashgift.
Darkenwhile
thetheylash-tips
tint
arethatheld ravishing
in KuRLASH.
It
adds
look that
wrapshimeveryon your
man giftup
inpile.mistletoe
ribbon
and puts
Lashtintandislittle
thered glass
water-proof
maseara
applied with
alooks
convenient
rod.
It
dries
instantly
and
completely
soft $1.and natural. Comes in black,
blue, brown,
or green.

And, finally,
the gift .of. color
subtle,
imperceptible
but, . oh,. .
so telling!
Smooth
a bitfavorite
of . Shadctte
eye
shadow
in
your
shade
It will make your eyesShadettc
look larger.
comes
in twcl c intriguing daytimebrilliant.
shades.
Mix
gold
liver with green or blue to give your eyes an exoticor
ridesccnt look that's irresistible for evening. 75c.
ffriU coloring
Japje Heath
/or adfice
beauty. Dept.
Givt
Hour
Jor personal
heaulvabout
plan.eyeAddrejj
MM-1
Kurlajli
Kurla^hTheCompany
ojCompany,
Canada, atRochester,
Toronto, J.N. Y. The
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DISTANCE LOVE
(Co)itinucd from page 39)

plays, one of which she wrote. She
danced — to the tune of $30 weekly — at
Grauman's
theatrein intheHollywood
and one ofEgyptian
her friends
line was
Myrna Ley. There followed three years
of one-night stands in minor theatricals,
until Grandfather Scalmanini stepped in
and put a stop to such shenanigans by hustling her off to Europe and putting her in
finishing school in Geneva, Switzerland.
When the market crash came, Benay
retvirned to Hollywood and show business
t(i earn her living. She placed understudy to the lead in the Coast production
of Tip Toes, appeared in vaudeville and
picture houses and, in 1930, was doing her
first radio work at KFRC. San Francisco,
singingtimeandshewriting
the
same
sang atcunlthe inuil.\'.
F.niijassyAtClub,
a San Francisco night spot, from 8:30 to
4 :00 a.m., writing her continuity between
numbers.
she'd a.m.get up for a morning programThenat 8:30
Benay could take it— Init the going was
too tough and she was forced to drop her
radio work and concentrate on night clubs,
whence she came to \\'ABC in Xew York.
"I was in a rut at Columbia," Miss
Venuta confesses. "In all the time I was
on the station, I was never submitted for
a commercial. So, in July, I was glad
to go over to Mutual, where I could have
a chance to do the sort of thing I want
to do. I am mistress of ceremonies, too,
and
I don't informal
try to be way
funnyof— but
I do like
a friendly,
working
and
it Itseems
to
be
going
over."
would, I think. Benay Venuta has an
attractive speaking voice, young, vibrant
and alive, with an almost boyish directness
and absence of af¥ectation. The radio
audience seems to like it, too, for Miss
Venuta gets many fan letters telling her
so.
them,"Venuta,
she says,and"ended
up 'love
to "One
you, ofMiss
to the
dear
Doctor'
There .it .was." again I I sighed resignedly
and with a gleam of hope in the reportorial eye, asked :
"Uh — the doctor — } our husband, does he
mind
your chuckled.
work?"
Benay
friends
kidded
the life out of"His
him over
somehaveof
the publicity .stories about us. But he
takes it all as a joke and I really think
he's"Oh,"
terribly
proud of me."
I muttered.
"You see," she went on, "Ken isn't
apractising
psychiatrymedicine—
degree andhe'sisworking
interestedtoward
priny in research.
never kick
had
to workcipal for
a living, Since
he getshe'sa great
outBenay
of my Venuta
going out
and
making
money."
and Dr. Kelley met in
San Franci.sco, where the Doctor was
finishing medical school at Stanford. In
order to be near her, he transferred to
Northwestern U., when Benay went to
Chicag(j to work, and he graduated from
there. And probably the oidy reason they
didn't cause
getDr. married
iminediately
beKclIey was
awaiting was
a final
divorce decree from a youthful and unsuccessful marriage. The divorce was final

last Septeinber, 1935, and on October 20tb
they were married.
"Do isyou,"
I ventured,
"thinkthingthatin your
work
the most
important
life
"I take my work seriously," Benay said.
"It's important to me because I love it ;
just natural
ego — allI profestoI suppose
you?"sionalit'sentertainers
are egotists,
guess.
Anyway,one; I'd I'm
just
as
much
anycry if I didn't get'ham'fouras bows
and
I
like
people
to
like
me.
That's
one
reason I've been working so hard on this
show.
I'm
gonna
make
people
like
me
Miss Venuta, for all the light candor of!"
her
obviously
it. to"I never
likedremarks,
night club
work meant
; I hope
do a
show that there's some talk about putting
on. But radio is my favorite and I'd be
miserable
I'm not
it ifup —Itop.atgaveleast,it up.
not until
I cangoing
get
toto give
the very
"But — important? I said it was, to me.
Still, when you look at it objectively, what
I'm doing isn't really important, unless in
the sense that entertaining people is imI said that I thought that could be very
worth while.
"Yes — I suppose it is, if you can bring
some
portant."pleasure to people. On the other
hand, marriage goes on all your life — at
least,
I expectto mine
will — andOrthat's
really—
important,
a woman.
science
medicine
— the itwork
Ken is1 doing
And there
was again
Benay . is. ."terribly interested in her husband's work.
She's beautiful
interested photos
in so with
manya things
she
takes
cheap —little
camera
;
and
I
don't
mean
snapshots
;
and
she colors them herself ; she likes to paint
furniture, play tennis, knit, and she has
a large musical library which she is constantly eidarging. She has been a guest
onand Joan
yachtandin another
the WesttimeIndies
hookedLowell's
a shark,
the
boat she was on was driven aground on
a coral reef in a storm, with sharks bobbing hungrily around. Once, cruising the
Mediterranean with a party of friends,
their yawl was becalmed, holding Benay
and her friends without food or water.
She likes sport and tailored clothes and
is as pleasant to look at as to listen to.
She speaks French and Italian like a
native and has trouble getting up in the
morning.
She may — by the time you read this —
be going to work on a picture with Myrna
Loy and William Powell, a sequel to the
famous Thin Man. And on her present
Sunday afternoon show she has inauguwhich soseems
to be ratedverythe "talking
popular song"
... idea,
so much
that
the idea lifters have gone to work on it.
One girl actually sang almost the exact
arrangement Benay used, she says.
She'd like to know more about cameras
and
photography,so and
she'd like to study
medicine,
is doing .being
. . interested in what Ken
"I gather," I groaned, "that you are,
then,
love with your
"Butin definitely!"
Benayhusband?"
shot back.
So I guess that's that.
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BOARD OF REVIEW
(Continued from l^ai/e 11)
111. AMERICAN PAGEANT OF YOUTH 56.6
^'BC Sun. 12:01) Xmii EST
112. ALLEN
56.5
XBC r-TPRESCOTT
11:41 A.M. EST
113. THE
O'NEILLS
56.4
XBC
M-r-U
-T-F
3:45
P.M.
EST
114. SUNSET
DREAMS—
MORIN
SISTERS. 56.2
XBC
Sun.
7:15
P.M.
E.'iT
lis. XBC
THE T-U-T
HONEYMOONERS
1I:jO
l .U. EST NIGHT — 56.0
116. BENNY
NATIONAL RUBIN
AMATEUR
55.7
Sun.VALLEY
f,:00 I'.M.
EST
117. MBS
DEATH
DAYS
55.6
XBC
Fri.
.1:30
P.M.
E.ST
118. CBS
WILDERNESS
ROAD
55.4
.\I-T-\V-1-F
5.V5
P.M.
EST
119. SINGER
EDWARD MacHUGH-THE GOSPEL 55.2
XBC M-T-W-r-F
1I:-I5 TOAST
.\.M. E.'^T JERRY
120. COOPER,
KRUGER
MUSICAL
SALLY SINGER,
BLOCK 55.1
ORCHESTRA
XBC ALLAN
Mo,:. 10:.W
P.M.
EST
121. CBS
DR.
ROY
DAFOE
55.0
M-\V-F 11:4^
A.M. I ST
122. BACKSTAGE
WIFE
55.0
XBC
.M-T-W-T-F
11:1^
.1
U.
EST
123. CBS
BROADWAY
VARIETIES
52.7
P.M.
E.^T
124. CBS
PICK Fri.
ANDS:00X:M)
PAT
52.3
Mon.
P.M.
E.ST
125. MA
PERKINS
52.2
NBC
M-T-\V-T-F
.<:!<
P.M.
EST
126. ECHOES
OFfi:00NEWP.M.YORK
TOWN 51.0
XBC
Sun.
EST
127. RICH MAN S DARLING
50.1
/-'.w-5 P..\l. EST
128. CBS
BOBBYM-T-IV-T-F
BENSON
50.0
CBS
M-W-F
0:15
P.M.
1:^1
129. HOW
TO
BE
CHARMING
49.9
XBC M-W-F
11:30I N WELCOME
.A.M. I:ST VALLEY.49.S
130. EDGAR
NBC Tues.GUEST
8:30
P.M. MOUNTED.
EST
131. RENFREW
OF THE
..... .49.4
CBS
M-T-W-T-F 6:45 P.M. EST, 8:15 P.M.
PST
132. THE GOOSE CREEK PARSON 49.2
M-W-F SADE
7:30 P.M. EST. 7:45 P.M. PST 48.7
133. CBS
VIC
NBC AND
M-T-W-T-F
3:30
11:30
A.M.
EST
on
WSYRP.M.WLSEST.WHAM
KDKA THEWJZSAILOR
134. CBS
POPEYE,
48.6
M-W-F
7:15 P.M. EST
135. JACK
ARMSTRONG
48.0
NBC M-T-W-T-F
5:30 P.M. EST
136. SINGIN'
SAM
NBC Fri. MIX—
8:15
P.M.RALSTON
EST, 8:30 STRAIGHT
P.M. PST 47.8
137. SHOOTERS
TOM
47.0
NBC M-T-W-T-F
5:15 P.M. EST
138. MODERN
ROMANCES
46.8
NBC Wed.ORPHAN
2:00 P.M.ANNIE
EST
139. LITTLE
46.7
NBC M-T-W-T-F 5:45 P.M. EST
WHAT
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TOLISTEN
(Continued from page 17)
The March of Time, which I consider the
most interesting program on the air, although Iwish it were broadcast earlier
in the evening. On evenings at home I
like to retire before 10 :30, which means I
miss my favorite program too often."
Mrs. Adelbert Torrcy, Atlantic, Mc.
(Housewife.)
"Cheerio — Major
good music,
helpful
and uplifting.
Bowes, very
for
enjoyment to myself and the good cause.
Today's Children,
Edward
MacHugh,
David Just
HarumPlainandBill,Betty
and
Bob for sheer entertainment."
Maude E. Baker, Allston, Mass. CMagAgent.)! ''Today's
Children.
so veryazinehuman
Mary Marlin,
becauseIt isit
is both fascinating and interesting. David
Harum for quaint, wholesome humor.
Helen Trent — extremely exciting. One
never tires of it. And Helen Hayes, no
matter what program she is on."

I found my nhole appear
Xtarchand's Golden Hai
Wash,"
Miss Ernestin,
Lollie of says
Vmeland,
N. J.

T^'/INNER
MARCHAND'SlovelyBLONDE-OF-THE-iVlONTH
\V TEST forof DECEMBER,
Miss Lollie admitted many ofCONher
friends commend her attractive appearance. "They all admire my golden
hair," says
Miss
Lollie.
Blonde
or
Brunette,
you
too
can
gain
added
popularity. Glorious, sparkling hair will bring you, as it did Miss Lollie, the
admiring compliments of your friends.
BLONDES — If your hair is dull, faded or streaked, rinse with Marchand's
toGolden
bringHair
backWash
bright,
of natural
blonde golden
hair. Marchand's
keepssunny
your lustre
hair always
the popular
shade.
BRUNETTES — You will delight in a lovelier appearance once you rinse
sparkling highlights into your hair with Marchand's. Or if you prefer,
using
golden Marchand's
blonde shade.full strength you can completely lighten your hair to a
BLONDES AND BRUNETTES - Worried over unsightly hair on arms —
and
Women Invisible
everywherethrough
now use
to make "superfluous"
hair legs?
unnoticeable.
evenMarchand's
sheerest stockings!
Start to benefit from this effective home beauty treatment today. Get a
bottle
of Marchand's
Golden
Hair Wash
at any drugstore. Use it on your
hair — your
arms and legs
— tonight,
at home.
Would You, Too, Like to Visit New York- FREE
Full details of Marchand's Blonde -Of- The -Month Contest in your package
of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. At your druggist. Or mail coupon below.

ND'S
MARCHA
GOLDEN
HAIR
WASH
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON
MARCHAND-S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY
Please letHairme Wash.
try forEnclosed
myself 50thecents
SUNNY,
GOLDENcoin EFFECT
Marchand's
Golden
(use stamps,
or money oforder
as convenient) for a full-sized bottle.
Address
Citv
- State
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ROBERT
SANTA!
HELP M€
fIGHT OFF
GERMS

Giive me
MENNEN GIFT BOX
It contains the oil and powde
that are antiseptic
"Mummy
— pleaseGifttellBoxSantathisto Christmas
come across—
with a Mennen
'cause it sure will help protect my skin
against
look what's
in itkind
—a
bottle ofgerms.
MennenJustAntiseptic
Oil — the
most all the hospitals* use daily in caring
for babies' skin. Besides, there's Mennen
Antiseptic Powder — it also keeps germs
away. that,
Gosh,cantherethere?can'tSo,be Mummy,
a better gift
than
tell
Santa to bring me a Mennen Gift Box."
*Nine-tenths
hospitals Antiseptic
important Oil.tn
maternity
workof all
Doctors endorse
ituse. Mennen
. . as well as Mennen
Antiseptic
Mennen GiftPowder.
Box. Get both products in a

and $150
60

yfjur druggist

TAYLOR,
(Co)itinucd
jroiit page 41)BEWARE!

highlights and shadows, every facet of his
character. You see that in his characterizations on the radio and on the screen. It
is, in fact, what makes so real and moving
his portrayal of the varied roles he plays.
You see it even at rehearsal where, in an
instant, at a single cue, he loses himself in
the part he is seeking to interpret.
He has to have this understanding of the
character he represents before he can read
the lines, but his insight is swift and un' erringtive and,
analysis given
of the that
role,fundamental,
his reading ofintuithe
lines is masterly. Six years on NBC programs have been excellent training !
It was while he was in school that his
interest in dramatics was first aroused.
.\nd when he was still wavering between
ISIackstone and Thespis, weighing the
, world of make-believe against the hard
j matter-of-factness of the law, he had his
j the
first local
opportunity
stock. Theof manager
company,in deprived
his leadingof
man by an ill-timed automobile accident,
sent an SOS to Don, whom he had seen
in school performances.
It was as easy as that ! All Don had to
do was cut classes, learn the part and appear on the stage that same afternoon !
But if it was luck that singled him out, it
was something more than that which
carried him through. Don had what it
takes. He played the part — beautifully.
And won a twenty-week contract on the
strength of his performance. Thus Don,
half Irish and half Italian, began his romantic career, with the luck of the Irish
and the dark looks of his Italian heritage
to speed him on his way.
It was Bernardine Flynn, of Vic and
Sade, who introduced him to radio. They
had known each other in college and, in
her own deep liking for the work which
seemed to have solved her own personal
problems so pleasantly, she thought it
would be an excellent field for the talented
Don. Bernardine was right. Since the early
days of Betty and Boh. with Don in the
title role, his popularity has increased
steadily. As leading man in the First
Nighter dramas and Grand Hotel, Don has
become high favorite with radio fans.
And it speaks well for the kind of chap
he is that he has always been hi^li favorite
with the other memi)ers of Ins company,
too. I have met a number ol them and, one
and all, they sing Don's praises, on the
slightest
— he's —so
real and provocation.
so sincere and"He'sso grand
unassuming
he's
wonderful
to
work
with."
They
boil down to that and, as purely sponta-all
neous expressions of opinion, they're pretty
nice,
they? of the air lanes to movie
Fromaren't
favorite
triumphs was an inevitable step for one
with Don's good looks. \ii<l like his two
years in stock and \aTKle\ ille and the six in
radio, Don looks upon his latest adventures
with delightful lack of conceit.
"I suppose I always wanted tfi be in the
movies,"
way have
anyonea ro-in
this sort heof adnn'tted,
work <li)cs."theThey
mantic
appeal,
a
glamour
—
and
so
had a chance to make a test about when
a yearI
ago, I was thrilled. But the test wasn't

good."
it quite
matter-of-factly.
I mustHehavesaidlooked
sceptical,
for he explained earnestly : "No, really — I saw it
myself
and
it
wasn't
any
good.
But
had gone back to Chicago, an agent after
saw itI
and thought it had possibilities. He got
some movie people interested in looking at
it and they saw something in it, too. The
next thing I knew, I was on the way to the
Coast to make a picture, with the understanding that if it was any good, they'd
giveWhile
me aDoncontract
thirtyof days."
was inwithin
the throes
this first
picture, the First Nighter series was transfer ed to the Coast, the entire company, including Betty Lou Gerson as leading lady,
deserting Chicago for the time being. Now
that Don is established in Hollywood, it is
being broadcast, with a new cast, from the
local NBC station and is known now as
the Little
Theatre
Hollyzvood
vard instead
of theon Little
TheatreBouleOff
Times Square.
For the first picture — Sins of Man with
Jean Hersholt — ivas good. So good that
Don was immediately cast in Ramona, and
Ladies loinwed in swift
Love and
One in a Million folsuccession.
So now Don serves two masters and
serves them very well, indeed. He is reluctant to say which he likes better, but
the scales weigh perhaps a little heavier
for the newer world of the movies, which
accepted him so readily and made him
feel immediately at home.
"I was never frightened, nervous." Don
dismissed the idea with a laugh. "They're
such grand people to work with. They're
big. Maybe it's because they've arrived, because they don't need to worry about their
own
I don't
know. But
they positions,
seem so real
and sincere
and anyway,
friendly
— I love working with them. And there
doesn't
seem
to
be
the
pressure,
the
ing urge to lead, to dominate, that youdrivfind
in other fields. Of course, if one actor
outplays another, that's different. But there
is And
no mean
rivalry."
Don said
that, if you please, just
after finishing his part in Ladies in Love
with those four lovely firebrands, Constance Bennett, Janet Gaynor, Loretta
Young and Simone Simon !
At my exclamation of surprise, he
grinned. work"Is. Ithink
knoweven
— everyone
expected
the director
was firesurprised. But it didn't seem in any way
forced or unnatural. They were just themselves— not cold or too polite, but warm
and friendly. They are four lovely girls.
Janet Gaynor (Don's scenes are with her)
it seems
the movie
is And
just grand
to work
with!" folk feel the
same way alxmt Dun. He likes people. He
meets them easily. He is just himself
and they like him for it. And before the
cameras, as in front of the microphone, his
work reflects that sincerity, that simplicity.
For the most part, Don has had to meet
his movie public in disguise. Even the appealing part of Alcssaudro in Ramona,
with Loretta Young, did not reveal the real
Don. So he is particularly pleased with his
role in One in a Million, with Sonja
Henie, which is a straight dramatic part.
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But with all this constant association
with the lovely ladies of radio and screen
— what about that romance we spoke of?
"W'e have been married four years this
November, Honore and I," he explained
with hisDonald
quiet Junior,
smile. "And
have two
boys,
who we
is three
and
Ronny,
who
is
ten
riionths
.
.
.''
He is very inarticulate when it comes to
describing his wife, his marriage, but it is
a bright and shining fact that theirs is one
of the happiest marriages in Hollywood.
Honore is a quiet, home-loving girl. She
majored in dietetics, and manages her
home and her babies efficiently. And in her
chosen career
ces ful as Don sheis isin ashis.outstandingly
For there issuc-no
slightest
in her make-up
and she hint
bringsof tojealousy
her marriage
a sweet
sincerity, a forthrightness that is rare in
moviedom. Don and her babies and her
home are her pride and joy.
"There isn't any reason in the world
why a marriage shouldn't be as successful
in Hollywood as anywhere else," Don proearnestly.sort
"As ofa matter
fact, wewe
live thetestedsame
life hereof that
did in Chicago.
"There's so little to say about it," he
went on in response to my query. "We
have here
a little
a ranch, they'd
out
— withplacea — swimming
pool.callWeit
don't do anything — we swim, of course,
we play
just
a smallcards.
groupWe thathaven't
we seemany
often.friends,
Now
and then we go out, to dine, to dance, or
go to the park and try out the concessions
— " he shrugged. "You see how it is—
there's
it!"
Exceptjustthisnothing
— that ittois say
saneabout
and normal
and entirely delightful and very admirable
in these hectic days of out-doing the
Joneses 1 And it is grand to meet young
peoplelookwith
clear Ameches
and steadyhaveout-a
on life.such
The a Don
sense of values. Some part of his not inconsiderable wages is put by each week,
for annuities and insurance. The rest goes
for household expenditures, on a reasonable scale, for clothes and simple pleasures.
And both have a sense of humor. They
love to joke, to rib each other, get a kick
out of pretended squabbles in public — get
a kick out of it because they never quarrel,
really, because they understand each other
so well. Honore calls for him at the studio
after broadcasts, she sits quietly on the set
where he is playing. And her gaze is
steady, serene when she meets him. There
is no question in her eyes, no fear. He
may have just come from a tender love
scene with some other pretty girl, but
Honore isn't worried. Don is the matinee
idol
real type
Don.— but don't forget, she knows the
She knows that if ever anything, anyone,
came
betweenDon them,
she'dnothearfromaboutsomeit
first from
himself,
scandal-monger, some gossip-sheet. And
she rests secure in the deeper knowledge
that there is no hint of the philanderer in
Don. He is the same boy that he was ten
years ago, simple, steadfast, sincere. If it
was luck that placed him beneath the white
glare of the Klieg lights, it is something
more than luck that keeps him there. She
knows the white glare of publicity will not
turn his head, that fame and success will
not break up their home. For the fundamental tenets of his life, his character, as
ofdevotion.
hers, are love and loyalty, honesty and
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Every Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, E.S.T.,
MODERN ROMANCES presents a thrilling halfhour of real-life drama . . . the true stories of
actual people, their problenns and their solutions,
brought to life In these weekly dramatizations on the air.
This exciting radio program comes to you over six powerful
stations:
CLEVELAND
WTAM
WJZ
NEW YORK
PITTSBURGH
WMAQ
KDKA .
WBZ
BOSTON
CHICAGO
WBZA
SPRINGFIELD
Tune in your favorite station
next Wednesday at two
o'clock and be thrilled by
MODERN
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ON

THE

AIR!
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CALLING

ALL

STARS !
RADIO RAMBLINGS
(Contimted from page 14)

Long a favorite with radio
headliners, the Savoy-Plaza
has earned this preference
through its atmosphere of
warm hospitality, its superb
cuisine, and its cheerful service.
Overlooking Central Park, the
Savoy- Plaza is close to CBS
and NBC studios and to the
finest shops and theatres . . ,
The Cafe Lounge and Snack
Bar at Cocktail Hour and after
the theatre is the meeting
place of smart New Yorkers
and visitors who come to dance
and
be amusedentertainers...
by the season's
outstanding
Rooms at the Savoy-Piaza
provide spacious luxury with
truly home-like comfort. Single
rooms from $6. Double rooms
from $8. Suites from $12.

WOY
Henry -PL
A. Rosr, MonoglnaAZA
Director
George Suier, Resident Monaoer
FIFTH AVENUE • 58th TO 59th STS • NEW YORK
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really is a much better comedian than his
past two seasons on the air indicated. He
had to write his scripts two weeks in advance, so they could be sent down south
to his sponsors for approval. Once the
approval
Walterno couldn't
change sowasmuchstamped
as a on,comma,
matter
what new things suggested themselves in
rehearsal. Most comedy shows take on a
good
deal of extra zip in the reliearsal
rewritings.
Anyway, the new O'Keefe show has
been
and in the
tune microphone
with this season's
style lively
of keeping
in the
audience part of the time. It also establishes a custom of paying people for being
members of a studio audience, and who
says that's not a good idea?
-♦- Fannie Brice came
In the studio, ii'hcii
back to the air Wednesday evcninijs, recently, was a veteran radio prrss-aijenl . He
had been there on the night, a decade ago,
ivhen Fannie made her very first radio
appearance. As they talked about it, she
recalled hoiv neri'ous the thing made her.
"Vou didn't seem nerz'ous," he said. "I
remember the microphone icas set too loii.'
for you and in the middle of your bit you
kicked off your high-heeled shoes, zMch
brought you doi.'u to just tlie right height.
I thought that certainly showed compo"Composure!" and Fannie laughed. "My
dogs
z^'cre aching."
sure."
Thursday Night Studios: In the Rudy
Valleefied,studio
an air
of dignitheatrical you'll
polish.findRudy
presides
with
the quiet sincerity of an earnest class
president and guest stars make entrances
from the wings or rear of the stage, taking bows professionally before starting at
the microphone . . . Slipping over to
Boat, conducted
in an adjoining
aShow
program
in a studio,
scene ofthere's
wild
confusion, a stage full of what seems to
be bedlam. People dash out from the
control-room with hurried messages and
dash back again. Actors sit in a bank of
chairs on one side and singers on the
other, with constant movement back and
forth to microphone for brief bits. Applause signs are waved wildly . . . Out in
Hollywood,
Crosby's hourimaginable.
has the
most casual Bing
light-heartedness
No one dresses formally. Bing usually
comes around in slacks and sweater, and
so do most of the others. Bob Burns
dolls all up, though, fancy waistcoat and
everything . . .
If you evening
could get
to Columbia's
Thursday
showsoverat the
same hour,
inan the
Kate
Smith
studio,
you'd
into
atmosphere of grim earnestness,runamazingly in contrast to the smooth ease of
the show. Kate is a formidable lady at
the mike, casting quick, anxious glances
here and there to make sure everything is
running properly. She does have playful moments, though. The other night,
right in the midst of a song, / Want to
Lead a Band, she prankishly snatched the
baton from
her ofleader's
handherself.
and conducted the rest
the song

Many a singer has an actor to read
spoken lines for him, but this one tops
that business. NBC's news commentator,
Gilbert Seldes, has been having an actor
read his comments on world affairs. Still
better, the actor chosen to simulate the
Seldes voice is Bill Adams, much of
whose fame rests on his perfect radio
imitation
of the voice of President Roosevelt.
Hard to explain ivhy girl singers have
such a fragile hold on radio popularity,
isn't
it? Missing
air thisAnnette
season
arc such
ladies asfrom
Jane theFroman,
Hanshaw, Ethel Shutta, Mildred Bailey
and Connie Boswell, mentioning just a
feii'. And only last season, or the season
before,
all of them ivere at the peak of
radio success.
Strange, too, how quickly Benny Fields
faded from the radio picture. After his
long and prosperous theatrical career had
declined to a point where he was actually dependent on friends for the rent,
he suddenly zoomed back last season to
new stardom in Chicago and Broadway
night clubs and was featured soloist in
the radio inversion
of Z.iegfeld's
summer
Hollywood
and heFollies.
returnedA
to New York radio to find no takers this
fall.ish outJust
sustaining
shows to finan aoldfewcontract
-♦- with Columbia.
Blustering, hearty, bad-tempered, beamingly amiable, in quick succession, Paul
Whiteman always is lively company at
work or play. After a program, the other
night, he came storming into the controlroom for ference.
the regular
nightagain,
conImmediately Sunday
he started
with the remark: "Wait here a minute.
I didn't call my ivife to see hoiv the proAt the control-room door, he stopped
and
sheepishly.
know,because
I just
had grinned
a grambigivas." fight
with the"You
sponsor
heshow.
brought
wife'swaitopinion
And up
I canhisnever
to get ofto our
the
phone to see what my own ball and chain
thinks
it !" is one man ivho never has
EddieofCantor
trouble with the sponsor — at least, not the
kind where he loses the argument. When
differences arise, Eddie tells them plenty,
so much plenty an opponent gets little to
say. At one period of his radio career,
Eddie ivas ivorkiug for radio's most forsponsor.because,
In this frankly,
story, ive'll
him Mr. midable
Zinn,
Ed callbe
afraid to have him catch me taking his
real name lightly. Everyone in the radio
business
Cantor. stands in aive of him — except this
Mr. Zinn once contemplated doing a radio program zvith Helen Hayes and was
complaining to Eddie about the high salary. "She wants $2,500 a zveek," he objected. "There isn't a ivoman in the
world
w'orth said
that Eddie
much money."
"Listen,"
with an air of
settling
things,
"she's
and this
Ell
tell you why. We couldivorth
zvalk that
through
office building and in a feiv floors Ed find
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you a do:cn Zinns. But m the 'ultole
blacc, I couldn't find you a siiiiile Helen
Hayes. Tliat's icIiy she's zcoitli that much
money."
Did you get this odd note in the return
of Ed Wynn and Jack Pearl to radio this
month? In their radio heydeys, a couple
of years back, Ed and Jack were the
leading rivals for that dunce cap representing top honors in radio comedy. Now
they return to work for two leading rivals
in the medicated cigarette field.
Radio certainly
hasn't picked
up theof
Hollywood
and Broadway
tradition
brief marriages and frequent divorces.
There are a few, but strikingly in the
minority. .A.s a sample of how well marriage goes in radio, there are those Paul
Whitemans
mentioned a few paragraphs
back.
People who run across Fred Allen and
Portland in a restaurant always come away
remarking about the rapt attention her
husband of some nine years still gets and
the way her laughter rings out at nearly
everything he says. Jane Froman has seriously interfered with her own radio
career, rather than be separated from Don
Ross when his picture, radio and stage
singing takes him afield.
Jane and Goodman {Easy Aces) Ace are
inseparable at race tracks or of an evening over racing form sheets. Friends of
Jack Benny catch him and Mary slipping
shamelessly into baby talk at odd moments.
Phil Baker looks obviously disappointed if
you wife.
don't make
least had
a little
fuss over
his
Lanny atRoss
a story-book
sort of romance that ended in marriage to
Olive White, the charming and attractive
girl who as press-agent and manager had
guided him to success. These are typical
radio couples, taken at random.
Goldie singing
and Dusty,
most
popular
team asoncetheradio's
Gold Dust
Twins, dropped in on their old friends and
felloiv pioneers, Billy Jones and Ernie
Hare, at one of the Columbia Sunday ez ening community sings. It icaj surprising
to hear they were still together after all
these years. Their radio career as great
stars ivas
With Twins,
fame
resting
on inez-itably
the name. brief.
Gold Dust
naturally no other commercial sponsor
could use them to advertise his product.
As the engineers were lounging between
broadcasts, one of them was telling about
his two favorite ladies, whose broadcasts
he handled.
"Helen Hayes," he was saying, "is as
sweet
littleto person
as you'd
Never amuch
say, though.
Not find.
that
she's
uppish.
She'll
usually
be
sitting
herself, very quiet, and looks up a littleby
startled when someone speaks to her, as
though she was thinking of something
else. And the little meanings she can get
into a line as she reads it— it's wonderful!
"Now Ireene Wicker is a different type,"
he
on, "always
brightwrites
and alllively.
Hardwentworker,
too. She
her
Singing Lady scripts herself and even
does a good part of the work on the
music and arrangements. She doesn't do
the arranging herself, but she picks some
of the tunes and indicates exactly what
she wants in the other spots. A very
clever little girl, very clever."
—ARTHUR MASOX
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Soft

LUSTROUS

HAIR

Every woman longs to have exquisitely
soft, alluring hair, so lovely that men turn
their heads in admiration and other women
sigh with envy.
To bring out the natural silken texture and
gleaming highlights of your hair, use
Fitch's Dandruff Remover Shampoo regularly each week. Fitch Shampoo does not
leave a single trace of undissolved deposit to dim the natural luster of your soft,
glossy hair. As good for blondes as brunet es. Itrinses out instantly and removes
all dandruff, dirt and foreign matter with
the very
first application.
Fitch's soluble
is the
only
shampoo
guaranteed 100%
in hard or soft water.
>lfter
and between
F/tcfipreparofion
Sfiompoos, Fiteh'j
Ideal
Hair hair
Tonic
is theondideal
ii'imataie
the
roots
give new life, toluster
and
DANDRUFF REMOVER SHAMPOO
beauty to your hair.
THE F. W. FITCH CO., DES MOINES, IOWA
TORONTO. CAN.
S
FITCH'
THE TRUTH ABOUT
SOAP SHAMPOOS
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showwith
halt
shampooed
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dandruffposit leand
curd
def
t
by
soap
mar hair.
natural luste« toof
the
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posit, and brings de-out
the
•he natural
hair luster oi FIteh Shampoo

Win a Week's Vocation
ot the Miomi-Biltmore
Afor week
of Miami
magic . ...
. . that's
is in store
two first
prize winners
a weekwhatcrowded
with
recreation and fun that will run the gamut of glorious
resort lite. With the Eastern Air Lines in the role of the
magic carpet, you will be whisked away to this Land
oi Flowers.
the details
exciting contestDon't
basedmisson reading
ttie Samuel
Goldwynof this
picture,
"Come
and
Gel
it!"
See
page
32
in
the
January
issue
of Screen Romances Magazine.
KNOW ALL THE HITS! READ
SCREEN ROMANCES
JANUARY NOW ON SALE

RADIO STARS
KEEP

YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL
(Coiitiinicd from l^agc 9)

that we call it "rhythm" instead of system.
The radio and swing bands have popularized rhythm as it never has been popularized before. But rli>thni can be expres ed in lite, as well as iiuisic. It can
mean easy, gracious, planned living.
Get rhythm into your five-week plan for
beauty. Have a certain nightly cleansing
and
bath routine
routine and
dailybemake-up
exercise
that a will
carried andon
like rhythmic clockwork. Have certain appointed days or nights of the week for
loiiking after your other important 6eauty
rites — shampoos, manicures, deodorant applications and so on.
There is an excellent new deodorant
on the market now that is very much
like a fragrant vanishing cream. It is as
fragrant as your favorite beauty cream,
and as easy to apply. You simply pat it
on and it disappears almost instantly. And
the amazing thing abou; it is that it is a
non-perspirant, as well as a deodorant.
Remember, too, that even though you
are not making appearances at the beach
this nippy weather, nevertheless you are
wearing sheer chiffon hose, wiiicli makes it
imperative that the superfluous hair problemtine,be treated
the regular weekly rouwinter or insummer.
matterfourwhatyon hour
day
outItofdoesn't
tlie twentyha\e ofyourthe bath.
Get rhythm with vour bath brush. A bath

doesn't mean just lolling around — soaking.
forget thatIt needs
your toskinbreathe,
is an and
organit
ofDon'trespiration.
can't breathe
with
dead
skin
cells
and
foreign impurities choking up the pores.
Work up a good circulation with your bath
brush (or a rough bath mit) and soap
and water. Scrub until your skin is pink.
The roughness of the skin and the funny
little bimips we call goose pimples should
disappearment. (I know
with aofregular
bath brush
an excellent
bath treatbrush
— not too expensive and not too stiff.) To
make the treatment doubly effective, massage with olive oil or muscle oil first, and
then get to work with the bath brush, elbow grease, and soap and water. More
than half our skin problems are due to
poor circulation.
After a thorough cleansing and circulation treatment, you are ready to relax.
There are all sorts of bath aids to make
your bath an aid to the spirit, as well as
to the flesh. First in importance is a good
fragrant water softener, for hard water
can do harsh things to the skin. Then
there are bath oils and bath salts — whatever and whichever you like best. There
is. incidentally, a nice pine-fragrant bath
oil that is perfect for this, or any, season
of the year.
Remember the old song, "I'm forever
blowing bubbles, pretty bubbles in the air?"

f0/^

There is a brand new product that has you
singing that song right in the bathtub. The
product has the utilitarian use of banishing
the ring liaround
the tub,
most deghtful and amusing
use but
is itsits wholesale
bubble production. Honestly, it produces
literally a million bubbles — a fragrant, soft,
airy blanket of bubbles. You just pour
the contents of one of the little individual
cellophane packages in which it comes,
right near the closed drain plug. Then you
turn on the hot and cold water full presit you are coveredsure,withand before
a blanketyouofknow
bubbles.
Don't
you
think
the
bubbles
package
idea
a grand one to stick in the toe
of every
child's Christmas stocking?
Note for your shopping list — a grand
Christmas gift for that difficult friend
you've been puzzling over is a bath
set inful "neptune"
in a unique
colorjeweled case,green
complete
with dusting
powder, bath salts, and Eau de Cologne.
Decorative and different !
Of course you will want to finish your
own bath with a lavish, airy sprinkling of
fragrant smooth dusting powder or talc.
And
don'tthatforget,
especially
this drying
harsh
weather,
thorough
vigorous
with with a huge turkish towel is a very
important
If your with
skin
is inclined after-bath
to be dry, essential.
a quick massage
a creamy skin lotion (with special atten-
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tion to knees and elbows) will be a desirable after-bath cocktail. One of your
favorite hand and skin lotions is now put
out with a special dispenser gadget, which
is almost as good as liaving a mechanical
hand to measure out the lotion for you.
You simply press in the plunger, and out
flows the lotion ... in just the right
amount you need.
to have
outIt'sof a thesmartweekideawhen
you one
can certain
arrange dayto
have an extra hour or so to devote to
beauty. Five hours out of five weeks will
accomplish a lot. There are all sorts of
helpful rites to include in your hour of
beauty. Give yourself a musical scalp
massage (turn on the radio), and brush
your hair at least ten minutes in the sunshine. Give yourself a manicure and a
pedicure (cuticle remover is excellent for
callouses, too), and paint your toe-nails a
wicked red. If your fingernails are brittle,
soak your nails for a quarter of an hour
warm oil. A manicuring house is now
offering a long-needed reconditioning oil
for brittle nails. (If your nails are very
brittle, you should give them an oil bath
every night — or at least, several times a
week.) Let the oil stay on, and wear a
pair of old cotton gloves for the rest of
your morning or afternoon work, so that
the oil can work in, too. Better give your
hands a rich cold cream massage before
you put on the gloves, so that oil and
cream can work together. Talk about
getting things organized and planned for
you ! A very smart manicuring concern
has put on the market a complete set of
hand cream, brittle nail cream, and gloves
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— a complete beauty treatment for your
hands at a special, low price.
And now to get right down to the busines of a five-week plan of corrective treatments. There are (igure. complexion, and
hair
problems inthatourhaven't
been taken
consideration
five-week
plan, into
and
because they call for such detailed information, Iam going to leave it up to
you ingtoin for
starttheyour
five-week
plan treatment
by writspecial
corrective
bulletins that I have for you. Five weeks
should show a lot of good results in the
wayIf ofyou corrective
w-ork. send in for my
are overweight,
special
ll^ife
Sai-iiig
Diet, and
it for five weeks, which should
mean follow
a loss
of from eight to ten pounds, other conditions— especially of exercise — favorable.
You will need my exercise bulletin to go
along
diet,youso that
you won't geton
flabby, with
and the
so that
can concentrate
needed spot-reducing, too. If you are underweight, Ihave a Program for Gaiiiiiu/
for you to follow out for five weeks, and
when you see (and feel) the good results,
I hope you will follow it for another five
weeks, and another, if necessary. You will
need exercises, too, to build you up, as your
underweight sister needs them to slim her
down. Of course it is understood that all
underweight and overweight conditions call
for "seeing
first.plan
You ifcan't
work
out anyyour
kind doctor"
of a beauty
you
have physical maladjustments which must
be taken care of first.
If you have oily skin, cut out all rich,
greasy foods ; cut out the use of all beauty
creams for the time being (not to apply
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oil on oil), and concentrate on plenty of
soap and water and complexion brush
cleansings ; and send in for my bulletin on
Complexion Loveliness, and the name
of the corrective powder to use for your
make-up. If you have dry skin, drink
plenty of water ; use a lot of oil in your
salad dressings ; use plenty of cleansing
creams and protective creams (especially
the lattersoapthis and
nippywater
weather),
but don't
neglect
cleansing,
too;
and send in for my bulletin on Complexion
Loveli.iess. Treatments for both oily skin
and dry skin are worked out in detail in
the bulletin. And do you need the Care
of the Hair treatment for advice on oily
hair, dry hair or dandruff? Just send a
stamped addressed envelope for each two
bulletins you want. Personal questions are
always gladly answered.
Best wishes for a Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year — on a twelve-month
plan
Christmas
offer ! forAndyou.here's
(Just mypin special
the coupon
to the
piece of paper on which you have jotted
down your hve-week-plan bulletin requests.)
Mary
BIddle
RADIO
STARS Avenue,
149 Madison
New York City. New York
Please send me the booklet "\Vinning Ways with Perfume."
Xame . .
-Address.
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DON'T let'^underfed'' blood
KEEP yoUR ENERGY LOW
Many of us slow down dur- other food elements. As a
ing this time of year. Usu- result,
yourbetter
blood food
carriesto
more and
allydownwhen feeling
you your
have this
bloodrun-is your muscles and nerves.
"underfed." Itdoesn'tcarry
Eat 3 cakes of Fleischenough food to your tissues.
mann's Yeast daily— one
Fleischmann's fresh cake about hour before
Yeast supplies your blood meals. Eat it plain, or in
with essential vitamins and a little water. Start today.
£l5CWMANN/5 FRESH VEA-^T COMTA/M$ 4 VITAMINS IN AJTPITlON TD
XJMONE-LIKE $UB5TANCE5, WMliTM MELP TM^
6eT C2R EATER
a.U6 FiaOMTHE VOOV VOU EAT, ANP CBV IT FAST6R

IT'S
YOUR BLOODBODY...
THAT
^'FEEDS"VOUR
One
of the important
functions
blood
streamof your
is to
carryyournourishment
from
food to the
body.
musclesuesand
tisof yournerveentire
When you find you
get
overtired
at theit
least
extraa sign
effort,
is usually
that
your blood
supplied withisyounot
enough
food.
What
need
is something to help
your
blood get from
more
nourishment
your food.
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D on't let chest colds or croupy coughs go
untreated. Rub Children's Musterole on
child's ofthroat
and chest
at once. penetrates,
This milder
form
regular
Musterole
warms, and stimulates local circulation.
Floods the bronchial tubes with its soothing,
relieving vapors. Musterole brings relief
naturally
a "counter-irritant"
—NOT justbecause
a salve.it'sRecommended
by many
doctors and nurses. Three kinds: Regular
Strength,
and
Extra Children's
Strong, 40^(mild),
each.
CHILDREN'S

HOW SKIN BLEMISHES
Are Now Instantlii Concealed
irthmarke. Pimples, Liver Spots,
ifiWS^^J^
Braisea,
Circles mUnder Eyes
V ?» \ frecklcB.
unsightly
nplyotherinvisible
with spots
DERMALURE! f^j^
$1 atDepartme
.Stores,
Blends perfectly.
^^'^^^^^i^i:
^ and Drug FBmnetteand
PurseSan Tan.Light,
PERIWALURE, lnc„ Winnetka, Illinois
Blon(les.Brown5!
Wash Sunlight Into
Your Hair with New
Shampoo
Rinse!
- >^ ^'jW
Bring
out theandoffullblonde
radi- i.
loveliness
•«»*|'V'
orant
brown
hair
with
New _
Blondex,
the
Shampoo
and
Special
Golden
Rinse
that
washes
it
2
to
4
shadesthe lighter
andlustrous
brings goldt-n slu-en. the alotlt
natural
luring
highlights
that cankeeps
makehairhair and
so attractive.
New
Blondex
scalp
healthy
andbleaches
is absolutely
safeTry forit today.
it contains
nonewharsh
or
dyes.
The
combination
package—
SHA
MPOO
WITH
FREK RINSE— now also in 10c size at all
stores

STOP DIAPER
DRUDGERY
for 3c a day
Use Babypads
inside
cloth
diaper,
and flush
awayremove
when
soiled. itary,
.Soft, Babypads
safe, sanend
unpleasant diaper
care for mother; protect baby's
Bkin from
the tender
risk of
diaper
'matpainful
for
$1
or
60 forrash.
Department
and2i5c
Drugstores. KorFREE
full day's supply, write
DENNISON'S
Dept. HA-192Mass.
FraminKham,
^xt4vm.^yon%> BABYPADS
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TO YOUR HEIGHT
{Continued from page 7)

me, since I wear a large headsize.
are just
madebroad
for
tall"Clothes
girls — wethisare fall
fortunate
because
shoulders and tunic st\les are very flattering. I love broad shoulders and would
like to look rather athletic but iny husband
likes
to look
feminine."
Aliceme said
that willowy
she evenandcarries
her
love of tailored simplicity into her formal
cIoiIk's. This is c|uilc evident in the costunics shdwii ill ihc pii'tures. For instance,
there's
icc-t;ia\-with
satina evening
which isthedesigned
gracefulgown
full
skirt and a bodice gathered in front — the
unusual pin, caught in a tie of the satin,
being the only trimming detail. This
gown is girdled with a sash of the satin,
tied in a bow at one side. Over this gown
Alice wears one of two \cl\et wraps. The
nne pictured is soft deep gray transparent
velvet which has a self collar and with
the sleeve fullness achieved by means of
cartridge pleats laid in just above the
elbow. The other wrap is of wine red
velvet with a collar which can be converted into a hood on chilly nights. Both
are stunning with the pale gray gown —
gray is a color which Alice loves to wear
and finds very becoming to her coloring.
Her love of nice lines in skirts and
shoulders is apparent in the fuchsia red
taffeta dress in which she is pictured.
The wide tafifeta skirt laps over, but when
she sits or dances, the bright green petticoat beneath appears just enough to give
a very efTective contrast. These wide
NOTHING

lapels are wired and the tiny collar at
back has stiffening to keep it in place.
She never wears a deep front decolletage
but likes her dresses cut low at back. She
wears little jewelry — mostly rings and
especially her old-fashioned wrought silver wedding band and an antique silver
ring set with garnets. The good looking .
evening bag was a present from Walter O'Keefe with whom she has broadcast.
of colorsas she
everSpeaking
wear pastels
I dosaid:
not "Icarehardly
for
them on me." (This is unusual coming
from a blonde, for usually blondes feel
they must wear pastels to accent their
fragile colorings.) "White and gray are.
about
the only"Inlightsummer
shades I occasionally
wear," she
continued.
wear dusty pink.
And I likeI deep
shades,
like a Dubonnet red, also that deep purple
blue, and black and brown. I think I can
w-ear vivid and deep shades because my
brows and lashes are naturally dark and
my skin is more yellow than that of the
average blonde.
"When I w-as in high school, I was
crazy
I still
wear it."
Whenabout
she black
had —come
in from
the street
she was wearing a black wool tailored
dress, the wool had a fine all over patterning in the weave. It was very
simply styled
with a brief
pleated
around
the hemline.
A wine
red flounce
velvet
scarf was tucked into the neck line. With
this she wore
a
black
felt
ofif-the-face
hat.
(Continued on page 68)

RUT THE TRUTH?
(Continued from page 53)

never gets a complete sense of satisfaction
because the story does not come to a satisfying resolution until the very end."
Rosemarie Brancato: "/ nnisl confess
iny preference for programs Xi'hich are
complete in theinscli'cs and not part of a
serial or continued story."
Tim Ryan:
think they
are ifa good,
very
necessary
part of"I radio.
Serials,
make for splendid variety."
Vaughn DeMy Lealh:
a serial
broadcast.
life is "Itoo detest
involved
and
too complicated to be able to sit at one
period from day to day and hear a story
continued from yesterday. They may be
suited to housewives and shut-ins, but I do
feel that there are too many sketches of
this type on the air today to please the
average person."
Curtis icilh
Ariiallradio
: "They
seem toTherefore,
he most
popular
audiences.
my altitude is fa^'orable."
Lucy Monroe: "'What w-ill happen to
poor
Zilch tomorrow
Mamie,in,
will sheJoerecover?
Be sure— and
to listen
etc' I admit it. I love 'eml"

Ray Heatherton: "I believe they are unfairtatedto the
becomeplayed
irriand feeldialers.
that theyPeople
are being
with when they become engrossed in a
vital situation and are suddenly told to
'hold everything' until next week."
if you have
time
to Abe
listenLyman
to the: "Okay,
entire serial.
But most
people haven't enough time."
Ann Leaf: "I don't approve of them
unless
each Ifprogram
is compact
sufficient.
the listener
is forcedandto selfmiss
one or two sequences, the thread of the
story — and the audience— has been lost."
Ted Malone: "They could be an ideal
form of entertainment — but if you are refer ing to the present catch-as-catch-can,
meaningless, pointless, drivel that makes
up most of the continued stories filling a
half dozen quarter-hours of every day, I
think they are a blot on radio and an
insult to the intelligence of the audience."
Loretta Lee: "/ believe they're sivell.
They fulcreate
a sustained
interest tune
that's inhelp-on
to radio.
When people
daily serial programs, the chances are
they'll continue to listen to other programs."
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KATE

SMITH'S{Coiiliiiiicil
OWNjroiii COOKING
t^iii/i- 13)

in yovir kitchen files and this article on
your library table to refer to, you siiould
have the grandest Christmas dinner ever—
Those of you who saw my Thanksgiving Menu last month will notice that these
two meals are considerably (lilTcrcni from
each
And Ithat's
shouldother.
be! Yes,
know what
lots of1 lliiiik
piople tiiey
believe that the two occasions— Christmas
and Thanksgiving — call for almost identifoods.ofButa Iconfession
think that'sof monotonous
and calsort
laziness or
lack of imagination. You can have turkey
for both meals, of course, if you insist,
butI start
I'm recommending
changing
off the meal with
soup : that.
but not
too much of it, for you don't want to spoil
people's
soup in acream
cup,
and
spoonappetites.
a littleServe
lightlythe whipped
on top.rikaSprinkle
the
cream
w-ith
both
papand finely chopped parsley for a
Christmasy red and green color scheme.
Use your favorite Chestnut Stuffing in
the capon, or use the Turkey Stuffing I
gave you last month. Some people like
roast duck or goose for a change.
The potatoes should be browned in the
pan with the bird — whatever bird you decide on having. After peeling, parboil
potatoes a few minutes before putting
them in the pan, so that they will be sure
to be tender inside as well as brown outside.
The squash should be baked right in its
shell. Just cut it in half (or in smaller
individual-size pieces, if you prefer) and
remove seeds and spongy parts. Place
pieces in a greased baking dish, skin side
down, and bake in a moderate oven until
soft. (About 40 minutes.) Sometimes I
put a thin slice of bacon on each piece,
just a little while before the squash is
done. But my pet idea is to bake the squash
with a little pat of butter and some mapleflavored syrup in each cup-like depression.
Gives it a flavor you'll love.
String except
beans don't
particular
mention
to sayneedthatanyI slice
them
very
thin
with
my
electric
slicer.
the inost gadget-minded person I'm
you about
ever
heard ders,tellpea shellers,
of. I haveice'emcrushers
all — slicers,
and theshredrest.
I like a thick, spicy applesauce served
with capon — especially when the cranberries that usually accompany the main
course are to be used as a salad instead.
And what a salad that is, the one on my
menu ! Cranberries are combined with
oranges and pineapple in a red gelatin
base!
to make
nor
too richIt'stoneither
eat fortoothishardspecial
occasion,
or for any other time when you want to
make a real impression as a cook.
And Usually
now we've
comePlum
to the
dessertat
course.
we have
Pudding
home. But this year I'm going to try something alittle different — that Steamed I'Vuit
Pudding
I've already
just
saw that
the recipe
for it thementioned.
other day,I
myself, so I suppose it will be as new to
you as it was to me. I had my cook try it
out forfor mecooking
as I haven't
much andtimewhen
theseI
days
experiments
do find a few free moments to get down
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from the Huiuluaijoii and fix up a meal
myself, I generally stick to the old standbys. But you know how it is, you can see
at a glance that you're going to like a
recipe and that's how I felt about this
one. And I sure wasn't mistaken this time,
so I'm all prepared to give my family
something
new Sauce
in sweets.
But they'llSauce
get
the
same Hard
and Southern
that we've always served with other steamed puddings,
for you
theydecide
can't onbehaving,
beat !
Whichever
pudding
befor sure
to
try
these
sauces
with
it.
Recipes
both are in the leaflet.
The dessert course should be followed
by — or accompanied by — cofTee, And mints
and fudge should be on hand to eat both
then and later on in the afternoon or
evening. My favorite fudge has both
marshmallows
and asnutsrichin asit. this
Can'tafter
eat
much of anything
such a dinner, of course. But there always
are people dropping in later on, and
just you wait till you see what an appetite
they can raise for home-made fudge !
It's also wise to have other refreshments
handy — an extra pot of cofTee ready to be
brewed, a jug of ice-cold sweet cider in
the refrigerator and some of my Spicy
Cup Cakes in the cake box. These last
have nuts and raisins in them — and spices,
of course. Sometimes I top each little cake
with a marshmallow,
on which Iface
"paint"witha
comical
little snowmannish
melted chocolate. Then I stick a tin\- candle into each mar.shmallow and light them.
Well, that brings us to the end of our
day — speaking from the standpoint of
cooking. But before I get back to rehearsals for next
Thursday's
broadcast,
let meof
remind
you that
Christmas
is a day
giving
as
well
as
receiving.
So
won't
you
give some of your time, folks, to provide
greater happiness for others less fortunate? I'm thinking especially of the boys in
the
still—Christmas
many of
themhospitals
spending— "Our
their Boys"
eighteenth
away from home surroundings and family
joys. Can't you do your bit, friends and
listeners, in bringing "i)eace on earth and
good will' to these men?
This is night
Kate onSmith
until
Thursday
the airsigning
and nextoft' —month
in
these
columns.
Thanks
for
listenin'
and again. Merry Christmas to all. —
KATE SMITH
c/o RADIO STARS Magaiine
149 Madison Ave., New York. N. Y.
Please send me your Christmas
recipes — at absolutely no cost to me.
Name
Street
City

State

WHAT AN AWFUL
HEADACHE!

• When old-style laxatives fail to bring relief
from
headaches
con.stipation causesBecause
— it's
time tothe turn
to FEKN-A-MINT.
FEEN-A-MINT
is different;
it's thea difference
delicious
chewing
gum
laxative,
and
what
that chewing makes! FEEN-A-MlNT acts
gently,
thoroughly, in the lower bowel —
not in theyet stomach.

•freeYourfromlifethecanchains
be so different
when FEENyou're
constipation!
A-MINT,
modern oflaxative
brings orrelief
easily andthepleasantly.
No griping
upsetso
stomach. tNourbance ofsleep
weakening
after-effects.
No
diswhen taken at night. Forget
old-fashioned methods and join the 16 million
peoplemodern
who have
changed
the
laxative.
Writeto forFEEN-A-MINT,
a free sample
to Dept. Q l, FEEN-A-MINT, Newark, N.J.
FEEN-A-MINTl
THE CHEWING-GUM LAXATIVE;
Be A Radio Expert
Learn aiHom-MakeSood Money
Mauy mena week.
I trainedManyat home
in$5,spare
time
$50,
$10,64-page
$15 amake
week $30,
in
spare $75limescribes
while
learning.makeIllustrated
book
Kadio's
opiwrtiinities
and
how
you
can
becomedeaTelevision
Radio Expert
tlirough
my
practical
home
training.
is included.
protects you.training
Mail coupon
today Money
for copyBack
of bookAgreement
FREE.
National
Radio
Institute,
WashinKton,
D.
C.
Fj.
PresidentTDeptTTAMT"
II Rewards
SendE. me,smith,
W-pagewritebookplainly.)
"Rich TII
inwithout
Radio"obligation,
FREE. your
(I'lease
WAME
AGE.
AUUKE.SS

Klthuuttails or this
cost. Let us Time
Kive you the AlsodeIt can howp»y toyouamazing
money Teller.
bycost.showing
others
obtainbig without
Notb-

LEARN AT HOME
Arc you adult , alert, ambitious, willing to study?
Investigate LAW! We guide you stop by step —
furnish all texts, includingl4-volume Law LibraTrainingby prepared
leadingDegree
law professors
and ry.given
members byof bar.
of LL. B.
conferred. Low cost, easy terms. Send NOW
for
Free,Extension
64-page"LawTrainingforLcadersliip.'*
LaSalle
University, Dept.ni»-L Chicago
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FEmininE

HyeiEnE
don't be-it is so easy, dainty
the moz^z/m way
There should be no confusion about that intimate
andYetimportant
— avoid
feminine
hygiene.about methcan subject
women
worrying
ods theyhowrealize
areask old-fashioned
— I open
question?
Do
you
yourself:
Must
stickyoutotoexclaim:
myserious
messy
and
clumsy
method?
Is
it
efficient?
Do
My Imethod
is ideal
embarrassing,
hateful!
Howhygiene?
— where —
can
find
the
method
for
feminine
Why enlightened
just hope forwomen
the answers? Thousands
of
happy,
that is modern,
safe, eflfective,nowand,enjoy
equallya method
imporZonitors,
one feminine
of the latesthygiene,
developments
ern science for
offer a newof modkind
ofGREASELESS!
suppository
that iseasysmall,
snowy-white
and
While
to
apply
and completely
removable
with
water,
Zonitors
maintain
the
long
effeaiye
antiseptic
contact
physicians
recommend.
mixing.
No clumsy apparatus. Odorless — and
anNoZonitors
ideal
deodorant.
make usefavored
of the world famouscirclesZonitebeantiseptic
principle
cause of its antiseptic powerin medical
yet freedom from
"burn"
danger to indelicate
tissues.
Full instruaions
All U. S. andfree Canadian
druggists.
Mail couponpackage.
for informative
booklet.
SNOWY WHITE
Each in individua
glass vial

Zonitors.
3452 Chrysler Bldg., N.Y. C. /n/./^r/n
envelope,
Hygiene. free booklet, A New Technique la Feminine
A ZONITE PRODUCT

tapering nails
for
everyone!
short, thinCover
nailsbebroken,
with
Nu-Nails.
Can
worn
any length shade.
and polished
anydesired
Defies
detection.
Waterproof.
Ea,sily
applied;
remains
firm.
No effect
nail
growth
or
cuticle
Removed
at
will.on
Marvelously natural-lcx.iking. Try them!
NU-NAILS
JACKSOn BLVO FINGERNAILS
CHICAGO. ILL.

TO YOUR HEIGHT
(Continued from page 66)

.Another black costume, and one she
uses for various purposes because it can
be either an evening gown or a dinner
dress, is a black velvet gown with a longsleeved jacket to be worn over it for less
formal demands. This jacket has a very
high neck at front, circled with white silk
flowers, and buttons all the way down the
backtal with
square crystal
A crysand rhinestone
buckle buttons.
finishes the
belt.
"My pet extravagance is shoes," she
said.
time."
.\lice "Idoesbuynotthem
thinkalltallthegirls
haveAndto
wear low heels. In fact, she never does.
By the way, so many of you write to
me about what fabrics you can use for
your more formal shoes. Alice had a slick
idea for her black evening sandals. She
bought deep black suede ones to wear
with her black velvet evening dress and
they also double for afternoon dresses
because at a distance you can't tell whether
orway notto they
are velvet
or suede.
It's a
economize
on dress
shoes because
strictly formal velvet shoes could only be
worn for the one occasion.
Alice has no patience with tall girls
who think that, because of their height,
they must feel awkward. She thinks
every tall girl can dress to look stunning
and that they are especially lucky in being able to wear almost any style of dress.
.\nd she is a perfect example to copy
because she moves with a free, easy step,
lier whole appearance being both smart
and graceful.
Kay Thompson, whose voice is heard
with her Rhythm Singers on the Chesterfield program Friday nights, actually is
not a very tall girl but she gives that
impression. Of herself, she says:
"I know
give the
impression
being
tall, that
so I I avoid
stripes
especially.of
When I have my shoes on, with their
igher heels, I am about five feet six
and one-half or seven inches. As a matter of fact, the clothes I like best of all
are very simple, with good lines and in
plain, solid colors.
"The black and white combination is
my favorite; it seems to me to sum up
all the but
things
I like aboutsmartclothesit's
simple
sophisticated;
but — not
screaming,
and
striking
but
not
silly."
(Pictured is the black velvet and sequins
gown, part of a dinner suit. The jacket
is tunic length and flared.)
is another
of myme favorite
and"Blue
one which
becomes
because ofcolors
my
blonde hair and light coloring. Pinks and
oranges and lavenders are simply color
poison
is interesting
comparedto m?."
with (This
our other
blonde, when
Alice
l-'rost.
Alice
said
quite
emphatically
^he avoided most shades of blue, felt that
that
It was too obvious with her coloring. This
is where each one of you has to make
vour own very definite decisions about
what becomes you as an individual.)
"The most essential items of my wardrobe are sweaters and skirts," Kay continued. "They're so comfortable— and for
a girl who works as hard as I do, comfort is an important consideration.
Sweaters and skirts, if bought with some

thought, lend themselves to combinations
that are fun and very attractive, too.
"Combined with this preference for
sweaters and skirts, my passion for dressing up sounds contradictory. But I love
to dress up, and, if I could, I would dress
for
dinner every
It's that
not really
contradictory
becausenight.
it means
I believe in dressing for the occasion. When
I work, I like practical, comfortable things
— when I play, I like to be gay.
"I get lots of opportunity to dress up
professionally, as you know, on my radio
shows.
radio singerIt'sto absolutely
be just as necessary
meticulous for
abouta
her appearance on the stage as it is for
a stage star. More so, really. Because
stage people do not have to dress for an
audience that is likely to repeat itself.
"Youaudiences
have no areidea! how
radio
I usedparticular
to have thea
pair of inblue
satinupshoes
with little rhinestones
a row
the instep.
"The first night I wore them, it happened that one of my girls had laryngitis
and couldn't sing. She went to the show
and sat in the balcony. One of the remarks she reported back to me came from
a woman who sat next to her, and who
said: 'Just look at those terrible shoes!'
"For peopleyears
I usedtoldto believe
and friends
me aboutwhatthe saleskind
of hats I should wear. They all insisted
that, because my features were not on
the dainty side, I must always wear those
conservative felts — you know, the kind
with brims way down to the bridge of
your
But are
now very
I'veextreme.
rebelled. They
And
I buy nose.
hats that
have unusual lines and I wear them at outlandish angles. My appearance in one of
these hats is a constant source of fright
to my friends ; sometimes they even
One of these very hats is a tiny velvet
frightencap mewhich
!" she wears way back on
skull
her head so that the huge rose that trims
it at front, sits up on top of her head. A
wide veil flares out over her face — it isn't
theAndleastasbitafrightening,
it's flattering.Kay
parting admonition
Thompson said she has two musts in
clothes. "Be sure you wear just the
clothes that suit you — and then get some
funWrite
out ofin and
choosing
wearing
tell meandabout
your them
clothes!"
problems ; I will be glad to help you. Also
don't fail to send for my January Shopping Bulletin — it has invaluable tips for
each of you. I like to hear from you and
like even better to help you !
Elizabeth
Ellis,
RADIO STARS,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed,
find aforstamped,
selfaddressed please
envelope
the Radio
Stars' January Shopping Bulletin.
Name
Street
City
State
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MY

FAVORITE AGE
{Continued from page 45)

enough to pick me for their gold medal
that season as a result of the film. The
name of it had been changed to The Sin
of Madelon Clandet."
Helen Hayes saj's that the age to which
looksprefer
forward
is fifty.when
"Whether
Ishewill
it tomosteighteen,
I get
there, remains to be seen," Miss Hayes
said
reflectively.
broadcasts
on Monday"Beside
nights, myI amBamhi
now
appearing in Victoria Rcgina on the stage,
you know. I am Victoria from the time
she's eighteen
she reaches the
magnificent old ageuntil
of ninety-four.
It seems
to me, as I go through the years every
night, that fifty must have been a most
satisfying age to the beloved British
Queen. The philosophers tell us that at
the half-century mark, we are in the prime
of life. Certainly we are at the height of
our intellectual powers. At the same time
we develop a certain smooth mellowness.
We can forget — well, if not forget, at
least not worry so much — about our daily
troubles. We can enjoy repose. To be
sure, at fifty, it is too late to start over
again. On the other hand, we can get tremendous satisfaction out of such things as
we might have accomplished and participated i—n our work, our families, seeing
our children grow up and, most of all, feeling that, even in a minute way, we have
tried to do something to make the world a
better place to live in. If all these hopes
come true at fifty, it would be very difficult
for me to choose between that age and
eighteen. But as it is, I'll still say that
eighteen is my favorite age."

department store! I adored life at thirteen when I sang in the choir. Twentyfive seemed a fine age, because I first
entered radio then. Many years have
been good to me, but I expect thirty-five
to exceed them * all." * *
"I'll have to say that I choose the
years between twelve and sixteen as my
favorite age," limpid-eyed, golden-haired
Jessica
Dragonettc
declared.
years really
are the bridge
between "Those
childhood
and
adolescence,
nature's
for the life to come. In those preparation
years, the
world seemed an ideal place to me," the girl
born inyou the
"The
dreams
have Orient
at that explained.
time really mould
your future. And your dreams can be big
because
you with
haven't
been world
forced andto
compromise
the yet
material
its difficulties. I spent those years in a
perfect way, at the convent in Lakewood
(Georgian Court, you know,) studying
music with Sister Beatrice and planning
my future as a singer. Those years were
full of expectancy, full of poetry, full of
the charm that period of life can produce.
I think that the years between twelve and
sixteen have a great mystic significance,
in that they are the spiritual preparation
for all that is to come. In a way, I can
liken thatin period
time in a when
knight'she
career,
the daysto the
of chivalry,
had to become a page. Being a page was
a preparation for his knighthood. Yes.
the years between twelve and sixteen are
my favorite age because only the best will
satisfy thenJessica
and obstacles
ethereal
Dragonette.don't exist," said

Thirty-five is aiiother Helen's favorite
age — Helen Jepson. "Yes, I choose thirtyfive as my favorite age, although I'm
only
platinum-haired
prima thirty
donna now,"
of the the
Metropolitan
Opera
and feminine star of Show Boat, told
me. "The
say that,
believe
that reason
in five I years
from isnowthatmyI
career will be at its highest peak," Miss
Jepson
"Then,is Imost
havecharming
always
thought mused.
that a woman
at thirty-five. And five years from now,
I hope to have surrounded myself with
the people I really want around me —
great people, gifted people. Then, too, my
little girl, Sallie Patricia, will be older.
She's only four now and when I'm thirtyfive, Sallie will be more of a companion,"
said
opera
singer,thewho beautiful,
is marriedbrown-eyed
to the renowned
flutist,
George
Possell.
"Another
reason
thirty-five
age beautiful
is that myat
husband saysis my
womenfavorite
are most
that time," gorgeous Helen Jepson declared laughingly. "Really, though, I
think
is abcjut inaspoise
perfectandas charm
she'll
ever bea woman
at thirty-five,
and beauty and professional ability. So
thirty-five is my favorite age.
I didin enjoy
otiier ages,"
said"Ofthecourse,
girl born
Pennsylvania,
who
sang in an Ohio church choir and got the
money for her musical education by singing at a benefit.
"I had
a good
seventeen,
when I sold
corsets
in an time
Akronat

Strangely enough, the only radio celebrity who declared that her present age
was her favorite, was that lady of the big
heart and avoirdupois — I mean Kate
Smith. "My favorite age is twenty-seven.
declared,
asThat's
she the
sat age
ne.xt I toam menow."
in a Kate
flowered
silk
dress and chatted between nunihers at the
rehearsal of ' her Tluirsdax- night broadcast. "Of course, I don't know what's in
store for me in the future, l)ut I'm happier
now
than
life.
I have theI'vekindeverof been
show before
I want.in niyI have
the people that I want with me. Then
my present age is my favorite age because,
I'm able to bring additional happiness to
people this year," said Kate — and she
really
it ! "That's
something
I've
always means
been ambitious
to do.
You know,
three people are nominated for hcvdisni on
our programs each week," Kale explained
to me.
are presented
the
radio "Their
audiencedee<ls
in dramatic
form, asto
you
probably
know.
Then
we
leave
it to
that audience to vote on the most heroic
deed. The following week I give a $500
check to the winner and two checks of
$100 each to the other two heroes or
heroines. Then three more people are
noniinafe^l for next week. I cannot tell
you how happy it makes me to be able to
do this," Kate said. "This alone would
make twenty-seven my favorite age."
What is your faivrite aye — and ti'/iy.^
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COUGH
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Your child's cough (due to a cold) should be
treated right where the cough is lodged. ..in
the cough zone. Smith Brothers Cough Syrup
is a thick, heavy syrup. // clings to the cough
zone. There it does three things: (1) soothes,
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helps to loosen
phlegm.
Get
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NOW

a RIDGWAYS

TEA

in a 10c SIZE

Ridgways, world's largest packers of
high grade teas are proud to present
this new tea — proud of its High Quality
— proud of its delicious flavor — proud
to be able to bring it to you in a generous 10c size.
Ridgways Orange Label Tea is a
blend of delicious Orange Pekoe Teas
specially selected from India and Ceylon
and Java teas for strength and aroma.
The high quality of this NEW Ridgways tea makes it a true Ridgways
Tea — the world's best known line of
QUALITY Teas. Its deliciousness and
LOW PRICE make it today's Tea Buy.
Ask your grocer for Ridgways Orange
Label Tea. Ridgways Inc., 230 West
St.. N. Y. C.

ELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES WITH
JUSTRITE
PUSH-CUPS
Quick—
easy toSetInstall.
tools needed.
of 8 Push-No
Clips
to
match
cords or woodwork. your10c. lamp
S a nl: a Clous
Says— '"Use
DEUBENER'S
Basketlyke
Mr. and Mrs. Deubener and employees
"Hope Chriblmas
you have
asay,Merry
and a Happy New
Year."
DEUBENER'S
Leatherlyke
Bag 5c

Corner"

For Holidays and every day —
you'll find handier
these better-looking,
stronger,
Deubener
Baf!6 not only save on your
shopping but serve for knitting and many other uses. At
YOUR FAVORITE STORE!
DEUBENER) SHOPPING BAGS
Garfield Park. Indianapolis, ind.
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KEEPING

KISSES ON THE
[LoiitUiucd from paijc 33)

to be near the place where Bette was sleeping. That kind of thing always aroused
Bette's
ever shein
love withromanticism.
this boy. ForShe a wasn't
little time
thought she was, because he was so in
love with her. But she is right when she
says that she never really loved anyone
but"IfHarmon."
a girl is married," Bette went on,
"I'd advise her to be — her husband's ivifr.
Iwhether
don't care
she is star,
or what
she does,
she what
is a movie
a radio
star,
an authoress, a business executive, whatever— sheOrmustromance
be hergoes
husband's
first
of all.
down towifedefeat.
You can't upset the apple-cart of Nature
and the way Nature meant man and woman to be, and expect her to keep her
banners
flying." that Bette's life was as
And
good asI know
her word. The little modest
brown-shingled, vine-covered house on a
quiet street in Hollywood, secluded by a
white picket fence, the path leading to the
front door bordered with petunias, geraniums potted in the windows — it is a little
bit of old New England, this house. Inside there are lamps with painted china
shades and old mahogany card tables and
an old-fashioned couch with an afghan
and low shelves of books, Emerson and
Lowell and dog-eared Alcotts and pots of
trailing ivy ; a snug, comfy clutter which
spells home. I have never before seen a
movie star living in such a house. And
in this modest, most un-Hollywoodish
home, Harmon Nelson is the lord and the
master. In this house Bette Davis is Mrs.
Harmon Nelson. When you call the house
on the phone, the colored man servant says :
"This is the Nelson residence." And if
you say : "May I speak with Miss Davis,
please?" the voice answers: "I'll call Mrs.
Nelson,
At themadam."
picket gate of that little house
Bette Davis drops her screen, her radio,
her careerist personality. No one ever
enters there for business purposes. Not
ever. Ham's friends are there often, if
not
often and
than Harmon
Bette's. Nelson.
It is theIt
homemore
of Bette
is tight and secure against the waves of
ether, the pervasive odors of greasepaint.
Firelight, not limelight, warms it.
said: "Not
and I Idon't
talkBettebusiness.
We that
do, ofHamcourse.
am
intensely
interested
in
Ham's
band.
to hear him sing and play. I used Itolovego
down to the Cinegrill, when he was playing there, a couple of times a week. I
\\r)uld have gone oftener except that I
'licln't want it to look as though I were
lji inn fhc Little Woman 'keeping an eye
on
him.'applauding
I loved tohimwatchand theto girls
women
thinkandto
myself : is'He interested
is mine.' in every phase of
my"Ham
work. He was right
behind me, one
hundred per cent, when I had differences
with the studio. He was more thrilled
over Of Human Bondage than I was.
When I have a broadcast — I did Jnst Suppose on the Shell hour, you know, and
Cheating Cheaters on the Lux program
and The Lion and the Mouse on the Lux

DAILY

DIET

hour,
too, broadcasting
well. Ham
always listensfromin New
to me.YorkAnd—
it givesvous as amewhole
courage.
familyBecause
of cats I'm
whenas Iner-go
on
the
air.
I
don't
know
why,
I'm
always terrified. I never know but
whether
I am speaking too loud or too soft. I
never feel sure that I am getting, or giving, the right emotional reactions, because I
can't
the man
who have
is playing
the
scene look
withatme.
I just
the plain
plumb
that
Ham andjitters,
Motherthat'sandall.my Andsisterthearefactalways
standing by, even though they may be
actually miles away, nips me up.
"When I broadcast The Lion and the
Mouse from New York, I had a really
charming experience. Arthur Byron was,
you know, the first actor ever to play Tfie
Lion and the Mouse. I think he first
played it some thirty years ago. Well, we
were stopping at the same hotel, Mr.
Byron and I, and he attended my broadcast
with me. I got more thrill out of that
than out of many things I have done. He
was delightful to me. When I was on
the air with Bing, on the Kraft program,
when Bing interviewed me, Ham was with
us. He played and sang — do you remember? That was the one broadcast,"
laughed
"during which I didn't have
an attackBette,
of gooseflesh.
"Yes,
we
talk
over radio
everything
But we do not allow
agents ortogether.
movie
agents or photographers or interviewers
to make our privacy public — unless, of
course, they are also our personal friends.
And then we keep to personal subjects.
"Another
of keeping
alive
is to dojollythewaythings
you usedromance
to do
before you were married or when you
first went together. For instance, Ham
and I are with my mother and sister and
her husband a lot. We always have Sunday night supper together, as we did when
we werething about
'courting.'
And thetherefamily
is somebeing with
that
keeps girlhood
feel being
married. You feel alive.
like the You
girl don't
who was
courtedtoandsupper.
who brought her 'young man'
home
"We go on fishing trips together. We
go on picnics. We play jokes on each
other.
nothing
revivifying
romance There's
as a good
horseso laugh
together.to
Kind of keeps the bloom on love, the
sheen, the fun of it.
"Never settle dozen. There's something
so
aboutyou'settlingdown.'dreary,
When soyoufinished
settle down,
settle
right on top of romance and squash it.
"Dogs are a great help to romance, too,"
said Bette.
I don't
Icnow
that I can"Sounds
explain silly
what and
I mean,
but
Ipeople
know who
that have
it isand
so. love
I've dogs
noticedusually
that
love each
Maybe there's
about
the other.
whole-hearted
fidelity something
of a dog
that shames human infidelities. Makes
them show up pretty shabby. Anyway,
there it is. Ham has a Doberman and I
have a Scotty and a Sealyham," laughed
Bette.
"We think,"
are well
"I don't
— andprotected.
Bette shoved her
small, gray tweed hat to the very back of

RADIO STARS
her blonde curls. "I don't think tliat being
dolled-up and made-up to the nines every
minute is necessary at all. It isn't necesknow.andButhouse
here'sdresses
what
I do sarysaywith: Ham,
wear Islacks
and whatever you feel most comfortable
in nine days out of ten if you want — but
when you and your husband have a big
date to go out together, to dine or dance,
dress
like Make
nobody'shim business.
Knockhe
his eyeupout.
ask whether
has met you before, and where. Make
him feel that he is taking an alluring
stranger out on an exciting date. Make
him think : "Criminy. have I been expecting her to darn my socks !'
"Be a surprise package," grinned Bette,
"it pays dramatic dividends.
"Try and give little surprises to each
other, too. I don't like to talk about myself (then why1 am
on Ham's
last birthday
pulledI here?)
a real butrabbit
out of
the hat. I gave him a stag dinner. At
the end of the dinner all of us, wives and
sweethearts of the men who were there,
came in, dressed in jazzy costumes and
put onwives
a show
for the boys.that \\'e
weren't
their
or sweethearts
night.
We
were cabaret entertainers ! It went o\ er
big. Those boys saw us girls that night as
they'd never before seen us.
"Now and then," said Bette, ordering
her second
hamburger,
like to pick
have aa
good,
rousing
fight. I "Iactually
fight with Ham, about anything, about
nothing. The marriage equivalent of
'lovers' quarrels,' you know. I don't get
very far because Ham won't fight back.
He's person,
likely tomywalk
me. noA very
firm
Ham.out Heon takes
nonsense. But I do my best. It's such fun
to fight because it's so thrillingly romantic
to Bette
make and
up." I began the drive home, in
Bette'srolling
littlein.Ford.
The inCalifornia
fog
was
It clung
veils around
the fair, alert head of the girl who was
driving.
said : town
"I usually
wentShe around
in a tindrivecan a forFord.
years.I

you
haven't,
as you deknow,
thoseknow.
movie I star
mansions
luxe,onewithof
swimming
pool
and
fixin's.
I
don't
know
that the best things in life are necessarily
free, l)ut I'm pretty darn(Ml Nure that the
thingsromantically,
in love arcthanii\-v.the You
dobestbetter,
moon can't
and
the smell of honeysuckle. A kiss tastes
just as sweet in a Ford as in a Rolls.
You
moonlight
and
roses.don'tHamhaveandto Ipayliveforsimply
and save
money so that we will be free, free to
choose what we will do and will not do,
where we will go and not go. I think
that money, too much of it, luxury, too
much of it, is like the old Midas touch. It
turns hearts.
everything
cold, metallic gold —
even
Eventolove.
"There's something commercial about a
huge malpalace
of forservants ofanda house
a life and
liveda instaffsables
and
limousines.
There's
something
cozy
and
sweet and romantic about a little house
with the things you love in it. You feel
closer together. You feel more bridey
and groomy. You seem to stay at the
beginning of things...
he "Ihasnever,"
been, said
if heBette,
is late"askfor Ham
dinner.whereAs
he almost always is. I don't want to know
—hiswell,
reallycheckerboard
don't want
lifenotto too
be much.
a neat Ilittle
laid out before me with all the moves
marked. If he stayed away for two or
three days, I'd say to him: 'Did you have
a good time ?' I wouldn't say : 'Where
have"I don't
you been?'
learn to play golf, I don't sit
in on Ham's
cause I believeoccasional
that he poker
shouldgames,
have behis
games with other men. If you keep the
masculine and feminine interests a bit
separate,
it's so together.
much more thrilling when
they do come
"Be a Bette,
little stranger
in your nie
own athome,"
laughed
as she dropped
mine,
"give romance
the
sunshine
of
a few surprises, the spray of the unexpected
and
sure as pop. it will flourish like the green
bay tree. . ."

INDISCRETION,
YOU
LIKE IT(Continued AS
from page
29)
And when Ethel Barrymore falls in a headline is all that half of the people see —
train
the worst."
around.and injures her leg, a whisper goes andSheassume
sighed.to "It's
of us
Miss Barrymore is well acquainted with are satisfied
get soa pity
much thatof some
our education from newspapers, movies, the radio —
the
tongues
of
whisperers.
She
didn't
even
trouble to explain that, coming down along to live by cliches, without thought or unthe winding Hudson River, standing up to
derstanding. And we can't depend on the
gather her things together, a sudden lurch schools to educate
It's in our homes
that we get our realus.education.
ofedgethe oftraintheflungseat,
her breaking
violcntl\- against
the
her knee.
"I
never
had
much
schooling,
Calmly she went on witii her work, keep- said Miss Barrymore. "I went tomyself,"
work
ing all her engagements, the injured leg when I was twelve. But what I rememfor weeks in a plaster cast from hip to
ber
from
my
school
da\
s
is
nothing
comankle.
pared to what I learned at home, from m>"I don't mind it for myself," said Miss parents, my grandmother, my uncle."
Ethel Barrymore,
Barrymore'swas father,
onBarrymore.
the children."I'm used to it. But it's hard Maurice
a matineetheidollateof
generation, a handsome, dashing and
" 'Ethel Barryinore's Son Arrested!' his
popular star. And her mother, (jeoiiii.uia
Tliat's
big !headlines.
He mustnewbe s,noingood
What has Arrested
he done ?! Drew Barrymore, of the famoll^ Drew
Murder? Embezzlement? No — in sinall family of the stage, was a meniher of the
type, further down the page, you read that Daly company at the Arch Street Tlieatre
he drove thirty-five miles an hour, instead in Philadelphia, and supported Booth,
of thirty, through some town. But the Barrett, McCullough and Modjeska.
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Useppa Sunset
COLLIER
COAST

FLORIDA
HOTELS

• Dominating the Lovely
"Unexploited" West Coast
• More to Enjoy — Less to Spend
• 2 Fine Hotels at W. Palm Beach
Beautiful beaches and golf courses — wonderful fishing — relaxation without fuss and
feathers — the company of people you
Want to know — rates that enable you
to enjoy
a good,winterlongsojourner
vacation is— going
no won-to
the smart
the derWest
Coast.
Hotel Manatee River at Bradenton, a
jewelest ofresorta centers.
hotel in Inonesmart
of Florida's
Sarasota,loveliThe
Hotel Sarasota Terrace, in its lovely tropic
setting, with every interior comfort and
facility. Beautiful Hotel Charlotte Harbor at Punto Gordo, a complete resort.
On the East Coast, The Royal Worth,
West
Beach's modern
premiereresorthotelhotel,
—a
beautiful,Palmthoroughly
on Lake Worth, with all Palm Beach to
enjoy at HALF the cost.
Hotel Floridan Tampa
Hotel
Tampa
Hotel Tampa
SarasotaTerrace
Terrace Sarasota
Hotel Manatee River Bradenton
Hotel Lakeland Terrace Lakeland
Hotel Dixie Court W. Palm Beach
Hotel Royal Worth W. Palm Beach
Useppa Inn
Useppa Island
Gasparilla
Inn
Hotel Charlotte
Harbor Boca
Punta Grande
Gorda
Everglades Inn
Everglades
Rod & Gun Club Everglades
For
Reservations
or Booklets
HotelsRates,or Ncv»Telephone
York Office,
220 W. Write
42nd St.to
Wise. 7-2000
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Her mother died when Ethel was a child,
and liLT father a few years later, so Ethel
spent nn)st of her girlhood with her
grandmother, also a famous actress, and
her uncle, John Drew. For eight years
I'.thel was
a pupil at the where
Conventsheof studied
Notre
Dame
in Philadelphia,
music with the idea of becoming a concert
pianist. .She has a passionate love for
music
\ersions.and it still is one of her greatest di"I still enjoy playing the piano," she
said. "I always have found time for it,
however busy I've been. I could find
plenty to occupy me, if I were not working . . .
"But I must work." she said frankly. "I
have to earn mone\'." She glanced through
the window, across the wide lawn. "Taxes
..." she nuirmured with a faint smile.
"It takes money to live!
"However, I don't want to stop working!" she smiled.
worked.of
Even when
I was ill,"I've
with aalways
temperature
104°. Not with 'the show must go on' idea
— that's a lot of nonsense. It's just your
job. You have to do it. It's your life."
lifeandhasvaried.
been,
oneAndmustEthel
grant,Barrymore's
rich and full
There are some people. I thought, looking at her as she sat across from me, who
never grow old. VMio belong to today as
vividly as they belonged to yesterday.
People whose lives march on, like some of
our modern novels, through time and generations, with never a dull page.
Such a person, it seems, is Ethel Barrymore. Darling of an earlier day in the
theatre, still today, at fifty-seven, finding
new outlets for her art and energy, she is
an unsually vital and fascinating woman.
We were sitting in the library of the
three-hundred-year-old white house that
has been her home for over a quarter of a
century. A spacious, friendly house, standing in a lovely park, sloping down to the
Sound. A perfect place, I thought, to retire— when one grew weary of the world.
But Ethel Barrymore is not retiring.
"On the
"I'm
starting
now contrary,"
the biggest shejobstold
of myme,career.
One is my school, in which I hope to help
a new generation of stars to advance the
art of the theatre. . . .
"You should
this place
— " she
glanced
throughhavetheseenwindow
across
the
tree-shaded lawn with its winding driveway, "thenounced.dayThey came
after inmyhordes
plan! was
And anthe
letters . . . Telegrams . . . We were
swamped witli them !
plan," the
she hundreds
explained,of"was
to "My
selectoriginal
from among
applicants about fifty who seemed most
promising as pupils, and give them personal instruction here in my home— with
some special help, of course — a fencing
master, and so on. I planned to teach them
languages, speech, music, to study plays
with them — help each one to find the best
means of expressing his or her individual
talent.
"But as I worked out the idea," she
went on earnestly, "I began to realize that
I couldn't
accommodate
torily here.
So, when everyone
Leighton satisfacRollins,
director of the Studio of Acting in New
York, asked me to cooperate with him, I
was"Thevery classes
glad tomeet
do so.twice' a week in the
ballroom of Beckman Tower. And during
the winter we shall present the students to

the public in a number of plays. I'm treenthusiasticofabout
it."
You felt mendously
the reality
her enthusiasm
as
she spoke. Here was no tired, world-weary
woman, seeking solace for dwindling glory
in the theatre. The matchless Barrymore
voice held youthful lilt and fullness, as she
spoke and her soft brown eyes glowed
with intense interest. Across the chair
wheie she sat, bright morning sunlight
streamed through long French windows
and she sought no friendly, concealing
shadow.
wore and
no make-up
and her
her
skin
was She
smooth
fair. Even
throat, her hands, always the first to show
Time'sit easy
hateful
traces, are thelovely
You
find
to understand
rush still.
of eager
applicants for the gifts that are hers to
"And, of course,'' said Miss Barrymore,
"there is my radio program, which I am
enjoying
give. greatly. I love presenting again
those
plays."
It's fine
noagine, toold
easy
task, into
either,theonelimits
may ofim-a
condense
half hour program on the air a play that
occupied a good two hours on the stage.
But thus far the radio versions of these
famous plays in which Miss Barrymore
rose to her enviable position in the theatre
have been most successful.
Her schedule includes Captain Jinks oj
the Horse Marines, with which she opened
her broadcast series, Siiiidav. Alice-Sit-bvthe-Firc. Trrlazoicy of the Wells. The
Co)ist(nit
]]'ifc,andTlicother
Lady of the CamelDt'classce
earlierlias,day
in the theatre.successes
These ofplays,an
to a growing and appreciative audience,
have proved a genuine delight, justifying
Miss Barrymore's reputation as an artist.
"I may do a movie, too," Miss Barrymore went on. "I've been asked to do one.
Of
courseof Imycan'tothergo work,
out to butHollywood,
account
if it can onbe
done in the east — out at Astoria — I should
Ethel
appeared and
on the
love
to since
doBarrymore
it."she playedhasn'tin Rasputin
screen
the
Empress, some years ago. But earlier she
had made a dozen or more successful pictures. The Aivakcninfi of Helena Ritchie,
Lady Frederick. Our Mrs. McChesney and
Peter Ihhctson among them.
And her career in the theatre covers
more plays than even she can remember.
When I asked her how many, she laughed :
"I haven't the slightest idea ! I began
when I was a child, you know. And that's
She made
her !"first important appearance
a long
time ago
on the stage in 1894, as Julia in The Rivals.
In 1897 she made her English debut, with
William Gillette, in .Srcrct .Service and following that she was engaged by the late
Sir Henry Irving lor his Lyceum Theatre
company. For years she enjoyed unrivalled
popularity on the stage iti England as well
as in America. And socially she was a
great favorite in both countries. Suitors of
wealth and nobility vied for her favors in
many a moonlit garden on both sides of
the Atlantic. But she chose to marry an
.American business man, Russell Griswold
Colt, arms manufacturer.
There are three Colt children, Samuel,
Ethel and John.
"The\ are all interested in the theatre,"
said .Miss
more
as a BarryniMre.
writer. Jack "Sammie,
hopes to thebe eldest,
a star
some day and Ethel is playing on the stage
now, with a little group of Jitney players.
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But study
I hope,"for said
Ethel
can
operahersomemother,
day. "that
She really
has an unusually lovely voice. It ought to
be Miss
trainedBarrymores
for opera." marriage with Mr.
Colt was dissolved when the children were
quite young and they have since lived with
their mother in the Mamaroneck home.
But between Mr. Colt and his family exist
understanding friendshij) and respect.
"He took us to the World Series baseball games last fall." said Miss Barrymore.
"And he often offers us the use of the
Colt family home in Bristol. Rhode Island. But the children love this place, as I
do. Whenever they go away anywhere,
they write me : 'I miss j-ou — I miss home —
I'm coming home sooner than I planned.'
Or I get a cable, saying : 'Sailing today
instead
of ne.xt
And you
feel month.'
that the" house is one that
is lived in and loved. In the sunlit library
where we sat. the furniture, like the house,
shows scars of time, of comfortable living.
Open bookshelves line the walls, filled with
books
ing. that suggest a wide range of read"I've always read, whenever I had a
chance,"aftersaidI goMissto bed
Barrymore.
night,
— no matter"Every
how
late it is— I always read. Have you read
Gone With the Wind? I've just finished it
for the second time. It's fascinating!
"Among other things," she said thoughtimpressed
way Civil
the
people fuliny, "I was
the book
talkedwithaboutthe the

War. To some it was idealistic, glorified
—some,
for who
principle,
State's
Rights.
thoughtformore
deeply,
saw itButas
the reverse of ideal — ugly — for money,
for power.
'Eventheif same
we tt'i'n,
one
said.
It's just
todayive !lose!'
People,"
sheTogether
reiterated,we "are
still
the
same.
.
.
."
walked out on to the wide
porch. Standing there, while she pointed
out a lovely picture made by trees and
sunlit lawndersto dand
brightherblueconviction
water, youof unand shared
the
essential beauty of life, with its changeless
hunger for what is good.
In such a setting, scandal seemed, indeed,
ephemeral and unimportant.
"Scandals, sensational stories, such as
the papers love, can never," said Miss
Barrymore,
"becomegreattreasured
But great music,
art, greatmemories.
drama,
will never be forgotten. They make life
rich and lovely, however little else one lias
"That isn't news. It will never make the
headlines
! But it'schanges,
true. everything re" 'Everything
mains the same,' " she quoted with a smile
as we said goodbye. "Perhaps that is why
the newspapers must be indiscreet — to lend
a little variety and spice to the commonAnd maybe Miss Barrymore is right
And maybe the reason for the daily indisplacere!t"ion of the press is that, we, too, like it,
just as we always have, ever since the first
rumor was spread about Eve and the serpent !

LADIES'
(Continued from MAN!
page 31)
Richman and Merrill still are friends,
and were friends throughout their hazardous flights to Europe and back, it need
only be mentioned that the combination is
still operating and plans entering two big
air contests in the near future and that
their entry was the first received for each
event. One is the trans-America flight,
for which there is a $75,000 prize, and ti e
other is the Paris flight next spring to
commemorate the tenth anniversary of the
great feat of Charles A. Lindbergh in the
Spirit of St. Louis.
The rumors of a falling out between
Merrill and Richman cropped up on the
eve of their return from England. They
planned a take-off for New York at three
in the morning and were sleeping upstairs
inAirport.
the officers'
quarters
That they
mightatgetthea Liverpool
good rest
for their venture, all visitors were barred
by a Captain Austin, of the R. F. C.
A persistent reporter for an American
news service vainly sought to break
through the lines. And, when repulsed, put
two and two together and made eight, not
through
tion. indignation, but through imaginaIf Richman never learned the value of
radio before, he learned it on those flights
across the Atlantic. Eastbound to Europe,
lightning disabled the radio, the biggest
single handicap of the trip. And returning,
from within 1,500 miles of New York,
Harry, working the radio, was in constant
communication with this side of the ocean.
"I wiredaboutour 2 position
Easternand Airin
Lines
:30 in theto the
morning

three minutes heard them issue a bulletin
on Richman
it over WOR,"
Richman.New York
had hardlysaidreached
when he discovered more about radio than
he had learned during his trans-Atlantic
flight. He found himself in demand as a
radio performer, as well as for personal
appearances.
HarryHollywood,
signed a two-months'
contract at the
so that he
would be able to remain in New York and
handle his broadcasts as well.
Richman made twenty-six electrical
transcriptions for the Florida Citrus Company and then appeared with Ken Murray
thrice weekly on the Dodge program.
Conoco Gas sponsored him also and he
was on with Jack Dempsey. To be brief
about it, he became the third busiest broadcaster in September and October of this
year. The first two were President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Governor
Alfred AI. Landon.
Radio is no novelty for Harry. In fact,
he was familiar with radio long before he
was with airplanes. As long ago as 1923,
when commercial radio was in its second
year, he appeared with Nils T. Granlund,
or N. T. G., as he was known to the
listeners-in of the headset era. At that
time, there were exactly two radio stations
in Greater New York, WHN and WJZ.
which gives you an idea of how early
Harry pioneered over the ether.
Richman also appeared at the first public broadcast, the first time in radio history
when spectators were admitted to a studio.
That
in 1923, atHour,
Loew's a State
Theatre
on thewasSpearmint
performance
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which broke all attendance records at that
theatre. .And, if you really wish to realize
how long ago that was, consider that the
previous
at Loew's State had been
set
by Evarecord
Tanguay.
Riciinian's
l<i\-e
of aviation
as his love of singing.
As a iskid,as henatural
took
a course in automotive engineering, as it
was then called, and was a chauffeur at
nine,
proudlywhen,
wore ashis afirstgangl\pair ofyoungster,
long pants.he
He now holds, and has held since 1932, an
unlimited transport license, the highest
air license a civilian can boast. He has
heldRichman
an ordinary
license insinceaviation
1930.
becamepilot's
interested
through a friend, George Daufkirch, and
at one time owned seven planes and had
his own hangar at Flushing, L. I. And
yet, when Harry announced his desire to
fly to Europe and back, it was labelled as
a publicity stunt. His own explanation
of the reason for the flight is simple
enough. "It never had been done and Dick
and
I thought
could beall done,"
explains
Richman.
"We itrealized
we needed
was
the proper plane and we had a chance to
grab the blue monoplane. Lady Peace.
We knew we could do it, so we did. I say
'we,' butMerrill
don't isgettheme greatest
wrong. pilot
I stillinthink
Dick
the

those days. Richman was singing
Siwokic-ookums for no other reason
than that his audiences liked it and demanded it. .\ reason, by the by, which
Harrysince.
has found it profitable to follow
ever
In the George White Scandals of 1927,
Richman crashed to new heights singing
The Birth of the Blues. The next winter, the peak of all time for after dark
entertainment in New York, as well as
throughout the nation, found him in his
own ablenight
club, Harry
Club Richman,
veritgold mine.
made more a money
that winter than he has in a similar period
before or since and there still is a sneakREMOVE CORN FOREVER
ing suspicion that he would like to open
tie-up.
another night club, this time with a radio
with this new, easy method
Now ingyoumethods
can discard
old-fashioned
It was at the Club Richman that Harry
that makewith
corns come home
back parbigger— uglierand than
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infection
bloodever—
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require
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stick to stockings.
at allinvisible.
druggists.Can't
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Almost annually, Richman has managed
Jay
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pain
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to
other, atie-up which should be a great
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&
Black,
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South
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Chicago,WriteIII. today.
Act quickly before this trial
boon to him, now that he definitely is
offer
launched
as a radio personality. The songs
*A plug
position. If
left
may oftiervedeadascellsfocalroot-like
point forin form
reneweiland development.
range through the years from / Love a
world
today."
Though
he probably is labelled a typical Parade down to To the Beat of My Heart.
New Yorker, Richman was born in Cin- Currently, he is ofTering a parody, Fm
Your Praises, Dick Merrill.
cin ati, in that section known as "over Singing
Richman is kept on the floor twice his
the
August 10th,
1895.where
He
went Rhine,"
to Ohioon Mechanical
School,
alloted
time
during his cabaret performhe first learned the art of motor tinkering,
ances, by customers demanding he sing
but at the same time he also was playing some of his old favorites. And when he
the piano by ear and keeping one eye on retires to a secluded corner for dinner, he
mechanics, the other on entertaining. And finds himself an island in a sea of autograph seekers.on His
philosophy
he When
hasn't Richman
changed since.
was eleven, he sold these demands
his talents
and histoward
time
EEL wearyBUBBLE
and worn?
energizing
Chester Park, a famous Cincin- is sound. "When the customers stop holvs.\-FOAM JrMILLION
bath! TryLazean away
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bles. LStep
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for
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Harry.
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outyourbuoyant
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satiny-smooth
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damp, tackyFeelfeeling.
and
went
to
Chicago,
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in
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left
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Even as Harry expounds his theory,
B & L INC., 2023 N. Kalsted St., Dept. 15-A, Chicago amounted to magic lantern slides.
however, you have a liunch that he hopes
Vt/rf/
I'd
like
to
try
v;sa-foam
million
At
the
outset,
no
theatre
was
too
dingy
that
won'tdomesticity,
come too soon.
J^l enclose 10c (stamps, coin) and Jest :
for Harry to sing in, provided he was he maytimecrave
Name
he stillMuch
tinglesas
to the applause of the crowd. Did you
paid.
During
the
winter
of
1913-14,
he
first adopted a theme song, altiiough there ever know a performer who didn't?
was no such thing as a tiieme song in Neither did anyone else!
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WAS TOO EASY
( Colli iinicd from page 47)
struck' His
])iiri)< anus
i',e fullyenfolded
across they have striven, is attested today by
theJimnix
-li.iliti>ll.illlarpit.
The Hall's
story ofradiotheirsuccess.
parting, their sorthe siililiiii- \\<iiiiaii. .'^hi ludked wonder- James
ingl> up intu his careworn face. What
row,
their
Jimmy'sto subsequentreconciliation
success is anotherandchapter
add
she saw there hnniKliI a smile of happiness to her wild had iKit smiled in many toness.those incredible romances of show busiyears. The man spoke one fervent word :
"E\ery morning when I awaken to the
"Darling
That was !"in 1934. Till then Jimmy Hall realization that Irene has come back to
had not set eyes upon Irene, his wife, in me, that I have a jni), anotlier chance to
eleven years. They had quarreled and make good, I iiow my head and thank
jiarted. He had gone his way — not a nice devoutly.
God for His compassion," Jimmy told me
way, heget.admits
to forHere, briefly, is the story of how life
They met now.
again Sheamidhad thetriedwreckage
of his career — a career as brilliant as any bufTeted these two, and how they came,
that ever had flashed across the silver at last, to the pathway at the foot of the
screen. This, then, was the beginning of hill whence, hand in hand, they can struga new climb — together. How far they
gle to the top, together again forever.
have climbed back toward the peak, how ' James;
Hall was a laughing, irrespon-
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sible, irresistible youth when he married
Irene Phillips in the cold dawn of a winter'sstancmorning
1921. Theformveryan circumes of theirin courtship
illuminating sidelight on the two people.
Jimmy had come i)ack from overseas
and had gone into a revue that was touring the midwest. Titian dancer Irene was
in charge dofuctions. Shall
show'squarreled
dance proe andtheJimmy
hecause she called him a "fresii. conceited
lout." For two montlis the>- worked together daily — but the\- never spoke to
each
other. on
Any through
necessarx-a third
communication
was carried
party.
One day Jimmy brushed against Irene
in a dark Liackstage corridor. She stumbled. He caught her. They talked — perforce. They went out together to dinner.
They
sat
until nearly dawn.
At six o'clock
the nextducer of morning,
the revue, they
rousedawakened
a justicetheof prothe
peace in Sioux City and were married.
For two years they were ideally happy.
But James Hall was restless and ambitious. He couldn't be content to remain
the
leading
man in Cash's
All-Girl
touring
the midwest.
He quit.
TheyRevue,
came
to New York and Irene retired from theatrical work to become plain Mrs. James
Hall, housewife. That should have tipped
Jimmy
wise. off — but he was young and not
Success brought discord. Jimmy was
engaged for the Passing Shnzv of 1923. It
was to be just a short engagement. In
fact there were many wiseacres along
Broadway who predicted that it would be
a very short engagement, indeed. That
was fine with Irene. She was tired of
living in a trunk — and Jimmy had promised that after the Passing Shoit^ he would
give her a home of her own. He would
quit show business and settle down. By
way of showing his good faith, he took
some of the money that had begun to roll
inMissouri.
and bought a chicken farm in Joplin,
The Broadway wiseacres were, as they
often are, wrong. Tlie Passing Slwiv of
1923 became The Passing Slunv of 1924.
Then of 1925 and 1926. Jimmy, playing
leading man to such noted beauties as
Muriel de Forrest and Nancy Carroll, was
making big money. When you make big
money on Broadway, more often than not
something happens to you. It happened
to Jimmy
— and Irene didn't like it. She
had
home. waited too long for that promised
was awhen
conceited
youngme si:|uirt.
was"I right
she called
that, theIrene
first
day we met," Jimmy confessed rue;ull\-.
"I guessI was
success
head.how 1
thought
a bigwent
shot. toYoumy know
they tell you you are on Broadway? Well,
I believed
'em. Ibigthouglit
it was smart
drink,
to throw
wild parties,
to haveto
my name coupled i)y Broadwax gossips
with this woman and that one — even
though I was married. It flatterer! my
vanity. I even encouraged sucli publicity.
OfOfcourse,
ashamed
of all that
course,I'm they
quarreled.
Irenenow,"
reproached
Jimmy
for
not
keeping
his
ise to her. He retorted that shepromwas
jealous. She accused him of being unfaithful, of squandering their money, of
wrecking their marriage. In the end,
Irene left. She went to the chicken farm
in IfMissouri
this wereanda lived
storv there
Ijook.— alone.'
Fate would

intervene at this point by administering
aHewellwould
merited
kick tobeJimmy's
thereupon
broughttrousers.
to his
senses, rush to the chicken farm, enfold
Irene in his penitent arms — and they would
live happily ever after. But this is not a
stor) book. This is real life. Or perhaps
I'atc plays
tricks than story
books
wouldevenhavegrimmer
us believe.
At any rate, when Irene left, Jimmy
went on to new and undreamed of successes. Women lionized him. He made
more money. His popularity increased.
Holl\ wood called him — and he went west
to make movies. More success. He became leading man for Bebe Daniels. He
built a huge house and staffed it with
nine servants. He had enough big cars
to operate a garage. He was noted for
lavish hospitality — even in la\ish Hollywood.
Money poured in faster tlian he could
spend
even Paramount
while going loaned
at Hollywood's
fastest it,pace.
him out
for pictures. He starred with Clara Bow
and Colleen Moore. In 1929 he received
the Motion Picture Academy Award for
his performance in Four Sons. He was
chosen towood,play
in Hell's smiles,
Angels. sheIn Hollywhen fortune
laughs
out loud.
Jimmy fell in love. Madly, tempestuously, head-over-heels in love. At least,
he thought it was love. She was a brilliant star. So was he. They went everywhere together.when
Hostesses didn't gossip
raise
their eyebrows
columns
linked his name Holh'wood
and hers. There
was
Jimmy's
ointment.
He
could one
not fly
marryin his
inamorata.
His and
Irene's
religion
divorce. Irene
The end
came forbade
like a bombshell.
sued Jimmy for non-support. It provided
a newspaper sensation, to put it mildly.
It came just at a time when such pubcity on Page
the brightest listar.
The One
publicwould
was ruin
demanding
that
its screen heroes and heroines be impecIrene's lawyers
tioncable.proceedings.
Jimmyinstituted
crashedextradifrom
the pinnacle he had built on the shifting
sands of Hollywood. He fled.
He fled to protect the name of the Hollywo d star — but he soon discovered that
Hollywood forgot his chivalry as it forgot him. His money was going fast. He
was wandering furtively from city to city,
unable to work, hounded. His own lawyers demanded larger and larger sums.
"I sat in a hotel room, wondering what
to do," he recalled, as he unfolded the
storylife,
to me.
think,toforfacethe with
first time
my
I was"I face
reality.in
Life had been too easy for me. There
had never been any bumps. When they
came — I didn't know how to take them.
Success had come without work — unearned. That softens a man. like a fighter who doesn't have to train.
"It
was
then kind
that ofI began
thinksheabout
Irene. What
a lifeto had
led
during the ten years we had been apart?
Had she been lonely all that time, as I
found mxsell now? I thought of the lawsuit she liad brought. How she must hate
meher.now,Thatto was
do that!
I couldn't
h.iic1
funny.YetI ought
to, liut
couldn't.
grewsuddenly,
up. I'd Ibeen
only"Ata timtboy moment
before. INow.
became adult. I was ashamed of myself.
If only I had it all to do over again ! I guess
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RADIO STARS
we all have that futile thought at times. go to Chicago and take a local radio commercial. That was the start. But Jimmy
The things I would do dif?erently ! If
only I could have Irene back ! If only I didn't want to be an orchestra leader. He
might have a chance to make it up to her disbanded the orchestra and landed a job
for all the hurt and pain I had caused doing a gossip series on KYIV. It was
a flop — so he slipped back into leading an
Jimmy paused. There was a faraway
One day
D'Orsay,
playingto
look in his eyes. I knew he was thinking orchestra.
an engagement
in Fifi
Chicago,
stopped
ofRouge.
that night in the hotel room in Baton lunch at the Medinah Club, where Jimmy
was playing. They had been pals in
her !"
your, sense
I sat,"Think
of it!"all hethose
resumed.
"There
I Jimmy's Hollywood heyday.
testrtion
draw,
like tocolor
If you
etc
thinking
horribly
bitter
to New York," she advised
, propo
n, Abili
of desig
Get a
thoughts. My life was over, I supposed. him."Go"Nobackmatter
ty Test. whet
it means
with our Art
her
Of course I never for a moment imagined go back to New what
York sacrifice
! You will
never—
FREE as tooping
opinionis worth
frank talen
.
devel
t
your
I'd ever
Irenedoor.again.
came have success on the radio anywhere else."
, publishers,y
that
knock seeon the
And, Then
ten minutes
apers
Jimmy admired Fifi and respected her
ines,s, newsp
Magaztiser
millionsand yearl
spend Desi
later I was a new man ! The old Jimmy judgment. He took her advice. He came
adverillustrati
color
gn
ons.
for nce the sale of most things we
was dead. I was beginning life anew — to New York — with Irene. The first week
nflue
in the city he auditioned successfully for
Ma.
ts.. The
s artis
needace
withOn Irene
!"credit side of Jimmy's ledger his
stryt displ
Luy.
present coast-to-coast series.
thetn
canno
chinesalIndu
was no themoney
whatever, but a great deal
ed manyng
ls hasn train
"Dothatyoueachwonder,"
asked,I "why
Feder Schoo
earni
of
understanding
and
love.
On
the
debit
now
you
morning,he when
wake Iup,tellI
wome
and
voung men 00 to $5,000 yearly as
side was his crash into oblivion. He faced
from $1,0or illustrators. Train your
the most gruelling of all trails in show thank
Funny thing about the new Jimmy.
designers
spare time. ssIt business
— the comeback trail. Many try When God?"
he was tops before, they used to
talent at homesuresint road
succe
to
ur
it,
but
few
succeed.
Usually,
when
a
man
beyo
r^ay
at^d
Test
say
he
was conceited. The way he'd tell
Art
free
for
is
down
in
show
business,
he
is
out.
today
^end
in
ies
describing opportunit
cockily : "I can't miss !" used to
Book
Irene advised him to try radio. It was you,
Art. State age and occupation.
a new field for him and the ordeal of annoy those who heard him. He isn't
more. itHedoesn't
says annoy
: "I can't
L SCHOOLsS,Bldg.Inc. starting all over again would be softened. conceited
FEDERA
miss !" but anysomehow,
any1997 Federal s,School
one
now.
What
used
to
be
conceit
is conBut
Jimmy
didn't
take
her
advice
at
first.
Minn.
apoli
Minne
For months he tried to get a job — until
fidence. They're a lot alike — yet they're
what little money he had left was all vastly difi^erent.
It would
degone. Then he organized a band and
fine, unless you wanted
to putbe ithardthat,to with
FOR
COLDS
started playing in night clubs. He hoped Jimmy Hall, the difference between conceit
Nature
can
more
quickly
expel
Infection
when
that the night club broadcasts might lead and confidence is Irene.
aided by internal medication of recosnized merit
to some radio work, get him started in the
"Goodbye," he called after me cheerily.
new field. This hope was rewarded!
"Good luck," I returned.
Salicen Tablets
From
playing
over
station
KTVL
in
"Thanks
— I've got it !" he exulted.
HAVE RECOGNIZED MERIT
Oklahoma City, Jimmy landed a chance to "Irene brought that, too !"
At, K.all A.druggists,
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MlUlt
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Women
what^oimera
in
mis
new
stry. Send for Free Frog lipstick — and finally giving it up as hope- or a gesture, into the height of clowning.
Book.
todayJ^^A "
less and crawling into bed, telling myself
Fred causewasmy mother
glad myinvited
family him
likedoften
him, bell3"A"^New°of
for
that, as far as I was concerned, I never
CATARRH «ND SINUS wanted to see Fred Allen again ! But I dinner and Fred loves to eat. To him a
good home-cooked dinner is what dining at
couldn't
convince
myself
on
that
score,
CHART— fsrr
the Ritz would be to most people.
Guaranteed noseRelief
No Pay.
Stop irritation—
hawking — either.
Fred had been on the stage a few years
«tuffed-up
— badorSend
breath
— Sinus
My mother's
mashed
pophJegm-filled
throat.
Post
Card
or
letter
tatoes and lambroast
stewbeefandandroast
chicken
then
and
was
doing
a
single
in
vaudeville
tor 40,000
New Treatment
ChartHallands Catarrh
Money-Back
Offer.
Drugpciste
sell
Medicine
with
stuffing
and
giblet
gravy
played
very
and of course he'd seen me, from the be- important parts in our courting days and
63rd year in business. . . Write today!
, for what I was — a naive high
F.J. CHENEY & CO. DepL 31. TOLEDO, O. school girl,gin ingwho
should have been at home they still do.
On Sundays, when Fred is up to his ears
studying her lessons ! But, afterwards, he
told Ethel, and Ethel told me, that that writing material for the next broadcast, I
Don^t Sleep
go
out to spend the day with my family
was
exactly
the
thing
he
liked
in
me.
on Left Side,
There was nothing glamorous about our on Long Island. The comedy you hear in
Totvn
Hall Tonight is a very serious
courtship,
no
obstacles
or
family
opposiCrowds Heart
tion to be hurdled. But it was fun. Even business with Fred and while he's in the
GAS PRESSURE MAY CAUSE DISCOMFORT.
though our time together had to be limited out
way. it, it's just as well to be
to fit into both our schedules, the moments throesof ofthe writing
RIGHT SIDE BEST.
So I leave early in the morning and
we
were
together
were
filled
to
the
brim
If
you
toss
in
bed
and
can't
sleep
on
right
side,
try
dose
stomach GAS pressing with laughter and happiness. Maybe it come home in the evening, when Fred has
onAdierika.
heart sc Justacts
you ONE
sleep
soundly.relieves
Adierika
on BOTH
upperneverand believe
lower wasbowelsin yourand was that way because we had so little time finished his stint and is a human being
brings
out
foul
matter
you
would
again. And I never get such a welcome
see each other.
system.
This
old
matter
may
have
poisoned
you for to My
I do then.
months
family were entranced with Fred fromFor himthe asknitting
nervousness.and caused GAS, sour stomach, headache or
I carry on these
from people
the very
beginning
whencanhe'sbe visits is full of littlebag
jars and the jars are
Dr.tion tH.o intestinal
L. Shnub,cleansing.
New York,
reports:
"Inreduces
addi- with
he feels
close to,andFred
Adierika
greatly
even
funnier
than
he
is
on
a
broadcast.
full of all the things Fred likes to eat —
bacteria and colon bacilli."
"Gas Evenon mymy stomach
was boto badhurt.I You'll have to let me do a little bragging which Mother packs for him after dinner.
couldMrs.firstnotJas.dose
eat Filler:
or Adierika
sleep.
heartrelief.
seemed
The
of
brought
me
Now
\
eat
about
him
here.
I've
never
known
anyone
There
have been Christmas
times whenshopper,
I've looked
u Give
I wish,yoursleep
finea andREALnevercleansing
felt better."
with such a consistent sense of humor as like a last-minute
pracbowels
with
Adierika
and
tee
how
good
you
feel.
Just
ONE
dose
relieves
GAS
and
his,
or
with
such
a
flair
for
twisting
the
tically
juggling
a
lemon
meringue
pie or a
constipation. At all Leading Druggists.
chocolate
cake
on
my
nose,
when
there
happening into a situaSPECIAL TRIAL SIZE send lOc, coin most tioncommonplace
TRIAL orForstamps,
that leaves you gasping with laughter, havein been
too many things to pack them
the bag.
OFFER Minn. to Adierika, Dept. 115, St. Paul, or by lifting a trivial phrase, with a word all
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big enough
to Our
cook kitchenette
in and thatisn't
dismays
me as really
miicli
as it does Fred. I love to cook but, while
we're in New York, breakfast is about the
only
manage.called
I'm afraid
the
space meal
that Iis can
laughingly
a kitchenette in our apartment was designed for
drinkers rather than eaters!
But I have my innings in the summer.
There toisforthethetinylasthouse
Maine and
we'veI
gone
three insummers
revert to domesticity with a bang. I do
all the housework and shopping and planning and love it ! I pick blueberries in the
pasture back of the house and use them
for muffins and pies. Fred gets caught up
on reading
the books
since
winteralland
spends he'smostbeenof hoarding
the day
with them in a hammock. And in the evenings we walk down to the pier or the
beach
and chat with the friends we've
made there.
the years
theMaybe
road it's
thatallmake
Fred he's
such spent
a homeon
lover.
Maybe
it's
because
Fm
a
homebody
myself our marriage is such a happy, congenial one. One of the things that endears radio to us most of all is that it
enables us to live such a normal existence
and ingtoablekeep
regularin athours.
It's fun beto drop
the neighborhood
movie house after dinner and go to the
fights or a show once a week. Neither of
us cares aliout dressing up or about forparties where
or firsttheniglits
even malknow
night and
clubswearedon'tlocated.
We're
always
asleep
about the
time
them. the corks start popping in any of
All of which makes it seem very funny
now that there was a time when I was
worried about the life Fd lead as the wife
of an actor !
I really was appalled at the thought of
having
changeof m\of living
to fit
into the topattern
the w;i.\tlieatre.
Our family
always had been siicli a close-knit one and
we were always together. Why. the first
trunkwhenI ever
owned going
was tlic
I'red gave
me
we were
to bei>uvmarried.
What a thrill it was! I packed and unpacked it ten times that first day it arrived and bought all sorts of gadgets to
make my trousseau look more imposing in
it. Linen hags for my shoes and sachets
for my lingerie and travelling kits of
everything under the sun, including an
electric iron, a whisk broom and a laundry
rack!
Fred had
lay-off,he sowaswebooked
were
married
and atheweek's
next week
for Waterbury, Connecticut, and we spent
our honeymoon there — with Fred appearing at the vaudeville house there and me
sitting in our hotel room until it was time
to meet Fred after his last shuw
There was a year of tiiat snit of thing,
a year for me of twiddlin"; ni\ thum))s in
strange cities and waiulcrmt: about new
towns in that aw ful loneliness that comes
from hax iiiii iiotliniu to do and not knowing a soul t'' turn in in empty hours.
Fred knew \\n\\ I felt and though he
didn't
have muchthe tosituation.
say aboutHe itwrote
he seta
about changing
part for me into his act. It was grand of
him, taking a chance like that with an act
that had been successful ;is a single. One
ofme, theas grand
he's always
doingheforis
well asthings
for anyone
else that
fond of, and the grand things he does becoming so much grander because there is

never any fanfare or fuss or talk about
doing them.
Fred booked as a single for an engagement at Nipinuc Park near Mil ford, Connecticut, planning to sneak me into the
act after the first day. The house was
playing to very poor business as it was
Labor Day week and most of the suminer
people had gone back to the city.
The next day, after I was all ready to
go on, I found m.\self putting on an extra
la\er of make-up, in an effort to bolster up
my courage, when the old man who owned
the theatre appeared at our dressing-room
door.
minute Fred
folks steals
!" Hefrom
drawled
the"Jest
nasala twang
him toin
this (la\ wlien he is portraying a rube
character.
jest going
ner to meet "Ithe'm next
trolleydown
car toandtheseecor-if
there are enough folks to make it worth
while
openin.g
theayter."
weren'tthe— and
Fred insisted that
ing.There
the
town had had word that I was appearI made my
NewThat's
Yorktheat reason
the Coliseum.
I wasdebut
stand-in
ing in the wings, waiting for my cue to go
on and watching Fred out there on the
stage and enxying him his absolute lack of
self consciousness, when I was suddenly
swept off my feet by the laughter and applause of the audience. Fred never had
had such an ovation before. It was just
one of those things that happen in show
business. Suddenly, after years, you click
and you know in that moment that you
have clicked. That you're set from then
on.
I began to cry from sheer happiness
and then it was my turn to go on and
somehow I managed to hold back my sobs.
But Fred was terribly disturbed when he
saw that my eyes were red and blurred
and was so sure somebody back stage had
insulted me that he was ready to tear into
everything and everybody, until we had
made our bows and I could tell him what
it was all about.
That was the beginning of the swell
years
that followed,
the beginning
reputation
as a stellar
comedian ofandFred's
his
engagements in The Little Show and
Three's a Croivd.
feallythat
whenI began
Fred's realizing
success came
in Ita was
big way
how
simple his tastes were. Even when we
were appearing in revues on Broadway,
having to keep the topsy-turvy hours stage
people
workers.do, we lived as simply as any office
When Libby Holman was to open at the
Lido Club for a special engagement, it
took frantic urging on both her part and
mine to persuade Fred to come to the
opening. I bought my llrst evening gown
and w rap ftir the affair. I had never nee<led
one
I'red came in the tu.vedo he
wore before.
on the st.ige.
I was trying my best to live up to our
unaccustomed finery and being very elegant in the taxi, when Fred, taking his
inoney out to pay the driver, pulled out
with it the pack of prop cards he used in
his
act, and
sidewalk
! they went spilling all over the
.\ horrified doorman in full uniform
helped him pick them up, to the very polite
amusement of the carriage trade, and we
'sailed into the club, where a very iinposing head waiter fold us that they only
held reservations until eleven-thirty and
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that now there were no tables left for us!
All our grand preparations for this I
Fred was furious, but we went home and
had a grand time with Jack Haley and his
wife, who lived in our apartment house.
Over beer and sandwiches Fred took off
his coat and I kicked off my slippers and
pulled off my dress and put on one of
my hostess'
aprons
and felt
her bedroom slippersbungalow
— and the
Aliens
like
themselves again. Our first evening out
ended in our walking up the back stairs in
our ella
borrowed
clothes, an hilarious
with her wisecracking
prince ! CinderAnd I never had a chance to wear my
grand dress again until we went to Europe,
a couple of years later.
We've been married nine years now,
Fred and I, and they have been full, exciting yearstificial
thatentertainment
haven't tohadmake
to depend
on arthem joyous
ones.
It's
as
thrilling
now
to
slip
movie theatre with Fred, and sit there into
hold-a
ing
hands
through
the
feature,
as
it
was
in
our courting days.
Fred wouldn't like it at all if you were
toidealthink
I'm tr\ing
him outI supthe
husband.
And toin make
some ways
posewayshe isn't.
perfect husband
alremembersTheanniversaries
and holidays with appropriate gifts and messages
of Well,
sentiment,
he? an anniversary,
if Freddoesn't
remembers
he gives me a check and tells me to buy
what I want with it. Once he brought me
four pink roses on my birthday and I was
so touched I knew that I was going to
cry
didn'tmydaretearsto inin the
frontbathroom.
of him,
so I! hadBut toI shed
Fred isn't sentimental. Christmas
doesn't
morefirstto years
him than
other day,meanand anyin the
when any
we
were married I know he thought it was
silly of me to make such a fuss over it,
buying all sorts of silly, useless things and
decorating our living-room with holly and
poinsettias. Then, one year, I didn't do
anything
seem
muchabout
fun, itwithat all.
FredSomehow
not caringit didn't
about
it, Fred didn't say a thing, but, late on
Christmas Eve, he came home with a forlorn looking holly wreath — that was the

only one the store had left — and tacked it
up on the door himself.
like ofthatfeltthatthatmakehe Fred
what
he It'sis. things
He sort
had taken
something away from me by his lack of
interest in holidays and it hurt him to see
that I wasn't making preparations as I had
done in other years. And I'll always remember the thing he did for Ethel Shutta's
birthday,
first met. back in those days when we had
He invited us up to his hotel room after
the show and both of us choked when we
saw the
preparations
A table
was
set for
three andhe'd
on made.
each plate
was
a paper hat made from newspaper and in
the center of the table was a coffee ring
with three thick utilitarian candles stuck in
it. He insisted he'd done it for a gag but
I don't
it any more today than I
did
then believe
!
For, although
isn't the
bit sentimental, hehas Fred
an awful
lot least
of sentiment
where anyone close to him is concerned.
That's the reason he's always so gentle
with the amateurs that appear on his program, the reason he never hurts them with
wisecracks or glib remarks. Fred feels
very close to those youngsters, because he
started out as an amateur himself and
knows all the fears and stage-fright
they're going through.
He's loyal to his friends and though he
doesn't make friends as easily as most
people do, he holds them longer and will
come through for them when they need it.
And he can't stand seeing anyone, even an
almosta panhandler
total stranger,
pass
on the instreet.trouble — can't
Fred
doesn't
send
me corsages
of big,
fat expensive Park Avenue
gardenias,
but
every
once
in
a
while
he'll
pull
out
his
pocket a cluster of those little, cheap ofones,
beginning to go brown and curly at the
edges, and give them to me. And somehow they mean so much more than those
huge the
grandbill ones
possiblyinto could
for ofI
know
he slipped
the —hand
the woman selling them on the corner was
twice as much as the one he would have
given the fashionable florist on the Avenue.
You see that's the way Fred is.

SEX SPECIALIST
(Continued from page 37)
of us lose interest in a thing after it is
thoroughly familiar. "Watch a man work
aman,
crossword
puzzle,"willhe work
suggests.
or woman,
with "That
great
interest until the last square has been
filled in, the last word discovered and
written down. Then the puzzle is tossed
into the scrap-basket. It's as old and
uninteresting
week'sin news.
The
psychology isasthelastsame
relationships
between men and women.
you want
to holdof your
you
must"If remain
something
a puzzlemate,to him.
He must never think that he knows all the
answers. There must always be something more to learn about you, something
to be desired. You cannot achieve this
by tricks, by surprising him with the
unexpected.
as simple
that.
Its secret liesIt inisn't
making
your ashusband
feel that, though you are secure in each
other's love, you must constantly be won

again. There should always be small
reserves to overcome, small reticences for
him to conquer. He wins you today —
butThethere
tomorrow."
Voiceis always
of Experience
believes, too,
that the girl who wants to attract men,
the girl who would like to marry, will
benefit by taking a leaf from her grandmother's notebook. Sex is screamed from
the
printedpulchritude
page, fromis stage
screen.
Feminine
paradedandbrazenly
before
monplace.men constantly. It's become com"If every day were Flag Day," says
Mr. Taylor, "we wouldn't yell 'Hooray!'
when
passed by.haveSoonflaunted
we'd hardly
noticetheit.flag Women
their
charms so constantly, so boldly, men
scarcely turn to look. The girl who cultivates afew old-fashioned reserves will
find she has a charm for the average man
that her ultra-modern sister lacks."

RADIO STARS
Mr. Taylor believes that in this era of
"freedom for women," and "self-exprese girlmany
has handicapped
adoptingsion." thtoo
of the pettyherself
vices byof
the male sex. Neither does he limit these
"petty vices" to immodesty and boldness.
He saystakes :was "One
of her most
in developing
male serious
loquacity.mis"Men love to talk and most of them
are bored listening. A man is happiest
when discussing his own exploits. But
the modern young woman — eager to impress with her own wit and cleverness —
fails to capitalize on this fact.
"Mostterest a man,
girls they
thinkmust
that,beinwise-cracking,
order to inquick with 'snappy come-backs.' But they
are wrong. The boy out on a date doesn't
want to go home with the thought : 'How
clever she is !' but with the conviction :
'How clever I am!'
"A wise girl will recapture the art of
listening
her \'ictorian
grandmother
found so that
valuable.
One question
is usually sufficient to start her beau off on a
long dissertation. He will tell her of his
achievements, his conquests, his hopes and
ambitions. In what ways he is superior
to his fellow men and how that superiority marks him for success. She will
look amazed, astounded, impressed, inter upting his monologue only to breathe
an occasional
'oh' orandruns
'ah.'outIf,ofbymaterial,
chance,
the
speaker lags
she w^ill refresh his imagination with another question — and he's off again.
leaves hera fine
that feller!
evening That,
feelingwhile
that
he "Heis, indeed,
others tadon't
appreciate
him,
there,
inly, isone person who does. What cer-an
interesting
girl !" of Experience warns,
The Voice
though, that after you've won a husbanddenlywithstop playing
this technique,
you can't
sudthe game.
You must
continue to "oh" and "ah" over his yarns
of self-exploitation. Many a wife has
started a trip to Reno when she was scornful to a bragging mate.
"If youtalk,aren't
willing some
to listen
your
husband
remember
other towoman
is. If he thinks his stories aren't appreciated at home, he's sure to find a pair
of sympathetic
elsewhere.
far
easier
to avoid aearstriangle
than toIt's
square
one."
As to triangles, however, Mr. Taylor
believes that married people are apt to
take them too hard. If a woman finds her
husband is involved with another woman,
»f a husband discovers his wife is intertsted in another man, immediately divorce
.s considered.
The Voice of Experience will even go
so far as to say that he believes many
situations, not legally recognized, are
more reasonable grounds for divorce than
is the existence of a triangle. And he
also nerbelieves
thathisif orthe her"wronged"
would keep
head andpartattempt calmly to discover the cause for
the
triangle's that
existence,
possible,
to eradicate
cause, then,
many ifmarriages
would be saved.
"If you suspect that your mate is insays,a "adopt
a policy tereofsted inanother
watchfulperson,"
waitinghe for
while,
free from any signs of jealousy or suspicion. The fancy may pass. But if, and
when, you feel that the matter must be
brought into the open, discuss it with
your mate and act as if the situation were

entirely your fault; that your erring husband, or wife, was doing the natural thing
in seeking attention and love elsewhere
than at your side. I cannot stress too
much the importance of this attitude. As
soon as you begin to blame, get hysterical,
criticize, or cry your story to friends and
neighbors, you are lost. If you must tell
somebody, confide in your priest or minister, your doctor, or any other impartial
third
party."this "impartial third party"
thatIt'stheasVoice
of Experience has done his
greatestfore radios
work.wereTheinvented,
work began,
bewhen long
Clarion
Sayle Taylor had to discontinue his chosen
career of surgery because his hands were
smashed in an auto accident. He went to
work as a bacteriologist in the City Health
Department of Seattle. There he became
interested in juvenile delinquency, causes
ofhavior.
degeneracy, and other problems of bePsychiatry then was just a foolish notion. People closed their eyes to sex
problems and met delinquency with moral
talks. There were no laboratories where
a young scientist could experiment with
social
problems. So Taylor found his own
laboratory.
He went into the toughest section of
the Barbary Coast in San Francisco. He
lived in these slums, used the red-light
district as his experiment station, made
friends titutes
withwho confided
crooks, degenerates
in him. and prosHe says that during his years there
he asked everjone with whom he came in
contact : "Where did you first learn about
sex?" And all but a few answered bitterly: "In the and
gutter!"
He recorded
charted all his information with the care of a true scientist
and
emerged
after
four
years' hardand work
with a mass of facts, evidence
theories and an intense desire to fight the
existing ignorance of social problems.
From his itinerant preacher father he
had inherited a fine voice and the gift
of eloquence. So on the lecture platform
he began his fight for se.x education and
a better understanding of social needs.
He saw a microphone for the first time
in 1921, when the owner of a small station in Spokane invited him to speak. During the years that followed he talked
frequently over local stations throughout
the country. He was immediately won
by the medium of radio because he, as
a voice rather than a person, could discuss intimate problems without embarrassing his audience.
It
until 1932,
when that
IVORhe put
him onwasn't
a sustaining
program,
got
a whack at Big Time radio. From the
large independent New York station it was
but a short step to a national hookup.
Today, in response to his program sponsored by Wasey products over \RC, he
receives about 50,000 letters a month. And
each letter is a cry for help. Sometimes
it's helpof that
can beCharity
furnishedFund,by into
the
Voice
Experience
which Taylor puts all profits from the
sale of his books and pamphlets.
However,
mostwriter
of theseeks,
time butit isn't
nancial aid the
the an-fiswer
to
a
question.
"My
husband
has
left me — My wife is in love with another
man — I've been jilted — I'm too lonely—
What shall I do?" And to each question
the \'oice of Experience gives an answer.
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PITFALLS FOR BETTY
{ Coiiliiiiicd from page 42)

her close friendship with Fayette Krum,
author of the script, it may be because she
feels herself so closely identified with Pat
Ryan, heroines of the serial . . .
When an actress says she has identified
herself with her part to such an extent
that she hardly knows where she leaves
ofif and the part begins, we take it with
a shrug or a smile or a sneer, according
to our natures. But when Betty says
so, she has more reason than most. When
Fayette Krum first created Pat Ryan, she
had no particular girl in mind. But since
Betty has been playing it, either she has
grown to fit the part as Fayette conceived
it— or Fayette has altered it to fit her
charming
any case,
author andleading
actress lady.
have Inbecome
warmly
attached to each other and each sings
the other's praises ardently and sincerely. And when Fayette says : "Betty
isyouPat,
may exactly
be sureas sheI have
meansimagined
it. Andher,"
so,
quite
naturally,
Betty
feels
the
same way
about it.
The heroine of Girl Alone is a young
heiress, Patricia Rogers, who, wearied of
society, cotakes
the name reporter.
Pat Ryan Pat,
and be-in
mes a newspaper
addition to her many adventures, has two
suitors. Her main object in living incognito isto win an honest, unselfish love
and
now shebetween
is in a Scoop
quandaryCurtis,
— how fellow
shall
she choose
reporter, and John Knight, older, more
settled, completely charming? It is a
problem beloved of fans the world over —
an intriguing triangle against the varied
background of the newspaper world.
When Girl Alone was taken off the
NBC network last summer, left stranded
with only a local outlet, a terrific outcry
was heard through the land. Considerably surprised, the powers that be saw
that something had to be done about it—
and something was. The fans heaved a
sigh of relief and took up their pens
again, this time in thanksgiving. Girl
Alone was theirs again, at the twist of
the dial. Perhaps it is that record-breaking fan mail that brings the added glow
to Betty's cheeks, the bright sparkle to
her eyes,
it is just ofherPatownRyan.
interest in theperhaps
gay adventures
"You can't do anything well that you
don't
simply.
And like,"
this isBetty
her says
favorite
part, but there
are others you hear her in, and she does
thein equally well.
It is a long time since she decided that
she liked to act, in fact so long that she
is not quite sure when she made the momentous decision. Her parents are nontheatrical people, but at an early age Betty
displayed a talent for reciting and they
saw no reason for not fostering it. So
Betty spoke her little pieces and sang her
little songs. And went to kindergarten
and grammar school and high school. And
whenever a play was put on, Betty was
in it. She took it all very seriously, was
thrilled to be chosen to play the lead in
the senior play and worked 9n her role
like a trouper.
The next step was stock. At seventeen,
she was playing leads in the Cleveland

repertory theatre. And the next Step,
inevitably, was radio.
Radio has proved
opportunity.
It offersto bean youth's
excitinggolden
life,
glamorous,
profitable
—
and
no one
sees
the drudgery. To the uninitiated,
it seems
that success comes easy. But in reality,
it is exacting work. You have to be on
your
you haveyou tohaveconserve
health toes,
and strength,
to put your
your
work first and fit pleasure and relaxation
into your crowded program of rehearsals
and broadcasts as best you can. To the
average pleasure-loving young girl, it
would soon be boring, far from exciting.
Consider, for instance, the case of Betty.
She works nine hours a day. In the last
three
a three-day
is the
longestyears,
she has
had. Shevacation
lives quietly
at home with her father and mother, ena week-end
in the ascountry,
was
excitedjoys over
her initiation
a fisherman
under the tutelage of Mrs. Krum. Her
first radio part was in The Trial of
Vivian Ware, broadcast from Cleveland.
After a few months, she went to Chicago
and decided to try her luck at the NBC
studios. Luck was with her and she was
soon cast in the Betty and Bob series.
She has played a variety of parts since
then, among them the telephone operator
in the Grand Hotel program, and Esther
Ferguson in the IVelcome Valley program.
The busier she is, the better she likes it.
For if it is hard work, it has its compensations.
Some day, she says, she may reach a
sense of completion in her work, may
feel a desire for new fields to conquer.
But she admits candidly that day is far
off.
"I am not setting up a goal," she insisted. "I am afraid to — afraid I might
Betty
is init !"great demand at the studio
not
attain
these days and
has been sought out by
the movies, too, but she still does not
call it success, still feels that she has
just started and still works indefatigably
to The
attainfactthethat
goalshesheisdoesn't
an onlydarechilddefine.
and
that life has always been easy, pleasant,
has proved no handicap to Betty. To
her parents must go the credit that she
meets life squarely and asks no favors.
spitethat
of — she
or perhaps
theIn fact
has no because
brothers ofand—
sisters, Betty adores children.
"They are my favorite people," she
said softly. "They are so real and sinThose
are her favorite
cere, so unaffected
. . ." characteristics
in
people
of
any
— and that
the
sort of a girl she isageherself.
And,is perhaps because like attracts like, that is the
kind of people she has found in radio.
Radio people work with each other, she
explained, and not against each other.
"There isn't room for jealousy or temerament," she went
on. "At And
least, itI'veis
seen very plittle
of either.
grand, working day after day with people
But beneath respect."
tiie dark waves of her hair
you
must likebe and
thoughts of something besides
work, besides career. Betty is definitely
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the romantic type, the dreamer. She has
lots of imagination — which is one reason
why she is such a good actress. And in
spite of her denials and her ready, sparkling wit, she must have some moments of
sentimental dreaming.
But just try to pin her down as
to what those dreams might be, or whom
they might concern! Marriage? Of
course, some day — and lots of children !
But—
"I am restless," she confessed. "I don't
wantAs toto bethetiedkinddownof just
man yet."
she likes best,
she smiled whimsically. "Ugly, attractive men — I've passed the stage where I
justWhen
like she
to look
at them!"
was fifteen
and just embarking upon her career, a kindly friend warned
her against life in the theatre, of the
dangers lurking backstage and around
stage doors for a pretty, unsophisticated
girl. "You are too nice for that sort
of life," he insisted.
"I ingwasfor pitfalls,
all agog,"expecting
Betty laughed,
"look-—
temptation
but I am afraid I must not be attractive,
alluring enough! There weren't any pitfalls !" She looked at me, her dark eyes
merry. "I would have liked just one

THE

TRUE

pitfall
one big temptation
to conquer!"
But,— seriously,
she is too nice
a girl to
have to worry about that sort of thing.
If her counsellor had been truly discerning, he would have seen that she did not
need his advice. For she is steady, serene,
well-balanced. She has beauty and brains
and
senseup ofa girl
humorlike— and
well atrip
that. you can't very
Seeing her before the microphone, intent
on reading her lines, herself submerged
in the character of Pat, or seeing her a
few moments later, relaxed, gay, the
nervous tension that precedes each broadcast dismissed with a laugh, you see what
artists and writers mean wlien they paint
or
the "typical
Radiodescribe
fans have
sensed itAmerican
and takengirl."
her
to their hearts. She is the daughter older
ones wish they had had, sister and sweetheart of the younger.
She is well content with things as they
are and at the same time eager for the
adventures yet to come. It is a bright
road
that wrong
lies ahead
her — sheany won't
take the
fork of
or make
silly
blunders. And when the "ugly, fascinatsteps more
into thecomplete
picture, happiness
she will
find inga man"newer,
than any she has known !

STORY OF JOAN
(Continued from page 21)

guard so jealously from others.
That was the way they got to know
each other. As loyal, grand people, as
good troupers and generous friends.
But it was only after trouble came to
Joan in her marriage that they really became friends. Dick, always so vulnerable
where other
people'sto unhappiness
is concerned, felt drawn
Joan in hers.
He
knew how happy she had been in that
marriage, and he knew, too, the joy that
had come to her when her baby was born.
The joyous, carefree girl he had knov>n
was changing there before his eyes. He
saw her creep into her dressing-room
between scenes and, for all the lavish
make-up she had on when she came to the
set again, he saw the traces of the tears
she could not wholly remove.
He heard that ready tongue of hers
stilled and missed the laughter that had
always come so spontaneously before. And
the quick flashes of humor, the smart
comebacks, the raillery that had always
been on her lips were gone.
But as much as he missed all those
things and as much as he missed that
carefree girl he had liked so much, he
liked this new girl even better than he had
the old one. He saw all the new things
that had come to take the place of all
the old ones that were gone. The unexpected seriousness that showed all the
hidden depths in her, the sympathy she
might have been using on herself going
out, instead, to anyone else who was
troubled.
Dick understood the thing she was feeling. Knew the pain of learning those
things Joan was learning now. After all,
he had been through it all himself. Always sympathetic, Dick had become doubly
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DICK

so with Joan, having had to walk before
her, that same, torturing path she was
walking now.
hisThere
friendsweren't
in hismany
own people
home outside
town whoof
knew
about
Dick's
first
marriage.
It had
crashed before he had started his career.
But he told Joan about it then.
She was grateful for that confidence.
It made it easier, somehow, knowing that
Dick had once felt the way she was feeling now and that years had gone by and
in the end laughter and all those other lost
things had come back again to him.
All right for other people who never
had gone through it themselves to tell
her : "Oh, come now, Joan. Buck up. It'll
pass. In a year or so you'll forget all
It was
about
it." :different when Dick could say
so quietly
"It will pass, Joan. In the beginning,
when get
it happened
thoughtpassedI'd
never
over it. toButme,thenI days
and months and one morning I woke up
and thought : 'Gee, what a swell day for
a round
golf at Itherealized
club.' And
time thatofafternoon
with somesomet
h
i
n
g
o
f
a
shock
that
I
hadn't
thought
her all day. And after that I thought ofof
her
less and
less and then
so much
to remember,
and oneit didn't
fine dayhurtI
realized
my
heart
wasn't
broken
all.
That it was marvelous to be alive. atI was
So Joan
happy
again!"began seeing Dick differently,
too. Dick, whom she had always looked
onseemas atocarefree
who didn'tin
give a playboy.
thought Dick,
to anything
the world but having a good time. Dick,
whose name had been coupled with more
girls than that of any other man in Holly-
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RADIO STARS
wood. Whose words had always come so
lightly and effortlessly.
And she liked this new Dick better, too.
This Dick whose words came so slowly
now in his effort to tind the ri.eht ones to
help asher.otherThisfriends
Dick, did.whowlien
didn'tsherunfeltafter
her
she
just had to have a minute with herself to
find the courage to go on again.
No, it was ne\er Dick who found her
when she crept into a corner, who took
her hand and said gaily : "Come on now,
Joan. So-and-so's telling the most marvelous story. You'll laugh and laugh!"
And it wasn't Dick who chided her when
ej-es had
lookedtimeas with
if she'd
been orhaving
aherpretty
herself
who
looked
uncomfortable
when
she didn't
have much to say.
All Dick did was to talk to her when
she wanted to talk, and sit quietly there
beside
whenseem
she didn't.
So itherdoes
inevitable that they
should
have
become
friends,havedoesn't
Inevitable that they should
fallen it?in
love.
Out of all Hollywood Dick wanted Joan
for his wife. For years he had been looked
on as a super play boy, a gay bachelor
who specialized in hearts. There were all
the whispers about his romance with Mary
Brian. There were all the other names
coupled with his, too. There was hardly
a night when
he wasn't
the Trocadero
dancing
with some
lovelyat young
thing.
But
when
it
came
to
marriage,
it
one of those gay girls Dick Powell wasn't
chose
to share his life. It was a young mother
Dick fell in love with. A woman who had
known her own measure of disappointment
and pain. A girl who was gallant and
knew how to take life on the chin.
She was such a grand girl, that Joan,
who discovered she was in love with
Dick. For there was the old Joan and the
new Joan all mingled together in a girl
who had found that lost laughter of hers
again and there were all the old kidding
words coming back to her lips, together
with all the wise, new ones she had
learned for herself.
Everyone in Hollywood was so happy
with them. Every eye in the studio would
follow them wistfully and maybe envy
them just a little, the grand time they were
having together. And when Dick went on
his broadcast of HoUyivood Hotel, everybody talked about how well he was singing.
Well, why shouldn't he be singing better than he ever had before? Didn't Joan
love
world him! ! Wasn't he sitting on top of the
The day they went for their marriage
license in the Los .\ngeles County Court
House, Dick and Joan looked happier than
any two people had a right to look.
"Gosh,a sonny,
I can't,"
shakily
when
youngster
thrustJoanan saidautograph
book
going toon take
I've
got toatputher.my"It's
autograph
that alllicense
when
I
get
upstairs."
And she laughed and the crowd laughed
with her.
She appeared with Dick on his broadcast a few evenings later and that same
night they were married on the ship that
was taking them to New York on their
honeymoon. And all the other passengers
seemed rlravvn together in a great conspiracy to make that honeymoon of Joan
and Dick the most perfect any boy and
82

suspected of acting even this genuine emogirl ever had.
tion. They had been a radio crooner and
Much as people love to gape at celeb- liis bride.
Someone to be torn into little
rities, much as they adore clustering
around movie and radio stars and seeing pieces for the mirth of newspaper readers.
Joan
and
Dick must have been so
their idols close up, they restrained themtwo people in love a humiliated they couldn't even meet each
chance selves
to andbe gave
together.
other's eyes when they read those papers.
They were awed as nice people always inCouldn't
even to each other,
those talk
first about
awful itmoments.
are before a genuine emotion.
They were so perfect, those days and
After that, it wasn't fun to see those
nights at sea. A boy and a girl who had plays
looked forward to so
made make-believe love under a studio eagerly,theywithhadeverybody
craning their
moon
were
making
real
love
now
under
necks
to
see
them
and the memory of
a real moon.
those ridiculing words still burning in their
The last few days before their mar- minds, so that they thought even friendly
riage had been a turmoil — with a picture to walk downwasFifth
mockery.
wasn'tor funto
Avenue,It either,
to be finished and a trousseau to be bought. admiration
But now there was only that peace of go into all the smart shops, feeling that
endless days of being together, of forget- the girl behind the counter was remembering those stories, too, and laughing at
ting clocks and calendars and a neverending routine of broadcasts and cameras. them.
They talked, and always there was still
But neither Joan nor Dick are quitters
so much left to say — and New York must and so they did the things they had planned
often have crept into that talk, for both to do. They went to night clubs and tried
unconcerned at the glances turned
of themallloved
it. Hadn't they chosen it toat look
them and to laugh and be gay. People
above
moonland ? other places for their honey- couldn't
be able to say, then, that they
New York in autumn. Those first crisp
been able to take it and : "See if I
days. That feeling of vigor in the air. hadn't
care!" was the unspoken challenge in
eyes.
They couldn't
under
their feetwait
again.to feel its pavements Joan's
Dick became ill up there in that grand
A terrific welcome awaited them in honeymoon
suite of theirs and somehow
Havana. Warm-hearted Latins took them all the bitterness
Joan had managed to
into their hearts as they walked down the
longer. before couldn't be concealed any
gangplank. A dark-haired, sloe-eyed little conceal
Cuban girl dropped Joan a shy curtsey as
She was mad. Fighting mad. Ready to
she thrust a bouquet in her hands. Dark fight
the whole world because Dick had
eyes looked at them as they sat in the been hurt.
cafe together and friendly lips smiled
So she stood there defiantly beside his
with them in their happiness.
and said in a small tense voice :
Oh, understand
there isn't love
any anddoubt
aboutit ! it. bed"What
Latins
respect
is there to say about our roIt was a happy boy and girl who went
mance? We're married, aren't we? Why
back to their ship that evening.
dothe people
married?married,
Well, that's
reasonusually
for ourget getting
too.
Then New York.
no
different
from
anybody
else."
Joan and Dick had expected reporters We're
And
somehow
in
her
hurt
and
bewilderto meet them, of course. They would have
ment she couldn't bring herself to say
liked to have run down that gangplank,
the way they could if they had been un- theJoanwordhas "love."
learned a lot of things in these
important honeymooners, and get into a
taxi and hold hands on the way to their last few years. Learned that love can
come
and
that
love can go, that sorrow
hotel. But they knew they couldn't. After can come, too, and
go. She has stood up
all,
they
weren't
unimportant.
People
to
life
and
in
standing
up to it has learned
wanted to know all about them.
things
she
never
could
have learned in
So they met that crowd of newspaper- any other way.
men as cordially as two well-bred people
will meet anyone. And Joan saw to it She'll learn through this experience, too,
that long tables were set up in the draw- for she's that kind of a girl. Hard as it
ing-ro m of their suite, with scrambled may be to face it now, she'll find in the
that she will be the richer for it, just
eggs and crisp bacon and tantalizing sau- end
sages and thin buttered toast and plenty as she is the richer for the other things
of coffee for those who wanted breakfast, that have happened to her.
and with sandwiches and Scotch and soda
She's hurt now and because of that
hurt, suspicious of everyone except old
andAndchampagne
she and for
Dickthose
met that
tlieirdidn't.
questions and
friends. For a long time she
and tried not to mind the huge open car won't tried
be able to see a smile on a strangthey were ushered into and not to miss
er's faceinwithout
she'll readis
ridicule
wordsflinching
where and
no ridicule
the
ferred.friendly taxi they would have pre- meant.
But
in
the
end
she'll
discover
that
That evening they read the papers.
ridicule passes even as sorrow passes, that
The papers stunned them ! Those news- in time she will forget that this unfortunate honeymoon incident ever happened.
papermen, whom they had treated as
guests, had had a inarvclous time with And she'll find, too, that because of it
them ! Joan and Dick were splashed all nothing will ever hurt quite so much again.
over the front pages of the New York
Joan has proven her mettle before and
papers like a three-ring circus. Para- she'll prove it this time, too. She'll come
graphs jeered at them in cutting ridicule. through this thing with the same courage
The love that had come to them, the sweet- that has seen her through all the others.
ness they had known, was mocked at.
For the girl Dick Powell loves is like
They hadn'tTheybeenhadhumanbeen beings
those that, and that's what Joan Blondell wants
reporters.
movieto stars,
to
than anything else in the world.
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• How portant
cleanbeautyisproblem.
your skinFor? That's
your pores
most imonly when
are is the secret
thoroughly, deeply cleansed can one hope for a
radiant, exquisitely fine complexion.
Starting today, you can be sure of a truly clean
skin — and all the loveliness it brings. Because
today Daggett & Ramsdell offers you the new
Golden Cleansing
— a more
cleanser
could not beCream
obtained
! efficient skin
A "Sew Kind of Cleansing
Golden Cleansing Cream is entirely different
from other creams and lotions. It contains Colloidal Gold, a remarkable ingredient well known
to the medical profession but new in the world
of beauty. This colloidal gold has an amazing
power to rid the skin pores of clogging dirt,
make-up, dead tissue and other impurities that
destroy complexion beauty. The action of colloidal gold is so effective that it continues to
cleanse your skin even after the cream has been
wipedates skinaway.
it tones and invigorcells What's
while itmore
cleanses.
Contains Colloidal Gold
Daggett & Ramsdell Golden Cleansing Cream is
the only cream that brings you the deep-pore
cleansing
colloidalit isgold.not You
can't— seeany ormore
feel
this gold ofbecause
a metal
than the iron in spinach is a metal. In fact, many
of the tables
health-giving
mineralsform,in fruits
exist in a colloidal
similarandtovegethat
ofyouthedo gold
in
Golden
Cleansing
Cream.
'What
see is a smooth, non-liquefying cream,
rose-pink in color, suitable for cleansing every
tj'pe of skin.
Costs Xo >lore
Daggett
Ramsdell's
Cream is &within
the reachnewof Golden
every oneCleansing
of you.
You'll
soon
say
you
never
made
a more theec cream
nomical investment than the SI. 00 which
costs. It is obtainable at leading drug and department stores — ask for it today !
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• Now. cleanse with Daggett
Sc Ramsdell Golden Cleansing mort'
Cream. 'V'our
tissue
shows
dirt— brought
from effective
pore depths
by this
more
cleansing.

GOLDEN

lieauty !

Daggett
R.^msdell
Room York
1980.& City
2 Park Avenue,Dept. MM--'
New
Enclosed
stamps
whichGolden
please findsend \0ime Cream.
myin trial
size forjar
of(This
offer isCleansing
good in United Statesonly.)
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City . . .
Dealer
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• Splitting headaches made me feel misertell you all
howtoo1 was
I knewable. Ican't
the trouble
well suffering!
— constip
a
t
i
o
n
,
a
clogged-up
condition.
heard FEEN-A-M INT well spoken of. I'dSo
I stopped at the drug store on the way
home, got a box of FEEN-A-MINT, and
chewed a tablet before going to bed.

• FEEN-A-MINT
is the modern laxative that comes in
delicious mint-flavored chewing gum.
Chew a tablet for 3
minutes, or longer, for its pleasant taste.
The chewing, according to scientific research, helps make FEEN-A-MINT more
thorough — more dependable and reliable.

• Next morning —headache gone— full of
life and pep again ! All accomplished so
easily too. No griping or nausea. Try
FEEN-A-MINT the next time you
have a headache caused by constipation.
Learn why this laxative is a favorite with
16 million people
— young and old.
Family,
sized boxes

£)Ha M. POMEROy, Associate tdltor
LESTER C. GRADY, Editor

ABRIL LA^W^QUE, Art Editor
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The fragrance of
her camelias intoxicated his senses . . .

"Crush me in your arms
until the breath is gone
She had
kinds of
fromknown
my many
body I"
love, but A»V kisses filled her with
longings she had never felt before... The glamorous Garbo —
handsome Robert Taylor — together in a love story that will
awaken your innermost emotions
with its soul-stabbing drama!

ii

with LIONEL BARRYMORE
ELIZABETH ALLAN
. JESSIE RALPH
HENRY DANIELL
. LENORE ULRIC
LAURA HOPE CREWS
A Metro ■ Goldwyn - Mayer Picture, based on play and novel
"La Dame auz Dumas.
Camelias"Directed
( Lady byof George
the Camelias
CukorI by Alexandre
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HELLO E\'ERYBODY! This is Kate Smith once
again,
"personal
School making
Directora and
really appearance"
getting into astheyour
swingCooking
of it.
(Guess I must have been thinking of "swing" music,
when I wrote that — and of the many requests I get for
songs in "swing time." Well, I'll be singin' them —
andAnyway,
thanks what
for listenin'.)
I started out to say when I so rudely
interrujited
myself,
finding thethan
role IofhadCooking School Director was
eventhatmoreI'm interesting
expected itto l)e. And that's because of the many letters,
folks,
l)een receiving
from out
you. to be a one-sided
For that
this I've
certainly
is not turning
sort of proposition, with me standing up here telling you
about my favorites in the recipe line, and with you all
only
the how
listening
indeed!sendWhy,
I can'trecipes.
begin
to tellon\ ()u
many end.
of myXoreaders
me their
Lots of them sound swell, too, and I certainly intend to
try
out some dayeach
— even
I can't seem to find
timethem
to acknowledge
letterthough
personally.
With these letters of yours pouring in, you don't let me
The genial hostess,
all set to delight
unexpected visitors
with feesteanning
cofand delicious
cup cakes. Easy to
nnake, quick to serve.

forget for a day that I have an audience for these monthly
written "broadcasts," just as friendly as the one I have
for my weekly radio broadcasts over CBS. And when
you ask for my recipes, those who write in here are as
appreciative, it seems, as those who send in their votes
for the
on mythatprogram.
that
sort "Command
of response,Appearances"
you can be sure,
keeps us It's
all
on our toes, always anxious to give you the best we've
gotWhile
in us !I'm writing this, for instance, I keep thinking,
"I must really give them the grandest recipes I can ever
remember having tried." Of course by "them" I mean
you — and you — and you over there, sitting under that
lamp, reading this and wondering if Kate actually knows
anything about cooking !
Do I know about cooking? Just ask the gals who've
already tried out my recipes. Besides, I'm going to boast
a little bit and tell you that Nancy Wood, Radio Stars'
Hostess,whosayscan that
only from
personmemory.
she's ever come
across
rattleI'moflftherecipes
Well, I have a sort of confession to make on that score.
Good

coffee and nice guests

deserve

more

refreshments.

than

sample

Kate tells you

how to be a popular hostess

Eating's fun and so Is cooking.
Kate smiles happily at the prospect of dainties in the making.
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Sdtool

Three steps in
of a cup cake. They're
fudge,
with some?
marshmallows.toppedWant
I did that the first time I met her,
sort of to make an impression. General y Ihave to refer to the recipes
in my file, in order to make doubly
sure orthatput I too
haven't
something
out
much left
of something
else in ! But, you see, the recipe that
I knew "by heart" was one for my
own
Chocolate
and IGrandmother's
do believe I could
make Cake
that
favorite dessert of mine with my eyes
bandaged !
And that reminds me ! In so many
of your letters you ask me for that
particular
I'm soafraid
many
of youcakemustrecipe.
have been
late
writing in, {Contiuiicd on page 54)

-Clap
hands, Margic- i hat's the mativith vou?
Mr*. sheets
W.— Oh,is mine.
look! The curtains— one of those
Mr. W.sick— beside
Gosh! that
Is thenicegraywhite
one one.
vours? It looks

Mrs. W.— Oh, Russ! Did vou reallv hear all
the mothers who helped put up the curtain say those things about me^
Russ W. — Yep! They said your clothes have
tattle-tale gray cause your soap doesn't
wash clean. 'cause
And they
wished
use
Fels-Naptha
hiafs you'd
of napha
in the goldtn soap
andit'sthatgotchases
out
every
speck of dirt.

FEW
WEEKS
LATER

Mr. W. — Great Scott! Have you still got that moustache?
Mrs. W.— Take it off— you're no villain! You saved my reputation with that tip about Fels-Naptha
Soap. It's made my washes look so gorgeous, I'm going to take vou to town to a real show!

BANISH

'°
-TALE GRAY''^ SOAP!
WITH
TATTLEFELS-NAPTHA

RADIO STARS

Dial-twisters cast informal
votes
Let

Popular
Jessica Dragonette
is described
thusly:
"She is a queen and nnay
she forever be on radio!"

for pet programs.
us

have

Sally Singer, Leo Reisman's star songstress
and protegee, is nunnbered among favorites
chosen by our readers.

yours!

Jackie Heller, the little boy
with friend
the bigandvoice,
is "a
best
a v/onderful singer" to one fan.

They are so intolerably boring. No
one can be funny for a half hour
every week, and some of the efYorts
are very painful. I also loathe jazz
orchestras and women blues singers.
One or both of these seems to be on
every time I think of listening to the
radio. The result is that I only tune
in when
Vick's
with Nelson Eddy
is onOpen
the House
air. Then
one
can relax and be sure of good music,
lovely voices, crisp announcements,
fine orchestra. In fact, according to
the method of rating your magazine
opera and jazz — all presented capably uses, I should say it is just about
and entertainingly as only Mr. Vallee 100%. Yours for-♦- better music!"
can. He introduced \aric'ty programs
John MacBride, Larchmont, N. Y.
which have since bc-cdiiic ])()])ular with "There are four people in our family
and each of us has a radio. We alother
to Jack
Fredpeppy
AlHelensponsors."
Baylin, New Haven, Conn.
len,waysBurnslistenand
y\llen Benny,
for clean,
"I like musical ]:>rogranis best and am comedy. For music we hear Rudy
ha|)pv to say that 1 can listen with Vallee, Benny (Joodman and Guy
]jleasurc
— In miandli'ich
and Lombardo. Our entire family agrees
Ik-etlidvcnto all
tit music
(jcrshwiii
J'erlin.
Ruth Allen, Montreal, Canada. "As For classical nmsic. 1 ])r( fcT Helen on these favorite programs."
long as I live and have ears to listen, Jcpson and Margaret .Speaks, because
Dorothy Meeczki, Chicago, 111.
nothing on earth will make me miss there are no lovelier voices to be (Stenographer.) "I like to listen to
the superb voice of Bing Crosby over heard. For popular music, Kay Jackie
Heller's
I en-a
the radio. Those Thursday rendez- Thomp.son and Sally Sini^cr. T'csidcs
joy it the
most.program
To me because
he seems
vous are heavenly. Without them life having very ])leasing voices, tlu v arc best friend and a wonderful singer.
would be a dreary waste, indeed. difYerent from the usual run ol' 'swing The second best is Eddie Cantor. His
Here's to the King of Crooners, singers.' Also, I like the Pittsburgh ])rogram is always full of fun and
Symphony, Metropolitan C)])cra,
Bing Crosby! Long may he live!"
Hannah Nothdurft, Clifton, N. J.
E. W., Atlanta, Ga. "My choice of Wayne King and TJic Music Guild." good
all for the Wonder Show with
E. L. O'Neill, Middletown, N. Y. "1 am music."
all
radio Hour,
])rogranis
is Rudy
Vallee'sto
Orson
Wells as the Great McCoy. I
Variety
because
he brings
(Teacher.) "Perba|)s
I am because
one of theI
his radio audience the I)est tliat can 'wire-haired'
listeners,
could lia\e died laughing at the Barbe had in song, comedy, melodrama, loathe all programs with comedians.
ber of I'hct {Conlinued on page 94)
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NATURE

IS STINGY

WITH

TOOTH

ENAMEL

THIS BEAUTIFUL ENAMEL . . OAICE WORN AWAY. .
NEVER. GROWS BACK- NEVER /

Protect precious enamel.
Once lost, it's gone forever. Be safe and win
flashing new luster with
absolute security!

IWUWIECAUSE OF HO ^11
ns
tai
con
enl
' Pepsod

lUlVl • •
BECAUSE OF IR

UM BECAUSE OF IW

fa e

safe.

CLtufs 1c PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE
IT ALONE CONTAINS IRIUM

Nature restores skin, hair, nails— but never
tooth enamel. Those precious surfaces,
once worn away, are gone forever. Beauty
goes with them . . . decay attacks teeth . . .
the days of enchanting young teeth are over.
Guard those precious surfaces! Now
science brings you the utterly safe tooth
paste. One that cleans by an entirely new
principle.
That uses no chalk or grit or
harsh
abrasive.
Pepsodent alone contains IRIUM
Pepsodent containing irium brings flashing
luster to teeth-cleans them immaculatelyfreshens mouth-stimulates gums and free flowdoes so with the safejt act/on ever
knowning insaliva-yet
tooth pastes.
Because irium — the thrilling new dental
ingredient— removes film without scouring or
scraping. It lifts the clinging plaque off teeth
and washes it gently away. It leaves the enamel
surfaces spotlessly dean — x.\\Qx\ polishes them to a
brilliant luster you never even j^i^' before!
It's an amazing advance in tooth beauty and
safety. In just a few days your teeth sparkle with
alluring brilliance that everyone iiotius. Buy a
tube of Pepsodent containing irium. Bcuiii nmc
to use this new method that brings llasliing
luster to your teeth with ahsulute safety.
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Checked coat and striped
skirt with dark brown accessories were Frances'
choice for her trip honne.

Rather Russianish blackand-white brocaded satin
lounging
pajamas.
Both
chic and connfy,
says Fran.

Dark purple crepe, swing
skirt and shirred shoulders. Nothing juniorish
in this afternoon dress!

I
Hot

a

*^Mhi6\.

WHEN, last month, I took up the
torch for you girls of five-feet-five
or over, I liad a hunch that I had better do something quickly about the
"just-five-fect" ones or else I could
ex])ect to have the "shorties" walk
right out on me — and rightfully so.
So, in order to beat you halfpinters to the draw, I beguiled the
best person
I know
to tellangle.
you what's
what
from the
half-pint
And
after you read what she has to say in
your
right behalf,
girl. you'll admit I picked the
Frances Lang ford wears a size
twelve ! And like all girls in that
junior size class, nothing infuriates
her more than having to go into a
junior department for her clothes. It
isn't
that theylikes
haven't
good more
clothes,of
but Frances
a degree
sophistication than she can find in the
shops and dejjartments devoted to the
12

?JUase>

wants of the school crowd. And
haven't
all you you
who just
are theno same
longerproblem
in your—
early
'teens?
Of
course,
you
Frances certainly gives thehave.
lie to
the old idea that all Southerners are
languid, pamjjered beauties. She
comes from Florida but she's a
whirlwindfor ofherenergy.
As ifof ittheweren't
enough
to be one
most
popular songsters of the air. appearing weekly with Dick I\jwell on the
CBS HoUyzfOod Hotel j)rogram,
Frances has to keep a hand in screen
affairs, too. The day I managed to
corner her, she was taking a much
needed breathing s])ell after strenuous
weeks of making Boni to Dance.
She told me that there are two
things that affect her clothes buying
s])rees — one is her job on the radio,
the other her size. As Frances Langford, radio star, she always must be

i

meticulously dressed, with a new costume for every broadcast. As Frances Langford, Sice 12, she has to
have all her clothes made to order,
if they are to fit properly. The latter means that she has to take precious hours out of a day for the
selecting
styleshours
and colors— not ofto materials,
mention the
and
hours of fitting.
But there is compensation for such
care and time given to her wardrobe
—areit'schosen
the results
she gets.
Her purpose
clothes
for the
express
of suiting all the demands of her busy
life. And there isn't a garment selected that doesn't complement her
personality.
Of course, her broadcast clothes
are her first consideration. They
com})ose the larger part of her whole
wardrobe and they have to be formal
evening gowns, selected with an eye
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You
dress
even

don't have

to

like a deb,
if you

half-pint!
Langford

are

Be
a

"tke
douhly carejul2^ovX
LD
O
C

laxative

you

Frances

proves

take !

1

it!

WHAT
is onethe ofdoctor
the most
frequent
questions
asks when
you
have a cold? It is this— "Are your bowels
Doctors know how important a laxative
ili-zoLetk
isregular?"
in the treatment of colds. They know,
also, the importance of choosing the right
laxative at this time. Before they will give
any laxative their approval, they make
doubly sure that it measures up to their
own strict specifications.
Read these specifications. They are
very important— not only during the "cold
season," but all year 'round.
THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:
be dependable.
for their variety as well as for their ItIt should
be mild and gentle.
suitability. There has to be a dif- It should
should
be
thorough.
ferent dress every week. Think of Its merit should
by test of time.
it ! Do you think you could ever en- It should not formbe aproven
habit.
joy buying another evening gown, if It should not over-act.
you had to buy enough each year to It should not cause stomach pains.
wear one new one each week? I'm It should not nauseate or upset digestion.
sure I would yearn horribly for bathEX-LAX MEETS EVERY DEMAND
ing suits or overalls — anything but
Ex-Lax checks on every single one of
evening gowns! However, we who
. . . meets every deonly have one or two each year prob- these 8 mandspecifications
that many doctors use
ably get a real kick out of wearing Ex-Lax inso fairly
their
own
homes
for their own
them.
In evening clothes, Frances runs to families.
For more than 30 years, mothers have
light colors — shades that set off her recommended
Ex-Lax to other mothers.
dark good looks and carry out the And
Ex-Lax has given complete satisfacfestive atmosphere of the activities at
the
Room."
She jackets
is crazy—
When Nature forgets — remember
about"Orchid
little short
evening
likes especially that single breasted
white one with the built up shoulders that she wore at the Hollyi^'ood
EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
Hotel's {Continued on page 90)

tion, not merely to thousands of famdies
— but to millions. It has grown, slowly but
surely, to the point where today it is used
by more
than any other laxative in
the
wholepeople
wide world.
DISCOVER THE TRUTH FOR YOURSELF
Anyone who has ever used Ex-Lax can
explain in a moment why Ex-Lax is so universally popular. It is thorough. But it is
gentle. ... It is effective. But it is mild.
... It gives you the most effective relief
you could ask for. But it spares you all
discomfort. No nausea. No stomach pains.
No weakness. That's why it is such a
favorite not only of the grown-ups. but of
tlic youngsters, as well.
EVERYONE LIKES THE TASTE OF EX-LAX
Perhaps you have been taking bitter
■'druggy" mixtures. . . . Then change to
Ex-Lax. and find out how really pleasant
a good laxative can be. For Ex-Lax tastes
just like delicious chocolate. It pleases
the children as well as the older folks.
drugIfstores
have Ex-Lax
10c itandat
25cAllsizes.
you prefer,
you mayin try
our expense by simply mailing the coupon below for a free sample.
-TRY(Pa,tcEX-LAX
OUR ,u„tiard)
EXPENSE! iJ
thi, ATa penny
;ix.» lMa/a
In,-.,Station,
P. O. B..XBrooklyn,
170
N. Y.MM-27 I|
kanl to try Ex-Lax. Please semi free sample. '
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Schedule

your beauty routines to gain the greatest advantage

BEAUTY programs, like radio programs, should be kept
on schedule. For beauty is really a habit, or it should be.
W'e ought asto regular
have andaskeep
weekly health
and beauty
program
the aMusical
Gym Clock
over
WOR. A lot of us are much more c(jnscientious about
never missing our laxmite radio i)rograms than we are
about never niissiii;^ our beaut v chores. W'e wouldn't
think of f(ircL;(iing the Sal iirda y .\'i(/lit I'aiiy o\er A'/JC.
with our faMirite jane I'ickcnN, but we might easily be
persuaded into sliiJ])ing up on a badly needed shampoo or
manicure. The trouble with most of us is that we know
a lot of things would be gcjod for u^, if we only did them,
but we never think of them (or we alil)i ourscUes out of
doing them ) when we have time, and w hen we do think
of tliem, and have the gum])tion to do them, we never
have the time.
There's one thing about Jane Pickens — -one of many,
many things! She is a born Mr- nn/cr. She has a system
for keeping herself and lur m.uc \oung and beautiful.
She knows that her voice suiters if her health routine of
plenty of rest, relaxation and the proper diet, suffers — so
she is sensible in her plan of living. If she eats a kirge
lunch, she will have a very light dinner. If she goes to
bed very late one night, she will try to make up for it the
next morning or the next night. No matter how tired she
14

/7y Ma%^ niddle
is. she is verv particular about cleansing her face thoroughevery night; first with cream, then with soap. She
Invcs creams and has several "pets," one of which is a
.special eye-cream which she pats lightly over her eyelids
and around her eyes e\ er\- night. Motoring against the
windsensitive
or facingtissues
a bright
batter\-the ofeyes
footlights
apt tocrepey,
make
the
around
parchedis and
s(i she takes every protective measure to prevent such a
condition. ( )nce a week she treats her face to an egg
mask,yiiu.>(inu-thing
of an old for
Southern
beauty recipe.
(I'll
give
exact instructions
the treatment,
if you want
tu write me for them.)
wasn't
Pickens' ability
thatIt she
was alone
chosenfortheJane
best-dressed
woman toinwear
radioclothes
in an
informal poll conducted among designers. It was because
she has the sui)erb figure for wearing clothes and is distinguished bythe flawless complexion, careful coiffure,
and attention to detail which are the l)adges of the realh*
wi'll-groi inied woman. It takes system to keep that reputation.
])rograms,
agani e radio programs, need directorsl>eaut_\'
to make
them successtul
1. I sup])ose it is the secret
yearning most women tu 1be taken in hand by a wdiole
crew of 1 l.illwvond dcsi- iiers, . hairdressers, masseuses, and
make-u]) directors. Mnt thei is no one as interested in
you and your beauty destinie as you are, tmfortunately,
so in this case von will ha\e to be y(nir own director. You
can't
be a fizzle
tempcranu
mie. either.arelUn(if stssmallof enthusiasm,
that soon
out likt'ntalfirecrackers,
value when
it comes to clearing up a bad {Continued on page 82)
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from them.

Here are some

special suggestions for this season

Never neglect the
daily manicure.
Finger nails, like nnanners, cannot be polished in a hurry.
Lovely hands
essential to aarewellgroonned
appearance.

Jane Pickens, who
was chosen as the
best dressed woman
in radio, realizes the
importance
careful attention ofto every
detail of
health and
beauty.

By

po^ider
lesl oi a
t
tmusino
...Uiu^
ng bgM
Coming out mtop^^^^^J
'"^.^^
V'OU
troyouY
u ""Ju- 1in . s, -x^^ai-s the answer a
sho)rsi
_ ^^^^ ^
the worst way a powdei c
,
showing too much.
The powder that sto .^__pona's.
.Hving'thatpowAered
ook ^^^^^^^^^^^
only
- ^Glare.prool
/f/;
"^^f . Blended^.^^to catch
colors are "glare-proo
softer --J- ^[^l^^, Urc Special m\
I'lmd's never
liiiiliK puudery
— It rlings
voted the 2 most
iinportant points
in (1 powder

gredientsgwePond
skinTond's

Low prices. 1

^^^,^^,._.o..««.

5 (This
"Glare-Proof"
offer expires AprilShades
1, 1937)
mi
POND
S,
Dept.
9RS
PB,
Clinton.
Conn.
Please
rush,
free, 5 different
of Pond's5-dHV"Glare-Proof
Powder,
enough
of each forshadesa thorough
lest.
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Just a few cow-hands at .
I
I I ■ •I
•
play. The Canovas. Zeke.
Arouno and aoout tho customary
Judy and Anne with Ripley.
Eddie
and Laprepare
Salle
Fashion Duchin
Show models
for some hi-de-harmonizing.

16
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and

I
if
haunts ot our

intriguIng sidelights on these ever
Without argument, the most methodical man in radio
is Fred Allen. He has a certain section of his script to
write each day, certain days for handball and boxing at
the Y.M.C.A., certain days for interviews and photographs, one day a week to write answers to fan mail, and
the same two evenings each week to take Portland out.
Incidentally, those evening outings with Portland are the
only time Fred sets aside for fun — unless you count his
conscientious exercising at the Y. After the program
he goeswalks
to thethesame
for
aeachlateW^eclnesday
supi)er andnight,
he even
samerestaurant
route, three
blocks up, two over and one more up, to the restaurant.
Nothing varies from week to week. Fred will never cross
the street unless the traffic lights are with him.
Sounds like flic life of a methodical, routine mind but
ask the Broadway crozvd. Fred has the sharpest tongue,
tlic keenest wit of the lot. They are fond of him and
■leisli he leiiiiltl come 07'er to the rctjidar haunts, as he used
to. I'red probal'ly wishes the same thing, too, once in a
while. He is the only comedian n'ho writes a zvhole hour
program all by himself, and the life of a hermit is the only
one that gives him time enough for all that zvork.
THE PATH TO FAME
Not much will be heard of Jimmy Melton on the radio
this winter — guest star appearances and maybe a very
brief series. He's
seasongave
in concert
engagements.
The spending
funny partmostof ofit is,thisJimmy
a New
York concert, a couple of years back, before his musical
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radio favorites, we
likable luminaries

gather gusty
of the

national networks

progress had prepared him for it. The critics panned
him thoroughly and that blighted hopes of a concert career. Now he has established himself as a picture actor,
which doesn't sound very highbrow, but the disdainful
concert managers of a couple of seasons ago are very glad
to book him at a good fee.
INSIDE STORY
Remember tliat day, a couple of years ago, when Phil
Lord was out in the Pacific in his little unseaworthy
schooner, wallowing in a heavy storm, frantically sending
out SOS calls and being accused of faking for the sake
of
publicity?
past that
now,SOS
but was
insidea
stories
are still That's
cduiing a outlongon time
whether
fake or not. If you followed the case closely, you may
renienil)er it was the English ])a])ers that were most outMr. aboard,
Lord calling
one onof this
His outrageous
Majesty's
cruisers spoken
(a about
prince
no less)
American publicity stunt.
This story iiiif/lif Jiclp clear filings up. The New York
correspondent of an important London paper called Mrs.
Phil Lord, tvhcn word of those SOS calls first readied
Nezv York.
"Your husband is sending out distress
storm on the Pacific Ocean," he began, and
questions.
The two little Lord children were playing
phone. Word of their daddy's (Continued

gossip and

signals, in a
went on with
near the teleon page 84)

Homer Rodeheaver gets big
results from Morton Downey
and three Boston chorus girls.
Did you know? Durelle
Alexander,
Whiteman's
songbird, dances,
too!

RADIO STARS

ROBERT

L.

RIPLEY

dutiAAJ^iddiJ^

Sehjjuce to HcudJuo
It's an amazing world we live in and the more specializes in incidents with a decidedly appealing and entertaining story behind them. In fact,
you listen to "The Bakers' Broadcast," starring
Robert L. (Believe-lt-or-Not) Ripley, the more many of his miraculous events are taken, not
amazing it becomes. Truth is certainly stranger from some weird, far-off, unheard-of place, but
than fiction and no one has proved this more from our ordinary everyday life.
Ozzie Nelson and his orchestra, with vocalist
conclusively than Ripley.
In bringing his unbelievable facts to radio, he Shirley Lloyd, give the proper musical balance
has made them considerably more astounding to the program.
Robert L. Ripley has contributed a new idea
than they seem in print. His exciting dramatizations, invariably well cast and produced, in radio entertainment with his stories and
never fail to leave listeners wondering how such dramatizations of amazing happenings and
events possibly could have happened. But actually presenting the persons involved in these
Ripley has the positive proof. He uses nothing "believe-it-or-nots."
To Robert L. Ripley, Radio Stars Magazine
unless
he's absolutely sure it's true and accurate presents
in all details.
its award for Distinguished Service to
Radio.
Ripley's gracious manner and fine sense of
humor make him a most satisfactory and convincing story-teller.
The material he uses for his "Bakers' Broadthan element
fiction, nevertheless, casts,"
always although
has astranger
pronounced
of human
—EDITOR.
interest. Unusual facts, of themselves, could be
quite uninteresting radio fare. Therefore, Ripley
18
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Now... Hinds contains "Sunshine
Vitamin" that skin absorbs
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream now contains
Vitamin D Vitamin D is absorbed bv the skin and
gives it many of the benefits of sunshine. Actually
seems to fill out drv skin! Now, more than ever,
Hinds soothes and softens dryness, aids skin in its
fight against cracked knuckles, chapping, tenderness, heat, cold, wind, and housework. Promotes
supple, soft skin. Try Hinds, the "sunshine vitamin" lotion. Every creamy drop — with its Vitamin
D — does your skin more good ! $1, 50c, 25c, 10c sizes.
DAILY RADIO TREAT: Ted Malooe...iavirinK you to help
yourself to Happiness and to Beauty, Monday to Friday,
12:15 pm E.S.T. oyer the WABC-CBS Network.

HINDS
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM
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FRANKLY
VARIOUS

PERSONALITIES

—

^ .
that I
is the first time
HIS had
7 have
the opportunity to
f
ss
expre mysel ahout various
subjects, on which I have definite
ideas and opinions, and I welcome
the cliance to do so. Some six years
ago I rejected the opportunity to
earn some $50,000 a year by conducting asyndicated newspaper column on the subject of Advice to the
Lovelorn. The discussion of such a
subject was obviously unwise and I
rejected the offer. Since then, in various periodicals, I have written articles concerning {)opular songs, their
ructi
const on, authorship and chances
of becoming hits.
I would like to offer an old maxim
for your approval- ♦:
Our opinions, no matter how different, should be respected.

demnation and praise zvhich hitherto [ have only known as the hapless victim, feeling in most instances
the sting of not only unwarranted
criticism but more often than that,
erroneous reporting.
At the outset let me make one
thing quite emphatic. I am not
complaining; I have little cause to
complain. I have been unusually
fortunate, inheriting a healthy,
happy constitution, an ability to
work and enjoy it and also, I believe, a certain amount of musical
talent that has carried me far and
I should be the last person to
register any complaints, but I may
be a bit critical of human nature in
general and certain costly apathies
that I have encountered in people.

/>/ this monthly discussion I am
going to air my honest and quite
humble ideas and opinions concerning not only the zvorld of radio but
almost anything that might come
under my ken and observation. It
will be a cherished hope that I nrUl
be able to say something that will
not only he interesting, but possibly
helpful.
I n this day and age when so-called
constitutional freedom of the press
does grant that freedom to a few
privileged indiznduals (thus permitting them to take nearly everyone
else to task) it is rather a pleasure
for once to enjoy that power of con-

(Jnce uj) in Minnea|X)lis 1 was
l)eing interviewed by two reporters.
( I had. by the way, driven 250 miles
that day. to play a one-night dance
stand.) And, as usual, tiecause there
was a deadline for their articles, they
in.sisted on the interview I)efore I had
even alighted from my car, which I
had personally driven this distance,
and so, tired, dirty, sleepy and hungry, Ihad to submit to a barrage of
questions, among which was this one :
"How long do you think you are
going
to last?"
At that
time (1930) / had been,
for about a year and a half, earning

about .v;.r thousand dollars a tveek
and on this particular tour xve were
grossing $18,000 zvcckly (the depression hadn't reached great depths)
and I could see that they wondered
hozv long I would be able to continue.
.\fost of the Xezv Vork columnists
were ribbing me, some quite cruelly,
to increase their fan mail at my expense :a great many people were saying that I zt'as just a "flash in the
pan" ; Broadway said I couldn't last
because I hadn't followed the usual
zvay of building up a reputation in
road shozvs and vaudeville and Variety had a zvay
expressing
its bewilderment thatofI zvas
still pleasing
[Veil, this tvas my reply to their '
people.
question:
"Kreisler has gone on throvgli
the years playing the violin; Harry
Lauder has been making farewell
tours for a good many years and
is still making them; McCormack
goes
on giving
Paderewski
continues
to concerts;
make tours;
Sophie
Tucker has been in the business
twenty-three years, Jolson twenty
years, Cantor twenty years and if
I find new songs and develop my
orchestra — ^^why can't I go on, too?"
The interviewers quoted me fairly.stoodTheythe spirit
seemedof tothehave
thing.underBai
in newspaper offices there is anotker
fellow whom they call the Headline
{Continued on page 100) \

When it comes to speaking his mind, Rudy
Vallee is honest and
fearless.
say what Hehe doesn't
thinks
people want to hear.
Consequently what he
says is worth hearing!

Eddie with his devoted
wife, Ida, whose wise
and loyal support gives
point toandEddie's
work,
career
happiness.
nervously. He glanced again at the interview I had
shown him. wherein Bob Montgomery made a few remarks on the subject of radio. My job was to have
Eddie read the interview, then give me one replying
to it. Eddie resumed, while his scanty breakfast grew
cold.
six years
in radio.happens
I lovetoit.
It's friend.
beside
Sundays, at 8:30p.m., EST, the"I've
point spent
that Bob
Montgomery
be my
on CBS network, Eddie
I
feel
T
have
the
right
to
reply
to
him
—
or
anyone
—
broadcasts his program who criticises radio. Suppose Bob thinks golf is silly
from Hollywood, where
he is making a movie. and I think it's a wonderful game? All right. We can
iifFer about that and still be friends, can't we? Sure. All
right, then. Let's take a look at this."
He read from the magazine: "Bob says:
7 think that, ivith the exception of comparaiively few
W . have clone more to give radio a black eye than worth'ci'hile programs, radio is hoqginq itself down in
all the poor radio shows that ever have been put to- inexcusable mediocrity/
gether!"
Eddie Cantor spoke vibrantly, with heat. In the break"Xow let's see. It is' Well, radio is on the air approxifast-ro m of his Beverly Hills home he is not the shrill
eighteen hours a day. three hundred and sixty-five
Cantor who clowns for you on Sunday night. He is days in mately
the year. .An average of ten hours a day devoted
slim, earnest, speaks in staccato sentences with a singu- to hf teen-minute programs, and eight hours of half
lar gift of getting a great deal of pungent emphasis into hour shows gives you — let's figure." He pencilled quick
a word or a phrase.
figures on the margin of a page. "Gives you 20.400 shows
look.R.\Dio
Listen.Stars
Let's against
take it apart."
He propped
in a year.
That's smaller
only theonescoastthereto coast
a '•Now
copy of
a marmalade
jar. know
how many
are. shows. Nobody
"Here.
See
what
it
says
here."
He
rapped
the
magazine
"Well, suppose ninety per cent, of those were positive
sharply with slim fingers, and the marmalade jar skidded masterpieces
— that would still leave a lot of what Bob
perilouslytrieved it. over the shiny surface of the table. He re- calls "mediocre' shows. Naturally. But take all the
movies released in a year. What percentage are masterpieces, and what percentage are mediocre — or worse?
"Wait a minute.
me explain
something.
Bob
.Montgomery
is one First
of mylet closest
friends.
I respect
Or
take plays or books, or concerts or short stories.
.Anything.
him a lot. You know Bob just succeeded me as president of the Screen Actors Guild. We're both devoted to
"What I'm driving at is that of course there are more
that cause. I just want to make it clear that there isn't mediocre radio shows in a year than there are mediocre
any personal animus between us. liob's my friend. Hut movies. That's because there are more radio shows. And
even the very good shows hit a bad program
23
that doesn't mean we agree on evervthing. You under- liesides,
now and then. Often. No genius is capable of putting
stand that?"
F.ddie picked up the magazine and riffled the ])ages on fiftv-two or even thirty-six (Continued on page fiO)
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THE Stage Door Johnny is a very perplexing animal.
Time was, not so long ago, either, when people around
the Stem claimed that he was a practically extinct specimen of White Way night-life. With the decline and fall
of vaudeville and only a few girly musicals managing to
struggle along on the cuf?, a decided shortage was noticed
of young men eager to pelt leading ladies with posies as
they exited into the theatre alley at eleven p.m. Or trade
a dozen long-stemmed roses for a smile. No longer could
stage doormen pick up an easy ten in tips every night,
just forAnd
carrying
chorushergirls'
room.
Miss notes
Star up
had tototheorder
own dressingorchids,
or else.
So people
said, wasn't
a shame
weren't
any
Stage
Door Johnnies
any itmore,
becausethereit sort
of took
some of the glamour away from the theatre.
Nevertheless the Stage Door Johnny, being a very
Grade Allen (center) with Shirley Ross and
Martha Raye (right) between scenes of Paramount's nnovie, "The Big Broadcast of 1937."

perplexing
animal,hishashabitat
fooledto 'em.
he's
merely changed
RadioHe'sCitynotandextinct,
the CBS
Playhouses.
All
you've
got
to
do
is
step
out
of
a
broadcast some evening to witness the spectacle — the Johnnies
are around, yea verily, tenfold as thick as they ever were
when Broadway was in its heyday. In fact, they ve become as much a part of the radio scene as microphones,
since the network lovelies, who chant the blues or stooge
or act or even play a trumpet, have as big an audience
waiting in the alley these nights as they do inside the
studio.
Of course, the Stage Door Johnny, 1937 Model, has
evoluted into a slightly dif?erent species from his forbears
of themondprosperous
exactlv the
Jim Brady he 'twenties.
used to be,He's
whennoteverybody
had Diajobs
and twenty dollars a throw for orchids was merely small
change. He usually waits for his ladv love with an autoFannie Brice, of "The Revue de
Paris,"a strange
and theStage
"Ziegfeld
met
Door Follies,"
Johnny!

'

If Paula
6f Radio.
'c^raph
book instead
of an automobile
his
best business
suit instead
of top hat, and
whitehistieattire
and istails.
But he's waiting, legions of him. And there isn't a
feminine star
who hasn't
a pet
story to tell about what
happened
one night
after the
broadcast.
Of course you remember when Mary Livingstone was
writing those goofy poems of hers on the Jack Benny
show. One evening after the program was over she was
tollowed out to her car by a blushing young man of
about twenty, who pressed a package into her hands.
"Miss Livingstone," he blurted, breathless
very
ardent, "they may make fun of your poems on and
the radio
some
l)Ut I can sympathize with you, because I wrote
pretty awful ones, too, before I got good at it and I
l)elieve you have the makings of a fine poet and I believe
we have a lot in common — so I want to give you this
l)Ook of my ]X)ems I wrote (Continued on page 96)

Below (lefi) Frances Longford of "Hollywood
Hotel." Helen Hayes, star of "Bambl" and
Priscilia Lane of "The Pennsylvanians."

Ikomcu,

''Stage Door Johnny"
now

haunts

Row,

to offer his

tributes
ladies

Radio

to lovely
of the

air

Ed Wynn
can what
tell thehe wildflowers
— and
can
tell
them!
Wynn's
new
NBC
programs
are ondial
the required
list
of most
twisters.
In the woodinterval
of a "HollyHotel" rehearsal,
Jane
Withers and Frances Langford take a peek at their
favorite radio magazine.
Charles Bu+terworth of the Astaire
show
Bobby Breen
indulgeandin Eddie
some Cantor's
dose harmony.
They
are making o movie — "Rainbow on
the River," for RKO-Radio Pictures.

Four stars foregather for
the Lux Theatre. Left to
right, they ore: George
Raft, June Lang, Gloria
Swanson and Cecil DeMille.

"The
Gay Desperado"
Nino's
new romantic
movie forin action!
United Artists.

That's

what

Nino

Martini says, but in
his heart is there a
fond secret dream?

Another romantic moment in "The Goy
Desperado." Nino sings to Ida Lupino.

WHEN Nino Martini returned to New York from
Hollywood recently, he stepped out of the train into
a mob of clamoring reporters. Each of them was yelling
the same question: "Are you married^"
Blinded by photographers' flashes, bewildered by the
roaring
said:in "What?"
Peoplecrowd,
were Nino
closing
on him. his hat was under
his feet, an elbow dug into his stomach.
"Are you married?"
Nino dodged a tottering camera. "I don't know!" he
shouted.
In the days that followed, Mr. Martini convinced
everyone
he about
saw that,
besides
knowing,young
he didn't
care
to talk
it. For
this not
handsome
hero,
with his Valentino eyes and a head full of love songs,
is fed up with romance. One of America's most exbachelors,
chief to
attraction
in many
maiden's
dreams,citingheyoung does
not want
talk about
love a nor
hear
it mentioned.
Those nearest and dearest to him wouldn't be surprised, at any broadcast now, to have him insist on title
changes, such as, "Joe Sends a Little Gift of Roses,"
or
Me Tonight."
And with
if hean had
his way,
liis
next"Sock
film would
be a Western
all-male
cast and
nary a skirt on the set.
can't . blame
Mr. Martini
He's
hadYouromance
built around
him forfora rebelling.
long, long time.
He's been lathered with it, steeped and drenched in
it. And now he's tired of it.
the romance
He Nino
first was
saw athebornlight"natural"
of day for
in Verona,
Italy. build-up.
Verona,
where, according to romantic tradition, the skies are
always softly blue above the flower-studded fields ; where
all women are lovely and all men gallant ; the sun always shines; no work is ever done. And everybody
plays accordions and dances in the streets. Almost

One
of America's
most resents
excitingromance.
young
bachelors,
Nino Martini

anybody hailing from Verona is tagged romantic. And
if, in addition, the person is a handsome young man, posses ed of a golden
he can't
an^lhing
but romantic.
To make
mattersvoice,
worse,
Nino, bewhen
a child,
played in
the shadow of the tomb of Romeo and Juliet. When
people find that out, Martini is sunk. "How beautiful,"
they say. "and how tragic ! Childhood spent at the tomb
of the world's greatest lovers! No wonder he is so
sensitive,
" Thenever
the hostess
to
sing, Oso understanding
Sole Alio. —Nobody
asks himbegsifhimhe
Derby.
went to the ball game or how he's picking 'em for the
One look into his dark, soft eyes and ladies are prone
to swoon — falling carefully in the direction of Martini.
One polite smile from his mobile, Latin mouth, and La
Belle puts a small, white hand on his arm to draw him
nearer.
But ladies beware ! Martini is fed up. Nino may step
to one side when you swoon. And instead of smiling at
you, he is likely to laugh out loud.
of romance and it's a sign for Martini
to One
detourmention
!
Ask him, for example, about that rumor of the sloeeyed beauty waiting for him in Italy and he will tell
you about the power of Mussolini. His eyes grow soft
and glowing, as he mentions his beloved Italy, his hopes
and plans for going back. You whisper — softly so as not
to break the spell — something of moonlit skies and emerald
.seas
he says
afraid
to return
to myandnative
land.firmly
Many: "No,
peopleI amsay not
I will
be compelled
to
Italianto army,
go tostrong
war.
I amjoinnottheafraid
fight. toI am
— a W'hat
strong ofman.it?
One may sing and also be brave. I would be a good
But what of the sloe-eyed girl? Bah! Women — thev
are
all alike! Nino sighs. {Continued on page 56)
soldier!"
29
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Though

is it that saves the Chapman-

Swarthout
Hollywood

marriage from the usual
marital

-

Gladys Swar+hout
as "Elsa," with
Fred MacMurray
as "Buzzy,"
scene
from in
theiro
delighttui new
Paramount movie,
"Champagne
Waltr."
1

debacle?

H

"I ALWAYS wanted to be a boy,"
said Gladys Swarthout, slim, dark,
soft-voiced, soft-eyed, more feminine
than feminine against her highbacked chair beside the whispering
flames. The morning sun came in
through chintzes, the pale gold sun
of California. Winter roses breathed
their chilly, fire-warmed breaths
about her. Framed pictures of her
friends smiled at her — and, in his
chair
smiled atopposite
her. her, her husband
An incongruous statement, seemingly, "/ always
wanted
be a boy!"
from this
Romantic
Ladyto who,
in an
age of motor cars and planes and
slacks and the idiom called slang,
looks as though she might just have
stepped from a post-chaise, wearing
a chignon and crinolines, looks as
though she might have stepped from
the gilt frame of an old medallion,
looks as though she might be playing
aradio
melodeon
. . . instead of singing on the
But: "I wanted to be a boy,"
smiled Gladys Swarthout, "because I
thought a boy could do more roman-

|^

In the marriage of Frank Chapnnan and Gladys Swar+hout
romance and reality are happily fused. They still find
being together the most thrilling thing in the world.

tic thingfs. When I was a small child
at home in Deep Water. Missouri. 1
used to play Romeo and Juliet, in the
big, dark, cobwebby attic at home.
And / always did the part of Romeo.
Td cast some little 'sissy ^wV in the
roleAndof Juliet."
I was reminded then of how
someone had once said to me of
(iladys culine
Swarthout
: "She has
a masmind, a ma.sculine
determination and vitality, the lusty spirit of
Shakespeare himself in the body of
his own Dark Lady of the Sonnets.
"Perhaps my childish Romeo,"
(iladys was .sayinij. "was a forerunner of the boys' roles I later sang at
the
I sang Sadko,
all of the
boys'
roles,Met.
you For
know.
Stefano.
I'Vederic
in
Mir/non.
Siebel
in
Faust,
all of them.
"1 was always a tomboy . . ."
"Vou always were an anomaly,"
smiled I'Vank Chapman, "a tomboy
with the dreams of a Faerie Queen."
"Yes," agreed Gladys, "and when
1 was various
a little little
olderlads
I'd and,
make atdates
with
the
last minute, I'd break* them. I'd </o

home, climb a tree and imagine what
the date would have been like if it
had been perfect. I think I imagined that I could day-dream it all far
more beautifully and romantically
and poetically than ever it would
have been in reality. It was one of
those apple-tree 'dates,' " laughed
Gladys,
me this scar
my lip. "that
I wasgave
so immersed
in myon
imagining of the lyrical things He
would have said to ine and I would
have said to Him. that I fell kerplunk
out of the tree and landed foursquare on my face.
'That should have 'learned me."
but it didn't ! T even romanticized
that. I was a Lovely Lady hurtling
from her Tower of Ivory, or something of the sort. 1 think. ' said
(romantic
iladys Swarthout,
"that allto
i)eople havegently,
a tendency
avoid life. We know that it can never
i)e as perfect and as {xjetically passionate as our own imaginaticm can
make it. The shadow is, to us, more
])otent than the substance. Until,
one day, the romance and the reality
meet and are one. and then. ..." And

Gladys revels in the California
sun. Takes a daily sun-bath after
a dip in the pool at her home.

the dark eyes of Cjladys Swarthout
were on the brilliant blue eyes of her
husband. In gratitude. In recognition, perhaps, of a miracle.
"I was always and forever putting
myself
in the"I place
others." ifGladys
went on.
was ofseldom,
ever,
plain Gladys Swarthout at home in
Deep Water or later in Kansas City,
with my family. I was Duse. I was
Emily Bronte. I was Jenny Lind.
I was Alma Gluck. I was Joan of
.Arc. 1 was Lily Langtry. I was
D'Artagnan — for the dreams of a
Romantic laugh away the boundary
of sex — I was the young Byron. I
was Robin Hood. I was Shelley,
whose flaming heart was i)lucked
from the flames.
'My career began, as you may
know, with just such a piece of imagining. Iwent to church one Raster
Sunday when I was thirteen. I
watched the soprano soloist raise
her music high when she sang the
high notes, lower it when she sang
the low notes. I was bemused. I
thought.
do l)etter
I 7vas, in'1 could
( Continued
on than
t'acjethat.'
104)

TO listen to Floyd Gibbons over the air is like taking a
hypodermic charged with nitro-glycerine ! Words, ideas,
laughs, fling out like shrapnel, with a high percentage of
"direct
hits."he His
missiles
are bythrough
turns blunt
and with
sharp.a
Sometimes
comes
crashing
the air
statement like a bayonet poised ; or again, he dashes out
in the open with a smoking hand grenade of a news scoop
that shocks his audiences nearly out of their seats. He
leaves his listeners excited, keyed up, thrilled, as he signs
off, their own everyday world a little flat by contrast.
They wonder if he is really like that in the flesh — a fearless bull, charging, sometimes ferociously, through all
obstacles. Disregarding pointing muskets, exploding
Ixjmbs, enemy lines, rivers without bridges, trains without
rails, and, endowed like a cat with nine lives — seven of
which he has already lost — he charges again and again,
laughing at warnings, right into the very jaws of death
— and always gets the news! What is more he gets it
first! His one journalistic object in life is to get the news
first — a scoop, a beat. Over a long term of years, Floyd
Gibbons has demonstrated that he is the greatest "first
news"
reporter
has even
seen.dayAndthe heFates
has
paid plenty
for the
tliatworld
reputation
! Some
will get him; they won't stand by forever for such a
super-mortal, over-riding peril after peril.
If appearances count for anything, then the radio
listeners seem to be about right in their conjectures of
the in"charging
got the
full impact
as I
sat
the Newbull."
York 1 hotel
apartment
that ofhe this
occupies
between assignments. It was comfortably and artistically
furnished — the walls hung with well-chosen paintings and
engravings, battle-scarred mementos and autographed
photographs of O. O. Mclntyre, of himself and President
Here are some

Roosevelt as they sat chatting together aboard tne train
D. R.'s first
I hadin peeped
aduring
little F.cubbyhole
of a campaign
room on tour.
the side,
a stateinto
of
newspai)er-copy disorder, with a typewriter on which he
pounds out his copy in the same rapid, driving manner
that he does everything else. When he suddenly rushed
into the room I felt like an unprepared matador taken
unawares in the bull ring. From his hurry, he stood
before me panting for a moment. One hundred and
ninety pounds of brawn and muscle ; a striking resemblance to a composite of Max Schmeling and Jack Dempsey, accentuated by a nose that had got smashed somewhere on the front line of news gathering. His hair was
dark and brushed straight back over his large head, leaving a high, broad forehead sharing his florid complexion ;
biggish lips, a square jaw and a stubborn chin.
But not these features, nor the livid scar beneath his
right jaw — received fighting his way out of a jam — were
the marks that fascinated me most. It was his eye — for
he has only one eye. Or perhaps it was the empty socket
of his left eye that was covered with a piece of white
knitted goods that tied up over the top of his head.
Even before he could speak, the dramatic story of that
famous scoop, that gouged out an eye and shattered the
l)ones and ripped off the ligaments of a shoulder, flashed
through my brain. My mind went back to the World
War, which Gibbons had scooped again and again. Then
somehow, some way — that he always manages — he sent
his newspaper a scoop that was a bombshell. "America
Has Decided to Enter the War!" It preceded the actual
declaration
days,theyet King
he hadofgotEngland
authenticscarcely
inside information thathyeven
knew.
Floyd Gibbons was the first man (Continued on pagelOZ)

of the exciting adventures

the hectic career of dynamic

never told before, in

war correspondent

Floyd Gibbons

%

UeM^

AHle^it

Floyd Gibbons,
famous war correspondent, caught
in action as he
recounts in his
swift, vigorous
style some of his
unusually thrilling experiences.

\
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Dad Pearl lives with Jack and his wife. Mrs. Pearl is a
Canadian-born girl and fornnerly was known on the stage
as Winnie Lester. Her real nanne is Winifred Desborough.
!l MARRIED lack Pearl — the actor — thirteen years
liigo and 1 thought I understood what 1 was in for
when I discovered 1 had fallen in love with the kindest, most considerate man 1 had ever known. Because we met on the road in a show that starred him
and had me in the front-row chorus. I anticipated long
years of trouping in new cities, making train schedules,
unijacking and re])acking trunks in strange hotels,
gazing across footlights into faces I'd never seen before in any one of forty-eight different states.
Then my husband became a radio star and I woke
u]) one morning in our own home with the early sun
streaming in through wide windows on our own belongings and I realized the great satisfaction of knowing
that
month leisurely
from thatcup morning
havmg oura second
of coffeewe'd
in thestillsamebe
dining-room.
To
pcoi)le
like
us
it's
a
great
—
I vc heard our friends reiterate our .sentiments, thrill
people
like the Jack Bennys and George Burns and Gracie
Allen and dozens of others — that grand feeling of beto sign a between
lea.se on one
i)lacc and know
isn't
just ingaablestopf)ver
engagements,
but a ithome
where you really stay and live.
To radio we give our thanks for a definite anchorage, which only people like Jack and myself and our
friends, who have found their definite niche in broadcasting, can appreciate.
You can talk all you will alM)Ut the thrill of trouping.
Jack and I have covered more than our .share of mileage : you can have the excitement of the road, easy
familiarity with trains and boats and planes. But for
us. we'll take our home on Central Park W est in Manhattan, where our living-room is filled with our things
that we like, where Jack and I can be delightfullv lazv.
where our friends can visit us and where we think we

Jack and Cliff Hall, who is his
"straight man," go over a script
together during their luncheon.

know
hap})en
next ~week
nextdays
month.
Manvwhatof will
our old
associates
of theandstage
arc
now settled in Hollywood and we do miss them. But
while they are 3.000 miles away from us they, too,
can thank radio for their pleasant family life in California, h was their broadcast popularity, more
than all their theatre years, that gave them their enviable spots in the movies.
When Jack went on the air for his first programs in
1932, that was about the time when radio was snatching
up all the funny men. It was an entirely new sphere
for him. Trained as he had been, through his long
career, to watch the reaction of his audiences across
the
footlights,
liad noreceive
idea hr-.v
the unseen
millions
in their
homeswe would
him.
For weeks
the
very sight oi a micro])hone gave me cold chills and 1
know Jack had the same feeling every time he walked
into the studio. I recall his coming home that night
of his air introduction and looking eagerly at me for
my impressions. 1 don t think I was comi)letely convincing in my reassurance and it was not until many
]}rograms later that we were satisfied he had put hini.self over. His acti\-ities as the Baron Munchausen
covered such a long period. I think he .got a little
tired of the fabulous character and he felt that i)erhaps
his i)ublic was weary of it, too. I was nctt at all ])leased
with the switch he made when he became Feter Pfeiffer
the air.but1 didn't
gave after
him
fair onadvantage
he stuckthinkwiththethematerial
series and.
he concluded that contract, he felt, perhaps, he ought to
go back to the theatre. Kor sixteen months. Jack loafed
in various i)arts of the world ; fir.st in Europe, then for
weeks in New York, while his fingers grew cramped
holding tons of manuscripts, not one of which contained areally good foot- ( Continued on page 78)

Beaudcf

Jane Pickens, star of the "Ziegfeld
Follies" and "Saturday Night Party."
/Oit. look
never think
But atsheJane
can'tPickens,
hold heryou'd
beauxcertainly
!
And yet she has everything it usually takes to
he a belle — a Park Avenue apartment, a Packard roadster, and a face and figure that magazine covers and
audiences have doted on for years. She's starred very
brilliantly, from coast-to-coast, on the Saturday Night
Party broadcasts. Broadway at Fiftieth is about ten thousand watts brighter with her name flung in tall lights
across the mammoth marquee of The Ziegfeld Follies,
andfore-theher singing
the audiences
irresistible inhors
d'oeuvresof
be
feature,shorts
that are
movie
hundreds
theatres sit through twice every night and still get a bang
out of. And as if those weren't enough, she even has
naturally
curly Dressed
hair and Woman."
the Fashion Academy's title of
"Radio's Best
All for this to happen — for Helen and Patti, who
haven't nearly so impressive a fanfare around them, to
swish right past her with the family record for beaux !
"The best thing," says
Jane, "is not to love any-

Radio's
trio,
Jane
(left)favorite
Patti and harmony
Helen Pickens.

Jane has everything it takes
to be a belle — except a beau!

Helen has her handsome Latin hushand, Patti has her
handsome Bob Simmons, and Jane has a right to sing:
/ Ain't Got Nobody.
wrong,
really,Sheif there's
anyWhich
justiceis inall this
world.
ought tosupjwsed
be the toring-be
as she's
been inleaderallof thetheirthreeotherin affaires
aflfairs. dcForcoeur.
anybody
who always
knows
the Glamorous Georgians can tell you that Jane practical y is the Pickens Trio. It was she who piloted them
into radio and she's always directed them. She invented their unique type of crooning harmony, she's
always
licks' and 'smears'
and 'noodles'
in theirinvented
unique the
song'hotarrangements.
She designs
most
of their gowns, does most of their worrying, and most
energetically attends to the endless details connected with
being a trio on the air.
l-'or what? Usually for a glass of warm milk and a
gi^od novel in the evenings, while Patti's dancing to
Duchin
at the Plaza and Helen's hostessing a brilliant
dinner party.
Xow
you
when your
callsa updateand forwants
a date five —minutes
from BignowMoment
or wants
the
twentieth of next month at nine-thirtv — you can keep
vour engagements when you make them. At least, you're
not going tf> be held over a week at the F^aramount. or
liave to stay up all night making last-minute song arrangements, or have a la.st-minute co.stume fitting when you
were supposed to be i)laying golf with your Thrill, or
l)e scheduled for a benefit on the twentieth of next month
at IV)f)r
precisely
Jane nine-thirty.
Pickens has Yf>u're
had to lucky!
stand U]) about half of
'he handsomest eligibles in Manhattan. .\nd the hand-

somer they come the more they hate broken dates — which
accoimts for a lot of her milk-and-fiction evenings these
days.
For a every
success, Work
she's
also taken
good step
jolt inshe's
the taken
heart toward
region because
Stifled Romance! And that's no fun!
The awfullest part of it is, as Jane admits, that this
sad
is nobody's
reasonstate
it has
happened fault
to herbutandher notveryto own.
Helen The
and
Patti goes back to the time the trio first landed on the
air four years
ago.theEverxbody
aroundwereRadio
Row right
remembers the wav
Pickens gals
rushe<l
off their custom-made pumps by all the Romeos in sight.
A beau-by-beau account of their lives reads like a Social
Register of show business, Mayfair and the most exclucolleges.
complexions
and
lots sive
of men's
charm
and a They
stack hadof gorgeous
Southernisms
about them
that completely captivated the Yankee males. They'd
say 'y'air and 'right .soon' and 'fuh' coat for fur coat
and
for reallvitand,
it was genuine
Georgian
and "rilly'
not aflfected,
wentl)ecause
over hugely
with everybody,
including the dialers. And the first thing the Pickens
sisters of Macon, Georgia, knew, their star had zonnied tn
the very tip top of radio.
Xow. in every trio, somebody has to be the manager
and,
musicalIt had
brainsbeenof her
the
outfit,since
the Jane's
job sortwere
of the
fell trained
to her lot.
idea, anvw^ay,
thatarrangements
they try to and
get rehearsed
on the air.
alwavs
made their
their She's
parts
and run things. Oi course that took time and work but
she didn't mind
it. her
She a^iart
had from
a definitely
high-tension
personality
that set
her sisters.
Patti
and F^elen sang for their bread ( Continued on page 70)

And

it's nobody's

fault but her own,

Jane

Pickens

admits

I

WOMEN have been kind to RubinofT. To no man have
they shown greater devotion. They have helped him
with their sympathy, their love, their understanding. They
have sjwnsored his concerts. They have urged him on to
greater achievement.
In return, this great violinist has helped scores of
women, young and old, to comfort and success, shown
his appreciation in many ways. But he has loved but
one. That was fifteen years ago. . . .
To no man have women been more significant — yet
he is not married. Why? I asked him and he gave the
answer. For the first time, he told the story of his
first marriage, the tragedy of the divorce, and the full
melancholy tale of the lonely years that followed. For
the first time, this charming ogre of the violin, this
Simon Legree of orchestra conductors, softened and spoke
of love.
He was eighteen, a slim, dark lad playing a fiddle on
the
daisl)efore
of Cleveland's
dining-room.
He
played
the elite ofHotel
the Gillsy
midwestern
city, played,
not f(jr them to dance, Intt simple airs to make dining
more i)leasant. And. he played with a hungry passion
that stirred them strangely.
"One evening, a girl came to the platform," he said
to Rubinoff
me. "'A beautiful
girl desk
. . ." of his office in the tower
was at the
of the Paramount Building in New York. Dust clouds
swirled up from Broadway and the sound of horns
drifted up faintly. In his hands were his fiddle — ^his
irreplaceable Stradivarius. He paused, to play a bar or
two, a lilting phrase.
"A beautiful girl," he continued, "and she wanted me
to play something sf>ecial for her. The Huntorcsque. I
played it for her. to her. Then she asked for more. We
talked. We became acquainted. She played the piano.
She knew music. She was beautiful. I loved her.
"Weawaywentto out
I would
steal
walktogether.
with her, Between
to go to concerts,
a show and
hold

Rubinoff. WABC
maestro, heard Sundays, 6.30 p. m. E.S.T.

To no man

have

women

been

more significant. Yet he is not
married. Here is Rubinoff s story
hands with her. Just being with her, talking with her,
satisfied my need for companionship. She was four years
older than I was — but beautiful. We were very much in
love. And then we quarreled.
"It was
way. and
I hadwasbought
a wrist
1 had
it in this
my pocket
going her
to slip
it on, watch.
when
I noticed that she already had a wrist watcli — a new one.
Where had it come from? 1 was young, in love. I was
jealous.
house. I jumped to conclusions. And stalked out of the
by. saying
I could Istand
it no longer.
I trumf>edIt
up "Weeks
a little went
message,
was going
away forever.
was a lie. I wrote it in the hope of getting her to come
around. I gave the messenger fifty cents and sent him
off. Hephonewasn't
than aShe,
minute
the tele-it
rang. Itgone
was more
Dorothy.
too, when
had found
hard to get along alone.
"Wasn't it wonderful — and a little weird — that we
both should have weakened and gone to the other at the
Rubinoff
same
time?" ripped off a wild snatch of a Cossack dance,
ending on a note of sadness, infinitely tender.
said, that
"the Imessenger
did
not"Later,"
let her heknow
had madecamean back.
overtureBut atI the
same time she had. It did not matter much, because we
were married shortly after. Four months to the day
after
met." for and marriage to the girl, Dorothy,
Out weof had
his love
Dave Rubinoff drew his greatest inspiration. They had
lived together, worked together in an atmosphere of music.
They entshad
a little girl,
living with
in Pittsburgh
— nownow nineteen
yearstheold.violinist's parHe taught her music, led her to playing the organ, and
one day she surprised him by getting a job as organist
in a Cleveland theatre. Both working at their music,
both very much in love, it was, for the first few years,
an incredibly happy life. It was then that he wrote his
songs : Souvenir, Dance of the Russian Peasants, Slavonic
Fantasy, and others. This year he is publishing them for
the first time. Out of reverence for his great love, he
has, them.
till now, kept them as his own, refusing many offers
tor
Then Carling's
in St. City
Paulwhere
took hehimcreated
from
Cleveland
and afterRestaurant
that to Kansas
a sensation by playing the Humoresque with the silent
movie of that name. Rubinoff, clad as the character of
the screen, played on the stage as the image on the drop
laded. The movie ran for eight weeks but Rubinoff
stayed on a year.
Conscious of his shortcomings, he sought instruction,
l)egan going to New York periodically for lessons. He
set to practicing eight and ten hours a day. It was the
beginning of his greatness as a virtuoso, but it was the
beginning of the end of his married life.
"I loved my fiddle. I also loved her — but she could not
understand it," he confided. "She became jealous of my
music. She grew to hate it. Nor can I entirely blame
ber. It is an ordeal to live in the same house with a man
practicing
the usviolin,
I don'tit also
care separated
who the us.
manWeis.parted
The
violin brought
together,
as friends and later went through the formality of
41
The years immediately after were years of Herculean
divorce."
lalx)r to perfect himself on the ( Continued on page 52)

Phil Spitalny
originator and
conductor of
one
radio's
mostof unique
organizations.
I) luncheon
MAX can't
learnWaldorf
much about
at the
or for women
cocktailsbyattakin"
the Ritzthemor
ancin^ at the Kainlww Room. For women on ])arade
on't
let awant
man himlearnto know.
one thing more about themselves
lan they
And men can't learn much about women by marrying
K-m, either. For proof of that, think of any married
•u])le
the' husband's
of
is wifeyouwithknowthatandof compare
their friends.
Different,ojiinion
isn't it?
laven't.seesyouin lauglied,
.sometimes,
at thehe glamorous
)ick
the mou.sey
little Mary
married, orDelilah
pro■sted at the shrew John sees in capable jane?
Men like to brag about understanding women, but for
le most man
parthasit'strouble
just oneenough
of their
vcrage
tryinglittleto conceits.
figure out The
one
•Oman
without
attempting
to
go
any
further
into the
ivsteries of the .sex.

Just what

Phil Spitalny's all-

girl orchestra has taught him
Hut when l^hil Spitalny talks about women, we might
just as well li.sten to him. for here is a man who knows.
Three and
yearsthose
of managing
a girls'
the
trick
thirty lovely
youngorchestra
women turned
who have
broken theatre records all over the country and are a topnotch radio attraction have given him more knowledge of
the .sex than one man has a right to have.
Think of it. one man managing thirty women ! All of
them young and lovely to look at. too, which could well
.si)ell tnnible in any man's language. .Xnd, as if that
weren't amentenough,
— which
temperand all thethey're
things musicians
akin to it,
that themeans
average
man
works overtime trying to shy away from.
comescircles,
hard-boiled
Phil Spitalny.
terrorto
of Hut
malealong
nntsical
who boa.sts
that menthehate
work for him. and manages that orchestra so well that
all the girls in it look (m him as ( Continued nn patic 75)

Margaret

Speaks, Firestone

"OURS IS a strange country," said Margaret Speak
"More
than who
any other,
I think,
it putsprice
a terrific
pressmo
upon those
entertain
it. The
of success,
fame, seems to be your personal privacy. As Bette Davi
said, while I was in Paris this summer : 'I'd give hal
my"Ofsalary
to have
a normal
course,
if you're
single,life.'
like Nelson Eddy, or mai
ried to someone in the profession, like Gladys Swarthoui
it may be easier to live normally and happily under th
limelight. But I imagine many of the movie stars pa;;
a heavy price for their success.
"I'd like to make a movie. I've been asked to. And il
Douglas
Fairbanks , I can do it in the East, I'd like to. But I couldn't gc
my husband's
Jr., enter- out tonessHollywood
keeps him in forNewmonths
York.while
A normal
life forbusime
tained Mar- would certainly
be impossible under those conditions.
gCriterion
a r e t at
"But in radio or concert work, you can preserve the
privacy of your home life. In radio people don't see you.
studio,
in
You're not playing romantic love scenes before their eyes,"?^
Picture
I sle worth,$' arousing
their curiosity as to whether or not you're really i
near London. a heart-breaker. And people who read radio magazines f
don't care whether you're married or single or in love or f
out of it. Your private life is your own, if it's important f
Miss Speaks to you."
*•
To Margaret
Firestone's
and
with her ac- concert
artist, lifeSpeaks,
is important.
Not lovely
life insoprano
the narrow
companist,
achievement, of the conquest of fame and forEverett Tut- sense tune,ofbut living
in its fullest sense, knowing happiness and
chings, en
fulfillment in each day as it comes, not sacrificing today's
route donto onLonthe joy for the mythical rewards of some remote by-and-by.
Normandie, Miss Speaks is an exceptionally able musician and artist —
last Autumn. but first of all she is a woman, a wife and mother of a
young boy, and she does not mean to lose any of the
lovely, enriching experiences that are the right of any
woman.
a business,
a singer,"
she says.
no "It's
more just
important
than being
any other
business.
If you "It's
are

Miss Speaks
sails
for
home,
aboard the
Bremen,
after her
successful
concert tour
of Europe.

NHAL

xtr

*

a stenographer, you do your work each day and when it's j
done, you live
own orlife.
If you're you
a teacher,
or a
bookkeeper,
or ayour
student,
a housewife,
must devote
a part of your day to your job — and afterward you do
the
you want to do. Why should it be any diflferent things
for a singer?
"My husband is a business man, but it doesn't prevent
his having a home life. He goes to work at nine-thirty.
And so do I. I study and practice. I answer my fan mail
TONHALL
personally. I have three singing lessons a week and three
or four language lessons — I'm studying French, German,
Spanish and Italian. I work until five-thirty every day —
except on week-ends. And I'm ready to enjoy the evehusbandthe when
he comes
home." I wonButnings withhowmy alxiut
concert
engagements,
dered.
Don't
they
make
a
serious
break in the
design for living?
"No more than my husband's business ensaid Miss
Margarb
often hasgagementsto do,"make
a trip Speaks.
to Boston"Heor
«
Pittsburgh or Chicago, to be gone
AmRugei: Everett•« Tuu
[WpffcB Yon Donaudy, Respighi. Brahfns. Wolt. Sliauss. Fan.

}';»vely singing star, has an unusual slant on success

jjjjer-night. If I have to be away over-night for a concert,
^zsin be at home the next day. I make all the'Thtrips
ose enweby
olme, to shorten the time. 1 never make any concert
,,j,gements
for a We
week-end."
explained
^jep inviolate.
go out she
to our
country cottage in
rthern Westchester and we play and garden and walk
Jd see our friends. I have no piano there," she smiled.
J)ne needs to get away from one's work at intervals.
.|,g"And of course I can't make concert engagements for
^,:ondays,"
she went on. "Mondays are devoted to the
restone program.
"So,
I
can
concerts
only But
on Tuesday,
Wednesday,
lursday and sing
Friday
nights.
that is limited,
again,
considerations of time and distance. I would be unir to anv concert audiences if I crowded my dates tother. 1 want to be at my best whenever and wherever
sing. Neither can I let financial considerations rule
y schedule. A special event in my own home might be
Drth more than all the money in the world to me."
This past summer Miss Speaks made her first profesinal tour abroad, singing concerts and broadcasts in
jndon, Zurich, Basle, Amsterdam and Paris. Her husnd accompanied her on this trip, but it was a demandg period, leaving little time for the pleasures of sighteing and holidaying. She had only two weeks to
epare for that first London concert and worked and
acticed with her accompanist on the boat going over,
nd as soon as one concert was given, the work of !>reiring for the next began. (Continued on page 80)

lusic lovers, here
id abroad, delight
the lovely song
■ Margaret Speaks,
nd for this young
merican singer
e, itself, is a song
worth singing.

kOSKMARIE BRANCATO. in case you're not up on
this ing
season's
of new
is the Helen
biggestJepson
singsensationcrop
to hit
radio mike
sincecelebs,
the night
debuted on the Rudy Vallee show and scored an instantaneous coast-to-coast ten-strike. She's a blonde Italian
from Kan.sas City, Roseniarie, a lyric coloratura soprano,
with eyes the color of blue .spring flowers, twenty-three
l)irthdays behind her and a s])ectacular operatic success as
(iilda in Ric/oletto.
.She got into radio by ])robably the most interesting
route mentanybody
has Stars
taken program
to date ; she's
starredshe ateven
the held
moon the Tmin
; recently
■lown the very, very ultra Firestone series. That's not
;ill about her that's different, either. Pretty and famous
;is she is,
doesn't
Hollywood
nor
anf)ther
minkshe coat,
nor want
even aRol)ert
Taylor.contract,
She wants
a beau ! just a regular beau, that's all! Now, for the first
46
Rosemarie

time in her life, she's having the fun and dates and parthat othercamegirlsto have.
even !been kissed,
until liesspring
Central She
Parkhadn't
last April
And
of
course
there's
a
story
about
that.
When a poor girl faces jxiverty to become a singer,
she's brave but certainly not unique. But when a rich
girl deliberately
facesdififerent.
poverty toRoseniarie
shape her Brancato
career, she's
(iaring
to be a little
had
lieen a rich girl all her life. Her parents came to this
country from Sicily and settled in the west, where her
father's growing grocery business eventually was to make
him one of the wealthiest Italians in Kan.sas City. Ro.semarie, youngest of the seven Brancato bambinos, was
raised according to the old-country traditions for girls.
Taught to clean, to sew, to draw, to make pies and beds
atsheltered
home and
gof)d grades at school. And kept very .strictly
at home.

Brancato, radio's newest

singing sensation, had to

Now Rosemarie
Brancafo sings
in
operaandandon
concert
the
"Twin
Stars"NBCprogram.

Custom.

.

Slie didn't know that she had an unusual voice until she
got into third-g^ade public school singing classes. There,
above the childish treble of the other girls and boys, her
voice began to make clear little tones that sounded like
brook water running over pebbles. Her teachers noticed
it, with the result that Rosemarie invariably was the singing Cinderella or Goldilocks or angel in the school plays.
She loved that. Not so much because it gave her an
opportunity to do a solo, but because it meant that one of
her older si.sters would make her a bright crepe-paper
costume trimmed with tinsel and put up her yellow hair
on kid curlers. That was glory ! That was being a queen !
The singing, she felt with sunny unconsciousness of her
talent, was the very slighte.st part of the thrill.
It was not until her graduation from high school that
.she really felt a yearning to do something with -her voice.
"I was seventeen then." she {Conhmied on page 72)
defy family custom for her career

Joe Penner, popular comic
of cinema and radio, recently
visited Cole
Brothers' circus.
Above,
v/orld-famous
clown
Walter Goodenough makes
Joe up for a similar role. Next,
the giant and the fat lady
give him a scare! Safer, Joe
thinks, to be a barker! He
can't resist the horse, however, and cowgirl Alice Van!

Ralph's daugMer,
Claudia
Morgan,
featured ployer
in the "David
Harum" and
radioa
serial
dramatic star
on Broadway.

Ralph Morgan,
Claudia's adoringliantDad,
actorbriland
popular
favorite
of stage, screen
and the radio.

FON'D aunts and uncles were jjathered at the sides of the
cradle in which lay the beautiful baby girl. The same
thought was in the minds of all: "Would Claudia Mor:;anThefollow
in the
steps ofhadhernofamous
father?"as he gazed
father,
however,
such thought
,vith fondness on his daughter. He was too filled with an
overwlielming love and pride to think of the future. Ralph
Morgan was the star to the outside world, but little
Claudia was the star of the Morgan household. And as
she grew into girlhood, her blonde beauty opening as a
flower, she became more an<l more the apple of her
father's eye. Little Claudia, in turn, idolized her father.
' We lived a wonderful life," she says, recalling those
days
her Dad.
early I childhood.
"I loved
traveling
with
Motherof and
was so thrilled
when people
admired
him, complimented him, generally fussed
over him. I didn't go to school in those
days. Private tutors provided my education."
Sophisticated Ralph Morgan became
an adoring father as soon as he was
with his little girl. "He spoiled me
shamefully," she now recalls. In that
close companionship with her actor- father, little Claudia
came to love the stage and all it stood for. She loved the
excitement of it. 'Rut I think I loved it most because it
l)rought Dad adoration from so many people. I was so
proud of him my.self that I was terribly happy to have
others love him."
As the Morgan daughter grew out of little girlhood,
F'^ather Ralph began to think of Claudia's future for the
first time. "He was afraid the stage would become a
liabit
I think,"
"He didn't
want with
me tome,choose
actingsheasseriously
a career tells
just us.
because
I was
continually associated with it. He decided that it was
time
for meat tothego thought
away toofl)oarding-school."
face
still clouds
the sad days that Her
followed
this decision. Ralph Morgan suddenly changed from the
"I have

>p(jiling father to the stern parent. He never let Claudia
know the heartache he suffered with the thought of separation from his little idol. And little Claudia cried day
after
day.
couldn'ti)ut understand
.shouldof
suddenly be She
changed.
finally, afterwhytheherfirstlifeshock
disappointment, she accepted it because the love she bore
her father was bigger than anything she felt for herself.
She knew he was right, no matter how much it hurt her.
But what
boarding-school
Claudia's
about
she would dodidwhennot shechange
was grown
up. mind
She
knew that only one thing would make her happy. To be
a success in her father's j^rofession, to justify his pride in
her. She had inherited her father's histrionic talents and
her heart was set on making the most of those talents.
.\\\ through her boarding-school days, she appeared in
plays. And, because of her ability and
her determined ambition, she was always the star. Every course of study
she imdertook was chosen to further
her knowledge of what she knew would
be her future.
Ralph Morgan was secretly pleased
that his daughter had thus decided her
future. Secretly, because he did not want to persuade
her. He wanted such a decision to be made by her, and
her alone. He sent her happy, encouraging letters, but
minus advice. Vacations were happy times for Claudia
ami Ralph Morgan. The great bond of love was strengthened by their mutual interest in the stage. And the daughter was eager to pick up any and all bits of wisdom
dropped by her clever father.
"The greatest thrill I have ever known was in the summer of 1928. Nothing in my life could match the unbounding joy brought to me that Summer. T played mv
first professional role— and opposite Father. Tt was in
summer
in apossible
play called
Gypsy
It seemsstock,
hardly
that the
1936 April.''
Claudia Morgan
could have been a iirofessional (C ontinucd on page 58)

to justify Dad's pride in me/' says Claudia

Morgan
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Milton
Bad

Berle, "The

Gags/

claims

Thief of
they're

stealing gags from him now!

BACK in 1914, the Archduke Ferdinand was assassinated
and. at Sarajevo, the first rumblings of the Great War
were beginning.
In New York, on 118th Street, a six-year-old boy with
a wide grin stood in front of a mirror and made faces at
himself, enjoying the process hugely in spite of the fact
that his father would fetch him a parental smack for such
fooHshness.
"I still look in the Mirror," Milton Berle says, "but
now it's to see Winchell's column." And he grins apprey athis own is,gag.
At least,
swears
own
gag and itciativelprobably
because,
for allhe the
talk it's
abouthis Berle
as a gag-thief, there is no question among those who know
him that he has a quick and ready wit and an ability to
ad lib that few comedians can beat. It was Phil Baker
who called him the "Thief of Bad Gags," and neither Berle
nor
the in
"regulars"
who when
used it towaspatronize
the Palace
Theatre,
New York,
tops in vodvil,
will
forget Milton's first engagement there. His reputation as
arun"lifter"
beentheestablished
and, throughout
his
at the already
Palace, had
he was
butt of a series
of calculated,
friendly insults that have become vaudeville history — as
all the leading comedians ganged up to make his stay
miserable.
George Jessel scrawled over Berle's lobby picture :
"The George Jessel No. 2 Company." Al Trahan said
Berle
show — down
"one togaghave
at ahertime."
said shestolewasthecoming
face Fanny
lifted, Ward
free!
And, one memorable afternoon, as the audience was aphe conclusion
of Berle's
act, Lou
Holtz, George
Jessel, Philplauding tBaker,
Georgie
Price, Jack
Osterman,
and Al
Trahan all stood up in a body {Continued on page 66)
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USING
WITH THIS RO
T
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begin here
Age signs

1 1 1 KF. T\VKNTY...you re tvventyve . . . you're thirty or more!
The years slip by quietly enough,
'he things that tell it to the world are
-little lines and — a gradual coarsenig ot the skin's verv texture.
Coarse pores anil ugly, deepening
nes do more to add vears to vour face
han any other skin faults. What causes
hemr How can vou ward them off?

Day and night— this thorough cleansing and rousing
with Pond's Cold Cream.
Soon cloggings cease. Pores
actually reduce. Under tisA Faulty Underskin—
sues are toned, and lines
smooth
out. You look years younger!
ioth come from a faulty underskin.
Pores grow larger when tiny oil glands
Day and night— this simple care
nderneath get clogged . . . Lines form
'hen fibres underneath sag, lose their tone. Here's the simple treatment that hundreds ot women follow, because it does
To keep these little glands and fibres
jnctioning properly, you must invigorate more than cleanse their skin: —
hat underskin. You can — with regular Every night, pat on Pond's Cold Cream to
sotten and release deep-lodged dirt and make'ond's deep-skin treatments.
up. WipeNow
it allrouse
ort'. .Atyouronceunderskin.
your skinPatlooksin
clearer!
Pond's
Cold
Cream
contains
specially
rocessed oils. It goes deep into the pores, more cream — briskly. The circulation stirs.
ears them of make-up, dirt, clogging oils, Glands waken. Tissues are invigorated.
morning (and before make-up) repeat
"hen
you thepatcirculation
more cold waken.
cream inYourbriskly,
ou feel
skin .Every
. . Your skin is smooth for powder — fresh, vital
ngles with new vigor.
looking. Your whole face is brighter, younger!

Start in at once to give your skin this invigorating daily care. Get a jar today. Or,
send the coupon below. It brings you a special
9-treatmenr tube of Pond's Cold Cream.
SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond*s Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dtpt. 9RS-CB, Clinton. Conn.
Rush special tube generous
ot' Pond's Cold Cream,
enouf^hPond's
for 9
treatments,
of z other
Creams and with
5 different shadessamples
ofnd Pond's
packine-Face Powder.
Xa
Pond'B Extract
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RUBINOFF'S
TRAGIC
{Continued from
page 41)

BY
MAGGY ROUFF
Steel Magnate Charles M. Schwab,
recently
on Major
Bowes'
Annateura guest
Hour, tries
the piano.

The lovely Anne Lecler, one of the mannequins
in Maggy Rouff^s Paris fashion salon.
"A FASHION MODEL must have a lovely
-Ly- complexion as well as a lithe and
beautiful figure. So I take the precaution to have all my mannequins use
only Woodbury's Facial Powder.
has latoqualite
like"This
silk,powder
and clings
the skindc sole
even ...in ittheis
warmth and glare of the spotlight. The shades
wed the healthy undertones of the skin, giving
the complexion both chic and allure.
"But it is equally important that Woodbury's
Powderquins toisappear
germ-free*.
For oneOpening
of my manneat a Fashion
with a
blemish on her face . . . that would be affaire
falale. No blemish-germs can be transferred
to the skin from this famous powder."
All 6 Woodbury shades are divinely flattering. If you're fair, "Light Rachel" is your
shade. "Radiant" is the favorite of medium
blondes.
stunning for the darker
skin. $1.00,"Brunette"
50(, 25^, is10(f.
Tested with 19 other leading brands,
Woodbury's
Facialbefore
Powder,
was
(term-frtc both
and alone,
after uhc.
*WOODBURY'S*
FACIAL POWDER

LOVE

tary life. He is ready to inarry again.
"I would marry tomorrow, if I could
find the right girl," Rubinoff said.
"And what is your definition of the
"She need not be beautiful. I do not
right girl?"
require
it," heansaid,
"although
I would
like
her to have
attractive
figure.
She need
not have any of the routine virtues. I
mean, she does not have to be a good housekeeper. Shethings
doesn'tshehave
a good
cook. These
can tolearn.be Besides,
we can eat in restaurants.
"What I want most is a companion — a
companionthusiastom for good
me, tnusic.
who will
enWho,share
at themy same
time, can turn about the following evening
and have as good a time, watching a prizefight. I want one who will share not
only my pleasures but my troubles as well,
a girl of sound judgment. A girl whose
advice would be good and w^orth taking,
essary.
who could keep her mouth shut when nec"I know I am asking a great deal, but
aren't
all entitledI ask,
to a most
little ofordinary
human wehappiness?
all, a
certain indulgence. If I blow up, let her
forgive me. If I am talking to a girl in
connection with my job. let her understand— and not give way to jealousy. And
above all, let her not hate my violin. That
I cannot do without. Besides, it is the
humble slave that brings in the money
needed for life.
"In a word, the girl I would marry
should have culture, character and common sense — an attractive, companionable
personality
whomRubinoff,
I could ready
confide."to marry
There youinhave
once more. But if and when he does find
him a bride, let her be sensible and understand that she can never replace the
Dorothy
sweptfeet,
the who
slim, eighteen-\-earold
boy who
off his
gave him his
greatest inspiration, who fortified him
against fifteen years of solitude. In his
desk, at home, handy for him to look at,
is a letter she wrote him during their
courtship.
noff keeps. It is the only love letter Rubi-

violin, to earn a place for himself among
the great. He had little time to think of
women. Actually, he was still in love
with Dorothy and was until she died, a
few years ago.
Rubinoff became a name, nationally
known. Soloist for the entire Loew circuit. Later for symphony orchestras.
Finally, New York — tlie big spots. In
radio, a headliner. But always alone.
There erous,
are goodnatured,
people about
him. them
Blufif, about
genhe gathers
him.out And,
for
his
part,
he
can't
do
withthem, because he is a lonely man.
Drop into his office around seven as he
is going out to dinner. He will say:
"Come along, eat with me." In the lobby,
he willcian orbetwo.greeted
by an ton,
unemployed
musiTo them,
an invitation.
Before he reaches the restaurant, there will
be a half dozen or niore.
Why docs Rubinuff j;atlier these people
about him? Why does he go seeking
crowds? That has become his way of
life because he hates the return, late at
night, to his lonely suite in the hotel which
is his home. No onr but his valet awaits
him, faithful Al Jmns whu, as a boy in
high school,
became
a Ru-to
binoff lecture
and f;iscinate<l
came backwithstage
ask him for a job. No one but Al.
There have been other women. None
so liarricd by wonicu as Rubinoff, none
so helped. Every mail brings bim invitations, coquetries, even proposals. He
stands at the curb, waiting for a taxi —
and
women approach
him ;he"Aren't
Mr. Rubinoff?"
Ever since
was a you
boy
and
his
teacher,
"Miss
Jones,"
spotted
talent in the boy and liclpcd him to getthea
start, there have bcin wnnun in liis life,
drawn to him l)y his r(.ni;mlic
Watcli him swayiu.u with his vinlin, his
eyes half closed, tlie iusi i umcni punring
forth the utter spirit ol uusatisliud yearning and you will understand what women
sir ill Rubinoff. But what do they mean
to Rul)inoff? There you liave the crucial
(piestion. .So far, e.xccpt for Dorothy,
very litth;. Acipiaintauccs, li i.n.N pci liaps Kay St. Germaine is "Dotty," lovely
— Iiul nothing more. The liour of change, singing
to This,"network.
heard
however, is near. Me is tired of the soli- Tuesdays staronof "Listen
the Mutual
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SPECIAL CARE IN EVERYTHING.
FROM SPECIAL TOYS THAT TEACH. ..TO A SPECIAL LAXATIVE.
THAT'S WHY CHILDREN THRIVE BETTER TODAY...
See that toy.^
It'sdrena howspecial
toy...andmadeuse totheir
teachhands.
chilto think
Doctors tell us that practically everything children get today should be made
especially for them... even their laxative.

It's
common
sense, isn't
it? For a forchild's
system
is tender...
too delicate
the
harsh action of an "adult" laxative.
So when mothers seek professional advice on this subject, doctors usually prescribe Fletcher's Ca.storia— the laxative
made especially and only for children.
Castoria
chiefly the
on
theFletcher's
lower bowel.
It gentlyworks
stimulates
natural muscular movement. It clears

away the waste without any harsh irritation, without any violence.
Fletcher's Castoria can never upset a
baby's tenderthrough
stomach.hisIt tiny
doesn'tsystem.
rush
turbulently
And ingitpains.
won'tYoucause
see, itdiarrhoea
contains ornocrampharsh
drugs, no narcotics. Only the purest of
pure ingredients. A famous baby specialist said he couldn't write a better pre.scription than Fletcher's Castoria.

of pleasant taste in a laxative. They forget that forcing a child to take a badtasting medicine can completely and seriously upset his entire nervous system.
So stay on the safe side, as millions of
mothers are doing, and keep a bottle of
Fletcher's Castoria on hand, always. You
can get it at every drugstore in the country. Ask for the Family Size bottle. It
lasts longer. . .and gives you more for your
money. The signature, Chas. H. Fletcher,
appears on every carton.

And important as anything else . . .
Fletcher's Castoria tastes good. Children
love it— think it's a treat. Some mothers
are inclined to overlook the importance

C ASTO R I A
The laxative made especially
for babies and groH'ing children
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QuLcktlj...
Correct These Figure Faults
Perfolastic Not Only Confines,
It Removes Ugly Bulges!

Thousands of women today owe their
slim youthful figures to the quick, safe
way to reduce . . . Perfolastic.
"Hips
2 inches andsmaller,"
says writes
Miss Richardson"Lost
60 1pounds
9 inches,"
Mrs. Derr.
VVhydon'tyou,
PerfoIasticReducing
Girdle
and Brassieretoo,attestourtheexpense
?
IF you DO NOT REDUCE
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
. . . it will cost you nothing!
Because
many wePerfolastic
reduce
more
than you
3so inches
wewearers
areagreement.
justified
in making
the above believe
unqualified
IMMEDIATELY APPEAR INCHES SLIMMER I
■so Vou
appear inches
smaller
andthatyeteveryare
comfortable
scarcelyat once,
realize
minute
you reducing
wearyou thecanatPerfolastic
garments
you
are
actually
hips,
waist,
thighs
and
diaphragm.
..the
spotswithwhere
fat first accumulates.
You
will
be
thrilled
the
results...
as
are
other
Perfolastic wearers !
PERFOLASTIC REDUCES SAFELV . . . QUICKLY
WITHOUT DIET, DRUGS OR EXCERCISEI
■yourYoucomfortable
do not havemodeto riskof your
health
change
living.
No orstrenuous
exercise
wear noyoudietoutto ...reduce
no dangerous
drugsto
towrinkled
take . to. flabbiness.
. and
face
and
neck
The
perforations
and
soft,
silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
■material
See for! yourself
the
wonderful
quality
of
Read thewhoastonishing
experiences theof
women
inprominent
a few weeks
. . . safely have
. . . andreduced
quicklymany! inches
You riik nothing . . . vihy not mail coupon NOW!
PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept.Please
532, send41 meEASTFREE42nd BOOKLET
ST., New York,
N. Y.
describing
and
illustrating
the new
Perfolastic material
Girdle
and
Brassiere,
also sample
of perforated
and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Same
Address.
City
Coupon orSfnd Name and Aildrett State
on Penny Postcard
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KATE

SMITH'S (Continued
OWNfrom COOKING
page 9)

when that recipe was offered to you in
this magazine some time back, that you
missed out on ijL'tting a cop\ . But that
will never do, tor I wouldn't want to disap oint asingle onerecipe
of y^u:
going
til
a'-;:uii,snI'lUihi^I'mi>lnmnth.
Xotgi\chere,N'ou li.that
.wevcr, hccaii>e
\ oU
don't seem to want to cut np \Mur magazine before the rest of the fann'ly ha\e seen
it, and it's kind of a nuisance to copy it
all down, longhand, isn't it? That's why
I've decided it would be better to give
you
famousleaflet
Chocolate
Cake
recipeGraiidiiiutlicr's
in the regular
that Radio
Stars Magazine offers you every month
absolutely
free. I'm certainly
pleased that
through
give this this
recipegenerous
again. offer I am able to
But that's not the only "special" thing
you'llsendlearnin how
to make,which
of course,
you
the coupon
is alwaysif
tucked away at the very end of my article.
Because this month I decided that if you
wereone,so but
interested
in cakes
you
not
two! .bid
cuokiesI'd andgivecoffee
cake and Calas — in fact, l)oth here and in
the leaflet, I'm suggesting a numlier of
things
I thinkof you'll
all lovein
as muchto aseatI that
do. Most
the recipes
this collection belong to what I call my
Kaji'ce Klatscli refreshments.
But maybe I'd better explain tliat term
for the benefit
of those
don't speak
German.
Not that
I knowwhoanything
much
about that language myself. But there's
one phrase and custom of theirs that I've
adopted enthusiastically and that's — yes,
you've guessed it— Kafjee Klatsch. which I
believe is best translated as "Coffee Gossip." (Amwhat
I right,
lingm'sts?)
Anyway,
it turns
out to mean is
a rather bounteous version of afternoon
tea at which, most likely, at least two
cakes make their appearance as well as
sandwiches and cookies and coffee !
Of course, many hostesses nowadays
already offer coffee as well as tea at the
usual tea hour. But generally, whatever
the beverage may be, tlie refreshments are
of the "dainty sandwich" and "little cakes"
variety. Now I've often suspected that
lots oftheseguests
don'tmasquerading
begin to be assatisfied
with
samples
food,
and I'll bet, when some of the girls get
together for an afterniHin oi sewing or
bridge
or just small-talk,
welcome
more substantial
fare with they'd
a steaming
cup
of coffee to go with it. Therefore, these
foods I'm suggesting — and for which I'm
going
ynu thing
recipesto inserve.the leafletwould tobe give
just the
Another nice feature about this particular
batch sweets.
of recipesThatis that
they'recan allbe doubleduty
is, they
served
at your next afternoon tea and at many
other
timesCake,
as well.
My Grandmother's
Chocolate
for instance,
is a perfect
dessert — with or without fruit or ice
cream. The other cake recipe I'm giving
ynu—U'cileslcy
it's occasion
called—
can be ser\ed onFudge
many Cake
a festive
and in several different forms as well.
You can bake it in a loaf cake pan as
directed in the recipe that I used originally.

SCHOOL

Or you can tr\- a couple of other ideas
/'it
liked immensely.
One
way tried
is to and
bake; have
the cakes
in cup cake pans
and, when cool, spread them with a plain
Confectioner's
— you know
the
kind
I mean: Frosting
2 tablespoons
of boiling
water
cream,theenough
sugar toor make
frostingconfectioner's
of desired
consistency, and any flavoring you prefer.
Or perhaps best of all, cut a small hole in
the top of each cake, insert a marshmallow
in each hole and place under broiler flame
until marshmallows are puffed and slightly
browned. I think we can find a picture to
show
you tohowprove
it's done
can have
the recipe
to yourandownyou sweet
self
how grand these special little cakes taste.
The cookie
recipeCoconnt
I'm offering
for your
collection
is called
Jund'lcs.
And
are
tltey
swell
with
coft'ee
!
And
now we
come to the Cala recipe.
Calas are a traditional New Orleans
delicacy which were lirst introduced into
my home by those two cute little dancers,
the Prcissers. June and Cherry Preisser,
who
made intheir
initial hail
bow from
to theN'Orleans,
theatre public
my
Sicance Music Rczneiv some years ago.
Thex're stars in the Ziegfcid Follies now,
but
they'rethatstillI liked
the sosweet,
youngsters
much unspoiled
when I
first met them and that I've gone on being
friendsing datewith,
since. atW'emyhaxeapartment,
a standfor ever
Mondays
and on one of those occasions I surprised
them by serving the Calas that they had
been raving about.
"Calas." Cherry Preisser told me after
exclaiming with pleasure over the surprise
I had prepared for them, "Calas used to be
sold
in the French
Louisiana's
world-famous
city, byquarter
negro ofwomen
in blue
dresses, white aprons and gay bandanas,
who balanced covered bowls of Calas on
their heads as they went from door to
door. They were generally eaten with the
morning cafe an lait and the recipe was
one that was cherished and passed on,
from
the next."
And onethat'sgeneration
the recipeto that
I, in turn, am
giving
you.
Calas
are
made
yeast-raised, fried in deep offat rice
and; they're
served
with a liberal sprinkling of powdered
sugar. Let them rise over night for breakfast consumption,
all da\'
intend
ser\ing
them, crispor and
hot, ifasyoua hearty
and unusual Kaffee Klatsch refreshment.
I've recipes
already for
told the
you, good
this
andOf allcourse,
the asother
things
to eatrecipe
thatleaflet
I've mentioned
already,
are in my
. . . the Chocolate
Cake of Grandmot/Iier's, the IVcllesley
Fudge Cake (Loaf, Cup or Marshmallowtopped),
Calas. the Coconut Jumbles and the
Then, the
I'm nicest
also going
give you
the
leaflet,
and toeasiest
recipein for
Crumb Cake that I've ever tried. It takes
about
to baketenandmiiuites
turns tooutmixto and
have twenty-five
a distinct
orange flavor — both the topping and the
cake! As I'm especially fond of oranges —
I imagine
you are,Thistoo particular
— this feature
me
completely.
recipewonis
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for those who prefer a real Coffee Cake
to anything else you could think of serving.
Probably you have decided by now that
nowouldmention
of "foods complete
that go with
be considered
unlesscoffee"
it included aHot Cake recipe. As I'm inclined
with my
you favorite
on that score,
going
toto agree
give you
PancakeI'm recipe
here. It may be a bit on the sweet side
for some; so use a little less sugar than
is called for in the recipe, to start out
with. You can always add more after
tasting the first hot cake.
HOT CAKES
J4 cup sugar (or less)
2 cups flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
K' teaspoon salt
2 eggs, separated
1 cup milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 tablespoons melted butter
Sift all dry ingredients together.
Beat yolks, add milk and vanilla. Add
milk and egg mixture slowly to flour
mixture and blend together thoroughly.
Fold in stiffly beaten egg whites, then
gently stir in melted (and cooled)
butter. Bake cakes on pre-heated,
lightly-greased griddle.
Well, that just about ends this "broadbut Itothink
I have
room,thatbefore
signingcast"off.
give you
a recipe
was
sent to me the other day by a Bandwagonlistener-Cooking School- follower of mine
who lives at Jackson Heights, Long Island.
It was nice of this Mrs. Keep to make it
a coffee recipe and I'd be ever so happy to
have ityoucomes
all tryto you
it out.as the
It's special
easy, it'srecomgood
and
mendation ofyours truly, Catherine Smith,
signing off until next month when I expect
to give you all sorts of Foods for February Festivities and for other party
occasions as well.
COFFEE MARLOW
J418 cup
strong coffee
marshmallows
1 cup (/4 pint) wliipping cream
Place marshmallows with coffee in
top of double boiler and cook over
boiling water until marshmallows ha\e
melted. Remove from heat, pour into
a bowl and cool. When mixture is
slightly thickened, add whipped cream
and stir until thoroughly blended. Pour
into individual molds and chill in refrigerator until firm. Unmold and
serve with a garnish of whipped cream
sprinkled with a few finely chopped
nut meats. Serves 4.
Kate Smith,
Radio Stars Magaiine,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send me your recipes for
Cakes, Cookies, Coffee Cake and
Calas.
Xame
Street
City
State

MX THAT SPAGHETTI
LOOKS
CAME GOOD!
HOME I'M
TO GLAD
LUNCH!
I HAVE IT OFTEN
FOR JUNIOR — HE
SO
NOURISHING
LOVES
IT AND IT'S

Here's a igcuc^,eas^ ^ea^
the whole family will enjoy

CHILDREN
are fussy
what ideas,
they
eat. Husbands
haveabout
decided
too. body
"What
a rehef
a dishblessing
everylikes! And
whatto anfindadded
when it's something so easily prepared
as Franco- American Spaghetti!
No cooking or fussing; just heat and
serve. And it'snourishing/^/z/j.' Supplies
plenty of protein for building sound
bones and tissues, a rich store of carbohydrates forenergy. All this— plus wonderful flavor— for less than 3'^ a portion !
Franco-American has a marvelous

sauce... made with cheese. . .luscious,
flavorful tomatoes, a long list of savory
spices and seasonings . . . eleven different
ingredients
all. No —wonder
it's so
zestful and inappetizing
so different
from ordinary ready-cooked spaghetti!
And it's most economical. Acan holding three to four portions is usually no
more than ten cents. It would cost you
more to buy all the ingredients and uncooked spaghetti and prepare ityourself.
Get Franco-American
fromyourgrocertoday.

Franco-American
SPAGHETTI
THE
MADE

KIND

WITH THE

BY THE MAKERS

GOOD

SAUCE

OF CAMPBELL'S SOUPSl

RADIO STARS
DO

THIS

YOUTHFUL

FOR
LIPS

DOWN

WITH ROMANCE!
{Continued from page 29)

every day—
it changeto
toI'setheTangee
one shade
most see
becoming
you . . . from orange in tlie stick to natural blush-rose. Only Tangee has this
Color Change Principle. Tangee isn't
paint — can'x give you a "painted look".
Paris
says, cheeks,
"Look natural'.
Use Tangee.
On your
use Tangee
Rouge,
with same Color Change Principle for
natural youthful color.

BeforeandBed,soften
use your
Tangee—
itJustsmooth
lips. feel
No
more
faded
"morning
look"...
not
confuse Tangee Natural— whose Dospecial
creamics youbasemustsoothes
removelips at— with
night.cosmetTry
Tangee.
Two
sizes:
39<',
$1.10.
Or send
coupon for 24-Hour Miracle Make-upSet.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There U onlti
Tangte tani;ee
— <l<tn't letnatianyone
switchyou you.
Be more
sure
toone
prefer
colorasklortoreceninn
icrar, a.ikral.lor //Tangte
Theatrical.

"24-HOUR
The
George W. MIRACLE
Luft Co., 417 MAKE-UP
Fifth Ave . N. SET"
Y. C.
Rush ature'■24-Hour
Miracle Rouge
Make-UpCompact,
Set" of Creme
miniTangee
Lipstick.
Rouge,
Face
Powder.
I
enclose
10<
(stamps
or
coin). n5< in Canada )
AiirettCltv
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Leo Carrillo's
was the scene
recentheard
good were
will
broadcast
overSpanish
NBC tohacienda
South America.
Amongof athose
Rochelle Hudson, Francisco J. Clarizza, Margo, Binnie Barnes, Rosita
Moreno and Leo Carrillo himself, behind the others.
What about women in Hollywood?
"I had no time for women in Hollywood," he says, impatient with the
subject. "The woman I saw the most of
out there broke a flower-pot over my head
and almost killed me. Who? Ida Lupino.
It was not her fault," he explains quickly,
"it was a sad mistake which made both of
us feel very badly. I saw more of Miss
Lupino than anybody else, because we
were making a picture together. The
Gay Desperado. The flower-pot? Oh,
yes. She was supposed to snatch up a
paper one for a scene in the picture and
liit me with it. But, by mistake, she picked
up But,
a realyouone.remind
I washiui,laidthere
out cold."
were many
other scenes in the picture — love scenes,
nishts on location beneath a California
moon, lovely ladies in the cast. What of
these ?
He reaches for a photograph. It is not
the
picture ofofa amanmovie
queen. It's a
photograph
horse
is galloping. on horseback. The
"See that?" Nino demands. "That is
me. They want to use a double. I say;
'No!' I can ride like the wind. People
think I can only make eyes and sing love
songs.
I canfrom
ride —thefight
whenaskI
come back
Coast,. . do. Butpeople
me about these things, about my work,
my art? No. They want only to know
about
love, about
romance!"
He's women,
pretty
bitter
all. of one
And
yet, mention
the itname
woman and his eyes soften, his manner
changes.

"Elissa Landi? Ah, yes, she is my
favorite!"
he. She
"Sheis has
something
that
sets hersaysapart.
beautiful,
yes,
but it is more than that. I think it must
be a quality of mind. She is different
from
But allas the
to theothers."
rumors that he and Elissa
are to be married, his answer is the same:
"I don't know." It's a good answer. It
was a good answer when, in confusion,
he gave it to the reporters at the train.
It stopped them. It stops everybody else.
However, he has very definite ideas on
marriage, this handsome young Latin, if
you finally pin him down. And if he
means what he says, Elissa will have to
give up her career and retire from the
public eye when lie marries her.
Says he: "Two artists in one family?
Never!
I wouldn't
a professional
woman, unless
she gavemarry
up her
career. A
woman's place is with her husband. A
marriage cannot last if the wife is here,
the husband there.
home
and"Besides,
children.whenAndI marry,
a wife Iwhowantis acontent
withWilla the
familylovely
and Miss
home Landi
for a becareer."
willing
to sacrifice a brilliant stage and screen
career
to
become
a
home-body?
Elissa
a successful writer as well as an actress.is
Docs Martini mean she would have to
give up both her arts? Of course, a writer,
more easily than an actress, can combine
her art with home-making. An actress
must
her audience
A writer's
work bemaywherebe carried
on atis.home.
And
yet, it is a great deal to ask of a woman:
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"Give
up thethestage,
the screen;
forget
your public,
applause,
the excitement
ofFewthesuccessful
theatre, noiv
that
you
are
my
wife."
actresses have been willing
to make that sacrifice.
Anotherand one
theories
one ofthatMartini's
indicates marriage
that he
may be a bachelor for some time yet, is
that an artist should not marry while he
is on the up-grade to success.
"It is foolish
for awhile
singer,he anis climbing
actor, a
musician,
to marry
upward or when he is at the peak of his
success,"
says. "The
great artists
who have Nino
been happiest
in marriage
have
waited to choose a wife until they were
just past the height of their success and
hadIf turned
down-grade."
Nino toward
really the
means
that, Martini
nuptials will have to wait a long time.
He is still riding high on the crest of the
wave in radio — gathering new laurels and
greater popularity this season, on the
Chesterfield hour. Out of the studio, he
is starring in opera and touring the larger
cities for special concerts. Now, with his
performance in The Gay Desperado listed
among the best of the year, he has added
movie fame to his honors. Certainly "the
downgrade"
for Martini ! is nowhere on the horizon
"It is a mistake to think that a wife
helps
you many
rise toartists
success,"
says.when"I
have seen
snatch hea wife
they were on the way up and, on reaching
the top,
discover she wasn't the woman
they
needed.
"I
have
others,a woman
in the who
flush hadof
great success,seenmarry
no use for them when their brilliant
triumphs were over. It is better to wait.
An artist should not marry when he is
young,
do — so
short a anyhow.
time to doHeit. hasWhenmuchhis tobrilliance
is a bit dimmed, his years of hard
study down
over, with
then —a
ahstruggles
! It isand
the constant
time to settle
good wife, children, a home. It is a fine
thing in any man's life. I am planning
on Soit."sincere are his words, so warm and
intense his voice, you feel that the girl
whom he chooses will probably consider
anv career well lost for what he offers
her.
For, in spite of the fact that Nino resents being typed as romantic and wishes
people would ask him alxjut his athletic
prowess instead of his love life, Mr.
Martini is romantic. He may be sick of
moonlight and roses. But he makes any
girl
skies.think of perfumed gardens and starry
And, he gives himself away. "When I
marry I want time — time for a wedding,
time to take the girl away to some lovely
place — Italy, perhaps — on a beautiful
honeymoon. People ask me about marriage now and I laugh. Broadcasts,
concert tours, another movie in preparation, the opera season in full swing ! What
do they think? That I want to be married
between performances ? Never ! Some
wedding,
eh?" suddenly and reaches again
He frowns
for the photograph of himself on the
galloping horse. "When I make a motion
picture,
lovethescenes.
I like theI don't
fights, like
big the
fights,
riding No!
and
shooting. W^hy do people always want
to talk about love?"
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failure. She considered changing her
ofnameher; then
name. determined to succeed in spite
"You see," she explains, "I wanted Dad
to be proud
of myor fight."
not
allow
her father
uncle toShelendwould
a helping hand. Her uncle couldn't understand
this. Her
Hadn'tto succeed
he instil ed in herfather
mind could.
the desire
on her own? "I think it would have
broken otherDad's
heartalways
if I hadhadassumed
name. He
taught anme
that
there
is
only
one
way
to
succeed
— the
right way.
"It was
who girl,
had who
not
known
me awhenstranger,
I was one
a little
gave me mv chance. It was a small part in
Top of the Hill. Both Dad and Uncle
Frank came to the opcTiing night. And I
was terribly nervous, naturally. So were
they, out there in the audience. I found
that, the next night, when neither of them
were among those watching, my knees behaved much better. Every time Dad comes
to see my play, I get an attack of weak
knees. I am so terribly anxious to do my
best, because he is watching. Dad, too,
worries himself sick. It has become so
terrificanythatmore.
he doesn't
to see myat
plays
He does come
his worrying
home and waits for my phone call after
theRalph
first performance."
Morgan waits anxiously for those
phone calls from his actress-daughter. No
matter where he is, Claudia telephones
her father after the opening night of a
play. notEvenreverse
if he the
is incharges.
California — and she
does
The little Morgan girl came out victorious in that first chance — given by a
stranger. Not only had she done her role
well, but she knew now that nothing in the
world could keep her from reaching her
goal. Not even an unfortunate marriage
could beat back the spirit of Claudia Mor"But let's not speak of that. It was a
mistake of two very young people. A
boy
and girl
she
sumswhoit up.were still in school,"
gan. calmly
Is she afraid of marriage as a result of
this mistake?
"Of along,
coursethere
not.willWhen
comes
be no 'Mr.
doubt.Right'
But
he must be in the acting profession.
Otherwise, how could he understand this
driving desire to succeed, this force which
makes
on and
Aftermehergo first
stageon?"chance, she had to
W li.n 1 aske-l tlum abnul a job. it was look for another job. Did her second role
(juite
She smiled
wryly. But"They
come morethe easily?
differenceto
would different."
laugh, or look
embarrassed.
the between
first and"The
secondonlyattempts
answer was invariabl>' the same: 'When land a job was that I knew enough to
>i)u are a little older, perhai)s.' That was instayreply.
away from family friends," she laughs
all the encouragement I could get !"
Her determination has been rewarded,
isai)i)onitmcnt
lor
[he
young
am1 \\h(j knew she had inherited for Claudia Morgan, the charming young
woman who looks young enough to be still
a fanioiKwill)fanu'h„■imronfi-lrn.c
whichI What
she lia-1a in school, has had parts in twenty-six
,
rnlrr
Ihr
a.-lni.L;
profess„,n!
l)la\s.
the twenty-fourth role, she
a'
Wh li.iuever, would iiol be dcjwned. decided .'Xftcr
Claudia,
to contjuer the radio world. She
liach rebuff made her more determined. had a foothold in the theatre, which she
Her character became stronger with each would not relinquish, but she wanted to go
before. She is only now in lier early twenties, alive, sparkling, energetic and ambitious. She was curled up in the corner of
a sofa as she chatted aliout her driving
ambition.
"Nothing actress.
will satisfy
until toI am
successful
It isme hard
makea
people understand my feeling. It is not
because I want to see my name in lights.
It is not because I want to be considered
famous. I shall never be satisfied until Dad
can lie terribly proud of me. Of course he
alwaxs is complimenting me, now. But the
darling always has spoiled me. He always
has lavished
muchthelove
on me."of Her
eyes
arc brightso with
knowledge
that
great love. Happiness radiates from her
when she talks about Father Ralph. "But I
am driven by the thought that I must justify Dad'sClaudia
pride in returned
me." to school, the
When
autumn following her professional appearwas attending
Schoolance— she
at Briarclifif,
New YorkMrs.
— she Dow's
could
scarcely wait to finish. She was so sure
that
be eas>for her.in Hadn't
she success
made a would
youthful
triiuniili
Gypsy
April? But the following year she was to
find
ments.that life was not without disappointbegan looking
a jobwith
as soon
as I
was"1 graduated.
I wasfor filled
ambition.
Idaughter
knew I ofhadRalph
ability.Morgan,
And wasn't
I
the
the famous
actor?
And
wasn't
Frank
Morgan
my
uncle? But my pride would not let me
trade on their reputations. And Father
didn't want to be the means of my stage
Claudia can laugh about her experiences
success."
now, but it was not so funny in 1929,
when shefor was
looking
a job."pounding the pavements"
"And that is just what I did. I walked
from producer to director to agent. The
answer was always the same : 'You're too
young.'
Vou hadsee,known
most ofDadthe andproducers
and
agents
Uncle
Frank for years. They had known me
since I was a baby. I really believe I
would have had an easier time had I not
been Claudia Morgan. Oh, they were always glad to see me. 1 wunld go into their
offices— the daughur ..f Ralph Morgan
didn't
but thatha\ewasto allsit itaronnd
did forwaiting
me. rooms —
"
ilnw
is
Ralph?'
tlu-y
\v,,n1<l
1m ;mk ? Ivinicnilier w liat fun \\ esay.
had 'And
two
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this is for your own wellbeing.
If more than one day goes
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an eminent Ohio physician,
they are used in thousands of
homes as a standard proprietary.
Keep them always on your
bathroom shelf and caution
the whole family to use them
on the evening before the
second day. Three sizes— 1 5<^
— 30^— 60f, All druggists.
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on to other fields as well. Surely, slie
thought, she would not have as much difficulty in breaking into another branch of
entertainment.
But she encountered tlie same attitude
on the part of the radio moguls as she
had from play producers. It was fine to
have Ralph Morgan and his brother Frank
on their programs. Sponsors knew that
these two well-known members of the
Morgan family would sell products. But
surely young Claudia was ii. it old enough,
not experienced enough fur them to take
a chance on her work. Whereas father
Ralph
Claudia's
failureshadin fretted
gettingabout
a stage
role, repeated
he was
amused at her radio refusals. He knew
that his Cla-udia would not be beaten. She
had handled her previous experiences too
successfully to fail now.
'■Rudy Vallee finally broke the hoodoo.
He gave me an opportuiiit\- tn guest-star
on
programtellsopposite
she hishappily
us. SheRohcrt
niailc Ta>Ior,"
such a
success of this performanee that the Lux
people asked her to co-star with her uncle,
Frank Morgan, in a performance of The
Queen's
Throughshe her
on
these Husband.
two programs,
was success
given
parts in two dramatic programs, one of
which was Dai id Haruin.
Claudia Morgan, however, did not rest
on her laurels. During last summer, her
radio work was intermittent, due to her
stage work in stock. In the earl>' autumn
of this year, she was given a three-year
contract by the Theatre Guild in Xew
York. She had just one week between the
end of the summer stock and the beginning

BUT

of her new contract. That week was spent
in a trip to California to see her father
and mother.
"Dad was so happy, so proud that I had
accomplished
"that much," forthatshe much
feels !"thatClaudia
she still says
has
ahadlongdonewayit toon go.
"He
was
glad without
that I
my own merits,
help
or his
haven't
done from
a greathimdeal.
I amfriends.
not a Igreat
actres , but it is a step toward the top. The
top, to me. is to be a really fine actress. I
have no (lesire to be a arcat star, to do
certain
definiteI roles.
v..r - •. ' -i-.c-I
cess because
can fillI a
know that Dad will he pK..~ .,i if
I can fullill this amiiition." And she is
graduall\working;
clo-cr andis beginning
closer to
her
goal. Her
determination
to show pnifits. Her fighting spirit is beThising rewarded.
winter. Claudia again will be faced
with the problem of fitting in her radio
work with that of the stage. .\s this is
written she is trying to work out a solution for accepting a program on the air.
at the same time she is doing her stage
work for the Theatre Guild.
"1 particularly
do the
radio
program, forwantit togivesbe able
such topleasure
to Dad. fornia.
He And always
listens
in
from
he takes great pride inCalimy
work." Claudia becomes so excited talking about all that she wants to do, that the
words metumble
"Dad Xot
has
taught
so muchout ofquickl}'.
what I kn<jw.
only has he given nie the inspiration to do
fine things on the stage. He has given me
ideals — the kind of ideals in life which

tIE DOES

HAV€

really count.
"I remember when he and I were doing
Strauye Interlude together in London.
That was in 193L I had only been on the
stage a couple of years. 'Whatever you do,
Claudia, ofdo work
well,' you
he told
the
amount
do, me.
nor "Ittheisn't
importance of the role. It is the quality of acting that really counts. When you yourself
know that you have done your best, the
glory
doesn'ttimemake 1 much
And
how many
think dift'erence.'
of that I How
many times 1 iia\e said that to myself,
when I was given one-line bits in the beAnd. reiiiemlieriiisr this, she made a suce< ' wlon that year.
1'
: .gether since
ginning."
th It I
- 1 must go on
alone. 1 m.i-t leel that 1 succeed on my
own merits." she tells us.
\\"\\.h such in-piration. is it any wonder
that Claudia Mi-r-ati has a driving force
toheiress
get toto the
In spiteBitters
of being
the
the t"p:
-\ng(»stura
fortune,
she h\-es in a small apartment in New
^'ork. It i- an attractively furnished threeroom home. "I!ut I love it," says the
dau-htercause it is-t not
Ralphpretentious.
:\:or,gau. "II love
love itit bebec
a
u
s
e
i
t
is
near
the
theatrical
district."it
She loves it because it is hers, because
was
etTorts.made possible onlv through her own
Let the heiresses, those who live on the
ett'i.irtsnue.ofClaudia
theirMorgan
families,willhave
ParkonAvesucceed
her
own. "Otherwise. Dad will be disappointed in me." she sa> s simply.
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MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE TEETH!
ing foodbetween
depositsteeth
in hidden
Tests prove that 76% of all peo- crevices
which
ple over the age of 1 7 have bad
hre.ith! Andthesametestsprove are the source of most bad
that most bad breath comes breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
from improperly cleaned teeth. much tooth decay. .At the same
Colgate Dental Cream, because time, Colgate's soft, safe polishof its special penetrating foam,
ing agent cleans and brightens
removes the cause — the decay- enamel— makes teeth sparkle!
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CLEANS TEETH
Firm, handsome teeth depend
upon
two things
cleaning gums
them
thoroughly
and — keeping
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the tooth Even
paste ifyouteeth
are look
using white
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need.
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ends
this
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CANTOR STRIKES
(Continued from page 23)

"Listen :
goodHe shows
a year."finger down the page.
ran hisin inde.x
'The average
from the sponsor
through
contactprogram,
men, ad^'ertising
agency
men
and
directors
of
programs,
doesn't
have a single person of real professional
background.'
"Well, so what? Radio is only ten years
old, really. All right. A lot of those connected with it had to be in some other profes ion. Like aviators. Only young aviators
grew up in that profession.
"You don't remember. You're too young.
But you've heard lots of jokes about the
movieyears
industry,
was
ten
old, haven't
who ran}ou?it? When
Why, itthere
were plumbers, furriers, clothing dealers,
carpenters, all sorts of men. But that made
no difference. There was a new industry.
They were new in it. So they grew up
with it and today the\ are the brains of
the industry. It's to tlieir credit that they
are.
"Why, as far as that's concerned, in
1776 more
George
Washington's
'background'
was
British
than .'\merican.
"That isn't all, either. Advertising men,
contact men — yes, even sponsors, are as
necessary to radio as theatre owners, publicity experts and picture salesmen are to
the
don'tshows,
have
muchpicture
to do industry.
with the But
actualtheyradio
except in the business management. Criticising them is like criticising a motion picture company for emphiying accountants
wlio aren't showmen.
"Showmen build most big radio shows.
Take Rudy Vallee, Fred Allen, Ed Wynn,
Jack Benny, Burns and Allen — take me,
even. enceWe've
hadbuild
someourtheatrical
experiand we all
own programs,
'{"lie sponsors and the agencies let us. Now
how
picture
are
given many
a voicehigh-priced
in selecting
theirstars
stories?
Only a very few.
"Now here's something else. Bob says :
'There is more unnecessary waste of
money and talent in radio than there cz'cr
"Now liow would Boh know about that?
For
thing, there
aren'thearanyof accurate
figuressoronewho— pictures.'
but
you ever
aforsponhad did
to offer
two features
one

DACK!

"Now you know Bob knows better than
that," Eddie insisted. "He knows Ziegfeld
was a great showman — and he knows Ziegfeld never had a show ready, even when
the curtain went up. Take Whoopee. That
was
a
success.theWell,
telling theyou,finale
we
were playing
first I'm
act while
of the second was being written ! Look at
the pictures that are a year or so in the
making and then have to be half remade
beforedio,they're
in ra-to
where youreleased.
have a Ofweekcourse,
at most
set and rationproduce
a show,Lotsthe oftimestageof prepamust be short.
shows
delay their openings. And plenty of picpostponeever
theirhearreleases,
But didturesyou
of a don't
radio they?
show
being cancelled because it wasn't ready to
go on?
You when
bet you
didn't!of movie
Why, guest
here,
just
recently,
a couple
stars, about whom a whole radio show revolved, cancelled their appearances at the
last moment, the show went on just the
same. A swell show, too. I heard it.
"Now then, down here — see?" Eddie
pointed
to a: paragraph emphatically. "Listen to this
'There's too much of the attitude that
only "radio people" understand radio, ivhen
there's
t'rr.v little
basic ofdifference
betiveenon
the essential
principles
entertainment
the air ordirector
the screen.
J'7'e scoi
a radio
dramatic
loss aside
a script
that
was especially written by one of the best
dialogue zvciters in Hollywood, zvith the
comment:
"It isn't
"Now Bob's
wrongradio!"'
there. All wrong!
I've worked on the stage, on the screen and
in radio for years. But I think they're all
vastly different. They're three different
mediums
pictures a ofgoodentertainment,
director canthat's
take all.
a per-In
sonality that screens well and, by constant
drilling, make a box-ofifice attraction out
of it. I've seen that done. On the other
hand, there are fine stage actors and acwho don't
And
there aretressesfine
stagephotograph
and screenwell.
actresses
whose
personality
won't
project
over
air, where facial expression, gestures, the
action, or mere beauty are useless.
"All right. Maybe the director did throw
away the script and say it wasn't radio.
Maybe
he wasare right.
it wasn't.
You
see? There
plenty Maybe
of accepted
novelists
who
can't
write
a
screen
script,
aren't
there? Sure there are I Weil, just the same
way, there are probably plenty of screen
writers who can't write a radio script.
Tiicy
could,andofdevote
course,
if they'd
apply
themselves
thought
and practice
totakeit.theButattitude
they couldn't
as
long
as
they
that they are good radio
writers because they are good screen writers.bodyYou'd
he sickveterinary
and have insomecall inhatetheto best
the

to Hefootstarted
the coston ofa production?"
second breakfast, then
let it. t(io. grow cold while he went on:
""\'e-s, here's anr.lher thing. Take it from
me. ersI sitting
know,arotmd
'I here fifty-two
are no radio
weeksperformin the
year, ing.drawing
i)ig
sal;irics
for
dningget.noth-If
In radio yon earn what \cin
your contract is renewtil, yuu kndw you
worn? Try an cnormzing are sc-lling ynnr sponMir's ]irndiut. If
' -\ i'<\M Mii.i.io-,- iiriiDI.i-; iiATll! Laze away in a
(Inn'tchoked
sell tlieoverprc^lurl,
tub filled with millions of sparkling, rcfrfsliinc lob- yonl':(ldie
a bit ofyou're
toast,out,"Wlien
luldiewouldn't
rea<i anotlier
you?" sentence:
bies. Let "nerves" and fatigue melt in its fragrant lie could speak, he held the mayazine be- world,
" 'It's in the field of drama that radio
luxury.
-Step outyourbuoyant
il' I- eelfeeling.
how f(jre me and pointed to a paragr,i|)ii.
satiny-smooth
skin is;. . no. invigorali
damp, tacky
No "rine.
aroundwhite.the tub"
scrub ten^ceiil
because stores^
the tub _ is^
"Read that," he demanded, ii said:
seems
fall particularly
short.'"
left
Klistening
10c atto most
He topaused
tiiouglu fully.
He tapped
■'IVhat zvould you think of a show with meditatively on the table. He sipped abbVluTb"
Mi|C.r2023
N.
Halstcd
St.,
Dept.
15-B,
Chicago
fiJifl
I'd like 10cto try(stamps.coin)
usa-koam and
million
bath. I a $14,000-/a/c«/
bill, exclusive oj air lime,
^f>'/ enclose
3c stamphuiiblkfor mailing.
of his "But
coifee.drama
"H'm.— well,
That'swhatcold,he
that didn't have so much us a script rcaily too,"' hesentlysaid,
.Town.
as late as tivo hours before a broadcast?" says is partly true. Drama is the most dif60
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It wasn't the Blizzard
that turned him cold
'twas her red rough hands !

Men smoke pipes — or Bob Burns and
Bing Crosby get together on a tune
at rehearsal for Kraft Music Hall.
ficult type of entertainment for the screen
and stage, too, you know. The chief trouble is that what is drama today is just
funnyusedtomorrow.
old movies
that
to draw Look
bucketsat ofthe tears.
Now
people laugh at them. Stock companies
play old dramatic hits as burlesques today.
don't pictureswesterns
still turnwhich
out good
old"Andmelodramatic
coin
money? Radio has evolved the dramatic
serial, hasn't it? Another thing. You never
heard anybody hissing a radio, did you?"
Eddie picked up the magazine and waved it for emphasis.
"And that's not the half of it!" he exclaimed. "Who makes
pictureWhy
starsdoaccept
guest appearances,
anyhow?
they
make them, if the material is poor? That's
their funeral ! They don't have to. No.
the trouble.
Theycanlookpickon upradiosomeas
aHere's
side line
where they
quick,
easy
money.
don'tdo,have
appear in inferior plays.TheyIf they
know-to
ingly, itmust be because they're greedy.
"Something else Bob says here :
'Sponsors and agencies spend fortunes
hiring big names — and give them nothing
to do.'
"Well,or noJack
sponsor
Allen
Bennyor agency
or Ed gives
WyiinFredor
Burns
and
Allen
or
m}*self
anything
They hire us, and we have to put toondcf.a
good
show else.
or else they'll fire us and get
somebody
"Who worries about our material? We
doabout! They
And it we! Every
not only
worry
it— wedon't.
pay for
successful
radio performer I ever knew paid out a
large part of his or her earnings for material. Take a guest star who gets — say —
$5,000
for a performance.
Why orcan'tthreehe
take a thousand
or two thousand
thousand — or four thousand, if he has to —
and pay for some decent material ? Then
guest appearances might be worth while,
instead of what they usually are — a shame
andEddie
a disgrace!"
slapped the magazine upon the
table. He leaned over tensely.
"Bob said something about mediocrity,"
he rapped. "Now listen to me! No medium that could elect a president by the
greatest plurality in the history of this
country, over and above the opposition of
eighty per cent, of the newspapers, can
have much mediocrity about it ! No matter what every movie star in Hollywood
thinks
can't! and
Can Eddie
it?" tackled
The about
defenseit, itrested,
another hot breakfast.

OLR WHOLE D.\Y W .\S SPOILED w hen
Bill saw my red, chapped hands. They did
look horrid. I'd tried everything but I
couldn't seem to get my hands smooth...
THEN-iiiE.vRD now \\ onderfl lly
Jergens Lotion .softens hand skin. I use
Jergens all the time now and Bill says,
"Put your dear soft hands against niy face."

/

but Jergens
Warmth

brought

and

WATER
windhands.
and
cold — —is ashardwellon asyour
It takes away their special beautif)-ing moisture. Yet women say they
wash their hands eight times most
days —more.
have them in water eight
times
No wonder hands tend to crack
and chap in winter— look red, feel
harsh. But Jergens Lotion heals that
chapping and roughness in no time.

back

Romance!
Why is Jergens so effective? First,
this lotion restores moisture inside
the skin ce//s, where hand skin needs
it. Tests prove Jergens goes in more
thoroughly than any other lotion
tested. It leaves no stickiness.
Second, Jergens contains two
famous ingredients that doctors use.
The first application helps. Use
Jergens Lotion for soft hands a man
loves.Atdrug,department,10jf stores.

FRBB!
SAMPLE
self hoGENEROUS
and thoroughly Jergens goes into
theThe
skin,
conser\-es
and
renews
the
youthful
softness
of your hands!
Pro Andrew Jergens Co., 1626 Alfred Street, Cincinnati,
O. (In
Canada — Perth, Ontario.)
Name
PLEASE PRINT
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NOTHING
THE
And

the famous

answers

BUT

TRUTH?
air stars differ in their

to these interesting questions!

To regain lost weight is a simple matter
when certain bodily functions are restored to normal.
Of foremost importance is the stimulation of digestive juices in the stomach to
make better use of the food you eat. . .and
restoration of lowered red-blood-cells to
turn the digested food into firm flesh. S.S.S.
Tonic does just this.
S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste better. . .natural digestive juices are
stimulated and finally the very food you
eat is of more body value. A very important step back to health.
Forget about underweight worries if you
arc deficient in stomach digestive juices and
red-blood-cells ... just take S.S.S. Tonic
immediately liefore each meal. Shortly you
will be delighted with the way you will feel
Talk about big feet! This giant shoe, size 42, which Joan Benoit is
. . .your friends will compliment you on the
trying on, was one of hundreds of trophies, received by Major Bowes
from his radio audience, on display in the Chrysler Building. This
way you will look.
dainty bit of footgear was sent the Major fronn Nashville, Tennessee.
S.S.S. Tonic isesjjeciallydesigned to build
sturdy health. . .its remarkable value is time
James Wallington: Yes — in this way,
tried and scientifically proven. . .that's why
and only in this Zivy, can there be a perit makes you feel like yourself again.
Do
you
approve
of
guest
stars
sonal contact bclifccn the millions of lisfronn stage and screen appearing
At all drug stores in two convenient sizes.
teners, i '/io (/() not lii'c in one of the forefrequently
before
the
mike?
most
metropolitan areas, and the stars. It
The large size at a saving in price. There is
no substitute for this time tested remed}'.
Phil Baker: "Yes — ('/ lliry diynijy radio is Don
good Wilson:
for everyone."
Xo ethical druggist will suggest something
"Not too frequently. They
"just as good."
,, s <, s Co. as they do their cam respective field."
must not become like a football."
Ramona: ".Anyone who has something
Fisher: "Yes. Indubitably a
really ence
outstanding
give has
our radio
audi- guestThornton
star is an added attraction for a comand anyone towho
entertained
mercial
client.
It helps materially in publitlieatres of people should be given a
cizing a program. At the risk of taking
it
on
the
chin,
I should like to add that
chance before the mike."
frequently the alluring star of stage and
Jacques Renard: "No— I think that it screen who posseses visual it proves to lack
impairs their rating by appearing too fre- something when attempting to appeal to
quently and also spoils the perspective of
movie fans by divulging the plots of a sightless audience."
Henrv Busse : "/ do. I think that their
stories before they are seen."

RADIO STARS
afpcarance on the air is not only a big asset to radio, but of definite value to the
stars themsekrs. Radio is non' a big
{'art of j/ioti' business, and stage and screen
stars cannot overlook it."
I'ineentthe Lopez:
' Guestdo stars
before
microphone
not appearing
interfere,
provided the guest star understands mike
technique and is as good on the air as i;i
person."
Jimmie Newill: "Yes, because it gives
the great mass a more intimate contact
with their favorites and affords many their
only opportunity of seeing them. It
makes them feel they knoiv you and helps
a star's popularity."
Ozzie Xelson: "Ves. I think they help
shox'.' radio performers to better advantage."
Jimmy Farreli: "Yes; radio is another
mediumcome eventhrough
which audiences
bemore familiar
with thosecanpeople
tiiey love as personalities. One who has
talent to entertain should share his gift
frequently with those who lack it."
Ireene Wicker: "Only if and when the
guest stars give as much careful preparation to their appearances as the unheralded
but hard
workingcredit
radiofor troupers,
who and
deserve far more
their efforts
talents."
Leo Reisman: "// they have something
they
that's entertaining—
If not,can I sayam ornotdo interested
in monkeys yes.in
the coo for themsehes alone. I am interested only in zihaf they can do to entertain me."
Helen Jepson: "They frequently provide
a delightful change."
Curtis Arnall: "I believe in anyone appearing before the mike who is capable
of entertaining a radio audience."
Ann appearances
Leaf : "Xo.of Frankly.
believe stars
that
radio
stage andI screen
have been the greatest factor in retardii'o
the development of nezv radio names — especial y inthethedramatic
don't
believe that
average field.
screenAlso.
star Izcears
very n'ell on the air, if heard too often.
Xaturally, there are e.vceptions."
Ray Heatherton:
"I certainly
There
should
be a community
of spiritdo.between
all fields of artistic endeavor. It also
brings artists closer to their public."
Rosemarie Brancato: "There would seem
to me to be enough genuine radio talent
to make guest stars unnecessary. Young
people just starting out on radio careers
find it somewhat discouraging when those
who have already made their reputations
on the stage, screen or in opera are called
to appear on major programs."
not?MajorIf Edward
they haveBowes
merit : "Certainly.
they xcill beWhy
the
more tfidely public -♦iced and enjoyed."
Lucy Monroe: "I approve of everything
that stimulates interest in broadcasting."
Art cases
Van itHarvey:
"To myRadio
notion,
many
is a mistake.
is onein
branch of the amusement business which
requires its own technique. Many guest

When Pores flecome Clogged They Become Little
"Dirt Pockets" and ProduceBlackheads, Enlarged
Pores, Muddy Skin and Other Blemishes!
tlie accumulated waxy dirt. It breaks up thisgrimy
dirt— dissolves it— and makes it easily removable. Al the dirt comes out, not just part of it!
As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses the skin,
When you do not cleanse your skin properly, it also
lubricates it. It resupplies the skin with
fine oil that overcomes dr\Tiess and scaly
every
pore onbecomes
a tiny ' dirt
dirt keeps
accumulating
and pocket."
the pore The
be- apatches
the skin soft and smooth.
comes larger and larger and blackheads and So smooth,and inkeeps
fact, does it make the skin, that
muddy skin and other blemishes follow.
tlie skin takes powder perfectly without any
"But," you say, "it is impossible for 'dirt
pockets' to form in my skin. I clean my skin preliminary "greasing."
Definite Results!
every
and cleanse
every night."
But,or aredo
you suremorning
you really
your skin,
Lady
Esther
Face Cream will be found to be
you only go through the motions?
definitely efficient in the care of your skin. It
will solve many of the complexion problems
Surface Cleansing Not Enough
a free trial prove this to you. Just
Some methods, as much faith as you have in youButnowlethave.
them, only give your skin a '"lick-and-a-prom- send me your name and address and by return
don"t "houseclean" your skin, which yourself
mail 1 11 send
you a 7-days"
tube. inThen,yoursecskin.
for
isise."whatTheyis necessary.
the difference
it makes
\^ hat you want is deep cleansing! Many
IS'ith
the
tube
of
cream,
I'll
also
send
you
all five shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder.
methods
only
ofT' housekeeper
the skin. They
not
cleanjrence.
it out!"clean
Any good
knowsdo Clip the coupon now.
the dir.
What you want is a cream that does
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.) (iO^ FREE
more
of your
skin. Youthanwant"grease"
a creamthethatsurface
penetrates
the
Lady Esther,
Please2010sendRidge
me byAve.,
returnEvanston.
mail your111.T-days"' supply
pores! Such a cream, distinctly, is Lady
LadyyourEsther
Four
.Purpose Faee Cream; also all five shac
Lsther Face Cream. It is a cream that
of
Face
Powder.
gets below the surface — into the pores.
Dissolves the Waxy Dirt
Gently and soothingly, it penetrates the
tiny openings. There, it goes to w ork on
63
! Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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stars fail to register and even detract
from a program."
De Leath:of "Guest
hazeVaughn
the adrantaye
giving appearances
a touch of
something fresh to programs that otlicrZi'ise might become too stereotyped and
set." _4_
Tim beRyan:
but I do feel
they
could
better"Yes.presented.
Theythatshould
be studied and given more suitable parts
instead of being forced, as a rule, to speak
drivel." -♦_
Billy Jones: "Why not? I believe there
is plenty of room on the radio for everyone in the theatrical profession."
Ted Malone: "It's immaterial, as far as
I'm concerned."
Andre Kostelanetz: "Splendid idea, but
dangerous in wholesale quantity."
Loretla Lee:
when they
have
something
really"Only
entertaining
to offer.
When they get on the air, after a big
build-up, and exchange a few pleasantries
or crack some feeble gags, they not only
hurt radio, but their own following as
well."
Eddy Duchin: "Yes, it adds novelty and
interest very often."
is interesting
to Patti
hear Chapin:
a stage "Ior think
screen itstar
over the
mike — it adds glamour and the people can
visualize how they look while performing,
having seen them before."
Milton Berle:
Successful pro-

grams are built on the premise that
people should be given what they want.
Radio appearances of stage stars provide
people in the hinterlands with the opportunity to hear celebrities that otherwise
would be only names to them."
What three
essential inan qualities
individual,are tomostassure
his success on the air?
Phil over
Baker:
that projectsof
itself
the "Personality
air. Good judgment
material and intelligence."
Ramona: "Personality, talent and sponJacques Renard : "Ability — contact —
good management."
James IVallington: "Showmanship, husor."
man characteristics and talent."
Smith Ballew: "Good diction, air personality and a pleasing voice."
Don
Wilson
: "One
have
something definitely
zvorthmust
zvhilefirst
to offer.
Second, a pleasing personality. Third, the
art of projecting that personality through
such an inanimate object as a microphone."
Fisher: "Personality,
becauseits
it Thornton
attracts. Sincerity,
because it holds
audience. And, of course, without ability,
neither of the first two qualifications are
of any use. I place personality first because ithas been amply demonstrated that
many stars of questionable ability have

attained stellar proportions, because they
were possessed of that very tangible thing
we call personality."
Henry Busse : "Firsf, ability. Second,
personality. Third, ivillingncss to learn
and ability to take good advice."
Vincent Lopes: "1. Material. 2. Ability. 3. Right sponsor."
Jimmie Newill: "Talent — personality
and ability to project it— ambition and
perseverance."
Ozzie Nelson: "1. Complete naturalness and absence of affectation. 2. A distinctive
crcntncss' toof zvork
some
sort. 3.quality,
Ambitiona —'diffzvillingness
Jimmy farrell: "Talent, intelligent use
of that talent, and sincerity."
Lucy Monroe: "Talent, a strong inhard." dividual personality, and dependability."
Ted Malone: "Ability, opportunity, and
I'aughn De I^eath: "Above all, personpersonality."
ality ! Talent, plus training. And sinLeo Reisman: "Three? You got to be
good — you got to be good — you gotta be
cerity."
Ireene Wicker : "Talent, hard work, attd
a sincere effort for constant improvement."
Ray hardHcathertons
for
many
knocks and "Perseverance,
hopeless days precede
success
and
one
must
have
the
courgood."

jomn-iFYou

Dom

fuSCREM
SO RUM-DOWN EVEKy LITTLE
TUIN6 GOT ON HEKMERVES
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•yOU KNOW
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RIC3HTBETTERABOOT TMAT -VEAST
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age to carry on. Sincerity — no artist can
gofoundon long
it. —He's
boundartist
to beis
out. without
Good taste
a true
one who
will
present
to
his
listening
ence material which will never offend audithem
or disillusion them as to the performer's
finesse." -♦Ann Leaf: "Talent, personality and
luck."
pleasingSecond,
voice natthat
theArtmikeVanwillHarvey
fake to: "Akindly.
uralnes , and third, simplicity."
Charlie Barnct: "Microphone personality— originality— and good judgment in
not using offensive material."
Tim Ryan:quirement"There
three combine
definite re-at
s, al of whichare must
all times: First, ability — you must be able
to do. Second, personality — necessary to
project your ability. Third, material
which is good."
Rosemarie Brancato : "Talent, personality and confidence in one's ability."
Andre Kostelanetz: "Individuality, perseverance, luck."
Curtisperfect
Arnall:rhythm
"Good of'sight-reading'
ability,
speech and
steady nerves."
Loretta Lee 3.
: "1.Discrimination
Distinctive ability.
Persistency.
in radio2.
offering."
Major Edward Boives: "Sincerity, ability and personality."
Abe Lyman: "Personality, speaking voice
and singing voice."

Verrill :to"Quality
suitable mafor
theVirginia
air. Ability
select suitable
terial. Plenty of rehearsing."
Billy Jones: "Voice — ability — personalEddy Duchin: "/ should say — 1. Good
diction. 2. Presence (or poise.) 3. Talent."
Jessica
ity." Dragonette: "Originality, personality and unusual talent."
Milton Berle: "Clean humor, original
material and distinctive style of delivery."
Patti Chapin: "Ability, personality and
sincerity, proper connections."
When off the air, what form of
recreation do you most enjoy?
Phil I Baker:
with myjackschildren.
P.S.
can pick"Playing
up twelve
at a
Ramona: "Reading in the winter time
or in the rainy season. Horseback riding
ontime."beautiful crisp days."
Jacques Renard : ''Golf and the movies
— especially animated cartoons."
Smith Ballcw: "Tennis, fishing, hunting
and riding."
Don Wilson: "Sailing and golfing and
horseback riding."
Thornton Fisher : "Golf and horses. I
don't
bridlecanpath
either. AI
like a mean
horse that
take riding,
high hurdles.
n'ell trained horse is a superb companion.

I'll take these tivo sports in preference to
anyHenry
others."Busse: "My favorite off-theair recreation,
weather permitting, is golf.
And I also get quite a kick out of a visit
to the track, to try and outguess the muJimmie Newill: "Golfing, swimming
and reading. Also, bowling."
Ozzie Nelson: "Any outdoor athletics."
tuels."
Jimmy Farrell: "A day of golf, a hearty
dinner and an evening of bridge."
Lucy Monroe: "Horseback riding."
Ted Malone: "/ e.rpect the ansiver is
reading." -♦_
Vaughn De Leath: "Flying, motoring
and motion pictures — in the order named."
Leo Reisman: "Learning how to be on
the air properly."
Ireene Wicker : "Reading — listening to
music (directly or over the radio) — outdoor c.vcrcise — plays."
Ray chase
Heatherfon:
"Singing,
polo, Also,
steeple-of
hurdling and water
sports.
course, theatre and concerts."
Major Edward Boives: "Being off the
Helen
Jepson to: "Time
Zi'ithinmythelittle
one,
Sallie. Going
our place
country,
ivhere icc have the start of a small farm,
or surf casting."
air!"
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food elements. It
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feel- other vital
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yourbetter
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to carry
usually means your blood is helps
more
and
underfed and does not carry
your nerve and muscle
tissues.
enough of the right kind of to
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Eat 3mann'scakes
of Fleischand nerves. to your muscles
Yeast regularly
each
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast day— one cake about hour
supplies your blood with before meals. Eat it plain, or
health-building vitamins and in a little water. Start today.
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HyciEHE
if your method is TTtCfS^zAn
Why add to the problems of life by worrying about
old-fashioned
methods ofof feminine hygiene? Iforyouembarrassing
doubt the effectiveness
your
method,
or
if
you
consider
it
messy,
greasy, and
hateful, here is news that you will welcome.
Thousands of happy, enlightened women now
enjoy a method that is modern, safe, effective, and,
equally important — dainty!
Zonitors offer a new kind of suppository that is
small,
and GREASELESS!
Whilewater,
easy
toZonitors
applysnowy-white
and completely
removable
with
maintain
the
long
effective
antiseptic
contact physicians recommend. No mi.xing. No clumsy
apparatus. Odorless— and an ideal deodorant.
Zonitors malie use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic
favored
circlesfrombecause of itsprinciple
antiseptic
powerin medical
yet freedom
"burn" danger to delicate tissues.
Full instructions in package. All U. S. and Canadian
booklet.druggists. Mail coupon for informative free
SNOWY WHITE
Each in individua
glass vial

x)nitors,
ChryslerA NewBldg.,Technique
N.Y.C. Send,
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tvelope./ree3464booklet,
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Hygiene.
A ZONIT E PRODUCT
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and took the bows.
It was a thorough Broadway ribbing and
and not entirely in fun, but Berle took it,
grinning, and helped the story along by
kidding himself on his gag-stealing proclivities. There was the time Milton was
introduced
Craig,
Jr. to the wife of the late Richey

TURNING

Perils of Pauline, with Eddie Hutchinson
in The Iron Clcra; and many others. He
was on the way to being something of a
child-wonder, but was hardly the male
Shirley Temple of his day. Probably
much of his abounding self-confidence and
exuberance today traces back to those
early beginnings that make Berle, at
twenty-eight, a veteran of twenty-two
"She's
.so
pretty
I
think
I'll
steal
her,
3ears experience.
too," Berle said.
There were a few typical Berle slips
"I should say not!" Mrs. Craig snapped. even then, however. One time young Mil"Do you think I want to hear Richey's
ton was playing a part that went right
gagsAnother
all overtime,againwhen!" Craig was playing through the picture. There was about one
week
more to shoot, when he arrived at
at the Palace, the annunciators at the sides the studio
one morning looking strangely
altered.
: The director looked at him and
of the stage announced: "Richey Craig, said
Jr."
And
out
walked
Milton
Berle!
The
audience roared at the supposed gag, not
"What've you done to yourself?"
knowing that Berle, among other friends
"I got!) a haircut," Milton said proudly.
of Craig, had been with Richey in his scenes
dressing-room, feeding him raw eggs for (They had to retake all his previous
an attack of what was to be his last illAnother ti me, Milton was playing a
ness, and that Berle went on at the last
poor, ragged waif, .\fter he had been
minute to pinch-hit for his friend.
working awhile, Berle went around the stuwas through
dio showing off a startlingly large diamond
theIt whole
gag-thief"Ricliry
legend Crai;/,
started.Jr." that
bought. but
It wasn't
particu-A
"We were sitting in Dave's Blue ring helarlyhad
good diamond,
it wasa big.
Room," Berle says, "Richey and I, in 1931 director had been admiring it absent— talking and kidding back and forth. A mindedly, when he suddenly grabbed Berle.
few friends were around also — one of them
"Howhe long
have you been wearing
a columnist. I pulled a gag about some- that?"
snapped.
thing and Richey said : 'That's mine,
Berle.' The next gag Craig pulled / "Oh — a week or so," Milton said
claimed — we were ribbing one another. proudly.
The director dashed for the projectionFirst thing you know, it occurred to me —
or to Richey, I forget which — to start a room and had some of the last rushes run
mock feud over stealing gags, so we did of¥.
ring !There was young Berle, ragged, dirty
il. The columnist picked it up and the — and proudly waving a huge diamond
story
from then
on." that the
Now,builtevenup while
he realizes
One other angle about Berle that has
publicity was invaluable and that the gag- received as much publicity as his alleged
bandit reputation kept him in tiie public gag-stealing is his mother. It's quite true
Milton and his Mom have been uneye, Milton Berle would like to lose it. that
usually close. From the earliest beginAs comedy star of the Gillette Community
nings, Mrs. Berlinger — which was the
Sing,material
Berle'sandrisedelivery
has been
his
vastlyphenomenal,
improved family's real name — encouraged ililton, behim and left her home to travel
over
his earlier
He's all overlieved inthe
country with him. But she
approaching
his radio
peak appearances.
as an entertainer
think for him, nor did she play a
and, not unnaturally, he's beginning to be didn't
very active part in managing his afTairs.
irked
by the
so firmly
fixed"lifter"
on him.label that has been They say Milton couldn't have inherited
gag-lifting tricks, because when he was
Standing before the microphone at the his
CBS Radio Theatre, before an audience ni starting in show business Ala Berle was a
about 1500 and a listening audience of store
detective in Gimbel
store into
and
in Wanamakers.
When Brothers'
Milton went
perhaps a million odd, Berle has come a vaudeville.
Ma
went
along
and
she
sat
out
long way from the kid of six who played in the audience for every show, four and
inchorus
churchup shows
and
sang
in
a
children's
five
times
a
day,
every
day
in
the
week.
in Harlem. In W e>sa\ed
his first comedy part by ciitri int; a Charlie And, good, had or indififerent. Mom would
Chaplin impersonation (nnicsi, in the has
all of Milton's
gags. more
She
hearty, atinfectious
laugh and,
Bronx. The moustache was a bit of fur laugha heartily
often
than
not,
her
laugh
would
start
the
from one of his mother's nld i<iafs; his audience laughing — which was the idea.
father's trousers and a borru\\c<l caiu- and Aud. as far as a comedian is concerned,
derby completed the makc-ii]). A in.ni, im- whether the audience laui;hc(l with her, or
with young
toniclicing
bini at Mihoii. as l.iii.u as the\' laimlu-d. it was
to Mt. pressed
Vernon
whereHcrlc's
finalsact,were
run and F.crle won. It was a sii<irt step all right. She saw to it that they laughed.
from tliat to |)la\iiig kid parts in the old Anyone who has sat through the same act
movie lomiiaiiic. then being produced even three times will acknowledge that
around
\drkand; Berle
workedCompanies
for the that's real mother love!
Cosmos, .\"ew
Crystal
Biograph
Milton's (k\otion to her is not a pubin New York and New Jersey around
story. \-Wq\i today, he carries a joint
1916 and played with Pearl White in The accountlicitywith
his mother and his first con-
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M"deratioii
ikes girls isandforgoeslier.outHe's
with noonesissyor — an-he
)ther
as
fancy
dictates,
hut
doesn't
get
:angled up and if he were hegoing
to buy
Jiamond bracelets, lie'd be apt to get them
for
Ma gotBerlemarried;
wouldn'the
nind hisif hemother
fell infirst.
love and
justWhile
hasn'thisiiappcncd
tci,
so
far.
mother insiiircd him, stooged
for him and helped him build up confidence
in himself, it was a manager named Sam
YOU NEED THE 3-WAY PROTECTION
Baerwitz who played a great part in
Berle's
professional
life.
.\fter
Berle's
THAT ONLY KOTEX OFFERS!
early efforts in vaudeville, Baerwitz
handled his act, coached him, fought for
bookings for him and believed in him.
Milton had not done comedy at first, as a
kid actor. He'd worked with Mabel Xorniand in a picture when he was eleven; in
1920 he played in a revival of Floradoni
inBentheGrauer,
children'snowsextette
with announcer,
him were
the —radio
Helen Chandler and Marguerite Churchill,
who have since made their marks on the
stage, and the late Junior Durkin.
He did an act with Elizabeth Kennedy
for four years. They were known as the
Child
Miltonsplitsays
terrific ll'onders.
and when they
up inthey1924werehe
was at the gawky stage.
"After that," as Berle tells it, "I did a
single. Imonies twas
o work thewithfirstall master
the actsofoncerethe
bill, for Loew — only they didn't call them
Wondersoft Kotex provides lasting comfort and freedom. But sides
that — out
theywith
calledthe mediflferent
an 'announcer.'
come
acts and clownI'd
only are cushioned — the center surface is free to absorb.
withIt was
them."around this time that the Keith
office refused to book Berle, claiming that
he was not big-time material and adding
that
didn'tofthink
he ever
would kept
be.
But, they
in spite
rebuffs,
Baerwitz
plugging for Berle and Berle kept working. He did singles, he did master of
ceremonies
in various
singing and dancing
tabloid "flash
revue.s —acts"
that— Baerwitz put out and finally the day came
when Berle, known by this time as the
greatest gag-lifter on the circuit, was considered for the Palace Theatre, the vaudeville actor's Valhalla.
Holtz,Craig
FrankhadFay,allBillhadGaxton
and"LouRichey
runs,
M. C.-ing at the Palace," Milton say-..
"They and
werethey
looking
someone
follow
them
pickedfor me.
I wasto scared
ture
the tw^isting
whole length
of the pad. Gives "body" but not
silly — it was all I could do to walk out
bulk —evenly
prevents
and roping.
on to the stage at the opening show."
But Berle discovered that even the Palace audience would laugh at his stuff — so,
with characteristic gusto, he sailed in —
gagged, kidded, wisecracked back at his
kidding contemporaries — and ran for four
weeks. It was a tough talent lineup to
work against, too. Fifi D'Orsay, Beatrice
Lillie, George Olsen, Bobby May, Al Siegal and other headliners were on the bill ;
big name><
whena Berle
amany
child.of them
And Berle,
without
chancewasto
break in his stuff on Broadway, opened
cold — and killed them.
The gags that were i)ulle<l on him at
that Palace engagenuiU cliiu luc] his reputation as a Hegag-bandii.
Ii (luln't
however.
played Mxtccn
weekshurtinhim,
the j
Vanities of P>32: ^ix week.-, at the Palace,
closest-fitting gown, reveals no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.
Chicago, and appeare<l many times on the
3 TYPES OF KOTEX ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE - Regular,
I'allce
Varieties
radio
show,
as
well
as
Junior, and Super — for different women, different days.
eight weeks on the Old Gold program, with
Harry
tiiaiis. Richman and Waring's Peniisylva- WONDERSOFT
KOTEX ld/,ri.irot[o„ tVc,
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Priscilla Lane and Johnny Davis go into their new dance while perfornning
for Fred Woring's Noveleers, connedy nnusical group with the Pennsylvonians.
"I wasn't so hot," he says, "in those
first appearances. I had bad luck with my
material and too little time to work, I
hadn't learned a radio style or microphone
technique.
It wasn't
until I with
made Vallee,
one of
several repeat
appearances
in 1936, that I thought I really Iiad something. Ichanged
my style
— worked Itslower
and made
gags less
important.
was
after I'd filled in two weeks for Fannie
Bricc, on the Ziegjdd Follies of the Air,
that I did an audition for Gillette, with
Jack
I'm not
crowingOakie
— but andI gotCliff
the Edwards.
show.
"I know all this publicity about gagstealing helped build me up. But as a matter of fact I spend plenty of money on

material
— alltonew,
specialfilestuff
. . look!"
Berle went
a large
and . pulled
out
folder after folder. "Here you are —
here's
WilkieBrecher,
Mahoneywhowrotewrites
for myme
. . . andstuffIrving
present show with me . . . all listed, every
date I ever played, practically.
"I write a good part of my own stuff,
too. It was on my program that this burlesquing of popular plays and pictures
started. We did Romeo and Gillette by
William Shavchcard, long ago. Back in
September I took a girl from the audience
to use in the Berlettcs skit, because it
fitted in with the Community Sing idea.
About a month later O'Keefe did it. A
long time ago I did Last of the Mohicans
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and, a few weeks later, someone else did
it. I did Anthony Adzrrse and, a few
nights
later,stole
Jack itBenny
did it. happen.
I don't
say they
— coincidences
There was the time I had that gag: I got
my Southern accent drinking out of a
Dixieit, cup,'
in the comedians
script. Before
I could
use
four other
had used
the
gag in one week 1"
It's true, of course, that it's hardly possible to be completely original in gag comedy. All gags are adaptations of old
comedy ideas and, times without number,
comedy writers have duplicated, unintenideas.standard
And it'scrack
also
true that tionanal y, one another's
old vaudeville
used to be: "Let's go dozvn to the Palace
and get some nciv material." Anyway,
Berle's
Ross & justification
Edwards suedcame
him inforcourt,
using when
a bit
of stage business they claimed as theirs.
The judge asked: "When was the first
time you saw Ross & Edwards' act?"
: "\\'hen
Whalen
didBerle
it!"replied
He added
thatJans
Jansand& Whalen
got it from Kramer & Bo\le, who got it
from Clarke & Hamilton. Berle, incidentally, proved his point and won out.
Berle is tremendously enthusiastic about
himself, his work, and his program. He
punctuates his conversation by poking his
finger at you to make a point, or w-ith the
exclamation: "Yliear?" in a rising inWhen you're in hot water, my friend, you'd better switch to
flection. Though primarily a stage perKGDLS quickly. Their touch of menthol will soothe and cool that
former, used to an audience, he aims his
raw, hot throat. But in every refreshing puff the grand tobacco
radio show at the home listener and thinks
flavor stands out unspoiled because KQDLS are so mildly menthat the faults on his earlier radio aptholated. With every pack a valuable B & W coupon . . . start
pearances wtoo
ere duemuch.
to playing
dio audience
He toad thelibsstu-a
saving them for handsome premiums. (Offer good U.S.A. only.)
great deal, even on the air and he says
Easy on&Williamson
your throat, Tobacco
men ... Corp.,
get KGDLS.
They're
better for you.
you can't be too smart for a radio audiBrown
P.O. Box
599,Louisville,
Ky.
ence— a performer needn't "play down"
to them.
Without the dry wit of Fred Allen, or
the pleasant suavity of Jack Benny, Berle
has a style of his own. He is the wisecracking type of comic, willing to be, or
to make someone else be, ridiculous for
laughs. He grins in a puppy-like, engagiu"
way and goes through his routine w-ith
the
of one who
enjoysthrough
it. He the
doesn't
win zest
an audience
so much
appeal of his personality as because he does
be funny.
He's .\miable,
a big fellow,
amanage
half inchto short
of si.\ feet,
Berle
never walks into fights. In an argument
with Harry Jans (of Jans & Whalen), a
long time ago, Berle avoided bringing it
into a socking match. It was not long
afterward that he met Tony Canzoneri,
one of his best friends today, and Tony
began bo.xing with him almost every day.
So Berle
probablynow.could give a good account of himself
SAVE COUPONS . . . MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS
Just before the writer left, Berle played
a transcription of one of his past shows.
It was one of his burlesques of Good Will
Court and it was funny. Berle was a
good audience. Throughout he chuckled at
gag lines ; punched his knee and kept up
a running fire of : "Terrific." "You get
it?" "Y'hear?" It was as impersonal an
appreciation as though he had been listening to someone else. They had to stop
burlesquing that program, however. And
a few nights later, your reporter, dialing
in a Mutual Network station heard the
Croslcy Follies doing Good For Nothing
Electric Clock — Hammond. Walnut FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page Silex Coffee Maker — Pyrexandchrome.
Court — a burlesque of the same program.
B & W premium booklet. No. 13 Electric. Makes 8 cups ... 450 coupons
So maybe Berle has something to be front. IIOV. 60 cycle AC. 375 coupons
sore about I
RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES.. .ALSO CARRY B & W COUPONS
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Mother! When your child has a cough (due
to a cold), remember this: a cough medicine
must do its work where the cough is lodged
...in the cough zone. Smith Brothers Cough
Syrup is a thick, heavy syrup. // clings to the
cough zone. There it does three things: (1)
soothes, (2) throws a protective film over
the irritated area, (3) helps to loosen phlegm.
Get Smith Brothers'— /'/'i safe!I
35<- and 60^.
f
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VIvitamin
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the nose
and
throat
to
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soft,Mercolized
beautiful
underskin.
Blemishes
disappear.
Wax
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a
complete
beauty
treatment
inneeds.
a single
cream.Softens.
ContainsBeautifies.
everythingProtects.
your skin
Cleanses.
Start
using
Mercolized
Wax
tonight.
Winout new
skin
loveliness.
Mercolized
Wax
brings
the
hidden beauty of any complexion.
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CAN'T{Ciinliinicd
HOLD
fiotii f('<U'HER
■^'^)

and biiUfr and san.ii hard, li the\- also
knew how to take it ea>y ii
off and have fnn and he calm. their time
Bnt not Jane. Slir never liaiipy
unless she was breathK■■^-l.\ hiw\ , at;itating
over six things at once. rnshin,<> around
all day from appointment to appointment,
or getting another scholarship at the
Juilliard School. She crammed in singing
and language and dramatic and dancing
lessons,
star on for
her the
own.future
Of when
course,she'd
she bewasa
frazzled to a nub when ninht came, but
what if the others icc/c gaily surging out
on a double date? Jane would don her
l)ajamas and spend the evening at the
piano arranging two choruses of St. Louis
Blurs and get a kick out of it. She was
pretty sure she was having a swell time.
Until her first big New York romance
went blotto. He was a very athletic and
blonde
youngillustrations
artist, with
accent and
in allan theO.xford
best
magazines. He liked tall girls and music
and Jane—
practically
convinced her and
that he
two had
careers
in the same
East River duplex would be a delightful
idea. That is, he convinced her whenever
he had a chance. If they sat at hoine,
Jane invariably got six urgent business
telephone calls right in the middle of his
most serious conversations. If they went
out, they were rarely alone because it was
alwa}s to a broadcast or a night club
opening or some play Jane simply had
to see in connection with her dramatic
lessons. Half the time, when he arrived
for a date, she'd come home an hour late,
supperlesshausted tobudge
and apologetic
exoff the divanandall too
evening.
But he was in love and sweet about it.
But gradually that sort of thing began
to hurt his jiride. One night, when she
had an cnga^enicni \\ itli him for eight
o'clock. Jane was <lctained at her music
teacher's. A little alter ten shetuberoses
rushed
home to find box of wilted
the 7ve
box ivcre
top
on tlie foyer ible; acn . •■//
had been pen d/,/ aalway.
t.-rs.
iiKinirdshe ilneveu'i
the like
man this."
who
hr
.\ni\
wrote the words. a'^ain sa'
For a while she nursed a badly broken
heart
but sheof was
twent\-on and
were scads
otheronlybeaux
her there
teleIjhonc e\ery night and Jane decided not
to he <lisillusioned just because one man
had faile.l to nnderstan.l. So, for her
next romance, alter she had ])roperly recovered from her first, she tumbled for a
youngself doctor
enough ofhim-a
to realizewhowhatwas thebusydemands
career could be.
Of course, he was entirely sympathetic
the night she had to lireak a dinner engagement with him to get some important
song arranfiemciits finished by the next
nujrning. llow was she to know that a
Hollywood agent, in town fnr only a few
hours between planes, vvoul<l teK]ili(ine and
urge the Pickens Sisters to meet him in
the offices of the Capitol Theatre at light
o'clock for a hurried business talk? Since
Jane always handled things of that kind,
she slipped on her cape and dashed over
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to the theatre in a taxi. And the next
morning
this
little itemherin broken-dinner-date
a newspaper gossip read
column:
"l\ainloiii Siial^slidts — Jniic Pickens, respU-iidciit i)i silccr fox, emerging from the
Capitol last eve i^-ith Mr. Blank of the
Cinemaask City."
young doctor
even
for an The
explanation.
Three didn't
days
later heevensailedsentto astudy
never
post incard.\'ienna and he's
"I finally realized," said Jane, "that I
had to tween
decide
two things,
romancebetween
and devoting
all bemy
energiesself.toOne making
career from
for myinvariablya real
suffered
the
other and I couldn't have both. So I
decided — well, I thought I decided — on
out to Hollywood went the Pickens
theAndcareer."
three,
to
soundandtracks.
Sittin Prettysing
was forthe thepicture
production
was delayed on it several times, which left
the girls with all kinds of leisure to have
hadn't came
a thingin
tofun.do,Week
while after
theirweek
salarytheychecks
regularly just the same, so Helen and
Patti took full advantage of a vacation
in the California sunshine. Not Jane,
though.
Typically,
went Los
and got
herself enrolled
in theshe best
Angeles
musicalself down
and with
dramatic
schools,
loaded
herteachers and tutors and
even another course in dress designing !
Romance was too much in the air, however, for her to stick entirely to the
career business. Patti was being beaued
around from breakfast to bedtirne. Helen
had met and become engaged to Salvatore
Curioni and when Jane was introduced
to a certain attractive young advertising
executive, her heart, despite everything,
promptly
For six turned
weeks turtle.
they kept company and
when her birthday was about to roll
around, her best beau wanted to have a
party for her. He scheduled it for the
night of her birthday and had invited
sixty guests, when she discovered, two
days beforehand, that she was expected
to sing at a school recital that evening.
So he postponed it until another night,
when
she wasall positively
free, notified
his guestssure
and she'd
changedbe
his plans and was very understanding.
Then what should happen, the very aftrno n of thea studio
party, but
the were
Pickens'to
should eget
call.thatThey
report to the lot at once to have their
costumes
for gone
the next
shooting. fitted
Jane had
off to morning's
take her
French
lesson,
Helen
and
reach her by phone, so theyPattihadcouldn't
to go
w ithout her. And when she came home at
dinner-time, she found she'd have to rush
right outtumes fitted
to the
that studio
night. and have her cos"Don't call the party off." she telephoned
her host in explanation. "I'll try my best
l(j hurry and 1 may be a little late— but
Si) the party went ahead, very much
dampened by the absence of its honor
guest. And Jane Pickens learned that
night that the last thing in the world that
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can be hurried is a fitting. There were
four costumes, and she stood still and
straight for six hours, while a seamstress
basted and pinned and snipped away the
evening. When she finally got to the
party, it was after midnight, the birthday
candles were puddles of pink wax. most
of the guests had gone home and she was
so Somehow
tired she couldn't
even be apcilogetic.
the advertising
executive
never quite got over that. He dated Jane
a few times more, then drifted away.
It was almost two years before she allowed herself to fall in love again. On
a trip to Bermuda, she forgot, for the
third time, her decision to stick to business
and leave romance akme. He was a senior
at one of the big Xew England universihad madeandquitehe a scored
name for
selfties, inhe football
an himeven
bigger touchdown with Jane. All winter
he drove to Xew York, every single weekend, to see her and when spring holidays
came he invited her up to that biggest
event of all collegiate years — the fraternity house parties. Jane was thrilled to
death, because only best girls get bids to
house party week. She even turned down
a radio guest-appearance ofTer in order
to go. She bought a lot of new gowns
and made her pullman reservations.
And then, at the very last minute, she
was held over a week at the Paramount
Theatre, where she'd been appearing in
the stage show, ^^'hether she liked it or
not
and shefour-a-day.
didn't like house
it— sheparty
had orto gono
on —playing
house party. Her young man definitelydidn't
either.
he realized
that thislikewasit. the
first Maybe
of a series
of in-

evitable disappointments when a fellow
loved a girl in show business ; maybe he
had boasted to his frat brothers of inviting
a radio star to the dances and had been
mercilessly
whenincident
she didn't
up.
At anykidded
rate, the
servedshowto
cool his ardor.
And that was soon the end of that.
"So asI decided."
"thattheI
might
well reap Jane
sornc told
benefitme. from
time
I'd
taken
away
from
fun
and
devoted
to work. I thought I was finally prepared to become a star on my own. I put
my voice under the training of Madame
Schoen-Rene . a famous and wonderful
teacher and. got down to real business.
wasn't
untilasked
the phone
rang"It one
day very
and anlongagent
me if
I wanted to try out for the singing lead
in the Follies. I didn't have any idea
I'd really
get Lee
it. \\'hen
bers and Mr.
ShubertI sang
offeredtwomenum-the
part right away. I almost died with exciteplaying
eight performances
week andment. I'mdoing
a broadcast
every Satur-a
day night and I'm still keeping up with
my dramaticworking
and music
practically
me lessons,
to death,too.butIt'sI
these days, with the trio vacationing
loveSo it!"
from the air. things aren't the way they
used
to
aroundof the
the girls
Picken^'
when allbethree
had apartnien.t.
jtriiigs of
top hats in tow every night of the week.
Helen is engrossed in the affairs of being
a young society matron : Patti's doing the
town awithhard-working
fiance Bob Simmons
— and Jane's
just
girl, chanting
Mid>iiiilit Blue and Island of the West Indies
at the W inter Garden every night and

Pretty, popular— the girls who
guard against Cosmetic Skin
YOUNG THINGS have a way of knowing what's what in beauty care.
Thousands of them everywhere are keepI USE ROUGE AND
ing skin exquisite with Lux Toilet Soap.
POWDER, BUT I
Its ACTIVE lather removes from the
pores every trace of dust, dirt, stale cos- NEVER LET THEM
metics— guards against the tiny blemishes, CHOKE My PORES.
enlarged pores that mean Cosmetic Skin.
I REMOVE THEM
You can use all the cosmetics you wish ! THOROUGHLY WITH
But before you put on fresh make-up Lux TOILET Soap
— ALWAYS before you go to bed, use
this gentle care. Keep your skin clear —
smooth — young. You'll find it pays!

coming home very gladly, after a rushed
day, to the pleasant prospect
ofand anfatiguing
early bedtime.
W hich is sort of a shame, because the
prettiest
Pickens,
she's gooftenwithbeenromance.
called,
has all the
thingsas that
She's tall and trim, with a clear-eyed look
ofcharming
distinction
that's often
morea
thanabout
mere herbeauty.
She has
simple, wholesome mouth and a perennially
fluffy bob and stunning clothes and her
skin's lain.
the Added
colorto ofall delicate
of whichbisque
is theporceoutstanding fact that she can cook Georgia
batter
witlinut bread
prayer.that's too good to be eaten
• '(, Miir-c it's all my fault." she confe-c<l. tliar I'm living like a hermit these
day-. I a>ked for it and I guess I'm
getting
it. I've
awful bug things.
in me
that drives
me ongot toan accomplish
I've alwa\ s been that way. I guess — I
gue-s.
rather
beaue<l.actually.
Xo. not I'dreally
that —bebutbusy
you than
see,
it isn't fair to love a man and subordinate
him entirely
to your work. It isn't fair to
you
or to him.
"Lo\e takes time, lots of time . . . So.
for a while. an\ way. until I get my fill
of ambition, the best thing is not to love
an\bod\-. If I difl. it would turn out as it
has•■W"(.uld
so nianvyouotherreally
timessay."
— I'dI lo.-e
asked,him.""that
JaneShePickens
her beaux?"
slowly can't
drewholda pointed
fingernail
across the pillow of the divan. "Say," she
said
seriouslytalkalter
a mcunent. "that
for all
her bright
about
ens sometimes
secretlya career.
regretsJane
thatPickshe
hasn't a beau to hold."
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BREAKS THE
(Continued from page 47)

explained to me, "and I faced a definite
cri.sis in my life. You see, the old-country
Italian families never send their girls away
from home. Not even to college. As soon
as a girl completes what education she can
get
her settle
own down
town, and
she'shaveexpected
marryin and
children.to
"That's what my parents intended for
me. Honestly, I couldn't bear the thought !
Why, I'd never been allowed to have a
date in my life! I'd never been near any
boys
my brothers.tradition,
That's another
of thebutold-country
too ; a part
nice
Italian girl doesn't go out at night as
American girls do. She stays at home until some young Italian in the neighborhe'd liketo toaskmarry
he askshood decides
his father
her her.
fatherThen
for
her hand and if her father thinks it's a
good match, he goes right ahead and arsay-so inrangestheit. The
mattergirl; shedoesn't
simply have
does much
what
her family want her to do.
"I was only seventeen and I didn't want
to settlebody down
in lovegirlwithfriends
anyand all !myI wasn't
American
were getting jobs and travelling and going
to dances
having! soI was
inuch crazy
fun. toI en-go
vied themandto death
away and study singing, to work, to do
something besides sit at home — but my
family
wouldn't
it. long, endless
"I felt,"
she toldhearme,of "those
days and nights when I did notiiing but
paint
china like
and the
moonLady
around
the housewho
—I
felt much
of Shalott,
looked into the mirror while the cavalcade
was going past on the highway. I simply
had to do things. And I wanted to do them
It my
was voice."
in the midst of this that Papa
with
Brancato
died and his last wish, expressed
to his wife, was that Rosemarie should be
allowed to keep on with her music. When
one of her former high school teachers,
shifting from Kansas City to the faculty
of the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, offered to look out for Rosemarie
if she were allowed to study there, Mrs.
Brancato gave in. So her baby, with
trunks of clothes and bright eyes and high
hopes,
wenteverything
away. but fun during my
"I had
four
years
in
college,"
Rosemarie
said to
me. "I had money
to spend
and encouragement and I even got a scholarship, my
second year, for winning the New York
State Atwater Kent audition. But, in the
tirst place,
work harder
than YouI'd
ever
dreamedI hadhardto work
could be.
see,
I
didn't
even
know
how
to
read
musica
very well and I landed up there with
whole
school
full
of
child
prodigies,
who'd
been studying music all their lives. They
could recite circles around me. I got an
awful inferiority complex and lots of Unvs
I cried and hated college, l)ut it was still
better than being at home doing nothing.
"The second thing that kept me from
having
fun was — well,
I guess
you'd call
it
the edl)oy
my family
me toe]uestion.
behave theI knew
same away
from trusthome
as I'd always been taught — and I
wouldn't
dates. Notbetray
that their
I hadtrustmanyby having
chances;anyI

CUSTOM

studied every night, usually because there
was nothing else to do. But if a boy even
looked at me, I'd blush. I couldn't even
talk to a boy. Honestly, I didn't know
liow.
the with
easy men
camaraderie
the otherI hadn't
girls had
and I wasthatso
self-conscious when I was around them
that they shied away and stayed away.
"I was such an innocent child at eighteen. Mother had been a practicing obstetrician inKansas City. She had graduated
from the University at Palermo, Italy,
while she was waiting for my father to
make good in America and come back and
marry black
her, and
take herto
little
bag whenever
and leave she'd
the house
bring some neighborhood baby into the
world,ket andshe'd
was carry
going itto tomar-its
buy tell
the mebabyshe and
mother. I believed that until my second
year in college! Can you imagine it? I'd
always
kept thatpresent
shelteredfromfromcollege,
life."
For abeengraduation
Rosemarie's mother and brothers and sisters gave her six hundred dollars. She
could use it to study for a little while in
New York, they said — to sort of put the
whipped cream topping on her Eastman
education — but if she wanted to study over
aManhattan.
period of New
years,Yorkshe wascouldn't
do for
it ina
no place
young single girl to be on her own. She
must go to Italy; if she would do that,
she could attend school there under the finest teachers for as long as she liked.
After a few months in New York, however, Rosemarie balked at the prospect of
going to Italy. For the first time in her
life"Ishefelt,"
buckedshe against
her tofamily's
orders.I
explained
me, "that
could get as fine training in New York as
I could abroad. I knew it. And besides,
there's a movement in Italy now to give all
the singing jobs to the native-born singers.
I didn't
want mya chance
music toto work
be pleasure
alone
— I wanted
with it
and I realized that my chances for work
were greater in New York than anywhere
a rather unusual thing for a
elseSo inshethe didworld."
rich girl. She stuck to New York, even
after her family had stopped her allowance and refused her any further aid.
With only a hundred dollars between herself and defeat, she got a job in an East
Side Settlement-House; she moved into a
dismal attic apartment with the only
friends she had in the city, two girls who
had gone to college with her. Then she set
out to find her place in the music world.
The whole thing was far more grim
than she had expected it to be. She
worked from two in the afternoon until ten attonight
the Settlementa haven
whichatragged
little EastHouse,
Side
urchins scurried for games and milk and
crackers and shower baths. It was her job
tolittlesee boys,
that the
the
that bigtheyboysgot didn't
clean pick
behindon the
cars and didn't walk out with the Settletoys and baseballs
shirts.at
For herment'sefforts,
which leftunder
her their
frazzled
the end of the day, .she made fifty dollars
a ninntli and suppers. Just try to live on
fiftv dollars a month in New York!
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This is not Frankenstein, so calm
your fears. It's Phil Spitalny,
maestro ofTheradio's
unusual
orchestra.
band most
is composed
of thirty beautiful women musicians, all of whom are willing
worshippers
at Phil's
feet. Mondays.
Program
is heard over
NBC,
Nights, when she went home, she did the
marketing, cooking and cleaning for the
apartment. That knocked off a shce of the
rent she had to pay. But mornings — mornings were what she lived for. From nine
until
she class,
attendedlearning
Estelle mike
Liebling's
famousoneradio
technique and voice and operatic roles and
stage presence. Miss Liebling, who has
brought to fame such musical stars as Jessica Dragonette, Jeritza, Galli-Curci and
\'ivienne
performed Brancato
a master stroke
when
she Segal,
took Rosemarie
under
her
wing
without
a
cent's
payment in return.
For, one day in Chicago, Marion Talley
caught a cold that prevented her scheduled appearance with the Chicago Civic
Opera Company. Jeritza, who had heard
a shy little Italian girl singing at Miss
Liebling's and had not forgotten her, suggested:"Sendat once
for !Rosemarie
New York
The child Brancato
has a lyricin
coloratura soprano that is positively sensational !" got the message, the chance
Rosemarie
she had waited and worked for so hard,
on a Friday night. She performed the almost impossible feat of memorizing the
whole role of Gilda in Rigoletto during a
single week-end. All Sunday night she
lay awake with excitement in a berth on
the Twentieth Century. All of Monday she
memorized more music score and stage
directions under the excruciating pressure
of simply haz ing to make good. And that
nigiit she stepped on to the stage in her
Juliet-like costume of white and gold, with
her long yellow hair brushed demurely
down her back, and a steady heart, and
sang Gilda.
Raved is the only word for what the
critics did. They dusted off their finest
stock of seldom-used adjectives to praise
her voice, to call it "marvelously pure and
of ravishing
Not since
sensational debuttimbre."
of Galli-Curci
in thethe same

WILL BE

MORE
BEAUTIFUL
WITH
pAikim

PM

Suppose you found you
were less beautiful than you
could be . . . and then discovered
a way to new loveliness . . .
wouldn't you act - and quickly?
Of course! Well, ordinary rouge
certainly doesn't give you all the
beauty you could have, it gives
that ''painted, artificial look".
Now let's see about Princess Pat
rouge. You've a good reas^on to change
to Princess Pat — if it can give you
thrilling new beauty. And it does because it's duo-tone ... an undertone and

rouge

an
It isn't
just overtone
another make
rouge, each
but shade.
utterly different.
When you apply Princess Pat rouge
it changes on your skin! Mysteriously,
amazingly it has become such gloriously
natural color that no one can tell it is
rouge. Do you want that? Color that
seems actually to come from wthin
the skin, like a natural blush. Only more
thrilling — bringing out hidden beauty
you never knew you had. ;?omehow, with
such glamorous color, you radiate beauty,
compel admiration. Your mirror tells you
such a tale of sparkle and animation that
confidence in your own loveliness bids
you be irresistible . . . and then you are.
But remember this— only Princess Pat
rouge has the duo-tone secret. It changes
on your
skin — type.Try
matches
your
individual
Princess Pat rouge. Until
you doyouryouownwillbeauty.
never
know
FREE
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ani-Flush
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TO/LET
GLISTEN
LIKE NEW

Nothing can clean a toilet bowl like
Sani -Flush. This odorless powder is scientifical y made to do this job. Without
any rubbing or scrubbing, you can remove ugly stains from the bowl. Banish
the cause of toilet odors . . . kill germs.
You only have to shake a little SaniFlush into the bowl. (Follow directions
on the can.) Flush the toilet . . . that's
all! The porcelain becomes snow-white
and gleams like new. The unseen trap
tliat no scrubbing can reach is purified.
Sani-Flush is also effective for cleaning
automobile radiators {directions on can).
Sold by grocery, drug, hardware, and
five-and-ten-cent stores — 25
and 10 cent sizes. The Hygienic Products Co., Canton, O.
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role, they said, had such a pandemonium
of applause greeted a new opera star in
Chicago.
In thehermusic
cato
had made
mark.world, Miss BranThe nicest surprise, though, came to
Roscmarie long before the morning papers were on the newsstands. Answering a
(juiet knock on her dressing-room door,
alter the performance. >he opened it to see
her mother and her six brothers and sisters standing in the hallway. Somehow the
announcement of her coming debut had
got a one-inch write-up on the back page
of a Kansas City newspaper. The family
had seen it and had driven all night for
two nights to sit secretly in the audience
at Rigolctfo. Her music, the thing that
had separated her from her own people,
bad also, at last, reconciled them to her
again.
that support
time on insheher had
their
>anctiiin I'nmi
and ihcir
career.
Of course something had to happen
when she made her first triumphant return
to her home town. On the way to the performance a car door was accidentally
slammed against her head, which not only
made her ill for a week but rendered her
absolutely voiceless for several months.
She got over that, though, with the help
of several specialists and a rest cure. And
she not only has played Kansas City since,
via radio, but she has gone back three
times in opera and concert and every time
theIthouse
has suld standing-room.
was inevitable
that radio would come
to Rosemarie. .Several months before she
got her first opera chance, she went down
to Radio City one day to help out a trio
of her frien(is who needed a soprano for
an audition. An advertising agency executive singled out her voice from among the
others, asked her to do a solo, took her
name and address — and promised to telephone if his firm ever could use her.
Two years later, to the very month, he
called. He didn't say the usual : "Please
report
audition."rehearsal
He saidon: "Please
report for
for anprogram
Thursdav." Rosemarie debuted immediately on
Echoes ofthat,"
Nczi' Yorksaid'Hwi,.
toandme.Santa"I began
to "After
believe in luckysheomens
Claus
and guardian angels ! It's still too good to
I sat with this bright new star at lunchbe trueeon the!"other da\'. Hers is the peculiarly
startling conibinatinn (jf dark olive skin
and blonde hair, with Icmg straight black
lashes that sometinu'^ make her lo<ik much
more
Orientalabout
than five-fect-two,
Italian. She's with
a tinya
little thing,
size fourteen figure and a very pronounced
cupid's
bow mouth
queen would
like tothathavemanybeena Hollywood
born with.
She wears simple ingenue drL^ses, topped
by Peter Pan collars, "because I have to
keej)
my throat
protectedis and
I don't like
scarves,"
and her
fasbinn al)out
her hair
head. wound coronetHer greatest extravagance is evening
clothes — a new gown for every broadcast
— but she has worn the same pair of walking oxfords practically every d.iy for the
past three years. And slu ne\( r puK .m a
hat.
You simply
get a liatshorton
Rosemarie
Brancatocouldn't
for anything
of luncheon at the Waldorf or a snowstorm.
She lives alone in a small, beautifully
decorated apartment in the Fifties. She
cooks her own breakfasts, answers her

own fan mail and vocalizes every morning
for twodowshours,
throws Much
the win-of
wide andwhile
cleansshe house.
which,
you'll
have
to
admit,
isn't
a
bit like
most of radio's orchids.
"The only trouble with singing for your
bread and butter is that you have to be such
a sissy
abouteveryourgo throat,"
laughed.
can
hardly
dancing she
because
I have"I
to stay
out oftakedrafts
and all
not that.
get overheated and not
cold and
I love to
dance. I think it's marvelous fun. I think
it's grandandto parties
have young
you toin
movies
and formenlongtakewalks
the
on week-end
only country
just started
going outafternoons.
like that,I'veso
it's sort of extra glamorous to me.
"You see," she said shyly, "I'm not
ashamed to admit it, but — well — I was
never
last April
She even
twistedkissed
the until
big onyx
beads!" at her
neck and added quietly : "I would have
hated
if it had
been fortunately,
someone I didn't
like
anit awful
lot. But,
I did
like him.
"Some day. two or three years from
now, I want to marry. I think it would be
lovely to have somebody you loved to lean
on. instead of depending on yourself for
everything and being alone most of the
time. I know too well what that's like!
There'vea beau
been sosobadly
many! Like
timesthe when
wanted
night II
debuted on the air, or like — well, you
know how it is when you ride up Fifth
Avenue on an August day and you see the
store windows already full of dark fall
clothes and it makes you feel sort of
strangely sad because summer's going
away so fast. You can't explain it but you
want
somebodyandto say
tell itsomething.
to. somebody Forwho'llso
understand
I hadn't
It was
like living
alongdesert
island,a soul.
thinking
I heard
footstepson
"I never
intend to let singing become
when
the
onlyI didn't.
important thing in my life. I saw
something the other day, along that line,
that simply crushed me. I saw a woman
who, a few years ago, used to be one of
the topmost stars on the air, trying to go
up to Radio City and the attendants in the
downstairs lobby wouldn't let her on the
elevator. She wasn't recognized and she
hadn't a pass so they sent her away. Her
face was — oh. patbeticall\- stricken ! I
could
Iiaveanwept.
reall.v such
empty That's
thing, sowhentrue,
you about
come
down. You can't depend on a career.
"And fame," Rosemarie Brancato added
with thesucliwisdom
few young
really
an emptyof thing
when youfolk,come"is
She's a charming
this Kansas City
right
it." Igirl,
singingdownstar,to and
think much of her
difference
from
the
rest
of
youngsters is due to the fact the
thatair's
her stellar
whole
concern, her full interest and her hobbies,
are all musical. Unlike her sister stars, she
hasn't read John O'Hara's latest novel, or
seen
or beenHattie
to theCarnegie's
Follies or winter
aboard collection,
the Noriiiaiiilic
or
heard
Dwight
Fiske's
newest
l),irody, but she can tell you
fascinating
things you never knew before about voices,
aljout the opera season she plays in Cincinnati every summer and the sights she's
seen andin the
met in theineighty
cities
whichpeople
she she's
has appeared
concert.
So again Rosemarie breaks the custom !
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(Continued jrom piuic 43)
the best friend they have in tlie world.
"I like women l)ettor ilian I like men,"
Phil toSpitalny
s uravrly.
"1 softer,
prefer
them
men as savtrieniK.
They are
kinder and, tliouf^ii this goes against all
precedent, I insist they are more loyal. I
know for a fact that every girl in my orchestra would be loyal to me, no matter
what sacrifice it might mean to her personal y or for her career.
"I know
that not one
of those girls
would
double-cross
no matter
rewards would be theme,result
of it forwhatthem.
I wouldn't say that about any man who has
workedany forwoman,
me. either.
I wouldn't
aboutit
just
But say
I doit say
about the women I know, the girls in my
outfit.
"You see. tliose '-iris are hand-picked.
They represent the hi,L;hest Irvt'l of their
sex. The superinr wunuin. Travelling
around the country as 1 ha\e done, having
had to interview so many women, as I have
had to do, I know that, for all the differences in women, in personality and looks
and charm, there still remain but two kinds
of women. The good and the bad. And
the superior type is in the majority.
to do has
withnothing
the typeto
of "Talent
woman has
a girlnothing
is. Success
do with it, either. Motherhood, which sentimentalists believe automatically makes a
saint
it. of any woman, has nothing to do with
"It's the
in hersheheart
that
decides
whichsecret
kind thing
of woman
is going
tois too
be. difficult
If she'sforon athewoman
level, tono make,
sacrificeno
hardship too hard to endure, no pain too
great to be borne. She reaches heights no
man could dream of attaining.
"Andthewomen
that
men who
they aredealon the
withlevelbe demand
on tlic
level, too.
to earnbythebeing
honesty
those them.
girls
in "Imyhave
orchestra
honestof with
If they ever lost their implicit faith in me,
it would be just too bad as far as the future of my orchestra was concerned. I
never have told any one of those girls a lie,
even a white one, and I never have acted
one. I ne\er have given one of theni a
compliment I didn't mean wholly and sincerely.
"Women, despite the prevalent belief to
the
contrar\-,
don't want they
emptyknowflattery.
They
resent a conipHmeiit
to be
undeserved.
and"'Women
I includehave
both more
types courage
of womenthanin men
this
statement.
That's
the
higher or fall lower. For reason
if a womantheyis rise
not
on the be.level, she's far worse than any man
could
"Their tosensibilities
are keener.
They arc
pitched
a higher key.
That makes
for
understanding. It makes for greatness,
too, and for genius.
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COLDS!
Facts

ft Will Pay

*HE "Common Cold" is the scourge
of our civilization.
Every year it takes more in lives and
health and expense than any other ailment to which we're subject.
The sad part of it is that much of the
misery caused by colds is due to careles nes orignorance in treating colds.
A cold, as your doctor will tell you, is
an internal infection caused by a virus or
germ. In other words, regardless of the
locality of the symptoms, a cold is something lodged within the system.
Everything but the Right Thing!
The failure of many people to recognize the true nature of a cold results in
much mistreatment of colds. More often
than not, people do everything but the
right thing in the treatment of a cold
They employ externals of all kinds
when it's obvious that you've got to get
at a cold from the inside. They swallow
all kinds of preparations which, for seven
months of the year, are good for everything but colds and which suddenly become "also good
cold weather
sets in.for colds" when the
Many of these methods are good as far
as they go— but they don't go far enough!
They don't treat a cold internally and
thereby get at the infection in the system.
The result often is that a cold progresses
the point
where a"complications"
into and
it becomes
serious matter. set
What a Cold Calls for
It's obvious that a cold calls, first of all,
for a cold
preparationailments
that's
good
for treatment!
all kinds ofA different
can't be equally good for colds.
A cold, furthermore, calls for internal treatment. An infection within the

You

to Know!

system must be got at from the inside.
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine tablets supply reliable treatment.
First of all, Bromo Quinine tablets are
co/d tablets /They are made for colds and
only colds. They
not a "cure-all"
preparation
onlyareincidentally
good orfora
colds.
Secondly, Bromo Quinine tablets are
internal treatment. They work within
you and they do four important things.
Four Important Effects
They open the bowels, an acknowledgedly wise step in treating a cold.
They combat the infection in the

They relieve the headache and fever.
system.
They tone the system and help fortify
against further attack.
This is the fourfold effect you want
for the treatment of a cold and in Bromo
Quinine you get it in the form of a
single tablet.
Safe as Well as Effective
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine tablets impose no penalty for their use.They
contain nothing harmflil and are safe to
take. Their dependability is proven by
over 40 years of use.
Bromo Quinine tablets now come
sugar-coated as well as plain. The sugarcoated tablets are exactly the same as the
regular except that they are coated with
sugar for palatability.
Every drug store in America sells
Grove's Bromo Quinine tablets. Let them
be your first thought in case of a cold.
Ask for, and demand. Grove's Bromo
Quinine
The infewworry,
pennies'
cost
may
save tablets!
you a lot
suspense
and expense.
RADIO NOTE: Listen to Qabriel Heatter review the news. Mutual Broadcasting
System, every Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday evening. 7:4 5 to 8.00 EST
on some stations. 9:00 to 9:1 5 EST on oihirs. Consult vour luu s/m/.i r /or limi- listing.
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Breathless allure of soft, satiny, clear skin can
be yours with this natural beauty treatment.
L'oate is an age-old
beautyformformula
in a
new, modern
— Oatmeal
- Facial, into which is blended an
V^!~^h5^2i5- amazing
newsoftening
ent. Vegetable
Milk. ingrediA handyn for"spur-of
the-moment"
times when you must preplook
your best.lotion
Simplywith mixwater,L'oate
fragrant
applyto toa
face, washtrating andoff.cleansing
Its remarkable
penequalitiescombat
deepclean
and closeThe large
blackheads.
daintypores,
natural oils
by L'oate
soften Skin
the skin
itsreleased
irresistible
loveliest.
tissuesto
arewrinkles
enlivened,
tired-lines
disappear
to sendandyousurface
forth
on yourfreshness
evening'sand adventure
with
confidence.glowing
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Oatmeal <=^acial
enriched with
Vegetable
MilkF
and skin vitamin
0*TS CO . CEDAR RAPIDS. IOWA.
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Write
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FREE
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TELEVISION
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"This generation has seen women begin
to comeficultinto
It's been
thing forprominence.
men to take.
Aftera difall,
they were used to being the big shots in
tlie business and professional world. It
never had occurred to them that women,
whom they always had looked upon as tender, sheltered creatures, dependent upon
them for everything, could make their own
way in the world. In some cases, go
much further than they had gone.
"When women started making their way
in the world, proving tlie tilings they could
do,
low. it was a bitter pill for men to swal"But I wasn't surprised. I know this is
a woman's
world,today
justandas yesterday,
I know it and
alhas iieen,
will beways teimorrow.
"The world is just beginning to realize
it.
That'stoday
the reason
womenthe arestuffhaving
difficulty
in proving
they
are made of. Men are still fighting to hold
their supremacy. A woman has to have
ten times as much talent as a man, to
achieve the same success. She has to work
ten
times as hard to make the same amount
of money.
"That'schestra isthe
I feel that
my orthe reason
best orchestra
on the
air
today.
Because
women
haven't
had
the
same chances as men to find their places
in the musical world, I have a far greater
choice in selecting my musicians than the
conductor of a inale orchestra has.
"You see, every one of my girls is absolutely tops in her line. If they had happened to be born men, each one of them
would have been a featured musician in
a maleis, orchestra.
That'sButhowbecause
good each
one
individually.
they
didn't have the opportunities men have,
they mydidn't
chance.orchestra,
So when allI
got
idea getfor that
an all-girl
those superlatively fine musicians who
didn't
have aanchance
in a man's
were getting
opportunity
for theworld
first
time to show the world what they could
do. And I was able to pick the very best.
"Why, I interviewed twelve hundred and
forty-one musicians, and all of them far
above the average, to get the thirty playing for me today. What conductor of a
man's orchestra would have that opportugetting such
talent?"
Philnity ofSpitalny
did nota surplus
always ofunderstand
women as well as he does now, in spite
of the admiration and tlie respect he always liad for the sex as a whole. For,
three years ago, when he organized his
orchestra, he did exactly what the average
man would have done and inserted an ironbound clause in their contracts forbidding
them to marry for two years.
see, heIt wasn't
forYoufun.
was hismanaging
businessthatandbandhe
wasn't
going
to
have
a
girl
he had worked
with and trained to be an indispensable
part
of his unit, walk out because some man she
happened to fall in love with wanted her
to marry him. No, sir ! His orchestra
going toofsuffer
one wanted
girl in
itwasn't
was thinking
what because
her husband
for
dinner,
or
brooding
over
words
had at breakfast that morning or beingthey'd
disturbed rbiymosome
nial sky. trivial clouding of her matNow, after three years, he has lifted
that clause from his contracts and, by doing it, Spitalny shows just how much he

has learned about women in those three
For he's found out that a woman can
take love in her stride as well as a man
years.
can and keep it separate and apart from
her
life.achieves
He's alsofinancial
discovered
tliat professional
when a woman
and
artistic
security
it's
harder
for
love
to get
a foothold in her heart.
Maybe the world has moved on since
Byron wrote :
"Love is of mail's life a thing apart;
'Tis zi'oiuaii's ivlwle existence."
Maybe
womenin
today are itthehasn'tsamechanged.
as they Maybe
were back
the eighteenth century. After all, even if
Byron hewas
the world's
poets,
was one
only ofa man.
And the greatest
chances
are that, for all his vaunted love affairs,
he knew as little about women as do the
great lovers of today.
For love doesn't teach a man anything
about a woman. Really to learn something about women, a man has to work
with them as Phil Spitalny has done. Has
to like them instead of love them, as Phil
Spitalny
"Womendoes.have a much greater capacity
for work than men have," Phil Spitalny
insists. "Men hated to work for me because they found me too hard a taskmaster. They resented the fact that I
called many more rehearsals than other
conductors did. That I kept them at those
rehearsals until every man was playing exactly as I wanted him to play.
work"Butfortheme,girls
for inthe myveryorchestra
reason thelikemento
didn't.
They
like
a
hard
taskmaster.
more rigid a man is with a woman, The
the
better she likes it and the more respect she
has for him. That's another thing those
girls
Womenaround
don't their
like
to be have
able taught
to twistme.a man
whims.
"When chestrIa, theget
the girls
my the
ory likeafter
it. They
knowin that
hard
pace
I'm
putting
them
through
making still better musicians of them.is
They're
more ambitious
as a sex
than men.
More determined
to achieve
absolute
perfection.
"Look at Evelyn here, my first violinist
and
manager years
of theoldorchestra.
She's only
twenty-two
but man,
she could
outthink and out-smart
any
any day.
Sometimes I laugh and say to her : 'Eveyou're twice
as I amtoo.'!' And
think,lyn, 'and
twice asasoldsmart,
But II
don't tell her that. After all, those women
are
so clever,Especially
it doesn'tsincedo they
to tell
them
too much.
probably
know it, anyway !
"Evelyn's father died when she was
eight months old and that child had to
make a living for her mother and grandmother and herself when she was eight
years old.
Evelyn's
mother toknew
daughter
of hers
was destined
be a that
musician and she laughs now when she tells
people that her daughter became a violinist because the apartment was too small to
make room for a piano and she thought
the 'cello
knewso the
bors wouldunladylike
hate the and
piccolo,
the neighviolin
was the only thing left.
"But don't let that laugh of hers, tellabout it,and
fool Evelyn,
you. Ittoday,
wasn'thasasscholeasy
as itingsounds
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arships and gold medals to prove just how
great her talent is and how hard she worked
to develop it. And the National Arts Club
thought so much of her ability that they
gave her a three-thousand-dollar violin.
to keepshe that
viol inTnadclocked
up "Evelyn
in a specialhascabinet
has had
for
itloved
at home,
because
she's
,i;<>t
a
cat. so well
that it is thoroughly ^jxiiled
and
the
from violin
it. is the only thmi; kept sacred
"The
arrived
in New I
York toother
startdayourwhen
new weradio
contract,
noticed that one of the bass piled up with
our luggage on the station looked as if it
belonged to a little chorus girl who had
been stranded in California and had had
to walk back to New York, trailing her
bag behind her over rocky roads. Come
to find out, it belonged to Evelyn, or rather
tofor Evelyn's
cat, for! he w-as responsible
all the scratches
" "Throw
that
out,' I appearance
told her, forofI myinsist that the external
band must be kept up always. And she
obeyed, though I could see she hated to,
even after I had given her a new one to
take its place. For all those scratches had
been such a vivid reminder of that little
animal she missed so sorely when she had
to be away from him on tour.
Maxine,for oura woman,
soloist. Gifted
with"Thenthat there's
rare voice
a true
baritone, and having such a natural, fine
talent tliat she found success without ever
having had a singing lesson in her life !
What she has done is to turn the usual
process around. She is taking lessons now
that she is on the top.

"Do you know a man who would do it?
I don't, either !
"Another
makesstickme together
marvel
about
women thing
is the that
way they
and the way they help each other. Men
don't do that. The way our organization
pulls together
is a and
delight
see. who
They've
banded
together,
the togirls
can
cook have organized cooking clubs to teach
the others, and the ones who can sew are
the heads of the sewing class and they
have their own literary society and circulating library, with the girls taking their
turns in buying a book each month and
making a community thing ot it.
alas,among
great them
as women
are, little
even
the"But,
greatest
have their
foibles and they run in as true a pattern
asabouttheirthem,
virtues
And beI'vesurediscovered
too, do.
you may
!
"I've
found
out
that
when
a
woman
givesit
a man a tie, she wants him to prefer
to any other tie he has and show that preference by wearing it before he does any
other. On my birthday last week every
one of those girls gave me a tie ! Each
of them in my favorite red and, to the
eternal credit of all those girls, every tie
w'as a little masterpiece of good taste. But
I w-as caught
in a quandary
realize
how afraid
we men arethatofmade
woinen,me
at heart, for although I looked longingly
at those ties every morning and wanted to
wear one of thein, I sighed wistfully and
went to the rack and picked out one of my
old ones, instead.
I knewtiethose
to "For
see which
I woregirlsfirstwereandwatching
I knew
that however I made my choice I was go-

ing to have twenty-nine girls down on me
because I had picked the one they didn't
give me. Now there's a man-sized problemmattoe it,worry
either! over and don't underesti"Finally I went to them and told them
just how I felt and how I was aching to
wear allI w^as
thoseembarrassed
ties but didn't
Then
again
by mydare.
masculine
inferiority for those girls shouted almost
inand unison:
you
let you 'Why
make can't
your we
choiceblindfold
that way?
Then"It none
of
us
will
feel
slighted!'
was just as easy as that. But it
tookThat's
a woman
to thinkfor oftheit!"perfect accord
reason
that niake^the the
Siiitalny Broadcast, The
IJoiirday,<!afternoons
i'hdnu, atwhich
hear onof Monfour, youa thing
unity
and
joy
for
all
who
listen.
Thirty-one
reasons, to be exact. Thirty clever
young
women and one man who understands them.
A man who has made woinen his business and paid them the greatest compliment
any man could by looking upon them as
individuals and not as icoiiicu. And thirty
women who appreciate the compliment he
has paid them.
"Thirty women,
headache!" A
henpecked
husband what
might a say.
"Thirty beautiful girls working for him
and he laugh.
calls that a job!" The male flirt
would
But, and haven't you read this before, a
man
learn oraboutmarrying
women them.
by taking
them doesn't
to cocktails
Phil Spitalny who knows, only laughs
and says it's a woman's world and he's
glad he's hopped on the bandwagon.
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WITH THE
{Continued from page 37)

lights parts for him.
I thought lie was staying away from
the public too long and it made me sick to
hear about and think about the two or
three excellent radio offers he was turning
down. But I let him find out for himself
and when,
monthsrole ago,
convinced thatathefewBaron
was hestillwaspopular
and he would revive it on the radio, I was
very much pleased. Jack isn't happy unless
he's
working,
the pleasant
months
while andwe even
sunnedthrough
ourselves
on the
Florida sands, I realized that he was longing for the freezing cold of New York
and a job to be done.
What a satisfaction it was for us to
come home and to get Jack back to work
after all our wanderings ! Radio, of course,
has completely changed our mode of living.
By the time
he becamewasa nine
broadcast
tertainer, our marriage
years enold
and I had settled into the definite routine
of following him around the country. Even
when he was only appearing for one night
in a neighboring city, I accompanied him.
And on his tours, I always shared the inconveniences ofthe road and tlie pleasure
of his companionship.
In the theatre years our day usually
started at noon but now Jack's regime has
become
revolutionzed
a pretty sowell-filled
morningthatof we've
activity hadby
the time luncheon arrives. We have a tenroom apartment facing Central Park, but
that is causenothis family,
as imposing
as it two
soundsyoung
beincluding
nephews, make' their home with us. Jack
wakes
sevenclothes
and eight
and
puts onbetween
some old
for hiso'clock
morning
exercisevoir.— Hetwice
around
the
park
reserreturns, has a cold shower and,
in his lounging pajamas, has breakfast with
me. The days are taken up with appointments and with rehearsals for his broadcasts and by relaxing.
dinner timeThehe'sonlybackthing
home,he
comfortably
ever asks of me is that I be there when
hefindreturns
late eachfor afternoon
me waiting
him. His— heidealikesof toa
good
time
is
sitting
the playing
livingroom in a robe and oldaround
slippers,
backgammon witli Bugs Baer or talking
with some of his thtatrical and radio
friends.to Wv's
mosta <Htlicult
man in but
tiie
world
.'ict outthe for
social evening,
when lie arrives at the party he usually
lias more fun than anyone else.
Right now I want to break down and
confessin Jack's
worst Heweakness
— money
burns
liis pockets!
can leave
our
lidiiK at ten in the morning and liy eleven,
il lu- had tlucc Imndrcd d.. liars when he
startc'l toout.lendhe'dit l)eto broke.
nioncy
somebodyHe'delse.borrow
You
can't
trust
iiim
with
a weeklyonallowance
because it would all disappear
the first
da\'. .'^'1 I ,^ivr In'm a certain amount each
niurning. kniiwin.n full well that he won't
have a dime
k'ft inandthreeCo.!hours.
treasurer
of Pearl
Long I'm
ago the
we
decided that was the only way to do, if
we wanted lo h.ave comfortable security
for our old age. Jack turns over all his
salary checks to me and I see to it that
every month so much tjoes into savings.

BARON

The man behind the grim look is
Benny Rubin, ringmaster of the
"Original Amateur Night," heard
Sundays on the Mutual network.
sothings
that we
yearsenjoy
from innowthe we'll
have all those
present.
Jack
loathes
shopping
and
to
him in-I
to a department store is a getmiracle
haven't
yet
accomplished.
When
I
he needs some new clothes, I call upthink
his
tailor, select the materials and eventually
manage tingtos. Ieven
get buy
Jack hisintoshoes
the place
for but
fitfor him,
that's not as dithcult as it sounds because
he always wears the same last and his feet
haven't
grownhis inhead,the fortunately
past several! years —
neither has
On my birthdays, or on holidays, Jack
always asks me what I want and then
tells me to go ahead and get it— whether
it's a fur coat or a bracelet. He knows I
won't be unduly extravagant.
This attitude
of Jack's
its disad-he
vantage, of course.
For hasinstance,
wouldn't know whether I was wearing last
year's
And a every
wife
likes herwardrobe
husbandor tonot.
admire
new dress
or hat before some outsider makes a complimentary remark. If Jack happens to
hear any one remark on what I'm wearing,
he'll say, in a surprised voice : "Oh, is that
I suppose I'll have to confess it— Jack
Pearl isn't gay at the breakfast table,
sparkling at luncheon and exuberant at
dinner.
He's most
serious,
away from
public. I?"think
comedians
are — hisanyhow
that's
their wives tell me. And from
new what
what I've seen in our living-room, when all
the
radio funny
men get occasion
together,with
it isn't
an hilarious,
scintillating
the
puns riding high. They eat sandwiches and
become absorbed over the card table, like
any bunch of clerks. But, after all, this
story
concerns Jack and some —curious
he knows I'mI
writing
won't let ithimandsee he's
it, because this is— abut
story
by
not some
Mr., changes
Pearl, and
wantMrs.,
to make
! he might
Finding me so happy in the role of the
home-loving little woman is a joke on
me. I think, because in my very young
years Icurran
away life.
from Hamilton,
the placid, Ontario,
dull seity of home
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was the place I deserted when I headed
for Newstar^'ork,
visionsThe ofonlybeing
shining
in the with
theatre.
worka
I coidd obtain at first was that of telephone
operator, then I finally seemed a churns
job in Eddie Cantor's Midniyht Rounders.
In 1922 I joined the Whirl of Kci.'
York, in which Jack Pearl was starred
and which, at the time of my insisnifkant
annexation, was i)la.\ ins nitrnit. ^ (>u
know how chonl^-sirls r\ilian,t;c ciuilidences in the dres^m^-rci. .m^, ami I hadn't
been
ol the ciinii)an>threewas(la\ a
when a Imember
was convinced
tliat Pearl
woman hater. He never dated up any of
girls — wasn't
interested
in them
—thewhereas
the leading
romantic
figureat allof
the production was a real Romeo.
Imagine my surprise when, during an
evening performance. Jack spoke to me in
the wings and asked me to have supper
with him. I had admired him timidly from
afar and I was thrilled with the invitation. He was entertaining, as I remeinber ;
told me amusing stories, recalled many incidents of his own life, but I believed he
was just filling up a few lonely hours.
That appointment was followed by a number of others on the tour — but he never
flattered me, never sent flowers or presents
and not once did he tell me that he liked
me.
When he finally left the company to
open in The Dancing Girl, on the day of
his departure he gave me his picture and
said
he'd hebe wrote
seeingmeme letters,
— nothing
However,
calledmore.me
on long distance and finally secured a
chorus place for me in the New York pro-

duction of his show. I wanted him to
be serious, but how could I tell? Not by
him ! I was encouraged by the fact that
he brought his family backstage to meet
me.
night,them
at dinner
in his wparent>'
hduie, One
calml_\going
tohe betoldmarried.
That thai
was the were
first
inkling that I had of the engaKenient. He
had forgot to propose to me !
I was a bride, with a veil and all the
trimmings — the wedding took place in his
family's tapartment
for some
erward Icontinued and
working
in histime
shows.afSeasons on the rdad. intervals in New
York, from one ciiga.nenient to the next,
until
got trudging
used to the
we'd
grow I old
alongthought
with that
suitcases
in our hands.
It was during this period that I first
longed for a real home and all the permanency that goes with it. Jack felt as I
did but it was not until radio adopted him
for one ofalized. its
own forthatreal
our home
hope was
He went
life re-all
the way — his family moved in with us
and the association has been perfect — not
the slightest hint of that in-law business
which gags.
gives the funny men material for
their
The interlude when we went to Hollywood for Jack to play in the movie, Meet
the Baron, was most unsatisfactory. We
ne\er believed it was the vehicle for him
and Jack was as disappointed as I was in
the picture.
That'sdaywhyandI redeem
want himhimself.
to go
back
there some
But
I
believe,
definitely,
that
Jack's
real
place is in radio and I am never so happy
as when he comes home with a contract
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all signed. I can relax then in the knowledge that our luggage can gather dust in
the
that vvc the
won'tperiod
be dashing
somebasement,
place. During
last yearoff
when
he
was
i)itten
b_\the
stage
bug
again
and I liail tn wateli him turn down several
radid iiffers. I was a little rebellious but
I ne\er lia\i.- tried to force him to my
wa\ of thinking. I knew that when he was
read\ he would go back on the air and
now
that mv hope has been realized, I'm
satisfied.
People often ask me if the fabricating
character of The Baron doesn't sometimes
projectfromitself
conversations
away
the into
mike.Jack's
Reluctantly
I must
admit that it does ! Sometimes he comes
home from a program and tries to pull
some of that Baron business on me, but I
just
give himJack
that Pearl
stop-quick
unassuming
again !look and he's
Jack has taken marriage so seriously —
in fact he's the most easily pleased, undefind —andI'veI
never hadmandinganyman anycausewoman
to becould
jealous
know I've never given him any uneasiness,
either.thatI some
don't women
get thosedo, silly
crushes
idols
because
I kn^won
I've got the grandest husband in the woifl
and why should I admire second-best when
I've got the blue ribbon myself ! I can say
togrand
Jack:and"I the
thinkwayFrank
Parker's
he sang
thosevoice
songsis
tonight !" Jack agrees with me readily, as
he knows I'm
talent and
impersonal y anadmiring
d that all athefineParkers
the Vallees and the Crosbys in the world
could never ha\e an\ emotional lure for
Mrs. Jack Pearl.
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LIVING
{Continued jrom page 45)

Rosario Bourdon (left) with Margaret Speaks and Ross Graham, who
recently appeared as guest artists at The Ambassador, at Atlantic City.
European audiences, Miss Speaks found, time. Nor does she think of herself as
are different from American audiences. more important than any other member of
Here the attitude is receptive. The singer the organization. Director, pianist, violinist, soloist, all work together to give the
feels the response. Knows immediately if
they like her. But abroad there is an almost music its perfect form.
frightening reserve. Regardless of applause,
She is "a good trouper," too, this young
you cannot always discover whether or singer. Nothing disconcerts her, once she
is on the stage. Those little unforeseen
not you are pleasing them.
which so easily might shatter
"During one concert," said Miss Speaks, occurrences
"I feltthatsureI that
they didn't
like me. — I the mood of artist and audience have no
knew
had failed.
But afterward
power to upset a program for her.
they told me that no other American
Recently, during a concert, flowers were
handed up to Miss Speaks. She took them
singer
had sothatdelighted
We know
she did them!"
delight them, fcr in her arms and, believing them just bouEuropean press
quets, laid them down upon the piano. Uninthe enthusiastic
terms.reported
Criticsherin concerts
famous
fortunately theystreamed
were inoverwater-filled
the piano,
musical centers e.xtolled the quality of her vases ! The water
voice, the excellence of her technique, her over Miss Speaks, over the baritone who
clear diction and artistic sense of phrasing. was singing with her. The baritone looked
.\nd her youth and simplicity charmed aghast. The .ludience laughed. But Miss
her audiences.
Speaks calmly began her next song, her
Is Miss Speaks temperamental, I won- clear, rich voice compelling quiet with its
dered? Has she any of the characteristic lovely music.
I saw Miss Speaks one day last winter,
prima seem
donnathatcomplex?
doesn't,
sure,
sort of She
person.
She tois sobe just before she started on her first plane
frank and forthright and unassuming as trip to the Coast, to sing with Nelson
she talks with you. So honest and sound Eddy on the Firestone program. At that
time she had been in the air but once,
in her sense of values.
"But," she laughs, "I was brought up when Lindbergh had taken her up for a
short flight. She was then not at all sure
in radio,
not on thein stage.
no place
for
temperament
radio. There's
When the
light that she would enjoy flying. But since
then
she has crossed this continent by
flashes on, you sing ! There are no alibis.
If you have a cold, or are troubled or plane innumerable times and in Europe
made all her travels by air.
tired,
it doesn't
matter.
If something
gone wrong
during
rehearsal,
or you has
are
"I was on a train but once," she said.
nervous about your song — when you stand "That was when I took the boat train to
before the niicro[)hone, it is forgotten. the boat bringing me home. At first, when
The program gnes on at a certain moment people talked about the dangers of flying,
on tragic plane accidents, I felt
—and
with (ifit !"such training, it is adwelling
little nervous. But I realized that that
With y(julonggo years
easy to understand why Mar.u.irrt SiH'aks was my job — I had to do it. I couldn't
in the Inisiness of singing than in the keep my engagements any other way. And
business <if bo<ikkeeping or bus driving or I really
love itperson,
now." this young singer.
A logical
One who shapes her life to its essential
and shapes circumstances to
do, and toyouit."do it," acircumstances
]>attcrn of life that seems good to her. A
t'sjoballto there
doubt,
is theis reason
why systi'iiiatic ])crson, too. Keeping her ento work with Miss Speaks,
gagements and her home with an equal
important thing at the
<levotion.home, where they spend
iciinent.
musicHow■ IS the
she may happen to feel is, passion
At theirof country
her, of no importance at all at such a their cherished week-ends. Miss Speaks
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keeps tlie house with meticulous care,
cooking, cleaning, gardening, even as you
and I, less gifted souls. Here, too, she and
her husband take an active interest in
local politics, attending town meetings,
valuing civic responsibilities as well as
the casual pleasures of country life.
She is fond of sports, particularly of
swimming in summer, skating in winter
and table tennis any time at all. She is
fond of books, inn. Not of fiction so
much as serious lio, .ks, ^cicIU•c or philosoopen newrallies
<1 -sherto onunderstanding.
Herphy, thathusband
her passion
for cleaning. "She loves to turn everything
out,"
he
declares.
"We
have
no
the country. Margaret likes to maid
do thein
things
thanshefinding
someone herself
to do— it's
them easier
the way
likes
them done. She does the cooking, too — and
is constantly enlarging her repertoire in
that, as in her singing. I usually do the
dish-washing. Then we go for a walk, or
do something togardening.
somedo . . . There's
Margaretalways
is always
working — even when she's playing. She's
really a terrific worker!"
it's easy tomaintain
see that tlie
theybalance
both value
andBut zealously
between work and life. .\nd living is the important thing. Living and loving. Not just
sharing a few world-weary hours when
nerves are taut and tempers easily torn.
Growing and understanding. Enlarging
and enriching life in every experience.
"We plan to retire some day," Miss
Speaks
manywethings
we
can says.
enjoy "And
then, there
howeverare old
may
be. We can travel around the world, for
example. But there are some things we
can do now, that we couldn't do when
we'reofolder.
to miss
any
them And
if wewecandon'thelpwant
it. Walking
in the rain, for instance — that's fun now !
It might be dangerous at fifty!"
It's ratherthought
unusual,out,andjealously
rather fine,
this
carefully
guarded
scheme
of
living.
It's
inspiring,
too.
makes us feel that we, too, though ourIt
job may be more prosaic than singing
lovely songs to the wide, wide world, can
make life rich, however hard we work.
It's not so easy as it may sound, eithv r.
It's
"done with
with notdevotion,
with mirrors!"
intelligence.It'sIfdonewe
want a thing
enough,
can have
it. It'sis
knowing
whether
or notwe what
we want
worth what it may cost us. And, if it is,
paying the price and taking it home.
Margaret Speaks wants to sing. Singing
has been her special gift since she was a
small child. Her uncle, Oley Speaks, is
the noted composer. All her family are
gifted musicians. And every season we
are aware, whether we hear Miss Speaks
in concert or on the radio, of the increasing beauty and richness of her voice.
But she also wants to live — and finds
each season making life a lovelier tiling,
rich and full and satisfying, with no
aching regrets for lost joys she might
have known.
Often we hear people complain how life
has cheated them. Life never will cheat
Margaret
Speaksfor— music,
becausenot she
cheat
life. Not
for doesn't
money,
not for any future fame or rich material
rewards will she sacrifice the little homely
everyday joys that make life, for her,
worth living.
Which is. in the fullest sense of the
word, success.

'DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE THIS LINIT
AD, IT SAYS LINIT MAKES YOUR
SKIN FEEL LIKE VELVET INSTANTLY

lets follow the instructions
"let me join
/
IN ON this"

1U

iiniT IS ALSO un€XC€iL€D
TOR Fine iflunD€RinG
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Years Off
Your Looks

FARR'S FOR
GRAY
HAIR

FARR'Shair used
perfectNATURAL,
confidence youthleaves
your
soft, with
lustrous,
ful in appearance.
Easy as a manicure
in hygienic privacy of home; odorless,
greaseless; will not rub off nor interfere
with curling. $1.35. Sold Everywhere.
r
SAMPLE
BROOKLINE FREE
CHEMICAL
CO. M.G. 36 :I
79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass
|
Send In plain wrapping. j

NEED
WARMTH
Thousands who suffered from backaches, muscle
pains liefandin an chest
congestion,POROUS
now find genuine
reALLCOCK'S
PLASTER.
It's simplymatism,wonderful
for muscle
painslumbaKO.
of rheu-It
neuritis,
arthritis,
sciatica,
draws
blood tothatthemakes
painfulyouspotfeel andgoodgivesrighta
glow ofthewarmth
away.
Make
sure porous
you getplaster
ALLCOCK'S.on and
the
original.
No
other
comes
as easily — or does as goes
much good.
25* at off
druggists.

WAKE

UP

YOUR

LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in thepourMorning
Rarin' oftoliquid
Go
bileTheintoliveryourshould
bowels daily.out Iftwothis pounds
bile is not flowdoesn't
digest.stomach.
It just Youdecays
in theing freely,
bowels.yourGasfoodbloats
up your
get
constipated.
poisoned
you feel sour, Your
sunk whole
and thesystem
world islooks
punk. and
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A more bowel
movement
doesn't getLittleat theLivercause.PillsIttotakes
good,
old Carter's
get those
these
two pounds
of bile flowing freely and make
you
"up andbileup".flow Harmless,
yet amazing
infeel
making
freely.
Askgentle,
forrefuse
Carter's
Little
Liver
Pills
by
name.
Stubbornly
anything
else. 26c.
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KEEP

YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL
{Continued from page 14)

coniple.xion, or slimming down lazy hips
that don't fit the new princess-line dresses.
No,Hereit's the
the week-by-week
New Year is efifort
staringthatyoucounts.
right
in the face. What are you going to do
about it, and yourself? Why not work
out a weekly schedule of beauty and give
it a try-out for a month? You may find
yourself so attached to your schedule, and
your improved face by the end of the
month, that you will make a weekly program your habit as the year grows older,
and you grow younger. It's easy, once
youSaturday
get started.
wore the reputation, back in
the "good old days," of being the red-letter
day of the week — the date for the Saturday night bath. I think Saturday (or Sunday, if you prefer it) should continue to be
a very special red-letter bath day. Natural y, of course, every day is bath day
to the well-groomed woman, but when I
say a special bath day, I mean one that
lias all the "extras" to make it a real
beauty bath. You can clean up a lot of
your beauty chores in connection with your
beauty bath.
First of all, before you step into the tub,
slather a lavish amount of your cleansing cream over your face and neck. The
warm moisture from your bath will help
your skin to absorb the cream, and it will
penetrate the pores. Draw your water for
your bath. Have it pleasantly warm, and
pour in a tablespoonful or so of perfumed
water-softener (the kind that comes in
powder form). This helps you to combine
a real beauty treatment with your bath,
because the softened water will cleanse so
much more thoroughly tlian hard water,
and will leave your skin silky-soft. This
particular water softener I have in mind
gives you a daintily delicate all-over fragrance as well.soap is nice to use, too, and
A fragrant
it's especially important to have a soap
that makes a beautiful sudsy lather. I especially recommend a bath brush for your
beauty bath treatment, also, to stimulate
the circulation, and remove dead skin. We
discussed the ugly condition of goose
pimples last month. Rcmcmlier that a good
circulation treatment with a bath brush
will do wonders toward clearing up that
condition, both on the nriiis aii<l legs. I
have found a foot bru>h he a yrand help
to keeping feet in couditi' m and getting the
ciretilatioii stirring in llnise "cakes of ice."
]-"iir calhises, liave a hit of toilet pumice
.stone on your snap-dish, and use it gently
but firmly. Scaly, rough elbows will also
respoiKl to pumice-stone treatments.
One of tlic smartest l)alli-beauty aids I
know is a bath tray that you can hook
right over the riiu of the tub, and on which
you can arrange your manicure aids, your
cleansing tissues, your creams, and so on.
A girl I know, who dotes on snaking in
the tul), uses her tray as a bnnk l est. She
takes two small saucers, nr imwls, and
pours a little warm oil in the Ixjftnm of
each ; then, head in her hands, she props
lier elliows in their respective portions of
oil and lets the oil soak in "good and

proper." The halves of lemons are also
good
for "propping-up"
The lemon
juice acts as aelbow
bleachtreatments.
and softener. Maybe if you have a clever carpenter husband, he could make you a bathtub
tray. Then you could combine your beauty
bath with a hand (and elbow) beauty
treatment. Your hands would already be
soaked and scrubbed in preparation for a
decorative manicure, and you could have
your onmanicure
out
the tray.aids all systematically laid
When you are part way through your
bath, remove your cream with cleansing
tissues. Then wash your face W'ith soap
and
water and abrush.
heavy Rinse
crash thoroughly
wash-cloth
or complexion
with generous splashes of cold water at
the finish. The ideal way to w-ind up your
bath
is with a tepid shower. We won't
say
too! "cold" because we hate cold showers,
After you step out of the tub, give
yourselfgrantaskinbody
lotion.massage
There with
is aa frafine
skin lotion that is made now with thp
same fragrance as that of one of your
favorite soaps. You can get the two of
them boxed in an introductory set at a
price. And you'll
have ais symphony
ofverybathlow fragrance.
The lotion
a perfect
one for body, hand, and leg massage. It
is creamy but not sticky, and its healing
ingredients are perfect for chapped, dry
skin. Concentrate particularly on your
legs and arms. Certainly there is nothing
very alluring about rough, red skin showchiffonthehose.use of a skin
It ingis through
nice tosheeralternate
lotion with that of a liquid invigorator for
body
rubs.thisWhen
and
listless,
fresh,you're
tangy.feeling
zippytiredliquid,
applied vigorously all over the body, acts
as a regular pep cocktail. Incidentally,
I'm making
you aso free
of thisits
skin
invigorator,
that gift
you offer
can test
vim, vigor, and vitality-producing qualities
yourself. It has the additional quality of
being a very efficient cleanser, too.
Saturday is generally shopping day, as
well as bath day, and sometimes it is cleaning day, too. Be systematic about your
cosmetic shopping, just as you are about
marketing for the family meals. You
probably have a shopping list hanging up
in the kitchen on which you jot down items
you want to re-order. Have a little list
also in your bathroom or in your dressingtable drawer, on which you can jot down
your cosmetic needs. Remember that it is
always the safest economy to buy cosmetics
of Well-known brand names ; products that
are backed up by the reputation of a
reliable, trustworthy firm. If you are
inspiredsmall
to try
out new
make-up,shades,
get
several
size items
in different
so that >nu can actually experiment
scientifically to find out wiiich shades are
mnst flattering
to you. Make
ment inr a manicure,
along anwithappointyour
shoppingwise schedule
tour, ifityoufor possibly
can; beauty
otherafter your
batli.
A very clever business girl, who often
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confides
in me
schemes siie
worksanyout,time-saving
tells me thatbeauty
she
has to devote all of her Saturday mornings
to cleansing and straightening up her small
apartment. So she does her beauty work
in combination with her housework. To
start off the morning, she dusts . . . her
hair. Yes. she cleanses her hair by brushing it thoroughly. She takes a piece of
cheesecloth and presses it down hard on
the bristles of the brush until the cloth is
at the very base of the bristles, with the
bristles poking through, thus serving as a
catch-all for the dust she brushes out of
her hair. Have you ever thought what a
grand cleansing process brushing is? After
the brushing, she gives her hair and scalp
a vigorous oil massage. She prefers a
combination of olive oil and castor oil,
because her hair tends to extreme dryness.
Next she ties a towel around her head,
Turkish fashion, so that the oil can soak
in while she is working. Her hands are
still oily from her massage, so she adds
more oil to them for good measure, giving
them their share of massage, too, and then
pops on a pair of cotton work gloves.
There she is, all set for her morning of
housework,
getting
for her
noon matineeanddate,
too. setWhen
her afterhouse
is spic and span, she falls to work on
giving her oily hair a thorough shampoo.
She rinses and rinses at least five times,
and finishes with a vegetable brightening
rinse, which brings out all the lovely tints
in her hair.
Put your shampoo on a regular schedule,
whether you do it on Saturday or some
other day of the week. If your hair is

oily, shampoo it once every week; if it is
dry or normal, once every two weeks is
probably often enough. Brushing should
be done, not only in connection with an oil
treatment or a shampoo, but for the sake
of cleansing and polishing, every night.
Four weeks of conscientious, nightly
brushing will make hair gleam like a
golden wedding.
Monday is proverbially scheduled as
wash-day on the weekly program, although,
if you're a business girl. Sunday may have
to be your wash-day, and it takes but a
little extra time to pay particular pampering
care to your lingerie. Use the fine soap
flakes that are as gentle as they are generous in the suds they produce. Use a tint
in the rinse water if your lingerie is faded.
By all means renew shoulder straps that
are frayed or dejected looking. And oh,
by all means, wash your girdle. It is
amazing the number of fastidious girls,
who wouldn't
of going
daily
bath, but think
who will
wear awithout
girdle aa
couple of weeks without washing it.
Tuesday can be mending and ironing
day, or just call it good grooming day.
The rest of the week is pretty nnicli up to
you, but there are, of course, certain things
that should be followed out every day of
the week. Five minutes a day, dedicated
to brushing the hair and massaging the
scalp, w'ill help to keep any crowning glory
inhairglossy,
well-groomed
condition.
If yourin
is inclined
to be oily,
use a tonic
connection with your brushing; if your
hair is inclined to be dry, use a bit of
reconditioning pomade or oil.
Your skin must be cleansed thoroughly

every night. Cleanliness is the first law
of a beautiful complexion. All dermatologists agree on that point. Cleansing with
cream, and then with soap and water, is
generally the preferable method for the
nightly routine. For quick clean-ups and
for removing make-up during the day, a
liquid cleanser is your best Int. In fact.
I believe should
wholeheartedly
that aa (la.\
■i>v>i]
Ii(|iiidto
cleanser
be used once
, botli
cleanse and tone the skin. The skin invigorator, which I have talked about before,
is a wholehearted help to removing stale
make-up, imbedded soil, and oily secretions
from the pores. We all know that poreclogginglargedleads
to those ugly
of enpores, whiteheads
and evils
blackheads.
Moreover,tralizes the alkali
this particular
cleanser
neuwhich all water contains,
in varying amounts, of course. This is but
another quality which helps it to counteract
pore-cloggng. I am going to give you a
sample of the product to enable you to
try it out yourself. The sample contains
enough for a whole week of treatments !
Mary
Radio Biddle,
Stars Magazine,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send me your gift offer of
the Skin Cleanser.
Name
Street
. . State . . .
City .
stamp to cover

C_^^es that talt< leave little unsaid . . . and generally
see romance straight ahead. If your eyes are not quite as thrilling as they
can be — if they do not stir the pulses as they should - then try WINX mascarg
— just once. You'll be amazed at results. One application and lashes appear
longer, more luxuriant, sweeping and silky, and WINX keeps lashes soft, tool
WINX is harmless, will not smart and it's streak-proof and tear-proof. Get
acquainted with this marvelous mascara today. On sale at department, drug
and 5 and 10 cent stores. In three flattering shades . . . Blue . Blacl< . Brown
and in three convenient forms , . . Cake . Liquid . Creaniy.
HE DIONDATET
ASK-'ENDY,
FOR ABUTSECOND
HE RIDES EVERy MC^■
'""^ij^i WELL THEN ■
.'/iTH yQuR BROWN HAIR AN
tVES, WINX SPECIFIES GR
SHADOW AND BLACK MASC
DAYTIME WEAR. SO

(."'olors eltlver
or clash.
In mak«-up,
means "nofuralnMs"
or (hotblend
tionli
"made-up"
look.madethisTo
eliminate
ony
appearance
o(
hardnM»WINX
has
its colors to blend 3 ways. 1 .With complexion. S. With eyei.
3. Withperfectly
each other.
For example,
Blueor Mascara
blends
withits WINX
Blue EyeareWINX
Shadow
Eyebrow
Pencil,
Likewise,
tonal
values
so
balanced
moke it complementary (o all other WINX colors. asThus,to
WINX gives you the secret of "natural" eye make-up
IT'S ALMOST TOO
GOOD TO BELIEVE!
AND THE SURPRISING
THING IS THAT WINX
DOES NOT GIVE MY
EYES THAT ARTIFICIAL
MADE-UP LOOK
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RADIO RAMBLINGS
{Coitiinird from page 17)
radio program this z^'iiiter, once zcorked in
a z'uiidez'illc act zvith Phil Baker. For years
they toured, Phil as the star on the stage,
fumbling with his accordion, exchanging
insolent banter zvith a very fresh young
man sitting in an upper box. The fresh
After that, it'sforhard
to blame
the London
correspondent
thinking
the icliole
SOS young man H'as Sid Silvers.
affair
-Mas
just
a
stunt.
Still,
-what
else
could Mrs. Lord have done?
"We used to get great notices on that
act," Sid recalls. "I'll never forget one
THE OLD GAZOOK
town, though, where the critic came back
Graham McNamee was talking about to see me. 'You have a great act there,'
Ed Wynn one night, affectionately and a he told me. 'Novel, working from a box
like that. But why do you bother with
little
"Yes, himself.
I know," HeGraham
said. defiantly.
"Ed talks about
com- that man on the stage playing the accorplains about people taking money away
from goes
him. away
He says
he's a trips.
poor man
and IN THE SPOTLIGHT
then
on yacht
I know
as an idea of how these comedians
all that, but when you really get close to loveJustgetting
proper effect in front of
dion?' " the
Ed Wynn, you accept all that as part of an audience
(radio or otherwise), there
him and you still are fond of the guy. I'm was a Broadway banquet a few years back,
crazy about the old gazook. To me he's when Al Jolson and Georgie Jessel were
one of the great guys."
in the midst of their bitter feud. Al got
and, toin that
the course
reThat summarizes what all Ed's friends up to speak
referred
very ofgoodhis pal,
think about the old gazook. ]'oh get very Georgie marks,
Jessel. The crowd knew about
fond tiesofof his.
all those
egotisms
and
eccentriciEspecially sucli tilings as the the feud and, sensing a reconciliation of
compliment he pays to Eddie Cantor. Ed two favorites, roared approval.
hates to concede anyone is better than
Georgie Jessel, good showman that he
himself, but I have heard him tell this in
rose from his seat and walked over
conversation and -»in after-the-broadcast is,
tozvard
Al. Rapturously, the tivo enemies
speeches dozens of times:
embraced.
"You people," this story of Ed's goes,
People in the nearby chairs, however,
"should really give Eddie Cantor much
have know
heard this
Jessel's
undertone
more credit than you give me. I came might
Al:
"You
doesn't
go, youto
from a good family in Philadelphia and
had a good education. I had every chance.
Look at poor Eddie. What chance did
Al s head zvas out of sight behind
he have? Where did he come from? Georgie's. Pleased zcith what he had
mugg!"
He came from the gutter!"
done, he grinned. "I know it doesn't go.
/:</ shakes his head in z^'onderment over But I certainly picked the spot, didn't I?"
the achievements of this little guttersnipe. HMMMMI
But getting away from these comedians
Then, ificillEd'sringonout,thetostage,
the famous
giggle
set things
off in — if you are curious about RCA's television
experiments with the new transmitter in
high spirits again.
the New York Empire State Building, you
ED STARTED IT
idea with
your part
short-wave
Lou Holtz once shared a dressing-room can
set. getYoua vague
can hear
the talk
of the
with Ed for a whole season and he got programs,
at
least,
on
52
megacycles.
You
well enough acquainted to like the guy, too. can, that is, if your set goes up that high.
There's one story about Ed that he rel- The pictures are broadcast on 49.75 megaishes, though.
cycles, but on a short-wave set the pictures just produce a meaningless hummm.
"Ed
ahcays
says,"
suys
Lou,
"that
he
zi'as the one who started llie itica of kid- EDDIE, TAKE A BOW!
dine/ the commercial ami, lunccmcnls. That
After all these years in show business,
zcas hack on his old Texaco program. Til Eddie
Cantor still hasn't learned that
bet anylhing lul had no idea of kidding thing that
most actors learn first — a good
commercials zvlien he started it.
bow in appreciation of applause. Eddie
bows
deeply
but it looks very awkward, as
"He just heard the sponsor getting
forty seconds on the air all to himself and though he weren't used to it. Still, with
Ed couldn't stand it. So he stuck some these master showmen, you can't be sure.
of his own remarks in."
ofMaybe
bow. he has decided that's the best kind
ANYWAY.
IT'S A always
GOODtellGAG!
A LAUGH
These comedians
outrageous CUEI wasFORtelling
some stories about various
stories about one another — to each other, comedians,
a couple of paragraphs back, and
too, when they meet. They don't mind it reminded me how few funny stories there
the joke being on them, if it's a good gag. are about Gracie Allen. She's a little
homebody, laughs at jokes if she hears
Anyway,
they pretend
they don't.
Sid Silvers,
who starts
his first big them, doesn't tell many herself, unless they
peril might
to bed
hysterical. Mrs.have
Lord sent
steeledthemherself
to calm
and
said
casually:
"Yes,
I
couldn't
say"
—
or equivalent words.

less . . .
X(ure that
letsso V '
versmoother.
so tomuchsee. .
Savage
cling
smoother
endlessly,
also
make:
the skin appear more truly
and to touch !
Four Lovely Shodes. lOt ond 20t at All Ten Cent Stores
timt he (ound u/i
DO YOU WANT BIG MOMEV
hr OlD tOINS-BIUS STAMPS ?
YOURSELF!
...of Texas,
IT PAYS!
I- paidoneHalf
$400.00
to Mrs.J. Dowty
Dollar;
D.MartinofVirniaMr.$200.00
for a Bingle
Copper$2,500.00
Cent,
ManningofNewYork,
forF. Adams,
one SilverOhio,Dollar.
receivedMr $740 ^
allfor kinda fews o ( " " '
I WILL
PAY
$100.00
FOR
A DIME! I
-.S'falo* anMint:
$50.00of other
for 1913Folder
Libertyandprices
HeadforNickel
d hundreds
amazinK
coins.(notSendBuf-4c
formay1894 Lari^e
Illustrated
Coin
further
mean
much
protit
to
you.
Write
today
to
B.MAX MEHL, 456Mehl BldK.,FortWorth,Texas
Established S6I yen
DEAFNESS IS MISERY
lO^^ Head
Many people with Conversatioi
defective he
ChurchNoisesand enjoy
Radio, because they
^^■^H Leonard
Invisible
Ear Drums
resemble Tiny MeKJphones
fitting which
, gy Noin thewires,Ear batteries
entirely oroutheadof piece,
sisht,
booklet
and
sworn
statement
the inventorwho was himself deaf.of of^C^
0. LEONARD. Inc.. Suite 986. 70 6th >ve.. New Yotli
COUGHINGTEARS
YOURTHROAT
MILLIONS USE PERTUSSIN
FOR QUICK RELIEF
It's the and
dryingbronchial
of tiny tract
moisturethatglands
your
throat
often incauses
coughs. Sticky phlegm collects, irritates, and
you cough.
Pertussin stimulates these glands to again
pour out their natural moisture. Sticky mucus
is loosened and easily expelled. Irritation goes
away—
coughingUse iscoupon
relieved.below.
Try Pertussin at
our
expense.
30<f
FREE
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be about her two children. She loves
shopping,
but because
she's hadclerks
to give
almost entirely
laughit atup her
as soon as they hear that unmistakable
voice.
"/ went into a store to get a rollingpin,"
typical
experience
"and
ivhen Iherasked
for it,
the girls runs,
all started
laughing. 'She H'ants a rolling-pin!' and
they'd giggle and giggle. IV hat's so funny
about that!"'
FAME VERSUS COMFORT
Fame, in radio as well as in the movies,
has its drawbacks. One of these is the
matter of dress.
I expect
headliners
to lookYoutheirand very
best radio's
at all
times
and
they
must
live
up
to
our expectations.
Only 7ciV/iiH their o'u-n homes or in rehearsal studios can they be less than perfectly dressed and comfortable. And they
usually do it -with a vengeance.
When vocalizing at home, Jane Pickens
wears pajamas and no slippers at all.
Helen Marshall, Fireside Recitals soprano,
practices in a well-worn negligee which
she brought with her from Joplin, Missouri, her home town. Bernice Claire, Melodiana warbler, putters around the house
in a simple house dress and comfortable
mules. Winter or summer, Edith Dick,
Hit Parade
nish blouses.vocalist, wears shorts and manAt studio rehearsals, Al Goodman strips
to his shirt, casts aside his street shoes,
and dons a comfortable pair of pumps.

NOT

The Landt Trio and White, when they
settle down to a lengthy rehearsal, get into
flimsy summer togs.
In a studio rehearsal, Jan Peerce zvears
his jacket, but aluvys leaves his shirt collar open. And Don Bestor, no matter
hoii' much clothing he may shed, tcill never
discard his spats!
HE LIKES THEM
Fred Waring always has a big tin of
graham crackers on a little table alongside his desk. His idea of lunch usually
is a bowl of milk with a handful of crackers out of that can. It's not doctor's orFred's your
stomach
better
equippedders.than
own probably
for a filetismignon
in the middle of the day. Fred simply has
a curious taste for graham crackers.
SCOOPS
do or maybe
don't think
of Maybe
radio you
for news.
Gatheryouaround
with
the announcers some night and they talk
about their big scoops just as lustily as any
crowd of newspapermen. Dirigible disasters, they insist, always drop things
right in their lap.
When the Macon crashed into the Pacific, one of them tells you, an RCA operator just happened to be listening in on
the SOStress signal.
band Ofand course,
heard the
balloon'sthe dishe called
affiliate company, NBC, and XBC men
su-ung into action on long-distance phones
and quickly assembled the story from here
and there and the United States Xavy.
That Zi'as ivhen the radio stations and
neii'spapers had just concluded the Press-

THE

Radio Bureau pact, which specified that no
radio station should broadcast any ncics
which had not come from the bureau. The
press associations, unwarned by any lucky
listening to an SOS call, did not have the
story and ivould not confirm it to the
Press-Radio Bureau. So there ifere the
NBC men with one of the biggest (and
luckiest) nezi-s beats of years burning their
hands and ivere
they almost
couldn'tready
broadcast
netii'orks
to go it.off The
the
air for the night, too.
Withutes, thethenewsclocks
ticking off
associations
werefatal
told minjust
who had the information. Finally the news
was verified, release was given and the
bulletin got on the air.
When the Akron crashed, off the Jersey
coast, Columbia sent Paul Douglas out in
a plane, hunting
for the ivreck for an eyeli'itness
e.vciting. account. Ghoulish, maybe, but
The plane flew over a small government
blimp out on a rescue errand. As luck
would have it, at that moment the blimp
folded up in collapse, to add a second
crash to the day. Paul Douglas' plane
wheeled right around, with Paul frantically sending back requests for immediate
clearance
other big ofscoop.the network. That was anThese announcers have even got to the
point ivhere they talk of famine, pestilence
and disaster in terms of scoops — just as
neii'Spapernien
have from time immemorial.
— Arthur Masox
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dear,
you veregularly,
got to useif
lifebuoy
you're going
to keep
dainty!
no otherSOAPweuKNOWN toilet
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ITS SPECIAL INGREDIENT
THAT STOPS ""B.C."

Enjoy regular protection!
REMEMBER — warm rooms, heavy clothing
„ increase
danger of Lifebuoy.
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DOCTS
• Poor digestion is generally the result
of improper feeding. Get at the cause.
Our FREE Dog Book tells how to feed
and care for your dog. It tells what to
do when improper feeding causes indigestion, vomiting or cramps. Our Free
Advice Department answers any question about your dog's health.
Give Sergeant's Condition Pills
before
appetite.meals to stimulate your dog's
Give Sergeant's
Pepsin
Tablets
after meals Compound
to help digestion
of meat. Fine for growing puppies at
weaning-time.
There
are 23 tried Standard
and tested SERGEANT'S
DOGtheMEDICINES.
Madea
ofMoney-Back
finest Guarantee
ingredients.hysince
Sold1879.under
Pet
Stores. Ask them for a FREE Drug
copy andof Sergeant's Bo k on the care of dogs or write:
VoLK
Corporation
1976 W.MILI.ER
BroadProducts
St., Richmond,
Virginia
SerQeanfe
DOC MEDICINES

Lily Pons, petite star of opera,
screen and radio, presents Smoky,
one of her favorite canine pals.
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It's sheer hard luck not to be able to see beauteous Joan Marsh,
screen star, as well as hear her on the "Flying Red Horse Tavern"
progranns. Every Friday fronn 8 to 8:30 p.m. EST she's on CBS.
man. "May I call you Uncle
UK was tecling very mdiicyedasked
EDDIK LAN!
Bobby. "And shall we get
ous one evening, after Ida's Lou?"
magnanimfrom
return
New York. "What right down to business?" Mr. Lurie was
stunned that he okayed Bobby's next
wciuld you like to do this evening?" he in- so
(|uirc(l.
a bigaminight
it— proposal, about putting the money into the
( liCiiaiiut"Let's
Grove,make
Rniiico
Julietof prepicture and being done with it. "Oh, I'm
miere, Biltmore — anything you say." "Oh, so glad you'll do it," said the boy. "I
want a tonicemakehouse
a lotandof amoney,
lume
those places,"
said around
his frau.and"Letlooks get
teacherso'sforI can
my
reallyofcelebrate
and ride
mother
and
father,
so's
they can learn
at your pictures in the gasoline stations." English." Bobby got enough
moneyaccent!
even
From sniip to nuts go Burns and Allen. to hire a teacher with an English
Ill April fliry -a'ill be broadcasting jor a
Garher's reception on the west coast
nutty
t'reakjast
food — uiid
from hasJanlu-fii
Xeiv York
this time.
They iiiayl>e
are headiin/
really soiiiethiin/. His Catalina
east the minute their Paramount picture is Island en<ia<iement ivas folloivcd by one at
completed and ivill appear in a Droadzvay Los Aiii/eles' famed Cocoanut Grove. On
play, a musical comedy based on The the openiiui niiiht the crowd looked like
Hollyivood
Who's
Who.in When
Joan
! Charm Girl.
Craivford came
szireping
with $8,000leorth of siher fo.ves and Franchot Tone,
Al
Jolson
says
he's
pleased
as
Punch
to
be coming back on the air again. We Jan struck up her favorite tune. Melanhear that Al stopped at the Cradle, faBaby — and Joan
_^ stepped up and
mous Evanston orphanage, on his way ivarbledcholyit!
west after signing the contract, and looked
Didja
Know:
That
Jack Oakie, popuciver the girls. Others who are adopting
lar screen comic, became a radio star
babies any minute now are Irene Dunne,
Miriam Hopkins, the Fredric Marches on
new
show?signing
That with
MarthaCamel
Raye Caravan's
has announced
and the Pat O'Briens.
her
engagement
to
Glenda
Farrell's
When Bobby Breen was being considered nephew? That Constance and Joan Bennett have been talking about each other
for picture work, he met the man who was
thinking of investing $60,000, in the film. on the air? That Hollywood Hotel has
Bobby shook hands with Lou Lurie, the celebrated its third anniversary? That
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Al Jolson will only get $4,000 a week on
the new program? That Judy Janis,
ninety-three pounds of charm and song
on the Phil Harris program, is heartwhole and fancy-free? That 325,000
students in 3,000 Pacific Coast schools
are taking
the That
Standard's
tion course?
Anne music
Jamisonappreciais the
only soprano of note to appear on both
CBS and NBC networks — and that she's
going to give them both up, mebbe, and
go
into pictures?
Josefjuvenile
Koestner'son
10-year-old
son, Pat,Thatis the
Music Hall broadcasts? That Hoot Gibson made his first radio appearance recently for the Music Hall, and without a
horse? That Fred Allen claims pumpkins are a California fruit — just fat
oranges too lazy to reduce?
Radio is catching up to movies so fast
that the celluloid market is due for a
slump. Anything the iiiooiii pitchers can
offer in the entertainment line, the radio
moguls insist, can soon be duplicated and
eventually excelled via the air waves.
Previews are the latest proof. A preview
always used to mean the advance showing
ofmeana picture
— but nowairing
it"s ofjusta asradio
likelypro-to
an advance
gram. They're the
just broadcasting
as swanky and
far
more exclusive,
stations
limiting an audience to just the Chosen
Few.
I'lietenttables
turned angling
to the exof the have
cinemaevenstudios
for
radio uritcrs. Carlton E. Morse, author
of One Man's Family, is the latest convert. He's in Hollyicood non', ivriting a

r 1 "U's heavenly i"

picture version of the popular serial for
Paramount Pictures. The story of the
Barbours zvas the first serial originating
on the Pacific Coast to be sponsored by a
nation-zi'ide
celebrating their fifthnetivork.
year on theThey'll
air inbeApril,
and
Paramount ivill release the picture around
that time. -♦At a rehearsal, the other day, we spotted
agumfamous
a pieceintoof
on theoperamikestarjust"parking"
before going
one
of
Wagner's
deathless
songs.
she left the stage, so carried away wasWhen
she
that she completely forgot her gum.
However, we were glad to see that, when
the lady returned for her next number,
she had acquired another piece which
found a resting place on the music rack.
The climax to her performance, as far as
we were concerned, came when the artist
bowed low to the audience, collected both
wads of gum and swept off the stage.
Latest addition to Columbia Broadcasting System's
musical composer,
department critic
is Deems
Taylor,
American
and
journalist. "The radio," he says, "has liecome, andportantwillmediumremain,
music's most
ami immusician can affordof nottransnii>sii
to take init with
theno
utmost
\vh. . has
chance toseriousness.
play a part Aiiyoiuin presenting
musica
to the radio public should — as I do —
count himself lucky."
A 160-pound deer caused considerable
an.rriety and not a feic harsh thoughts
around the XBC Hollywood studios recently. That's a lot of deer, hut the divi-

sion of it icas the problem. The trophy
Zi'os really brought doi^-H by Syd Di.ron,
but he shot it zi.'ith a gun belonging to
John Szcallozv, spotted it zvith binoculars
belonging to Eddie Holden, tracked it in
bootsingloaned
by Tracy
costume zvhich
is theMoore
pride andand a joyhunt-oj
Hal Bock.
Lily Pons believes in doing one thing
at a time and doing it well. While out
at thetionRKO
she wasthe having
difficultiesstudios,
and asked
directordic-to
give her just one line at a time, so she
could do it well. For one scene the director told Lily she would have to go
slangy, snap her fingers and come out
with: "That'll slay 'em, eh?" Lily repeated the line under her breath until
the lights flashed on, cameras turned and
the director called: "Okay, Miss Pons,
we're ready. Shoot!" Lily walked to the
center of the stage, snapped her fingers
and said slangily: "That'll keel the people,
iswithit not
so?" and walked off, well pleased
herself.
Parkyakarkus suggests that the theme
song for the Xew York State Penitentiary
should be Sing Sing, Baby, Sing Sing.
And Rupert Hughes, former host of the
old Camel Caravan, has a nezu Pekingese
at his house. nawcJ S. If. Taffy. The
S. II'. stands for Salt U'atrr.
If you think Nelson Eddy likes those
pompadour and satin pants parts, you
should ask the Open House cast. For
after every program Nelson bundles the

mascara. j^^ve
shade and
e sn
ey/el
ik
sted ic
Up''
^"ank,"U
d ^'^
'q e.it'smaakebigtri

9 out
up.rov
ementof 10bnnay ,
imp
Miriam ^^l^'^J hresden ate new^'"':'tIr"onunends
beautv.And
Marvelous ^Je ^>re^'^^u only
Marvelous MaUuP
»tore
55department
cents (Canaa
^^^^^
Payoriursianeyes^YP'ar'e "-bro'%„^tinental
ers. i.
^ho matt...
r mirror or
Makeup
type.Mar. •Ne• '^«y includes har- "ThYou
ere's somethm^
''■^y''"'?'facepo«der,
rouge,
.
monmng tace v
„L about vou...tom.^U
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This
rougeit i
fine .dry. . that
Five
freshly blushing from dawn til
shades,
NATURAL.to match
BLUSH, Savage
JUNGLE.lipstick:
20C at tangerine,
all ten Cent flame,
stores.

Two
House" camera
progrannshows
a sheer
— Francia
Whitewhose
and song
Nelsonmakes
Eddy."Vick's
HereOpen
the candid
themdelight
polishing
up a
duet which you will hear when you tune in CBS on Sunday evenings at eight
o'clock, EST. Francia was Eddy's choice over all of Hollywood's sopranos.
And Eddy is everybody's choice in radio, concert, or on the movie screen!
whole troupe off to his Beverly Hills house Langford is: How long is four weeks?
for supper and musical charades. And
Frances wastorch
promised
month's
vacasinginga for
Hollyivood
Eddy inwon't
take a roleThethatlustyisn'tmusic
tough,of Hotel.tion fromToherFrances
that meant four proeven
a charade.
grams, bringing her back to the networks
buccaneer, the soldier or the villain
Here is amethod.
quick, safeWithanda the
is his meat. And Francia White likes November 20th. Not so for the producers
approved
small
brush
and
BROWNATONE
you
just
tint
those
lullabies.
of
the
show,
"Four weeksand means
streaks
patchesEasy
of grayto prove
to lustrous
shades ofa little
blonde,oi
three weeks however.
off the program
four
brownfamous
oror black.
by Cannot
applying
weeks
away
from
Hollywood,
Miss Langthis
tint
to
a
lock
of
hair.
affect
wavJoseph
Pasteniack's
orchestra
was
reingteedof hair.
OverAct twenty-three
yearsis purely
success.vegetable.
Guaranhearsing
Friml's
Chnusniicttc.
Nelson
ford,"
she
was
told,
in
no
uncertain
tones.
harmless.
i
ve
coloring
agent
Eddy absorbed
noticed thatin athemember
the chorusto
Telephones did a merry jangle between
If BROWNATONE does not give your gray, was
music, ofobhvious
the Hollywood office and Frances, basking
streaked
oryour
fadedmoney
hair alluring,
rich, 50c.
youthful-appearing
color,
back.
Only
At
drug
and
those
around
her.
in
Florida sunshine and reveling in the
toilet counters everywhere.
coinforts of home in Lakeland. Even the
Hked ofthatthe piece?"
at "You
the close
numl)cr. remarked Eddy operators
were debating : How much is a
"Yes," the girl replied. "You see, my month ?
FOR
COLDS
Nature
can
more
quickly
expel
Infection
when
father
it."
We'll bet a chrowiiim television set that
Lucilewrote
Friml
name and
aided by internal medication of recosnized merit
studying
voice isfortheseveral
yearsshe'sin been
the you'd never gness the best dressed man at
studios. Bob Burns is the genhopes that she may be able to master solo the NBC tleman!
His suits and accessories are alparts in She
someis ofa member
her father's
works.
of thefamous
Paul
HAVE RECOGNIZED MERIT
ways conservative
— butof the
kind of time,
cons
e
r
v
a
t
i
s
m
that smacks
considerable
At all druggists, or send for a Free sample to
Taylor chorus.
thought and money having been put on
K. A. Hughes Co., JamaiM Plain/ Mass.
A small Chinese rrstmiraiil in Holly- them. . . . NBC's slouchicst is Bing
'/2 Price
zcho seldom wears a coat, never
woiid
l^ackiuij
in llic r/niiv/jI-'iidayof Crosby,
leears a hat and has the most complete
niqhis issince
it inawiuralcd
the oneiislnni
lechirimi dinner to the luiies of llie .Indre iissorlment of baggy trousers in Hollyivood.
• over HOnly
a Day
. . l-red Aslaire
goes in tailored
for studiedflannel
nonHave
od all10c
alanfliirrj
offii **
Koslehniet:: C heslerjirld hroadeasl. J'ie- .ehalaiiee.
modcla.SEND
Also portables
at
teducw)
price:
Faultlessly
IThompson,
II res of the etdireelor.
I ea t herloii
NO MONEY
al, adornRay,i Jhiioe
poster. k'ny
jiist slacks and tz^'ced jaehets pressed to look
b".ia* ^-'l?'''FULLY'*OU»RAN'TEE'a
inside the door. I he hroadensls r.wV/ he impressed. . . . Jack Benny has never been
in anything but iron-gray business
even more popular now, sinee K ost elmiet:: seen
heard
this iiniisiial tnl<iite to his iniisie, suits and blaeh cigars. . . . Vic Young
International Typewiter Exch., Dilu26i^°"ch\cmii and isoftiomo
to luetiide siieh afpyopriale woitlihi't he eauglit dead around work
A WOMAN
withoutdo.':ens
his "liieky
jacket"on— pockets,
a tiveed lapels
affair
limes asBoy.Chop .Sticks, China 'I'owii, and with
China
of cippers
TUeds a Jlea£
and front. These he dps up and dozen in
Francia White, assisting artist on the
moments. . . . Edzmrd Everett
Nelson Eddy Open House program, took agitated
Uorton alwiiys wears an overcoat and
up
the
option
on
her
last
possible
guest
GET RID OF UGLY HAIR
mufflerone toam!guardisn'tagainst
He's never
appearance on another radio program had
taking colds.
any chances.
...
Get this special Ra7,orellc -y^^^
for your
when she filled the singing guest role on Jidinny
Creen
zeouldn't
be
zvilhoiit
a turk. armplU,
Camel
Caravan
in
November.
Francia's
ish
lirieel
around
liis
neck
zvltile
broadcastcallou.Hes.
.Simple,
contract with Eddy allowed her five guest
.New Idea
ing. Reason unknozvn. . . . Kenny Baker
Flnest
blades.preappearances
on other
shows.
Franciacastis is NBC's loudest, sartorially speaking.
GET THIS WONDERFUL RAZOR
now a new recruit
to the
permanent
atst^>rea,.^ andIcadlnK
JO'S and other
chain
Checked
suits and off-color ties being
^"'J departof Fred Astaire's Tuesday night programs. his specialty. . . . Don Wilson manages to
8T. CLAIR
MFG.
CO.,
(Dept.
131
cover
up
his si.v-fool -four in tiveed suits,
40 W. Milwaukee Ave.
The question of the moment for Frances but says lie'd rather just zvcar a tent.
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If she can clear her schedule of Hollywood film and radio engagements, Gertrude Niesen will hie London-ward at coronation time. Remunerative engagements
await her at one of the brighter night
clubs
and
also at London's famed Palladium.
Ginger
says she'd
pictures in a Rogers
split second
for a give
good upchance
at radio. But Mama Lela Rogers is
equally vehement in her idea of movies
being Little
a girl'sTheatre
best hct.
even Studios,
has her
own
out She
at RKO
where she trains girls with cinematic aspirations. But after appearing on that recent Radio Theatre program with Ginger,
Mrs. Rogers was enthusiastic about radio.
Mama, according to Ginger, is slipping.
The Dick Pouiells arc still honeymooning, even if they are back now front New
York. And that accord, nn to no belter
authority than the Dick Poieclls. Joan
and Dick are both set for pictures out at
Warner Brothers and in the iiicantinie are
hard at ivork zoith the Hollywood Hotel
program.
No, misses
Joan isn't
proiiran\.
But
she nei'cr
one,onandthepractically
li'cars
herself
out
applauding
every
Pozvell
number.
Between the Paducah Plantation broadcasts and spending fourteen hours a day
in the hospital, Irvin S. Cobb has been
one of Hollywood's busier people lately.
Mrs. Cobb was seriously ill with pneumoniaturnforto their
severalSanta
weeks,Monica
but willhome.shortly reCobbie Brody, the nine-year-old grandson of the Cobbs, who is now visiting at
Santa Monica, startled the family the other
day with the announcement of his engagement to Shirley Temple, who has been his
playmate since his arrival. "Well, I sized
Shirley up," said Cobbie, "and she seems
pretty sensible. At least, for a girl."
Robert Taylor s in sucli dennind fo
I pcrsoiiol appearance
radio,
picturesthese days
that iio ho.rd lo believe lie sec
as much of Barln :i .StanieycL- as the pnl
licity items Djould have us believe. Within
the next month or so. Bob is definitely
planning bratoska, theleave
all, take
trip take
to Ne-in
hum itstate,
and athen
Europe. And alone!
And if Bob Burns hasn't gone and
himselfcontract
up to become
Asignedmovie
which ahemillionaire^.
has just
ckayed will make him one of those things
in three years. A contract for a syndicsted newspaper column will pay him an
additional
And a we're
not
mentioning ^26,000.
radio. Aa year.
year and
half ago
Bo'j had two
possesions
of value
second-hand car and
a bazooka.
But— hea still
wears a 7'/4 hat. -♦The latest tenants of the Countess Di
Frasso'sJackBeverly
home Dietrich
arc Mr. just
and
Mrs.
Benny.HillsMarlcne
recently vacated the house and, according
tois Jack,
enoughfor forhim.
Marlene
almostwhat's
good good
enough
We
thought this was our chance to find out
how many rooms this famous place really
has, buta Jack
us. "Haven't
heard
word wouldn't
from thehelp
scouting
party I
sent
out
four
days
ago,"
he
said
mournfully.
— Lois Svensrud.

With

Soft

LUSTROUS

HAIR

Every woman longs to have exquisitely
soft, alluring hair, so lovely that nnen turn
their heads in admiration and other women
sigh with envy.
To bring out the natural silken texture and
gleaming highlights of your hair, use
Fitch's Dandruff Remover Shampoo regularly each week. Fitch Shampoo does not
leave a single trace of undissolved deposit to dim the natural luster of your soft,
glossy hair. As good for blondes as brunet es. Itrinses out instantly and removes
all dandruff, dirt and foreign matter with
the
very first application.
Fitch's soluble
is the
only
100%
in hardshampoo
or soft guaranteed
water.
After
and between
Fitch preparation
Shampoos, Fitch's
Ideal
Hair
Tonic
is theandideal
stimulate
the hair
roots
give new lite,toluster
and
DANDRUFF REMOVER SHAMPOO
beauty to your hair.
THE F. W. FITCH CO., DES MOINES. IOWA
TORONTO, CAN.
'S
FITCH

THE TRUTH ABOUT
SOAP SHAMPOOS
1.hairMiciophoto
shows
shampooed
witn
ordinary
soap Note
and
rinsed
twice.
dandruFfposit leand
curd
def
t
by
soap
mar natural luster toof
2.FitchMicrophoto
after
Shampoo
and
hair
rinsedShompoo
twice
Note
Fitch
removes all dandruff
and undissolved
deposit, and brings
the natural
luste< outof
(he hoir

Hilarity reigns all over as Burns and Allen pull one on Tony Martin.
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Do

What
You Do

with

Your Little Finger?
— uh/n youothers
pick upthata charm
glass or andcup?poise
. . . You
know from
watching
instantly
the misuse
of hands.
Andcanbecome
bybe destroyed
the asametretoken, thebymecomet
use
of
your
hands
can
ndmuch
ous social and
business
asset.
Greathandactresses
accomplish
of
their
poise
by
proper
The makers of FrostUla— the famous skin lotionaction.
that
keeps hands,
face and body smooth and lovely— asked
Margery
and poise,Wilson,
to tell the international authority on charm
• how to hold a cigarette
how toto shake
pick uphands
cards
•• how
• and how to make hands behave to the
best advantage on all occasions
Margery
Wilson
gives thein authoritative
answers
these
and
otherYour
questions
an illustratedAlthough
booklet thisonto
How
to isUse
Handswe Correctly.
booklet
priced
at
50c,
have
arranged
to present
it u ithoul
and
Canadacharge
until toMayFrostilla
30th, users
1937. in the United Sutes
Just mail the front of a 35c, 50cfromor $1.00 Frostilla
Fragrant
lOcsizesjandLotionyour boxcopy(orwilltwobefronts
sentFREE.
#^'*'se>
"FROSTILLA"
464
Gray
Street,
Elmira,
N.
Y. thereEnclosed
is
Frostilla
box
front—
fore send me my copy of Margery I
Wilson's book on hands.
Name
Address
City.
State..

SITR
fOS SAlf AT
WOOLWORTH, KRESGE,
MURPHY,
ond other 5> andNEWBERRY
)0< sloreji
€ARN

GOOD

MON€Y

Learn at Home in Spare Time
Righttime,
in youryou owncanhome,
in your
spare
Costume
Desiijning;
and noteasilyyour
onlylearn
j
o
y
t
h
e
thrill
of
originating
ownenclothes,did position
but alsoin this
preparelucrative
for a splenfield.
Many attractive
openingsstyle
with shOiJS.
manufsurroundings,
acturers and smart
Thrilling
fascinating
work,
excellent
salaries.
Orand
yoube maythe
have
your
own
style
shop
fashion authority of your community.
Be a CollegeTrained Fashion Expert
college,America,
located
inwillThis
the(|iiii'kly
new50-year-old
style
teachcenter
youin ofProfessional
('f.^iijiiif
Designing
your
spare
time
home. NoPractical,
previouspersonalexpericiici' izedatnecessary.
training,
easy
to
learn.
Low
cost, small
payments.designComplete'lulpment
e outfimonthly
t of furnished
professional
er's
without
tra cost;casts. Falso
monthly service.
fa.shion fore-exre placement
/€ND -FOR f R€€ BOOK
i WOODBURY COLLEGE, Dept. 137B, HollyvKOod, Cal. •
J■ tume
Send meDesigning,"
FREE yourand newfull book,
"A Career
Cos- SS
particulars
of yourinhome■! study
My agecourse.
is (No student under 16 years accepted) :!
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second anniversary broadcast. It looked
stunning, topping a matching white evening
gown — but it looked even cuter, a few days
later, when I spotted Miss L. wearing it
tolooktopouta dark
daytime
of place
at all,dresseven! ifNo,you.it didn't
knew
it had been worn a few evenings previous.
Her pet item in her wardrobe is the
two-piece suit, either tailored or quite
formal. Like so many busy professional
women, and all you business girls, she
finds the tailored suit the answer to most
daytime problems of dressing smartly and
inexpensively. Frances has several of them
in her inwardrobe.
stunning
tailleur
two shades There's
of gray, ana all-black
model and two fur-trimmed ones for colder
weather in California. One of her furtrimmed suits has a pert flaring peplum,
edged with a wide band of black fox. The
fur edging to the peplum on the jacket is
all right for a slim little tiling like Frances,
but
you half-pinters
will dotends
betterto
withmostthe ofsmoother
furs. Fox
give too much bulk to the top of the figure
and thus cuts down your height.
Last fall, Frances went back to Lakeland, Florida, for an annual holiday in her
old home town. For the train trip down
and back, she bought the tailored suit
which she had photographed for this
story. As you can see, it combines the
unusual combination of a striped skirt and
a checked jacket. The skirt is a soft
English flannel in gray with fine white
and brown stripes. And the jacket, made
with a fitted waist and slightly padded
shoulders, is of the checked tweed in the
same shades.
Dark accessories are her choice for this.
That mannish shirt is dark brown and she
bought it instorethe! boys'
department
Hollywood
To further
stressofthea
severe tailored feeling of the suit, she
wears brown
a man'sfeltbeigehat.silkHer
tie and
a fedoratype
brown
suede
oxfords and smartly shaped handbag are
a trifle more on the feminine side.
Loungingportance in her
pajamas
comewardrobe.
next in She
impersonal
finds them the perfect outfits for the
relaxation she has to steal between rehearsals, broadcasts and picture "shootings." Shefor
wearsa hostess
thein forcostume,
dining atinhome
and often
lieu
of a dress.
She was wearing her favorite pajama
suit the day I talked to her. It's the black
and
satin inonefeeling,
you sec
It's
ratherwhite
Russian
withpictured.
a long tunic
in white brocaded satin, the collar of
which buttons right up under the chin
with black satin buttons. The trousers
are plain black satin, cut rather wide. Her
sash beltsatinis edged
wliite
sandalswithfor theherblack
feet.satinThis—
makes
a
stunning
foil
for
Frances'
own
black and white coloring.
I asked Frances to pick the one dress,
out of her whole closet, wliich she found
the most useful for general informal use.
Without a moment's deep thought, she
pulled out the short-sleeved, dark purple
afternoon crepe and promised to have a

picture made of it for you. It's extremely
simple and that's the secret of its smartness
for five-footers
or less.
not andan
extra
detail to make
it lookThere's
too fussy,
yet
That itsoftcertainly
fullness doesn't
to the look
top isjuniorish.
cleverly
achieved by shirring that extends up the
outside of the arms and across the
shoulders neck
to beband.
caught
the highbuttoned
The into
shirring
gives
the
short
sleeves
that
new
"drawn
up"
look that is so effective. The skirt is quite
slender with just a slight flare toward the
hem. You'll find that all width will be
modified in spring dresses, a gradual
taperingof off
very full
skirts
this from
winter.the That's
what"swing"
makes
this dress ofTheFrances'
so practical
it isn'tof
extreme.
low slash
to the —front
the blouse is partially filled in with a
raggedy bunch of fuchsia-colored flowers.
Don't skip the attractive black suede
pumps that Frances wears with this dress.
They have the high instep cut. As you
will notice, although Frances has the small
shorter girl,shoes.
she doesn't
cut
itfootoff ofwiththeshort-vamp
All of her
shoes have the longer toe detail and it
tends to give an added illusion of height.
Frances said that she really goes to town
on clothes to be worn at a Hollywood
premiere. Of course, some of the picture
previews are not necessarily formal, but
about once a month there is a grand
opening to a new picture and everyone
steps out in their best.
For such a swanky event, Frances
bought herself a beautiful white crepe
gown which is embroidered all over with
white and silver beads. Tiny as she is,
the Langford takes on regal proportions
in this dress. Made on semi-princess
lines, with a skirt that just touches the
floor and has no train, this gown achieves
its distinction with its unusual bodice
detail. Backless, it is built up high at the
neck in front but has a deep slash to the
high waistline, where Frances clips a
beautiful ruby and rhinestone jewel. This
soundstheverydress
decollete,
but it goes
isn't, abecause
over
foundation
capejacket with long sleeves. Really a unique
andWith
very this
flattering
gown.
dress Frances wears red
slippers to match the one color note in
her gown's trimming, the clip. And over
it she wears her prized possession — a cape
of flawlessly matched platinum foxes.
This luxurious fur topper made its appearance at the preview of Romeo and Juliet
and Frances says she still can't bear to
splurge portant
out dates.
in She
it except
her most
imwore for
it again,
not long
ago, over a very simple black crepe dinner
gown — this was at the annual Press
Photographers'
Ball. with her. She says :
Furs are a hobby
"If ever I get really rich, I will buy as
many of them as I like. My fox cape is
the beginning and I hope my next buy will
be a mink coat. But that's definitely on
theOnluxury
side andofwillaccessories,
have to wait
!"
the subject
Frances
has very set ideas.
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For Real Beauty—
You Must Have Soft
Here's Frances Longford, "done
wrong" by a camera as she rests on
her car on the "Born to Dance" lot.
"A bag orcostume,
a pair ofor shoes
make an
inexpensive
ruin can
an expensive
one,"
she step
insists.
"Getting aa dress
is justI
the first
in assembling
costume.
never wear a new one until I have the
right shoes, hat, bag and gloves to go with
it. itIt'ssounds.
really not
such found
an expensive
as
I have
that if plan
you
have one good looking set of accessories
in black, brown and navy blue, you can
meet the demands of almost an\- costume."
Isn't therethatalways
one dress
own
wardrobe
you cherish
abovein allyourothers,
regardless of how old it is? Well, Frances
has just such a garment. It no longer is
new
particularly
striking
featureand ofit hasn't
color, any
trimming
or cut.
But
she loves it. It's a graceful dinner dress
of green lace and there's hardly a week
that
doesn'tsortcome
of the closet to
attendit some
of aoutparty.
"I had the grandest time of my life, the
first time I wore that dress." Frances
said, holding it in her arms. "Xow I get
it out towhere wear
everytotime
I'm togoing
that I want
be sure
havesomefun.
It hasn't failed me yet ! It's my lucky
dress."
I have made a lot of notes on colors,
fabrics and styles of clothes that are
flattering to various types. If you will
write in to me, giving your full description
such as height, coloring, general figure
proportions, etc., I will gladly give you
some pointers on how to make the most
of yourself from every fashion angle.
Send in this description along with your
request for my monthly Shopping Bulletin.
Fill in the coupon below.
Elizabeth Ellis,
Radio Stars Magazine.
149 Madison Avenue.
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed please find a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Kindly send me,
free of charge, your FEBRUARY
SHOPPING BULLETIN.
Name
Street
City
State

Alluring Skin
. . Free From Pimples
stances of vitamin deficiency. With the
SjNIOOTH,
satiny complexion
skin— a radiantly
tract again iu healthy function,
clear, youthful
— men intestinal
admire
them. them and modern stj'le demands pimples should quickly disappear.
To be truly lovely, you must rid your
skin of ugly pimples on face and body.
And thousands are doing it, with comknown asnecessary
the anti-neuritic
plete success.
lVitamin
itamin, isB,absolutely
to sound,
The real cause of disorders resulting
steady nenes. Lack of enough vitamin B
causes
polyneuritis
—
the
inflammation
in ugly pimples may be nothing in the
of many
nerves.
YecLstprevent
Foam Tablets,
rich
in theconditions
B factor,
correctsoB
world
a lackthese
of theelements
j'east vitamins
B and except
G. When
are not
nervous
caused by andvitamin
deficiency.
present in the human diet in sufficient
quantities, the intestinal tract becomes
weak and sluggish. Its function is badly
ordinaryandy^st.
impaired. Constipation is likely to ensue Unlike
are pasteurized
henceYeast
cannotFoam
causeTablets
gas or
and this, in turn, often shows up in fermentation.
They are easy to swallow and
most
people
relish
their
pimply
skin.
clean,
nut-like
taste.
They
Countless men and women have found
keep,
too.
Start
now.
Try
Yeast Foam Tablets and
that in such cases. Yeast Foam Tablets
give them the chance to give
work wonders. This pure dry yeast supyou
the
same
welcome
relief
pHes vitamins B and G in abundant
they have brought to so
quantities and thus tends to restore the
many others.
intestinal tract to normal — in those in■Mail
Coupon for Trial SampleCO.
•■■•••j
XOUTHWESTERX
17.50 X. .\shland Av., YEAST
Chicago, III. t•
Please
send FREE(OnlyTRL\L
sampleper offamily.)
Yeast J■
Foam Tablets.
1 sample
YEAST FOAM
M.M
2-37
Name .
TABLETS
DISCARD
YOUR
AERIAL
It OIs.MOKE
Most BUZZKS.
Likely Corroded
Has OLD
Poorsummer
or Loose
Connections
CI.K Ks aruland shorts
from
rains Noisy
and winter
snow and
,t "hen.strung
iKiiig 0jnft.I'liigh.
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Eliminator.
Equals
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long,
ih,
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only
IH
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by
4
inch
space
behind
radio —BETTER
guaranteid TONE
to kh,' y. AND
o nationwide
reception
or
your
money
back.
DISTANCE
GUARANTEED
isitivily,
selectivity,
tone
and
volume
improved.
No
ligliining
danger
or unghtly
aerial —wires.
Makessetyouranyivhere.
set coraiileie in itself. Forget
erial lead-in
wiresNOTandandtroubles
move
your
NEW—
VALUE
ALREADY
PROVED
the market
satisfied customers
U.Tropics
S. andof foreign
ntries.
InCoverninent
usefivefrontyears.thefor use100.000
.\rclie
Norwaybedsideto theinradios.
Africa.
)sen
by actual
on NavalRegionof
Hospital
Eachfactory
tedany onradio.
long
distance
reception.
Can
not
harm
set
—
Easily
sfied.
Incluiling radios having no ground or radios for doubletconnected
aerial.

'•»>'.''.-'™''n.,i.oo pius.a
were
to bothan
5 DAYS TRIAL ^t"
MAIL THISDept.COUPON
aerial. connected
short
andOperates
long onwaves.
F. & H. RadioJUSTLaboratories.
36. Fargo, No. Oak.
K. & postage.
H. CapacityIf Aerial.
Will will
pay return
postman within
Jl plus
WHAT
USERSinterestSAYyou to low that II Send
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cents
not pleased
San Antonio.
Tei.Aerial
It might
I
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for
$1
refund.
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here
□
sendingguarantee.
$1 with5
with
the
Capacity
Eliminalor
I
get
Eu
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thus □saving
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refund
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get Stations.
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ReceivedAlsoyourworks
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ADDRESS
and it Wish
sure la.
works
band.
I had fine.
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STATE_
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OFFbSSOPPORTUNITIES
YOU 5 BIG
PROFIT
Expert in foods and con
furnishedp< for
delicious
-nuts,
toasted r
nationally
Proved plans
cue*^
productsstandsas
BeginWEready
in HELP
homefor in\mediate
orFINANCE
store. occup
GoodYOU
Notlonsprevious
experience
requirePa:
only
little
money
needed.
■nee
outfirstof profiu.
almost
hour, Earnings co
wide
demand.
WEGet into
STARTthis Very
YOUdignified,IN vear
BUSINESS
round
business that offers
unlimited
opportunities.
We
will
give
you profit
lifetime
advisory
service
and
free
suecess ourplansstaffthatof have
been All
compiled
bysent
experts.
farts
free. Rush
Obligation.
FOR "plM BOO
LONG-EAKINS
COMPANY
290-S High St.. Springfield
AT
Learn
colorHOME!
photos and needed
mlnlaturea
inlem«nd.
oil . NotoprevloQS
. Good
Send torandARTexperience
freeSCHOOL
booklet. "Make
Money
at Home"
reqnlrementa.
NATIONAL
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 2362 Chicasv
YOUR
FAVORITE
LOVE

TEAM

Remember "THE THIN MAN?"
The exciting sequel, "AFTER THE
THIN
MAN," slarring
Myrna Loyin
and William
Powell, appears
complete
book-length
form
February SCREEN ROMANCES.in the
Read the details ol the new Jimmy
Cagney Cash Prize Contest. YOU
can win one of the cash prizes!
16 Screen Stories and Features in
the FEBRUARY ISSUE
ON SALE
AT YOUR
FAVORITE NEWSSTAND
SCREEN

Trouble
for "One
Man's Wilson)
Family"!are.Around
and Claudia
(Kathleen
L. to
Hazel (Bernice Berwin) Mrs. B. (Minetta
borough) Captain Nicky (Walter Peterson)
99. NATIONAL
DANCE
NBC Sat. HOTEL—
9:30BARN
P.M. EST.
8:00 P. M. PST 57.6
100. GRAND
NBC Sun. J:JO P.M.ANNE
EST SEYMOUR 57.5
101. DUMKE
QUALITY TWINS— EAST AND 57.4
CBS
EST
102. CBS
DR. T-T
ALLEN11:1511:45
ROYA.M.A.M.
DAFOE
57.1
M-W-F
EST
103. CLEM
McCarthy—
SPORT
SHOTS 57.0
NBC
T-T-S
11:05
P.M.
EST
104. CBS
BROADWAY
VARIETIES
56.4
Fri. 8:.W P.M.
EST
105. JIMMY WOOD
FIDLER AND
HIS HOLLY- 56.3
GOSSIP
NBC Tues. 10:30 P.M. EST
106. NBC
KALTENMEYER'S
Sat. 5:30 OFP.M.HARMONY
ESTKINDERGARTEN. 56.2
107. PORTRAITS
56.0
NBC Tues. 10:.W P.M. E.'iT

Father
R.,
Teddy(J. Anthony
(Winifred Smythe)
Wolfe)
Ellen) Clifford (Barton Yorand Paul (Michael Raffetto).

FIRSTFri.NIGHTER—
55.6
NBC
10:00 P.M. DON
EST AMECHE 55.3
HUSBANDS
NBC
Tues. 9:30ANDP.M.WIVES
EST
SUNSETSun. DREAMS—
MORIN SISTERS. 55.1
NBC
7:45 P.M.DAYS
EST
DEATHFri.
VALLEY
55.0
NBC
8:30
P.M.
EST
LOG Tues.
CABIN8:00DUDE
RANCH 54.6
NBC
P.M. EST
THE
JERGENS PROGRAM— WALTER 54.0
WINCHELL
NBC
Sun. 9:00 P.M. EST. 8:15 P.M.
PST
1847 Sun.
MUSICAL
CAMERA
53.5
NBC
4:30 P.M.
EST
GOODWILL
53.4
NBC Sun. 8:00 COURT
P.M. EST
AMERICAN
NBC Sun. 12:00PAGEANT
Noon E.STOF YOUTH. .53.3

ROMANCES

Government
JOBS'
^
$1260
$2100 Year—
Man/
1937 to/.
Appo.ntment.
FRANKLIN
INSTITUTEN.Y.
/ Dept
T2(,C. Rochester,
Immidtately
n\' ['/I'U'J
'
U. .S.TellOovernrnenl
Payone
Common
educa- ^3<l^f'Jobsmany
(2)
me how toBiggetMil^ot
' / Name
lt""
'o'f
ficl
i'ui
Mail Coupon
. ,,
today
aure. / Address
92

"War isn't pretty; it's hell!" says Floyd Gibbons, fiery commentator who was eye-witness to many gruesome sights in the present
Spanish Revolution. Spanish senoritas have taken their place in
the firing line — but death and horror ore no respecters of sex!
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Homer Rodeheaver Introduces a competitor to theHe "Come
Let's who
Sing"is
audience.
is RudyOn,Hyun,
a song master from far-off Korea.
117. NBC
IRENEFri.RICH
53.2
8:00 P.M. EST
118. NATIONAL
AMATEUR
NIGHT— BEN- 52.6
NY
RUBIN
MBS Sun.HARUM
6:00 P.M. EST
119. XBC
DAVID
52.5
M-T-IV-T-F
11:00 A.M.
EST
120. NBC
GREATER
SINCLAIR
MINSTRELS
.52.0
Mon.
9:00
P.M.
EST
121. THE
HONEYMOONERS
51.9
11:30 INA.M.WELCOME
EST
122. NBC
EDGART-W-TGUEST
VAL- LEY 51.2
NBC Tues.
8:30 P.M. EST
123. JACK
ARMSTRONG
50.6
ABC M-T-W-T-F
5:30 P.M. KST
124. TED
MALONE'S BETWEEN THE 50.3
BOOKENDS
12:15 P.M. EST
125. CBS
HOW M-T-W-T-F
TO BE 11:30
CHARMING
50.3
M-IV-F
A.M. EST
126. NBC
BACKSTAGE
WIFE
50.2
NBC M-T-W-T-F 11:15 A.M. EST
127. PEPPER
YOUNG'S 3:00FAMILY
50.2
NBC
M-T-W-T-F
P.M.
EST
128. THE
GOOSE 7:30
CREEKP.M. PARSON
50.1
CBS
M-W-F
EST.
7:45
P..\I.
129. PST
FIVE
STAR
JONES
50.1
ABC M-T-W-T-F
A.M.TOWN
EST
130. ECHOES
OFn.OOP.M.
NEW 10:15
YORK
50.0
NEC
Sun.
EST.
131. RICH MAN S DARLING 50.0
CB.S- M-T-W-T-F
12:45 P.M.THEESTGOSPEL
132. EDWARD
MacHUGH—
SINGER
49.9
ABC
M-T-W-T-F
11:45
A.M. EST
133. MOLLY
OF THE 3:00
MOVIES
49.9
MBS
M-T-W-T-F
P.M.
EST
134. WILDERNESS ROAD
49.8
CB.S.\/-T-ll
-7-F
5:45
P.M.
EST
135. BOBBY BENSON
49.8
/xs .\I-W-I- OFn:15HELEN
P.M. F^T
136. (CBS
ROMANCE
TRENT
49.7
M-T-W-T-F
12:30
P.M.
EST
137. VIC AND SADE
49.5
A'BC EST
M-T-W-T-F
3:30WSYRP.M.WLSEST.WHAM
11:30
A.M.
on
WJZ
KDKA WTMJ WDAY
138. SINGIN'
A'BC
Mon.SAM
10:00P.M.P.M.PSTEST. Fri. 8:15 49.3
P.M.
EST,
8:30
139. ABC
MA PERKINS
49 2
M-T-W-T-F
P.M. EST
140. CBS
RENFREW
OF THE3:156:45MOUNTED
48.3
.M-T-W-T-F
P.M.
EST.
8:15
EST ED McCONNELL 48.2
141. P.M.
SMILING
Sun.AND5:30PAT
P.M. EST
142. A'BC
PICK Mon.
48.0
8:30 P.M.
EST
143. CBS
POPEYE,
THE
SAILOR
46.3
CBS
M-W-F
7:15
P.M.
tsr
144. TOM
MIX SHOOTERS
AND HIS RALSTON 45.0
STRAIGHT
ABC M-T-W-T-F
P.M. EST
145. LITTLE
ORPHAN5:15ANNIE
44.4
A'BC M-T-W-T-F
5:45 P.M. EST
146. VOICE
OF
EXPERIENCE
43.8
NBC .\I-W-F
P.M.
EST 11:45 A.M. EST. T-T 7:15
Are you registering your radio
preferences? See page 10 of
this issue. Let us hear yours. Address: QUERY EDITOR. Radio Stars.
149 Madison Avenue. New York.
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EVERY month sees more women
accepting the peace and comfort of
Midol! It's old-fashioned to suffer
periodic pain, because there is now a
reUable remedy for such suffering.
Some women who have always had
the hardest time are relieved by Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one
twinge of pain,
moment's
discomfort
during ortheeven
entirea period.
Don't let the calendar regulate your
activities! Don't "favor yourself" or
"sa\e yourself" on certain days of

THJ^Ol/GH

every month! Keep going, and keep
comfortable — with the aid of Midol.
These tablets provide a proven means
for thedure relief
such might
pain, sospare
why you?
ensufferingofMidol
The relief is s^^ swift that you may
think
is a narcotic.tvvoIt'stablets
not. And
relief isit prolonged;
see youits
through your worst day.
You can case
get Midol
trim store.
little
aluminum
at anyin adrug
Then you may enjoy a new freedom
you hadn't thought possible!

When
presented
Children,"
John 93Lake,
Robert "Lux
Taylor,Radio
Fred Theatre"
(stage) Perry,
Olivia"Saturday's
de Havilland,
Mono Barrie,
Ross
Forrester and Lou Merrill gave the production much time and thought.
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Never

Suspect Cause
Of Backaches
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
Manythey sufferers
relieve nagging backache quickly,
once
may be tireddiscover
kidneys.that the real cause of their trouble
The
kidneys
are
Nature'sof chief
way ofMosttakingpeople
the
excess
acids 3 andpintswaste
the blood.
passFrequent
about
a dayoutpassages
or about
3 pounds
of waste.
or
scanty
with
smarting
and
burning
showaor there
be something wTong with
y ourAn kidneys
bladder.ormaypoisons
excess
of acids
in your
blood,
due
to
functional
kidney
disorders,
may lumbago,
be the when
causeleg
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
pains, losspuffiness
of pep under
and energj-,
getting
up nights,
sweUing,
the
eyes,
headaches
and
dizziness.
Don't
wait!
Ask
your
druggist
for
Doan's
Pills,
used happy
successfully
by milhons
fortheover15 miles
40 years. They
give
and
will helpwaste
tubes
flush rehef
out poisonous
from yourof kidney
blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
CATARRH AND SINUS
CHART— f«r£
Guaranteed noseRelief
No Pay.
Stop hawking ——
6tuflfed-up
— badorSend
breath
— Sinus
throat.
Post
Card irritation
or letter
forpblcgni-filled
New
Treatment
Chart
and
Money-Back
40.00063rdDruggists
sell Hall s Catarrh
MedicineOffer.
year in business
Write today!
F.J. CHENEY& CO. Deo». 32. TOLEDO, O
KILL THE HAIR
ROOT
h.Tir permanently,
safely, pri' 'J: positively
prevents
again,
delightfutheol
liappiness,thefreedom
:
.rs
of
successful
use all
for IMustr.it M^Spnd 6c in^ stamps TODAY
o.. Dept. 36B. Providence. R. 1.
We hope you are making good
use of Elizabeth Ellis' Shopping Bulletins.
one
at the
end ofYou'll
her find
fashion
department.
See Page 12.
"COINS
]900 CF.NT SIO— WE BUY WANTED"
CICRTAIN COINS COMMON
Massachusetts.
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LISTEN
front pageTO-AND
10)

Wide World
A program you will delight in listening to is Modern Ronnonces' "Wednesday
Matinee." Here is the cast: Ethel Blume (left), Karl Swenson, Adelaide
Klein, Alan Bruce and Edith Spencer, enacting a true-life story which was
chosen by a committee composed of a judge, a psychologist and a social
worker. Tune in this program, Wednesdays at two p.m., on the NBC network.
Street, and Tlie Man Moikey was very
good. Bertha, the Seiving Machine Girl
was some mix-up, too. But whether the
])lays are hokum, good clean fun or drama,
it is a grand show. However, I must say
that
I don't
he soMcCoy
grand
if Orson
Wellsthink
was itnotwould
the Great
and did not act in the plays. I never heard
a better actor on the air, and in Hamlet
on the Columbia Workshop program he
was marvelous. More power to him!"
Mrs. Gertrude Smith, West Cornwall,
Conn.
Familyinis one of(Housewife.)
the best, but "One
I am Man's
also much
t
e
r
e
s
t
e
d
i
n
Betty
and
Bob.
The
O'Neills
for a good laugh and Eddie Cantor, Jack
Benny and Phil Baker, too. My favorite
singers are Nelson Eddy, Lanny Ross and
James Melton."
Albany,
Calif.issue
"Seeing
so Jaene
many Huscher,
letters in the
December
telling of favorites, I just liad to join in.
Fir.st
of
all
comes
Vick's
Open
House
with
Nelson Eddy; then the /Unerican Album
of Familiar Music, The Voice of Firestone,
Shi'w B(Hil. U'all.z Time, the Packard
Hnur
and I\\tdy
Flour.
Also enjoy
LowellI'allce's
ThomasVariety
and Boake
Carter. The one I dislike most is Good
Will Court. Those I like make life pleasanter — which, I think, should be the aim
of all programs — the Good Will Court is
depressing. Of course, I needn't listen to
it and I don't. Once was enough."
Frank Rhoads, Philadelphia, Pa. (Machinist.) "Forfora good
laugh The
I tune
laddie Cantor;
good news.
Marchin
of Time; Ben Bernic and Rudy Vallee because they always furnish good programs."
-♦Mary Jane MacConell,
Globe, Ariz.

(High School
"I listen
One ofMan's
Family
becauseGirl)
I think
it is totypical
the
.American
family.
The
characters
are lifelike and the story is always interesting
and
never overdone. I also listen to the
Lucky Strike Hit Parade — I like to know
which songs are most popular."
Martha
Loveland,JackOhio.
fer the KingNurre,
of Comedy,
Benny,"I preand
the King of Song, Nelson Eddy. I think
Sunday night is the best night on the radio.
Other programs among my favorites are
Eddie Cantor, Stoopnagle and Btidd and
Z.H.r Radio Theatre."
Tilghman Frantz, best,
AUentown, Pa. she"I like
Jessica
has
the most Dragonette
beautiful voice I because
have ever heard.
I never miss the Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts, either. These two are my preferences." _♦Phyllisvorite kindIreland,
Ore. I"Mylikefa-it
of musicEugene,
is swing.
more each day. The worst kind is amateur
sopranos and baritones. I don't like news
programs, leaders
such as are
Sam Glen
Hayes'.
best
orchestra
Gray,TheBenny
Goodman, Bob Crosby and Jimmy G'rier.
My favoriteandprograms
IVaring's Pcnnsylvanians
the Fridayare Chesterfield
program. The thing I like the best in a
program is the music, so I enjoy those in
the evening which come from night clubs."
Mary E. P., Philadelphia, Pa. (Housewife.) "My very favorite program on the
air is Today's Children. It's so true to
Genevieve Maro. (Nurse.) "Jessica
Dragonette has brought me new free-ness
and new happiness which I shall never
forget. She is the only star of wdiom I've

RADIO STARS
heard
to fill And
her fans'
requests
to her who
utmosttriesability.
the only
star
who
cherishes
her
fans'
letters,
cards,
In other words, Jessica is more thanetc.a
star. She is a queen and may she forever
be on the radio !"
Matilda Dudziak, Richmond, Calif.
(Cashier.) "My favorite program on the
air is Vick's Open House, which combines
Xclson Eddy's
with hisof grand
personality
and superb
ability voice
as a master
ceremonies. Other preferences are symCrooks Audilions
on the J^oire
Firestonephonies ;:Richard
Metropolitan
of theof
Air; and for amusement, the variety programs of Jack Benny and Fred Allen."
Elaine Siegel, Detroit, Mich. (High
School
"I prefer onHollyn-ood
Hotel to anyStudent.)
other program
the air. Dick
Powell's and Frances
Langford's magnetic
personalities
and magnificent
singing
voices would add vivid color to any broadcast. I also enjoy the sparkling comedy
of Jack Benny and Bob Burns."
John Murbach, Tucson, Ariz. (Retired
Engineer.)
''Amos andand tliere
Andy,is because
a clean program
a lessonit inis
each broadcast. Alajor Bowes is excellent.
Shozv Boat, with Lanny Ross' songs. Jello
programs,
Jack Benny's
wit. Sings,
Gang
Busters, forwith
excitement.
Community
because they are home-like. Believe-it-ornot Ripley, because it is educational."
Miss I. M. Renn, Westborough, Mass.
"Aly favorite radio program is Rudy \^allee's. Hisjudge
showmanship
peerless
of talent, heis unsurpassed.
weaves his ma-A
terial artfully into the perfect variety program. An exceptional master of ceremonies, his refinement and dignity inspire
confidence. Always self-effacing and generous, his introductions are unique. The
music of the Connecticut ]'ankccs is distinctive and permeated
the niaestro's
personality.
When Rudywithrenders
a new
song in that clear, soft voice — it is a hit.
This hour appears the shortest and most
satisfactory of all, and next Thursday becomes apleasant anticipation."
Frank L. Herbert, Coral Gables, Fla.
Dolph,
in the a December
issue
of"Orpha
Radio M.Stars
describes
beautiful word
picture of Jessica Dragnnette. I would
add to personality
it by saying and
that character
.Miss Dragonette's
noble
are reflected in her majestic voice. I believe
that all who have heard her, endorse these
sentiments."
AgnesvoriteFoster,
St. Mary's,
Pa. "My
programs are:
Ken Murray,
GeorcefaBurns and Gracie .Allen, (mih/ Busier
Major
Amateur music
Hourandandsongs
BirslI
Niglitcrs.Boz^'cs'
For popular
prefer Your Hit Parade and Guy Lombardo's orchestra."
Lucy vorite
Vasile,
"My faprogram Brooklyn,
is tliat of N.theY.Joymakers,
every
morning
on
.Station
W'XEW
11 :30. Alan Courtney, tiie master of cere-at
monies, has a wonderful personality. In
my opinion, Alan Courtney is the best
comedian on the air and his program the
most enjoyable. I dare any of the noted
comedians to get before a microphone,
without a script, and make people laugh."

lAVK^"

ON

THE AIR AGAIN
^
FROM COAST TO COAST!
• The popular musical romance of last season comes
back again with a full half hour of fun and music

JOHNNY
X
DOTTY
LEW DIAMOND'S ORCHESTRA
... a brand-new "DESERVER" each week and the
added feature of dramatized stories from the famous
BURLINGTON
LIARS'
Pick
Your
Favorite
Station
STATION
TOWN
TIME
P.M.
Chicago,
111
WON
Tues. 7:30
WOR
New
York
City
. Tues.
WSB
Thur. 8:30
7:30
Atlanta. Go
WCAU
Sat.
9:30
Philadelphia,
Pa.
WTIC
Tues. 7:30
Hartford,
Conn.
WNAC
Boston, Mass.
Mon.7:30
WJR
Detroit,
Sat.
6:45
Cincinnati,Mich.Ohio
Sun.
4:00
WLW
WFAA
Mon.
6:30
Dallas.
Texas
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Sun.
5:00
KOV
WWL
New
Orleans,
La
Mon.
7:30
Sun. 3:00
Portland,
Oregon
KEX
KOL
Sun.
Seattle,
Washington
Wed. 4:30
5:30
KHJ
Los
Cal.Cal.
KFRC
Wed.
San Angeles,
Francisco,
Wed. 5:30
5:30
San
Diego,
Cal.
KGB
Wed. 5:30
KDB
Santa Barbara, Cal.

CLUB

Sponsored by THE MURINE COMPANY
. . . makers of "Murine for Your Eyes"

Hollywood news snooper, Jinnmy Fidler, plays host in his new Toiuco
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Lake home. In the nnerry group, from left to right, are Allan Jones
and bride Irene Hervey, Jimmy and Mrs. Fidler and Mrs. Dick Arlen.
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DOOR JOHNNIES
(Continued from page 25)

especially to you and if you want to get
in touch with me, my address — "
"Meettered my
husband,
— er —to " Jack,
falMary very
nicely,Mister
turning
wiio was standing behind her. Apparently
tlie
youngbecause
man didn't
realize
was Mrs.
Benny,
he looked
veryshedisappointed
and nonplussed and immediately ducked
into the crowds on Forty-ninth Street, beerly.
fore she had a chance to thank him prop-

CLEAR..MILKYWHITE..LU5TR0U5
THOUSANDS CLEAR EYES
In Seconds . . . New Easy Way
EYES
reddenedover-indulgence
or prominently— thousands
veined bylate hoursor
Jack razzed Mary to death. "Aha ! Getof girls
now clear
them in seconds; with
ting sympathy for your literary efforts !"
new scientific EYE-GENE. And what a
Finally
he said : "Well, if they're love
difference
whitesbackare ifsparkling
clear —
milky whitewhen
! Money
first application
poems,
fails. Refreshes, soothes tired eyes like magic.
Mary Doll,
hopedyoutheywin."
would be love poems,
Stainless— safe. Get a bottle of EYE-GENE just for a joke on Jack, and when she got
at any drug or department store.
home, she opened the package to find a
very neat assortment of typewritten pages,
with a fancy cardboard cover and curlicue
EYE-GENE
roses and hearts drawn between the verses.
--^3 NOW
But
they were
weren't
odes andto
Mary alas,
! They
all exactly
about trees
rippling brooks and spring.
"I was never so disappointed in my life,"
NAILS
j wanted
she toldsomebody
me, laughing,
have
to write"I a always
poem about
AT A MOMENT'S
NOTICE
FEW!
Smart.nails
long,for
tapering
For a while Helen Hayes had a pereveryone
broken,
short, thin! Cover
with J sistent Stage Door Johnny, who became
Nu-Nails.
Cannailsbe worn
!
the
Mystery of Radio Row. Every Monany
length and
polished
day evening, after her Baiiihi broadcasts,
anydetection.
desired
shade.
Delies
Waterproof.
she
had
to rush quickly down to the BroadEasily
applied;
remains
firm.
No
effect
on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.
me."Theatre to appear in Victoria RcIMarvelously natural-looking. Try them! j hurst
i/ina,
so
she kept her car, with a cop in it
AK\mC\Al to help her
through traftic, waiting at the
NU-NAILS
1401 W. JACKSON BLVD.... FINGERNAILS
CHICAGO, ILL. ; Si.xth Avenue entrance to Radio City,
IF YOU HAVE
j her
And car,
everythere
time would
she'd come
to get in
be anoutimpressiveGRAY HAIR looking limousine parked just behind it.
and DON'T
LIKE a I with white tires and a chauffeur, and a
MESSY
MIXTURE....
plump middle-aged
bowing and gentleman
asking if inhe dinner
might
then write today for my clothes
FREE TRIAL BOTTLE have the honor of driving her to the
theatre.
As a Hair Color
Specialist
fortymyyears'
European
Helen explained to him, the first night,
American
experience,
1 am awith
proud
Color
Imparler
for
Grayness.
Use it like
hair oftonic.
Wonderfully
that
shetationcimldn'l
accept hishe inviGOOD
for
the
ecalp
and
dandruff;
it
can't
leave
, but tiie nextpossibly
six Mondays
was
6tains.
As youcolor.
use it,I want
the gray
hair becomes
a sending
darker,
morefreeyouthful
totelling
convince
you byGray
myARTHUR
trial
bottle
and
book
All
About
Hair.
still
there.
He'd
always
fnli.iw
the
RHODES. Hair Color Expert. Dept. 3, LOWELL, MASS. Hruadluirst, get fuit and Iimw aiul lier
smileto and
NOT ALL BEAUTIFUL
say:
"Gnodnight,
Mi^s
IhiNcs,"
quite
eleVOICES
ARE !GOD-GIVEN
Mora <
then hiniscli
lie'd (lri\ea away.
Once or
DETER.MINA-nON
twice hegantly andmade
little obnoxious
enrneat
etudcntfl is a ma. I d«V8l
tr\ing til edge licr car Inward the curb
and drive iiarallel with lur in traffic, but
> fame and fort'ji
a few cliuice words fmni I li lcn's cop fixed
tiiat anfl he didn't attcni])! it any more.
He'd i)atieiitly follow behind.
Helen t')ld this story at a party one
Learn Pfofitable Profession evening
and some of her friends became
in 90 days
at
Home
very ( nrimK to tind out who the suave
d■ Women
"ly prefer
ifreIdrantotheopenaafascinating
hiahtheiranownWOpro-of-to gcnthnian
nn^lil lie. So the next Monday
70cen.perLarire
week IncomeH
bat many
from Doctom,
hofipltals,
cIobB and private
tliey followed him in a taxi, after he left
nlatraining.
comefor„. to'thone
whoqoallfy
thronijnrichpatioc._
Reducing, iHtH.aloneAnatomy
offero
rewards
Bpecl
the
theatre
and, lo and behold, he wound
charta and Hopplfeiii I
' (fivenwlthourcourBe.WrltefordetAlle
up at one ol these places where they furNational- Therapy,
CoMece
et
MMsage
&
Physio
20
N.
Ashland
nish limousines by the hour, uniformed
. Dept. Chicago, III.
included.
him
Relieve chauffeur
any
further
because They
they didn't
decidedfollow
it would
Pain In 9 be just too disappointing
if
he
also
should
NEURITIS Minutes take his tuxedo back to a renting tailor !
ToNeuralgia
relieve theor Lumbago
torturing pain'J minutes,
of N'euriti.s,get Rheumatism
, Anyway, he stopped pursuing Helen, after
lost
Prescription
NURITO. inAbsolutely
safe. theNo Doctor's
opiates, a time or two more.withHe themustautohave
people !
no narcotics. Does the work quickly — must relievo hopeOne orofhisthecredit
broadcasts that draws the
your pain in nine minutes or money back at Druggist's. Don't suSer. Use guaranteed NURITO today .
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biggest stag line in the alley is the Fred
WaringLaneshow,andsince
cilla
FerneRosemary
BucknerandarePris-all
mighty
popular
males. good-looking
Of course itandflatters
the with
girls theto
have strings of admirers waiting at the
stage door but, after all, no nice girl can
afford to exchange more than the merest
pleasantries
it's all
right,
as longwith
as a strange
Johnny men.
wants So
to present
gardenias or an autograph book, but the
minute he begins asking for home telephone numbers and dates, the feminine
stars of the Waring show hustle off to
their taxis in the best Emily Post manner.
V'ou can imagine, then, what a blow it
was to Priscilla
regular outbi-weekly
admirers,
the nightLane's
she stepped
of the
stage door
at
the
Forty-fifth
house and practically embraced Street
a greatPlaybig
cowboy right on the spot. Not only did
she pin his nosegay on her collar, but she
stuck her arm through his and marched
across the street for an orangeade, beaming as though she were absolutely excited
to death.
You see, during the summers, the Lane
sisters, of Indianola, Iowa, spend all their
week-ends at a dude ranch in New Jersey, .^nd one of the cowboys on the
place, a big lanky fellow named Tex, not
only taught Priscilla to ride, but for two
years he had been assigned to ride with
her
safety's sake,
she took
to theforhinterlands
of thewhenever
Jersey hills.
Tex
never sionhad
the
nerve
to
profess
his pasfor Priscilla out on the ranch,
but,
when he came into New York to ride in
the Rodeo at Madison Square Garden, he
turned up at the stage door in full regalia,
boots and spurs and red silk shirt, clutching a florist's
one hand
and his
ten gallon
hat box
in thein other
and blushing
all over the place. And of course Priscilla, who would honestly rather be a cowgirl than a radio star any day, was delighted.
So every broadcast, for two weeks, Te.x
waited at the stage door until the blonde
Lane would come out and honor him with
her presence over a sundae. The last
night of the Rodeo she sat with him in the
section reserved for cowl)o\s and cowgirls
and, when he was awarded third prize for
roping steers. Priscilla cheered louder
tiian anyjjody else in the Garden.
Pretty Willie Morris, the Mexico, Missouri songbird who stars on the Musical
Camera programs, has had a doting Stage
Door Johnny for nearly a year and she's
never even met In'm. You see, it's sort of
a C'ai)tain Miles
AldenUnion
arrangement. HeStandish-John
sends a Western
boy instead of coming himself.
Shortly after Willie first landed on the
networks last season, a Western Union
messenger delivered to her, one night after
a broadcast, a gorgeous basket of mixed
cut flowers. The next week he turned up
with lowchrysanthemums,
the next
roses and, since there
never with
was yelany
card attached, she began to think, maybe
the uniformed lad, himself, was the donor.
When she inquired, however, he said very
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tersely:
"Lady.offI'mwithpaida tobored
say expression
nothing!"
And walked
—guess.
so she gathered she'd made a wrong
The flowers kept coming and finally they
changed to gifts — an alabaster desk clock,
a tooled English leather waste basket,
candy, a \'irginia ham, a set of costly
perfumes — with always the same messenger boy delivering them. Willie was just
about to refuse acceptance of any more
presents until she knew their origin, when
one night she got a long-distance phone
call from Boston and a gentleman with a
very charming voice confessed that he was
the donor. He told her his name and explained that under a pen name he had
written the words to several songs Willie
often includes in her programs. His gifts,
he said, were his appreciation for the fine
way she phrased and gave meaning to his
lyrics timeandand thanks
he hoped
meet her someand he'd
goodbye.
Naturally, when she recently played a
week's theatre
engagement
Boston, But
she
expected
her admirer
to dropinaround.
heat Radio
didn't and
his
tributes
are
still
arriving
City. People who know of the
gentleman in question tell her that he is
an extremely attractive bachelor of thirty,
who comes from a fine old Back Bay
family.
"Really and truly," Willie said to me,
"I'm anxious to meet him. But what can
you do in a case like that ? "
Unfortunately, all of radio's Stage Door
Johnnies
aren't discovered
Sir Galahads,
Fannie
Brice recently
to heras considerable dismay— and expense. After slowly
working her way through a long line of
fans at a broadcast, not long ago, she
found a young fellow standing patiently
in the rain beside her car. waiting tn present her with a water color portrait he
had painted of her and to ask for her
autograph in return. She was very pleased
with the picture, thanked him graciously
and wrote her name on his pad.
The following Saturday night, when the
Winter Garden Theatre checked up on
the
week's Thereceipts,
strangewhostory
came
to light.
young a artist,
undoubtedly knew the inner workings of show
business, had written "O. K. 2" just above
Miss
the slip
paper Brice's
to the bo.xsignature,
office of taken
the theatre,
whereof
she was starring in the stage production of
Zicgfeld Follies, and walked nlT with a
couple of free passes for chuicc orchestra
seats
at thenightevening's
performance.
Saturday
came, Fannie
had toWhen
fork
up $6.60 from her own p<^cketl)Ook to pay
for
the
seats,
since
she'd
already
overdrawn
her pass allowance for the week.
Xow she uses an improvised backhand
for autographing, instead of the Locker
method of writing she was taught in the
East Side public schools.
Something really to see are the Johnnies who hang around whenever Phil Spitnlny's
Orchestra
broadcasts.
thirty All-Girl
young and
attactive
damselsWith'
exiting
from
the
studio
at
once,
it's sheer
bedlam as the bo\s close in on them
from
all sides, clamoring for favors. Usually
a special corps of pages is put on duty,
to break a path through the crowd for the
girls to get to the sidewalk. And, in addition, the members of the band are under
strict orders not to dally with admirers
during their working hours, since Mr.
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CLIP THESE DIRECTIONS
HOW TO GET ONE
Mavis Talcum Powder offers
you
this
lovely —Sweetheart
Charm Bracelet
with one
miniaturelection— fortoonlystartS5i!yourStores
colcan't
sell
them
for
anywhere
near
that
low
price.
JtJst
a 2hi size of delicatelyget
scented,
Mavis.
theflower-fresh
coupon25 )iattached
toMailtheincan,
with
in coin,
and anyshot (tclear
photo or snapo be returned
with
your bracelet).
For send
each 10<?,
additional miniature,
a coupon
25photo,
c sizeandMavis.
(Offerfromgooda
only in U. S. A.)
DON'Tder yourDELAY!
HURRY! OrBracelet Sweetheart
today! GetCharm
your
25 c dersizenow. Mavis Talcum Pow-

IT'S toNEW!
SMART!of IT'S
wear IT'S
miniatures
those THEyouBe "RAGE!"
adore
a...Sweetheart
Charm Bracelet.
the firston
In your ducedset fromto your
own one!
Miniatures
are
reprofavorite
— hand-colored
by finethephotos
artists
—orsetsnapin a
frame shotswhich
clasps onto
bracelet.
THERE'S
ROOM
FOR
NiNE-sweetheart.
chum, sorority sisters, movie stars, mother
and letdad.
to snap
on or off.disks
The etched
braceitself isEasya series
of gleaming
with
a flyingthedove.
not discolor
skin. Non-tarnishable. Will
THIS
comes toscented
you from
MavisWONDERFUL
velvety,OFFER
talcum— theFrenchwomen
usedelicately
to safeguard
daintiness.
Make their
charm
secret their
your
own.
everyin fragrant
bath, before
clotheing After
yourselffragrance
Mavis.youItsdressallur-—
all-over
for hours.
So soothing,keeps
too! you flower-fresh
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to rely on when
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visit

rFii(D)EEnnDi\
HOTEL MANATEE RIVER. Bradenton
For ing,
the quail-shooting,
eportsmen —lake
golf,andtennis,
bathsalt water
SARASOTA TERRACE. Sarasota
fishing,Florida
every world-famous.
outdoor sport Forthatthose
has HOTEL USEPPA
INN, Useppa Island
made
who seek the smart society of people of
EVERGLADES INN. Everglades
culliire and
congenial
ideas.
For
moHOTEL FLORIDAN, Tampa
for season
HOTEL TAMPA TERRACE. Tampa
resiilentstorisorts, for leisure-seekers,
two-week vacationists
...
Collier Florida Hotels provide a warm
and friendly Florida welcome! . . . and
moderate, dependable rates!
DIXIE COURT. West Palm BEACH
andand HOTEL
Rates, depending
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE. Lakeland
50.onsS2.50S7collect
DOOKiec or apply
ovcl^ Agei LcForlor Information
on all,to
^
Florida
Hotels,
ROD & GUN CLUB. Everglades
New -York Office. 220 W. 42ndTampa,
St.
S3.5U
GASPARILLA INN. Boca Grande
Wise. 7-2000
COLLIER FLORIDA COAST HOTELS
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grandmother has
... tobeenmother
daughter
—From
Boro-Pheno-Form
handed... todown
as an
easier, safer method of marriage hygiene. Today,
this forty-six
year old
widely pre-no
fer ed bymodem
wivespreparation
because itis requires
water, mixing or measuring — yet it has the same
special function as powerful liquid germicides. A
dainty suppository is complete in itself. No danger
of "over-dose" or "under- .^^ p.
dose." Soothing and odor« K'icrrC'S
less ... At all drug stores. V ' I
BOROPHENOFORM
Dr.,62Pierre
Chemical St.,Co.,Chicago,
Dept. 14-B
N.sendFrankUn
(6^1,
Please
me a andtrialenlightening
packageHI.
of booklet.
, , I-enclose
, i
Boro Pheno-Form
to he refunded when I purchase a regular-size package.
Name
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Own
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method. Sin improve.;
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FREE BOOK
►__STUDY
AT HOME
nore successful.
to $10,000
annually.Earn We$3,000
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.
including
K ^V^V fferred.
L«w
Degree.easyfourteenof terma.
LL. volurruet
erred.Library.
Low cost,
■P W W Send
valuable
64-paKeand"Law"Evidence'^
Training
^ foroarforUnlversfty,
Leaderehip"
them NOW.
LaSaUefree.Extension
Dept.33ISLChicago
op^OTtnnltieB.
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sufficient.
Sendin^Prepare
forschool
freeIn
nee(fe(^ common*
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Personal
— Now strict
you candietinpr
slim
down your toface Fat
and Girls!
fijfure without
ortakehack-breakini?
exercises. JustTablets
eat sensibly
and
4
Marmola
Prescription
a
day
until
youMarmola
have lostPrescription
enough fat Tablets
— then contain
stop. the same
element
by most ofdoctors
their fat prescribed
patients. Millions
people inaretreating
using
them
with
success.
Don't
let
others
think isyouas
have
no
spunk
and
that
your
will-power
flabbywin astheyour
Startfigiure
with rightfully
Marmola yours.
today
and
slenderflesh.lovely

I Spitalny feels
of inmoral
sponsibility foar thegood
youngdealladies
his em-reploy, manyfrom
of whom
he has brought to
Xew York
small towns.
Evelyn Kaye, blue-eyed concert mistress
and solo violinist of the group, encountered an all-time high in masculine shyness
the night she stepped out of the studio to
have lopea into'teen-age
youngster
an enveher hand.
He waspressskinny
and
blond and boyish looking, and he made his
request with so much awkward reticence
she couldn't refuse him.
"Would you please read this?" he asked
bashfully.
She tore the envelope open and read:
"Dear Miss Evelyn Kaye,
I listened to yon Inlaying I Love You
Truly tjie other night on the radio and
it moved me to confess I love you
truly, too. I guess you have a lot of
steadies but I am going to take up the
piano accordion and devote myself to
learning it until I can meet you on the
equal basis of tivo musicians, you and
I, then maybe I ZL'ill have a chance.
I am five-foot-ten and a pretty good
dancer. This is )ny last year at high
school and I haz'c a good job promised me zvith a lumber company when
I get nut. I am not one of these 'zvild
men'
wild agirls.
tell mewhonoivgo ifforI have
chancePlease
with
you.
Evelyn was astonished.
Hoping." "Did you write
this yourself?" she asked.
"Well— well, I guess I did — " he explained with painful embarrassment, staring down at his feet and twisting his hat
inyou hissee,hands.
"You here
see, allI the
was wayafraidfrom—
I came over
Sayville, Long Island, and I lost my
nerve on the train and I thought I better
write what I had to tell you because —
you see, I thought I might not be able to
sayPoor
it when
I sawwasyou trying
in personher— best
" to
Evelyn
think of a nice way to tell him she was
engaged, so she was pretty relieved when
Phil Spitalny walked up behind her and
snapped:
'Now, Miss
her andin
stern reprimand.
With Kaye!'
that, bothat she
her ardent suitor fled in opposite directions and the problem was automatically
solved for both of them.
Broadcasts originating in Hollywood are
as popular with Stage Door Johnnies as
the ones in New York. Scarcely a mike
celebrity can drive up to any of the movie
city's radio studios or theatres without being mobbf'l. I'laiircs Langford, who hails
from Lakeland, Florida, invariably creates
a disturbance every time she exits after
the Ilollyzi'ood Hotel program, but her
favorite memento of all the gifts she has
received from Stage Door Johnnies is not
a pressed orchid nor a stack of love letters. It's a dirty old rabbit's foot and
she wouldn't
tradea itroadster
for tenthrown
ermine in.evening wraps with
Frances can be pretty convincing when
she sings in that voice of hers that is
such a perfect cross between a mean swing
band and the bells of St. Mary's. One
night,
the Kindwhenof she
a Royhad fortorched
a GirlYou're
Like Not
Me,
a tottering, kindly-looking, white-haired

man
workman's
on thein fringe
of theclothes
crowd stood
at thehumbly
stage
entrance, until she'd signed every autograph
book
in
sight,
then
shuffled
laboriously on his crutch to the window of her
car.
"Little lady," he said, smiling, "I was
sitting in my shop down the street a-ways
and I hear you sing to that boy about how
heto bewasn't
you. Now, you're with
too pretty
havingfor misunderstandings
your
boy-friend.
I'm
giving
you
this
foot to help you kiss and make uprabbit's
— and
don'tHe youwasquarrel
no moreand!" sweet about it,
so sincere
Frances
invited
him
to get in and drove
him home.
"And, believe it or not," she said to me.
"that rabbit's foot has really changed my
luck about — well, you know, romance and
all." So she keeps it wrapped in tissue,
tucked away in her top bureau drawer.
Gracie Allen wasn't so fortunate, the
evening a gentleman, with an ardent expres ion on his face, presented her with
a large white package, gaily tied with
bright ribbons, expressed his great enjoyment of her programs, then walked away.
When Gracie got home and opened the
package,tisingshe
it was full equipment
of advermatter found
about playground
that the gentleman hoped she might purfor babywasSandra's
nursery
Thenchasethere
the night
one !of Ann
Jamison's
Stage
Door
Johnnies
broke up a Hollyivood Hotel completely
rehearsal.
Ann, the pretty little soprano star of the
show, was born in Ireland. When she was
ten years old, during the fierce Black and
Tan friction in that country, she ran out
into the street one day just as a man was
shot dead, in front of her house, by four
other men. And, since she was the only
witness to the killing, which turned out to
be an important political incident, she was
wanted by a certain faction to identify
the murderers — and warned by the opposing faction not to talk. Her parents, seeking to avoid trouble, sent her to India for
a while, to live with relatives ; when she
returned home an attempt was made to kidnap her, so the whole family moved to
Canada to get away from it all.
The left-overs of the Black and Tan
disturbance are still going on, to an extent, under cover. Even in Canada, Ann
was pursued by various alarming messages, so she has been very careful, since
her career
has tobrought
her into
the limelight of radio,
steer clear
of strangers
and never go out alone.
After Hollyivood Hotel had signed off
the air, one night recently, the cast was
detained several hours for a preliminary
rehearsal.
the
rest andAnn's
she part
slippedwasoutfinished
to go before
home.
Hurrying through the darkened stage alley,
she saw the tall figure of a man approachinghindher,him. followed
othercaught
men her
beHe walkedby uptwoto her,
hand as though to shake it, and when he
began to compliment her on her singing,
he spoke with such a thick Irish brogue
it frightened her half out of her wits.
She screamed at the top of her lungs—
which brought Dick Powell, Raymond
Paige, the stage doorman and several
others, running, to find her in tears and the
Johnnies beating it away.
After much explanation, the misunderstanding was settled and all three of the
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Smith Ballew, lean, personable
Texan of radio and movie fame.
men
were Ann's
guestsOnlyat shethe gotbroadcast
the following
Friday.
a very
good bawling out from her mama, for
w-alking through dark alleys at night by
herself.
If there's a queen of radio's Stage Door
Johnnies,
though,
it's seems
Jessica toDragonette.
The ethereal
Jessica
have the
sort of appeal that brings men bearing
gifts and praise — and especially homemade poetry — to lay at her feet. Program after program finds a thick line of
her admirers stretching from studio to
elevator, to street floor entrance, to her car.
In fact, she has even had Stage Door
Johnnies all the way from China, where
her program is broadcast by short wave.
They're invariably an orderly bunch, La
Dragonette's
; theynever
seem push
to standor
so
in awe ofadmirers
her, they
crowd ; they seldom ever say anything,
other than to murmur their appreciation.
But they keep the entire Dragonette household supplied with many flowers, more
goodies than can possibly be eaten, and
literally pounds of poems of praise.
Jessica's from
champion
is a who,
nice
gentleman
NorthJohnny
Carolina,
every year for eight years, has presented
her comes
with a toHallowe'en
It seems
he
New Yorkbasket.
each fall,
just
for the purpose of attending her program
closest to Hallowe'en and giving her his
gift
— which,
is fixed upin byManone
of the
most incidentall)-,
expensive caterers
hattan and is a gorgeous arrangement of
autumn flowers and imported delicacies in
a huge pumpkin basket. Every time he
comes he tells her the same thing, how another year of his life has been made happier by her singing. And Jessica, who is
a very formal and aloof person, thanks
him graciously and moves on. All she
knows about him, after eight faithful Halname. have flowered
So far, lnoowe'ens, ishis
radiolastromances
from
the
bud
of
a
Stage
admiration. The stars haveDoorthe Johnny's
attitude
that
it's
nicer
and
safer
to
pick
their
from bona-fide social and professionalbeauxintroductions. But one thing strongly on the
side of the hopeful alley audience is the
good old Law of Averages. This businesseverof praise
posies— can't
on forwithout — and
sometime
swell goresults.

This is the new way to hot starch without mixing, boiling,
and uncertainty.
It's quite
different
from straining
solid starches.
Being in powdered
form
you
simply
moisten
Quick
Elastic
with a little cold water then thin it down Starch
with
hot
water.degree
That'sof all.
all for youThisto
get any
glossNoor trick
body atdesired.
way you are sure of a clear, even mixture. No
scum. Nothing to add. No need to cook it.
Quick Elastic is practically self-cooking and
complete with gliding ingredients. No sticking.
No scorching. No spotting. No rings or
lumpiness.
Too, you can iron things still damp from the
line. This helps greatly on bad days. Even then
you
things
to gleaming
perfection.
'
We press
would
like almost
toquickly
have completely
you
see howrestores
this powdered
mixture
the
fresh charm of newness to all it touches. It "FREE OFFER"
This New Way
"sizes"
are "sized".
you
try itinwethefeelwaysurenewyougoods
will change
for goodIf
m
totheQuick
Elastic.
Should
you
like
to
see
and
feel
difference such hot starch makes write us, Makes Irons INNOT30 STARCH
SECONDS
the Hubinger Company, number 349, Keokuk,
Iowa, and we will mail you our little proof Fairly Glide
packet. Quick Elastic Starch is in practically
every store. In the buttercup yellow box.
Learn to Iron Beautifully, Speedily and Happily!

WINNER!
"Friends Comment on the
Loveliness
Appearance"
• Attractive ofMissMy Lofgren,
chosen
MARCH AND
BLONDE- isOFtypical
-THE ofMONTH
for JANUARY,
the many
womenand whopopular
daily with
become moreyoung
attractive
lustrous rinse
sunny sunny
hair. Whether
orsoft,brunette,
lustre intoblonde
your
hair withwin Marchand's
Hair Wash.of
And
the admiringGolden
compliments
your
Win friends.
FREE Visit to New York!
See details inside your package of
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at your
druggist's. Or use coupon nowl

MARCHAND'
HAIR WASH

ASK MARCHAND
YOUR DRUGGISTS FORGOLDEN
MARCHAND'S
HAIR TODAY.
WASH. OR521USEVCescTHIS 23rdCOUPONSc..
NEW YORK CITY
PleaseMarchand's
lei me iry Golden
for mysellHairthe Wash.
SUNNY,Enclosed
GOLDEN50 cents
EFFECT
ofstamps,
(use
bottle. coin or money order as convenient) for a full-sized
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IT'S MY (Continued
HUMBLE
from page 21) OPINION—

It takes more than "just a salve" to draw
it out. It takes a "counter-irritant"! And
that'sing,whatwarming,
goodpenetrating
old Musterole
— sooth-in
and ishelpful
drawing out local congestion and pain when
rubbed on the sore, aching spots.
Muscular lumbago, soreness and stiffness
generally yield promptly to this treatment,
and with continued application, blessed
relief usually follows.
Even better results than the old-fashioned
mustard plaster. Used by millions for 25
years. Recommended by many doctors and
nurses. All druggists. In three strengths:
RegularStrong,
Strength,
Children's (mild), and
Extra
40«! each.

Vhe Best Remedy
is Made at Home
VOUa better
can now^raymake
atremedy
home
than simple
you canrecipe:
buy, hair
byTo following
this
half
pint
ofrum,watera small
add onebox ounce
bay
of Barbo
I'y ounce
Compound
and
one
fourth
Any drug-at
gislittle
t can putcost.
this upApplyor youto ofthe
canglycerine.
mix ittwiceyourself
very
hair
a week
until
the
desired
shade
is
obtained.
Barbo
imparts
color
to
streaked,
faded
or
gray
hair,
makes
soft
and
glossytheandscalp,takesis notyearsstickyoff oryourgreasy
looks.anditIt does
will
not color
not
rub
off.
Do
not
be
handicapped
by
gray
hair
when it is so easy to get rid of it in your own home.
Free

for Asthma

During Winter
I{ you suffer with those terrible attacks ot
Asthma
when it isyoucoldchoke
and asdamp;
if raw,gaspWin-for
if sleep
each
breathtrysiblewinds
wasbecausemake
the ofverythe last;
if restful
is imposstruggle
to
breathe;
you
feci the disease is slowly wearing your life ifaway,
don't
faila free
to sendtrialat ofoncea remarkable
to the Frontier
AsthmaNo
Co.
for
method.
matter
you liveunderor whether
yousendhavefor any
faith trial.
in where
any Ifremedy
the Sun, for
this
free
you have
suffered
and
tried
everything
you
could
learn
ofa lifetime
without
relief;
even
if
you
are
utterly
discouraged,
do
not
abandon
send today
It will costhopeyoubutnothing.
Addressfor this free trial.
Frontier
Co., 84-BBufTalo.
Frontier
46i
NiagaraAsthma
Street
New Bldg.
Yorlt
ITCH
...STOPPED IN ONE MINUTE...
Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
rashes,
athlete's
eruptionn,
afiBictions?
qiiifk foot,
and happy
r'licf. Itaoruse other
cooling,skin
antieepticliquidForD.D.D.PRESCRIPTION.
gentle
oilBSOotbe
the
greaselens
stainlosB—A dries
fast.irritated
Stops theskin.mostClear,intense
itchingandinstantly.
3.5o
trial bottle, at drug atoree, proves it— or money back.
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Writer, whose special job it is to think
up headlines that will attract attention.
This fellow hadn't met me. His job was
just to look over the interview and pick
out something for a headline. His headline was: "Rudy Vallee Says . . . Kreisler
Good, Too."
Once, up in Canada I had an engagement to play at Port Dover, Ontario.
Port Dover is a little village and we
didn't
expect much
of a crowd.
the cancelling
of certain
trains, Due
I hadto
to engage a special train from Cleveland
to Erie, which cost me $1,200. When we
arrived at Erie, we went swimming in
the
lake, ourselves.
not realizingIt that
were sun-to
burning
was wenecessary
travel by a steamship on the lake for
several hours from Erie to Port Dover.
There was considerable trouble in clearing our instruments with the Canadian
Government. We arrived at Port Dover
and
at the
promoter's
There I I stayed
was asked
to come
to the home.
dance
hall to grant an interview to some people
froin a Toronto newspaper. These people
had been enjoying themselves and apparently had been imbibing rather freely.
Tlicy uvnicii to know ivhat I tliought of
the
e lined,wereand only
I said:
isn't sohundred
hot."
(There
about"It three
people.) llieii they asked zvhat I thought
about Canadian leomen and I said: "I
haven't met any Canadian zecmen. This
is my first 7'isit to Canada. 1 don't know
anything
Canadian
iconien."
zvas
the about
essencezvcre
of the
interview
— That
both
intervieivers
getting
hilariously
drunk.
II 'e carried with us, on the tour of
1930, a public address system. I believe
that I was one of the fust to use one. I
needeil it because it laL-rs rare of both ends
of a large hall al rue lime and it also
sai'cs the voice. When I arrived on the
stand, I learned that the difference in voltage of the Canadian cur rent had burned
out my system, so I had to re.<:ort to a
mcgapliDue — witli the result that, ivhen I
was singing to the cr<rwd at one end of
the hall, the other end failed to hear at all.
At just about this time, the sunburn
began to make itself felt and I was
having chills and fever. The crowd was
very small which, in itself, is uninspiring— but we finished the engagement,
made the expensive, unpleasant boat trip
back across the lake — only to have the
promoter refuse to pay us. But the last
straw came later when a Toronto newspaper came out with the headline:
"Rudy Vallee says 'Canadian women not
so hot!' " I don't suppose Canadian
women
will ever _^believe that I didn't
say
it.
Again, there was the incident of the
grapefruit throwing in Boston. Many of
you thought it a publicity gag. It was
thrown to the stage from the theatre
balcony — I have since learned that the one
who hurled it was a little tight. It

resulted in a deluge of newspaper publicity, both for me and for the song I was
yodeling — Oh Give Me Something to
Remember You By. It was the cause
of much laughter on the part of the
audience, but when I tell you it was the
closestsoI funny
ever came
seem
! to being killed, it won't
It happened toivard the end of our act
at the Metropolitan Theatre in Boston.
Massachusetts.
Contrary to popular belief, I was playing the saxophone, not singing, but
playing: Oh
to Re-I
member YouGive
By — Meand Something
as I played,
heard a terrific crash. I assumed that
the drummer had taken an ill-tempered
whack at the cymbals. When I had finished my song, the curtains closed and
I turned around to him and said: "What's
theThen
matterI sawwiththeyou?"
grapefruit. The force
with which it had hit the cymbal had
cut it in half, and you, who know your
physics, can figure the momentum of that
grapefruit as it came hurtling down
through the air from the theatre balcony.
If it had struck my saxophone, it probably would have driven the mouthpiece
through the back of my neck, into my
spine — or at least it would have broken
every tooth in my head. The boy who
threw the grapefruit didn't intend to hit
me — abutpleasant
he might
have hit me! It's
not
thought!
The question as to when a popular song
is or is not a hit has caused no end of
discussion among my confreres of the
musical world. I reject a popular song
because I do not feel that it would sell a
certain number of sheet copies, only to
have its publisher kid me several months
later by telling me that the song was the
most-played on the -♦-air.
Obviously, in his mind, a hit is a song
that must appear on the major networks
over a period of several weeks and be
played a number of times nightly or
weekly. But in my mind, the definition
of a song hit is one n'hieh not only appears on radio programs but ivhich reaches
a selling mark of at least, in these perilous limes, ^00.000 .shccl-music copies.
I'ive years ago I icould have demanded
that t/iey reach a sale of one million
copies.
It doesn't
followI that
the publisher
wrong
and that
am right,
when theis
song is played every night over every
station for a period of six or seven weeks.
We merely have different opinions as to
what constitutes a song hit. I believe I
have more justification for my belief that
the sale of sheet music is an index of
the popularity and worthiness of a song,
because its appearance on the radio does
not necessarily mean that the orchestra
leader chose it because he feels that it
has a definite place on his program or
that the public wants to hear it. Frequently he will play it to help the "song
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plugger," or because he has been paid
by the publisher to program it, for, like
a
the policeman in the operetta, "...
is not a arehappy
song plugger's
from
free one."
music sales,lot however,
Sheet
angle, therefore unbiased,
the personal
more
accurate as a popularity-meter.
Contrast Expressions: In Now England
it's "I'm going to work." In New York the
girls say, "I'm going to business."
// is obvious, I think, that u:hat is right
and zvhat is ivrong in things artistic is
purely a matter of vieivpoint and taste.
meat
is oneanyman's
that -a'hat
all agreepoison
isWeanother's
and for
individual
to u'hat
to make a dognuitic statement,is assheer
sturight and "ci'/ia? is wrong,
ispidity.
Ever since I first read one of his books,
I have been a staunch worshipper at the
shrine of Walter B. Pitkin who, in my
estimation, is one of the greatest minds
Mr. Pitkin's
day andI age.
of this which
with
read Oneandof re-read
books
Introduction
Short
A
is
enjoyment
great
to the History of Human Stupidity.
1 commit many stupidities myself, some
small and some great. Usually the small
only myself. Occaones inconvenience
sionally, however, my stupidity causes
other
"peoplefinancial
time, effort,
of energy
and often
loss. loss
I believe
these
stupidities which we commit should be
pointed out, because only by so doing will
we be able to eliminate them from our
lives and save those who would otherwise
be the sufTerers. I hope to point out in
this and future articles some of the stupidities that prevent you and me from
enjoying life in general.
IVhenthe I nclnal
say "stupidities"
I mean tired,
not
only
acts of foggy,
nioro}iic, diseased or sick minds, but also
the failure of individuals to observe thmijs
actually under their noses! .'Is a practical e.vample of this type of stupidity, let
me give a classic illustration that actually
happened to me.
The elevator operator in a building I
am in and out of every day is a little
old man who has been running the same
car up and down for at least thirty years.
One day I asked him how many floors
there were in the building.
"Merciful heavens," he said as he
scratched his head, "I must confess I
don't know. I can ask . . ."
It sounds incredible, but nevertheless it
is so. There are those whose specilic
task it is to do one or two simple things
and yet so often you will find that they
know nothing about the details of the two
things they do ! Knowing nothing of the
origin of the products they handle or their
future destination, they go blithely and
stupidly along.
/ am mainly concerned with stupidities
that cost time, money, pain and loss of
life — suc/isignal
as thethatdri-ver
gives toa very
definite
he ivho
is going
turn
right, only to siving left and crash into
you. And is lie burned up, why did you
bump into him, didn't you see his hand?
He just can't understand!

GRIfiEIN-ABC

Elinor Sherry, heard over the Mutual network, claims to be one of
radio's
singers. inches
She's four
feet tentiniest
and one-half
tall.
Speaking as a columnist, one of my
confreres evidently fancies himself as a
mind reader. There's no doubt he athimself, as me:
witnesstaches
what mystical
he haspowers
to sayto concerning
"And when called upon, Rudy Vallee took
a bow,cause hwhich
he delighted
bee has aspirations
of somein doing
day being
in Congress."
Can you imagine conducting a political
campaign by taking bows in night clubs?
EASY
"Air. \'allee," the papers would say, "is OPENER
two
night
clubs
ahead
of
Mr.
Squill.
It's
no secret that Mr. Vallee also took two
Griffin Manufacturinir Co.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
more bows than Mr. Squill at El Morocco
and we take that as a definite sign that WANTED- WOMEN-GIRLS
he will carry Gorham, Maine. . . ."
suppliedBtamped
by us,addres9ed
includint; envelope,
stamps. Nofor aeMine,
,thmfT
enclostnK
details.
As a matter of record and fact, 1 avoid
INation-Wide Distributors, 401 b wsy.Pept.jc n.y.c.
going out into public places because of
my extreme distaste for being allied upon LOVELY TO LOOK AT
for eien so much as a boie. and as much
as 1 admire the artist zeho leas about to
perform that night at the club, I leould
miss his act rather than stand up to be
spotlighted. It has just occurred to me
that the ab^'ve columnist mu/lil be of some
real aid to his readers if be leould devote a feie trances to the doiinr^ of the
stock market or t/te outcome of elections.
I ivish he ivould teach me his secret. . . .
Now, dear reader, if you will keep your
Those hands yoi. ailnn,.
eyes and ears open, you are certain to
come across many stupidities in the course
of your day. I would be deeply grateful
<ii > l„ ,ail> u. alnunt 1
if you would send them in to me, in care
St.it^ul'i''<''prl\'ecVand''i"'
lie beauty because it 1:--- !,
of this magazine, so that I may print one
satini'c.^.
And, this
or twomonth.
of the most flagrant ones here
will
also delight
you clear
becausegiil,l.
it :
w r i At all:i
each
dri.s
convenient
quickness.
tciilet with
ffoorlssuchcounters.
The reasons for stressing stupidities lie
in the hopes that we will all shame ourselves into seeing that oiir own do not
stf!! •'hamberlain I.alioratorics, Inc.
recur. If I shall have lieliied to accom- [
plish this, then this elYort will more than \ f "cs Moines. Icwa,
be repaid.
ILy^
1 MM-a
I'"'"'" ""J (OOOO
"-ial sizeONLYof yourIN lotli.
iK«l^lgB_i»
\DON'TOP MISS
ISSUE
RADIO NEXT
STARS MONTH'S
EOR AN- kf^^L^ Address
OTHERCLUSIVE
OF RUDYPERSONAL
VALLEE'S
EXCOLUMNS.]
Chamberlain's Lotion
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Plondes?
Browns?
Lighten 2-3-4
With
One Shades
New
Swedish Shampoo
and Nor
RinseBleach
— No Dye
Bloniies! Browns! Chest nutsinews!
Redheads!
Here's
good
Nothe longer
need
you
sacrifice
admiration,
the
alluringthat
appeal
and
popularity
go
with
naturallythesoft,fascinating
golden-toned
Blondes,
new
a single
followed with
the
Rinse— atshampoo,
(supplied
lightenNewSafely,
yourBlondes
hairtoo.2 Special
toNew4 shades
a cost ofoutfree),
butthea will
few
cents.
Blondes
brings
full
lustrous
natural
color
and
the
shimmering
highlights
that
your
hair
used
to
have,
without
dye
or
bleach.
Gonemakes
is
the
dull,
drab,
oil
and
dust
-darkened
color
that
you lookage, shampoo
old. GetwithBlondes
today.nowNewalsocombination
free rinse,
in a 10cpacksize
[LOOK!! CHECK
A *25o:ooXN0W
for) THE WEDOWNCAN MAKE
THAT
OLD f PAYMENT
^COIN
A NEW
,CAR
. fef^^?OV^ OLD CO//,f
We Guarantee
to Pay World's
Prices,
Cents
up to $2000.00
each,$20.00.
1909Highest
Cents Liberty
$10.00, Large
1860
Cents
$30.00,
189025c Cent
1013
Head
Nickel
$350.00,
before
1916
$300.00.
50c before
1916
$750.00.
Other
30c
before
1936
$60.00.
Gold
Coins Half
$5000.00,
Lincoln Cents
1932,
Half
Cents,
Coins,before
Paper Know
MoneyWhat
and
Thousands
ofDimes,
OthersForeign
to $2500.00
each.
Your
Coins
are
Worth.
Send
Dime
for
World's
Largest
liic Coniiiltle Illu-strated Catalogue.
ROMANOCOINSHOP. Dept. 181. Nantasket, Mass.

No House-to-House Canvassing
strating
F A S required.
HfromI O^Nfactory.
*^'FROCKS°"^aris*-sty?ed
direct
investment
ordresses
Full orNoinspare
time.
We 1experience
furnishfabrics.
you a style
portfolio
Writ©showing
for Freehow full
detailscolorsof
lisakerichamazing
offer
up to $22 In a week and getyou yourcan
Dept. PP-25p,
$398 FASHION FROCKS.
100% Improvemeiit Cuarantesd
'e balld, etrengthen
organstino Ua»on*—butthe byvocalfuodamenUUI
ndor upealiiDg
absulutely mtiOoally
ffuaront«« to 10u%
iDiproT«. . any. WriUBini
wonderf □! voicevoicebook—at UaBt
sent f ree. L«arii
V
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio
ON

APPROVAL!
iEFYringyoufromto tell
one
.$3U0.00
prove
on,
we'll! Tosend
it
■JT,i(lonu.
If
you
most
■think
•i- i.i.ouui-d;
r,.itofthejewelry
if your
• glorious
hrillianoe
o
»imond,
MiaKUificent
faesimili
returnyourft and
wi
11L'ur refund
money
days at oureontinii'
risk
rinKs; tillif the10delighted,
of $1 $.50
'>() month
totalfullybalance
ut.
King
shipped
postage
paid
paid,
by r<-.M.U
turn mail. Itush 2'ic in stamps oi
JIPO.N
BRADLEY BLDG. Z2. NEWTON, MASS.
RI'.SU .My King Today!
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TALKING TORNADO
iCo)iti)iucd from piujc 32)
to welcome General Per.shing. And Gibbons was the first newspaperman to step
into the withering fire of the Germans in
America's
Belleau
Wood. An first
hour great
later, hebattle
saw ata wounded
officer topple into a shellhole and crawled
out into
Man's inLandthe after
him.andGib-in
bons wasNowounded
left eye
his shoulder. But he got the first story
of Belleau Wood and sent it out from the
hospital. A month later, he was discharged with a handicap of one eye, hunting the big story on the firing line. No
wonder he has the French and Italian
Croix dc Guerre and is an officer of the
French Legion of Honor !
. . . Meanwhile, I had been looking
straight into that single eye, the vision of
which is so good that his only regret seems
to be that he has never been able, due
tolicense
his restricted
and bringperspective,
off one ofto get
thosea pilot's
great
First Flights across the sea. But this
eye, that I had expected to be ferocious,
if not bloodthirsty, was friendly and smiling, almostthegentle.
be late,"
apologized
Tornado"Sorry
in a tovoice
more
like
a
summer's
storm.
"Fve
just
back from a rough time in Spain. come
You
see, I have to get things off my chest
while
they're
hot.
And
if
things
look
like
another war — then off I go. The call
might come at midnight — not that it will,
but
idea. But it usually hapit. youpens thatgetway,the and
that's the way I like
"It
was
that
way
in
the and
Italo-Ethiopian
scrap.
hunchunit
tookItalians
it. I
landed Iwithgot themy first
of the
that set foot into Abyssinia. October 3rd,
1935, it was, at 4 a. m. And I broadcast
the story from a little military station on
top of a mountain 8,000 feet high. It
went first to Rome for censoring and retransmis ion toAmerica. I stayed with
ihem six weeks, until it got to be just
routine fighting.
"I had broadcast a war before this —
with thechuria andJapanese
Shanghai.ArmyThat,in byboththe Manway,
I think, was the first radio broadcast ever
made between Asia and the United States."
If I remember rightly, it was the first
war ever broadcast in the history of radio.
But Floyd Gibbons would not tell me that.
His forte is hot news, not boasting. Several times he asked me to soft-pedal a
point, or to keep him out of it.
His professional manner wore off. It
was easy to see that he was a bull in
action, but not in the parlor or the drawing-ro m. He would sil down half a minute, tlien jump to his Itct again and walk
all around the room in the erect manner
of a West Pointer. Not nervously, but
chock ful of surplus energy. There was
iu \( i- an\- doubt about his being a strong
|i( i siinality, but not the least hard-boiled
unik I- iias.sive c<iiiditions. He expressed
nodowndeep-dyed
prejudices,
but wouldoughtcrackto
on something
he thought
be condemned, with a choice bit of he-man
epithets that are off the record.
How did he get that way? I asked him.
"You mean schooling? Well, I never

exactly went through school. I always
failed or got fired. Preaching and classroom teaching always bored me. I want
to get it red hot off the griddle of life.
I got more out of my first job — selling
newspapers at night. Even then, there
was something about the newspaper that
got mesing mybymother
the collar.
impresthat I Ididremember
it with the
idea
of starting a savings account. It was only
an excuse for hanging around the alley back
of the Washington Post building until 2
a.howm. news-crazy
Always hoping
an Extra
that's
I was,foreven
then!— Nothing could keep me out of it for long.
"Although I was born and bred in Washington, D. C., (July 16th, 1887) I actually started out my newspaper career in Minneapolis with the Star, at seven dollars a
week.
It didn't
last long. without
The editor
canned me
for incompetence,
my
even knowing what it was all about. It
took four years to get a steady job— on
the Chicago Tribune. We both discovered
what I was good for — a fight. I had been
in enough of them by that time, on my
own, to realize that I liked it. The Tribune sent me down to Mexico as their
correspondent to cover the Revolution with
Villa. And did I get my baptism of fire!
"Failingfor toearlygetin the
break that
looking
the World
War, II was
saw
a chance of a hot story in taking the Laconia that was slated by the Germans for
torpedoing. She got it all right and I was
picked
got them
the first
story ofupit byto athelife-boat
States. and
I gave
the
works, so that not even a child would not
know
torpedoing
like." had laid
For what
the second
time was
Gibbons
down a lighted cigarette butt on the edge
of the table and then I noted that there
were many burnt scars about from similar
offenses.
"You caught me," he said, good naturedly. He hasveloped.a Hateswhole
quirks,likesit denew lotshoesof and
old
suits. "All barnacles from being in the
field so fulllong,of pajamas,
I suppose."
whole
drawer
Init Has
nrver aremembers
wearing
any.
"And
<lii
I
ciijuy
sprawling in a real Ixxl — and mttiiiL; six to eight
hours
a niglit habit
! Of ofcourse,
the oldsleep
newspaper
doing I've
all got
my
writing at night and finishing up in the
early hours of the morning.
"WhentellI getthe onfolks
the radio,
I just.\ndfeelI that
I must
the news.
get
a great kick out of talking 217 words to
the minute — according to my manuscript —
and getting it all off my chest in exactly
thirteen portminutes.
justalways
a natural
er, Iguess, andI'm will
be one.reI wouldn't take an executive newspaper
Gradually,gift."we got around to the Civil
job
War forin aSpain,
from the scene of which he
had just come, and I told him that I was
especially interested in what the women
were doing in this war. Floyd Gibbons
looked almost frightened for a moment.
"Women?" he said, scratching his head.
"Well, I'll say this much right off the bat :
The women of Spain are only the first
degree out of the harem! The imprint of
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the
stillshow
fresh souponbreathless
them! That's
whatseraglio
makes isthe
over
there today. Women all over the place — in
the army, in the trenches, lying dead in
rows, when the smoke of the firing squad
clears away, trailing muskets instead of
market baskets into their homes, nursing
hand grenades instead of babies. All the
women in the world ought to pause long
enough to get an earful of this. It may
make them proud, or it may fill them with
disgust
here
nor
there.withThetlieirpointsex.is,That's
it will neither
make them
think first, before they begin to shout and
cheer for another war ! No matter what
I seem to say on the air about this war
in Spain, that's the real radio message
thatGibbons
I wantpaused
to putlong
over!"enough to light a
fresh cigarette. Next minute he began
striding up and down with tliat dynamic
movement, with which he had pushed into
and out of peril a hundred times.
one printed
great advantage
has"That's
over the
page — I canthetalkradioto
people. I can talk from the ends of the
earth — as I have done already from Manchuria, Abyssinia, Spain — with bombs
bursting, mines exploding, airplanes dropping death all around me — knowing that
my listeners, perhaps, are some farmer and
his family out on the prairies, or maybe
some New England small-towners sitting
around a stove in a country store, or a
hunch of tough mugs standing at a bar
on the lower East Side, or what have you.
.All America has got its ear to the radio
They all listen in, where many of them
can't,
don't,of orwarwon'tintoread!
try to— the
put
the fear
their I hearts
stinking smell of war, the blood and filth
of it, with the fringe and tassels of the
glory of war snipped oflf by machine guns
and
the victories
explodedfor bytheTNT.
curry-comb
my words
women,I don't
but
I hope they get me. I want them to get
a load of this Spanish picture.
"Therewhoin had
Spain,
women
beenyouunderhad thea nation
thumb ofof
their men for a thousand years. I mean
they were slaves, and not maybe. Shut up
in a patio, which is as near like a pris' n
as they are made — a house with grim walls,
behind which a stranger was never invited.
Why, a girl who even walked down the
street with a man outside the family had to
marrylower
him.class
I'm women
speakingof particularly
the
Spain. Thereof
are only two classes : the upper class that
has everything and the lower class that
has next to nothing. Today, the patio
harems are deserted, the family life smashed. Children froin eight years up, dragging
around deadly weapons for playthings.
Women swarming over every filthy scene
— marching, digging trenches ; bent on
murder, pillage and arson, where an enemy
is concerned. Fiery women agitators, hurling curses at passing slackers and inciting
tiieir men. Spain has proved that women
do not make war any prettier. War isn't
pretty ;theit'sradio.
hell !WarThat's
anothercanpointbe
about
sometimes
made to look pretty when you write it
down on paper. It loses something of its
original horror. But when you hear an
eye-witness — over the radio, for example
— there'swith
the itliving
that
brings
somelinkof and
the contact,
rotten reek
of war!"
Floyd fetched up suddenly and raised his
hand phophetically.

TIME
IS SHORT,
TASTY . .. .. .
YOU EAT
A LOT BUT
AND FOOD
EAT ITISHASTY
IN CASE A CASE OF HEARTBURN COMES,
WE HOPE YOU'VE GOT YOUR ROLL OF TUMSI

FOR QUICK REL/EF FROM
ACID INDIGESTION, HEARTBURN, GAS
CO many causes tor acid indigestion! Hasty
eating . . . smoking . . . beverages . . . rich
foods ...pected attacks
no wonder
we havesoursudden,
of have
heartburn,
stomachunexor
gas!
But
millions
learned
the
smart
to do is carry Tums! These tasty mints thing
give
scientific, thorough relief so quickly! Contain
"Here's the prettiest war bit that I saw no harsh alkali . . . cannot orer-alkalize your
Releasestomach
just enough
comin Spain — God knows why I call it pretty, stomach.pound to correct
acidity antacid
. . . remainder
except that it was so damned pitiful ! The passes 2<n-released
your system. And
scene, a peaceful hamlet drowsing amidst they're so pleasant from
. . .orjustpurse.
like 10ccandy.
olive groves where nothing exciting had handy to carry in pocket
a roll Soat
drugstorePACK.
— or 3 rolls for 25c in the
happened maybe for a tliousand years. I anv
ECONOMY
entered just at the early twilight hour, the
time when, a couple of months before, the
little life of the community was at its
height, the whole population out; older
men smoking and chatting, women huddled
inthegossiping
groups,
youngat people
bell of the
church,
the endstrolling
of the;
plaza, ringing the angelus. . . . Now — the
village shot to bits ! Silence hanging over
BECOME AN EXPERT
the smoking ruins, the patios blown wide
open, with many of the families lying dead
in the courts, the town deserted, except
perhaps for a whimpering mother vainly
searching amidst the pile of bricks and
mortar that had been her home, hoping to
a,S»revious
of Btaffofeicperi
C.P.A. B.
find the corpse of her children or her man. includinK
members■'Accountancy,
of the American
Institute tbatVayB."
of Accountants. Writ©
for
free
book.
the
Profession
If she appears suspicious to the guard, LaSalle Extension University, Dept 2?i8-H, Chicago
there is a fiof) and she falls in her tracks.
The School That Has Trained Over 1,350 C. P. A.'s
"The insilence
of death,
horror
its wake.
Hate leaving
etched ainpall
everyof
jagged outline. The charnel-house stink
HOLLYWOOD
of the battlefield. Aly soldier guide led
me
to
the
former
Nuns'
school.
Only
a
few
(lays before it had been filled with little
^'^ I CURLER
children. The blackboards lately scribbled
by little hands of children now probably
dead. The Moorish guard squatted in the
corner ; a musket between his legs, a wicked-lo king Arab knife swinging at his side.
^ ' USED BY THE
An evil look in his eye that never left
the face of the girl prisoner.
★
"Shehadwasstreaked
a swarthythrough
\'alencian
beauty-on
tears
the grime
GRA8lt, RKO Pit,
her pretty face. They had cauglit her red"
handed, firing a machine gun. She told nic
STARS'
t EVERY
OF
100
her story when she found 1 was friendly.
She had been working in a shoe factory.
The waving flags, the playing bands, the who waiit soft, Iove{y, flattering curls
crowds and cheers, finally lured her. She use Holly-wood Jlapid Dry Curlers.
had marched out and they had given her a For many curis or just a few. . . more
machine gun and she had done her bit! women use Hollywood Curlers than
Her eyes shone in the dim light. I passed nearly all other brands put together.
by at dawn the next morning. She and You'll
know why when you try the
seventeen others lay stretched out in the
shadow of the little schoolhouse, her pretty "Curler used by the Stars"
white shoes of which she had been so prou<l
Don't accept imitations . . .be
all spattered with blood that she gave .so
sure you buy HoUyuood Curlers.
willingly
to
the
Cause.
That's
how
pretty
war is, especially with women in it, and
103
radio is how I tell it to them. And how!" 3 for 10c AT 5c AND 10c STORES - NOTION COUNTERS
Robert Ripley presents Sergeant
Alvin York, who killed 30 Germans
and captured 132 more in the
World War. "S the truth!
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AIR!

that hour, that soprano soloist, perfected.
Within the year I sang in that same
church, I intoldhera place.
was fourteen.
I'm
afraid
bit of aI fib.
The weaving
of little fictions is so logical to the Romantic. Itold the organist that I was
eighteen and got the job.
first real
impulse
stand upcame
and
be "My
glamorous
in front
of anto audience
when I first heard and saw Alma Gluck
in 1913. She was giving a concert in
Kansas City. I can describe even now, so
many years later, the very gown she wore,
the way her hair was dressed. And the
song she sang, one of them — well, the echo
of that came back to me, to us, to Frank
and me, many years later. At any rate,
I went home and romanticized myself as
Alma Gluck. I was Alma Gluck. And
within that year I gave my first recital
at Frank
St. Joseph,
ChapmanMissouri."
chuckled quietly. He
said
:
"Tell
what
happened
nighta nice
you
gave your recital, dear. It the
is such
indication of your inherent practicality."
Gladys laughed. "I had the most elaborate costume
she said.
Probably
too for
old the
for occasion,"
me, but very,
very
elegant. When I started to dress I found
that I— / had forgotten to bring my slip!
I couldn't go on in a transparent gown,
certainly not in St. Joseph, Alissouri— not
in those days ! And so, I used my nightgown ! It did very nicely, what with a
bit of contriving and a few pins here and
"Just as Gladys," said Glady's singer
husband,
there." who is never very far from
Gladys
in any way
all, "just
is a curious
and atperfect
blendas ofGladys
the
masculine and the feminine, so she is a
perfect blend of the practical and the
poetic. She would forget to bring her
slip. She would also resort to the practical expedient she did. Gladys belongs to
lu.xury, to Florentine villas and open fires
and porcelains and laces and tapestries,
but if she were to be marooned on a desert
island, I'd back her up against Crusoe
"I never," said Gladys, blowing a kiss
himself!"
tohad
her
"I never
any smiling
beaux. husband,
I never went
out on really
dates
and had crushes and all that. I continued
to do what I had done as a youngster.
I'd make dates — and break them. I still
preferred to stay alone and imagine what
the date might have been, rather than to
keep the date and know it for what it
was. The romance of making the date,
of anticipating it, was all the fulfillment
I wanted — or dared to hope for.
"I think that I took out in music all
of the soft and lovely things I wanted to
say or to have said to me. Remember,
Frank, what Chris Morley once said to
you?veryHe wise.
said: 'You
are say
lucky,things
Frank,in
and
You can
song that the rest of us wouldn't dare to
true.romances
I said allin
ofsay myin words.'
love, livedAndall it's
of my
song, and was content."

"Gladys," said
Chapman,She"stillis,
romanticizes
thingsFrank
and people.
I fear — and hope — incurable. She'll never
get
And she
It's
the over
qualityit. which
keepsneverher should.
warm and
responsive and eager and always growing.
If she believes in anybody, she can see no
faults in them. There are so many professionals who hear a singer, however
great, and say, critically : 'My teacher told
me not to do it that way.' There are
those who will say : 'Chaliapin is no good,
he doesn't sing this or that as I was taught
to
sing Iit.'
: 'If done
I were
Farrar,
wouldOr have
it thisGeraldine
way or
that
.
.
.'
Not
Gladys.
She
always
feels
that people have attained what they have
because they have worked like the devil
for that attainment and she reveres them
forFrank
it, uncritically,
was called without
from thequestion."
room for a
moment and Gladys Swarthout followed
him with her dark eyes proud and her
tender. Sheoursaid,marriage.
then : "I don't
tosmileromanticize
You need
see,
this is the time, this the miracle, when
reality and romance met and were one,
the reality as beautiful as the romance,
the romance as sound as the reality. It is,
inriage.its very essence, romantic — our mar"Our first meeting was in Florence. We
were both married then and so it was —
just a meeting. But it must have been
one which remained in our memories,
which took root in our hearts. Later, we
met again in New York. And I remember how, one week-end, I was visiting
Frank's
state. One
sat by family
the fire,up Frank
and evening
I, playingwe
records. And we played the old German
folk song, Dii Liegst mir in Herzen,
which, translated, says : You Are In My
Heart. And we recognized it as our song,
as saying more perfectly than we could
ever say what we wanted to say to each
other. And I recognized it as one of
the songs which Alma Gluck had sung,
those years ago, in Kansas City, when,
watching and listening to her, I felt inspired to take the first steps that had
brought me to — to that evening with
Frank. It has been our song ever since.
We always sing it, when we sing together,
alone by ourselves. We have sung it on
every
concert
We shall
sing we've
it wheneverwe sung
sing together.
together
on the radio this year.
"Our courtship began afte? we were
married," Gladys said, her voice a song
in her throat. "And after five years we
are still — " she smiled, "still courting!
This year will be the first year we have
missed dining in the restaurant where we
dined the night we were married. Every
year, on that same night of the year, we
have Iiad dinner in that same restaurant,
at the same table, ordering the same menu.
"It was very sudden, the way we were
married. One day Frank said to me : 'I
think we should get married today.' And
I said : 'I think so, too.' And we went
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to Tenafly, New Jersey, and, in the home
of friends, were married by the Mayor of
Tenafly.
"I said that the essence of our marriage
said Gladys,
"and see,
it is.itsTimeinnris romantic,"
custom cannot
stale, you
finite variety. We look upon the professional side of our marriage as a partnerOne partner
tion,ship.the other
partnerin incharge
chargeof ofproducsales.
In our case Frank may be said to be the
partner in charge of sales, even though
he has his own career, studies every morning as I do.
"You see, I cannot always see Frank as
just Frank Chapman, my husband. Always, to me, he is invested with the
glamour of the singer, the dignity of the
manager, the adviser, the counsellor, the
final authority. Always, I think and hope.
Frank sees me as he might see me across
the footlights of the Met, on the screen,
if we were not married at all. And then,
when we can be alone, just ourselves,
there is such a poignancy to our being
together
as I can't
are
all the glamour
and describe!
first thrill ofThere
the first
tete-a-tete, the honeymoon. We'd still
rather be by ourselves, go off by ourselves, than anything else in the world.
"And
we'vethebought
said
Gladys, with
air of aonehouse,"'
announcing
something special and hitherto unheard of
and beautiful and blest. "We've bought
our own home. It's almost the most romamic thing we've ever done. We've
alwaysdom ifhad
of course.
We'vesuites.
seleverhomes,
just stayed
in hotel
But
this
is
our
own
home,
our
first.
We're
bringing out some of our things from New
York, things we're terribly fond of, things
we'veour hadhome,a long
It's going ofto
be
a sortwhile.
of combination
French and North Italian, with some English things scattered in. And no interior
decorator will come anywhere near it!
We'regetdoing
all ourselves,
by ourselves.
We
more itthrill
out of browsing
about
and discovering a lovely set of panels, for
instance, than we could ever get out of a
whole house done by other hands than
ours, other tastes, other hearts. . . ."
Frank Chapman came back at that moment and Gladys said to him : "Dear, bring
out
just yesterday
•And what
Frank,weeyesdiscovered
shining, produced
a love-I"
ly, old framed etching and, in one corner,
the wonder-making name of Whistler met
my eyes.
"We found this yesterday !" Gladys said,
"and wewe literally
out more
loud
when
saw it. screamed
There is right
nothing
romantic than a moment like that.
shared
has"Webeenhave
our our
dream,
everdreams,
since wetoo.wereIt
first married, ever since we first met, I
really suppose. We dream of going back
to Florence one day — to live there. Everything we have ever done, everything we
are doing now, is building toward that
dream. We have a particular villa in
mind. We plan to buy it and then to turn
over one wing to some five or si.x talented
Americans. They need not be musicians
and singers only. They may be writers
or sculptors or teachers or artists or anything, just so long as they love Florence
as we do, so long as they need and get
from the libraries and museums of Florence what we need and get. This is in
no sense a charity. It will be our greatest

happiness,manticthe
realization
of thedreamed,
most ro-to
dream we
have ever
share with others something we, too, have
had and loved . . .
"It is the most romantic villa in all
Florence,
too,"eyesGladys
said, hands
clasping her knees,
on, perhaps,
the waters
ofcentury
the Arno.
"It
was,
originally,
a
monastery. Then it became, L^th
and
has been ever since, a private villa. It has
a ghost,
too !" I stuttered.
"A g-ghost?"
"Ah, such a nice ghost," Gladys said.
"Isn't
he,
is an the
old monk
and
he wandersFrank?
up andHe down
corridors,
swinging
censer." I whimpered.
"Are youhis s-sure?"
"Positive," stated Frank Chapman, with
macabre matter-of-factness. "I have heard
his footsteps. I have smelled the incense
from his censer as he passed. He is a
nice old ghost and we are very fond of
I goggled.
"But said,
we liveher with
the tender.
time,"
Gladys
voiceghosts
amusedall but
him." at our piano there, piled high with
"Look
music. The songs, the sonatas of those
who are gone. An enormous part of our
inspiration comes from the living spirits
ofthemthoseeverywe day,
call the
with
Frankdead,and ^^'eI. work
We often
say that we feel we know them better
than some of our flesh-and-blood friends.
We feel that we know how they felt on
the particular day when they wrote that
song, composed that bit of a symphony.
We even feel that we know what they
ate for dinner and where and how they
spent the evening. We live with the dead
every day of our lives . . . why should
we be shocked or surprised when we see
— it's all a matter of intestinal fortia "It's
'ghost?'"
tude, Iguess," I said.
Gladys and Frank laughed.
I said : "But you don't really believe
in Frank
ghosts?"
"I heardas hishe
footsteps.answered
I smelledfirmly
the : incense
passed.
We
love
our
ghost.
dispossess him from his home,Weevenwouldn't
if we
could — this home which was his long before it will become ours."
I rose to go. My eyes sought the piano,
the tables, the mantle, rich with pictures
of friends who, happily, are still alive.
John McCormack is there, Geraldine Farrar, Rosa Ponselle, Toscanini, Ernest
Schelling, Eddie Johnson, Phillip Merivale, Gloria Swanson, Bart Marshall,
Mary Pickford, Marlene Dietrich, others
... A part of their romantic life, I
thought, these pictures of their friends,
bright strands woven into the tapestry of
their life together. So romantically different, to , from the majority of interiordecorated, modern homes, where it is consideredabout,
"old-fashioned"
to have
family
photographs
or any
photographs
at all. Save, perhaps, one glass-encased
etching of a unicorn or something!
There came a call for Gladys to report
at Paramount Studio, a retake for Cliamt^agne Waltz.
I said goodbye to the "Incurable Romanticist" and carried w'ith me her husliand's fond hope that she will be, always,
incurable.
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RRDIO
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
to KEX
slnnr : incI don't
or not.know -whctlu-r I zcaiil yon
OSWALD: Don't worry . . . every time
I cut you I'll give you ten cents.
giveKEX:
me tenEvery
cents?time yon cut mc you'll
OSWALD:
here a rich man!Yeah . . . you'll go out of
KEX:mc —I just
got give
into mea fine
place! Don't
shave
a haircut.
OSWALD
:
I
never
cut
a man's hair
. . . 1 just burn it off.
KEX: You dof Is it easv to burn off
hair cvcniv.'
OSWALD: Yeah . . . it's a SIXGE!
KEX: ().\'7^\il<f.
I don't Ithink
your
business.
,s-(Jti' you
your knoic
last customer i/ct out of the L-Iiair zcitli a big cut on
his chill.
cook.OSWALD: Well, I'm in love zcith his
cutKEN:
on his What's
chin? that got to do with the
OSWALD:
sec her Sunda\ That's
night! to let her knoic I'll
(Laugh in'th KEX MURRAY.)
PICK: Xow here's a job . . . dey wants
asomebody
week. in a butcher shop fo' six bucks
PAT: Six bucks?
PICK : Yeah . . . now, what can you do
in
a butcher shop? Can you dress a
chicken?
PAT : Xot on six bucks a week.
PICK: Sav, what jobs has you hekl?
PAT ; W ell ... I was a salesman in a
deiiartnunt
stort", but I lost de job.
PICK: How?
PAT : Well, <le boss's son came in and
a~]:- '1 iiK iM sliiiw liim somethin' suitable
-iliin'
suitable in neckwear!
W
you tired?
PA 1 : I take a look at his neck and
gave him a washrag.
(PICK and PAT, One Night Stands.)
JACK: Phil, I heard some awfully nice
things about you.
PHIL: I heard some awfully things
about you, Jack.
Oh, Jack
. . here's a wire
forKENNY:
you. I opened
it by. mistake.
JACK:
'What
do
you
mean,
MARY: He thought he couldmistake?
read!
(JACK BENNY, Jell-O Program.)
JACK: You know, I made a movie this
summer.
to tell you, I'm getting a
big kick outI want
of Paramount.
MARY: I know — / saw the preview.
JACK: It's a good thing I'm dumb or
else
get sore.Baker.
But say,DidMary,
we've got
to findI'd Kenny
you search
the
closet?
MARY: I already did, Toots.
JACK : Did ynu find any clues?
MARY:
Yeah— butand they
fit me.
(JACK BENNY
MARYdidn'tLIVINGSTONE, Jell-O Program.)
EDDIE: I heard two women talking
. .torandwas the
one funniest
woman said
that Eddie
comedian
on theCanair.
JIMM'Y':
Who
were
the
two
women?
EDDIE:
I
don't
know
the
name
of
the
woman Ida was talking to.
(EDDIE CANTOR, Texaco Program.)
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LHUCHS
FROM
POPULAR PROGRAMS)

a JACK
job here.(as Anthony Aihcrsc) : I'd like
M.ARY:
We're
What's
name? not liiriiui sof^ranos.
JACK:yourAnthony.
M.lk)': Yes.
Oil — are \ou an orphan?
JACK:
MARY: Oh— Orphan .-hithonx, huh?
{JACK BEXXY, JcIl-0 Program.)

•

• •

GRACIE:
a "? moiithic"—read\?
—.-l-B-C-D-E-F-G-Splash
-iAiat
is it? Here's
GEORGE:
All right, Grade— I give up
Why it's an Englishman eatinqGR.-iCIE:
alphabet soup.
GEORGE:
ivhat's
that? But the "Splash" Grade ■■
GRACIE: He's dropping his aitches.
mato Juice Program.)
(BURNS
and ALLEN, Campbell's To-

in WHITEMAN:
scrimmage. Tell me what happened
BENNY: I won the high jump at the
JUDY: What happened where?
in Berlin.
WHITEMAN: What happened in Olympics
scrimmage?
JOE:
did? ... I backed into a
BENNY:You Yeah
JUDY: You must be thinking of some
other
game.
Zeke,
do
you
know
what
(BENNY RUBIN, National Amateur
scrimmage is?
javelin!
ZEKE: Scrimmage is what Pop Eye eats Night. MBS.)
to make him strong.
(PAUL WHITEMAN'S Woodbury onePHIL:
you know I'm
of the Beetle,
funniest I'll
menhave
in radio.
Program.)
BEETLE: Sinclair Lewis.
PHIL:
What
do
you
mean.
Sinclair
?
PAP.\: Now, Snooks, don't be afraid Lewis
BEETLE:
Dodsworth
you
think!
... sityourdownhand.in the dentist's chair . . . I'll
(PHIL BAKER, Gulf Program.)
hold
No . . . hold the dentist's
handFANNIE:
!
You know . . my brother
(FANNIE BRICE, Lyon's Toothpaste Red,GRACIE:
Program.)
who is always eating persimmons.
GEORGE: Eating persimmons? Why.
?
GRACIE: You know why the saxo- Gracie
GRACIE: To shrink his stomach to fit
phone
sounds
better
here?
It
plays
better
his
meals.
on California air.
KEX : Oh,He's
is hea onsalesman.
a diet, Gracie?
GEORGE: If New York is listening in,
GR.\CIE: No ... on commission
I was born there.
KEN
:
What
does
he
sell?
GRACIE: Oh-h-h . . . another boost
for California!
GRACIE:
Oh,
uh—
nothing
. . that's
he can't eat.
(BURNS
ALLEN, Campbell's why('BURNS
Tomato
Juice AND
Program.)
and ALLEN, Campbell's Tomato Juice Program.)
PR CD: Knock knock.
PORTLAND:
FRED:
Petunia. Who's there?
PORTLAND: Petunia 7vho?
FRED: Petunia old qrcv bonnet.
(FRED ALLEN, Town llall Tonight.)

ED: Have you heard about the new
using?
water-wings
the novice swimmers are
HARRY: No— what kind?
ED: Harry Richman's. They put a
ping-pong
float
along. ball in each cheek and just
(ED FITZGERALD & CO., MBS.)

FIGGS : Well Senator, here we are in
the railroad vard.
FISHF.\CE: Yeah, a train just went
O'KEEFE: One thing 1 learned from
Hollyivood this summer is why the Venus
How can you tell?
de Milo — who had no arms — is so popular
by,FIGGS:
didn't: it?
FISH
I can see its tracks.
. . . She couldn't ivrite a diary.
Hour.)
(SENATOR
(RUDY VALLEE'S
Roval Variety
BOTTLE,
NBC.)FISHFACE & FIGGS♦
PHIL: Professor Einstein ueni to JaO'KEEFE:
don'tofobject
to a woman
driver
having I half
the road,
if she
BOTTLE: Who?
would only make up her mind which half
she wants!
PHIL:
— youRelativitv
know who Einstein i—s heEinstein
discovered
(RUDY
VALLEE'S
Royal
Variety
Hour.)
BOTTLE: What's Relativity, .Mr
Baker?
pan.PHIL : Well . . uh . . . if you sit on ^
P.\T : Dat reminds mc. Pick , . you hot stove for one minute it seems like an
hour, see? But if a pretty girl sat on
know
I
is
goin'
to
take
a
sea
trip
soon,
butPICK
I gets: You
seasickdoes?very easily,
your
for an hour it would only seem
like a lap
minute.
My word! Did Kinstem
PAT
:
I'se
wonderin' . . . what will I do haveBOTTLE:
if I gets seasick?
to go to Japan to find that out?
(PHIL
BAKER
and BOTTLE, Gulf
PICK:
worry One
. , Night
you'll doStands.)
it!
Program.)
(PICK Don't
and PAT,
Prinlnl i I Ihe U, S, A. b.v .\rt Tolnr PrIntInK rnmpany, T)uiH<llen. X, J,

KUDY

INSIDE

VALLEE

STORIES

5 COLUMiaiF

ON

AL

JQLSON

INTIMATE

• FANNIE

NEWS!

BE IRRESISTIBLE

TONIGHT

WITH

IRRESISTIBLE

PERFUME
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She evades close-ups . . . Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
For Ipana is a modern
a girl has
Howtliriloften
led to a pass- charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
tooth paste — not only
designed to keep your teeth clean and
ing glance — to an admiring look that pears and yet how serious it can prove.
it may
seem— ig- sparkling— but, iiith massage, to assist the
says, "If only there were someone to in- For trivial,
nored, itcan trifling
exact a asheavy
penalty.
health of your gums. Rub a little extra
troduce usnow."
Lucky for her if she has a youthful
Ipana on your gums every time you brush
When you see it— see your dentist. You
teeth. Circulation increases. Lazy
smile — a smile that reveals sparkling may not be in for serious trouble, but your
tissues
waken. Gums become firmer.
your dentist is the only competent judge.
white teeth and healthy gums. But how
Usually, however, he will tell you that
pitiful tlie smile that shocks the expecPlay
safe! .\dopt this common-sense
tant eye. How sad the smile that betrays yours is simply a case of gums tiiat have dental health routine in your own home.
Change to Ipana and massage todaydull teeth and dingy gums— tragic evi- grown soft and sensitive under our moddence ofunforgivable neglect.
ern soft-food menus- gums that need help safeguard yourself against gum troumore resistance and work — and as so
bles. You'll have a better chance for
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
many modern dentists advise— gums that whiter, brighter teeth and sounder,
will
respond
to
the
healthful
stimulation
liealthier
gums— a better chance for a
That first warning tinge of "pink" on
smile of enchanting loveliness!
your tooth brush— how harmless it ap- of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.
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• Don'tativesWhile
about old-fashioned
! tell meI wasted
time on them, laxmy
constipation got worse. My breath was
offensive. Nightmares ruined my sleep.
Even the sight of food made me sick. My
complexion?
Well, alet's
that!
Then I did myself
big notfavorgo into
by taking
my druggist's tip. "Try FEEN-A-MINT,"
he said, "it's different!"

• When FEEN-A-MINT frees accumulated wastes, life is brighter at once. Constipation's biliouAs headaches
go. Natural
appetite returns.
cleared intestine
helps
bring back the natural joy of youth, the
normal sleep of childhood. Why not put
yonrself\n this thrilling picture? FEEN-AMINT tastes so good, acts so rifferenfly !

One of the big differences of delicious, mintlavored FEEN-A-MINT
in the 3 minutes of chewing. Scientists agree this helps make FEENA-MINT so dependable— so satisfactory.
Its benefits work g-r-a-d-u-a-l-l-y in the
lower bowel— not in the stomach. No griping or nausea. No break in sleep. The
/a?;oH^e laxative of 16 million users. Economical, to ! Write for free sample to
Dept.Q-6,FEEN-A-MINT
Newark, New
Jersey.
Familysized boxes
only
15c & 25c
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THE MOST Powerful LOVE STORY EVER FILMED!
...Of a Patriot Who Lost a Country When He Found a Woman
MYRNA LOY— the bewitching beauty in whose
You thought "San Francisco" was exciting —
arms he forgot the pain of leadership . . .
but wait ! You'll be thrilled to your finger-tips
when this mighty drama comes thundering
Answering the call of millions of picturefrom the screen. A fiery romance with your two
goers M-G-M has brought them together in
the most dramatic heart-stabbing love story
favorite stars !. . . CLARK GABLE— courageous,
of our time!
masterful leader of a fighting nation . . .
CLARK

GABLE

• MYRXA
IN

PJlLltMEI.1.
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production hailed on the great
stage play that thrilled Broadwav for months, with
EDNA MAY OLIVER, BILLIE BURKE, and a great
M-G-M cast. Directed and produced by John Stahl.

LOY
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EXPLAINING THE RATINGS
The Board of Review bases its percentages on the assumption that all
radio programs are divided into four
basic parts : material, artists, presentation and announcements, each consisting of 2S'/' and making the perfect
program
Theseof ratings
are
a consensusof oflOO'.f.
opinions
our Board
of Rex iew and do not necessarily agree
with the editorial opinion of R.\Dio
Stars Magazine. Programs outstanding as to artists and material, often
suffer because of poor presentation or
exaggerated
commercial
ments. There have
been manyannouncechanges
in programs for the winter months.
The Board reviewed as many of the
current major programs as it possibly
could before this issue went to press.
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NATURE

IS STINGY

WITH

TOOTH

ENAMEL

This Beautiful Enamel, Once Worn Away, Never Grows Back.. NEVER.!

Protect precious enamel . . .
win flashing new luster
and Be Safe . . . change to
Pepsodent Tooth Paste
containing IRIUM!
Nature is lavish in restoring skin, hair, nails.
But
terriblyit stingy
with tooth
enamel.
Once She's
you allow
to be injured,
or you
permit film to start its deadly decay, enamel can
never
back the
— never.
Thatgrow
is why
discovery of IRIUM has
caused such a sensation in the dentifrice world.
The flashing new luster it brings with safety
is causing new thousands ever)' day to change
toIRIUM.
Pepsodent, the only tooth paste containing
Acts on new principle
Instead of acting on enamel with scrub-hard
friction, Pepsodent containing irium softens the
tough film that forms and glues itself on teeth
and gums. Then gently hfts and floats it away
— polishes the enamel to a brilliant sparkle
you have never even seen before — ^and imparts
a new, firm, refreshed feeling to the gums.
You g;t a new taste-thrill out of eating,
drinking,
And ordinary
bad breath
by film onsmoking!
teeth which
tooth cause(.'
pastes
fail to remove completely — is no longer a
worry to you! For the first time you know
what cleanliness of mouth, teeth and gums
really means !
Be safe every day of your life! Get results
always hoped for but never experienced with
a dentifrice-and get them with .f<//c'/j Change
to Pepsodent Tooth Paste containing irium.
e

safe.

CLoi^s ic PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE
IT ALONE CONTAINS IRIUM

• All Pepsodent now OQ
sale contains irium
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Hear ye !

Hear ye !

friend, the Town

Our

old

Crier, Alex-

ander Woollcott is back again
"HEAR
tlic Tow)i
Crierandshouts
Thursday yd
iii^htHear
owv yd''
Columliia
network,
then every
with:
"This
is
]]'oollci>tt
sf<C(iL-iii(/."
bci^ins
a
weekly
which hstemrs knnw in acKance will be full ofbroadcast
human
drama, merriment and dft-times tra.^edy. Perhaps the
secret ofhisthesophisticated
'/'(>t.';,' Crier'sfront,
suecess
lies in the
fact that,is
despite
Alexander
Woollcott
just an old softy.
"Aleck,"
as his friendsrolled
dub into
him, one
is a somewhat
paradox — Puckish
a whole
group
of personalities
character. There is a constant struggle between his

BOOKWORMS

SOMETIMES

SNAP!
BY

CAMI

L LA

JOR DAN

in his memory from a cherished volume, while other folk
are asleep.
this
country. Woollcott owns one of the finest libraries in
Going from this extraordinary bedroom into Mr. Woollcott's
is time
a quiet
homeliness
this galore
place
where study,
so muchthere
of his
is spent.
Papers,to mail
and inalways
extra pair
the Ton'ii
Crier's andspectacles
are
view. anFriends
such ofas Ethel
Barrymore
Harpo
Marx, or Dorothy Parker and George M. Cohan, love to
meet there for hilarious evenings of wit and philosophy.
Incidentally, this apartment is appropriately called by
Aleck Wits End, and is in the fashionable Sutton Place
section of New York City.
In si)ite of the fact that he has two secretaries constantly on the jump, Mr. Woollcott reads every bit of his
fan mail. He gets a great kick out of odd requests that
come from all parts of the country. He is quick to see
through letters, discarding the fake ones and moved by
ni;in\ that contain tragedy. After one of his Sunday
night's l)roadcasts last winter, (Continued on page 96)
One who scarcely needs an introduction —
journalist, dramatic critic,
right
and CBS Town Crier, Alexanderplay
Woollcott.
w
biting wit and his very tender heart. A plumpish, mature
gentleman of owlish appearance, coattails flying, clutching
the inevitable cane, he sneaks down back alleys to avoid
publicity. He flatly refu.ses to be interviewed and flies
into a rage if a rejjorter tries to encroach u])()n his privacy. Yet he never has l)cen known to lock his front
door. His j)rivate telephone numl^er, which the New
York Telephone Company has gone to great lengths to
keep ])rivate, is known to literally hundreds of his friends
and Mr. Woollcott always answers the ringing bell
himself.
Ever since young Aleck trudged across snow-covered
Philadeljihia .streets on his way to school, he has been
a bookworm. Almost before he was old enough to hold
a large volume, he was plowing through the written works
of great philosophers. Dee]) into dark nights the boy
devoured books, as does the grown man today. In fact,
one wonders how on earth Aleck ever gets into his bed,
for nothing less than a flying leap from across the length
of his bedroom would get him there. Books, books, his
favorite books outline his bed, and no maid nor man
may touch them, even for dusting. Often the quotations,
given 8so dramatically on Thm'sday nights, are refreshed

Beginning on Thursday, January seventh,
Woollcott again purveys his inlnnitable
wit and wisdom via the radio loudspeaker.
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S A MOTHER'S
LOVE ENOUGH?
Bedtime . . . and mother caresses clean as your own doctor would use.
So don't take chances. Be safe.
the tiny injured hand that she banUse only the first-aid products of
Unfortunately, even some ban- known
daged only this afternoon . . .
and reputal)l(> cdnccrtis.
dagesed"thaton thearepackage
plainly are
marked
'"ster- Johnson & Johnson is one of them.
not worthy
'There, darling, mother will kiss of your iliztrust.
All Johnson & Johnson products
it and make it well."
that are marked sterilized — Red
These bandages, of unknown Cross
But will she? Can she?
Cotton, gauze, and bandagesmake, probably were sterilized in an
not only •-tfrilized in tlie making.
True, it was only a little cut . . . early manufacturing process, but in are
They
air
again after they
but even little cuts can be dangerous subsequent cutting, handling, and are put in sterilized
the package.
if the wound is not properly, care- packing, dirty fingers may have
fully dressed. Infection can set in, touched them . . . destroyed their
Buy J & J Red Cross products
with confidence— from your druggist.
and often does, if the bandage is not as cleanliness.

Don't risk infection ... be safe with ^j^WHrn^i^^Of^^

RED CROSS PRODUCTS
9
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SMITH'S
KATE
OWN
COOKING

SCHOOL

Surprise
special

your
party

taste as good
HELLO EX F.RYBODY! This is
Kate Smith cuiuiny t(j you aj;ain as
Radio
Stars —Magazine's
CookingSchool Director
this time witli
some
extra-special sugs^estions for jiartic-.
in general and for the many approaching festi\itie^ in jiarticular.
I think the- Nuhjcct is a ])articnlarly
timelvnianv
niic. fcstixc
(liin'i \ iiu.
wlien you
how
occa>i(jns
therethink
are
in Feliruary and March, whose very
names make nnc think. "Let's throw
a grand ] )art_\ I \ es, within the
next few wt-fk^ tlierc- arc f()ur such
occasion--, l.inci n\ and W'a^hingthese,
ton's l;irthda\s ;nid
and St. Patricks na\ ^.St.l-jirhX'alcntine's
of
of cour.-ic:, suii])hc^ an excuse — f von
think you really need one — to isk in
your friends for a hapjjy even ng of
talk, games or bridge, followed
)y the
grandest of refreshments to assure
complete success for your party.
Well, then, let's get together and
see atwhat
that
on
leastweonecanof "cook
these up,"
specialso days
you can give a j^arty that will be the
finest ever, one that your friends will
talk about and that you, yourself,
will remember with pride.
In gestorder
that that
I'd most
sugjust the tosortbe ofsurethings
of you would like to make and serve
I went over my recipe files with the
same degree of care that Jack Miller,
my orchestra
leader, gives to arrang10

guests
foods

with
which

as they look

Kate whips up a
tasty spread for
one of sandwiches.
her openfaced
Her pet recipes
delight friends
and hostesses.
Pineapple EggNog, cookies and
cake, artistic
as they are
licious, aredean
answer to your
next puzzling
party problem.
ing the music for iny songs. And I
even cudgeled m\' luanis fm" ideas
which I'xe noted with a])!)ro\al and
interest at parties that Vw atu nded
in other folks' homes. 'J In hil.Ii, oi
coin'sc, I'm only going to -iw xoii
the reci|)(s
(hat will
I, m^'self,
ha\'e
sc rx ed. for.- i i dishes
thai there
he no
(/ncss-zciiil: ahoul carrying out my
suggestions success! nliy !
ITonestIv, 1 don't think you'll find
a single one of my reci])es too diflicult or ex])ensive, and I know for a
fact that vour friends will like them
all tremendously, just as my friends
have. Especially the Cocoa Roll and

Courtesy Ha'.cai'ian Piiicapf'lc Company.
the . ting. .ahead
but wait a minute,
gethit, I'm
sort
skii)])ing tooftheni_\>t-lf
last apage
of myof
script, win II I re.i!l\ want to tell you
al the iiuisei Imw \(iu can get copies
them.
(if my recipes, if }ou'd like to have
C ertainly a large number of my
friendly readers have already discovered tliat little si'cret — .although it
really is no secret at all that, simply
by sending in the coupon, which alwavs ai)i)ears
at the
cnfl ofwhich
my has
articles, you receive
a leaflet
mv
familiar
face
snn'ling
at
you
on
the cover and contains four or five
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Coiiitesy Campfiie Marsbmallows.
Tricky place cards based on
a marshmallow. For St. Patrick's, Washington's Birthday and St. Valentine's Day.
of my favorite recipes. These are
attracti\-ely printed on cards which
are just the right size to fit into a
small filing box so that you can krep
them for future use. I>n't tliat ri
swell idea? I know I've ajiprcciat
this service, myself. I)ecaiiM.' niu^t
the recipes that I have on hand a
those that I've taken down longha
from my mother, my grandmother,
my aunts and friends. But now this
Cooking School idea has given me a
chance to get copies of the verv l)esi
ones of the lot in clear, i)rintc(l idi ni.
And each one with ' Kale Siinlh"
printed on it. too. so that there will
be no doubt in anyone's mind that
I'm ingas abilities
proud andas Punch
my cook-to
simply ofdelighted
pass on my pet recipes to others.
Thising to month,
I'm gotell you,forininstance,
that leaflet
we
were just talking about, how to make
Valentine Cookies, IV ashi tujl on
Pound Cake, Chicken Cimp Siic\.
Party Cheese Sandi^'ich Loaj, whic
will be fine for all occasions and jjarticularly
for favorite
St. Patrick's
and,
finally, that
of allDay,
favorites
of mine, Cocoa Cream Roll, which
I just {Continued on page 58)

BANISH

''TATTLE-TALE GRAY '
WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP

RADIO STARS

BEAUTY

ADVICE
KEEP
AND

BY

YOUNG
BEAUTIFUL

MARY

BIDDLE

AS I sat at the Phil Bixkcr-Giilf Her posture was an apt demonstra- on your spine, but on the back of
tion of one reason for that spare your thighs. Sit far back on your
Oil broadcast last Sunday night,
at the CBS P)r(iadca>tiiiq Theatre, tire around the waistline, too. She chair, as far as you can go, until
I heard the Wdinan ni.'\t to me sigh sat slumped in her chair, sitting on you fill the right angle of the back
in admiration as the sHm and lovely the end of her spine, tlicreby culti- and seat. Let your lower back press
Maxine Gray ^tei)])cd up to the
vating asticking-out stomach, which against the back of the chair. You
forward and down all those will find that it actually will rest
microphone. "My," she whispered pushed
important organs of the aljdomen and support you, to sit that way.
audibly to her neiL;hh(>r, "I certainly which
are meant to stay back and up.
lean forward,
in interest
wish I had her tiL;uri' '"
over something
that is going
on in
If I were conducting an exercise W'hen^jiou
It always ha> bee-n a puzzle to me
why so many women spend their broadcast, I would make both the the program, bend from your waist,
time wishing to have a beautiful studio audience and the unseen lis- don't slide forward in your chair.
You must consciously hold your abfigure, instead of doing something
and take
about it. The woman who voiced the evilsteners "sitofupfaulty
domen in, as you sit, which may
sittingnotice"
posture.of
the wistful tri1>ute to Maxine Gray, Your spine never was meant to be take an exertion of will power if
for example, was a young woman, sat upon ! That does not mean that faulty posture already is a habit
still somewhere in her thirties, but you have to sit stiff as a ramrod. with you. You can cultivate correct
By no means ! The easy wa\- to get posture, however, by thinking it
defniitely
a few. more
years she "pudgy."
would be Indefinitely
fat. the right sitting posture is to sit, not until it becomes an unconscious
habit with you. Let me tell you this :
She already had gone into a slump
You need never get an ugly, proaround the hi])s — that tell-tale midtruding stomach, if you make yourdle-aged slumi), which is so ruinous
self sit, stand and walk correctly.
to St vie and to wearing clothes well.
Perhaps
mother tooryouyouroften,
father used toyour
broadcast
when you were a "growing girl,"
the old-fashioned warning : "Keep
your shoulders back." You 'probably
resented
it. Butaboutactually
you don't
ha\
e to worry
your shoulders.
If you keep your chest up, lifted
AMaxine
typicalGray,
modernsinger
Venuswith—
Oscar Bradley's band, on
Phil Baker's CBS program.
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Camay

works

like a charm

for

It's Important to keep
your spine absolutely
straight, throughout this
knee-flexing exercise.
high, your shoulders will take
care ©f themselves. Pull yourself
up by your chest, and sit and
walk as though you were proud
to be alive ! Then, when you don
a slithery satin evening gown, or
a trim tailored suit, you will look
as thougi you belonged in them.
Maxine Gray is a typical Modern Venus — tall, slender, slimhipped, long-legged, supple. She
has that important quality called
"style,"a matter
which ofis clothes
not nearly
much
as it sois
of posture and bearing. She has
the "peaches and cream" complexion, proverbial of the Southern belle, but not so much because she was born with it as because she knows how to keep it.
This business of keeping fit and
keeping
luck, buta ofcareer
work.isn't a matter of
Now I know that when I men{Contiuued on page 104)

LOVELY,
hazelisn't
eves,8he!theThose
quickbewitching
sunshine
of her smile, that marvelous freshas-morning complexion, make a picture you'll not soon forget. '"What
every girl should know,"' says this
young bride, "is how Camay can
helpYes,one's
that'scomplexion.''
how modern girls do
it — with Camay I Just fr)-this bland
beauty soap that cleanses so thoroughly. Then watch for the "alive"
look that Camay's rich, creamy
CAMAY

proof your skin
the gentle,
^s tois getting
vourface.
That's
thorough cleansing it needs! And
never forget this — by test against
all other leading beautv soaps,
Ca m a y i s d eii n it e 1y ro ('o 6 / r m /'/f/er.
today.ofYou'll
missBuytheCamay
small price
it. never
Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.
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RAMBLINGS

pertinent paragraphs

gaily gleaned from along Radio Row

The President's mother, Mrs. James Roosevelt, and petite Lily Pons have a chat at
the Musicians' Emergency Fund Luncheon.
Jessica broaJcasts
Dragonette'sagainnewcalls
series
operetta
atten-of
tion to one of radio's surprising shortcomings. Music tills about two-thirds
of
radio's
never
ha\ eday.
l^eenbutablethe toprogram-makers
do much about
supplying
operettas or musical comedies for themselves.

A trio of great
stars. Lav/rence
Tibbett, Walter
Damrosch and
Nino Martini get
together backThere was a large and expensive
stage attheropolitanMetmade in The Gibson Familv
Opera. attempt
a couple of years ago. One of the
Broadway-Hollywood song-writing
teams, Howard Dietz and Arthur
Schwarz, did the music : such writers
as Courtne\- Ryle\- Coo]jer and Owen
Buddy Rogers is Davis tried their hanfls at the script.
The program continueil on the air for
signingtractthe
which conputs nearly a year, but it never achieved
him on the air success in keeping with the amount of
with Helen Brod- money being spent. The nearest radio
erlck and Victor has come to a successful operetta of its
Moore Fridays at own is SIIU7C Boat, where currently
l)0])ular songs are strung together on a
9:30p.m. onNBC. thin
little thread of plot.
So Miss Dragoncttc must go back
to the old stage operettas, and a few
froiii pielures. and rrt'/rr them for one
It's Cook
just anIs really
act! more repetition on tlie air. IncidenJoe
tally, she Tcas a pioneer in this style of
radio slioie nearly ten years ago. Reanything
but
bored with his job niemher her old operetta series for
as M.C. on Shell Coca Cola hack in radio's early days?
C hatean'sSa\uTFOOTBALL FOLLY
day nightcasts, onbroadNBC.
Now football season is over and Larry

RADIO STARS
Kelley is properly enshrined among Yale's
gridiron
heroes,Rightthisinstory
won't embarrass anyone.
the middle
of last
football season, when training rules were
very strict, Larry Kelley came down from
Yale one Thursday night to tell Rudy
Vallee listeners about his exploits. After
the program, if you had been watching
closely,
have booth
seen with
him ahurrying
over to you'd
the phone
couple
of strapping young friends.
One of the young men sta\ed in the
booth a long time, nickels freqvjently
jangling into the phone, and finally came
out to announce in disgust, "I can't get
anyTheof other
my numbers."
boy slipped into the booth,
more nickels jangled, and this one came
out, too. "Nope. They all have dates or
else they don't answer."
Larry looked annoyed and disappointed.
'IV ell," he said, "I (jiicss I might just as
iy.thecU indifference
go home andof gel
bed tlien."
And
thoseto Neii'
York girls
sent
him
back
to
A^ezv
Haven
ivith
Vale's
strict training i iiles unbroken.
PANES AND PINS
Economical ways have been found to
produce must sound effects with records
and apparatus,
sound-man
still
breaks
a piece ofbutrealtheglass
every time
the sound of breaking glass is called for.
The end of a dramatic program often
leaves a whole pile of shattered panes in
the
studio. They
rehearsals,
either,don't
whichspare
sendsthe theglassglassat
consumption at a network studio up to
hundreds of panes a week.
During a lull in a— •■-Fred Allen rehearsal
not so long ago, one of the actors brought
over tii'o of the panes and told Fred, "Just
try to separate these."
Fred fingered them for a moment, concededplainehed thecouldn't
it. Thewhichactorwould
extheory of dovacuums
have withstood the power of a team of
horses to pull those panes apart. Just two
flat surfaces
be separated. By thatandtimetheythecouldn't
sound-man
had
come over looking for his glass. He stuck
pin between the two panes, separated
them and put one in position to be
broken.
-♦"What?" Fred exclaime<l. "Upsetting
all the laws of physics with a pin?"
'JVeman put
zcaterso onthethetn'oglass,"
explained,
panes thezvillsoundhold
together if zee lean them against the zvall.
If you just stand tzvo dry panes together,
one zcill slide right dozvn and probably
get broken."
HONEST!
Dave Rubinoff swears to this one. His
brother, Charlie, comes in from Detroit
occasionally and they always spend a lot
of time together during those visits. Invariably, when Charlie gets back home
his
wife complains,
"Talking
that fiddler
brother
of yours has
made toyour
accent
so bad I hardly understand a thing you
say."
"An' hit's
da troot',on too,"
(Continued
page Dave
84) insists.

HOW
tbe

doctor

chooses

hundreds

MOST of us remember, with gratitude,
some crisis in our lives when the
doctor's
vigilance
less beyond
words. and skill proved priceBut many of us forget that the doctor
is equally on guard in minor matters of
health. Consider a little thing like a laxative, for example. It may be news to you
that the doctor has a definite set of standards which a laxative must meet before
he will approve it.
Check the eight specifications listed below. How many of them will your oxen
laxative meet?
THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:]
It should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Itstime.
merit should be proved by the test of
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate, or upset digestion.
EX-LAX MEETS ALL THESE REQUIREMENTS
Ex-Lax checks on every single one of the
points listed
above. Meets
mands of a laxative
fairlytheanddoctor's
fully. deSo
When Nature forgets-remember
EX- LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

from

of laxatives

it's no surprise to find that many doctors
use Ex-Lax in their own homes, for their
own families. In fact, Ex-Lax has made
so many millions of friends, among all
kinds of people, that it is the most widely
used laxative in the whole wide world.
A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE
Convince yourself of the facts. Try ExLax the next time you need a laxative.
You'll find that Ex-Lax is mild . . . that it
isnot thorough.
You'll discover
it does
bring on stomach
pains or that
nausea.
On
the contrary, the easy comfortable action
of Ex-Lax will leave you with a pleasant
sense of fresiiness and well-being. Children, particularly, are benefited. For tlie
standards set up by the doctor are doubly
important to a child.
Another agreeable thing ... if you have
been taking bitter, nauseating cathartics,
Ex-Lax will be a pleasant surprise. For it
tastes just like delicious chocolate. All
drug stores have Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c
izes. If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
xpense, mail the coupon below.
TRY(Paste
EX-LAX
OUR postcard)
EXPENSE! i|
this onATa penny
Ex Lax. Ine., P. O. Box 170
I
Tinies
Brooklyn.
I wantPlaiato Station.
try Ex L.ix.
Please N.M-nJY.
tree sample. ••

Es-Lax.Ltd.,Mo
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Lucille Manners, lovely new singing star of the Cities S'
Service
CHANGE
WARDROBE
radio

program,

is beset

by a

ON THIS coming evening of February tifth. a tiny
blonde girl will step up to the microphone to sing her
first song as the prima donna of the Cities Service concerts. The actual step up to the NBC mike will be no
great feat in itself, because Lucille Manners .has faced
many such tiny instruments in her radio career and has
no fear of tiiem. The real feat is the fact that she is
stepping into the shoes of a star who not only has been
the \eteran singer of that particular program, but also
one who has been proclaimed the smartest woman in
radio, the best-dressed among all the other attractive
women who broadcast daily and nightly.
Becoming the prima donna of such a popular prodoesn't worry
Lucilleandbecause
she has
confidence
in her gramvoice,
a l)eautiful
true lyric
soprano.
But
what does give her pause for thought and some little
concern, is competing for fashion applause with a predecessor of such acknowledged smartness.
The day I saw Lucille Manners she was in the throes
of being photographed. Clothes hung from every available door about the >tudio — some were flung over chairs,
some hung over a screen. Bags, gloves and jewelry lay

perplexing
BY

clothes

ELIZABETH

problem
ELLIS

These decorative pajamas were especially
designed for Lucille by Dorothy Couture.
The tunic top is of metal cloth, and the
wide trousers are fashioned of black silk.
Lucille's favorite tailored dress is a
beige jersey, with buttons setting off the
pockets and front collar opening. The
narrow stand-up collar is very flattering.
in glittering array on the tables. Lucille was going
through the process of being turned into the literal picture of a new young star. It was like sitting in on a
very exciting o])ening night at the theatre or opera.
'i1ic unllu^tered
girl who hadby just
become
a prima
donnathatremained
(juite
it all,
despite
the fact
people
milk-d aljout, each with some new idea for her to carry
out. A well-known designer and dressmaker was there
in person to see that her costumes, especially designed
for Lucille, were put on in exactly the proper fashion.
And. lurking at what I considered a discreet distance, was
1, with the four beautiful gowns you all may try to wvi
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FOR

A

STAR

Lucille likes the fashion of wearing
bows in the hair for evening. This
crisp, black velvet bow has a narrow
band circling the head, with a small
net bow at the back on the other side.

.

.

.

in Lucille"s special contest, on another page in this issue.
I.ucillt' lias the same feeling about her Friday night
l>ri>;i(lca>iing costumes that a stage or screen star might
ha\e about those she wears in a production. She feels
that her Fridaj- night concert gowns should reflect a
definite personality, just as if they were chosen to coml)lement an important role in a play. Her wardrobe
changes should have as much significance then, and as
much excitement, as if she were dressing for a character. The Miily (litterence is that she wants to dress to
suit her own jiersonality, not that of some character in
a play. And who is a better judge of how she looks, as
she sings,
she
makes than
? you, the audience who watches every move
she gotfrom
so excited
ideawhich
of having
youThat's
selectwhy
a gown,
several, over
as thethe one
suits
lier best. And she was thrilled with the thought that
there would be four of \ou chosen to win a dress apiece,
a< reward for your interest in her.
Between "takes," as photographers refer to each picture tliey make, we chatted aljout this ])ii,--iness of giving
her
a
fashion else
personality.
"It's sothing
muchlikeeasier
lor someone
to analyzeShean said:
intangible
personality. believe
I
I have a pretty good idea of niy a\va\ from-the-microphone personality and, to reflect it. I wear
only the simplest clothes — rather sensible, carefully fitted
dresses and suits; comfortable, bright pajamas for lounging and practicing. {Continued on page. 88)

GLARE-PROOF

POWDER

doesn't show ''powdery" in
dazzling light • • • girls sa|^
Out
snow — look at the faces around you.
Look inin that
vour glittering
own mirror!
"powdery"
lookhate
in the
oneThat
of the
things girls
mostwhite
in a glare
powder.from the snow is
In a recent inquiry, they gave first place to Pond's for not
showing up "powdery" in strong light.
Pond's colors are "glare-proof." Carefully blended to catch
only the softer rays of light. They give a soft flattering look
to your
even sports,
in the your
hardestbrilliant
light. Try
Pond's inPowder
for
yourskin
winter
evenings
town.
Special ingredients make Pond's soft and clinging — fresh
looking for hours. Low prices. Decorated screw-top jars. ,35^,
70e. New bis boxes. 10c, 20c.
FREE ! 5 "Glare-Proof " Shades
E'ONDent shades
S, Dept.
9RS-PC"Glare-proof"
Clinton, Conn.Powder,
Pleaseenough
rush. free. 5 differofS-dayPond's
a thorough
teat. (This offer expires
May 1, 1937)of each for
S7. Pond'B Extract
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Few in radio ever achieve the consistent popularity of Kate Smith. The listening public exercises
its right to be fickle and whimsical, except in rare
instances. Instances where the artist is simply so
entertaining that, year in and year out, no matter
how many times heard, always is enjoyable. That's
how it is with Kate Smith. The more you hear her,
the more you want to hear her.
The A & P Bandwagon Program, thanks to
Kate, actually contributed something new in radio
programs with its Command Performance, in
which the nation's outstanding hero of the week is
introduced and presented with a personal gift of
$500.00 from Kate. It's her original way of putting
the spotlight on an act of heroism which might
otherwise go insufficiently unnoticed and unrewarded.
Ever since she started broadcasting, Kate has
taken a personal interest in her listeners. Her unpublicized charitable deeds are countless. It's
quite natural that the benevolent Command
Performance should originate with her.
Listeners, unquestionably, sense in Kate's voice
that she really is one of them; that they mean
everything to her; that she'd sing her heart out to
please or help them. It's no wonder she's so
popular.
To Kate Smith and her A & P Bandwagan
Program, Radio Stars Magazine presents its
award for Distinguished Service to Radio.

-EDITOR
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Kate Smith
Star of the A & P Bandwagon

NEW!
BY

THE
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H
D CREAM
S
HONEY I
AND N
ALMOND

D THAT
THIS

I t*ru<luctB Corp<

IS ABSORBED

FAMOUS

HAND

LOTION

with every 50c size of Hinds
At last!
new 50c
perfect
dispenser to—
free
on theTheHinds
size.one-piece
Ready tolotion
use. Nothing
take apart or put together. Works instantly. Simply
turn bottle upside down — press — out comes Hinds, the
lotion with Vitamin D. Hinds puts back the softness
that drying housework takes away. Keeps your hands
feeling good, looking grand! $1, 50c, 25c, 10c sizes.
DAILY RADIO TREAT: Ted Malone . . . inviciag you co Happiness
and to Beauty. Monday to Friday. 12:15 pm E.S.T.,WABC-CBS.
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IT'S

MY

BY

RUDY

VALLEE

You don't need to be
told
Rudy program
Vallee's
Royalthat
Gelatin
goes on the air each
Thursday at 8:00 p.m.,
EST, on work.NBC-Red
netIn these pages
you mayradio
readstarwhat
famous
thinks.a

OPINION-

HUMBLE
EXCLUSIVELY
OF

PRESENTING

COLUMNS

AIRS

IN WHICH

HIS VIEWS

ON

SONALITIES -AS

During the month that has elapsed
since my first column appeared in
Radio Stars, I have found myself
looking forward with eagerness to
this, the second, one. There is a
very definite thrill in assembling
words and ideas that will be printed
and read (/ hope) by many people.
In other words, I am a proud member of the working-press.
Many things have happened since
the last column, but I think the
death of Chic Sale is an event that
will affect us more when we realise
that he was a member of the unfortunately not-over-populated ranks
of real American humorists. He
wrote and acted his own stuff and
his characters were spun from the
fabric that represents America. I
ivas always intrigued by the old
man in his The Country School, the
one 7vho had studied the tuba for
many years, but could only play
Marching Through Georgia, and
tfiat very badly. I liked the old
tnan
much, I'm goingand toseeaddif,himby
to mysoimpersonations
changing "tubey" to "saxophoney,"
I can't recapture a bit of him, even
if "the flies bother my music. . . ."
I enjoyed
on
Press
Agents Variety's
because Low
it wasDown
a good
article and because it supported my
own previous belief that 90 per cent,
of the stupid jokes, allegedly made
up by orchestra leaders and the vapid gossip concerning them, found

THE SECOND
RUDY

VARIOUS
WELL

AS

OF A SERIES

VALLEE
TOPICS
HIS

its way with incredible speed into
the waste basket of radio editors
everywhere. Yet there are many of
them who have the audacity to print
in their columns witticisms ascribed
to certain wielders of the baton who,
for the most part, are as incapable
of coining keen and humorous gags
as I would be. Even if a gullible
element of the public might be led
to believe that Joe Doakes, the
bandleader, had invented the clever
gags, what, I ask you, would that
do toward furthering his career as
an orchestra leader? Phooey!
It is with genuine pleasure that
the boys and I look back on our
most pleasant French Casino enWe couldn't
have
worked for agagement.
finer
set of people
and the hours were such as to make
my boys (who are used to the usual
long night-club stint) feel that they
were in heaven, albeit a heaven
where they put on weight. Another
aspect of the French Casino engagement that warmed the cockles
of my heart was the response from
our friends of old. Starting as a
band of eight at the Heigh-Ho Club,
we were fortunate enough to make
many friends. Since then, our appearance at a club is a signal for
them to slip into their best finery
and join us. In this day and age
that means a lot, I say. A votre
santc, mes amis!
I'd like to list, among my studies

FRANKLY
AND

PET

PER-

PEEVES

of fauna and flora, the bright remark made by an ordinarily intelligent gentleman whom I know. We
were zvatching Jimmy Durante, one
of my favorite comedians, as he
worked in the fast-moving, smartand-lozv comedy success, Red Hot
and Blue, ivhen suddenly my friend
leaned over and, zinth the air of a
triumphant Columbus, whispered:
"His
ugliness
made away
him!" from
And the
lie
took my
attention
show to tell me that!
All sorts of loud cheers for Paul
Whiteman's Hippodrome concert,
and let the Messrs. Rogers and Hart
be included for their fine new music. Iwas so taken with their piece
about the trainman, plus Ray Middleton's expert rendering of the
piece, that I am studying it with a
view to doing it myself. Rogers told
me, at dinner the other night, that
Middleton learned the tremendous
score in a week, and that at the first
rehearsal he was letter-perfect. I
shall try to be half as good.
During the football season, while
watching the Yale Band in the
Bowl, I was both interested and
amused by the failure of the crowd
to keep together during the famous
"Long
Yale isCheer."
During
this
cheer there
a succession
of rahs
which should be evenly spaced. But
even with three cheer leaders in
perfect {Continued on page 82)

"JUST don't let it break your heart." said Barbara.
BARBARA'S
AMICE
■'Don't give your
life away, along with your love, if you
This story is
can help it. You won't be able to help it, of course. But
it's still good advice.
"I'm a swell one to be giving advice on love," laughed
announced by
Barbara, "Since I can't take it ! Most women can't.
We're like that, all of us. Not just fluttery, inexperienced
little girls, either. Independent, strong-minded women go
Robert Trout
down
like lose
bladesourofwits.
grassWein lose
a storm,
when ofthey're
love. We
our sense
humor.in
Women who have battled life with their bare hands;
women who have faced joblessness and hunger and death
and illness and all of the major catastrophes, and faced
Some surprisingly candid
'em standing up, collapse, go to pieces, turn to water when
whether Barbara was thinking of the seven
theyI wondered
fall in love."
years of her marriage to Frank Fay. The years in which,
words from Barbara Stanwyck
first out of her great love for him and, later, out of her
equally great gratitude, she did, indeed, give her life with
her love. For she lived as Fay wished her to live. She
did as Fay told her to do. She almost spoke as Fay
on what we all want to know!
wished her to speak. Her work in pictures, her broadcasts, her contracts, her house, her comings and goings,
were done at Fay's dictates and subject to his approval.
The girl who had battled through a meagre, stormy childBY
GLADYS HAbL
hood, who had held jobs with the telephone company

TO

GIRLS

IN

LOVE

when she was too young to be holding jobs at all ; who woodland room, with the tempered sun shining through.
had worked at cutting out patterns with the Vogue com- Barbara wore some sort of a linen affair with divided
pany, who fought her way, single-handed, to the turning skirt. Her red-brown hair hung loosely about her face,
guiltless of make-up. Through the French windows we
point
of her career
rolegallant,
of "Bonnie"
in Burlesque
and so when
touchedshe theplayed
stars the
— this
grave, could see, in the garden, toys of every kind scattered
grim youngster was putty, pliable, in the hands of love. al)out, hear the laughing shouts of Barbara's young
son, Dion, as he played with his nurse. The por"Lifeyouis something
a jealous wench,"
was takes
saying.something
"If she adoptedtrait of young
Dion is the only portrait in the homelike
gives
with oneBarbara
hand, she
room.
And
remembered the day, two years ago and
away with the other. I've never known it to fail. You more, when II was
having tea with Barbara in her Brentcan't ftave everything! You're not supposed to have
wood home. I remembered the nursery she was then preeverything.
And
it's
like
that
with
love.
If
you
paring
for
the
reception
of young Dion. 1 remembered
get love, you usually lose somewhere else along the
line.
the glow in her eyes, the warm curve of her mouth, the
"There's just one ray of hope — I'd like to tell girls this, loving eagerness with which she showed me that nursery.
intended to show it to me. She hadn't inif they don't already know it : It only Iwppens once,'' Bar- She hadn't
tended, then, to tell anyone about the expected arrival of
bara said grimly. "Give thanks for that ! I mean," she
the baby.
added,
"it only
once in you
the sense
it tearsknees,
the her
for that.She couldn't keep it in. She had to tell. I liked
heart right
out happens
of you. knocks
down that
on your
"Love,"
Barbara was saving in her forthright fashion,
makes
a slave
of you,
Love may
comeoutagain,
moreabject
than and
once.crying:
It may'Surrender!'
be just as feet tucked up under her in the big wing chair, "love
sweet and fine and strong. But never the same. Never floors women. It hits them between the eyes. It takes the
heart right out of them and plays ball with it. I know !
theWetotalwere
eclipse,
the Barbara
complete and
collapse."
sitting,
I, having early morning I know the feeling of wanting desperately to do everything, have ever\^hing. be everything he wants you to
coffee in the warmly colored living-room in her Beverly
Hills home. A room all greens and browns and blues, do and have and be. I know the feeling of having no self
against white walls and white Venetian blinds. A sort of of your own left, of being [Continued on page 102)

Barbara Stanwyck with Bob Taylor,
at the gala opening of the new
Trocadero, a popular rendezvous
with Hollywood's movie colony.

This story
announced by
Ted

Husing

Al
and
his Jolson
wife, Ruby
Keeler, famous
stars of the
stage,
and the screen
radio.
"I'VE got a beautiful wife, a fine home, a bank account working.
got his wish,
Jolson nine
is
and a baby," said Al Jolson. "I need only one thing to
"I've been married
make me the happiest man in the world."
Offhand,
I
couldn't
think
of
anything
this
guy
needed.
He was rich, he was the only person in the world married years," said Al, "and
"We've been married nine
to Ruby Keeler, and I knew he had a fine home because
1 was in it, sipping a scotch and soda, right through the years, dear," corrected the
first paragraph. Our interview took place about two little wife, who, as everyone
that's—"
weeks before Al started his new radio series, and the
"We'veis Ruby
been Keeler.
married nine ■•.*;.'.• ":
Squire of Encino Park, attired in slacks and a leather knows,
jacket, was taking things easy. The day was warm and years," the dutiful master of the *•
the drink was cool, so I settled back and asked my host house continued, "and that's sort of
what that one thing was that would make him the happiest a record around these parts. I know
guy in the world.
there were plenty of scoffers, even on
"Work," said Jolson.
our wedding day, who said it wouldn't
I'm not one to quibble, but I've never heard it put that last. And things haven't changed much
way l)efore. Imagine sitting on your own paid-for estate, — they're still saying it."
with a swimming pool in the back yard and an orange
And they'll probably still be saying it nine
grove
the window,
kicking because you aren't the
yearsscoffers.
from now,
but language
don't placeof any
In the
the bets
horsywith
set,
working.just Aoutside
fine thing
!
Well, it takes all kinds of people to make a world — the of which Al is a member, their union is no longer
rich, and the rest of us. So there was I wishing I had listed as a long shot. It's a heavy favorite to win
the Jolson posses.sions and there was Jolson wishing he the
Hollywood Handicap by several lengths. But
let's let Al tell you why.
had
a
job.
In
case
you
haven't
been
following
the
newsjjapers and the radio news, the word is that one of us
"In the first place our marriage, like any other.

INNINGTHEiOLU

BY

After nine years of

LEO

TOWNSEND

marriage,
and

Ruby

Al Jolson
Keeler

still

are in love with each other

Left, Al and
Ruby star in a
Lux Theatre
b roa d ca st.
Right, Almood.
in a
serious
never could have lasted
in Hollywood if we
hadn't been so determined
to make it go. Ruby and
I were in love when we
married,
and ofwe're
in love
today,
in spite
the hardships
Hollywood places on any domestic partnership.
"The main secret of our success
is this : even though we live in the
heart of Hollywood, we have never
been a part of it. We seldom go out
with had
the our
Hollywood
crowd clubs,
and we've
both
fill of night
from
yearsstatement
of workingwasin almost
them." prophetic, for
His
just at that moment the phone rang. Some
friends wanted the Jolsons to join them that
evening at the Qover Club. (The Clover Club
Hollywood's
one
canis mix
highballs gayest
with anight
turn spot,
at thewhere
roulette
wheel.) Al looked at Ruby, and Ruby shook her
head. "Let's have the I> 's over for bridge instead," she said. So the L 's were invited over

WOOD

for an evening of bridge, and the Clover Club lost two
prospective customers.
"Giving parties in Hollywood is too difficult. You can't
invite
just your inclose
friends
got to
invite everyone
town.
You— out
mighthereas you've
well, because
they'll
come
anyway."
Just to prove it, Al showed me an invitation they had
received, for a party which had taken place a few nights
before.
I happened
to know that there were four hundred invitations
sent out.
"We didn't go," Al said. "As a matter of fact, neither
of us had ever met the guy who gave the party. So, why
should he ask us, and why should we go? We prefer a
more personal touch in our social life.
"We manage to get to the Trocadero once every few
weeks," he continued, "but we go mostly to see the Sunnight shows.
of fun,Otherwise,
once in a while,
to relax
and daywatch
someoneIt'selsesortwork.
our night
life
is confined to the card table, or to reading.
"Please
get the
home and
life sometimes
is full of
hearts
and don't
flowers.
We idea
have that
our our
quarrels,
ones. But for
a good
quarrel, once
a while,a
isthey're
a finegood
clearing-house
the emotions
and init averts
lot of unnecessary suspicions. Trivial things are the
greatest dangers in married life, {Continued on page 56)

HANDJCAR

Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe, good
little gray doctor of the
famous Dionne Quintuplets.

Jack Benny is the hopeful
hitchhiker above, and Marsha
Hunt looks faintly dubious.

Joy Hodges,
vocalist with
Jimmie Grier'son
orchestra
Joe Penner's
weekly broadcasts on CBS,
is a native
of Des Moines.

BETWEEN

BROADCASTS

you may

see popular stars

of the ether whose
will reward

voices

your dialings

Two who contribute to the success of the
weekly C omtnunity Sing on CBS are winsome
Jolly Gillette and comedian Milton Berle.
T

11

Above, Jessica Dragonette, long queen of
song with the Cities Service orchestra, now
sings on the new Palmolive progrann on CBS.

James Lyons (above) shows Nancy Coleman how three
different sound effects can be produced at one
time by this new RCA sound effects reproducer.

Below,
Hildegarde,
NBC'sfromlovely
song- Below,
two whoRoosevelt
scarcely andneedMajor
introduction
Colobirds, said
to have another
migratedof here
Australia.
nel Theodore
Edward — Bowes.

SHE

MARRIED

SHRIMP

A

I

This story announced by Carlton KaDell

Her husband's

a shrimp— but a

man in a million, says Fannie Brice
' MISS BRICE," gushed a tremulous young thing at a
cocktail party, "won't you introduce me to your husband?"
"Why, certainly, dear," answered the ever-kind Miss
Brice. "This is my husband, Mr. — er, Mr. — Hey! /
can't
of hisBricename!"
Andthink
Fannie
had forgotten the name of the man
she was married to — Billy Rose, a song-writer-producer
and the man-she-loves ! Really loves, mind you.
"Thein little
she said
Billy
Rose,
absentiaGoose,"
in Texas,
whereto heme,is atreferring
present to
running
adisliked
modest him
cafeheartily
seating when
a merewe 3,600.
"And
to
think
that
first met ! I blush to admitI
it now, but, when I saw him at the Backstage Club, I
called
'shrimp'."
She him
wenta into
a reverie in the midst of her exquisitelyappointed Madison Avenue apartment, a reverie induced
not by a shrimp she had eaten but by one she had seen.
It seems that while she sat in the club with a gang of

J

Top picture, Billy Rose, song writer
producer,
"shrimp"
this loves,
tale
and
the man
Fannie ofBrice
Above, Fannie Brice, wife and
mother, a good sport and a grand
actress of both stage and screen.

"We wont to quit soon, Fannie
and I," says Billy Rose, "so we can
get to know each other better."
theatrical cronies, she heard the orchestra playing In the that they were coming up to play it for me. The feller,
Middle of the Night.
he said, was an especially swell lyric man. Of course he
turned out to be Billy Rose! Well, we fell to arguing
"I asked who had written it and they brought over this and
the dirty digs were falling where they might and all
Billy Rose. Right away I didn't like his attitude and I
over a line in the song. Instead of respecting my argucould
Andheight
he was
a shrimp."
She see
madehemedidn't
stand like
up tomine.
my full
of five
feet five
ments, which I thought were moderately good, he hinted
inches and then asked her fifteen-year-old son, Billy (who that I should stick to singing. It ended up by my telling
him that
song! would not be a hit — and I was right !
was helping the interview along) : "Don't you think he The
little theGoose
and Billy (Rose) are the same height?"
"A
few
weeks
later Ballard Mac Donald was scheduled
"Naw."
Younghe Billy,
shorter."
Satisfied judged
that I knew
was a "Billy's
shrimp anandinch
ignoring
my to go over several ideas for a skit with me. Ballard asked
feeble efforts to defend Mr. Rose and myself by declaim- if I'd mind if he brought along a feller who was going to
work witb him on a big show and would have to be inaboutenough
the length
of atoman's
legs (he
said ingtheyLincoln's
shouldclassic
be long
to reach
the ground
!),
cluded in this skit-building as a matter of courtesy. Even
she went on with her story.
as I said 'yes,' an unhaj^py jiremonition came to me. Could
the 'feller' be the argumentative little shrimp? Could
Edwards,
favorite
writers,
up "Leo
to say
that heoneandof amyfeller
had song
written
what called
they fate play a trick like that on me ?
thought was a pretty good song (Riverside Rose) and
"I'm enough of a sport to {Continued on page29 76)

/

i keepi tryst
lith the Eight
lovely Gifis
■ his program

e c t f 0 il
TTaham McNamef
./

THE

SHOW

MUST the show go- on?
Ask any actor. Ask Leon Errol, who played two solid
acts with both ankles broken. Ask Ed Wynn . . .
You have heard him laugh. Who hasn't? You have
heard him squeal for joy, titter, giggle and go into hysterics. So have millions. The point is, have you heard
him weep?
Have you heard him groan and grind his teeth in
agony? Have you seen him wrestling with doctors, fighting off nurses, so that he could take his place on the
stage? n you have, you know the real Ed Wynn.
Just for the record, Ed Wynn, whose real name was
jEdwin Leopold, was born on November 9th, 1886, in
} Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His father, a prosperous hat
; merchant, foresaw a career for Ed as a millinery merchant king. But Ed had other visions. After finishing
school, instead of going into business, he went into the
theatre. He made his stage debut in a show called, perhaps prophetically, American Grit. That was in 1902, and
Ed, then sixteen years old, played the role of a man of
seventy.
From that time on Ed Wynn has been an increasingly
important figure in the entertainment world. He was one
of the early figures on the radio scene. In June of 1922
he took the entire cast of his current stage success, The
Perfect Fool, over to the old studios of IV JZ in Newark.
New show.
Jersey, and gave a complete radio performance of
the
In April, 1932, Ed Wynn made his bow on the NaBroadcasting
networksfacedas the
a regular
weekly tional
comedy
star. Company's
Graham McNamee
microphone with him, beginning then the long and successful
association of The Perfect Fool and his Perfect Foil.
Must the show go on? In the case of this great comedian, the answer is : "Yes !" A reply shrouded in a memBehind

GO

ON

?

ory of pain.heroism.
For us who know — a memory of an actor's
remarkable
What does the record say? Ed Wynn has been thirtyfour years before the public, in vaudeville, musical comedy, movies and radio. And not one performance missed.
The show went on. It had to go on. At what cost to
him, you shall see in a minute.
Start at the beginning. His father had attended every
opening. First night for Ed Wynn meant the presence
of his devoted father and mother, seated in the front
row. On the day before his show, The Grab Bag,
opened, his father died. But the show must go on and
Ed minced out of the wings, to all appearances the wildly
hilarious clown. The audience shouted with laughter. No
one suspected tragedy in his heart.
"You'll never know how I felt," he said. "That vacant seat. That terrible empty spot in the theatre . . .
"Sometimes I think the tradition is wrong. Why should
an actor be obliged to laugh, when he is unhappy ? Why
can't he go home and cry his heart out, like any other
human
A fewbeing?"
years later, Ed Wvnn fainted on Michigan
Boulevard in Chicago. The doctor, hastily summoned,
])ronounced it ptomaine poisoning. Ed was unconscious
for over half an hour. He woke up in a hospital. The
doctors prescribed a week of rest, a special diet, sedatives.
"Nonsense,"
said Wynn.
"I open
And
he did open
that night.
The tonight."
show was a great
success, and played there sixteen weeks.
Again, in Long Island, he was playing golf. It was
a much advertised match, with Ed Wynn and Oscar Shaw
representing
the playwright
side and
Ring forLardner and Grantland
Rice onontheoneother,
playing
the
writers. Ed clowned for the gallery. Everyone was
laughing, having a grand time, {Continued on page 78)

that infectious, irresistible giggle that is Ed Wynn's,

you'll never

guess what

pain and

heartaches

mock

at mirth

Here are Sandra
and wee Ronnie
Burns, in the
Hollywood home
of Daddy George
and Mama Grade.

"DADDY— det up'"
George Bums stirred, shut his eyes
tightly against the morning light,
struggled
ous sleep !to hang on to sleep, preci"Daddy — " the tiny voice persisted,
like a gnat, a mosquito that refused
to George
be brushedgroaned.
away. "Det
He up!"
had been
working so hard, was so tired — if
only he could have just a little more
sleepbade! "Tell
Mommie
here,"
he
his little
annoyerto come
numbly.
Mommie was there in a second,
laughing
at him.
"Just begged.
fifteen
minutes down
more,"
George
"Keep them quiet just fifteen minWith Ronnie in her arms and
Sandra tugging at her skirts, Gracie
slipped back into the other room.
She was used to getting up at nine,
used toutes !" rousing at that first sweet
whisper:made"Mommie
— detof up!"
George
a practice
it, too, And
but
he was more than usually tired this
morning, after that benefit show last
night. He needed that extra few
minutes sleep. Gracie hummed softly under her breath and got out some
of But
the five
children's
minutestoys.later a loud wail
went up. Sandra had caught her
fingers in the door. Tears streamed
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CHILDREN

A
Two

MAKE

DIFFERENCE
reasons

why

life for George

and Gracie Allen is sweet

beyond

Burns
belief

This story announced
By

Paul

Douglas

No
parentsdevoted
could
be more
to their babies
than are George
and Grade. And
the babies are
equally adoring.

clown her soft, apple-blossom cheeks.
She clung to Mommie. sobbing, but
lier eyes went over Mommie's shoulder, toward the farther door. '7
zi'ant
Daddy!"
Andmy so,
like any other daddy,
George hopped out of bed and came
running, to see what had hurt his
baby !
The coming of the babies has so
altered life for George Burns and
Gracie Allen that they hardly know
themselves. The footloose, carefree
days are over — voluntarily they have
shouldered new burdens, new responsibilities. Cheerfully they wear new
chains,! forged by two pairs of tiny
hands
They always meant to adopt a baby
— one baby — sometime! Not while
they were in vaudeville, and moving
from town to town. Not so long as
the babyatricalwould
to sleep
a the-in
trunk or have
be tied
to a inchair
the wings while they did their act —
but some day — some day when they
could give the child a real home, the
right sort of background.
Strange as it may seem, it was
Hollywood that was to provide that
background, to make that dream
come true.
George and Gracie — the names are
as in{Continued on page 64)

Georgeof
Mostforprecious
and Gracie, are
the happy hours
they
with
their spend
children.

BY MIRIAM
ROGERS

IN THE

RADIO

SPOTLIGHT
this month

we discover new

and old favorites of the air

Peeping at you from
that Raleigh and Kool
cigarette show are (top
to bottom) Robert Bernard, Jack Pearl, Mae
Questal, Cliff Hall
and George Haggerty

Coy UnawithMerkel
dances
Sid
Silvers, of the
Al Jolson radio
program,

BUTDIVORCED.
TIMES
This story announced too — is thatriageableitsaffairsstunning
Miss Rich
isn't having
of the heart
this season,
thankanyyou,mar-or
by Kenneth Carpenter anySheseason
that's day,
definite.
said ever.
to me And
the other
looking very slender and
serious behind a low white tea table at the Waldorf : "I'd
like to make a success of marriage. It's the only big
thing I've ever tried hard to do and failed at. Three times
I failed, you know — and it was my own fault. every time.
I know now how to rectify those faults, but I'll never
IT'S
got
to
be
a
favorite
pastime
with
Radio
Row
—
marrying off Irene Rich. For the microphone people, have a chance to prove it.
who are just as cUquey as the neighbors around Goose
"You see," she said, "I can't marry again. That's the
Creek, feel about Irene much as small-town folks feel whole thing. It's — well, it goes back. . . ."
And for the first time she ever has discussed it fully,
about the village belle — ^they can't sit back on their
cracker-barrels and rockers in peace till the Just Married Irene Rich told me the intimate story of her three divorces
sign has been tied to the bumper of the honeymoon car and the strange prohibition they have put on her life.
and the sparrows have got the last speck of rice off the
She was just a kid. a seventeen-year-old child, just out
sidewalk in front of the church.
of high school, when she stood before an altar in her lacy
So Radio Row is forever pairing its stunning Miss Rich white graduation dress and became the bride of a young
with this or that distinguished gentleman of exceptional Spokane bank clerk who was almost as much a child as
talent, background or wealth. Of course he must be herself. They had been sweethearts for a long time.
something extra special, because Irene is. Because at Irene always had been popular, because she was pretty
gay as the green-gold sorcery of an April afternoon.
forty-five she's as vivacious and pretty as a sub-deb ; be- and
But when school was finished she had had enough of dates
cause she can
slip into
a sizeanfourteen
at Hattie
and wear
it away
without
alteration;
becauseCarnegie's
she has and dances and beaux. She yearned, with all her heart,
the mature charm and graciousness of two-score years for the joy of married life, with a home and babies.
packed into a sparkling joie-de-vivre that couldn't possibly more
Especially
babies. "Iin was
them.of Imywanted,
than anything
the crazy
world,about
a baby
own.
be out of atitswedlock,
'teens ; and
attempts
she because,
deserves after
a manthree
who unsuccessful
could make Mother could understand that, because she, herself, had
her life a love song.
married at sixteen. So she didn't oppose our plans. My
The only trouble — and this will be news to Radio Row, husband and I settled down and I {Continued on page 112)
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EPISODES

BEFORE

BY

NANCY

FAME

BARROWS

A voice, a kiss from a star, the
girl he loved
earned

and

money

himself were

he

all that

Richard Crooks needed
HE WAS a tall youth, well over six feet, and
broad in proportion, and looking more mature
than he had any right to look at twenty-one.
And already he was earning two hundred
dollars a month as tenor soloist with a choir.
But the father of the girl young Richard Crooks wanted
to marry orfeltworth
hesitant.
Not inHe any
the since
lad's
character
or ability.
had doubt
knownofDick
he
was
a
child,
and
his
daughter
had
been
"Dick's
girl,"
ever since she was five and Dick was seven. They had
gone
together.
He hadAndcarried
books,through
had beenschool
her beau
at parties.
alwaysMildred's
it was
understood that one day they would be married.
It was the music that made Mr. Pine hesitate. Singing
in church or concert was all very well — and there was no
denying that Richard Crooks had a rare and glorious
Richard Crooks, voice.
But music as a career ... It was so uncertain
opera,
It meant struggle, sacrifices, hardships — unless some
and radioconcert
star, ...
is as at home wealthy patron smoothed the way to success.
"Why don't you put this music idea out of your head?"
on the back of
Mildred's father kindly. "There's nothing in it.
a horse as he suggested
is on the stage. Go into business — come in with me, if you like — and make
a good
yourself
and Mildred."
It wasliving
no for
stem,
unfriendly
parent who spoke, Dick
knew — ^yet his words were a sharp knife turning in the

boy's heart. He wanted to please Mildred's father,
wanted to do what seemed right and best. But — "put
music out of your head . ." The difficulty was, music
wasn't merely
in his could
head, heit give
was upin either?
his heart — just as
Mildred
was. How
Soberly he talked with Mildred about it. Not "Shall
I give up music?" That question he couldn't ask. But,
"Do you think I should give up singing and go into busiHow important
was theandanswer
to that question
Butness ?"Mildred,
with wisdom
understanding
rare at!
nineteen, with love and loyalty and faith that matched his
own, held his hand tightly, looked into his shining blue
eyes, deep now with earnest thought, said simply: "It's
yourShelife,
— youup must
what Crooks.
you feel Every
is right."
had dear
grown
lovingdoDick
thought
and dream and hope and ambition that were his were as
familiar to her as her own — were her own, really. She
couldn't fail Dick — ever!
And so they were married. In their tiny apartment they
cooked the meals together, washed dishes together, studied
together. Mildred was an accomplished pianist. She
had studied music longer than her young singer husband
had.
Two hundred
monthCrooks
wasn't budgeted
a meagreit income
those days,
but younga Mrs.
carefully,in
determined
to
save
every
penny
possible
to
further
Dick's
musical education and advance him in his chosen career.
Ten dollars a week, she figured, was enough to spend on
their living. They were so happy, anyway — money could
buy them no more joy.
It was Madame Ernestine Schumann-Heink who first
had implanted in the heart of young Dickie Crooks the
idea that music held greater glories than any he yet could
dream. He was twelve year? old then. For two years
he
had been New
soprano
soloistwhere
in thehe boys'
choir ofThat
a church
in Trenton,
Jersey,
was born.
summer, when he was twelve, he was chosen as soloist with
Madame Schumann-Heink at The Trenton Music Festival.
The two soloists were accompanied by a chorus of three

thousand children's voices. When Richard finished his
solos, the great singer kissed him.
His face had flamed with embarrassment at the time,
but later his mortification cooled, remembering the words
she had said to him : "You can amount to something —
tall and strong for a boy of twelve. He felt
if He
you was
work."
himself
a man, and knew a man must work for his living,
for a home and a family. Fame was a word that meant
nothing to the lad. Work he understood. Music he
loved.
"You
can amount
— ifHeyouthought
ivork."of them
The words
were liketo ansomething
accolade.
as he sang the church hymns on Sunday. As he studied
his school lessons, the words sang in his heart. "// you
Well,..."he had always worked — but not for music — ^yet.
ivork
They were
not rich, the Crooks family, but comfort they
had. If you wanted something, you earned it. That was
understood.
Theirs was a typical American household, with no
musical background. Three husky boys growing up.
Father a soap salesman. Mother taking care of them
all. loving them all. singing as she prepared the meals or
did the sweeping and dusting. She knew nothing about
music. Just sang, as, in countless other modest homes,
Mother was singing songs she knew and loved — church
hymns, a popular melody learned from a record, old.
familiar songs, In the Gloaming . . .
Only Dick loved to sing with her — and one day his
mother
realized
her boy'strue.
voice Itwaswas unusually
and
sweet,
his earthatamazingly
she who pure
took
him to the choirmaster, who lost no time adding that
flawless young voice to his choir. And in this choir Dick
received the only training he had in music.
When Richard Crooks was fourteen, his mother died.
Maybe the immeasurable heartache of that loss marked
the end of childhood. Life (Continued on page 106)
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James Wallington
"DO
you still
love me,
Uncle Eddie?"
boy's
face showed
between
the curtains
at the backA oflittle
the stage.
It was Bobby Breen who asked this question of Eddie
Cantor, last September, at a rehearsal of the Texas Town
radio program.
"Come here, Bobby," answered Cantor, and he took
the little nine-year-old boy on his knee. "Now, tell Uncle
Eddie just what you mean — 'Do you still love me?'"
"Now that she is on the program — do you love me as
much now as you did before Deanna came on the proThe little
a year,
Bobby
Breen hadgram?"been
the boy
childwasof worried.
the Eddie ForCantor
programs.
His "Uncle Eddie" had looked upon him as an adopted
son. And now his position was jeopardized by the coming of another child. True, the other child was a girl,
thirteen years old, but nevertheless, Bobby Breen was
worried.
Deanna Durbin was given important spots on the radio
program. She was being hailed as a child wonder — the
child with the voice of an adult. Bobby Breen had been
secure in the knowledge that he held the first spot in the
heart of his adopted uncle. Now he was afraid this Durbin child would crowd his place. It was a difficult situation for the nine-year-old boy to understand.
Only by careful explaining could Cantor set the child's
mind at rest. "Now listen to me, Bobby," he began. "I
love
now Deanna
and I'llisalways
one can take
your you
place.
going tolovehelpyou.ourNoprogram.
She
is going to make it a better program than it was before.
She is joining our family and making it a better and
happier family. Remember that."
The little boy smiled. He was happy again — ^happy in
the knowledge that no one could push him into the background.
But how did Deanna feel about joining a program
on which a nine-year-old boy was so important? For a
year, Bobby had been a member of the program; for a
40

^opho

BY

MIRIAM

GIBSON

year he had enjoyed the affection of the mar who made
the program possible. Would she have a chance?
"As soon as I knew Bobby, I liked him," is her answer
to Tothe understand
question. "Jealous?
Of course
not!"must go further
the situation
better we
into the background of Eddie Cantor.
"I love to help people who have ability, whether they
are adults or children," he says. "When I first met Bobby,
I realized that here was a boy who had something remarkable ina child so young. And not only has he abilit>%
but he has a remarkable personality. He is a great kid.
I love
But that
what boy."
about Deanna's entrance upon the picture?
"One day, when I was having lunch in Hollywood, a
friend
said
to
riie:She
'Eddie,
I have years
just old,
foundbuttheshemost
remarkable child.
is thirteen
has
the fully-developed singing voice of a woman.' I thought
it was another case of a fond relative. You know — a supposed wonder-child. But I gave the man the benefit of
the doubt. I told him to bring her over for an audition.
"When Deanna started to sing at that audition, I
couldn't
my ears.
front But
of memystood
childme—
thirteen believe
years old.
I sawIn that.
ears a told
that I was listening to a woman's voice. It was amazing!" Eddie still wonders at such a marvel. "And she
isrealize
such that
a sweet
girl. It She
is just
as though
she didn't
she little
is unusual.
is sweet
and untouched
by And
all theI had
attention
she isthat
getting.
Don'twith
you him.
think After
so?"
to admit
I agreed
all the fanfare that had preceded Deanna Durbin — after
hearing what a remarkable person she was, how sweet,
unspoiled, how untouched by the attention she was receiving, one expects to be disappointed. She was in New
York for the first time, being shown all the sights of
which she had heard all her short life. At one of the
most lavish hotels in New York, she was ensconced in
a suite. She was being photo- (Continued on page 98)

Left. Twin Stars of
Mirth and Laughter,
Helen Broderick and
Victor Moore, ore well
known to movie fans
for their RKO-Radio
picture, Swing Time.
Right, lovely Helen
Hayes, serial
star Bambi,
of the
radio
won Radio Stars
Magazine's
for
Distinguishedmedal
Service
to Rodio by her acting in this air drama.
Left, Kay Thompson,
singer on
thetriesChesterfield show,
her
hand at ping-pong.
Kay warbles with her
Rhythm Singers and
Hal Kemp's orchestra.
Right, Eddy Ouchin.
whose orchestra rewards listeners to
the LaSalle Fashion
Show, with program
director Charles
LeMaire beside him.
A Thursday broadcast.

DIALINGS
Informal glimpses of
popular personalities
that make

your dial-

ngs a sure delight
Your old friend,
Eddie Cantor, questions announcer
Jimmy
Wollington
on the Texaco
show.

"We won't wait too long,"
declares Joan Blaine fervently. "Time goes so fast!"

Cyril Pit+s, tenor soloist of
Carnation Contented program, Mondays, 10 p.m. EST.

Joan Blaine
is radio's
Marlin
and Joan
in A Mary
Tale
of Today on NBC network.

THE

ROCKT

TO

ROMANCE

Will Joan Blaine and
BY

ROAD

Cyril Pitts marry?

LESLIE

"WE won't wait too long," said Joan
softly. "Time goes so swiftly — and
we don't want to lose one moment of
it."
She was talking, of course, of marriage. Joan
radio's
Mary
Marlin, and
JoanBlaine,
in A Tale
of Today,
is in love. Deeply, excitingly in love
with and engaged to another radio
favorite, Cyril Pitts. And of course
they want to be married. But even as
she says
"We their
won't road
wait totooromance
long,"
you
feel :that
will not be an easy one. All along it
are shadowy shapes, gray ghosts of
duty, of responsibility to others, pulling Joan this way, pulling Cyril that
way.
Will it be possible for them to
marry? To have the home of their
dreams? To live their own lives together, unburdened by the various
problems of other lives ?
"We'll work it out somehow," says

EATON

Joan, a trifle wistfully. "This year —
'But right now Cyril Pitts is in New
I hope."
York
— his work keeps him there. And
Joan's radio work keeps her in Chicago. And Cyril has parents to support. And Joan has her mother and
brothers and sisters to take care of.
And the country walks that Joan and
Cyril love to take together, the riding
and the swimming or skating, the
happy planning for the home they
want to build, all are shut away from
them
fate! right now by the hard hand of
It's not easy to lay aside burdens,
once you've taken them up. Especially
if they're other people's burdens —
people you love.
In the beginning Joan planned to be
a lawyer. She earned her B.A. and
B.L. degrees and passed her Bar examinations. But she found legal work
a strain {Continued on page 100)
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This

story

announced by
Ben Grauer
Ben Grauer
BY

HARRIET
MENKEN
Rosemary Lane, sweet
singer
with Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians,
says: "Men can't take
it! You just can't
tell men the truth!"

RADIO STARS

Lucy Monroe, young soloist
of the A merican A lbum of
Familiar Music, reveals
a tragic experience due
to being absolutely frank.
Here's what

Agirl from Georgia, blue-eyed
and
Ziegfeld
Follies'
star slim,
and radio
singer,
Jane
Pickens learned a sod lesson
when she told a man the truth!

happened

when

CAN we tell men the truth? That is an age-old subject
to which women have given serious consideration, even
before the days when Qeopatra floated down the Nile
with her captive Antony! Probably Eve pondered upon
that problem in Eden ! For, be they blondes or brunettes,
maids
millionaires.
all the orfeminine
sex at Colonel's
some timeLadies
debateor theJudyall O'Gradys,
important
question: Can we tell men the truth?
I determined to find out what the famous feminine
radio stars had to say about this. I expected to discover
two points of view — that of the ladies who believe that
we can tell men the truth, and that of those who believe
that we cannot. Up and down Radio Row I went and
asked the question. But there was only one reply from
the celebrated ladies of the air.
"No, no, no," was the reiterated feminine refrain.
"We can't tell men the truth !"
So let me tell you about the experiences of a few of the
radio celebrities who hold this viewpoint. Listen to the
intimate incidents of their lives which made them form
this opinion.
I caught Jane Pickens in her dressing-room at the
Follies, for the gorgeous Georgia gal. with the
blue eyes and slender figure, is the leading
lady of this Broadway show as well as
the leading lady of an NBC Saturday night program.
"No," the most famous of
the Pickens sisters told
me, "I don't think
it a good idea
to tell men

And here is demure Rosemarie
Brancato, lovely coloratura
singer from Kansas City, Mo.,
who finds that men are averse
to believing truths they hear.

four lovely radio stars tried it!
the truth. Let me give you an example out of my own
experience. I go mostly with people outside the theatre
and radio, and one of my best beaux is a lawyer. Now
people outside the theatre and radio never understand
theatrical
habits.each
Theyother
don'tor realize
when
we put ourlingo
armsandaround
call onethat,another
'darling' and 'honey,' it doesn't mean a thing. The other
day,
Farrell
(he'staken
in thefor show
with purposes,
me) and byI
were Jimmy
having our
pictures
publicity
some news syndicate. Jimmy was supposed to kiss me in
the picture. The minute it was over I knew my lawyer
friend would misunderstand. So I decided that I'd better
tell him the truth about the picture, before he saw it in
the papers. Well, I did. I told him the whole, the exact
truth. What was the result? I won't say he didn't believe me, exactly. But he certainly couldn't understand
it.
said nothing,
and telling
him IftheI'dtruth,
it wouldinstead
have ofbeenexplaining
much better.
He
probably never would have seen the picture, anyway.
Some things are just better left unsaid!"
The strains of You Don't Love Right floated up to us
from slowly,
the stage.
"No, you
tell menandtheruby
truth,"
Jane
said
fastening
her can't
diamond
necklace
around
her
throat.
"Here's
another
instance
:
Once
upon
a time I was in a show with someone. Every night he
asked me to go out with him. I started to tell him why
I couldn'telse.
go, toTheexplain
reason
someone
momentthatI the
began,
I sawwashimthatlookI loved
hurt
and cold. So I stopped. I didn't tell him the truth. I
just
evadedhe thewould
issue,have
kidded
I'd told
him
the truth,
been him
hurt,along.
even ifIf only
momenand things
wouldn't
with theto
show. tarily,
This
way no
one washavehurtgoneandsmoothly
we continued
do our numbers beautifully and harmoniously together.
You have to be kind and tactful. {Continued on page 90)

BY ELIZABETH BENNECHE

PETERSEN

This

story

announced

by

Harry Von Zell

THE first song that really touched Jan Peerce was one his
mother sang to him when he was a little boy. Down in
those few crowded rooms in the lower East Side she sang,
and the words were in a tongue strange to him and yet
he understood the melancholy undertones of the music,
the sudden wild swerve to a ^igeuner strain.
And suddenly he wasn't on the lower East Side at all
and there weren't any crowded streets or mobs gesticulatcarts.windHe was
was blowing
holding his
hand
and inga around
clear,push
strong
overmother's
the Russian
Steppes and he heard guitars strumming and saw distant
fires and all around him were the sad, gay Gypsies his
mother sang of.
saw he really
beenThenawaythe atsong
all, was
for finished
there wasand hishe mother
stirringhadn't
the

noodles in the great copper pot on the stove and there
were his three brothers doing their homework on the
kitchen table and there was he, moved to tears by the
words and the music and his mother's voice.
Even itnow,
he were
hearing
againwhenfor hethehears
first that
time, song,
down it'sin asthatif crowded
room, and as if a wind were blowing over the Steppes
and Gypsy fires burning, and his brothers studying their
lessons at the kitchen table.
Songs do that to Jan Peerce. A song that lifted one
day to the skies, a song that tore another day down to unutterable sadness, he has only to hear them again, no
matter how many years later, to recapture an old joy or
to weep in an old sorrow.
That's one of the reasons why Jan Peerce moves you

i

^V'^f!l(i!pPPJJ.|l!Wj
so, when he sings. Because the song means so much to More, he remembers a dark girl of sixteen, who came up
him.
to him when he was playing the violin at a wedding,
Even today, when he hears anyone singing the war dragging her father with her because she was shy, and
"Don't you remember me? You came over to
songs, itupisn't
doughboysor heof thinks,
of the butVictory
parade
Fifthof Avenue,
drums orbeating,
of a saying:
my cousin's
for supper
was
her house
dress was
yellow one
that night?"
he liked Maybe
her so itmuch,
small girl of eleven, sloe-eyed and dark-haired, who tossed because
hef head a little when he was introduced to her by her for yellow is his favorite color. Maybe it was the light
cousin, a boy in his class at school.
that played in her eyes or the tender curve her mouth
made above her small, pointed chin, but Jan never had
"An
uppity
kid!"
He
laughs,
remembering.
"Terribly
snooty ! She acted as if her father were president of four been so happy with a girl before in his life and he remembers how they hummed that song together all evening
banks."
They were still singing war songs, that night back in and how they laughed as they sang.
1919, when he stayed on for supper. And even five years
Thenthing there
another
later he remembered her name was Alice.
But Love,wasBaby.
Thatsong,
was /theCan't
big Give
hit of You
1928 Anyand
And when he hears // Ain't Gonna Rain No More, No so popular that even today, after {Continued on page 71 )

ONE
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OF THESE

GLAMOROUS

EVENING

GOWNS

LUCILLE

MANNERS

YOU

EXPLAIN

GOWN

Sophisticated
black moire,
with gardenias.

BEST

WHICH

SUITS

PERSONALITY

THIS
CONTEST
l2

TO

ASKS

ANNOUNCED
BY
CHARLES
LYON

RADIO'S
newestwants
primayou
donna,
Lucille Manners,
to help
her to decide what type of dress she
should wear for her Friday night
Cities Service Concert. This exciting and glamorous NBC star offers you a chance to win any one
of the four beautiful and expensive
evening gowns pictured here.
Think of it! A gorgeous new
evening gown to wear now and all
through the spring and summer
months — yours for the easy trick
of writing fifty words, or less, explaining why you think one dress
suits Lucille's personality better

star of Citiei
Service Concert

HER

Tailored blue
and-black si lie
dinner dress.

than any of the others.
These four lovely prizes come
from the Rockefeller Center Shops,
situated in the heart of Radio City
in New York. Out of the seventy
shops in the Center, four have generously donated their loveliest evening gowns. One of them can be

yours. Here is what they look like :
Dana de Paris oflfers a stunning
silk print, romantically printed all
over in large corsage bonquets of
violet and green on a white ground.
The skirt
full, ofwiththe the
hemshade.
bordered in a isband
violet
The bodice {Continued on page 1 10)

RULES
1. Write fifty words or less on which of the four dresses, pictured,
best
"the" suits
will Lucille
not be Manners'
counted. personality and why. The words "a," "an,"
2. Mail
your
letter
to Lucille
Contest. RADIO STARS. 149
Madison Avenue, New
York. N.Manners'
Y.
3. The contest will close at midnight of March 3rd, 1937. No letters
postmarked after that time will be eligible.
4. State your preference and size in gowns, according to the description
given.
5. In judging, consideration will be given to neatness of presentation
and aptness and originality of expression.
6. each
The four
of fifty
wordsshown.
or less, on the given subject, will
win best
one ofessays
the four
dresses
7. The decision of the judges (Miss Manners and the editors of RADIO
STARS) will be finaL No contest entries will be returned.
8. are
No employees
RADIO STARS or members of employees' families
eligible to ofcompete.

PRIZES
1st, 2nd. 3rd and 4th
prizes are donated by the
Rockefeller Center Shops,
Radio City. New York, N. Y.
Violet corsage print gown,
from Dana de Paris, La
Maison Francaise, 612 Fifth
Avenue.
Pastelgown,
flower-printed
chiffon
from Tappe.
17 West 50th Street.
Black and blue silk crepe
dinner
dress,Country
from Greer's
Town ond
Shop.
R.C.A.
BIdg.,
62
West
SOth
Street.
Black moire gardenia
gown, from Theo Sheehan,
22 West national
51stBIdg. Street, Inter49

HE

CERTAINLY

STARTED

SOMETHING!

BY MILDRED
M A S T I N
Jerry Belcher comes
into your own home
with his microphone
and broadcasts your
replies to his questions on his popular
Our Neighbor radio
program.
goes
over the NBC Itnetwork
Sundays at 1:30. EST.

FOUR years ago, when Jerry Belcher walked into a
Houston, Texas, radio station, with a suggestion to make,
he didn't know what he was starting.
Jerry's suggestion
was street
that the
him take
microphone
down to the
and station
broadcastlet short
inter-a
views with passersby. Everyone at the studio laughed at
the idea. But Mr. Belcher was a newspaperman. He
had seen The I nquiritig Reporter used successfully in news
columns ; why not over the air ?
the with
laughter
rose Jerry's
determined
arguments.
AndAbove
finally,
misgivings,
the station
put a microphone
in Nobody
Mr. Belcher's
hands
and
told
him
to
go
to
it.
remembers now who was the first person interviewed. No one realized that he was heading a long
parade of thousands who were to follow. Thousands of
non-professionals, who would pour into microphones their
troubles, tljeir hopes, wisecracks and wrong answers, for
a listening world to weep over and chuckle at.
Mr. Belcher still didn't realize what he had started
when, almost three years after his first Texas broadcast,
he and a partner. Parks Johnson, left the local station and
came up to New York to pull their stunt over a national
hook-up. In New York they handled it just as they had
in Houston. Belcher still called the program Vox Pop,
and asked the same type of questions. The only differMeet

This story
announced by
Ken

N i Ie s

ence was, more people were listening to the program now.
All along the way tragic endings were predicted for
Jerry's
program
: He ;wouldn't
keep would
it freeoffend
from
censorable
comments
the man beon able
the tostreet
the lady in the parlor; Belcher would inadvertently ask
a question that would tie the program up in a libel suit;
it was novel now, but people would tire of it. So the
prophecies went, each more dire than the one before. But
none of them came true. Vox Pop remained successful
and trouble-free.
But as Vox Pop grew in popularity, program planners
sat down with sponsors and began to figure. And in no
time at all the networks were adding more and more
programs
patternedthat
afterpermitted
Belcher'syouoriginal
idea —neighbor
human
interest programs
and your
to speak for yourselves.
JerrywhoBelcher's
idea was
based on several
thatNowanyone
has worked
on newspapers
learns things
about
people. He knew, for one thing, that the most interesting
topic to man man. Jerry didn't believe the wet-blankets,
who said
wouldn't
carry
over an
the unrehearsed,
air. He knew unplanned
that people program
love unvarnished,
true-life stories, expressions that are real. A snapshot
is more revealing than a portrait. He knew, too, that
everybody loves a confession. {Continued on page 62)

Jerry Belcher, originator of the man-on-the-street

programs

THE

VARIED
MRS.

ACTI

LOUIS

i MflFT

MRS. LOUIS SWIFT, JR., of Chicago'stheprominent
is well-known
throughout
Middlefamily,
West and
East for her
vivid and active life. She entertains frequently with small, superbly appointed dinners.
"Camels,"
Swift, "contribute
the successsays
of myMrs.dinners.
Their delicateto
flavor suits the equally delicate flavors in
the food, and they also help digestion. I
always allow enough time between courses so
that every one may smoke a Camel through."

MRS. SWIFT DINES in the Casino
Room of Chicago's Congress Hotel. "Here,
too," says Joseph Spagat, Maitre de Cafe,
"Camels are the favorite cigarette."
A few of the distinguished
women who prefer
CameVs costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MRS. ALEXANDER BLACK, Los Angeles
MRS. POWELL CABOT. Bosion
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR.. New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOI IDGK II, B,„i,.n
MRS.CHISUELL
ANTHONY J. DKEXKI,LA>ii;i|nHM:.
inl, I'lnla.lrlphia
MRS.MRS.
(V^mia
NICHOLAS DABNEY
G. PENNIMAN III, B,ili,m.,re
MISS ANNE C. ROCKEFELLER, New York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York
FOR

DIGESTIONS
SMOKE
CAMELS!

AS A SPORTSWOMAN, Mrs. Swift is world famous. She spent dangerous
months in India and Africa hunting wild boars, tigers, elephants. In the States,
during the winter season when society is so engrossed with outdoor sports, Mrs.
Swift enjoys skiing. "It's fun," she says, "but requires healthy ner\ es. So Camels
are the only cigarette I care to smoke. They set me on my way feeling right."
Camel's aid to digestion. . . on your busy days!
flow of fluids so necesMOSTactivemodern
lead meals,
quite the natural
lives. women
Preparing
sary for good digestion. Alkalinity
parentactivities,
so- increases. Tension eases. A comcial lifeteachers'
are enough
to tax and
nerves
forting "lift" follows. Equally imand affect digestion. A pleasant way
portant isCamel's mildness. They
to assist good digestion is to smoke never get on your nerves, or tire
Camels during meals and after- your taste. Smoke Camels for digesward. Smoking Camels promotes
tion's sake— and hetter "busy days"!

WHEN

SHE GOT RID OF ''MIDDLE- AGE'' SKIN
(Yes! It threatens even girls in their twenties!)

madeAndwithits Olive
a"Palmolive
real beautyis aid.
Olive Oil,
Oil
makes Palmolive's
latherit agentler,
thing . . . gives
\ftcial
/equality
does allmoreits own.
than Thus
just
cleanse. It protects your skin against
the
loss
of
those
precious
natural
oils which feed and nourish it . . .
that's why Palmolive keeps your
complexion soft, smooth and young!"
21 EAST 66TH STREET. NEW YORK CITY
How Palmolive, mode with Olive Oil, prevents
dry, lifeless, o Id-looking skin
soft, smooth anA young
DON'T think you're safe from complexion
"Middle-Age" Skin just be- Dofs the soap you are using give
cause you are young ! For beauty you this same protection? Do you
experts warn that this ugly condi- know what ingredients go into it.'*
tion threatens even girls in their Are you sure it is as pure, as gentle
twenties. So be on your guard and safe as Palmolive.'
You knowthiLt Palmolive is made
against the first sign of dryness,
coarse-texture . . . the symptoms of only from real beauty aids ... a
'•Middle-Age" Skin!
secret and imique blend of soothUse Palmolive regularly. For
Olive and Palm
Palmolive, made with Olive Oil, why ingPalmolive,
moreOils.thanThat's
any
does more than just cleanse! Its other soap, promises to keep your
gentle protective lather prevents complexion young and lovely
your skin from becoming dry, life- through the years! Why not start
less, old-looking . . . keeps your using Palmolive Soap — today?

CHOSEN EXCLUSIVELY
FOR THE DIONNE QUINSI
What a beauty lesson there is for you in the fact that Dr. Dafoe
chose Palmolive exclusively for the Dionne Quins! I) this fine
beauty soap, made u ith Olive Oil, is safest and gentlest for
their tender skin, isn't it safest for your complexion, too?

MADE WITH
OLIVE OIL TO KEEP
COMPLEXIONS YOUNG
AND LOVELY

RADIO STARS
Are YOU registering your radio
preferences? Write us, giving your
name, address
occupation.
Address: QUERY and
EDITOR.
Radio Stars,
149 Madison Avenue, New Yorlt.
Madge Riley, New Castle, Ind.
(Student.)
do we
Well,
I, for "Who
one, think
Ben listen
Bernie to?is
the best to be had ! Wild horses
couldn't drag me from the radio when
he broadcasts.
blends
subtle humorThewith"old
grandmaestro"
music
and is delightfully refreshing. Prunes
toas any
who alec
brandtalk.'the maestro's
quips
'smart
For shame!"
Mrs. Paul Clarke, Obsidian, Idaho.
(Housewife.) "One Man's Family
and other dramatic skits are my favorites. They seem so human and
real. As we live where we can't see
shows or any entertainment outside
our radio for about six long winter
months, they give us many hours of
amusement ancl company."
-♦Paul F. Douglas, Washington, D.C.
(Bus-boy.) "Listening to dance music

"Ben Bernie, the best to be
hod. Delightful. Refreshing."

"Loretta Lee has everything
anyone could ask for!"

Letters from readers,
WHAT

giving their choices
among

THEY

LISTEN

TO-AND

WHY
is my favorite pastime. For the swing
variety, I trilike
bution totheBenny
CaiiniGoodman's
Carirz\m; conGuy
Lombardo, for soothing, sweet
music; and for syncopation. Jimmy
Dorse\ 's numbers, on Bing Crosl>y's
Kraft Music Hall."
Elaine Frances Kort, Clifton, N. J.
(Vocalular Student.)
listen tonothematter
poptenor, Frank "IParker,
he's on.
iswhatmy program
second choice
and Ben
I alsoBernie
like
Jessica Dragonette."
S. P. RichfieldrNew York, N. Y.
"With all due praise to the stars of
radio,arelet's
forgetinthethatyoungsters
who
justnotstarting
field. For
instance, the 'varietv-baritonc' voice
of Larry Taylor
{(I'OR)
and tliat
distinguished
voung
composer
and
arranger, ^lortun Gould. Here's to
the success of these coming stars!"
Agnes Meale, Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Student.)
"Hollyzi'ood
is mv
favorite program,
becauseHotel
it al\va\s
is entertaining in both music ami
drama. However, one of my main
reasons for liking it is that mv favorite star of radio and screen, l-'rances
Langford, is with the i)rograni. Being al)]e to hear her every Friday
night is the only thing in the world
I care
for." Vasallo, Philadelphia,
Theodore
Pa. "Since everybody has been ])icking All-American teams and so on,
I feel sure it is also a time to pick an

broadcasts

all-star radio program including the
ten best orchestras. Here is how I
would rate them : 25% for style, 25^0
for t\pe of music ]ilaved, 25% for
]Hi])ulantv and 1^''< for how well
they pla}-. -Mv choices are: 1. Benny
Goodman. 2. Hal Kemp, 3. Guy Loml)ar(lo. 4. ]]en Bernie. 5. O/.zie Xelson, C). ( ;ien ("ira\ . 7. Richard Himl)cr, 8. \\"a\'ne KinL:, ' Tommy Dorsey,Margaret
10. Kay Xoble."
HoUoway, Memphis,
Tenn.
(Typist.)
favoritesMusic,
are:
American Album "Mv
of Faiuiliar
because the sweet. Mift nui>ic of the
orchestra is very >oothing to a persiin who likes this tyjie of music. And
Frank IMunn is still "The Golden
X'oice
of Radio.'
Canuitioii
Contented
Hour andTheWords
and
M usic programs
fine 116)
artists.Continued
( all feature
on pacje

"Mary Eastman should be
the 1936 Radio Queen."

"Ken Murray's was one of nny
favorite, never-miss progronns."
53

RADIO STARS

JOIN

OUR

TOUR TO HOLLYWOOD
BY JACK SMALLEY

Don't be a fade-out!

• Do YOU always
seem more
to fadeglamourous
into the
background
when some
girl arrives? Don't let her get away with
it!
A woman's
most expressive
feature
always
her
so playon yours
up! Ais
careful
toucheyesof ...
Shadette
the outside
corners of your eyelids is absolutely imperceptible indaylight, but how it does bring
out the natural color of your eyes] Shadette
offers 12 subtle tints, with gold and silver for
evening. 75c.

• Butto beputsureyouyouin the
let your
lashes doDarken
their
part
foreground.
them mysteriously with Lashtint compact
mascara. It comes in a purse-size little case
with a sponge compartment so you can
whisk it out ready to use at any moment.
And it insures even, natural applications.
Black, brown, blue or green to choose
from. $1.
/^^^

• Most important of all! Kurlash, to curl
eyelashes so that eyes look bigger, brighter,
more glamourous! Just slip your lashes into
KuRl.ASH, a neat little gadget that, in 30
seconds, has your lashes curled for all day—
without heat, cosmetics or practice. $1.

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Kurlash
Jane Heath,
D-3 Y.
The
Coni,„iny,Dept.
The Kurlash Company
ofRochester,
Canada, atN.Toronto,
3
Please
send
me,
free,
your
booklet on eye
beauty,
complexion.and a personal coloring plan for my
£ye,r Hair Complexion
Nam
Address^State_
City
(^Please print plainly)

See
Here Dorine
four ofMacTavish
the ace comedians
in Universal's
Top movies
of thebeing
Townmade!
serenade
(Ella Logan.)
Gregory
Ratoff, Mischa Auer, Hugh Herbert and Henry Armetta form the band.
Radio Stars Maijaz'uie announces a dances, and trips through the studio to
grand t\yo-weeks' vacation trip from Chi- see pictures
being made.
And we've
vited Bing Crosby,
Bob Burns,
Joe Pen-incago to the Coast ! Don't twist your dials
Jack Oakie, and a host of radio and
until you've listened to our exciting plans ner,
personalities to come to the parties
for your
summer
vacation 1— it's the best toscreen
meet you. So bring your kodaks and
news
everhasbroadcast
Radiowe'veStars
arranged three grand autograph books 1
Each vacation trip will be distinguished
and glorious expeditions to Hollywood, to
give you
that
long-awaited
chance
to
hobby
a festive
at a moviefavorite
star's ofhome.
Leo
Carrillo,partya universal
the
nob with radio and film celebrities and
to
have
a
real
Spanish
barenjoy the most thrilling series of adven- fans, isbecuegoing
fiesta at his famous ranch home
tures imaginable. It will be a house-party in Santa andMonica.
You saw Leo in The
on wheels, with special trains to carry each
group from Chicago to California, on an Gay
Desperado
;
now
with Charles
Boyer in History is Madehe'sat Night.
Glenda
all-expense vacation that whisks you out Farrell
will entertain at her San Fernando
and back again in exactly two weeks.
And all at an astonishingly low cost ! home at a rollicking Golddiggers' Party,
Here is your chance to see your favorites and Richard Arlen at a Melting-Pot Party.
Dick Arlen and his wife, Jobyna Ralin person, at parties arranged especially
are the center of social life at Toluca
for your entertainment. At last you can Lake, ston,where
the Crosbys and the Dick
see movies being made, you can dine and Powells are close
neighbors. As you may
dance
at
the
night
spots
you've
read
about,
know,
Dick
spent
a year in Canada and
and when you come home from this vacaEngland
making
that
historic
film ofHe railtion
you'll
be
broadcasting
to
the
world
road pioneers, The Great
Barrier.
has
that it was the most memorable experijust finished two films for 20th Centuryence in your life.
release, Secret Valley and Boots and
To begin at the beginning, here is the Fox
plan : Three special trains will leave Chi- Saddles.
You'll be thrilled at Dick's lovely estate
cago on July 4th, July 17th and August
1st, returning two weeks later. Summer near 'Warner Brothers Studio, with its
excursion rates bring you to the starting outdoor bar, huge swimming pool, and the
at small extra cost, if you live East amazing playground he built for his son,
ofplaceChicago.
Ricky. Don't forget to bring your swim
Every detail for your comfort and en- suit to this party. Dick has invited his
joyment is arranged before you climb movie
so you'll meet
The friends,
new Universal
Studiosyourwillfavorites.
be our
aboard, so you'll leave worry and care hosts
when its time to show you how
behind seeing
you.
Then
you'll
start
on
a
sighttrip that will take you through the pictures are made. As you know, visitors
Rocky Mountains to the Coast, with stops to Hollywood find it impossible to "crash"
the studio gates, but, thanks to Universal,
at national parks, ending in Hollywood.
Here a scries of gala festivities awaits our party actually will see movies being
{Continued on page 111)
you. Tbcre will be cocktail parties, dinner
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■„ Krebs: -Ado-looUng.MnUea...o.

,id*i.h Pond » Cold Creaa*.-'
you'll see lines smoothing out, skin
getting supple, voung looking again.
Every
night,Itspatspecially
Pond's processed
Cold Creamtine into
your skin.
oils
go liecp, loosen dirt and make-up. Wipe
It all otF. Now the rousing treatment — more Pond's Cold Cream briskly patted
in. Feel the blood tingling! Your skin is
glowing . . . softer. Feels toned already!
You are waking up that underskin.
Every morning, and during the day, repeat. Your skin is smooth for powder.
Do this regularly. Soon tissues grow
tirm again. Lines fade out. Your skin is
smooth — supple. It looks years younger!

To keep skin young looking
— learn how lo invigorale
your UNDER SKIN
HARD TO BELIEVE — but thoSC little
lines that look as it they'd been
creased into your skin from the outside, actually begin underneath!
First, hundreds of little cells, fibres
and blood vessels underneath begin
to function poorly. Then, the under
tissues sag.
makes your
outside
skin That's
fall intowhat
creases.
The same way with dull, dry skin!
It's little oil glands underneath that
function faultily — and rob vour outside skin of the oil it needs to keep
it supple, young looking.
But think! — You can invigorate
those failing under tissues! You can
start those faulty oil glands func-

daufihier of Mrs. Henry l^trobc Roosevelt of Washing,
ton, D. away
C, says:tired"A lines
trealmenl
«ilh Pond's
whisks
— and tones
my skin."Cold Cream
tioning busily again. That's why you
need not be discouraged when lines
and skin dryness begin.
Start to rouse your underskin with
Pond's "deep-skin" treatments. Soon

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
I'OXD'S, Dept. 9KS-CC, Qinton, Conn.
Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enouKh for 9
treatments,
with Kenerousshadessamples
of 2 other Pond's
Creams
of Pond's
I encloseandlot 5todift'erent
cover postage and
packing.Face Powder.
Street.
City_
Copyright. 1937. Pond s Eitract Company
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WINNING
Heavy date..

..but look at
her Nose

1

KLEENEX
HABIT
saves

noses

during colds!
• Nothing more tragic than a sore nose during acold — nothing more soothing than the
Kleenex Habit! It saves noses, saves money
and reduces handkerchief washing. So put
aside your handkerchiefs and use Kleenex
Tissues the instant sniffles start. Because
Kleenex tends to retain germs it checks the
spread of colds through the family. You use
each tissue once— then destroy, germs and all.
Keep Kleenex in Every Room.
Save Steps — Time — Money
To remove face creams and cosmetics ... To apply powder,
rouge . . . To dust ana polish . . .
For the baby . ..And in the carlo wipe hands, windshield and
greasy spots.
No waste! No mess!
Pull a tissue — the
next one pops up
ready for use!
KLEENEX
node oF CellucoHon (not eoHon)
A disposable
56

THE

HOLLYWOOD
{Co)ii!iiiicd from page 25)

and silence buildb tliem into obstacles that
e\entually become insurmountable.
"Let's
say. home
for instance,
husband arrives
an hour that
late friend
for dinner.
Perhaps
lie's been
workingHe late
had
a chance
to phone.
meetsanduphasn't
with
a suspicious glare from the little wife.
Then, let's say. he's tired and he forgets
to tell her why he's late. Her normal,
healthy reaction would be to yell : ''Well,
wiiere
have lift
you his
i)een,tired
you lug?'
Whereupon
lie would
face out
of the
suiip
cdurse
and
tell
all,
and
happily ever after. On the otiierthey'd
hand,liveif
the little woman chose to continue her
suspicious glare and say nothing, by the
time
arrivedplaces
she'd where
have
figuredtheoutnextat morning
least a dozen
her unfaithful spouse might have spent
that hour. After a few of those occasions
she is fully convinced that she is married
to a conniving reprobate who maintains
love nests in every section of the city.
Next thing you know, she has packed hei
bags and returned tearfully to mother.
Unless, of course, mother is already undei
the same roof. In that case, she takes the
family with her, leaving poor hubby wondering what happened."
I wondered
how a household could keep
its balance when both of its members had
careers. Was there any resentment when
Al. who had been the highest paid star
of stageriseandtill screen,
Ruby'sas
fame
she wassuddenly
as wellsawknown
he was ?
After all. when the Jolsons first came to
Hollywood,
was practically
unknown. She Ruby
had danced
in New York
night clubs and she had had small parts
in some of the Ziegfeld shows, but her
fame,Thecompared
to Al's,andwas The
nothing.
He
did
Jazz Singer
Singing
Fool, and made motion picture history.
It was the birth of sound on the screen,
and Al Jolson had helped considerably to
make sound a success. Those two pictures
made more money than any films in the
history of the screen. And then came 42nd
Street, and Ruljy's dancing feet tapped her
way
up the The
ladderpublic
of stardom.
She
was aright
sensation.
wanted more
of her and there were rumors around that
Al was attempting to keep her out of
pictures. They were saying he thought
she should be content to bask in the reflected glory of his success. But all this
wasn't true.
"Ruby's career is her own," he says.
"She's the star of her pictures— not Al
Jolson — and I never even look at her
scripts, unless she comes home blue or
worried about tlicm. When it comes to
arranging financial matters with her studio,
Iyears
generally
advise lier,
because
had
of experience
in that
sort ofI'vetiling.
F.ut ont^iile of that, where the studio is
concerned, Mrs. Jolson is strictly Ruby
Since Ruby is a dancing girl in all her
Keeler."
pictures,
people seems
no doubt
if homeby
life
soinctinies
a bitw^onder
tniiiuliiini
r,.iiii,aris(,n. "Ruby has danced ever since
she was a kid," Al said, "and home is

HANDICAP

Gale Page, vivacious, versatile
brunette, is both comedienne and
singer on the NBC netv/orks.
swell relaxation for her. It gives her a
variety
of interests
she's always
wanted.
That's
why papa
wethat
adopted
fellow whose
proud
named the
him little
Al,
There was a loud thumping on the
piano dow nstairs and proud papa jumped to
his feet. "That must be Al, Junior, now.
Nobody
that from
well!"a
So up elsecamearound
Al, here
Junior,playsfresh
Junior."
nap, toddling beside his mother, who was
also obviously his first sweetheart. We
shook hands solemnl.v. I said : "How do
you
replied: "Goo,"
whichdo?"lueansand heAl,doesJunior
all right.
"We've had him since he was four
weeks old," said Al, "and now look at
said and
Ruby.nineteen months — "
him."Twenty."
Big. husky,
"Twenty months old," continued the
perfect like
husband.
"Even and
now say!
he tries
dance
his mother,
Can heto
sing! Right now he's learning Mammy and
in another year he'll be doing it on one
"And I'm afraid." added Ruby, "that
he's going to grow up to be a radio
comedian.
He'shejust
learned
to w-ork
the dials, and
spends
all hishowspare
time
turning
on call
and him
off." 'Sonny Boy',"
knee !"things
"/\iid
I'll really
kidded Al. "when he learns to turn off
So there you have the Jolsons — Ruby,
Al and .\\. Junior — a fine houseful of nice
people.
you like his new program,
Cantor .'\l!" hopes
Ruby
you've enjoyed
she hashopescontributed
to it, the
and moments
all Al,
Junior,
is 'Goo!"
— which
means hehaslistensto toaddit every
Tuesday.

.RS

. . . With
THE TRUTH ABOUT
SOAP SHAMPOOS
1.hoirMicrophoto
shows
shampooed
with
ordinary
soap Note
and
rinsed
twice.
dandruffposit leand
curd
def
t
by
soap
mar
natural lustsr ofto
the ho.r.

Soap
Shampoo

2.FitchMicrophoto
after
Shampoo
hair
rmsedShampoo
twiceand
Note
Fitch
removesundissolved
all dandruffdeand
posit, and brings
out
the
nolural
the ho luster of

Fitch
Shampoo

Soft

LUSTROUS
HAIR
Every woman longs to have exquisitely soft, alluring hair, so lovely that men turn their heads in
admiration and other women sigh with envy.
To bring out the natural silken texture and gleaming
highlights
of your hair,
Fitch'sFitch
Dandruff
Remover
Shampoo regularly
eachuseweek.
Shampoo
does
not leave a single trace of undissolved deposit to dim
the natural luster of your soft, glossy hair. As good
for blondes as brunettes. It rinses out instantly and
removes all dandruff, dirt and foreign matter with the
very
first application.
Fitch'sin ishard
the oronlysoftshampoo
guaranteed
100% soluble
water.
After
and
between
fifch
Shampoos,
Fitch's
Ideal
Tonic is the ideal preparation la stimulate the Hair
hair
roots and give new life, luster and beauty to your hair.

WRITE TODAY to The F. W.
Fitch Co., Dept. M3, Des Moines,
Iowa, for generous FREE Sample of
Fitch's Dandruff Remover Shampoo
DANDRUFF REMOVER
The f. W. Fitch Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

SHAMPOO
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WONT
SOMEBODY
TELL MY
MOMMY

i

I need a daily
MENNEN OILRUB
to keep me
safe from germs
"Is it fair— I ask you — to let me fight all
alone 'gainst those germs that are always
landin' on my skin? Gosh. . .the way folks
sterilize
my dishes
and bottles
think
my insides
were more
exposedyou'd
to germs
than my outsides. But, believe me, my
outsides
protectionwhere
too. I That's
—theyovergaveatneed
the
was Mennen
bornwhy—
me ahospital
rub every day with
Antiseptic
Oil. a Ibody
heardrub'emlikesaythatthatforI
ought
to have
years. But I guess my Mommy has forgot.
Somy won't
to keep
skin somebody
safe from tellgermsher,— please,
with Mennen
Antiseptic
Oil?"
Nine-tenths work
of allusetheMennen
hospitalsAntiseptic
important Oilin
maternity
on theirserves it,babies
too! every day. Your baby de-

OIL
Most hospitals rub their
babies with it daily

KATE

SMITH'S{Continued
OWNjroni COOKING
page 11)

couldn't
resist nientiuning, right of?, when
Itivcstarted
food. talking about particularly jaOf course, I always give you one or
two recipes here, too, just to keep you
going until the leaflet reaches you! This
month
is no exception, for I'm including
several
ticle. recipes further along in this arOne is alcoholic
for drinkPineapple
that willliiUj-Nog
go over— aas nonbig
with the young folks as it does with the
older
crowd.
Then
I'm
also
giving
you
some general sandwich-making directions,
for Iter oflike
than a tohugehaveplat-on
all nothing
sorts of better
sandwiches
hand when I'm expecting company.
I alsoWood,askedto find
Radio
Xancy
a copyStars'
of thatHostess,
Fruit
Salad recipe of mine that I once gave her,
so that I could have it reprinted. This
salad mentdeserves
to playof those
a return
for the benefit
who engagemissed
it the first time, because I'm sure it's about
the
nicest And
"partyone salad"
wish
to serve.
of the you
easiestcould
to make,
in the bargain ! Mold it in a ring mold
for a bufTet supper, in heart, diamond,
club and spade molds for bridge parties
.sure
. . into anybe and
every form imaginable, it's
popular.
But
let's
get
our toparties,
shall
we? Since we onreallywithought
take them
up in the order in which they come on
the
calendar,Thiswe'lllii>li(la\■>tart off
Birthday.
doeswithnot Lincoln's
suggest,
offhand, as many cute decorations nor as
definite a color scheme as do the otliers,
so I advise refreshments of a general
nature. And what eould be more genpopular than those
sandwiches,
know !erallyCertainly
I fix I'd
up, likewhento
I'm
entertaining
for
my
friends
who
comea
up from home to visit me, seem to make
big hit, always.
Right at the >tart let me tell you something mighty inii>i irtaiit about sandwiches.
They take time and thought; they demand
infinite care and the greatest patience, if
you expect them to stand out from the
nr<Iinary sort that careless hostesses sometimes scrxc. O'l, yes, you can take a loaf
of sIikmI liitad, -lam on some too hard
Initter and s(,nic tasteless filling, top each
I)iece of bread with a second one, leave on
the crusts and still call them "sandwdclies."
they you!
couldn'tNo, beI
served in allni\' ri.^lit.
lionsc, But
I assure
want the fillings to be pretty sjiecial, the
Ijread to be home-sliced, the crusts to be
removed and the linished product to be as
pretty to look at as it is good to eat!
Personally, I favor open-faced sandwiches for party purposes, because they
can be so attractively cut and garnished.
When I start making up a liatch, I first
prepare my fillings an<l garnishes, then
soften my butter and cut my bread. After
the bread has been sliced, I cut it into
fancy shapes with regular cooky-cutters,
spread each with butter and line them up
like soldiers on parade. Then, with butterspreaders, pastry tube, egg-slicer, garnishcutters (which are just like cooky-cutters,

SCHOQ

only much, much smaller) and the
I set : to work. Here are some of my
ideas
First I slice hard cooked eggs, put
the rings of white aside carefully, so
they do not break, and putting the y
through a ricer. The rings are then n
for a number of uses. Sometimes I
them on rounds of bread and fill the
ters with caviar (of which I am '
fond). The caviar is then sprinkled
the riced yolks or with very, very h
minced onions. Sometimes I fill the
ters with chopped pimiento ; or with
de foie gras or the less expensive domi
substitute that you can now buy in c
I'm
fond of spread,
chopped sprin
chi(
livers alsoas very
a sandwich
with the riced yolks or topped with tl
sliced, peeled tomatoes. Calves liver
be used, too, if you make sure that
chopped fine enough.
Another grand sandwich spread is r
by
salmon,
... combining
all of them
mincedcelery
fine,andmindpai
seasoned with celery salt and moists
with mayonnaise. Particularly good v
spread
wholeserved
wheat with
bread.sandwiches
I likeonsalads
a "sit down" type of supper. My /
Salad, if the guests are women, or a r
substantial salad such as Potato Sola,
there are men present. A tray of
cuts always seems to make a hit au'
course a tray — preferably a wooden o
of assorted cheeses . . . Liederkr
Roquefort, Cainembert, Edam and the
Speaking of cheese, there is nothing n
in my opinion, than toasted cheese
I makesandwich
'em uptoji
onbacon
the sandwiches.
spot in my electric
and you just ought to see that line 1
for "seconds." .\nd, still speaking
cheese, I often combine cream cheese
Roquefort. Moisten them both to a sm
paste with cream or mayonnaise, i
this combination in a pastry tube
kind you use for decorating cakes)
garnish the finished sandwiches with c
cues of cheese. Try it sometime, it do
take a minuie really — and boy, doesn
look great !
Included among your party refreshn
should be, in my opinion, such thing
potato cliii)s and assorted relishes. A
vegetable plate also goes over with a 1
— especially
with the
you
would have
slicesmenof folk.
green Onpei
thinly sliced (and very crisp) raw car
celery
hearts andonions
stuffed
as ■
sliced Bermuda
and celery
even flowi
of raw cauliflower, which I first ta
when I was out in California makir
picture. Out there they serve these
portions
really. of young cauliflower libei
dusted with celerv salt and they're g
I also like what are called "cocktail
freshnients," those single bites of sc
thing tasty, impaled on bright wo(
cocktail "picks," which are then stuck
special lu'lders (mine is a little Mex
with holes for the picks in his sombr
or in an orange or apple, if you prefei
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I'on't
ideas
long hat'e
these room
lines, tobutgive
Td you
like many
to mention
ly favorites : Tiny, browned pork sauages ; cream cheese balls with minced
hives, parsley or nuts mixed into them ;
MY HUSBAND
nd, best of all, perhaps, new tiny pota3es, which have been boiled, drained and
LOVES A SPAGHETTI i
_ hen dropped for a minute into deep hot
at, which gives them a golden brown coatMEAL. WE HAVE <
; ng and makes them taste like French
ij ried potatoes — only better! If you can't
ONE OFTEN/ )
small larger
enoughthanpotatoes
(they useshouldn't
jj letuymuch
marbles!),
a ball
>) egetable cutter.
-. ; But, gracious I I haven't said a word
I'll have theto
1n ibout
eniedysweets,
that athaveonce,I? byWell,
mentioning
c Zocoa Cream Roll that appears in the
eaflet. cake,
It's anactually,
easily made,
i -ponge
flavoredlightwithtextured
cocoa
fi ind rolled with a whipped cream filling,
f 7or a Washington's Birthday party you
ti :herry
ran calltree,
it the
trunkitofwithGeorge's
garnish
candiedfamous
cher•ies
to
carry
out
the
idea
stick a paper hatchet into itfurther,
to makeandit
lali ire
.-ompletely
correct
SHE S A GREAT
celebrating
I for the occasion you
r Also timely for this festivity is a IVashnc/toii Pound Cahc, in which candied
LITTLE MANAGERrherries again are featured, as well as the
I more familiar raisin-. It yoii frost tliis
SERVES GOOD FOOD
ir make
:ake with
a plain ccntcctioncr'an<l
a decoration
on the tup w ithicing
cniulicd
AND SAVES MONEY/
Itw certainly
cherries andhavecitroneverybody
slices forpraising
leaves, you'll
your
cleverness and your cooking ability I
For there
St. \"alentine's
Patrick's
Da\s,
are so manyandgrandSt. ideas
that
I can only hope to skim off some of the
cream of the crop. Of course, for the
first, a red and white color scheme must
predominate, and for the latter, a green
and white one. You can choose foods
that carry out this idea and you can also
use harmless vegetable colors to gain the
desired effect. The Party Cheese Loaf A SATISFYING DELICIOUS MAIN DISH
that I mentioned before — and for which
there is a recipe in the leaflet — lends itself admirably to these two occasions.
Because, you see, the loaf is spread all
3ver with cream cheese, which can be
garnished with pimiento strips or sprinkled with paprika for the red idea; or it | JUST try the two menus suggested at prepare spaghetti
at home!
Francofrom your
grocerGettoday.
Try
can be mixed with watercress or sprinkled { the right and see how your family American
with parsley or peppers for "the wearing will relish them. They might not get these delicious spaghetti meals:
of Cookies
the Green."
SERVES 3-COSTS 45 CENTS
suggest themselves as the ideal excited over ordinary ready -cooked
Franco- American Spaghetti
sweet for these occasions, principally be- spaghetti. But they m /'// over Franco Brussels Sprouts
cause they can be cut and colored to conHearts of Lettuce Buttered
Salad Squash
American. They'll rave about its tangy,
form to the general idea. Heart-shaped
Brown Betty with
Lemon
Sauce
tempting
cheese-and-tomato
sauce
Tea
cookies, of course, for the day dedicated
with eleven different ingredients
to lovers — and shamrocks for that of Ire- made
SERVES 3-COSTS 55 CENTS
. . . seasoned to savory perfection.
land's patron saint.
Spaghetti Meat Scallop
Franco- American has been called a
my suggesting
cookiesAnother
is that reason
I havefora
(Casserole
with Beets
cupsdishofcombining
any leftoverFranco-American
splendid recipe I want you to have . . . one
"millionaire's dish." Yet a can holding Buttered
Coleslaw
^meat, ground)
to four portions is usually no more Fruit Cup Cortce
you'll Iwant
I know.
Sugar Cookie; ^^HI^^C!>^
^■i^^k'^^
these
like toto have,
serve too,
ice-cream
and With
so I three
than ten cents — less than it costs to
suggest cherry ice-cream or strawberry,
when it's pink you're wanting, and mint
ice-cream
when it's green!
not giving
you
the ice-cream
recipes, I'mhowever,
bec
a
u
s
e
I
don't
know
whether
most
of you
Fronco-flmericon
use a freezer or your automatic refrigerator,
and
I'm
pretty
sure
that
a
lot
of
you
SPAGHETTI
prefer to buy it, anyway . . . especially
now
that
so
many
manufacturers
off'er
fancy molds and designs for special occaGOOD SAUCE
THE KIND WITH THE
sions. But I have given you all the other
recipes in this month's leaflet, the Cocoa
Roll (you notice I akmys seem to menMADE BY THE MAKERS OF CAMPBELL'S SOUPS
(Coittiiiucd on page 75)
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This is the
FACE CREAM

1

AIN'T

NO

LESLIE

And Champion Jim Braddock isn't
trying to fool anybody, either!
BY

Oiccunv
Gives you
5 Facial Aids in One
"Itfor excels
any —cream
ever used
cleansing."
Grace I Houghland.
"I've
a moreandexpensive
cream.beenItsusing
freshness
smoothmake my skin feel nev/." —
Blancheness Short.
"As a massage cream it is cooling
and 'W.restful
Miss
V. to anyone's skin." —
"Used
at
night,for'myandskindelightfully
feels nice
and 'cared
G.freshS. the morning after." — Miss
"Since
I startedevery
using Armand
Blended
one asks Cream
me v/hat I havedaydonesome-to
my complexion. I am highly
pleased."— Mrs. C. C. Cash.
Wouldn't you, too, like to try Armand
Blended Cream? You can — at no
cost. Just ask for a free sample at
the toilet goods counter in the store
where you bought this magazine. If
their supply is gone, mail a postal
to Armand, Des Moines, Iowa, giving
your dealer's name, and a sample
will be sent you. Or buy a jar of
Armand Blended Cream and if one
day's trial doesn't give your skin a
new look and feel, your money will
be cheerfully refunded. Trial sizes
at 10c and 20c — larger, more economical jars at 50c and $1.00.

TOM

MEANY

AFTER
Jame.s J. pugilism's
Braddock, Cinderella-man,
rai.sed himself
from the rehef rolls to tlie heavyweight championship of tlie world
— much to the amazement of the dethroned title-holder, Max Adlebert
Baer, and the assembled experts —
it was no surprise that he sliould
find a microphone thrust in front of
his undeniably Cehic features. For
radio, like the Northwest ^Mounted
of snn^ and fiction, always gets its
celebrity.
As one fighter to another,
Braddock visits Joe Louis.

Jimmycuss and
Schmelingmatch.
distheir coming

The World's
looks
when Champion
ready for aswork.he

A decade ago, it was Grove r
Whalen's welcoming committee
which used to catch all the celebrities, parade them through the
canyons of lower Broadway and
present them, amid pomp and ceremony, to dapper Jimmy Walker at
the
steps
of New
York's
Hall.
Now
it's
radiomunificent
which Citv
getsreward
them
— and at athemore
than the illuminated scrolls with
which New
York's distinguished
visitors
were honored.
Probably you've heard Jimmy
Ih-addock on the Tastycast hour.
His delivery still is crude, but there
is no longer a tense grimness about
it. In the early days of his reign as
champion, Jimmy treated the mike
with as much respect as if it were
a combination
all theForgreatthe fighters who ever ofIi\ed.
first
time in his life, iJraddock was
.scared. Al Jolson and Kate Smith
will testify to that, when Jim appeared as guest performer on their
On
the
programs. air now. Braddock is
merely Braddock, ex-longshoreman,
ex-bartender, ex-Rclicf Case A'o.
27^^6 and current heavyweight cham]iion of the world. His diction is
not what it might be, liis voice is
hoarse
he doesn't
stumble andoverhusky,
his but
sentences
any
longer.
Jimmyroleis aswella pleased
with hi>
present
radio performer,
pleased {Continued on page )
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A prize pug with a real
radio personality is Jim.

KEEPS COMPLEXIONS LOVELY, TOOl
Cashmere
BoiKpiet'i- so jdowi
and
earessing.
>«-t illatln-r
goes right
into each pore and removes every
of dirt and cosnielies . . . makes your
skin radiantly clear, alluringly smooth.
No wonder fasti<lious women ever\where now use nothing l)Ut this pure,
creamy-white soap for hoth the face and
bath. Why don't you use it loo?
THE
ARISTOCRAT

OF

ALL

ONLY lOt at all drug,
depaiimenl, and len-cent stores
FINE SOAPS
(1
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HE CERTAINLY STARTED SOMETHING
{Continued from page 50)

says
MAGGY ROUFF
Famous Fashion Designer of Paris
"The
jeunesarefilles
modelerect.
my
fashionlovely
creations
slim,whofresh,
Their complexions have the glorious tint
of the rose petal, and one reason is their
use of Woodbury's powder.
"Veryof glamorous,
are you
the
shades
this famous very
powderchicwhich
American women know so well. Yet it is
not alone
for Woodbury's
I advise my mannequins
to usebeauty
it. A that
disaster
tliese girls must avoid is a disfiguring
blemish. And Woodbury's powder is free
of the germs that cause skin infections*.
Naturally, no blemish-germs can come to
the face from this germ-free powder."
Woodbury'^ Facial Powder comes in six
enr liaiii iim ^kin-tone shades, for every
type .,f < ..ini)lexion. $1.00, 50<', 25c, 10«!.
•Teated with 19 other leading brands,
Wo«>dhijry*iihfilhFacialhefore
Powder,
was
Kerm-frf-<f
and alone,
after UBe.
*WOODBURY'S*
FACIAL POWDER
it
GERM-FREE ★

You will always stop to listen if the girl
in the red hat starts to tell why she left
home, or if the gentleman next to you begins to explain why he will never marry
a brunette.
It was because he believed everyone is
interested in everybody else that Belcher
was sure of his program.
If you think Jerry wasn't right, just
scan the list of today's broadcasts in this
morning's paper and mark the programs
that
are idea.
offshoots of Belcher's original
Vox Pop
Most talked-of among tlic^c offshoots
for a period was The Good Will Court.
To it each Sunday came the deserted wife,
the broken husband, the wage-earner whose
small
salary was
garnisheed
— a troupe andof
unfortunates
embroiled
in difficulties
looking for a legal way out. There was
the woman whose husband and children
mistreated her. She cried as she talked.
\\'hat should
A man him
confessed
untruth
whichshehaddorinvolved
in diffi-an
culties; how could he disentangle himself?
For an hour, unhappy people took turns
over a national hfiok-up, pouring out their
sad stories. Lawyers (juestioned ; judges
advised; and the nation listened.
On another station, and at another hour,
similar heartaches are revealed and treated
l)y The
J'ainilyHerCounselor.
girl threatens suicide.
fiance has A deserted
her.
Her family is angry about it. Her suicide
threat is not an idle one. Is there a way
out ? The Counselor booms fiut advice —
and another life is saved, i)crhaiis.
But whether a life is sii\\<] or not, there
are millions of Americans pressed close
to their radios,
to hear
confes ions, to listeneager
to the
haltingthesestories,
the unrehearsed speeches of everyday people who are willing to reveal themselves.
Of the same cloth is the Personal Colit, too,umn of the
was Air.
torn Like
fromBelcher's
the pagesVoxof Pop,
the
daily paper. Primarily concerned with
missingthrobs opersons,
it
exposes
the
heartf parents who have been separated
from their children, husbands who, through
strange circumstances, have lost track of
their wives, brothers searching for sisters,
people adopted in childhood, trying to find
their real parents. Dramatic pleas, most
of them ; rich in tragedy.
Lighter than all these, but similar because it also tells personal stories, is the
program, Husbands and ll'iTcs. This is
patterned program,
very closely
Mr. Belcher's
original
only after
it restricts
its queries to problems of marital interest and its
speakers
to husbands
wives.
"Shouldto
the
husband
arise on and
winter
mornings
close the windows,
or
is
this
the
your home, who punisheswife's
the
childr
"Is it home
all right
for a husband
otet llinbrt
friend
to (liiinir
without
vifc
forehandput ?"to These
;ire
e
I (|ii<hestions
vociferous
htuhshajot■nee.
iiuL
their talkative spouses. The
bers?" areand hotly
contested, with boos and
s and spontaneous applause from the
Similar, too, are the down-through-the

audience interviews in Mr. Rodeheaver's
"sing" programs. The microphone pushes
through the crowd, between songs. "Where
are
the Hebrides?
Whatgiven.
is a zither?"
Questions
asked, answers
Perhaps none of these programs has
copied
original
idea asProfessor
closely
as the Belcher's
amusing and
successful
Quiz hour. The Professor calls people
from the audience to enter a question-andanswer contest. At the end of the halfhour program, the person who has given
the greatest number of correct answers
wins a prize of twenty-five silver dollars.
Even the questions the Professor asks
have a striking similarity to those that
Belcher used on the street, and they are
asked with the same rapid-fire intensity
and
"If awhat
gondolier
is a man
who brightness.
runs a gondola,
is a bandolier?
What is the difference between twiddle and
twaddle? What is the difference between
a monocle and a manacle? Who wrote
Gray's Elegy.'" And so on.
Now allhave
thesemerit
outgrowths
of Belcher's
program
and interest.
Yet
Belcher's original idea, the Vox Pop, was
better than any of its offshoots in many
ways. It had a better balance of pathos
and gaiety, of seriousness and humor. The
Good Will Court was necessarily limited
todemanded
depressingserious
storiessolutions.
— human problems
that
It had been
handicapped, too, by necessary censorships,
and its existence threatened by the Bar.
In it there was little room for humor, for
lightness.
The iifsame
is trueTheof the
Personal Column
the .lir.
program,
Husbands and Wives, finds itself restricted
to homey discussions that often are very
amusing but have little appeal except to
married people. Furthermore, many people feel that the home stuff can be done
more effectively in a planned, professional
program. That, for instance, no married
lady picked at random can be as funny
as
Ace. Even
copy,JaneProfessor
Quiz, Vox
lacks Pop's
much carbon
of the
spontaneity and surprise that made the
original program delightful.
It remained, therefore, for Mr. Belcher
to improve on his own idea. And he has
done it with his Sunday afternoon Our
Neighbor
program — for
which newa few
and
exciting adventure,
he deserted,
months ago, his first brain child.
The idea for the Our Neighbor program
hit Belcher, like a bolt from the blue, one
Sunday when he was sitting in his own
living-room, chatting with his mother and
a friend of hers. He went right to his
typewriter, blocked out his plan, had the
two ladies sign their names as witnesses
to the idea, and the next morning had it
notarized. For two years the typed pages
rested in a safe-deposit vault and Jerry
dreamed about it.
A few months ago, believing that the
future of the human interest program did
not lie in street broadcasts, Belclier refused a renewal of his Vox Pop contract
and went to work on Our Neighbor. {Vox
Pop, renamed Sideivalk Intennews, is
still being put on by Belcher's former

RADIO
partner, Parks Johnson.)
In his new program, Jerry takes his
microphone each Sunday afternoon into
the home of a typical American family.
Informally, for half an hour, he chats
with the members of the family and
friends who might drop in.
When he asks the lady of the house,
mother of four children, what is the biggest
ents problem
listen. inAndraising
when a hefamily,
followsall parthat
question with : "Do you think a one-armed
man
could handily eat a broiled lobster?"
the
lieved.tension of seriousness is quickly reHe questions the eighteen-year-old
daughter about romance, what she thinks
of
havemarriage.
a pair of Then
angel asks:
wings, "If
withyouthe could
provision that you must wear them all the
time, would you take them? And when
she answers emphatically : "No, sir ! I
don'tamused.
want to be an angel !" the listeners
are
He offers to wager the boy of the house
that it won't rain for sixty days. The boy
accepts the wager, and Jerry asks : "Have
youHeeverasksseentlieit rain
fur sixty
Noungc^t
girl days?"
rapid-fire
questions aijout books and autiiors. "Who
wrote Quo Vadis': H'lirii k'tii;/htliond t>.'as
in Floivcr? What was .Mark Twain's real
name?
George
Remus'?"
And when
the Kliot's?
youngsterUncle
answers
with
amazing speed, it becomes a game everv
listener joins in.
Even Mr. Belcher, handling the proisn't sure whatandis impressed
coming next.
was asgram, surprised
as He
his
listeners when, some weeks ago, he asked
a five-year-old child if she said her pray-

BROWN,
DO COMES
YOU KNOWFROMTHATDECAYING
MOST
BAD
BREATH
FOOD
DEPOSITSIMPROPERLY
IN HIDDEN CLEANED
CREVICES
BETWEEN
TEETH? THAT'S
I ADVISEITS
COLGATE
DENTAL WHYCREAM.
SPECIAL
PENETRATING
FOAM REMOVES
THESE ODOR-BREEDING DEPOSITS
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birth,
stories. hardworking people with fascinating
Another type of man might have ti
getting families to admit him. Bui n i
JerryliesBelcher.
the famiwho invite Though
him to most
their ofhomes
have
never seen the tall, red-headed fellow,
tliiy'vc
nut him
over thekind,
air.
riu\- kii.iw
that many
iiis wittimesis always
that he always gives his interviewee the
advantage.
He makes a point of getting to the
home about an hour and a half before the
broadcast, just to get acquainted. Recently he arrived at one home and found
that the yOung son of the family was
epileptic. It is characteristic of Jerry
Ik'lcher that, rather than risk hurting the
mother's feelings, he included the unfortunate child in his around-the-mike conOscar Shaw, singing master of
versations. So cleverly did he question
ceremonies of the CBS Broadway
the boy, so adroitly put the child at ease,
Varieties, and stage favorite.
not a single listener was aware of the
youngster's condition.
And the family's
was boundless.
ers
and, clear
after and
a moment's
silence, appreciation
Belcher chooses
the families he visits
the atbabynight,voice,
sweet, repeated
from
the
stacks
of
written
he
"The Lord's Prayer," ending the program receives each week. Up to invitations
now, he has
withYet theBelcher
final "Acleverly
men." controls the pro- visited only homes in and around
Xew
gram. While it retains all the charm of York. But in the near future, he plans
spontaneity, he guides its progress to make to take the microphone into all parts of
it appeal to all ages, all classes. The the country and every state in the Union.
broadcast achieves a nice balance of serihard to tell what the ott-shtjots of
ousnes and fun, a tear following a laugh. Mr.It'sBelcher's
newest idea will be. Where
Belcher is careful to choose, too. differ- will
the microphone venture next?
One thing is certain; if someone pushes
ent types of families different weeks, thus
a mike in front of \ou and asks you a
widening
the program's
One Sunday you visit
the home ofappeal.
a preacher;
the
— blame Mr. Ijelcher ! It was his
next you are taken to an aristocratic question
original, ridiculed idea of stopping the
household on Gramercy Park ; another man on the street that started this avalanche of personal programs.
week the neighbor is a family of foreign

MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE TEETH!
ing foodbetween
depositsteeth
in hidden
Tests prove that 76% of all peo- crevices
which
ple over the age of 1 7 have bad
the source of most bad
breath ! And the same tests prove are
that most bad breath comes breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
from improperly cleaned teeth. much tooth decay. At the same
Colgate Dental Cream, because time,ingColgate's
polishagent cleanssoft,
and safebrightens
of its special penetrating foam, enamel—
makes teeth sparkle!
removes the cause — the decay-
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CHILDREN

^ Her mother taught her
this sensible rule ... i

Years ago her mother taught
her larthehabitsimportance
of reguof elimination.
Ever since she can remember, there has been a box of
Olive Tablets on the bathroom shelf just as a reminder
not to let more than one day
go by without doing something to assist Nature.
Originally the formula of
Dr. Edwards, an Ohio physician, Olive Tablets are now
widely recognized as a standard proprietary.
Mild and gentle in their
action, one little pellet is
usually all you need to take
to get desired results. Thousands of women have made
Olive Tablets their favorite
laxative. Three sizes: 15<^,
30j?, 60!?'. All druggists.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
{Continued from page 33)

separable as the two people themselves.
You can't think of one without thinking of
the
You orcan't
think Allen
of a program
George
Burnsother.
program
a Gracie
— it eviser ! George and Gracie, now and forThose are big words in the theatre, in
H( illy wood. Marriage is the least permanent adventm-e in this land of make-believe,
of excitement and glamour and change.
Just because George and Gracie have
worked
tugether
w'ellwn team
in thea long
theatre,time,in are
the amovies,
in radio, does not tnean that they must
continue together always. \\\\\ shouldn't
(iracie
a picture?
George domakesomething
on his\\'hy
own: shouldn't
No reasnn. of course — except George and Gracie!
They kjok at each other and their eyes
don't have
to wait
them
toshineputandit inyou words,
to know
thatforGeorge
and Gracie are bound together by more
than business, more than a comedy act
that has been built up around their personalities. To know that they are as completely dependent upon each other in their
home, their private lives, as they have ever
seemed. . to. be on stage or screen or
radio
It had its beginning in the days when
George was a hoofer, and a tiny blackhaired Irish girl came backstage ime day
to meet him. She had had some stage
e-xperience and it was not long before they
were working together in a skit. But it
wasn't her
her valuable
ability to toputGeorge,
over gags
made
then thator
now ! From the very beginning, she occupied a place in his life, in his dreams,
that no one else e\er could fill.
There was a boy back in San Francisco,
her home town, to whom Gracie was engaged. But that was a small matter !
George was of Jewish birth — his real name
is Nathaniel Birnbaum — but the racial differIrish
ence was uniinportant,
too.wasDidn't
Abie
have sivehiswooer.
Georgeher
He Rose?
reminded
that ahepersuanever
had been successful alone, that it was she
who had lirought him luck. Alone, he
would have to face failure again, dismal,
heart-breaking
. . . Gracie
couldn't
do
that to him!failure
He needed
her, was
utterly dependent upon her, now and always . . .
He W'on Gracie, but not the argument.
They are still fighting over which is more
dependeiU upon the other !
But that is the only thing they fight
about. For life together has been richer,
sweeter than their fondest dream. Even
in those first romantic days, when Gracie
listened and agreed, and they made their
eager, e.xcited plans, those lovely dreams
fell short of the lovely reality that is theirs
today
have forw^on them,
— together.
Life and
was that
very they
pleasant
from
the beginning. They enjoyed their work,
theyfulloved
they werepatronizing
successenougli toeachliveother,
comfortably,
good hotels and having a good time as
they moved from tdwn to town. But they
held on to their dreams, working always
for something beyond the day's success

andTheir
the da\'s
sweet came
thoughwhenit was.
first bigfun,chance
they
were asked to make a movie short. Just
back from a trip to Europe, which they
had made for about $450.00, the ofTer of
$1750
too
good toforbeonetrue.day's
Theyworkhad sounded
given little
thought to the movies, had not the least
idea what was expected of them. They
merely faced an imaginary audience and
went through their lines, put over their
gags as they were in the habit of doing.
"It was awful, of course, " George said
candidly.and "But
an idea.I sold
I wentto
home
wroteit gave
a skitme whicli
Paramount, with ourselves included. And
that led to our making four shorts a year,
at And
$3500 a short."
in any that's
languagegood! Itpaywasfor toa day's
mean work,
much
more than that, eventually, of course, for
out of that grew their opportunity to play
in the Big Broadeast pictures. And they
have justmount,signed
new contract
with instead
Parafor two a pictures
a year,
of the one they have been making.
■When radio came along, they stepped
into
new careerwhich,
blithel\'to andthe confidently.
The thepersonalities
public, are
now so inseparable from their own. deGeorge hashasputalwax's
written thevelopedskitsgradually.
and Gracie
them
over in her own inimitable way. Their
program always has been one of the most
popular on the air, and whether it is
George's gags or Gracie's voice and manthat make toit settle
so, w'e'llbetween
leave tothem!
Mr.
and Mrs.nerismsBurns
But
doesn't
it
seem
almost
a
Bob
Ripleyism that their nit-witticisms will be under
the
Fool'sbanner
Day? of Grapenuts — beginning April
It would be nice, Gracie sighs, to be
taken seriously just once in a while. But
ifso she
isn't, itinistheherroleownof fault
being
convincing
nitwit forsupreme,
which has made her famous. And Gracie
isn't
the mouth.
She one
raps toonlookwooda giftandhorse
keepsin her
fingers
crossed — and looks to George for the encouragement and approbation and love that
mean so much more to her than all the
applause any applause machine could
register
! they were building success in
For. while
their chosen field, while they were building
up the fanu'liar characterizations of George
and Gracie as >-ou know them, Mr. and
Mrs. George Burns were building something else, too — something much finer and
more lasting than anything the theatre has
to With
ofi^er. financial success, the dream of
enlarging their little family became a possibility. With palpitant heart, Gracie went
to the Cradle in Evanston, Illinois, to find
a baby girl.
The coming of Sandra marked a new
era for the Burns family. When Gracie
first held that tiny morsel of humanity in
her arms, life took on a new meaning.
The nurse at the Cradle saw and understood the expression in the wide-apart
gray eyes. She beamed and said : "You'll
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e But
hack for
againGracie
next that
year for
a littlemoment
boy."
stirring
.'as rapture enough. She shook her dark
ead, her arms tightening on the little
nimate bundle in her arms. "This is my
imily,"
she wassaidwrong.
softly. And never
reamed she
They had been living in a small apartlent, with a bedroom and a tiny kitchentte and a room they had converted into a
ar and playroom for the entertainment
■f their friends. But with the coming of
>andra, all that was changed.
the barconverted
had to beintotaken
out
nd"Ofthecourse
playroom
a nursry," George explained.
"And the electric refrigerator became
>andra"s,
added.at home
"We two
had
•een in thetoo,"
habitGracie
of dining
•r three nights a week, just for fun, but
»re couldn't do that any more because
here wasn't any room in the little ice-box
or food — Sandra's bottles took up all the
pace!"
"After wea while,"
"we
lecided
had toGeorge
have acontinued,
larger place
nd, oddly enough, that led to our buying
>ur first car. You see, we never had needd one, living in hotels as we did, and
ailing taxis when we wanted them. But
vhen we moved, we were no longer near
. park and so we felt we had to get a
ar — and that meant a chauffeur, too, beause,
of course, we didn't know how to
Irive ..."
.\ larger place, a car and a chauffeur—
ill for little Miss Sandra, who lay in her
rib and cooed like the happy little cherub
he was ! And that was the real beginning
)fjracie
the domesticating
of George Burns and
Allen!
They were making movies now, and
spending a large part of their time in
Hollywood. The fact that they could spend
iix months in one place, instead of travelng all over the U. S. A., had influenced
hem in adding to their family. Now, with
Sandra tugging at their heartstrings, filling
I niche the emptiness of which they had
lardly had time to realize before, they
)egan to rearrange their lives around her
:urly blonde head.
Without her. hotels and trunks would
lave sufficed. Now, suddenly, they felt
:he need of a home. And so they rented
he lovely mansion and estate of Pauline
Frederick, on Sunset Boulevard. Hollyivood. And with that luxurious setting,
:hat splendid background, what more natjral than that Gracie should stop again
it the Cradle, for little brother? The
nurse, you see, was right. Gracie was a
born mother . . .
"We didn't want Sandra to grow up
selfish and spoiled." Gracie murmured.
"And do you know, if I so much as offer
her a pretty box, she says : 'Where is one
for Ronnie?" "
George and Gracie went through the
alphabet for names for their babies. They
chose Sandra because they thought Sandy
Burns cunning. At first, they thought of
Allen Burns for their little boy. but deit was too
and children
selected
Ronald cidedinstead.
They"stagy"
want their
to live a normal, natural life — not to be
spoiled by too much adulation, too much
publicity.
"Of course, if they have talent." George
explained, "we'll see that it is developed.
But we won't force them — to mv mind.

• "Good grief, Mr. Giraffe, tihat a perfectly terrific rash you've
got! You're broken out all over, even on your tail. And your neck's a
sight! Wlien a person has so much neck, it must be au ful!'^

• "I can remember uheit I used to have rashes... Boy, did I itch!
In those days before ue had Johnson^s Baby Poicder, there icere
times ichen I felt like jumping right out of my skin!''

• "But take a look at me noic! !\ot a rash or a chafe anynhere since
ice' re been using that soft, doicny Johnson s. You try it— and see if
it doesn't knock the spots off you, too!"
e '•^Feeli\ota pinch
of my like
Johnson's—
isn't it smooth
slick?
a bit gritty
some ponders.
It keeps and
my
skin as fine as silk!". . . That's the best protection
against skin infections. Mothers! And Johnson's Baby
Pouder is made of the finest Italian talc... no orrisroot. Alicays keep Johnson's Baby Soap, Baby Cream
baby's bath-basket^ too! ^^^^'^^^^ct'^^T^^^ilit^iT^
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Through the day use Tangee .
watch the blush-rose shade of
youth appear . . .Tangee, with its
magic Color Change Principle,
changes from orange in the stick
to blush-rose on your lips. ..Paris
says, "A painted look is not in
keeping
with paint
today's
fashions."
Tangee isnt
— cannot
give
you
a
"painted
look".
Use
Tangee
Rouge for cheeks. It also has
the
magic Color Change Principle.

Through the night .. .Tangee lipstick's specialyour
creamlipsbase. . .Tangee
softens
and protects
Naturalprotects
Lipstick's
cream
base
lips. Dospecial
not confuse
Tangee with ordinary cosmetics
you must remove at night. Try
Tangee. 39<' and $1.10. Or send
couponMiracle
below Make-Up
for Tangee's
Hour
Set. 24Painted

Tangee
ous Lipstick
Tl World's Most Fam
OK
ENDS THAT PAINTED LO
■■€ Tangee
> BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! The.
TANGEE
r, ask for

The■24-HOUR
George W. MIRACLE
Lutt Co., 417 MAKE-UP
Fifth Ave., N, SET'
Y. C.
Rush ature•■24-Hour
Miracle Rouge
Make-UpCompact,
Set" of Creme
miniTangee
Lipstick.
Rou?e. Face Powder.
I enclose lOt (.stamp.s
or
Canad
Check
Powder Shade
De.slredof □ Flesh □ Rachel □ LlBht

there is nothing worse than those poor
little kids who have to take tap and
elocution and what not, without having
the least talent for the stage. You can tell,
at an early age, whether they have it or
They are very sensible about their
babies, these two. It would be easy for
people in their position, who have had no
children of their own, to adopt a boy and
girlnot."
and hire nurses for them and let them
grow up in a world apart, going in to see
them, to admire them, to show them off to
their friends, but not quite taking them to
their hearts. But these are lucky babies,
indeed, for no parents of their own could
be nearer or dearer or more concerned
with their health and happiness. George
and Gracie do not believe in spoiling their
babies, either. They have a splendid nurse
and
or I. they enforce discipline, even as you
they can'the have
and
they"If runI sayto George,
neversomething
fails to back
me up," Gracie said. "They know we
mean
say."same with Rose, their
"Andwhatit iswe the
nurse," George added. "We have complete
confidence in her and we never interfere."
"Oh, no, I have no theories," Gracie discounted the idea at once. "Just good care
— good
foodnotandaddsun: —"And
" lots of love !"
She
did
But the two Burns babies have
blossomed
under that like flowers under the California sun. They run to their mother and
daddy with the joy and confidence that
come only from love, certain of the rewarding smile and embrace, however busy
tlicir parents are.
Sandra delights in that precious morning
routine, when she is allowed to awaken
Mommie and Daddy at nine. Breakfast
together downstairs is a daily rite, even
Ronnie sharing it, from his high chair. I
suspect George of a tiny preference for
dainty Sandra and Gracie of a greater
yearning
Ronnie's
husky boyishness,
but there over
is really
no discrimination.
They
are equally adored.
When Sandra was tiny, Gracie enjoyed
taking
care was
of hec/-©"
nurse'sand dayshe out,
but Ronnie
a sicklythe baby
did
not dare trust herself with him. Now, however, he is hale and hearty and she feels
well rewarded for giving up that pleasure.
Often she bathes and dresses them both
and she is as full of stories about them
as any mother you ever knew. And George
has several of his own to add to them—
and he seems to enjoy them better than
the gags for which he is famous !
For George still writes the gags, with
the aid of his brother Bill and Harvey
Helm and John Medbury. His is a fulltime job, day in and day out, six days a
week, whereas Gracie has to devote only
Wednesdays to her work, with the exception of a preliminary reading of the script
the night before — that is, when they are
notShemaking
picture.
takesa her
work seriously, always
looking to George for suggestions, comment and praise. And she takes her houseke ping, her home-inaking, equally seriously.
She is a tiny, elfin person, aijout half
as big as a minute. The black-haired, bluccycd Irish t.\ pc, with small, pert features
and cute, appealing ways. You can see
how she appeals to George's protective

instincts, how he has fostered her dependence upon him. In her home, with her
children, she seems at first like a child
herself, acinatchild
ing toys. absorbed in new and fasBut there is much more to Gracie than
that,
moreoverthantheyou'd
from infinitely
hearing her
radioeveror expect
seeing
her on the screen. George and her home
and her children mean everything in the
world to Gracie — the rest, Hollywood,
fame, fortune, are just a background, delightful, but necessary only as a fraine tc
the life they have built together.
For, through the years, she and George
have shared a precious understanding, a
fruitful and satisfying companionship, a
mutual looking forward to enduring,
worthwhile things. The money they hav«
made has been important only as it has
helped them to achieve these things.
You would not doubt it, if you could
see how the new house they recently
bought has been altered and changed tc
fit the needs of the two babies. Ask about
the new house, and both Gracie and George
will immediately begin to describe the
nursery — its size, the paper on the walls
the sun-porch for the babies' daily sunning, the play-yard,
the pool. You'd think
tothe hear
housethem,
! that there was no more tc
The house itself is beautiful. It is a less
pretentious estate than the one they left.
The house, though large, is not ornate oi
extravagant — nothing Hollyicood about it
It has the dignity and simplicity of a fine
.•\merican home. There is a long, low
balcony across the front, overlooking a
small front yard, the landscaping of which
has been Grade's particular pride and joy.
She has had the time of her life furnishing the new home. Xo rented furniture
this time — now everything is her own, a
real home at last. Such an orgy of shoppinfluous
g! If she
had would
had an have
ouncelostof it,
super-for
flesh, she
she shopped ardently for everything from
the gold-colored carpets in the living-room
and dining-room, to the shiny pots and
pansThe inresult
the immaculate
is a charmingkitchen.
place, tastefully
decorated, beautiful but livable, too, as
any
place
must
be
which
is planned for
two small children 1
In the rear is the pool, which the whole
family enjoys. Even Sandra, at two, can
swim, and Ronnie, a year younger, will be
doing so soon. There also is a charming
clubhouse for the adult friends, but it is
infinitely less important to Gracie than
the two orange trees she bought and set
out beside the pool and which already
have two oranges dangling from spindly
boughs !
Incidentally, when Gracie inquired the
price
the treesGracie
and thethought
man saidhe : meant
"Two
and aof half,"
$250! "Isn't that a little high," she murmured disappointedly,
"for orange
For money,
to Gracie,
higherken.trees?"
mathematics, is a world
beyondlike her
That
is George's business and she is only too
glad to leave it all to him.
"I have an allowance," she said gaily.
"Fifty dollars a week!"
runs
theGeorge
house laughed.
on that! "Don't
That isthink
pin she
money—
theGracie
bills gogiggled.
through"Imyalsooffice."
have a charge
account in every store !"
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Ray Hea+herton, whose baritone
voice delights radio listeners.
But don't She
get has
the anideaexcellent
that Gracie
extravagant.
sense ofis
values, if not of legal tender, and she
dresses very smartly at a moderate cost.
She has a gift for wearing clothes, rare
in such a tiny person. Higli-crowiuxl hats
and high Iieels lend height and dignity and
she seems to wear tailored suits, evening
frocks and sports pajamas with equal verve
and dash.
"And you wouldn't consider a career
alone,
the movies,
instance?"
The inquestion
startlesfor Gracie
with its
sheer improbability.
"Oh, no — I couldn't do anything without
George! I'd be frightened to death!"
"I
wrong into
aboutthe that!"
George,think
who Gracie's
had wandered
other
room, returned with a shout. "There's no
reason in the world why she couldn't get
along without me!" He laughed. "A lot
of women
not Boland,
married for
to areinstance
doing!
pretty
well —I'mMary
Why, if anything happened to me, Gracie
could go right on—"
Gracie laughed and said simply: "If
George didn't write the gags, I couldn't
read them, could I ?"
"Gags!" George snorted. "Anyone can
write gags ! It's Gracie that puts them
over!"
But there was a far-away look in Gracie's eyes and a smile played around her
lips. You knew she was thinking : "Let
him
shout!
/ know — convinced
" And youof see
she is so thoroughly
the that
fact
of her dependence upon George that it is
probably true. She is half of the team of
George
her other
half, she andfeelsGracie.
herself to\\'ithout
be colorless,
lost,
helpless, nothing!
Sometimes someone goes up in his lines,
there is a miscue, a faulty timing and
George reminds you that it is always
Gracie who saves the day — Gracie, the
nitwit, who contributes a laugh that tides
over the difficult moment. But at such
times, it is George she is helping, George
she is thinking of, George who is the
direct inspiration for her wit, her cleverWithouthalves
George,to make
she coukln't
It takesness.two
a whole do. .it..
And she is well content to be the half
of
'George
his
clever
lines — and
the Gracie'
half of who
Mr. reads
and Mrs.
George Burns who is the tiny and adored
mother of Sandra and Ronnie Burns. What
has life to offer sweeter than that?
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NOTHING

BUT

Air topnotchers

Do you object to giving your
au+ogroph or posing for publicity
photographs and informal
snapshots?
I'lcd Allen:or "Xo.
He who
photograph
autograph
has taketh
trash myon
liis hands."
radio tofriend
likesLucille
me andMainuTs^-7/
my profirams aeniiiii/lt
zeaiit
my l^irlnre and aiihu/raH'. l^''"' /
refnse.'
lo for
me. enjoyme)il
thai is a fan's
way andof
thankiiuj iiie
reeeived,
I truly a/'/'r,-( /(;/i^
Eddie Duchi 'Not at all."
JohnnyformerGreen:
I love it.
perdepends on"No!
the plaudits
and Aaffection of his so-called public, and one does
not have to be vcr>- vain to enjoy public
approval, indicated b\- a desire for autographs and pictures."
Welcome Lewis : "/ certainly do not.
I ahuays consider it a compliment."
A. L. Alexander:
"Personally
I haveit canno
objection
to this, although
I think
be overdone.
Of
course,
anyone
engages in work as public as radio,who must
expect to conform in this regard to a reasonable extent."
Parker I'ennelly: "I never have any
objection
writing
ni\- pictures
name except
check. 1 todislike
liaving
taken onanya
time, anywluTe. by anybody."
Edgar Guest: "No — // the purposes are
li'orthy. Do have a limit for plioloi/rapjis,
of course."
Ted any
Hammerstein:
"Absolutely
not! isI
think
form of good
advertising
good, as long as it doesn't border on
notoriety."
[3etty Winkler: "Xo, I do not object to
doing these things. Since the public is interested enough to listen to my programs, I
feel that these things can only show a small
part of my appreciation for their approval
and support."
Kay Kyser : "/ feel that a large percentctcje of autograph.'! are not kept, but J don't
object to gii'ing them — / -will worry zvhen
the fans68 stop asking."

THE

bare

TRUTH?

their very

souls

in reply to fans' fascinating queries
Allen Prescott: "I'm so flattered I could your autograph or picture, should certainly
fall on my face when asked for an auto- not be made to feel that you are doing
I'd rather— well,
have almost
my picture
taken thangraph. doBesides,anything
any- them a favor, .\fter all, it's you whom
they are honoring, isn't it?"
Kenny Baker: "A'o, / do not object.
thing."
Cab
Callmcay:
"I
confess
I
get
a
kick
every time someone wants my picture or Why should // It's for my ozcn benefit."
autograph and I think I always will. I
Grace Albert: "I have no objections
In fact, I'm
alwaysobject,
very very
flathaven't
I wastheunknown
and whatsoever.
tered and pleased.
I w/V/
what it forgotten
meant to when
me when
great Duke
strenuously, when people no longer ask for
Ellington found time to -.peak t'> me."
my autograph or picture."
J\'e Laicnliurst : "I don't object to givdo.Margaret
hozvcver. Speaks:
prefer to"/pose notfor object.
informal1
ing my autograph,
ever.for Butpublicity
I don'tphotoparsnapshots rather than studio shots."
ticularly enjoy posing
graphs. Autograph-hunting was a part of
Duke
Ellington:
"Giving
autographs
and posing for publicity pictures is a very my own adolescence — but picture-posing
small price to pay for the good will and doesn't fit in with the lack of tendency
toward all exhibitionism, which is, unforloyalty of your- fans."
tunately (?) a part of my make-up."
La liny Ross: "No, I am happy to give
my autograph to all who would like to
Phil Harris: "Not at all — / should have
have it. Posing for pictures is not pleasant reason
to object if they ivcre no longer
but is a part of one's')'es.
work."I object to doing ■wanted."
Ed McConncll
Marian Jordan: "I love it because other
anything which ueeessarilv jorces me people get a 'boot' out of it— and so do I!"
Jim Jordan: "No. It is all part of our
uponSid theGary:public."
"On the contrary. The truest business — and as for informal snapshots, I
and surest
indication
of
an
artist's
popularity isandtheautographs.
amount of When
requeststhey
for stop
pic- get a l.)ig kick out of them."
tures
asking for these — it's time to retire."
Generally speaking, do you think
there is as much temperament
Irene myBcaslcy:
"I haveand noconsider
(objectionit toa
giving
autograph,
among the stars of radio as there
compliment that anyone would want it. I
is with those of the screen? Why?
don't like to pose for publicity photographs,
but I have no objection to posing for informal snapshots."
Kaystars,
Kyser:
"Xo. wA illcross-section
radio
as a whole,
show that mostof
Ed Fitzgerald : "No one ever asked mc movie stars make consideral:'ly more money
to do either . . . but J i.'ould lore it."
and can afford to be temperamental. After
Jimmiepleased.
Fidler:I am"Ona newspaperman
the contrary, I and
am all, temperament is a luxury and if we
highly
can't
afford it, we will surely restrain ourknow that the cameraman has his right to
make a living. As for giving autographs,
I hope Camera is behind me to give me
Ted Hammerstein : "No. All tltat I
ha-i-e been brought in contact zAth seem to
a stiff kick if ever I refuse."
possess
"01 for
course
not. I'm selves." none, and look at radio strictly as
veryBeiiay
thrilledI'enufa:
to be asked
my autograph
and when they don't ask for it, I'll feel a business."
Sid Gary: "That's hard to say. Most
of the people I've met have been very
terrible."
regular.
Of course, occasionally you'll
Bide Dudley : "No, 1 have a quiet laugh
at those zvho zvant the autographs and pho- meet someone who is obsessed with an exag erated sense of his own importance."
Martin Starr: "Radio stars have more
tographs."
Will Hudson: "No. I am always temperament
than screen celebs, but they
pleased by such requests, since they indi- have more of a right. They're under
cate that my work is appreciated."
greater pressure, what with that menacing
clock on the studio wall daring them to
Ethel Blumc:
"I really
because
I think that
peopleenjoywhoit.areMostly
kind
on the nose."on page 92)
enough, and think enough of you, to want come out (Continued

DoesYourNail

Polish^i/or

C/»i/^?

MAGNIFIED
18 TIMES
Bumpy
— no
wonderhas aand
it lowpeelsuneven
ond
lustreand onchips
the
nail because of its rough
surface.
Representative
competitive bronds of 50c.of

MAGNIFIED
18 TIMES
Smooth
gloss —this
it wears
o week. as Make
test
yourself
—
apply
any
other
brand of polish alongside
Cutextheondifference!
a piece of glass —
see
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>; lOES nail polish /(arptochipoff right
away?" women asked us. "'Certainly not," we said. And we proved it.
Exhaustive tests over a long period
prove absolutely that our New Cutex
Polish will not peel or chip in a week!
The reason is simple.
We took a picture of our New Cutex
Polish right after it had been applied to
a smooth surface. And we took pictures
of 8 otlicr jMjpular brands of nail poli.sh,
also immediately after ajjplication.
The photographs showed an amazing
difference.
fied 18 times.Look at them above — magni-

Notice the perfectly smooth, even finish of Cutex under tiic microscope! Cutex
will stay unmarred on the nail for days.
Now look at the rough, bumpy, uneven
finish of the ordinary jiolish. The lines in
the picture show clearly that the ])olish
formula is imperfectly balanced. They
show tlie begiiuiing of cracking and peeling—10 minutes after the polish dries!

A misty
blue,
gray lavender
and with pink.
delicatePerfect
pastels.with
A smokywith pinkgreen,withbrov/n,
brown beige,
undertone
wear
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A brand-new
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Enc
h
a
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g
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h
pastels,
magnificent
black, white or wine, and electrically
smart with blue.
A new. softer red that everyone can
everything — very so•flcJUn (led wear. Goes pwith
histicated with black and white.
A soft,tering—feminine
dusky
rose. Very flatthe new and
wine especially
shades I irresistible with
in all your favorite shades
Big Saving . . . It's easy to see how wearing10 Cutex
to choo.se from! Only
much you can save in time and money if today.
:5,5e a bottle,smartCreme.shades
or Clear.
you wear the New Cutex Polish . . . with Norll.iini Wnrr.li. New York, Montreal, Ixnclim. Paris
its glass-like, wonderfully resistant CUTEX INTRODUCTORY SET containing your 1 favorite
finish. You can put on the New shades
of Cutex Liquid Polish, Cutex Oily Polish Remover
Cutex and forget about it for a week. and the new Cutex Oily Cuticle Remover for 1 6f .
.Vnd its lu-stre will be iiigher. too. NoilliiiM. Warr. n Sal.', t:.... In. .. D. i.l. T. M t
H,..Uon Slrerl, New York, N. Y.
because of its smoother, longer (InWl Canaila.
P. O. Box 2.320, Monlrral)
wearing surface.
1 rnclo»e 16c to cover co»l of postage and parking for ihr Culcx
Intrnilurtor)'
Set, inrluiling
of Cutex□LiquidRobinPolish,
Old
Rose
□ Mauve
Remember, too— the N ew Cutex Polish chr.
lced.
□ KusI2 □shadesBurgundy
Red □as
is ramous for its new smoky shades. .\iid
itthickens
s usablein theto bottle.
the last drop — never
Keej) away from ordinary poli.sh that
develops nnsifrhtly cracks and chips after
a day or two. Stock up on the new, longer
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RADIO STARS
DAY
eight years have gone, you licar it often
when you tune in on your radio. And
every time Jan Pcerce liears it he's back
in a three-room rear apartment in the
Bronx again and a small, slender girl is
standing beside him, and in her eyes all
the love and loyalty she promised to hold
for him forever, when they took their
marriage vows together a few short hours
before. And the place is sparkling and
everything is new, except a few things
that ofshe brass
wantedcandle-sticks
• because theyshe were
pair
had old,
founda
down on Allen Street, that had originally
come from Warsaw : a gay, painted chest
that
had been
his mother's
a table
Domingo
mahogany
that ; the
yearsof San
had
worn
to that
soft sheen.
The song was new that day when he
sang it to Iicr, and he meant it so deeply.
". . . Diamond bracelets Wookeorth's
doesn'ting to give
sell, them
I>al>y."to Some
day ashe the
was man
goher, just
into the
song
promised.
Sumc
day
he'd
have
get them for her, for she li'\ed beautiful things, this Alice he hail married.
She'd rather go without things than have
ones, tojustget asthatshe'd
gone and
without
ashoddy
honeymoon
old table,
the
best grade linoleum for her kitchen floor.
It was that day, singing to her, that he
decided playing a violin in an orchestra
and singing an occasional nuniher wasn't
the thing
Alice'slittlehusband
should he doing.
That
snooty
eleven-year-old
Alice
would have turned up her pert nose at a
husband like that, and yet, here was the
twenty-year-old Alice, who had waited
for him four years, perfectly satisfied with
him because she loved him !
But even if Alice was satisfied, Jan
wasn't. Until
That then
was because
he lovedallherrightso
much.
it had seemed
that he was a violinist, playing with this
orchestra and that, and knowing full well
he didn't
the stufifBut
that his
makesvoice,
a Hei-he
fetz
or have
an Ehnan.
couldn't deringhelp
wondering
about
that,
if he worked hard, if he took wonlessons, it wouldn't carry him on to other
planes.
That was the dream that carried him
through the next three years. Easier to
do without things with Alice sharing that
dream,fromtoo.one Taking
the little
lel'l
over
engagement
to keepmoney
on with
his
lessons,
even
when
there
wasn't
any
moneyods of idleness
coming inall atmusicians
all duringknow.
thoseTrying
perinot to mind it so much when he had to start
work
other their
men families.
were just coming
home tow^henbe with
A baby had come to them at the end of
that first year, too. A little boy. That
made it doubly hard to miss so much of
the fun of being with them.
"Funny though," Jan Pcerce said slowly,
"the incentive responsiI)ilit\ hrinus. when
you happen to love that ])artieular responsibility above everything else in the world.
I found myself doing things I would never
have thought of doing before, asserting
my.self, demanding things. I asked to sing
songs now
I wasn't
content
to sitwith
backtheandorchestra.
just sing whenever

DREAMS COME
( Coiiliiiiiril jrniii l^ii./r I, )

TRUE

the conductor asked me to. I found myself haunting radio studios, loo, sometimes
getting spots with unimportant sixmsors
and glad of the extra money it brought
in, even though it was small so far as
radiothis,
remuneration
get
I begged went.
to be When
allowedI couldn't
to sing
on sustaining programs, getting nothing
at all but the chance it would give me
and the new confidence that came with it.
"Thenorchestra
I got anof the
engagement
with and
the
house
.\stor Hotel
sang a couple of choruses with them, and
one night
monial dinnerRoxy
there was
and attending
sent around a a testinote
asking me to call on him.
"Neither
Alice allnorabout
I could
sleep that
ni.ght.
We knew
the Rockefeller
Center Music Hall that \va< ^^oini: tn open
in a look-out
few months
and tliaili l\'ox\
was me.on
the
for talent.
lie to,,k
how wonderful it would he I We talked
and planned and ah\ a\ s at tin- eml w c had
to pull ourselves up with that horrible
'if.' 7/, //.'' The wo,-,! was always on
our lips in those an.xiim- ila\ <.
came. Hall
1 wasauilengaged
to "But
sing the
for break
the .Mu>ie
a new
number was written for tlie linale. Jojiriicy's End,
it was ascalleil,
and title
for anwere
awfula
time
it looked
ii tlie
prophetic one, as if tl;i^ eliaiue, tliat had
seemed like the beginninu of a m w .areer,
was dress-rehearsal.
the end instead,Rmw
h'or, took
,>n tlu-meda\asideof
the
and told me the wli ile tinali was out. The
show was runniny too ionu.
"I couldn't si)cak at dinner that night
and Alice thought I was nir\on- hecatise
ofby the
opening
and tried
to h. il^te)telling
me how
mar\Llon>
I wasnie andup
how I would knock the audience cold that
night. And then she jiut on the new dress
she had bought, 'to nlal^e me proud of her.
too,' she said, with her e\e-, shining. I
couldn't
liappened.
could onlytelltryherto wk,al
swallowhaddown
my tearsI
and smile and rise to her gaiety.
"Finally
I said:not 'Look,
.Mice, there's
chance
I might
sing to-night.
It alla
depends on how long the show will run.
.And I have a four-weeks' contract."
tried not sheto show
way she
hut"Sheafterwards
told methe how
she felt,
had
sat through the show, begrudging the
entertainers every minute they had on the
stage, stifTening at every round of applause that might mean an encore and the
lengthening of the show. And then it
wasEvenover today
— and the
I hadn't
Peercesgoneliveon."that old
agony over again in telling it. Even today their eyesand confidence.
seek each other's
for reasFor they
had
none thatsurancenight.
Jan stood in the wings and saw the
bright flare of the footlights, heard the
orchestra playing and the applause that
was not for him, and it seemed as if his
world ended that night, his bright world
that he had dreamed of so often, that was
going to mean all the things he had never
been able to give Alice before. All the
things he wanted so much to give her.
.-\nd then — he couldn't help it— he cried,

and tears were rcdiing down his cheeks
and finally Ray Bolger, the dancer, came
over to him and tried to cheer him up.
"Listen, Jan," he said. "You're new in
this game. When you've played as many
tank towns as I have, when you've had as
many one-night stands, you'll know this is
justButpartJanofPeerce
the breaks.
Wait allandthesee."tank
had played
towns, all the one-night stands right here
in New York, with all those unimportant
orchestras he had appeared with and that
violin he never really had believed in. He
had played them all on those sustaining
programs in radio and felt as completely
stranded now as any theatrical troupe suddenly penniless a thousand miles from
Broadway.
"\\'e had told all our friends about the
big opportunity and telegrams and boxes
of flowers kept pouring in for me, all
duringeventhenow,
performance.'
Jan went
on,
and,
it was an effort
to smile,
telling
about
it.
"Afterwards
I
met
Alice
and her smile wobbled a little when she
saw me with that sheaf of telegrams in
my hand and my arms piled high with
florist boxes. Then she gave up the effort
of trying to be casual and gay and there
wewe'dwere
cryingagain.as if
neverin beeachableother's
to stoparms,crying
"It
was
raining
and
we
walked
in theor
rain up and down streets, not knowing
earini; wliere we were walking. Then we
deeiiled it would be easier and drier to
cr\- in a taxi and we hailed one and went
onthe nj)dreams
to tliethat
I'.ninx.
hearts
had ourfilled
themempty
a fewof
l-.ours
Maybebefore."
that should have been the hardest
blow, meeting .Mice that night with the
big chance gone, but the days that followed
were harder. Reporting to the theatre
every day, getting his salary check every
week, knowing
that inheaccepting
hadn't earned
feeling
an imposter
it. it ;
It did horrible things to his morale, sapliing
conlidence
grand of,people
like Jan
Peercethehave
little enough
anyway.
"I nutst he a swell singer!" he burst out
one day, when he came home. "They're
He needed
that!" day. Needed all
paying
me notAlice
to sing
the little words she could tear out of her
heart, to bolster him up again. Needed
that smile she summoned so frantically to
her lips, her arms holding him.
Then one day Erno Rapee, who was
conducting the orchestra, came to him.
"Do you want to show those people upstairs tliat you want to work, not merely
hang
around and draw your pay?" he
demanded.
get theandea.ger
from
hisJanlipscouldn't
fast enough
it wasassent
arranged
that he should sing behind the curtain
during
So thatDickwasLiebert's
how heorgan
made recital.
his first appearance in the theatre and that is how
Alice heard him for the first time, sitting
there in the audience, with his voice reaching out to her and it didn't seem important
that
she then
couldn't
him, too.voice71Allfillin.g
that
mattered
was see
his glorious
(Continued on l^ai/e '■>)
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good news

CD
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WEST

.T is now common
knowledge that the three foremost things
in restoring lost weight are food. . .digestive juices. . .and red -blood-cells.
Digestive juices of the stomach make use
ofturning
the foodthe youdigested
eat. . .red-blood-cells
food into firm aidtlesh.in
S.S.S. Tonic is of great benefit in both.
S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste better. . .natural digestive juices are
stimulated and finally the very food you
eat istantofstep more
value. A very imporback tobodyhealth.
Forget about underweight worries if you
are deficient in stomach digestive juices
and red-blood-cells. . .just take S.S.S. Tonic
immediately before each meal. Shortly you
will be delighted with the way you will
feel... your friends will compliment you
on the way you will look.
S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build
sturdy health. . .its remarkable value is
time
scientifically
proven. .again.
.that's
why ittried
makesand you
feel like yourself
At all druK stores in two convenient sizes. The
large tutsize
price. There
is no substie for thisat atimesaving
testedin remedy.
No ethical
"i S.S.S.drug-Co.
gist wil suggest something "just as good."
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IRVIN S. COBB and Jack
Benny were bragging the other
day at
the NBCof studios
the
number
cigars over
they
smoked, since neither of them
is ever seen without a stogie
in his face. "I'll l)et I hold
the record, though," said Cobb,
"W'hy, my cigar bill amounts
to a thousand
dollarscrestfallen
a year."
Jack
looked a little
until Mary Livingstone came
to his aid, "Hmph !" ' she
hmped,
"Jackyearspends
much every
to get that
his
ashes hauled away."

From San Francisco the Williams Sisters, Laura (left),
Ethelyn and Alice, speed the Carefree Carnival over NBC.
Dorothy Page, the Padueah the M.D. rushed out to the Jolson
and found Al moaning and
Plantation gal, doesn't eoiifiiic home
her charming to the air ivaz'es. groaning in bed. His pulse, however, was normal, so was his tem"Annie" Rusk, who hails from
perature and the doctor was
Texas, ca)i tell you thai. But a
Christmas gift he gaz'c Dorothy puzzled. "Let's go swimming while
nearly proved his undoing. you think over the case," Jolson
Dorotliy once mentioned that her suggested. After a long swim in
pool the two decided to go for
faz'orite type of reading, zvhen she the
had any time, zvas Inography. So a canter through the estate, then
"Armic" came across ivith a set of decided on a good rousing set of
biogs — and no less than fourteen. tennis and finally motored out to
NoiK.^ he has to go tn the broad- the club for cocktails and eighteen
casts to see anything of Dorotliy. holes of golf. The doctor called
The
rest
of theJiistime
she's too busy his office next morning. "Jolson is
appreciating
present.
fine," he reported, "but I think
Al Jolson called the doctor one you'd better cancel my appointments for the next couple of days."
morning recently, complaining that
he really felt pretty peculiar. So
Ed-ccard Everett Norton ahd'axs
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ivcars a topcoat and muffler at rehearsals and broadcasts for Shell
Chateau. The first /ctc times Ins
co-Zi'orkers Zi'ould a)i.viously inquire ifhe had a cold, only to
have Eddie reply, "No, I haven't
a cold, but I'm afraid I'll get
one." Last zveek he came into
rehearsal limping and lozvcrcd
himself gingerly into a chair.
"What's the matter?" asked the
solicitous cast. "/ fell off a tree
on the set today," Eddie said,
with a groan. "Does it pain
much?" Victor Young asked sympathetically. "No" replied Hor-

It wasn't the March wind that
) chilled him . .!twas the
touch of her dry, chapped Hands
IT HLRT \\ HEN JIM SAID he hated
rough hands. Mine iv^re chapped and
harsh
— but allwhatwinter
could— I kind
do? of old -looking
THEN. .. MY SISTUn TOLD ME Jergens
Lotion
it goes keeps
down aintogirl'sthehands
skin.softN. because
Jergens, too. and Jim says, "Your soft
liltic bunds keep niy heart."

HANDS

need

inside
Versatile Fred As+aire of
the popular Packard Hour.
ton, shaking his head sadly, "but
I'm afraid it might, so I've had
my back all taped up and I'm going to be very careful about it."
Jimmy Fidler is one of the
busier young-men-about-town. He
not only regales you with the
choicest, hottest and latest news
from the Hollywood front on his
Tuesday broadcast, but writes a
daily syndicate column, and describes the news events in a Fox
Movietone. "Everything's going
fine,"
Jimmy
he rusl edto
past the
NBC yelled,
studioas enroute
the broadcasting room, "I haven't
time for a nervous breakdown."
Don'ttimethink{Continued
that Jimmy's
wasting
any
on page
So)

Special

Moisture

f/ie s/cin cells

YOUR
chapcells
and lose
roughen
when hands
the skin
their
moisture. This moisture easily dries
out— from wind, cold or w ater. Antl
most women have their hands in
water up to sixteen times a day.
But Jergens Lotion saves the
young causebeauty
beitrestoresoftheyour
lost hands
moisture.
It goes into the skin cells better
than any other lotion tested.
The two famous ingredients in
Jergens are the same as skin specialists use to soften and whiten
skin.Yourfirst application smooths
roughnesses, soothes chapping.
Use Jergens
faithfully hands
and you'll
soon
have charming
your
man will love. Jergens leaves no
stickiness. Only 50<^, 25(S 10^Sl.OO for the big bottle -in any
drug, department or 10-cent store.

Sinks into the
skin more completely than
other lotions
tested — soon
ygives
o u t h - p hack
iV in g
moisture.

FREE: PURSE-SIZE JERGENS
1 alUT
hands inswater, lo keep han.ls girlishlr
y soJergens
ft having
andgsmooth.
e
Co.,n
16-7 AKred Sl,, QncmnaU, O.
JAii.irew
Ine
Canada
— Perth,
Ontario.)
Please send my purse>ai2fl krattle of Jetgens —73tree.
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Brilliant Teeth— Healthy Gums
with this Double Protection
YOUR
cleanareandsoftwhite,
even teeth
thoughmayyourlookgums
and
spongy.
That's
the
insidious
thing Tooth
about
half-way
dental
care.
Forhan's
Paste, created by an eminent dental surgeon,provides the double protection everyIt does bothgums.
vital jobs — cleans
teethoneandneeds.safeguards
After brushing your teeth, massage
your gums,advise.
too, Note
with how
Forhan's,
just as
dentists
it stimulates
the gums,Soonhowyouclean
freshdifference.
your mouth
feels!
can and
see the
Forhan's
morethethanbig most
nary tooth costs
pastes,no and
new orditube
saves
you
money.
Buy
Forhan's
today,
and
end
half-way
care
once
for
all.
Also
sold in Canada.
FORMULA OF R. J. FORHAN, D.D.S.
Forhanii
DOES
ETH
BOTH JOBS {C
S SGUTE
MS
VEAN
SALE
iN-E^fftflCTICflL
home—6-momhs
trjin ihc "Pierce HOSPITAL
Way."NURSE
Home Course
Study
.ind
forourseresident
students. Praccical
Write
for free book.TRAINED
PIERCE
SCHOOL
ENDORSED
BY
AMERICAN
PRACTICAL
PIERCE NURSES'
SCHOOL OFASSOCIATION.
PRACTICAL NUHSING
702 West l7thSL Sc-crciuryC 17 Us Angeles, Calif.
Have you a seductive skin?
GET ONE-QUICKLY!
SATINMESH—
the new
lotion shows what
it can,s/.ceti
do hcauly
in 10
st conds! It cleans out the pores — reduces
them — prevents dry skin and blackheads.
If you want seductive skin beauty quickly
—s.mply
use Satinmesh
and morning.
cannot donight
without
if — trv itGirls
and
LARGER SIZES AT DRUG
£, DEPARTMENT STORES
10<*

SATINMESH
Alma Woodward, Graybor BIdg., N. Y. C.

DREAMS COME
(Coiitiiiiicd front page 71)

the theatre and the stillness that came at
tlie first sound of it and the frantic applause that broke out at the end. And
the song that mattered too, for it was
Take Mc In Your Arms, that he sang and
it was as if his arms were really holding
her close as he sang.
No one could hold Peerce back after
that. It came so quickly, that success of
his, alter all those waiting years.
One day, shortly afterwards, John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., came into the theatre during a rehearsal, and listened attentively as
Jan sang. Maybe it was a coincidence that
lie came in again and again while he was
singingthat,
his after
numberall,. . for
. Butoneit couldn't
been
day he have
was
asked
to
sing
at
John
D,
Rockefeller,
Sr.'s
birtliday party.
They were still living up in that threeloom rear apartment in tlie Bronx, that
day the Rockefeller limousine came to
their door to take Jan to Pocantico Hills,
and the smart-liveried chauffeur climbed
the long flights of stairs to say the car
was waiting.
It was the first time Alice wished they
had taken a front apartinent, because then
she could have seen Jan, in all his grandeur,
stepping into that car, with a chauffeur
holding the door open for him. Even then
there wasn't too much money in the Peerce
familyself,and
his suit
so that.A.Iice
she had
couldpressed
buy him
the hernew
shirt he was wearing and the tie she had
seen at a smart shop. He locked so important and successful, standing there
while she brushed him again— though there
really brushing
wasn't any
of it, for she had
hceii
him need
all afternoon!
Then he kissed her and was gone, but
before lie had even started on his way
downstairs .Mice was flying up the stairs,
still in the little cotton house dress she
was wearing. Up and up she ran, and
her heart raced her slim, running feet to
the roof. And then she was there, leaning
over the parapet, her eyes straining down
to him as he walked briskly across the
sidewalk and into the car. Just that glimpse
(if him, and he was gone, and Alice standing there, clutching at one of the poles
liolding up a clothes line, finding that
women can cr_\- as hard when they are
happy as they can when they are sad !
Jan Peerce was important at the Music
Hall now, e\en though his friend Roxy no
longer was connected with it. Then came
the hardest decision of his life. Roxy was
L'ctting talent toqetlier for a tour of the
cmiiitr\- anri wanted Peerce as his star.
Already
sun figure
was setting.
He no
longer
was Roxy's
the great
in the theatre
he had been all these \ears, and the Music
Hall was important. Not only important,
iuit it spelled >ecuritv in great big capital
l. ttirs. P,nt Jan left all that security and
a clL-nur with Roxy, knowin.i; all the time
that the tour almost certainly was doomed
tois. failure.
the kind
of man he
loyal evenI5utto that's
the point
of jeopardizing
his own future. And Roxy had begged
him to come, had told him that now he
needed him.

TRUE

Jan was
went,notand,a success
as he had
theSo tour
and foreseen,
he was
back in New York starting all over again.
Then the Paramount Theatre engaged him
for a long run and before that engagement
was over the Music Hall had sent for him
again, andmained oneJan
consistently reof itsPeerce
majorhasattractions.
Then came his radio engagements, and
that meant he really was making money
and,
that meant, in turn, a wdiole
new ofscalecourse,
of living.
But even success cannot stave off heartaches. There came the day that little boy
of theirs was desperately ill with mastoid,
and Alice and Jan sat the night through
beside a small hospital bed and knew that
in the morning this first-born child of
theirs w-as going through a dangerous
operation. They were back where they
started from that night, a young mother
and father, despairing and frightened and
know ing" how little either success or security really means.
While his little boy was on the operatingtable, Jan had to sing at the Music Hall.
All his professional training was needed,
then, to bring him through the ordeal, to
force his voice through the tears he was
swallowing as he stood on the stage.
Alice's face was there before him as he
sang.
.'Mice's
dim withof that
tears,night
her
face lined
with eyes,
the horror
they had asbeen
trembling,
it hadthrough.
trembled Alice's
when shesmile
had
kissed him and w hispered everything would
be all right.
It ingdidn't
help onethatandtheyetsongthe hewords
was came
singwas a gay
tripping
lightly
from
his
lips.
La Donna e Mobile was the song.
"There I was up on that stage," Jan
savs, "telling the audience women are
it any that
wonder
disliked
that awful
song
everIs since,
song he's
he sang
on that
afternoon,
with every word of it a lie on
fickle
!"
his lips, remembering that woman he had
married and the strength and truth and
tenderness of her every word and act.
There are two children in that huge
apartment the young Peerces have to-day,
for that little boy has a baby sister now
and the little family is sitting on top of
the world.
Their home, at first a five-room apartment, now is since
an eight-room
on 'West
Knd Avenue,
Jan Peerceonesigned
with
Rubinoff on the Chevrolet hour. But they
feel that, for them, success was first rooted
down in those few crowded rooms on the
lower East Side, when Jan was a small
listening
his that
mothercamesanjto
tobuyhim.
Rootedto the
in thesongtears
his eyes that night when he thought he
was a failure, that afternoon when his
little boy was in danger. Rooted in the
great love they share. Rooted in that
warm heart of his that feels so deeply.
For that's the thing life does to those
who aren't afraid to live it to the full. It
has a way of coming right back into an\ thiiig
they orarewriting
doing, awhether
paintinga
song.
a picture
book orit'ssinging
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(Continued from patjc 59)
tion that first ! ) the Valcniiitc Cookies,
that Cheese Loaf, whicli also provides you
with several of my favorite sandwich
spreads, and the Washington Pound Cake.
Guess that about covers the subject as
completely
I'm attention
able to, except
want
to callas your
to thosetliatcuteI
little place card holders that are pictured
atmadethe with
beginning:
of this article.
They're
marshmallovvs
as a base,
into
which appropriate little paper favors are
placed. You can buy little hatchets,
cupids and shamrocks, or you can make
them yourself out of colored paper — the
stiff kind that children use for kindergarten towork.your
They'll
giveAndaddedI dohumor
and charm
party.
hope
you'll
try
some
of
my
recipes,
you entertain next time.
So too,
hurrywhenup
and
send for
in your
get
directions
these coupon
dishes ofandmineyou'll
in time
for
most,
if
not
all,
of
February's
festivities
and certainly for the March special events.
And even the late comers (as well as the
early-birds) can enjoy having these party
refresiiments throughout the entire year.
Here, also, are the otlicr recipes I promed to give
once more
it's
time isfor
me you
to signAndoff.nowThanks
for your
many kind and cordial letters and let me
repeat again, thanks for listenin'.
My F.^vorite Fruit Sal.ad
12 package
cups ivaterlime- flavored gelatin
1 cup small grenn seedless grapes
% cup chopped, pitted dates
Yz apple, dried
1 small banana, diced
% t^"P coarsely broken nut nieafs
Dissolve lime gelatin in water, according to the directions given on the package
in which it comes. Chill until it begins to
set. Add the grapes, wliicli lia\e been cut
innanahalves
and lengthwise,
nut meats. theFolddates,
theseapple.
into Ii.itlic
gelatin mixture carefully. Turn mixture
into individual molds which have been
rinsed in ice water. When firm, unmold
each on a single leaf of crisp lettuce.
Garnish with a dab of whipped cream
topped with a red Maraschino cherry.
Pineapple Egg-Nog
1 egg, separated
2 tablespoons sugar
2 cups chilled, canned pineapple juice
2 tablespoons lemon juice
nutmeg
Beat the egg yolk until thick and lemon
colored. Add the sugar. Place mixture in
cocktail shaker or mason jar, add pineapple juice and lemon juice and shake
well. Beat the egg white until light but
not stiff, then fold it in lightly. Pour
into small glasses, dust lightly with nutmeg and serve iinnudiately. If desired,
sherry may be suh^titulol for the lemon
juice, using slightly less sugar.
Kate Smith, Radio Stars Magaiine,
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Please send me you special Party
Refreshment recipes.
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Said-Flush
SAyES mRK
-THE TOILET
GLISTENS
AND GERMS
ARE KILLED

You don't have to scrub and scour to
clean a toilet bowl. You don't even have
to touch it with your hands. Sani -Flush
is made especially to do this unpleasant
job for you. Just sprinkle a little in the
bowl. (Follow directions on the can.)
Flush the toilet and see stains and incrustations disappear. Spots vanish.
Odors go. Germs are killed.
Sani-Flush purifies the hidden trap
that no other method can reach. It cannot injure plumbing. Sani-Flush is also
effective for cleaning automobile radiators
{directions on can). Sold by grocery,
drug,
stores —hardware,
25 and 10 and
cent five-and-ten-cent
sizes.
The Hygienic Products Co.,
Canton, Ohio.

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING
Shampoo
colorshade.
yourHAIR
hair at the l"^,"^'^
COLOR andany
YOUR
same
SHAMPOKOLOR time,
off. permits
Colors
roots,
leaves
hairwon'tsoft, rubnatural;
perm wave
Fft« Bwt Moniitur tfilligay. Depl. IS-A. 154 W. »St., N. Y.

nrOT FOR CARPET SWEEPERS, WASHING
DLO i MACHINES. WRINGERS, HINGES,
LOCKS, TOYS, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, ETC.
3-IN-aNE
OIL
LUBRICATES-CLEANS'PREVENTS RUST
7t

SHE

MARRIED A SHRIMP!
{Continued from page 29)

take a chance, so I said notliiiio hut waited
for the two to appear. One, a talhsh man,
was Ballard MacDonaUl, the other, a wee,
small man," (she rolled her eyes and stuck
outButher things
lower worked
lip) "wasoutthedifferently
Shrimp!" this
time, for Ballard fell ill and left Billy
Rose to do the skit by himself. Tireless, a
veritable dynamo on the small side, clever,
he did a perfect skit and three very swell
songs and Fannie fell in love with the
songs — and with their writer, who was
still a Shrimp and a Goose, but witli subtle shadings of the words that made him
the
best Shrimp and the best Goose in
the world!
Hered theyounginterruptseance daughter,
to show Frances,
her mother
some
gloves she had bought. "Don't just think
they're
you've got
like more
them!"so
She has good,
her mother's
look,tomuch
than Young Billy. Frances is an accomplished horsewoman. If you were able to
get over to the big Horse Show at Madison Sciuare Garden, you probably saw her
in a very smart habit, riding side saddle.
Young Billy is the artist of the family.
Xot the type of artist who draws for the
comic
say "glceps"
every strips,
so often,whose
nor characters
the kind who
slave in
the advertising offices. Master Rose is an
artist
for
art's
sake,
with
a
hint
of
futurein
scenic work. Mostly, however, he goes
for moderns, whose daubs of paint are
more apt to confuse than inspire, and he
has inveigled
Fanniebothintopaint,
interesting
herself in them. They
but Fannie
hides hers from Big Billy.
"Young Billy knows more about Picasso
than
I," she the
admitted.
"He Itbought
first painting
other day.
showedhisa
hoy
i)utting
on his pants."
impcissible
of translation,
told (Ame gesture,
her private
opinion of the spending of good money on
pictures of boys putting on their pants!)
But for all their -arty interests, the
family remains a natural, whulcsonic gang.
How could
they beat otlurwisc,
with I'annieit
there
to laugh
prtlcnsc whenever
rears its ugly head?
"They're all natural," said Fannie, "Big
Billy, especially. He's a considerate and
kind man. hut he's not ;..;iven to the more
showy
youcliair
know,almost
like
rushing sort
over ofandpoliteiu'ss,
pulling tlie
out from under you. I like him better the
way"Like
he is.mostI know
he's she
a gentleman.
woiiu'ii,"
groaned, "I
have the devil's own lime getting the man
tothinks
the tailor's.
He
likes
liis
clothes,
fluTc slioukl I)e a way for abutmanhe
s)mi)l\ (o rail a tailor and sa\- : 'Send me
o\(rYoung
a suil, something
snapity
plaid!'"
adde<landthat
Big inP.illy
h.inl oil IllsI'.illy
clothes
((iiili<le<l
that was
Big
liillv liked liis heels buill ui), "so's he'd
l.iok habit
taller ofthanleaving
he really
lias s,a
bad
coals is."
in i ( He
slaiiraiil
while he ahseiK-niiiidedly walks oul, trying
to rliynie "iiioon" with something new. He
has a ( oiiijle of liuky hats that he wouldn't
swa])
lor eleiiliants.
Speaking
for his sister and himself,
Young Billy admitted that they were

pretty
the guy.
"Sometimes
Francescrazy
and Iabout
ask him
for dough
and if
he's in the mood he'll discuss our reasons
for wanting it. He's so clever that usually
we
agreeingand,thatafter
we one
reallyparticudidn't
wantendit,upanyway,
larly good argument, I asked him if I
couldn't let him have a little. Of course
we know,
all, need.
he'll come through
with
what weafterreally
"He's a pip of a comic, too. He wrote
me, a while
ago, ifthattherehe didn't
fear hea revolution because,
was one,
said,
he'd probably produce it and break his
Fannie was reminded that she had got
ahadletter
BillyAfter
that day
— nowthrough
where
backers
she!"from
put it?
tearing
three desks she found it under the cushions of the chair she had been sitting in.
'"/ feel as thi'iigli z^'e zcere married
by remote
(she I read
it)
'and Itoeoiitrol,'"
amquit sosoontired.
knoivgetfrom
iveto
both " leant
and just
knozv eaeh other I'elter. This I do
know, thoutili, that after seven years
I don't ii'iint anyo)ie hut you.'" (She
si}.;hed.)
can
both "'Xe.vt
knock summer,
off icork perhaps,
and go ivcto
Europe.
"'You'd love my cafe here, the
Casa
— it'sanda
bloody Manana.
sensalion!It'sItnotseatsa hit3,600
that makes if three times as big as
any Xezo York cafe. Not bad for a
prairie tozcn of 170,000.' "
She chuckled at something in the letter
that
she didn't read out loud and then
read on.
"'Tell Bill and Frances that I'm
sorry
couldn't
get thedozen
Tel! 'emtheyI miss
'cm like
dev'd here.
and
fell 'em they knozc zchat I think of
'em. th' mugs! After their school is
irvcr,
take athem
business
me andI'llmake
pile into
of dough
for ivith
each
of flicm and people zcill respect them
like anything. I Ud you all hear about
the man icho asked his boss for more
money
rcspccl.'
His threxu
boss
(lave himor a more
fiz'c-d'dlar
raise and
him out of the office! Tell Bill not to
get too fresh zcilli the dames but to
zcaif
till talking
I get there.
" '/'/;;
to a picture company
al'iiiit doing a fcie tliimis for them.
Right noze they're zcorried about the
dough,
if they
there's
no reasonbut why
they hire
can'tbums,
use another
Fannie
quietly, but
couldn't hold laughed
in, he whooped
■ withBillylaughter.
"Tile kids won't go out when he's home.
Tluy'<l rather sit around and talk to him.
Ale, too," said Fannie.
"What do you two do for excitement?"
I asked.
"We don't go in for it," she said. "Billy
doesn't play cards or drink and he posi-
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tively
liatcs our
big parties.
We'reofbothcourse,
inclinedhe
to prefer
liome and,
hkes
to
talk
at
nie
and,
too,
he's
a
potatopancake man.
"He
eats
the
things
as
fast
as
can
run them through the meat chopper. II cook
'em
on
a
grill
big
enough
for
a
hotel,
but
none too big for our parties, which always
endI upasked
in theherkitchen."
what she thought about
people marrying into their own professions. Some Hollywoodians had found it
impractical, I'd heard.
"Mebbe,"
answered,
directingby with
one hand thesheplacing
of flowers
her
maid.
"In
our
case,
we've
found
that
did the right thing. You remember whatwe
he said in the letter. . .
"Thenmon interests,
there's which
t!ie littlebothers
matter soof many
commarriages. Ours is the theatre. Our longwinded discussions help us. As a singer, I
think I know how a song will affect the
listeners. If I don't like a certain line in a
song he's
I saytheso.heavenly
He hasn't,
admit,
quitedoing,
reached
stageI
where he will immediately accept my
criticisms. Most often he laughs them
off, but a little later he sneaks back to
ask me again what was wrong with the
lyric or the tune. He's sheepish about it.
Gertrude Niesen, glamorous sing"After all, I'm sort of hanging around
ing star of Broadway and radio,
the
top The
of theeightladder,
he's scooting
up it.
yearswhile
difference
in our
long popular with CBS listeners.
ages
particleof ofstagedifference,
but thehasn't
e.xtramade
eighta years
experiThat
sent herforoft'Billy
on aQ.sortRoseof that,
presidential campaign
had
ence do give me a background that is helpful to him. Our marriage has gradually he been running for the presidency of anydeveloped into a case of needing each other
thing, would have swept him into office like
a Democrat. He was, she said, a marvel
— and being glad we have each other."

Popular Young Things guard against
Cosmetic Skin the Hollywood way—
IOVELY girls everywhere keep their
^ skin smooth and clear the easy
Hollywood way.
Lux Toilet Soap's ACTIVE lather
sinks deep into the pores— frees skin
of hidden dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.
Guard against Cosmetic Skin — dullness, tiny blemishes, enlarged pores —
with the soap the screen stars use. Use
it regularly before you put on fresh
make-up, ALWAYS before you go to
bed at night. You'll find it works!

of concentration. Fill the room with a
thousand jabbering tea-drinkers and Signor
Rose would deal with a mental problem
before
you could
"it's was
de-Iovcly,"
you wanted
to. Hissay:career
an ever-if
constant marvel to her. How he had decided that he wanted to know shorthand
and how he had subsequently become, with
ease,
world's
champion.
Bernard
Baruch
thoughtOf ofhowhimmuchas Mr.
his
onc-tinic secretary. And when she descril)C(l his easy ability to talk to twenty
pcnplf .sinmltanrduslv, .inswcring (|uestions
lirL'.i l.v v.nU ill n.iaiiiiLi-iMiii.l-lirc fashion, .sIk' r-iiM Iianll) >..ma:ii ikim-Ii. Like
Xapolcon, he has only to suggest sleep to
himself and it is his. He's a man in a
million
— at least, I gathered that she felt
that way.
Would she retire?
"Oh, no!" she was aghast, "I couldn't!
I'd bewithlosta withc'Ut
do
few lesswork,
stagealthough
shows Iincould
the
week. I am crazy about the radio, with
its power to bring inc closer to people
who
.so apt radio
to meetis
mc atwouldn't
a $5.50otherwise
show. Ofbe course
work, too. 'riiere's Monday with the
writers, Tue><li>- with t'ne la-i and Weday al da\-t<iinshow
relRai>al.
meanwhilneeIsdhave
up at .\nd
the Follies
every
ni.uht
Smul.iy !"
cameofexcept
down
likeShea ton
bricks.on the word "Sunday"
"That's
my
day
!
I sit around
day in an old nightgown
and a thebigwhole
pair
of Thus
slippersFannie
an<l dciBricc;
nothing!"
a real person, a
good
mother
and
a good wife. She's
peachy !
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NEVER
LESSON

TOOK

A

FROM

A TEACHER

LEARN NOTE
TO PLAY
PianoBY Guitar
Violin
Saxophone
Organ
TenorMandolin
Banjo
Hawaiian
Guitar
Piano
Accordion
OrInstrument
Any Other
ELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES WITH
JUSTRITE Kij
PUSH-CLIPS
—easy toSet install.
needed.
of 8 Push-No
to
match
your
ords or woodwork, lOc.lamp
FFT^^T^FOR saiE /IT VOUR lO-CENT STORE?<?^
We hope you are making good
use of Elizabeth Ellis' Shopping Bulletins.
one
at the
end ofYou'll
her find
fashion
department.
See Page 16.
Relieve
Pain
In 9
Rheumatism Minutes
To relieve the torturing pain of Rheumatism, Neuritis,
N'euralRia or NURITO.
Lumbago in 9 minutes, safe.
get theNo Doctor's
opiates,
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MUST

THE SHOW GO
(Coiitiiincd from payc 31)

when suddenly, he slipped, fell and broke
his collar bone. The newspapers thought
it was funny. One columnist wrote :
"Always original, Ed W'ynn broke his
collar bone playing golf."
wasn't infunny,
the show
he But
was itstarring
had abecause
performance
the
same evening. The broken clavicle was
bound with adhesive tape and three hours
atcr, the comedian was on the stage of
the George M. Cohan Theatre roaring
them into the aisles. He did everything
the part called for, except the more violent
acrobatics. Did it again the following
night,
and many nights after that — and
somehow,
bone
knit. thanks to abundant vitality, the
In Kansas City, playing in Simple
Simon, he went on under even more
ghastly
Seizedhewith
Iiearable circumstances.
pain in his abdomen,
sent unfor
a doctor.
"Take this man to the hospital at once,"
said the medico. "He has inte>tiiial flu.
It'sButnotagain
to be Edtrifled
with." the doctor that
informed
he was an actor, that his play opened that
night. tisedIt. He was
had expected.
been extensively adver"Hospital?" he shrieked. "I open toSaid the doctor :
"Younight !" mean you are thinking of going
on
the stage
tonight?
suicide!
Unless
you goIt'satmadness.
once to It's
the
Irospital,
I
wash
my
hands
of
case."
Another doctor was called. Athespecialist, who said: "If you have the guts to do
it, I'll get you on the stage."
So Ed Wynn's tormented body was shot
with pain-deadening
reduced his vision anddrugs,
robbeddrugshim that
almost
tf)tally of consciousness.
.\ doctor was in the dressing-room.
Another sat in the front row. The specialist was on the stage. The stage manager
and assistants took the comedian as you
would a sleep walker and leaned him
against a post in the wings — and when his
cue came, pushed him forward on to the
stage. Ed stumbled forward a few steps
until he found something to lean on — and
there he went through his part.
"I didn't know what I was doing or
wliat the
I wasai)plause
saying,"or said
hear
the Wynn.
laughter."I Ididn't
was
like a prize-fighter, who is out on his
feet
keeps on, going through the moti<jnsbutinstinctively.
"When the curtain fell, some<inc led me
back to the dressing-room. In the second
act, the stage directions required me to
lie down and pretend that I was asleep.
Invari.-ihly at tliis jioint I did, in fact, go to
sleep. .Xnother time, I stumbled and fell
toI was
the puked
floor — and
up was sound asleep before
"Why this
did inferno,
I do it?whenWhyI might
did Ihavego
tlirough
been taking my cure like a normal man
in a hos])ital? Instinct, I guess. Reverence for the troui)er's motto. 'The show
must invented
go on' may
have, owners
in the who
beginning,
been
by theatre
hated

ON?

the idea of having to refund money to
ticket tionbuyers,
but it has become a tradi, a noble watchword.
"My
son,
Keenan,
has absorbed
He
has pranced about the
stage withit. collodion
tormenting
his
legs,
bruised
in
automobile accident. He has danced on ana
half-healed fractured foot."
Possibly the worst of these ordeals was
Ed Wynn's
experience
in Washington.
This
time it was
due to his
teeth. Four
neglected molars, gone into abscesses, were
punctured
unwittingly
by
a
clumsy
Baltimore dentist. Pain cannot be described,
but Ed Wynn says he hollered and jumped
in agony,
and, heto had
keep twofromof doing
himself an injury,
the chorus
boys hold him down on the ride to Washington.
In his hotel — this being Sunday and no
dentists being available — he called his
friend, Joseph P. Tumulty, secretary to
the late President Wilson. After an hour
or so of delay, a little gray man appeared,
an unimpressive man of middle age. He
inspired no confidence. He looked briefly
into the Wynn mouth and told Ed to
come around to his office immediately. The
comedian had little faith in this dentist —
but what else was there to do?
From his place in the dental chair, he
faced a wall covered with photographs of
the
nation's
great all
men,autographed
Chief Justice
Hughes,
and others,
with
expressions of thanks to the little gray
dentist. Ed's confidence returned. He
begged him to fix up his mouth to enable
him to go on with the show that night.
The story of what the dentist did for
Ed Wynn is enshrined in medical journals,
one of the most remarkable dental feats
of all time. The dentist popped two pills
into
to goimmediately
home and
sleep,Ed's
but mouth,
to be attoldhishimoffice
after
the
show
—
or
fifteen
minutes
before
midnight.
The comedian was there and all through
the small hours, the dentist drilled and
hammered and cut and searched and — in
eight— o'clock
infourtheinstances
morning— —extracted.
eight hoursAt later
he released the actor.
"Go home and get some -sleep," he said.
"Btit be back tomorrow night after the
So, for one week, Ed Wynn spent eight
agonizing hours — from midnight to eight
in the morning of each day — at the dentist's ;three hours on the stage ; the reshow." mainder of the time in sleep. Each night,
after amusing the good people of Washington, he left them to go to torture.
If you think little of this, check up on
your own dental experiences ! What is the
longest
ever spent
One houryon seems
long! in a dentist's chair?
At the end of the week, Ed had been
true tofourthe teeth.
actor's Intradition.
.\nd hehe had
had
lost
their place
acquired what the little gray man described as a "temporary bridge." That
was
sound.six years ago and the bridge still is
There's another story that answers the
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Complexions
bloom

that need

at the touch

coaxing

of these

Vincent Lopez calls for more speed
from his band — a CBS network show
question:
"Alust indirectly
tlie sliow — gohuton?"
It concerns Ed Wynn
it concerns
him intimately, for it also is the story of
his romance.
This was long ago. Ed W> nn, billed as
"the same
man with
funny hats,"
the
bill inthevaudeville
witli wasFrankon
Keenan, the well-known k'.uitiinate star,
Keenan was doing a sketch in which his
daughter, Hilda Keenan, played the part
of a nurse.
"When I saw her, I was lost," said
Wynn.
take my "She
eyes offwasof beautiful.
her, I tippedI couldn't
my hat
to her, flirting. She ignored me. One
night I was hanging around, completely
smitten, watching her, my jaw hanging
slack, my eyes full of adoration, when it
happened.
sketch,for thea third
mn'se character.
left the stageAs
to "Inmakethe way
she went out, he came in. But this night,
he couldn't
come inin.the Hewings.
was lying
dead,
stone cold
Hilda there
took
in the situation at a glance and, instead
of leaving, turned back to the stage, saying: 'He'sagone,'
at the kxjk.
same time giving
her father
meaningful
"Then nificent
followed
mie
of
pieces of ad libhingthe I most
have magever
seen. Frank Keenan spoke fur seven
minutes, of this and tliat. and finally managed to pull the strings of the plot together and bring the sketch t(.) a ckisc.
"After
it wasand over,
was c<inlusionto
in the wings
I sawtlicre
an opportunity
make the ac(|uamtance of the girl. I went
up to Air. Keenan and asked him if it
would help him any, if 1 escorted his
daughter home.
"Well,a mere
to putvaudevillian.
it mildly, heAndspurned
me.
I was
no vaudeville mountebank was going to take his
daughter
The ne.xthome!"
afternoon, on the local golf
course,
— this all
the situation
was happened
different.in .AWinnipeg
frieiul —of
both Wynn and Keenan introduced them.
That night they had dinner together. It
was the beginning of a great frien<!ship
and a great romance. The friendship led
to the courtship and marriage of Ed Wynn
and Hilda Keenan.
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dryness
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blemishes
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beauty? Keep your skin fresh and
smooth
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I AIN'T

• Are your
your skinhandsfeelcoarse
Does
like a to61e?touch? Unsightly to the eye?
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Italian
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rich your
and
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skinagainsoftener
how
quickly
skin
becomes
soft
and
smooth
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texture.
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beautifiers
of the nation's large
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Italian ofBalmhomeswasrevealed
in the
homes
of
better
than
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all
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buying
anyhomes
such
preparation;
in
better
than
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as any similar toilet goods item.
Non-sticky.
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a FREE Vanity
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looked like this. SI
Ugly hair
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lln fovea
Invfd Nothing
onface...helped.
unloved. Depilatories,
..discouraged,
l/n
waxes,
liquids
.
.
.
even
razors
failed.
Then
I disasimple, painless,
worked !cover dThousands
have woninexpensive
beauty andmethod.
love withIt
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secret.
MyFREE
Book,"How
toOvercomeSuperfluous
Hair,"Mailedexplains
theenvelope.
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success.
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offer.
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obligation.
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NO
LESLIE
(Continued
from page 60) HOWARD'

1localise he can be himself. "Hell, I just
want toI ain't
be Jim
Braddock,"
know
no Leslie
Howard.saysIf he.
I tried"I
\"
talk
fancy-like,
I
wouldn't
fool
anyli(>dy, not even myself. And what would
my friends say? "The big bum has gone
high-hat!" No, sir, this is the kind of a
program I like — when I can be myself !"
Rackself onoftheBraddock's
to beshrewd
himair can bedecision
seen the
workings of his manager, Joe Gould. It
was Gould who early saw that Jimm\'
wasn't goingcurricular
to activities
get anywhere
extraif it werein his
necessary
for him to assume mannerisms foreign to
his nature. He encouraged Braddock at
all times to act just as he pleased.
The result is that Jimmy frequently
walks down the streets of New- York with
his tie askew, his collar rumpled. Never a
fashion-plate, even in the infrequent periodic splurges of prosperity he enjoyed
before becoming champion, Braddock is
happy that he doesn't
don his best
bib-and-tucker
for all have
publicto appearances.
He had a holy horror of being mistaken
forSaveMrs.forAstor's
the facthorse.
that he has requested
that there be no studio audiences for his
broadcasts, Braddock is t|uite at home before the microphone in his current program. He is sincere in his reliearsals and
manages to read his lines convincingly, because they are lines be likes. In his own
words, "I don't feel like a phoney."
Braddock'scontract
radio contract
is the and
biggest
individual
the champitjii
his
manager have signed, since winning the
title from Baer. It calls for $400 a broadcast, or $1,200 a week. It runs for a year,
the sponsors having the choice of dropping
or continuing the option at the end of each
thirteen-week period. Should it run the
entire year, it will net the fighter $62,400.
For defeating Baer, Braddock received less
than half that amount — $31,000 to be exact.
If you listen to Braddock, you know the
continuity of the Tastycast program. It
is the life story of the champion, based in
no small part on the book. Relief to Royalty, written by Lud, sports editor and
columnist of the Htid.io>i Di.'ijHilcli. Ltid.
who knew Jiininy from boyhood, did a
remarkable job, which is complete down
to the most minute detail.
The radio script is written by Jack Kofoed, sports
of li'lIN onandseveral
wellknown
as a director
sports columnist
New York and Philadelphia papers. Kofoed is taking fashion,
Braddock's
storywillin
round-by-round
at a life
rate that
rec|uire nearly the full 52 weeks for completion.
Harry Balogh, who sprang into prominence as tirement
a fight
announcer,
refrom active
service after
of thethe late
Joe Huinphreys, announces the program as
he would a prize fight. Since F.alogh has
been the announcer at all recent fights
sponsored by the Twentieth Ci iitiiry Sporting Club, which controls |,,e i.oiiis, his
voice
is well known
to raiiio'sof light
fans
and heightens
the illusion
a boxing

program. But, just to keep the records
straight, it was Al Frazin who did the
announcing at Madison Square Garden
Bowl when Braddock defeated Baer.
In framing the program, actors and actresses from the legitimate theatre have
been hired, with Braddock, at present,
merely greeting the listeners when the prothe stage
the incidentgramwhichopens,issetting
to follow.
At theforconclusion
of the dramatization of that particular
round oftoBraddock's
battle with
returns
the microphone
withlife,a Jim
few
words about his prospects against future
opponents, and about past bouts.
The child actors who play the parts of
Jim and the friends of his schooldays, all
are from Sidney Kingley's stage success.
Dead End. As the story unwinds, Braddock, himself, will play his own part, when
it comes time for the scrijit to pick up his
actual ring career. And his manager,
Gould, is eagerly awaiting the time wdien
he enters into the story. Watching Jimmy
before the mike has enthused Gould to the
point where he is itching to enrich the
drama with his own portrayal of himself
as the champ's manager.
"Who could play Joe Gould better than
Joe Gould?" he demands. "Besides, they'll
probably
pay mesincerity
extra before
for it."the invisible
Braddock's
audience
is not the assumption
of a role.
Since liecoming champion, he made close
to $100,000, through personal appearances,
endorsements and so on. But he hasn't
changedsides withhisMrs.modeBraddock
of living.
still reand He
the children
inhe the
same
house
in
which
he
lived
was Case No. 2796 on the relief rollsw'henof
the Township of North Bergen, New Jersey— with
one notable
dock now lives
upstairs.exception.
He used toBradlive
on the ground floor and haul ashes, performing the duties of janitor in lieu of
A shinyrent.new automobile of medium class
paying
and an improvement in his dress are the
only
outwardrelief.
appearances
rise above
His suitsofareBraddock's
no more
expensive,
them
as long.but he doesn't have to wear
Jimmy
walksin every
day from Hotel
Gould'son
suite
of offices
the Mayflower
Central sium.Park
Westa cigar
to Stillman's
He smokes
before andgymnaafter
the
workout
and,
if
the
cigar
isn't
smoked
down too far, when it comes time to leave
for the gymnasium, he caches the stub bein Gould's
retrievehind a filing
it whencabinet
he returns
! office, to
It is difficult to imagine a more dingy
and
Stillman'sthe gym.
Therelack-lustre
is a nuistyspot
odorthanpermeating
two
canvas-rings and the roomful of punching
bags, comparable to the backstage smells
ofday atime.
cheapIt vaudeville
the six-awas moved house
to moreon pretentious
quarters once, but nu'wd l i^lit back. The
boxers liked the old ini.nters lietter. And
Braddock likes it, too, proving he is a
boxer first and a world champion second.
He works out in the same room with preliminary boys, kids who may never get a
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professional chance, puncli-drunk oldtimers who nexer will light again and the
usual riff-raff which pugilism invariably
attracts. And, to repeat, he likes it !
Braddock likes lots of things, which is
no small part of his charm. Ho likes liciiig
champion, he likes being on the radici, he
likes being interviewed. He even likes the
idea
of fighting
Louis'lor The
Bomber
hokls noJoeterrors
the Brown
Jersey
Irishman, who went blithel\- along with his
training preparations for a i.oui^ bout at
Atlantic City, whik- making liis radio dehiit.
Microphone artists are troup^■r^ a> go<i<l as
any, and many have been brilliant before
the mike while suffering from private
troubles, but, so far, Hraddoek is the only
radio performer
had tlumeeting
Joe Louiswhohanging
oxeriiro>iicct
his bead.of
When the \ew ^'o^k Stale .\tlilctic
ConimisMi.n ordered 1'. i addock to meet
Max Sebimdiiig in June and not to fight
Louis
in the interim.
actually
was
disappointed!
He wasJinini\'
conrulent
he could
beat
Louis
in
Februar}and
then
take
care
of der Moxic later.
The faithful Gould is about the only
boxing expert
who shares
fidence in binisclf.
But Braddock's
then, this conpair
alone believed that Jimmy would defeat
Baer, which he did.
"I haven't got the greatest lighter ever
lived," declared dould. "I know it and
you know it. But I certainl\- have as game
a fighter as any in the histor_\- of the ring.
Braddock
of anxbody
and
that
means isn't
a lot.afraid
And paste
this in— your
hat — Jimmy never has been knocked out in
his life."
Whileto Braddock's
radiochapters
programin isether
not
going
write any new
drama, it is likely to prove a popular one.
In t'r.e pnninces, Jimmy is even mure of a
hero
the
countrythanstillinwasXewin ^'ork.
the throesAlthough
of tlie depression when Ciould and Braddock packed
their portmanteaus and took to the Pullmans, his barnstorming tour put tangible
evidence of his wide-spread popularit\ into
the cash box. He outdrew every barnstorming champion since Dempsey and
tripled
on a tourthe fnereturiK
\ears shown
earlier. by Schmeling
Gould oxerloiiked no s|)iit for Braddock,
reaching towns wliieli even Rand McNally
never heard of. Tlie\- touched every state
inshowed
the I'liinii.
and everywhere
the populace
its a]ipro\al
liy forming
lines at
the hox-oflice windows.
It doubtless was the success of this tour
wdiich menprompted
radio engaget, the sponsorsP)raddock's
deciding, sagely
enough,
that people who had paid cash to see Jim
Braddock would be willing to set the dials
of their radios to hear him. And to hear
him as champion of the world, the role for
which he is best suited. For, after all, as
Jimmy himself says: "I ain't no Leslie
Howard !"
P. S. — He ain't, neither!
In our next Issue —
The most unusual story of
MARTHA RAYE
Don't Miss April Radio Stars!
Out March First
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HUMBLE
{Continued
front page 21)OPINION-

synchronization directing them, it was
amazing to see the number of intelligent
undergraduates and alumni out of step.
.\ccording dividuals
to wouldthose
these in-as
makewhopoorknow,
musicians,
their beating would be extremely irregular.
Alusic is slil! considered one of the arts.
Auiona dial-data is an intrrrstiiiii note.
In 1^22 the first ten minutes oj radio eoininereial time -n'os sold for $1(10. That
for a sin</le station~\\EAF. Today, that
same ten-minitte period over WE.AF alone
-aoiild eost e.vaetly $334. Since ihese short
periods are permitted only tieiee an n\'niiuj,e.rceedingly
and then are
arc
hardconfined
to get. toTheneu's,
firstthey
big
hook-up
zcas
on
Jl'asliinglon's
Birthday
1922, -ichen forty-tzvo stations carried thein
late Cahc'in Coolidge's speech.
May I recommend a book? It is by
Walter B. Pitkin, a gentleman at whose
throne I humbly worship. It was called The
Psychology of Achievement but it now
becomes, in a cheaper edition, The Secret
of Achievement. It is a book, I believe,
that should be compulsory reading for
every high school student between the
ages of thirteen and sixteen, more especially since it is now less expensive to buy.
After reading it, try this. Apply it to
the successful men of the past and you
should be able to explain, if you know anything at all about them, why they were
successful. .A.nd then, if you will be honest
enough to mirror yourself truly and, as
Laertes said, "To thine own self be true,"
you very
will bedegree
able toof tell
yourself, withlikely
a certain
accuracy,
the possibilities of your chance of achievement— not mere success — but itehiei-ement.
Being an individual "a'ho heliei'cs in the
fable
of "thebeating
better ofmouse-trap"
the
subsequent
paths to theandfront
door, I alu'ays have felt that I loill fail
or succeed according to the si>ieerity and
quality of my
mouse-trap"
idea performance.
-avs founded onThethe "belter
theory
that a product having high basic worth
ivill
siiccerd.
such
being
at
variance
'a'ith
the modern vogue of the press agent lelio,
only too often, is trying to sell a worthless
product,
methods. orIn amy person,
case. I byfeciliioli-pressure
that if my
programs maintain a high standard, if my
stage appeal oners are ivell staged, lighted,
paced and loaded loith real talent in my
roster of artists, the public <<'ill continue
to -a'ant me to try to entertain them.
So I contend that no amount of hooey
about what I eat, wear, whom I dislike or
like, or what I think about this or that,
will restrain a listener from dialing me
out when my program is poor, or conversely, sel them the idea of dialing me

fault\that poor,
literallyordinary
grates
on thepronunciation
ear. She takes
"haven't" ( which should be stressed on the
first syllable) and wrestles with it until
it becomes
"have-EXT."
more
amusing,
is her : Equally bad, but
"fame-T.S'.S" for "famous"
"'a'o-M EX" for "u'oman"
"Republi-KI.\" for "Republican"
Tune m and hear radio vocalists and
comedians sing and say :
"ro-Bl'X for "robin"
"beau-DA-ful" for "beautiful"
And, more's the pity, "ro-SUS" for
"roses'."
Here ationsareyou some
more upof easily,
the mispronuncican pick
simply by
turning on your radio :
"ain-J ELL" for "angel"
"heav-EN" for "heaven"
"youman"
The last
can onlyfor be"human"
explained under
the heading of laziness. It takes an effort,
a sort of vocal running-jump to pronounce
"human " and give the "h" the aspiration
it reciuires, but "youmans" are often lazy.
Under the heading of dial-discrepancies,
I should like to list those lAw say "der
Ma.r" ( Schmeling ) as "Macks" and those
ivlio pronounce it ".l/d.r" and it'/ic) further
mess
by saying
".'iclimelinf/"
both things
a broadup "a"
and with
an " e" asicithin
"fell." Let's get together, gentlemen . . .
Then sotneonc
there's ashould
young tiporchestra
zchom
off to leader
zvatch
certain peculiarities of his that are bound
to affect the scnsiti:\- listener. For instance,
he■whensings.
")7;/r toarebe myendeanni/
lucky ,star."
And
he zeants
he moans
"dorrrrlllling
,"
and
Tin
sure
his
"darling"
puts on her bonnet and zealks out. Heaven
knoii's Tz'c beeiii trying long enough and
hard
to stress
letter " r"anda
little enough
(■;.•/; ;(7( we
of .Xez.the England,
especially }T!ine. fail ei'cn to recognize, as
witness "haht" for "heart"), but here's a
fellow who leans back'a'ards. and I honestly
believe
the over-emphasis
of the
worse than
the under-playing
of it."r"Theis
T.nglish cut loose eiilirelx lehen they say
"fig-ah"
for figure."
I have often
if it were
an affectation,
the zvondered
result of
London fog or home influence. Do you
knozvf
Which reminds me, that same young
orchestra leader might pay some attention
to his "to," which, by the same unholy
gargling
becomes
This
wholesale process,
theft of
their "TEW."
own private
"TEW" might be enough to make Lum
and Abner polish up their muskets and
go a-huntin' "TEW" git him!
I was tickled by Bill (Sports) Corum's
"bomb,"
which, as knows
everyObservations on a young lady who tries pronunciation
one (includingof the
Communists)
so Imrd 1m he iJcrfiMt in the i)r(inunciation is handled as though it were "baum." But
of cirl.iiii ■ 'i-.i ih.it she .i^ocs to the Bill said "bum." He was obviously thinking about one of the palookas he writes
C-xtrenic
ul nii oddly
.pn .nnuncinover-cniphasis, and then,
enougii, 1)}'relapses
into a so well about.
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Speaking of nepotism, and why not, I
can't help (not
but mybe reminded
broadcast
regular one)of aon certain
which
we performed some time ago. A young
lady, a vocalist, was featured on this program of national importance, because she
was related to one of the company's execuNut that relations
her voiceaffect
wasn't
but
why lettives.family
the fair,
listening
habits
of
millions
of
people;
supposing
her
voice had been bad?
It we weren't looking for the shortest
cut, no one would say "San Berdue" for
"San
littleAngeles).
orangegrowingBernardino"
town outside(that
of Los
"San Berdue" has only three syllables,
"San Bernardino"
has five, therefore
requiring two more movements
of the jaws,
tongue, larynx and pharynx. As most of
us prefer to shop on the ground floor, even
when we are provided with elevators complete with divans and bars, so do most of
us prefer to cut down the number of
syllables in a word. Look about you and
observe the laziness of human nature and
furnish me, please, with more proof of
our wickedness in this respect.
So yon
don'teverything
believe titat
televisioneltfis
going
to turn
upside-dozen,
So you don't believe that it unll cause
greater convulsions ii'ith the musical,
theatrical and cineniatographical ivorld than
sound and sound-on- film? Well, listen to
this from "Variety" of November 4:
news theatresbecause
here
are"Concerns
angry atoperating
British Movietone
that company is supplying news reels to
the British Broadcasting Corporation for

television transmission. Exhibitors have
protested by letter that it does not give
them a square deal with the public as
they can see at home on their television
receivers the same type of program they
are showing in the news theatres."
That was from London. England. And
to those who believe it will be possible to
withhold arbitrarily, for personal and selfish
interests, such a thing as television from
a public eagerly awaiting it, I am sure it
is not necessary for me to scoff or to point
out the very obvious fact that progress,
like time, will not be stayed. For every
individual or group of individuals who are
selfishly trying to withhokl a progressive
invention, there will Ik- ten -uliv i-liiaK ami
ten groups of indi\i'hi:iU wiil: n n tiim^ as
much wealth, willini: I'tTscnt it. W hether
the motives arc ahiniMu- or materialistic
is beside the puini. Mark you me, no one
going toregardless
hold barkof the
tcU-vision!
isis ready,
sqawks When
of thoseit
affected, television will be here.
When the phonograph companies, back
in 1927-28-29, found an ^800,000,000
yearly business going to pot, because of
acould
new beinvention
called it."radio,"
nothing
done about
More recently,
the American Federation of Musicians
spent hundreds of thousands of dollars
with the best of intentions in an attempt
to
the public
that "canned"
musicconvince
was inferior
to musical
performances played by individuals in the flesh.
Not all of these hundreds of thousands
of dollars' worth of advertisements
(mingled with tears and wringing of hands
and the plea that musicians had given

their lives to the study of music and even
possibly to the making of the music
termed "canned") could prevent a public
to the theatres,
now because
devoid
offromthe going
live musicians.
This was
tlie perfection and the progress of this
art of recording sound had indeed so
progressed as to make it impossible for
the uninitiated, on entering a theatre, to
tell whether the music was recorded or
actually played by -*-musicians in the flesh!
likeNow,
to askif you'll
you a gather
questioncloser,
: Do friends,
you knowI'd
someone
who
says
:
"I
cahn't
play
jazz,
oh my goodness no, / only play classical
nm-ic? ' You do? I thought so. Now, do
>i.ii -upiwse they really know what they
nuaii when they say "jazz?" I'll bet they
doi'.'t,
but dodefinition,
yo/<? Sure?I mean
I don'tyour
mean own,
the
dictionary
carefully-thought-out
definition.
NOW
let's
have some fun. Suppose you sit down and,
taking your pen firmly in hand, dash off a
serious answer to my question: "What is
jazzf"
and mail it to-♦- me in care of Radio
Stars Magazine.
leatherbutmedal
thePerhaps
writer ofI'lltheaward
best aanswer,
at anyto
rate,
it
ought
to
be
fun
and
I'll
print
the
best answers.
I know I shouldn't help you, but let
me suggest that you consider:
1. Material (popular or operatic)
2. Place ('a'hcre played or heard)
There, I've practically given you the
answer, but let's hear yours . , .
See you next month.

YES, WATS THE WONDERFUL TH/NO. m sroc/</N&s
^' \ ARE LASr/^/G TW/CEA^
LO/VG - /'LL save ABOl/T
$25 A YEAR.
P/I? IT WORK^i

GOSH YOU CAN
BUY A LOT WITH
$25.TRYTHINK
Ia
LUX
y
MYSELF

what
stop to figure you'll
ONCE you
never Lux
againcanwantsaveto you,
risk using
just any old soap.
Lux has no harmful alkali as
ordinary soaps often have. With
Lux there's no injurious cake-soap
rubbing.
preserves
the "live"
resilient Lux
quality
stockings
have
when new — so Luxed stockings
give instead of breaking easily
under strain — seldom go into runs.
This means they last much
longer, 7ooA- -SAVES
lovelier, too.
STOCKING
gLA<TICITY
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RADIO RAMBLINGS
(Continued from t>agc 15)
JOE'S
Joe Peniier
still JOKESTER
includes an Episcopal
clergj'man on his staff of comedy writers.
The minister is Reverend Henry Rubel,
who writes songs and comic bits for Joe
under the pen name, Hal Raynor. He
preaches regularl}-, too, always finding a
little
somewhere
radio parish
and picture
work near
takeswherever
him. Joe's
MY STARS!
A lot of /'I' l/'/r inahc a hobby of astrology, l^ul ;,•/;>)
it's IhirJ
amateuras as-introloarr
(lors tointofindthean thinij
tensr.ylv
-IS
J'iih^'nt
L«/^r.c.
stars
really amount to n reli.iuu, andThefriendly
counsellor, as as a hohhy leilh I'ineent.
A eouple of years aoo. I'ineent disappeared from Xeu' for]'orka and
the large
ivork proi/rams
season.
When net-he
returned, he resumed his old plaee in the
night spots and radio slioivs. A lot of
people zvondered zeliy he had dropped from
sight zvhcit he did.
Vincent explained it to me one night.
"I had found that the next year was not
going
to be some
a goodastrological
one for me,"
he said,
explaining
calculations.
"So
I
simply
decided
to
mark
time
and
do what I could until the influences were
favorableHe again."
reason.
probablyThere
would washavenohadotherno
more difficulty finding a place for himself

that season than in any other year.
WHY IS IT?
Surprising with what determination the
lawyers hopped on Good Will Court and
off thethebigethics
network.
I'm notcorpoone
todrove
argueit about
of a large
ration's
buying
radio
rights
to
people's
troubles, but The Voiee of Experience
and a few others have been trading in
that
seemedcommodity
to bother for
them.years and no one

DO YOU REMEMBER?
If your memory goes back far enough,
it might recall an old vaudeville song and
dance trio, Correll, Gosden and Givot. The
act didn't amount to much and the three
youngsters drifted apart. You can hear
the first two nowadays as Amos V Andy
and the third, George Givot, is on the air
occasionally as the Greek Ambassador.
TO BE SURE
In spite of all the publicity exposing
fraudulent radio schools, a lot of them still
TOO BAD!
around Neio York, Los Angeles
It was only tivo years ago that Mrs. flourish
other radio centers. Radio stars and
Franklin D. Roosevelt ivas given a radio and
radio
stations
Iiave frequently conducted
contract at $3,000 a zveek. lehicli made her campaigns to slop
the business, and so
one of the very highest paid radio stars^ have the legitimate radio
Since those days, Fred Waring has brought quack professors continue. schools. But the
his radio salary up to $13,500 a meek, Eddie
Cantor went to $14,000 and Major Boivcs
One story is told of a woman singer
to the neighborhood of $25,000. Several who tried to gain a foothold in radio for
comedy and big variety programs hover years. Unsuccessful, she finally gave up
and now is running a profitable school
right around $10,000 in the salary list.
which teaches other people how to get
WHERE'S THE CATCH?
Have you noticed how long it has been on the air.
Many a small station has an arrangesince
of radio's
catch lines
ment with a school. The school guarantees
into theonecurrent
conversation?
Jackslipped
Pearl
the
ambitious candidate a radio hearing.
this season has been trying to re-establish
turns out to be a few minutes
the most famous of them all, "Vass you onThe thehearing
small station some morning. Radio
dere, Sharlie?"
Even that
has lost its
magic.
Every season
used one
to produce
its stars often have calls from strangers who
"Wanna buy a duck?," "OK, Chicago," chat with easy familiarity for a moment
"I'sc rcgusted," "Check and double check." or two and then hang up. Those are usually

GRACE WAS^^TOOTIRED'^
TO ENJOV THE CROWD
TO1 KMOWuose IT'S
^'Olir_1USTpep?BE^STUry
w^v
OOCTOR V^WEM VOU
FEEL
RUN-C70^^'M
LIKE
VOUR
BLOO^ MEIS HAO
0EMEKAULV
UM&ER'FE^.
M.E
EAT I
.SAIO

A.B.GcvruiD
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the school proprietors, impressing a prospective customer with a wide acquaintance
in radio's highest circles.
// you are thinking of studying n'ith
any school, there is no sure ivay for the
novice to be sure Xi-hich are legitimate and
liihich fraudulent. Probably the best question to ask is: "Are any of your graduates
financially successful in radio right noiv?"
MUSICAL MADNESS
One of the wildest of Radio City studio
scenes is a Richard Himber orchestra rehearsal. A jovial practical joker himself,
Dick is no stickler for discipline and during a good part of the rehearsal his men
behave like a crowd of school boys.
"All right, boys." the maestro will order,
"we'll run through this now."
Likely as not, a chorus of ribald objections mil reply. "JVe knozv it!" "You
do the li-orrying about that tune and zve'll
do
the
playing."
There isdoesuproar
and
argument but the rehearsing
get done
and the standing of the Himber band is
alivays high.
"Maybe I'm wrong, running a band
that
think
I getway,"
betterHimber
shows. concedes,
The boys"butare I under
tension and hard discipline all day and
all evening, playing on other programs.
They get a chance to relax and feel free
on my program and I think they do their
best playing there as-♦- a result."
A sharp contrast is the band of Horace
Heidt. He saves any jovial spirit he might
have for the program itself. Everything

is very serious with this earnest minded
young Heidt. The programs are casual
and informal, but rehearsals decidedly not.
Heidt liked the zvay his band ivas presented during its recent slay in New York.
He played in one of the Columbia Playhouse studios, zdiich is fully equipped it'ilh
theatrical stage lighting apparatus. So the
band played in soft light and shadow,
bathed in purple and red. A stranger
zmndering in zvould never guess that this
elaborate stage setting had been put together just for a radio shozv.
BARE FACTS
Radio is gradually acquiring quite a
contingent of toupee wearers. Included are
George Burns, Phil Baker, Fred Astaire
and Bingjust Crosby.
is no picfull
toupee,
a strip heCrosby's
wears during
tures, where his hair would look too thin
in front.
Bing has grown less careful about this
secret in recent years. He always used to
broadcast in private and with his hat on.
Lately, he broadcasts in frijnt of an audience, no hat and freqtantly without even
bothering to adjust hi- hir-utc arrangework. ments the way be ha> t'leni lor movie
SAD SID
JVhcn
Sid
Silvers
came his
to A'cic
York
recently to confer about
nezv radio
program, he planned to make it a big
liolidov. n)icc business zvas out of the zvay.
.S"i<f ij; a -VccC Yorker in sf'irif and his
stay in Hollyzi'ood had made him lonesome
for the lights and stages of Broadzcay.

THEM

The day he arrived, he joined old
friends and was telling what an occasion
this visit would be. "A drink to start it
off,"
Sid like
never this
drinks
at all,
but ontheyanurged.
occasion
he finally
agreed one drink was appropriate.
A waggish friend filled a tumbler full
of straight Scotch. Handing it to Sid, he
said, "Scotch and soda. Down the hatch
now." Sid doesn't like the taste of liquor
anyway, so bravely he gulped the whole
tumbler of straight whiskey, as fast as he
could, with no notion of what it was.
That was the end of the holiday for
poor
Most soofillthehefollozi-ing
zveek gethe
spent Sid.
in bed,
could barely
around to settle the radio business that
ZL-as urgent. His time in Nezv York up, he
headed back for Hollyzvood, after having
seen nothing much of A^ezv York e.rcept
e.recutive's desk and the ceiling of
aa radio
hotel room.
BATTLING BENNY
Benny
Rubin
is thethesmallest
of radio's
comedians and easily
most belligerent.
He weighs around a hundred and forty,
maybe a little less. Nevertheless, he once
tackled Max Baer. Just got mad at him,
that was all. That was one of the fights
Benny did not win.
Benny is a good boxer and from his
youth in a rough neighborhood of Boston,
he says he is still a good rough and
tumble street fighter, if things come to
the worst.
don't get to that for him
verv
often They
nowadavs.

WE'D)

DON'T LET UNDERFED BLOOD MAICE
UP" fresh Yeast
Fleischmann's
That "all-in"YOU
feelingFEEL
so many ''DONE
people have at this time of suppliesmins andyourotherbloodneeded
with vitafood
year isdownoften
condition.a sign of run- elements. Your blood then
Usually this tired feeling carries more and better food
comes when your blood is to your nerves and muscles.
underfed and does not carry
Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast daily, a cake
enough of the right kind of
nourishment to your muscles about K hour before meals,
and nerves.
plain or in water. Start now.

4 VITAMIN5 IN Al?PlTlON TO
f_El$CWMANN/5 FRESH VEA^T
ODMOAJE-LiKE $UB5TANCE5, WMKTM MELP TME POPV ceX GREATER

IT'S yOUB BLOOP THAT
"FBEP5"V0Uft BOpy..,
of the important
ctions
reamof your
is to
>rry
ixxiy.
::;.uscle
i nn yournourishment
foodnerveto the
and
tissues of your entire
When you find you
get overtired
at theit
rjttra effort,
is usually a sign that
your blood
is
not
supplied withyouenough
What
isfood.something
to need
help
your
blood get from
more
nourishment
L"opyright. IQJ6,
your food.
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COAST CHATTER
{Continued from page 73)

coum

TAKE

THE

CLINGS

SYRUP

T HAT

TO

THE

COUGH
ZONE
The right medicine for a cough (due to a
cold) is one that does its work where the
cough is lodged . . . that is, in the cough zone.
That's mouswhycough Smith
Brothersheavy,
madeclinging.
their fa-It
syrup thick,
clings to the cough zone. There it does three
things: (1) soothes sore membranes, (2)
throws a protective film over the irritated
area, (3) helps to loosen phlegm. Get Smith
Brothers'— it's safe!
and 60(^.
"IT CONTAINS
VITAMIN A
This vitamin raises mucous
the remembranes sistaofnce of the
the nose and
throat
to
cold
and
eough
infections.
SMITH
BROS.
COUGH
SYRUP
MHNOW ON SALE IN CANADA^MH
r/. .ouin"»
..,.u known
known
s ou. , ''««U
^^^''^rS^elcMnaa.ae.en.
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Tarzana, the Chimp, dines with
for a nervous breakdown." Don't think
that
Jimmy's
any time
his
broadcast
withwasting
those dots
and on
dashes,
either . . . The first signals spell out
"CQ" or "attention". The second batch
of key
out F-I-D-L-E-R
all
the clickings
dots andspelldashes
throughout and
the
program spell J-I-M.
There's been considerable upset among
the Hollyivood Hotel broadcasters of late.
It looked for a time as if Dick Powell
would kiss Louella Parsons goodbye forever. But now the Hotel again is one big
happy
family andhavewe been
understand
the difficulties
ironed that
out allto
everyone's
satisfaction.
That
sounds
almost too good to be true, but anyhow, the
program sounds as good as ever, so why
worry?
II Bacio is the most iinj^oi taut thing in
her life, according to fou ' tecn-\<ear-old
Dcaniia Diirhin, prima dnniia of the Eddie
Cantor hour. II Bacio happc eus to be The
ago
Kiss — but it's also a song. A year
Deanna
Jack Shcrrill, actor's agent, heard
i.'hilc
he
leas
zvarbling her fa^'orite ineloil
passing on the street. He i <ld
ushedDeanna
her im-to
mediately
to M-G-M
I icalked out
sing
it again.
.She didand ant lies
later. .1
zcith a contract fifteen iniii
(or her
t 'nirersal
fc'-a' mouths later .die san.i it ucd
name
mn:'ie moguls and again su it Tvas learned
to the dulled line. .-Ind cchcu
thai llddic Cantor ivas lookii gI'tforin the
least
a swger
(in
his pi-ograni,
Deanna
was it. .She
fuston
alarmed
about not
gettimg
'nt
to
call
dusted off her Kiss and iv
Cantor.
Those in the know around town are saying that Nino Martini and Elissa Landi
took a Yumatrimonial trip recently. We
wonder
J. F. T. from
O'Connor,
comptroller
of the ifcurrency
Washington,
was
best man or what. He must have gone
along, since the three are inseparable. Or
maybe Elissa married Jafty and Nino was
best man.
After every number at the Packard Hour
rehearsal, Fred Astairc jumps from the

Joan Winters and Ben Bernie.
stage and heads for the darkest corner of
the auditorium. And there, along with
suggestions and criticisms, is Mrs. Fred
Astaire. To date, Mrs. A. hasn't missed a
rehearsal, though she doesn't show up for
the
on Fred via
the broadcast.
radio at homeShe'sat checking
those times.
Blozv for the Hollyicood Chamber of
Commerce : Frances Lang ford finally
Zi.'eighcd in at 100 pounds after months of
jolloicing
ordershimof aonequart
milk
a day.the Shedoctor's
even zvent
betteroj
by sipping
of creamHotel
whileprograms.
rehearsing for thea glass
Hollywood
And not an ounce did Frances gain until
she 'Went back to Florida for that vacation.
Seven pounds zi'cre added to the Longford
silhouette.
Looks like the navy has taken first place
inKenLaDolan,
Langford's
heart these
For
her manager
and days.
perennial
escort, has suddenly been transplanted by
Lieut. Ken West of the U.S.S. Pennsylvaeverywhere together and
lookingnia. They're
so-o-oseenheppy.
Tony Martin isn't quite sure that success
is all it's cracked
up the
to be.
rehearsing
and airing
BurnsForandbetween
Allen
program, and continual picture work out
at Fox studios, Tony hasn't seen Alice
Faye for over a week. And it's got to the
point
now where
Alice Miss
than
a four-figure
pay he'd
checkrather
The see
blondish
Faye also is pretty busy these days, between
finishing up a Shirley Temple picture and
starting her new one with the Ritz Bros.
It's beginning
they'llMr.either
have
to give uptothelookideaasofifbeing
and
Mrs. Martin or stop improving their work.
The Hollywood Hotel broadcast, put on
in connection zvith the premiere of Born to
Dance at a Hollyivood theatre, proved to
be a gala occasion for the celebrity hounds.
Everybody
zvho is anybody
tu'-ned
out.
Particularly
szvamped inbytoivn
autograph
hounds zvere Mr. and Mrs. John Barrymore. The nezv Barrymore bride akvays
looks elegant and seems to be having a
grand time. But hoiv long zvill it last?
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The world premiere of Lloyds of London, at a Hollywood theatre recently,
brought out the biggest crowd of radio
stars yet seen at one time. The latest innovation for the fans who attend the premieres isgrandstand seats along the sidewalk leading up to the theatre. Here, for
a mere fifteen cents, they can get a good
view of their favorites and for ten cents
more can rent field glasses for a close-up.
Dressed up in their best bibs and tuckers,
silver foxes and sable coats, we spotted the
Jack Bennys, the Don Ameches, George
and Gracie Burns, Bing Crosby and Dixie
Lee Crosby, Gladys Swarthout and Frank
Chapman, the Joe Penners and the Dick
Powells, among others. Joan Blondell
Powell came up the walk with several thousand dollars' worth of white fox around
her — and Dick's arm.
Sid Silvers szi-ears that when the Al
Jolson shoiv opened, on December 22nd,
the program had the largest audience of
any shou' on the air. "I know that definitely," Sid told us, "because all my relatives listened in."
Francia White always has wanted to be
a comedienne and she let her bouncing
sense of humor smack at Otto Klemperer,
famed conductor of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, this month. Francia
had been contracted for a guest appearance
with the orchestra in the Philharmonic
concert auditorium. She was waiting
backstage for her rehearsal with Dr.
Klemperer. It was a morning for auditions.
"Pardon me. Miss," queried the director's
assistant. "Are you ivaiting to play or
sing for Dr. KlempcrerT'
I'm going
to Francia's
sing and eyes
I dotwinkled.
so want "Oh,
Dr. Klemperer
to like me," she explained. "Will you put
in a good word for me? I'm scared to
death."
writing
her name She
— a continued
fake one — toandchatter,
her selections
on a piece of paper for the assistant. She
even trilled a few notes. Out rushed the
enthusiastic assistant, singing her praises
to the conductor.
Francia walked shyly to the center of
the stage.
"Haw, haw !" boomed Klemperer. "That s
Francia White !"
The assistant slozi'ly slunk anvy.
Amos
last trip
to Chicago
was
their final'n Andy's
one before
settling
down permanently in sunny California. Andy
bought a home in Palm Springs and Amos
has been shopping around in the neighborhood for broadcasting
one just as good.
all their
from They're
the desertdoing
resort now, except for the Friday minstrel
show which necessitates the two flying into
Hollywood every week. At Palm Springs,
the tower of the El Mirador Hotel is
utilized for broadcasting purposes, with
some two dozen navajo rugs hung on the
wall tointodeaden
expect ofto
break
a yitheanysound.
minute,"I instead
cullud
layout. dialect," Amos said when he saw the
The Jones Baby, ichosc squalls are so
agonizingly realistic on the broadcast, is
actually the mother of a seven-months-old
baby boy. Off the airwaves Loretta Poynton, who has wept for inany an NBC program, isMrs. IVilliam Carroll.

Switching face powders may do
you an injustice — Make you look years older than you really are!
How to find your most becoming face powder
must not assume that because you are a blonde
or a brunette or a redhead that you must use a
certain shade. Any artist or make-up expert
will
tell you that.
Do you othetryr the ne.xt?
one faceDo powder
this month
and anYou may be a blonde and yet have a very dark
you choose
face powder
because this girl or that uses it? UTiat may look or olive skin; or a brunette and have a very
goodHit-or-miss
on one girlmethods
may lookof bad
on another.
vice versa.
to do is NOT match your
selecting
your face lightWhatskin;youor want
but improve your appearance. You want,
powder, or your shade of face powder, put you skin,
at a great disadvantage. It means you have one NOT a matching shade, but a flattering shade.
complexion one day and another the next. It
calls attention to your make-up all the time.
If the shade you happen to choose is the
I Say "Try,"
I providenotthe"Buy"
most becoming
wong one, it makes you look years older than Inonemyforfiveyou.shades
What it is neither I, nor anyone
you really are. What you want, first of all, is else, can tell you
in
advance.
You
must try on
the right kind of face powder. Secondly, the all five shades.
right shade.
But
I
don't
ask
you
to
go
into
a
store
and buy
all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder.
No,
No. 1. The Right Kind
indeed!
I
say:
"Here,
take
all
the
five
of Face Powder
of my face powder and try them all onshades
! Let
you which is your most
A face powder must he soft. It must be smooth your own eyes tellToday
!
—willabsolutely
smooth.
Only aperfectly.
smooth powder
go on evenly
and blend
becoming
shade."
Only a smooth powder will act as a blotter Decide today to make this telling face powder
on the skin. It is the blotter-like qualities of test. Mail the coupon below and by return mail
face powderspirationthat
absorbshine.
excessive oil and per- you'll receive all five shades of Lady Esther
and prevent
Face Powder. Try on all five shades.
Lady
Esther
Face
Powder
Notice
instantly
declare myitsoft and smooth. It contains isnosoft—
roughextremely
or sharp
lf the onethatforoneyou.shade
Notice,will too,
how smooth
particles whatever. This you can prove by my face sepowder
is, ho w long it stays on and how well
famous
"bite
test."
shine. One test will tell you volumes!
Because it is so smooth. Lady Esther Face it prevents
The coupon below waits your mailing !
Powder
goes asona evenly
It also acts
blotter and
on theblends
skin. perfectly.
It absorbs the excessive oil and (You can paste this on a penny postcard.)
Illinois(31)
perspiration that causes that hated Lady
shine.
Esther, send
2010 meRidgeby Avenue,
Evanstoi
Please
return
mail
a
liberal
shades of Lady Esther byFaceretur.Powder; also a|jurse^sup [free
No. 2. The Right Shade
Lady Esther Four-Purpose Faco Croam.
First, the right powder — then the
right
shade!
There is only one way to tell which Nan
isis your
and You
that
to try most
on allbecoming
five basicshade
shades.
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WARDROBE

RomnncE
Romance. The vital, tender thrill
of youngSWEETHEART
love is yoursSTORIES.
in the
March
Ten four-star glamorous tales
by outstanding romantic authors
ore crammed
moth issue. into this mamComplete novelettes:
"Love is More Than Moonlight," winnerin ofthethe Amateur
$500.00
first prize
Writers' Contest.
"Valiant
Lady" — her
She happirisked
her
reputation,
n
e
s
,
t
o
save
a
stranger
in
distress.
"That
Fascination"
kiss is Fatal
bittersweet
when —theA
man belongs to another
woman.
Continued Novel:
"Doctor's
Greig. A Wife,"
thrilling bynewMaysie
novel
of a girl who loved a married
man.
Short Stories:
"Never Say Sorry"
"MarryKissForThatLove"Told"
"The
"Rich Boy Friend"
"The Wishing Pool"
"Co-Respondent"
•
All in the March issue of
SUIEETHEHRT
STORIESIO""*^
AT YOUR NEWSSTAND

CHANGES FOR
{Continued from page 17)

"Whatto Ithewantradioto audience
know, however,
I look
and whatis how
sort
of person radio listeners imagine me to be.
If possible, I should like to dress, for my
new Cities Service series, in keeping with
this impression.
"Some friends told me that I should
wear sophisticated gowns when I sing.
Others say I should wear delicate pastels
in very girlish styles. Just the other day a
woman, meeting me for the first time,
said that I should wear bright, vibrant
colors. She said that my singing gave a
feeling of high color and that I should
dress
The accordingly."
varying opinions of these three
friends give you an idea of how everyone
sees her as a different person — her personality to each one suggests a certain
type. I wonder what each of you will
decide
Lucille's
she
should isexpress
it inrealthe type
clothesand shehowwears
on broadcast nights?
I found this charming girl a very unShe'sthreequiteinches
small,in
only a usual
triflefashionoversubject.
five feet
height.
She's
very
blonde,
her
hair
brushed
smoothly to bring out the golden highlights
and curled severely, but provocatively,
about her head. The trim roll of curl is
typical of her — she's definitely not the
fluffy almost
blonde boyish
type ofin her
girl.movements.
She's ratherIn
brisk,
day clothes she looks a well-tailored and
efficient young career-gal. You will notice
this particularly in the picture of her
favorite tailored dress.
a beige
with sets
of It's
buttons
usedjersey,
to set nicely
off thecut,pockets
and
front collar opening. The narrow stand-up
collar is very flattering to Lucille. Incidental y, just because she has stepped up
to prima donna radio place, is no reason
for her careful clothes budgeting to change.
Lucille likes to strike a good bargain in
clothes and this beige jersey is one of the
best. She told me triumphantly that it
cost her about ten dollars. Imagine! It
looks twice that amount or more.
Speaking of what she likes to wear, she
said:
"A singer
must beas assheversatile
her selection
of clothes
is in herin
selection of songs. I try to visualize the
setting in which I shall sing. Then I take
the season of the year into account and I
usually am guided, too, by current styles.
But the most important thing, I've always
felt, is for any
suit herto
personality.
Thiswoman's
applies gown
quite asto much
a non-professional woman as it does to
oneLucille
with abelieves
career." that most people have
a changing personality — it frequently is
guided
the Imood.
"Someby days
feel quite gay, other days
quiteingdignified,"
she declared. "If I'm gooutstanfor
ince, Ilikea towalkswingwithmymyarmsdog,andfor take
long, athletic strides. Naturally, I have
to be dressed in casual, comfortable clothes
that give forme evening,
plenty ofI freedom.
Whendainty
I'm
dressed
like to feel
or "Two
elegantof— myor both.
favorite evening colors are
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aquamarine blue and eggshell white. I
love them because the last evening gown
my grandmother made for me, several
years ago, was of aqua and eggshell tulle.
It's much too old to wear now, but I
keepLucille
it, packed
in tissuelucky
paper."
is oneawayof those
smaller
girls
who
wears
a
size
12.
And
it's
a
size 12, because she has to diet to small
keep
her weight, not to lose it. She resorts to
bctween-meal drinks of milk, flavored with
maple syrup, in tiie hope of adding even
a few pounds.
This winter she has been wearing black
a lot in her daytime outfits. For a color
accent she introduces scarfs and costume
jewelry in turquoise or coral. She likes
high-heeled shoes except, of course, for
active sportswear. And because her ankles
are slender, she finds the new higher cut
in shoesovershoes,
very becoming.
about
probably She's
becauseveryshefussy
has
to wear them in order to protect herself
from the colds which prove so devastating
to singers. She told me that she is crazy
about those smart and practical Canadian
boots of velvet with fur tops. They're
the only
feel
clumsy.overshoes that don't make her
She
doesn'tthem.
like Butearrings
for love
herself,
never wears
she does
the
fashion for wearing flowers and bows in
the hair for evening. She likes to wear
bows especially — you can see one of her
favorite
and tied
hair-do's
the onesmallis
picture. Abowcrisply
black invelvet
worn at the side of the head — this happens
todressbe and
a French
of an evening
hairit hascopy
a narrow
band circling
the head with a small net bow at the back
on the other side. Very unusual and becoming to her.
The Manners' biggest wardrobe euthusiasm is— hats.
"Coats, dresses and even shoes have to
be practical," she insists, "but hats can be
as What's
frivolousmore,
as youshewantpractices
them." what she
preaches and goes in for some very giddy
numbers. There are saucy models that
perch on the back of her blonde pate—
usually
'way backone.on
her curls.littleShe velvet
has a caps
trick setdouble-duty
It's a skullcap made of wine-red feathers.
This has a separate brim of red velvet.
When the feather cap is worn by itself it
makes a rather formal dinner hat. But
day.
with the brim added, it can go places by
Lucille crochets a lot but she gave up
knitting after one attempt. She did knit
one outfit.
"You should see it," she laughed. "The
skirt is big enough for two of me and
the sweater top doesn't measure eight
I don't know
shoulders.
acrosswrongthe with
incheswent
what
my calculations,
but
yarn. Now
did ruin a lot of nice like
certainly
Isquares
to something simple . tafghan
I stick 1"
-n
For her morning voice practice, Lucille
pajamas—
preferson tocoldweardaystailored
ones
satinflannel
and heavy
ones
ones
attractive
The
when it's warmer.
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Lucille Manners wins new laurels
with her singing on the Friday
evening Cities Service Concerts
pictured were designed especially for her
by Dorothy Couture. The tunic top is
metal cloth and the trousers are black silk.
Being well-dressed, she thinks, is largely
dependent upon how well you take care
of your clothes and your grooming.
"Withhatseveral
accessories,
extra
or two,changes
some ofcostume
jewelryan
and a fresh flower now and then, you can
make one dark dress and coat do for a
whole season — even for several seasons,"
she told me. "But the loveliest clothes in
the
don'tneed
seembrushing
to look smart
they
haveworld
a spot,
or are ifworn
by someone who isn't particular about her
hair,
make-up."
All fingernails
these wise and
fashion
observations give
you a very good idea of Lucille, as she
really is. And with it as a starter, you
should be able to tell her what you think
her real personality is and just which
type of dress she should choose to play it
up best. Be sure to turn to pages 48 and
49, where you will find the four stunning
gowns from which you may select one to
suit Lucille and possibly be the lucky
winner of one for yourself!
to It's
win great
! fun to try, and a great thrill
Elizabeth Ellis,
Radio Stars Magazine,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed please find a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Kindly send me,
free of charge, your MARCH
SHOPPING BULLETIN.
Name
Street
City
State

tched make-up! — this is
lovelyimport,
Joan'smlsweet.;isioti<
socri't ( oflev.-rcoruiiiest.
like everylike boythousands
in town ofasksmodern
her first,
the
ijirl. >heSemis
disc overed,
women,for
thatWe tu,tlu,i.;
.|iiit.'i,t>oh.iir.ini...it.uu
in uLike-iip
lo/or of !hf —skinwe clioosc
itself. costumes to
eli,ire,e i>, ,,i,,r
to harmonize
hetti r ,iswithtli.-complexion
glonty uir . ompl
-naturally, then, make-up must be keyed to the natural color of
itr l.skiii
isuxi onallv
isyourkeyedsKiii,t(.to\ oiir
type.correct. Hollywood Mask is this kind of matched make-up — it
Many lipstu ks, routes, powders, when chosen hit-or-miss. actually make women unat ractive, starev, chalky, ■ hard" lookin«. End all this!
Start
with Then
Hollywood on.M iskyourhacial.
<'!eans<- skin ofmatched
blackheads, dirt, rancid
oils.
Shrink
large
pores.
let itsthrillingly
exquisitely
harmonizinK shades,blendits balam
ed Hollvwciod
ini;re<li. nts.Mask
its new blendingmake-up—
secrets add
to
your own individual anil natural charm it s the natural thing to do — for the naturalappearing
loveliness
which
most
<
liarminKh'
individualizes
you.
Obtainable at druK and <1( partment stores. Introductory sizes at 10c stores. Check your
favorite matching shades ot lipstick, rouge and powder on the coupon below. Try the marvelous new tacial. too. Send tor them now. There's a make-up adventure in store for you.
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CAN

EASY
OPENER
Griffin Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
WELL-TRAINED
EYEBROWS
CAN

BEYOUR'S

Well-trained
EyebrowsWigder
really show Rest
the Grip
beautyTwee-of
your expressive
zers with theirEyes.
light, easy Finger
Spring Tension
make
"tweezing"
effective
and
pleasant.
They
quickly
take
away
extra
and
uneven
hairs.
Made
with
the
"LockGrip,"
will
not allowa WIGDER
the jaws feature,
to spreadunderor thecrossFinger
underRest,normal
pressure.
Jawsandarehairsserrated
or easily
"criss-crossed"
for
positive
grip
come
out
and
quickly.
On sale at all drug and 5 and 10 cent stores.
CtJ
L^Jjt/l^o^jjo\jXM^
no mxAe.
MAIL FILES
» tWEEIEBS •NAIL cxxiti.
CLIPS •SCISSORS
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WOMEN

TELL MEN THE
(Continued from page 45)

You don't have to blurt out the truth
al)out everything."
Jane told me afterwards that she wandered around backstage at the Follies.
asking
girlshave"theheard
truththequestion."
wish youthecould
violence of"I
the
negative
replies,"
said
the
beautiful
Pickens sister. "Unfortunately,
you
couldn't print some of the answers ! But
all the girls' replies were on this order ;
'When I told him the truth he said : "Yes,
darling,
I'm glad
But fourto
weeks later
thereyouwastoldtheme."mischief
pay,'Take
" Jane
reported,
laughing.
little Rosemarie Brancato, the
quiet, demure young singer with the startling coloratura voice, who is fast climbing to real fame and whom you already
hear on a coast to coast NBC network on
Fridaj' nights.
"No." the young Kansas City, Missouri,
girl, of Italian parents, said to me thoughtfull)', "I don't believe you can tell men
the
truth. with
Of course,
had father
much
experience
any men.I haven't
e-xcept my
and
my
brothers.
But
I
know
it
didn't
work out with them — to tell the truth.
They never believed me. So I might as
well have lied to them. I really would
have been better off in the end.
"I'll give you an example of what I
mean,"
"OnceandI
went to Rosemarie
the theatre reminisced.
with my cousin
my sister. They were both older than I.
There were some young men sitting behind us, who tried to catch their eyes, to
flirt with them. But the girls minded
their own business. Of course I did. I
was too young to do anything else. Well,
it just happened that my uncle was there
in the theatre, too. He went home and
told Dad the girls were carrying on with
the young men.
"Now, in an Italian family like ours,
isflirting
strictlywithtaboo,boysyoubefore
know. you're
When engaged
I heard
wliat Uncle had reported, I spoke up and
-aid : 'Daddy, it isn't true. The girls didn't
any attention to the boys.' But I got
spanked for it. Dad didn't believe me. If
I'd
lied
and got
agreed
with Uncle,
girls
would have
a reprimand
and the
I would
have been all right. As long as Daddy
didn't waybelieve
tellingbe the
, 1decidedI itwaswould
besttruth,
not toany-do
so in the future.
"But that's a hard lesson to learn all at
once. I'll give you another example out
of
tell mymen ownthe life,
truth. to prove that you can't
"While
I
was
at theoutUnivcr^'ty
of Roch
ester, I never went
with a young
man
alone, — only at parties — because my famdidn't permit
Whenfamily
1 ranic
for ilyvacation,
I toldit. the
this. home
my brothers
You
were"Butthousands
of milessaid:
away'What?
from home,

TRUTH?

where nobody would know the difTerence,
and you didn't go out with any boys?
Don't tell us that tale !'
"I was so furious I cried. Here I'd
told them the truth and they didn't believe
me I Iwouldn't
wished have
again been
that allI'd that
lied.fuss.
Then
there
"After all, what a man doesn't know
won't hurt
as II wasn't
lieved whenhim.
I toldAsthelongtruth,
really bedened, this time,
makein upfuture,
little
white liestermior
evadethatthe I'dtruth
when necessary. I don't like lies. But it
seems you can't tell men the truth !
"I think, with a husband, it might be
different," Rosemarie Brancato said
thoughtfully.
"Of But
course,
never hushad
that experience.
yet, I've
I guess,
bands, too, might not like to hear the
truth sometimes," Rosemarie added, thinking out loud. "I. don't know. But in my
own life, with the men I've known, my
brothers and my father, it's certainly a
mistakemarietoBrancato.
tell men the truth," said RoseI spoke to titian-haired Lucy Monroe
between numbers, as she rehearsed for
her .fiiierican AUmin broadcast. In her
own way Lucy is as beautiful as gorgeous
Jane
Pickens or flower-like Rosemarie
Brancato.
"I think some things can be left unsaid." Lucy made this remark with a sad
little smile. "Let me tell you why I say
that.
I wishYouI hadn't
man
the truth.
see, Itold
careda certain
very much
for him, very much indeed. He asked me
a certain question. There's no use going
into just
matter. The what
point itis was.
that I That
leaneddoesn't
over backward to be extremely truthful in my reply. This confirmed his suspicions about
a characteristic he'd imagined I had, that
hebetween
didn't uslike.
it broke
the affair
— a Well,
romance
that offmeant
more
to me than I care to say. If I hadn't
told
him
the
truth,
if
I'd
hedged,
it
might
have made all the difference. Perhaps
we'd be together today.
"I will give you another example in
my life,
that provescontinued.
that you can't
men
the
truth,"
"I oncetell
to take
an Lucy
audition for a singing
job.wentIt
was the second audition for that job. I
was late. My prospective employer asked
me, seriously : 'Could you ever learn to be
" 'No, I don't believe I could,' I answered truthfully. 'I've always been late.
onIt's time?'
a life-long habit. I don't really think
I could change it.' I didn't know it, but
it just happened
tliis man
conservative person,that
brought
up inwasa afamily
where it was considered heresy not to be
on lime.
I didn't
the
job.
And Well,
it was ofonecourse,
I wanted
very getmuch.
It was stupid of me to be so truthful. I

The story you have been waiting for!
Glamorous Gertrude Niesen went to Hollywood. And then —
Read it in the April issue of RADIO STARS— Out March first.
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v.-nn*t be next time. I'll hedge. You can't
tellYoumenallthelovetruth."
Rosemary Lane, the sweet
and beautiful youns Iowa miss, who sings
with Fred Waring's orchestra. Rosemar>'s
ayears
darling.
I've known
and every
time I her
see well
her Iforlikemany
her
even better.
"No, maryyousaid, can't
tell
men
the
truth,"
Rosepuckering up her pretty nose.
"A lot of them can't stand it. It's better
to tell a little white lie, and then everywill be ahappier.
tell youbody about
case in myForowninstance,
lite whenI'll
truth
telling
didn't
work
out."
Rosemary
said, a bit reluctantly.
No
"There was a certain boy. . . It would
have beenWe better
if I'd just
him
along.
were having
such 'kidded'
a swell time
together. We danced and attended football games and just went places and were
gay and happy. We had fun. Then he
began to get serious. He told me he loved
me. I answered truthfully: 'I don't love
you.'
like that.
Well,it.after
that,if heI
kept Just
pestering
me about
to see
wouldn'tcame serious
changeand.my when
mind.we Everything
went out betogether, there were no more laughs — no
fun ! Finally it got so difficult and so inFOR
HER!
volved thatfor
I couldn't
standeach
it. other
It became
impossible
us to see
any
more.
"That because
void made
emptysuchforfunquite
a while,
it hadlifebeen
going around together and we had such good
times.! IfIf only
only I Ihadhadn't
him and
the
truth
evaded told
the issue
said: 'Oh, I don't feel in the mood for
tonight,'
like that
heloveasked
me! Ifor Isomething
had, we could
have when
been
enjoying our friendship and going places
together yet. Next time I won't tell a
man everything
the truth!willI'llbejust
kid and laugh
and
better.
RCiHIDS from the one and only man! The girl
"In
fact.
I've
tried
it
out
already.brought
This
is what happened. A composer
never
lived M"ho didn't thrill at the thought.
me one of his songs to sing. It was terrible. was
I just about to tell him so, when
avoidJut her.
there's one girl who can never have this thrill — for men
I remembered that you can't tell men the
She is the girl who is careless about herself; who has allowed
truth. So I just said evasively: 'Oh, it's
the disagreeable odor of underarm perspiration to cut her off
verycourse
nice: II'llnever
sing did.
it, ifButI can,
Of
sincesometime.'
then the
from gocKl friends and good times.
composer has written many other songs.
pity itMum!
is! Doubly .so, since perspiration odor is so easy
to ^^^^at
avoid. a With
I've
sung
them.
I've
loved
them.
If
I'd
told him the truth about that one, he would
Quick to use; lasts all day. Just half a minute is all you need
have been insulted. He never would have
whole
to use day!
this dainty deodorant cream. Then you're safe for the
offered me another song, and that would
have been a pity. For I've been successful
Harmless
to clothing. Another thing you'll like — use Mum
with many of this composer's melodies. If
any time, ei-en after you're dressed. For it's harmless to clothing.
I'd told him the truth, I never would have
Sootliing
to
skin, too — so soothing
had that opportunity. For men can't take
you can use it skin.
right It's
after soothing
shaving toyourtheunderarms.
it!
You
just
can't
tell
men
the
truth,"
said
Doesn't
interfere
with
natural
perspiration.
Mum, you know,
sweet Rosemary Lane.
doesn't
prevent
perspiration.
But it does
prevent
every trace of
So here's the testimony of the lovely
perspiration
odor.
And
how
important
that
is!
ladies of the air: "Men cannot take it— or
Don'tlarityletyou ought
this personal
come upon
between
popuus afterwards!" If you agree with their
to have.fault
Depend
the you
dailyandMumthe habit!
viewpoint,
to whisper
Bristol-Myers Co., 6;50 Fifth Ave., New York.
the truth toyou'll
your merely
femininehavefriends,
when
lights are low and curl papers are being
rolled up. You'll have to resort to telling
ANOTHER WAY
the other girls about it all when they're
MUM HELPS is
cold-creaming their faces. For if you wish
on sanitary
to take the opinion of Jane Pickens, Rosekins. Use it for napthis
marie Brancato. Lucy Monroe, Rosemary
and
you'll
never
have
to
worry
about
Lane toanddecide
the girls
you'll MUM
have
that from
you the
can Follies,
never, never,
this cause of unnever tell men the truth. For, to parapleasantness.
phrase Kipling, the girls might say to you :
"Be
zcanied
hy
)iiy
lot.
Which I know you will not.
takes the odor out of perspiration
And learn about nicn-folk front nic!"
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...A 7 DAY
• SHAMPOO!

NOTHING

BUT THE TRUTH?
(Continued from page 68)

You Keep the Brilliance. Lustre
and Loveliness this New Shampoo
Gives Hair— FORAWHOLEWEEK!
EndswashDull,
Between-Shampoo
Look!
A singlestantly
this dingy,
amazingoilnewandtypedust-laUen
shampoo fllmInremoves lifeless,
thewithdull,
that
leaves
hair
mouse-colored
and
"old" looking,
and
enables
you
to
keep
that
"JUST-SHAMPOOED"
all week.
DoneNewin Blondes
a few minutes
at a that
cost of butlooka
tew
pennies.
yourandusually
hair
natural,
shimmering
radiancegives
thatchestnuts
comes glorious,
onlyfindin
childhood.
Blondes,
browns
and
invariably
New hard
Blondexor brittle.
leaves their
hairNew2 Blondes
to 4 shadestoday.
lighterContains
— soft,
not
Start
noSH.\MI'00
harsh bleaches
or dyes.KINSE.
New nowcombination
package.
WITH
FREE
also
in
a
10c
size
at all stores

m§9
^ 10cEasya Terms
^
•
Only
Day
on all standard
office
modela.SENDAlaoH portableB
al
reduced
prices,
NO MONET
Anbrandlate Deomodelp FUIJ.V
cnmpIeMy
refiniehed Hire
GUARANTEED.
Id''u1Uo|"«.
°lo'>r?It'p?fce"«.
Se^d »t o
Fr— cours* in typing Includad.
International Typewriter Exch
Don't miss
Jack Oakie's rollicking story
in RADIO STARS for April
out March 1st.
How to Remove
Leg or
Hair ^
IN 3 Arm
MINUTES
\\]
Without
Danger
of
Coarser
or Stubbier New Growth
F.verj-where
everyone Its
is Ulking
about
u-singyoustarted
Dego.Jliracle.
vogue
seems toorthathave
whendiscovery
it became
known
this
marvelous
ithair,simplewithout
and easydanger
to getofridfaster,
of leg coarser
ormade
arm
or stubbier new growth.
N'o
Kazor
—
just
dampen
hair
with
Dewith Miracle
away
water. Itandleavesthentherinse
skin hair
as smooth,
soft
hair-free
as anda baby's.
Leaves
nohairdarkand
hair
stubble
does
not
make
grow faster,
Try itcoarser,
today. or stubbier.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded
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iracfe
^
Now $1.33
At All Drug and Dcpartnnent Stores

Paul Whiteman casually displays the famous $1500-spurs which were presented tohim by the Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce. They are fashioned
of solid silver, inlaid with gold, and with his monogram set in diamonds.
Ros.s Graham : "/ l>clic:\' l adio artisls, is gone, I think. Screen stars seem to
as a rule, arc a iiiiich tiinrr sriisihir lyf^r of give full sway to it more often than radio
person,
.llso, radiobecause
arlists'of tontimepcraincnt
is often suppressed
sejiedIrvin S. Cobb: "No. Radio stars
ides and the so-called microphone tech- haven't
had as much practice at being temstars."
Hale:a sneaking
"Not quite.
The radio
Cab Calloway:
Peopleof zvho
starArthur
still has
suspicion
(well peramental."
entertain
on the "Certainly.
radio are made
the
nique." but still there) that he's not same
submerged,
stuff
as
screen
stars.
However,
I bethe great shakes his stooges say he is."
lieve the tjiingappearing.
ive Performers
call 'temperament'
disare learning ismore
AllenmorePrescott:
"I find than
sponsors
are
much
temperamental
any star
and more that they can be big and still be
ever dared to be."
Jean Paul King: "No. To my mind,
Margaret Speaks: "I do not consider
nine-tenths of all temperament is bad man- radio
ners, and the competition in radio is too regular."stars temperamental."
keen to alloiv many people the privilege of Kenny Baker: "Yes. I think there is
showing had manners to the general public more temperament expressed by radio
stars, due to a greater nervous tension.
On the air a program has to be right the
first time. On the screen, retakes are made
forBenay
long." Venuta:
"All
artists
have
temperament, but the day of giving way to it until a scene is right."
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Duke Ellington:
I don't.
radio
busijicss,
profiting, "No,
perhaps,
fromThea study
of the Hollyzfood mistakenique, has groxcn
in
a more
efficient
spoiled
its artists,
as tliemanner
moi iesand
hare hasn't
done
so often."
Allie Lowe Miles: "Yes, I do. Because
aren't the real stars of radio people from
the
screen?
blamestage
them,andbecause,
whileAndradioyouhascan't
advantages, italso has limitations that play
havoc with artistic temperaments."
but peiliaps
be Lanny
better Ross:
if radio"Xo,artists
had moreit would
temperament. However, their bosses are business men and have very little use for temperamental displays."-♦Lud canGlnskin
"More,temperament
because stars
radio
show : their
beforeof
more people and thereby make themselves
feel more important."
Fields: temperament
"No. With the
absence
of Benny
an audience,
disappears,
too."
-♦Bernice Claire: "No — because radio
work
is
a
white-collar
comparedstrainto
movie work. There is thejob,nervous
of performance, to be sure, but the long
hours of movie work are more apt to bring
out temperament, if the artist has that
sort of a disposition."
Ed real
McConnell
: "Radio
stars stars,
have hutas
niucli
temperament
as screen
far less assumed temperament."
-♦Grace Albert: "Wherever there is talentdiotheredemands
seems more
to be temperament,
rateamwork thanbut the

screen. Therefore, radio stars arc less
Al Goodman: "Xo. Because radio stars
pampered."
are fundamentally better equipped, artistical y, and have to stand on their own
Ed Fitzgerald: "There is, of course, but
the radio mob Zi'ill not pay attention to a
feet."
temperamental
fit."
no. I believe
it Jimmie
is becauseFidler:
more"Definitely
talent is necessary
for
screen success. On radio, it is voice alone.
Since fewer qualify for screen success and
the stars know they are not easily replaceable, they know, also, that they can get
away with temperament. Temperament is
not only silly, it is usually faked."
Homer Rodehea;
: "Itontakes
intelligence
to make ergood
radiomoreand real
the
more intelligent people are less tempera-♦\'ee Lawnhurst: ".Vo. because radio
mental."
people aren'tsought
as glamorous
— norfostered
is glamourin
stressed,
after and
radio, as in pictures — and glamour and
temperament go hand in hand."
Bideworry
Dudley:
"No.or Stars
radioif
never
themselves
anybodyof else
the sponsors let them alone."
WillfewHudson:
"Xo, I who
don't.could
Thereafford
are
very
radio artists
to be temperamental. The work is too hard
and too exacting, and the results are as
important to the artist as the\' are to the

Marian Jordan: "I do, but can't see
show.'"
it's for any
unlessknowing
do it,"Xot
whyJimpeople
Jordan:
movie
people, I can't say. But I take a drink
How will you, personally, reoct to
television when it connes?

Fred Allen: "I will get my face lifted
and be ready for it. "
Bernice Claire: "/ shall probably just
hope I'm the type!'
Kennyas IBaker:
it to
come,
feel it "Iwillambe anxious
another for
medium
through which to express myself."
. Illcii I'rescDtt: "I'll be just as scared as
ever, but I'll try to make the grade — even
if I'm held up here and there by old pieces
of adhesive tape. "
Margaret
Speaks : "/radio
lliinkto atelevision
li-ill
tend Radio
to 'personalize'
greater
extent.
artists zvill, of course,
have
to go through a period of adjustment, but I
feel television zi-ill prove to be much more
interesting than radio broadcasting is to-♦"NeverThe mind
how is:I
willDuke
react Ellington:
to television.
question
how will television react to me? Having
played for years before live theatre audion
the airences,
as however,
well asI don't
heard.fearLetbeing
some seen
of the
Phil Harris: "\'o, because radio is not mike-born
artists
do
a
bit
of
worrying!"
sponsor."
day." (Continued on page 9'4)
so e.vciting as pictures."
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RADIO STARS
{Continued from page 93)
In-in S. Cobb: "I think I shall remain
comparatively calm. At least, I'll try to."
Benay \'enuta : Til try to get a job at
it— I aucss."
Ross: "Imyhope
I shallwithbe
ableLanny
to enhance
radiothatactivities
the advent of television."
-♦Allic
"I willForfeelallthat
radio hasLoii'c
been Miles:
perfected.
of the
four wehalf-hour
the
air,
hax c an programs
audience. I'mBut.doing
havingon the
'untold
niilli>in>'
ahle
to
sec.
as
well
as
liear,
what goes on, will make radio what the
stage was to me years ago."
Cab Callowa.\ : "'^^/<■:';.^ inn IS on the
li'ay,
going andto I'm
be anothitninniini
touiilicr(U knoi.'
True,there
it's
ears
will be eritieal eyes as I eritieal
focused on you. Hozeeier. lei it exine. It
will be an inif^ortant stef" fiu-zeard for the
radio industry
I'll be (happy
to be
among
the first and
to telecast.
J )icidentally,
1 submit that word to descrihe the eoining
television broadcasts. ) "
Lucille Manners: "I shall look forward
toadored
the coming
I've always
the stageof television,
and, to me,forbroadcasting
will then be very similar to the stage."
Eddie Duchin: "Will be delighted."
\''ee Lawnhurst : "I ivon't be seared and
it'll be rather fun."
Johnny Green: "I'll try to keep my
weight down and get plenty of sleep, be-

cause competition at that time will include
one's physical as well as artistic attributes."
IVeleome Lcii'is: "As an artist, I can't
say
I'd welcomeandit.know
It's that
too hard
to face
a microphone
all eyes
are
on you every second. Of course, it will he
a big step ahead, but very tougli on the
-♦Benny Fields : "/ t^';7/ zceleome it, for I
artists."
fee!
and delii'cry
theniseT.rsinytostyle
a seeing
as ifc//zi'ill
as alendlistening
audience."
Betty will
Winkler:
naturally
enough,
require "Television,
a great readjustment
on the part of us who have worked almost
exclusively in radio. I want to prepare
myself for that eventuality by gaining
more experience in stage work."
Bide Dudley: "I'll have to get a new tie
and keep my hair cut."
Homer Rodeheaver
be glad forto
cooperate.
Feel it ivill: not"IVill
be practical
sonic lime."
Jimmie Fidler: "I feel the question
should be: 'How will television react to
me?' drTelevision
will make meoramong
break them.
huneds of radio performers,
Frankly, I shall continue exactly as I have
in the past. Like hundreds more, I have
my fingers crossed." -♦"Television willto give
ofIrene
us Beasley:
a new showmanship
learn:all
Namely, that of being seen and being heard
by an audience whom we neither see nor
from whom we can hear audible applause,
and yet, of whom we are keenly conscious."

NO SKINNY

Edgarvision star."Guest: "Look forward to it.
Think I shall enjoy it greatly."
Ed McConnell : "/ shall prepare to take
my place in the new order of things. I
belie-i'e it zvould improve rather than hinder tjie results of my work."
Jean Paul King: "As a former legitiI'll beentertainment
glad to see fortelevision.
It will matebeactor,added
the listener who has put up with some pretty
bad
stuff.actor
(ButbyI'llthe probably
be an gets
old
character
time television
Arthur Hale : "I'm agin it. None of
us looks as our fondest fans zvould imaghere!)"
Jim Jordan: "I will welcome television
if they
ine us." will let us work at it."

WOMAN

HAS AN OUNCE
SEX

Lud Gluskin : "/ think it will be great
and that it ^^■iIl afford much greater opportunities toartists zvho, heretofore, have
had a difficult time getting by on radio"
Ed Fitzgerald: "Will raise a beard and
try to become a type."
Al Goodman: "Can't wait till it arrives."
Marian Jordan : 'Think it will be great
ivill mean something
because 'mugging'
Grace Albert: "I've been on several experimental television programs and have
loved them! It's very thrilling and offers
possibilities radio could not. It's a happy
union
movies and radio, and my rethen."ofaction is that
I now aspire to be a tele-

OF
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RADIO STARS
BOARD
OF REVIEW
(Continued from page 6)
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RADIO STARS
Have the natura/ looking
eye beauty that wins men!

BOOKWORMS
SOMETIMES
(Continued from page 8)

Mr. Woollcott received a let
httle old lady in Xew England, The writer
.gave no address, merely sa\ii
lived miles from the town o S that she
mark. She thanked him for tl I the postand particularly for some clas e.iealprograms
tions long dear to her. She went (|uotaon to
say that she and her sister were ver\- old,
mdeed. and no longer able to get t<i the
public library for the books they loved. In
fact, they were so poor that they were
PINAUD'S NEW, IMPROVED
not able to afford even kerosene for lightSIX-TWELVE
ing their meagre rmims. Therefore, at the
CREAMY MASCARA
time of his broadcast, they sat in the first
prepared in France
darkness
a winter night and turned on
Silky, heavy eyelashes that look naturally their old,ofvery
prized radio, to listen to
beautiful. Get them from this Improved him pull, from out
of his cap of knowlcreamy mascara . . . Never makes you look
e
d
g
e
,
t
h
e
kind
of
things they were starving
made-up . . . Permanent, runproof, smudge to hear.
proof ... in black, brown, blue, green.
This letter disturbed Mr. Woollcott.
Complete Eye Make-up requires
The gentility of these aged women, their
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EVE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL
poverty and sincere appreciation made
the bustling Toioi Crier set out upon a
search. He toured the neighborhood of
PIIVAUD
the postmarked letter. He sent his scouts
out and even got detectives on the job.
Xo one was able to glean the least bit of
information regarding these women, and
5 A V A U
although it was over a year ago Mr.
Woollcott yet has the hope of someday
cdt-dca^ ROUG

SNAP!

finding and perhaps, in iiis tactful way,
assisting t!iem.
He can no more help observing the
niceties of nuance and shading, than he
can curtail his active imagination. Like
all of us, some days he writes rapidly and
well. Other times he has to write and
re-write. From the days at Hamilton
College, through which he worked his way
as a waiter, while acquiring a Ph.D.,
Woollcott and his pen have not long been
separated. Or rather, it should be said
nowadays, Woollcott and his portable typewriter are never separated. He works
like a fiend all day long, and still has
enough work piled ahead for two men.
Consecpiently,
editors ahead.
usually Onehaveimagines
to request articles months
him with his perpetual cigarette dangling
from his mouth, while his fingers bang
at the typewriter with a speed of which he
is very proud.
After years of splendid newspaper work
for the New York Times, and the World,
not to mention the Herald and Smi,
Woollcott decided to confine himself to
writing for the magazines and reading his
comments on interesting personages, plays
and events over the radio on station
WABC. But, popping with ideas, he simul-
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He was King of England then. Edward the Eighth, as he sat in the broadcasting studio, speaking to his subjects at honne and in the dominions
beyond the seas. Now Duke of Windsor, he awaits in lonely exile the
happy fulfillment of that love for which he renounced his royal throne.
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taneously has written two plays and several books. He refuses to allow any
ghosting — or, in other words, anyone else
to do any part of his work for Iiim. He
spends infinite time on his broadcasts —
writing his theme of the evening and constantly calling his radio director or his
music director, to be sure that everything
will run off perfectly.
His great work on the Seeing Eye,
which was broadcast, is still talked of.
The funds that wore raised tn buy the
magnificent shepherd dugs, tliat were to
become the Seeing Eyes of their blind
masters, are daily paying dividends in the
most comforting way. These dogs, and
their masters who live in darkness, are
now, through
the help ofcemented
Woollcott,dailycom-in
rades and helpmates
service and love.
Each year around Armistice Day, the
Toit'ii Crier looks, not through his thick
glasses, but back into the days when he
was unable to join the fighting men during
the World War. Regretfully, he did the
next best thing, he got himself in the
army as a reporter on the famous A.E.F.
newspaper,
and Stripes.
this
paper hisI'lirwitSlurs
and humor,
applied Into
military life, materially aided in keeping
up the
morale.
each
year soldiers'
around this
day, heDramatically
recalls to
his radio audience the story of Christmas
Eve back in 1914. The tale is about the
fraternizing of English and German troops
on the first Christmas Eve in the trenches.
A true story, which once heard from
Woollcott is never forgotten.
Again this rotund Toivit Crier, out of a
fine afternoon, startled staid Manhattaners
by playing croquet in Central Park. In
fact he started a craze and soon had other
famous persons, and some not famous, all
enthusiastic over this game. Pleased as
a school-boy, inspired by his success, he
wrote humorous treatises under such delightful y idiotic titles as Mallets Toward
Xonc — and, Xo Peace Unto the Wickets.
No wonder Woollcott is loved, cussed
at, and admired. The depth and simplicity
of his being commands singly and instantaneously al that. Some people think
he is crazy, and he is just crazy enough
to be pleased that they do. He says he
ought to write bedtime stories, because it
would be more suitable to his working
costume. This costume, a relic of his reporting drama days, consists of pajamas
and
He isdressing-gown
convinced thatuntilhe late
doesafternoon.
his best
writing thus garbed. When morning comes
the Town Crier strolls into his study and
parks himself in a special overstuffed
chair, his typewriter in front of him, and
pounds away like mad. His slippered
feet reflect his progress, for the more he
warms to his theme, the more his toes
turn
it's
sign Heaven
to all that
face sonisoutwhoat— disturbs
worka and
helpoldthepoker
perhim !
Woollcott's
series isof patterned
closely
after hisnewprograms
previous
years. Although Woollcott is one of
the most sophisticated figures in New
York life, with close acquaintanceship
with celebrities on both sides of the Atlantic, his genius for simple, direct and
salty speech
has won
a host ofradio
admirers in all ranks
of thehimnationwide
audience.
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JEALOUS OF
{Continued from page 41)

graphed daily, interviewed almost hourly.
She was the star of the hour. And, in
spite of such attention, she is just what
everyone expects of a thirteen-year-old
girl — what one expects of a hoinely child,
who must make up for her deficiencies.
But Deanna is a beautiful child— beautiful
in every way. Not only has she perfect
features, not only does she look like a doll
in her short dress, socks, black one-strap
slippers and ribbon on her hair, but she is
quiet, with a poise remarkable in one so
young. In her well-modulated voice, she
speaks only when spoken to. When greeted
in New York by the press, her expression
showed her surprise — surprise that it was
she who was being photographed, interviewed.
But what about Bobby all this time?
Was he content to drop out of the spotlight for the time being? Yes, he was —
because he was secure in the affections of
his Uncle Eddie and the radio audiences.
Bobby Breen, as the so-called adopted
son, enjoys a peculiar relationship with
Eddie Cantor. The older man looks on
the boy with parental affection. His family of Ida and the five girls love Bobby,
too. He is with the Cantor family a great
deal of the time. With them he has enjoyed a home life for the first time in
five years. In California, he lives at the
same hotel as Cantor, sleeping in his
father's
as oftenwithas his
he sleeps
inadopted
the suite
whichroom
he shares
older
sister, Sally.
On the other hand, Deanna Durbin is a
young girl whose remarkable ability was
given a chance by Cantor on his radio
program of September 20th last. She lives
in a comfortable home in California with
her mother and father, appears on the
Cantor programs every Sunday night, and
also she is a motion picture actress.
Deanna calls Eddie Cantor "Mr. Cantor"
inTo contrast
with Bobby's
Cantor, Deanna
Durbin "Uncle
is a youngEddie."
girl
with remarkable talents, while Bobby
Breen is a loveable boy whom Eddie has
taken into his heart in every way.
"When Bobby was in New York with
me, I took him to a well-known boys'
clothing
store,"crazy
Cantor
me. That
"All boy
the
clerks went
overtoldhim.
has the most remarkable personality. He
is so cute. The clerks asked him to sing a
song for them. And what do you think
he did? Little Bobby stood up on a
chair and, in nothing but his underwear,
sang a song for those people. There was
no shyness about him. He never thought
about being in underwear. He had been
asked
to sing, andCantor
he didspoke
it. A ofgreatDeanna:
kid!"
In contrast.
"She
is
such
a
sweet
girl.
And
she
a great voice, as fully developed as hasan
adult's.
She will the
go far."
To understand
differences between
these two child actors on the Cantor program, we must look at their background.
Bobby
Breen's father
small clothing
store was
and the
was owner
forcedof toa
retire, due to ill health. Pennies meant
much in this household. Deanna Durbin's

DEANNA?

father is a stock broker, financially comfortable.
When Bobby was three years old, his
sister Sally entered him in amateur singing contests, in which he always took first
prize. Sally has been the guiding force
in the success of the nine-year-old boy.
When he was but five and she was just
fifteen, Sally took her little brother to
Chicago — with only thirty-five dollars in
her pocket. In the great Illinois city she
fought for opportunities for Bobby. Then
to New York, again with just enough
money for busfare. In New York Sally
was a cigarette girl in a hotel at night.
By day she hunted for a chance for her
little brother of six. Her youth and extreme enthusiasm
for Bobby's
abilityin
gained him
an opportunity
to appear
vaudeville. But five shows a day was too
large an undertaking for a six-year-old
child, Sally decided, so she sent him to
school. The movies were her only chance,
she thought. Through the landlady at
the boarding-house in which they lived,
Bobby was given his chance to go to
California and Hollywood. It was in the
movie capital that Eddie Cantor heard
the boy sing Santa, Bring My Mommy
Back, at a benefit, and recognized in him
an unusual talent. That was more than
a year ago and Bobby has been on the
Cantor programs ever since.
Although now only nine years old,
Bobby Breen tells of his short life as
seriouslyswellas for
an adult.
have Uncle
been
going
me since"Things
I have had
Eddie, but before that, it was pretty
tough for four or five years. Sally has
been wonderful, through it all. It is she
who has given me all my singing lessons.
The first song she ever taught me was
Cryin'
for thegoesCarolines."
To Sally
much of the credit for
Bobby Breen's success. When his parents
had
no
faith
in their
voice, it was the older
sisteryoung
who son's
took
matters into her own hands when she
took him to Chicago. It is she who accompanies him everywhere, who looks
after him. She, too, is grateful for the
affection and assistance which Eddie Cantor has given to her little brother.
Deanna Durbin never can take the place
of little Bobby Breen in the affections of
and on the program of Eddie Cantor.
But, nevertheless. Cantor feels that she
plays a very important part on his pro"When I can find a child who has such
an unusual talent as Deanna, I want to
gram.
help all I can. I feel that she does a
great deal to make our program one of
the best in radio. Both these kids have
made our programs better — and more fun.
But my main idea is to help them.
you know,
I haven't toeither
or "Do
Deanna
under contract
me? Bobby
Sure,
for thirteen weeks at a time they have
contracts for the radio program, but I
haven't signed them to me personally. I
don't believe in that. I am not in the
theatrical agency business. I just want to
help the kids, because they have ability
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and talent which I believe is worthy of
aid.
"But there's no jealousy between tliem,"
he continues seriously. "None of that.
Why, gramthere's
on our
proat all. none
Sure,ofI that
suppose,
at first,
Bobby was a little bewildered, but not for
long. And after all, Deanna knows she
has a definite job on the program. But
ihe most important thing is that I set them
an
example.
believe in and
any they
one
person
hoggingI don't
the spotlight
have learned, from watching mc, that the
program can only be good if we all share
enthusiasm together and work together for
theAndgoodtheof children
the show."have learned these
things from Cantor.
"Bobby and I liave fun together at rehearsals. Ilike him," says Deanna.
And Bobby adds : "Sure, she's a nice
After appearing on the Cantor program,
girl."
Deanna
Durbin was given a contract by
Universal Pictures. Her first movie was
Three Smart Girls, which has recently
been released. The motion picture critics
were most enthusiastic about her performance, and predict a fine future for her.
Born in Winnipeg, Canada, on December 4th, 1922. she moved to California with
her family a year later. She has been
singing
her mother's parties as long as
she can atremember.
"I think Deanna was three when she
first sang
sang."at recalls
mother.and "Then
she
churchherfestivals
little
parties,
course.
But it towasn't
she
was ten oftiiat
wc decided
give until
her lessons. We realized then that Deanna had
an Now
unusuallittle
voicefourteen-year-old
for her age." Deanna
Durbin is taking vocal lessons from Andrea de Segurola, the man who has taught
HYGIENE
such stars as Marion Talley, Francia FEmiNINE
\\'hite
and
Mary
McCormick.
He
is
most
enthusiastic about his youngest pupil.
Doctorsdeclare
who have
the child'sin
throat
it to beexamined
fully developed
spite of her extreme youth. She is at
5 REASONS WHY WOMEN PREFER NORFORMS
home in singing opera or popular music.
Perhaps one factor in the lack of jealEvery day, more and more women are adopting
ousy between Deanna Durbin and Bobby
Norforms for Feminine Hygiene, because:
Breen is their completely opposite goals for
the future. Deanna hopes one day to be
1. Norforms are so easy to use. They require no awkward
a Metropolitan Opera star. Bobby wants
apparatus for application. They come in a small, convenient package of one dozen.
tolifebewilla star
be a"like
seriousUncleone.Eddie."
Bobby Deanna's
wants to
2. They contain Parabydrecin—A powerful and positive
have a lot of fun. Perhaps the fact that
antiseptic developed by Norwich, makers of Unguenthey are children is an import^mt laitor
in the non-existence of ill fctliim Ijctwini
tine. No danger of an overdose or "burn" with Norforms.
them. But most important m all is that
Norforms Action
Eddie Cantor has set an example lor tlieni.
3. They leave no embarrassing antiseptic odor about
room or person. In fact, the\ are deodorizing, and
Eddie a Cantor,
who ahva\
is rt-adx-whoto
Explained
many women use them for this purpose alone.
offer
helping hand.
Eddies Cantor,
Norforms
are
e.isy-to-use
always is ready to give the other fellow
antiseptic suppositories 4. They remain in effective, antiseptic contact for many
that melt at internal body
a chance. Eddie Cantor, who believes that
hours.
temperature and spread a
any program must be built for the entire
protective,
soothing
film 5. Norforms can be used as often as desired. They are
cast. It is working for a man like Cantor
over
delicate
internal
soothing and beneficial as well as antiseptic.
that makes Deanna Durbin and Bobby
membranes— an antiseptic
Breen fast friends.
film that remains in effec- MILLIONS USED EVERY YEAR
tive contact for many
Send for the new Ncirtorms booklet. "/ <»;;«/«, llyciiHe MuJe
hours.izing They
deodor- Easy."
Or, buy
a box with
of Norforms
druggist'sThetoday.
12 ia
as well asareantiseptic
a
package,
complete
leaHet ofat your
instruaions.
Norwich
and
soothing.
Are you registering your radio
Pbarmacal Co., Norwich, New York, makers of Unsuenline.
preferences? See page 53 of
this issue. Let us hear yours. Address: QUERY EDITOR, Radio Stars,
149 Madison Avenue, New York.
NORPOKmS
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Kay St. Germaine and Jack Brooks (right), Dotty and Johnny of the Murine
Company's
To This,
(left) and
orchestra.
oil
her healthprogrann,
and herListen
emotions.
She withforLewhelp,Dionnond
for comfort,
for his
understanding.
And now he was gone. And their money
suffered with her clients, carrying their
burdens, too. So, reluctantly, she gave was gone. And Joan, frightened, desperate, looked into the frightened, desperup this career.
ate faces of her mother and her brothers
But the emotional quality which made
the law too severe a strain brought her and sisters — and knew that now she must
happier success in a new career. It was be the man of the family.
So Joan put her own grief behind her.
easy for Joan to play dramatic, emotional
GRAY
capably, she took upon her slim
roles on the stage. She made her pro- Devotedly,
fessional debut with the Chicago Theatre shoulders the burdens she has carried so
successfully
ever since. You might think
Guild.
And,
after
some
stock
experience
HAIR
that a girl who could so efficiently handle
and some concert work — she has a lovely business
affairs must be of the masculine
singing voice with exceptional range —
she appeared in a number of popular plays. type, but Joan Blaine is charmingly femiGONE
Among them were Mystery Square, Hot
nine, delightfully girlish. She is tall, slender, with wide-apart, long-lashed blue
EE
and A and
Winter's
\
FR
;
TLE
BOT
T
inWafer,
theseSpitfire
her charm
abilityTale.
won And
the eyes and fascinatingly cleft chin. And
(TES
Your hair takes on new praise of critics and sophisticated Broad- the sensitiveness and strength, the intelligence and devotion that have carried her
color and lustre when you
way audiences.
through stern tests and trials are proof
comb this famous clear, colorless liquid
"Then,"
said JoanI Blaine
ruefully,with"I of
character that in itself makes life a
a mistake.
had appeared
through it. Cray streaks vanish. Desired made
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde. Lionel Atwill and Violet Heming in a great adventure.
Leaves
soft, lustrous
curledtoo,or movie, The Knife, and M-G-M offered me
For two centrated
years
Joan only
workedonewiththought
conwaved. hair
Countless
women — useeasily
it. Men
effort, with
contract. I should have signed
for gray streaks in hair or mustache. Get athatfive-year
contract. It would have been a in mind — to provide for the comfort and
full-sized
bottle Orfromtestdruggist
help financially. But I turned it security of her family. She maintained
back
guarantee.
it Free. on money- grcHt
down. It seemed right to do so, at the a home for thein. Helped to establish her
Test
it
FR
EE
~
We
send
Free
complete
Test
time.
If 1 could only have seen brothers in careers of their own. Helped
Package.Try
i t on mail
singlecoupon.
lock snipped
her sisters — and saw them fall in love
results first. Just
Give from
color hair.See
of hair. ahead. . . ."
You can't look far ahead when you're and marry, whde she carried on.
"But don't think I haven't had any fun,"
II ZMARY
GOLDMAN
is full andandexciting.
family andwas lifewell-to-do
she hadJoan's
only Joan interposed quickly. "I don't care for
3 1 1 GoldmanT. Bldg.,
St. Paul, Minn. 1j young
herself to consider then.
Name .
night
clubs, dancing, and all that. AnyAnd then came trouble — and tragedy.
way, if I did, my work would suffer —
Street.
I couldn't forgive myself if it were
The
vanished.
fatherfamily
died —fortune
her father,
who Andhad Joan's
been and perfect
I City.
than I can make
it. Offrom
course,"
closest of all to her. Whatever hap- less
I Color of your hairf .
she
smiled,
it's far
perpened, til now, she could turn to him
fect! But to"I doknow
my best,
however good
100
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or bad it may be, is the least I can do.
But I've had plenty of good times," she
insisted.
There
are "I've
so verybeenmanytremendously
compensations.lucky.. .
And, as a family, we are unusually
close."
So the days were full and rewarding.
And then, suddenly, Joan became aware
ofwasa proud
lack." of
She had herpassionately
family and she
ested in all thatthem,
concerned them. interShe
had devoted friends and many pleasures.
And she found deep satisfaction in her
radio success, which enabled her to do so
many of the things she wanted to do for
her family and which brought her many
more friends. But success and fame and
financial gain were not enough. Life,
somehow, was not complete. And she was
young, warm-hearted, eager. . .
And then Cupid shot his fateful arrow.
She met Cyril Pitts, handsome, brownhaired, six-foot tenor on the Contented
Hour program. Cyril . . . Her soft eyes
glow, her cheeks flush as she speaks his
name. It is evident that this new, glowing romance
pointfound
to hersomeone
whole like
existence Thatgives
she has
herself, someor.e who understands and
shares the same ideals.
"Even though we are separated," says
Joan, "we
companionship. Wefee!
sharethatso sense
much of— our
love of
music, our radio work — and so much more !
He is a Quaker, more stern than I am,
perhaps — but I like that. I like a man
who is serious. And he, has a saving
sense
of humor."
But now
the ghosts plucked at her sleeve.
Could she break up her happy home life

for the sake of her private and personal
happiness? So long her personal desires
had been submerged, her whole thought
and being devoted to her family, it was
difficult now to think only of herself. But,
on the other
sidered, to ? hand, shouldn't Cyril be conHe thought so! And although he, too,
has responsibilities, he feels that they must
have their home, their love, their happiness.
"We want a farm in Connecticut," says
Joan, whose happiest early memories center around the farm of her dearly beloved grandfather Blaine in Iowa. This
grandfather, James G. Blaine, was the
presidential nominee of an earlier day
and famous personalities of that day were
friends and frequent visitors at the home.
"We plan," she went on, "a real New
England
with plenty
of bedrooms,
so that home
our —friends
will feel
free to
come at any time. And a big ice-box — "
her eyes glowed,
with food
for
unexpected
guests."supplied
I love people
to drop
in. Atweremy a grandfather's
house,
there
usually
round dozen for
breakfast
or lunch, and always more for dinner.
People sitting around the hearth, talking.
I dearly love a houseful of friends! And
so does Pitts
Cyril."concurs warmly. It's easy
to Cyril
see that the
fond dreams are truly
shared. And one hopes, with them, that
the dreams will all come true — and soon.
"I'm a country boy," says Cyril, smiling.
"I hate the city !"
"We'll work it out," Joan reiterates hap"I have istosoconsider
course. pily.There
much I finances,
want to doof

mflRvcious^.
4 .RICHARD
HUDnUT
. tondon
. . New York . . . Toronto
. . uenos Aires . .

for my family. But some day we'll have
our farm. Maybe then I'll devote myself
to writing. I've already done quite a bit.
And I've had several stories published —
and just now Scribner's is considering
It wouldnovel."
appear that Joan Blaine is a
my
busyfirst
young lady, indeed. Five days a
week with Mary Marlin. .\nd A Tale
of Today. Rehearsals. Guest appearances.
novel ! study. Reading. And — writing a
Voice
And now that she has romance, the joy
of sharing everything with the man she
loves, lifefillmentismustrich
complete fulwait— even
a littleif while.
Once Daniel Frohman said to her :
"My dear young lady, I doubt if you
are grateful enough to your Maker for
the gift of great simplicity and sincerity
which He grafted on to your complex
mental and emotional nature. To be a
real artist, one must first of all be a real
And Joan Blaine is a real artist. That
no one can deny. She is a real person,
too. She has known hard work and sacrifice. Moments of discouragement. Hours
ofperson."
grief. And she has faced her problems with courage and fortitude.
And now the thing that every girl, in
her heart of hearts, desires above all
things,
come andto exciting
her — love —andrichsweet.
and
full andhastender
"I'm a lucky girl," Joan insists happily.
And maybe she is. Anyway, we feel
confident that Cyril Pitts feels that he is
a lucky young man.
And we hope they will be able to
work it out — this vear.
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beautifies
while
sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hiddenyoubeauty.
fJSE
Saxollte
Astringent
—
a
refrestilng,
stlmu-age
^lines.lating
skin
tonic.
Smooths
out
wrinkles
and
Refines coarse
pores, pint
eliminates
olliness. Dissolve Saxollte
in one-half
wltcll hazel.
Many Happy Women Now Say
^Pronouncec/ PAR I O JEN)
•TABLETS
•
MAKE
FEMININE HYGIENE
Simple
Quick
Easy
Dependable
Pariogen
requires
applicatora
other
acce».sories.
Theiion-caastic,
easy-to-asenogreaseles.s,
tablet
aloneodor-oris
sufficient.
Harmless,
less.
Twelve
tablets
in
gla.ss
container
cost
only
one dollar.for Don't
druBgist
Pariogenhesitate
Tablets.to ask
If hisyour
supply
liaosted, should
write usbefortemporarily
free sample. ex-
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BARBARA'S

ADVICE
GIRLS IN LOVE
{Continued fromTO
page 23)

nothing but blind desire to be what he
wants you to be, to serve, to please. I've
been
throughit that.
to goallthrough
again !I'llThatneverkindhaveof
love happens only once. When you finally
pick yourself up, put yourself together
again —ent.andYou'reyouimmunized.
usually do— you're differ"I
know
the
agonyI know
of quarreling
and
trying to make up.
the dull pain
of not having him speak to you for days
at a time, of making little pretexts for
going into the room where he is, hoping
against hope that he'll break the hearting ice andsurrender
say something.
I've
known thebreakfinal
of facing him
across a wordless table and breaking
down and saying : Tin sorry. I was
wrong. I'll do anything you say, if you'll
only speak to me again.' The humiliation
of such a surrender, knowing I ivasn't
wrong. It's like striking of¥ the chains
ofthat.slavery," Barbara said, "to be free of
"I know what it is to have no life of
my own at all. Even in little, inconsequential things. I know how it feels to
move a chair in the living-room and have
him give it one look and, hastily, put it
back again.
"You lose your life for love, this kind
of love, though you are living. .-Xnd this
is what I'd advise girls not to do, to try
not to dotes
do.are, Iexcept
don't know
the gone
antithat, what
having
through it once, you are immunized and
free from ever having to go through it
I said, tentatively : "If this same thing
should
happen
you again
—"
"No,"
said toBarbara,
"the— with
same Bobthing
again."
does
not happen again. There is more
than one love in a lifetime, of course. I
know that. But no two loves are the
same. As no two friendships are the
same. One may be quite as sweet and
real and sound as the other, but only
once does it take you by the scruf? of
your neck and blow your hair, so to
speak.
"If life doesn't teach us anything, we
might
up. . . Ihonesty
know,"which
said
Barbarabetter
with give
her ruthless
never spares herself, "I know that I have
reached
stageinwhere
I wouldn't
place
my
wholethetrust
any man.
Not unreservedly. This is no aspersion on the
male sex or any member of it. I just
don't think it's in them. I do trust women. I really believe that women are
capable of disinterested friendship, of undivided loyalty, of keeping faith. When
it comes to men and women, there is
some equation between the sexes which
makes for a natural enmity. The slogan,
'.^ll's fair in love and war,' was first said
by
men a do.man, I believe. And they believe it,
"Now, when a man says something
sweet to me — and few men say sweet
thingsbara,these
days — yes,"
to the question
poppinglaughed
out ofBarmy
eyes, "yes, Bob docs say sweet things.
He's one of the few young men of today

who know
how. toHe lose
doesn't
them and
too
often
for them
theirsaysavor
their strength. But he does say them.
But now, when I hear them, I believe
them for a few minutes. I feel warm
and glowing and happy and wanting to
believe. And then reaction sets in and I
find
myselfthatthinking:
I know
he really 'Oh,
meansyeah?
that?HowSeemsdo
to me I've heard that before!' It's not
that I cal.amIt's that
cynical. have
It's stupid
towise
be cyniand
wary. I believe I that
I grown
have learned
my
lesson
from
life.
I
can't
be
cheated
if
I
don't trust blindly.
"I know," said Barbara, pouring us our
fifth cup of coffee, "I know that I am livdangerouslyI am
now.living
I'm mytoldownthatlifeI
am. ingBecause
as / please. I have my house here. I
picked it out myself. I had it done over
according to my desire and the good taste
of
friend,and
Marion
Marx.fixtures
I wanted
whitemy walls
Colonial
and
there was no one to say me nay. I
wantedable chairs
colorful
hangings
and Icomfortand divans
and rugs.
wanted
it to be the kind of a house where you
can put your feet on the chairs, if you
want to, spill ashes on the rugs, without
having to feel that you were giving me
apoplexy.
"I can move that lamp there over here
if I want to — and there is no one to give
me a black look of disapproval. I go out
when I wish and come in when I please.
I entertain or do not entertain, as I feel
inclined. I have my own ideas about
Dion and can
themI amintomypractice
unmolested. Iamputfree.
own man.
And
it's
dangerous
because
no
woman
can
live in marriage this way. Perhaps
safely.
no one can live alone this way, for long,
"I've bought a ranch in the San Fernando \'alley. Marion Marx and I have
bought one hundred and twenty-five
acres
together. IWe're
Thoroughbreds.
boughtraising
five horses.
hor.ses
from Kentucky, brood mares, yearlings,
two stallions. I also brought a trainer
from Kentucky.
to breed
horses
and, besidesWe're
caringgoing
for our
own,
we're
going
to
breed
and
train
and
horses for other people. One ofboard
the
mares foaled
the ofotherthe day
and I don't
believe
the birth
Quintuplets
was
any more exciting to the Dionnes than
that foaling
was toandme.live
I'll there
build amost
ranch-of
house
out there
the
time.
It's
peaceful
and
quiet.
I can
have gardens, and it will be wonderful
for Dion. It will be home.
"And all of this is relevant to girls in
love, too," Barbara said. "For my advice, for what it's worth, is for girls to
have their own lives, to have vital interests, to build such a wall of interests
around their hearts that, while love may
find a chink
wall, To
it can't
completely capturein thethe fort.
me, right
now, there's such romance in living my
own lifeit's
as Idangerous.
wish to liveAndit, that
believe
evenI ifcan'tit
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is," Barbara said, "life is always dangerous, however you live it."
"The thing to do when you're in love,"
Barbara went on, "is not to expect anyThen you and
won'tyoube may
hurt, beyou pleascan't
beIhing.disappointed
antly surprised. If you dream too much,
if you envision love as life on a silver
cloud with an archangel by your side,
you're
shootinggoing
! to take a Brodie, sure as
"Someone has said that 'pain is the
keenest of the pleasures,' and certainly
you'd better not face love unless you can
also face pain and iiard -.vork and sacrifice, which are component parts of love —
along with the clouds and the halos and
the harps.
"Just and
don'tattention.
expect consideration
flattery
Hope that and
you
may
get
them,
if
you
must
— don't count
on them.
expectof theMussolini,
man youGable,
love toLind-be
a "Don't
combination
bergh, Edward, Duke of Windsor, or,"
laughed Barbara, "a Robert Taylor ! If
you
do,
ridinghuman,
for a mortals,
fall. Realize
that all you're
men are
and
then, if they do exhibit a few godlike
traits, that's velvet!
"Don't be too forceful with the man
\'ou love. That's a hard lesson for most
of the modern, self-sufficient women of
today to learn, as I well know. I know,
because I am the type who has to work
hard in order to keep quiet. I usually
don't succeed. I'm far more likely to
say: 'Oh nuts!' than to utter a meek:
'Yes,
dear.'withI seldom
to agree
a man, have
when sense
I knowenough
that
he is wrong. I've had a man tell me
black fool
is white,
I've
been
enoughand,tobelieve
hand ithimor annot,argument! I have strong likes and dislikes,
tastes
predilections,
and I'mandfar with
too
apt to andexpress
them, forcibly
emphasis.
It's
a
mistake.
It's
a
dangerous business. It arouses the dictator in
awith
man,feet
and being
you're wiped
apt to onbe you,
a doorsooner
mat,
than you would be if you played a subtler
game.
"Either way, you lose. If you fight a
man,
his
latent he'll
crueltyeither
and call
masteryforthandallbeatof you
down, or he'll turn to some clinging
beauty with a body which forgot to include brains. Or, if you start right out
by surrendering your will to his (as you
do, theest. first
he's and
apt must
to losekeepinter-on
Man is time),
a hunter
the hunt or lose interest.
"Give the man you love some sort of
an ideal. That helps. Men love to worship. They need to worship today more
than ever, since women have hopped
down of? their pedestals and revealed
themselves as flesh-and-blood and boneand-muscle and a dash of brains— not
merely as a few yards of lace and a whifT
of perfume as in the dear, dead days. . .
We've
shock. got to do something to offset the
"For men have changed, I think, much
less than
women.
Fact atis,all.I don't
that
men have
changed
They !)elieve
would
still feel right at home in a coat of mail,
inseeking
a knight's
Women
may stillbe
Galahadarmor.
no longer,
but men
want to look up. When they have to
look down, or even on a level with their

DON'T OVERLOOK
KATE SMITH'S OWN
COOKING SCHOOL
Isee Pages 10-11)
with delicious new cooking ideas
exclusive to Radio Stars' readers.
This department will be a regular
monthly feature of this magazine.

BABY COMING?

SKIN?

For Real Beauty —
You Must Have Soft i
Alluring Skin
. . Free From Pimples]
★

Cniooth, satiny skin — a radiantly clear, youthful coniplexion
— men admire them and modern style
demands them.
To be truly lovely, you must rid
your skin of ugly pimples on face and
body. And thousands are doing it, with
complete success.
The real cause of disorders resulting in ugly pimples may be nothing in
the world except a lack of the yeast
vitamins B and G. When these elements
are not present in the human diet in sufficient quantities, the intestinal tract becomes weak and sluggish. Its function is
badly impaired. Constipation is likely to
ensue and this, in turn, often show's up in
pimply
skin. men and women have
Countless
found that in such cases, Yeast
Foam Tablets work wonders. This
pure dry yeast supplies vitamins
B and G in abundant quantities
YEAST

FOAM

TABLETS
You'll iAke the Taatet

and thus tends to restore the intestinal
tract to normal — in those instances of
vitamin deficiency. With the intestinal
tract again in healthy function, pimples
should quickly disappear.
Unlike ordinary yeast. Yeast
Foam Tablets are pasteurized and hence
cannot cause gas or fermentation. They
are easy to swallow and most people
relish tlioir clean, imt-like taste. They
keep, too. Start now. Try Yeast Foam
Tablets and give them the chance to give
you the same welcome relief they have
brought to so many others.
IVMiR VESritamui,
? Vilantin
B, knownnecessary
n.-! the
anli-nciiiitic
is absolutely
to sound, steady nerves. Lack of enough ritamin tiBon ofmany
causesnerves.
polyneuritis
— the Tablets,
inflamma-so
Yeast Foam
rich in the B factor, prevent and
correct nervous conditions caused
by vitamin B deficiency.
••••
Mail Coupon for Trial Sample ••••••••
NOKTllWESTKKX
1750 N. .\.slilaii(l Ave.,YE.\ST
Chicago.CO.111.
Please
send
of Yea
Foam Tablets.FREE
(OnlyTRIAL
1 samplesample
per family.)
.Vamp
.■\ddress
City
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FOR
CHEST
COLDS
Di istressing cold in chest or throat should
never be neglected. It generally eases up
quickly when soothing, warming Musterole
is Better
applied.than a mustard plaster, Musterole
gets action
because it's NOT just
a salve.
It's
a "counrer-irriVanf"—
penetrating,
and helpful in drawingstimulating,
out local
congestion and pain.
Used by
millionsdoctors
for 25 andyears.
Recommended by many
nurses.
All
druggists. In 3 strengths: Regular Strength,
Children's (mild), and Extra Strong, 40;i each.

HOME-STUDY
BUSINESS TRAININ<S
Your
opportunity
cannowneverand bereapbigger
than yourin
preparation.
Preparesuccess.
the rewards
earlier
and larger
Freewant,
64-Puge
Bookscoupon
Tell
How.
Write
tiow
for
book
you
or
mail
with your name and address in margin today,
□□ Higher
Accountancy
□
Business
Correspondence
Mod. Salesmanship
and Collection
□□ Traffic
Management
Correspondence
Degree
ofLawLL.B. □□ Credit
Modern
Foremanship
□ Law:
Commercial
□
Expert
□□ Rail.
Industrial
Mgm't
P. A.Bookkeeping
Coachine
Station
Mgm't □□□ C.Stenotypy
Business
English
□□ Paper
Salesmanship
Business
□ EffectiTe Speaking
Management
LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
Dept. 3318-R
Chicago
HOW

CORNS

COME

-unless removed
ROOT AND ALL
• Thousands are praising this new, scientific
Blue-Jay
method thatstops
ends a corn. Blue-Jay, the then
tiny
inmedicated
3 days theplaster,
entire corn theliftspainout instantly—
Root and All.
Blue-Jay is easy to use. Held snugly in place by
Wet-Pruf adhesive. 2 5 (i for 6. Get Blue-Jay today.
BAUER & BLACK
BLUE-JAY
SCIENTIFIC
CORN PLASTERS
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eyes, they are very apt to look in other
directions! So, climb up on a pedestal
and
crampstayI there, even if you must die of a
"Men like the little attentions, too,"
Barbara said reflectively — and even as she
spoke Robert Taylor was announced. He
leaned over her, winked at me, said : "Uo
you
kissed duck
her. He
remarked
that mind?"
he wasandgoing
hunting
that
afternoon but would be back by evening.
Barbara offered him coffee, which he refused, saying he had just eaten a gigantic breakfast. He deposited himself on
the davenport, hands back of his head,
closed his eyes comfortably and said : "Go
ahead,
don't how
let menice stop
And girls,
I thought
and you."
comradely
and warm and affectionate the friendship
between Barbara and Bob. If it is more
than friendship, that's their business.
I wasmocking
saying,"butgrinned
Barbara,
her"Asvoice
her gray
eyes
warm as she looked at the recumbent
Robert, "as Ever
I was enter
saying,a room
men like
little
attentions.
in which
are a man and a woman and note which
0}ic is ri-stiiiy on the davcnportV
"I'liip!" said Bob, not opening his eyes.
"Ten and a lialf times out of eleven,"
resumed Barbara, "it will be the man,
Alothers, you see, always wait on their
sons and sons get used to it. So hand
the boy-friend an ash-tray when he comes
in, put a pillow under his head, light his
cigarette
for him.appreciatively.
You won't lose face."
Bob grunted,
"Let the man know that yon love him,
but,
yon canIfhelp
it, don't
how ifmuch!
it kills
you, lettryhimto know
have
those other interests. Get 'that look' in
your eyes, when you see a Gable, a Colman
or," she laughed,
"a Bob
Get sentimental
when Nelson
EddyTaylor.
sings.
In other word;, create the idea that you
knriw there are other men in the world
and that they're not so bad.
him think
that likes
you toarethink
too
sure"Don't
of him,let either.
A man
of himself as a devil of a fellow, hard
to get and harder to hold. Give him that
kirk. It's tonic to his self-esteem.
"A few <k)mestic traits, neatly displayed, also help. Even if you are a business girl, a movie star, a radio star, whatever you are, manage to whip him up a
cake, a batch of bread, fry a pork chop
now and then. Be discovered with a bit
of sewing in your hands. Make a fuss
(i\'cr children, even if you have to borr(i\v
the lioncs,
iK-ighhors'.
For men have,
in their
the traditional
i)elicf bred
that
women shmilil he able to liaiidle ;i broom,
a needle, a frying ])an and a baby.

"Don't expect to go out every time /incomes to call,witheither.
at thean
front door
one Don't
hand stand
out for
orchid and one foot over the sill. Stay
at home now and then and do some entertaining yourself. Play cards, play
bridge, if you can bear it. Even make
fudge. Night clubs make for casual
friendships and charming flirtations, but,
ifflourish
it's love
you'rehearthstone.
after, it's more apt to
on the
"Don't be dressed up like a mannikin
every time he sees you, either. Not tiiat
there's much chance for creating illusions
these
days,"
laughed inBarbara,
"what with
slacks
and !shorts
oldtime ruffles
I often place
thinkofthatthe radio
offers about the only real romance there
is in life any more. When you hear a
voice over the air, you can visualize the
man or girl as you please — and ten to
one the men visualize the girls in those
same
rufifes.unnatural
But whatin your
I meanappearance.
is don't
be too-too
Men are frightened away, I think, rather
than attracted by the outre looking girl,
the girl who wears bizarre, startling
clothes. Don't shave your eyebrows in
a fashion nature never dreamed of. Don't
do
nothing human.
tint your
your hair
nailslikeoutrageously.
Men Don't
inay
laugh at and with the weird and sirenesque type. They may exhibit her now
and again. They may get a great kick
out"Right,"
of her. muttered
They seldom
Bob. .narry her."
"What
I
mean
is,
as well
let the inan you love it's
knowjustthat
you doto
not always look as you do when he comes
to take you out to the Troc' or to some
big party. It would let him down considerably if, after marriage, he discovered that he had married 'just a girl who
has her off days,' instead of a mannikin
just stepped from a band-box, as he
thought you were. Let him see you in
ordinary house dresses now and again.
Be fastidious always, of course, with
clean,
hair that
and hewell-kept
hands.a
But letbrushed
him realize
is marrying
woman and not an odalisk.
"Don't drink so that you ever show it.
The easiest way to disillusion a man —
the man who wants to marry you — is to
let him see you even slightly befuddled.
"Don't tell risque stories. Men may
laugh at these laxities but love laughs at
Phones began to ring. Bob began to
count
the ducks he was going to catch.
them, too."
I began
leave to the door with me. She
Barbarato went
said: "Just tell 'em to take their hearts
off their sleeves, that's all."

BEAUTY ADVICE
(Coiitiiiiii'd from page 13)
tion "Exercise," it's as distasteful to a lot
of Noyou amount
as castorofoil.sugar-coating is going
to help a (iiscnssi<in of exercise, even with
Maxinc Gray as an eye-appealing example to follow. Many of you will say :
"I
wish
I had a figure
hers," But
and
content yourselves
with like
wishing.
since
thus farit
sitting you've
down taken
(or I myhopeadvice
you have),

should be even easier to take a bit of it
lying
down.toes,"
Oh, eventually,
we'll expectbutyouwetowillbe
"on your
begin with the alarm clock.
"It's nice to get up in the morning, but
it's nicer
to stayof inus.bed."
That is the sentiment of most
Br-r-ting-a-lang,
goes
the alarm clock. Gr-r-r! Well, we'll have
tothatgrin
it. Now, youdon'thop suppose
I'm and
goingbearto suggest
out of
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bed immediately and fall into a series of
setting-up exercises that would tax even
the
most you
ardentcan "daily
dozen"byenthusiast.
I believe
get further
taking it
easier. (And I'm not a Southerner!)
The easiest and the smartest way to get
yourself awake is to stretch yourself
awake. Your circulation is sleepy and
sluggish and needs to be awakened first.
Please,
and stretch.
It's
the
finesteverybody,
exercise stretch
in the world.
Imagine
that you are being pulled with cables
from the head and the foot of the bed.
Lift up your chest. Pull yourself out of
your hips. Stretch, not only your lazy
body, every fibre of it, but your arms and
fingers, your legs and feet. Roll your
head from one side to the other, until your
neck feels loose. Breathe deeply, big. deep
lazy breaths like sighs or vawns. the
breath pushing out the diaphragm when
it starts.
.Already
littleXow.
morewithin
tune
with the
world you're
and the a day.
one mighty vigorous kick, kick off the
covers. And then, if you would like one
easy into
lying-down
out
the cold exercise
world, dobefore
this :you hop
Bend your knees, and draw them up to
your chest. Xow turn them to the right,
until they touch the bed: now to the left.
Don't let your back turn, just your legs.
Right—
dozen
times, butIcjt.
takeRight—
it easy.left.
It is Hall
a grand' a intestinal massage.
There are just three exercises I am
going to give you that you will have to be
your toes" about
for — simple
exercises,
and
no"on gymnastics
them. But
first, turn
on
the
radio.
Let's
get
into
the
day
with
the right rhythm. Music is excellent for
a case of the morning grouch. It helps to
put you into the mood of singing before
breakfast.
up my radio
the morningI wouldn't
for all . give
my favorite
eveningin
programs.
The first exercise is the old familiar
"up onexercise,
your toes"
value de-of
this
as a exercise.
poise andThebalance
veloper, has never been stressed enough.
But it loses its value it it is done incorrectly. The important thing to remember
while doing it is the thing we started out
with — Watch your posture. Your chest
must be held high, your stomach in, your
spine straight, your head back. Whatever
you
don'tonethrust
Standdo,with
hand your
againstheadthe forward.
wall to
steady yourself, and to help you maintain
your balance and correct posture. Rise
up on your toes to a full stretch, and
lower again to your heels, coming down
lightly and softly, not with a thump to
jar your system. Up on your toes again,
quickly, and down again, lightly. Up —
t/oti'»i.! Work
(■/>— doivn.
At least
times
up to more
as youtwenty-five
go along.
Think
about
your
chest
—
up, ofup, this
all
the time. You lose all theup.value
exercise if you don't keep on your toes
in All
posture.
stomach
right.Don't
That letwasyourpretty
good.slump!
And
now, class, I'm going to give you an e.xercise to contract the muscles you've just
stretchedentific! You
see, Maintaining
we're being the
very same
sciabout this.
posture
as
you
did
for
the
"on
your
toes"
exercise, and steadying yourself with a
hand against the wall, lift your right knee
to your chest, that is, as near to your
(Continued on page 108)

As romantic as a WaUz, as
exciting as a Swing Band — the
gay bouquet fragranceof Blue Waltz
Perfume has a potent appeal to the
mascuhne heart. It sets the senses awhirl,
and swings hearts into harmonious rhythm.
A touch on your throat, your hps, and your wrists,
and you will swirl in a cloud of enchanhng fragrance.
Best of all

KEEP

'H i d e - i t"
CONCEALS

YOUR
BLEMISHES
• ImproperGfeeding,'4
too many
"
u^overefbones,
DOfe ding may upset your dog's
"regularity".
Therecines to counteract
are special these
Sergeant's
Dog
Meditroubles.
Sergeant's OldLaxative
Capsules are aneed
safe
corrective.
dogs
particularly
their aid.
other hand,disturbance
worms, over-feeding
or Onothertheintestinal
may call for
the
useofSergeant's
Intestinal
Astringent.
Our FTIFE DOG BOOK will tell
you how
to diagnose and treat these troubles.
There
are
23
tried
and
tested
SERGEAST
DOC
MEDICINES.
Standard since
1879.
.MadeS
ofBackthe Guarantee
finest ingredients.
under
a MoneyhycopyDrugofSold
and-SerSeanfs
Pel Stores.
.4j*on
them
for
a
FREE
Book
the care of dogs or urite:
PoLK
Miller
Products
Corporation
1977 W. Broad St., Rictimond. Virginia
SeraeauVs
DOC MEDICINES

Matches Your
Skin Perfectly!
•O LONGER must blemishes be
barrassingly conspicuous!
"HlUK-lT,"
in a shade toscars,
matchbirthmarks.
jour skin,
will
make permanent
burns, vaccinations,
pimples, freckles or any
MAKE THIS TEST discoloration
amaz"Hide-it"ingly
won'tunnoticeable
rulioff. peel!
orcrack.UnafTected
by
water
Dual »
oruntilperspiration.
Lastsallday
removed. Gives
skin a
clear, smooth
look. UnexNowfSeehow
cel ed as a make-up
base)
Tr.v"HiDR-iT"I$l
at leading
department and drug stores.
10c At Ten Cent Stores
Millncr Co.,666St. Clair St.. Dept. IS-C. Chicago
enclose □lOcLight(Canada
15c) forQ Brunette
"Hldc-lf □ InSunTan
ahado
chocked;
□ Medium
Address
aty
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EPISODES BEFORE
(Coiitiinicd from page 39)
changes, sometimes, all in a tragic, timeless moment. Dick fiiiivhed high school,
.working, after scho,.! Ivurs. His first job
was painting gas tank-, gut paid for
a halt,"
it > iMrt\
iiaintedtcettheabove
tops
of"timetheandtanks,
extending
the ground. Dick painted tltc tops. His
next job was filling icc carts. You had to
get up at three a. m. to do it, because the
carts had to start out early. But you got
twelve dollars and a halt a week tor it.
There wasn t much nniMc n>>\\. hecaiihis voice wa< iKsininnm tn clianue. .^u.
sixteen, -met. ttiere was a war going 011.
youna: Kuliard enli-ted m the Oioth Aer.
Squadron. Llarence Chamberlain was hiteacher. Dick proved an apt pupil and
pilot's when
license.somehow
He was itslated
tosoonbe won
sent his
overseas,
was
discovered that this handsome six-foot-tw-o
aviator was barely seventeen years old!
Regrettull}',
instead,from
theythewrote
him con-an
ii' r.dde di-charge
service,
gratulatmc him on his lovaltv and faithfuhte>-.
But while he was flying, a strange thing
had happened to Richard Crooks. Feeling
the rhythm of the rushing wind about his
ship, he had flung out his voice in a burst
of song. But — was that his voice? Never
had he sung like that before! It was a
new voice — that rich tenor we know today.
He got a job with a life in-urance company. It paid him eighty dollars a month —
and Richard Crooks signed up for four
singing lessons a month, at twenty dollars
a lesson. In order to live, as well as to
sing, he earned a few dollars each week
sweeping out a handball court. He shared a
room in Harlem with four other boys, three
of them sleeping in the sagging double bed,
the other two on forlorn, springless cots.
Incidentally, those five boys — one now
a famous singer, one a doctor, one a lawyer
and the other two hu-iiie-- men — still are
fast friends, foregathemiL: . ften fnr bridge,
for golfa orfriend,
fishing.he W'iieii
Richard
makes
keeps him
! Crooks
Sometimes Dick earned a few extra
dollars singing in a Westchester church
choir. And one day he auditioned for the
position of tenor soloist at the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian church. He was the
forty-seventh candidate to be heard. And
the accepted candidate.
So there he was, at twenty-one, singing
inandonemarried
of Newto York's
biggest sweetheart.
churches —
his childhood
One day they were busily cleaning up
the house, preparatory to entertaining
Mildred's
was about
washinghis
liie windows.family.
Dick, Mildred
with a towel
knees, was scrubbing the floor — when the
telephone rang. Dick answered it. It was
the manager of the Chaminade Club of
Brooklyn,
for
a concert.wishing to engage Mr. Crooks
"I'll see," said Dick with dignity, "if
Mr.TheCrooks'
calendar
will ofpermit
it."
calendar,
innocent
engagements,
offered no objections. And Mr. Crooks
sang for the Chaminade Club. It was his
first concert and it paid him seventy-five
dollars.
.After that there were more concerts.
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Richard Crooks, eminent tenor.
.\nA. in 1923, Walter Damrosch sent for
him for an audition. That year he made
his debut with Damrosch. in a concert
versionsinging
of Wagner's
Siegfried,
in Carnegie
Hall,
the title
role, accompanied
by the New York Symphony orchestra.
On the morning of this, his New York
debut. Dick was busily engaged in winning
a handball championship on the court he
formerly swept for his bread and butter !
Shortly after this debut, the producer
of a musical comedy offered Crooks a
thousand dollars a week to sing in his
production.
-Again Dick conferred with Mildred.
.And again Mildred Crooks rightly interpreted her young
husband's
"The musical
comedy
stage,"career.
she said
thoughtfully,
"doesn't
seem
the placemusic,
for
you. You have always sung classical
sacred music . . . When you go on the
stage, it must be the stage of the Metro.And, politan
agreeing
Opera." with her, as always,
Richard Crooks refused the offer. He continued to sing with the New York Symphony orchestra and in concerts. And one
da\- a famous conductor came to him with
a >uggcstion.
-A certain wealthy man, he said, was interested inyounghisCrooks'
like to finance
studies voice.
abroad,He towould
prepare him for opera.
It was the sort of proposition most young
singers hopefully anticipate. Most young
singer- accejit eagerly, withnut lie>itation.
Man>- a -in.uiii!:; -tar whdse name lia> made
nni-ical ln-t'>ry .iwe- hi- < licr lame to
the \\ealth\'
patron or patrone-s who financed the studies.
But not Richard Crooks.
"There's nothing I want more," said
young
wistfully,
to study
abroad Crooks
... To study
opera "than
. . . And
some
day I will. I appreciate the offer," said
Richard Crooks, "but my wife and I canman'sthanks
bread.to " the efficiency
Butnot eata another
year later,
of
Mildred's
budgeting.
Mr. andOn Mrs.
Richard Crooks went to Europe.
the
continent, they traveled in third-class railway carriages. .Although, when they
reached
Munich,
from them,
Paris, they
whereindulged
Dick's
teacher was
to meet
in a little subterfuge.

"As the train slowed down for the
Munich station." Dick recounts, with a
twinkle
eye. the
"Mildred
and toI leaped
out
and inranhisalong
platform
where
the first-class carriages stopped — so we
metHe mysangteacher
style!"Berlin and
concertsin proper
in London,
Munich. In Munich, for si.x months, he
studied opera, sacred music, concert and
German lieder. Henderson, dean of music
critics, considers Richard Crooks this
country's
and
lieder. foremost singer of classic songs
All too soon they had to return. When
they landed
dollar
left. in New York, they had one
"But it's
all our own dollar !" Richard
Crooks
exulted.
But more dollars came to swell the
family purse.
great
demand
as a Crooks
concert nowsinger.wasAndin again
they saved for further study abroad. In
1927 they returned to Europe. At the
Hamburg Opera Richard Crooks made his
debut in Puccini's Tosca. He learned the
role
in ten days — never having looked at
it before.
.And now the Metropolitan Opera became
intere-ted in this young tenor. In 1928
they invited him for an audition. But
Crooks refused. He was not ready yet.
Not yet would he venture to stand upon
that stage where his idol, Caruso, had
sung. Often and often, from the topmost
balcony of th; Met, young Crooks had
listened hungrily to the music of the
masters. Not yet could he see himself
among their number.
.Again and again, for five more years,
he reiu?ed the iiivitations of the great opera
liouse. .At last, in 1933, he made his Metrodebut, intheyAlassenet's
At thepolitanMet.
count up Manoii.
the minutes
of applause
for
each
singer — andof itRichard
is recorded that, on the occasion
Crooks' debut, the curtain was held for
fift\- minutes, while unprecedented applause
greeted the marvelous young tenor.
"Even tlien." sa\s Richard Crooks. "I
couldn't
belie\eI still
it was
on that stage.
felt II,muststanding
be up there
there
in the balcony, watching another singer's
To the stage hands at the Met, Richard
Crooks is an idol. Every year, for his
triumph."
debut,
they goto towork,
his dressing-room
hour early,
in time not paida half
for
by the management,
in
adorning
dress-it
ing-ro m for the occasion.
They hismake
gay with bright trinkets, banners, good
luck charms — as they used to adorn their
beloved
Caruso'sconcert
dressing-room.
Now opera,
and radio keep Mr.
Crooks busy singing, from coast to coast.
For some years he has sung on the Firestone radio program — those Monday night
programs of song and symphony orchestra
that touch a high point of radio entertainment.
In connection with these programs.
Crooks recently had an unusually touching
experience. Regularly, after each radio
broadcast, he received a letter from an
unknown woman, commenting on his singing, discussing music with such rare ap-
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preciation that he found her letters uniquely
helpful and inspiring.
The letters came from a town in California. So, when Richard Crooks was
singing a concert in a California city near
that town, he sent his unknown friend
two tickets for the concert.
On the afternoon before the evening
concert he received a telephone call. It
was,
a sad.Nancy,
troubledthe voice.
mothersaidcalling.
writer Nancy's
of the
letters, was an invalid. Nineteen years old,
she never had walked. She had set her
heart
on hearing
Crooks'sheconcert,
the doctor
had Mr.
thought
might andbe
carried to the hall. But the excitement of
anticipation had proved too much for her
— and she could not go to hear him. She
was heart-broken . . .
"She Crooks.
shall hear the concert." said
Richard
And, hiring a grand piano, he drove
with it, out to the little town, forty miles
away. The piano was set up — and Richard
Crooks sang his entire concert, encores
and all, for the little invalid.
When, at last, he got back to the hall,
he was very late. His audience had been
waiting
an hour. for him for over three-quarters of
Richard Crooks came out on to the
stage. 'T have to ask your forgiveness," he
said simply. "I have been at the bedside
of And
a sickthefriend."
audience rose impulsively in
appreciation.
It's easy
understand
Richardhe
Crooks
makesto new
friends why
wherever
goes, and never loses the old ones. Simple,
straightforward, honest, generous, loyal.

he is a very human man — not merely a
voice, to be wrapped up and delivered for
payment.
He is fond of sports. Likes golf and
shoots an eighty. Plays bridge with his
family and friends. But his favorite sport
is fishing. H.e has a fishing shack on
Barnegat Bay, where he delights to go
with his family for rela.xation. And he
owns an island in a Canadian lake.
The island is a dense woods, plentiful
with game — but Richard Crooks will not
take life.
One of his friends, an amateur sportsman, visiting at the shack, declared one
day that he was going after a certain big
moose that for years had been seen in the
woods. ' I'm told he comes out at dawn, "
said the friend, "so I'll get up early and
Crooks him."
said nothing. The alarm clock
go
was after
set for the hour of dawn, and the
household retired early.
But, an hour before dawn, Richard
Crooks stole from his bed. Out in the
woods he set up a fearful hullabaloo,
warning all forest denizens for miles
sround to seek a safer neighborhood.
The friend understood. 'T guess no one
willThere
kill j-our
moose."
he said,
are four
in the
Crooksgrinning.
family
now. Young Dickie, Jr., who is eleven,
and Patricia, who is thirteen, with their
mother, accompany Mr. Crooks on his
trips, whenever possible. They all went
with him to Australia, for his concert tour
there
Dickie
in a boys'
choir last
and summer.
earns fifty
centssings
a month—
but
he doesn't think his earnings indicate a
career like his father's. Patsy, who is a

student planned
at a girls'
school in Connecticut,
hasn't
a career.
In order to put the children in their
schools, Mrs. Crooks had to leave for
home with them, ahead of her husband.
But once they were settled, she flew back
to
the Coast, to meet Richard on his
arrival.
The years have only intensified the
happy bond between them. Mildred Crooks
searcheshelpsout him
songsplansuited
her husband's
voice,
his toprogram.
Also,
she
studies
the operas
he sings and designs
all his
costumes
for them.
.■\s often as is possible they go to church
together on Sundays, like any family. And
when Richard is traveling, at Christmas
time, he always seeks out the minister of
the local church and asks his permission
to
free of charge, at the midnight
carolsing,service.
His home, in Sea Girt, New Jersey, is
the meeting place of old and new friends.
And the lad who did it all on his "own
dollar" is a man ever ready to help another
along. He enjoys the theatre and the
movies, when he can go with Mildred and
the children. But best of all he enjoys just
being at home with his family.
Recently, on a visit to .Akron. Ohio, he
went"Farm
to seework
the Firestone
employees'
seems much
easier.farms.
' he
says,
"with
motor
tractors
and
what
I've a dim idea that, when I retire,not.I
might settle down on a farm. I must see
what
wife thinks
it." of his
So my
he sounds
again about
the keynote
life — "my wife." A simple, loveable. family
man, Richard Crooks — as well as a famous
and beloved artist.
YOU JUST
TO
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WINX
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olher WINX colors. Thus, WINX
gives
you the secret of ' nolurol"
eye make-uo.

IT'S arrazing the way WINX moiCQia transforms the oppeorance of
eye'i One mocnenf — just atdactivte eyes. The next — on exotic,
glanioorous glance fhaf stirs the ernotions — the glance that men
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Janet Caynor

RomnncES

& Fredric march
in

IS RORR'^
STAR
High-jinks and heartbreak in Hollywood!
You'll thrill to this true-to-life romance of two
who reach the heights of happiness and know
the depths of despair! Love that is old as
the hills — and modern as tomorrow! Read
the book-length novel in the March issue of
SCREEN ROMANCES.
26 FEATURES

INCLUDE:

Errol Flynn in "Another Dawn"; Dick Powell in "On
The Avenue"; Ruby Keeler in "Ready, Willing and
Able"; Joan Crawford in "The Last of
Mrs. Cheyney"; Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy
in "Maytime"
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BEAUTY ADVICE
(Continued from page 105)
chest as you can get it. Keep your toes
pointed downward. Lower to the floor
again lightly, and then lift your left knee
in the same manner. Alternating, ten
counts each. Work up to fifteen or twenty
as you get accustomed to the exercise. It
is particularly important (as it always is)
that your spine be kept absolutely straight
through this knee-flexing exercise.
The third exercise is a little more strenuous, but you can lie down on the floor
for this one. Lie flat on your back, with
your legs straight, and your arms stretched
straight
It's
good for overhead.
you. SwingMoreyourstretching!
arms forward
slowly in a great arc, and raise your body
to a sittingat position.
Unip! Yes,
a little
diflicult
the beginning,
but itit'swill
get
easier, and think what marvels it is doing
for your lazy stomach and bulgy waistline. Bend your body and arms forward
till your finger tips touch your toes. See
the way Maxine Gray does it. That's one
of
exercises.
thatheryoufavorite
keep your
feet onIt'stheimportant
floor as
you raise yourself to sitting position. Hook
them under a couch, or some other heavy
piece of furniture, if necessary, to hold
them down, and keep them down. Now
lower your body slowly back to the floor
again, with your arms stretching overhead.
Forward again, to sitting position, slowly,
back to the floor. Eight times is enough.
Surely the morning routine just outlined is simple enough, and not too timetaking. If you will just try it every day
for a week, and every week for a month,
you will see the difiference it makes in
slimming down your waistline, increasing
your pep, grace and suppleness, whipping
your circulation into a rosy glow.
How shall you begin to take care of
your skin? Why, begin by keeping it thorClean from
within, asoughly,
cleanscrupulously
as saneclean.
diet, exercise
(to
stimulate the circulation and help to carry
away impurities), and regular habits can
make it. Clean from without, so that no
dust or grease or make-up can clog the
pores, and result in unpleasant, enlarged
pores and blackheads. After cleansing,
then comes stimulation — with cold water
and skin tonics and occasional packs, and
lubrication — with rich nourishing creams
and light massage. Cleansing, lubricating,
stimulating — the three processes involved
in acquiring a petal-smooth skin.
Nowent you
don't need
a muddle
preparations
to help
you ofcaredifferfor
your
skin.
If
you
can't
afford
more than
one good cream, then one good cream
will
do. I have just finished experimenting
for one week with the blended cream that
has for its slogan: "All necessary face
creamsforblended
into butone.''for I massage,
used it, and
not
only
cleansing,
asexcellent
a make-up
foundation,
and
I
found
for all three uses. It is the sameit
blended cream which you are going to be
able to try out in the same manner, with
the gift sample which I am very happy
tocream
be able
to off'er
this month.
The
is soft,
fluffy,youfragrant
— a delight
and a joy! I want you to use it in the
following simple routine.
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Every nightly complexion routine should
liavc for its aim the business of making
the skin petal-clean. So apply your cleansing cream first, generously, all over your
lace and neck, paying particular attention
to the crevices around the nose and chin,
where pores are so apt to get ugly. Allow
the cream
to "soak with
in" forcleansing
a few seconds,
and
then remove
tissues
Now you are ready to complete the "petal
cleanliness"
soap witli
and water.
Work up a routine
generouswithlather
warm
water and pure fragrant soap, and scrub
your face and neck until tlic scrubbing
actually makes the skin pink. Rinse in
clean warm water until \-our skin feels
thoroughly relaxed. Then, as quickly as
possible, turn on the cokl water and chill
the skin thoroughly, for tightening and
stimulation. Pat on an icy-cokl skin tonic
for good measure.
Finish off w-ith a light cream massage
to lubricate and nourish, especially if you
have a dry skin, as many of us do — particularly incold weather. For lubrication,
you will need less of the blended cream
than for cleansing. Just take a little on
your fingertips, and pat or stroke it in
well, so that as much oil as possible is
.taken up by your hungry skin. Be careful
not to stretch your skin with your manipulating massage. Use gentle up-and-up
pats or strokes, being particularly gentle
around the eyes. To get the most good out
of this marvelous cream, you must learn to
use it in gentle, but firm, massage. Many
women ask w-hether to massage before or
after they clean their faces. One important rule to remember is that your skin
should always be clean when you begin to
massage;intootherwi.se
grime
your pores.you work the day's
Now, if all this cream beautifying is
being done when you have flushed your
day's
and areit getting
to goto
out in work,
the evening,
is simpleready
enough
use the blended cream, which you have
been employing as a massage cream, for
your make-up foundation-base as well.
Whethersleep,
you oraredressing
retiringforfora your
beauty
very night's
special
party, you can finish the creaming routine
in the same way. Just remove thoroughly
with tissues. What cream remains won't
make
you feelfororovernight
look greasy.beautifying,
It's just theor
foundation
for
make-un
glorifying.
If
for
make-up,
then, while your skin is still soft
and
moist from the cream, apply your cream
rouge, well blended into your cheeks; and
your powder. A dash of lipstick, and a
touch of mascara, eyebrow pencil, and
eyeshadow,
you're ofalluringly
lovely for anandevening
dancing fresh and
Mary Biddle,
RADIO STARS.
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please
send mecream.
your gift sample
offer
of blended
Name
Address
City
State.
P.S. — IfMary
you haveKiddieany will
figurehe orgladcomplexion
problems,
you witha self-addressed
them. Just drop
a lineto help
.ind
enclose
stampedher envelope.
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TRY

AN ART

/^SCHOLARSHIP
Copy this gifl and send us your drawmg — perhaps
you'llCOURSE
win a COMPLETE FEDERAL
FREE!
This contest is for amateurs, so if you
like to draw do not hesitate to enter.
Prizes
Five Best Drawings
FIVE forCOMPLETE
ART—
COURSES FREE, including
drawing outfits. (Value of each
course, $190.00.)
FREE! Each contestant whose
drawing shows sufficient merit
will receive a grading and advice
as to whether he or she has in our
estimation,
developing. artistic talent worth
Nowadays design and color play an important part in
the sale of almost everything. Therefore the artist, who
designs merchandise or illustrates advertising has become a real factor in modern industry. Machines can
never displace him. Many Federal students, both men
and girls who are now commercial designers or illustrators capable of earning from $1000 to $5000 yearly
have
trained byto the
Federaltalent.
Course.
splendidbeenopportunity
test your
Read Here's
the rulesa
and send your drawing to the address below.

RULES
This contest
open oldonly to amat
e
u
r
s
,
1
6
years
Professional commercial
artists
and Federal students are not
eligible.
1. Make drawing of girl 6 inches
high,
on paper
high.lettering.
Draw
only the7' 2girl,inchesnot
the
2. Use only pencil or pen.
3. No drawings will be returned.
4.drawing.
Print your name, address,
age and occupation on back of
5. All drawings must be
received by February 25th,
1937. Prizes will be awarded
for drawings
best byin Federal
proporneatness
Schoolstion andFaculty.
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Dept. 3997, FecJeral Schools Bids., Minneapolis, Minn.
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POPULAR

Miss Madeleine frick
Permanent Wave by
Iran of Fifth Ave.. N.Y.
*7 Keep My Hair Soft and Golden with Marchand's Golden
Hair Wash," says Miss Madeleine Frick, of Norfolk, Va.
TYPICAL of the many girls who have become more popular with sunny,
golden hair, Miss Frick was chosen February winner of MARCHAND'S
BLONDE-OF-THE-MONTH Contest. Says Miss Frick, "My whole appearance
is fresher — brighter — since I use Marchand's Golden Hair Wash."
You, too,HairnowWash,
can and
gain yourself
this popularity.
hair admire.
with Marchand's
Golden
have sunnyRinsehairyourfriends
BLONDES—
Is
dull,
faded
or
streaked
hair
robbing
you
of
the
youthful,now.lively
charm blonde hair can give? Enjoy^a more fascinating appearance
To
keep your hair bright and golden always rinse with Marchand's.
BRUNETTES — To add an alluring lustrous sheen to your hair just rinse with
Marchand's. You will be amazed at the improvement in your whole appear. Or if you shade
wish, and
usingbecome
Marchand's
full strength
to any ancegolden
an appealing
blonde.you can lighten your hair
BLONDES
-Use Marchand's
make "superfluous"
hair
on arms,ANDlegsBRUNETTES
or face unnoticeable.
Keep daintyalsoandto alluring
all orer with
Marchand's.
Get aat bottle
any
drug store.StartUse today!
it tonight,
home. of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at
WANT TO WIN A FREE VISIT TO NEW YORK?
For details
see folderOrinside
your package
Ask
your druggist.
use coupon
below. of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.

ND^S
HA
MA
L DRC
E
HAIR
W A
ASK YOUR DRUG&IST FOR MARCHAND'S TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON
MAKCHAMrS COI.Dl N HAIR WASH, 521 West 23r(l St., NHW YORK CITY
Please Itl nic try for nnself the SUNNY, COI.IM N l-.FFFCT of Martliand s
(/olden
I iiclosed
lenient) Hair
for a^',ish.
fidl-si/ed
bottle.50 cents (use stamps, toiii or nione>' ortier as conName
Address
City
State
_ ...
m.c 3:!7
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WIN ONE OF THESE
GLAMOROUS EVENING
GOWNS
{Continued from page 48)

Left, Amos (Freeman F. Gosden) and
Andy (Charles S. Correll) broadcast
their long popular radio show.
full, with the hem bordered in a band of the
violet .shade. The bodice is fitted and cut
rather low, with .slender violet velvet straps
in an unusual arrangement. A bunch of
\ iolets is fastend right in front.
offers printed
another allprint,
chiff >n,Tappe
delicately
overthisin inflowers
and leaves. This is made on stately lines
with the front rather high and the back cut
fulness
tolow.the The
figure,skirt
with hasa back
flarew'hich
achievedclingsby
a pleated
train.
Small
straps
of
chif-a
fon tie on the top of the shouldersthe and
belt which is attached to the train, ties at
front.
Greer's Toivn and Country Shop gives
one of those practical yet flattering dinner
dresses that you can use for all sorts of
informal parties. The top, with its corded
collar and shoulder caps, is in a bright
blue shade with sparkling black buttons
down the shirtwaist-like front. A black
crepe overskirt, something like a redingote,
cuts up into the bodice and is slashed down
the front to show the blue underskirt. It's
tailored
in detail but youthful and becoming in design.
Thea Sheehan's black moire gown is sophisticated tothe nth degree, with its dramatic full skirt and low-cut fitted bodice
trimmed with large white gardenias. It
is a picture frock in every sense of the
word, even to the long white stems which
trail down across the bodice to the skirt.
to havethe one?
youNow,havedon'tto you
do isyearn
to read
rules Allon
Page cille49 willandbe follow
them
specifically.
everlastingly grateful to Luyou
for helping her decide such an important
matter as the type of gown she should
wear each Friday night. You tell her
what seeyouherthink,
you side
are the
w'ho
will
on theforother
of theonesmicroSendgotyouruntilentries
you'veto
phone.
only
Marchin promptly,
3rd. Goodfor luck
you
all
from
Radio
Stars
and
Lucille
Manners !
(Incidentally, turn to Page 16 and read
more about Lucille Manners.)
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TOUR

HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from page 54)

Richard Arlen, 20th Century-Fox star.
shot. On this oldest and largest lot in
filmland are twenty-five acres of huge
sets that date back to Phantom of the
Opera and Hunchback of Not re Dame.
At Universal they are now making The
Road Back, a sequel to their famous war
film, All Quiet on the JVesfcrn Front.
They've hitjustof finished
the includTozi.ii,
musical
the > ear, Top
with ofa cast
ing the town's top stars and funny men.
Then there'll
a dinner-dance
the
Cocoanut
Grove,be for
more than atfifteen
years the center of night life in the colony.
Every cliance
one hasto heard
Groveand— here's
your
see it.of the
Screen
radio
celebrities have been invited to our dinnerdance
you'll allof begrand
together
in a party
for anandevening
entertainment.
The Grove, you remember, is where Bing
Crosby won fame as a crooner (at $50
a week!) and it's just as popular today.
Those arethat
the will
hichh'ghts
of a staywithin
Hollywood
be crannncd
some new excitement every minute. And
of course there also are dozens of other
sights to see — Catalina Island, the Observatories, the amusement piers at Santa
Monica, the Huntington libraries and art
galleries.endless.
Gay's lion farm — but the list is
almost
Space
doesn't
permit giving
furtherthedetails,
but
complete information
itinerary
of each trip, along with exact C(jsts, is
contained in a booklet winch will be
mailed to you free. Send today for this
illustrated booklet, and plan now to enjoy
the most unusual vacation ever devised —
oneUsethatthisyou'll
never: forget !
coupon
Joe Godfrey, Jr., Manager,
Radio Stars Tours to Hollywood,
18th floor, 360 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, III.
Please send me booklet and full details of the tours to movieland.
Name
Street.
City..

'StoNEW!
SMART!of those
IT'S THEyou "RAGE!"
wear IT'S
miniatures
a...Sweetheart
Charm Bracelet.
Be adore
the firston
tn your from
set to your
own one!
Miniatures
are
reprofavorite pho
shots
hand-colored
by finethe artists
frame — which
clasps onto
bracelet.— set in a
THERE'S
ROOM sisters,
FOR NINE-sweetheart,
chum, sorority
movie stars, mother
and letdad.
Easy
to
on or off.disks
The etched
braceitself is a seriessnapof gleaming
with
a flyingthedove.
not discolor
skin. Non-tarnishable. Will
THIS
comes toscented
you from
Mavis WONDERFUL
velvety,OFFER
talcum— theFrenchwomen
usedelicately
to safeguard
daintiness.
Make their
charm
secret their
your
own.
everyin fragrant
bath, before
clotheing After
yourselffragrance
Mavis.youItsdressallur-—
all-over
for hours.
So soothing,keeps
too! you flower-fresh
MAVIS
LFREE Treatment fof
1 Vouf BUNION!
pain at onc.'lobligation.
Write forFairyfoot
Free Samrls
of1223Fairyfoot.
S. WabashNo Ave.,
Chicago. Dept. 2713Co.,

IN THE

Mavis Talcum Powder offers
you
lovely —Sweetheart
CharmthisBracelet
with one
toonlystarteSi!yourStores
collection— forthem
can't
sell
for
anywhere
near that low price. Just get
a 25!" size of delicately
ited, theflower-fresh
Mavis.
coupon25(1attached
toMailtheincan,
with
in coin,
and anyshot (tclear
photo or snapo be returned
with
your bracelet).
For send
each 10ad-«,
ditional miniature,
a coupon
25photo,
d sizeandMavis.
(Offerfromgooda
only in U. S. A.)
DON'T DEUY!
derBracelet
your Sweetheart
today! GetCharm
your
er i Mavis Talcum Pow25 (!dsize
RED CONTAINER
AT to colorhome:
photos and miniaturea
inLearn
oil. NoprevioQsexperienceneeded,
(iood
demand.
Send for free booklet, "Make
3601 Michigan
Ave.
Dept.
2363.
Chicas*
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Did Gray Hair
Rob Them of $95 aWeek?

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
^RAY
Itgrayscreams:
^you getting
old!"isto Torisky.
now hair
have
do endis comb
ithaironcehandicaps
a"You
day are
forall
several
days
with
a
few
drops
of
Kolor-Bak
sprinkled
on
your
comb,
and
afterwards
regularly
once
twice a isweeka solution
to keepforyourartificially
hair looking
nice.ingorKolor-Bak
colorgray gray
hair that
imparts
color
and charm
and
abolishes
hair
worries.
Grayness
disappears
within
a
week
or
two
and
users
report
the
change
isforget
so gradual
and
so
perfect
that
their
friends
had toa it.gray hair and no one
knew theytheydidever
a thing
Make This Trial Test
Will? Then,
you test Kolor-Bak
without
risking a single
cent
to yourof drug
or department
store
today
and get goathatbottle
Kolor-Bak.
Test
our
guarantee
it
must
make
you
look
10it under
years
younger
and
far
more
attractive
or
we
will
pay
back your money.
•I '
FRFFtop flapa ''Ottle
of
KOLOR-B.\K
today
and
send
of carton to United Keraedies. Dept. ■I

'OR curls thot caress with
the brigTk touch of beouty, your
favorites oR,the screen dress their
hair
"theN«<rlers
the
stars!'withMillions
oTwomenusedfollowby this
Hollywood
beautyCurlers
hint...oreandusedso
more
Hollywood
in homes everywhere than all other
curlers
together.
this star
inagic onput your
hair Try
. . . tonightll
fie sure to ask for them by name.
3 FOR 10c AT 5c AND 10c STORES, NOTION COUNTERS
HOLLYWOOD
^;^^^CURLER
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SENSATIONAL
HOW TO OFTEN
LOSE
FAT
7 to 62 POUNDS QUICKLY
Without Hot
ThyroidBathsExtract,
DInitro
•act,
DInitro- C«m
>Vci
Starvation
phenol,
Dieting, or Enforced
Exercising —
J
SoYou Can Improve Your Figure
and Get to Feeling Better
DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING
GERMANIA

is frequentlyof poisons
caused
byExcess
faultytatelimination
■which
withenergy
the body's
naturallatinginterfere
weight
and
reguprocesses called metabolism.
Consequently
it often take?:
that
delicious
and
refreshing
GERMANIA Orangebefore
Pelioe each
Tea meal,
you drink
15 minutes
and
that pleasant
tasting,HERB
purely TEA,
vegetable with
GERMANIA
you
drink
one
or
two
meals
Figure asGraceful
Slim,
each
day, youtogether
with
eating Lovely,
whatever
excepting
much
foodswant,oron fatty
meats
as athose
Model'stroubletomaking
get starchy
your
energy
the
increase
and
intestinal
poisons ofon unnatural
the decrease, so
you
quickly thelosetoxins
thoseor pounds
fat andcan improve
appearance
of your figure. excess
Don't delay!PEKOE
Get your
of GERMANIA
ORAXCE
TEA package
and GERMANIA
HERB
TEA at any Food, Drug or Department Store
today. Satisfaction is guaranteed or money back.
AMAirNG FREE OFFER
nio Money'-' Just Your Name
Fop freetopacliettes
send name 544
and
S.address
Wells St.,Germania
Chicago, TeaIII., Co.,
Dept. 93

Happy
Relief
From
Painful
Baclcaclie
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many Vilanie
of thoseon gnawing,
nagginE.arepainful
backachesby
people
tired
kidney»
— andcoldsmayor strains
be reliei'edoftenwhencaused
treated
in the right way.
Theces arkidney.s
are Nature's
chief
waytheofbloo'l.
takingMostexi
d
.
s
and
poisonous
waste
out
of
ofpeople
wa."te.pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
If the
15poisonovts
milea of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
work
the blood.
These well,
poi.sons
may startleg nagging
backaches,
rheumatic
pains,
lumbago,
pain.t,
lass
of
pep
and
engetting up nights,
swcUing, puffineas under the
eyes, ergy,
headaches
and dizzines.s.
Don't
wait!
A.sk
your
druggist
for
Doan's
Pills,
lined happy
successfully
by miUions
fortheoverlo miles
40 years. They
give
will helpwaste
tubes
flash relief
out and
poisonous
from theof kidney
bloodL
Get Doan's FiUs.
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THREE

TIMES
(CoiiliiiiicdDIVORCED,
from page 37)

cooked and sewed and scrimped — and loved
everywe second
of it. We happy
hadn'ttogether
much money,
but
were terribly
— until
Frances
came.
Then
I
made
niy
mistake."
Frances Rich, today, is a tali and
striking girl of twenty-si.x, a sculptress who is
making a name for herself around the
Manhattan galleries. Irene has sent her
to the art schools of New York, Boston,
Paris and Italy. The two of them, mother
and
sisters.daughter, are as inseparable as twin
"After Frances' birth I couldn't think of
a thing but my baby. It was like having
a live doll — it was the most important, allconsuming experience I ever had known.
I was .soforin another
love withthing
my baby.
hadn't Ita
thought
in the I world.
was childish of me. I know now, but I
didn't
it then.
I waswomen,
too young
realize know
how vital
it is for
especial-to
ly \oung mothers who have a strong
maternal instinct, to achieve an equal balance of feeling for their children and
husbands.
"I neglected
my husband.
I wouldn't
leave
the baby even
to go out with
him at
night
when
he
wanted
recreation.
he went out alone and found hisSo,funw'henby
himself,
see that Iitletwasit break
entirelymy myheart.fault.I couldn't
I only
knew
that
I
didn't
beingawaymarried
more and I wanted like
to run
from any
the
complications I'd got myself into.
"He didn't hold me," Irene concluded.
"I took Frances and went home to Mother.
".^nd at home I was miserable. In the
first place, I felt disgraced, deep inside.
Peoplethe didn't
regard
divorce,
days,
way they
do now.
Therein I those
was,
just
eighteen
and
the
mother
a babyOh,—
and divorced . . . And I was oflonely.
I was toso lonely,
know
what
do withsometimes,
myself! IIdidn't
discovered
that a child wasn't enough to fill my life.
I Into
wantedthisand crucial
needed interval
companionship,
walked too."
the
handsome young army officer who was to
become Irene's second husband. Pie was
a gay companion, deeply in love with her
and devoted to her baby. He painted alluring pictures of what their life together
would be — all his afternoons and evenings
and week-ends free to si)end with his
wife, delightful travel, new places, the constant round of social activity at army
I)osts. never.
She'd never have to be lonely any
more,
Before Irene knew it, she was in love,
married and of? to live in Honolulu — a
bride again at twenty.
"Frankly," she said to me, "Mother
didn't
want hadme interfered
to marryl)efore,
him. felt
Mother,
who never
that
she had some say-so in my life, after the
collapse of my first marriage. .She disapproved of my second husband. She never
allowed him in her home l)efore we were
married and she never came into our home
after we were married. That hurt me because Iwas so sure I was doing the right
and only thing. You see, I was as determined as she. But, anyway, we were
very happy for two or three years. We
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lived in Hawaii and Spokane and San
Francisco and everything was pleasant for
And
then
deepest sorrow that Irene
aRich
whileever
. . has
."the known
came to her. Her
little boy died, her beautiful little fivemonths-old son, named Tom. Unfortuatthe time
of theforeign
baby's duty.
death,Irene
her
husbandnately,was
on brief
had to bear all her grief in loneliness ; and
being very young and cut to the quick with
sorrow, she never could quite forgive him
for being away when she needed him
most. An older woman would have understood that the situation was entirely unavoidable; but to Irene it was a vast disap ointment incompanionship which she
was not equipped to fathom.
Her disillusionment caused the first rift
between them. When her hu.sband wanted
to pick up. the usual routine of their lives,
in the hope that parties and trips and entertaining would help them mend their
hearts more quickly, Irene only wanted to
stay at home and grieve — and as soon as
possible to have another child. Gradually
they drifted apart in their hearts. And,
seven days before Jane was born, Irene
left her husband.
It was a grim illness, bringing Jane
into the world. Irene lay in the valley of
the shadow for sixty hours of such agony
that her nurse never has taken another
maternity case to this day. But when it
was all past she ha<l discovered something:
companionship or not, in the last analysis,
all of us have to live our lives entirely
alone. Even child-bearing can be endured
with only the comforting hands of doctors
and nurses and friends.
From inJane's
birth she She
learned
lesson
independence.
saw. herfor first
the
first time, that she was capable of standing
on her own feet through anything life
could bring. And with that assurance she
took her two little girls and set out to
support them and herself.
It was shortly after this that she invaded Hollywood and became a top star of
the silcnts. She was beautiful, just twentyfour years old, talented and a hard worker ;
and the combination of those factors
brought her great fame. Wealth, many
friends, the finest advantages for her
children — pictures gave to her everything
she needed but one very important item.
wantedI protection,"
she toldwithout
me. "Allit.
the"I time
felt so insecure
Hollywood is a place that makes you see
how much a woman needs an anchor, a
strong bufTer between herself and the
world. I made my own decisions and
fought my own battles for ten years and.
at last, it seemed to me the most desirable
and essential thing in life to have the
faithful protection of a man. I thought I
had found that in the man who became my
third
Irenehusband
prefers ..."
not to discuss this marriage
in detail. She was married at thirty-four,
to a prominent California banker and
divorced two years later. It has often lieeii
printed that he grossly mismanaged her
financial affairs. She merely comments :
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"faithful
— but Iprotection
was disappointed.
didn't find
at all. ThatI failure
\va^
my own fault, too; I made niy own choice
and it was a bad one and no one was to
blame but myself.
"Anyway,
hirtluL-ns
>liortiiiL;lit,
"f ftirt\-,
I sat
awake afour\\lii>lc
n\ii\n. muc
taking stock of niy life. 1 .--aid tu niy>elf :
'Here you are, at thirty-six, three times
divorced. hope
You'veto married
the things
women
find in fortheall love
of a
husband ; children, companionship, protection. None of those marriages has been
a success. So, from now on, don't depend
on a husband for anything — (/<•/'.•;;(/ «ii
yourself!'
"With that as a rule to live by, I started
allAnd
over during
again." the past nine years Irene
Rich has worked out her own design for
living, one which has proved extremely
satisfactory through a number of acid
tests. In 1928, when H.>ll\vv,i.,(l shifted
from silents to sound track-, tlic\ -aid -he
was washed up as an actrc--. .She proved
she understanding
wasn't and shehusband
proved toit alone,
no
run to with
for
advice or consolation. In 1929 she lost
every cent she owned in tlic crash, was
forced to sell her home and cars and jewels
and see the financial security -he had
worked hard to build \<'v tlic iimir{ di-solve overnight inti) iiMtlimmk--. .X.^ain
she stood firmly on her uwn feet, borrowed
money to keep her girls in school and
eventually managed to pay it back.
She came to radio and made a success
of a new medium by study and strict application and clever management of her opportunities. During the years that Frances
and Jane
were
securing
tions, she lived alone
and European
made herselfeducalike
it through work and hobbies and cultivating
interesting friends. She studied finance and
banking, until she became as competent
at handling her iiivestnicnts as any welltrained Wall Streeter. And she k(i)t herself young, through diet and exercise and
mental activity.
Today Irene Rich has a secure, glamorous independence that is the envy of her
married and single friends alike.
awake
nine, ta'ccs
herMornings
breakfastshein isbed.
goesatthrough
her
exercises, followed by a cold shower, .''id
appears at her penthouse-office at the
Waldorf
It's the
kind oiloroluce
any
womanby eleven.
would love
to have
her
drawing-room. Pastel walls make a soft
background for severely modern furniture.
A fireplace, gossamer chartreuse curtains,
fresh Howers and deep cari)el- make the
room warm and bright. Her de-k fokis
out of sight into shelves of liriglitlyjacketed liooks. There is a long wide terrace, with clipped greenery and a fantastically beautiful view of the Ka-i River. A
dressing-room and batii jirovide for hurried changes. And Irene lias a smartly
attractive secretary, who can turn out
everything from flawless letters to flawless
dinner menus.
In the late afternoons Irene shops. If
she wants to he extravagant, it's purely her
ow-n ingaf^'air.
She mayfox have
business fallfor the white
cape noon Fifty-seventh
Street,
but,
at
any
rate,
there's
squabble over the bill when itnobody
arrives.to
Maybe Jane can get along perfectly well
with lastto year's
suit, but ifblueher one
motherfor
wants
buy theski imported

MISS WRIGHT, GET A BITE
OF SUPPER AND THEN
COME BACK FOR SOME
lAAPORTANT LETTERS

THERE IT IS -MIDOL RELIEVES
REGULAR" PAIN; IT SURE DOES
AND
THATGETREAAINDS
^AE TO
A BOX
RIGHT NOW,

INIODERN women no longer give-in
to periodic
pain. because
It's old-fashioned
suffer
in silence,
there is nowto
a reliable relief for such suffering.
Some women who have always had
the hardest time are relie\ ed by Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one
twinge of pain,
discoinfort
duringorthee\enentirea moment's
period.
Don't let the calendar regulate your
acti\ities! Don't "fa\or yourself" or
"sa\e yourself" certain days of e\ery

ARZE
NASAL O
The Great New Head-Cold Fighter
Fights
Head Colds
Makes Breathing Easy A?l"D^rugVsts
FREE
ENTIRELY
FREE
Money-Nothing
Buy-No
HereSendpurpose
is Non special
adrertisiiigto you
offerwithnudeObllgaUons
the
o£
acquainting
tliesolely
remark-for
able actiimofofwhich
this great
test bottle
will benewsenthead-coUl-fiBhter,
on receipt of thea
coupon.
Don't (ielav.FreelieSpecial
sure toOffertakeat advantage
of this sensational
only today.
your name
andonce.
addressNo
onletterthe needed.
coupon, Send
and mail
SEND NO MONEY- ONLY YOUR NAME
For Free Sample write name
and address plainly and send
to ARZEN, 544 S. Wells
Street, Chicago, Dept. 8 i

month!able— with
Keep the
going,aidandof keep
Midol.comfortThese
tablets provide a proven means for
the relief of such pain, so why endure
suffering Midol might spare you?
Midol's relief is so swift, you may
think it is a narcotic. It's not. Its
principal ingredient has often been
prescribed by specialists
You can get Midol in a trim aluminum
case at any drug store. Two tablets
should see you through your worst day.

BUNIONSB
The
amazing
action bunions
of Pedodyne fsconstant
trnly marvelons.
andanda
Doon
to those whose
foot
atorturinKbulKe
totheshoes.andcauseItBwelhng
stops painreduced
almosttrouble
instantly
and
with
the
inflammation
so
quickly
you will beProve
able toit wear
smaller,test neater
ease Just
and
comfort.
by actual
on yonrehoes
own with
bunion.
write and Co.,
Bay, 180
"I Want
To Try Dr.,Pedodyne."
obliiration.
Pedodyne
N. Wacker
Dept. A-i id,NoChicaeo.
Kl.
Free

for Asthma

During Winter
It
sutler with those
ICTnhleif attacks
ot
Asthmatryyuu
and asdamn;
windswhenmakeit isjoucoldchoke
if eachraw.gas.pWin-for
breath siblewasbecausethe ofverythe last;
if restful
sleep is ifimposstruggle
to
brcatiie;
you
feel the disease is slowly wearing your life away,
don't
to sendtrialat ofoncea remarkable
to the Frontier
.AsthmaNo
Co.
forfailwhere
a free
method.
matter
\oii liveunderor whether
yousend
havefor any
faith
in
any
remedy
the
Sun.
this
free tried
trial.everythinc
If you have
sufferedlearnfor ofa lifetime
and
youutterly
could
without
relief:
even
if
you
are
discouraged,
do
not
abandon
send today
It will costhopeyoubutnothing
Addressfor this free trial.
Frontier AHtlima Co.. 84-B Frontier BIdg.
462 Magara Street Buffalo, New York
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WAKE

UP

YOUR

LIVER BILE . . .
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in thepourMorning
Rarin' oftoliquid
Go
bileTheintoliveryourshould
bowels daily.out Iftwothis pounds
bile is not flowing
freely,
your
food
doesn't
digest.
It
just
decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats
up your stomach.
You get
constipated.
poisoned
you feel sour, Your
sunk whole
and thesystem
world islooks
punk. and
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement
doesn't iret
at the cause. It takes
good,pounds
old Carter's
get those
these
two
of bile Little
flowingLiverfreelyTillsandto make
you
feel
"up
and
up".
Harmless,
gentle,
yet
amazing
inLivermaking
bile
flow
freely.
Ask
for
Carter's
Little
Pills
by
name.
Stubbornly
refuse
anything
else. 25c.

When the Lux Radio Theatre presented Jean Harlow and Robert
Taylor in Madame Sans Gene, a crowd of nnore than three hundred
and fifty persons, who could not get seats in the theatre, broke open the
doors after the broadcast had been on the air about eight nninutes and
rushed into the lobby. Only the presence of police officers prevented
them from disrupting the broadcast. Here are the principals in the show:
C. Henry Gordon, {Left), Jean Harlow, M-G-M star; Cecil B. DeMille,
producer; Claude Rains, Warner Bros, star; Robert Taylor, M-G-M star.

r.e.e.GRAYHAIR
Remedy is Made ak Home
You
make byat following
home a better
gray hair
remedyTo
than canyou now
can
buy,
half
of water
addandoneone-fourth
ouncethisbaysimple
rum, ofrecipe:
a small
box
ofAnyBarbopint
Compound
ounce
glycerine.
cancost.put Apply
this up toor the
you hair
can mixtwiceit yourself
atuntilverydruggist
little
a
week
the desired shade is obtained.
her, there'sstrainingnobody
home strings.
to lay a AndreBarbo
impartsmakescolorit soft
to streaked,
hand on theat purse
ortakes
grayyearshair,
and glossyfaded
and
off
your
looks.
Jane's
mother
likes
that
freedom
very
much indeed.
ItIs will
scalp.
notdoesnot
stickynotcolororrubgreasy
end
off.
At six o'clock, except for Fridays when
Irene hasto her
her spacious
eight p. and
m. broadcast, apartshe's
driving
ment in the Sixties,
whichbeautiful
is run like
clockwork by two servants who have been
with her for years. Frances has her studio
.^
ES
IC
;ALEPR
CATALOGat home; twenty-one-year-old Jane, who
Nearly
StylesFurnaces
and FREE
Sizes
is becoming a successful actress,
Heaters, 200Ranges,
at Fac-—of rapidly
is home at least for dinner between shows
tory
Prices.
Easy
Terms
asto little
as 18cBargains
a day— Year
or
rehearsals.
Whether or not there are
Pay.
More
than
innew20 Bigfeatures,
Stores. New colors.
styles, guests, the evening
meal always is a gay
30approval
days free testtrial—new
360
days
forward to with great an—Kalamazoo
24-hour affair, looked
t
i
c
i
p
a
t
i
o
n
b
y
the
three
of them. Maybe
shipments.
The
btove405 *_o.,
JVJanujaclurers,
Rochester
Avenue, they'll dress and dine in state or maybe
1 Over 1,100,000
Kalamazoo,
Michigan.
they'll don pajamas and eat on a card
11 37 Satisfied
Users AKalamazQQ
in Business
table before theattitude
fire. There's
mother1 WriUYearsfor FREE
CaUjlca cs'-J Direct to You'i and-daughter
betweenlittleIrene
and
her girls. She much prefers to have them
U/hat
does
a
radio
star
think
about?
See
regard
her
as
a
contemporary
and
friend.
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH? (Page 68)
With her evenings she can do exactly as
she likes.
Because
she'stherecharming
witty
and lots
of fun,
never isanda
night when
she can't Her
take masculine
her choice ad-of
several
invitations.
SENSATIONAL
mirers are equaled in number by her
hosts
of
women
friends
and married
LOLA A. SHARP, INDIANA NURSE NOW SAYS: friends. She can go to the Cotton
Club or
Drinking 1 Glass of
to the opera or for a drive in Central
Orange
Juice
Park
;
or
she
can
stay
at
home
and
read
Mixed with 1 Tablespoon ol
and knit, while she listens to the radio.
BONKORA
Week-ends Irene usually piles a hamper
2 timca aofdaytheanrldelic.oat
of food and a few of her closest friends
hor
foods fillaspackage
ahiiwnmade
in
into her car and drives up to her sixBonkora
hundred-acre country place at Candlewood
LOSE 108 LBS,
Lake, Connecticut. The house is a tiny
Cape Cod cottage, without heat or lights
or plumbing, but everybody has a grand
time sawing wood and sledding and hiking
_SEND FOR FREE SAMPl
through the woods. Sometimes, because
ind copy Bonof Lola
Sharp's
letter,
she likes to be alone, she drives to Candle»ddpess
Kora,
644
S.
Wells
it., Chicago, Illinois. Dept. i J3
wood with the back seat full of books or
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letters that must be personally answered.
She takes her problems to the country,
too,
to think
out when
she's rested
and calm
and them
completely
undisturbed.
All
in
all
it's
the
nicest
life
ever has experienced. So nice,Irenein Rich
fact,
that
able to persuade
herselfshe's
to givenever
it upbeen
for marriage,
although
she has seriously considered it twice in
the past few years. The first occasion concerned a distinguished gentleman in the
diplomatic service.
"I was on the verge of marrying him,"
she told me, "when the question came up
of my mother and children. I'd been
Mother's
a number
years and only
I wassupport
buyingfora home
for herof
in California ; and Frances and Jane were
in expensive schools. Since he expected
me to give up my work, I asked him if he
could assume my responsibilities.
"He said : 'You know I haven't got
much Jane
money,
It won't
and
to goIrene.
to public
schoolhurtlikeFrances
other
girls and your mother can live abroad with
"Of required
course, the
that California
settled it.climate
Mother's
health
and
as long as my children could have wonadvantages, II couldn't
take them
away byderful
marrying.
had to consider
my
responsibilities as well as my own desires.
"So," Irene laid down her teacup and
looked across the terrace wall to the
lighted, gray
towersIt was
of Manhattan,
said
goodbye
to love.
love, too. "II have
missed
very suitor,
much." whom everyone
The him
second
thought she us.'was going to marry not long
ago, was a middle-aged millionaire.
' Frankly," she commented, "I did think
seriously about him for a while. But he
was too possessive. In the nick of time I
saw that clearly. As for his money, that
meant little to me. I'd rather work for

RADIO STARS
what I have. I enjoy it more that way.
think toofmyself
that just
I'd
like"Sometimes
to make aI success
marriage,
to prove that I could do it— but the thought
is always a brief yen, not a real desire. I
do know what I'd do differently the fourth
time, though. Itein one : I'd give up my
work
two :theI'd best
devotewifemyI whole
energy; item
to being
could
possibly be; and, item three: I wouldn't
expect too much of marriage. I think I'd
succeed the fourth time, too. But that's
something I'll never have a chance to
prove, because I can't take the chance to
prove
"It's it.not."il usionedshe
went I on.
alx)ut men.
adore"thatthem.I'm I disget
ju-t
as
much
fun
out
of
with
tlKiii now as I did when going
I was outsixteen.
But I've been independent so Imig, I don't
relish living any other wa>-. /';<- acluiiUy
fallen
in lovethanicitli
iiidcpciuL-)u-i,
more deeply
I could
ever fall ininucli
love
■Zi.'itli any man!
"Independence,
a sortanyof serious
secret
America's
favorite
funniesin
romance
with nie.really,
that iskeeps
have all been
broughtSunday
together
one mammoth magazine. The best
thought
of
other
men
away.
That's
why
I
comic pages in color . . . over 100
can't
I've attriedthe andlast tried
bring marry
myself asain.
to it and
minuteto
ofPOPULAR
them . .COMICS.
. appear in the March
I'm always
unwilling
givetheup uncertain
the certain joy of my
life nowto for
Among the many comic characters
joy that another marriage might bring.
you sueloveare: that are in the March is"People probably classify me as 'one of
Dick
those
modern
That's
SkippyTracy
what Iindependent
am, and I love
it. I women.'
have everything
I want, complete freedom, and only myself
Toonerville
Trolley
The Gumps
to thank or blame.
Orphan
AnnieJeff
"I honestly
Mutt
and
woman
I know.can't envy a single married
! Smokey
Don WInslow
I"Sometimes people say to me : 'You may
Ben Webster
be happy by yourself now, but what are
Harold Teen
you
to do for
whenthat,youtoo.grow
old?'
Gasoline
Alley
Smitty
Well, going
I've planned
panionship, Ishall always
have For
my comdear
Toilspin
Terry Tommy
friends, and friends can last and live as
long as a husband. For financial security,
Winnie Winkle
my investments are as sound as those of
and many others
any man I might marry. If I want to,
SPECIAL! "Believe It or Not"—
after my girls have left me, I may adopt
Short— Games
Stories—— Tricks.
Magic Pages — Puiafullchild;
I'm counting
havingcharacter
a very
iles
lifebutplaying
motheron and
roles in pictures and radio till I'm too
feeble to hobble across a set or a studio."
Irene rose and led me out to the terrace
Popular Comics
to
look at the lights of ^^anhattan.
EVERYWHERE IQ CENTS
"About
to me,
and
her voice old
was age,"
clear she
and said
serious
against
the
frosty
wind,
"see
the
Empire
State
Building? Sometimes, when I raise my
Don^l Sleep
bedroom windows late at night, I notice
it all lit up for the charwomen to clean
on Left Side,
while the rest of the city is asleep. I stand
Crowds Heart
there, imagining what those women are
like,
doing, down
on theirof
GAS PRESSURE MAY CAUSE DISCOMFORT.
hands what
and they're
knees scrubbing
the floors
RIGHT SIDE BEST.
that great tower for a livelihood. And I
wonder if their lot could happen
U you tossJustin bedONEand dose
can't relieves
sleep on stomach
right side^GAStry toalways
Adiefika.
me.
pressing
on heart
you
soun<'ly.
Adierika
actsloulonsomatter
BOTHsleep
upper
andneverlower
bowels
"It
used
to worry me, but it doesn't any
and
brings
out
vou
would
believe
was
in your
This oldGAS,
mottersourmaystomach,
have poisoned
(ornervousness.
monthssystem.
and caused
headacheyouo< more. Now I say to rhyself: '.All right, so
you're
charwoman — but,of mind
you, that
it's
fate, nota mismanagement
your life,
Ur. II. L.to aiunih.
ISeic cleansing,
York, reports:
"In lirought
addition
intestinal
Adlerika
you to this. Maybe you chose
greatly reduces bacteria and rnltin hacilti.
Mrs. Jas. Filler;sleep.
"Gas Even
on mymy stomach
was sotobadhurt ! independence, but also the bucket next to
could
seemed
The firstnotdoseeat o(or Adlerika
brought meheartrelief.
Now I eat yours belongs to a woman w^ho chose
OS Give
I wish,yoursleepbowels
line anda REAL
never cleansing
felt better."with Adlerika marriage ! Neither of you were guaranteed
and
see
how
good
you
feel.
Just
ONE
dose
relieves security,
!' chances," Irene conGAS and constipation. At all Leading Druggists.
"We allyoutakesee our
cluded,
turning
back
the room,
I'm having a lovelyintotime
taking "and
my
ADLERIKA
ST. PAUL. MINN. chances
by myself!"
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money—
adresses
week andfree maybe
more. ofBesides
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can
get upall toyour$23
ownInintere
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cost. The
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Weno money.
shipis easy
directNoandtospecial
your custoine
take the orders.
esperie You juitneeded
show the glorio
new styl(
Get name
All Details
FREE—
Rush
your
and
address
for thtli Just Write
amazing
freeSpringopportunity.
Get
elaborate
portfolio
of
126
smart
new samples
dress ofstylesbeautiful
In actual
colors rwith
fab-ynu
i
c
s
.
J
u
s
t
showing
it
can
earn
fully.nice income
adresses.
own write
free
Send noandmoTit-yyour— iii>t
FASHION FROCKS. INC,
Dept. RR-250 Cincinnati, Ohio

rEW: Smart. long,
ipering
for
every
one
' Cove nails
r broken,
short,
with
Nu-N.\iLs.thin Cannailsbe worn
any
length and
polished
anydetection.
desired
shade
.Defies
Waterproof.
Easilygrowth
appliedor -.remains
lirm. No eliecton
nail
cuticle. Removed
at will.
iMarvelously natural-looking. Try ihem!
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GRAY
HAIR
AND LOOK lO YEARS
YOUNGER

WHAT

THEY

LISTEN TO-AND
(Continued from page 3o )

WHY

Shozc Boat and Kraft Music Hall for
variety of eiitertaiiiiiieiit. Marv Kastman
sliouldcomedy
he 1930andRadio
like
good
alwaysQueen.
listen'l toalsoAinos
');' Andy, Pick and I'al. Oswald and Al
I'earcc's Gani/."
Joan Whiton, New Rochelle, N. Y.
(School Girl.) "In my estimation, Jack
Jcll-0of program
best
inBenny's
the line
comedy. isHeabout
has the
it well
planned and full of laughs as well as good
music. Other programs that I enjoy are:
Lux Radio Theatre, Grand Hotel, Hollywond Hotel, Re^'uc de Paree, Rudy Vallce
and, last but not least, the Hit Parade,
for its everlasting entertainment."
Gardner Ailes, Ocean Grove, N. J.
(Orchestra
"Logically,my 1 favorites
dial the
dance
bands Leader.)
most frequently,
being Sliep Fields' rippling rhythm, Horace Heidt's versatile
aggregation,
the band
of tomorrow
— Leighton
Noble ( formerly
Orville Knapp's, before his tragic death),
Sammyness andKaye's
Kyser'sManner.
smooth-A
Music and
in theKayMorgan
bit of radio applause for the Rudy Vallee
and Bing Crosby shows, for presenting
variety that should please almost every
listcikr. .\lso favorc<l are the Jack Benny
and I'rcd .\llon broadcasts."
Geraldine Cleaver, Anita, Iowa. (Business Woman.) "For many years my
favorite prograir. lias been 7//r Cities
Service Concert, liccausc, on tins pro.urani,
1 hear the
nf J,.Mca
onette.
Whenglorious
Aliss voice
Dragonctte
leavesDragthis
program,
favorite
will beDragonette
whicheveris
one she is my
featured
on. Miss

S
Y'Tablets
COOil
CodMC
Liver
Ckeek
Ftll
of
Vlfamfns
"A"
and
"D"
Hare remarkably helped mat
Put bit
Firm
Flesh
Tod.,
QuicklV
each
meal.
60c
and
^ ' $1 size-all Druggists
|—
—
SEND
FOR
FREE
SAMPIE—
—
^
^1
544 S. Wells St., Chicago \1^
h.|! McCoy's,
Dept. Free
43
Rush
Sampleto
of McCoy's Cod ■|
1 Liver
OH Tablets
I Name
|
I Address Slat J
e I
y
HOW ^CltSKIN BLEMISHES
Arc Now Instgntlg Masked
l-lmples.CircleBLiverUnderSpots,.
FrockliIB.H, ■Bralaen.
Erealf
epota amazintrly
withDnaitthtly
OERMALUREI
I
note-lasti
all daT-I.iithl,Applied
WaterBlrnda
perfectly.
Medium. Brunotta andPurseSuoTan.Slat
Department
and
<r>niii8tore8.
alje
at
all
10-cent
for
TIltA t. KI/.E Srnd Inc..
10 OnU.WiMmtion tka.
Shade, toIllinois
Dept.atorea.Hi
DERMALURE.

bands,fectbecause
they areshould
the tops.contain
The perdance orchestra
the
following : Xavier Cugat's drummer, Guy
Loiubardo's saxes and clarinets, Ozzie
Nelson's brass, Eddie Duchin, himself, at
the piano, Richard Himber's harpist, Horace Heidt's guitarist, RubinofT's violin, Ben
liernie's announcing cracks and Casa
Loma's tempo."
Evelyn Jenkins, Webster Groves, Mo.
"I have but one radio favorite — Jessica
Dragonette. Her voice is perfection, she
sings
I love She
the most,
I lovetheto songs
hear them.
stands thefor w-ay
the
best there is in radio. Her programs are
always delightful and her voice grows
lovelier with each song."
A. Folske, Ann Arbor, Mich. ( Student.)
"Mary Marlin
my of
favorite
story inand myis
listened
to by ismost
the girls
room. The story that has plenty of adventure is the Jack Armstrong program.
Betty and Bob and The O'Neills are good
for entertainment."
Adele Lingard, Anoka, Minn. (Housewife.)
listentotoenjoy
the radio
as I haveI
lots of"Itime
it. Thea lot,programs
like the best are : The Magic Key, because
of its good music and the best and most
varied talent;
Man's Family
favorite
dramaticOneprogram,
because isitmyis
so real,sidersothe best
humanof ; the
and comedians,
Jack Benny because
I conof his clean, sophisticated fun and because
the advertising is enjoyable. All sponsors
should take note of the last named."
Russell K. Heller, Emaus, Pa. (Student.)
"M\- favorites are the Ford Sunday Eveas lovely as her voice."
ningfour,
I
for the superb rendition of
Wilbur A. Cain, Trenton, N. J. (Shut- s>niphonic music by a first-class symphony
; Guy Lombardo, for the sweetest
in.) "The programs I listen to the most orchestra
are I'lic Hrcakfasl Club, National Farm music on the air; and Eddie Cantor, for
and
Jack Burns
Benny,andFred.\lkn,
.Allen's
ToivnHome
Hall Hour.
Tonight,
Fd his clever comedy."
Wynn and musical programs like those
K. L. M.,
fineMrs.programs
comeHarrisburg,
over the Pa.
radio."Many
The
of Abe Lyman and Wayne King. "
best
is
One
Man's
Family,
beJanice Lawrence, New York, N. Y. one I calike
use it is so natural, so real from week
(Home Girl.) "My never-miss programs to week, and nothing outside comes in.
are
Caivlcade
Rmlio'sprogram
Court Today's Children has always held a high
of Honor
and oftiie.linerica.
Ken Minr;i\
with me. I used to like Theatre on
until, alas, it went off the air. The lirst is place
Times Square, but I cut that out because
reallv one of the most iiiterrstmg liroad- the
commercial
was very irritating.
cast.s on the ;iir t..day. 1 like the second, Mary Marlin hasstuff
got away from the low
becaiHe the music of Sliej) {•"iclds is new moral tone it had in past months, though
and
.\nd Ken Murray's
program it is still overdrawn. I feel my life would
was different.
in>spontaneous
wit
and faMirite
humor, hecitise
grand ofcast,its good
music be empty without the radio. Keep it pure
and the refreshing announcing of Fred and clean and it can be such a power for

START

Macfer the Brown,
Middletown, N. Y. "I pre"comics, such as Burns and ;\Ilen,
Uttal. Cantor,
|-.(klie
Phil
Baker and
Ken .Murray My favorite musical
programs
are:
ll'nilyieood
Dick Powell Hotel,
; Crumitparticularly
and San<k because
rson, Kateof
Smith, and Fred Waring and his Pcnnsyl-
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and
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Brown to Black"onlycover50c—every
need.
BROWNATONE—
drug and ortoilet
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$1260 to $2100 YEAR
FRANKLIN Rocheater.
INSTITUTE
Dept.
:with
RuahliatW2e6.
wllOf U. .S. GovernmentN. .robs

Fred Z. Salazar, Fort Ringgold, Tex.
(Soldier.) "1 listen mostly to good dance

Anita Kohl, Dansville, N. Y. (School
Girl.) "The following programs are ace
ranking in my mind: I'ick's Open House
with Nelson
P-ddy,voice;
becauseYoung
of Mr.Hickory,
Eddy's
clear,
exjircssive
for good."
the naturalness of story and cast ;
Roger Baker, sports reporter, because his
clear, easy way of reporting sports is not
tiring; and the A & P Band Wagon, on
account of the lovely singing of Kate Smith
and her generosity."
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QUICK WAY TO
REMOVE CORNS
no cutting ... no pads

U
OO much trouble is caused by chronic consti^ pation!
upset digestion,
nervousness, sonous
lack ofHeadaches,
frequently
caused
by poiwastespepthatare accumulate
in the bowels.
Too often people merely use some temporary
rehef.
for yourself
it doesn't
world ofSeedifference
in theif way
you feelmakeaftera
using a purely vegetable laxative. Give a
thorough
trial tohoww Nature's
Remedy
Tablets).
Note
they
and
gentle tney
are — (NR
ana
non-habit
forming.
Get
a 25ctainingbox,
con2
5
tablets,
at any drugstore.
t and Turns. Send e ) for packing and
FREE:
Meet Martha Raye, new comedy
queen in April's RADIO STARS.
CATARRH AND SINUS
CHART— f/?££
or 40,000
New Treatment
ChartHaUands Catarrh
Money-Back
sell
MedicineOffer
63rdDruggists
year in business
. . Write today!
F. J. CHENEY& CO. DepL 33.TOLEDO.O.
—FAST— QUICKDIRECT ACTION OFi
TURPO
The Wonderful New Cold-Chaser
Relieves
that Cold
Just
rub chest,
Turpo forehead,
freely on
throat,
AT ALL
templesa little
and outside
of nose,
also
Turpo
each DRUGGISTS
nostril before retiring atin night.
I—Write
SENDnameFOR andFREEaddress
SAMPLE— i
J1 and
send to Turpo. B44 S. plainlyl
Wellsi^
^Street, Chicago, Dept. 83 1^

Personal
Girls!
— Now strict
you candieting
slim
your toface Fat
andexercises.
figure without
ordown
back-breaking
JustTablets
eat sensibly
and
take
4
Marmola
Prescription
a
day
until
youMarmola
have lostPrescription
enough fat Tablets
— then contain
stop. the same
clement
by most ofdoctors
their fat prescribed
patients. Millions
people inaretreating
using
them
withspunk
success.
Don't
let others
think isyouas
have
no
and
that
your
will-power
flabby
as
your
flesh.
Start
with
Marmola
today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully youis.

RELIEVE CORN PAIN QUICKLY
If you want to remove those aching corns
just get a bottle of FREEZONE from any
druggist. Put a drop or two on the corn.
The pain is quickly relieved. Then before
you know it the corn gets so loose you can
Barbara Drew, Grand Rapids, Mich. lift it right off with your fingers, easily and
painlesslyuseremoved.
the and
safe way that
"Ifun listen
to Jack Benny
get rid It's
of hard
I The commtrcial
part isforputclean,
in so good
that millions
and calluses. to Works
like
a charm!soft Trycornsit.
it al,>o is entertainment. Jack and .Mar_\
are your answer to the problem of what FREEZONE
to do on Sunday nights."
Mrs. L. W. Yiengst, Archbald, Pa.
"Thethelistdaily
of programs
I(Minister's
listen to Wife.)
looks like
schedule
it>Llt. I usually turn to my radio at ten
o'clock
and keep ititgoes
on ontill again
twelve-hfteen.
In the afternoon
at three.
.Social engagements and church activities
lirt'\'ent my being a regular listener in the
evening. However, I tr\- to be near a radio
on \\'ednesda>-, Thursday and Sunday
evenings
as those
are I'big'
sum
up, I might
say that
enjoynights.
good Tomusic,
drama, comedy — yes, and even some amateur programs."
Ann Hajos, Reading, Pa. (Singer and
Orchestra
Leader.)
"SinceBenny
I amGoodman,
a great
lover of music,
I prefer
Jan Savitt and .\le.x Bartha, for their
good, hot and fast nnisic. They're the tops.
I don't care for opera singing, hut when What made their
XelsonForEddya good
sings,hotI'dsinger,
listen how
to itabout
any
day.
hairis the
grow?
Loretta Lee? She has everything anyone Hero
Ansirer
"New
Hair
came
,-\fter
K.'in
usinK
Kc>talk(\
and 1keptbecould
ask for.''M. Chapin, Devon, Conn.
Ernestine
liad a hasspU hi-vn
ndiii h.lurtect
ad of liair.
eve \\ ' {/
(Housewife.)
for it,
here which
goes!
I listen to:"YouPickasked
and Pal.
Lux soRadio
Mary
H.
Little
uNo
has
1u\
Theatre, Flippen's amateur hour, Ben uriunt
Kotalko. liairYet nowfor after
,\ . ai susinh- „_„_
Bernie,
Fred
.-Mien,
Rudv
\"allee.
Show
Boat, Kraft Music Hall. Hollywood Hotel. as^bare as the i.a.k of m. ^^^^',P
First
Shell Chateau.
Open Manymen other
and woattest thatmenstopped
hair
hasfalling excessively,
House.Xi;/hter,
Jack Bei;ny,
etc., etc.,J'ick's
etc. Radio
dandruff
has beenliairdecreased,
plays a liig part in my life."
new
luxuriant
growth
has been
Mary Halligan, Whitesboro, N. Y.
roots
were developed
alive, after where
using
Kotalko to .slimul.il.' scalp
(Insurance Clerk.) "My favorite programs
Are
your
liiiir
roots
alive
but
are; Metropolitan Opera Auditions, bedormant?
so. why not new
use
cause talented singers have a chance to be
K.>t.ilki)? of IfKiiiouraBe
growth
hair
to
live
on
heard and some of them arc better than
sustenance
available
in
your
.scalp.
Kutaiko
is sold at drug
radio's top-notchers ; J'ick's (">l^cu House.
stores
everywhere.
for Xelson Eddy's beautiful rcndiii-.n of FREE BOX To prove the efficacy of Kotalko.
beautiful music. One Man's Family, (or men's, women's and children's hair. Use coupon.
0., New York
for its kindly, neighborly spirit : and l-'irst Kotalko
PleaseCo.,send B-75,
me ProofGeneral
Box ofP. KOTALKO.
Nighter,
becauseand ofacting.
Don The
.Ameche's
e.x- Mame
cellent singing
only trouble with these prograins is that they all Full Address
117
end too soonl"
Edward MacHugh, popular NBC
Gospel Singer, whose program
delights countless listeners.
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RHDIO
mUGHS...
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
FROM POPULAR PROGRAMS)
uR.-lCIE: Oh, don't listen to them . . .
it's nothing
gossiprumor
is nothing but idle but
rumorgossip,
and and
an idle
is a
boarder out of U'ork.
(GRACIE
Juice
Program.)ALLEN, Campbell's Tomato
PORTLAND : My father hates the cold.
FRED: Really?
PORTLAND:
say . .Papa
. when
false
teeth start toI'llchatter
says hisit
though he's got Fred Astaire's foot
infeelshisas mouth.
FRED : It could be worse ... he might
have(FRED
Garbo's.ALLEN and PORTLAND
HOFFA, Town Hall Tonight.)
GRAHAM: Your aunt must be some
cook, Ed.
ED: What a cook, Graham! This morning my uncle asked my aunt why her
face smelled so funny, and my aunt said,
"Iand wasthe just
somea little
spaghetti
cook going
book tosaidcookto rub
garlic
on
your
pan."
(ED WYNN and GRAHAM McNAMEE, Spud Program.)
SHARLIE : An auto salesman tells me
there
to sellareme. tzcoCanhoods
this onbe the
so? car he's trying
JACK:
No
—
one
of
them must be a
FALSE-HOOD!
{JACK PEARL, Raleigh and Kool
Show.)
SHELTON: Do^ like me. When I
walk down the street dogs follow me . . .
they walk up to me and lick my hands.
withHOWARD:
a knife andWhy
fork?don't you try eating
CTOM HOWARD and GEORGE
SHELTON,
riety Hour.) Rudy Vallee's Royal VaBOB: Even the -♦people in Van Buren
thought my Uncle Fotchey Whittlesey was
lazy. In fact, one time a committee went
out
and tree
they and
foundtheyhimtoldlyin'him out—
underto anhimapple
they says, "We've just voted you the laziest man in Van Buren and we've brought
you the first prize. We've got a silver
dollar for you." My uncle says: "Well,
I don't care anything about the dollar,
but," he says, "just roll me over and put
it in(BOB
my hip
pocket!"Kraft Music Hall.)
BURNS,
BOTTLE: Oh. Beetle, you scoundrel,
you scamp, you renegade. '
You tell him, lettuce, I haven't
gotPHIL:
the heart.
DOTTLE:
Don'tBeetle,
worry,yousir,turkey,
I'll quiver
at the lips. Oh,
you
pigeon, you duck, you fowl, you pheasant.
PHIL: Bottle, what are you saying?
BOTTLE:
giving
him the Oh,
bird. forgive me, sir, I'm
(PHIL BAKER and BOTTLE, Gulf
Program.)
EVE : What do you mean — woolen blanket— the : label
KEN
Oh, Isays
just cotton
put that? on to fool the
moths.
Well
—
maybe
you'd like to see
something in this bathrobe?
RUSS: Yeah— Carole Lombard.
KEN:
you're aEVE
married
man, and
eh?
(KEN Oh.
MURRAY,
ARDEN
RUSS MORGAN, Rinso Program.)
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JACK: Where's your pappy?
MARY:
Didn'tlastyounight.hear? They carried him home
JACK: Was he shot?
MARY: Only fifty percent.
(JACK BENNY and MARY LIVINGSTONE, Jell-O Program.)
AN^N^E: How did your illness start,
FRED : It started a week ago last MonFred.'
the neck.day. I li'as up all night with a pain in
: I was zvith you a zveek ago
lastCHARLES
Mondav, Fred.
FRED: Aha! That's zvhat I said.
(FRED ASTAIRE,
CHARLES
BUTTERIVORTH
and ANNE
JAMISON,
Packard
Program.)

Papa sent me down to
I'dPORTLAND:
stop thermometer
in.
get
our
fixed ... so I thought
FRED : Has this changeable weather
caused your thermometer to strip its gears?
PORTLAND: Yes . . . it got so low
mercury
Monday !night some gravel got into the
(FRED Town
ALLEN
PORTLAND
HOFFA,
Hall and
Tonight.)

ED: The next scene, Graham, is eleven
years later . . . the stork has arrived.
McN.:years?
The stork didn't arrive for
eleven
ED: The stork couldn't help it, Graham.
He's been busy for ten years up in CanThey name
baby every
Grab-Bag
...
they callada! him
that the
because
time they
pick him up they get a surprise.
ED WYNN and GRAHAM McNAJUDY:
gettin'
lazy.toWhy,
today
he wentThatoutboy
and ishired
a feller
help MEE, Spud Program.)
him sleep.
BOTTLE:
Ha, ha, ha, ha,
sleep?
PAUL: He hired a man to help him
PHIL:
All
right, myat? one-track mind,
are you laughing
JUDY : Yes, sir. Whenever Zeke falls whatBOTTLE:
The summer underwear
asleep this other fellow snores for him.
(JUDY CANOVA and PAUL book.
PHIL:
What's
rieties.)
WHITEMAN, Woodbury's Musical Va- ter!BOTTLE: Er .funnv
. . Goneaboutwiththat?
the Win(PHIL
BAKER
and
BOTTLE,
Gulf
KEN: Well, Ken, I'm auctioning off all Program.)
my
personal
belongings
—
I'm
going
to
give
to awant
worthy
cause — to
BUDD: Keep yourself under control.
peoplethewhomoney
need and
it badly.
noble people?
charity. isColonel.
control? Say, that reminds me . . . what
Ken.ANN'C'R:
Who areThat's
these very
unfortunate
STOOP: Control is what firemen get
KEN: My creditors!
blazes under.
(KEN MURRAY, Rinso Program.)
(COL. STOOPNAGLE and Budd ProBOND: Well, you better be careful, be- gram.)
JACK: Hmm-m-m . . . these actors . . .
cause ifyou pull a cat by the tail it'll bite
well,
boys,
let's pass
get into
a realbandanas.
Western
mood.
Kenny,
out those
BOND: Why not?
KENNY: Shall I peel them?
JACK:
said banDANas!
end!SNOOKS: 'Cause cats don't bite at that
(JACK IBENNY
and KENNY BAKER,
(FANNIE BRICE and FORD BOND, Jell-O
Program.)
Revue dc Farce.)
CHARLES : I have been worried about
GEORGE : Did you ever dream you Fred's condition.
were out with me?
DOCTOR: Here, somebody, get Mr.
GRACIE: Oh, no — I never have night- Butterworth a chair, quick! Mr. Buttermares.
worth,
ivho told the
you landlord.
to get out of bed:'
CHARLES:
: WhyDerby
don't with
you dream
to TONY
the Brown
me? you went
DOCTOR: Hair you felt particularly
GRACIE : Oh, no ! I had to stand up in run doivn lately?
CHARLES: Well, last week I ivent to
bed two hours last night waiting for a
table !
Palm Springs. Yon see, I thought I ivas
(BURNS and ALLEN, TONY MAR- catching something.
DOCTOR: Flu?
TIN, Campbell's Tomato Juice Program.)
CHARLES: No, I took the train.
SHARLIE: Willie Burns wants to know
(CHARLES
what happened to the boy who sat on
ard Program.) BUTTERWORTH, Packthe burning deck.
ANN'C'R: Ken, I'm surprised at your
JACK:
got the Raleigh
hot seat! and Kool
(JACK HePEARL,
losses,
me, what are you — a stockholdShow.)
er or atellbondholder?
KEN:
Neither—
a bagholder!
BUDD : How about an invention or two,
(KEN MURRAY.I'm Rinso
Program.)
Colonel, just to sort of start things off?
STOOP:
Well,
I
have
invented
a
footMcN:
]\'here
did
you
get
that suit? I'd
ball field with black lines instead of white like to get one like it.
lines.
PliENO
:
This
is
my
"ivar"
suit.
Mc.\':
War
suit?
BUDD: Whv black lines?
STOOP: For playing football in the
PEENO : My grandfather ztvre it, my
snow. Then I have also invented a salty father zvore it, I zvore it!
paper for making maps of the ocean.
(JOE PEENO and GRAHAM Mc(COL. STOOPNAGLE and BUDD Hour.)
NAMEE, Rudv Voice's Royal Variety
Program.)
.\. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen.

HIGHLY INDELIBLE

TANCERINK • FLAME
TVATVRAI, • HU SH
J 1 NCI.K
AT ALL 20c
lOc STOKl

Strikinaly lovely, and sure in tlicir purpose, arc llie jungle
reds of tlie excjuisitely pa^an Savage lipstick. And excitinaly
surprisina is tlic caress ol Savaac lips . . . lor Savaac lends
llieni a w;irni moist ncss. . . a lender softness ... I lial is entirely
new! Of course Savaac is indelihle; truly no. It clinas savagely!
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THE LARGEST
CIRCULATION OF ANY
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EXCLUSIVE
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JACK

OAKIE

BUP!i

AIIIIRF

WITtOBEES

(X\0 YOU have a dream picture of yourself —
o*-^ lovely, radiant, alluring? You adored and he
adoring? Let your dream picture come alive with a
perfume as ardent and as irresistible as the real you!
Irresistible Perfume is a perfume made by artists in
allure. It does thrilling things to you, and for you.
It is the choice of glamorous women everywhere —
women who are wise in the ways of perfume and
who find romance in life.
Tonight, try Irresistible Perfume, and Irresistible
Lip Lure in the exciting new shades. You'll be
sparkling, electric, ready to conquer the world
and the man! To be completely
ravishing use all of the Irresistible
Beauty Aids. Certified pure
laboratory tested and approved.
70c at leading 5 and 70c stores
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How often such neglect leads
to real dental tragedies . . .
give your gums the benefit
of Ipana and Massage.
1ET her labor over her lashes until she
■< is late for the show... let her spend
time and money on her favorite brands
of cosmetics and cold cream. But will
someone please tell her about her dull,
dingy smile— a smile that distorts a face
even as beautiful as hers?
Yet she could hs.ve—can have— teeth
that sparkle with brilliant whiteness...

a good tooth paste,
like a good dentist,
is never a luxury.

a smile both good-looking and lovely to
look at. But not until she knows the
meaning
tinge itof and
"pink"doesonsomeher
tooth brushof that
— knows
thing about it!
Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"
"Pink tooth brush" is a distress signal.
When you see k—see your dentist. Usually, however, it only means gums that
have grown tender because of our modern soft foods— gums that need more
work— and, as your dentist will so often
advise, gums that need the stimulating
help of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

For Ipana with massage is designed to
help benefit your gums as well as clean
your teeth. Rub a little extra Ipana on
your gums every time you brush your
teeth. Those lazy gums quicken as new
circulation wakens in the tissues. The
gum walls themselves gain new health,
new firmness.
Play safe. Even before you see that
tinge
of "pink,"
schedule
this modern
dental
health yourself
routine foras
one sensible and effective way to help
the health of your teeth and gums. Your
smile will be brighter, more attractive
and appealing— ^7?7rt' safer!

IPANA
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• Constipation got me down so badly that I was
nean to the very people I liked best. I just
louldn't help it. Certain laxatives were so rejulsive that I hated to take them. I hadn't yet
earned how to avoid out-of-date "dosing." Then
[ found out something I'll always remember.

• In desperation
1 con-He
sulted my druggist.
advised KEEN -A -MINT.
"It's different!" he said. I
tried it- found it tasted just likedeli^ i<ius chewing tr.im. ThMnk- to KEEN -A- MINT, life becani- All of me felt better at once.
Exwitli
' I ' I I Jlie, headache,
color in my"blues."
cheeks.I sang
My
mirror wlii.sp.rtd — "You're yourself again!"

life IS 16so million
rjilh-rentotherfor KEEN
this girl,- A -just
it• isNowforever
MINTas
users. FEEN-A-MINT is thorough, satisfying.
The chewing is what helps make it so wonderfully dependable. Acts gently in the lower bowel,
not in the stomach. No griping, no nausea. Not
riabit-forming. Economical. Delicious flavor and
lependability make it the favorite at all ages.
Sample free.
Newark,
N Write Dept.0-9. FEEN-A-MINT,
Familysi] edonly
boxes
L_:

Sc & 25c
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RADIO STARS

Wherein

our busy reporter gleans much

bh'the gossip concerning radio stars.
Tlic mail is Benny Ryau, once
Only a few spectators will recognize an energetic little Irisli- male half of flic vaudcviUc team
TTian around Joe Cook rehearsals, of Ryan and Lcc. This team, a
just a few years ago this same bi(l vaudeville Jicadlincr a couple
little Irishman had national emi- of decades ago. set the pattern
nence of his own. His name is followed by George Burns and
forgotten now, liecause he disap- Graeie Allen.
peared from sight just on the
Tlirough one misfortune and another, the Ryan and Lee team
\erge of crashing through into
hig time. It still is an interesting broke up and it was George Jhtrns
and
Graeie
Allen who fell heir to
name in view of what has haptheir popularity.
pened since in radio.

The young
with theCharlie
monocle is thatmanunique
McCarf by, y/ho with his stooge,
Edgar tainsBergen
us on the(Right
Vallee) enterHour.
(Left) Rollicking Martha
Raye,herof fiance,
the Al Jerry
JolsonHopper,
Show,
with
who is assistant musical director at the Paramount Studio.
Charles Walters and Mitzi
Mayfair display our popular magazine in one of the
gay scenes from The Show Is
On, starring Beatrice Lillie.
Benny supplies gags for Joe
Cook now. You don't hear him
complaining much about the great
fortune he missed so narrowly.
Speaking on another subject one
night, he remarked: "If people
aren't imitated it's a sign they're
not much good."

6

Knowing Rubinoff's temper, the
boys had conspired to make him
mad. The joke zvas getting him
out to the studio an hour before
anyone else arrived.
"I like to be gentleman,"
Rubinoff relates the story in his
Russian way, "so I just tell everybody it does not seem necessary
Rubinofif's most cherished, cer- for me to come so early. Tomortainly his most valuable, possession
row I come later."
is his Stradivarius violin. He
seldom refers to the day on a
One of the jokers replied, in
Hollywood movie lot when he the tone he might use to a longcame so close to smashing it into slioreman: "No arguments, fidsmithereens.
dler! {Continued on page 73)
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LISTEN, H(^.Shia^'Mvui^,
Why waste that high-powered brushing? Your teeth wont really
sparkle unless you use the right tooth paste, too!

PEPSODENT
TOOTH

PASTE

IRIUM
Gently removes film . . . wins
flashing new luster . . . makes
daily brushing extra effective!
Are you one of the Disappointed ScrubHards who brush faithfully day after day —
yet still have dingy, film-stained teeth? . . .
Then here's news for you. Now proper
brushing
results — in teeth that sparkle
with
naturalgetsbrilliance!
New Pepsodent ingredient ends
disappointment
IRIUM — the remarkable new ingredient contained only in Pepsodent — steps up cleansprovides
smooth
actioning efficiency
instead and
of hard
abrasion,
irilm Hashing
makes
Pepsodent a wonderful tooth paste. One
that responds instantly to your brush — penetrates between teeth — speedily loosens
dingy film and floats it away like magic.
It's an amazing advance in tooth hygiene!
You clean your teeth quicker, easier. Your
brushing is useful. Your teeth quickly win
that glowing luster that everyone notices.
If you would have beautiful teeth, remember that proper brushing is only half the
formula. The other half is Pepsodent Tooth
Paste containing irium. Try it. The days of
Scrub-Hard Disappointment will be over!

RUrWVItiS TOOTH P*STt
All Pepsodent now on sale
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We

can't all sing like Deanna, nor

have
but

fourteen-year-old
we

can

be

charm,

beautiful!

DEAXXA DURIdlX is an Alice in Wonderland child, as
well
I was Cantor
sure ofbroadcast
it when Isome
saw
(and aslu ;iard"wonder
) her atchild."
an Eddie
months ayo in New York. That was before her meteoric
rise in Hollywood. She is the kind of a t;irl who comes
out of story-books. She makes you catch your breath,
.she is so ex(|uisitc'. and so inititniUy exijitisite. And there
is a Cfuaint sini]ilicity about her, an unstutlied charm that
is as rare — well, as rare as are the Deanna Durbins in this
un-story-licK
ik-l)kcto world.
Walter W'inchell
famous orchids
I )canna Durbin.
And it isawarded
of Deannahis
that Jvlilif
( alitor
: "She than
possesses
more
]joisc and
more >ays
|)ersonality
a half more
dozen charm,
of the
bi,t;',!^est
feminine
stars
in
Hollywood
today."
l)( anna tliat we i^roffer orchids this month inSoourit isownto
small wa\-, and sugt^est the greater tribute of emulation.
Once upon a lime 1 remember talking to a famous stage
director, who said of some ])articularly beautiful girl in
the cast; "( )h. yes. she is beautiful, but I'd also say that
she is asparagus." "W'ha-a-t!" I said in shocked surprise.
"Yes, vou kn(jw." he rei)licd. "the kind of a girl who
Doris Nolan, feminine lead in Top of fhe
Town, gives dainty Deanna Durbin sonne
of the fundamental pointers of make-up.
Fourteen-year-old Deanna Durbin, a star
on Eddie
the
UniversalCantor's
movie.radio
Threeprogram
Smart and
Girls.in
should he xil.l in hunches; she's grand in the chorus, but
lhal's about all. It isn't just beauty, it is what's underncalh
I. .Iterthatthecounts."
director went on to tell me of experiences he
h.id h.id with aspiring youngsters — of one girl who had
won .-I hc;int\ coiiti'st, but whose slo\cnliness showed up in
her dress. Irt bearing and her speech, and who ended up in
a dcpartnicnl store instead of on Hroadway or in Hollywood; (j[ another girl whose beauty was really extraordinar\'. but who had a hard, cold quality that ruined her
]loteiitialities as an actress or a ])oi)ular performer. One
unpleasant story he cited was that of a girl who, with the
hcnelit of a little publicity and admiration, began adopting
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grand manners and snubbing bcr old
friends. Sbe became so siroiled and
selfish and conceited that she lost all
the warm charm for which she was
originally singled out, and her career
fell by the wayside.
Personality is still more important
than beauty, and as a beauty editor,
I am glad it is. Personal grooming
is something for which not even
beauty can substitute. So many of
you break your hearts over some
little beauty delect, .ukI let your inferiority comjilex run aw.iy with you
to the extent of >p()iling your personality. So ni.iny of you have
potentialities that you never develop,
because you haven't the gumption.
You spend all your time wishing, instead of doing. Every woman can
be attractive, can be distinguished, if
she will use her intelligence to groom
her face and her body and her personality.
Make-up has a lot to do with good
grooming. Sloppy make-up is an
imforgivable sin. Make-up has a
lot to do with personality, too. A
new shade of rouge or lipstick, a
touch of wickedly alluring eyeshadow, and you may be a new person in the mirror — or most important
of all, to yourself.
Some of you may think that makeup for Deanna Durbin would be like
"gilding the lily." (Jf course Deanna,
at fourteen years of age. doesn't use
much make-up, excc])t for her \n-ofessional stage and screen a])i)earances. For the latter, licr e\e-- and
lips are emphasized; the eye inake-uj)
skilfully api)lie<l to giw greater
depth and brilliance to the eyes for
l)hotographic ])nr])()ses; the lips
smartly outlined with li]) rouge and
awhich
long-handled
brush,be
no make-u])camel's
directorhairwould
without. "(iilding the lily" is an
ex])r(.'Ssion that imi)lies the exaggeration of the perfectidus with which
one is alread\' blessed. Ihit modern
make-up shows the hap]>iest result^
when it works with the gre.at awra^e
l)ody of women, neither exlrenielx
beautiful nor extrenieh' plani. It c;in
change a drab face into a bright
challenge. And remember this, every
girl and every woman has something
to build on.
Make-up magic begins with a clear
smooth skin. That is where so many
girls and women get on the wrong
track. They think of make-U]) as a
means of concealing a faulty complexion and unsightly blackheads.
But, as a matter of fact, all the makeup artistry in the world cannot hide
aattempt
poor foundation,
you I shouldn't
to make it and
do so.
sincerely J
believe that that is the reason cos- \
metics are blamed for a lot of things
in which they are not the slightest
bit at fault. {Coiifiiiiird on paijc 72)

WHOO-OO! Feel that mad March
wind whip your face and hands!
Fight the ciiapping that comes from
bitiii_g winds, soap, and ammonia
water, mond
withCream.Hinds
Honeytheandtender
AlIt soaks
chapping with comfort. Its Vitamin
D is absorbed by dry, water-pufFed
skin... gives it some of the benefits of
sunshine. Every drop of Hinds works
better — softening, smoothing skin!

HINDS
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM

The famous Hinds Honey and
Almond Cream now contains
Vitamin D. This vitamin is
absorbed by the skin. Seems to
smooth it ! Now, more than ever.
Hinds soothes and softens the
drvness,
stinging
' 'skin cracks,"
chapping,
and tenderness
bv wind, cold,
heat, hard caused
water,
and housework. Every drop —
with its N'itamin D — does skin
more good! $1, 50c, 25c, 10c.
DAILY RADIO TREAT: Ted Malone
. . . inviting you to help yourself to
Happiness and to Beauty. Mon. to Fri.,
12:15 pmE.S.T.,over WABC-CBS.
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and making theeachperfect
program of 100%. These ratings are
a consensus of opinions of our Board
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with the editorial opinion of Radio
Star.sing as Magazine.
Pro.yrams
outstandto artists and
material,
often
suffer because of poor presentation or
exaggerated
commercial
ments. There have
been manyannouncechanges
in programs
for the asspring
The
Board reviewed
many months.
of the
current major programs as it possibly
could before this issue went to press.
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OPERA. 8:30AUDITIONS
THE
AIR
66.7
NBC
Sun.
3:00
P.M.
EST
AMERICAN ALBUM OF FAMILIAR
MUSIC— FRANK MUNN, LUCY MON- ROE 6 .7
NBC Sun. 9.30 P.M.E.ST
CLEM
McCarthy—
SPORT
NBC Tues..
Sal. 11:05
P.M. ESTshots. 66.6
WAYNE
KING'S
ORCHESTRA
C7i.S
Mon.
10:00
P.M.
EST.
NBC T-W- 66.5
8:30 P.M. EST
. WALTZ
TIME—
FRANK
MUNN,
BERNICE
NBC Fri.CLAIRE,
9.00HILL
P.M.LYMAN
EST ORCHESTRA. 66.3
EDWIN
C.
66.2
NBC Sun. 9:45
P.M. EST
GABRIEL
HEATTER
66.0
MBS
M-T-W-T
7:45
P.M.
EST.
WOR
9:00
P.M. E.ST: IVOR Sun. 9:45 P.M. EST
PACKARD ORCHESTRA
HOUR— FRED ASTAIRE, 65.9
GREEN
NBC Tues. 9: W P.M. EST
ALEMITE
HALF HOUR — HIilDT'S 65.8
BRIGADIERS
CBS
Mon.NIGHTER—
8:00 P.M. EST.
P.M. PST...65.7
FIRST
DON 9.00
AMECHE
NBC
Fri.
10:00
P.M.
EST
RY-KRISP
PRESENTS MARION TAL- 65.6
LEY,
KOESTNER
NBC Sun.
5:00 P.M. ORCHESTRA
EST
EDDIE CANTOR— RENARD ORCHES- TRA 65.5
CBS
Sun.
8:30
P.M.
ES'l
. 8:00 P.M.LORD.
PST .65.3
GANGWed.BUSTERS—
CBS
10:00 P.M. PHILLIPS
EST
CONTENTED
PROGRAM—
BLACK
ORCHESTRA
NBC Man. 10:00
P.M. FORD
EST BOND 65.2
STAINLESS
SHOW—
65.1
P.M.GRAHAM
E.<ST McNAMEE,
EDNBC Fri.
WYNN,7:15 ORCHESTRA
VOORHEES
65.0
NB( Sal. 8:00 P.M. EST. 9:00 P.M. PST
STOOPNAGLE AND BUDD— VOORHEES65.0
ORCHESTRA
NBC Sun. 5:30 P.M. EST
AMILLER
& P BANDORCHESTRA
WAGON— KATE SMITH, 64.9
CBS
Thur.STARS
8:00 P.M.— E.ST
TWIN
MOORE,
HELEN BRODERICK,VICTOR
ROGERS
OR- CHESTRA 64.8
NBC
Fri.
9:.i0
P.M.
E.ST
RUBINOFF,
JAN
PEERCE,
VIRGINIA
REA
64.8
(HEINZ
Vi.S .S«H.MAGAZINE
r,:.yi I'.M. ILSTOF THE AIR 64.7
CHS
M-W-F
11:00
.\.M.
EST.
12:00
Noon
PST
TEA
MORRELL'S—
DON Mc- 64.b
NEILL,
GALE
PAGE
,V/iC TIME
/•>,.(.Cotilinue-d
1:00AT P.M.
onESTfage 110)
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THEM

: A RAVISHING REVOLUTION in SCREEN REVELRYf
Startlingly New! Daringly Different! Screamingly Funny!
The Biggest Stars of Tomorrow in the Picture of Today!
THE NEW

^

UNIVERSAL'S

r
V

B/zsy With Entertainment I
George Murphy • Doris Nolan
Hugh Herbert * Gregory Rotoff
Gertrude Niesen • Ella Logan
Henry Armetta • Ray Mayer
MischaAuer 'The Three Sailors
Peggy Ryan • Gerald Oliver
Smith • Jack Smart • Claude
Gillingwater • Ernest Cossart
LOU BROCK
RALPHDirector
MURPHY
' Associate Producer

Songs You'll Rave About!
"\ Feel That Foolish Feeling
Coming On" • "There Are
No Two Ways About It"
"Blame It On The Rhumba"
"Fireman Save My Child"
"I've Got To Be Kissed"
1^^
"Top Of The Town"
"Where Are You?" "Jamboree"
CHARLES R. ROGERS l',.

Yum'yum!

Puddings

and Pies this month!

Kate

Smith

makes

your mouth

water,

talking about them!
Kate Smith, of Band Wagon
fame, and our Radio Stars
hostess, takes from the
oven one of her luscious
big coconut custard pies.

Mate
Smitki
OiK/in^
ng School of mine! But the
Hello
Everybody!
It's
Kate
Smith
again, bringing you, this time, an regular readers of this department
"all request" program featuring ( and what a large numljcr there are
those two popular stars of the des- of you and how kind )'ou all have
been in your comments!) have
sert fH-lfl. Puddings and Pies.
Vou see, friends, I just discov- called my attention to this.
ered a short time back that some"How about pies?" several have
how these two varieties of sweets inquired.
While one unseen friend
have been pretty much overlooked wrote, air-mail from California, to
in the previous broadcasts of this tell me : "So far you've only menServed in the
dish in which
it is baked,
this pudding
charms in
taste, anceappearand also
in economy.
Courtesy Pyrex

12

CooIum^
tioned Pum])kin Pie, Miss Smith, and
my family much prefers other varieties— especially Apple and Coconut
Custard.I have
But Ibeen
can'tusing
say that
the
recipes
are one
hundred per cent, successful. Perhaps
youYeshaveindeed
some Ihelpful
suggestions?"
have — two
knockout
recipestard—Pie soit shall
Applebe and
Coconut
Cus!
Then,ceived aletter
a dayfrom
or two
rea dearlater,
litde I lady
who sends me a note every month,
along with each of her recipe requests. Well, this particular time,
she voiced a mild complaint about the
in frequency with which puddings received any mention from me.
"Don't you like puddings?" she
wanted to
here's I mydo
answer,
Mrs.know.
DerwentWell,
: Indeed,
like them
going toof tell
rightI
now
about! I'm
a couple
themyou that
consider outstandingly good. Of
course I'll be delighted to give you
my tested recipes for them, too — one

RADIO STARS
litTc. the utlicr> in ihc auractive
little leaflet
azine sendsthat
out Radio
to all Stars
those Magwho
ask for a copy. This month, then.
1 can promise you — at little
trouble and at no expense to yourself — several of my favorite
recipes for both puddings and pies.
Shall I start off by telling you
what they are? Yes, I think that
would be a fine idea, so that you
will know right away just what
specialtotreats
kind you're
going
learn ofhowthisto make,
when
you have received your recipe
leaflet. Then, further on in this
"broadcast,"
I also want
to give
you
some pointers
on pudding
and pie making in general, which
I sincerely hope will prove helpful
toveryyoudishes
wiien that
you'reI shall
preparing
the
describe
for you briefly here and now.
First, there are the two pies requested Ijy my California correspondent — Apple and Coconut
Custard. The Apple Pie I happen to favor is of the Deep Dish
variety and I can give several good
reasons off-hand why this recipe
of mine is sure to apjjeal to most
of you. Reason Number One is
the flavor, which is exceptional because of several things that go into
the filling l)csi(ies the usual a]i])le^

Sdtooi
and sugar. Reason Number Two
is the fact that this pie has a top
crust only, so that there is no
danger of your serving a pie with
a soggy imder crust. Which, by
the way, is something that even
(juite experienced cooks liave good
reason to fear.
I'm also going to include on the
-■ard a {Continued on j^aye 66)

curtesy Fyrcx
There's a trick to this!
Kate tells you all about it,
so you can try it yourself.

BANISH

'TATTLE-TALE GRAY"
WITH FELS-NAPTHA

SOAP!

RADIO STARS

Here'ssion setan(fop
experimental
televi-the
picture), about
size of a console radio. (Right)
Dorothy Page, NBC singer, before
the Iconoscope camera. The microphone isswung from a boom so that it
not be seen in the television picture.
(Lower picture) Dr. Vladimir K. Zworykin, RCA director of electronic research,
who developed the Iconoscope or television
camera, has been experimenting since 1912.
AT the Xational Broadcasting Company's studios(hfferent
in Radiofrom
City all
there's
one stufhd
the
rest.
Alont^a
uniform
hallway,
door nunihurcd like all the others,its
this nium, inside, is like the corner
of a ni(j\ ie sound stage and a
mad scientist's dream, rolled into
one.
Huge "inkies"about
— which
are
huge incandescents
four feet
acrn-s .and huilt like searchlights —
si)Ollight>
and um-ecognizable
pieces
of
apparatus,
jam the smallish
studio; w.alls are bright with aluminum ])aint ; a forest of metal tubes,
rods, upright-, wlieeled gadgets and
standards obstruct passage, while a
curling, twisting mass of rubber
cable lurks on the ground to trip
the unwary foot.
Black, white, red and grey drapes
hang in the corners; extra backgrounds are stacked against the wall
and behind the "set" are three or
four make-up tables, where artists
apply the orange-colored make-up
that resembles movie panchromatic
make-up a great deal, though it's
How

treme
trast. in conHildegarde, who
was a television
performer abroad l^efore
she came to NBC, is
applying the last touches
to her make-up when she is
called for a test. Tests go
on interminably ; a movie
stand-in would be in his element,
here. Under a blinding light she
stands while engineers fiddle wiUi
lights, push the cameras about and
chalk the outline of her toes on the
ground, so that she will stand in exactly
the right place later, to be in focus.
Finally the "mike" and "Ike" are set;
the "mike" Ijeing the familiar radio micro])hone swinging from a boom overhead, out of
sight. This, as in pictures, must follow the
action, swinging along as the artist moves. The
"Ike," justcamera,
to get pro])erly
familiar, known
is a petas name
for the
television
the Iconoscope,
and there are three of them.
Two are mounted on wheelbases, and remain set in

television is being prepared for home

PuiuMs

ut

reception

tke

Aih^

RADIO STARS
place for each scene, while the third
is on a "dolly" — a sort of glorified
tea-wagon — which allows it to he
moved along to follow the action.
Oddly enough, in case this seems too
simple,
farthest
from
the
scenethearetwoused"Ikes"
to shoot
close-ups
of the artist and announcer, while the
near "Ike" on the dolly is used for
long shots. And the answer to that
one
is thatlenses.
the close-up "Ikes" have
telescopic
Hildegarde is relieved while testing
goes on. Practically everyone takes
a crack at it ; from engineers, production men and visitors, to the Television Stceetlieart. who is a honey
indeed, wearing a hridal costume. The
only photograph
trouhle is thatandshe's
a lifesize
no only
one knows
her name
telephone
number.
She's
swell
for ortesting
though,
and never
complains.
or "Ikes"
areWhen
set. allthethethree
videocameras,
engineers
in the
control room have to do is press the
proper button to shift from a long
shottheto announcer,
a close-up. orwliich
from shows
the artist
to
the
benefits of a college education. And
all the artist has to do is remember
his entrances and exits and to stand
in the accurately chalked spots on the
floor. Performers, too. must have
their lines memorized letter perfect,
for there's naturally.
no reading of scripts in
television,
by — command
one minuteinstead
to go."ofis:
the"Stand
warning
"We're on the air." Then the artist
waits, usually rigid, until a tiny red
light
means beside
that hetheis "Ike"
on the glows
air — —notwhich
just
his voice, but all of him.
And here's another little twist that
helps keep television work interesting :with traffic lights, you stop on
red and go on green. Well, forget
that in television. When the green
light shows, nothing happens, and you
start on the red. Before the cue light
system was adopted, the artist waited
for a hand signal from the control
room,
Thenandfriends
who hadbefore
the 1)eginninL;'.
chance to see
hear
the television broadcast would say :
"You were marvelous — but wliy did
you stand there glassy-eyed for half
a minute before beginning?" A checkup showed that the performer, frequently nervous to boot, stood frozen
in place waiting to begin, and it took
about thirty seconds before the hand
signal from the control room could
be relayed to him or her. And for
that brief interval faithful "Ike" was
broadcasting his staring image to the
receiver.
The "mike" on a boom, too, confuses those accustomed to straight
radio
work. into
You can't
and
whisper
the cuddle
mike upnow.
Miss Betty {Continued on page 76)

SOMETIMES a simple little question put
to your doctor will reveal how thoroughly he guards your heahh — ere/i in
minor matters.
Just take the question of laxatives, for
instance. You may be surprised to learn
that doctors are deeply cimcerned about
this subject. So much so. in fact, that before
they will approve a laxative, that laxative
must meet their own strict specifications.
Read the following requirements. And
ask yourself, "Does my laxative qualify
on every point?"
THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:
It should he dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proved by the test of
time.
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate, or upset digestion.
EX-LAX MEETS EVERY DEMAND
Ex-Lax passes this test with colors flying! Ex-Lax fulfills every requirement. In
fact, Ex-Lax meets these demands so
fairly that many doctors use it in their
own homes, for their own families. And
When Nature forgets- remember
EX- LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

Ex-Lax has helped so many millions of
other people. ..people you know, probably
...thatlaxative
they have
most widelyused
in themadewholeit theworld.
TRY EX-LAX . . . FEEL BETTER
Ex-Lax is intended to help, not interwhy violence.
you'll findIt
Ex-Laxfere withsoNature.
mild, soThat
free isfrom
affords thorough relief from constipation,
without strain, stomach pains or nausea.
The easy, comfortable action of Ex-Lax
leaves you feeling heUer ...looking better
...with a greater zest for enjoying life.
Children, of course, find such action especially beneficial. For the rccjuirenients
laid down by the doctor are doubly important to a child.
One more advantage— Ex-Lax is a real
pleasure \» lake. For it tastes just like delicious clioeiilate. Once you try it, you will
be through with nasty, druggy-tasting
cathartics for good. All drug stores have
Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c sizes. Or if you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our expense, mail the
coupon below.
EX-LAX
OUR EXPENSE!, TRY(Pa^le
ihis onATa ppnny
postcard) ^ ■
\ Kx-I.ax. Inc.. P. O. Box ITO
I
; Tinii-s-l'laza Slalion. Brooklyn. N. V.
\
' I wanl lo Iry Ex-Lax. Please send free sample. [
Address
\ •
City
;I
15
(If > oil live in Canada, write Ex-Lax. Ltd.. Age
Montreal)
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A gayshort
floralsleeves.
print
with
This may be worn
with blue or black
spring accessories.

KLEENEX
HABIT
saves

Costumes from
R. H. Macy & Co.

your nose

and saves money!
• Nothing more tragic than a sore nose
during a cold — nothing more soothing
than the Kleenex Habit! It saves noses,
saves money as it reduces handkerchief
washing. So put aside handkerchiefs and
adopt the Kleenex Habit the instant
sniffles start. Because Kleenex tends to
retain germs it checks the spread of
colds through the family. Use each tissue once — then destroy, germs and all.

I'M putting on a special liaster program for you this month ! And it's
a well sjionsGrcd one, what's more.
Keep Kleenex in Every Room.
(d Xewwhich'N'ork's
is one stdres
Our s]>()nsr)r
largest
departnient
has
Save Steps — Time — Money
made itself famous for the slogan.
To remove face creams and cos"It's smart to be thrifty." And our
metics. . . To apply powder,
guest star is a young lady who knows
rouge . . . To dust and polish . . .
I or lothewipebaby.
..
And
in
the
carall
the ins for
and' aout^
of dressmg
hands, windshield and
a million
fraction
of 'hatlikein
greasy spots.
real cash — pretty and popular Gretchen Davidson, whom you hear curstarred with Ann Elstner and
No waste .'No mess! CarltonrentlyYoung
on the Elaine Sterne
Pull
next aonetissue
pops— the
up Carrington dramatization, Trouble
House. This is heard as a feature of
ready for use.
the Heine Magazine of the Air program. Gretchen plays Sally, niece of
Martha Booth.
KLEENEX
A disposob/e made of Ce//ucoffon fnof cofton)
Our sponsor's best efforts in your
behalf are evident on these pages — •

three of the smartest costumes to be
had
at prices
aren'tThetoothing
much thatof
a blow
to thethat
purse.
(jretchen and I gloated al)out. when
we finally had worked out the Easter
wardrobe idea, was the fact that
every detail of our budgeted costumes
looks so attractive that no one can
say that either smartness or quality
has lieen sacrificed for a price tag.
ft really is silly to buy cheap, shortwearing clothes when \ou can get
good, exciting looking ones for only
a little more, that will more than pay
you back in terms of long wear.
Our figures on the clothes and accessories pictured here, are in the
moderate price bracket, rather than
the verycated inlow
— butmerchandise
each can be atduplisimilar
the
most limited (Continued on Page 78)
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Let Gretchen

Davidson's

Beige is the color this year.
Gretchen's soft tweed suit
with tunnel pockets and tassel
buttons is set off by black
hot, shoes, purse and gloves.

chic wardrobe

Charming and simple is this
aqua-blue evening gown, with
silver kid piping. Shirrinq
gives the popular peasant effect. Note the tricky hair-do.

be your fashion guide

This tiny
ribbon, a
and white
worn with
The zipper

hat of grosgrain
black calf purse
fabric gloves are
the print outfit.
sleeves are novel.

ff
A quick dab at vour face as you leave the movie. Then
out into the hri^ht Ughts! Are you wonderino; how your
[Hiwdcr Idoks? Dreading its showing up terribly?
In a recent inquiry, Pond's got twice the vote of the
next-hked powder for not showing up in strong hght.
Pond's colors are "glare-proof." They catch only the
softer rays
hardest
light.of light. Never look "powdery" even in the
Special ingredients make Pond's cling — stay fresh
looking for hours. Low prices. Decorated screw-top
jars, 35^, 70<^. New big boxes, lOi, 20^.
'GlareShadesProofs'
t'OND S l)(,i.9RS-PD, Clin
nish, free, 5 ilifferent
shades ofof eachPond'sfor
Powder,
enough
a"Glare-proof"
thorough
test. June
(This 5-day
offer expires
1. 1937)
CopyriKht. 1937. Pond's Extract

/••-. A. Wad
' /

Miss Mimi

dusky
thai even
men likeand it.softRobin
Ked

Richardson

BERMUDA.
Miss Mimi Richardson,she
smart New Then, go overthe
much as ordinary
polishes.
your own new
wardrobe. You
can than half asNail
hows
"Smoky"
Shades
Yorker,
wintersnailsinona how
water-green
bathing suit andwears
make yourself look smarter and fresher You can use it right down to the last
Cutex
Rust
fingers
and toes.
WASHINGTON,
D.
C.
Miss
Mimi
Richardson,
— and twice as feminine — in clothes worn
in wine chiffon and Cutex Old Rose nails, dines with
drop. your fingers as glamorous as
the right "smokj-" shades of Cutex. gayMake
and dances with a well-known noble foreigner.
Polish by Cutex is famous for its lustre "Mimi's." You can afford to buy at least
LONG ISLAND, N. Y. Miss Mimi Richardson
its long wear without peeling or 3 beautiful shades — at only 35c a large
inspects
a famous
black tweeds
with polo
Cutexplayer's
Robin "string"
Red nails.in smart and
cracking. And the new formula resists bottle. 11 smart shades to choose from.
POPULAR with half a dozen smart both fading in sunny climes and thick- At your favorite shop anywhere.
ening in the bottle. It evaporates less Northam Warren. New York, Montreal. London, Paris
sets,— and
prettyhow "Mimi"
about
clothes
to make knows
them all8 other
smart
Cutex
shades
do the most for her.
BURGUNDY— New deep,
CUTEX INTRODUCTORY SET containing your 2 fovorite
purply
wine
shade.
Wear
shades
She'spressedtremendously
im- with pastels, black, white,
nd the ofnewCutexCutexLiquid
Oily Poiifh,
Cuticle Cutex
RemoverOilyforPolish
16c. Remover
with the flattering new
wine, blue.
ROSE— Lovelydifficult
with pastels,
Northam Warren Corporation, Dept. 7 M 4
Cutex "smoky" nail shades. correct
colors.
191 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
"Their smoky
makes CORAL with
— Charming with
(InI Canada,
Box 2:,20.
ordinary
polishessoftness
look terribly
enclose 16cP. toO. cover
cost ofMontreal
postage and packing
beige, gray, green, black,
for the Cutex Introductory Set, including 2 shades
crude," she says.
RUB
Y—
Goes
with
any
color
of
Cutex
Liquid
Polish,
as
checked.
Cut out the figures above, if — a grand accent for black.
Rust Z Burgundy z: Robin Red OldMauve
Rose n3
you like, and get the effect of NATURAL — Safe with the
Name
vivid shades, smart
"Mimi's" 3 favorite Cutex formostactive
sports.
Address
"smoky"ferent colorshades
with
the
difAlso
Mauve,
Light Rust
costumes.
and bright Cardinal.
City
Stale

(a

nofts

Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe says;
'Karo
is the Quintuplets.
only gyrup served
theDionne
Its mal-to
tose and dextrose are ideal carbohydrates for growing children.'

ai^e

d devenir fortes

['it helps us gbow steong\
ILE KARO SYRUP is worldfai
famous as a splendid food for
children, it is also energizing for active men and women.
P
As a spread for bread, biscuits, pancakes and waffles, stirred in milk, used
for candy -making and cooking, Karo
is as delicious as it is nutritious.
Both Blue Label and Red Label
Karo Syrups are equally rich in Dextrose .. . equally rich in food-energy.

r

Yvonne Dionne
ofis oneloveliness
and
of 5 "bundles"
adoration.
These
healthy, fascinating
little girls are the
modern "5 wonders
ofKARO
the world"
IS SOLD
BY GROCERS
EVERYWHERE
4 41
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W is difficult to name any performer
capable of thinking up more amusing things
for your entertainment than comical Joe
Cook, master of ceremonies on the Saturday
night Shell Chateau program. Versatile,
a much misused word, snugly fits Joe, who
learned his varied assortment of tricks from
years of trouping in every conceivable branch
of show business.
Many thought Joe's humor would suffer
considerably on the air because so much of
it— ^for instance, his crazy contraptions —
must be seen for the full enjoyment. But Joe
readily adapted his comedy to the limitations of radio and he's getting just as many
laughs as he ever did on the stage or screen.
Until he joined the program, the Shell
Chateau was badly in need of repair from
top to bottom. Joe got out his tools, did

Sehjuix:e

to UcudJuo

some conscientious carpentry and once more
the Chateau is an imposing program.
Of course, Joe has had plenty of help
from guest stars in building up the hour. But,
remember, if guest stars aren't properly presented, asthey are on his program, they can
do a lot more harm than good. His organizing a group of popular big-name band leaders into one band for a guest appearance
on his program is surely an indication of how
well liked Joe is in his own profession, because
band leaders don't make a practice of jeopardizing their own popularity for the sake of
a gag
on
comedian's
program.
To Joe aCook,
whose performances
have
regained and surpassed for the Shell
Chateau its former prestige, RADIO
STARS Magazine awards its medal for Distinguished Service to Radio.

—EDITOR

SHE is always news now, good for space in the gossip
columns of New York and Hollywood any time, on any
excuse. Not malicious gossip, but romantic rumors of
any sort. Winchell is her friend, slips in a bit of news
whenever he can glean some from contradictory rumors.
"Gertrude Niesen has been seen frequently dining
with — " "Is Gertrude serious about — " "The exotic Miss
Niesen
and all
her achieve
escort — fame
" A when
tobaccoseenheir,
a young
actor,
a musician,
dining
or dancing
with the glamorous Miss Niesen! But more recently one
22

name appears with increasing frequency — that of Craig
Reynolds, dark, young, dapper, promising movie actor.
Gertrude smiles, her full, inviting lips curve softly.
Beneath the long, thick, artificial lashes, her candid blue
eyes shine with bright young dreams. You look at her
and
she seeis the
justsophisticated
a child, a charming
And think:
you look"But
again,
bangs, thechild!"
oddly
slanted eyes, the luscious lips — vivid, provocative — ^and
you young
.see whyperson
the word
misused,alien.
fits
this
like a"exotic,"
glove. over-used,
Strange, foreign,

This

story

announced
Nelson

by

Cose

"i was angry,
then," says
Gertru
"Of
coude
rse.,
I'm terribly
grateful now!"

Trying
to fool
the fish!
But
she caught
plenty!
did
her
bestAs boy
friend, young
Craig Reynolds.

Ut

HoUuwood

rernote — from
you can't
define itand
quite,
but it heritage,
is there, setting
subtly
derived
her Russian
Swedish
—
her apart, giving her the added charm of distinction
as the way she puts over a song adds to, heightens, the
effect of her moving, throaty contralto.
Men flock around her like bees around clover and Gertrude responds glowingly to their frank admiration. But
she remains unspoiled. She does nothing consciously to
build up her reputation as an exotic, as a glamour girl.
If she seems unusual, it is an accident of nature. If

people
her exotic,
why isornotfeelgiven
she
must docallanything
aboutsheit.doesn't
For know
Gertrude
to self -analysis. She is deliciously herself, completely
unselfconscious, charmingly frank, naively enjoying the
limelight and all the fun and excitement that go with it.
And equally enjoying a daj- out of doors, a ride on her
favorite horse, a long swim, a fishing expedition — and
no sleep lost for fear she is dispelling an illusion. 23
her ship
father's
steady(Continued
hand on the
hasPerhaps
kept herit islittle
so true
on helm
page that
S7 )

He's Joe Cook

of the

Shell Chateau, on the

air Saturdays,

the NBC-Red

over

network

by

This

story

announced
Howard Petrie

Code

Uho^

IT DOES XT much matter what kind of entertaining you want clone. A trapeze act ? A
musician? A dancer, juggler, hand-balancer,
slack-wire artist, lariat expert, whip-snapper
or sharpshooter? A comedian, to make the
customers laugh, or someone to do Japanese
footwork or barrel-kicking or hand-to-hand
balancing?
No — Just
I'm not
advertising
booking agency.
mentioning
a fewa general
of the
Joe
Cook trick
accomplishments,
and atriding
that I've
forgotten
cycling,
bareback
and
risley !
Cook has done — and can still do — them all.
.And influenced, perhaps, by such a liewildering
diversity of talents in himself, he has stirred
up an almost similar concoction for his new
radio show, lumping together a dozen famous
orchestra leaders to make one band, an American former naval hero, two newspapermen
from Philadelphia with twelve children each,
three of the famous Four Horsemen, one of the
world's
tap dancers
and four kidor
prodigies,bestall known
in one radio
hour. Minestrone

yie^e^

bouUlabaisse are cf)mparatively simple soups,
compared to this Cook's soup!
"It was too bad." Joe says regretfully, speaking about the show, "that we couldn't get
Elmer Layden to round out the Four Horsemen." And then: "The idea of using Tot(^.
the clown, was suggested I)y an old-time vaudeville agent. It seemed silly at first, the idea of
using a circus clown, whose stock in trade was
pure pantomime, on a radio show. But Toto
was one* of the last of the real old-time joeys.
Your modern clown is one of the poorest-paid
circus performers, sometimes jumping right
into the work cold, without previous training.
The old clowns — like Crock and Toto — were
the aristocrats of the sawdust." Joe's eyes
were forea bit
reminiscent,
circus. had
'Andrisen
bethey became
clownstalking
they usually
through every branch of circus work. I had
known Toto years ago. 1 don't know whether
it's
known Iorcame
not. inbutthehe's
25totally
blindgenerally
today. When
room
and
said 'Hello, Toto.' he {Continued on page 104)

SHE
made her
stage
the agedebutof
three, trouped
for sixteen years
vaudeville and got
If discovered for
when she sang
a niunber at the Trocadero
in Hollywood. That's
Martha Raye's story
sentence, but we're going to fill
in the details. You haven't heard
it, so don't stop us.
all, Martha
lifeFirst
is asoffuriously
pacedRaye's
as her private
screen
roles. We chased her for a week
through a series of rehearsals, radio
broadcasts and just plain rushing around
before the volatile Martha became stationary enough to submit to an interview.
Through Hollywood imih Pad and Pencil
would nave been an apt title for the storv.
And when we finally did catch up to her she
was in bed — doing a scene for IVaikiki Wed26

Meet

ding, inwhich she's featured with Bing Crosby
and Bob Bums. In a bargain basement n^ligee
and
an ancient wrap, you'd never mistake
her for Dietrich.
"How do you like the costume ?" she yelled.
(Marthasomething
always yells
— it's easier
for her.)
"A
little
Paramount
dreamed
up for
me. It isn't much, but I call it home. Yeah
Man! I've been in it all day. When I go
home tonight, I'm going to dress up and go to
Missmission.
Raye," We
we began.
"We're
on "Look,
a serious
want the
real, here
real
"Oh, Boy!"
Martha
Raye — said
" Martha. She furnishes an
"Oh, Boy!" with each sentence, at no extra
charge.
"And
by theYouway,canlet'sjust
not stand
bed."
formalities,
kid.
call meon
'Butch.' " It turns out that everybody calls
Martha "Butch." She doesn't know why, except maybeelse.
it's because that's what she calls
everybody
After talking to Martha Raye a few minutes,
you suddenly
like clowning
her immensely.discover
Her shoutingthatandyou her
aren't part of an act — they're real. She's loud,

the screen's brightest and gayest personality.

"I'm

becausebe she's
loud. Aas subdued
Marthaa torch
Raye
would
as ludicrous
Garbo sirging
song, or Leslie Howard doing the bumps.
And she's much prettier off the screen. Lots
of gals her age—twenty — would envy her
figure, and her face, when she allows it to re1^, is actually
swell it.
face, even in Hollywood. We tolda very
her about
"Oh, sure,'! said Martha. "There are even
rumors aroimd that I'd be beautiful with my
mouth shut. I don't know — I've never tried
it." A momentary pause, and she shouts:
"Some joke, eh, kid ?"
In spite of all her clowning, Martha is seriin life.
in love.
Whenous about
you one
ask thing
her about
JerryShe's
Hopper,
she
immediately drops the shouting and tells you
earnestly what a grand guy he is and how
they're
their future.
is assistant to ^nning
Boris Morros,
head ofJerry
Paramount's
music department, and Martha met him during the making of The Big Broadcast of 1937.
That
longcase.
ago, For
but love
need
much wasn't
time in sotheir
Marthadidnist wearJerry's beengagement
ring and one of these
days ingshell
Mrs. Hopper.

so haf^y
I could
shout," Martha
yhelled. t"Thmings b
u
o
neavpepren anythien,g lit ke
this. It's wonderful
Do you want to k.now
arbavoiunt maybou lifJe,errso I'll stop
t
y?
g
"I was bom in Butte, Montana, for no particular reason. I
mean Dad and Mother had a vaudevil e act— Reed and Hooper — and
Butte and me happened to be on their
schedule at the same time. I think I
would have liked Butte, but I was only
there a week and we never got acquainted. the first three years of my life I
just"For
took it easy. Oh, boy, were those the
days ! But, after all, when a girl gets to be
three, she sort of looks around for a career,
I remember
I didn't
doso Isowent
well into
the the
firstact.{Continued
on page
90)

who now sings her songs of good cheer over the air
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On a set at Paramount
Pictures. The cameraman
catchestweenJack
Bennya bevy
bescenes with
of smiling chorus girls.
7ft

the^

Jicidi/i-

Friendly and familiar faces greet
their loyal fans in varying moods

CmI! B. DeMille. producer of ftie Lux Radio
Theatre, congrotuiotes Herbert Mvsholl and
Madeleine Carroll, the co-stars of Cavalcade.

Louise Fitch ploys the role of Betfy Loii,
secretary to M<uiime/s boss, in the CBS
Friday night radio dranta, Mortimer GoocA.

At the Diano, Al Jolson, master of ceremonies
on CBS new A/nso show, visits his friends. Joe
Penner (leH). Victor Young and Sid Silvers.

IBtheyoubigtwoIhharmonicas
guesses! are
Yes,those
thesetwoladsbright
bestars, Eddie Cantor and Bobby

Lowrrence Tibbatt, he of opera, concert,
movie and radio fame, runs over a score

Leff to right, Alfred J. McCosker. George M.
Cohan. Benay Venirta. Ed FHrgeraW and Gobriel
HeoHer, broodcost over the Mtfhiol network.

The OoA/e College goes on the
air. Jack and Announcer Bill
Goodwin at the microphone.

story

to be. As now. As when I went to have
tea with him. But of this, more later.
The Oakie anecdotia around and about
Hollywood
be compiled into a
announced by
Screen
Rivershould
Anthology.
There was the time when he was "going
with" Peggy Hopkins Joyce. One day a
Bill Rondol
mammoth radio-victrola, duly crated and
carded, was delivered to La Joyce. It was
accompanied by the bill. This was without
YOU'D
to your
hat, chair
hold precedent in the Joyce annals. She sent it
on to yourbetter
sides,holdstickon fast
to your
back to Jack. He sent it back to her. She
and count ten to test your own sanity, any sent it back to him. This giant game of
time Jack Oakie appears in person, on the battledore and shuttlecock went on indefinscreen, on the air !
itely and who was the final consignee must
There's just no knowing what Oakie may femain one of the major mysteries.
There was the time, during the filming
or may not do. He may be more bloodcurdling than Chandu the Magician.
C. B. De Mille's Crusades, when Jack got
He may be wiser than the Rabbi Magin. He aof crusader's
costume from the wardrobe
may be funnier than Burns and Allen. He department and went on the set during a
may imitate Mickey Mouse. He may be bedroom scene between Loretta Young and
folicsier than One Man's Family. The only Henry Wilcoxon. He told them that he was
thing he won't be is what you expect him to replace Wilcoxon in the picture. Oakie
Jack Oakie,

of Oakie^s

College, university of

Surrounded by a chorus "I used to be scoirf of
of OoA/e Co//ege students, radio," Jack admits. "But
the professor broadcasts. now I think it's swell!"
gave the Crusades momentary pause !
He used to have a 24-sheet picture of
himself pasted on the outside door of his
dressing-room on the Paramount lot.
Kvery day he added a moustache, a
heard, sideburns or a new nose to the
Oakie features.
Three years ago, when he and his
mother visited Honolulu, Jack was approached by a theatre manager and
asked to make
he dis-to
embarked from athespeech
boat. when
Unknown
his mother, he arranged for her to make
the speech and take all the Ikjws. He
remained in the Imckground during his
whole stay in Honolulu. Even in the
background of his mother!
Paramount
officials
gave Dietrich
a welcomehome
dinner to
Marlene
one
gala night. She had just arrived from
Europe. Jack was invited to attend.
Mr. Lasky made a long speech, much in
this fashion :
laughter, is a changed

this beautiful
girl uswashere
on
the"Yesterday
ocean. Today
she is with
in America." Then Jack was called on
to
say has
a fewtold-words.
: "Mr.
Lasky
us all He
aboutsaidthis
gal,
what she did yesterday, what she did
to<lay." Then, turning to Marlene, he
said : "What are you doing tomorrow
Oh. cutie?"
Oakie is a one. is Oakie!
night,
There was never a party given that
Oakie wasn't the life, lights and liver of
that jjarty. There wasn't a night spot
in town where Oakie wasn't nightly
visible. He had. he said, to know "what
was goin'
on." from
Therea wasn't
arrival
in town,
Europeana new
star
with a title to a new assistant bootblack
attheirthe first
studio,
Jack after
didn'tthey
call had
by
nameswhom
an hour
arrived.
He "went with" every pretty girl in
town. He
(Continued on page KO)
man!

Just ask Venita!

Miss Lillie, as she
appears
In the
new
role in the
current
popular
revue, The Broadway
Show Is
On! — in which she
is co-starred with
comedian Bert Lahr.

THE line sounded deliciously naughty.
Everybody laughed — musicians, players in the cast, and others gathered in
the NBC studio. It was a rehearsal
for the Broadivay Merry-Go-Round,
starring Beatrice Lillie. Miss Li Hie
was going through her role in which, as
The Honest War king Girl, she meets
with extraordinary exi)eriences.
"How," murmured a man with a
script
his hand, sleuths?
"did that However
line get
by the incontinuity
did they happen to leave it in?"
"They go by the words in the
script." said another, sitting near him.
"Look — " he pointed to the line, " —
there's nothing in that. It's the way
sheWatching
says it." Bea Lillie. listening to
her. you wonder just how she contrives togive to a word or phrase that
intriguing hint of raciness. She can
say "My!" in a way to make you
chortle.
there's
no obvious
theatrical trickYet
in her
speech,
no suggestive
slurring of a syllable. She speaks
with fascinating clarity, her diction,
carelessly perfect, giving each letter
its full value. Nor is the comedy
merely in the occasional slight
pause that lends a certain emo a word. aIt'ssort
more ofa
tonalphasis tquality,
vocal lifted eyebrow, plus

a suggestion of spontaneous surprise— it's with
the way
she does
Talking
Beatrice
Lillie,it !away
from microphone or footlights, you
find no better answer to the secret
of that beguiling personality. It goes
back,ors perhaps,
to her earliest
to find a foothold
in theendeaventertainment world — when repeated rejections trod hard upon her hopes
of singing classical music on the concert stage. Then, with that rare
gift of laughing at herself, that
dauntless inner gaiety that defies defeat, she spoofed her way into an
engagement
withspeedily
Chariot's
Rezme.
from which she
established
herself as an internationally famous
comedienne.
Talking with her. you find her less
like a theatrical ix;rsonage than anyone you might meet in a thousand
nights on tionally
Broadway.
The internafamous comedienne,
you
think, must be a couple of other
people ! There's
no pose of vivacity,
satirical
smartness,
no scintillating
nor sophisticated ennui, as she
speaks. But her quiet poise masks,
you are aware, a dynamo that drives
relentlessly.
Is she
der, as she leans
backtired,
in a you
chair wonand
looks at you with level gray eyes.
"I walked around the park this af-

Bea Lillie, famous

comedienne

of stage

and radio, is naughty

but nice, "if you

know

I think-you

what I mean-and

ternoon," she explains, admitting a
touch of fatigue. "It was so warm
... I'd like a taste of winter weather— of skating — skiing."
but youyoucan't
helpShea speaks
smile. seriously,
Apologetically
admit
that
you
can't
think
of
her
anything but a comedienne on skatesas
or skis. Her lips curve upward. "I
don't have to try for that !"
"Would you," you venture, "like
to retire and just enjoy life?"
'"Heavens, no ! I enjoy working —
I lov€ it !" she declares.
"Do you love the radio work?"
She made a little moue. "If the
script
is good . . I. wish
Sometimes
they're
disappointing.
I could
get
away from gags. I prefer the comedy of situation. But we must have
the gags ... I enjoy the work, though
— the people I work with. Yes, I do
miss the audiences. You instinctively
look for their reaction.
"Reading Once
a script
baffling,
sometimes.
I —wasit'sbroadcasting with Alexander Woollcott. The
lines in the script were all numbered,
but, in between, they had written in
a lot of interlined 'B's' — under 10,
10-B, under 11, ll-B. and so on.
We started oflf merrily — but I left
out all the fusion.
B's !Someone
It caused
conwaved great
a slate,

do!"

with 'ad lib' written on it! That
didn't help much, either! But we
came out together at the end, someShe is a busy person, Bea Lillie.
Beside her Wednesday evening
broadcasts,
she is appearing in that
how."
popular musical revue. The Show Is
On, in which she is co-starred with
Bert Lahr. In other seasons, in
addition to her stage and radio
work, Miss Lillie has been hostess
for a mous
nightRainbow
club,Room.
such asButthe notfathis year.
"It's too much," she said.
"And what's the use of earn,ing a lot more rnoney? You
pay it all back in taxes ! Peo
pie think you must have a
lot
went —on,
"butof —money,"
incomeshetaxes
English estate taxes — it's
Asked if she spent
terrific
much !"time at her
English
Drayton home
Manor,—
the family seat
of her hu.sband,
the late Sir
Robtinued (Conon
page 100)

The Broody^
WedrwM4lays,i;|
Merry-GoRound, heard

Abe Lyman, baseball bug, has popular programs
on NBC and CBS

Charleyager ofGrimm,
manthe Chicago
Cubs — a team Lyman
over. Once,
spite,
admits
being for"wacky"
Abe bet against the
Cubs — and lost his bet!

'Never mind music!" says
bandleader
who

Abe

Lyman,

has been on the air

ever since 1922.
talk about

let's

baseball!

'

( )RDINAR1LY
you wouldn't
that the
sportsindesk
(if
a newspaper would
bother suspect
itself with
persons
the
entertainment field. Yet in recent years, publicity agents,
liaving discovered what an excellent medium sports pages
are for free advertising, the sports desks of all newspapers, from New York to Laredo, Texas, have to- be on
guard against stage, screen or radio stars crashing the
pages via a phony interest in sports.
There have l>een actors who faithfully attended every
World Series without knowing a thing about baseball ;
singers who bought race horses and comics who managed
prize-fighters — all for the sake of the comment it would
bring them in the sports pages. The movements of an
entertainer in sports, assuming he or she has a legitimate
interest in that sport, is news, otherwise it is what our old
friend Al Smith so graphically called baloney.
In the midst of all the uncertainty surrounding those
who are actually sport fans and those who profess to be,
it is a relief to run into a guy like Abe Lyman, the bandLyman ishim.
a sports
the first
and that
it's
not a poseleader.with
For bug
proofof you
have water
the fact
Abe manages to attend every big sports event and stay
out of sight. To Lyman, the sport's the thing and he
doesn't give a hoot whether or not he is listed with
theLyman
"Amongwould
thosesooner
present-see— a" good ball game than have a
column devoted to him and would be just as pleased to
stand in the background at a small fight club as he would
be to have his picture in the paper. His mania, and that's
what it amounts to, for sports never has been publicized
until now. which is evidence enough of his sincerity.
Lyman's
interest
sports of
is aa neighlx)rhood
natural development,
liaving
its origin
as thein mascot
baseball
team. When Al)e was twelve years old (which was in

1911, if you're interested), he served as the batboy, waterboy, general handy man and No. 1 rooter for a semi-pro
team, the
West
Side.Royal A. C, which played its games on Chicago's
That Abe wasn't going to be satisfied with anything but
the best was evidenced by the fact that he attached himself to this semi-pro team, composed of boys eight to ten
years older than himself. And, in a short time, young
Lyman
to hanging
around
the players'
entrance
the
old took
Cub park
at Taylor
and Laffin.
He was
spottedto
by Frank Chance, who had been immortalized by F. P. A.
some years before in his famous "Tinker to Evers to
Chance took a liking to the youngster and escorted him
into
the ball park, day after day. It was the beginning
Chance."
of a long association with baseball for Lyman. As Abe,
• through the magic of his baton, was to cHmb in the world
of music, he maintained his enthusiasm for all sports,
particularly baseball. Since athletes and entertainers are
constantly meeting, living as they do in a world of their
own,
it was easy for Lyman to widen his circle of friends
in baseball.
Long after Chance's playing days had ended and his
failing health took him out of baseball, he and Lymati remained chums. When Abe brought his orchestra out to
California to play at the Vernon Country Club, he lost
no time renewing his friendship with Chance. The pair
used to sit with Barney Oldfield in a box at the ball park
in Vernon, watching the local Pacific Coast League team
perform. The Vernon Club, which is since out of the
Coast loop, was then owned by the late Roscoe {Fatty)
Arbuckle.
Evenmer on the
now, Coast.
Lyman Chance
gets a kick
of that pleasant
and out
(Continued
on page sum97)
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Gay

glimpses of

gay personalities
in broadcastland

She used to be on
the air,
wood stolebuther Hollyaway
and mode a movie
star of her. So now
we can see as well
as hear the lovely
lady, Dorothy Lamour.
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RADIO STARS

Presenting the third installment of Rudy

Vallee's own

\

personal column, written exclusively by Rudy for Radio
Stars Magazine

and frankly presenting his own

thoughts and comments

T h a n k s,
John Chapman of the
New York
Daily News
a n d Walter
IV'mchcll of
the New
York Daily
Mirror, for
Walter Winchell
your kindmarks reanent
is answered in
debut as
a few apt words.
amycolumnist.
Rest assured, Walter Winchell, I
never intended saying much about
mvselt in this column. It was the
editor's idea that tiiere should be
>ome di.scussion of my past experit'nces in the first column. In the
future, other people and other things
will, in the main, be commented on
l)y this corre.spondent.
Did I stick out my chin when I
quoted the old maxim that appeared
in heavy type in the first issue of this
column! "Our opinions, no matter
how
different,
be respected,"
I quoted.
Whatshould
an opportunity
for
many of the columnists, editors and
joumalists-at-large to remind me that
I have, supposedly, failed to practice
this maxim in the past by trying to
beat-up or silence some of my journalistic critics for their opinions of
me.
Vfay I say. in justice to myself,
'hat i have always respected the other

private |

on various entertaining subjects \

a public magazine completely at the
disposal of Mr. Johnny Q. PuUic,
which will make him for the moment
as powerful as the other fellow who
owns his own private newspaper and
who fears his rival publishers but Mr.
J. Q. Public not at all. At present
most ofder. Noyouone boys
get onawayyouwith
checks
and muryou
know it. Now I ask you, is that fair?
/ must admit that recently I read,
and with salacious enjoyment, a parain which
a columnist
{we'llof
cail himgraph"A"
}reprinted
a long list
So few
differentiate
!«- the self-acknowledged errors a brothfact!
tween
these people
two that
it is almost
columnisthis ("B")
had printed.in"B"
acknoivledaments
the
laufjliable. Mr. Hellinger's statement hadermade
that
my
singing
gave
liim
a
pain-inthe-neck was a statement of his reaction in
; other words, his opinion.
But the statement that I was in a
certain place on a certain date when,
in actuality, I was many miles away
is a misstatement, a distortion of the
facts, a mistake that might cost me
my career,
life.
That my
and livelihood
that aloneor iseven
whatmyI
resent and that is the type of error,
Mr. Winchell, that only too often
your newspaper will fail to correct,
and to which end I would have dedicated my magazine. Squawk.

fellow's
opinionresented
of me and
my ivork.
I hai'e never
Walter
Winchell's poking fun at my physiognomy, nor Mark Hellinger's saying
that my singing gave him a pain-inthe-neck.
ion was, I The
have other
ahmysfellow's
realized,opinhis
opinion, and he might be right as
easily as wrong. The only time I
have taken an active interest in the
retraction of statements about me
was when the article contained, not
an opinion, but a misstatement of

I predict here and now that the
time will come when there will be a
journal devoted exclusively to checking up and correcting untruths that
appear in columns and headlines.
In other words, a public newspaper.

RADIO STARS

first place only to save his face. The
errors were so flagrant that "B" had
to do something. But — who can say
how much damage 7ms done before
the correction appeared? Of course,
the reason behind "A's" reprinting
of "B's"
mistakes was a desire to
nettle
his rival.
Congratulations to Lt. Leonard F.
Harman, who pulled two men from
the wreckage when the first Boeing
flying fortress crashed at Wright
Field at Dayton, Ohio. Reason for
the crash — stupidity. Someone forgot to unlock the ailerons of the
plane. That was all. Someone just
forgot to unlock the ailerons'!

Result: two men burned alive.

ators
for their
orchids
and,
best of all, atLooking atsuffered
Life's bypictures
of the
discomforts
the ordinary
ctive, wel V e n t i 1 atrated
seamen on the average liner, such as
dressingcramped quarters, no ventilation, no
rooms. Such
place to hang laundry, presence of
altruism is
fumes from oil pipes, and other disrare in the
comforts, Igathered the impression
theatre. We
that the owners and builders of ships
Mark
Hellinger.
are as callous about the quarters of
"My
singing
gave
may another
never
find
those who are going to run the ships
h im
who gives a
as the owners and builders of theathought to the
tres are about the dressing-rooms of
the performers. Heaven knows, you comfort
former. and well-being of the perfind your seat in the auditorium uncomfortable enough and the ventilaadon stuffy and bad. Come backA lot of youpainManhattan listeners
stage sometime and see the cubbyto the Milkman's Matinee, a
holes that even the principals call listen
broadcast
records
dressing-rooms. I know a musical that goes outofoverphonograph
the airably,
in tlic
wee
show where fifty chorus girls dressed hours of the morning,
affably
in a room which really should be as- announced by Stan Shaw. The same
signed to five. Hats off to Earl Caris broadcast by smaller
roll, who is the only theatre producer sort of shozi.'
throughout the country,
and theatre builder, at least to my stations
often dedicated to the exploitation of
knowledge,
his dressingrooms even who
more made
beautiful
than the products and stores, in other words
front of the house. He installed commercial advertising, budt on the
shower baths for the girls, refriger- playing of phonograph records. Most
of you have come to take these as a
nuiher of course. Have you ever
Nofed bandleaders greet Joe Cook notifed, in some cases, that the an(rear center) on the occasion of his
nouncer's voice drops the word "refirst Shell Show broadcast. At the
corded" to a low pitch, or that somepiano, Eddy Duphin and Harry Sosnik.
times his voice hurries oz'er the fact
to record proStanding
(left 'toOnie
right)Nelson,
B. A. Rolfe.
Ferde Grofe,
Rudy that you gram?areNot alistening
few of you have probVallee. (Right)
Ernie
Watson
of
ably
dialed
out
the
program
at its
Shell Show.
conclusion {Continued on page 116)

VeeLawnhurs+r/e/O,
the most famous and
most successful of
feminine composers
of popular jongs,
owes her career to
a strange chance.
"It's odd," Virginia
ReaCr/g/iO declares,
"how things work
out. Chance experiences bring us
everything!
sometimes oneButis
so disappointed!"

love andincident
fame haven't
come your
your life
way,tomorrow,
don't despair.
AIF chance
may change
next
week, next month, and bring you all your heart desires.
For you never can tell what adventure is waiting for you
just around the corner. No matter how humdrum your
existence may seem to you today, the merest little incident
may be the key to opening up all the glory of the world
for you tomorrow. For the smallest happenings, that
seem nothing at the moment, change your whole existence sometimes; while the things that you expect to be
momentous, often prove disappointing. Let me tell you
how
chance incident changed the lives of four famous
radio acelebrities.
Virginia Rea is one of the most celebrated women on
the air. You hear her now, from coast to coast each
Sunday night, with Rubinoflf and his orchestra. You've
heard
Ginny's
flute-likefor coloratura
on important
commercial
programs
ten years.tones
Before
that time
Miss Rea was a well-known concert and recording artist.
"But I nearly didn't sing at all," Virginia told me.
"I wouldn't have, if it hadn't been for one small occurrence. You see,
sing professionally. Theymyjustparents
wisheddidn't
me towant
makememyto debut
and
then .settle down in Louisville, my home town, like all
otherat'nice'
Southern
girls.professionally.
Of course, I'd sung in church
and
college,
but never
Heavens,and no!
have no actress in our family!'
my "'mother
fatherWe'll
declared.
"AfterIt just
one of
these scenes
went Dr.
to myWilliam
room Rea,
and
cried.
happened
that my I uncle,
of Minneapolis, was visiting us at that time. It just happened that he came into my room and found me crying.
Well, we had a long talk. The result of it was that my
uncle went downstairs and persuaded my parents to let
You never know
40

when

some

me have at least one summer in New York to study.
"While I was in New York, my teacher had me make
some records for Brunswick. They offered me a threeyears'
my parents
I must
have realcontract.
talent. Then
They gave
in. Dadrealized
was in that
the Internal
Revenue Department. He wrote to Washington and
asked for a transfer to New York. He got it. And so
he and mother came up here to live, and permitted me
to pursue a career.
"I have had a happy one since then, both in concert
and in radio. But I never would have sung at all, professional y, ifmy uncle hadn't chanced to be visiting us just
then, and hadn't chanced to come in and find me crying
that (lay. For my parents never had given in to me
before. Theysaysnever
havebigdoneromance
so." was founded
that would
even her
on Virginia
chance.
"If I hadn't happened to be successful the day I auditioned for Palmolive, I never would have met my husband,
Sittig,"
Miss Rea fortoldfourme.years.
"You And
see, Edgar
I was
the singingFldgarstar
of Palmolive
was the first celli.st on the program. I probably never
wouldthathaveaudition
met himand ifhappened
I hadn't tohappened
decide toto
take
be luckyto enough
emerge
the
winner,"
Virginia
added.
And that would have been a loss, indeed. For never
on Radio Row, or anywhere else, have I met a happier
couple than Virginia and her husband, as they live their
lives in their Pocono Mountain home, collecting beautiful
jewels, rare glass and old silver, and enjoying the serenity
that only two who walk together can achieve.
"It's odd," Miss Rea said to me thoughtfully, "how
things work out. Chance experiences bring us everything.
Yet events one expects to prove {Continued on page 94)

small event

may completely

alter

etite Lily Pons
nghi) morvels o+
ameof thesirange
■him$ of chance
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Haven McQuarrie gives movie-struck youth
fhe benefit of expert coaching for his show.
The successful ospirants win screen tests.

HAVEN McOUARRIE is the current sensation of the
radio world. Why? Because he played his lucky hunch
to win. Because he believes in hunches, or flashes of inspiration as you may prefer to call them, and follows
them through.
A hunch is l)ack of his program, Do You Want to Be
An Actorf. which in sixteen weeks, jumped from an
obscure spot on a local Los Angeles station to top ranking in the national broadcast world. \ hunch started him
on the program. He believes that hunches inspire the
kids who try out for him and sometimes make good.
explains
this way
are moments
your
lifeHewhen
ideasit come
to :you"There
that you
know arein good.
Moments when your brain seems to function more clearly
and more brilliantly than at other times. Sometimes, as
in my case, the idea or hunch is tied up with some important thing that has happened to you personally. When
you feel and know that your hunch is good, play it. Followget,itlotsthrough.
to its
conclusion.
For,because
don't forof good See
ideasitare
buried
in obscurity
the
persons who had them lost faith too soon."
is a great
drama hunch
in Haven
McQuarrie's
story of
howThere
he played
his lucky
to win.
Just last summer,
last
July,
he
was
broke.
Didn't
know
where
his
job was coming from. Mortgage on the house. A next
boy
four years old. A grand wife who believed in him. A
newly-arrived
girl. back
But four
let's years
let McQuarrie
the
tale,
which he baby
says goes
to the daytellwhen
Haven

McQuarrie

needed

offer of ten thousand

"Do you want to be an actor?" Haven McQuorrie
asks, Sundays at 9.-00 p.m. on NBC-Re6 network.
The popular program is broadcast from Hollywood.

his boy, Ronald, was born.
broke,in then,
too," hours
he said.
rushed my I wife
to "Ithe was
hospital
the early
of the"I morning.
was
too frantic to stop to pick up a checkbook, even if I'd had
any
cash in bookkeeper
the bank, which
just the same
the hospital
wantedI didn't,
a down butpayment.
■'I didn't have the slightest idea where the money would
come
I smilingly
assured
10:30 from,
in the but
morning.
My baby
was him,
born.he'dMy have
wife itwasby
all right. I went home to get a shave and a bath. The
telephone rang. It was my lawyer, who called to say he
had, surprisingly and suddenly, collected $1250 we had
thought lost in a bank crash ! It was the finest financial
newsof I'dhock!
had in years ! And it got my wife and baby
out
"On
July
this year,to my
was
born. I had 31st
moneyof enough
get little
her outgirl,of Patricia,
the hospital,
but mighty little left. A day or so after she got home, I
was lying on the davenport talking to my wife. I rememexactly,
said : 'Honey,
what goodhowluckRonald
do youbrought
think
this berbaby
willI bring
us? Remember
us
?' And
! throughshow
my onmindthe flashed
the that
idea money
of reviving
our boom
old vaudeville
air. I
jumped
up,
I
was
so
excited.
I
said:
'Honey!
I've
got
it. The good luck! The lucky hunch and ivill we play
Playing his lucky hunch through to a winner was not
an easy job. Although Haven (Continued on page 70)

the money

badly, but he turned down an
"
dollars, to play ait!' lucky
hunch.
And he won!

(Top left) Raconteur S. Archibold Presby,
NBC announcer of Bughouse Rhythm, with
Ruth Chapel, NBC singer, and John Brunker,
NBC conductor. (Top right) Lily Pons
practices a ballet kick for her role in the
opera
Le gong
Coq to
d'Or.
gives the
tenor (Left)
MortonBetty
BoweStarof
the networks. (Right) Meredith Willson, of
radio and music circles, on the links in
San Francisco. (Lower left) Major Bowes
greets movie star Gloria Swanson. (Lower
right) Jack, Mary and Joan Naomi Benny.
Some

artists of the air in

off-the-air

u

moments

Oscar
and

In the kitchen of his
Long Island honrfe, the
Broadway star likes to
take a hand at cooking.

Shaw,

popular

of CBS' Broadway Varieties,
star of musical comedy

IT WAS Atlantic City and it was
raining and no one was buying soap,
anyway — so Oscar Shaw bundled
his sample case, filled with violent
pink soap, under his arm and decided to go to a matinee.
That is how the story starts.
For the show he saw that afternoon was The Mimic World, and in
it was a girl with chestnut hair. A
small girl, with the tiniest feet he
ever had seen and the biggest eyes
in the world.
Oscar Shaw forgot a lot of things
in that moment. He forgot that,
less than an hour before, he had
been pretty discouraged, for here he
was, all of twenty, and what had he
done with himself anyway ? Selling
soap of a color that outraged every
artistic sense he possessed and being
snubbed by housewives and chased
by dogs, until he was well on the
way to getting himself a superspecial kind of inferiority complex.
But he remembered other things.

Remembered the color of the copper
beeches
on histhe
grandmother's
front
lawn, when
sunlight slanted
through them — for that was the
color
of this the
girl'sbranch
hair. ofAndapple
he
remembered
blossoms, that had blown off a tree
in
his uncle's
thunder
storm — orchard
for that during
was thea
way lovely
this girl's
looked,
and
as ifskin
it, too,
had fresh
been
swept
by
wind
and
rain.
Louise Gale was the name the
program gave her, but lovely as it
was, he thought Louise Shaw would
be an even more entrancing one.
Only to sit there and look at her
was enough then. Only to listen as
she sang
But afterwards, whenherhe songs.
walked home
to his
boarding-house, he found himself
being excited about rain for the
first time in his life and about the
way. the surf was pounding on the
beach — and he wished that the girl
were there. (Continued on page iS4)
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CBS' Broadway
brings
you Oscar Varieties
Shaw on
Fridays at 8:00 p.m.. EST.

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Shaw,
(her stage name was Louise
Gale) with their pet Pekes.

Another glimpse of the
CBS radio favorite just
before broadcast time.

But Ozzie Nelson persuaded

Harriet Hilliard to

sing again^ after David Ozzie

Nelson was born.

IN October of last year, Harriet Hilliard had a little baby
son. In private life, Harriet is the wife of Ozzie Nelson. In
publica motion
life, shepicture
was the
featured singer in her husband's band
and
actress.
The public waited for Harriet Hilliard to return to public
life after the birth of her son. Weeks went by and there was
no announcement made as to when Harriet would re-enter professional life. Weeks became months, and still no Harriet
Hilliard was heard on the air.
Not until the middle of January did the voice of Harriet
Hilliard come to the ears of listeners of the Bakers Broadcast
>n Sunday nights. No announcement had been made. Her
voice came as a complete surprise to every listener. What was
behind this extended retirement? It couldn't be that she was
pampering herself, for hadn't she appeared on vaudeville stages
up Itto iswithin
six weeks
her son'sthan
birth?
said that
truth isof stranger
fiction and no one could
have imagined the dramatic struggle that was going on behind
the drawn curtains of the private life of Harriet and Ozzie
Nelson.
lose her Itselfwasconfidence,"
was
the"Having
startlinga baby
remarkmakesmadea woman
by Harriet.
all the more
startling because today Harriet is prettier, with her natural
brown hair, than she was a year ago. Her figure is perfect.
■'After David was born," she continued. "I was afraid to
sing, even when alone at home. I suppose it comes from dodging behind furniture, keeping out of the sight of people for so
long. But as soon as I'd look at the baby, I'd say to myself :
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Harriet Hilliard
delightful
singing
star of
Bakers Broadcast,
is lovelii
ever, since the
birth of her
baby son, David.

1

This story
announced by
Alan

Kent

'Even
career isthegone,
you are
"
Can ifyoumy imagine
thoughts
thatworth
surgedit!'through
the mind of
the pretty fes igirl
who
had
worked
so
hard
to
succeed
in her proonal life?
"When I looked in the mirror, I imagined I looked different.
Nothing that anyone said — not even Ozzie — could make me
recover
Harriet. my self-confidence. I was completely beaten," said
She can speak of her feelings now. She can tell people what
she went through, because her fears have l)een beaten. After
three months, following the birth of her baby boy, she at last lias
learned that her career can go on — that now, more than ever before, she has a lovely singing voice.
But what brought about this change? What was
responsible for self-confidence returning to Harriet
Hilhard? Why does she now feel confident that
her next movie will l)e successful ? It is best understood bylistening to Harriet herself :
"I was ill after David was born. I felt miserable.
Friends told me to start singing, if only to myself.
I was feeling too badly. Even when I got on my
feet, I made excuses for not using my voice. I
was afraid. I kept putting off the thing I knew
I would have to do — test my voice. I thought to
myself:
'What
my voicevoice,
breaks?.
I find
that, instead
of aifsinging
there isWhat
only ifa funny
rasp?' These fears kept whirling through my mind.
Only the thought of David {Continued on page 114)

A dip in the pool
delights both Mr.
and Mrs. huHson.
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They're Judy, Zeke and Anne

Meet the
popular
billies, Zeke,
Judy hilland
Anne Canova, and also
Dorothy, the dog. The
Canovas, heard on the RipRhythm Revue,
are
native pling
Floridians
and also
an authentic happy fannily.
They
do have anda swell
entertaining,
they tinne
give
radio listeners a swell time,
too. Tune in your radio to
A/6C-Red network on Sundays at 9:75, EST, and give
yourself a genuine treat!

Canova, of Rippling Rhythm

Revue

genuinely Southern. The nearest thing to hill-billy clothes,
however, was Zeke's shirt, which was a rather gay blueand-yellow plaid. And you can see it in the smarter haberdashers' windows.
talk the
with.stuff
a distinct
Southern
it's a
longThey
way dofrom
Judy uses
or the drawl,
stiff andbuthalting
professional dialect of Zeke when he announces that "ay
tepee is whut ay man wears on his head when he is bald."
X'ative
Floridians,
from theof
early
Florida
.settlers thewhoCanovas
came toare,findstemming
the Fountain
Whichbeenexplains
been onsurprised
[ had
greetedwhywithI wouldn't
a heartyhave
wallop
the back,if Youth and remained to grow oranges and cotton. Their
came from Madrid and was a cattleman ; their
while Zeke bellowed to hand me down his fowlin' piece grandfather
father was a cotton broker, and their mother English. Both
so"s we-uns could go on a possum hunt throught Radio parents
were musicians, and Mother Canova taught Anne
City,
a houn'
or something.
. . . terrier
Well,withthere
ivas dawg
a dog.bayin'.
A friendly
white fox
piano until the time .Anne and Zeke went to the Cincinnamed Dotty, who. after a few amiable and sophisticated
nati Conservatory of Music.
sniffs, settled down to roughing it on a rose damask
■'! studied piano for years." Anne says, "and got to the
sofa pillow.
|)oint where I really could play, compose and make my
'^he ( "anovas are n'»t trom Brookivn or the Bronx, but own arrangements — and now I'm ( Contifiucd on page
49 68)

I'HERE down
are twoin kinds
of hill-billies:
the ones
that andgo
barefoot
the Southern
hill-billy
country
never see an automobile, and the ones who go on the
radio and come from the bosky glens of Brooklyn and
the Bronx.
Canovas"
materialof their
is authentic;
they
sound
real, andTheI had
read blurbs
never having
been out of their native state until recently ; of the pern ittook to get them out of their hill-billy clothes,
and such suasiolike.

S. S. Van Dine, creator of that super-detective,
Philo Vance, is a model

for mystery

all ofreading.
us, "go Infor"ourmurder
and too,
mystery
a big wayof
—WE,in our
listening,
as thein success
the radio dramas of mystery and murder seems to prove.
And there is one man to whom all writers of such
dramas for the air probably turn for their model. To you,
who have met him in a book, play or movie, he is S. S.
\an Dine, world-famous author of a long list of bestseller murder mysteries and creator of that fascinating
detective, Philo Vance.
S. S. Van Dine does not believe that broadcasting
stories of mystery and murder has a bad effect on young
listeners.
"The entire human race of all ages," says he, "is decidedly imitative — probably as the result of its simian
ancestry ! But we all react to things in different ways.
For example, a beautiful and perfectly harmless young
lady, seen on the street, may inspire in one man a sense
of beauty and exaltation — in another, lust and evil
thoughts. But we cannot pass a law to keep all desirable
women isunder
! However, if it's true that the juvenile
mind
morecoverspecifically
imitative than the adult
mind, it certainly is better to
give the youth G-Men and
^
detective stories (wherein
virtue always triumphs )
than it is to give him characters such as gunmen and
criminals who tend to
glorify
crime."life S. S. Van
In private
Dine is Willard Huntington
Wright, distinguished
author of many books of a
high literary order. Books
which critics praise — and
you and I seldom or never
read !
The metamorphosis of
Willard Huntington Wright
into S. S. Van Dine is one
of those mysteries with
which life constantly surprises us. We asked him
about it, as he sat in the
charmingly appointed liv50

writers

G-Men dramas
and detective
stories,
virtue wherein
always
triumphs, are
good radio entertainment, acing to S. weS.
Van Dine. cordAnd
who listen agree.

THIS
STORY
BY

ANNOUNCED

DAVID

^4oted wrrHer
of detective
S.S.
Von Dine,
mysteries
—
he's
Willord
(in real
life
Huntington
Wright) OS
he watches
his favorite
horse go to
the post at
BelnDontPark.

ROBERTS
iHi

in

in^-rooni (jt his ptiuhousc, liigh above a
l)road thoroughfare that overlooked Central Park. Distinguished both in manner
,ind dress, wearing a VanDyke beard, he
looked, we thought, more like a portrait
painter than an author. And, it appeared,
he did at one time seriously think of becommg a painter.
"I have writtep since I was four years
old." he said, "when a poem of mine was
published in my home paper. It was terrible, even for a four-year-old. I also
w^rote and illustrated a novel, at nine. It
wasHeworse
the ofpoem."
spokethan
briefly
his years in school,
both on the West Coast and at Har\'ard.
and of the years when he lived abroad,
not yet certain whether he was going to
become a painter, an orchestra conductor
or a writer. He studied art and music.
He memorized the scores of various symphonies and other orchestral works. But
he eventually w^as won over by his first
love — writing. He wrote, over a period
of years, several books, including a history of painting, and a treatise on applied
aesthetics ; also a novel entitled A Man
Of Promise, the scene of which was laid
in the small city in upstate New 51 York,
where lived his paternal ancestors. It
was all writing {Continued ou p(i(/e 92)

Doctor
How

tragedy

triumph

changed

for Tito

to

Guizar

THE handsome young man just leaving the studio wore
a puzzled frown. Someone asked: "What's the matter?
You look bothered."
"I am. I am all in a muddle." He spoke with a Latin
accent.
"At Rigoletto.
the Metropolitan
Opera Square
House Garden
tonight there
they
are
singing
At Madison
is a hockey game — the Rangers play the Americans. I
want to see Iwth so much. Rigoletto — she is beautiful ! But
— ah — the hockey ! I can't make up my mind which to
miss."
"How many times have you sung Rigoletto?"
The handsome young man figured quickly. "Oh, about
three hundred times."
''Whew! That's a lot of Rigoletto. Why don't vou go
to the hockey game?"
said.Tito Guizar looked up with a quick smile. "I do," he
li the conversation sounds a little out of character for
a musician, a former opera star, you must remember that
while the United States knows Tito Guizar as a Latin
tenor, him
radio's
songs,
Latinfavorite
Americans
know
as asinger
movie ofstar.Spanish
And one
of their
box
office successes he is, too.
Tito Guizar looks more like a movie star than a Latin
tenor. He is tall and slim and strong. Judging by his wavy
brown inhair
and gray-hazel
eyes,nearly
you'd thirty
never years
guess ago,
he was
Ixjrn
Mexico.
But he was,
the
second eldest of nine children.
The Guizars were a happy, home-loving group. Five
brothers and four sisters, headed by a mother and father
who ruled with firmness and kindness.
When Tito was fifteen a tragedy occurred in his family
which influenced his entire life. There was a baby sister
whom they all adored. She was two years old and Tito
was her favorite. In his strong young arms he carried her
about, taught her to sf)eak her first words, watched her
while she took her first uncertain steps.
Then, one day, she fell ill. A doctor was called immediately. Medicine was left. {Continued on page 74)
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Dinner parties in the Pasadena house
Midnight snacks at HoUjoyood's "Troc"
Bridge and Polo at Midwick
Sailing and aquaplaning at Montecilo

Santa Barbara for tennis and horseback
^ejy.Xprkjaunts
fpr imporiant
Winter
to Mexico, "opening
the West nights"
Indies, or Europe
\iitinal \i-!t lo lipr liu-ban<rs c-tat.- in K iiiai. Hawaii

THE beautiful "Mr?; 8pTTMfTiJr: shown on her liu;lian.r^
sloopment of the
"Hurulu,"
is a skilledheryachtswoman.
sea illustrates
charming zestHerforenjoylife.
She travels, she entertains, and smokes Camels — as
many as she pleases. "Camels are so mild,"' she says,
"they never get on my nerves. And everybody knows
how they help digestion!"' Smoking Camels sets up a
natural, abundant flow of digestive fluids — alkaline digestive fluids — and thus encourages good digestion.
At the right, Mrs. Spalding enjoys a late supper in Hollywood's Trocadero, whose host, Billy Wilkerson, says:
"Camels are certainly the popular cigarette here."

Camels are made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS -Turkish
and Domestic— than any
other popular brand.
FOR

DIGESTION'S

li. J , Ki-> hdWs rol>:
A few of the distinguished women
who prefer Camel's costlier tobaccos:
holas Biddlc, I'luhuielphia . Mrs. Alexander Black, ios Angeles
». ll Cibof, Boilon . Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr.. .\ew York
Mrs. J. G^rli(?er Coolidge 2nd, lloston
Mrs. Anthony J. Drcxel 3rd.' BJj/oJWpAia
Dabney
Langbornc,
• Mrs. Jaspe(J|^^^^n,
Sew
i\ew York
York
s. Nicholas G. Penniman
III, BaitVirginia Brookfield
VaC. Rockefeller.
Louis Swift, Jr., Chicago
elacr. .Veu York
SAKE_SMOKE

CAMELS

"Ml DOLE- AGE" SKIN
THREATENS EVEN A GIRL OF 20
CONSULTS EMIL, FAMOUS
EVERYTHJNG WAS SWELL OARLING^WHY OONT YOU JANE
CHICAGO BEAUTY SPECIALIST
I BETWEEN
TOW ANOME
UNTll SEE
A GOODANDBEAUTY
THAT HATEFUL
BABS BROWN
SPECIALIST
fIND OUT EVEN THOUGH YOU RE ONLY 20,
DAZZLED HIM WITH HER WHATS WRONG WITH YOUR YOUR COMPLEXION HAS THE
SCHOOLGIRL COMPLEXION COMPLEXION?
SYMPTOMS OF WHAT I CALL
"MIDDLE-AGE"SKIN ! ITS TOO
DRY, AND BEGINNING TO LOOK
DULL AND COARSE-TEXTURED
I SUGGEST THAT YOU CHANGE
TO PALMOLIVE SOAP.

Y EMILPALMOLIVE
RECOMENDS
SOAP TO OVERCOME
MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN!
made with Olive Oil,
cleanse.
Ic protects your skin aj;m
the
Otis loss
whichot leedtht)seandprecious
nourish i
that's
why soft,
Palmolive
complexion
smooth keeps
and yo
How Palmolive, mode with Olive Oil, prevents
dry, lifeless, o Id-looking skin
your complexion show complexion soft, smooth and young!
DOES
even a hint of dryness, dullDoes the snap you are iisinf^ f;ire
ness, coarse-texture? Then watch you this some protertiou? Do you
out, famous beauty experts warn. know what ingredients go into it.'
For these are the symptoms of a Are you sure it is as pure, as gentle
condition which adds years to even and safe as Palmolive.'
You l(notf that Palmolive is made
a young girl's appearance . . . ugly,
heart-breaking "middle-age " skin! only from real beauty aids ... a
Use Palmolive regularly, these secret and unique blend of soothsame beauty experts advise. For
Olive and Palm
Palmolive, made with Olive Oil, why ingPalmolive,
moreOils.thanThai's
any
does more than just cleanse! Its other soap, promises to keep your
gentle protective lather prevents complexion young and lovely
your skin from becoming dry, life- through the years! Why not start
less, old-looking . . . keeps your using Palmolive Soap — today?

CHOSEN EXCLUSIVELY
FOR THE DIONNE OUINSI
What a beauty lessov there is for you hi the fact that Dr. Dafoe
chose Falinolite exclusively for the Diontte Quim! If this fine
beauty soap, i/iadc u ilh Olive Oil, is safest ami gentlest for
their tender skin, isn t it safest for your complexion,

OLIVEMADEOIL WITH
TO KEEP
COMPLEXIONS YOUNG
AND LOVELY

RADIO STARS
Have YOU registered your radio
preferences? Just let your feelings
be known in fifty words or less, and
be sure to state your name, address
and occupation. Address : QUERY
EDITOR, Radio Stars. 149 Madison
Avenue. Xew York, N. Y.
Peggy Lawson, Bloomfield, N. J.
"My favorite person is Helen
Hayes.
doesn't Edwards,
matter if just
she sois
Baiiibi or ItPenelope
long
Hayes,
Her asvoiceit's— Helen
she has
the Reason
loveHest :
speaking voice on the air, and it is a
pleasure as well as a privilege to listen
to her. My favorite orchestra is
GeorgeofOlsen's,
his is theI
music
tomorrow,hccause
and perfect.
miss Ethel Shutta — slie is my favorite
singer." _^
F. W.asAllen,
Erie, Pa.favorites.
"My family
diflfers
to pro.urani
My
son erslikes
jazz,
()i-ch(
--tras
and
croon;little sister likes kicklie stories ;
my wife likes dramatic playk-ts. 1
like the good symphonies, organ and
chamher music and some of the better
soloists. Crooners and blues singers
get a dial twist from me every time I
am near the radio. But there is one
thing we all hate and that is the roar
of applause from local broadcasting
studio listeners."
Nina F. Comer, Savannah, Ga.
"During
six years
have listened
approximately
260 I hours
of Rudyto
Vallee's
entertainment,
and
have I been let down. Every never
hour
has been a pleasure and a joy. I have
come to regard Mr. Vallee as not only
a fine star and entertainer, but as a
fine person, for his sincerity is ahvays
evident."
Dorothy Dilley, Allentown, Pa.
"Ever since he has been on the networks, my favorite radio personality
has been Piiil Harris. Although he
leads one of the finest bands in the
country, it isdominates.Phil's
that preHis latesttalent
triumph,
the
Jell-0 Program, is excellent proof."
Frieda Dittrich, Lyndhurst, N. J.
"Although I listen to the radio continual y, Iwould list only the Packard Program as my favorite. And
that because of the splendid singing
of Conrad Thibault. Any program
listing his magnificent voice as an attraction istops with me."
Grace Herbert, Hamihon, Ont.,
Canada.
Service because
Programit has
has
long been"Cities
my favorite
given us the matchless voice of Jessica Dragonette. In the past five years
her beautiful songs have brought me
real joy and happiness. And in the
future, my favorite will be whatever
program is fortunate enough to have
Jessica as its star."

Radio Theatre, Plelcn Hayes and
Ifcath Valley Days. The.se are the
highlights that make radio listening a
WHAT

THEY

LISTEN

real ])leasure."
Bob Wilson, Lockport, N. Y. "My
fa\-orite is1 like
]'oi<r^wiug
[jicky
Parade.
music,Strike
and Hit
this
proi;rain provide^ jikMity of it. My
sceoud
( )nc and
yiaii's
Thinl, ISchoice
lack isllenuv
PhilFamily.
Baker
— iH.tli e(|ual]y lunu\-. kourtli, Waland Ken
I'^ifth
and ter ()'l\cefe
last, Gracie
AllenMurrav.
and Cjcorge
Mrs. Maggie Brown, Waco, Tex.
"I'iug Cro-liv's Kraft Music Hall
Burns." are seeming)}- the shortest
jirograms
on
radio— because they are the best.
Allen
Eddieto Cantor
for clean,
I alwaysandlisten
Jack P.enn\-,
k'red

Deanne Colt, New York, N. Y.
peppy comedy."
(Model.)showman
"Because and
l\ud\'a \"allee
is a
[K-rfect
delightful
])erson, his program is my first choice.
Pd elect Hal Kemp for the best orchestra. Iprefer
Dorsey's
Jack Leonard
as a Tommy
singer — his
voice
WHY
is so sweet and mellow."
Rosemarieof Cities
Hart, Service
Erie, are
Pa. indeed
"The
programs
incomparable. Not only do I hear the
Rose Kathman, Covington, Ky. choicest
of music played and sung in
(High School Student.) "Getting delightful arrangements and harstraight
to thehighest
])nint,inlick's
Open
mony, but the most --uperb artists. It
House ranks
my estimaone program on which I can ahvavs
tion, because of the splendid, plorious isdeiK-nd
for a full hour of extreme
voice of Nelson Eddy, 1 admire him
because he is always at his Ijest and musical enjoyment."
Edward Perzanowski, New Britain,
shows good taste in selecting his program material. Next to him. Jack Conn. ta\'orite musical program
is
The American Album of Familiar
Benny isshaven'best.
his be'cleanfor the superl) voice of Lucy
humor, andI like
he can
de- ^^usic.
Monroe
and the fine music. And I
pended upon for some new humorous
always listen
to Phillips
Lord's Ci'angprogram
for excitement.
And
Catherine E. Alien, Geneva, N. Y. laisicrs
for a goocl laugh I tune in Eddie
thrill."
"The following will always be my
standard list of favorites : An- Cantor, because he is my favorite
nouncers— ]Milton J. Cross, Alwyn
Bach, Wallace Butterworth. Com- comedian."
Agnes artists
Kramer,areHarvey,
"My
Louise III.Massey
edians— Walter
O'Keefe,Lillie.
PrankOrchesFay. favorite
Comedienne
— Beatrice
and
77;c
Jl'cstcrncrs.
It"s
im]iossilile
tras— Eddie Ducliin. Walter ]51au- not to like them, once \'ou'\'e heard
fnss. Masters of Ceremony — Don them.
They're not only talented in
McNeill, Rosemarie
Gus \'an. Brancato.
Singers — Arlene
Jackson,
News l)laying and singing, but they're all
splendid
actors. N^ever a dull moment
Commentators — Lowell Thomas, Alwhile they are on the air."
len Sisson."Hornbach, Molalla, Ore.
Allen, Darby,
Pa. onlv
"As
Barbara
farFrances
as Pm C.concerned.
1 would
(Farmerette.)
"Log
C'uhiii
Ihidc
need a radio on Thur>(la\- nights t'roui
Ranch
is onof onr
"mustMa-^e\
tune and
in' list.
The voice
Louise
the 8Hour.
to 9, Rudy
for Rudy
I'ariclyof
is the X'al'lee's
ace showman
music of TJie W cslrnici-s is just like the air and any song or an\ artist he
a refreshing breeze from tlie prairie. introduces is ;is good as made. Rudy
For good music we listen to: Major and his Connecticut ^'ankees have my
Bowes' Capitol Tlicatre Family, \ote any time and all the time."
lick's Good
Open Morning
House. I'oice
of fireJean Edwards, Denver, Colo.
stone.
Tonight.
Vor
Student.) "I'll get my pet
music and wit: Jack Benn\-, Fred Al- {Music(Continued
on Page 58)
len and Ed \\'ynn. For drama : LuxTO -AND
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GUEST

HOLLYWOOD
i5y ^ack ^malUif

Our new economy train
to Los Angeles
The
(Chicago-LosAngeles
on theCalifornian
scenic Golden
State Route) has
been a sensational success from the
start. The reasons:
Economy meals
BREAKFAST
LUNCHEON
DINNER -•
FREE PILLOW

in the diner
- - 25c
- - 30c
- - 35c
SERVICE

STEWARDESS
LUXURIOUS CHAIR CARS
•
IMPROVED
TOURIST SLEEPING CARS
•
COMPLETELY
AIR-CONDITIONED
•
SPECIAL CHAIR CAR FOR
WOMEN AND CHILDREN
•
FARES AS LOW AS
50
34
TO CALIFORNIA
(from Chicago)
in chair
$57.3")
round
trip. Slightly
highercars;
in tourist
sleeping cars.
FOR FOLDER describing the Californi«n, write O. P. Bartlett, Dept. MM-4,
.310 So. .Michigan Ave., Chicago.
Southern Pacific
Four Scenic Routes to California

In their delightful home at Toluca Lake you will meet the Aniens — one of
filmdom's most popular, most happily married couples. Here are Dick and
Jobyna planning one of their famous informal "buffets" for their friends.
illustrated booklet which is yours for the
"LADIE.S and gentlemen: the makers of asking.
We can tell you, however, some
Radio Stars bring you the most unusual of the highlights.
\acation ever offered — a trip to HollyFor
instance,
each tour will have a host
wood, home of screen and radio stars."
who will entertain at a special
That's our announcer broadcasting, and or hostess,
with many stars invited to attend.
we hope y(.)irrc listening. Because this is party,
Your favorite, Richard Arlen, and his
big news:
wife, Jobyna Ralston, are throwing open
up three
bousethe parties
i.nWe're
wheels,getting
to leave
Chicagobig for
Coast their lovely Toluca Lake home for a
"Melting
Pot Party,"
which stars of
return,
an all-expense
vacation
trip all
nationalities
will be atrepresented.
ofand two
fullonweeks
of rollicking
fun and
Dick is one of the most popular young
excitement. By making it a bouse party,
we are able to offer a vacation money men in the colony, and an ideal host. Dick
Powell lives just a few blocks from him,
couldn't
buy, yet the
cost screen
is underand $200
Your favorites
of the
radio! across the lake, and Bing Crosb}' is a
will entertain you; Universal Pictures will ncigblvtr. It's all one happy community
and and
you'lltheir
be royally
bow movieswitharedozens
made ;ofthere's
the Arlens
friends. entertained
toshowl)c ayoudinner-dance
stars byat Toluca,
I'^ver since Wiiu/s, Dick has been climbonlinedbandup ata the
Cocoamit
Crove
—
and
we've
ing steadily, initil bis fan-following is
thrill a minute !
y\n(l to make everything convenient, you enormous. Recently be finished Secret
can choose one of three tours, each offer- I 'alley and Bonis' and Saddles for 20th
ir.g the same scbedulc of Hollywood events. Century-Fox
release.
bis home
has
miniature auto
race Attrack
for hishe son,
'Ilic
leaves1st, Chicago
July <jn11th,
the aRickw
a barbecue, a swimminf pool and
scK.iidfirst
August
and the third
August
l.Stb, ])rin.uing you to the Coast and back tennis courts. It's a veritable playground,
witliin the two weeks.
so bi"ing \ ()ur swim suits and >'our cameras
the time of >our life!
Of tailscourse
can'tarcgivecontained
you all inthea big
de- and have (Con
here, Initwetlicy
I ill lied on f>n<je 91)
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Don't

let

Blackheads..

Large

Pores . . Blemishes
spoil your

looks!
Miss hateful
Virginiahiat-klifuils
Harris -av-:"rve
learn<'<l lo
li^ht
and blemit^he^
Pond'^i Colfl Oeuiii. It keeps pores 6ne. l<>t»!'*

Fight them with rousing
UNDER SKIN treatment

the ditTerence at a
MENglance!getBlackhea
ds, blemishes,
even coarse pores make the prettiest
girl into a "plain Jane."
Well, you don't have to be plain!
Those little faults that dot your
skin are easy to reach. They start just
underneath!
Begin today to use the rousing Pond's
deep-skin treatment. It tones up faulty
oil glands — chief cause of blackheads and
blemishes. Livens circulation. Invigorates
the under tissues, so your outfr skin will
be clear . . . fine textured . . . flawless!
The fresh unspoiled skin that makes
people sa/ "Pretty girl."
Do this twice daily . . . Here's the
simple Pond's treatment hundreds of

gratKMaUffhtcr ol llie late OLl\ KK ISKI.IN :
"Ikt-t-pdepenil
Clreani.^tinto
niv Hkitientirely
rifuii. upon
!.niooth,Pond'san<l Cold
free Irom
fault., i u<e il nif-ht an.l day. IlS Mldi-pen.uil>le."
Do this regularly. .As blackheads soften,
take a clean ti.ssue and press them out.
Now blemishes will stop coming. .And the
places
where pores showed largest will be
finer textured.
women follow. It's easy to do.
fferyM/eA/, cleanse with Pond's Cold Cream.
SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
-As it brings out the dirt, stale make-up ami
and ,? other Pond's Beauty Aids
skin
all off".thatNowfaulty
|iat
in moresecretions,
cream— wipe
ii'm^/v.it Rouse
I'OXH'S.
C ii: i;. Coim.
underskin! Set it to work again — for that KlI^h spttutll),,.t.iiiln9R.S-CD,
i>ti 1 1I'lMiJ'-C'>-Ki '^Cream,
enough Pond's
for 9
.itiiKrit-.
\Mtli
i
;
tons
of 2 Face
Other
clear, smooth, unblemished skin you want. ti.Cn.iniv
.il , I ; liiH.r.ru ^ll;■,l.^■..uiiil'..1 Pond's
Powder.
Every morning, and during the tlay, repeat 1 t-nt!ose IOC for postage and paclwing.
this treatment with Pond's Cokl Cream.
Your skin comes softer every time. I'ecls
better,
looks better, and powiler goes on
beautifully.
Copyright, 1937. Pond s Extract Company
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AM
SttING
THINGS?

Those must be germs/
Get my MENNEN
Antiseptic Powder
/
^/cthere/c
"Believe me,Clolks,
s just one thing
that really
scaresmyme.Mummy
It's Gl-.RMS.
And,
boy,
am I glad
knows what
to do about it! She uses the kind of baby
powder on me that scares germs away. No
ordinary powder for her or for me. No
siree! I get Mrmien Antiseptic Powder, it
keeps me from chafing — makes me comfv
But gosh, the thing that really counts irthat
keeps whome sees
safer.
Here'sbuy hopin
every itmother
this will
it lot
her baby."
M'irc doctors recommend Mennen Antiseptic
Powder than all other baby powders combined—that's what a recent „>rvey by a leadini medical loiirna^

so

THE BABY
POWDER
THAT HELPS
PREVENT
INFECTION

Lysbeth Hughes, CBS singing harpist.
peeve
radio Toof¥ pleasanter
m\- chest topics,
fir.st —
Nelson ofEddy.
my favorite is always Lawi^ence Tibbett. He not only has the most gorgeous voice ever, but such a wonderful personality that it comes over the
radio
vividly."
Marsha
Lane, Mt. Lebanon, Pa.
'■^ly one favorite program is that
of Sammy Kaye, the genial maestro
who has the networks and short
waves humming his inimitable swing
and sway tunes. Monday and Fridays at 1 :00 a.m., my dial is always
wide open for his perfect music."
Minn. "There
is Jane
one Smith,
programSt. IPaul,
absolutely
would
not miss, and when it's on the air I
am
J'ick'sas
Opennever
Housedisappointed.
with NelsonIt'sEddy
our host, the greatest teller of tales
in song. He is grand! Other enjoyable programs are Breakfast Club.
Major
two programs,
Joe
Penner, Bowes'
Jack Benu>,
Eddie Cantor,
Lux Radio Theatre, etc."
J. E., Atlanta, Ga. "Thursday is by
far the best night on i-adio, because it
brings Rudy
to us ofin singing,
his inimitable,Vallee
fascinating style
lie is also the jierfect master of ceremonies, and his showmanship is unsurpassed. And the music of the
Coniieclicul Wnikccs is distinctive.
Then, too, Thursday lirings us Bing
Maude Waterhouse, Des Moines,
Crosby."
Iowa.
many my
yearsfavorite
Jessica singer.
Dragonettc "For
has been
She is the most delightfully charming person I have ever met. She is
so gracif)us, graceful and altogether
lovely. Siie certainly possesses originality, ])ersonality and unusual talent.
May success crown her efforts in her
newMrs.series."
D. B. Gately, Gary, Ind.

WHY

"F"irst and foremost among my favorites come Louise Massey and the
W'esterner.s — they are the grandest
gang in radio and no one- can sing
those western songs like they can.
Since I enjoy drama, here are my
])references : One Man's Family,
l-iacJiclor's Children, David Harum
and Welcome I 'alley."
Wayne Catching, Slaton, Tex.
■'Here are the programs I like best:
jack Benny's Jell-0 program because
it's brought
full of humor
and the advertising
is
in entertainingly;
Eddie
Cantor's Texaco program because
it has both swing and classical music
I)layed on because
it ; and they
General
programs
only Motors'
feature
thePhyllis
best music."
Edwards, San Francisco,
Calif. "My two favorite programs are
Hollyivood Hotel and the Packard
Hour. Reasons: Anne Jamison and
Francia White. I think they're the
two best sopranos on any airlane."
Proctor Murray, Spokane, Wash.
"I loveof
to(Paper
hear Company
orchestrasEmployee.)
such as those
Wayneson,King,
Shep
Fields,
Ozzie
NelEddie Duchin and Ben Bernie.
For fun, Eddie Cantor, Jack Oakie's
College,
W)'nn,
and AllenI
and
Fred EdAllen.
The Burns
only objection
have but
to radio
is that atI adon't
b.ear
one program
time, get
whento
Fm afraid that the other program on
at the same time is just a little better."
Louise Haverty, Memphis, Tenn.
"Poetic Strings, American Album
of Familiar Music, Al Pearce and His
Gang and Words and Music are my
favorite programs. Richard Crooks,
Frank Alunn, Lily Pons and Margaret Speaks are the singers I like
the most." _^
Joseph Gomez, Hood River, Ore.
"I like Jinimie Fidler, Eddie Cantor,
Amos 'n' Andy, Betty and Bob, and
Dot and Will. For music I enjoy the
orchestras of Tom Gerun, Anson
Weeks, Ted Fiorito. Dick Jergens,
Frank IVLasters, Phil Harris, and
many others. My favorite singers are
Deanna Durbin, Dorothy Dreslein
andThelma
Tom Thomas."
Furgerson, Guthrie, Okla.
"I listen to all comedy programs, but
Joe Penner and Martha Raye are
super-swell. I never miss a Lum and
Abner program. For orchestra music
I prefer Guy Lombardo. The above
programs are always cheerful and full
of life. They certainly make my life
more pleasant and worth while. May
such programs always be on the air !"
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Why do fewer babies die today... than
20 years ago?
WTxy does your baby have twice as pood
a chance to live as you had ichen a child?
Because today cliildreu get special—
not liaphazard— care. Twenty years ago
the idea of sun-bathing in winter sounded
preposterous. Today your cliild can have
;i >iiu-l)atli CM-ry dixy in the year- -rain or
shine. Today your chihi gets xpccial medical and (hMital cure— special (hetctic supervision.

/sii'/ it logical that a child should have a
special laxative too? Doctors .say. " Ves,
Ihcy xhould." For a cliiUTs system is .still
growing... still too tender for the harsh
action of an "adult" laxative.
That's why so many doctors recommend Fletcher's Castoria. For. you know,
it's made especially and onli/ for children.
It contains
no harsli,that'"atlult"
narcotic^
— nothing
could drugs,
possiblyno
harm tlic delicate system of a child.
Xotliing that could cause crampingpains.
Fletcher's t'astoria works chiefly on
the lower bowel. It clears away all waste
by gently
.-timulating
natural
lar uKiN cment—
in muchthe the
samemuscunianlu i- as in normal evacuation. It is safe.
It >ur(\ It is thoronuh. A famous baby
specialist said he couldn't write a better
prescri|)tion than Fletcher's Castoria.
MM

C/uiA^^eX^iM.

C A S T O R I A

The laxative made especially for babies and growing children

And
importanttaste.
...Fletcher's
has averypleasant
Chiklren Castoria
take it
without forcing. And, as you know, forcing achild to take any bad-tasting medicine can upset his entire nervous system.
More than 5.000,000 mothers keep a
bottle handy always. Why not play safe
ami have a bottle in your hou.se? Every
drug store in America sells it. Ask for the
thrifty Family Size Bottle... and save
money. The signature Chas. H. Fletcher
appears on every carton.
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HOILVUIOOD

I WEST

COAST

CHATTER

Just to keep you posted on the doings of
SHRKGDOUin

"PnV UP OR DIE!"
threat reThat isceived bthe
ymany of Hollywood's biggest stars. The extortion racket has hit the film capital with a vengeance.
Your favorites of the screen are menaced
with promises of mutilation, abduction, torture, and even murder
unless they pay . . . and pay
plenty!
have been
of stars
Dozens tened
• threa
, inclu
ding
Ginger Rogers, Mae West, Shirley Temple, Jane Withers, Eddie
Cantor, Spencer Tracy, and Wallace Beery ... a few have made
payments . . . others have hod
the courage to defy the vultures
of crime, and have struck bock at
the racketeers, securing arrests
and convictions. Completely prepared at all times, Clark Gable
carries awhichspecially made automatic will fit even under a
tuxedo without showing a bulge.
menace
extorttheionthreat
Is the Will
• real?
of
death ever be carried out? How
does Hollywood protect itself?
All these questions are answered
in a complete breath-taking expose of the "Hollywood Shaket issue of
wn" in the DETECT
currenIVE.
FRONT doPAGE

radio's celebrities at work

in Hollywood

•

Other features in America's biggest fact-detecmagazine
tive
include: "Exposing
the Vicious Racket in 'Mail Order
Sex, I Sent My Husband to
the Electric Choir," and "100
Clues — Solving New York's Bathtub Slaying."
ON SALE EVERYWHERE
•

fROnTPHGE
DETECTIUE
60

Deanna Durbin, radio's talented child star and the season's hit in Three
Smart Girls, arrived in New York recently on a brief holiday from Hollywood.
THEY have a tough time shushing the
audience when Jack Oakic walks up to the
mike
the CoUcyc
Jack's
always onattired
in some Hour.
(jriginallyFordesigned
outfit
that
could
only
have
come
to
him
a moment of delirium. Last week it wasin
a black and white checkered gown, and a
similarly checkered mortar-board, with a
sweeping red silk tassel, adorned his brow.
"Hope I ivon't fiet ihrniii/h college in
thirteen ■ureks," Jack u'as heard to mutter
before (/oiiuj on the pruiirdiii.
Deanna Durbin travels to England this
springfore for
a command
performance
bethe King
and Queen.
And a year
ago, this thirteen-year-old girl was ringing
up the cash-register in the Los Angeles
Junior High cafeteria. From cashier to
the Court of St. James is really being a
quick-change artist.
Before Gladys .Swarthont and Frank
Chapman
left for the
they entertained
with
huffclI''astpai'i\new
home antheyinformal
are buiUlinin H. v.alrlvllicHills.
Dining tai)k-s and chair- wi ii' iiiipii iviscd
from thetheonlyc,-irncn(crs'
.nid ilie
bcnclies
and
ligliliim i.ililcw.is from
fireI)lacc
and
plumlicrs'
.mikIIis.
It
however, exactly a house-warmingwasn't,
since

it turned nights
out to be one of the
California's
"unusual"
prairies
of
Xorth Dakota— resembling
in a blizzard — and
the
furnace had not yet been connected! But
the evening was a great success. Everyone
caught thepneumonia
spirit of atthethething
catching
same— even
time! those
Conrad
k-noi^'s soloist
he's inonHollv2VOod
noiv.Thihaiilt
The bariti>iie
Fred
Astaire's pro(/rani sanii until he li'as readv
drop insereen
his traelcs
otherstudio.
day. diirin'u
ato reeent
lest in thea fdni
Tlien
he zeaited <cilh haled breath to liear llie
outcome. I-'inally the shidio phoned:
"Perfect! Really colossal!" came an
enthused voice over the wire, "Your test,
Mr. Thibault, is stupendous. However —
you'll have to take another one."
"Wh- what's that?" stuttered the amazed
-U-ell, ril"What
let! for?"
baritone.
seems zve came
jorihe unperturbed a r..Mr."ItThibault,"
(jotJoeto Penner
record decided
your ihocc.''
that, though several
of his friends play golf during the three
o'clock show, they still should not be
denied enjoying the program. So he
{Continued on Page 106)
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The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
1. NoN-CAUSl lc . . ."Lysol" in the proper diluaction. It contains no harmt'ul freetion, isg-jntlf
causticin alkali.
Neglect of
Feminine Daintiness had never
tarnished their Romance
OTHER WIVES envied her life-long
honeymoon . . . told their husbands, often, how nice he was to her.
It is not easy to analyze the qualities that make romance endure
through the years. Individuals are so
different. But, in one respect at least,
all husbands are alike. Lack of perfect personal cleanliness in a woman
is a fault they can never understand.
And few things are so apt to dampen
a man's affection.
Strangely enough, in many cases,
a woman is not, herself, aware of
neglect of proper feminine hygiene.
She would be shocked to learn that
she is guilty of not being thoroughly
dainty. Yet, if the truth were known,

manybe traced
a case toofthis"incompatibility"
can
very fault.
If you have been seeking a means
of feminine hygiene that is wholesome and cleanly, to promote intimate daintiness, ask your doctor
about "Lysol" disinfectant. For more
than 50 years this scientific preparation has been used for feminine
hygiene by thousands of women.
"Lysol" disinfectant is known as
an effective germicide. Among the
many good reasons for this are these
six essential qualities which "Lysol"
provides —

FOR

FEMININE HYGIENE

2.practical
Eri'ECTivENKSS
condi tions.. ."Lysol"
. . . in theis active
presenceunderof
organic matter(such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).
3. Penetration... "Lysol" solutions spread
because of low surface tension, and thus virtually search out germs.
4. Economy.
. ."Lysol,"
is concentrated, costs less
than onebecause
cent an itapplication
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor...
The cleanly
ishes promptly
after use.odor of "Lysol" van6. .S r AKii.i rv. . "Lysol" keeps its/t<// strength
no matter how long it is kept, no matter how
often It IS uncorked.
New! Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands,
and comiilexion. Cleansing and deodorant
FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Bloo.nh,Di /ri',,/,r
1,1, \ I ,,l. r ■■!S VM>1"
\, I)'disinfectant.
,,t. 4-R.S.
Solr
«n.l n.c w.th
the hook
vs.lMc.,s.-GERMS,"
facts called
about "LYSOL
feminine
hyuicne and other uses of "Lysol."
Streets
City—
UopyrUrht 19S7 by Lehn & I
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NOTHING
THE

BUT

TRUTH?

Microstars 'Met down their hair"
in print, answering
your queries
n
lam tops agai
loo
-because I feel and l
likemyoldselfoncemore^
"How did I do it?
"I just reasoned sensibly."
YOUwhenJustin can't
be happycondition.
and enjoy Poor
life
a run-down
health and poor looks won't let you.
Fortunately, straight thinking tells lis
that vitality
and pepwithin
are producedthel)yskin
energy created
beautified
and from
made clear ...fromso iswithin.
How natural it is then to turn to the
force whicli makes all this possible. . .those
precious red-blood-cells.
Quite often these cells are reduced in
number or in strength. Even a common
cold kills tliese cells in great numbers.
Worry, overwork and undue strain take
their toll. Sickness literally burns them up.
Improper
new
cells. diet retards the development of
Science has solved this problem in S.S.S.
Tonic because it lielps you regain your
blood strength within a short space of time.
Its action is cumulative and lasting.
S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste l)etter. ..natural digestive juices are
stimulated and finally the very food you
eat is of more body value. A very important step back to healtli.
You, too, will want to take S.S.S. Tonic
because of deficient stomach digestive
juices
lost
weight. and
. .to rcd-blood-cells
regain < nergy . .to.torestore
strengthen
nerves... and add glow to your skin.
Be 'tops'
vitality...
more
j)eii...aagain
clearwithskinmore
by taking
the
S.S.S. Tonic treatment. Sliortly you will be
delighted with tlic way you will feel...
your fiicuds will compliment you on the
way you will look.
S.S.S. Tonic isespecially designed to build
sturdy iicalth ... its remarkable value is
time
.scientifically
proven . .again.
.that's
why ittri<(l
makes.ind you
feel like yourself
At
all
drupr
stores
in
two
convenient
sizes.
The
larce size at a saving in price.npily.There
is no substiNo ethical
dru)?-

Tom Howard and George Shelton, popular radio comedians, seize the
chance during a rehearsal to get mixed up with some hot music.
Lanny
Ross:program
"By singing
a Christmas morning
when noonother
artist
wanted to get up that early."
Margaret
beenevening
heard
singing,Speaks:
gratis, "I
one had
Sunday
Al Gofxlman : "fF/fi/c dirccfint/ one of while
on a WOR sustaining program, by a man
I-lo Z'tcujrld's slwK'S. the lallcr took iiic on
tin- ai)- '«'ltli him on liis Chrysler program." interested in a commercial program."
Cltiire: "i aim- fioni Hollywood
Bei
Cab when
Calloway
: "Myat first
netivorkClubbreakin
ptrlnniiance with Rudy came
I played
the Cotton
.ukI ( d"hisguest
was followed by many other Neiv York, praetieally unknozvn at the
\al!c
m-t type .sliows — the la-t licing with time. I sang about a little girl named
-.liain Jones. Aly prc^Liit spdusdrs were Minnie, the Moocher, over the air, and in
stcning in — and I have Ikcii on my pres- a short time the entire country had taken
her to its bosom and niy hi-de-hi along
ent hours for nearly two years."
Irvin S. Cobb: "Isomebody offered me
money to do so — and I took it."
Lucille
"Like many others, I
it." Manners:
\'ce Lawnhurst: "Radio was young — ivith
had sung
over IVOR,on which
was a local
(^Continued
Page 64)
and So teas I!
How did onyouthegetnetworks?
your first chance
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TANGEE'S COLOR CHANGE PRINCIPLE ASSURES YOUR
ONE MOST BECOMING SHADE
• Today. ..prove how Tangee's magic
Color Change Principle brings out
the natural beauty of your lips.
Orange in the stick, Tangee changes
on your lips to the shade of blushrose that most becomes you. The
%shole day long, at work or play,
everyone will be charmed by your
Tangee beauty. Paris says, "Painted
lips are out!" \^lth today's fashions
) ou need Tangee more than ever.
Tangee isnt paint and cannot give
you a "painted look". On cheeks
use Tangee Rouge, which also contains the magic Color Change Principle, for clear, youthful glow,
TANGEE

LIPSTICK'S SPECIAL CR EAM BASE KEEPS YOUR
LIPS SOFT AND LOVE LY ALL NIGHT
• At bedtime, apply Tangee. It
soothes and smooths your lips while
you sleep. Unlike ordinary cosmetics, Tangee Lipstick need not be
removed at night. Its special cream
ase keeps lips soft, moi-e youthful
looking.
Tangee
off on bedAndlinens.
Awakedoesn't
with come
beauiful lips. No more faded "morning
look" when you use Tangee.
Try Tangee tonight! It is one lipstick you can safely use through the
night, as well as during the day.
Popular sizes :39(',. SI. 10. Or tear out
and send coupon below forTangee s
24-Hour Miracle Make-Up Set.
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only one
Tangec—don't
Be suremoreto
ask
fur T \\(;i;i;let Nanyone
\Tri! Vl..sivitch
If youyou.prefer
color for evening wear.as/c for Tangee Theatrical.

Wor/d's Most Famous Lipstick
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

•■24-HOUR
MAKE-UP SET"
The
George \V. LiMIRACtE
ft Comiwv
MM4T
117RushFifth'■24-Hour
Avenue, Mira.
^■,■^v York
Cilv
le
Mak.
I
p
S.-l
'
of
miniature
Lipstick,
Com|.u. (l.'iC
t, rr. inni.-Ca.uuia.)
I{<»|._-.-. Face Pow<ier. I Tansee
enclose
lOi- (stampsRougeor coin).
Po^der^Desir^^ □ F'^t D Rachel Q Light Rachel
(Please PhnO
ADDRESSCITV
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NOTHING

BUT THE TRUTH?
(Continued from Fat/c 62)

>tati(in of Newark, X. J., before I appeared
at XBC for an audition. In other words.
I liad prepared myself first."
Fred Allen: "A sponsor went temporarily
insane."
Betty Winkler: '7 came from Station
\\'TA\[ ill CIcrclaiul to try my luck at
Cliii-aao's XISC studios. First I mis cast
for a part in P.etty and Bob. Later I became the telephone operator on Grand

Dear Gladys:
see theJimlovely
rosesI wishthatyoujustcouldcame.
sent
them
—
with
a
little
note saying
that for some unfathomable
reason
they reminded him of me last
night!
am writing
let you in
on SotheI secret.
My toskin
fragrance
of fresh
roseshasthesethe
days
— and
ieels softI amas using
rose
petals,
too —itrose-scented
because
the new
Armand
Blended
Cream.
Do try this new cream, Glad
it's wonderlul. It cleanses and
freshens
skin andbase,it'smasde
lightfulcream
asyoura powder
sage
and night
cream
From
now — onbecause
it's myit makes
one-andmy
only cream
"one-and-only" tell Rapturously,
me he loves me.
Wouldn't you, too, like to try Armand
Blended Cream? You can — at no
cost. Just ask for a free sample at
the toilet goods counter in the store
where you bought this magazine. If
their supply is gone, mail a postal to
Armand, Des Moines, Iowa, giving
your dealer's name, and a sample
will be sent you. Or buy a jar of
Armand Blended Cream and if one
day's trial doesn't give your skin a
new look and feel, your money will
be cheerfully refunded. Trial sizes
at 10c and 20c — larger, more economical jars at 50c and $1.00.
c4nmamd
cShmkdOieam

Tedat Ilammersteiii
of the
Hotel."
idea
the same time: tlie"Byidea'thinking
was tliouglit
of by the head of one of our best agencies."
Benayme Venuta:
Wonders
heard
sing at a "When
banquet Ralph
in Chicago
and
I had a fever and a cold. He gave me my
contract a few weeks later for CBS."
Patrick J. Barrett ( I'ncle Ezra) : "/ was
too busy -.eriliiio my slioie to kiuiic luize it
happened. Tlie first tJiuui I kneie I leas
on tlie net'a'orks . . . thanks to my sponIrene Beasley:
"Tlinnigli
seriesof ofthree
coincidences, occurring
at the a end
sors."
years' apprenticeship on local stations and
recordings."
Kenny Baker: "By the grace of God —
and Jack Benny." -♦: ".Vine reail
yearsoneai/oof my
the
head.•\llieof Lowe
a radio]Miles
department
food articles in Pictorial Review, and lelieii
they phoned, ashiii;/ me to lerite for radio,
I thoiti/ht it leas another mai/arjine. But J
did the cerilinn, and lehen they found out
I'd I'cen on the stai/e and in the mo'.ies,
they <ia-i\- me an audition — and I zeeul o)i
the air, too."
Benny Fields: "As a result of stage and
night club successes."
Albert:in view,
"By coming
to New for
Yorka
withGrace
nothing
going hungry
long time, making many contacts, waiting
for the right one and finally auditioning
for NBC. It was a great surprise to us
when we were offered a five-a-week spot on
NBC — after starving only seven months."
Lud Gluskin : "/ mis brouijhl to the
r..S..i. from the Continent by NBC."
Jimtnie Fidler: "I soUl myself. Years
;igo I was doing an inter\'ie\\ ing stint on
a'I worked
program forcalled
on the
.lir.
m<mtlisHollywood
ti. persn.i<k'
llie prodncers to let )ne ;iil<l :i niiiinli- ..r sn of
movie
1 alwaysgossip,
tried and
to telllin:ill\adx . iwon
ti .ingibcm
men over.
tli.at
some day a Hollywood gossip show would
go big— and finally met
-♦- ilie rinlit guy!"
Eddytral ParkDuchin:
"While
the CenCasino in 1931,I wasoverat CBS
network."

Rex Chandler, whose 43-piece orchestra isa Friday night feature on
NfiC-Blue network at 9:00 p.m., EST.
"Hazing
been heard
a Allen
local Prescott
station, :then
auditioning.
It liason
alieays I>een my firm belief that it ivas an
Welcome Lewis: "Through a person
hearing a test record I made for a small
accident."
recording
This led exclusively
to a live audition and ancompany.
XBC contract
for
three years. My first appearance was a
coast-to-coast commercial, and from then
I became a commercial artist for NBC."
Edgar A. Guest: "It came to me unsolicited via the Graham Paige Motor Company program."
Marian
Jordan: "XBC bought WMAQ
while we ivcrc under contract, so tvc automatically started to work for NBC."
Homer Rodehcavcr: "Broadcasting a
prograin of folk songs and hymns, the first
program of that character after KDKA
began
Will operation."
Hudson: "My first chance took the
form of a guest appearance and was a
result of the sudden and unexpected popularity awarded my song. Tormented."
Ethel Bhime: "]]'hen I was se-ecn I first
broadcast
Ladymy Next
Door radio
children. But with
I reallythe dale
important
work from The Rise of the Goldbergs,
■lehieh opportunity I got via the shorts I
made with F.ddie Cantor."
.lean Paul
King: "Bywhich
being was
available
liaving
a background,
what andan
announcer should liave — well rounded. (I'm
against specialized education.)"
Ross Graham: "Was brought to New
York by the lateand'Roxy'
and through
recommendation
competitive
auditions,his
I finally landed on the networks."
Bide Dudley
: "/ I'roke
in on112)a local sta(Continiied
on Page
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VitiminsYoL

Nwyd

Plenty of Vitamin D
pplyhersof during;
\ itaniinpregnancy
D ah.
ursmg
child
^ht honesto asHure
and goodher teeth,
hould eat Fleischniann's

Yet a Shortage of Even ONE Vitamin
in Your Diet Can Lead to Impaired
Health. By Eating a CONCENTRATED
Supply of These 4 Vitamins EVERYDAY
Abundant
Vitamin B

A daily supply
of Vitamin
B— llie
VITAMIN—
is important
toNERVE
keep stomach,
bowels
and— andintestines
strong
and
active
assure steady nerves. Eat Fleischmann's Yeast
regiilnrlvVitamin
to malic
sure
It is you
one get
of theenough
foods richest B.in

THE
SUI'EKBhealth
I'lIYSICA
L strength
and
vigorous
of Herman
—getsChampion
Shot-Putter
— ofprovetheBrixhe4
an
abundant
supply
important
health
building
vitamins. A, B, D and G.

You Don't Need to Worry About Getting
Enough of Them at Mealtimes

e vitamin
separatspecial
EACH
its own
part hasto
play in helping to keep you
healthy. No one vitamin can
take the place ot any other.
Yet — our ordinary meals,
dietitians say, often fall short
in one or more of these necessary food elements.
That's
why today
more and
more people
are increasing
their supply of four of these
food essentials by eating
FLEISCHMANN'S
fresh
YEAST.
This one food added to the
diet assures an extra supply of
4 essential vitamins, A, B, D
and G. No other single food
gives you such an abundant
supplymins atofonce.
(dl U of these vitaJust eat 3 cakes daily— a
cake about ]/2 hour before
meals— plain, or in a little water. You need the added daily
vitamins this tonic food pro—today!vides. Start eating it regularhj

Too Little Vitamin C 1 Diet Ample in
Means Poor Growth ^
Vitamin G
m mm,
)<)rly do eloped, it
often doa sign
teals
not their
pro-of
VitiIde
enough
GROWTH
VITAMIN. A plentiful
supply ofsentialthisvitamines-is
especially
to assureimporprop-of
ertantdevelopment
the body tissues.

IN S I F F I«laiMIN \ lov«ers
CIKMVITAto
the nose and.f
and
quen*t*^''c*oldr
mann's
Yeastup
Eat keep
Fleisehyour
this supply
valuableof

The Richest Food Source of these
combined

Vitamins A,B, D a/it/ G
ids Incorporated
Copyright, 1936. i
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SKINNY!

NEW

DISCOVERY

GIVES THOUSANDS
10 TO 25 POUNDS
-in a few weeks!
IF you seem "born to be skinny" — if
you've
everything to a gain
weight
but with
notriedsuccess
scientific discovery
that —hashere's
given new
thousands
of happy girls and women just the pounds
and
rounded
curvesamazed!
they wanted — and so
quickly
they were
Not only has this new easy treatment
brought solid, naturally attractive flesh,
but also normal lovely color, new pep and
the many new friends these bring.
Body-building discovery
Scientists
recently
that thousands of people
^re discovered
thin and rundown
for
the single reason that they do not get
enough Vitamin B and iron in their daily
food. Without these vital elements you
may lack appetite, and you don't get the
most
you eat.body-building good out of the food
Now one of the richest known sources
ofnewVitamin
ale yeast.
By a
process Btheis cultured
finest imported
cultured
ale yeast is now concentrated 7 times,
made 7 times more powerful. Then it is
combined with 3 kinds of iron, pasteurized
whole yeast and other valuable ingredi"ents
in pleasant tablets. (iriiiriii, ic, aifl in ImiUIingIf youyou, \n,,t..i..,-iri.clti,f,.-ili.^sin.-n liMui/j.,! y,:,,! tnlili-ts fnim
your
dniL'-'i
bulldin; 11^ • •..,!.,•. \-„i,. |„,i.. ,,,iiri,h inm-asp your
watch
natural i
Money-back
guarantee
Nolack matter
how sk
•loH-n you may be from
of sufflcient
'Inldiron,
new you"7aid inthesebuilding
power" Ironlzed Yi
li.iM'.I thehelped
very thousands.
first packSpecial FREE offer!
Towe make
start thousands
Ijuildiiii; up offer.
tlii-ir Purchase
health right
away,
thisYeastabsolutely
ofboxIronlzed
tablets FliEK
at aonce,clipping
cut outof thl.s
the seala package
on the
We and
will mall
send Ityouto u.sa with
fascinating
new book onparagraph.
health,
"New FactsfirstAbout
Your Body." Remember,
with
refunded.,^ Atlanta,
Atresults
all drug.package
„Yeast.„—Co.,or money
glats. !ry.Ironlzed
. jj^pj
Qa.
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KATE

SMITH'S(Conluuicd
OWNfrom COOKING
page 13)

description of the most amusing and helpful
idea I've heard
of in fruit
a longjuice
time,in which
guaranteed
to keep
a Fruitis
Pie, wliere it belongs, instead of having the
juice Inibi)lc out all over the Ixittom of the
ii\en — a mean little trick for whicdi Fruit
Pies, especially Deep Fruit Pies, are famous ! Oh. yes. Pve had that happen to me
n.ore than once, haven't you? But no more,
now that Fve learned this simple little secret. But Pm not going to give \'oli here
in_\- suggestion for the better control of
I'Vuit I'le Fillings, because then \()u may
just forget
\Miereas,
it's written
dowij
for you it.on one
of thoseif recipe
cards,
then you'll have it for keeps!"
I don't think there's anything marvelous
about my Coconut Custard Pie recipe, except that it always seems to work out hue
and that everyone who has ever tasted it
>cems to like it I Where all pies are concerned, ui ciiurse, part ni the success can be
ereiliiLij In eiirrect haknig leniperatures and
tins is e^l)eciall.\ true cf Cu.-tard Pies. So
you'll
he plea.sed
tn know tliat
temperature
requirements
are both
giventimeon and
the
recipe card, as well as a careful listing of
the ingredients. Right here I want to tell
you about a Custard Pie trick that Nancy
Wood.
Hostess,
recentlyno
described Radio
to me. Stars'
And this
is a trick,
foolin' ! In fact, to accomplish it successful y, Ithinkeipial
you'dtohave
to be ofa sleight-ofhand artist,
the best
those who
used to pla\- on the bill with me in my
vaudeville da> s ! But Miss Wood assures
me that it can be done with comparative
ease,
so I'llthatpassyouon bake
the the
information
here.
It seems
custard filling
for the pie in a greased pie plate, which
should be exactly the same size as the pie
plate in which you have liaked the pastry
shell for the pie. But each is baked separately, mind you— the custard slowly, as all
good custards should be. the |)astry shell
more quickly and in a manner that I shall
speak about a little later on.
Then, just before serving time, you
loosen the cooked custard pie filling from
the utensil in which it's cooked and, with a
gentle shake or two, you >hp the filling into
the previousl\- baked shell. Vou luitice that
I say sured"you
for though
was asthat thisslipis it,"
a system
always I followed
b.\- a famous restaurant in Xew York, I
i;ersonall\- prefer to stick to the method my
dear
me. It's
good grandmother
eiH)Ugh for taught
the Haiihys
and been
the
Smiths for years, so why change now?'
But
if
you
like
to
experiment,
here's
.\<>ur
chance ! Just use this scheme and my Custard Pie Rccijie and he sure to let me know
how you make out I I may have to come to
it Pies,
yet, myself
generallyI speaking, come under four
headings,
at leastin that's
the wayThere
I've are
always
gronix d iheni
my mind.
the
opeii-i.-iced ])ies with a lower crust only,
deep-dish i)ies with only an upper crust,
two-crust pie-i as numerous as the moons
I've brought over the mountains, and the
refrigerator style of pies with their special,
unliaked shells which are so easy to make
tliat it's no wonder they're growing more
popular daily. Come to think of it, I'll try

SCHOOL

to hnd one of those very recipes in my
files to give you next month when, unless
my present plans miscarry, I expect to tell
you
of theout easiest
heardabout
of oralltried
1 dishes I've ever
You noticed, of course, at the beginning
of this article, the picture which shows you
how to make a good-looking pie shell — one
that
in pan!
spots or
away doesn't
from thehump
edge upof the
Well,slideat
tlie end of this article I'm going to tell you
how
to go you
aboutmydoingfavorite
it, and pastry
I'm also recipe,
going
to give
which is sufficient for two pie shells, or one
two-crustas pie.
can tryPieouttrick.
this
scheme
well Then
as theyouCustard
The secret of good pastry, I once was
told by a famous chef, lies "in handling —
or rather in not handling — the pastry." To
whiching IthatwouldI consider
add my that
two-cents'
sav
the way worth
you addby
the water is of equal importance. What's
more, people
I'm willing
bet that
is whereSo
most
make totheir
big that
mistake.
follow, very, very carefully, the directions
given
I dohere.
hope all these pie suggestions will
prove helpful. And now to Puddings.
Puddings also can be grouped under a
number of general headings. There are
baked puddings, which are served hot or
cold ; there are boiled puddings, which, generally speaking, are then chilled thoroughly
before serving; there are steamed puddings
(of which
an example
before signingI amoff),giving
whichyou most
frequently
are served hot ; and of course there are
what I'll call "refrigerated puddings,"
which may require some heat in their preparation— such as boiled water or a hot custard base — or they may require, after mixing, only chilling or actual freezing. This
last type of dessert is a subject in itself, so
I shall save that for s'ome future article.
give you ofwhateachI consider
toBut beI'monegoing
prizeto example
of the
other types of puddings.
One is Butterscotch Tapioca with Butterscotch Sauce. The sauce— a special recipe
of mine — is one I use on all sorts of desserts besides this particular pudding. Grand
on sponge cake, for instance, and just
about perfect on ice cream. Recipes for
both the Tapioca and the Butterscotch
Sauce are in my leaflet for this month.
There also you will find a recipe for the
tempting Pudding you see pictured at the
beginning of this article, which has been
baked in an oven glass casserole so that it
can be brought to tlie table in the same dish,
without disturbing its attractive appearance.
This baked pudding has another feature to
recommend it besides appearance and taste,
and
that's economy.
For here
suggestion
that is really
swell youfor have
usinga
left-over cereal. The recipe also calls for
apples
stewedthatapricots.
Well,andfriends,
leaves me just about
room enough here to give you those two
recipes. If you'd like to have my other
favorite
and Thanks
Pie" recipes,
just
send in, for"Pudding
the leafiet.
for writing
. And thanks for listening to my
Band JVagon broadcast and for sending in
your votes for my (Continued on page 69)
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because

of the 3-way

protection of Kotex

o eAH T CHAFE The sides of Kotex
are cushioned in a special, soft, downy cotton to prevent chafing
and irritation. Thus Wondersoft Kotex provides lasting comfort
and freedom. But sides only are cushioned —the center surface
is free to absorb.
CAHTFAIL By actual test Kotex absorbs many times its ov/n weight in moisture! A special "Equalizer center guides moisture evenly the whole length of the
pad. Gives "body" but not bulk — prevents twisting and roping.
CAHTSHOW, The rounded ends of
Kotex are flattened and tapered to provide absolute invisibility. Even the sheerest dress, the closest-fitting gown, reveals
no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.
3 TYPES OF KOTEX ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE —
Regular, Junior, and Super— for different women, different days.
WONDERSOFT

KOTEX

A SANITARY NAPKIN
made from Cellucotton (not cotton)
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iScES
TAKEHOCH
stes^
withViWovToothPo

1

HILL-WILLIAMS
{ Ciiiitiiiurd fromTO
Pcujc 49)YOU,

pl;i\
imi)annnents ! ' But
>lie in<:man- oi'iu-pah
alxuit it.accicci impaniments
(loc-n t ■
mind. Zckc, t.Hi. lia .1andan excellent
t'duLatuin and n^t >
iron !
on such numbers as Irrol,n,nc
raliniiic iroiii
arci — hut n<it nii ihr an'.
] hen- Inll-hdlv <halcct and nialcnal is
anthi-ntir. All (hinim thvir urowin- vears
Ihcv
and rtdalivcs spun
ar.mndsnniiiKTs
Hcndcrs,with
au illcirunds
and Ashcville,
Xdi th ( aia lima, and ni Dnuyhis. Gcoraia,
where ihe\ lcanK-<l lii!l-hill\' soiiys and
language.
The liilldiilhes and crackers would
come d<nvn and sell (lowers m the hotels.
.\nne remarks. and the\(l siive s(iuarc
dances. We useil tn uo lo tliem. It one
Give teeth the Double
ol the l)n\s asks vou In dance and vou
Protection they need
refuse,
"Thenlliey're
there mortally
was one insulted."
time." Judy cuts
IFpaste,
you areyournowteeth
usingmayan ordinary
tooth
in, "when we took one girl for a ride in
be
white
and
sparkling;
but
unless
your
gums
are
our
car.
She
sat
huddled
in a corner. . . ."
sound
healthy,
are running the
"Seemed scared tci death." Zeke interrisk of and
serious
dentalyoutrouble.
rupted.
Thc\'re
aK\a\
s
cnttint;
in on one
Forhan's
Tooth
Paste
was
developed
another, with l;< u m Inatiirt d interruptions.
by an eminent dental surgeon to do both
vital jobs — clean teeth and safeguard
"Y<ai
tell
it,
Anne,"
Jnd\
sa\s.
and Anne
gums.
half-way
care today
goes"So on I : said to her: AVhat's the matter.
thisEndsimple
method:
Brush byyouradopting
teeth
with
Forhan's,
massage advise.
a little Note
into
.M)ti"re not hashful, are you?' .\nd she sort
the gums,
just then
as dentists
cif si|uirmed, and said: 'Il\--r-ll, Ihry tell
how
it stimulates
gums, feels!
how fresh
and clean
the wholethe mouth
Buy
iiw all ay-i'iii!' " You can't, of course reForhan's
today.
The
hig,
nerv
tube
saves
produce Anne's whinew miinicking drawl.
you money. Also sold in Canada.
".\nd then," Jud\ miiis, "we aske<l her
did she have any hnitlu-rs and sisters, and
FORMULA OP R. J. FORHAN, D.D.S.
she said: '.Mi hev sistulis . , . three whole
an' one half.'
The Caiiovas' first radio effort was over
il'J.^Xdid inan Jacksonville,
.\nneGirls.
and
Judy
act called ThewhenHappy
They
claim
the
listeners
went
to
the
Radio
s
'
DOES
han
o
H Ccimniission and begged to have them
F
BOTH
JOBSr{SA
EASNSGUTE
CLVE
MSET
taken ofi. they were so terrible!
"We bad the laugh on them," Judy
chuckles, "when we went on NBC, a few
HOME-STUDY
Whilelater."
Anne and Zeke were in Cincin\cars
BUSINESS TRAINING
thc>- gotJudy,somewho time
Your
opportunity
cannowneverand bereapbigger
than yourin
natinati,station.
was on
still ain Cincinschool,
preparation.
Prepare
the
rewards
earlier
and
larger
success.
Free
64-Page
Books
Tell
How. your
Writename
tiow and
for book
mail coupon wrote plaintive letters, saying: "Cnn't I
with
addressyou inwant,
marginor today.
quit school
But
they
told heranilto(■(iiiw
wait,;c;7/;
thaiyou/"
they were
□□ Higher
Accountancy n Correspondence
Business
Mod. Salesmanship
□ Correspondence
Credit and Collection coinin.g back to the South to rehearse and
□□ TraCfic
Management
Deftree ofLawLL.B. □ Modern Foremanship collect more hilly-billy songs, Wlien they
□ Law:
Commercial
□ Expert
startedwasoutinclu<led,
again as the (.'roriiia
□□ Industrial
Mftm't
P. A.Bookkeeping
Coaching
Rail. Station
Mfim't □□□ C.Stenotypy
Judy
as BigCrackers.
Business
English
□□ Paper
Salesmanship
Pete, who 11. iw actsa-aswellmanager
forBrother
them
Business
□ Effective Speaking
Management
aiul
no
longer
perioriiis.
They
did
everyLA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
thing jiossiideevento build
up thethehill-billy
Dept.
Chicago background,
to wearing
queer
clothes offstage,
Thev got a job at the (rrccim'ich Village
/?,)(■;),
New-Cliih.
York,forandlifty"donl)le<l"
at the
_^ }ud Uh-'t sticky
J'illa</c'inXiit
dollars weekly,
each, 1"hat was in January, 19.^1, In
.May of that year tin yght's
worked
in Okla-act
LOTION
^
\;iudevilk'
l-.oina,
with then
I'.ob wiiit
.\llir with .111
RKO unit
for awhile,
lilaved
considerable
m^or your 3Ln^>. gc
to the c. ist. Thrs l.ikeii on as a susvaudeville time, were
Ideal
Powderingredients
Base. Its Pure,
Soothing
penetaining pn^gr: m for A/>( an.l a].,.cared
t
r
a
t
e
I
n
a
second.
Leaves
; 'ollc: I 'anrln'.s. In
your
as'.Mgu(andsi stars
\^5. onllie.\'thespent
freelyskin
btforesatin-smo*)th.
and after out-Use
sjx
months
'^'.omlolier
aiKlin
in iiictures,
among
will door exposure. P'lrst trial
BnnulMiy
Hollywood, V orking
Then
Judy
them Caliciili
went into the
(omedv short-

SUH!

Zieijjeld
I'olliessupper
and Zeke
in a Florida
club, and Anne played
Paul Whiteman saw Judy in the Folliei
and mentioned to Bert McMurtie ol
CA'.V
mightthebeCanovas
a good from
bet. theii
Mo
-Murtie,thatwhosheknew
Villatje Burn days, mentioned that they
worked as a threesome and they were
signed as guest stars : then as a regular
attraction to the W^hiteman show.
They like stage work and radio, but
don't
care sodaysmuchof for
night clubs,
after'
the hectic
doubling
two clubs.
They all live together — Judy, Anne, Zeke,
Pete and their mother. Mother, incidentally, was the first to suggest that they do
hill-I)illy stuff, and now she hates it. She
once w(in a prize in Florida as the best
"ragtime"
to prove
pl.iyed the pianist,
old MapleandLeaf
Rag. it she
"I iila\e(l on the program once," she
says.
Take letters,
Yon Home,
Kathleen,"Theandnumber
I got was
so many
they
(the children) wouldn't let me on the
"We made
program
a.iiain." some color movies of
Alother," Judy says, aside, "and wdien she
saw herself she said : A\'hy, I didn't know
I could act ! I guess I'd better go out to
"Tell about
Rand, Zeke," Judy
Hollywood
and Sally
go in pictures!'"'
prompted.
"\\'ell, " Zeke grinned, "we were working on the bill with her in Chicago and
there was some talk about pinnin' a medal
cut in, on'' 'where
on
her.
. can
. " says
on ".And
earthZeke
they :"pinJu<lya medal
Sally
Some recordings of their programs had
just arrived and Judy got the machine
going. It blared just as Anne spoke her
line on the record.
"Listen" to li'l ol' .\nnie — you sho' do
Rand.'out!" Judy chuckled.
blare
"Play the one where the bandits kidAnnie," Zeke said. But they couldn't
find thenapedrecord,
"Did y{)u bear that program?" Anne
asked, "I was supposed to be kidnaped
by "They
bandits.were. . gonna shoot .Annie," Judy
announced, "She was brushin' her teeth
an'Zekc's
they thought
voice on shethe had
recordhydrophobia,"
was announcing solemnly : " Ay guardian is ay music box
that you meplaya bycharm
squecjin'
it," while
Judy
showtxl
bracelet
slie wears.
"Anne gave me this little guitar," she
said, "and Zeke gave me this little purse.
Mr. Whiteman gave mc this little gold
caricature of him.self . , " There was also
a tiny baby carriage and a miniature pair
of ice-tongs with a tiny piece of ice
them, on the bracelet. Oh — and I forgot,
a little gold, jointed fish.
The record was playing on, "Aniiieleliat pailyanswered
do you Anne's
belong voice.
to?" it"/played.
"Xone''
aiii'
"It was
that,"thatAnnebroadcast.
smile<l.
"The
\er\ innny
ne.\t aliout
day after
I (lid get married, on November 2ndHe's just graduated
\\to ( l);.n
st I'r.ellamy.
int. (Contnnurd
on page from
109)
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{Continued from page 66)
pecial Kate Smith awards and the Coniland
Remember,
reelingAppearance.
you again over
the air I'll
wavesbe
lext Thursday night, at eight— and in
his magazine again next month!
STEAMED COFFEE PUDDING
% cup nut meats, c/iopped
V-i cup seedless raisins, chopped
Vi cup citron, chopped fine
1 egg
2 cups dry cake crumbs
cup sweetened condensed milk
Yi cup strong black coffee
Grease a mold thorouglilx , t"]i and all.
Instead of a mold, the l<']) ni a dnnlilc
)oiler nut
may mcat^,
be U'^cdlai^iiiN
I) Sprinkle
witli Blend
cnni)ined
and citmn.
ogether well-l(cati,ti c-l; and cake crumbs.
Place a layer of cake mixture in bottom of
old. Sprinkle
nut meat-, inrai-.ins
and
itron.
Continuewithaltcin.itim;
this way
intil all are used. Blend tn^eti^er the
wectened condensed milk and coffee: pour
in mold.ServeCookwarmfor
1n'erhourotheroveringredients
boiling water.
with hard sauce or sweetened whipped
ream. Serves 6.
PASTRY
cups sifted flour
% teaspoon salt
Va cup butter
% cup lard or vegetable shortening
Cold Zi'afer (about 4 tahlesl^naus)
Sift flour, measure. Add salt and sift
.gain. Cut in the shortening until a coarse,
mealy mixture is formed — using two knives
pastry mixer, not your fingers. Add
just enough cold water (preferably ice
water) to make a dough that will iiold together, 4or 5 tablespoons is enough. Add
the water a little at a time, mixing it in
lightly with a fork. Wrap pastry in wax
paper and chill in refrigerator for 1 hour
before rolling. Divide chilled pastry into
two portions and roll each on slightly
floured board to ^s-inch thickness. Makes
one 2-crust pie or two pie shells.
PASTRY SHELLS
(See illustration on Page 13)
Here's a trick that will enable you to
make a "form fitting" pie shell — one that
comes
of the a oven
tlic
bottom,outwithout
bublileperfectl\or Innnpflattoonspoil
the
symmetry
of
the
pic
filling.
Here's
what you do. Take two oven glass pie
plates.lightly
Line toonefit it.
withTrim
pasfr\-,
pressing
dough
and lute
the
edge. Set the other pic plate into the pastry-lined pie plate and bake in hot oven
(425° F.)Theto weight
a goldenof brown
nu'nutes).
the l"])(l.S-2fl
pie pl.ate
keeps the crust in place and enal)les yon to
turn out a real "streamlined" pie shell.
Kate Smith,
Radio Stars Magazine,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send me your
Puddings and Pies.
Name
Street
State
City

Discovered!
nourishing

ORDINARY
often
make dull"economy
eating. Butdishes"
not FrancoAmerican Spaghetti. It has flavor, food
value — everything! Yet a can holding
three to four portions is usually no
more than lOf^ — less than a portion.
Serve Franco - American today. See
how different it is from ordinary readycooked spaghetti .Taste its savory cheeseand-tomato sauce containing eleven different ingredients. Delicious to heat and
eat just as it comes from the can. Or

A

tasty

dish

try the tempting casserole dish below.
Tuna and Spaghetti Casserole
(Serves 3 — costs just 30c)
1 can Franco-American Spaghetti
onion bacon
1 small1 'can2 teaspoons
tuna fish minced2 strips
Place
a
layer
of
Franco-American
casserole. Add some of the in a greased
flaked tuna fish and onion.
Alternate layers of spaghetti,
fish and onion until all is used.
Arrange
in I y SPAGHt^
half, overbacon
top. strips,
Bake incuthot
oven f425°F.) until casserole I
is well heated and bacon aisp.

for
Franco -^Imericon
THE KIND WITH THE
MADE

BY THE MAKERS

spaghetti
GOOD SAUCE

OF CAMPBELL'S SOUPS
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MILLIONS SUFFER
FROM FEAR
Through unnecessary ignorance
tONSl'LT DOCTOR IF IN DOUBT
J
FEMININE
HYGIENE
EXPLAINED
1. Happy
fortunateto thisis thegravemarried
woman. .Happy
who
finds
the rightand answer
problem.
when
shewhichhves upsets
ttjV/;o!<^/fa)-...
Prevents
that... Fortunate
agoni2ing
worry
so
many
marriages
in being free from dangerous germs !
2. Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical research now bring Hygiene.
you dainty, snow women
tvhite suppositors for Feminine
the ieconvenience
and safety Smart
of Zonitors. Forappreciate
Zonitors
embody CIPLE.
the Theykill
famousdangerous
ZONITE germs,
ANTISEPTIC
yet are freePRINfrom
"bum danger" to delicate tissues.
3.
Zonitors
are
safe
and
easy
to
use.
..greaseless,
snow
white suppositories,
each completely
in a sanitarydeodorizing.
glass vial
...
Easyno toclumsy
removeapparatus
with plain. . . water.
Instructions in
package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists.
FREE — formaBooklet
containing latest medical inBrunswick, N.tion.J.Write to Zonite Products Corp. , *46 New
IN 12

5

A V A U
FACE POWDER

The fineness of texture that lets
Savage truly
cling porelcss
so endlessly,
also makes. . .theeverskinso appear
more
much
smoother to see . . .. .and. smoother
so much softer to touch!
four Lovely Shades. lOc and 20c at All Ten Cent Stores
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ALWAYS

PLAY A LUCKY
(Coiitiniicd from Page 4.^

started out bright and early the ne.xt day
to interview a friend wlio ran a local
radiobrainstorm
station, he that
didn'tday.succeed
in selling
his
Nor the
next.
Xor the next. But he liad so much faith
that no ofnumber
of firm no's, nor any
amount
raucous
acres, daunted
him. laughter from wiseFinally he sold it. On Septeinljcr 1st,
1930, Do Vol, ll\,iit to Be An Act^o .' hrst
went out over tlic ether waves of KI-II'H.
Warner Broiherh' llull}wood station.
Ha\en received less than peanuts as salary— or exactly nothing. Who cared?
People liked the show. It was a mild hit.
Interestingly,
program, which he McQuarrie's
broadcast thatoriginal
first night,
is not the one, even though it has the
same title, that you iiear now over the
national Chase and Sanborn hour. It
has developed from the friendly interest
of his audience. As he explains :
"I'm an old vaudevillian, a comic. My
act was comedy which poked fun. In
vaudeville, you have to let the audience in
on the laugh, and one of the tricks of doing
this is to pick some individual and kid him
publicly. That was the idea of the radio
program. It was the: 'Oh, yc-a!i. so yon
leant to be an aetor, do yon/ Let's see
liozc lousy yon are anil let's let people
"I started
laugh
at you!'out making fun of my acting
candidates.
People I laughed,
but —letters
after
that first broadcast,
received 160
in the mail from persons who actually
thought I had figured out some way to
help them
become itactors.
were that
sincere. Ithought
over andTheydecided
the ways of vaudeville were not radio
Radio was and
friendlx-.
warm, sincere
—ways.
not smart-aleck
w i^e-cracking.
Call
it a Ininch again, if you want to, or just
straight thinking, hut I suddenly changed
my whole program style. I decided that
I would help people. If they really wanted
a chance to be actors and thought they
could get some help out of appearing on
my"And
programs,
I'd way
give that
it toDothem.
that's the
You Want
To Be we.In use
.ictor.'
developed
to thebetween
form
which
today.
.\ny kid
seventeen and twenty can write to me and
ask for an application blank. Applicants,
n: due time, are notified where to appear
for a preliminary
the Candidate Committee, interview
who i)ick with
the kids
who
seem most promising and schedule them
for appearance
I don't
interview
them onuntilthe Iprograms.
see Iheni on
the
stage, the night of tlie broadcast. I don't
know who
are. iii>I adon't
know.
Whichtheybrings
funnywant
storyto:
"Once, siiortly after I started, I found
a leller ni tlic mail hag one day, asking
tor an application blank, ending up with
a i)aragrapli which ran like this:
"'1 hope you are sincere in ivhat
you are tryin,/ to do. If not I hope
yon iiet popped right in the jaiv and
I aui the guy z^'ho -a'ill do it.'
"The application blank was sent as a

HUNCH

matter of routine, and 1 forgot all about
the letter until a few weeks later, whenj
the audience picked from the lineup a big,
iuisky His
six-footer
a grim, familiar,
deternn'ned I
jaw.
namewithsounded
ilinught. Tiien I asked:
" '.\re \ ou the fellow who wrote h(
would pop me in the jaw, if I were no
Ves,level?'
I am,' he said, with a muscle
on "thejaw
relaxing.
" 'W ell,' I said, "how do you feel aboU
it "He
now? grinned.
You're 'Ihere,
knowaren't
you'reyou?'
okay and
hope I'm okay,' lie answered.
"Well, it happened that he was. Bobb]
Webb, casting director for United Artists
liappened to be in the audience that eve
ning, liked the looks of this fellow am
gave him a small job the ne.xt day. Th(
job was to last for eight weeks, and, for
all I know, the kid may be working yet.
Xo, he didn't show great dramatic prom
ise, but he wasn't bad and he got his
chance,
"That'sdidn't
all wehe ?can do on this showgive these girls and boys an opportunity
to see if they have any stufif, and if they
can project it so that it sells.
"Now weBrothers
have a Studio,
marvelousandtie-up
Warner
two with
kids
are picked for screen tests from every
So far,
early yet,to none
ofbroadcast.
the chosen
liavebutbeenit's signed
contracts, but— give us a little time."
McQuarrie
is
definite
in
demanding"
that
the girls and boys who appear on his program
are
between
the
ages
of
seventeen
and twenty. Why?
"Well, I feel that kids younger than
seventeen have not definitely formulated
their
ambitions.
they want
to do. They
Wantingaren't
to actsuremaywhatbe
just a ])hase they are going through. But
at seventeen, they are old enough to know
what thc\- want to try to do, and they
should be helped in trying to do it. If,
by twenty, they have done nothing about
their ambition, it's too late, so far as I am
concerned.
"For, older than twenty, I feel they are
trying not to fulfill a definite ambition,
but reaching
for some
satisfaction which they
feel emotional
this program
can
supply.it,They're
not, even
don't
know
on the level.
For ifkidstheybetween
seventeen and twenty, who are really trying to find their place in life, I try either
to kill (he luig, or develop the germ for
them.
know myself.
about acting-mad
kids.
I was Sa>-,
one 1once,
I go through
everything those kids go through up here
on What
tlie stage.
feel isit Haven
all." McQuarrie?
type ofI man
A tall, serious, actorish looking fellow
with long hair and fancy cravats? No,
he's bigstands
and nearly
genial, sixon feet,
the weighs
business-man
order,
about
one liundred and seventy-five pounds, has
Scotch-Irish eyes which twinkle, a rapidly
thinning head of hair, and a casual, pleasant manner, minus histrionics. When he
talks, you feel he means what he is saying.
He has a way of conveying sincerity in
I
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a plain,
straight-forwardOh, way.
A sentimentalist?
sure! Get him
on the subject of his wife and his children,
or watch him closely as he works with
the kids on his program. Talk to him
about his lucky hunches, his faith in life.
Speaking of hunches. After he had appeared for nine weeks on the local Los
Angeles station, still getting less than peanuts, or exactly nothing, for his efforts,
he had a sudden offer from Jack Warner,
\'ice-President
in charge\iMiu,n
prodiictinii,
the
Warner Brothers
Pictureat
Studio. Warner, just lionie in mi luirope,
had idly tuned in on his radi.i the night before, heard McQuarric ainl, being an astute
showman, knew that here was sometiiing
big. He sent for McOn.irrie, waved a
$10,000 check in front of his nnse, and an
oflfer to buy the rights to the show outright.
"Gosh, how I needed that money 1"
Haven says now. "It reinesented a fortune to me. But, wasn't this show my
lucky
promised
myselfI
1 wouldhunch?
follow Hadn't
it all theI way
through?
was gambling for a big strike. This was
no time to give in for a paltry $10,000,
even if I did need a new pair of shoes ! So,
I said : 'No, not interested, and besides 1
wantJackto Warner
be a motion
director.'
"
not picture
only was
impressed
with
McQuarrie's
nonchalance,
but,
more
than that, he badly wanted part of that
program.
They McQuarrie
finally signed
contract in which
got a a bonus,
got a contract as motion picture director,
and sold only a small slice of the show.
Anding histhat's
because
kept $5,000
playhand, why,Haven
now he gets

weekly from Chase and Sanborn, of
which, it is estimated, he can keep about
53,500 weekly for himself. Next year, if
he continues to be popular, he gets $6,000,
and the year following, ?7.()()(). N.-t bad I
Lucky guy? "Nope," lie will tell ynu.
"just a fellow who believes in iuinelies
aiKllie— pla>s
tells atlieni!"
little stury to show how luck
continues to follow \(>u, once it starts to
come Warners,
your way.I said
"Theto day
signed
with
my after
wife; I Honey,
now
got aa little
don't
you that
get we've
yourself
reallycash,nicewhydress?
Something
that
costs
dough.'
"Of peeped
course, about
my wife
wonderful;
she
never
beingis poor
or wanting
dresses or this or that, and I suppose I
got
thinking
she didn't
care toabout
so Ito was
awfully
surprised
hearthem,
her
speak
up
and
say:
'I
know
just
the
dress.
I've been looking at it in the window,
every day, ever since the Warner deal
the next
morning
and
came
up!'wentday down
that"Shevery
the dress
had been
reduced
fifty dollars ! We could have afforded the
extra fifty, but — everything was now
breaking for us, and we didn't have to pay
But because McQuarrie told his wife to
blow herself on a dress, don't figure
they'vestillgonelive,big-rich
Hollywood
yet.
They
and heinswears
they will
continue to live, in their house (mortgage
now paid) on the top of a high Hollywood
hill. No Beverly Hills mansions for them.
No coloredit." chauffeurs. No swank.
"Why," asks McQuarrie, "should we
fall for that baloney, when we've seen so

much of it in Hollywood? You can drink
only two cups of coffee at a meal. You
can cat only three meals a day. Why go
to a lot of fuss about them? I get more
out of life iiv doinu than l.v L;ettiiig. That's
uliy tillski(K
iii-o,m-.iii>
1-, -iK-h a with
kick.ihcmI'm
heliuiido Mjiiielliiiiy
McQuarrie started on the stage long
before the
limit heAt prescribes
for can-his
didates inhisage show
four, he made
stage debut. .At fourteen, he was playing
sel\es."
inhe stock
in San l-"rancisco.
At his
eighteen
was producing
and writing
own
vaudeville sketches. For a while lie gave
up show business and sold auloiiiobiles,
and lie s,i\ be nia<lr more mom > than
couldn't
out ofFrancisco
it. One (which
m;.;]it, lieat h.id
die
auto
showstayin San
staged), he was standing at the entrance
enjoying himself mightily and thinking
about the safe, secure life he was leading,
when he encountered an old friend, an
actor. Ten minutes later he had agreed
to take the friend's place in a current
show.
"Why? A lucky hunch again? Well,
only if you figure that, deep down in my
heart, I belong and am happier in the
theatre
in the business
world."
Later than
McQuarrie
organized
his own
stock company, married his leading lady,
trouped with her in their own act on the
vaudeville circuits, finally abandoned that
and setwood upwith indifferent
an agency financial
business success.
in HollyThen — his best lucky hunch to date and
the Do You Want to Be An Actor? show
was born.

FROM
DECAYING
FOOD DEPOSITS
INIMPROPERLY
HIDDEN
rrES,MOST
BADCREVICES
BREATHBETWEEN
COMES
CLEANED
TEETH.
ADVISE COLGATE DENTAL I
TS SPECIAL PENETRATING I
I REMOVES THESE ODOR-BREEDING I

MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE TEETH!
food deposits in hidden
Tests prove that 76% of all peo- ing
ple over the age of 1 7 have bad crevices between teeth which
are
the
source of most bad
breath ! And the same tests prove
that most bad breath comes breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
from improperly cleaned teeth. much tooth decay. At the same
Colgate Dental Cream, because
soft, safe polishof its special penetrating foam, time,ingColgate's
agent cleans and brightens
removes the cause— the decay- enamel— makes teeth sparkle!
LARGES SIZE
Giant
20T
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BEAUTY
ADVICE
( t outujucd from f'aiic 9)
Some people even proclaim loudly that the
skin would be healthier without an.\ makeup, which is ridiculous. Make-up is very
important tor the protection it gives your
skin, even aside from the fact that it is
importainance. i"r>m when
\ i!in morale
and \ make-up
oin' appear-to
\ou allow
mix with ihc oily secretions of your skin
and tlie i>il\ grime that settles on your
skin from this modern-day automobile
world, then it pr,, j-'cr cicansiiuj that
is at fault, nut inake-iip.
As the tirvt requiMte for a smooth,
orchid-iietahlikt- skin, thorough cleansing
.-taniK at the tup di the list. Coming on
duwn
the li>t.
find t'.iat lubrication
(for
softening
andwe nourishing),
stimulation,
wholesome diet and licdthtul li\ing habits
comprise the remainder of the quintuplet
rules for the care of the skin. Through
the windy months of March and April,
you may find your skin discouragingly
din^>, e>pecially if you live in a locality
where grime is plentiful and soft water
is at a premium. The winds roughen your
skin and make it all the mure susceptible to
picking up grime in its crevices. That is whv
I want particularly to tell you about a beauty
treatment to go right along with your
soap and water scrubbing, which is in itself
something f)f a beauty treatment, as you
know. There is a certain oatmeal facial
which comes in the forin of a soft, fragrant powder. All you have to do is to
pour about a tablespoonful of this oatmeal
magic into the bottom of your wash basin.
Turn on the warin water with a bang, and
swish thesolved,powder
aroundisuntil
it is disand the water
fragrant
and
milk\-.
Just
go
right
ahead
w
ith
your
and water scrubbing, an<l fmish withsoapa
clear water rinse
Once yuu have felt the softening qualities of thi-. vek.ely oatmeal powder, you
will want to go further and try it as a
regular facial, especially if you are preparing for a date with a gallant cavalier
who send- \ un (.nliids (or even gardenias).
Just po'jr a -mall .amount of the powder
in the palm ut \i>nr hand, and mix it with
a little warm water until it is of a lovely
creamy consisU-ncy. Apply the resulting
creamy lotion to your face and neck, conng; parti id.'irly
the crevices
the no-e ;in cen1tratichin,
Let onit remain
on for ofa
few niuniriits wliile >uii pnlter around
piittiim uiit \,nn- in:ike-np items ready for
for a 1^ ,'.
of orchiddance ill ■nr In I'l, The facial is quick1 i- -imply retnoved with plain
drying,
Inke-w a ianini \\ater. Finish with a grand
dunking of cold water. And then adiuire
the rosy, refreshed face you see in the
mirror.
If you're
over pores
the allandtoo blackcommon woes ofworried
enlarged
heads, Isuggest using the facial preparation as a professional-like pack. Steam
your skin first with warm, moist towels in
the beauty salon manner, so that it will
be thoroughly relaxed. Add a little less
water to the powder than you do for the
regular facial treatment, so that you have
a thicker paste to spread over your face
72

Lovely Priscilla Lane, of Fred Woring's Pennsylvanians.
has just been appointed color
and throat. Allow it to remain on for designer
consultant to a cosmetic house to advise
fifteen or twenty minutes, and really relax on
styling the various powder shades . , .
this time. It is important not to have your a smart
of the importance of
face screwed up in frowns of concentra- choosing recognition
the riyht shade of powder. A
tion or worry wdiile the pack is getting in
too-white
powder
can
make a face look
its penetrating work. Finish the pack
a too-dark powder can make
treatment as you do the facial, with a grotesque;
it
older
and
harder
looking.
I have a
wartu and then a cold water rinse. The
bulletin which should help .\-ou in
pack should be used consistently once a make-up
deciding what color classification your skin
week ; the facial treatment daily.
under— and what to do about it!
There is a story current about a famous coiues
If you are under thirty you can rouge
celebrity, just over from the Continent,
for vividness, but if you're over thirty,
who ate part of the orchid on her plate, that's
wrongbe technique.
placed there for decoration, because she softnesstheshould
the aim of Over
your thirty,
rouge
believed it to be some sort of a queer selection
and application, for vividness
of the face and draws
American
salad Iindon't
whether
there
are vitamins
orchidsknowor not,
but hardens theto lines
tell-tale eye wrinkles. LipI do know that there are vitamins in this attention
stick
and
rouge
should
be of the
oatmeal facial that I have been telling you same shade, though youralways
can, of
about, as well as a softening ingredient course, be a little deeper andlipstick
brighter
which is vegetable milk. But I am giving your rouge. I am in favor of plentythanof
}-ou a chance to test out this product with experimentation to find just yonr shade of
a free gift sairiple offer. You can see for eyeshadow. There are so many exciting
yourself whether it is deserving of the shades to choose from — grays, greens,
"orchid
rating."
purples, browns, and even gold and
Now that
your skin is cleansed, softened hlucs,
siher (for evening). But reiueiuber, first
and
freshened,
you
arc
ready
lur
ymn'
and
foremost,
texture of your skin
make-up magic, Tf your skin is oil\, yon must be clear andthe > onng
will need to use an astriiigent (^r a sliglitlx- do its magic best b\ \(>n. if make-up is to
astringent
powder hasi',
your
skin islotion
dr\ , asa afcjiindation
cr<am 1isi'
Marv Biddle,
your
be,t
protect
i(in
.and
will
hel])
RADIO STARS,
powder to cling and cling. If yoti ha\vomea
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
cold and are feeling p.ale ;'.nd forlorn, a
tinted foundation cre.atn in a nice he.ilthy
case send me \(iur free gift offer
the vegetable milk oatmeal facial.
I)ink
shade
will
make
\-ou
look
uiibeliev,-,h]y
If youth.athave
hecticblooming.
d.i\ the kind
ni.akesh.ad\du,a lung
leel
Xame . .
at Uast ten \ear- oliler (an<l ma\ be look
Address
it)— and \ -n lia\e ;i \er\ speci.al evening
date ;ihe:i'! of >-on, a tinteil loiind.alion
cream is a rerd glan'onr-s.a\ er lor you. It
helps
lookofros\
and will
\(Hillil'ul,
Maybeyotira ^kiii
new tosli.ule
powder
help
in your youth campaign, too, A famous
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. . . UNTIL SHE LEARNED
THIS LOVELIER WAY TO
AVOID OFFENDING . . .
FRAGRANT BATHS WITH
CASHMERE BOUQUET
SOAP! 4i
Five-year-old Ann Shelley, Claudia s
daughter Joan of One Man's Family.
Come when we tell you."
The Stradnarius
tuij in
hands.
Instantly it szcung
back Rubiiioff's
and zcas
on
the
Zi-ay
to
crash
over
the director's
head. Fortunately someone grabbed
Ritbinoff's arm and the violin zcas saved.
New York newspapers may have conveyed an idea lately that radio people suddenly have gone crazy about chess. There
have been items about this one and that
one holding chess sessions in his home.
This agent
is hownoticed
it happened
press
several: ofKen theMurray's
papers
ran chess columns, thought he might get
Ken
publicity.
In duea little
time out-of-the-ordinary
a chess column carried
the
story that Ken headed a group of radio
stars meeting regularly to play chess.
That agave
press was
agentannounced.
the idea
and
rivalHimber"s
chess circle
None of the crowd, of course, knows what
a chess piece looks like and neither do
those press agents!
.4nother press agent coup in recent
zcecks zvas the "romance" bctzceen Bernice
Claire and Dick Merrill, the trans-atlantic
flier. The tz^'o hardly knoz\; each other,
hut the tabloids ran pictures of Bernice
an.riously sitting at a radio azvaiting news
of her szcectheart!
Helen Jepson always was a dignified, reserved girl. Her astounding rise from radio choral singer to Metropolitan Opera
in a single year has made her much more
affable and approachable.
When Paul Whiteman first decided this
girl had a great voice, and took her out
cf an XBC chorus, she used to come
quietly into the rehearsal studio, run
through her song and sit down in a corner
when sheforwasn't
needed. Opera
Her honors
sudden
selection
Metropolitan
might have been expected to change such
a girl a great deal. These changes usually
are for the worse. It did change Miss
Jepson. Instead of conducting herself
{Continued on page 102)
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But the child grew worse. The doctor
came again. The child was fighting now
for breath and the doctor whispered the
dreaded
w ordthey
: "Diphtlieria."
All night
worked with the child —
the doctor, Tito and his mother. In the
early morning hours the doctor decided
that an emergency operation must be performed to open the congested little throat.
Tito told his mother to go into her bedroom
and wait. Then gently he took his little
sister in his arms and held her while the
doctor performed the operation.
Tito'swalked
arms.outHeof put
hisThelittlebaby
sisterdied
downin and
the
room.
When
he
saw
his
mother's
anxious face, waiting for word ofdrawn,
her
child's
couldForbearthree
the hours
strain nohe
longer. life,
He Tito
fainted.
was unconscious.
After he recovered, he felt bitter toward
a world that had no help for a baby who
couldn't breathe. All the youthful happiness
and boyish eagerness for life was drained
from him. He decided then that he would
give his life to medical research, that in
a laboratory he would search out the causes
of dreaded diseases and their cures.
It was no temporary decision, based on a
moment's bitterness. The lad began at once
preparing himself for the University and
the study of medicine.
At the Mexican National University in
Mexico City his preparation for medicine
began. He spent days with his books, long
evenings poring over experiments in the
laboratory. He was too sensitive, too
emotional, really, for this kind of work.
Every case study with a tragic ending
threw him into a chaos of dark despair.
His friends began to worry about him.
Where was the Tito of the laughing eyes
and singing voice?
One night a crowd of his classmates were
going across the campus, guitars under
their arms, to serenade the girls in the

women's
dormitory.where
The Tito
lightworked.
was burning
in the laboratory
They
ran up — a merry, laughing crowd — and
dragged Tito down with them.
It was spring and moonlight and the
music was sweet. The girls crowded to the
dark windows of the dormitory and listened. Finally Tito, caught up in the spirit
of the night, snatched up the guitar that
one of the boys offered him, and began to
sing. The listeners were enchanted. When
he finished one song, the girls called for
more. Tito sang on and on.
After that he went often with the boys
to tlie serenades. Everjone on the campus
knew him now because of his voice, and
every time Tito opened his mouth he was
surrounded by admiring listeners.
In the meantime the laboratory work,
the studies of human pain and sufTering.
had become unbearably depressing to Tito.
He realized that he was not cut out to
be a doctor nor to work in medical research.
His classmates were urging him to give up
medicine and study music.
The next year Tito left the University
and sailed for Italy to study voice in Milan.
in Italybusiest
for three
ofHe thestayed
happiest,
years years
of his— three
life.
He studied hard because he wanted, above
all, to make his family proud of him.
And when he returned to Mexico City,
to his home, they were proud. He was
signed immediately by the Mexico City
Opera Company and sang the leading roles
in Itmost
was ofwhiletheirhe presentations.
was there, singing, that
he went to the theatre one night to see a
famous soubrette. Her name was Nena
Noriaga. Tito, watching her dance and
sing, thought she was the prettiest, cutest
and most talented person he ever had seen.
Then and there he fell in love. He was
very young. He was earning little money.
He was> only an opera singer. (Tito says:
"Opera singers are not so important in
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Mexico
CityNoriaga
as theywasare famous
in New York.")
And Nana
tiful and had
tlie world at her andfeet.beauHe
must forget her.
Three years later, Tito came to New
York. One of the first things he saw,
as he walked up Broadway, was a huge
sign on the marquee of the Palace Theatre,
announcing in dancing lights that the main
attraction was Nena Noriaga.
While Tito was still wondering how he
might meet her, he was invited to a party
at the home of some Mexican friends. And
there she was, just as he remembered her —
as natural and charming as a happy child,
and the most beautiful woman in the world.
Tito then had a job singing in a speakeasy. He mentioned this to Nena. A few
nights later she came to the speakeasy
with friends to hear him. Even in the
crowded, smoke-filled room, she said, his
voice was clear and strong and beautiful.
And he sang as simply, as naturally, as if
hewaswereinterested
down onin hishisfather's
rancho. She
voice because
she
was organizing a Alexican singing act. She
gave him her card and asked him to call.
He spent the next afternoon with her,
discussing singing, the show business. Then,
just as he was ready to leave, impulsively
he bent over and kissed her. A second
later he was horrified at what he had done.
Mexican girls are brought up carefully
chaperoned. They are permitted no liberties.
But Nena was smiling at him. a bit bewildered but entirely happy. A few months
later they were married.
On the day they were married Nena
gave up her career, completely and entirely.
She is the typical ^lexican wife, with old-

world standards and ideals. The first year
of their marriage, Tito would not permit
her to go out alone — not even to do her
marketing. For a girl who had known the
applause and adulation of adoring audiences,
it seems that such seclusion would have
been
sacrifice.
But taught
it wasn't
for
Nena. aShegreatalways
had been
— as any
daughter of genteel Mexican parents is
taught — that when she married she inust
give
everything
lni--li;iiulto
and herup home.
Nena else
had for
berii licr
prciiairil
make this sacrifice and she did u luiiipil).
Even when they were in Hollwvuud. wlicre
Tito was making some of his Spanish
pictures, and Nena was offered a handsome
film contract by an American producer,
she was not tempted.
She is a very busy lady at home. Tito
isabouthappy-go-lucky
and aptXena
to heatund>
carelc>-~tn
details of business.
all business and financial matter.-. It washe who insisted that he learn English and
made him work at it. She answers his fan
mail, makes his appointments, criticises his
work and urges him on always to more and
more study. She is his inspiration and his
slave driver, his wife and his secretary.
She never has any regrets for her own
career that was halted at its height.
In addition to Tito to take care ot. she
has
baby. eighteenth.
The bab\- will
old onthe May
She beis three
namedyears
for
her mother, looks like her father. If anybody were presenting a medal to the
world's
father, thrills
Tito would
One ofproudest
the greatest
he evergethadit.
was coming home after a short absence and
hearing Baby Xena sing his theme song.
When she was only two and a half years
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old shebelieves
was singing
littlehave
melodies
Tito
she will
a finein pitch.
voice
when she is older. He says he will be
pleased to have her become a singer.
One of the most ingratiating things about
Guizar is his love of family, his deep
affection for those who belong to him. Ask
him about them, and he raises his eyes
to heaven, then answers fervently : "They
are
well, thank
nothingbe
irreverent
in his God."
remark.There
There iscould
nothing irreverent about Tito. The tiny
candlt-lit altar in his home, the carved
crucifix over his baby's crib, are but two
ofHis many
remindersquestion
of the isGuizars'
a prayerpiety.of
thanksreplyfrduito Insthe heart.
One ui the tliiim- that pleases him most
abmit his mutidii picture work is that his
n-aitlur is so very proud of his success,
llc-idc- the time he spends making Mexican
and Spanish films, he is busy making
recordings of Latin songs. All this in
addition to his radio work ! He's one of
the bu-iest young singers in X'cw York.
Gra(lually"iiMW,
lii. -in^inp-.
lie wSpanish
working a\ a\- nil li e andin ninre
irum the
and .Mexican
"At lirst
prised his entire>ungs.
program.
Now tlioe
he aimscom-to
arrange his programs so that one quarter
of the time will be devoted to popular songs
and ballad-, mie (|uarter to operatic or
classical iiui-ic, and the remaining half to
his native inu-ic. Whether this will iiicrea-e
or
radio p(ipularit\',
can decrea-c
tell. If it his
increases.
Tito will be nohapp;.ime .
for he loves radio. But if it decrea-cs. he
has a motion picture contract and fame
enough to keep him riding high as a nio\ ic
star for many years to come.
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BALD— Eyes
Scanty,lookhard-to-see
lashes.
pres ionles . bald,
Proper make-ex-

/■'hi » IK' """" jB 1BEAUTIFUL-N:mn;.
pearance lashes.
of liixiinaiii.
curling
Mavb.-td;
eye
make-up in good

LUVELY glamour of luxuriant, dark, silky lashes — swift beauty of
brow line — soft shaded color of lids! These can all be yours — instantly, easily — with a few simple touches of Maybelline Eye
Beauty Aids. Then your eyes speak the language of beauty — more
truly, more clearly than words themselves!
But beware of bold, theatrical mascaras that shout "too much makethat overload
lashes, anddeniedmakethemselves
them sticky,
dry, or brittle.
Many up,"women
have entirely
the lumpy,
use of mascara
rather
than
fall
into
the
"too
much
make-up"
error.
But
colorless,
scanty lashes deny the all-important eyes their glorious powers.neglected,
Maybelline has changed all this. And now more than 10,000,000
modern, style-conscious women solve this problem perfectly by using
Maybelline'snatural
new appearance
Cream-form of orbeautiful
popular eyes.
Solid-form
Mascara tearproof
— for the,
charming,
Non-smarting,
absolutely harmless. Reasonably priced at leading toilet goods counters.
The other Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids are just as delightful to use.
Form your brows into graceful, expressive curves — with the smooth
marking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. Shadow your lids with glamour, and
accent theEyesparkle
eyes with
a soft, colorful
of Maybelline's
creamy
Shadow.of your
Generous
introductory
sizes of tint
all Maybelline
eye
beauty aids at 10c stores everywhere. For your own delightful satisfaction, insist on genuine — Maybelline products

THE WORLD S LARGEST SELLI.NG EYE BEAUTY AIDS

Goodwin announcing
of \'BC has(anddonewhoever
quite athought
bit of
television
of that had a swell idea) and she tells of
going through a routine announcement
with the "Ike" on her, only to have blusterina; phone calls come down: "You're
whispering!
Speak
whispering — but
she louder!''
did speak She
louder.wasn't
It's lemstoof solve
just
such
innumerable
production, great and small,probthat
RCA has turned the results of their television research over to NBC for practical
experiment. They brought the television
e(|uipnient to a high degree of practicability
in the laboratory, but degree of practicability
(if a commercial nature with it. and scientists are notoriously uninterested in such
things. "Take it." they figuratively said to
XBC, "and work with it for awhile. Meancontinue
so that
fast as while,youwe'll get
used toresearch,
one angle
from asa
practical point
view, we'll ofmake
obsolete."
That'sof exaggerated,
course,it
hutYouit's see.
one inofthetheearly
problems
television.
days ofof radio,
tiny
crystal sets were used. .\nd even though
vast changes have been brought about in
broadcasting and receiving equipment since
those
days, sets
you tocouldpickstillup usea present
one of day
the
first radio
broadcast, tliough heaven knows why you
should. But w ith television, the sending and
receiving apparatus must be perfectly synchronous ;the slightest change in the
transmitter makes the receiver useless until
it, too. has been altered to match. And to
issue receiving sets now, even though they
might work excellently, would result in
"freezing" television in its present state and
preventing
further
change
ments without
rendering
the or
sets improveobsolete
Another factor is that while laboratory
research has been extensive and expensive,
nothing much has been done of a practical
nature in the sense of making television a
commercially practical broadcast feature,
capable of rendering a public service. You
can't imagine
Dr. Zwor.\kin.bothering
of RCA, about
who
created
the Iconoscf)pc.
whether a team of colored tap dancers
would make a better program feature for
television than a crooner with brown mascara on his eyes. Xot, that is, unless you
have a very vivid imagination.
Incidentally, a word about the Iconoscope, which is actually tiie gourd-shaped
glass tube tiiat is the heart of the television
camera, though the name is generally used
for the whole macliine. Here is modern
magic at its peak, tliis simple tube with a
metal screen inside on which the television
camera lens focuses the image. The plate
of the Iconcjscope is covered with thousands of tiny raised dots like a halftone cut
and, all by itself, the tube takes the moving
picture of the television artist it is aimed
ai. breaks it up into millions of infinitesimal
dots of light that vary in intensity, hurls
it through the ether to the receiving tube —
known as the Kinescope — which reverses
the process, assembling the picture again on
the screen in tones of pale green or amber.
A technical explanation would be long,
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THIS
VictorMelody
Arden,Matinee,
one ofSundays,
the country's
mostp.m.popular
is heard
the
1:30-2:00
EST. onconductors,
the WflC-Red
network.on
highly involved and probably drive the travels through the air in a manner that
writer and reader nuts, but basically the is not entirely understood as yet, unlike
analogy is somewhat like placing a coin radio waves which spread in all directions
under a sheet of paper and bringing out and are limited only by the power of the
the picture by making a series of lines transmitter. The television wave travels,
across the paper with a pencil. You know apparently, in straight lines, which means
how that is done — well, the Iconoscope that the\- carry only to the horizon, or
does somewhat the same thing with the about twciily-five miles. A'BC's transmitter
television picture, instead of the coin, with on the l{mpire State tower has been received by engineers as far away as 45
a bombarding stream of electrons sweeping
across the picture instead of the pencil. miles, due, probably, to the great height
And it does it by making 343 sweeping of the sending antenna. But to achieve
lines across the plate at an absolutely un- nationwide coverage, this would necessitate
believable rate of speed.
relay stations to "boost" the signal along,
The whole business started back in 1873, every
twenty-five miles, which would he
when one Dr. May discovered that selenium quite an undertaking. Whv, then. \ ou sa\ .
metal changed its electrical resistance as don't they send the signal along phoiv.'
light of varying intensity fell upon it. In wires, as in radio networks? And the
other words, it would pass through more answer to that is that the signals won't go
electricity under an arc light than it would along
phone wires but must use a special
cable, called coaxial cable, which is as thick
with and
a candle
it. Dr. Ma\'setfigured
out
built flame
a crudeon television
using as your thumb and more expensive ! A^BC
this principle, Init for various reasons it is sending both by coaxial cable and air
broadcasts bedidn't
work. Butuponthatwhich
discovery
was has
the now, intweenitsRadio experimental
City and the Empire State
basic principle
television
been built, with thousands of workers and Building, and both results are ctiually good.
millions of dollars going into research
cntircl\-thatsettled
make-upsas
since. In 1906 two Frenchmen named \ etThey
: theyha\cn't
do know
red ontelevises
make
Regnoux and Fournier built a ciiccker- white, so ordinary lipsticknot would
\cry
pretty,
board-Iooking apparatus with (\4 s(|uares, you look' |>ale-lipped and a test r.rogram
(
>iic
girl
w
ho
appeared
oi
each of which was a shutter which resixmd- wore a black dress with a w ide, bright red
ed to light impulses and crudely rejiroduccd sash around her waist. An 1 in the receixed
them, bur it was only a laboratory tny. A
Russian, Nipkow, developed, in 1S<S4, the picture she looked sawed i 1 half, witii each
scanning disc, which was the basis for halt' in motion!
The\- televise motion pictures, too, altelevision until Dr. Zworvkin's Iconoscope
scenes with movies to
was developed.
the acrnss
disc "scanned"
with allow timeternatingfor"flesh"shifting
only
about 60 Butlines
tlie i>icture,
the "Ikes"
into
which was vastly interinr
to
t\\r
iircscnt
new
positions.
They
have
successfully
343, and there wcr( other crudities that broadcast tiraniatic scenes with six people
made the appaialus imprail uable.
in them at once, but tlicv don't (|uite know
So if you tliiiik \\on'\f been waiting a \el
limits ofblondes
focal (K-rmilion
: t!ie\- can't
sion, since around 10,30 -:\y thewhetlicr
register lietler
than
long
time
for
telex
is
when talk of its heiiiiig "lure" began to be brunettes: wlielller llie\-'ll iise the iir sliort■mber
that
research
has
\\a\e link or coaxial cable or ImuIi : \.Jieilier
circulated, jus
been going o
about sixt.\-o(kl >ears
be ,U3,
to bring it to
the nnniber
proposed ot'441scanning
or somelinesotherwillnumber:
■sent iK-ar-iierlcct stage, the
obstacle that must !)e whether films or live talent will
There is a.
will
m.ake
up
surmounted be
televised programs ; whethei
ou can h:i\ e K' incsci qjcs NDu'll liaxe o'onimercial
■
programs
next
year
■
■
in your
dors work the 111bulk
out
— as lionie.
the.\ i'\wdli-n—thouL^h
details,\7'.'(
of ' prodiiclioii
hat XBC is working
and programs. The wave that carries the
And that's
they find out !
television signal is ultra-short-wave and it on Innow.short,
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You're right, daughter —
I've been partial to Beeman's for yearsl It's so
delicious and fresh-tasting
—that clever air-tight package keeps it fresh as the
day it was made. And I like
that bit of tang! Beemon's
actually
perkstomedigestion,
up — it's
o real help
too, you know — mokes a
person feel mighty goodJ"
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WHERE THE^E^S WINX
THERE'S 7^0ri^^tyCiyyv<lje^
Eyes that men adore! Eyes that say "come
hither,
love been
to know
. . . theseI'm area sirl
eyes you'd
that have
made better"
lovely
by WINX eye beautlfiers.
It is so easy to use WINX Mascara, and it
makes your lashes long, dark and luxuriant in a
charming natural way. WINX comes in solid,
creamy or liquid form — it is harmless, nonsmarting and tearproof.
Try the other WINX wonder-workers too!
WINX Eyebrow Pencil instantly beautifies thin
or uneven eyebrows; makes them graceful and
expressive. A touch of WINX Eye Shadow,
gently applied to the eyelids, intensifies the
color of your eyes, giving them a new and
glamorous sparkle.
Start today to make your eyes more fascinating! Vou will find WINX eye beautifiers in
drug, department and 5 and 10 cent stores.

GRAY
^>
HAIR
^
takes on new color
(FREE Test Shows Way)
No matter whether your hair is all gray or
only
with gray, And
you canit istransform
it withstreaked
new radiance.
so easy.
Merely
comb
Mary
T.
Goldman's
clear,
water-white
liquid
through
your
hair.
Gray
strands take on new color: black, brown,
auburn, blonde. Will not wash or rub
off on clothing . . . Hair stays soft, lustrous
— takes wave or curl. This
way SAFE.
Sold atondrug
moneyback
guarantee
and
department stores everywhere.
Test it FREE -..We send Test
Package.
ped
from Apply
hair. Seeto single
resultslocksnipfirst. No
risk. Nocxpense. Justmailcoupon.
•MARY
2342 GoldmanT.GOLDMAN—.
Bldg., St. Paul, Minn
Name
Street
City
Color of your ha
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FINERY AT
(Continued from page 16)

I budget level.
]outCiretchcn
a grand
on this isstunt
becauseperson
she tohas i'eli)
bothmea
practical shopping viewpoint and a knack
givins^twist.
even the simplest outfit an in<li111vidua!
Slender, blonde and blue-eyed, Gretclien
Davidson is one of tliose lucky soids who
wears a perfect fourteen size.
"I really am in luck when it conies to
shopping,"
said.in "Isales
oftenfor cana mere
pick
up
sample she
dresses
trifle. For instance, this blue dress I'm
wearing
is onewas I apaid
dollarswoolen
for."
The dress
brightthirteen
blue sheer
made
on
tailored
lines
with
twin
zippers
one down the front and one down the—
l^ack. It fitted her like a glove.
— Gretchen
one. who
She
wasSpeaking
telling meof twins
that she
and her issister,
is now married, used to swap clothes constantly. Iasked her if that ever led to
arguments at times.
"Oh,
no,"
she replied.
"WeI liked
alwaysto
worked it out beautifully,
because
have my sister wear whatever she wanted.
You see, I'm ten minutes older than she,
and
so I toward
guess I've
maternal
her ! always
I even felt
sent aherlittlein
my place to get the first radio job offered
Gretchen has decided likes and dislikes
toinShethe
me."thinks
clothesthatline.simple
She clothes
can't stand
can ruffles.
double
for both daytime and exening. And she
])icks
a
printed
silk
dress
for
the
best
allKHind type of costume.
"Simple
clothes
with
unusual
details
are
fun to wear and can be bought on even
theI most
she her
declares.
asked limited
her if budget,"
she thought
type of
career called for different t.\ pes of costumes
than those of the average business girl.
She said not. For when she has a daytime
program, she appears in the same plain,
practical clothes that any of you would
wear in an office — usually a tailored suit
or dress, sometimes a sweater and skirt of
the not too sportsy type. For evening programs, she wears dinner dresses more often
than actual evening gowns.
She thinks that it's an exploded idea
that blondes can't wear certain colors. She
adores
and wears
loads ofbeige,
blue likes
and grass-green
black. Otherwise,
she
wears colors that appeal to her because
of the season or some specific occasion for
which she selects them.
Gretchen is five feet four inches tall and
weighs one hundred and four pounds. So,
all of you who are in that general range,
can get lots of tips from her.
In selecting typical Easter costumes that
you will be wearing, wherever you li\c, we
decided upon a suit, a prinled silk dress
and a lovely new spring evening gown
thrown in for after-Lent gaieties,
Gretchen chose the softer tailored suit
l/ccause she feels she is a little thin around
the neck, and iK liii-di. girlish cdllar would
be more hco.iniiiL'. I'.rii^c twccfl for the
fabric, with the jacket closed down the
tront with tassel-like beige buttons. The

A
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unusual tunnel pockets are the brain-child
of the French designer, Schiaparelli. from
whosewasoriginal
very expensive model
this
faithfullyand copied.
As 30U know, beige is having a big
revival for spring, after many years of not
counting much in fashion affairs. .Also, as
mentioned
before, Her
it isskirt
one ofhasGretchen's
favorite shades.
a slight
flare and its most unique details are the
creases inpress.
front, in the manner of a gent's
trouser
Black accessories for contrast with the
beige
— there's
much smarter
the
moment.
Also nothing
beige accessories
wlienat you
wear a black costume. Gretchen chose
patent leather for both her bag and pumps.
A black felt beret with quill for her hat,
and a black crepe Ascot scarf to tuck into
the
Also, hand-sewn
black
fabricjacket
glovesneckline.
that honestly
look like suede
they're
so
soft
and
well
made.
From tip to toe, this outfit coit about
fifty dollars. I have every piece itemized
in mymonth.
Radio Other
Stars'costumes
ShoppinglikeBulletin
for
this
this, with
a less expensive suit, can be had from
twenty dollars. Gretchen chose a slightly
higher priced suit because she wanted a
sons.
good one she could wear for several seaA short-sleeved
floweredchoice.
printThis
was silk
the
second
Easter costume
crepe has a black background upon which
are printed bouquets and tiny flowers in
blue, yellow and white. The sleeves are
especially tricky, for slide fasteners run
up through the shirring detail to the
shoulders, so that the dress can be worn
almost sleeveless. Simplicity is the keynote
of its lines. The sash belt comes from the
high bodice in front, around the back, to
tie again in front. The skirt is slightly
flared. Gretchen has two sets of accessories
for this — one set for dress-up use at home
or for an evening date and one set for
daytime, street or business wear. For dressup occasions, she wears blue patent leather
sandals which match the bright blue flower
in the print, .^nd a very Da^ddson touch
to go with the sandals is a little blue comb
which she tucks into the front part of her
hair. Gretchen told me that she buys these
at the ten cent stores and has several to
match
up inexpensive
with difTerent
costumes.
one
ofcanthose
w^hich she
all It's
ofwears
you
afiford.
The onlyfadsjewelry
with this dress are a string of pearls and
a charm bracelet.
Incidentally, she loves odd pieces of
jewelry. I remarked about an unusual ring
she was wearing and she told me it was
made of seven silver rings in graduated
sizes. Her twin has an identical set of
rings, given to her by Gretchen.
For street wear, she chooses pumps, a
black calf bag, white fabric gloves and
an off-the-face belting ribbon hat v.ith tiny
veil to complement the print dress.
Dress and all its accessories came to
about twenty-five dollars, according to our
budgeting. Be sure to see the bulletin for
the itemized prices.
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Gretchen, like most radio stars, has to
have a good supply of dinner and evening
gowns. So she has to have a good variety
as well. While we were budget shopping,
she begged to have one new spring formal
put on the list, for she felt sure you would
be needing one for spring and summer.
Even for evening, she followed rather
plain, unelaborate lines. However, as you
can see, the dress has great distinction.
That deep waist yoke of smocking is stunning and right in line with the general trend
for peasant effects in both daytime and
evening clothes. It is made of a new crepe
in aqua blue, with silver kid piping around
the neck and belt. The smocking detail is
repeated on the shoulders, too. Plenty of
skirt fullness makes it a dream to dance
in.
A trick point about the skirt is that the
hem piping looks just like the silver kid
on
neckline
actually,
it's a
silverthebraid
becauseand itbeltis —easier
to remove
for skirt alterations than the kid.
Because hair decoration is still so popular, Gretchen chose a bandeau of silver kid
flowers. Her bracelets and clip are rhinestone, her sandals of silver and her evening
bag of white and silver brocade. All in all,
a charming evening ensemble that would be
becoming to all of you.
One thing about Gretchen that 1 think
adds to her smartness is her great enthusiasm about everything she wears. She
doesn't
just put
on a dress
and let itShedo
all
the work
of making
her charming.
adds her own particular brand of glamour
to it, which is mainly a freshness of makeup, a trininess of carriage and a great
of her own
toglowremember
whengayyouspirit.
dressIt'sforsomething
even the
most commonplace event ; try to put interest
and personal gaiety into what you wear.
You'll inbeyou,amazed
what a change it will
make
as a person.
Don't soforget,
to fillyououtthetheitemized
coupon
below,
that. I now,
can send
prices for each costume and accessory
Gretchen is wearing.
Also, on this same coupon you will see
that
I am offering
a new Chart.
service toThis
you —is
a Fashion
Consultation
planned to iron out your fashion problems
and enable me really to be of specific and
individual help to you when you write in
to me with your questions. When you
receive the chart, just fill it out and mail
it back to me with whatever questions you
wish answered about your clothes and your
looks. I, in turn, will see that you get real
help.
Both the chart and the budget prices of
these Easter costumes can be had for a
single stamp this month — bargain prices,
you see !
Elizabeth Ellis.
Radio Stars Magazine,
149 Madison Avenue.
New York. N. Y.
Enclosed please find a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Kindly send me,
free of charge, your APRIL
SHOPPING BULLETIN and
FASHION CONSULTATION
CHART.
Name
Street.. .
City
State

obvious. And blemishes, caused by surface
germs, need not appear to rufiBe the satinsmoothness
complexion.
They Help Prevent Blemish . . .
Cold Cream ofis your
germ-free.
It will Woodbury's
not tolerate
Vitamin D in Woodbury's Cold Cream blemish-germs, either in its own lovely text
u
r
e
o
r
on
your
skin.
Quickens Skin's Breathing
One further way to outwit the loss of raA complexion that dryness will not sear...
skin youth is to let your skin breathe
that blemishes will not mar. A skin that looks quickly.diant This
is the task of Sunshine Vitamin
young ... is young ! You have the finest scientific beauty aids to help you in your quest. Cream
D, a new
ingredient
in Woodbury's
Cold
...
to
help
stimulate
the rapid breathWoodbury's Creams foster a beautiful skin.
ing
process
of
skin
cells.
The cold cream is made of delicate oils that
Woodbury's Germ-free Facial Cream is the
lubricate the dry, thin skin to make lines less companion
to the famous Cold Cream. It
forms a smooth and flattering foundation for
your make-up. Each, only 50(S, 25^, 10^ in
jars; 25<', 10^ in tubes.
10-PIECE Comptexion KItl
SEND
Cold and Facdal
nsguest-aizo
trial tubesWoodbury'i
of Woodbun-'s
Soap; 7 ahadM
Facia
Woodbury'a
Facial
Powder.
Send Inc.,
lOt to077(>coverAlfredmailing
costs.
Address
John
H.
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St.,
Cincinnati.
Perth,
Ontario.O. an Canada) John H. Woodbury. Ltd.,
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RAH!
COUGHS

TAKE

THE

SYRUP

T HAT

TO
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CLINGS

COUGH
ZONE
If you have a cough (due to a cold) remember this common sense fact:— a cough medicine should do its work where the cough is
lodged Brothers
. . . rightCough
in theSyrup
throat.
That's heavy
why
Smith
is a thick,
syrup. // clings to the cough zone. There it
does three things: (1) soothes sore membranes, (2) throws a protective film over the
irritated area, (3) helps to loosen phlegm.
Get Smith Brothers'! SS^J and 60^.
"IT CONTAINS
N theA're-'
TAMI
This
VIvitamin
sistance oraises
f the mucous
membranes of the nose and
throat to cold and cough
infections.

SMITH
BROS.
COUGH
SYRUP
H^NOW ON SALE IN CANADAMhhI

• Mcrcolizcd Wax Bcnlly melts off faded, discolored outer skin.
Heveals the velvety-smooth,
soft,
beautiful
. Mcrcohzed
Waxunderskin.
is a e()in[)l(Flemishes
le hc'auly disappear.
trc^alment
inneeds.
a single
cream.
Conlajiis
cvcrvthiiifj
your skin
Cleanses.
Softens, liciiutilics
I'rolrrts.
Start
using
Mercolizcd
\\;ix
loniKlil.
Winout new
skin
loveliness.
Mercolizf
<1
Wax
brings
the
hidden
beauty Astringent—
of any complexion.
ITSE
Saxolltc
a
refreshing
stimulating
■yReflnes
skin coarse
tonic. Smooths
out
wrinkles
and
age
lines.
pores, pint
eliminates hazel.
oillness.UseDissolve
Sazollte
dally.
At drug Inandone-half
departmentwitchstores
everywhere.
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RAH! OAKIE!
(Coiiliinicd jroin page 31)

Phillips Lord and a CBS engineer make
lar Wednesday night "Gong Busfers"
always
he hadHe todated
make Mary
a 'newBrian,
girl'
feel at felt
home.
Peggy
Hopkins
Joyce,
Hazel
I''orbes,
Ida
Lupino — his date-book looked like a telephone directory ! Yet his mother remained,
always, his Best Girl. There were those
who said, and Jack did not gainsay them,
that
boy's"thatbestJackfriend
be bis"theinotber,
wouldwould
be, always
indeed,
the Last of the Oakies.
He usually looked like the dickens. Old
sweaters. Tousled hair. Stubbly chin.
He'd sit
door
open,in hisanddressing-room,
pass the timefeetof ondaydesk,or
night with all and sundry who passed by,
from the men in the Front Office to the
new extras engaged that day. ( I use the
tense here intentionall} since, yet
ick has done the unexpected.)
ilwa\siiln'iprotested
wouldn't get
want tothatgethemarried.
He
V L;e1
: "I married.
bad about Theten first
reasons
why
one
was
-b at tlu
be^■(lnle^ a Missus
lo -JO to the dentist. I don't
know wh\ iv. lint I've noticed it for
hat, I'xc alwa.\s said, does it
years.
profit
a .Ami
nia,iI I pay out bis ,«(jo(1 money to
a I'ainlr.^.s
/.vr?thenIfthey
they h:i\e
don'i toha\f140 toto
■o to the dentist,
he (li-' --inaker — and wdiy he ehoosex ?
rin \ hoih hr'jiii with a 'd' don't they? And
1 le the
usedair.to say,
'see"
Now too,
and that
then, heas couldn't
a guest

ready for one of those enormously popuprograms, on the air at 10:00 p.m. EST.
artist, mebbe. But not for steady. There
was the time a well-known brand of razors
wanted to sponsor him. The chase, said
Oakie, was something drctfid. A fellow
can stand so much of it and then his wind
begins
go, after
he slows
down,razors!
he's caught.
First theto girls
me, then
(Now
Camels have got him!) He was a mite
scairt of the air, too, the Oakie. He said
that F^ddie Cantor had told him that there
are
do onthattheMrs.
air
than more
thingsthings
you you
can can't
do and
Oakie's little boy was a natural for doing
theHethings
to beon done
also that
said hadn't
that, ifought
he went
the !air,
he was afraid someone would imitate his
voice.
said,bow"canwouldbe
dubbed in"Any
for thevoice,"
Oakie hevoice,
I know? There arc trained voice imitators
by thewhogrosscan— dub
\ eryin gross
There a issiren,
one
chap
for a! parrot,
a lead pencil scratching on a slate, the grunt
of a pig.
roo ofthea fli'^butante,
guttural of athe(j.arbo,
titter of atheGracie
Allen, the s(|uawk of a new-born babe, the
hiss of the audience when Oakie is off the
screen. . . .
"But \nu can't," Jack elaborated then,
"you
the Gable
face forcan'tthe ver_\Oakiewelllacesubstitute
and get away
with
My leery
Publicaboutw ouldn't
standtheforOakie
it ! face
I'm
ait.mite
sacrificing
la thesionether.
The
Public
has
had
Depresenough.
"Then, too, you can always buck-pass on
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(he screen. If a piclurc. like Texas
Raiu/crs, say. ain't so good, I can always
say : "Twarnt Oakie's fault — pass the catsup
to Fred MacMurray !' But if Oakie flivon the air,
Oakie'sthe fault
even versCamels
wouldit's take
hump andfor notit.
On the screen, too, the director directs you
through every scene, the scenes you shoot
as well as the ones you rehearse. The
script-writer writes every writ in the
script. The sposcript
none of Butthe onactor's
nsibility inthe ismovies.
the reair
— oh, boy, you ouglit to see Benny and
Burns and' Allen in the sloughs of scripting! The cameraman picks out your purtiest angles. The sound men titivate your
roice. The make-up men do facial scoiirS/ery to your face. The lighting experts
give
you thatby luminous
And is they're
all standing
until the dial.
last take
taken.
And even then it's not too late. If anything looks blotto, there's always retakes
and, after the retakes, there's always the
cutting-room floor."
Yes, a mad-cap, a cut-up, a prankster, a
mixer, a practical joker, a laughing Lothario with his heart in his inside pocket
-that was Oakie.
The other day I went to have tea with
Mr. Oakie. at his home on Pacific Palisades. A low, white rambling house with
a picket fence and eucalyptus trees and gardens, smoke coming out of the roomy
chimneys, the blue Pacific spread like light
blue
behindway.it. which
It's John
house,metal
by the
JackHalliday's
and his
"Litcle
Missus"
arc
renting
and
rather liope
to buy.
Inside, fires were burning, a silver tea
service was in evidence, a couple of puppies rollicked around and there was Jack
— Jack of the old sweaters and tousled
hair and wisecracks, slick and smart in a
severely tailored
tan linen,
buttoned
up under"play
the suit"
chin. ofJack,
more
dignified in the play suit than ever I had
seen him in his rare formal attire.
This was an Oakie I never had seen before. A new man. A married man. A
lover. A radio star. And you may believe
me or not. actually handsome.
"The Little
Missusto
is Heout said,
in thegreeting
garden.me I : dunno.
she loves
mess around with flowers and things,
plantin' and all. W'e never go anywhere
nowadays.
Don't You
want rcmenihcr
to. Like theto days
fuss
around
at home.
when
wouldn'teverymissnight,
dmpping
in at what
The
Brown I Derby
no matter
time
of
night,
to
see
what
was
goin'
Mow I go in there once every month or on?so.
and where I used to know everyone niid
his
now.
Thatbusiness,
was the Iolddon't
nightknow
life.anyone
This, right
here, is the rit/lit life.
"The I radio?
Yeah,
know I Sure,
used toit'sbeswell.
scairt Easy.
of it. too.
but
not now. We've got a swell formula, you
know. It's really the old Chann School
formula. And there's something happenin'
every
minute.
I'm air.
the too.
only program
with
my name
on the
That's something ! It's like the old show business, the
radio.andYoucan dogo your
and !thenI getyou're
done
home.act Easy
the
script every Monday night, look it over,
make a few changes now and then, go on
Tuesday
all
there isnight
to it.for a half hour and that's
"Matter
of
the radio
be my
racket, come fact,
to think
of it. should
My natural

Lovely women everywhere have enjoyed the soft,
satiny smooth skin the Linit Beauty Bath imparts.
There is both beauty and soothing body refreshment in a Linit bath. Dissolve half a package or
more in a tub of warm water. Bathe with your favorite soap. You will be amazed that so luxurious a
bath can be so simply prepared and so economical.
THE BATHWAY TO
A SOFT. SMOOTH SKIN
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lit I.'
Satin

j!joute Oatmeal <~7acLal
Breathless allure of soft, satiny, clear skin can
be yours vith this natural beauty treatment,
an age-old beauty formula in a
new, modern
formis ■—blended
Oatmealan
Facial,
into which
amazing newsofteningingredient. Vegetable Milk.
An instant beauty treatmentfortimes
when you must look your best. Simplywater,
mix L'oate
with
applytopenetrating
toa fragrant
face, washlotion
off.
ts remarkable
and
cleansing
qualities
deep-clean
and
close dainty
large pores,
blackheads.by
The
naturalcombat
oils released
L'oateble loveliest.
soften Skin
the skintissues
to itsareirresistienlivened, tired-lines
disappear
to sendandyousurface
forth wrinkles
on your
evening's andadventure
confidence.glowing with

OatmjHea'alate^<=J^acial
enriched v/ith
Vegetable
MilkF
and skin vitamin
CO . CEDAR RAPIDS. IOWA.
For ^AN Y: C U R LS7:70R J}^

fOU curls that cateii \
the
brigllttouch
of beooty,
favorites
olMhe screen
dress your
their
hair
with
"the^rlers
used
by this
the
stars"
Millions
of
women
follow
Hollywood
beautyCurlers
hint...areandusedso
more
Hollywood
in homes everywhere than oil other
curlers
together.
this stor
magic onput your
hair Try
. . . tonightll
Be sure to ask for them by name.
3 FOR lOc AT 5c AND 10c STORES, NOTION COUNTERS
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Helen Jane
contralto atvoice
earned
her anBehlke's
NBC contract
21.
element should be the air. I was born ad
libbing! I ad libbed my way right through
high school to Wall -Street and from Wall
Street to Hollywood. It was the air, }oii
might say,
too, Ithat
Oakie intoHollywood. Fact.
got landed
the inspiration
come
here
from
Lindbergh's
flight.
I figured:
If Lindy took a chance and made
it, so
Zi'ill I! And I flew into town on the
wings, Hollywood
on the wings
of a dove
! I'd ne\-er
given
a thought
until
1 WallLindbergh
Street,
took off. I'd been do
iini
the ticker
untangling the big bu
tape reputation
and handin' kinder
them : sprc: idlaughs.
amongThen
the
m\1 was
lieathen and, first thing I knew,
wowin' 'em on the stage. I met Joan
Crawford
in Xewremember?
York, wlienShe'we'wasmade
Innocent Ryes;
the
(jueen of Babylon and I was only a slave
or
that.was W'c
to beto
pals,something
Joan and like
I. Slu;
tlic used
first one
give
me
the
idea
that
there's
more
to
than a few laughs. She kinda droppedlifea
few hints about determination and having
a Purpose and all that. And so Lindy
made the front pages and Oakie made the
films. Now they've given me the air, part
time. How'd you like the Lily Pons picture? Say,o.vcr
there's
a great there.
girl! That's
her picture
the fireplace
Looks
like the Missus. People think it is. They
photograph like dead ringers for each
other.
"The Missus wants to be on the air with
me, too. Must like me. Matter of fact, she
has got a Mary Livingstone voice and delivery, atthat. She'd
the part
of my secretary
in the like
Oakieto play
Collei/e.
But
I've gf>t a secretary and I figure that,
whereas the Missus doesn't need the dough,
the other girl probably does. Besides, one
radio stomach in the family is enough."

\''enita Oakie, scarf about her head,
gardening tools still in her hands, came
into the room. The tea things appeared
simultaneously. Jack said: "Mama, can
PapaLittle
have Missus
some tea,
too?"us. WeShebothdid. asked
the
to join
Tall and \ery slim and dark, with moonw liite skin, is Venita. Her blue eyes never
secni
to leave
Jack's face.thatWasI was
it through
her eyes,
I wondered,
seeing
this new Jack Oakie, quieter, happier,
somehow handsomer than I ever had
thought it possible for him to be?
And as we sat there over the tea things,
Venita told me of Jack as a lover, as a
husband.
confessed,
like
him
at all theShefirstdidn't,
time she
she met
him. They
met at a party. Jack was squiring a
toothpaste heiress. The next day he
called \' enita, asked for a date. She said :
"No." And she meant -Vo. She didn't, she
told me, want to go out with him. She had
heard about him. She had heard about the
one - girl - after - another. She had heard
about the new girls who came to town, to
whom Jack Oakie was hospitable. She
wouldn't be one of them.
But Jack Oakie had met the One Girl.
-\nd he knew it.
The next day he arranged with a friend
to invite Venita to a small gathering at his
apartment. Jack just happened to drop in.
He asked her, again, to have dinner with
him. She said : "No." She still meant
No. Jack persisted. Venita said that she
must introduce him, first, to her mother.
She thought he wouldn't go to meet her
mother. She thought he'd kid about it,
shy off. But he didn't. Jack wanted to
meet herwithmother.
motherto "fell
love"
him. And
Venitaher went
dinnerin
with him. And they began to go out two
or three times a week, then every luncheon,
every evening.
Venita didn't think, at first, of falling in
love
didn'twaswantout toherefallforin
love with
with him.
anyone.She She
the sake of her picture career. She was
afraid of Jack, too. She had heard so
much about him. this laughing Lothario
with his heart hidden away. She knew
that he was an only son, how close he and
his mother had been. She w^as afraid of
what might happen if she displaced Jack's
mother as Jack's Best Girl.
And thenhowsheor fell
remember
whenin orlove.
where.She Shedoesn't
just
remembers that she awoke one mornin.i:
with the frantic fear: "Oh, suppose he
doesn't
knew ! telephone today !" And then she
"/ knew from the beginning that 1
couldn't
without
her." said
Jack.
"It's not get'thealong
perfect
marriage,'
" Venita
told me, gravely. "I hate anyone who
makes soand silly
boast, don'tnow you?
We
quarrel
have a arguments
and then.
But they don't mean anything. They don't
really touch
us.WithBecause
basically, differwe're
entirely
ence.alike.
Jack really
isjustfaronemoremajorserious
a
person than I am. I know that sounds
funny, but I tell you, he is one of the most
serious,
have met.most sound thinking men I ever
"Other ways we are just alike. We like
the same people, for the same reasons. _We
like to do the same things, react to things
in the same way.
"Neither of us cares for parties."
Jack, while this was going on, sat, with
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a quizzical expression about his mouth but
his eyes, unsmiling, staring into tiie fire as
if, there, he found the reflected truth of
what the Little Missus was saying.
"We don't even like to eat in the diningroom here
home,"
said.in front
"Wc
always
have atdinner
on a\'^enita
card table
ofreason
the fire
in
our
bedroom.
That's
the
we are not sure about wantingonlyto
buy this house. We want something even
cosier and less formal, cosy and informal
as this is. After dinner we go to the
movies sometimes, just to a little neighborhood theatre. The Dome down in Santa
Monica. Or we play backgammon together, or something. Once a week, or
less often, we have one or two couples in
for dinner and then play all kinds of
games.
wantsthatto there
go out,willhe beknows
that
he "IfcanJack
go and
no hard
feelings. If he wants to have dinner witii
some of the boys, stay at the studio, anything he wants is all right with me. Sometimes I'll decide
a movie
Alice Faye
and someto go
otherto girl
and I—— just
and
Ialways
know know,
that it'seachall ofright
with
We
us. where Jack.
the other
one is and with whom. We understand one
another. Jack and I, that's the lovely part
of it."
I said :jokes
"Doesaround
he wisecrack
and asplayit
practical
the house,
were, as the fans would expect him to do?"
"Yes and no,"
smiledandthesometimes
young \'enita.
"Sometimes
he does
he is
very quiet and grave. I'll tell you what we
do do,in though
. . . I'll
what he
does
the mornings
— hetelltalksyoubaby-tulk!
You do, too, Jack Oakie, darling ! And

vou know what my name for you is, too!
Shall
"XowI tellthatit?"she's here she may as well
take the whole treatment," grinned Jack.
"I call him 'Furdy I 'ardoii,' said Venita
\'ardon Oakie, "and tiiat means 'prelly
"She gave me an electric train for
Vardou'.' " too," remarked Jack. "It's out
Christmas,
there
in the sun-room. You might as well
tell the Public that, when you canif down
here, you found Oakie playinii w iih his
electric
they enough,
always
knew it!train.
Fact is,They'll
if you say
stay long
\ou ivill see me plaving with it, because I
"I gave him mink mules, too," laughed
Venita. "He calls them mink mules.
They're
not, really
they justnewlooktownminky.
And he gave
me a —gorgeous
car
andJacka do."
huge
diamond
bracelet
excused himself for a !"moment, possibly to play with his electric train.
: "Heandreally
is the the
sweetest
manVenita
in thesaidworld
just about
most
sentimental. He is always doing the most
thoughtful, tender things. We still have
an anniversary every week — an anniversary
of tlie day we first met. We have an anniversary of the night we first danced. An
anniversary of the first trip we ever took
together.
thingshe Jack
ever"Here
did, isI one
think.of the
On sweetest
my birthday
sent
me roses. Dozens and dozens of roses. In
the box were about twenty different cards,
each card with a florists' conventional slogan on it. You know, things like : 'Hope
You Have A Happy Trip,' 'Birthday Greetings From Your Son,' and so on. And, on

each card, in Jack's own handwriting, were
the"That's
words :so'/ love
like you.'
Jack," said Jack's wife
quietly. "First a laugh, and, under the
laugh,
heart!" us. "Train's runnin' on
Jack hisrejoined
schedule,"
said. his"Howbackyou-all
He stoodhe with
to thecomin'?"
blazing
logs.
\'cnita
stood
on
the
hearthstone
above him and in back of him. She twined
the scarf about her throat around his.
"Hey, what you-all doin' there?" gurgled
Jack.
hang me?"
"I've "Trying
got you tohanging
around my neck
now, all right," laughed Venita.
"Do you think." I asked Jack, "that you
and"I Venita
will bebe surprised."
on the air said
together?"
shouldn't
Jack,
"but
what
you've
got
that
to
look
to, one of these days. We were onforward
the air
together in New York, you know, and she
went over
big. Woman
So we'llandprobably
again,
the Little
I. For bebetteron
or for worse. In sickness and in health.
Until
sponsor
part.""Jack says
"If wethe ever
do," doth
Venitanthsaid,
we'll"That'd
call ourselves
Oakie
and
Doakie
. . ."a
make 'em walk a mile
to buy
Camel !" grinned Jack. "Sure, if she keeps
on wanting to broadcast, it's all oakiedoakic
They with
went meto —theyoudoorbet!"with me. Jack and
his Little Missus. They stood there, arm
in arm. waving goodbye. Many a sideI've ofhada lump
from inJack
Oakie
but never splitting
the laughsense
my throat.
Yet I had one then. I heard an echo of
Venita's voice saying: "First a laugh, and,
under the laugh, his heart."
Yes, I thought, yes, that's Jack !

Embarrassed by
constant runs? Not if you know this secret
Stocking runs are embarrassing
So avoid ca*ce-soap rubbing and
soaps containing harmful alkali.
and
you needn'tare getnew,so
many!costly,
Whenbut stockings
Use gentle LUX — it has no harmful
the silk is elastic — stretches and
alkali — is made to preserve stockgives under strain.
ing elasticity — cut down runs!-

Rubbing with cake soap or using
soaps containing harmful alkali
weokens stocking elasticity. The
threads of silk grow lifeless — may
snap and break into runs at the
slightest strain.
Saves

Stocking

Elasticity
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WiC hope this message may bring for you the
decision now to turn, to change to this modern
powdered starching and ironing compound.
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and
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no spots
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We, The Hubinger Co., number 350, Keokuk,
Iowa will send our little proof packet. Simply
write for "That Wonderful Way To Hot Starch".
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BOY MADE
(Coiitiiiucd frotn Page 45)

It ncNTi- had hcithercd liini wry nuicli
111 lore, that hf <li<lirt make a lot of moiie\-.
riKTc'
manyhe things
wantedspray.s
tur
himself.weren't
But iinw
wantedliegreat
uf tirchids and baskets of roses and little
things like jewelled watehes and bracelets
to send to this girl. If he had theni. he
felt, he could send his card in to her aiul
wait outside the stage door for her. with.
nia\be, a long Rolls Royee to make an
elfective
He didn't
much
about the backdrop.
stage in those
days andknowhe knew
even less about the people who made it
their life. But in all the stories he bad
read, the men
couldimportant
get to knowactresses
wiTe who
alwa\s
and
wealth.w
So
it
didn't
seem
as
the him.
stage
diiur route would be successfulif for
But there was another way. He remembered how. away back in Philadelphia
when he was a kid, he and his friends had
hired out as .supers at the theatre for
thirty-five cents a performance. Fift\
cents reall\-, l)Ut fifteen of them went to the
prop man. who acted as casting director.
Hiere had been a camaraderie about
peojjle backstage. Even the kids had fell
the warmth and friendliness they gave each
other,
it hadn't
seemedwho U) was
matterthe much
who wasand the
star and
least
im])ortant person in the company.
If, h\-he some
could ilegetwould
into thebe
show,
wouldHuke,
meetbe her.
able to sa\ good evening tn her and tcj hear
her v<.iice repl\ing, to see her in the casual
informality of backstage life and maybe,
in time, really get to know her. It was a
thought to startle young Oscar Shaw.
"I remembered the advice of old Bishop
Potter, back in Philadelphia then," he
laughed.
"I was choir
about ])ractice
fifteen one
when dawhe
came in, during
and told me that a l)<i\- with so good a
voice and so frisky a disposition belonged
on the stage and not in the i)ulpit, where
my fond mother hoped to see me some da\'.
"Evenin though
it cameI was
more thrilled
in rebukeb\
than
adndration,
the advice, although I never thought I
would take it seriously. W hy, the stage
was glainour undreamed of to the kid I
was then.
human beingsI atdidn't
all, think
but of aactors
specialas race
of exciting demigods. Me, on the stage!
Impossible! I was just an ordinary human.
"But thethatadvice
(la\- inandAtlantic
('it\ I f resigned
remeni
bered
took it.
fnim the soap business and when 77i<Miinii- World went on to I'hil;ideli)hia for
a\iewweek's
I followedwasit.an\tbing
\\y iiiterwith run,
the manager
but
prondsing but 1 got a break just the same.
.\ fellow I knew was in the show and that
was all I needed to make me stick. .So I
took the mone\ 1 had been saving for a
winter suit and overcoat and, when the
show went on to the Casino Theatre in
New York, I got on the same train.
"There was that bitter-sweet moment
when
I saw toLouise.
was talking
a youngI'itter,
chapliecause
for whomshe
I developed a frenzied hatred at first
sijrlit — and sweet, because I was seeing
her close like this, seeing the way her
nose wrinkled a little when she laughed
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and
way talked.
she sal swinging one foot a
little theas she
"Then, one afternoon, I got a hurried
call from m\- friend. One of the chorusboys had dropped out of the show and
they needed someone immediately. I was
there
the job!ten minutes later and, oh yes, I got
".A. few lugbts later a girl was running
dow-n
narrowme stairs
dressingrooms thebehiiul
and froin
as I thereached
the
bottom she tripped and I caught her in my
arms. It wasn't until three months later
I knew
was Louise,
I couldn't
see
her
in theit dingy
backstagefor light.
But the
first night we went out to dinner together
she told me how^ she had tripped and a
man had caught her and somehow, even
then,
a thrilla outlot ofabout
it."
Oscarmonths
.Shawlater,
w-asI got
to learn
the stage in the next few years. But he
was to learn even more about Louise Gale.
He laughs now when he says he learned
about actresses from her, and discovered
that all the stories he had read about them
intruethose
at all.highly-colored magazines weren't
For he found Louise just like any other
girl, only so much prettier than any other
girl he ever ha<l known. So much sweetcaughtto
him er,in too.theI'unny,
throat, the
the feeling
evening that
he came
her dressing-room for a chat during a
long intermission and saw her sewdng a
blouse, the frilly kind girls were wearing
then. .\n(l the time he went to her apartment with some other members of the
compan\, for the .Sunday night supper she
had promised them, and they had biscuits
and chicken loaf and crisp salad and a
chocolate cake that topped even the ones
his mother had made — and be marveled
the more that a girl who looked like that
could be so doggone comfortable, too !
In the beginning he bad worried a little
about
so well finances,
then, andforhe hestilldidn't
thoughtknowthereLouise
was
a lot in those stories about lobster suppers
and diamond bracelets.
longwhobefore
thatButevenit wasn't
an actress
had hemadediscovered
a name
for herself was not any more demanding
than the girls be bad taken to the strawberry festivals in the church back home
in Philadelphia. Less so, if anything. For
if there's one thing a girl on the stage
learns, a girl who has to keep herself gobetween engagements,
foundingherself
stranded many aa girl
time who's
when
the troupe went broke in a strange town,
it's the \alue of moiie\- and just how much
and how little it can liii\ .
So there was this gn-l, who could have
l)icked out any restaurant in town, eating
chop suey in some dinky little Chinese
place and loving it. The first time they
had dinner together, he a.sked her where
she would
to go heandhadwasn't
bit
afraid,
either,likebecause
saveda for
it for three months.
.\ii<l she s.n'il : '1 know the grandest
place
in the \ illage.
love exit."
He down
had expected
almostYou'll
anything
cept
the
place
they
came
to.
Three
steps
down into the basement and a spaghetti
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dinner, a good one, too, for forty cents,
and a bottle of Chianti for sixty, and a
tinny piano and a woman who looked a
little
like Tetrazzini,
but didn't sing like
her, warbling
love songs.
They loved those songs
night and
it was as if she were sing
hem cspecially for them, because
(1 they
young and so much in 1
:e >pht
didn't
mind
it
at
all
when
a little on the high notes. f(ir her c.\es
were so warm and understanding when
she smiled at them.
About the tenth time Louise had suggested one of those "darling, quaint
places,"
to suspect
that than
she
was
beingOscar
morebegan
considerate
nf hiin
ofwerehermarried
appetite,thatbutsheit finally
wasn't admitted
until tlieyit.
Oscar Shaw was a name in the theatre
then.
Strange how that kid. who never had
singing lesson
his lite,thanwhothe wasn't
considered
one whitin better
other
three of the quartet who gatliered around
a lamppost on sultry summer evenings in
Philadelphia, to serenade the neighbors
sitting on straw mats on the high front
stoops, got on the stage.
His family iiad been a little shocked
when they discovered that he had become
an actor. It was hard to adjust themselves
totheyOscar's
stage career,
all the
had thought
he waswhengoing
to betimea
minister, just as soon as he sold enough of
those awful-smelling pieces of pink soap
to pay for his tuition.
The stage was as remote to them as if
were in another world. They W'u\'\
have felt much more close to the Iha- u
he had become a missionary and gene
to Zululand than they ditl wlien he waplaying practically next door to them m
New York.
But his mother swallowed whatever misgivings she might have had when he broke
the news. After all, the boy's father had
died
when tohe understand
was only each
sevenother
and pretty
the\had grown
well in the lean years that had followed.
All right, son." She smiled. "Only
seeOscar
that you're
obeyeda good
that actor!"
command to the
letter
and
he's
always
he played in his home been
town glad
the that,
first wlien
time,
it was as leading-man. It was a grand
feeling, having the chorus behind him that
night, as he sang all his songs to his
mother, sitting so proud and straight in
her front-row seat.
So that's
an actur,
that
young
man how
who hewasbecame
to becume
the ni(i>t
popular
juvenile
on
Broadway.
And
tint's
how Loui'-e r,ale, one of the most promising ingenues tlie stage ever has had,
stopped being (uie.
For it didn't take long for her tn realize
that
somebodxcount being
for much,
whenonit themeantstage-hedidn't
was
having practically no time at all with
her husband.
Funny, but we never were ca^t together after we were married." The man
who
f<ir
many had
yearsbeen
now,Louise
glancedGale's
at hi.shusband
waieh with
commuter's e\e and rather wistfully
looked
F\en home
now inhe Great
can't
get
backattohisherhat.
and their
Neck fast enough. Even now, when his
radio contract insures them more time
ether than befalls the average husband
and wife. "It was pretty awful with one
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Mother/

I 've lost
MY

THEworkedjob soshehardneedsto get.
so badly.
The makes
job sheit
And what
even worse, the job which she is so well qualified to fill!
part of itwillis that
knowrealuhyrea.sou
she
lostTheit. tragic
For employers
never shetelldoesn't
a girl the
when it is a personal fault of hers.
Underarm perspiration odor is an annoyance men will
not tolerate in a girl, either in business or in social life.
withAndMumwhyI should they, when it is so easy to avoid —
Quick and easy to use. Half a minute is all it takes to
use Mum. A cjuick fingertipful under each arm — and
you're
safe for
the whole You
busycanday.use Mum any time, you
Harmless
to clothing.
know —fectlyajier
just as well as before. For it's perharmlessdressing,
to clothing.
Soothing
to
skin.
It's
soothing
to theat skin,
shave your underarms and
use Mum
once. too. You can
Doesn't prevent natural perspiration. And another important thingitself.
— Mum
doesn'tis tointerfere
the natural
perspiration
Its work
prevent with
the ugly
odor of
perspiration.
Remember, a fresh daintiness of person, free from the
slightest trace of odor, is something w ithout wiiicli no girl
can hope to succeed. Make sure of it with ]Muml BristolMyers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.
LET MUM HELP YOU IN THIS, TOO. Use Mum
on sanitary napkins an<l enjoy relief from
worry about offending.
MUM

TAKES THE ODOR

OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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FOR INSTANCE, LOVE IF

YOU'LL LOVE THIS
FOR ACID INDIGESTION
yX/'HY
for relief
you'regas?troubled
'' with WAIT
heartburn,
sour when
stomach,
Keep
youi" relief
right withCarryyou Tunis
always,. . .forlikeunexpected
emergencies.
millions
now
do!
Tums
are
pleasant-tasting
...
only 10c
.
.
.
yet
they
give
relief
that
is
scientific, thorough. Contain no harsh alkalies . . .
cannot ovcT-alkalize
stomach.your
Just stomach
enough
antacid
compound your
to correct
acidity
is
released
.
.
.
remainder
passing
unreleased
from
system.
For store,
quick orrelief
. . . Carry
Tums.your10cPACK
at anyfordrug
the
3-roll
ECONOMY
25c.
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A Gang Busters program. Phillips Lord (right) interviews Gus Langley,
a man seven
doomed Republic
to the electric
(Center)
Boys times
Brotherhood
mayor, choir.
Moe Art,
looks on.New York's

of us on Broadway and the other on tour
somewhere. We practically kept the telephone company solvent during that time,
but"One
long day
distance
aren't enough.
I wascallsmaking
up for my
part, when the door opened and in walked
Louise! I blinked a bit for she was supposed to be in Chicago.
" 'From now on I'm going to be your
wife,' she said. And I've never heard a
prettier
dialogueto stay
in anyat home
play I've
ever
seen!piece'I'mof going
and
darn fastsyour
socks
and
cook
your
breakTU
TUMS ARE
MJ^
and
make
you
more
comfortable
than
ANTACID
.
.
IST^V-'.
HOT A LAXATIVE
any"I actor
right toit.be!'Louise has a
knew hasshea meant
FREE: ostagetoA.H. Lowiu Co.. Dept. 2SD-72.*
habit of meaning what she says. And do
you know, never for one minute has she
regretted walking out of the theatre, or,
ifthink
she so.has, siie's never given me reason to
"You'd think she had been born a wife,
to see the way she took hold of things.
But I'vefirst,
alwaysfor been
she was howan
actress
she glad
understands
lonely dinners in town can be on matinee
days
and she's
never rain
missed
one of themor
with me.
Through
or heat-wave
So Easy Now to
she's
always
met
Conceal Permanent blizzard,
tlieatre and gone to dinner withmeme. at the
and Occasional
wouldn't
know which
fork"It'sto gotuse,soifthat
she Iwere
not sitting
there,
Skin Blemishes
TN canONEmakeminute's
time
you
smiling at onme heracross
the
table.
I'm theso
Qn ugly blemish dependent
that
if
I
walk
into
disappear
sight Ia You
can concealfromit under
veil house, pingand
run out Itofeel
do some
or visitshe'ssomeone,
like ashoplost
ofthatmarvelous
"Hide-it"
soul until I see her car turning in our
willWaternot orruhoff,
pee! or driveway.
crack.
perspiration
cannot affect it. Lasts all
"I know most smart young moderns
day until removed. So, why frown
at that sort of thing. They think
tolerate mark,a conspicuous
birthscar, vaccination,
separation and mystery and all that sort
brown spots, freckles, pim- of
thing
makes for excitement r.nd roples, bruises or any discolmance.
that
orafour
tion? Get "Hide-it."
Comes
in
perfectly
closeness,
thatBut they're
dependingwrong.
on eachIt'sother,
matchingdepartment
shades. $1andat
leading
that has made our marriage so happy."
drug1 0cstores.
They're different from most stage peoAt Ten Cent Stores
ple, the Sliaws.
mowing
the lawn
Sunday There's
mornings,Oscar,
just like
the
stockbroker who lives down the street.
Oscar
Shaw,
who
sang
Alzvays
and
All
HiJe-il
HIDES SKIN BLEMISHES Alone with Grace Moore, in just about the
Clark MillncrCo..666St.ClairSt. .Dept. 15 D,Chicago best of the Music Box Revues, poking at
enclose: □10cLight(Canada
15c) for□ Brunette
"Hide-It" □ InSunTan
shade melons in the corner grocery and knowQS> checked
□ Medium
ripe ones,
Name . _ .
He'sing theplayed
with tooall !the big stage names
Address
there
are.
He's
clowned with Beatrice
City
Lillie and Fannie Brice and he's sung

with Gertrude Lawrence and Grace Moore
and he talks about them as if they were
his neighbors.
"Bea has the grandest sense of humor in
the
way. world. Or maybe I shouldn't say
that because Fannie's just as funny in her
"Gertie's about the most disconcerting
girl I've ever known. You never know
what mood she's going to be in. But she's
"Graceandis anever
swellgetsfellow.
grand.
herself
ruffled"She's always
Oscar Shaw never has gone Broadway,
in spite
of the professionally,
fact that he's inhardly
been
ofT
the street,
his many
years in the theatre. As soon as one of
his shows was going off the boards, there
always was some manager wanting him
for a new one. He was so popular that
the Shaws never had a Thanksgiving, or
Christmas
or Newhe didYear's
dinner Varieties
in their
own
home until
Broadivay
on the air.
He still looks like the youngster who
used to sell soap before he fell in love
with a girl,
he's probably the bestdressed
man onand Broadway.
But
that
isn't
the
real Oscar
Shaw,Neck
the
Oscar Shaw who commutes
to Great
in the winter months and moves bag and
baggage and Pekingese dogs and all to his
farm near Gettysburg in the summer.
recognize
him Neck
in eitherhe
ofYouhis wouldn't
homes. For
at Great
likes
to
wear
slacks
and
a
last
sweater and hop into the car for a year's
drive
or to play eighteen holes of golf. And at
the
farmto you'd
he was the
tenantin
farmer,
see himthinkin overalls,
geKing
the hay and being as concerned about the
weather as a professional.
They've called their place in Gettysburg T}ie planned
Dream, for
because
of it and
it so they
manythought
years
before they had the opportunity to count
on summer vacations. But it turned out to
be a happy dream, after all.
So that's how the story ends. The story
that began that rainy day in Atlantic City,
with a boy who never had thought of the
stage at all becoming a star because he fell
in love with a girl, and the girl who had
dreamed of the stage all her life, and had
planned for it and worked for it, giving
it all up because she loved that boy and
married him.
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GERTRUDE NIESEN'S
EXPERIENCES IN
HOLLYWOOD
{Continued from Page 23)
to theto course
and yet credit,
it wouldn't
not
give —Gertrude
too, beforfairit
was her own spunk and determination that
her father's
ofwontheovercourse
she had original
chosen. disapproval
"He was terribly against it," she explained. "Nostage
one inandourhe family
had
been on the
hated ever
the very
ideaButof Gertrude
it."
knew what she wanted,
was stubbornly determined to show him
she was right. And her vivid personality,
her unusual voice and the inimitable, provocative way she had of putting over the
popular torch songs were paprika to jaded
New York appetites. Her first success
was at the popular 300 Club, at 54th and
Broadway. The night club background
isn't hisone daughter,
any dotingbutfather
for
wliat would
father choose
could
help being proud of such success, especially when he could not help seeing that
his gay, laughter-loving daughter was just
the same, unchanged by her bizarre surroundings ?
So Gertrude sang her way to fame in
night clubs, in the theatre, on the air, in
the movies. And her father, most adoring
of her many fans, gave up his work as
an efficiency engineer, to devote himself
to Gertrude
managing and
his daughter's
her father career.
always have
been the best of pals. To see them together is to glimpse at once the depth
of their understanding and devotion. Her
hand rests lightly on his arm. she turns
to him for a question, an answer, and
something sweet and enduring flashes between them in a glance, a smile. As for
Alonte Niesen, his adoration is for all the
world to read, in every proud glance, every
word he speaks about her.
He is her business manager and you
may
well jealously.
believe thatAshe toguards
Gertrude's
interests
the money
end
of it, Gertrude dismisses it with a shrug.
"He takes
of everything.
know
whethercareI have
two dollars Ior don't
two
hundred! I never carry much in my purse
— just
bills to him.and' disclaimed
She leave
is nottheextravagant
any fondness for shopping. "I love clothes,
butButI loathe
buyingthemthem."
she wears
with a flair many
a more ardent shopper would envy her !
It was while she was playing in the
Zicgfcld Follies, this past season, that she
suddenly began to realize she was tired.
It was all fun, glorious fun, the stage
work, the night club appearances, the
weekly shebroadcast
Columbia's
which
had beenon making
for Biii
two Shoii.',
\ears,
but it was hard work, too. Full of zest
and enthusiasm as she was, she was astonished to find that she was really tired,
longing for a change and a rest.
She was dining with a party of friends,
including
afterwhen,
an evening's
performanceJoeofSchenck,
the follies,
for the
first time, she confessed how tired she
was. He looked at her with understanding. Itwas easy to see how, in her youth-

LITTLE ''COAL
MINES"
IN YOUR
SKIN!

THAT'S

WHAT BLACKHEADS REALLY ARE!
Here's How to Deal with Them
down in size. Responding to Nature, they reduce
themselves to their original, invisible smallness.
Those little black specks that keep showing
I'll Pay for a Test!
up
in
your
skin
—
do
you
know
what
they
Let me Face
prove Cream
to you method.
the soundness
really are?
Esther
Just mailof the
me Lady
your
They'rein your
nothing
mines"
skin! more than little "coal name
and
address
and
I'll
send
you
a pursesize
tube
of
Lady
Esther
Face
Cream
postpaid
imbedded
— dirt that has found and free.
its They're
way deeply
into yourdirtpores.
hasten results, use up the whole tube at
This dirt isn't easily removed, as you know, oneTotime.
Put on one application of the cream
or you wouldn't have blackheads.
after
another.
on each application for 5
Like Black Little Candles In Your Skin minutes beforeLeave
removing. The whole job will
only take 15 minutes.
This
dirt
is
stiff
and
waxy.
It's
a
combination
of
Notice how soft your skin is after this cleansfatty cells.
waste from the body, dust, soot and dead
skin
ing. That shows you are softening the dirt
It forms litde plugs or wedges in your pores there
within forthemonths
pores —ordirtlonger.
that has probably been
that
stop
them
up
and
make
them
larger
and
larger.
As you continue the daily use of Lady Esther
Face Cream, you make this waxy dirt softer
youIt'sseetheas blackened
blackheads.tops of these wedges that and softer and more and more of it comes out.
These waxy wedges must be dissolved to be Finally, your
pores are relieved of their longstanding burden.
removed. That's the only correct and scientific
Clean Pores Become Small
way
to
deal
with
them.
You
can't
just
moisten
them.
just loosen them. They must As you relieve the pores, they come down in
actuallyYoube can't
dissolved.
When dissolved, they can be removed with a size. They become smaller and smaller each
day, until they have regained their original
simple wiping of the face which is the right smallness
and you no longer can see them with
way! When you try to squeeze them out or
steam them out, you do more harm than good. the naked eye. You can almost see the improvement taking place in your skin.
You destroy delicate skin tissue and make tiny
scars in your skin. Not only that, you make the
Act Now I
pores still larger so they can collect still more dirt.
But start proving this to yourself at my exDissolves Waxy Dirt
pense. Mail coupon today for your free purseLady
Face Cream
dirt inEsther
the scientific
way. deals with this waxy size tube of Lady Esther Face Cream.
It softens it — dissolves it. It makes
(You can pastt this on a penny postcard) (32) [FREE
it so soft that a very light wiping of
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanslon, Illinois
your skin takes it off.
send meFaceby Cream;
return mail
There
is
no
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of
your
skin,
no
Esther Please
Four-Purpose
also alla purse-size
6ve shades lubeof yourof Lady
Face
stretching of your pores.
When your pores are completely
cleansed of the plugging matter,
Address
blackheads automatically disappear.
Also your pores automatically come : CUy_(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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Do you keep tabs on yourself? Most
physicians agree that regular habits
of elimination and proper diet are
best for health and beauty.
If more than one day goes by, give
Nature gentle aid by taking Olive
Tablets. Originating as the formula
of a practicing physician, it has become one of America's best known
proprietaries.
Keep a supply of Olive Tablets always on the bathroom shelf as a reminder to the whole family not to let
more than one day go by. Three sizes
— 15^— 30^— 60^— At all druggists.
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DONT LET COUGHING
TEAR YOUR THROAT
MILLIONS USE PERTUSSIN
FOR QUICK RELIEF
It's the and
dryingbronchial
of tiny tract
moisturethatglands
your
throat
often incauses
coughs. Sticky phlegm collects, irritates, and
you cough.
Pertussin stimulates these glands to again
pour out their natural moisture. Sticky mucus
is loosened and easily expelled. Irritation goes
away
— coughing
relieved.
our fxpcnsf.
Use iscoupon
below.Try Pertussin at
Prescription
FREE
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PERTUSSIN
S,HO( < kWashington
& Kadc-, Int.,Street,
Dept.N. W-6.
Y. C.
I'l. ,ise sendI RER
me 2-0/..
Pertussin
... byprescription
return mail.of

ful exuberance, her ambition, her de.sire
to please, above all her generous giving
of lierself in each performance, she had
overdrawn her account with Dame Nature.
And so Joe Schenck suggested that she
visit sunny California: "You can have seclusion," he promised. "You can have
your fill of rest." And then, knowing
Gertrude,troduchee you toadded
"Or interesting
I can inlots lightly
of gay :and
people, give you Hollywood's best in the
wayGertrude
of entertainment."
thought it was rest she craved
above everything. New York had all she
needed in the way of entertainment and
she had tired of that. She would go west,
go to sleep
Hollywood,
lie in the sun and sleep,
sleep,
!
Away from the night club atmosphere,
away from noise and confusion, the popping of champagne corks, the thick blue
smoke. -A.way from excitement and laughter and most especially from having to be
a hotcha girl, from having to sing ! She
laid a hand against her throat and closed
the heavy lids over her wide blue eyes.
Sun and sleep — that surely was the best
medicine Hollywood had to offer. And
oddly, the irony of seeking peace and quiet
in Hollywood struck her not at all !
For a week or so, Gertrude was blissfully lazy. Her friends showed her every
consideration, left her completely alone.
She relaxed and slept and sunned herself.
But, one night, she found herself inevitably at that popular Hollywood rendezvous,
the Trocadero, with a gay party of friends.
Ithad was
Mr. gracefully,
Schenck's perhaps
idea, butevenGertrude
yielded
a little
eagerly, to this interruption of her rest
cure. But it was to be an interruption,
an interlude only! Mr. Schenck smilingly
agreed.
And so she broke out heatedly in a quick
flush of anger
when her
host, exclaimed
having in-:
troduced the manager,
suddenly
"Here is your guest star for tonight!"
"I w-as simply furious," Gertrude
laughed.
anything
the manager"I couldn't
was theresayliut,
as soonwhileas
he left, I reminded Mr. Schenck that I
had come to Hollywood for vest, that he
had promised
me absolute
accused him of taking
advantagequiet.
of me Imost
unfairly! Oh, I was really angry — then!
OfFor,
course
am terribly
as aI result
of her grateful
singing, now!"
however
reluctantly, that night, Gertrude was to
meet new and dazzling opportunity. For
movie producers approached her from all
sides and, the next thing Gertrude knew,
she was dashing from studio to studio,
making tests, studying contracts, looking
with shining eyes to her father to take
charge of these unexpected events — and
eventualities — and make the right decisions. And quite forgetting the rest cure !
The outcome of it all was a contract with
Universal and a nice role in To[> of the
Tcnvn.
And now Gertrude found herself caught
up in a whirl of activity that put the last
months in New York to shame. All
thought
sleeping
ing was ofthrust
from andhersunning
mind. and
She resthad
to be up at what seemed to her like the
crack of dawn, and at the studio at eight,
and often she was weary enough at night
toso long,
fall into bed at ten o'clock, which, for
for her ! had l)een the sliank of the evening
And, atlded irony, the first scenes shot

were supposed to be in a night club, the
atmosphere thick with artificial smoke,
whicli is actually worse on throat and
lungs than the real thing !
But Gertrude had the resiliency of
youth. The few days of extra rest and
sleep had been enough to restore her fund
of vitality
unquenchable zest forandher with
work,herforusual
excitement,
she
met the new and glamorous career. She
had inade shorts before, but this was different. She loved the Klieg lights, thrilled
to the elaborate, gigantic backdrops, the
magnificent settings, the gorgeous costumes, the exotic make-up. The stir, the
bustle of the studio was a new thrill. It
was fun to be in the midst of it, to be a
part
it— and
an important
part.called,
She
did notof care
at what
hour she was
or how many retakes were necessary. She
was in a new world, a fairy world, and
enjoying
it to the she
hilt !turned, she made
And wherever
new friends, for Gertrude has a very special gift for making friends — she and her
father,cometoo.
They had
warmfriends
welin the studio
fromfound
their a new
and had found old friends there, too, and
Gertrude responded glowingly.
So it was not exactly a case of all work
and no play. Hollywood parties included
her, popular night clubs featured her, and
her circle of friends widened — and narrowed again quite noticeably ! The sprinkling of gossip in the columns increased —
andHowCraigcanReynolds'
name ledwhatall Gertrude
the rest !
you describe
does with her eyes? She knows how to
use ful
themway. inAndthe hermostshrug,
expressive,
faintly delightforeign,
and
the say
throaty
the
columns
I amchuckle.
going to"Some
make ofa trip
toothers
Europe
when
this
picture
is
finished
that I am to make another picture—
immediately — others that I am to be married!" She laughed again infectiously.
"Let's
that,inshall
we?" as I
But leave
she wasit like
serious
a moment
marriage.
urged her to define her ideas about love,
"I've never thought of wanting to marry
any special type of man — tall or dark or
blond, thin or fat!" Her eyes were suddenly soft,whether
luminous.
it matters
he is"Nor
in thedosameI think
profes ion or not — just so he understands the
importance
of
my
career
—
to
me
!
I
think
it is just as well for a girl to get her
career out of her system before marriage,"
she
on earnestly.
"If shethemarries
first went
and then
seeks a career,
career
is likely to disrupt the marriage. But
if she has had some success, some fame,
and then marries a man who has an understanding of what that success, that
career, mean to her, then the marriage
has every chance of lasting.
"He wouldn't expect her to give it up
—and she would have a better sense of
values. When I marry," she concluded
simply,
last . Gertrude
. ."
In Top"I want
of theit toTown
plays
the part of a "heavy" and fails to get her
man. "I liope I'll never be in that posirole. tion," she murmured as we discussed the
"She never will be," her father chuckled.
"If she were, I expect you'd fight for
her," I hazarded.
"No — I wouldn't interfere," he said
thoughtfully.
don'thisbelieve
in that.
Everyone has to"I live
own life.
All
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an older person can do is give advice — WHEN YOU'RE STEPPING OUT
and leave it at that. I may make sugiztstions, but that's all. I never interfere AND SMARTNESS COUNTS...
with
friends
and when
o nies Gertrude's
to marriage,boy that
is entirely
up toit
iicr.
"
And
his
eyes
rested
on
her
fondly
and you saw faith in her and in her star
shine brightly.
For committed
Gertrude has
not pictures,
"gone Hollywood."
Once
to the
she rented
an attractive home in Beverly Hills, where
she lives with her father and mother. The
new triumph has not turned her head —
GLAZO'S
it is just a new job. to be done as well
as she can do it. Besides, she has an air
of keeping her fingers crossed about it.
The proffered role in the forthcoming
Riviera is still in the rumor stage and
she
or deny
it— wisely
she
waitswon't
to seeconfirm
what the
fans say
about Top
of the Tozcii. It is all so new and strange,
thrilling, but different. "They may not
likeButme,"evenshein smiles
shyly. give her a cue,
the studio,
let her go into her song, and the company,
grouped idly, wearily about, is all hers,
from the first warm note,
Gertrude never sings a song quite as
it is written, her style of putting it over
is as different as her arrangements. She
agrees to the comment but lightly mocks :
"I Not
hopeso I much
keep the
the song!"
keepsspirit
it asofinjects
it, and
so much more! She is best known, probfor her interpretation
of Tony's
Wife. ably,
Tewptatioii
and, more recently.
You
Get Under My Skin. Hear her sing one
of
those
and
you
will
understand
winjaded Hollywood went wild over her.
It is hard to define what she has. See
her in repose, you see a small, stocky
figure, slightly lieavy features — but she
speaks, she smiles, she shrugs and flashes
an
provocative
glancealight
— and with
face
and upward,
form are
transformed,
personality, with fire, with allure. She
does not pose but sings with every bit of
her body as well as with every shade of
her throaty voice.
Right now she is \ery much on "top
of theforetown
" and andthe alluring.
future stretches
beher, bright
Marriage,
career, a trip to Europe, a new picture —
the possibilities are dazzling.
"Let's wait and see, " Gertrude suggests
mor ow., se these new misty, smoky
again. noldsBut
Craig Reyhalf a admits
dozen she
timessuesa week.
And
shades
everj'where
erthancing the allure
smiles, a withdrawn, secret little smile.
of smart young hands,.. of the FingerBut whether the current heart interest
in //le nai/ /ic/(s/i t/icU
is the permanent one, the one and oidy,
tips of Fashion!
or not, this much is certain : When the
But this praaical generation loves
rujhl man asks her to marry him, GerGlazo for more than the beauty of its
trude won't sa\- no I
hues itor forsubtle
new "Misty"
tints—on
GAYcharm
evenings,
gala days—
whenever
and smartness
matter—
those clear
they love
its satin
smoothness
are the times to make sure yours is a
the nail,
for its
proventhickening
"sunfast" inqualiGlazo manioire.
ties, because
it resists
the
In our nexf issue —
bottle.
And,
of
course,
for its budgetFor Glazo's "Misty" pohsh tints are
The story of a man who
the most enchanting new colors
balancing 20-cent price — or the
that ever added to the gayety of
was left at the post — and
new large 25(* size.
nations... Misty Rose and Russet,
It's easy to be charming when
likes it! One of your favorSuntan, Bisque and Cherry Red.
you're looking your best. Choose
ites of radio's early days —
Glazo for your Red-Letter Dates.
Lovely as music, modern as todon't miss his story in
May Radio Sfars
©LAZO
^1
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POMPEI>%l\l
Today your skin can have the benefits of
milk in a new way . . . with Potnpeian Milk
Massage Cream which is actually 70% milk.
But,Don't
once give
each upweek,yourgivefavorite
your facecosmetics.
a complete change of diet from fatty creams to
oil-free Pompeian. It removes
cosmetics thoroughly, frees
choked pores, stimulates circulation, leaves your skin radiantly lovely. Try it!
AT ALL DRUG, DEP'T.
AND 10« STORES
The Pompeian
Bloomfield,Company,
N. J. Inc.
CORNS A6E YOUR FACE !
your face in a week than a beauty
Don't suffer!pleasantJust andrub easyon Mosco—
stainless,
to use.
Mosco
removes corns,
relievesNo bunions
andplasters,ingrowing
toenails.
knife,
cloths
or
soaking
necessary.
At druggists.
Write forJarFree30c. Sample

S CORKS
REMOVE
ES
CALLOUS
mU Un 0C bon U AHD

SECRET OF CLEAR EYES
WINS THOUSANDS
■fXTHEN
see
red veinshe Icxjks
... or into
will your
whiteseyeslookwillclearhe and
bright?
now
uselateEYE-GENE
to
clear eyesThousands
in iseconds
after
hours
or
overndulgence. Gives winning charm of clear,
milky
whites;
eyes
look
larger
—
lustrous.
new scientific formula; stainless, safe. MoneyA
back orif itdepartment
fails. Ask store;
for EYE-GENE
any
drug
also 5 & 10c atstores.
EYE-GENE

HOLLYWOOD'S
RAYE
{Continued
from PageOF
27) SUNSHINE!
night. There was only one person in tlic
house I panicked — and that was me. I
thought
through atI was
three!an awful
But I flop.
carriedImagineon.
"The
act
took
us
all
over
and sometimes even left us in the
somecountry,
of the
darndest places. I mean, there were lots
of lay-ofifs. The public must ha\e liked
usheldinover
lay-ofifs,
becauseat we
certainly
for weeks
a time.
And were
then
I got my education — three weeks of it, in
the
Children's
Professional
school
in
New
York. Tom Brown was the sheik of the
school, and he was my first sweetie. He
was my Isweetie,
I mean,
I wasn'tto his.
because
never had
nervebutenough
tell
him about my great love.
"I guess my school act wasn't so good.
After the three weeks I was out, and I've
never been booked back since. It's all
right, tionthough.
I'd neveranyway.
have been a sensain that routine,
"When I was sixteen I left Mother and
Dad and went on my own with Paul Ash
and his band. Ash took it for a year
and Raye found herself in an act with
five other kids — Jackie Heller, Hal LeRoy,
Sunnie
O'Deathat andI went
Buddyintoandsolitude
Vilmaagain,
Ebsen. After
doing my act alone in vaudeville until I
landed in Hollywood at the Century Club.
Then one night I sang at the Trocadero
and it,
somebody
me — they
couldn'tof
help
if they heard
were within
a block
the place — and I landed at Paramount.
Now I'm on the air, I have a swell apartment with Mother, and I'm engaged to
Jerry.
Ain'tsure,
it wonderful,
We said
kid, it waskid?"
really wonderful, and set out to find Jerry Hopper.
Jerry is a personable and intelligent .\()ung
man, who had several things to say about
Martha. You
gather,
he's
genuinely
in love
withfirst
her ofandall,ifthat
Martha
zooms to the top of her profession, you'll
know
with it.Jerry's guidance had a lot to do
Martha, says Jerry, despises anything
phony.
She'sJerry
honestremembers
and she particularly
expects it
of others.
one night when they attended a party at
which there were a group of English
actors. An American gal, straight from
I'.rooklyn, who always had talked out of
the side of her mouth, suddenly had developed aterrific British accent. Martha
stood it for an hour or so. Then she burst
out with an accent thicker than the London
fog. Ten minutes of that and the other
gal departed, muttering strictly American
phrases.
The thing that best describes Martha is
the incident in Denver, where she sang
at a charity benefit. The governor and
the mayor were present, and after Martha
iier sheI' could
had
d settle
Denver. Ma 1 th.
"We'll take you to tiic best kennel in
town,"
governor,
turned announced
him down.the She
wantedbuttoMartha
go to
the dog pound. The governor and the
mayor were puzzled — they didn't know-

Yes, the Town Crier is back on
the air again. Tune in Alexander
Wool Icott, Tuesdays and Thursdays,
at 7:30 p.nn., on the CBS network.
where the dog pound was. So they arranged a police escort, and with sirens
shrieking, Martha was escorted to the
Denver dog pound.
city'senclosed
pooches,theMartha
cameLooking
to one over
cage thewhich
sorriest looking little dog she'd ever seen. He
was
and heHewashadsad.probably
He didn'twagged
even
wag dirty
his tail.
it many times at prospective masters, with
no luck,vincedandnobodynow
conwantedhe had
him. given
Marthaup —passed
him by several times, but her heart went
out to this sorrowful little creature, and
she asked for liim. The governor of
Colorado
Martha hadpaid
a dog.the fifty-cent fee and
By the time Martha had reached Hollywood, she and the dog — she had named
him Plugits,thing—had
because
become fastit doesn't
friends.meanAfterany-a
visit to a veterinary for a cleaning and
overhauling, Plugits turned out to be a
thoroughbred
and
Martha are stillwire-haired
surprised terrier.
and happyHeabout
that.
Martha
kind funny.
of girl You
you'd never
like.
She's
fun, isgoes
andthe onshe's
know
what
next with Martha,
and
that's why she's so entertaining. Jerry
Hopper
tells
of
an
evening
when
the
two
of them were out riding. They stopped
at an oil station out in San Fernando
X'alley while Martha phoned her mother.
"Isn't tendantthat
Martha Raye?" the atasked Jerry.
Jerry said it was she, in person, and the
attendant chuckled.
"She sure is swell," he said. "I saw her
on the stage a few weeks ago, and when
she finished her song, I said to my wife:
"You know, I think that girl is nuts' !"
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Jack Oakie will be master or
ceremonies at a big dinner dance
at the Cocoanut Grove for you.
Anotlier favorite of yours, genial Jack
Oakie of the Camel Hour, and currently
to be seen in That Girl from Paris with
Lily Pons, will be master of ceremonies
at a big dinner dance at the Cocoanut
Grove. Again, dozens of stars will greet
you,Fewintroduced
visitors byeverJackseeOakie.
movies in the
making, but the new Universal Studios, out
in the valley, will open the gates to our
house party for a tour of the tremendous
lot
— biggeststars
in themaking
businesspictures.
— and to watch
Universal
The Hollywood Plaza Hotel, located
right in the heart of Hollywood, will be
lieadquarters for the tour. Here is located
the famed Cinnebar, while across the
street is the Brown Derby you read of.
And of course there are a thousand other
sights to see in Los Angeles, with its
magnificent
galleries,
vatories anart
d parks.
Santa libraries,
Catalina obserisland
is just ofif the coast, an enchanting objecfor a across
day's ocean
voyage. half of the
Thetive trip
the western
country will be crammed with thrills, too,
for stops are scheduled at such scenic
points as Rainier National Park. Yosemite,
the Grand Canyon, Pike's Peak, San
Francisco's
Chinatown
Leo Carrillo
is goingandto other
give aplaces.
special
Spanish Fiesta for one of the tours, and
on another Glenda Farrell plans a GoldDiggers Party at her San Fernando home.
opportunity
can't booklet
afford
to Here
miss is1 anWrite
now foryouyour
giving all the details, and make up your
mind to see Hollywood this summer !
Joe Godfrey, Jr., i 8+h Floor,
360 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
Please send me booklet containing
full information about the three
tours to Hollywood.
Name
Address.
Citv....

• From the city's sweltering heat
to the tonic coolness of the
Rockies — that's the refreshing
change Colorado offers you this
summer. And now there's an
added thrill in a trip to Colorado—
the thrill of gliding from Chicago
to Denver, just overnight, on one
of Burlington's famous, air-conditioned, 12-car Denver Zephyrs.
These diesel-powered, stainless
steel wonder trains oflfer you every
conceivable accommodation — at no
excess /are. Their 1 6-hour schedule
gives you two extra days in glorious Colorado. Denver with its
renowned mountain parks — the
awe-inspiring canyons of Bear
Creek and Turkey Creek — enchanting Colorado Springs — majestic
Pikes Peak — Boulder and the
alpine beauty of Estes Park.

Burlington
Route

Burlington's special summer fares
are amazingly low. You'll be surprised how little a vacation in
cool Colorado will cost. Whether
you travel independently or join a
congenial ALL-EXPENSE ESCORTED
TOUR PARTY, "go Burlington"
for the greatest travel value. In
addition to the Denver Zephyrs,
these luxurious air-conditioned
Burlington flyers —
THE ARISTOCRAT— Chicago— Denver
OVERLAND EXPRESS -Chicago -Denver
COLORADO LIMITED-S/. Louis-Denver
To California by way of Colorado. Enjoy
more than a thousand miles between
Chicago and Denver aboard the Denver
Zephyr with almost a full day in the
beautiful capital city of Colorado without loss of time enroute. Speedy, convenient routing from Denver, through
Salt Lake City, to the coast. One of
the country's most scenic routes.

MAIL Bureau
THIS COUPON TODAYBurlington
Room
1402,Travel
547 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, lU.
me yourVacations.
free illustrated booklets, rates and information
aboutSendColorado
Name
Sireet and Number
City
□ Check here for specialState
information about
All-expense Escorted Tours
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IM PROUD
OF OUR
TOILET WHBH

MURDER

You never have to be ashamed of a
Boiled
toilet. Don't
put upthewithbowlit! withSaniFlush cleans
and purifies
out scouring . . . without scrubbing. Just
sprinkle a little of this odorless powder
in the toilet. (Follow directions on the
can.) vanishes.
Flush the water and all unsightUness
Sani-Flush
this householdis made
chore. scientifically
It removes torustdo
and stains. It puts an end to toilet odors.
It kills germs. Even the hidden trap that
no other method can reach is purified.
Sani-Flush cannot injure plumbing.
It is also effective for cleaning automobile radiators (directions on can). Sold
by
grocery, drug,
and-ten-cent
stores hardware,
— 25 and and five10 cent sizes. The Hygienic
Products Co., Canton, Ohio.

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING

REMOVE
—without using
pads or knife

MYSTERY ON THE
(Cot! tinned front page 51)

of exceptional quality, but it brought in
little revenue. He worked for six years
at journalism, did many assignments and
translations, even did some teaching, to
eke out his slender royalties. And then,
one morning when he arose, he found that
he could not stand; he had come to the
end of his tether, after driving himself
toworkdo each
on the
day. average of fourteen hours

SaniEush
CLEANS IT!

HOW

AND

TO
CORNS

Just drop Freezone on any tender, touchy
corn. Quickly it stops aching. Then in a
few days you can lift that old, bothersome
corn right off with your fingers. A bottle of
Freezone costs a few cents at any drug
store and is sufficient to remove most hard
corns, soft corns, and calluses. Try it.
FREEZONE

"The years of my illness," Mr. \'an
Dine
said, the
"werelap years
sat upon
of thewhengods,I apparently
though I
knew it not. They were planning, those
deities, very pleasant things for me, of
which I had no idea. I was too utterly
discouraged and despondent to care — even
quite content to go on and face the Great
At that time fifteen years of writing
Adventure."
lay behind him, with very little to show for
it in a lucrative way. A great bitterness and
resentment took hold of him, and it was
only because of his faithful doctor, who
also was a faithful friend, that he began
to get hold of himself. For over two years
he was confined to bed. A heretofore hardworking, athletic, active man, flat on his
back, and before him a dark, uncertain
future ! Savings melting away, and then —
what? Days there were when he tragically
longed to be at his beloved writing, but he
was notlowed permitted
to liftothers
a pencil;
not aleven to read what
had written.
What barren days they were, with the
exchequer
gettingof emptier
than Hubbard
the well- !
known
cupboard
Old Mother
Then, after long weary weeks, he was
granted permission to read some light
fiction.
"I detested light fiction," Mr. Van Dine
said. "And I asked if I might, instead, be
permitted
to readproved
detective
That request
to beyarns."
the turning
point in his life. It was then that the thing
happened which later was to be responsible
for thedoctor
writinggranted
of thethePhilo
]'ance:indnovels.
The
rc(iuest,
Mr.
\'an Dine began to devour every detective
story he could get hold of. He felt that,
in reading them, he could stop thinking
about his own problems. He sent out and
had the shelves of libraries raked clean ;
he sent abroad for detective books and
stories. He read them carefully, analyzed
them, and set to work to discover the
reason for the almost universal appeal of
such stories and books. He turned a
recreation into a course of detective writing, so to speak. And when, some months
later, he was able to be up and about, he
found himself in possession of a lilirary
of nearly two thousand vohmnes, covering
the entire field of American and European
detective literature. He found himself, also,
with three outlined detective stories of his
own, and an idea for a protagonist. From
then on, he traveled the road to ComingIJack-Again.
And made
it "on were
high,"eagerly
as it
were.
His outlines
for novels
greeted
by
a
publisher,
and
Mr.
Van
Dine
went to work. The rest, of course, is more
or less history— from the first, The Bensun Murder Case, down to the most recent,
'I'he Kidnap Murder Case.

AIR

"In the beginning, no one knew who
Van Dine
was," he
said.accused
"But there
was
much
surmising.
I was
of being
everyone from Ma Ferguson to H. L.
Mencken;
Negria tosortIsrael
Zangwill.
I was from
forcedPolato lead
of double
life,
after
the
Philo
I'ance
books
began
to be talked about. At times I found myself
being asked my opinion about them and
bookstore owners endeavored to sell me
my own stories, frequently recommending
them to me so highly that I blushed !
Sometimes I felt so guilty. I actually bought
copies
them ofat the
the Philo
full market
The ofsuccess
Vance price
novels!"
surpassed his wildest dreams, and the fame
of "S. S. Van Dine" spread as he never
had dared to hope that it might. The Benson Murder Case was a hit, so was the
Canary Murder Case, which followed it;
and
on, down
list. One
after soanother
! Thethebooks
were best-seller
hailed in
America and Europe, made into movies,
translated into half a dozen languages. It
all was very startling and not a little aweinspiring. Mr. Van Dine had, with the aid
of a nervous breakdown and Mr. Philo
J^ance,to dodoneas something
he had notWright
been
able
Willard Huntington
— that is, make money through writing.
know,"feeling
he said,
it allandI
had"Doa you
curious
of "with
humility
gratitude. I experienced a sense of human
contact with mankind which never had been
mineWhat,
duringwe thewondered,
writing ofdidmyhe other
books."he
do when
wasn't writing
murder
tales? these highly entertaining
"I am probably one of the very .few
peopleDine.
who "Oh,
haven'tI build
a hobby,"
said radio
Mr.
Van
my own
sets, trying constantly to get in touch with
all sorts of foreign stations, and I have
even
practiced
fancyalso,snoring
I've araised
and bred
chickens,
and I !have
kennel
of
prize-winning
Scotties.
I'm
horse races. I've made a study of fond
Egypt-of
ology, and I'm interested in collecting
Chinese
I'm italsohaspassionately
fond of ceramics.
gambling, and
been said
that I'm a good cook. Some people also
consider
brandy-taster."
Leaningmebackan inexpert
the deep
chair in which
he sat, Mr. \"an Dine admitted that he
rarely missed an important prize-fight,
wrestling-bout or bull-fight; that he also
liked flea-circuses, ice-hockey, baseball, and
football games. He has collected many
volumes and records of criminology, and
has
bred and raised tropical
fish.the"But,"
he
past
ten added,
years orwithso, aonesmile,
of my"during
most absorbing
interests has been the writing of detective
We hementioned
the fact 'that we had
heard
was a Virginian.
novels
"I was!" born in Charlottesville," he said,
"but the place of my birth is wholly a
geographical accident. Although I was
born within the classic shades of the UniVirginia,
am notearlya Southerner,
and cameversity ofnorth
at aI very
age to the
home of my ancestors, which was New
As heState."
talked, we found it a little easier
York
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to understand liis amazing recovery from
an illness that would have permanently
floored many a man or woman. That sense
of humor had much to do with it. A man
who could laugh at a nervdus l)reakdown,
convert an illness into a -old-mine, was a
person worth knowinu. imc tremendously
to admire. We could viMialize him as ill
and broken, a man who, so he said, once
weighed one hundred and sixty, and was
reduced to one hundred and live — flat
broke, on his back, seemingly down and
out. And now he sat, surrounded by
beauty, luxury, happy with his lovely wife
in his home high above the rush and roar
of the huge city, a man of culture and refinement and
; one who had made of detective story writing a thing of art and
real literature.
We asked him what he thought of radio
murder and mystery dramas.
"A radio presentation and a book are
entirely different mediums," he replied,
"and
the radio
technitiue
ineffective
in interest
and would
suspense,be ifjustusedas
in a book, as would be the book technique
for radio. To make a mystery book or
printed story efTective on the radio, the
story must be conceived from the standpoint of sound and not the visually descriptive word. The script-writer," he
continued,
the medium;
technical
details and "must
needs master
of theallradio
and think and conceive in terms of that
medium alone — just as a musician, or a
painter, or a motion picture artist, should
first master the elements of each of these
mediums before he attempts to express
anything in any of them."

asked, "thatpresented
drama
of "Do
any you
sort think,"
can be wesuccessfully
in the brief period usually allotted to it
on "That
the air?"
all depends on the time allotted
and the nature of the material," Mr. Van
Dine said. "A fifteen-minute program is,
I think, too short for any a(K'(|tiate nr
gripping drama over the air. It can he
done
in halfforan commercial
hour, if thetimespcin^or
isn't
too greedy
; hut h.ere
again the story must be conceived witliin
the time limitations. Cutting down a long
drama, or a novelette, or a novel, in order
to fit a half-hour period, is neither practical nor satisfactory, as has been pro\cd
ever and over again when it has been attempted. No more than what ordinarily
would be a brief one-act play, or a short
story, should be attempted in this time
limitation. And, even in this event, it
should not be merely transcribed in literary or dramatic dialogue, but reconceived
ill the medium of the radio. Three-quarters of an hour — or, better still — a full
hour, would be more practical for the
presentation of the original force and
glamour of a radio drama — provided, of
course, the material is fundainentally
sound
and competently
The question
came up asconceived."
to the relative
importance of varying aspects of the radio.
try toof limit
the value
of radio
any"Why
one type
program
or to one
definiteto
aim?" said Mr. Van Dine. "Entertainwent on, "in
a broad
sense, mentareand sports,"
quite ashe necessary
to the
balance and the whole of life as is the dissemination of news, international thought

AFTER A DAY in the open — how docs into supple smoothness. Does it in just one
XJl your skin feel when you start to fresl
application.
up for the evening?
How melting softens ... A distinguished
All dry and "tight" — Your powder dermatologist
explains:
"Exposure
the natural drying
out of— cell.s
on the hastens
surface
"catches". . . looks splotchy . . . uneven.
of the skin, causing the familiar dry and
There's
a
quick
answer
to
that.
A
special
cream rnelts all that harsli surface roughness 'tight' feeling. A keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream) melts off these dead cells —
reveals the soft, young cells beneath. Then
Mrs. F. Grover skin feels soft and smooth instantly."
Cleveland
That is why Pond's Vanishing Cream is so
"After a lonft ride popular now with all active outdoor girls.
has made my skin For powder base— A film of Pond's Vanfeel dry and tlftht.
ishing Cream smooths flakiness away. MakePond's malies
Vanishing
up goes on perfectly. Stays.
Cream
it soft
and smooth aiiain." For overnight — Apply Pond's Vanishing
Cream after cleansing. Not greasy. It won't

and education. Radio should maintain its
universal appeal and touch on all phases
of life, just the same as do literature,
the drama, painting and drawing, and
music.
shnnld h.ive
frothyas andthe entertaiiiini; W'c
aniux-nu'nls,
as well
more
.\s we arose to go, we inquired as to
the origin
had
chosen. of the pen-name Mr. Wright
"The J'an Dine part of it," he said,
"really is an old family name. But as for
tlie steamship initials, I haven't the foggiest idea growing
what theylate.
stand The
for!"shadows on
It was
the terrace outside were lengthening, and
as we wetit out to the ele\at(ir, we cmild
see acrossa thesilhouette
Park to against
the sk\linc
I-"ilth
Avenue,
the nfhorizon.
As we descended to the street below, we
thought
worda famous
hiek! No,
luck
that ofhadthetnade
man itofwasn't
S. S.
Van Dine ; it was pluck and hard work.
Perhaps the fates had something to do
with bringing about the Philo Vancecreating illness, but it was the detennination and the will-to-do of Willard Huntington Wright that had brought into being
those splendid
sel ers the worldhovels
over.which have been bestStepping out into the falling twilight,
we remembered that the penthouse we had
just quitted was similar to the one in
which Philo I'ancc had solved the famous
Garden Murder Case, and we had the fantastic feeling that that erudite and clever
gentleman would soon start poking around
for clues in the room wherein we had
been sitting so short a time before!

smear. Tn the morning vour skin is soft, fresh.
For protection — Before long hours out of
doors,skinputwon't
on Pond's
Cream.
Your
rough up!Vanishing
oHS-vnciii
8-Piece
Package
..jiiipi.'.
,.r ::
of V,„ui
close 100 fur postage > nd packing.
Name
City.
Sireel
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CHANCE

INCIDENT

CHANGED

THEIR LIVES
{Continued from page 40)

Colorinse trulv glorifies
woman s crow ning glory !
This liarmless vegetable
coloring comj^ound magically rinses youtL into your
hair and leaves it lovely,
clean, lustrous. Gives to
anykairtlie gleaming, glamourous liigkliglits of its
own natural color. And
Colorinse is easily removed— a sliamfioo is .ill
tliat s necessarv.

COLORINSE
A Q^VJxMu PRODUCT

Send
MoneyNo !
ILMUII13
AniBC'A.&l7lKL9
r*IDI C' Latest
S^'*" N*""^
ADDRESS!
GRADEand
7 Jewel Movement WRIST WATCH Shape
with metalHIGHbracelet
UU1I19, cuaps,FREE)
sores, etc..remitting
easily solaperlo catalog.
inenas aj. cac
Ilaeubox—xui(with
CIAI
Choicepicture
of Wgifta forandreturning
only S3. Our SPE42nd
Ifilton Chem. Co., Inc. Dept. 10-H, Tyrone, Pa.
Do men rave about your skin?
THEY WILL— QUICKLY!
JUST use Satinmesh — the new speed
/otion—waynight
morning.
is beauty
the quickest
to a and
luscious
skin. ItIt
cleans out the pores, prevents dry skin and
blackheads and velvetizes the complexion.
If you want a magnetic skin— young and
flawless — start using Satinmesh today!

4-ACTION
SATINMESH
9-1

nonientous, sometimes result disappointnsly. When I was a little girl, I wanted
o be a ballet dancer. My teacher was
.) give a recital of his pupils. For weeks
prepared for it, dreamed of the great
iiKiment when everyone would say I was
a wonderful dancer, the best of them all !
I believed that some great person would
come to me and declare: 'This little girl
ivill bedreams
a greatin ballet
know
the
whichdancer!'
childrenYouindulge.
Weil, the great day came. I had pictured
myself wearing a pink tulle costume I'd
seen given
at myan teacher's
Instead,ThatI
was
ugly little place.
paper dress.
spoiled everything for me. My great moment, to which I'd been looking forward
so ardently,concluded,
fell flat laughing.
and was a total loss !"
Virginia
A chance incident changed the life of
Vee Lawnhurst, whom you may hear
each week on a coast-to-coast network,
singing and playing her own songs. Vee,
who was born in Asbury Park, New
Jersey, is probably the most successful
feminine composer of popular songs in
America. Among her big song hits, as
you
know, Cross
are AndPatchThenandSome,
Accentprobably
on Youth,
No
Other
One. Keep
She's Mehoping
that her
new
song. Please
in Your
Dreams,
will top tliem all. But she thinks that she
wouldn't be a successful composer today,
if it hadn't been for a chance incident.
"Let me tell you what I mean by that,"
\'ee explained to me. "My life was all
mapped
out, youI see,
an entirely
differ-a
ent direction.
had inplanned
to marry
certain man, and be a good little wife, and
probably have a dozen youngsters and rock
cradles and hang curtains, and adore him
and just be happy. My horizon was limited
to that one man. I did love him. But,
one day, the telephone rang. Someone
spoke to me. I won't tell you who it was
or what was said. That's beside the point.
Suffice it to say that this 'phone call ended
ato great
receiveloveit,affair.
I wouldIf beI hadn't
leadinghappened
an entirely different life today. As it is, I gave
upI had
my tohusband-to-be.
In
ni\
niihappiness,
turn to something to make me
forget. I always had loved music and
had a talent for it. And I determined
I'd try into
my hand
at composing.
myself
the task
with fervor.I threw
Well,
eventual I was lucky enough to make
atoday.
successThisof week,
it. I when
still can't
believe asked
it all
a magazine
me to do a success story, I had to pinch
myself to be sure it was I. And, besides
fame, I found, in lime, a new love — a better
love — one that I enjoy today. So you
see,
mefully.athenewincident
career,of athenew'phone
life, call
and brought
eventual y a new romance," Vee said thought"It'swhole
funnyexistence,
how chance
changeof
your
whilemayevents
which you expect great things sometimes
prf)ve a snare and a delusion," brilliant,
lovely
Vee Lawnhurst
"Here's :
an
example,
out of my mused.
own experience

During the time when I was first struggling to write melodies, I met one of the
most famous lyricists in the business.
When he agreed to write songs with me —
he to write the words and I the music —
I thoughtthatI was
believed
this 'made'
was theprofessionally.
big opportunityI
that would bring me fame and fortune.
But, after
a few association
songs together, thwe'd
is man, written
from whose
I expected such big things, was called to
Hollywood. The offer was too good to
refuse. Of course he went, and our musical
partnership was at an end. You can't write
songs
with ona man
thousand
miles away
anotherwho'sjob.three
So the
thing
of which I expected most in my career,
came to nothing!
"There's another thing of which I expected results I never got," Vee added
demurely.
"I dyed
my hair !red,I expected
thinking
it would cause
a sensation
everyone to tell me how beautiful I looked.
Instead, they all liked my -curly locks
better the old way," said the brown-haired
composer, "and I had the worst time getting them back
to their original color!"
Vee laughed
amusedly.
A chance incident changed the life of
Lily Pons, one of the most renowned
opera singers in the world, whose fame
matches a hercorner
charmof and
popularity.
There's
hardly
the globe
in which
the
voice of Lily Pons has not been heard.
"Yet there was a time when I was very
unhappy," Miss Pons said to me, with her
charming
French
of
my size,
my accent.
littleness,"Itthewasfactbecause
that
fate had painted me in miniature. When
I wanted to play with the boys and girls
in school, they would push me away and
say : 'Go away, you are too small to play
with us.' Then when we make an amateur theatre in Cannes — that is where I
was born, you know — and I want to play
the
no,
you beautiful
are not tallheroine,
enough.theyIf sayyou: be'Ohgood,
we
let
you
be
the
page
boy
1'
Oh,
that
make me very sad ! Sometime, at night,
when I go to bed, I cry and say : 'Oli,
please,
God, make
me big ofand her
tall!'"inferior
Constantly
reminded
stature and constantly troubled lest she
be inferior to other people in other resfpeicltsinasgwell.
Miss Pons
of ful-be
the tradition
that despaired
singers must
imposing-looking and of ample physical
proportions. Vainly she tried to disguise
her tininess — decked herself out in trailing
gowns and towering hats, and went to
work mastering the difficult art of walking on high spike heels. She bound her
lovely brown locks up in a tremendous
low bun, to make her look so-fis-tce-kate,
as she pronounces it. But the trailing
gowns and high head-dress proved unsatisfactory. "Anyone with two eyes in
his head could see through the decs-guises,"
the
Gallic
songbird
sighed.
"Helas! I
was
so miserable
Her
small
contorted,
as she !"recalled
it. oval face
"And then," Miss Pons declared, "something happen, an incident that change my
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Shirley Lloyd, tiny songstress from
Pueblo, Colorado, carols with Oziie
Nelson's
at the
Hotel and band
broadcasts
with Lexington
the band,
also, over CBS network.
whole life! It was when I make the opera
debut in Mulhaus — that is a little town,
so big (she indicated with her thumb and
index finger), in France. Of course, it
change my life, because it make me to be
an opera singer forever after, but also it
change my life another way. I am to
sing Lakme. I am waiting for my cue in
the wings. I am shaking from the head
to the toes. The manager of the opera
house see me and want to cheer me up.
to me that
and heat say
itHe iscome
wonderful
last : we'Mademoiselle,
have found
a Lakme who looks right for the part. Oh,
those
fat prima
donnas hands
1' And gohe up,
threwall
up hisbig,hands.
As those
the hopes of my life go up, too. I look at
him for two whole minutes and do not
say anything. I am thinking. I think:
'Here is someone who thinks I am good
because I am small — it is good to be
small!'
"After ferethat
incident,thatlifeonewas could
difnt. Ibeganchance
to realize
be tiny and succeed, that, in fact, one might
be tiny and succeed because of it," Lily
said. "I throw the nasty high heels away
GARDENIA
and I go to the barber and tell him : 'Cut
my
gay dresses
and short,'
the
hems hair
on my
and cutI turn
off theup tops
of my hats. That is, I buy gay new little
Here's a fserfume tkat s made for romance.
dresses
FAOEN Gardenia Is a.s elusive as tkc will o'
thus beganand thegaygaynewnew little
littlehats."
life of And
Lily
tlie wisj5 ... as celestial as llcccy clouds yet
Pons, destined to become world-renowned
as the "Little Lily Pons," "the tiny songwitkal, as {jractically exciting as a {serlume can
stres ," the "petite prima donna," the "halfte. li you want to realize Kow desiratlc you
pintShecoloratura."
now is very proud, you can tell
can te, and if you enjoy tke tkrill of conc^ucst,
from the way she says it, that her feet
tken try FAOEN Gardenia, tkc fragrance tkat
are the smallest in the Metropolitan Opera
Company and that she must have all her
literally ckallenges romance. Discover its
In tKe smart
shoes made to order because "the stores,
mysterious f>ower for yourself. On sale at all
tuckaway
size
they
does do
not not
try have
to lookthemtallsoanypetite."
more, She
and
5 and lO cent stores.
lO.
she does not hesitate, particularly in the
seclusion of her Silverniine home, to play
Tii-o other popular Park £sf Tdford FAOEN Perfumes
the part of the little girl.
Odor No. 3 A clinging exotic, oriental fragrance
Odor No. 12 Delicate, refreshing, floral bouquet
"And so, you see, that night in Mulhaus changed my life," Lily said prettily.
"That make
little incident
of the manager's
speech
all the difference.
For it
make me happy instead of unhappy. And
so it helped me to sing better. For one
cannot sing one's best unless one is veery, PARKtTILFORD
95
veery
happy," smile.
lovely Lily explained, with
FAOEN
her adorable
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WAKE

UP

YOUR

LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
ingthefreely,
doesn't
digest.stomach.
It just Youdecays
inconstipated.
bowels.yourGasfoodbloats
up your
get
poisoned
you feel sour. Your
Bunk whole
and thesystem
world islooks
punk. and
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement
doesn't getLittleat theLivercause.I'illsIttotakes
good,
old Carter's
get those
these
two pounds
of bile flowing freely and make
you
feel
"up
and
up".
Harmless,
gentle,
ye^
amazing
inLivermaking
bile
flow freely.
Ask forrefuse
Carter'sanything
Little
Pills
by
name.
Stubbornly
else. 25c.
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IVtdc World
Racetrack enthusiasts, Al Jolson and his wife, Ruby Keeler, snapped at the
Santa Anita racetrack, are popular favorites with film and network fans.
married. You see, he had to accomplish
"But, sometimes, things of which I ex- two
to do it— get a medical degree
pect much do"When
not turn
Miss Pons and athings
divorce," Benay explained.
marveled.
I goout,"
to Hollywood,
"Some time after we met, Kenneth had
for instance,
will bepools,
big
parties,
socialI think
affairs,: 'There
swimming
medicalto school,"
related. "So toI went
Chicago, Benay
too, just
much gaiety for me. What you call to go back
to
be
near
him.
I
hadn't
been
doing
glamour.'
When
I
get
there,
I
find
all
the time I must zvork, zvork, ivork. I well with my singing up till then. Butso
never work so hard in my life ! There in Chicago, I met Jules Alberti. He was
is no time for parties, for late hours. That very enthusiastic about my voice. He belife of which I hear so much, which I
came my manager, and brought me to
wish to see, is not there. And so it turn New York, where, I am happy to say, I
out different than I think. I do not get have made my success," said the girl who
gaiety. I love Hollywood in a different followed Ethel Alerman in Anything Goes,
and who has become a radio celebrity. "So
wayA than
explained.
chanceI expect,"
incident Lily
changed
the life of you
see whyto Igosayto that
'my man' dance,
hadn't
thatif fraternity
Benay Venuta, the singer you hear in happened
I might never have had either love or
her own program of songs, each Satur- career.
day night, on the Mutual network from
coast to coast.
"On the other hand," she countered,
of which you expect a great deal
"I'm marrie<l haiiiiily now, and I have "events
often
disappointingly. For instance,
a career l)c>idcs," licnay told me. "But while result
I was in Chicago, it looked for a
Ibeenwouldn't
iiavu
had
cither,
if
it
hadn't
for a ciiance occurrence. For if my while as though I would work for the
of America. I exhusband.
Dr. fraternity
Kenneth Kelly,
come Music pecCorporation
ted this to make me a big star. I was
to a certain
dance, hadn't
it all never
all
e.xcited
about
it.
But, in the end, it
would have happened. He didn't expect
to go clothes
there. toHeSandidn't
even with
bring him.
his just didn't happen. I guess they decided
dress
Francisco
addedfiftylaughingBut he allowed himself to he persuaded at I weighed
ly. "You too
know,much,"
I haveshe lost
pounds
the last moment. If he hadn't happened
And so it goes. You turn a corner,
toout golateto enough
that dance,
he
wouldn't
have
been
since gothen."
to bother to go to a night you
one, youtowalka party,
out inyouthe speak
street toto somego to
club
if he hadn't
to theafterwards.
night club, And
we never
would gone
have work, you step into a store — any little
met. For I was singing there. He heard thing you do may become the turning-foint
your zvhole life. Who knows what it
me sing
So — and
love
with Sayme ItthatIsn'tinstant,
or sohe hefelltellsin ofis and
will come?
read
how a when
chance itincident
changedYou've
the lives
me,"
blonde
Benay
said
blithely.
"I
fell
for him just as hard, and just as quickly. of these four famous girls. Perhaps your
But we had to wait two years to get chance will come tomorrow!

RADIO STARS
BATTY OVER BASEBALL
{Continued /)
Arbiick'.e are gone, but Abe lives over
again the afternoons they spent at the ball
games.
usedtheto ball
get game,
out tojustthe sopark
two"Why,
hours webefore
we
could chew the rag," declared Lyman.
"And any time you get a bandleader out
ofgotthesomething
hay two !hours ahead of time, you've
"Chance
past, when
but heI
liked to talkdidn't
aboutlivethein oldthe days
used to hang outside the Cub park and
wait
get meyouin 'on
the cuff.'
guiss forthathimthetoheroes
remember
whenI
you were a kid always seem tops. There
probably have been better ball clubs than
that old Cub bunch. Three-fingered
Brown, Schulte, Kling, Evers, Tinker,
Chance and the rest, but I never can forget how great they seemed to be when I
was a youngster.
"That summer on the Coast was the begin ing of my going for sports in a big
way. Through Arbuckle I met a lot of
ball players in the Coast League, who
later were to come up to the majors, and
II got
was right
twelvebackyearsin the
old. spot I'd been when
"It got so. during the summers of '26
and
'27, that
miss anIt afternoon
the ball
park I indidn't
Chicago.
was then atI
found out that I was a Xafioiial League
fan. I used to think that I was just a
baseball
bug, leaning
but through
I've
found myself
towardthetheyears
Xational
—a can't
get
over
the
fact
that,
when
I
was
twelve-year-old, a star like Frank
Chance took me into the Cub park.
if ever I felt
I wasa guy
slipping
in "And,
my sympathies,
alongthatcomes
like
Dizzy Dean and sells me all over again.
He's thetisement— color,
Xational
League's
adver-he
courage,
rhythmbestwhen
works,
stamina
—
everything."
W hen Lyman and his band were playing
in the show. Good Xeivs. in Chicago in
1928, and later at the College Inn in the
Hotel Sherman there, Abe became a Cub
rooter all over again, meeting a new Cub
team, another generation of players and
becoming as enthusiastic for them as he
had been for the heroes of his childhood.
"Xobody'll ever believe me when I say
ICharley
was so Grimm,
'wacky' Gabby
over thatHartnett,
Cub teamHackof
Wilson, etc., that I used to buy them
theatre tickets out of my own pocket,"
grinnedTheLyman.
too.
players"And
used ittowasleavea $4.40
passesshow,
for
myself and the boys for the ball games and
I used to invite them to our show. .And
when they accepted, I always dug down.
wanted 'em to think I was a big shot,
II guess.
"I remember once getting mad at Hartgood tofellow
and IAt don't
know nett,howwho iswe a came
fall out.
any
rate, I bet against the Cubs for spite —
and they went out and won thirteen
straight at Wriglcy Field, with me going
for $500 on each game ! I finally saw
Gabby, made up with him and then bet on
the Cubs. And they lost— to the Phillies,
a 4 to 1 shot!"
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A New Face Powder Shade May Give You
a New Personality— a New Glamour— a New Charm!
wrong!
And how Youlovelyaren't
that aselftype.can You're
be — howyourself.
vivid,
aliveonandall alight
nevershades
know intillLady
you
You know what color in clothes can do for try
five of— you'll
my basic
Esther Face Powder.
you. One
color
puts
you
out
like
a
light.
Anyou inlookclothes
and feelhasyour
See for Yourself!
But otherno makescolor
halfbest.
as much
effect on your personality as your face powder To let you prove this to yourself, I will send
five ofshades
shade. For this becomes a real flesh-and- you
Powderall free
cost. of my Lady Esther Face
blood part of you.
When you have tried all five shades and have
Yet thousands of women and girls are actu- discovered
the one that was made just for you,
ally wearing the urong shade of face powder.
you will be instantly aware of many things.
Every
beauty-suicide,
right inmorning
front oftheytheircommit
own mirrors.
They You will see a new glow, a new warmth in your
quench their personality, destroy what ought skin. You will see a new beauty in your face, in
todrab,be dead
their shade
glamourof face
and powder
charm !— with a dull, line as well as color. You will see a new radiance about your entire person.
Far better, I say, to use no powder at all, than \^'rite today for all five shades of Lady Esther
to bury yourself alive under such a disguise!
Face Powder. Your mere request on the coupon below brings them to you postpaid and
Use the Magic of Color!
free. \^'ith the five shades of Lady EstherLadyFace
Yet for each of these girls and women — for Powder, I will also send you a purse-size tube
you, too — there is a right shade of face pow- of Lady Esther Face Cream. The coupon brings
both the powder and cream.
Itwon't yousubtract
your beauty.
will itder. leave
just as from
you were.
No! Nor
This right shade will add the magic of (You can paste this on a penny postcard) (32)
FREE
living, glowing color. It will flatter
Avenue, Evanslon, IHinoU
you, glorify you, create right before Lady Esther. 2010 Ridge
by
return
mail
a
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supply
of
all
6ve shades
your
eyes youa newcould"you"
Lady Esther Fac
dreamed
be! that you never ofEsther
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reasonlongyouagohaven't
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rightTheshade
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because you've been choosing accordto youra "type"
blondeThisshould
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Between broadcast hours Irene Rich, charming dramatic star of screen and
radio, lunches at a Radio City restaurant with Show Boaf tenor Lanny Ross.
when he opened his now famous restaurant
Although
averages
threein afterno ns at theLyman
ball game
a week
New in February, 1935. Lyman at that time
York, with a slight preference for the was playing a stage engagement at the
Polo Grounds, which, since the days of Capitol in New York.
John McGraw, have been a magnet for
Dempsey
No. figures.
1 in Lyman's
alllist ofrates
sports
Not even
theatrical
he says
enjoy time
the games folk,
as inuch
as hehediddoesn't
in Chicago.
Shufflin' Joe Louis is in it with Dempsey,
"You
can the
get closer
closer I togettheto players
out in Abe's
whichby hehis stubbornly
insists is notopinion,
tinctured
friendship for
there and
the players,
the better I like the ball game. I like to
feel that I personally know the teams
Lyman is a betting man when it comes to
which
playing,"
he explained.
sports, although he doesn't consider it
Sinceareleaving
Chicago,
however, Lyman Jack.
gambling.
"I like to have a bet down on every
hasn't lost track of his baseball friends.
Dick Bartell, Joe Medwick, Frank Frisch
event I see, even if it's only
are some of his pals on teams other than sporting
says interest,
Abe. "Itbut isn't
the Cubs. Harry Banning, second string totwenty
keep cents,"
up a rooting
I likejustto
catcher of the Giants, is another with back my judgment. Like all sports bugs,
whomballLyman
fanning bee.likes to sit down for a base- I'm conceited enough to have absolute
Incidentally, Lyman is very indignant confidence in my judgment. J 'ever see a
about the unceremonious firing of Casey realThrough
years, Lyman won more
bug more
whotheondidn't?"
Dempsey than he did on
Stengel, deposed manager of the Brooklyn and lost
Dodgers.
any other sporting figure. He twice was
"I never met Stengel, but I always liked taken for a ride on Jack's bouts with
to see him on the coaching lines," said Abe. Gene Tunney, but won a good chunk when
"He wasn't afraid to fight a point with Dempsey kayoed Jack Sharkey in between.
the umpires, a good manager with plenty Abe won't bet against a team or a fighter
of color. Baseball needs more guys like with whom he is friendly, but will stay
away from the event altogether if he
side hasn't
a chance. Lyman prestory up that
to Lyman
this point,
don't thinks
Stengel."
In thehis matter
of betting,
leapFrom
to thetheconclusion
is merely
fers to place his wagers with a recognized
alove,baseball
fan.
Baseball
is
Abe's
first
but it is more accurate to describe betting commissioner rather than with
him as a sports fan. He likes football as friends.
"To bet with a regular commissioner,
much as baseball and sat through a downpour at a recent Army-Navy game, with- like Sam Boston, say, you usually get a
out even noticing it was raining. "And me point or two the worst of it, but you're
inremembers.
a brand new
too!" Abe
of being paid of¥," explained Abe.
Slipsuit,
Madigan,
the ruefully
colorful sure
"And, furthermore,
you'reI had
not $300
makingbet anyon
coach of the equally colorful Galloping enemies.
For instance
N. Y. U. to beat Fordham. I got 4 to 1
Cads
of
St.
Mary's
is
one
of
Lyman's
friends in football circles.
from Boston, but I could have had 6 to 1
from a friend. Yet he called ofif the bet
Lyman's
closest
friend
in
sports,
however, is Jack Dempsey, the somewhat two days before the game. The same- way
on
Election Day. I was supposed to have
hefty
the Manassa caterer
Mauler ofof today
not sowholongwasago.
Abe a 'piece' of that bet against the Literary
met Dempsey in California in 1920, the Digest, and the Monday before Election,
year after Jack had battered the giant I was told that the bet was off."
Willard to a pulp, to become world chamThat Lyman is a wagerer, rather than
pion. The friendship between Dempsey a gambler, is indicated by the fact that
and Lyman never lessened, and Jack in- he eschews horse racing as a betting
sisted on Abe's band doing the honors medium. A few years ago, at the Lincoln
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Fields track in Chicago, Abe made his
first, out
last toandtheonly
on aa horse.
went
trackbetwith
friend, in-"I
tending to bet two dollars a race," is the
way
Lyman
story.
"When
pal told
me hetellswasthegoing
to risk
fifty myon
a horse called Sure Gold, I figured if it
was good enough for him, it was good
enough for me, so I put up fifty also.
long allstoryovershort,
not
to "To
breakmakemy aheart
again,andSure
Gold threw his rider at the start and finished last without a jockey. If he had
had any weight on him, he probably
wouldn't
finished— and
the probably
same day did
! Thatme
cured me have
of horses
a big favor."
Lyman says the biggest thrill he ever
got out of a football game was seeing
Notre Dame, with eighteen seconds to
play, pull a game out of the fire against
Southern California in 1927, when Art
Parisien, a left-handed passer, completed
a southpaw toss with everybody covering
him to the right. And Abe lost $1,000 on
the game, too, which proves his sense of
the artistic is strong enough to overcome
any material regrets he may have had at
parting with his cash.
To go from Lyman, the sports fan, to
Lyman, the musician, is not an easy feat,
for Abe would much rather talk of his
hobby than of his profession. He has
been one of the radio pioneers, having
been
air sponsored
since 1922, program.
but 'at present is
with onhisthefirst
Abe is the arranger and supervisor of six
popular programs. Incidentally, he is not
at liberty to name them, inasmuch as they
are rivals of his own commercial program.
Lyman has a library of music which he
values between seventy and eighty thousand dollars. He can go back fifty years
and give a full orchestration for any song.
He also has all published French songs for
the last thirty-five years. He employs
eleven people in his library as arrangers, |
copyists and extractors.
As might be expected of one who goes
into the music field so thoroughly, Lyman
has somecedure of definite
proa band. ideas
His onowntheunitproper
has been
in organization for over twenty years and
some of its members have been taking
their
cues years.
from Abe's baton for the last
seventeen
Lyman thinks a band never should stay
in one spot over thirteen weeks, lest it go
stale, and he likes to keep moving around.
He also thinks that a band hurts itself by
playing exclusively in studios, that it
loses its zest and verve, playing to four
walls.
And how did Lyman arrive at his knowledge of music and his theories on radio
routine?
"Well, it was
this," grins
"As
a youngster
out like
in Chicago,
I tookAbe.lessons
on the piano and cornet. And I wound
up playing the drum, because it made the
most noise! Every kid wants to play a
drum — and so does every drunk! Any
time you see a drunk fool around with a
band, he makes a bee-line for the traps.
"But, never mind about music, what do
you
of Braddock'sDo chances
against
Louisthink
or Schmeling?
you think
the
Yankees
will
repeat?''
And so on, far, far into the night. For
that's the kind of sports bug Lyman is!
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WAY fromSHE
{Continued
page 33) SAYS

ert Peel, in StafFordshire, she smiled.
"We hardly ever stay there — it's too
bis, 'mk\ tou expensive. Twelve thousand
acres
tlie house
so large,
live in— and
it unless
you shut
ofif someyou ofcan't
the
wings. And then you have to put the
furniture from them in storage. Of
course,
the year.
When II'mgo over
home,hereweusually
take ahalfsmall
place
somewhere. Or we go to the Riviera, or
somewhere else on the Continent. I don't
care so much for that, myself," she added.
"I'm tired of it . . . but it's nice for my
boy — he enjoys it. He likes to travel and
meet people."
boy, "Bobby,"
death
of The
his father
in 1934, who,
becameon Sirthe Robert
Peel, and who is the sixth of that name,
is now sixteen years old. He is over six
feet tall and, except that he is about a
foot taller, resembles his mother quite
strikingly. He has the same finely molded head, the cameo-like profile, the same
shining eyes and sensitive lips that curve
in a quick smile. Still a schoolboy, he
spends all of his vacations with his mother,
cither here or abroad, or in the home of
MissWithLillie's
mother and sister
his grandmother
he camein England.
into the
NBC studio on that afternoon when the
rehearsal was in progress. Miss Lillie
was sitting on the stage, but not, at that
moment, a part of the rehearsal. Her
face lighted when she saw him. She waved
her hand.
The lad moved swiftly across the room,
with the same fluid grace that is his
mother's. In a moment he was at the edge
of the stage, his arms upstretched to clasp
her, as he kissed her.
Some boys of sixteen, you reflected,
would have felt self-conscious or awkward
at such a gesture. On the stage were
some twenty or thirty people. Scattered
about the studio another dozen or so. But
he saw only his mother. And as he moved
I)ack to sit down beside his grandmother,
Bea Lillie flashed an adoring glance after
him.
Looking from one to another of the
family trio, you ponder on the unexpected
pattern life occasionally weaves.
Long years ago the eldest of the three,
now white-haired, but slim and lovely, resembling, to , her famous daughter, was a
young concert pianist in Toronto, Canada.
Teaching her two daughters, Muriel and
Beatrice, she dreamed fond dreams of a
nuisical career for them. In 1914 they
jiiurncycd to Germany, but their prospective concert tour was interrupted by
the World War and they returned to England, where the unsuspected c.iriK<ly talent
of the younger daughter retrieve<l the
family'sa brighter
failing fortunes
and built
for
them
future than
they had
dared
to
dream.
To Bea Lillie herself, life brought an
even fairer guerdon than fame and fortune. That spontaneous, irresistible gaiety
which ma<le her an immediate favorite
with the public, brought to her feet a
young noi)lcman, grandson of a prime
minister, and one of the richest peers of
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the realm, and its most eligible, most
sought after young bachelor.
Bea Lillie and Sir Robert Peel were
married in 1920. For a time she left the
stage. They toured abroad and returned
toThensettlecamedownthe inboy,
the and
Stafi'ordshire
the cup ofhome.
joy
was full and running over. But the
smoothly running estate, with its staff of
servants, its corps of nurses and governes es, left too little scope for the dynamo
of energy that drives this slim, small person. Besides, contracts, that once she had
sought in vain, now avidly pursued her.
In the end she capitulated and returned
to the theatre — still preserving, however,
precious hours and weeks and months to
spend with her husband and son.
And now the modest, charming lad is
head of the family, and it's easy to see
what
holds inwhich
his mother's
Thatplacesamehe gaiety
won forheart.
the
young actress her titled husband, won her
also the friendship of the then Prince of
Wales, who was to become King Edward
the Eighth — and the exiled Duke of Windsor.
The first time he saw her on the stage,
the Prince left the Royal box to go backstage and seek an introduction to her. He
invited her to join a supper party he was
giving that night, and her unafifected
charm made her forthwith a most popular
member of his circle of friends.
Those friends, Miss Lillie thinks, have
been misrepresented, in the clamor following the abdication. And, if Bea Lillie
sampleas ribald,
of them,sensation-mad
it's hard to sophisticonceive
ofis athem
cates. They were hungry for gaiety, perhaps. Andofwhy
not? Who
these years
depression,
life hasisn't?
too littleIn
of laughter. It has been said that it was
Mrs. —Simpson's
won Edward's
heart
and cost gaiety
him histhatcrown.
But that
gaiety is not her only charm has been
proved by her dignity and tact under
the most cruel limelight.
Edward, too. Miss Lillie thinks, has
been misunderstood.
"He did such a magnificent job, when
lie
was King,"
something
behind itsheall.declares.
It was too"There's
fortuitous. They were too quick to seize the
opportunity ... Of course, that's only
my
— but Ibehind
can't ithelp
there'sopinion
.something
all.feeling—
It will
Life,out,wesome
agreed,
come
day." might be much less
complicated
— which
sometimes seems ifto only
be a "they"
collection
of disembodied demons — would leave it alone!
"They want me to make a movie — "
She smiled. "I'd like to — if we can get
a good one. I made one once, but — " And
her
was very
bad IlipsButcurve
we'reupward
hopingagain,
to get"it something
good. wo And,
we do, I'll go out to Hollyd in the ifspring.
"I like California," she mused. "The
climate
lovely.year.
I'd like
to live
a part isofso each
Bobby
likesthereit,
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Henry Youngman, newly discovered
comedian, who nnade a hit on Kate
Smith's popular Band Wagon program.
"Is heremeniberini^
interested seeing
in the him
theatre?"
asked,
sitting weon
the stairs behind the boxes at the Winter
Garden one night, between the acts of
The Sho'w Is On.
"He never has been," said Miss Lillie.
"But now he is beginning to take an interest in it. That
necessarily
mean anything.
He is doesn't
still in school.
He
doesn't
yet
know
what
he
wants
to
do."
She looks absurdly young to be the
mother of a sixteen-year-old boy — young
for the thirty-odd years that are hers.
Though on the stage, she can contrive,
for comic effect, to appear angular and
awkward, she has in reality an exquisite
grace of movement. Her frank eyes are
clear and unshadowed, her complexion one
a woman of any age might envy. Her
dress achieves distinction and smartness
with a fascinating simplicity. On the afterno n of the rehearsal she wore a onepiece black frock, topped by a light blue
jacket with turn-back cuffs of the black.
Her smart little black hat, with plain
round crown and peaked brim, much reaminer'sincap,it ! except
that itcoat,
had
no lightsembledstuck
Tiie mnik
which had wrapped her against the winds
outside, was dropped on a studio chair.
Her friends
many,of and
you w.'lsocial
find
among
them theare elite
theatrical,
and literary circles. Her interests are
many — walking, riding, winter sports,
summer sports, Iwoks, home and family
affairs.
"Gardening? I love it!" she colors with
enthusiasm.
we have from
gorgeous
gardens. .\nd".\tpetshome
— everything
dogs
to goldfish! Shooting — I enjoy it, if the
mark is a clay jiigccn and n<it a real one."
She prowess
smiles. in"^'du'xc
my
the Sixthprobably
.\venuc Iieard
shootingof
!" away from her feeling curigalleries
You come
ously light-hearted and stimulated. You
can't recall any especial reason for it. It's
just her special gift. She really is gaiety's
godchild, laugiiter's brigiit boon to a weary
world.
Life isn't
essentially
amusing—
but she makes
it seem
so. Words
aren't
funny — initil Beatrice Lillie says thein '
"It's
the
way
she
says
it
—
"
The
way
she interprets life for herself, that makes
her
radio's
bright
star
and
the
stage's
most alluring comedienne — tiiat makes her
an adoring and adored motlier and daughter, and a loyal and cherished friend.
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RADIO RAMBLINGS
(Continued jvoin page 73)
with aloof shyness she has acquired a new
self-confidence and charm.
Another young man zvho lias managed
to keep his feet on the grotind is Jcr
Penner. He zvas merely a nin-oi-tJic-inill
raudez'ille actor zchen sudden radio siiceess
crerii'helmed him. There i<-ere stories
that he had suddenly acquired a sieelled
head zdien he quit radio a jciv years ago.
Peol'le
kneiv there
Joe didn't
them.
He leftzvhobecause
zvas believe
disagreement
about salary and style
-♦- of the program.
an example
how littleto Joe's
hasAsswelled,
when heof returned
radio head
this
fall
he
remarked:
"I
don't
suppose
hit the top I used to have. You haveI'lltoeverbe
lucky to get up there and it's pretty hard
to stay. I'm just hoping we'll get along
all right."
Radio's
being
spoiledeminent
by theirchildren
fame. seldom
When escape
Bobby
Breen first joined the Cantor show it
seemed he would be the exception. A
childhood of poverty and privation had
h.ad a sobering effect on the little fellow
and he possessed a wisdom beyond his
years. Gravely he and Eddie would talk
about the League of Nations or about
whether the teacher really was correct on
a certain statement in school that day.
A year later Bobby's boyish spirit was
displaced by o'oerbcaring arrogance and
sivagger. The manner frequently creeps
out in the program, too.
ProbablyA the
blamed.
childboyhas shouldn't
a hard timeactually
keepingbe
a level head under such circumstances. For
the rest of us in radio, however, it might
be nice to find just one child who could.
Odd that Dick Powell never has achieved
radio standing comparable to his place in
the movies. Of course, Powell is one of
the more important radio singers, but not
nearly so far advanced in the first rank as
he is in pictures. He has been on a program that commanded attention and advanced other people readily. During
Powell's
years on
Hotel,
Frances Langford
joinedHollyzvood
it as an obscure
little nobody and became a glamorous,
romantic songstress. Explain it as you
will.
// isn't that Poivell is a man zvhom
colleagues like to hold back. On the contrary, they are very fond of him.
Fred Allen, who worked with Powell in
a picture, recalls: "Usually a young leadingman
do much towillhelpsteala comedian
for
fear won't
the comedian
the picture.
But Powell did everything he could for me,
telling me all the tricks of camera angles
and where movies differ from the stage. If
it hadn'tbeenbeena whole
for Dick,
that picture
wouldof
have
collection
of shots
my Adam's apple!"
his own
way, I-"rank
one Heof
theInmost
musicianly
singers Munn
on theisair.
sings light ballads with an honest, sincere
sentiment. His voice never wavers from
pitch and he scarcely ever arrives at the
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Jolly Gillette of Sunday night Community Sing, the sponsor's daughter.
studio remarking : "I am in bad voice
today."
He always
sings because
he likesis into good
sing. voice. He
Still, this paragon of singers has studied
music scarcely at all, never vocalizes at
home and cannot even read notes. Frank
admits his inability to read nctcs makes it
harder for him to learn new songs, hut he
insists that in other respects lack of musical training is an advantage to a light
singer.
stilted. He'll never sound artificial or
Lanny Ross, on the other hand, probably
is the best-schooled popular singer on the
air. Conscientiously and industriously
Lanny has kept at work through all the
years when success on Show Boat made it
obvious he didn't need classical training.
Music is his profession and at the same
time his hobby. The professional part is
the popular singing he does for radio. In
his off moments he studies with the best
concert vocal coaches and gives concerts
in New York and on tour. The latter are
unprofitable,
especially
you remember that in that
same when
time Lanny
could
make
radio
guest
star
appearances
for huge
fees.
Like frank Munn, Lanny sings because he
likes it, too.
Ramona plays the piano nowadays only
to accompany herself, or as a member of
the Paul Whiteman band. Actually, she is
one of the finest pianists of radio. A concert career was her aim and she was making progress towards it a few years ago.
To finance her studies, she began singing
for a Cleveland radio station. Paul Whiteman engaged her and there went the career. She is moody about it at times.
Frequently Paul has wanted her to play
serious piano music during the broadcasts.
Almost invariably she refuses.
Into eastern radio a few years ago arrived a pretty California blonde, eager to
make a name as crooner. Progress was
slow at first but, without realizing how,
she
the heart
and
radiocaptured
press agent.
Not ofonea I'.roadway
of tlie leading

press agents but an industrious, capable
line. She had no money to pay for such
Ncrvice but he worked diligently getting
her name and pictures into papers and
magazines here and there.
Netzvork officials -♦were surprised at this
publicity that came, apparently unsolicited,
so they gave her better programs. The
romantically inclined press agent continued
2^'oiking for her and, first thing you knozv,
the girl zvas on a commercial program,
her income rising into the upper brackets.
Confident that success zvas nozv secure, she
threzv over the romantic press agent.
As it turned out, the blonde crooner
really didn't amount to much. Her radio
engagements soon ended and after one
brief role in a small Broadway show she
disappeared
back to her old home in California.
The odd part of the story is what happened to the press agent. Before this
girl came along he was considered just an
ordinary member of the business. The
partreputation,
he playedandin his
thatbusiness
girl's rise
made
his
flourished
from then on.
/; zvould not be polite to mention the
names
of thisanyzvay,
odd couple.
matter much,
because They
the girldon'tno
longer is in radio. Even the man has
drifted out of the radio press agent business, because he thought it zvould be more
profitable and more fun to operate a night
club.
Nowhere else will you find the ingenious
panhandlers that New York radio stars
must contend with. These stars usually
are very generous with their wealth, most
of them are glad to help an unfortunate,
especially an unfortunate member of their
own profession. Like anyone else, however, they hate being made a victim of a
whopping
big lie, no matter how ingenious
it is.
-♦Fred Allen usually avoids them, but
occasionally he listens to panhandlers and
rewards them in proportion to the value of
their stories. One man has been making
the rounds right after dinner time with
the story that his car is rammed against
an elevated pillar, he just happens to be
caught without money and the advertising
agency
He
even haswhere
takenhetheworks
troubleis closed.
to find out
names of people in the agency and protests: "Yes, I called old J. C. and Tim,
but they've gone home and I don't want to
bother them at their homes. It's only a
fewFreddollars."
thought
the storya zvas
stantial it deserved
littleso circumrczvard.
Amused, he told the story among acquaintances. A fczv days later the same man
came
Guy Lombardo.
At firstkidding
Lombardo tothought
it zvas somebody
him, because the details zvere identical.
1-bially Guy decided that, at least, the man
should zvork up a nczv story — and tnrnea
him dozvn.
After all Jessica Dragonette's years on
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the Friday evening Cities Service hour, her
recent departure may have seemed sudden.
As a matter of fact, radio insiders have
been watching for it to happen for a long
time. Miss Dragonette had not screamed
her dissatisfaction to the winds, but it was
CO secret that she thought she deserved
ipiore money than she was receiving.
You see, she began in the days when
radio stars worked tor comparatively small
salaries, so she signed for a fraction of
what singers of her standing receive nowadays. The contract has been continued
all these years. In her new operatic series
aMiss
littleDragonette
more than receives
twice her$2500
recenta week
salary.—
As a)i itidicatioii oj tin- ill feeling between Jessica and her sponsors, announcement of her departure from the Cities
Service hour zvas sent out without her
knowledge, making it seem that she had
outlived her usefulness on that program
and zvas being dropped.
Alexander WooIIcott is back on the air
with us again, amiable, disagreeable, amusing and exasperating as ever. Probably no
one on the air has more listeners who
really dislike him and still keep right on
listening. There are times when he rambles
along
on fluffy
nothings
like
to punch
that old
fat fooluntilin you'd
the nose!
Next time, he will speak with inspired fervor and heartfelt eloquence, pleading the
cause of some troubled group, persecuted
left wingers, perhaps, strikers or simply unfortunates. Those are evenings when you
rise from the radio feeling you have just
heard one of the hearty men of our time.

A lot of this supercilious indifference to
the rest of the world is suspiciously like
a pose with WooIIcott. If he were really
so indifferent, nothing on earth could
drive him to the brain-breaking labor he
goes through for each broadcast. The
chatty fifteen minutes mean some twentyfive or thirty hours of lahorimis fountain
pen scratching for this fat man. wli ' al\\a\ s
boasts about how lazy he i^. He write-, rewrites, crosses out and rcwrito a.cain.
Right up to broadcast time he is frettin;;
and changing words here and there.
Of course, his salary is huge and no one
need feel sorry for him. AV.r/ time you fee!
like punching him in the nose, ihouiih. l emember he might be adoptiiui Ihat superior
manner because he hates to break doum
and admit that he has ivorked so hard over
a program that turned out the ivay it did.
It has taken us all these years to get
used to raucous applause and laughter inter upting our radio programs all the time.
Those intrusions of the studio audience
have become bearable, but I think it will
be harder to grow used to all these members of the studio audience prattling away
into microphones.
The idea sounds great — genuine, vivid
life injected into radio broadcasts. The
trouble is, you seldom get the geiuiine.
vivid life. Usually it is some studio production man's notion of what that genuine,
vivid life
should they
be. \\'hen
these
producers,
admittedI challenged
that they
distorted these little dramas of the people
they had brought to studios. "We had
to," the explanation ran, "because it had

to be compressed to save time."
Too often they make the story sound
phony. Tftat needs to happen only a
couple of times and you don't believe in
anythinggram they
a pro-it
promisessay,to true
bringoryonnot.realIf life,
should not be unreasonable to ask that it
have at least an air of reality.
Jack Oakie may or may not have caught
your fancy in his new Tuesday night program, but off the microphone he is one
of the most amiable of radio comedians.
At first sight, it seems incredible he can
be that fat. In movies they have ways of
disguising such things with lighting, makeup and other expedients. There he is at
the microphone, though, mountainous and
beamingly likable.
He is the life-of-the-party, lively
>t\le of fat man. If he tells a joke, everyone in the crowd listens, caught up in
his iniectiou> ,-pirit of mirth. In the studio
he i- that \\a\ again, making foolish faces
and stiekin:; > ait that ludicrous stomach.
His studio audiences are very fond of
him and, if he can manage to get writers
to supply better scripts than his early
broadcasts had, it will be very difficult
for a listener to hold a grudge against him
for any length of time.
From some corners come suggestions
ihat Jack Pearl stop this endless run of
the
and do
littleBaroii's
playlets old
zcithjoke
someafter
touchjokeof original
flaior. Jack is very sensitive about that.
He tried that a—ARTHUR
couple of xears
aqo.
MASOX.

SHORTCUT TO BEAUTY

-..-oc a SCREEN STAB
your makeut<
YOl)
ous CAN.
Eye-^^^''.-f° jHiakeup,
of face po^^-a

for
' Dresden Viazel,
type;
bWe,yo"'J°°/
ask tor
brown, P^^^^'^^Yo^r favorite
Continental
t,J- ched
^J^^^^^
bas
d^"" °' t:rMa
Makeup.

and mascara. It •e^Ucienske>
n.adeforyou.font
tificaUy
to y°"J "\ never

only 55 cents
iaHinSeitem
(Canada 65 cents).
^-•i^'V'td
kno; the_ thnl
niakeup-ana
and
of showing ^''^.,jj„,_-anew,
wlio i 1 Patricia• „ ivnc lae":- that man mor
truly gla

niflHV{iousX^^^./mnKtup
RICI
irCO Cinr • eEtUN
PARIS • lONDON • NEW yOK ■ lORONIQ
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l^vLrryMotkerf
I WANT MY OLIVE OIL POWDER"

A

COOK

WHO

NEVER

SPOILS

THE BROTH
{Continued from page 25)

MOTHER,
there's extra comfort
for your
baby, greater
and
irritation,
in Z. B. freedom
T. Olive OilfromBabychafing
Powder.
Due tive
to the
olive
oil,
Z.B.T.
forms
a
protecmoisture-resistant coating that clings and
soothesders. for
hourszinclonger
Free from
in anythan
form,other
Z.B.T.pow-is
approved
by
leading
hospitals,
by
Housekeeping
and your baby. Large 25(Good
and
500 sizes.
For FREE SAMPLE
send
postcardStreet,
to Z.B.T.,
Dept. City.
K-1
80 Varick
New York

^ OLIV£ OIL BABYPOIVDER
Remedy is Made at Home
You canyou nowcan make
at home a betterthisgraysimple
hair remedy
than
buy,
To halfof Barbo
pint of Compound
water byaddfollowing
oneandounce
bay rum,ounce
arecipe:
smallof
box
one-fourth
glycerine. Any druggist
can
put
this
up
or
you
can
mix
it
yourself
at
very
little
cost.
Applythe todesired
the hairshade
twice aisweek
until
obtained.
Barbo
streaked,
fadedandimparts
orglossy
graycolor
hair,totakes
makesyearsit
soft
and
oflf
your
looks.
It
not
color theandscalp,
not will
sticky
greasy
doesis not
rub off.or
Relieves
TEETfflNG
PAINS
xoithin
lMI^fUTE
ma
your baby suflfers from teething pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hand's
Teething
Lotion
on pain
the sore,
tender,
littlein gums
and the
will
be relieved
one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription
cialist, containsof noa famous
narcoticsbaby
and spehas
been used by mothers for over fifty
years. One bottle is usually enough for
one baby for the entire teething period.
JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS
D'S
DR.HANLotion
Teething
Buy Dr.Himd'afromyourdruggitt
today
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couldn't
but said:
he turned
niy direction and see
smiledine, and
"That invoice
could
onlyAndbe soJoeToto
Cook'swas!' "in the second show.
Although, in his performing days, his
nearest approach to speech had been only
a series of funny noises, he turned out to
liave an attractive accent and way of
trdking that very likely will make you
hear
Shoiv. him more than once on the Shell
"We may not be able to use him too
repeatedly," Joe explains, "because he has
tonevertheless,
memorize that
his Joe
lines."
will IusehaveTotoa asfeeling,
often
as Joe
possible.
He's
that
kind
of
a
guy."
Cook probably always will have a
soft spot for circus acts; his very first
venture in show business was inspired by
a couple of clowns at the Indiana TriCounty
was aone"trick
house"
act ;
tlie
two fair.
joeys Itchased
another
through
a trick billboard that had an intricate
series of traps and panels in it, through
which they dived and jumped. Joe and
some of his friends watched it attentively,
then they went home and built a similar
contraption. Unlike many kid attempts, this
one worked and, after rehearsing their
act, they entered an amateur contest and
carried off first prize.
That, perhaps,
first
attempt.
But
as was
farbeenJoe's
backgiving
as heprofessional
could and
remember he had
shows
practicing stunts. "We used to give real
vaudeville shows in the barn," Joe says,
"and Iprofessional
don't think result.
any kids
more
Our ever
housegothada
gas lights, but I had talked the family
into having electricity strung into the
barn. We — the neighborhood kids and myself— built a regular theatre; stage, lights
and scenery, and instead of the usual ten
I)ins.MI wethischarged
And gotIndiana.
it!"
happeneda innickel.
Evansville,
Joe
was
born
in
Chicago.
He
doesn't
say
when, e.xctpt that it was a very long time
ago,
though
you'd
never
believe
it
to
look
at him. Trim, slim and bubbling with
vigor, Joetlnuglitcr,
doesn't whicli
suggestliea has,
man aswith
married
mucha
as a young djincer, which he is, aKo.
Born of a .Spanish f.ithcr and rni Irish
mother.
famil>'
name atwasthree,
Lupcz,he
and
whenJoe's
he was
(irpb.ined
was
adopted
by
a
famil\named
wliich name he took legally as his Cook,
own.
The theatrical inclination came to him
naturally enough. "My father and mother,"
heweresays,married.
"met inLater
a dramatic
company
and
my f.ither
(|uit show
business to paint— he was an artist and,
incidentally, he probably was one of the
first to inaugurate chain-store methods.
There were no A &■ P stores then, but Dad
liad three studios in three different cities
and he used to keep all three going at
once. It was in Grand Rapids that he died
—he had taken one of his painting classes
swimming, and one man, who did picture
framing for the group, got a cramp. My
father jumped in to save him and while

the man reached shore safely, my father
v.as drowned. Mother died shortly afterward, from was
the shock."
So there
Joe, a few years later, in
Evansville — Joe Cook, now — practicing one
stunt after another, as kids will. Except
that this kid really learned to do well the
things he attempted. The Cook backyard
became the most famous backyard in town
and, as a logical sequence, Joe, around
sixteen years old, came to New York to
get a job on the stage.
It has been told before how he had
his picture taken, apparently juggling
seventeen balls at once, by the expedient
of hanging the balls up by threads which
the photographer retouched out. He went
to one of the biggest booking agents in
town — the man who handled Lillian Russell
— and showed the picture.
"Can you do that?" the agent gasped,
looking
the picture.
"Sure,"at Joe
admitted.
"Well, I've seen a lot of jugglers," the
booker said, "but if you can do that, you're
theOnbestthe I strength
ever sawof!" the photo he booked
Joe for the following Sunday, and, while
Joe
jugglegood
the seventeen
had couldn't
a few other
tricks thatballs,
landedhe
him right on the old Keith time, which
was tops in its day. He must have been
a pretty good juggler, at that, for after
only twelve weeks in show business, he
played
which —then
was theHammerstein's
main house Victoria,
on the circuit
the
Palace of its time. It was after that, and
after he had played the big time vaudeville, that Joe went on the small time, over
salary
disputes
the Keith
office. was
His first
musicalwithcomedy
appearance
a small part in a Raymond Hitchcock show.
"The part wasn't very important and they
may have wanted a cheaper man," Joe
says,
I justandwasn't
Anyway"or Imaybe
was fired
went any
back good.
into
vaudeville until 1923." That year marked
Joe's
apiiearance
in
the
first
Earl
Carroll
I'anitirs. There it was that the famous
/■'(.;/)•
//(!;i'(/()(i/;.f
and Joe's
mechanical
devicesappeared,
were enlarged
upon nutty
with
no little siiccess, carrying him through the
first four editions of the Vanities.
The first show of his own was Rain or
Shine, followed by Fine and Dandy. Then
he went to London and did Fanfare, and
returned here to do Hold Your Horses.
About a year ago Joe was on the air
for Goodrich Tires and before that for
Colgate's.
He doesn't
he did so well
on his earlier
radio think
appearances.
"I worked ad lib most of the time," he
says,
"alongon the
had was
founda
successful
the same
stage. lines
But Iradio
new business— I had to get used to it. I
took recordings of each show and they
were a revelation to me. I found I was
working much too fast and I had to learn
to slow up for the microphone. And I
tried to do too much myself — writing all
my
performing.
the own
new stuff,
show asI well
have assome
help and InI

think
is better."
Joe the
stillresult
ad libs
in the show, and his
latest stunt is to write a popular song with
the audience assisting, right during the
broadcast. That's one of his characteristics
— keeping one jump ahead of himself al!
the time. A performer who can challenge
anyone in show business on all-around
versatility, Joe added many of his accomplishments through the expedient of
learning a couple of new things for every
show he with
went a into.
always^if fooling
around
new .A.nd
idea, he'sin^tcad
resting
on his laurels; doing it, too, with the
same happy zest that he had as a kid
learning to juggle; the same zest that he
put into building his trick golf course at
his estate, Slcct^Uss HoUok-.
Articles
about things
Joe's
home
therehaveand been
the written
bewildering
it contains; the golf ball tree at the first
tee, where you pick balls off the branches,
is only one of them. The green ."ii;cs, Joe
will
warn you,
be picked.
Everyaren't
hole ripe
is a yet
gag :andtlvj mustn't
greens
slope most
to the
cup,
making
a
hole-in one alunavoidable.
"We built it ourselves." Toe grins.
You've theprobably
heard,who too,
Meadows,
Cook butler,
greetsabout
you
and who reappears successively in costume
changes as James, the second man, as
the
proprietor
of Kelly's
who hatesin
Schultz,
a competitor,
and Place
then presides,
Bavarian costume, as Schultz also. Sleepless Hollow has been written up as a
delightful madhouse, but what has not been
so widely exploited is the fact th,^t, aside
from the playrooms and golf course, Joe
Cook'stifulhome
contains many
fine andwriting
beauthings. Alexander
Woollcott,
about it, said that, instead of the madhouse
he expected, he found Sleepless Hollow
one of the most restful and rela.xing places.
And that is the catch in Joe Cook's
elaborate amusement devices at home. "I
can point to an all-time record," he says,
"in thata cigarette
in fourteenburnyearson there
never wet
has
been
the piano,
glass rings on good furniture or any
damage
the house."
has provided
plenty oftorooms
dedicatedHewholly
to playing, including the two "barrooms,"
Kelly's
and
Schultz's,
a
billiard
room,
a complete theatre called the Opcry House.
with lights, scenery, dressing-rooms, complete to make-up on the shelves, and a fully
stocked wardrobe room. Joe and his friends
can walk in and put on practically any
kind ofare a sixteen
play on radios
a moment's
also
aroundnotice.
the There
place.
Speaking of ideas — Joe thinks that's
often the trouble with radio shows. "It
seems shows
to me,"starthewith
says,a definite
"that tooI'leamany
radio
and
they're committed to it so rigidly that
the
elastic. that
Theyseems
can'tlikejustgoodgo
aheadshow
and isn't
do anything
entertainment.
That's
what
we're
ti \ ingideato
avoid in this Shell Show. Our only
is to put on a good show, with all the
variety possible, and not t\ing it down
to Heanyseems
idea but
to beentcrtaiinnent."
doing it pretty well, but
Joe doesn't stop there. With so many accomplishments tforward
hat can't beto used
on the—
air, Joe is looking
television
and
when
it
comes.
I'll
lay
ten
bucks
expired option that Joe Cook will beto onan
hand with a bagful of new tricks for itwhile he turns his happy, amiable grin into
the television camera.

• 'Beauty authontiLS
tiiat thorough
cleansing
is the most important
step in
complexion care. A simple step, too,
since Daggett & Ramsdell created the
new
Creamcould
— fornota
more Golden
efficient Cleansing
skin cleanser
be obtained.
Golden Cleansing Cream contains a
remarkable new ingredient, collcidal
gold, with an amazing power to rid
skin pores of dirt, make-up and other
impurities.
You anycan'tmoresee than
or feel
colloidal gold,
you this
can
see the iron in spinach; but its special

action makes Golden Cleansing Cream
many times more thorough than ordinary
tones and invigorates skincleansers,
tissuesandmeanwhile.
See for yourself, tonight, how fresh
and clean Golden Cleansing Cream
leaves your
skin. drug
You'll orfinddepartment
this new
cream
at your
store, for just Si. 00.

Daggett
& Ramsdell
GOLDEN
CLEANSING
CREAM
r ^"^^4 MAKE
THIS SIMPLE TEST!
• APP'y >""^
^^'/jSZl cleanser.
Wipe ,t off ^^i^.
^.i<.„, J'''^ with tissue. Your face jrt,^^-7»\i""^^^/ / I seems clean— but is it? \«|^*^~ ""JW
• Now, Golden
cleanse Cleansing
with Daggett
&
Ramsdell
Cream.
T
Your tissue shows more dirt— brought ,.l' ; — 1
from porecleansing.
depths by this more » / '""^ v
effective

Room
lOSO,City2 Park Avenue ^'"^
New
York
'^^P^'
M R.imsdell
D.ii;i;ett
Fniloscd
find
10^me myin trial
stamps
whith
plc.isc
send
size forjar
ofgoodtioldcn
in U. S.Clc.insing
only.) Cream. (Oner
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MAKE LIPS EXCITING
WITH JUNGLE COLOR

Strikingly lovely, and sure in their purpose, arqeuithe
of the Andexsitely pagjungle
an Savageisredslipstick.
excitingly
surprising
the
caress
Savage moistness
lips ... for... Savage
them. of. a.
warm
a tenderlends
softness
is entirelytrulynew!^o. ItOf clings
coursesavageh!
Savage
isthatindelible;
TANGERINE
•
FLAME
vGLE
■RAL • BLUSH
5
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At all

A V A U
P S T IC K
NOW!
NAILS
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE
tapering nails
for
everyone!
broken,
short, thinCover
with
Nv-Nails.
Cannailsbe worn
any desired
length and
polished
any
shade.
Defies
detection.
Waterproof.
Easily
applied
;
remains
firm.
No
effect
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.on
Marvelously natural-looking. Try them'
NU-NAILS FINGERNAILS

WEST

COAST CHATTER
(Coiitiinu-d from Page 60)
as many of his daughters as could be
thought up the idea of having transcrip- and
tions made of the broadcast, then inviting rounded up, and the party started out for
his pals to supper once a week and bring- Palm Springs. They arrived in Pabn
ing on the transcription with the coffee.
Springs
— itdays.
-was pouring and and
kept— ityouup guessed
for five it!solid
But
the Cantors
didn't
care,
for
they
turned
His friends come faithfully cz-ery iceck, around
immediately
and
icere
home
that
enjoy
a good
then islaf^se
coma until
the dinner,
re-broadcast
oi'cr.intoThea same night.
only mirth comes from Joe.
Love In Bloom Along Radio Row: Vera
"Haw haw," Joe will guffaw, slapping Van doesn't care if she never sees another
his knee and looking around for apprecia- radio now that she's settled down to being
tion, "that gag sure got 'em this afternoon. Mrs. George (agent) Ward . . . Eddie
Cantor's
Natalie,to hasJoseph
just
Nearly killed 'em!"
announcedoldestherdaughter,
engagement
"Veah," is the non-committal response. Metzger . . . Jackie Cooper and Judy Garhad eyes only for one another at a
■■JJ'ell. U'(!(7 //// xoii hear mv next crack. recent landstudio
party . . . Parkyakarkus and
Its
a
Inhi!Joe
'zcill
sav
hopefully.
And
Thelma
Leeds, RKO extra, flew to Yuma
J,>e's still hopetnl. after scleral zi'ccks of for the fatal
step . . . Kay Thompson, in
this. What he doesn't knoie is that Mrs. spite of denials,
did marry Jack Jenny,
I'cnner has framed him. .She has a solemn
pact iJth the guests that the first person that eastern orch leader . . . Victor Young
uJio
laughs
at
one
of
the
rc-hroa,
leasts
heppy, now that Lee Wiley has
lias to take the entire company to dinner so-o-o
flown into town . . . and Pinky Tomlin
at Hollyivood's most ultra — and e.vpeiisiz'e and Toby Wing are still ma-a-ad about
— night' club.
other and can't wait to start their
Dorothy Lamour and Herbie Kaye are each
new
picture
tentatively titled
Love and
Kissestogether,
...
still ingcompletely
smitten.
And
that
accordto no less authority than Mrs. Kaye.
Al Jolson and Eddie Cantor really
"Why, Yd rather hold hands with Herfjie started
the evening of that
than
with indignantly
every man inwhen
Hollywood!"
said CBS-KNXsomething,
Dorothy
the divorce
Salute program, when they
rinnors finally reached her ears. Not that two
stoodhave
in theneverwingsbeenwaiting
call. long
The
enemies,theirthrough
she has time, anyhow, for such pleasant
diversion, since four sponsors are bidding years of competition, but on the other hand
frantically
for her,
following
her Parafar from
friends.
But this
mount success.
Before
that they
could they've
eveningup been
they
started
talking
other
as pretty
good
guys.and sized each
have had
Dorothy's
for onetenth
as much
! AndsameAlortservices
Millman,
who
once
gave LaupLamour,
all his ismanagerial
"Tell you zvhat, Al," said Eddie, "lYhy
to handle
now suing business
her for don't
you go and sing Margie and Til give
commissions.
'em Mammy?"

The together
famed Boszvell
nez'cr
.<ing
aiHTin. sisters
Vet andzi'illMartha
luri'C I/one domestic, one Vrcing in Canada
,.nd
\e:e herYork.
-Connie's
umrriedthe toother
HarryinLeedy.
manager,
and
lliex're liring in Bcz'crlv Hills now.
"I'm going to keep on," Connie says,
"but I don't like singing alone. It still
scares
me." Raye will marry Jerry Hopper
Martha
just as soon as she finishes JYaikiki IVeddinq for Paramount. Jerry is Glenda Farrell's
nephewValley
and home
the Hoppers
San
Fernando
next doorplantoa their
aunt.
the \\'aikiki
Wed.lingthe set.
icasOn terribly
enduvrassed
otherMartha
day.
Crosby.
The script' called for her to kiss Bing
"I've never kissed anyone but Bob
uuiiis on the screen," Martha said, "and
kissing Bing — well," she stuttered, "th-that
seems like a different matter!"
.■Imos 'n' And\ r.re still down in Palm
Springs, and recently they've been joined
b'.iinor ^inif
Harriott, first
the /\(//'y
who'swords:
been
MAKE S25-$35 A WEEK l,y
spuke
"/w'itliDo ibcni
" when sileshemarried
. Imos theon Christ1935. They'll
from masthel')av,Hollywood
studio beas broadcasting
soon as the
Ing. Eriulpment
MenTuillonand paympnts.
women 18 toWrite60. High
School
not CHICAGO
rwiuired.Inrlurled.
Easy
now. chill winds stop blowing.
SCHOOL
OF
NURSING
East Ohio
Which reminds us of the lime Lddie
PleaicDept.send234.free100Ijwjklet
and 10Street.
>aiiiiileChicago.
liison III.pages.
Cantor icas coming down xeiih jlii. Hurriedly he collected his office force, Ins Ida

"Okay, Eddie," said Al, "I can stand it
that, dear readers, was the start of
if And
you
all
this can."
running around from one program
to another that the two coinedians have
been doing.
Helen Broderick -♦-was asked hoiv she
liked broadcastini/. "H'ell. to tell you the
truth," she saiil. "I can't see one bit of difference bet'zeecii going under ether or over
it.
fright's
worst years
thing ofIveacting
run
into Mike
in — zecll.
a goodthe many
But Victor Moore isn't a bit aiHicted.
e.vpericncc."
"I had that mike cowed from the start,"
he said, "these polka-dot shirts do the
Incidentally, Vic refuses to appear on a
broadcast
wi'thoutshirt,
his full
regaliacollar
of plaid
suit,
polka-dot
celluloid
and
trick."
battered hat. Says they help his morale.
I'inton Hazivrth, the Jack Arnold of the
Mvrt and Marge series, zt'ill join up zi.'ith
the program if it comes to Hollyzvood.
And it's a sure thing that the shozv zi'ill
belu'cnherein the
in the
near zoith
'future.
Hazvorth
has
hoshilal
a broken
leg. and
zehen that mends zedl have to report for
uK.om pitclicr uork. Did you knozv that
he's Ginger Kogcrs' uncle?
Didja Know: That Nadine Conner,
Nelson Eddy's new prima donna, was
...
on ShellandChateau?
GardinerWinchell
Peggy
That Walter
Ben Bernie

RADIO STARS
are making a picture called Wake Up and
Live? ill. for. .a That
been
couple Tommy
of years, Harris,
is now onwho's
the
Campana program? . . . That Ruby Keeler
is regarded as one of the best bets for
women's
nationalNiesen
golf champion?
That Gertrude
is a League. .of.
Nations — born of Russian and Swedish
parents, aboard a Norwegian steamer en
route to America? . . . That Joe Penner
pays fifteen bucks apiece for those ratty
hats? . . . That Milton Berle is guaranteed
^5000 per week from the Los Angeles
theatre
he's now appearing
in — and started,
before
his Community
Sing programs
Milt couldn't get a tenth that sum? . . .
Tiny Francia White eats a man-sized steak
just before every broadcast, and Irvin S.
Cobb refuses to take a morsel of food for
eight hours before an airing? . . . Josef
Koestner works all night on those orchestra arrangements for Marion Talley — and
keeps awake with cold showers?
Harriet
back inShetownleft again
— sans
new Hilliard's
baby and Ozzie.
them
both in Chicago and is going to fly back
tocanned,
them out
the atminute
Faces Parkyakarof 1937 is
RKO A't'ii'
Studios.
kus, Milt Beile and Joe Penner will be in
this
too, which should draw the radiofans one,
in swarms.
-♦The boys over at XBC studios have a
perfect t^assion for clubs. They can zchip
one up on the sliyhtest provocation — idiich
accounts
for theSitting
Tank-Towners.
the studio
latest
organisation.
around at the
the other evening zvere Jack Benny, Fred
Astairc, Ben Bernie, Charlie Buttencorth
and Victor Moore. Walter Winchell
dropped in and they all began to reminisce
about the days ivhen they played smalltown vaudeville, and one-night stands in
the sticks. Their total n-eekly salaries
didn't reach a thousand in those days. They
zvere
pleasedpresent
icith status
theinselz'cs
the
thoughtall ofso their
in lifeat that
one and all felt something should be done
about it. So the Tank-Towners came into
being, ztnth the above as charter members.
Activities of the club are to be limited to
gloating.
Sid Silvers and Victor Young always go
on shopping tours together. And they both
limit their "just looking, thank you" to the
boys'
departments.
five-footers,
their
sartorial
elegance isBoth
the despair
of friends
who have to spend five times as much on
their wardrobes. Mc caused gasps of
admiration when he showe^l up at the
studio the other day in a red, black and
white tweed overcoat, nattily belted, and
displaying a red carnation in his lapel.
the boys' detortnient:'
the"$12.50
enviousinbystanders,
"and a dime hefor told
the
carnation. That i^'as a real bargain!"
In spite of that talk of the PowellBlondell tie-up being a publicity stunt,
Joan and Dick go around with a glow in
their
that notcouldevenput Hollywood's
cleveresteyespress-agent
there. We
saw the Powells at Palm Springs the other
day, looking very domestic and looking as
if they liked it, too. Dick had a huge
paper bag of groceries on one arm and
Norman Barnes, Jr., on the other. Joan,
in a pair of blue gingham rompers like
her young son's, brought up the rear with
Norman's go-cart
high conversation
with more
groceries.
Their piled
animated
might have been on the high points of
glammer, but it more likely had to do with
the high price of potatoes!

GOODBYE
DANDRUFF/
The Truth About
Soap Shampoos
1. Bacteria and
dandrufftered, buscatt not
removed bydinaryor-soap
shampoo.

There is a simple, easy way co rid yourself ot dandruff with
the away.
very first application. All that is necessary is to use
aitshampoo
that completely dissolves dandruff and then washes

Repeated laboratory, as well as practical, tests show that
ordinarydruffshampoos
will notdissolves
dissolve every
dandruff.
DanRemover Shampoo
speck Fitch's
of dandruff
instantly
—
under
a
money-back
guarantee
—
and
then
washes
it away. It rinses clean in hard or soft water. Equally as
good for blondes as brunettes. Try it today! Sold at drug
2.da All
bacteria.
^ — X counters.
ndruff
and
/
her foreigi /
^ shops. Professional applications at beauty and barber
ter CO
destro;
After and
Shampoosto Fitch's
edpletely
and remove
Tonic
is thebetween
idealFitch
preparation
stimulateIdealthe Hair
hair
roots and give new life, luster and beauty to your hair
by Fitch Shan
poo.
Dandruff
Remover
Shampoo
TORONTO, CAN.
/n Our Next /ssue—
The story of the small-town guy who made good in a big way in radio.
One
your radio favorites, this story brings him to you in a new fashion.
Don't ofmiss
SMALL-TOWN GUY
in Radio Stars for May
OUT APRIL FIRST.

Unless you wear*NUVO
sanitary belts, you
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not
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could

be!

as
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. . Ask for^i(lelne>tM

'NUVO belts at any good notion counter.
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RADIO STARS
4 Blonde Types
WHO SHOULD USE BLONDEX

New Shampoo-Rinse Washes Blonde
Hair 2 to 4 Shades Lighter, Safely —
No Bleach or Dye!
Hereof blonde
Is an easyhair way
to bringit
ness
— whether
or brownish
— a andshampoo
andout riit atural lustrous golden
shades
lighter
brings
sheen, theCalled
alluringXew hi^;hligl>ts
t amaz;
can make Shampoo
llair so andattractive.
Blondes,
to orusedyes.and
Special
Goldensafe.
RinseContains
costs butnothisa harsh
few pebleai esches
IsUsed
absolutely
regularly,
it
keeps
your
scalp
and
hair
healthy
lovely, gleaming with lustrous highlights. Get Newand
Blondes
today.RINSE,
N'ew nowcombination
WITH FREE
also in a package.
10c size atSHAMPOO
all stores.

KILL THE HAIRROOT
Remove vatethely at home,
hair permanently,simple
safely,direcprie Mahlerfromfollowing
Method
positively
preventtisontsh.eThhair
growlnK
again.
The
ficliKhtful
relief
will
bring
happiness,
freedom
and greater success.use all
Backedthe byofworld.
35mindyears
Send of6c successful
in stamps TODAY
forover Illustrated
Superfluous
HairBooklet,
Forever.""How to Remove

Many

Never

Suspect Cause
Of Backaches
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
Manythey sufferers
relieve nagging backache quickly,
once
may be tireddiscover
kidneys.that the real cause of their trouble
The
kidneys
are
Nature'sof chief
way ofMosttakingpeople
the
excess
acida 3 andpintswaste
the blocwl.
pa.s3Frequent
about
a dayoutpassages
or about
3 pounds
of waste.
or
scanty
with
smarting
and
burning
showsor there
be something wrong with
yourAn kidneys
Vjladder.ormaypoisons
excess
of acids
in your
blood,
due
to
functional
kidney
disorders,
may lumbago,
be the when
causeleg
of nagging
backache,
rheumatic
pains,
pains,
loss
of
pep
and
energy,
getting
up nights,
swelling,
pu£&nes8
under
the
eyes,
headaches
and
dizzine.ss.
Don't
wait! Askby your
druggist
for40Doan's
Pills,
used
successfully
millions
for
over
years.
Tliey
give
and will helpwastethe from
15 milesyourof kidney
tubeshappy
flush relief
out poisonous
blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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Nancy Coleman, NBC actress, became a professional less than a year ago.
Since then she has been heard in many radio dramas from San Francisco.
Just when everyone thinks Frank Fay is
among the missing for sure, he shows up
in bigger and better spirits than ever.
After star,
stealingFrank
the again
show as
Oakie's
guest
has Jack
disappeared.
"I'lii out to sec the ivorld," he told us
after the proiiram, "and, contrary to ivhat
Ilollyzcood thinks, this isn't it."
Barbara Stanwyck and Frank evidently
are not even attempting a reconciliation,
since we saw Barbara dining with Bob
Taylor that same evening at the Brown
Derby. So oblivious were they to everything around that they might have been
gnawing coconuts on a desert isle.
Phil Regan, James Melton and Morton
Downeymissed
were outamong
the disappointed
lads
who
on emceeing
Hollyivood
Hotel, when Dick Powell aired his last
croon
contracton the
for program.
the job Fred
calls MacMurray's
for thirteen
weeks
of
appearances,
and
$2500 per. Not bad for he'll
the pull
boy down
who
didn't
have
enough
money
to
his
saxoiihone tuned a few years back.have
Present
at every Hotel program is Mrs. Fred
MacM.,model.
formerlySheLillian
a New
York
wearsLamont,
the wickedest
hats with the most demure air in Hollywood and has eyes for no one but the
l)oyish boss.
Tlie dof^e on Dick Jcavincj the pror/rani is
that the Warners had specified in his contract that Dick's
his
own business
only toradio
the affairs
first of were
the year.
After that they -a-onid lie the l>usiness of
the liros. Transamerica,
And thai new isll'arncr
hook-up,
due tonalio)ial
start
soon. Dick 'a'ill have his ozv)i hour on that
and «'i7/ also make a picture soon entitled
Hollywood Hotel.

Hollywood's brass band turned out to
give Pine Ridge the proper welcome. For
Lum and Abner arrived with Barker Mose
Moots, Luke Spears, Caleb Weehunt, the
Squire and an entourage of home-folk
bent on "gettin' a_^squint at the movie
stars."
they(Chester
all "go Lauck
Hollywood" and
LuutEventually
and Abner
ris
Goff
in private
life) intendandto Norstay
right here in sunny California, now that
they've
made
the
fatal
step.
They'll
their broadcasting from the local NBCdo
and nocelluloid
doubt factories.
some picture-making
atstudio
the— local
The boys
are holding out for a neat sum from the
movie moguls and no doubt will get it—
for these yokel boys can't help but make
At the coffee shop ne.xt to the NBC
good.
studios you can see oil the celebrities
nutnch'mij
ham sandivichcs
ozk'av tall (/lasses
of milk or and
strongputting
cups
ofCobb.coffee
d'crvTallev.
noon.FredThere's
Marion
Aslaire,Irvin
TrudyS.
Ji'ood. Jack Benuv and Mary Liz'ingslone,
Clarence Muse, Ilelcn Broderick and generallv a few screen stars for good measure.
There'sparticularly
usually goodif food
alzi'aysto good
talk—
you and
happen
join
up The
withother
those noon
at Irvin
he wasCobb's
givingtable.advice to
some
sprouting
script
writers.
are made, not born," declared"Writers
Cobb,
taking a swig of coffee and a puff on the
stogie. "You develop any talent through
grinding
— otherwise
it doesn't
get
developed.workI lay
all my success
to perspiration. Inspiration
is a laugh!"
—LOIS
SVENSRUD

RADIO STARS
HILL-WILLIAMS
TO YOU, SUH!
{Continued from payc 6S)
We got married in Ardmore — it was a secret.
But Judy said: 'Can't I please tell just
one person?" And the next day the whole
town knew it!'
"Ay Communist," said the recorded voice
of Zeke, "is ay jcller that zvrites up the
gossip on the ncivspapcrs. . . "
"And the funny part of it/' Anne went
on, "is that I was going with another boy,
all along!"
"Anne,
tell him
Judy
burst
forth.
Anne about
lookedthe adrawers,"
little hesitant,
then grinned. "It's a typical hill-billy
story," she said, "but I don't know whether you can use it or not."
"Telltheit pooch,
anyway,"
chimed
Dotty,
barkedZekeat the
doorbellin.
and
he
grabbed
her
up,
admitting
brother
Pete.
"Well, this hill-billy woman came into
the general store," Anne related, "and
said: 'I want a pair o' men's drawers.'
'Yessum,' says the storekeeper, 'you want
'em long or sho't?' 'Hit don' make no
diff'rence,' says the woman. 'Well, you
want cotton ones or woolen?' sa\ s the
storekeeper. 'Hit don' make no ditt'rence,'
says the woman. 'You want the front
openin' or the back openin'r' 'Hit don'
make no diff'rence,' says the woman. "Hit's
fur a corpse !' "
So there
hill-billies
! There's
been
a lot areof your
nonsense
written
about
"happy
families,"
but
I'll
bet
this
one. They all talk at once, cutgang
in onis
one another, razz one another and seem
to have a perfectly swell time doing it,
producing, at the same time, an entertainment product that the public has been
quick to recognize as legitimate and entertaining. My reaction to the gag was apparently encouraging, for Zeke insisted
that Anne tell the spittoon story.
"You tell it, Judy," Anne said. "The
real hill-billyas stuff
apologized,
Judy isn't
l)L,uan.\cry refined," she
"This big cracker was .sittin' in a resJudy said. there
"lie was
terbaccy andtaurant,"though
was chawin'
a cuspidor
near him, he looked carefully around and
shot a stream of juice into the corner. A
waiter looked worried, and carefully
moved the brass receptacle where he had
decorated the corner. .\ little later the
hill-billy scowletl, loukc<l around, and expectorated where the cuspidor had been.
The waiter, getting frantic, moved it back
to its orginal position, only to have the
corner again decorated. Once more the
harassed waiter moved the spittoon. A
moment later the hill-billy looked around,
scowled at the spittoon and then at the
waiter, and said : 'Look hyuh, mistuh — if
yo' don't stop movin' that sugah bowl
aroun' Ah'm gonna spit right in it !"

LUE WALTZ PERFUME • FACE POWDER • LIPSTICK • BRILLIANTINE • COLD CREAM • TALC

Compare your radio likes
and dislikes with those of
other fans in What They
Listen To — And Why.paqe 55.
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RADIO STARS
BOARD OF REVIEW
(Cnntmucd from page 10)

IDon't let chest colds or croupy coughs go
untreated. Rub Children's Musterole on
child's
and chest
at once. penetrates,
This milder
form ofthroat
regular
Musterole
warms, and stimulates local circulation.
Floods the bronchial tubes with its soothing,
relieving vapors. Musterole brings relief
because
a "COUn^cr-irriVanf"
—naturally
NOT just
salve.it'sRecommended
many
doctors
and anurses.
Three kinds: byRegular
Strength,
✓^J^^f'N
end
Extra Children's
Strong, 40^(mild),
each. ^gi^J^g)
CHILDREN'S

Are you registering your radio
preferences? See page 55 of
this issue. Let us hear yours. Address: QUERY EDITOR, Radio Stars,
149 Madison Avenue, New York.

RADIO>adjQBt. «B
isetB.butweiKha
All DIRECT FROM POCKET
No'batteries.
tubea,
or
electric
socket
c ( aHH
nectiona
required.
CosU
Nothing
towithOperatel
Guaranteed!
BriQffs
in
stations
fine
tone
qaallty
.Tones
^
orately
made,
precisely
9ted,
rigidly
_
assembled,
finffC forpart.years.
ComesTantng
with
kDob^tTthe

i

nomy. Get yours^tod
Ljttie^clSnt*Ra^dio*Co'!73'9S9^^^ Chicago
fSK^ (I. . „ui

^ . ...U known

UP.OCVI^ O you

' !-forUn^^°'^^"""
ADDRESS
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Eugene Ormandy, Conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra.
MERRY-GO-ROUND
68. SATURDAY
NIGHT
93. MANHATTAN
NBCSALLE
Sun. 9:00
P.M.
E.STSHOW CHARLES.. 59.4
NBC Sal. 8:00RECITALS
P.M. ESTPARTY 64.5
FASHION
69. FIRESIDE
64.2 94. LALeMAIRE,
NBC
Sun.
7:30
P.M.
EST
DUCHIN
ORCHESTRA 59.1
NBC ALLAN
Thur. 4:00ROYP.M. DAFOE
EST
70. LISTEN
64.1 95. DR.
59.0
MBS Tues.TOTHOMAS
X:30THIS
P.M. EST 64.0
CBS
M-W-F
11:45
A.M.
EST
71. LOWELL
VALLEY
DAYS
58.9
NBC M-T-W-T-F
6:45 HIS
P.M. ORCHESTRA.63.7
EST
96. DEATH
NBC
Fri.
8:30
P.M.
EST
n
72. HENRY
BUSSE
AND
NBC Wed.PRESCOTT
4:00 P.M. EST 63.6 97. WATCH
THE FUN GO BY — AL 58.8
PEARCE
73. ALLEN
Tiles. 9:00 OFP.M. AMERICA
EST. 9:00 P.M. PST 58.6
NBC EST
T-T J 1:45 A.M. KST, CBS W-F 9:30
CAVALCADE
A.M.
98. CBS
CBS
Wed.
8:00
P.M.
EST
74. HOUR
OF
CHARM—
PHIL
SPITALNY.63.2
NBC Mon. 4:U0 P.M.ANNE
E.ST
99. KRUEGER MUSICAL TOAST— JERRY
75. GRAND
COOPER, SALLY SINGER, BLOCK OR- CHESTRA 58.5
NBC Sun. HOTEL—
3:30 P.M. EST SEYMOUR. . 63.1
NBC Mon. 10:30 P.M. E.ST
76. WE,
THE
PEOPLE—
PHILLIPS
LORD.
63.0
NBC
Sun.
5:00
P.M.
EST
100.
IRVIN S. COBB— PADUCAH PLANTA- TION 58.4
77. CBS
GILLETTE
NBC Sal.
10:30 P.M. EST
Sun. 10:00COMMUNITY
P.M. EST SING 62.8
POP
58.2
78. RIPLEY,
BAKERS' NELSON
BROADCAST
— ROBERT
101. VOX
NBC Tues.
9:00 P.M. EST
ORCHESTRA
62.7 102.
NBC Sun. 7:30 P.M. EST
FOLLOW
THE
MOON—
ELSIE
HITZ,
NICK
DAWSON
58.1
79. MBS
BENAYSal. VENUTA'S
NBC M-T-W-T-F
4:30 P.M. EST
P.M. ESTPROGRAM 62.3
80. THE
LONE8:00 RANGER
62.1 103. CBS
YOUR
Sun.UNSEEN
5:00ANDP.M.FRIEND
EST CIGARETTE 58.0
MBS M-W-F
7:30 CITY
P.M. ESTTABERNACLE
81. SALT
LAKE
104.
RALEIGH
KOOL
CHOIR
AND
ORGAN
62.0
SHOW—
PEARL
P.M. EST
NBC Mon.JACK
9:30 P.M.
ESTJACK FULTON 57.9
82. CBS
U.NBCS.Sun.
ARMY12:30
BAND
61.7 105. POETIC
MELODIES—
Mon.
6:05
P.M.
EST
MILLS
ORCHESTRA
57.8
CBS
83. PENTHOUSE
SERENADE — MARTIN
PST M-T-W-T 7:00 P.M. EST. 8:00 P.M.
ORCHESTRA
NBC Sun. 4:00 P.M. EST 61.6 106. PROFESSOR
QUIZ
AND
HIS
BRAINBUSTERS
57.7
84. JOSEF
CHERNIAVSKY'S
MUSICAL
Sun. 7:00 P.M. E.ST
CAMERA—
WILLIE
NBC Sun. 4:30
P.M. MORRIS
EST 61.3 107. CBS
UNIVERSAL
RHYTHM— CHANDLER 57.6
ORCHESTRA
85. CBS
MAJOR
FAMILY. 61.3
NBC Fri. 9:00 P.M. EST
Sun. BOWES'
11:30 A.M. CAPITOL
EST
PEPPER
YOUNG'S3:00FAMILY
86. FIBBER
NBC M-T-W-T-F
P.M.
10:30 57.5
NI}C Mon. McGEE
8:00 P.M.ANDESTMOLLY 61.2 108. A.M.
on WJZ WLS
WSYKEST.WHAM
87. COOPER,
LESSONS YOUNG
IN HOLLYWOOD-JACKIE
KDKA
ORCHESTRA
61.1
,„
MBS M-W 8:00 P.M. EST
QUALITY
TWINS — EAST AND 57.2
DUMKE
88. RIPPLING
RHYTHMORCHESTRA
REVUE— FRANK
CBS
T-TAND11:15ABNER
A.M. EST
PARKER,
FIELDS
LUM
NBC Sun. 9:15
P.M. EST. 8:30 P.M. P.ST 61.0
NBC M-T-W-T-F 7:30 P.M. EST. 8:15 P.M. 56.8
89. JOHNSON
1937 RADIOORCHESTRA
SHOW— RAY KNIGHT, 60.2 ,„ P.ST
CHASE
AND8:00 SANBORN
PROGRAM .56.7
Mli.S Sun. 6:00BARN
P.M. EST
NBC Sun.
P.M.GRIER
EST ORCHESTRA.
90. NATIONAL
DANCE
60.1 nz. CBS
JOE
PENNER—
56.5
NBC
Sat.
9:00
P.M.
EST.
8:00
P.M.
PST
Sun.
6:00
P.M.
EST
91. LOG
CABIN8:00DUDE
RANCH
60.0 113. BROADWAY VARIETIES 56.4
NBC
Tues.
P.M.
EST.
8:30
P.M.
PST
(
BSI
n.
S:,in
I'.M.
EST
92. CBS
MYRTM-T-\y-T-F
AND MARGE
59.8 114. CBS
NEWSM-W-F
THROUGH
EYES. . 56.3
2:00 P.M.A WOMAN'S
EST
2:45 P.M. EST

RADIO STARS
lis. CKS
WILDERNESS
56.2
M-T-W
-T-F ROAD
5:45 P.M. EST
116. THE
O'NEILLS
56.0
SBC
M-T-n-T-F
3:45
P.M.
FJ^.
11.00
A.M.
ESTUSVR
on WJZ
WBZA WGAR
WBAL
WMAL
WHAM\VB/. KDKA
WXYZ
WLS
117. MARY
MARLIN
55.7
NBC M-T-W-T-F
12:15 P.M. EST
118. IRENE
RICH
55.6
NBC Fri. 8:00 P.M. EST
119. JIMMIE
FIDLER'S HOLLYWOOD 55.4
GOSSIP
NBC Tuf!. 10:30 P.M. EST
120. FIVE
STAR
REVUE — MORTON 55.3
BOWE
M-W-F 1:00
P.M. EST — WALTER
121. CBS
JERGENS
PROGRAM
WINCHELL
5S.2
NBC
Sun.
9:00
P.M.
EST. 8:15 P.M. PST S5.1
122. DICK
TRACY
MBS
M-T-W
5:45
P.M.
EST
123. THE
MBSSun.LAMPLIGHTER
3:00 P.M. EST. M-W-F 9:30 A.M. SS.O
124. BETTY
MOORE
54.9
NBC Thur. 11:30 A.M.
/LST
125. VIVIAN
54.7
NBC Tues.DELLA
7:45 P.M.CHIESA
EST
126. KALTENMEYER'S
KINDERGARTEN . 53.9
NBC
Sat.
5:30
P.M.
EST
127. HUSBANDS
53.8
NBC Tues.
9:30ANDP.M.WIVES
EST
128. GIRL
ALONE
53.7
NBC M-T-W-T-F
13:00 Noon EST
129. CBS
MAJOR
BOWESAMATEUR
HOUR. .53.6
Thur.
9:00
P
.M.
/iST
130. SNOW
NBC Sal.VILLAGE
9:00OFP.M.THESKETCHES
ESTMOUNTED 53.5
131. CBS
RENFREW
M-T-W-T-F
6:45
P.M. EST. 8:15 P.M. 53.5
PST
132. TED
MALONE'S
BETWEEN THE 53.4
BOOKENDS
CBS
M-T-W-T-F 12:15 P.M. EST
133. TODAY'S
CHILDREN
53.3
NBC AND
M-T-W-T-F
10:45 A.M. EST
134. VIC
SADE
NBC onM-T-W-T-F
3:30
P.M.WB.AL
E.^T.WM.\L
11:30 53.2
A.M.
WJZ
WBZ
WBZA
WVAR
WXYZ
KWK
KGO
KECA WREN
KFSD KDKA
WMT KSO
W^VKLO RKO'LWH.\.\1
WLS
135. CBS
GOLD
MEDAL
FEATURE
TIME
53.1
10:00 A.M. EST
136. DAVID.M-T-W-T-F
HARUM
53.0
A'iSC
M-T-W-T-F
11:00
A.M.
EST
137. FIVE
STAR JONES
52.9
NBC
M-T-W-T-F
10:15
A.M.
EST
138. LANDT
TRIO
52.8
NBC
Sun.
2:00
P.M.
EST
139. CBS
MA T-T-S
AND PA
52.8
7:15 P.M. ESTMORIN SISTERS.52.7
140. SUNSET
NBC Sun. DRFJ^MS—
7:45 P.M. EST.
8:00 P.M. PST
141. UNCLE
EZRA'S7:15 P.M.
RADIOEST.STATION
NBC M-W-F
8:15 P.M. 52.6
PST
142. VALLEY
EDGAR
GUEST IN WELCOME 52.5
NBC Tue.-:. 8:30 WIFE
P.M. EST
143. BACKSTAGE
NBC M-T-W-T-F
11:15
A.M. EST MOR- 52.3
144. lODENT
DRESS
REHEARSAL—
TON BOWE,
ORCHESTRA 52.2
NBC Sun.
11:30OFRINES
A..HELEN
M. E.ST
145. CBS
ROMANCE
TRENT 51.7
M-T-W-T-F
12:30
P.M.
146. MRS.
WIGGS OF THE ESTCABBAGE 51.6
PATCH
NBC M-T-W-T-F 10:00 A.M. EST
147. CBS
RICHM-T-W-T-F
MAN'S DARLING
51.5
12:45 P..\f.EST
148. HOW
TO BE 11:30A.M.
CHARMING
51.2
NBC
M-W-F
EST
149. VOICE
OF EXPERIENCE
50.4
NBC M-W-F
11:45 A.M. EST
150. CBS
BACHELOR'S
50.2
M-T-W-T-FCHILDREN
9:45 A.M. EST
151. TIM
50.1
NBC HEALY
.M-T-W-T-F 9:45 A.M. EST
152. CBS
COOK'S
TRAVELOGUE
50.0
Sun.
2:45
P.M.
EST
153. CBS
SUNBRITE
JUNIOR
NURSE
CORPS. .50.0
.M-W-F
5:00
P.M.
EST
154. MOLLY
OF THE 3:00
MOVIES
49.9
.MBS M-T-W-T-F
P.M. EST
155. CBS
MARY
LEE11.00
TAYLOR
49.8
T-T
A.M.
EST
156. MANBC PERKINS
49.8
M-T-W-T-F
3:15
P.M.
EST,
10:15
A.M. EST
WBAL
WYSRon WLSZ WJZ WBZ WBZA
157. TOM
MIX SHOOTERS
AND HIS RALSTON 49.6
STRAIGHT
NBC
M-T-W-T-F
5:15 P..M.EST. 3:15 P.M.
PST SISTER
158. CBS
BIG
48.7
M-T-W-T-F
11:30
A.M. EST
159. CBS
POPE M-W-F
YE, THE
SAILOR
48.2
7:15
P.M.
EST
160. JACK
ARMSTRONG
47.6
NBC
M-T-W-T-F
5:30
P.M.
EST
161. CBS
THE M-T-W-T-F
GUMPS
47.5
12:00 Noon EST
162. MYSTERY
CHEF
46.8
NBC
Tues.
Sat.
11:30
A.M.
EST
163. SINGER
EDWARD MacHUGH, THE GOSPEL 45.8
NBC M-T-W-T-F
11:45 A.M. EST
164. CBS
PICK
Mon.AND8:30PAT
P.M. EST, 8:30 P.M. PST 45.6

FOOT TROUBLE is a serious thing. It can cause many aches and
pains in parts of your body remote from the feet; put lines in
your face; disfigure your feet and take all the joy out of life.
Dr. Wm. M. Scholl, the pioneer in foot research, noted the world
over as a foot specialist, has made it ever so easy and inexpensive
for you to have happy, healthy feet, free from ugly blemishes.
Don't suffer from tired, aching feet — get the Dr. Scholl's Foot
Comforta substitute.
Remedy you need at your favorite store today. Don't
accept
CORNS
CALLOUSES BUNIONS
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads
Scholl'ssize)Zino-pads
Dr.Scholl's
Zino-pods,
instantly
relieve Dr.(Callous
quick- for
bunions,
inpain; movequickly
corns. Endre- ly relieve pain, safely stantly relieve pain ;
cause-shoe pressure.

SOFT CORNS
Dr. Scholl'sremove
Zino-pads
quickly
soft
corns between toes.

TENDER FEET
Dr.tired,Scholl's
Foottender,
Pow.
der
relieves
or perspiring
feet. Soothing. Eases
tight shoes.

TIRED, SORE FEET REMOVES CORNS LOOSENS CORNS FOOT RELIEF
Dr. Scholl'ssore,Foot feverBalm
Dr.Scholl'sCorn Solve Dr. Scholl'sfor relieving
Kurotexrelieves
quickly relieves corn plaster
ish, chafed,feet
swollen
shoe pressure on
ortenderness.
aching
and
corns, callouses,
bunions, tender spots.

CALLOUSES
Dr.SolveScholl's
Callous
makes
cal-so
louses can
on soleseasily
soft,
they
be picked out. Safe.

CORNS
Dr. Scholl's
"2" Drop
Corn
Remedy
removes
corns soon
after
a few applications.
Relieves
pain. Safe.

EASES FEET
Dr. Scholl's Moleskin,
foot
plaster
for relievingcallouses,
shoepressure
on corns,
bunions,
tender spots,

BUNIONS
Or.Reducer
Scholl's
of softBunion
rubrelieves
pain;
hidesber,bulge,
keeps
shape of shoes.

CROOKED TOES
Or. Scholl'sstraightens
Toe- Flex
gradually
crookedmal. Worntoesinvisibly
to norwith comfort.

CLEANSES FEET
Dr.Scholl's
Footloosens
Soap
(granular),
secretions
incleanses
pores,
thoroughly
the feet.

FOOT LOTION
—Dr.Scholl's
cools, FootLotion
soothes,
tired,
feet.
Relievesburning
soreness
and tenderness.

ITCHING FEET FOOT ODORS
WEAK ARCHES CROOKED HEELS
Dr.Scholl's
Solvex re- sis Powder removes Eazer relieves tired, crooked
Strotes
prevent
Dr. Scholl's
Wolklieves intenseitching
heels,
keep
foot
and
body
odors;
aching
feet, foot and
and
quickly
heals
shapely. For
reduces excessive leg
"Athlete's
fallenpains,
arches.weak or shoes
Kills
the fungi.Foot." perspiration.
men, women.
; FREE BOOKLET AND SAMPLE.
1! Schiller
Mail coupon
to Dr. Scholl's,
Inc., W.on
St., Chicago,
for booklet
iI Scholl's
FOOT CARE
and forsample
of and
Dr.
Zino-pads
Corns
DrScholls
1
Sore
Toes.
FOOT COMFORT REMEDIES
and APPLIANCES for all FOOT TROUBLES Nan
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RADIO STARS
NOTHING

Complexion
UglyDenies
Vou

BUT THE TRUTH?
(Continued from Page 64)

tion. Then a network had me for thirteen
weeks because a candy company engaged
the time and me."
lui ageritzgcrald:
the general
r of KFRC in "Asked
San Francisco
for amanjob.
.Much to ni)' amazement lie gave it to me."
Duke Ellington: "Sorry, no Horatio Algerancetwistcameforafter
you.success
My firston radio
appear-I
the stage.
don't blush when I say I worked hard to
get there — or maybe I mean here."
: "As broadcast
fas as I can
ourKayfirstKyser
nctzii'ork
ivas remember,
from the
Nc-w Yorker Hotel in Neiv York in 1930,
oi'cr XBC."

Margaret Speaks: "Ambitions change
from year to year — they either become a
realization or eventually disappear."
Cab Calloway
to seefullythe recoggreat
musical
talents of: "/thewantnegro
ni^:ed by radio. I believe that eventually
the gifts which are peculiarly those of the
colored uuni will be a vital part of airzvay
cutertain)uent."
I^ucille Manners: "My one ambition is to
succeed in the thing I've always wored— operaof and
singing.
done a ship little
both,lieder
but want
to doI'veso

much more."
Edgar A. Guest:
"All ofdone
my ambitions
unrealized.
Have never
as well asareI
had hoped — always felt I could and should
have done better."
ivantcostto ofreacheverything
the top
in Betty
radio, Winkler:
but not at"/ the
else. I -want to travel."
Sid Gary:
comedian.
worked
'with "To
Georgebe aBurns
I did When
comedy.I
Ted Hammerstcin: "To produce the big.Some day I expect to take it up again."
gest hit in the legitimate theatre on BroadPhil
Harris:
"One
of
the
greatest
I
have
ever had is to be able, some day, to spend
Benayto Venuta:
several months in the year in real hunting tennis;
have one"Togoodbeatpartmy inhusband
a featurein
expeditions with two or three companionpicture and make good in it."
able comrades."
Patrick J. Barrett (Uncle Ezra) : "Being
Johnny
Green:
"To
have
the
time
and
money to devote myself to the serious "wanted
bornway."
and raisedone.on Noiv
a farm,that I've
ahvays
I have
the
study of music; to be able to travel ex- farm. Tveto ozvn
got to milk the radio business
tensively; tobe able to play a real good
game of golf; and to be able to write the
-♦HAVE RECOGNIZED MERIT
kind of music I want to write, whether the before I do the co'ws."
At K.all A.drugsists,
for a 91fi sample t
"1. To Mountains.
write a book.
field be serious or popular."
Hughes orCo.,sendJamaica
ToIrene
visit Beasley:
in the Pyrenees
3. To2.
,
Mass.
DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Ed McConnell
the ambition
Many
people enjoy
with Conversation.
defective hearingM and
continue
the 'work: "Only
I am doing;
I am per-to see the Pyramids in Egypt."
Head
Noises
Church
Radio, Earbecause
Kenny Baker: "I'd like to catch a twentyLeonard andInvisible
Drumsthe which
pound yellow tail or a thirty-pound tuna —
jectly happy."
resemble
Megaphones
fittinR
inNo thewires,EarTiny
entirely
out
of
sisht.
Jim Jordan: "I once tried hard to he a or maybe just a five-pound trout."
batteries or headWritepiece.foi
Thcv areandinexpensive.
baseball player, but didn't make the grade."
AUie Lowe Miles: "1. To be able to sleep
thebooklet
inventorwhoswornwas stateinent
himself deaf.of ppi//^
Parker Fennelly: "Some I wouldn't like until I want to get up in the morning. 2.
A. 0. LEONARD. Inc.. Suite 98S^70 Sth Ave.. New Yerk
To
nailsfive
thatminutes
won't break.
to tell, but don't mind saying I'd like to 3. Togro'wsloplouoheiiiglinger
hungry
after
have one or two of the plays I've written Tve finished a broadcast.
UNPLEASANT^
4.
To
arrange life
produced here in New York. And, of
course, I'd like to go back into the theatre so that there's time for all the things I
DIAPER
some day soon, playing the kind of role I
--♦
WASHING \ believe I could do best."
ivant
Bennyto do."
Fields: "To make a picture with
my
wife, Blossom Seeley, with the story
.\1
Goodman:
"To
direct
symphonic
for3<aday^
of our lives as the theme."
Use Babypads
inside
cloth
diaper,
remove
nice
Claire:
"Am
afraid
I'm
very
Albert: "The chief ones are: to
Be
and
-and satisfied with things just as they be Grace
a fine dramatic actress, and to be an
soiled.flushitary,
Soft,away
safe,when
sanBabypads
end
lazyunpleasant diaper
operatic
for). And,starlast(both
but ofnot which
least, I'm
to bestudying
a good
care for mother; protect baby'sthe tender
Irvin S. Cobb: "I always wanted to learn
skin from
risk of
-♦wife
and
mother."
painful
diaper
rash.
2Wat forDepartment
$1 or 50 for and2Bc Russian interpretive dancing."
Dru^cstores. ForFREE
Lud Gluskin: "So far, none."
full day's supply, write
Yee Lawnhurst: "/ hairn't any. I'm
doing just what I -want to do and having
Dept. BD-192
DENNISON'S
Jimmie Tidier: "To be what I started
Framingham, Mass.
out to be — the best in my field. That wish
a grand time doing it."
is certainly unrealized as yet, but maybe
Lann\< Ross: "To sing in opera."
BABYPADS
ten years from now I may arrive there."

life's Tliriiling moments
Podam
Cf'nre±
KeaL
• Disagreeable
surface
pimples
and ugly-fjel/a
caused
by toirritation
are best.
so embarrassing
justblotches
when
you
want
look
your
Stop
worrying
about
your
complexion!
Use
Poslam
a
short
time,
AT
EXPENSE, andprovementyou
will be amazed
by theyearsrapidto_OURim-re. Used successfully
forandthirty
lieve
surface
pimples
of
acne
Irritations
oftest.thePoslam
skin. ITis MUST
BE GOOD ointment
to minor
have that
stood
this
a
concentrated
penetrtation
ates the outer
layers
of
the
skin
and
soothes
irrithereby aiding nature to bring back your
skin's
loveliness.
Don't50cdelay,
getus Poslam
druggist
today,willonly
prove tofromyou your
free
what Poslam
do for oryourlet skin.
FREE PROOF SAMPLE
Make tion.thisSend amazing
test.
Free.
No
cost.
No
obligatrial sizeto: of Poslam.
Simply mailtoday
your fornamegenerous
and address
Sample DesK2^ Poslam Co.. 254 W. 54tli Street, New York, N. Y.
FOR
COLDS
Nature bycaninternal
more medication
quickly expelof recosnized
Infection when
aided
merit

RADIO STARS

Jack Pearl, whose Baron M unzhausen
is a perennial favorite. Mondays,
9:30 p.m., EST, A/flC-Blue network.
Eddy Duchin: "To - be a concert pianist."
Allen Prescott : " To write a good phiy ;
to sing; and to really kno-w 'a'liat I'm talking about — that is, as much as I pretend
to knoiv noiv.''
Welcome Lcivis: "To visit the Orient."
Homer Rodeheaver: "To plan and direct
a great world-wide program of Practical
Christianity — song and sermon — that will
help the people find the solutions to their
complex problems and bring to the world
"peace and good will.' "
WillforHudson:
completebe
score
a musical "To
shozi'zvrite
n'hicha 7could
presented on the air by Hndson-Dclaugc
Orchestra."
Ethel Blume: "The attainment of a recognized place in the dramatic field — not for
the glory or money, but for the realization
of having done something really worth
while."
Jean Paul King: "To have my first novel
published."
derch'pandintotoonehe ofa
theRoss
fi)iestGraham:
.liiiericau"7,'siinirrs
member of the MetropolUan Opera Association."
Bide Dudley: "To sing with an orchestra
conducted by some friend Hke Xat Bnisiloff. An enemy leader would adtl to the
catastrophe."
-»•Ed Fitzgerald: "To tell the program
manager what I think of him."
Duke Ellington:
"To be airship
the firstcro.^sstar
attraction
on a I raiis-atlaiilic
iny wilh my band. .Iml lo broadcast from
the sL-ics 01 er the )niddle of the ocean!"
Kay Kyser:
"I should
to direct
orchestra,
just once,
that like
is larije
cnoutjhan
to hit a chord as big as I want li' heai-possibly three hundred nun! Srci>n<l, 1
want to be a producer, eitlicr fnr ra(Ho nr
pictures. Third, a psyclinlogy profcsscir.
Fourth,
est rollerI want
coasterto— own
so I thecan world's
ride as roughmuch
as I like."

RADIO STARS
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INJURED BAG
Thousand
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man.
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broken.
reports
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and over
ultimate cure. We
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ami easilyis light,
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injured
rmed spine
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itor todefohimself
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Send for Information
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weDescribe
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definiteso
information
at once.
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— quickly
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A
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brush
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it. Guaranteed
Active
coloring agent does
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Cannot
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hair.
Economical
and
lastmg
— will
not wash
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beautiful
color
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amazing
speed.
Easy
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a
lock
of
own
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only 50c— at guarantee.
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toilethair.
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I WANT YOU
Work
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Write
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SHE ALMOST RETIRED!
{Continued from page 47)

kept me from going crazy.
The mere mention of radio would send
me into the depths of despair. Tlie sponOzzie'swithprogram
(Harriet
creditssors ofOzzie
everything,
even always
to the
grand movie contract she has) wanted to
know when I was going back on the air.
I was tinder contract to sing with Ozzie's
band
on the air
I knew that
keep putting
off and
the moment
when I Icouldn't
had to
make the test of my voice. / was scared!
"One
night
Ozzie
asked
me
to
sing
little song for him. He asked me to do ita
as a favor to him. We were alone in the
apartment. I felt that it was a small thing
to do notes
for him,
'Would I mybe
high
come sooutI started.
right? Would
able to sustain the proper tones?' Honestly
I didn't
knowwerethespinning
answersthrough
to these
tions which
my queshead.
And when I finished the song, I still
wasn't
sure
of
the
answers.
Just
by
chance,
I had sung a number which Ozzie had
picked
program.for Hethe wasfollowing
satisfiedSunday
with thenight's
way
I had handled the song. That gave me my
first touch of confidence. But I still was
by no means sure of myself. The next day
we rehearsed at the studio — but Ozzie
would allow me to sing the song only once.
Why? He was afraid of my straining my
voice after so many months of not using it.
"That Sunday m'glit I was scared," she
continued,
of the
I had been "asin afraid
my early
radiolittle
days.mikeAndas
after I had finished my song, I still was
not sure how it had sounded over the air.
Even when people told me it was all right,
I would not believe. Fortunately, we always have a record made of our broadcasts. The next day I was in a fever of
excitement to hear the ultimatum of that
record. I wanted to listen to it and I was
afraid at the same time. It was only after
hearing that record that I could breathe
easily. I knew that I could go on with my
career. That broadcast was the luckiest
thing
ever did !" was complete again.
Her I self-confidence
She immediately started her daily practicing. Slie knew that motherhood had not
deprived her of the thing for which she had
worked so hard all her life — her career.
on thein airthe with
with"Beijig
the boys
band,Ozzie,
whomworking
I had
known for so long— I was lucky to have all
this the first time I sang. Such familiar
surroundings made it easier for me," she
exi)lained.
And now she is in Hollywood, making
her
picture,isNeiv
l^'accs Rack
of 1937,
whichsecond
Joe Peimcr
starring.
of thisin
is Harriet
a dramaticIlilliard
story : married Ozzie Nelson
four days before she made her first trip to
Hollywood to make her motion picture
debut in FoUoiv the Fleet, with Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers. Harriet and
Ozzie had put off marriage for fear that
it would interfere with the sticcess of the
band.
"We didn't know what made the band
click
public,"
she said,
it was with
Ozziethealone,
the band,
myself,"whether
or the

combination of Ozzie and me as a romantic couple. But before I left for the Coast,
we decided to take a chance. And it
helped. Our marriage made the band more
In the movie capital, Harriet was miserably unhappy. She was so far from New
York where Ozzie was playing. But, in
spite of this, she made a tremendous hit in
herpopular."
first picture. She dashed back to her
new husband. Immediately, the band wenj
on one-night stands. They had been touring for several months when the movies
started calling her. She had a contract to
do two more pictures in 1936 and she was
called to start her second picture. She
knew by this time that she was to become
a mother, but she and Ozzie wanted no one
else to know it for the time being.
"The following three weeks were the
most hectic we have ever spent," she exkeptilltelling
cials thatplained.
I was"Ozzie too
to makethe aCoast
pictureoffi-—
that I was not up to doing it at present.
Naturally, they said that if I could do onenight stands all over the country, I certainly ought to be able to make a picture!
It w'as a hectic time of avoiding phone
calls, of having Ozzie take the calls that
could not be refused. Finally they reached
us in Boston. They asked Ozzie point
blank why I couldn't make a picture. Still
he would
not give
answer.
However, amonth
later,them
afteran doing
vaudeville
in New York and in Washington, I retired
from
life." For
Thismywasstrenuous
the middleprofessional
of September.
six weeks Harriet worked feverishly to
make a home for the new baby. She completely decorated and furnished an apartment, just completing it in time for little
David, who was born the end of October.
In fixing up her home, she called on no
interior decorator. She studied the Early
American period. She personally purchased
each"It piece
furniture,to each
is so ofwonderful
have knick-knack.
a real home
at last ! We had to start from scratch.
We didn't even have a bath mat !" She
smiles as she proudly looks around her
apartment. Her home is in perfect taste,
the work of a woman who has built a home
with care.
Motherhood has brought about changes
in the Nelson family. Not in appearance,
although Harriet is even better looking
than she was before the advent of little
David. Having a son has broadened the
viewpoints of Ozzie Nelson and his wife.
The first step is a real home. For the first
time since their marriage, Harriet and her
husband are thinking of the future in concrete terms. No longer will Mrs. Nelson
beShetheis star
singer inentity
Ozzienow.
Nelson's
a separate
True,band.
she
will singcasts, butwith
the
band
on
the
radio
that is the extent of her broaddirect
connection with the band. She looks forward to the time when she and Ozzie will
have a definite
fornia, when heandwillsettled
have home
time into Caliplay
with his son, perhaps with another son and
a daughter, too. There is a definite family
feeling existing in the Nelson hotisehold

RADIO STARS

Frank Parker's rich and nnelodious
tenor is heard over the NfiC-Blue
network Sundays, at 9:15 p.m., EST,
with Shep Fields and his orchestra.
now. The With
future'stliehorizon
broadened.
coming has
of abecome
child,
luck cess
has followed
caughttheirup with
the
Xelsons.
marriage, growing Sucwith
the birth of their son.
After little David was born, Harriet and
Ozzie worried about the effect the birth of
their son would have on business.
"One afternoon Ozzie came up to the
hospital toin,seeveryme, happy,
" she relates. "He came
bouncing
" 'You know, Harriet, I ought to put
hethatsaidson toofme,oursallunder
smiles.salary right away,'
" 'Why?'
-was better
than" 'Because
ever. Ilastdo night
believebusiness
that people
come
down to the hotel just to be able to ask
about the baby.'
"So, you
need the
not business
have beenof
afraid.
The see,
babywehelped
the band. That is just one more reason
why I say that Ozzie and I were both born
under lucky stars. Everyone works hard,
but we have been lucky, too,"
Harriet's picture contract calls for three
pictures
calls
for her toa j'ear.
sing onHertheradio
Bakerscontract
Broadcast
every
Sunday
night
—
except
when
she
is
the Coast, And with this she is combiningon
all the duties of motherhood. How?
"I shall be in Hollywood three times a
year, six to eight weeks each trip. The
baby will remain in Xew York, because he
is too young to be moved. When I am in
New York I shall sing on the weekly programs. But I am not going back to the
band at the hotel. That kind of work is
too confining. Ozzie works so hard that
the only time he has a chance to see the
baby
at dinner time — and then only for
a few isminutes.
"By dropping out of the band, except
for radio,Then,
I'll havewhenplentyhe ofis time
be witliI
David.
aboutto three.
shall take him with me on my trips to the
Coast." Harriet and Ozzie liave discussed
the matter of David very thoroughly.
When he is five they are going to settle
down.
Harrietlife.continues,
lead"Yes,"
a normal
We are "hegoingis going
to haveto
a home near a public school. He is not
going to be spoiled. Nor is he going to be
made conscious of tlie fact that his parents
are in show business. He is not going
near a studio until he himself wishes to do
so. He must never feel different from

other boys. He is going to play on the
corner sand lot and get just as dirty as he
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson have very definite
ideas of the future of their son.
wants."
"We want him to follow whatever career
he wants,
whenthathe hisgrows
why
Ozzie
insisted
first up.
nameThat's
be David,
with Ozzie as the middle name. 'H he
rl.iesn't
want toDavid.
follow Ifin Imycansteps,
he can
ill himself
accomplish
:iiUgh for iiim to be proud of what his
. i.id does, he can use his middle name,' is
the
sums.for,
it up.on But
don't see
how wayhe Ozzie
can miss,
both I sides,
his
family
are
show
people.
Ozzie's
and Ozzie, me and my family. Butfatherwe
won't
persuade
him one meway iforlittle
the other."
It will
not surprise
Dav
follows internoon,
his between
family's
footsteps.
affour and five, >An\uu will
find the little baby gurgling to the strains
of a music box which Santa Claus very
thoughtfully
left for the son of the
Xelsons.
What of Harriet's future?
"I hope to go on in pictures and that our
home
will betointake
California,"
says Radio
she. "Iis
want Ozzie
life easier.
moving out to the Coast. He has had several offers from the movie people. He
works too hard now. I think that he ought
to let up a little, get more leisure from
work. Hotel work is so confining. He
works all day at his office, and plays seven
nights
at the hotel.take
It isthetoo suggesmuch."
But willa week
the bandleader
tions
made
by
his
wife?
Will
he
be
content to slow up ?
"I don't know, but I hope so," answers
Harriet. "He has worked so hard for so
long that
doesn't
thinknowhearecanthattakehe
tilings
easier.he His
reasons
doesn't want to let down the bovs in the
band. But after all
I try to make him
see that he can make much more money in
California, without having to work as hard
as he does now. It would be wonderful
for the three of us to have a home out
there — but David would still go to public
school,"
she adds that
hastily,
she andson Ozzie
are
determined
theirfor>oung
shall
not be spoiled.
"Then,"
she
smiles.
"I
am
going
to
take
time off in the future for more children,
two or three, perhaps. I want to have a
Xothing, I think, expresses her complete
family."
return
of self-confidence better than this
last remark. She realizes that, to be a
mother, one does not have to give up a profes ional life. That her future can go on
uninterrupted.
What price motherhood? Xow and only
now,
Harrieta scare.
Hilliard She
can thought
answer: that
"Xonel"
She had
her
career was ended. But thanks to radio,
Harriet
will
go
on
to
bigger
and
better
things.
"It really was that first radio program
which made all the diffL rcmi' t,. me. It
gave me a chance to do sonutliin.u professionally, without having to face a huge
audience. It gave me a chance to work out
my problem in familiar surroundings. It
wasAnda life-saver."
Harriet Hilliard joins the ranks of
professional
who as combine
hood with a women
career and
a result motherof that
motiierhood
looks
prettier
and
\ ciun<;cr than
ever before.

Graceful, tapering finger nails tell a story, too.
Whether you're careless or careful about the little
things.
groomed
charm. ForBe well
certain,
then, finger
to keep,".ailsthemdo reflect
always one's
well
manicured. It's so easy with Wigder Files. Wigder
Nail Files are specially Triple Cut with even, fastcutting teeth for smooth and fast-filing so as not to
jar the nails. The Improved Cleaner Point, A Wigder
feature, conforms to the finger nails and enables you
to5 andclean10 easily
and quickly. On sale at all drug and
cent stores.
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RADIO STARS

MODERN

SCREEN

BROADCASTS
DIRECT

TO YOU!

MODERN SCREEN, the
world's most popular
screen magazine, is on
the air from coast-tocoast! Three times a
week, your MODERN
SCREEN Hollywood Reporter broadcasts the
latest news from the film
capital.
All the latest gossip
about the stars, the most
recent news about the
pictures you will want to
see, from the same reliable sources that furnish the news in
MODERN SCREEN.
Listen to "Five Star Revue", featuring your
Hollywood Reporter
every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at
I P. M. (E.S.T.) over the
entireColumbia network.
MODERN
SCREEN
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IT'S MY (_Coi!
HUMBL
filmed from E
page 39)OPINION
secure in tJic belief that you had listened definite break because liis products arc advertised by one of the best dance bands
to Ray Noble and his band in an actual
broadcast. I'czc people note the time (Rav in the country. On the assumption that the
record zvould
wouldn't be apt to be on the air at S:/0 broadcast of a goodtodance
listen to the com(!■ ni. or ?:S0 p. ni.) or ha^'c any concep- entice hismerciallisteners
message, sales should
tion as to the importance of the radio sta- increase. Theadvertising
radio station also comes tn
tion to -ccliicli Ihey niii/lil he listening. In
of the breaks because it deother -,^'ords, one might infer that there is for itsrivesshare
revenue
from the advertiser. The
an attempt on the part of tliese stations
iistcners-in haz'c a good time because they
to delude their listeners into the belief that hear
excellent
music
at no more cost than
this is an actual broadcast unth the band
there personally — an actual, not a recorded, the effort en tailed in tzcisting a dial, and
even if they
theyhaz'cpurchase
the remunerated
advertiser's
in no ivay
What, you ask, is your reason for men- product,
tioning this at all? You might even prefer Ray Noble and his band.
So, in spite of themselves, Mr. Noble
to say:
zchat.'" First,
me introduce
you
to the"Somechanics
of the letaffair,
and then and his excellent music are providing
let mea reply.
ask you a question to which 1 would revenue for two groups and entertainment
like
for another and receiving absolutely nothing. Now my question is this : Do you
A fifteen-minute broadcast would take
think this
just,yourightthinkor itfair?
about
four
sides
of
Ray
Noble's
records,
answer
by issaying
is fineDon't
for
reckoning three minutes and thirty seconds the public.
What I am asking you to do
to a side and leaving time for the com- is this — put yourself in Ray Noble's place.
mercial announcement — or, in other You are an orchestra leader with an exwords, two records.
pensive orchestra. Out of the many phonograph records you record, one is sold to a
the records for
a moment.
radio station for 7S4 and for several
ForLet'ssnclileave
a fifteen-minute
broadcast,
Ray months
or a year three things happen: 1.
Noble ami his orchestra zvould charge at An advertiser
by your labors and
least $1000, and with a larger band, pos- artistry. 2. A benefits
radio station increases its
sibly even more. Nozv back to the records.
revenue. 3. Millions of people are enterFor recording the four sides of the tzvo tained.
Victor records, Ray Noble probably received less than $1700. After paying jiis For that one record you received a fixed
hand and arranger, there zcas probably less sum.
For yourself, personally, it must
than $1000 left for Ray himself. Of course, have been
of the profit of 75^,
that a)nonnt of money zi'as predicated on or, in othera part
words, less than a dollar.
the
belief
that
the
I'ictor
Phonograph
How
does
the
shoe
fit? Does it pinch?
Company a)id its distributors zt.'ould sell
enough 75c records to pay Noble and take
/
am
not
taking
sides in this issue,
care of production costs and still leave a merely outlining a situation
as I see it and
margin of profit for the I'ictor Company. asking your opinion. I zdll zcelcome it.
Prior to the broadcasting of phonograph
In a day and age when the watchword
records by radio stations, it was always
understood that the records were essentially seems to be : "Only saps work ! Only
niade for individual use to be played on dopes are honest !" When the public tolerphonographs in the homes of individuals.
forms the
of racketeeringatesandgoodnaturedly
seems to all
welcome
fact that
On the presumption that the Victor Company sold 40,000 of these two recordings everyone's
whetherthe theservice
individual
paid hand,
to render
or not,is
and, being generous, we will assume that well
ten people in each individual home heard seems to be outstretclied for a tip, I like
the eight-year-old Brooklyn
the records, then some 400,000 people lis- to readwhoabout
found a ring worth $900 and
homes. tened to the records played in individual boy
turned it over to the authorities, saying,
he refused a reward: "A reward? For
This, of course, is being very generous, aswhat?
Doingthat mythereduty?"
because even Noble is pleased when any youth,
could beOh,manyglorious
more
of his records sell about 10,000. And the like youwould
!
It
seems
almost
too good to be
home is rare where more than five or six true !
people, if even that, listen to a phonoAnd then in an era when everything is
graph dividuals
record.who But
400,000
inheargrant
the the
record
in the
log-rolling and back-scratching, and as Mr.
Boake
Carter put it so well the other
homes of some 40,000 people. Each pernight:
"We have useless, antiquated, exson
purchased
it
at
75(''.
Yet
here,
by
one broadcast, an audience of anywhere
pensive forts maintained along the border,
from 500,000 to maybe 5,000,000 people where they are no longer necessary, belisten to this one record which cost the
cause of pressure brought to bear on political representatives in Washington, in those
radio station 75<!' — or less. And bear in districts
which profit by the forts being
mind, please, these records may be played
during the course of several months, a maintained although they are totally useyear or even several years, over and over
l
e
s
,
"
i
n
the spoilsthing
systemit isstillto
flourishes,times
what when
a wonderful
again, constantly advertising various consider
that
300
children
in
Deep
Water,
products.
N. J., refuse to attend school until one
Nozij let's sum up. The advertiser gets a of the two policemen in the town is rein-
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When Martha Raye lets loose, they
must bring in another microphone!
stated, after he was ousted because he was
a Republican and the townsmen were
Democrats! That these children should
know at such an early age such beautiful
altruism, such loyalty, such hatred of an
asinine party spoils system, indicates that
there is a possibility that in time such
stupid
cated. and inane conditions may be eradiOddities in speech. Why do MiddleWesterners and extreme Westerners say
" Peremount" instead of "Paramount" and
"berrel" for "barrel T'
One night, a while ago, as I watched
semeestofdinnerfhe and
elite supper
at one rooms,
of the city's
smart-on
dancing
a stage raised high above the tables, I
help butbe wonder
what onit was
orcouldn't
what might
back of just
the desire
the
part of men and women to pair themselves
off in couples and walk, siiuftle (in many
cases awkwardly), and disport themselves
to music, in front of a lot of other people.
In most of us there is a desire to move our
lunbs rhythmically when infectious music
is playing. But as I watched some of these
couples laboring on the floor, that was not
the explanation, if the expression on the
faces of some of the men was anv guide.
There might be a multitude nf reas(jns, but
for thefloor
majority
dance
servesit'sasmyan opinion
outlet that
for the
the
repressed desire which is probably innate
in most humans, i. e., to appear before the
public.
Some of us were lucky enough to have
an opportunity to satisfy that desire in
high school or even grammar school, by
taking part in amateur theatricals. In
that way we satisfied the ambition of being the cynosure of all eyes, of being in
the spotlight; in other words, of knowing
that people were watching us. Not exactly
a feeling of acute vanity, but just a subconscious feeling of enjoyment, of possibly being vaguely aware that one is not
alone, that one is performing before a
sea of faces.
Watch the young dancing couples in a
public ballroom like Roscland, or go to
tjie Harvest Ball sponsored by the New
York Daily News at Madison Square
Garden, and watch those couples, mostly
Latin, feverishly seeking to outdo themselves in the creation of neiv and odd steps
and movements. Unquestionably ttjey love
to dance and most of them do it unusually

7vell but — and they may not even be atvare
of it— this is something that satisfies that
desire to shozv off, the desire not only tn
dance ivell but to have other people rciilicc
that they have accomplished somcthuui.
Shut
any of but
theseivilh
couples
a room
no audience
the infinest
musicn'ilhin
the zcorld and see hoiv long they ivould
enjoy dancing. That, to me, ivould be the
true test of the true lover of the dance.
Glancing through my theatre program
the other night as I attended the Group
i heatre's
of Johnnie
one
of thepresentation
most effecti\e
bits ofJoliiison.
peace
propaganda in the form of a play that I
have ever seen, but which, because most
people resent being preached to ( and most
likely lean toward a militaristic world
rather than a pacific one), will probably
not get the long run it sliould, I came
across the "credits." The\- are always part
of a theatre program, yet it seemed to me
that it was rather contradictory, after the
scenic designer, the director, cist and
everyone has striven for illusion, that one
should be brought back with a thud to dull,
commonplace
every-day
that the costume
wliich bymadethe theknowledge
leading
lady look sweet and ethereal was made by
Rifsky Bros., Sixth Avenue and Brackett
Street. That the gentlemen who were so
perfectly
as to give
illusionby
of
age, made-up
were wearing
wigs themade
Shmuck & Shmuck.
And why, of all things, the eternal
credit
shoes?whence
'Who, came
in thethename
heaven,forcares
shoes?of
To my way of thinking, there is too much
crediting of non-essentials. Certainly the
author and the composer of any music
should be credited, and it is not going too
far to mention a clever scenic designer or
lighting director, and in a musical show
I suppose it is necessary to bow in print
to the dance director, but can't we end it
somewhere?
Why must zi.'e knm^' z^Jio made the
m.ake-up
that ga:c
illusion?
if an obvious
fact us
thattheillusinn
i^'illIsn't
not
stand analysis.' Inuujinc. if you rcill, a hoy
and
about ato biological
kiss. Fordiscussion
one or tin-of
othergirl
to begin
the mucuous ineml'rajies , of salizv or the
chemical rcaetion inz'ol:ed. zeoiild. I fancy,
definitely destroy all desire for osculation.
It is my humble opinion that any saving
(or discount) won by crediting the makers
of the shoes or wigs is lost a thousand
t'mes when the spectator, who has been
charmed into a sense of atmosphere and
illusion, is brought back to stern realit.v liy
cold, hard, stupid tacts and figures. Still,
I suppose
customto will
things
are the
so hard
prcjve.continue — these
Add pronunciation-peculiarities: Those
who say "Wahshington" against us new
Englanders who say "Wawshington." . . .
// you zeill join me again nc.rt montji I
leant to discuss one of my pet peeves,
tinder the .heading, Primitive Microphone.
/ am going to go on record as advocating
a change in microphonic technique that zvill
make your program, I honestly believe,
more efficiently enjoyable than it is today.
The engineering departments of both netzi^orks
like it and
but Ihonest
can't opinion.
help it. It
remainsn'on't
my humble
See you next month!
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in appearance.
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Do This For
BLACKHEADS
They Fall Right Out!
they are literally
in
BLACKHEADS
persisttrapped
your
skin! Locked
there
bybecause
a You
film
of sluggish,
surface
skin!
can't
wash
them
away!
But
you
can
release t hem iGolden
Bleach
will liftPeacock
away
the film Creme
of coarsened
surface
skin
—
dissolving
it
in
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invisitle
particles.
Blackheads
are released.
away,
fallinout!
Surfaceskinl
pimples,
too — inThey
fact,Hake
all
blemishes
the surface
You discover
your
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skin—
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utterly
clear,
alluringly
whiteown I
All in just 5 days! Discover Golden Peacock Bleach
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and department
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RHDIO
LHUCHS...
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
FROM POPULAR PROGRAMS)
SHARLIE: Why Baron, yourc had
a car for rears and ticzh- had a zcreck.
forBAROX:
vears and VoH
nevermean
had I'lr
a car!had a icreck
(Jack pearl, RaU-igh and Kool
Program.)
PLAYER: A midget minstrel show
would be a novelty, Mr. Allen.
FRED:
I can't'always
stand getmidget
Little
blackheads
on myminstrels.
nerves.
PLAYER: Ah know, but we wants to
putFRED
on a :minstrel
show
on
your
program.
Listen . . . the outlook is black
enough
actors. without putting burnt cork on the
(FRED ALLEN, Town Hall Tonight.)

JUDY:He sorta
This looks
is my out
brother
Kent.
for me.Zeke, Mr.
KENT: Oh, your bodyguard, eh?
JUDY:
Y'eah . Why,
. . Zekehe knows
durn
cute tricks.
kin bustsomea
man's
shakin' hands with him.
KENTarm : just
Howby cunning.
JUDY:
Yes, sir. Zeke, shake hands
with
Mr. Kent.
(JUDY CANOVA, Woodbury Show.)

Oh, bytothemake.
way, Ken . . . I've
gotANN'R:
a confession
KEN:
'Why,
what
is
old pal?half
ANN'R: 'Well — I've it,beenFredwriting
your fan mail.
KEN: theOh—otherthat'shalfallmyself.
right. I've been
writing
(KEN MURRAY, Rinso Program.)
it, Kenny, it doesn't rain
in JACK:
CaliforniaForget
anyway.
MARY: No.It doesn't?
JACK:
SHARLIE: Just because I paid the
MARY: Then what keeps falling out check
try toyour
be polite. Tell nie the
of the sky — orange juice?
truth
— don't
hoiv zms
(JACK BENNY and MARY LIVINGBARON:
That steaksteak?
ivas as tender as
STONE, Jell-O Program.)
a U'oman's heart.
SHARLIE : Yeah — / couldn't eat mine
either.
CHARLES: Still, Fred, I'd hale to part Program.)
(JACK PEARL, Raleigh and Kool
v.'ith
horse and
noiv —. .you
got anvthischildren
. see, I haven't
FRED: Charlie! FIoiv can yon compare (Ihorse zcith children? Children can
SENATOR: Oh is. . all. I—tiedI— up.I couldn't
go to selvcollciir,
carve — outa horse
careerscould
for themes— but a horse
never do M.that.C. : MyYourmoney
money is tied up?
become president.
SENATOR: Yeah ... in a handkerCHARLES: Xo ... a president, no. chief.
But a friend of mine had a horse once
(FISHFACE and FIGGSBOTTLE,
NBC Blue Network.)
that qrevj up to be a mare.
(FRED AST AIRE and CHARLES
BUTTERWORTH, Packard Program.)
FIELDS:
Howeyes.are you, Fred? You're
treat
for sore
GR.AHAM : You wrote the Hungarian a HALL:
Thank you.
Rhapsodx,
Ed?
FIELDS: Yeah . . . you remind me of
ED : Well, not exactly ... but I gave a bottle
of boracic acid.
them the idea for it.
(STREAMLINERS NBC-Red network.)
GR.\HAM:
All
right,
Ed—
let's
hear
it as you wrote it.
ED: Well, Graham, as the Rhapsody
CHARLIE : Once when I was playing
opens you see a boarding-house . . . the
boarding-house
tennis tallwith. . the
of Siveden
. . he's
the boarders callis itcalled
that "The
becauseTree"
they . get. . very
. a King
very tall
. . . si.v . feet
tall
pruned three times a day.
. . . a very tall man especially for a King.
PERRY:
When
did
you
play
with
the
(ED WYXN, Spud Program.)
King
of Sweden?
BERGEN
:
DID
you
ever
play
with
STOOPNAGLE: Budd, I have a the Kim/ of Siveden?
CHARLIE : Well . . . the fellow I zvas
peachy1937NewwithYear
for
onlyinvention.
one page onIt's it.a diary
with .I'm. . the
he said
you're a
BUDD: Yes, but wait a minute, playing
player,
KinqI-:RED
of"If Siveden!"
Colonel ... if the diary has only tennis
(EDGAR
BERGENProgram.)
and
PERRY
one
page,
how
do
you
get
all
the
stuff
in
Intervieiv,
Vallee
it?
STOOP: You write what happens in
BOB BURNS: (Telling about the
disappearing ink — then, next day, the .boarding-house
his Grandpa Snazzy and
page(STOOPNAGLE
is all white again.
and BUDD Program.) GrandmotherI wantonceto ran.)
tell you, Graiidpaw had
an answer for everybody. One time a man
PHIL : Hush, Beetle, you cad, you complained of the soup. He told Grandrotter.
he says: "I told you I wanted chicken
BEETLE: Quiet, Baker, you old paw,
and youwentbrought
me vegetable
soup."at
Grandpaw
over and
looked down
blimp.
7ny ofmother.
Bottom,of soup
married Why,
the Earl
York, Lady
the Earl
the
soup
and
he
says
:
"What's
that
Devonshire and the Earl of Worcester.
around on top?" The man looksfloatan'
PHIL : She changed her Earl every hein' says
: "That's a piece of celery top."
five(PHIL
hundredBAKER
miles, eh?and BEETLE, Gulf And Grandpaw
says
:
"Well,
that's
what
fooled
— I thoughtKraftit was
a feather."
(BOBme BURNS,
Program.)
Program.)
Printed
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PORTLAND: Sociable Security is
something where the Government takes
one
per cent, of your wages until you're
sixty-five.
FRED:
What happens when you're
sixty-five?
PORTLAND: For the rest of your
life it's Bank Night.
(FRED ALLEN and PORTLAND
HOFFA, Town Hall Tonight.)
CHARLES : "Say, Fred, I guess you
don't
how good bymya nose.
horse is. He
lostFRED:
a knoiv
race Heyesterday
did?
CHARLES : Would have zvon it, too,
if it hadn'ttograph thbeen
that phoe finish.fordidthethecameras
FRED : What
camera have to
do zvith it?
CHARLES: My horse used to be a
movie horse. He always turns his head
totvard
line. the lens as he crosses the finish
(FRED AST AIRE and CHARLES
BUTTERWORTH, Packard Program.)
ED : Graham, the father gives a big
party
. it's atheripheroine
roaringripsparty
...
by that. I. mean,
her dress
and
people party
start .roaring
modernthe dance
. . ... it is a
what do you mean
by GRAHAM
a modern :danceJustparty?
ED: Well, at the old-fashioned dances
awaltz?"
man used
"May modern
I have dances
the nexta
. . .toButsay at: these
girl goes over to a fellow and says :
"Come
worm Spud
. . . let's
wiggle."
(ED on,
WYNN,
Program.)
STOOP: February 14th. Horace J.
Fiddlestuffer, editor of the Puckering
Valley Bugle, announces a startling
change in the editorial policy of his paper.
Hereafterforecasts
there ain't
no BUDD:
more weather
at thegonna
top beof
my
paper.
From
now
on
they're
gonna
at th' bottom. The weather up here'sbe
always
so bad,on from
now on stuff.
we're agonna
look down
the darned
(STOOPNAGLE and BUDD Program.)
PHIL : You know. Harry, my party
ims voted the best party of 1936.
HARRY: Really. Phil? What -was
voted the second-hesl parl\?
(PHIL The
BAKER
and HARRY
PHIL:
h'epuhlieou'
Partv. VON
ZELL, Gulf Program.)
JACK : We all went out to a night club
the other night.
SHARLIE: Was it very crowded?
JACK : Not under my table !
(JACK PEARL, Raleigh Program.)
HARRY: Can you tell me what clausobia is?
ED: A trophmental
disease, consisting of
fear of confined places.
HARRY: Can you tell me what hydroED: phobia Sure.
Fear of falling from a
is?
great(EDheight.
FITZGERALD
& CO., Mutual
Network.)
the U. S. A. by Art Color I'rintinK Company. J)unclUMi. N. J.
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Then itbe iswhatthathe beauty's
wants youbusiness
to he — isbe towhatcharm!
you i
want to be — loveK- — fresh — \ouni; — \ iliraiit! Let
Hollywood Mask Matched Make-up work its
glorious magic, as no other make-up cm — l)ecause Hollywood Mask is niatciied make-up keyed
tonatural
\ our most
complexion factor — your
skin t>important
pe.
Listen, Blonde head, Brownette, Brunette,
Redhead — beauty
most
discriminating
womenexperts
agreeandon America's
these make-up
rules :—
1 — keyed
Powder,to rouge
and lipstick should be color
ture— the theskin.most important complexion fea2 — natural
Powder, type
rougeof andbeauty.
lipstick should accent your
3 — not
Powder,
rouge
and
lipstick colorfor shades
clash— must harmonize
natural must
appearance.
4 — AMaskfacialis vital
such toas intelligent
the excitingskinnewcare.Hollywood
All over America women have turned to Hollywood Mask's new blending
secrets, new
balancedfor
color ingredients.
Here is matched
make-up
gloriously natural-appearing loveliness.
Try Hollywood Mask make-up TODAY! Obdutcatinoarbyle saitzdrug
es at 5 and
and department
10 cent stores.stores. Intro-
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throat protection
too.^
• • • That only a light smoke offers
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their throats— naturally. But keep in process, "It's Toasted", expels certain
mind that your throat is just as im- natural impurities harsh to the delicate
portant to you ... be sure you have a tissues of your throat. So follow the
light smoke. You can be sure Luckies starstoaclear throat! Choose Luckies.
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Oi(OU picture the Irresistible woman before you
0 see her. She appears in a halo of exquisite
fragrance. Men are instinctively drawn to her. The
power to attract, to fascinate is the secret of
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. Let it be yours, too.
On your next adventure apply a touch of Irresistible
Perfume to your hair, on your lips, your throat
and behind your ears. A drop, too, on your lingerie
is so feminine and so exciting.
Millions of women everywhere — on Park Avenue,
along Broadway, in countries throughout the world
. . prefer IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME for its exotic,
lasting fragrance.
To be completely ravishing use all of the Irresistible
eauty Aids. Each has some spei( flSr^Rfj..ous feature
which gives
you pure,
glonew loveliness.
Certified
laboratory tested and approved.
Only 10c cdc/i at sll 5 & 10c Stores
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AND NOW
No—Forhe'll
the never
rest ofridehisa bicycle
life, he again.
must
pay the penalty for something that
needn't have happened.
He merely cut his foot— just as
thousands of active boys do. And
his mother bandaged it, lovingly,
as has been the way of mothers
since the world began.
The bandage looked clean, too.
But
wasn't. .And
infection setthatin
and itspread
, . infection
crippled.

THERE'S A BICYCLE
just doesn't
pay tocuttakeor chances
in Itdressing
the tiniest
wound.
Every precaution must be taken.
Even some bandages, though they
come in boxes plainly marked
"sterilized," may not be worthy of
your trust.
For such bandages may be sterilized only in an early manufacturing process. Later, when they are
cut and packed, their cleanliness
may be destroyed in handling.

FOR SALE
Be safe. Be sure. Use only the
first-aid products of responsible
concerns. Johnson & Johnson is
one of them.
All Johnson & Johnson products
that are marked sterilized — Red
Cross cotton, gauze, and bandages
—are not only sterilized in the making. They are sterilized again after
they are put in the package.
J & J Red Cross products
withBuyconfidence.

Don't risk infection ... be safe with ^JdWm^^^dWl^^

RED CROSS PRODUCTS
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Rhapsody in flowers. Thai is
Blue Waltz Perfume. Nol just
the fragrar\ce of or\e flower,
but a myriad of flowers . . . not
of one mood, but many moods.
Its blended bouquet adapts
itself to you and your personality. Use it to be gay, allur.ting, utterly feminine! Wear
it for the one you love best.

BLUE
WALTZ
PERFUME • FACEPOWDtR
tIPSTICK . BRILLIANTINE
COLD CREAM • TALCUM
lOcat 5&10jiStores
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How Bob loves — and how
Jean loves
a merry
mad
farce it!.
in ..It's
the M-G-M
"Libeled Lady" manner —
which means high-powered
romance mixed in with the
laughs
!... Here's thepictures
merri- !
est of Springtime

I

is assigned by the sheriff to guard
's personal property ...that's when
thz fun begins!

He masquerades as her'bu|Ier> soilSer
hjgh - toned society friendsj won't s«jspect she's flat broke...

ROBERT

HflRLOUl-

TAYLOR

with Reginald Owen
A Melro Goldwyn-Mayer Picture ♦ Produced by John W. Considine, Jr.
Directed by \N:S. VAN DYKE
The Hit-Director
ol "Af'erandtheothers
Tbir> Man"
"San Francisco"

Join our news sleuth
in his airway rovings
and learn the latest
ether artist doings
Ted Collins holds Radio
Stars' medal awarded to
Kate Smith's Band Wagon
by George Delacorte, Jr.

RADIO

RUMBLINGS
THOSE old playboy days of
Bingdefinitely
Crosby's- over
career! He
seem hasto
be
settled down to a comfortable,
life,thean track
occasionalorderly
whirl at
(where he races his own
horses) being the only reminder of the wild young
man Bing used to be. One
of his old night club pals was
talking about it after h recent
visit to the Crosby home in
Hollywood.
"Bing never goes out much
evenings any more," the story
ran. "He comes home, hol-

First Nighter's
Don Ameche
co-stars
with Ann
Sothern
in Fifty Roads to Town.
Winchell's in pictures!
ne and Patsy Kelly to be
seen in [Vake Up and Live.

Decorative Frances Longford is
entitled to a rest, what with her
Hollywood Hotel and film work.

6

lers : 'What's for dinner, Dixie?' and
sits down to play with the kids or
read the paper. Never even takes a
drink while he's working on a picture.
"After he finishes a picture, he always steps out for a night or two.
Not a binge, you understand. Just a
little party. Certainly a changed guy !"
theBing's
same radio
sort ofprogram
stoi^y. directors
There washavea
time when it took all a director's ingenuity and tact to make sure Bing
had learned the new songs instead of

just carrying on with the old ones
he
already knew. None of that
nowadays.
"I never worked with anyone,"
one
seemsof his
to associates
take moreremarks,
interest"who
and
comes up with more suggestions
than Bing Crosby. No temperament, always energetic and down to
business
the perfect
artist
from the— he's
standpoint
of getting
Harrydone."
Von Zcll, the announcer,
things
came in for Fred Allen's Ipana program
tache. sporting a brand new mous"I see," Fred said in his solemn
drawl.
"Preparing
When television
cpiiies,foryoutelevision
can just
put
a
strip
of
tooth
paste
across
moustache, turn in your upper that
lip
and demonstrate hoiv Ipana cleans
Ed East {Continued on page 8)
the teeth."
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NO USE^ MISS Si^a^'Mz/z^,
No matter how hard you brush, your teeth won't really
sparkle unless you use the ri^ght tooth paste.

C^a^s to
PEPSODENT
TOOTH

PASTE

IRIUM
The modern way to
remove film and win flashing
new luster on teeth

of »R*^^ ' *

CLn^e -U PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE
IT ALONE CONTAINS IRIUM

• Attention Sctub-Hards! A thrilling new
dental discovery now makes your brushing
thoroughly effective! It steps up the cleaning
power of tooth paste-removes dingy film
and helps polish your teeth to a sparkling
luster you never thought possible!
IRIUM — the remarkable new ingredient
contained only in Pepsodent— ScrubHard disappointment. It ohsoletes the harsh
abrasion of older methods — provides a
smooth, gentle washing action that speedily
loosens clinging film and floats it away like
magic. Now proper brushing gets results
—in teeth that shine with natural brilliance.
Completes the formula for beautiful teeth
If you would have beautiful teeth, remember that proper brushing is only half the
formula. The other half is Pepsodent Tooth
Paste containing irium. This modern dentifrice responds instantly to your brush —
penetrates
between
polishes enamel
surfacesteethin -cleans
a way thatand shows
up old-fashioned methods.
Your teeth will stay bright and feel
clean much longer after using Pepsodent
Tooth Paste containing irium. Try it today!

All Pcjisoo.nt
cuQiains now
IRIUM.on sale

RADIO STARS

SHE'S STEPPING OUT
WITH A LOVELY COMPLEXIONAND THE MAN OF HER DREAMS
Soon he will call for her, look at
her — and marvel anew at the
fresh, radiant loveliness of her
skinl She, reading the admiration
in his eyes, will give thanks
anew to
cAnmuxnrud
cSlmtdecL
Oiexmrrv
The delightful new cream which
serves as
FIVE FACIAL AIDS IN ONE
CLEANSER
FRESHENER
POWDER BASE
MASSAGE
NIGHT CREAM
Let Armand Blended Cream protect your loveliness, too! Ask for
a sample at the store where you
bought this magazine. Or mail
the coupon to Armand, Des
Moines, Iowa, and a sample will
be sent you. Most dealers hove
Armand Blended Cream in trial
sizes at 10c and 20c; larger, more
economical sizes at 50c and $1 00.
ARMAND:
Please Cream.
send free sample of Armand
Blended
Name
Address
City
State
I buy my cosmetics at the following store:

{Continued from page 6)
and Ralph Dumke (Sisters of the
Anyone who talked seriously about
Skillet, remember?) have a huge the case could be treated to a lot of
Great Dane dog, and they insist on excited Russian indignation as Dave
bringing him into town with them oc- told his story. But he was always
casional y. He even goes up to their
broadcast studio. In some New York ready to banter about- it, too.
Around his Connecticut home,
office buildings a rule is enforced prohibiting dogs unless they are carried. Colonel Stoopnagle conducts himself
So this pair of large comedians in much the same spirit of lightpick up their tremendous beast, one hearted foolishness that he has in his
comedian at each end, and solemnly radio program. The other day, the
lug him into the elevator.
Colonel's
to talk
about
somesponsor
detail oftelephoned
the program.
When Kate Smith stopped her
"No,
I
can't
get
him
to
the
phone,"
weekly radio awards for heroism, a
Colonel's wife answered. "There's
lot of stories immediately started that the
a hole down the street
she was forced to do so because so aandmanthedigging
Colonel went down to watch
much ill feeling was caused by aspir- him. He left word he wouldn't be
ing heroes who had been passed by.
If you hear any such story, you can back for at least an hour."
deny it, and even make a little bet
Stoopnagle entrusts all his business
affairs to his manager, zvhich is probyou sonarewas right.
published
the onlyKate's
one there
was. reaSo
ably just as iL'cll. As a sample of one
many heroic deeds were being per- of his oivn business ventures, there's
an
invention
into xvhich he put some
formed daily in the Ohio River flood
regions, it was impossible for a radio money recently. The Colonel's broadprogram to keep track of them all. So
casts for years have been filled with
Kate saluted the heroes collectively zvild recitals of his ozvn queer inventions. But zchen another inventor
and
donated future weeks' prize
money
to
withbend
an idea
a flatFund. to the Red Cross Flood Relief came
iron that him
zvotdd
in thefor middle,
What was not published, however, the Colonel invested. The idea zvas,
was that her contribution was in ex- if tJie iron couhl /t bciit in the middle,
cess of $10,000, large money even to it could be pushed up into small places
a high-salaried radio star. Besides, by the ironer.
Kate had to engage new talent to fill
If Phil Lord had been easily disthe place
her heroism dramatizacouraged, he would have been out of
tions in herof program.
radio altogether these past few years.
He had made a small fortune with
While ive are killing rumors, there
on the air and in picis also the one about Eddie Cantor Seth Parker,
three years ago and decided to
firing Parkyakarkus because of a shoot tures,
the works on a boyish adventhz^'arted romance bctiveen a Cantor
ture— a trip around the world in a
daughter and the Greek dialect stooge. sailing
schooner. He hoped there
That's pure poppycock. Parkyakar- might be a sponsor to pick up broadc
a
s
t
s
o
f
the adventurous trip, bringing
{reallynewHarry
courtshipkus'ofhis
bride,Einstein)
Thelma Leeds,
in enough money to finance the jaunt
was no secret around Hollyzvood.
partly, at least. _^
Einstein left the Cantor troupe beA sponsor did appear for programs
cause he thought it tvas time for him
to seek a program and movie roles by from the ship on its zvay dozvn the
himself. Cantor was paying him Atlantic coast from New York. That
$750 a week and he decided he could zvas where Phil Lord's luck ran out,
stayed out. The sponsor dropped
get more elsezvhere. Eddie and his and
departing stooge are still the best of him. Phil set out across the Caribbean
Sea anyzvay. Sensational magazines
friends. -•You might think Dave Rubinoff chose that moment to "expose" Phil.
was down-hearted during that recent He
sang hymns, it seemed, on the air
breach of promise suit he had to but not in private. He even did such
fight in a New York court. If you things as take a drink nozv and then.
had any such idea you were very, Phil zvas away and no defense was
very wrong. Dave actually seemed to forthcoming.
Then came that famous SOS from
relish the whole battle.
Evenings he could be seen around the little schooner in the south Pacific.
the Broadway spots, gleeful, laughing Phil's call of distress zvas branded a
and beaming as his heavy Russian ac- publicity stunt, even though the capcent was heard in jovial replies to his
tain of the rescuing British zvarship
friends' kidding. Eddie Cantor even vindicated Phil. His ship unseazvorthy,
kidded Dave about the affair during he abandoned it at Samoa and returned to his old radio haunts to find
a Cantor program. Rubinoff probably was one of the loudest laughers his former follozvers very cool. Seth
who heard it.
{Continued on page 89)
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People Don't Know Whether They Get
ENOUGH VITAMINS with Their Meals^
Until III Health Shows It

Too Little
Vitamin G
means poor
WEAK. thin,areirritable
children
often
foundgrowth
to be poorly
supplied
with
VitaminG-the
GROWTH
VITAMIN. Everyone
needs a generous supply of thisto vitamin
regularly
assure
proper
development
oflay
body
tissues, andfor
a foundation
good" vTtamin^*G
health. Fleischdr<»n
from
5 to 12.'Vhilcan bea day.
given
1 years
to 2
cakes

But — by Adding
ONE FOOD to Your
Daily Diet, You Can Be
Sure of a REGULAR
SUPPLY of These
4 VITAMINS Every Day

Lack of Vitamin D
SOKT
BONES
followed by
bowlegsresult
and from
knock-knees
often
too
Vitamin TAMOIN. A—n ample
the BONE
supply VI-toof
this
vitamin
ia
essential
babies
andheryoung
Togood
assure
childforchildrei
havinis
a
foundation
straight
hones
and
good
teeth,
the
mother
should
have
ample
Vitamin D inandher while
diet during
pregnancy
nursing. Fleischmann's
contains
a
rich
supplyYeasti)f
this BONE VITAMIN.
Undersupplied
with Vitamin A
YOII
CATCH
COLOoftenmoreif
easily
and
more
you
are
not
getting
enough
Vitamin
For vitamin,
without
agh ofA. ofthis
membranes
the
nose
and
throat general
are weakened,
an<l
your
lowered.
Eat resistance
Fleischmann^s
fresh
Yeast
daily
toADDITIONAL
assure yourselfsupply
a regular
this
important vitamii

RED thiril
ROLFE—baseman of the
lusky
inkeessique—and hasuntiring
the strong phythat
show
gets his fullenergy
these4 hehealth-building
V

Abundant

Not Enough
Vitantin

i

, j

\ Vitamin B. ><n

\ i ^

',
J
§[

DISriNDll) bowels (as
shown
above), sagging Htomaeb
controland mayweakened
result fromnervean
undersupply
of Vitamin B—
the
NERVE VITAMIN.

today c areill
PEOPL
s Eof chroni
Y victim
MANthe
e their eeverydaybecaus
health
meals do not provid enough
of these 4 essential vitamins—
A, B, D and G.
A shortage of even one of
these important food elements
can undermine your vitality
and lower your resistance to
disease.
But, by adding one SPECIAL
food to your ordinary diet, you
can be sure of getting a regular
EXTRA supply of these 4 vita-

S IKON <;. healt hy iiilest ines and
bowelsan(asample
pictured above)
require
Vitamin B — the dailv
NERVEsupply
VITA-of
Eat Fleischmann's
Yeast
toMIN.increase
ofrichest
Vitaisyouroneinsupply
ofthisthevitamin.
naturalmin B. Itfoods

in addition to what your
meals minssupply.
That one food is FLEISCHMANN'S fresh YEAST. It is the
only natural food that furnishes
such an abundant supply of all 4
of these vitamins at once.
Just eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast daily— one cake
about 14 hour before each meal.
Eat it plain, or dissolved in a little
water. Start today to build up
your vitamin health this simple
way. Order 2 or 3 days' supply
from
Yeast your
keeps grocer.
perfectlyFleischmann's
in theicebox.
Copyright. 1937, Standard Brands Incorporated
9
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IT'S

wiy

HUMBLE

OPINIONPresenting the fourth of a series
of personal columns in which Rudy
Rudy, whose ever-popular Variety Hour
entertains us Thursday evenings at 8:00
p.m. EST, thoroughly enjoys his nnonthly
column-writing stint, and wishes to express his thanks for your appreciation.
Radio Thoughts: FUN IN THE
STUDIO.' — a term coined and defined by
the head of the radio department of a big
advertising agency and meaning artificial
spontaneity. Xow that you have refreshed
your memory at the dictionary and have
a better idea of what spontaneity means,
may I add my own belief that it might
include almost anything artificial in radio,
as well as the stage and screen? Of course,
I know you'll say that all of these fields
are built on illiisiun and fantasy, and I'll
grant that, but. I^'iin In The Studio is that
of"phonyness"
the listener.that insults the intelligence
You've heard someone talking into the
microphone, pretending that so-and-so just
ivalked into the studio (have you ever tried
to ivalk in ivithout a ticket?). The attempt
at surprise on the part of the speaker is, to
me, nauseating, to say the least.
We lean backwards on our Thursday
night stint ( or should that have been a
"k"?)
this sortfeltofthatthing,
partly
because toI avoid
have always
prolonged
artificiality, whether it be of enthusiasm
or downright pretense, inevitably leads to
disgust on the part of the listener — and,
often as not, this disgust is subconscious!
Bill Bacher, who produces the Hollywood Hotel air show, seems to like Fun
In The Studio. Far be it from me to
attempt to counsel the producer of an hour
that tops mine in the Crosley Survey, but
I do think
rests
more onthattheHollyiuond
enjoyable Hotel's
singing success
by all
of the vocalists, its exccllently-played
music and its most perfectly-staged dramatic spots. These dramatic spots, in themselves, make the hour most outstanding, as
10

Vallee airs his views on various
topics, personalities and peeves

Who
was onto Hollywood
be Dick Powell's
successor
Hotel,
or "Fun in the Studio" — and bow!
tliey are not only fresh (usually from some
forthcoming picture) but the cast line-up is
the cast line-up of the picture itself, the
movie names being there because of Miss
Louella Parsons' persuasive powers.
To be sure, this hour is founded on a
pretense — but it is a harmless pretense and
one that is what is commonly knozvn as
"stage
is a necessary
illusion,
viz. thatlicense"
you areand listening
to a broadcast
tftat emanates from a beautiful room in a
mythical Hollywood hotel.
But — the artificial naivete and giggly
enthusiasm for things and situations that
don't
merit more
it, maypopular.
keep this hour from
being even

Louella Parsons, movie columnist, who is responsible for the
big names on the program.
Ilollyzvood Hotel reached the heights of
Fun Incast afterTheDick
StudioPowell
duringhadtliesaidfirstfarewell.
broadFor one solid hour you were led to believe
that no one knew who zvas to take Dick
Poivell's place!
Here's a radio program that costs upivards of fifteen thousands of dollars, each
second costly and timed to the split-second,
and yet you zvere led to believe that no one,
c.vccpt viaybc the sponsor of the program,
kncz^< z^'ho had I'crn engaged to folloiv
Duk. Thai, my friends, is what I call Fun
In The Studio — and how !
Last month I said that I would mention
a subject that the networks, and their
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How

your
witk

would

laxative
tke

YOUR
your your
friend.
He
wants DOCTOR
to help you isguard
health.
And he is just as careful about little matters affecting your welfare as he is about
Bill Bacher, producer of the
the more important ones.
Hollywood Hotel show, seems
The choice of a laxative, for instance,
to like "Fun in the Studio" , too!
may
not worrywithyou.theButdoctor.
it's aBefore
definitehe
consideration
engineering departments, might not like —
so here goes. This is really my pet peeve. will give a laxative his approval, he insists
The
one isI'venotjusta discussed
The that it meet his own strict specifications.
Studio)
peeve and(Funit isIn only
Consider the various points listed beoccasionally annoying. But this thing,
low. Will the laxative you now use meet
about my old friend the microphone, is
every one of them?
serious.
THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:
Now — can you imagine yoursel f riding in
an automobile and being absolutely unable It should be dependable.
to judge your speed until you were stopped It should be mild and gentle.
by a motorcycle-cop who forcibly gave you It should be thorough.
the information?
happen,
but, if the (Not
driver that
ivisliedthisto,doesn't
he or Itsofmerit
time. should be proved by the test
she could consult the speedometer and thus It should not form a habit.
know at exactly what speed the car is It should not over-act.
traveling.)
-♦should not cause stomach pains.
But we ivho talk and sing and play over ItIt should
not nauseate, or upset digestion.
th^ microphone have no ivay of knozving
EX-LAX MEETS EVERY DEMAND
just ivhat Zi'e are doing to that sensitive
piece of apparatus. We must wait until the
You need not memorize the list above.
cop
(only man,
in thei. studio
the "cop"
production
e. a studio
officialisen-a But remember this: Ex-Lax checks on
every
point! No wonder so many doctors
gaged, by the broadcasting company), tc/io
is informed by telephone or signals from When Nature forgets-remember
the control booth or monitor room, that
zi-e are one of the following things:
1. Too close — with the result that we
blast you out of your room.
EX- LAX
(Continued on page 110)
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

rate

doctor?

use Ex-Lax themselves and give it to
their owti families. For more than thirty
years, mothers have given Ex-Lax to their
children with perfect confidence. Today
more people
Ex-Laxwidethanworld.
any other
laxative
in theusewhole
MAKE YOUR OWN TEST OF EX-LAX
Next time you are constipated, try
Ex-Lax. You'll discover that Ex-Lax is
mild, 15 gentle, is thorough. You'U find
that no discomfort attends its use. You'll
observe that it does not over-act or upset
you. On the contrary, such a complete,
gentle cleansing will leave you with renewed freshness -a sense of well-being.
If you have been taking nasty, druggytastinghowpurgatives,
delighted
find
pleasant you'll
Ex-Laxbe is.
It tastesto
just like delicious chocolate. Children actakingasEx-Lax.
just
as goodtuallyforenjoy them
it is forAndthe it's
gro^vnups. At all drug stores in 10c and 25c
sizes. Or if you prefer to try Ex-Lax at
our expense, mail the coupon below.
--TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!(I*a5le this on a penny postcard)
Lax. Inc., Station.
P. O. BoxBrooklyn.
170 N. Y.
ICS-Plaza
vant to Irv Kv-I ax. Please send free sair
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KATE

Our Cooking School
Director, Kate Smith,
prepares a quick,
pleasant starter
for the nneal, the
popular fruit cup.

12

SMITH'S

Hello
Everybody:
OWN
COOKINGl
This is your Cooking School Director, Kate Smith.
Here I am, folks, broadcasting again for the many
readerslittle
of this
magazine
to like tofor"tune
these
culinary
chats who
; andseemespecially
thosein"whoon
enjoy trying my favorite dishes and who write in regularly, every month, for the free leaflet which contains at
least four of my very own recipes.
I surely do want to tell you all, right here, how greatly
I appreciate your interest in this department of mine and
how much I like receiving the kind, friendly greetings
that so many of you send along with your coupons. I'm
just sorry that I don't have a chance to answer each one
of those letters personally. But just imagine — won't you,
please — when you get your copy of that attractive little
recipe folder and see my face on the cover, that my smile
of greeting is meant for you and that I'm saying: "Dear
friend,
thanksgetforback
zvritin.'
" cooking ! Because the two
But let's
to our
closely related subjects that I've decided to take up with
you here, this month — Quick Meals and your Emergency Shelf Supplies — should appeal to everyone. I know
that I've always found them interesting and have read
everything on the subject I've ever come across, because
if
there But
is anything
I like
to have,
pantry.
even though
I have
made it's
quitea a well-stocked
study of it,
I actually surprised myself when I started to jot down
all the things I wanted to tell you about. There are
so many, in fact, that in the course of this short "broad-

Eggs Milan, one of
Miss iteSmith's
favor-is
combinations,
a dish of eggs and
itspaghetti.
look delicious?
Doesn't

Courtesy Borden's
cast" I'll have to condense them into as few words as
possilile,
that I'llRecipes
have room
to mention
tlie Quickso Meal
I intend
giving them
you all.
and With
with
this Tist of the things that I think you should have on
hand at all times, you will be i)repared not only for speed
l.ut for emergencies as well.
As 1 go into the matter further, I know you will be
inciitally adding to my list of dishes and ingredients. I
also
that for
you'll
planningForin then,
your almost
mind, asbefore
you
read, hu]>v
to send
the l)erecipes.
you know it— what with my recipes and suggestions and
your
you'llyouhaveto afixlarge
of useful
ideas own
whichaddition.s—
will enable
up number
appetizing
meals
in just no time at all.
of time,
remindsrespect
me that
think hands
there
iv .S])L'akiiig
;ni\ <>nc With
a greater
for Ithedon'tmoving
understand
You'll
performer.
radio
a
than
\lork
of a
immediately what I mean, if you've ever attended a
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ICHOOL
^resenting

those

"SURE.'TWASNflNEOF

S'

COPR PELS

lost desirable aids
o harried

house-

/ives-Quick
nd Emergency

Meals
Shelf

Supplies
oadcast.
you'vebroadcasts,
been to one
our Baud IfWagon
for
stance,
you'll
recall
fore the program goesthat,
on just
the
SO THE BRIDE GOT MRS. CASEY'S LETTER
•, almost every eye is on the
ock ! Silence prevails as the words :
^tand
by!" Jack
flash Miller,
on at with
eitherraised
side
the stage.
ton, holds the attention of the
embers of our orchestra. Ted Colis takes his place in the center of
stage, I wait in the wings, the
inouncer is at the "mike" and our
sible audience" sits motionless.
Itching. It is a minute of susnse . . . just sixty seconds of waitg that seem like years ! Then the
3rds : "On the Air!" flash on, as
e hands of the clock point to eight,
we're off for! an hour of fun
idnd entertainment
But before that hour goes out over
e air waves, remember that there
ve been weeks of planning, days
preparation and hours of rearsing. On Thursday, the day of
ir broadcast, for instance, I arrive
the studio theatre at 9 :30 in the AND A FEW WEEKS LATER
3rning and never leave it until 9 :30
atjrking
night.
I'm
and And,
on myboys
feet and
everygirls,
minute
that time !
So you see, the things that seem
go off with the greatest ease are
ually those that have had the most
reful, sensible planning. Yes, in
der to be ready when the clock
ys
time to— and
"Standin By,"
Listthat
be it's
prepared
orderyouto
prepared you must plan ahead,
lat's as true in the home as it is in
e radio game, I'm sure you'll agree.
Of course, you don't have to adhere
split-second-punctuality in your
mIt you
house,
do over
couldas dowe worse
thanthe'to air.
de{Continued on page 70)
BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY 'WITH FELS'NAPTHA SOAP

A,DVI

The striking beauty of Shirley Lloyd proves
that she knows the value of poise and good
grooming toward the attainment of glamour.

Vivacious, glowingly healthy, Shirley sn<
easy grace in posture and hands. She sings
with Ozzie Nelson Sundays at 7:30 p.m. EST.
LET'S GO interviewing! Grab your
powder-puff
and bonnet, for we're
off!
Here we are in the blue and silver
room of the Hotel Lexington Grill.
This is where we will see Shirley
Lloyd, the little singing star of
Ozzie
orchestra.now.Shirley
before Nelson's
the microphone
She isis
singing An Apple A Day, her turquoise chiffon frock a perfect foil
for her vivid brunette beauty. A
glamorous girl. But. no long faces
on you girls, please ! We are going
to take some of this glamour home
w'ith us !
Now, with the song over, Shirley
has joined us. Introductions are
finished. We are eager to get really
acquainted. We want to know the
how and why of this star business
and the twenty- four-hour-a-day
charm it recjuires ! Shirley tells us
about life in Colorado when she was

the
"littlestShirley
Lloyd" isto anher only
familychild.
and
friends.
She doesn't seem much more than a
child now, and is so tiny and bewitching. Five feet of personality
and charm. She sparkles impishly
when she tells of her first singing
appearances in Pueblo at Sunday
school, high school, and with the
local bands on special occasions.
Shirley says her plunge into professional singing was as unexpected
as it was successful. She had gone
to a Colorado Springs dance with
friends trand
was urgedof anto orchestra
sing — atacted the attention
leader, and from then on, song was
her destiny. A contract and a budding career! There followed another
engagement, and finally the trip to
Chicago where --lie (nntinued her
singing
with Nelson
Herhie Kay's
orchestra
until Ozzie
discovered
her
last summer. Then the trip to New

York, her first trip East, and her
first big network broadcast with the
Bakers' Program.
We realize we have been staring
rudely.
But isthen
— this vivacious
little Ijrunette
fascinating
with her
low, well-modulated voice, clear
glowing complexion, her dancing,
midnight blue eyes so luxuriously
lashed, and expressive hands. We
want to know her secret for enhancing these lovely features and concentrating attention on them — so
here go the thousand and one
Complexion is the first question.
questions
How does! Shirley Lloyd manage to
have such a satin-smooth complexion ?Is it a gift of the gods ? Shirley
isn't sure of that. She believes whatwe improved
are blessedand(oritscursed)"
with evercanskin be
youth
prolonged. (There's hope for all in
those words.) The skin's freshness

RADIO STARS
Shirley Lloyd's gla-

Camay

keeps

my

skin looking

mour can be yours
(=S

SAYS THIS CAPTIVATING OHIO BRIDE

if you'll take her tips
and attractiveness is dependent
upon proper care and sound
health . . . external treatment and
internal care !
This internal care business is
a serious one with the petite
singer. She says : "Cooperate
with your creams and lotions —
give
a fairandchance
!" She's
right. them
Blemishes
wrinkles
will
come from fatigue and improper
diet, so eliminate these causes and
your cosmetics will perform the
rest of the miracle. Whatever
you do to your skin is unimportant unless you give it the proper
internal care.
Come, whip out your pencils
and pads. Miss Lloyd is going to
give us the simple rules she follows to give her skin its warm
radiance :
"First, get the required amount
of sleep every night !" We start
fidgeting. We know sleep is important. But wait ! Shirley is giving this old axiom an added
punch.forSheextravagance
says : "We with
pay and
pay
our
energy. Lack-luster eyes, tiny
lines and dull complexions will
immediately present themselves."
So jot
down one.
"Sl^ep" as beauty
rule
number
is Shirley's
"restdayfacial"
forHere
the end
of a hectic
and
Before the evening's excitements :
Twentyened room,
minutes'
rest byin aa warm
darkfollowed
bath. You can literally see the
tenseness and fatigue lines run
away.
Second in importance are fresh
air and exercise. Exercise is Shirhobby.left,
Theis grand
1-2-3-4,
down, ley's
right,
for up,
the
figure and complexion — and so
much fun, too. Shirley says a
brisk walk will do wonders to
tone up the skin and give it that
petal-blossom firmness. So — we'll
schedule the daily hike, and not
be surpri.sed to find it pleasant
recreation these lovely spring
days.
Third is water. Drink plenty of
(Continued on page 76)

FROM her dancing brown eyes to
her dancing feet, the new Mrs.
Hunt is such a vital, radiant young
beauty. Everything about her is
glowing and natural — even to her
exquisite Camay Complexion!
She keeps her skin lovely, as y ou
should yours, by simple care with
deep-cleansing Camay. Camay is
right for your skin — a beauty soap
that gives your face the gentle,
thorough, stimulating cleansing it
needs for brighter beauty.

Then Camay's so pleasant — mild
and delightfully fragrant. Mildness
in a beauty soap is very important.
And Camay, tested time after time
against all other leading soaps, is
definitely, provably milder.
Buy Camay today. The price is
small — the rewards are great.
Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.
o

CAMAY
REG. U. S. PAT. OF
Sotzfi of SeautL^MJ^ li/am&pv
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• Horrors! Your eyes are red— the
veins are so prominent! It often happens
after late hours, too much reading, exe, etc. What. . shall
beauty isposurruined
. you do? Your eye
FEW

DROPS

• Quick I A drop ul Eye-Gene goes into
each eye.fected bytwo
It's aprominent
new kind ofeye lotion
. . . per-It
specialists.
contains a special ingredient not found in
any other lotion . . .
EYES

CLEAR

• In just a few seconds. Yes, almost
instantly, your eyes look clear and white.
So much more beautiful when free from
prominent veins! Sparkling, too. And so
refreshed.
NEW DISCOVERY
• Eye-Gene! Now used by thousands
before every
"date" torefreshing
make eyes clear and
lovely.
Marvelously
to tired, overworked eyes. Not
like old-fashioned lotions and
washes. Stainless, safe. Large
size at all drug
and dept. stores,
small size at 5
and 10c stores.

EYE-GENE

EXPLAINING THE RATINGS
The Board
Review
bases that
its per-all
centages on ofthe
assumption
radio programs
areartists,
divided
into four basic
parts:
material,
presentation
announcements,
each consisting
25%and
aiid
making
theareperfect
programofofofopinions
100%
These
ratings
a
consensus
of our sarilyBoard
of Review
and do opinion
not neces-of
agree with
the editorial
Radio Stars
Magazine.
Programs often
outs
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
a
s
to
artists
and
material,
suffer becausecommercial
of poor presentation
or
exaggerated
announcements.
There
have
beenmonths.
many changes
in programs
for
the
spring
The
Hoard
reviewed
asit possibly
many of could
the current
programs
before major
this issue
went asto
press.
1. PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY OR- CHESTRA 84.3
CBS
Sun.SUNDAY
3:00 P.M. EST HOUR 83.9
2. CBS
FORDSun.
9:00 P.M.EVENING
EST
3. JELL-O
PROGRAM— JACK BENNY, 83.3
HARRIS
ORCHESTRA
NBC Sun. OF7:00TIME
P.M. EST. 8:30 P.M. PST 82.5
4. CBS
MARCH
Thur. 10:30 P.M. EST
5. VALLEE
ROYAL GELATIN PROGRAM— RUDY 79.1
NBC Thur. 8:00 P.M. EST
6. TOWN LEN,HALL
TONIGHT— FRED ALSTEEDEN
NBC Wed.VAN9:00
P.M. E.STORCHESTRA. 78.8
1. GENERAL
MOTORS
CONCERT— ERNO 78.0
RAPEE
NBC Sun. 10:00 P.M.PRESENTS
EST
8. CHESTERFIELD
NINO
MARTINI, KOSTELANETZ OR- CHESTRA 7 .2
CBS
Wed.
9:00
P.M.
EST
9. MAGIC
KEY
OFP.M. RCA
76.3
NBC Sun.
2.00 THEATRE
EST
10. CBS
LUX
RADIO
75.7
Mon. 9:00 P.M. EST
11. EST
MEREDITH
NBC Tues. 6:05WILLSON'SORCHESTRA.
P.M. EST. Sat. 8:30 P.M. 75.0
12. GLADYS
SWARTHOUT
— WILLSON 74.1
ORCHESTRA
NBC Wed.LOMBARDO
10:30 P.M. EST
13. GUY
AND HIS OR- CHESTRA 73.6
Sun. 5:30 P.M.
EST
14. CBS
ALEXANDER
WOOLLCOTT
CBS
T-T 7:30 P.M.
EST. 9:30 P.M. PST 73.4
15. KRAFTBY, MUSIC
HALL—
BING CROSBOB BURNS, DORSEY
OR- CHESTRA 73.2
NBC Thur. 10:00 P.M. EST

16. RADIO CITY
HALL SYM- 73 0
PHONYMUSIC
ORCHESTRA
17. VOICE
FIRESTONE
NBC Sun.OF 12:30
P.M. EST 72 ' 9
NBC Mon.
EST. 8:30
P M ' PST
18- THOMPSON
HAL
KEMP8:30S P.M.DANCE
BAND-KAY
CBS Fri. 8:30 P.M. EST. 8:30 P.M. PST 72 6
19. BURNS
AND
ALLEN—
TONY
MARTIN,
KINGWed.ORCHESTRA
8:30 P.M.LADY
EST. 8:30 P.M. PST 7172 71
20. CBS
THE
SINGING
NBC M-T-W-T-F
5:30 P.M. EST
21. HELEN
IN "BAMBl"
NBC Mon.HAYES
8:00
EST. 9:.10 P.M. PST 71.5
22. BEAUTY
BOXP.M.THEATRE—
DRAGONETTE,
GOODMANJESSICA
OR- CHESTRA 71 4
CBS Wed. 9:30 P.M. EST
23. VICK'S
OPEN HOUSE — NELSON 70.9
EDDY,Sun. NADINE
CBS
8:00 P.M. CONNER
EST
24. MURRAY,
HOLLYWOODFRANCES
HOTEL— FRED
MacLANGFORD,
PAIGEFri. ORCHESTRA
.70.7
CBS
9:00 P.M. EST
25. PHIL BAKER — BRADLEY OR- CHESTRA 70.C
CBS Sun. 7:30 P.M. EST
26. CITIES
SERVICE CONCERT—
LUCILLE
MANNERS,
NBC Fri. 8:00BOURDON
P.M. E.ST ORCHESTRA. 70.4
27. STUDEBAKER
CHAMPIONS—
RICH- 70.0
ARD
HIMBER
NBC Mon.
9:30 P.M.
E.ST
28. ONE
MAN'S8:00FAMILY
PST
NBC Wed.
P.M EST, Sun. 9:30 P.M. 69.8
29. LANNY
MAXWELLROSS,HOUSE
SHOW ORCHESBOAT—
GOODMAN
NBC Thur. 9:00 P.M. EST. 8:30 P.M. PST TRA 69.8
30. JACK MAN
OAKIE'S COLLEGE— GOOD- 69.6
CBS Tues. 9:30 P.M. BAND
EST
31. ALSID JOLSON
SHOW—
MARTHA
RAYE, 69.6
SILVERS,
YOUNG
ORCHESTRA.
CBS
Tues.
8:30
P.M.
E.ST.
8:30 P.M.JOHN
PST
32. HELD,
PONTIACJR
VARSITY SHOW—
69.5
NBC
Fri.
10:30
P.M.
EST
33. CBS
H. V.Sun.KALTENBORN
69.3
10:45
P.M.
EST
34. BOAKEM-T-W-T-F
CARTER
P.M. E.STEVER SUNG 69.2
35. CBS
SWEETEST LOVE7:45SONGS
—FRANK
MUNN,
NATALIE BO- 69.1
DAN
NBC YA,
Mon.HITLYMAN
8:30PARADE
P.M.ORCHESTRA
EST
36. YOUR
NBC Wed. 10:00 P.M. EST; CBS Sat. 10:00 68.9
P.M.
37. COFFEEEST
CLUB— GOGO < DeLYS, HIM- 68.5
MBS BER
Fri. 8:00 ORCHESTRA
P.M. EST
38. SHELLSON
CHATEAU—
JOE COOK, WAT- 68.4
ORCHESTRA
NBC Sal 9:30 P M. EST

RADIO STARS
39. BEATRICE
BROADWAYLILLIE,
MERRY-GO-ROUND—
RICKEY ORCHES- TRA 68.2
\HC Wed. 8.00 P.M. EST
40. AMOS
'N'
ANDY
MiC M-T-W-T-F 7:00 P.M. EST. 8:00 P.M. 68.2
I'sr
41. FAMOUS
JURY TRIALS 68.1
\7/;s M.,„.
42. BEN
BERNIEKi.odAND1\M. ALLEST THE LADS .68.0
V/.'i y .lo.
-J.oo EST
43. EASY
ACES
67.9
.\7« r-W'-iROMANCES
7:00 P.M. EST
44. MODERN
67.7
.\7i( M ,..'.BARRYMORE
2:00 r.M. EST
45. ETHEL
67.7
.\7i( IIV./. LAWES
.v .;« EST
46. WARDEN
67.5
.\/;( <J:00 r.M.
47. CFMETROPOLITAN
OPERAE.ST AUDITIONS 67.3
THE
AIR
.\HC Su„. .100 P.M. EST
48. JOHNNY
PRESENTS— PHIL DUEY, 67.0
MORGAN
ORCHESTRA
KliC: Sal.
Tues.8:.WS.OU
P.M. EST.
EST. 8:30
8:30 P.M.
CBS
P.M.
P.M. PST;
P.ST
49. AMERICAN ALBUM
OF FAMILIAR
MUSIC — FRANK MUNN, LUCY MON- ROE 6 .8
SBC Sun. 9:30 P.M. EST
50. CBS
WAYNEMon. KING'S
ORCHESTRA 66.7
P.M. E.ST 10:00 P.M. EST; NBC T-W 8:30
51. EASTMAN,
WALTZ TIME—
FRANKORCHESTRA
MUNN, MARY 66.5
LYMAN
A7;C l-n.McCarthy—
V:00 P.M. K.sySPORT SHOTS 66.4
52. CLEM
MiC Tucs..C. .s„l.
11:05 P.M. EST
53. EDWIN
HILL
66.3
.\BC& PSuit.
0;^5WAGON—
I'.M. EST KATE SMITH,
54. AMILLER
BANDORCHESTRA
66.1
CBS riuir. 8:0U P.M. EST
55. GREEN
PACKARD ORCHESTRA
HOUR— FRED ASTAIRE, 66.0
^'BC Tues. 9:30
E.ST — HEIDT'S
56. ALEMITE
HALFP.M.HOUR
BRIGADIERS
65.8
CHS
Mon.
8:00
P
.M.
EST.
P.M. PST. . .65.8
57. FIRST
NIGHTER—
DONEST 9:00
AMECHE
NBC
Fri.
10:00
P.M.
58. RY-KRISP
PRESENTS MARION TAL- 65.6
LEY,
KOESTNER
XBC .Skh.
5:00 P..\l.ORCHESTRA
EST
59. EDDIE CANTOR — RENARD OR- CHESTRA 65.5
SiiJi. 8:.10HEATTER
P.M. E.ST. S:00 P.M. PST 65.3
60. CBS
GABRIEL
MBS P.M.
M-T-W-T
9:30
E.ST 9:00 P.M. EST; WOR Sun.

CLOSE-UP,

ALL

61. CBS
GANG\Ve,i.BUSTERS—
LORD. 65.3
10:00 P.M. PHILLIPS
F.ST
62. CONTENTED
PROGRAM
— VIVIAN
DELLACHIESA,
BLACK
ORCHESTRA
65.1
.XBC .Mon. l0:OOSHOWP.M. F.ST
63. STAINLESS
FORD BOND . 65.1
.\'BC
Fri.
7:15
I'.M.
EST
64. VOORHEES
ED WYNN, ORCHESTRA
GRAHAM McNAMEE, 65.0
.V/iC.s.i/.STARS
S:O0 I'.M. I:\l\
V:00 I'.M.MOORE,
7'.sy
65. TWIN
VICTOR
HELEN
NBC Fn. BRODERICK
V:.iO P.M. EST 64.9
66. STOOPNAGLE
AND BUDD— VOOR- 64.8
HEES
ORCHESTRA
NBC Sun.
5:30JANP.M.
EST
67. REA
RUBINOFF,
PEERCE,
VIRGINIA 64.7
Sun. 6:30 NIGHT
P.M. ESTPARTY 64.7
68. CBS
SATURDAY
NBC Sal.MAGAZINE
8:00 P.M. E.STOF THE AIR .. .64.6
69. CBS
HEINZ
PST M-W-F 11:00 A.M. EST. 12:00 Noon
70. FLOYD
NASH-LAFAYETTE
SPEED ORCHESSHOWGIBBONS, LOPEZ
TRA
64.6
CBS Sal. 9:00 P.M. E.ST
71. TEA
TIMEGALEAT MORRELL'S—
DON McNEILL,
PAGE
64.4
NBCFn. 4:00RECITALS
P.M. EST
72. FIRESIDE
NBC Sun. THOMAS
7:.W P.M. EST 64.3
73. LOWELL
64.1
NBC M-T-W-T-F
6:45 P.M. EST
74. LISTEN
TO
THIS
64.0
MBS Tues.BUSSE
8:30 P.M.
75. HENRY
AND E.ST
HIS ORCHESTRA.63.9
NBC Wed. 4:00 P.M.
E.ST
76. HOUR
OF
CHARM—
PHIL SPITALNY 63.7
NBC
Mon.
4:00
P.M.
EST
77. ALLEN PRESCOTT
63.4
NBC
T-T
11:45
A.M.
EST; CBS W-F 9:30
A.M. EST
78. GRAND
HOTEL—
ANNE
SEYMOUR.
.63.2
NBC Sun. 3:30 P.M. EST
79. WE,
PHILLIPS LORD 63.0
NBC THE
Sun. PEOPLE—
5:00 P.M. EST
80. BAKERS'
BROADCAST
— ROBERT 62.9
RIPLEY,
NELSON
ORCHESTRA
NBC Sun. 7:30COMMUNITY
P.M. E.ST SING— MIL81. TON
GILLETTE
BERLE
CBS Sun.
10:00 P.M. EST 62.8
82. BENAY
PROGRAM 62.5
MBS Sat. VENUTA'S
8:00 P.M. E.ST
83. ORCHESTRA
PENTHOUSE SERENADE — MARTIN
62.3
NBC Sun. 4:00 P.M. EST

niGHT/

SHOWimTeRRIBLY?

CARBORUNDUM
BAND
62.
84 CBS
Sat.ARMY
7:30 PBAND
.M. /i.ST
62.0
85 U.NBCS. Mnn.
6:05
P.M.
EST
LONE RANGER
61.9
86, THE
.MBS
.\1-W-F
7:.>0
I'
.M.
E.ST
SALT LAKE
CITY TABERNACLE 61.6
87, CHOIR
AND ORGAN
i'..M. i-.yr
JOSEF
CHERNIAVSKYS
MUSICAL 61.5
88. CAMERA -WILLIE MORRIS
NBC Sun. 4:30
I'.M. F.STREVUE FRANK
RHYTHM
89. RIPPLING
PARKER,
FIELDS
ORCHESTRA
NBC Sun.BOWES"
9:15
I'.M.CAPITOL
I:ST. X:.IOFAMILY
P .M. P.ST 61.3
90. CBS
MAJOR
61.2
Sun.
Il:.10
A.M.
E.ST
91. FIBBER
McGEE
ANDF.STMOLLY 61.1
NBC
Mon.
8:00
P.M.
92. COOPER,
LESSONS YOUNG
IN HOLLYWOOD—
JACKIE
MBS M-\V
8:00SHOW
I'.M.ORCHESTRA
ESTRAY KNIGHT,.61.1
1937
RADIOORCHESTRA
93. JOHNSON
60.9
MBS Sun. 6:00 PM EST
94. YOUR MAN,
PET HAENSCHEN
PROGRAM—
MARY EAST- 60.9
ORCHESTRA
CBS Sat. 9:30BARN
P.M. EST
DANCE
60.7
95. NATIONAL
NBC Sat. 9:00 P.M.
E.ST. 8:00 P.M. P.ST.60.6
96. MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND.
NBC
Sun.
9:00
P.M.
E.ST
97. MASSE
LOG CABIN
DUDE RANCH— LOUISE 60.4
NBC Tues.Y
8:00MARGE
P.M. EST. 8:30 P.M. PST 60.1
98. CBS
MYRT
AND
M-T-W-T-F
2:45 P.M. EST
99. LALeMAIRE
SALLE FASHION SHOW— CHARLES 60.0
NBC
Thur.
4:00
P..M.EST
100. FATHER
59.9
WOR Sun. COUGHLIN
8:00 P.M. EST
lOl. CAVALCADE
OFORCHESTRA
AMERICA— VOOR- 59.7
HEES
Wed. 8:00 P.M. EST
102. CBS
KRUEGER SALLY
MUSICAL SINGER,
TOAST— BLOCK
JERRY
COOPER,
ORCHESTRA
59.6
NBC
Mon.
10:30
P.M.
EST
DR. .M-W-F
ALLAN 11:45
ROY A..M.
DAFOE
59.4
103. CBS
E.ST
VALLEY DAYS
59.3
104. DEATH
NBC Fri. 8:.W P.M.E.ST
105. WATCH
THE FUN GO BY — AL 59.1
PEARCE
Tues. 9:00 P.M. E.ST. 9:00 P.M. P.ST
106. CBS
IRVIN S. COBB— PADUCAH PLANTA- TION 58.8
NBC Sa'. 10:. W P.M. F^l

ISMYPOIVDBR
—
YOUR FACE lighted by the bright
spring sunshine ! Does he see it "soft
and fresh"? ... Or "all powdery"?
The answer is in your powder!
Pond's Powder is "glare-proof." Blended to
catch only the softer rays of light — never to
True skin tones, they give
ashow
soft uplook"powdery.
in any "light.
Try Pond's for yourself— in the brightest
Hght.moreIn avotes
recentthaninquiry
amongpowder
girls. for
Pond's
got
any other
not
showing up in bright light!
Low prices. Decorated screw-top jars, 35f5,
l^i. New big boxes, 10c, 20c.

•
offer e.xmres July Shades
i. m37)
pppp ^ 5 (TI..S
"Glare-Proof"
POND'S. i)(pt. !)RS-PE. Clinton, Com
Please
rush,
free,
5
dift'erent
shades
Pond's
Powder,test enough oin•ucli for"Glare-proof"
a thorough J-dav

Copyright. 1937. Pond's Eitract Company
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HINDS

Hinds— with Vitamin D
in it — does dry skin
a world of good!
Now, more than ever, Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream
soothes and softens dry, chapped, windburned skin. This
beloved hand lotion, long famous for the good it does, now
contains Vitamin D! This vitamin is absorbed by your skin...
gives it some of the benefits of
sunshine. Use Hinds regularly
to fight cracked knuckles, chaphands.its' '
ping, rough "sandpaper
Every
drop —skinwith
Vitamincreamy
D— does
more
good than ever ! $1, 50c, 25c, 10c.

HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM i rfH^^''*
18

/

MORNING MATINEE — LAWRENCE 58.7
GRAY
MBS Thur. 9:00 A.M. EST
LOVE
AND LEARN
58.C
NBC M-T-W-T-F
1:30 P.M. EST
VOX
POP
58.5
NBC
Tues.
9:00
P.M.
EST
RALEIGH AND KOOL CIGARETTE
SHOW—
PEARL
58.4
NBC Mon.JACK
9:30 P.M.
EST
FOLLOW
THE MOON— ELSIE HITZ, 58.3
NICK
DAWSON
NBC M-T-W-T-F 4:30 P..M. EST
YOURSu,i.UNSEEN
58.1
CBS
5:00 P.M.FRIEND
EST
POETIC
MELODIES— JACK. .
FULTON, 58.0
MILLS
ORCHESTRA
CBS M-T-W-T 7:00 P.M. EST, 8:00 P.M.
PST
UNIVERSAL RHYTHM — CHANDLER 57.9
ORCHESTRA
NBC Fri. 9:00 P.M. EST
PROFESSOR
QUIZ AND HIS BRAIN- 57.8
BUSTERS
CBS
Sun. 7:00 P.M. EST
LUM
AND
ABNER
NBC PST
M-T-W-T-F 7:30 P.M. EST. 8:15 57.7
P.M.
JOE
PENNER
CBS Sun. 6:00 —P.M.GRIER
E.ST ORCHESTRA. 57.6
PEPPER
YOUNG'S3:00FAMILY
NBC
M-T-W-T-F
P.M. EST, 10:30 57.5
A.M.
KDKAEST on WJZ WLS WSY R WHAM
QUALITY
TWINS — EAST AND 57.4
DUMKE
CBS
T-T 11:15 A.M. EST
DO YOU Mac
WANT TO BE AN ACTOR?— 57.2
HAVEN
NBC Sun. 8:00 QUARRIE
P.M. E.ST
BROADWAY
VARIETIES
57.0
CBS
Fri. 8:00 P.M.
EST
NEWSM-W-F
THROUGH
EYES 56 .9
CBS
2:00 P.M.A WOMAN'S
EST
JIMMIE
FIDLER'S HOLLYWOOD 56.8
GOSSIP
NBC Tues. 10:30 P.M. EST
WILDERNESS
56.7
CBS M-T-W-T-F ROAD
5:45 P.M. EST
THE
O'NEILLS
56.5
NBC
M-T-W-T-F
3:45
P.M.
EST.
11:00
A.M.
ESTWSYR
on WJZ
WBZ KDKA
WBZA WGAR
WB.iL
WMAL
WHAM
WXYZ IVLS
IRENE
56.4
NBC Fri.RICH
8:00 P.M. EST
MARY
MARLIN
56.3
NBC M-T-W-T-F
12:15 P.M. E.ST
FIVE M-W-F
STAR REVUE—
BOWE.56.2
CBS
1:00 P.M. MORTON
EST
JERGENS
PROGRAM— WALTER WIN- 56.0
CHELL
NBC Sun.VARIETIES
9:00 P.M. EST. 8:15 P.M. PST 5S.9
VOCAL
NBC T-T
7:15 P.M. EST
THE
LAMPLIGHTER
55.7
MBS EST
Sun. 2:00 P.M. EST. M-W-F 9:30
A.M.
DICK
TRACY
.....55.6
MBS M-T-W 5:45 P.M. EST
VIVIAN
CHIESA
55.4
NBC Tues.DELLA
7:45 P.M.
EST
BETTY
55.3
NBC Thur.MOORE
11:30 A.M. EST
KALTENMEYER'S
KINDERGARTEN
. 35.2
NBC
Sal.
5:30
P.M.
E.ST
HUSBANDS
55.0
NBC Tues. 9:30ANDP.M.WIVES
EST
MAJOR
BOWES'
AMATEUR HOUR .54.9
CBS
Thur.
9:00
P.M.
EST
GIRL
ALONE
54.8
NBC M-T-W-T-F
12.00
Noon EST
SNOW
VILLAGE
SKETCHES
54.6
NBC
Sat.
9:00
P.M.
EST
PRETTY
KITTY6:45KELLY
54.3
CBS
M-T-W-T-F
P.M.
EST.
8:15
P.M.
PST
TED
MALONE'S BETWEEN THE 54.2
BOOKENDS
CBS
M-T-W-T-F
12:15 P.M. EST
VIC
AND
SADE
NBC
M-T-W-T-F
3:30WBZP.M.WBZA
EST. WBAL
11:30 54.0
A.M.
ESTWGARon WJZ
WMAL
WXYZ
KWK
KSO
KOIL
KGO KECA KFSD WMT WSYR WHAM
WLS KDKACHILDREN
KLO
TODAY'S
53.9
NBC M-T-W-T-F
10:45 A.M. TIME
EST
GOLD
MEDAL
FEATURE
53.7
CBS M-T-W-T-F 10:00
A.M. EST
FIVE
STAR JONES
53.6
NBC M-T-W-T-F
10:15 A.M. E.ST
SUNSET
DREAMS—
MORIN8:00 SISTERS.
NBC Sun.HARUM
7:45 P.M. E.ST.
P.M. PST 53.4
DAVID
53.3
NBC M-T-W-T-F 11:00 A.M. EST
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RADIO
Charles BirHerworHi
Since its initial broadcast, the Pockord Program
starring Fred Astaire and Charles Butterworth, has
steadily improved, until now it definitely is one of
the air's nrwst entertaining programs. Fred Astaire
no longer has to carry the full responsibility of the
hour's success on his dapper shoulders. That
seemed to be the fault when the program first
started. It depended too much on Fred. And
veterans of the airwaves all know that putting over
an hour's show, week after week, certainly is more
than a one-nrran job. Charles Butterworth has
developed into a positive favorite, thanks to comic
material which concedes that the average radio
listener is an intelligent person. The wise additions
of Conrad Thibault and Francia White have given
the show the balance necessary for outstandingly

Fred Asfoire
good radio entertainment. And, of course, the
music of Johnny Green and his orchestra, and
vocalist Trudy Wood, always are a delight to the
ear. And, too, the expert production job done
on the Packard Program has contributed imnr>easurably to the broadcast's success.
Because of its superior artists, presentation,
believable commercial announcements and excellent script, RADIO STARS Magazine presents its
award for Distinguished Service to Radio to the
Packard Program.

—EDITOR
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BUDDY

WED

What
come

WILL

MIRY

has made

love's dream

true for Maestro

and Americans

4^

Rogers

Sweetheart^

A success on screen and radio, Mary may return to the mike after becoming Mrs. Charles
Rogers. Her husbond-to-be heartily approves.
Not long ago Miss Piclcford appeared as guest
star on Rudy
Vol propositions
lee's program.
considering several
for She
radiois work.

From Olathe,
Kans., came Buddy,
to do big things
on the screen, air
and bandstands,
with Mary as his
long-owaited priie.

RADIO STARS
"I'LL TELL you something about us I bet you never if anyone had even suggested to me that some day I would
knew before," said Buddy, a smile in his eyes, on his meet Mary Pickford, I would have said : 'Aw, come off.
lips
I think,It in
tell you I when
first and,
saw Mary.
was hiswhenheart.
I was "Ill
in college.
went toI You're dreaming!'
never did table
try to atmeethis Mary,"
continued,
home inBuddy
Beverly
Hills.
the movies and saw her, for the first time, in — Little Lord over"Andthe I luncheon
"Such an idea as that would never have entered my head,
Fauntleroy. I think I knew then," Buddy laughed, "that either,
until
she
chose
me
to
play
opposite
her
in
My
Best
she was my 'Best Girl.' I didn't know it consciously, of
course. I had no idea of ever meeting her, of ever even see- Girl. I never was more excited over anything before.
ing her in person. She seemed as far distant to me as For the first time in my life, I guess, I changed my
Venus. In fact, to me she sort of became Venus. I still tie ten times. I had my hair cut, and then wished I
feel that way," laughed Buddy again. "I guess I never hadn't. And then we met. So many things," said Buddy,
gotYes,
overI it.
Lookswiththattheir
vray marriage
now, doesn't
thought,
in theit?"spring, it does simply, "fail to come up to expectations. But Mary did
thought, as Buddy talked, that he was, uncon'look that way now."
notAndfail!"Isciously,
accounting for the fact that never in all his happy,
"Life," continued the more mature, more dignified popular,
limelighted
life, in college, on the screen, on the
Charles
Rogers
of
today,
"life
is
a
magician,
a
sleight-of-hand artist. Whoever said:
air or making personal appearances with his
world-famous band — never has he really
'Truth is stranger than fiction,' certainly
been in love before. It is a case without
made the most masterly understate- BY GLADYS
ment of fact of all time. For, if anyprecedent, so far as I know.
I recalled how, when he first came to
one had told me then — me, a nm of the
HALL
Hollywood and all the frail feminine hearts
mill student of the University of Kanwere sighing, he dated most of the pretty,
sas— that one day I would marry Mary
nicestone.
girlsThat
in town
and let itDates.
go at that.
Mary
Pickford — well, I would have thought it a fantasy border- popular,
Brian. This
one.— Dances.
Luncheons.
ing on madness. Such a notion never entered my head.
Hints
of
romance
which
never
developed
beyond
the
rumor
"I didn't, then, think of picture people as l>eing real stage.
people at all. I didn't think of them as flesh and blood
human beings, eating and sleeping and having jobs and
And when rumors die a-boming here in Hollywood, it's
mortgages and problems like the rest of us. I can re- jolly well because they have nothing to nourish them !
member the first time I ever saw Mary eating. I was
People wondered why. For years, people have wondered why. People need wonder no longer. I am about
surprised. I must have had an idea that the people of the
screen were veritable shadows, projections of the imagi- to tell them. For I asked him : "Haven't you ever been
nation, compounded of Stardust and moonbeams — or some in love, Buddy? Before — before Mary, I mean?"
equally ethereal and nonsensical notion.
"Never,"doessaidaccount
Buddy for
immediately,
it. Though"never
it stillbefore."
remains a
"And ever
I certainly,"
grinned
Buddy, with
"didn't
figuretypes.
that caseWhich
without precedent.
I would
have anything
in common
ethereal
I remembered, too, how his mother once told me that
I was then, as I am now, much too fond of boxing and
food and jazz, music and animals and the good earth. No, Buddy had always been quiet (^Continued on page 81)
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BY

MIRIAM

ROGERS

To Fred MacMurray,
seemed

life

out of tune as

he traveled from job

to job, seeking

his

proper place in the
scheme

of things

Fred is fond of his sax,
for with it he got his
first start on Broadway.

ONE

SWEET

WHEN I asked Fred MacMurray how long he had been
married, he said : "We just celebrated our seventh anniversary'."
I stared at him incredulously. Gossip columns —
interviews
— they
couldn't
wrong.! Surely he hadn't
been secretly
married
all all
thosebe years
He grinned. "Not seven years — seven months ! We
were married last June — we had weekly anniversaries at
first, but now we celebrate monthly !"
My briefly glimpsed "scoop" took wings, and with it, a
vaguely preconceived idea I had had. that Fred MacMurray had been a little spoiled by his success. It had
come quickly, it was sudden and outstanding enough to
turn anyunknown,
good-looking
boy's head.
moment
was
young,
struggling
toward Onea dim
and hedistant
goal, and the next he was famous, established, playing
opposite such popular favorites as Claudette Colbert,
Gladysburn . . Swarthout,
Carole Lombard, Katharine Hep.
And as if all that were not enough, he had stepped,
without any preliminary training or experience, into a top
spot in radio, too, as master of ceremonies of Hollywood
Hotel. It would not have been at all surprising if I had
found him, as I half expected to, a little vain, a little
snobbish, a little arrogant.
But obviously he was not like that at all, this smiling

SONG

young man, who was unaffected and sincere enough to
talk about his monthly anniversaries like any other happy
bridegroom.
Fame came so suddenly that he was not quite able, at
first, to realize it, to count on it. He had been in love a
long time, but he wanted to offer his wife security as well
as love. He wanted to be sure his success was not just a
flash in the pan, that he himself had staying qualities,
that he had chosen the right profession and was building a
foundation for the future. He could not believe the
papers, he could not trust in his fan mail. Might not this
interest die out as quickly as it had come? He had to
have something more concrete before he could believe in
his own good fortune.
And before he had lost this sense of bewilderment, of
surprise in his own achievement, he had won a sevenyear contract. With shining eyes and glowing hopes, he
laidHeit had
in Lillian's
lap. Lamont when he was playing in
met Lillian
Roberta in New York. She was one of the models from
a swanky Fifth Avenue shop (Continued on page 84)

r

bride. ^

Photo by Ray Lee Jackson

Jessica

Dragonette^

lovely singing actress,
star of the Palmolive
love-story broadcasts, a
modern prototype of
Scheherazade, greatest
teller of love stories the
world

has ever known

BY NANCY

BARROWS

On Wednesday evenings at 9:30 p.m., EST,
over the CBS network, Jessica Dragonette
sings in the Palmol'iYe presentation of the
world's greatest love stories. On the opposite page, at the left, is Jessica in
The Sfudenf Prince. Right, in Rio Rita.

Photo hv Pni Ptnchot

RADIO
THROUGHOUT the Orient the stories of The Arabian
Nights' Entertainment — or The Thousand and One Nights
— are oft-told tales, familiar to everyone, as today the
continuous sagas of the comic strips are familiar to us.
Jessica Dragonette, a child, traveling with her father
through those far Eastern lands, heard these stories told
and retold — the stories of the Queen Scheherazade, who,
to save her life, nightly related to the Sultan a story of
romance and adventure. If the story failed to entertain
and invisible
enthrall, sword
Scheherazade's
Always
the
hung in thelifeairwould
as, forbe aforfeit.
thousand
and
one nights, she wove her fateful stories.
Into the impressionable mind of the child Jessica, the
stories sank deeply, to be overlaid, as time passed, with
other impressions, other experiences. She did not, naturally, dream how one day they would come back to form
an analogy for her own career. Time goes swiftly when
you are a child and Jessica was changing time into life in
the medium she loved best — music. To Jessica Dragonette,
who sang even before she talked, music was the ruling
passion, the one completely absorbing, enthralling way of
life. The baby songs she sang to her adoring family
changed to the more ambitious ones of school-girl concerts. Led hfer later. Inevitably, to the theatre, where she
made
her
as "the
voiceMiracle.
of an angel"
in thethe Max
Reinhardt debut
production
of The
She sang
role
of Kathe in The Student Prince and Broadway came to
know her, still in her 'teens, in The Grand Street Follies.
Then radio brought her to that ever widening audience
which eagerly tunes its dials when Jessica sings.
Of her first radio appearance Miss Dragonette recalls
no
was extremely
she admits.
the thrill.
lack of"Iapplause
botherednervous,"
me. I was
convinced "And
that
I was a failure!" But a flood of letters from listeners

NIGHTS
reassured her, and she resolved to continue her career in
this new medium of entertainment.
These fan letters, coming in continuously increasing
numbers from all over the world, mean a great deal to
Jessica. All of them are acknowledged as promptly as
f>ossible. Many of them she answers personally. From
some have come friendships, experiences that touch the
heart. But of these Jessica is chary of speaking.
"It would be exploiting them," she says. "I couldn't
talk about them for publication. But, out of the multitudes, always there are some that come dose to one . . .
Life somehow brings certain people together for some
experience — like those people in The Bridge of San Luis
Rcy — do you remember ? It must be something more than
From that, one might surmise in Miss Dragonette a
chance
strain of..."
the underlying mysticism of the Orient. But she
disclaims that. A thoughtful student of philosophy, of
the sciences, of history, hers is a well informed, well balanced mind. But hungry always for wider knowledge,
she looks beyond superficial aspects to deeper significances.
definitely
one ofonradio's
pioneers.
It Jessica
is over Dragonette
ten years since
she isstarted
the Coca
Cola
program, presenting the first singing and talking program
for the air. Then there were no traditions for radio
programs, no set pattern to follow. Jessica created and
wrote scripts and continuities for these programs, offering
every type of acting and singing parts, from Shakespeare
to She
operettas.
was the first star of General Motors program.
25 For
two and a half years, as star of the Philco program,
she
brought to her unseen listeners the first radio versions of
all the popular light opera roles. As star of the Cities
Service program for seven years, (Continued on page 98)

Wide WorM,
Nelson Eddy as Paul, in the
M-G-M movie, Mayfime, starring
Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald.

Not swingin', but wing'm'! 275-pound Jock Smart
floats
61 -pound
in Hollywood's
newest with
dance
creationPeggy
for aRyan
Universal
musical.

RADIO

SPOTLIGHT

aircasters in odd moments,

playing or working

with equal zest

Between rehearsal and broadcast, Victor Arden
(left). Jack Pearl and Cliff (Sharlh) Hall foregather at a table in a Radio City restaurant.

Dorothy Lamour, radio singer
now being featured by Paramount,
has tresses thirty inches long.

{

DO

rou

know;

Don't let that dumb
It's a mask!
everything
WHEN Victor Moore was born, the new moon was
shining over his pudgy right shoulder. Horseshoes were
nailed to the headboards of the crib. Rabbits' feet tickled
the baby neck and four-leaved clovers sprouted between
the pink toes. In a word, Mr. Moore, our most chronically triumphant comedian, was born lucky — born to win.
The genius who christened him Victor was right, even
though he was punning, for znctor he has been from the
beginning. Victor in every department of life.
Don't take my word for it, look at the record. He is
sixty-one years old, has been on the stage since he was
seventeen — and in the past twenty-five years, no show
he played in has failed to succeed. All
of them have made money. Most of them
have been hits and a few like Of Thee
I Sing and Anythwg Goes have established new box-office highs. No line he
has delivered in the eflfort to make people
laugh has failed to get its giggle. He is
known to Broadway, Hollywood and now
on radio — on the Twin Stars program —
as the absolutely sure-fire comedian.
Producers follow him around, offering
him flabbergasting salaries. He is the
man with the Midas touch. He can take
a script dry as dust and wring from it
the golden belly laughs that produce another kind of ringing in theatrical cash
registers. They say that anybody can
write a show for him, because when he is
on the stage, or at the mike, it's not what
he says but how he says it that makes
you guflfaw.
There you have good fortune enough
for any man ! But not enough for Victor
Moore.
the man'sandpersonal
life.
WhatPeep
is it inthatoncompletes
rounds
Broadway'sBroderick
celebrated and
comedians,
Helen
Victor
Moore,
now
are
together
in radio.
28

facei

He's sixty
he ever has

out a masculine life? Yes, a woman. In his case she
was Emma Littlefield. She, too, was an actress and, atop
of that, a wife. Together, they wrote, developed and
acted the famous vaudeville skit. Change Your Act, which
never made
lost a week's
in over They
ten years.
Sometogether,
weeks,
they
as highbooking
as $1500.
worked
traveled, played, loved together — and at the end of every
year theyfun.were broke ! But they didn't care. They were
having
Pour into this man's cup of bliss, two lovely children —
and truly, in the phrase of the Bible, it "runneth over."
The children, a boy and a girl, are in their late 'teens.

REALLY

VICTOR?

of Victor Moore fool you!
one

years

old-and

done has been a success!

both of them headed for stage careers, equipped by gobs
of inherited talent. On their thirty-second wedding anniversary, Mrs. Moore died. Death was the one barrier, the
Moore luck could not carry over. But measure this marital
life by any rule you choose — and it was extraordinarily
successful, serenely and beautifully happy.
Finally, for an illustration of the way this man has
had with life, you have the story of his financial career.
He made all the mistakes f)OSsible. He lost in gambling
and unwise investments more than a million dollars, yet
today, somehow, some way, he is extremely rich. There
was the time, for example, when he was nuts about poker.

Four isviews
of Victor
who
featured!
with Moore,'
Helen
Broderick and Buddy Rogers
on NBC's Twin Stan program,
Friday nights at 9:30 p.m., EST.
They say he used to arrange to have three games going,
one
hotel, lost.
one at One
the theatre,
at the $85,000.
Lambs' Club.
And athethealways
year he onedropped
He
also was an incurable race track follower and there, too, he
invariably lost. The check stubs showed, one year, a loss
of $50,000.
Add to these, the fact that he was meat for every panhandler on Broadway, for every peddler of neckties, razor
blades or phony stock. He has owned packing cases full
of worthless shares in oil wells, gold mines, airplane companies. This airplane investment looked so- good, the
British Government was going to write a big order, provided the plane got off the ground. It
That's how it has been, and it would
have
didn't.been enough to crack the spirit and
ruin thewho,career
anyone
Moore,
in all' of
his life,
neverbuthas Victor
failed
to get the big end of the wishbone. One
day, a friend came to sell him some lots
on Long Island. Victor, by that time, had
learned to shy away from investments,
and he said no. The friend persisted.
Again, Victor said no. Finally the friend,
in desperation, put it this way :
"If I give you a winner at Belmont (the
raceThistrack)
buy them?"
time will
the you
answer
was yes. Victor
went home and, over the protests of his
indulgent wife, took the family jewels
and raised on them $300, and went out
to the track. The horse, he discovered,
was listed at ten to one and Victor got
cold feet and bet only $50. The horse
came in, and he was obliged to buy the
lots even though it took him — as time
showed — ten {Continued on page 72)
Stage success is supplemented
by a happy
hometalllife.
Victor
with his
son, Here
Bobby.is

Francia's a frail
conceals
strongbeauty
heart.

Happilygame
headed
for a
brisk
of tennis.

'franciji
Western

sun and a wholesome

WHEN Francia White went to New
York to be the star of a big radio
program,
couldn't
sleep. To she
be sure,
therefindwerea place
dozensto
of available hotels there and Francia
tried
all, butshe sleep
couldn't.
Each them
morning
wouldshe check
out
of the hotel she was in and move
to a different one.
The managers dusted oflF their
most secluded rooms for this
slim, brown-eyed, unbelievably
young star, but all to no avail.
Accustomed all her life to
the quiet of the country, she
found it impossible to sleep
with the roar of the sutH
way, the shrieking of
taxicab brakes, the
rumble of the elevated and all the
strange noises of
a great city
which per-

BY

FRAN

DILLON

C

Her trim figure is envied by most singers.

of

the
life have given Francia White

meated to the recesses of even the
most secluded rooms. She sang
on her first important radio program without having closed her
eyesFrancia
for a told
week, me about this and
other incidents of her career when
I went out to see her recently.
Sitting on the floor in front of the
hugeherfireplace
the living-room
of
country inhome,
she hugged
her knees and rocked back and
forth with laughter as she told of
happenings mendously
thatserioushad
at theseemed
time. treHer infectious giggle bubbles
at the slightest excuse, giving the
impression that it is just ready to
come out without provocation.
Her curly, brown hair, shoulder
length, seemed to reflect her mood
and flew in every direction in
charming disarray. At her side
lay her constant companion, an
dog.
amiable, beady-eyed little Scottie

me," which is obviously a rank
understatement.
She sat nervously — for Francia
is never quiet — poking the fire
("putting it out," according to her
mother) and jumping up to answer the telephone, which rang
with disturbing regularity. At
long distance rates, too, for the
White ranch is in the country, near
the
twentyfive little
miles town
from ofLosCovina,
Angeles.
The house, a combination of
Spanish and Early California
architecture, is completely surrounded by orange groves, and
the faint odor of the blossoms
hung over the rooms like incense.
An atmosphere of contentment
made itself felt from the moment
I drove into the driveway where
me.
both
her gentle,
hairedFrancia
motherandcame
out towhitemeet
Here Francia has lived since she
was brought to California as a
"You'll have to do the talking," baby, "and this is the third house
she had told me* when I arrived, we've built right on this spot,"
"for I have nothing interesting to she told me. "We wore out two
say. Nothing interesting ever
happens to me, really.
Probably there isn't a tree on the
Nothing ever hap- ranch
tumbled
from, Francia
for in hasn't
houses." that
pens to

Whit«
i$Franda
as lovely
as her voice.
She sings on
Tuesdays at
?:30 pjm. EST.

Girrent dial favorites take a
whirl at entertaining themselves and you

Paul is describing ttt* fish M ocMglrf . B. A.
Rolfe, famous moesfro of CtT HtmrtAogo»>• of th« Air, 9«fs to work. TW happy
Mr. and Mrw HMry King. Hd
K«mp (fopj and Kay Thompson. dF CM.
(Lowf riigkt) Gortntde NiMon wtih Jo«
Ponnor on ono of fhn comic's bfoodcoih*

FAILURE

IS

Left, Maestros Lopez and Vallee harmonize on their pet instruments. Above, in
the Hotel Astor, N. Y,, where he plays.

to ve
76 right

"MUSIC was given me to make
When
Lopez speaks it
way inVincent
ismy almost
aslife."
if he is not speaking
at all, so quietly, almost in a
monotone, do his words come. It
is more as if his thoughts have
become audible. If it weren't for
the things he says and the thought
behind them, a first impression of
him would be that he is a very
Iwred young man.
Too much success could bring
boredom. It wouldn't be at all
surprising if he were a bit fed up
with it. AH these years on Broadway, his name in lights so constantly that it couldn't help but
become a monotony, three telephones inhis hotel suite that never
stop ringing,
vidual now asandin athesuccess
days aswhenindi-a
good orchestra meant only Lopez
and Whiteman. Material success
came centearly
Lopez. and stayed with VinHe sits there, leaning back in
liis chair, and looks at his finger

tips. A it.felephone rings and he
answers
A business detail, a rather annoying detail you gather, but his
calm voice goes on, and suddenly
you
have
that feeling of his putwrong.ting something
right that lias gone
A few minutes have gone by
since he began speaking, another
telephone call has intervened, and
yet he takes up the thread of what
he was saying as casually as if
it weren't
something
an achievement in these
days ofoffragmentary
conversation.
"With me, it was music that was
given. thing.
Everyone
You take it isandgiven
work someat it
and make everything of it that you
can. That is your justification for
being
alive atyouall."see Lopez diflFerSuddenly
ently.
You sense something he
lias gained
Something thatwithin
seems himself.
almost strange
because you see it so seldom in
people still young, or in cities, or

Vincent Lopez has changed!

What

has

When Vinceirt favors you with a smile, you
may be sure he means it. "I smile only
when my heart is smiling too!" he says.
in professions that necessarily
seem lence
to andberestlessness.
made up of turbu-

man they used to know.
For it is nine years since he
first read the book that was to
everything for him. That
That's you
the might
thing change
book was Dwellers on Two
he Relaxation.
has. Something
Planets,
by Phylos, the Tibetan
expect to find in the high Himalayas, where men give thought to philosopher. He read it the first
their souls and things of the time and was carried away by it
spirit. Something you might ex- although, in that first reading, he
pect to find in the old, who have
understand
it.
He readbegin
that tobook
many times
bartered excitement for the peace couldn't
that has come to them, or on afterwards and it was four years
farms or in small villages where before he really grasped its
people necessarily have to look meaning.
more to themselves for stimulus.
"Nine years ago, I didn't
Lopez smiles.
you don'tin expect
find init think."
on But
Broadway
a hotel tosuite
Strange how you can hold the
the heart of the theatrical dis- key to your life and try to fit it
expect who
to find
where it doesn't beit in a trict.
man,You don't
still young,
has into places
long! That's
whatthere
Lopez
kept on the top of the wave for to do, and
always
was used
that
a decade and a half.
sense of unfulfillment in him.
Nine years ago Vincent Lopez The pattern he was seeking was
was diflFerent. His best friends there but he couldn't find it. He
was restless, as people are who
will
that, if inthey
seen tell
him you
constantly
the hadn't
inter- haven't found themselves. Success came but he never found it
veningtheperiod,
ognize
Lx)peztheyof wouldn't
today as recthe enough, (Continued on page 92)
led to his new

philosophy

of life?

SHE
BY

ELSPETH

MacDON

ALD

Natalie Bodanya's girlhood was a nightmare
struggle
her tenement
her stamina
To look at Her
now,
never
believeyou'd
Natalie
went hungry or
suffered heartaches and pain.
SHE was such a little thing to know what worry was.
Too little and too young to have to lie awake thinking
about the rent and the gas bill, and the price of butter and
milk and eggs.
But ever since she was ten, Natalie Bodanya has known
all there is to know about worry.
Her father, who had been a well-known pianist and
conductor, died when she was only five. And Natalie
was the oldest of three children. The money that was
left went all too quickly in the next few years and
their mother, who had always been so loved and sheltered,
suddenly faced the world alone and knew fear for the
first time in her life.
So, at ten, it was Natalie who almost became the
mother of her own mother as well as of the younger
brother and sister. It was Natalie who would go to the
door to meet the rent collector and the gas man. She
would summon that gamin smile of hers to her lips, by
thinking of all the funny things she had ever heard, and
would clo everything but stand on her head to put them
in a good
more
leeway.humor and make them give her a few days'
And it was Natalie who would come racing home from
school and fling her arms around her mother.
"Don't worry, Mamma, I've got a job," she would say.
And to the ten-year-old, it really seemed she had solved
the situation by the nickels and dimes and quarters she
brought home so proudly.
"Theyin were
alwaysattractive
such dinky
little jobs."
sitting
the small,
apartment
that is she
her .says,
first
step up in the world. "Minding people's children and
washing38 dishes and wheeling somebody's old go-cart down

and

despair,

of
but

up-bringing gave

and the will to win!

to the docks to fill it with the coal and ice I bought for
them right off the barges because it was cheaper that way.
Some of them were as poor as we were, so,' of course, I
wouldn't
pay who
for were
them.working,
But thewerelucky
ones, mewithto
men in thetake
family
all after
getShetheirsitsoddthere,
jobsthisdone."
little Natalie Bodanya, with a contract at the Metropolitan; featured with Frank Munn on
the Sweetest Love Songs Et'cr Sung hour; and with
three major Hollywood studios after her to make screen
tests. Her smile comes, as gamin as ever, and her soft
cloud of black hair dances gaily above her wide-set gray
eyes.It will take more than success to change her or to tame
her into the prima donna pattern. For the essential thing
that made that girl travel so far from the East Side
tenements, where she was brought up, was bred in her
bloodage and
bones. It's
grand quality,
mixed with
and tenderness
and a optimism
and humor.
Besidecour-it,
prima donnas who wrap themselves in pretense and
elegances seem like paper dolls.
Natalie is' real, and she has the hard courage that comes
from going hungry, being cold and from lying awake
nights.
she holds that courage she won't need
much elseAsinlong
this asworld.
"Nothing will stop you from going ahead if you've got
the goods," she says, and her eyes, that change as gray
eyes will, are the color of steel now. "You have to be
honest with yourself and know if you've really got something or if you're heading towards heartaches with empty
hands. If I didn't have a voice, I'd know it and I'd stop
trying to be something I never could be. I'd learn how
to She
be a was
good bred
stenographer,
instead."
hardbefore
school.
remembers
about inher a life
her There
father isn't
died, much
about she
the
big names in the musical world who were his friends,
the entertaining and the easy, gracious way of living that
was theirs.
When she was old enough to begin remembering, the

WON
A
BITTER
FIGHT
foundation had slipped from under her feet. There was to make him so sure of himself that he wouldn't think
the pretty mother who didn't know how to cope with hard- twice before stepping up to any kid and slapping him.
so hewildered
she couldn't
that They slapped back in Little Italy's own code, and then he
came ship,
even
before thethatchildren.
There help
werethethetears
crowded
would run to his "big sister" and she would go after the
East Side streets and the almost grown-up boys shooting supposed tormentors.
crap at the corners and the poverty driven children she
they always
a big brother
or a big
ruefullyhad now,
(Continued
on sister,
page too."
74)
played with, hard as only children brought to face reality She"Butsmiles
too early can l)e hard.
troublefightthen.
usedNatalie
to callwasher,always
but shein could
with "Skinny,"
the best of they
her
size and win.
It was her kid brother who used to get her into trouble.
He was
an angelic
it wasn't
hard
for such
his mother
and thelooking
other little
grown boyups that
to spoil
him.
It was in this
ballet costume
that Natalie
made her debut
at the M etroiton — her
gol
rst triumph.

A career meant

nothing to Conrad

WHEN anyone comes to Hollywood, the first question
put to him inevitably is: "Are you going to make a
mox-ie
And when
anyone you
is aswould
attractive
dark,answer,
goodlooking?" Conrad
Thibault,
expectas the
just as inevitably, to be in the affirmative.
But Conrad shakes his head. He doesn't know. True,
he is making some tests — Warner Brothers are interested
inradio,
him —which
but hebrought
isn't sure.
is a singer,
him hisAfter
first all,
big hesuccess,
seems and
still
to offer the greater opportunity. So far he remains immune to Hollywood's
spell —and
this New
is hisEngland
first triparewest
Cleveland,
and New York
home.of
Conrad wants a full life, a well-rounded life, with time
for work and time for play and time to make the ideals
and dreams which are a part of his life come true. For
he is essentially a dreamer, an idealist, a romanticist. And
so far, he has been very fortunate in making his life fit

HAVING

Thibault until he got what

the pattern of his ideals.
He is a man of quiet tastes, moderate in all things, and
he is not going to act hastily or make up his mind without
due thought and consideration. He may bear, as some
have said, a close resemWance to Russ Columbo, but he
sees, wisely, that it takes more than good looks, more even
than a trained and rich singing voice, to spell success in
the movies. It is a new career beset with difficulties, with
uncertain results, and when all is said and done, all he
really wants to do is sing.
"I've always known what I wanted," he said simply,
"and I've always had a feeUng of confidence, a certainty
thatThethings
work out
as boys,
I wanted
themwasto —the" only
third would
in a family
of six
Conrad
one with musical talent or aspirations. But he always
wantedin toansing,
and from
the intimeNorthampton,
he sang in aMassaboys'
choir
Episcopal
church

SOMEONE

WHO
BY

LESLIE

A dreamer and romanticist.
Conrad Thibault has been
successful in patterning
life after his own ideals.

CARES
EATON

he wanted— someone

to share it

chusetts, people who heard that lovely fluid voice were
stirred to admiration and praise.
But a natural gift is not enough. Music is a stern
mistress and demands the utmost of its serious lovers.
The young Conrad sensed this and worked hard and long.
He had to work hard at other things, too, in order to get
money to pay for his lessons, but he was tireless and determined. And the result of his early enthusiasm an<l
application was a scholarship which took him to the Curtis
Institute of Music in Philadelphia.
Conrad'swhengoalthewastimeconcert
and
he Inwasthose
deeplydaysgratified
came orforopera,
his debut
in the Philadelphia Opera House.
"I made my debut with Hope Hampton." He laughed,
rememljering that exciting night. "I was nervous and
frightened and thrilled — it was her debut, of course, but
I thought
of it as
Four years
withmine!"
the opera company, with summers
spent in additional study abroad, gave him a splendid
foundation, a firm grounding for his success on the air.
"I still thought opera was what I wanted," he explained,
"but radio offered so much, there were so many opportunities atthat time, I couldn't afford to turn them down.
I accepted ail I could manage and soon had a very crowded
schedule. Show Boat was, of course, my first big opportunity and, following that, the Philip Morris program.
For a while I had four commercials a week, and never
less than two a week during the next three years. It was
too much, of course. I had no time to play, to relax, and
I began toatgetthe runconclusion
down. But
six months'
vacation,
of mya badly
Shozv needed
Boat contract,
put
everything
right
again
..."
But in spite of his devotion to his career, Conrad has
always had very definite ideas about what constitutes a
well-rounded life, and single-minded attention to a career
is, to his way of thinking, merely selfish.
"The normal goal for any man is marriage and a
family,"
he said
earnestly.
doesn'tYoumeanhaveany-to
thing unless
you can
share it"Awithcareer
someone.
do something for someone else in order to get anything
outA ofpart
Hfe.of Ithisisn't
any fun
just doing
for of
yourself."
French
heritage
is his itideal
a family
and family life and, to his mind, (Continued on page 68)

Above, Conrad proudly escorts his lovely young
wife, the former Elinor Kendall, to the opera.
As handsome a couple as they ore happily wed.
tfe/ow l«H, tKe joyous smiles decorating both
these faces are ample proof that their marriage
of less than two years will run a smooth course.
Below,
Conrad's
is only
port
of his lusty
song.fierce
His expression
rich baritone
is heard
Tuesdays at 9:30 p.m. EST, witti Fred Astaire.
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MAHIN

Elinor Sherry sings the blues, but
not because

Petite Elinor
Sherry come
andLewisWelore
two
of
radio's
tiniest singers. But
they both measure
up to those on top.

Elinor's three regprogramsMBS
are
heardular on
Thursdays at 9:30
p.m. and at 4:30
on Tuesdays. And
on WOR at 8:30
Monday nights.

life hasn't been

IT ALL has to be rewritten
for this little girl. No rags-toriches, no starving in garrets,
no long trek through Broadway agencies, no heartbreaks,
waiting for success.
Except for the single fact
that she changed her name,
because it was hard for the
fans to spell, the story of Elinor Sherry
is a series
of cheerful
contradictions
to the
usual
radio or stage formula for
fame.
She's been a professional
singer for almost ten years —
yet she's only twenty-two. She
is the child of stage parents —
yet her childhood memories
are not of dressing-rooms and
trains,malbuthome ofwith
a pleasant,
norher young,
adoring grandparents. She's

kind

sung hot blues songs in night
clubs and theatres, and with
famous dance bands the country over — yet her appearance
is simple and untheatrical, her
make-up confined to a moderate rouging of her small,
soft mouth, and light penciling
of the natural delicate line of
her eyebrows. She has a voice
that would lift you out of your
seat — but she's only five feet
high.
And that last contradiction
isof how
professional
Elinorthe Sherry
began. career
Nine mas,years
ChristElinor,ago
thenlastthirteen,
was spending the holidays in
Chicago. Her mother, Maybelle Fisher, had left the stage
when Elinor was eight and
(Continued on page 90)

THERE'S

NO

GETTING
BY JACK
H A N L E Y
Ed (jolly good fellow)
Fitzgerald vocalizes
with Dee Collins, blues
singer; Leo Freuberg,
his orchestra director,
and stooge Harry Mack.
Beautiful ladies hold
no terrors
for good
Ed. He's
doing
a right
job
of amusing Misses Barbara Lamarr, Jane Murray and Grace Perry.

THERE are two types of stories about
radio personalities, and two types of
personalities.
you'd like
to meet ina
radio star whoIf thinks
everything
radio is just too ducky; who speaks
with unctuous ooze to his air audience ;
and who never says anything that can't
be found in a publicity puff sheet — then
you don't want to meet Eddie Fitzif you'd
like to they
knowcana
fellow whogerald. Buttells
his audience
tune out if they don't like him ; who
says pretty much what he thinks, pungently and amusingly ; who has gone on
record as saying that sponsors, on the
whole, are the most inhibited humans
alive, are a race apart and are stuflEed
shirts — then allow me to present Eddie
Fitzgerald, a regular guy !
Heaven forbid that we should stir up
a controversy ! But some of the things
Eddie
out Bob
Montgomery's
remarkssaysin bear
a recent
interview,
in which
he took a swat at some pet radio stuhas and
a score
of experiences tpidities.
o tell Eddie
about
no reluctance
about
telling
the kind
of athem.
fellowWhat's
who, ifmore,
you he's
ask
whether or not you can print something, says: "Why not? I don't give
a damn."
Someone is bound to rise up and
snicker
that I*"itzgerald
is soreButat sponsor^i because
he hasn't one.
that's
wrong on both counts. Because, first
of all, Eddie isn't sore about anything
— if you think so, listen to his friendly,
44

gay,
impromptu
show — Edcoast-to-coast
Fitsgerald
& Co.—
on the Mutual
network any day but Sunday. He
merely says what he thinks — blithely,
plainly and with an amazing disregard
for the usual radio star reticences. And
as for not having a sponsor — Eddie
Fitzgerald has perhaps one of the highest paid sustaining acts in radio, with a
contract that stretches a couple of years
ahead,
withoutbread
options,
so he needn't
worry about
and butter.
"Just was
to give
you anI auditioned
idea," he grins,
"there
the time
for a
patent
medicine
hour.
(We'll
call
Pepo.) The agency was hot about theit
show and I worked hard, writing a
script and rehearsing. The day came
tofor give
an audition
'Major
the spon.sor.
The toMajor
turnedBlank'
out
to be veddy, veddy English, and I went
into the audition room while the agency
men and the sponsor sat in the next
room. We had a swell show worked
up and I gave my all. Right through the
performance I could hear chortles and
laughs through the partition. Then,
when we finished, the Major stalked in,
frozen-faced. 'Ah — let's see that script,'
he said. 'Take this out . . . and this
. . . oh,
this right
line must
come theout.script,
. . .'
and
so on,
through
leaving me only lines like: 'And now
our"Anext
orchestra
—'
date number
was set by
for the
another
audition,
and I sweated over that script trying to
to make it {Continued on page 96)

RITZr

WITH

For this Fitzgerald man
says what

is regular,

he thinks, always is him-

self and has a grand sense of humor
Ed appears to be
getting much ensome of joymentthefrom what
fans
hove to say about
his MBS programs,
Ed Fitzgerald &
Co., and the Melody Treasure Hunt.

ED

THE

WAS
BY

MAN

LEFT
GEORGE

WHO

BEHIND
KENT

Milton J. Cross, a pioneer announcer
when radio was a pup, has missed out
on the big money, but he doesn't care!
Modest Milton Cross
so sincerely loves
children, music and
radio, that he works
for the sheer joy of
it, not the rewards.
Milton was the first
^rand opera commenIn the tator.
MetHe's still
radioatboxit.
he and Marcia Davenport check the score.

Milton Cross, M. C. of the
Sunday tries
Morning
Children's
Hour,
out one
of the
bicycles he awards to his
young performers each week.
MILTON J. CROSS, NBC announcer, is the lad who's been
left at the post and likes it. He has been passed by, but
he doesn't give a whoop; the job he has is the job he likes.
Whatwillhe'sbe missed
is the big money, but he is confident that,
too,
his eventually.
Understand me. our Milt is one of the great announcers, one
of the big three of four of radio. Station WJZ was little more
than a tin can in a packing case when he began — something over
fifteen years ago. He was a veteran when Graham McNamee
stepped to the microphone for the first time. He saw Graham
march to great popularity, to nation-wide fame. When money
in fabulous
into McNamee's
lap, no one
got
a bigger amounts
kick out avalanched
of it than Milton
Cross.
Jimmy Wallington, John Young, and a score of others were
also helped over their first awkward moments by the gentle
Milt. He saw them grow and graduate to earnings many
times what he was receiving. None of them better than he,
few of them possessing his sincereity, his beautiful voice, his
vast fund of knowledge. He was the man who broadcast grand
opera on the radio for the first time, who has been at the mike
whenever opera has been on the air {Continued on page ^6)
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EVE

IN

STOOPTOPIA
From Rye, N. Y., comes

blonde

Joan

Banks to frolic with Stoop and Budd
STOOPTOPIA, as you may know, dear reader, is a
sort of super-Utopia where everything is peachy. It is
the effortlessly-invented brain-child of a couple of sons of
Adam — by name. Colonel Lemuel Q. Stoopnagle and
Budd.she Eve,
case you're
is Miss Joan Banks
and
is theinleading
lassie interested,
in Stooptopia.
I buzzed over to Stooptopia (in this instance, studio
8A, Radio City, and firmly planted in prosaic New York
City) to have a look at Eve, who was something of a
novelty
the thefirstcherubic
woman Budd.
ever to appear with the stout
Colonel — and
There had been considerable talk in radio circles about
the manner of a woman who could work with those two
zanies, but the woman I saw, nay the girl I saw, was
definitely lovely. She even appeared to be sane.
"Hello, Bill," said the Colonel, who had been talking
into a mike connected with the control room. "Sit down,
feller,
and the
we'llmike
be over
a jif?y. the
What,
Pat?"
spoke into
to Patin Weaver,
agency
man Hein
the control room, then went on reading from his script.
He assumed a fog-horn tone. " 'I'm the guy who never
says anything about moustaches on people who are growin'
'em. Yeeah, I never say "Mister, you could have a baseball game under your nose, nine on a side — heh, heh."
Sure,
I never
" and waved and I sat
Budd,that's
backwhat
to me,
turnedsay.'around
down prepared for the worst. You see, I've known the
boys for about four years and I'm not surprised at anythey do. eyeAt caught
least, Isight
thinkof I'm
not sitting
. . . on a desk
My thingroving
a girl
to the right of the broad control room window. A blonde.
Not the desk, but the girl, and a right pretty girl at that.
She was the only female in the room, ergo she was Joan

Banks, the Eve I had come to see.
Harry Von Zell, the announcer and straight man,
crooked a finger in her direction and she joined him at
the mik^.
Now I could see her better. Height : about five feet
four. Weight: I'd say about 97, but I couldn't be sure of
getting
a cigar
the guess,
or fat, just
nice.on Hair:
blondejustandthattiedshein wasn't
a knot skinny
at the
back d la Ann Harding (she also looks a bit like Miss
Harding). Clothes: dark blue something made of crepe
de something, but definitely chic. Total effect : slick stuff

— I wish I had a program . . .
Her voice was a kindness to the ear, but you know
that. She handled her lines competently and then stepped
back from the mike. As she did so, she inadvertently
glanced at the Colonel, who twisted up a grimace for her.
She shook with laughter.
The
Colonel
"Hello,"
she pointed
said. at me and she came over.
"Hello." I answered, "I'm here to do a piece about you,
and"Oh,"
my name's
Vallee."
she said.
{Continued on page 65)
BY

WILLIAM

LYNCH

VALLEE

Two sons of Adam,
Lemuel Q. Stoopnagle and his pal
Budd, have finaladmit+edland
an Eve
to lytheir
of
lunacy.
"We
think
we've got something there," they
say. "She's
stuff."
And aood
Joan
considers her
new job peachy!

It

This amozing young maestro
never uses a score while
broadcasting. He gets his
smooth results by abetting
the message of his hands
with his face and eyes.
When

unknown

Rex Chandler was picked to succeed Fred Waring

BY MARY
"WHO'S
Chandler?"
Andbody ever
what
noFor weeksRex around
radio row it was a
heardhappens?
of gets theSome
job ! one
A man
named Rex Chandler, with a program
chant. Nobody talked about anything
WATKINS REEVES
called Universal Rhythm. As easy as
else. Apparently nobody thought about
lifting a rabbit out of a hat, he assembles
anything
else.
If
you'd
inquired
your
way to studio 9 C, or butted in on a
forty-three musicians and pulls a nifty,
strictly closed rehearsal, or fainted cold in the middle of right under the noses of the best and most experienced
a Radio City lobby, the chances are the person next to you bandleaders in radio. No politics about it, either. All the
would have turned around with a glassy look in his eye auditions were recorded, with blank labels on the discs, and
and said: "Who's Rex Chandler?" It's almost a wonder shipped to Mr. Ford in Detroit. In the seclusion of his
home he listened to them impartially and made his choice.
they didn'tknows,
set itittowould
music have
in eight
and broadcast
Heaven
savedpartsconsiderable
energyit!
an unknown
maestro
fellow
who'dto
for all concerned!
beenAnd,an overnight,
obscure church
organist for
years—— s.was
vaulted
For it seemed that somebody named Rex Chandler had the top ranks of radio stardom and success. You could
suddenly done a very incredible and unprecedented thing, have knocked over a million dollars' worth of maestros
to wit :
with a soft chord in G. No wonder everybody was asking :
Following the tiff between Henry Ford and Fred War- "Who's Rex Chandler?"
So this was Rex Chandler. A young man who sat oping over salary, it was generally announced that Mr. Ford
posite me in his tmy office forty stories above the wet
was in the market for a new band to play on his radio
program. Now a Ford sponsorship is one of the juiciest pavements of midtown Manhattan. A striking young
plums in the radio pie. So, in great excitement, the very man, with nervous blue eyes, spats, a quiet voice and thick,
biggest orchestra leaders in the business dusted off their straight hair the identical color of a whiskbroom. Tall,
batons, hauled out their danciest tunes, their choicest ideas much too thin, obviously nonplused by his very first interview. Refusing cigarettes, chewing on little twists of
and arrangers, and concocted a batch of super-auditions
that were expected to knock the auto king right off his paper. Drawing an elaborate map of France to show me
props. For several weeks radio row was a maelstrom of how far Bordeaux is from Nantes. Altogether as little
bustle and rehearsals and secrets, with untold gallons of like a radio star as the bond salesmen who hang their hats
on the floor below, or the architects who hang their hats on
midnight oil being exhausted nightly behind closed doors. the
floor below that.
At last the maestros sat back in torturous suspense to
wait for the results.
Saying, seriously and with no {Continued on Page 94)
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YOUNG
MRS.
ROCKEFELLER
PILOTS
A LOW-WING
MONOPLANE

Mrs. John W. Rockefeller, Jr., of New York and Allenhurst, is an aviation enthusiast. She favors jodhpurs, windbreaker, and close-fitting helmet. Flies a low-wing monoplane.
Has had several thrilling experiences in the air. "I've been
caught in heavy fog," she says. "That's enough to shatter
anybody's
first athought,
my feeteaseson
firm
ground,nerves.
was toMysmoke
Camel. when
SmokingI putCamels
up my nervous tension — sets me right again. I can smoke
all I like — and they never tire my taste. 'I'd walk a mi
for a Camel' — and a thousand!"

A few of the dislinguished tvomen ivho prefer
Cdnicl's cost Her tobaccos:
Mrs. Nic holas Bi.l.ll,-, I'lula.lrlplna A l, v:„„l,.r Ula. k, Las Anf!eles
Mrs. I'nwell Cal,.,!, H„.,„n Mr-. Ih..„,.- M. 1 .,r,„f!„., Jr. , Vf,, VorA:
Mrs. J. Gar.IncrC.oIi.l^.. Jm.L /)„<f,.n Mr-. X.ilh.MU ,K I )r. \, l r.l , l^hU,,,!, !/,!,,,!
Mrs. Ja-per M...-,in, \. „ 1,,,/. .Mr-. M. I...la- ( i. I>. i i iman 11 1, Ba/dmore
Mrs. Louis Suifl, Jr., i.huufi,, Mrs. linlii, I'ain,- S|.al,lin{; Wl. Pasadena
Mrs. Brookfiria Van R.-ns., la, r, A. u ) „rAFOR DIGESTIONS
SMOKE CAMELS!
R((()M at the Hold Pierre. Mr.-.,
The Cori
Rork.-frll, the foreground. When she entertain..s, Cai go wilh cxciy course. Mild and
deiicale. ( - ;i. . i nl llaM.rs in food. They also
help (ligc . I 111 I l a-i n- ilii- flow of digestive
fluids, liu ; up alkalinity. Camels are overwlielniingly popular at the Pierre, as at other
famous restaurants. Mrs. Rockefeller says:
"When I give a dinner or after-theatre supper —
whether here or at home— it's Camels that I serve."

SAKE...

j\ finer,
CamelsMORE
are EXPENSIVE
made from
TOBACCOS - Turkish
and Domestic— than any
other popular brand

RADIO STARS
Have YOU registered your radio
preferences? Just let your feelings
be known in fifty words or less, and
be sure to state your name, address
and occupation. Address : QUERY
EDITOR, Radio Stars, 149 Madison
Avenue, Mew York, X. Y.
Doris Gustafson, No. Grosvenordale,
Conn.
(Mill Worker.)
"Guy Lombardo.
in my opinion,
has the sweetest
band on
the networks, and plays the sweetest music
this side of heaven."
Napcrville,
"Thereon
IS Clifford
only oneBrier,
program
which III.
nothing
earth can make me miss, and that is
Ry-Krisp Presents Marion Talley. Miss
Talley is, without a single doubt, the most
enchanting singer on the air. Xo matter
what she sings, she sings it so divinely and
sympathetically that all who listen can't
help but adore her."
Mrs. Walter W. Stauffacher, Monroe,
Wis. (Housewife.)
"I'm isa theyoung
and
mother,
and maybe that
reasonwifeI like
'he program, Vic and Sade, as I do. Such
a homey, loveable, laughable family !
They're on the air twice daily, and I listen
in both times."
Wash.alluring
"The
bestJohnny
singer, Wilbur,
who alsoAuburn,
has the most
voice,
is
Frances
Langford.
She's
the
in radio, and I never miss her songstopson
Hollywood Hotel."
Elfsabeth Montgomery, Memphis, Tenn.
(Artist.)of "I'd
through with
word
praiselikeforto come
my favorite.
Therea
never has been, and never will be, anyone
to compare with Xelson Eddy. He has
everything — a perfect voice, swell personality and grand looks. He has brought
us music we all love and has taught us to
love it, and him. the more."
M. V. Haas, Detroit, Mich. (Librarian.)
"Here's
a word
for one
of theGuizar!
finest singers on the
networks
— Tito
His
programs over CBS are a lare combination
of classical, popular and Latin melodies,
all beautifully rendered."
June Oldham, Geistown, Pa. (Student.)
"Just give me Bing Crosby's Kyajt Music
HaU and that's all 1 ask from radio. This
show
is Variety
capital
informal
manner with
and a the
absence Ring's
of a
studio audience make his program tops. He
has a grand voice and certainly is a master
at the art of elocution."
Agnes 'Gearhart, Toledo, Ohio. "I think
Rudy His
\^allee's
the best
to be
had.
guestprograms
artists areare sure
to please,
and
second histo none.
he soRudy's
ably andsinging
deftlyis directs
programs,As
he seems to stand right before us in our
homes.
sure tothatus television
can seems
never
bring himI'mcloser
than he now
to be. There are many great orchestras
and leaders on the air, but Rudy beats
them all a mile."
Gerald Waltz, York, Pa. (Vocal
Student.) "I have but one favorite radio
program
— Eddie
Cantor's — becauseI want
of theto
clean humor
and entertainment.
congratulate Eddie on finding Deanna
Durbin, most sensational singer of her age."

WHAT

THEY

LISTEN

TO-AND

WHY
Lenore De Wyre, Delta, Ohio. (At
Home.) "My preference in dance bands
is Bennyhas Goodman's,
whoseMartin
rollicking
clarinet
no equal. Mary
is my
favorite among daytime serials, and Jack
Benny furnishes the best comedy hour on
thePhily
radio."Vernot, West Philadelphia, Pa.
(Baker.)
"My hatHeis isofiftheto best
Fats ofWaller
and his rhythm.
those
who make a piano give out rhythm. Let's
have more of him !"
Helen Paz Derka, Farmington, Mich.
(High School Student.) "I like the new
program.
Do You
Be andramatics.
Actor?
It has helped
me in]\'ant
niy Toschool
I also study voice, and listen to such musical programs as the Chesterfield Hour,
Shoii' Boat and the Cities Serriee conMarie E. Wittmeyer, Eden, N. Y. (At
certs."
Home.) "My favorite program is Slunt.'
Boat, and I can't think of a better reason
than Lanny Ross. He's great! In fact,
the best there is, or could be."
"Xothing
on Elva
the airGould,
is moreKenmore,
soothingN.to Y.the cars
than
Frances Langford's sweet cdinralto voice.
I haven't missed a HollyieonJ Ih'lel broadcast since she joined it. "
Margaret Trebiana, Sharon Hill, Pa.
"I likeonanyit. program
Conradthe Thibault
He is, inthat
my has
opinion,
best
male singer on the air. It is a shame he
doesn't have a program of his own."
Mrs. G. Armstrong, Flint, Mich. (At
Home.)
"That isgrand
showman Heof the
air,
Rudy Vallee,
my favorite.
handles
his variety show with great finesse. It is

smartly conceived, intelligently directed
and graciously presented. And no one
can put over a song quite like Rudy."
Goedeke,to the
Racine,
"I am
an Helen
ardent B.listener
LuniWis.and Abner
program. When I receive so much enjoyment day after day, I think the least I
can do is to express my thanks — and perhaps draw the attention of a few others to
the happy moments in store for them if
they,
will listen
-♦-in."New York, N. Y.
Marietoo, Anne
Pfarr,
(Stenographer.)
"The
hour
in radin is the iiruurani shortest
of FredhalfWaring
,'iid his Peiiiisyli-iniunis. He always manages to make this thirty minutes an outstanding musical presentation."
Adelina Priest, Dallas, Tex. "The
Chesterfield
program,favorite
starring
Xino ofMarlini, is my special
because
the
superb singing of Mr. Martini, who, in
my
the world's
tenor.
My opinion,
second ischoice
is thegreatest
Metropolitan
Opera broadcast. It is a rare privilege to
hear these fine singers direct from the
stage
Met." Gary, Ind. (Social
Maryof the
Galumbus,
Worker.) "Jessica Dragonette is a guiding
light for our youth of today, with her
charming personality and lovely voice.
This sentiment is expressed by the Jessica
Dragonette Xational Fan Club, composed
of over 5,000 members."
V. Jane Luciano, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
is myis idea
of(Typist.)
the perfect"Hollyu'ood
hour, and Hotel
the reason
that
little bundle of torch, my favorite, Frances
Langford.
wouldn't
trade put
one together,
of her
songs for allI other
programs
because she's simply 'swell.' "
Roberta Kuchta, Chicago, 111. "I thrill
at hisI cheery
of 'Good evening,'
then
foundwelcome
ness andamromance
;inandmoods
I am ofa gaiety,
little sadsad-at
his farewell : "From all of us to all of you,
good night and good luck.' Who? Why,
Xelson Eddy, of course."
Josephine Reilly, Grantwood, N. J.
"Rudy X'allee's Variety Hour is my favorite. The things I like about Mr. Vallee
are : His diction, personality, singing,
showmanship and the music of his Connecticut ]'ankees."
Rose Deim,
Detroit, Mich. (High School
Student.) "I never fail to listen to any
program that Frank Parker is on, because
he has a voice that can never be equaled.
Secondly, I'll choose Jack Benny for
comedy, and Helen Hayes for drama."
William Cohen, Clayton, N. J. (Music
Student.) "My choice is Eddie Cantor,
with his Durbin
'adoptedofson,'
Brcen,lovely
and
Deanna
the Bobby
thrillingly
voice. They, along with James Wallington and Jacques Renard's orchestra, bring
a half hour's fun and enjoyment into the
homes of thousands."
Victoria Hunt, Los Angeles, Cal. "My
favorite
star?voiceWell,
was the radio
glorious
and that's
warm easy.
person-It
ality of Richard Crooks that first drew me
to the radio at all, and now, after several
jears, this(Continued
young tenoron still
pagetops114)my list."
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She knows, as thousands of others
know,
that Southern
Californian
is the smartPacific's
way tonewgo
totrainLos designed
Angeles. especially
It's a fast, economy
for coach
and tourist passengers.
Californian
over
our The
romantic
Golden speeds
State Route
between Chicago and Los Angeles
and here's what it offers you:
Economy Meals in the Diner
BREAKFAST - - 25c
LUNCHEON - - 30c
DINNER - - - 35c
STEWARDESS
REGISTERED NURSE
FREE PILLOWS
LUXURIOUS CHAIR CARS
IMPROVED
TOURIST SLEEPING CARS
COMPLETELY
AIR-CONDITIONED
SPECIAL CHAIR CAR FOR
WOMEN AND CHILDREN
FARES AS LOW AS
TO CALIFORNIA
. cars;
$■ 5chair
(from Chicago)
34inSlightly
857.35 round trip.
higher
in tourist sleeping cars.
FOR FOLDER describ ing the
Crilifornifin. write O. P. Bartlett,
D< {.t. MM-.-),
.ilO South Michigan
Avenue,
Chicago.
Southern
Pacific
Four Scenic Routes to California

TO
HOLLYWOOD
BY JACK SMALLEY

Do you want +0 meet the stars of radio and cinema and see them at work?
Then come to Hollywood! Three stars of the Universal musical, Top of
fhe Town, Hugh Herbert, Gregory Ratoff and George Murphy (left to right)
relax between tgkes. They just can't tear themselves away from the camera.
DID you know that Bob Burns is the include on the way back a visit to Yosemite
best dressed hill-billy on the air? That National Park.
Long before you leave the prairies and
Bing Crosby always wears a hat while
into thefor great
Rockies,
you'll comes
all be
broadcasting?
Abncrmen?
aren't strike
acquainted,
the tour
conductor
old
rubes at all,Thatbut Lnm
cleverandyoung
Maybe you know all these things, but 3 long to see that you have a good time.
looks after everything, from hotel rooms
now's
your eyes,
chanceandtolots
see oftheseotherfolksfamous
with He
to luggage, so that after you pay your
your own
NBC stars as well. For Radio Stars money you can leave worries behind.
Magazine is sponsoring a series of thrilling
Onceminute
in Hollywood,
vacation trips to Hollywood to meet not every
crowded. of course, you'll find
only the screen stars, but the celebrities of
First
of
all,
tour toin the
radioland as well.
Universal Studios,there's
to seethemovies
the
Every one, at some time or another, has making. And here's a tip— be sure to look
tuned in on a zippy Hollywood program, up the Universal pictures now showing, so
and thought : "Wouldn't it be fun to go to that
the lotused
you'llandknowin
wherewhenthe youbiggetsetson were
California
Our plans
so easy to!" come
true make
that your
this daydream
time you what films. You'll recognize at a
might as well make up your mind to take glance the Universal stars who played
and your enjoyment will be inthat trip
to cases
and
mark! Sothelet'sdategetonrightthe down
calendar
for in them, creased.
Top of the Toivn, big musical of
the
year,
with stars, is otie of the
thisChoose
summer's
vacation.
is thevacation
plot : pictures youstudded
the best
time Here
for your
must see before you come, so
and the state of your pocketbook. The that we can answer your questions on how
was made.
first 2-weeks' tour leaves Chicago on July it Luncheon
will be served you at Universal,
11th, theon second
Chicago
August2-weeks'
1st, andtour
the leaves
third, and then we'll be off to radioland — the
requiring only eleven days, leaves Chicago modernistic new NBC studios between the
on August 15th. Costs of the two- RKO and Paramount lots in the heart
weeks'
tourstrip,
are $137.
as low as $167, and for of Hollywood. We want to make this trip
the briefer
Thursday, as Bing Crosby and Bob Burns
To begin with, it is our object to make will be rehearsing for the Kraft Music
every minute of the trip something to Hall. Many other NBC stars are going to
remember with pleasure. To break the long be on hand to welcome you — Linn and
journey out, the first tours stop at Denver, Abner,
Don
Ameche,
Marion
{Continued
on page
95) Talley,
Colorado Springs and Salt Lake City, and
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She

thought

it was"Another

The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
1. NoN-CAUSTic..."Lysol"in the proper diluaction. It contains no harmfultifreeon, isgentle
causticin alkali.

. . . till her Doctor told her
the Truth about
Intimate Feminine Cleanliness
"iy yTY HUS BAND is cruel," she told
JLVJ. the doctor. "He no longer
loves me."
How mistaken she was! It was just
because he did love her, and couldn't be
cruel, that they had been drifting apart.
How could he tell her that she was the
only "other woman" in the case . . . that
she had changed, in one important way,
from the girl he had married?
Often wives fail to realize that after
marriage there is a special obligation to
be dainty and fastidious. The more tender love is, the more easily it may be
bruised by "little" neglects, that are so
hard to put into words.
Many family doctors — and many husbands, to — know that one of the enemies
of happiness
is theatwife's
neglectOneof intimate cleanliness
all times.
can
talk about superficial things like clothes,

or complexions. But not of intimate
things like feminine hygiene.
If you have been seeking a method of
feminine hygiene that is wholesome and
cleansing, ask For
yourmore
doctorthanabout
"Lysol"
disinfectant.
50 years
this
scientific preparation has been the choice
of many doctors, and millions of women.
Among many good reasons for this
are these six essential qualities which
"Lysol" disinfectant provides —

FOR

Woman

FEMININE HYGIENE

2. Effectiveness... "Lysol" is active under
practical conditions ... in the presence ot
organic matter(such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).
3. Penetration... "Lysol" solutions spread
because of low surface tension, and thus virtually search out germs.
4. Economy...
is concentrated, costs less"Lysol,"
than onebecause
cent an itapplication
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor...
The cleanly
ishes promptly
after use.odor of "Lysol" van6. Stability... "Lysol" keeps its/i/// strength
no matter how long it is kept, no matter how
often it is uncorked.
•
New! Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands,
and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.
FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Lehn Si Kink Products Corp.,
Bloomfield, N. J., U.S.A. Dept.S-R.S.
Sole Distributors of "I.ysol" disinfectant
send me with
the book
vs.PleaseGERMS,"
facts called
about "LYSOL
feminine
Narni. hygiene and other uses of "Lysol."
Street_
CoDyriirht 1987 by Lehn A rink Producl* Corp.
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Vontlbotsmef

NOTHING

BUT

thats the 6tt one today
THE
How

TRUTH?

do air artists answer

these queries?

KLEENEX
HABIT
reduces handkerchief
washing during colds
• Every woman knows washing dozens of
handkerchiefs during colds is no joking matter. All the more reason to adopt the Kleenex
Habit the instant sniffles start. It saves noses,
for Kleenex Tissues are soft and soothing. It
saves money; costs less than laundering. And
of course it reduces handerchief washing.
Here's one habit that's good for the whole
family ! For Kleenex tends to retain germs,
thus checks the spread of colds through
the family. Simply use each tissue once— then
destroy, germs and all.

Hrances Longford, loveiy singing star of the Hollywood Hof^l program,
pictured in o tranquil mood in the living-room of her Hollywood home.
no one ever knoivs ivhcn Jack ivill put in
In your opinion, which is the most
an ad lib gag and break up the company."
original programwhy?on the air, and
Horace Heidi: "In my opinion the
most original program on the air is any
one by FranMin Roosevelt. He brought to
Keep Kleenex in Every Room
And In Your Car, too
Milton
Brrlc: fresh
"EasyandAces.
ma- radio new ideas that swayed a nation. He
terial isalways
funny,Their
and they
also brought to radio the finest and most
To remove face creams and cosconvincing speaking voice and has the
metics . . . To apply powder,
have no important imitators."
largest listening audience. His program is
rouge . . .To dust and polish . . .
For the hiLhy ... And in the carTom gram Howard:
"/ think because
the Ripley
Pro- not a fad — it will last forever."
is the most original
it brings
lo wipe hands, windshield and
into our prosaic homes the tm-prosaic, in
greasy spots.
JoantoBlaine:
"One Man's
Family—
dares
picture family
life exactly
as itit
people and world events."
IS lived, without sublimation or frills, and
Lucy
Monroe:
"Fred
Allen's
program,
No waste/ No mess/ because he writes all his own show; be- therefore brings the listeners something as
Pull
cause he and Portland each have a dis- vital as it is refreshing."
next aonetissue
pops— the
up
ready for use/
e style of delivery;
and because
he's
the mosttinctivbrilliant
and unusual
humorist
Abe Lyman
Lord'spersonalities
We, The
People,
because: of"Phillips
the unusual
in the business."
ii presents in an individual manner."
KLEENEX
.Sid Silvers: "March of Time, because
Lennie Hay ton: "Because of the origiit
doesn't
have
any
jokes."
A disposable tissue made of
nality, pace and style of his programs,
Cellucotton (not cotton)
Frank Parker : "Jack Benny's, because those of Andre Kostelanetz are the most

RADIO STARS
original." ,
can't think ofof
a 7'i-(/
singleMaloiie:
one with"Strange,
even aI semblance
originality."
: "UncleuseJim's
Bee
— Loretta
because Lee
it makes
of anQuestion
educational
theme, ivhich might very ivell be dull
stuff, and turns it into a completely interesting and entertaining radio program. It
is a popular version of the Book of
Knowledge, transplanted to the entertainment field."
Eddy Duchin: "The Court of Human
Relations — human interest."
-♦Mario Draggiotti: "That of Andre
Kostelantz, because he's unsurpassed."
Art are\'anso Harvey
"LumTheirandmaterial,
Abner.
They
true to :life.
characters and acting are so natural one
forgets he is listening to a broadcast from
a studio."
Phillips
"I believe
The
People
is a Lord:
most original
programWe,because
it is of, by and for the people. The folks
appearing on the program are ordinary
listeners, they are chosen by listeners just
like themselves, and if the audience
doesn't like its choice of selections, it has
only itself to blame."
Del Casino: "Do You Want to Be nn
Actor?"
Willie Morris : "The Packard Hour
zi'ith Fred Astaire, because it is a complete shoiv and includes all phases of entertainment."
Jack Fulton:
the mostbe
original
program"Myon choice
the airfor would
Personal Column of the Air, written by
Octavus Roy Cohen."
OzzieMusic
Xelson:
get aitskick
out of
Kraft
Hall. "II think
informality
is refreshing."
Meredith Willson : "Meet the Orchestra
because it is prepared entirely by thr
members of the orchestra. The bass player
writes hilarious continuity. The trumpet
player announces and the musicians take
turns stomping off. It is fresh, youthful,
exhilarating enterta in m cut!"
the
mostVirginia
originalVerrill:
program"Inon mythe opinion
air is The
March of Time. It conveys to the world
by air, the daily happenings in such an
original way that listeners can not only
hear, but also visualize the events."
Pearl: program
"I can't with
think,sufficient
offhand,uni-of
anyJackoriginal
versal appeal
~^ to be seriously considered
among important air shows."
Clyde ofBarrie
: "Columbia
Work ofShop,
because
its general
explanation
the
mysteries of radio."
Richardgram. HeHimber:
proinaugurated"Rudythe Vallee's
variety idea
and is always one step ahead of the next
guy."
Annecause it.only
Seymour:
and Sade.
has three"I'iccharacters
and Behas
been on for years. The performances are
simple and the program never fails to entertain."

• "Loofc/ See ichal she's got in her pocket... her baby! Isn't he lucky
—alicays going riding! Oj course, he must rub up and doicn a bit
when she jumps. Vll bet his seat gets chajed!^''

what to do jor that, Mrs. Kangaroo? Vll tell you — just
sprinkle him good ivith soft, slick Johnson''s Baby Potvder. It makes
any baby feel great! Let me put some on him— Vll be very careful.''^

• ^^There! ...Doesn''t he feel nice— doesn't he smell nice?... And no
more rashes or chafes or prickly heat for him. Hell be so good you
can put him in your pocket and forget him /"
• '^Feel my Johnsoii'.s Baby Poivder— isn't it lorely and downy
and soft? \ever gritty like some powders. It keeps a baby's skin
just perfect !'' And that. Mothers, is the surest protection against
skin infections! Johnson's Baby Powder is made of the finest
Italian
talc— noand orris-root.
Baby Cream
Babv Oil. Babies
too! need Johnson's Baby Soap,
NEW DRUNSW IC

RADIO STARS
DEAD
Makes
Look

SKIN
Women
Older

Don Wilson: "The Jell-0 Program—
because its star, Jack Benny, is the originator of the suave style of comedy and
'kidding' of the product."
If you and radio should no longer
be connpatible,why?what would you
choose as a substitute
career, and
Marion Talley :"Aher all. I have a 1600acre wheat farm in Kansas, if it hasn't
Mown away. '
Harry
Zell : experience
"Advertisinghasandmorewrit-or
ing, sificeVon
tny radio
less adequately prepared me for such
Richard Himber: "I'm a back seat
driver
ivork." in the field of movies. I like to
pick out flaws in motion pictures and make
mental suggestions as to how they could
be remedied. Frankly, I_ must admit that
some day I should like to leave radio and
have a stab at movie direction (Milestone,
Capra and Me)."
Meredith Willson: "Writing music, I
guess. Once a musician, always a musi-

r
Make This New 3-Day
Guaranteed "DEAD-SKIN"
Test To Combat Dry Skin
— Shiny Nose — Blackheads
— Premature Wrinkles
Smart women no longer just submit to the
tragedy
"Dead-Skin"
so often
hastenedofofliving,
byoldourlooking
modern,
exciting makes
life
anda
mode
which
frequently
skin
look
40
at
25
and
loses
that
smooth,
youthful
allure
that
men
admire.
If
you
suffer from a dead skin that is dry, rough,
wrinkly, shiny nose, or scaly skin that powdermuddy
won't stay
on. blackheads,
enlarged
pores,
look years
oldercomplexion
than you you
are. are certain to
No matter what you have tried you owe it
toguaranteed
yourself totestmake. . this
"DEAD-SKIN"
. The3 dayminute
you start
cleansing
with a new beautifier,
TAYTON'S
TRIPLE-WHIP
it releases
ingredients, whichCREAM,
sink deep
into the precious
mouths
of thehelps
poreskeepandthewhich,
like nature's
own
oils,
skin soft,
supple, clean
and more youthful
looking.
TAYTON'S
TRIPLE-WHIP
CREAM
melts
and
absorbs
and
thus
removes
the dry,
cells
of yourBy
skin
so that
it is underskin.
left
clean dead
and
smooth.
stimulating
the
rousing
the oil
glands,
cleansing
and
freeing
clogged
the cause of blackheads and prematurelypores,
aging
skin
is
combatted
in
nature's
own
way.
That's why
TAYTON'S
TRIPLE-WHIP
CREAM
is
succeeding
in
the
most
stubborn
cases.
Make This Guaranteed Test
Use TAYTON'S
TRIPLE-WHIP
CREAM
to
cleanse
alooknightyears
creamyounger,
tor 3 days.
It mustisfywith
makeandyouralso
skinasprove
satcompletely,
and
lo
be
the
beautifier
you
have been
lookingthe for,
you merely
the
empty
jar and
full orpurchase
price return
is refunded.
Ask
for
TAYTON'S
TRIPLE-WHIP
CREAM
10c
and
25c
sizes
at
10c
stores,
or
larger
50c
andIn
.?1.00
at drug,
and with
DollarTAYTON
stores.
Ifbeauty
yoursizespreparations
dealer
can notdepartment
supply
you
do not accept an imitation,
but
saler.insist that he order for you from his wholeOther Tayfon Seautifiers
RILK
SIFTED POWDEB
lOc — 25e
BOLGE
LIPSTICK
25clOelOe — 25(
AHTiii:«f;f:NT
I1.\M> LOTION
lOc

Kathryn
Cravens:of inter^'iczt's
"JJ'riting.7vitli
Experience and hundreds
outcian." standing personalities should gij'c me the
material for nezvspapei s and inagacines —
perhaps
book." "Law. On account of I
Ozzie aNelson:
spent seven years of earnest endeavor
preparing for it."
Jack Fulton: "The tailoring business."
Braggiotti
"/ zvould
be Mario
an explorer
for :health,
naturechoose
and ad-to
lenture."
"Designing.
First, mybecause
it Meri
would Bell:
not hamper
or disturb
very
happy married life — and because I have
designed my own clothes successfully for
several years."
Eddy Dnchin: "Pharmacy — prepared
for it in college."
: "The
salesivriting
game, game
I think,to
to Ted
earn Malone
my bread,
but the
earn my happiness."
shouldopportunity
like to tryit
theIreene
stage, Wicker:
because of"I the
affords to create and sustain characterization. And I should like to make a few
movies because, strangely enough, I should
think they would make you both see and
hear all your faults, and thus help you to

hard ivork put into golf that is put into
radio would make a person a Class A
golfer, would give him enjoyment, resourcefulnes and income."
Sid Silvers: "Baseball. Because I love
it and can't play it."
Hozvard:
think inI'da small
like totown,
own
sndTommanage
a small"I hotel
because
I enjoy
meeting
studying human
nature,
and people
I enjoyand playing
Loretta Lee : "After the hectic years of
radio, I zfould probably welcome the opportunity tosettle doivn to a more normal
existence of bridge, backgammon and
host."
Miltonwriter.Berle:
"Would onbecome
songHave collaborated
severala songs
babies."
and
enjoy this occupation thoroughly."
Jack Pearl: "I would go back to the
stage. I have long yearned for an opportunity to re-enter the theatre. But, if I
go back, I would like to fulfill a lifelong
ambition of mine and do a legitiinate role.
I have had countless musical comedy
ofYers. However, that no longer appeals
Willie Morris : "Musical comedy. I
prefer a z'isible audience, enjoy good musical shozi's and I like to be able to get an
to me."
audience's reaction."
-*■' and opera — for
Clyde Barrie: "Concert
which I originally prepared."
Virginia
Verrill:
a substitute
career,
I would
choose"Asmotion
pictures
because I could hold my audience through
-♦the picture medium."
Del Casino: "Wall Street. I ivorked
seven years in a brokerage house."
Lucying. Ishould
Monroe:
with ifsinglike "Continuing
grand opera and
not
that, interior decorating has always apo me." "The films, principally
Frankpealed tParker:
because the mediums are so closely identi-

Blaine :been
"/ zvould
zvrite,love,
because
it Joan
has always
my second
and
because it is smncihini/ that can be done
without ostentation and loliile one lives a
normal and deltghtful home life."
fied." Lord: "I believe I would go
Phillips
into either stage or motion picture production because I feel that, like the radio,
it would be a means of self-expression. And
I would enjoy bringing pages of typewritten matter to life in this way."
Anne Seymour:
"I should
be a
improve."
Lennie Hayton: "Night clubs and thea- writer.
I try now, but
not ft) try
muchto avail.
But perhaps if I had to earn cakes and
Leo medium
Reismanthrough
: "/ ivhich
zvouldthechoose
any ale I might settle down to work."
other
projection
Art Van Harvey : "Advertising. 1 was
of tres."
sound is possible."
publisher's representative for years beAbe
Lyman:
"My
incompatibility
with
fore
entering rnHin
i "
^rp
mfri'inn
radio would have but little effect upon my
Don
Wilson: "I shudder to think of
career, but I wouldn't mind being a fight
being in anything but radio."
promoter."
Helen Jepson: "Opera or raising rabWhat is your worst habit?
Horace Heidt : "Golf— Because the same
Lennie Hayton: "Eating while working
bits."

RADIO STARS
on arrangements. I am particularly fomi
of scrambled eggs, and my musicians often
complain about egg spots on their music."
Frank Parker : "Sniiic say it's singing."
Lucy Monroe: "Biting my fingers; not
the nails, the fingers! Yes, dreadful, isn't
it?"
Abe Lyman: '"Romancing the lovely
ladies."
Ozzie Nelson: "Arguing — particularly
zvhcn I don't knozf zi'htit I'm talking
-♦ about."
Ireene Wicker: "Impatience is the very
worst — but there are lots of others, too."
Richard
Himbcr:
sodas. The
curse
of this
awful "Ice
habitcream
is worrying
my
best
friends.
I
think
I'll
run
and
join the foreign legion to forget away
ice cream
parlors." _^
"Doing1 never
eighteen
things
at Phillips
one time.Lord:
As a result
get caught
up ivith my zvork and it ahvays keeps me
on the go."
Marion T alley: "My worst habit is
losing handkerchiefs and gloves."
Del Casino: "Impatience."
Clyde Barrie : ''Smoking."
Anne Seymour: "Of the many — saying
much too often: 'Did-♦- I tell you?' "
Milton Berle: "Over-eating at Lindy's."
Joan Blaine
have toa keep
sort ofme demon
within
me that: "/fights
from
being exactly on the dot for appointments.
I conquer it ahvays, for I was brought up
that z\.ay — but still that demon wages war!"
Horace Heidt: "Golf."
Harry Von Zell: "A tendency to argue
on any and all subjects."
Verrill:
"Mymyivorst
habit un-is,
in Virginia
endeavoring
to please
audience,
consciously 'crowding the mike.' "
Eddy Duchin: '^ot walking enough
(work and practice confining)."
Willie Morris: "Chewing gum at rehearsals."
Mario Braggiotti : "Taking write-ups
too seriously."
Loretta and
Lee:lunch
"Sleeping
It brings
breakfast
too closelate.
to each
other
for comfort."
Sid win
Silvers:
"I eat too
could
the Olympic
Gamesfast.forInfastfact,eat-I

TELtS

TO
Or

do!
re Bouqu ^^^^
Cas
U sohmeeasy
^ p anmak
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PROTECTS COMPLEXIONS, TOO I en
Cashmere
Bouquet's
is so gentle
and caressing
. . . yet lather
it removes
every
bit of dirt and cosmetics — keeps your
skin alluringly clear and smooth!

ing."
Helen Jepson : "Talking too much, to
find the girl ^^»^o ..ho is
the detriment of my singing voice."
Tom Howard: "Worrying."
Cashmere Bouq^e^ ^ g^t re-♦^.^ ,
niember,
""VJet,
scetited
ydai;
al.aysCragr-\l
Meri
Bell:
"Smoking.
I'm
trying
to
Cashmere Bouquet,^^^^^^^
stop this as, being a singer — while it may
with the eosthest P ^^^^^.^^
not noticeably hurt my voice — it certainly
can bring yoit
doesn't help !"
Jack Fulton : 'Procrastination."
Meredith ll'illsoii Talking alxjut myself."
D(in Wilson: "My golf — it's terrible!" CASHMERE BOUQUET

NOW ONLY I0<
at all drug, department,
and ten-cent ttoret
r//£ ARISTOCRAT OF
ALL FINE SOAPS
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Don't be a hollyhock!
• Hollyhocks are
always standing
around by walls.
Any
rather girl
be awould
daisy
. . . with lots oi
bachelor-buttons clustering round. Men lo\ e
glamourous eyes, with mysterious, appealing lashes; and whatever you were born
with, youdemands
can haye
Strong Darken
spring
sunlight
long them.
dark lashes.
your lashtips with Lashtint Liquid. They
will look twice as long and alluring, but
completely soft and natural. Water-proof;
dries instantly. Try it today. /^JgF^
Brown, black, green or blue. $1. ^2^^^

• Every day curl your
lashes like daisy-petals!
.^l():■e
light
enters
.
.
flattering
shadows the lashes cast. andon what
your face!
Use
KrifLASH, the little implement that curls
them perfectly within 30 seconds. No heat,
cosmetics or practice. $1 at all better stores.

• The girl with
rittle, bleachedlooking lashes stays in the corner too. Use
KuRLENE,
a
scientific
formula
for promoting growth and luxuriance in lashes.
Rub a
little on M>ur lashes each night and see

I
II
I
[

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Kurlash
Jane Heath,
0-i Y.
The
Company,Dep/.
The Kurlash Company
ofRochester,
Canada, atN.Toronto,
3
Please andsenda mc,
free, coloring
your booklet
on eye
heauly,
personal
plan for
my
complexion.
Jij/es Hair Complexion

Meri Bell, popular songstress
of CBS'
Five Siar
likes
this
tailored
hat Revue,
of natural
straw. Green and brown bands
of felt and grosgrain trinn it.
IT'S
a great
to meet
someone
like Meri
Bell. treat
She has
original
ideas
and likes to tell you about them —
especially when it concerns her
clothes. You see, she has two hobbies
— designing and marriage (not named
m the order of their importance!).
Oh yes, .she likes to sing, but that she
looks upon as a business, not a hobby.
You hear Meri Bell three times a
week — Monday, W'cdnesday and Friday— on the fic'c Star Revue program. There's i)crsonality in her
alluring,
voice,inbutthethere's
even
morecontralto
personality
star,
herself,
when
you
meet
her.
partly her vivacity and partly It's
her
looks,
for
there's
real
individuality
in the way she wears her clothes.
She that
told Ime:
neverit originally
bought a
dress
left "I've
the way
was made. I change clothes around,
just as I switch the furniture in my
liouse. Why, do you know, I once
bought a very ex])cnsivc original
model, made of a beautiful imported
satin-back crepe, in a deep chartreuse
green, and when 1 got it home, I
ripped the entire dress u])! After I
had changed it the way 1 wanted it,
I bought seven flowers, all in differ-

ent colors, and sewed them around
the neck. I paid seven dollars apiece
for them — but they were worth it!
I suppose the dififerent colors sound
queer, but really, they were just the
right shades and the effect was stunMeri Bell doesn't make her own
clothes, even though she designs
nearly all of them. She told me that
ning !" wore a ready-made dress
she never
until after she was fourteen. Her
mother made all her clothes, she being
a very expert dressmaker, and she
still has an important hand in the
finalWhen
resultsMeriof Meri's
wardrobe.
Bell was
singing in
Chicago, covered
several
years
ago, asheyoung
disErnest Newman,
and talented designer. After working
out a few ideas with him, she found
that she could sketch her ideas for
him and he would produce the costume. It'sand
turned
combination
he stillinto
makesa perfect
clothes
for her, even though she lives in New
York and he still is in Chicago.
ready-made
she told
me
thatIn her
mother things,
can send
clothes
home for her without having any
alterations {Continued on page 100)

Let originality
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dressing
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Meri Bell has her own ideas
about clothes. She designed
this suit of beige gabardine.
With it she wears a smart
scarf fastened with a pin.

In the evening the light blue
of this dress looks almost
oyster white. The girdle and
the bow, royal blue velvet. The
bow worn only with the jacket.

IF SHE^

COMING

With a gray, coarsely ribbed
sweater she wears a royal
blue and white polka-dotted
scarf in jabot effect, caught
with a silver Scottie pin.

OVER
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MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE TEETH!
ing food depositsteeth
in hidden
Tests prove that 76°oof all peo- crevices
which
ple over And
the agetests
of 1also
7 haveprove
bad are the between
source of most bad
breath!
that most bad breath comes breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
from improperly cleaned teeth. much tooth decay. At the same
Colgate Dental Cream, because time, Colgate's soft, safe polishof its special penetrating foam,
ing agent cleans and brightens
removes the cause— rh^ decay- enamel— makes teeth sparkle!
LARGE SIZE
2or
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CHATTER

Up to the minute news notes on cinema-air
stars as gleaned from the Hollywood front

A Glamorous New "Gostume"
Shade of Woodbury's Facial
Powder, Created by
Maggy Rouff of Paris
Maggy RoufF designs some of the loveliest
clothes that come out of Paris. And
now she has created for Woodbury's an
alluring new "costume" shade of face
powder . . . Windsor Rose. • Windsor
Rose bursts into bloom just in time for
Spring. A perfect balance of the creamypink and ivory-peach tones of the average
skin. ..gloriously flattering to nearly every
woman. • Wear Windsor Rose and see
how enchantingly it becomes your skin!
All seven smart Woodbury shades now
come in the handsome new blue boudoir
box. 5^1.00, 50^, ISi, 10^.
FREE! All Seven Woodbury Shades
(icneroiis
Woodbury's
Facial Powder,
oneinrluding
each ofthepackets
the nevfsevenofWindsor
smart
style-approved
Rose,
will be sentshades,
you
without
cost.
Address:
John
H.
Woodbury,
Inc.,
9175 Alfred .Street, Cincinnati, 0, (In Canada)
John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ont.
Namt .
Addrei

Lovely Jeane+te MacDonald, with Nelson Eddy in on operatic scene from
the Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer picture, Maytime, in which these stars shine anew.
"HMM, Honeymoon
Hollywood,
when BuddyCottage,"
Rogers hmmed.
started
building that $15,000 house in Beverly
Hills.
But
both
Mary
and
Buddy
insist
no such thing. Just a little investment it's
on
the side for Buddy, and when Mary and he
become Mr. and Mrs. R. in the spring,
they'll
build forin the
the valley
San Fernando
Valley.of
The reason
home instead
Pickfair is that, though there's room for
Buddy
room forat Mary's
his polofamous
ponies. home, there isn't
Seems there ims coiisldrrahle npstrt
around the radio studio zvhcn Buddy llirczf
over that job and headed for Biujland. And
Buddy was as much stirpriscd as anyone,
when it developed that the English motion
pictur/? company had prior rights to hii
services ivhoiever they so desired them.
Lcavintj the radio program so abruptly
was us nothing, of course, compared to the
fact that Buddy had to leave Mary Pickford in the hospital, where she had just

undergone an operation. But she'll convalesce on a boat to England — and there'll
beSweetheart
wedding and
bells the
in London
for America's
boy friend.
With bated breath the studio watched
Deanna Durbin gain inches almost daily.
But when she showed no signs of stunting
her growth for the Universal cause, they
went into a huddle to see what could be
done about it all. Romance was the solution— and in her next picture you'll see
Universal's
child handsome
star being leading
capitalized
the aid of three
men,withall
clamoring for her fourteen-year-old hand.
You'll want
be glad
to know
that since
just three
them
to marry
the gal,
the titleof
of the picture is 150 Men and a Girl.
We mention the studio capitalizing, but
regret
say that
Deannathe won't.
getting to$150
a week,
originalShe'ssum stillof
her contract. And Leopold Stokowski, who
will be one of her supporting players, gets
a cold $80,000 for the job!
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Ruby Keeler may get in the last word
but
lot of
talk she's
from going
Al Jolsonto have
U'hen tohertake
next a picture,
Broadway Musketeers, gets under zvay. For
Al tfiV/ be the poiver behind the megaphone.
It's his first directorial job and Al admits
he'd feel more at ease directing Garbo.
Shortly after Mary Livingstone fainted
dead away, following that program the
other day, she announced that she was
leaving for a New York trip. "To recuperate?" our spy asked Jack Benny. "I wish
that was her purpose," said Jack with a
deep sigh, "but I'm afraid it's a shopping
trip,"
The Bennys haven't renewed their lease
on the Countess Di Frasso's mansion for
this next year. "But not because I didn't
like the place," Jack assured everyone. "I
really haven't
of it yeteveryto
know.
Between seen
goingenough
to Paramount
morning at 7 and staying at NBC every
night until 12, we have just decided to
build a home on the Paramount lot."
Norris Goff ivas telling -about his luxurious neiv estate in Encino. "Say, it's
really
something,"
he said.and"You
knozc —
big house,
lots of grounds
a swimming
pool and all that. Though I'll tell you," he
added,
"ive'dif certainly
pool more
Tcr could enjoy
afford theto sivimming
put ivater
in it."
Marion Talley has finally broken down
and
way ofand
all radio
stars.bicycle
She's
movedgoneherthe piano
reducing
into a Spanish hacienda, which she bought
on the
reticencesince
was coming
due to
the
fact q.t.
that Marion's
she has insisted,
here, that she was going to be the one
moneyed person in town smart enough not
to pay taxes on property.
Recently, in the box-section of the clubliouse at Santa Anita, the occupant of the
lx)x
occupied
by Pat theO'Brien
was next
doing toa that
tall case
of singing
blues
over having just lost $15 on the previous
race.tionO'Brien
watched
of emowith ipterest.
Finallythe heplayleaned
over
and'
in
a
conciliatory
tone
confided
: "I
just won five hundred dollars, old man,
and I'm going to turn it all over to the
Red Cross for flood relief." The wailer
stopped wailing, looked at his informant,
mused,
idea the
— think
write outthena said
check: "Swell
for twice
amountI'll
I've
lost,
for
the
flood
sufferers."
The
-heck was for $3,000.
]Vhcn IlflUyivood wants to knozv zvhat
Hiiif/ Crosby's
up totheat bottom
Santa
Anita,
they starthorses
readingare from
of the list of horses to save lime. But Bing
tzvears he believes in them all. That is, he
could swear that like a gentleman until the
other day. Fight On, one of the Crosby
nags, that day got a sudden spurt of ambition and came pounding up the track
leading the line. Unless it zcas Top Flight,
no one was more surprised than his ozvner.
It paid $168 cold — and Bing zvasn't on it!
Gracie Allen's prize fan letter of the
week follows verbatim: "Dear Gracie, I
think you're crazy and I'd like to prove it
to some of my friends who don't think the
same. Please send me ^5,000."
Incidentally, Gracie puts her initials on

Swinging

high!

are

WHEN
dancethan
timea
...whenit's Swingtime
hearts beat and
higher
cover charge. ..when you're looking
glamorous enough to dazzle even a head
waiter ... of course, you'll be wearing
Glazo nail polish in one of the exciting new "Misty"
colors. Hours,
For your
most Witching
Glazo oflfers this enchanting array
of polishes, styled for young so-

party

colors

phisticates, blended for new nail beauty.
Cherry Red and Russet, Suntan, Bisque
and Misty Rose— here are shades to complement ever)' costume, to glorify every
hand. Glazo's attentions are always flattering. . . that's why sought-after girls,
girls who know the secrets of good
grooming,
withoneGlazo's
misty,
smoky sparkle
shades, orup with
of the
fashion-approved
"clear"
colors.
Good company on any party is Glazo
...smooth as satin on the nail. ..with
conscientious objections to peeling,
fading, or thickening in the bonle.
And, at 20('— or 25 for the new
large size— so kind to the budget!

GLAZO
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I WON'T
SHUT

UP-

" I gotta have my
MENNEN OIL RUB

to keep me
safe from germs"
■Listen here, Nurse! You know my Mummy
says
to rub meAntiseptic
every day,Oil.afterLooks
my
bath, you're
with Mennen
to me as though you're forgettin" it today.
And believe me, I'm going to keep on
hollerin' till you remember. You know my
skin
can't know
fight this
nasty Mennen
germs allOilalone
and you
leaves. . a.
film of protection all over me that helps
kill off those germs. Why do you suppose
practically all hospitals use this oil on
their babies every day? Why do you suppomseendailt? Don't
the doctors
ever metButrecombother I've
to answer.
come
on— give me my safety rub with Mennen
Antiseptic Oil — right NOWf"
Nine-tenthsworkof alluse theMennen
hospitals
important
maternity
Antiseptic
Oil onin
their babies every day Your baby deserves it too!

OIL

Attired
garb, andPrexypleasure.
Jack Oakie
of JackhaveOakie's
Collegethatfindshe
it possiblein stately
to nnix work
He would
you believe
is dictating a learned treatise to his favorite secretary, Miss Penny.
It seems to be an engrossing business! Jack's program, which features
Benny Goodman's band, is heard on CBS every Tuesday at 9:30 p.m. EST.
thing about this
every available object she can find — hand- party waswood. Thetheoutstanding
hospitality of the hosts and
bags, gloves, hankies, hats and luggage.
And the initials, we take the liberty of their wives. The party, held in the newlypurchased home of the Chester Laucks,
reminding you, are GAB.
was refreshing in its spirit of old Southern
And all those comic ditties you hear hospitality, instead of the typical parties
on the Joe Peiiner program are turned expected of celebrities, with the attendant
cut by no less a personage than a preacher. bending of the elbow and the bored chatter
usual number of sophisticates, who
He's the Right Reverend Hal Raynor of ofdo the
nothing but talk shop and pan the other
Glcndora,
California.
beenprograms
writing
gags and funny
sotigs forHe's
various
show.likePlenty
people allbutoverif
the country
theirofprogram,
for several years. And admits that some person's
of the ideas come upon him in the pulpit. they had had the opportunity of knowing
these gentlemen in person, their popularity
At the recent cocktail party given for
be even greater.
the Gillette Bros., who have just moved would
Burns was there. Von know, he lives
bag, baggage and razor to Hollywood, in Bob
— could anyone ever forget it?
there was a record turn-out. And most of TheArkansas
Lums and Abners are from Mena,
the gueststainers. Buwere
Hollywood's
prize entert the so-called
entertainment
was Arkansas, by cracky!
furnished by a couple of pretty indifferent
But neither Bob nor his razorback hog
Spanish dancer-singers. And the applause came
in for any spotlighting during the
practically brought down the roof.
evening. For Don Ameche was the life
Chester Lauck and Norris Goff (Lnm of the party. It developed that he's not
and Abner) who only recently moved bag only a movie actor and a singer but can
dance a mean tap.
and baggage to California, gave one of tell crack stories and
—LOIS SVENSRUD
the nicest parties ever thrown in Holly-
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STOOPTOPIA
(Continued from page 49)
"Don't get
painless.
Havescared,"
you gotI admonished,
a minute and"it'sa
quiet corner?"
"Why yes, I've got both. What can I
tell you?"
"Just the story of your life in a couple
of She
crispwas,sentences.
it turned Born?"
out, one of those rare
creatures, a person born in New York
City. When she was two years old her
folks moved out to Rye, New York, where
she got a crack at air and sun and built up
a sturdy constitution, which (although she
didn't
knowveryit atmuch.
the time) she would one
day need
I asked her what she had ever done that
prompted Fate to toss her in with the
madcap Rover Boys.
"It's really
quite simple,"
twisting
a handkerchief
to deathshein said,
her
well-shaped
hands.
"I
finished
school
and while I was trying to decidehighwhether
Hunter College was what I wanted, I
auditioned for and got on the Walter
show,them
The, two
Saturday
IO'Kcefe
was with
weeksNight
and Party.
it got
me."
"Got you?"
"Yes, I was bitten by the radio bug. As
a result, I spent my days in agency waiting-rooms, waiting for a chance to get
back on the air."
"Of course,"
broke in, going
"your onpeople
objected
to theirI daughter
the
air. Of course, your father threatened to
lock theyoudoorhadiftoyourecoup
didn't obey and,for-of
course,
tune and stave off the villainthewhofamily
held the
Prove for Yoorself that
mortgage,
for a juicyeh?"
bit. I held my pencil poised
She laughed. "I wish I could give you aUEST NEVER FAIES ON SANIRRY NAPKINS
something
the truth is,dramatic
my folkslikewerethatallto inwrite,
favor butof j
my radio work. Mother, you see, was a • Why take chances now that complete prosonal daintiness every woman treasures.
dancer when she was a girl and she even j teaion is so easily obtainable? The makers
Use this cool, soothing powder on sanitary
worked with' Eddie Leonard, the minstrel' of Kotex bring you a new deodorant pownapkins. Also after the bath, under arms
king. Father hasn't any mortgages, beder named Quest that positively destroys all and for foot comfort. Quest is unscented,
cause
he's
doing
nicely
in
business,
and
the
only time he threatened me with that types of napkin and body odors !
thus it does not cover up the fragrance
locked-door
heard whetherbusiness
I couldwasget when
tickets I forhadn't
the Quest is utterly effective. Even on sani- of lovely perfume. And, Quest costs
tary napkins it makes personal daintiness a only 35c for the large two -ounce can at
Minute Tapioca Shozv. 'Out in the cold,
It prevents perspiration offense; your favorite drug counter. Buy it today.
daughter mine, and never darken . . . ' " reality.
"And," I cut her off, worried about her, assures the all-day-long body
freshness you want, yet it does not
"are you out in the cold?"
"Xot a bit of it." Was that a dimple irritate the skia or clog the pores.
or not? "I got tickets!"
"But that isn't telling me how you came Try Quest today, for the pertosomething
get thisofjob.
Don't story
forget, andyoursthereis
a success
are lots of boys and girls your age, which
is?"
are lotsSheof said
boys itandwasgirlseighteen
your —age"There
who
want to get on the air, and, if they can
learn your secret, it might help them.
Please tell me."
"It's really not a secret. I was persistent, Ijust didn't
I grabbed
every audition
there give
was up.
to grab
at, and,at
well,
there you
65
I asked
if sheare!"had studied dramatics,
thinking that she might have had a diploma
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from one of the schools to wave in producers' faces.
"Xo, fling
I didn't,"
she said.
had the
usual
at high
school "Idramatics;
The Charm School, Nothing But The
Truth and plaj's of that sort. I don't sing
a note and I don't really go in for timesteps. No. it's keeping everlastingly after
themWe that
..." by a chorus of
werecounts
interrupted
yells, and Von Zell tore around the studio,
Budd hot after him, the Colonel making
more grimaces from where he stood atop
the desk.
Suddenly Von Zell plopped down at the
pianodor and
beganCarmen.
grinding Quick
out the
thing from
as aToreaflash,
Budd grabbed drum sticks, keeping time
on a kettle drum. The sound-effects man
banged on a gong and the Colonel, now off
the desk, tapped with checkers. Even Pat
Weaver, who was directing the show,
burst out of the control room to run a
siren he found amongst the weird soundeffectslieveparaphernalia.
You'd hardly
bethat this was a rehearsal
of a show
costing thousands of dollars and featuring
two of radio's better-paid artists. But
then, you'd
believe (the
half Colonel)
of the
things
that F. hardly
Chase Taylor
and Wilbur Budd Hulick (Budd) actually
do. And yet, in spite of all the kidding,
ihey turn out some of the funniest shows
on the air, and one of the most profitable
to their sponsor.
Joan smiled at all of the excitement, but
she didn't seem excited.
"They're
pretty herquietnails.today," she said,
calmly
examining
The "music" stopped and Budd picked

T+IEY
1^,

WEREN'T

up an left
argument
been
off. where it, presumably, had
"I repeat, Colonel," l^e said, "you're
"Naw," denied the Colonel, "Gullible's
gullible."
They joined us.
Travels."
"Hiyah, feller, where have you been
since the
the last
time, still
meet wearing
Harry Von
Zell,"
said
Colonel,
a fatuous
grin left over from his Gulliver gag.
I told him, said "how do" to Harry and
asked tothem,the point
Joan
show. blank, why they'd added
"Wal, it's this way. Bill," began Stoopnagle, "we were afraid Budd's voice (he
usually plays the women's parts) was
going to change because he's such a little
boy.
to keep world.
your
show upBesides,
to dateyou've
in the got
amusement
WeVonneeded
girl had
in thegoneact back
to do tothat."
Zell, a who
the
piano, began to strum Ah, Stveet Mystery
Of Life, not too well, but it served as a
musical background for the interview, and
I could see the Colonel perceptibly melting
under its influence.
Budd said : "We were sick of our own
voicesasked
all ofhimthesotime,
if you hisaskchair
me."back,
No
one
he tilted
his hat over his eyes and went off to sleep.
I asked Stoopnagle how they happened
to select Joan.
"Funnyof the
thing,"
sketch
girl hewe said,
wanted"butandI drew
when aI
spotted ture.JoanShe showed
she looked
just
like
the
picus she could handle
lines and gags, so Budd and I selected her.
actually,
like she
us.
Do"Joan,
you know
what isI very
mean? muchI mean

FOOLING

isn't the Broadway type. She's natural and
spontaneous
and definitely
hammy."from
Buddhismumbled,
withoutnotstirring
under
hat:
"She's en rapport with our ideas."
Stoopnagle looked up under the hat to see
if Budd
had really
"She'sTootsie
good
stuff
— that's
what said
you that.
are, see,
sir," and she curtsied as she
said"Thank-ee,
it.
In a flash, Stoopnagle was on his feet
and deep in a return curtsy. Von Zell
bowed
and Budd
"Ditto from
here."theThepianoColonel
pickedsaidup ■
his tale as though nothing had happened.
Pie?" stuff isn't easy to handle. Now.
take"Ourit when
we began, seven years ago,
selling Tasty Yeast. We didn't even use
a script.
I'm afraid
didn't appreciate
the
fact that
we weretheyworking
until we
did use one, and I knsw Columbia didn t
until we first burlesqued The March of
Time. There's quite a story in the fact
that the gang up in Buffalo could have
signed
us up beside
on a longthecontract,
didn't.I
But that's
point. butWhat
wanted ourto lines.
say is that everyone couldn't
handle
"We could hire a professional gagwriter to dig up old jokes and work them
in, and they'd probably draw a certain
number
laughs,
but radio,
that isn'tI think,
what
we want.of belly
We are
to the
what Thorne Smith is to literature. His
stuff delights you with a nice quiet laugh
inside, which is exactly what we try to do.
"It's an actual fact that stuff like that
stays inwhoyourremember
mind better.
We'vepulled
foundas
people
lines we

WHEN

LULU
BRING
"DON'T
I COULDNT HAVE B.C.'
I BATHE
what's
with me,to may?
PLENTY
ANDOF WITH
A SOAP
WELL-KNOWN
no onewrong
ever wants
BRAND
TOILET
take me places
THE SPECIALT PURIFYING
INGREDIEN THATS IN
YOURE
SWELL,LULU_YOU
JUST NEED A LITTLE
ITLIFdoeEBUsn'OYt CONTAIN
UT
\B
FRIENDLY
ADVICE
HERE GOES- SWITCH
TO LIFEBUOY

TWO WEEKS LATER _
YOUFRESHER
WERE AND
RIGHT,I FEEL
MAY! MYMUCHSKIN BETTER
IS LOADS
SINCE I've BEEN USING UFEBUOY!
II PROTEaiONJOO'
YES, lifebuoy's A REAL HEALTH
USE IT
\ FOR MY HANDS- I ITALWAYS
REMOVES
\ GERMS AS WELL AS DIRT

AT THE CLUB
A GRAND OLD TUNEBUT I'd CHANGE THE
WORDS! I'll bring lulu
EVERY TIME ! SHE'S THE
girl SWEETEST
in townmineand
she's

T«EY

SAID

^

^
y—
AND LIFEBUOY
IS MORE THAN 20%
MILDER THAN MANY SO-CALLED
"BEAUTY
PROVESOAPS."
IT "PATCH" TESTS

Don't gamble with happiness!
BATHE
regularly
with Lifebuoy
and knowa special
you're
protected!
Its glorious
lather contains
purifying ingredient — not in. Andany makes
other well-known
your body
toilet
soap.
It stops"B.O.".
feel
extra-clean
mild refreshed,
complexion
soap, . . Lifebuoy is a supertoo . . . Helps bring fresh,
natural beauty
the skms
skin.
"Patch"
tests onto the
of hundreds of women
show it is 20^0 milder than
many so-called "beauty
soaps" and "baby soaps."
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far13udd
back came
as twoto, years
to sayago."
:
"Funny thing about the call we sent out.
W'e
put
her onselected
the airJoan,withrehearsed
us. But herstillandletters
poured in, saying : 'You must hire me for
the job. Boy. am I hot stuff!' Merciful
heavens above ! Don't they listen to our
program?
Don't they know the spot is
filled?
"One
radio
even ran an itemeditor
in hishere
columnin New
saying York
that
we wanted a girl, ran it tzvo zceeks after
JoanAnd started
-a-itli
us!
Whew!"
so, boys and girls, if you want to
get on the air, be smart and listen to the
show youVe aiming at — that is if you want
to get on it. Take it from Stoopnagle and
Budd.
do you
like Joan.
the job, Joan?" She
said"How
I could
call her
"It's peachy."
she
answered.
"Theseto gentlemen have been simply dandy
me.
They've
helped
me
so
much.
she leaned closer to whisper, and Ithethink,"
boys
cupped their ears, "I think I'll adopt
them."
I looked at her in amazement as the boys
roared and shouted with high glee.
Could it be possible that association with
this over-pixilated pair meant sure dementia praccox? Was she cracking?
"Sure," said Budd calmly, "she's going
balmy, but balmy. Why she'll be sitting
quietly and all of a sudden she'll start
to holler. That's proof, ain't it?"
"It only means, Dagwood my boy," the
Colonel mitinterposed,
she hass, been
aded to Stooptopia,"thatspelled:
t, dash,
p. space, t, paragraph, p, i, a. Stooptopia,
where everything is peaehy."

I ventured the assumption, based on fact,
that the Colonel and Budd were going
l)ackward in evolution, getting more like
little
flatteredIxjysandevery
said so.day. The Colonel was

Colonel Roscoe Turner of Flying
Time and Dream Singer Ralph Kirbery try out Kirbery's new plane.
Budd said the above was because the
Colonel "can't spell pretty good."
"The job is so peachy," it was Joan
again, "that I've almost decided to keep the
boys on the show. I hadn't meant to tell
youWhat
so soon,
men,think
but ?that's ..."
do you
"By the way. Joan," Stoopnagle leaned
over confidentially, "don't scald your
Minute Tapioca, just boil it."
right, don't
boilAndit.theHe Colonel
knows isbecause
he andscaldBuddit,
(invited by an unsuspecting sponsor)
went down to the plant to look it over and
learn how to cook it and now it's (the
plant)effect
way they
behindhave.on production. That's
the

There'scording ino
reason
ret,but particular
at this point
the for
Colonel
.'■ang aa song
the top of his lungs)
about
Mrs. (at
Murphy.
The gotinterview
— we
ready towas,go. of a necessity, over
"They're really swell," Joan's voice
said quietly in my ear. "There are very
few
as nice
are inandthisdogame.
I've
(Iropiifd
cuesasandtheyworse,
you think
they've .yntten mad about it? Not a bit!
I Iknow
adoptherthem."
got now
away I'llfrom
as quickly as I
could and joined Budd. It was safer.
"I think we've got something there," he
said, pointing to Joan up ahead with the
Colonel, who was leading the parade out
him I"don't
did. you?"
of Ithetoldstudio,
"Here's something about her that might
interest you. She got a letter from a lady
in Connecticut, who said that she always
listened to the show but especially now that
Joan Banks was on it. You see, her name
is Banks, too (no relation) and she had
had a little three-year-old daughter
named Joan. But this little girl died of
pneumonia last November and now she
found herself taking great interest in a
Joan Banks who was what her daughter
might have been, had she lived.
"She asked
if she'd
if she
thought
of herJoan
as her
adoptedminddaughter.
They've gotten to be good friends."
Maybe this gang isn't so crazy at that !
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Break off as much as you need! Rii
form for your convenience. Dissolves instantly
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HAVING

V/ATCH TANGEE'S Color Change Principle bring
your lips glowing freshness of youth. Tangee
isn't paint, can't give a "painted look". From
orange in the stick it changes on your lips to soft
blush-rose. Paris says, "Paint is out of harmony
with tociay's fashions". Also use Tangee Rouge
for cheeks and achieve perfect color symphony.

SEE HOW Tangee Lipstick's special cream base
soothes and softens lips while you sleep. . .Use
Tangee Lipstick at bedtime ... it is one cosmetic
that need not be removed at night. Tangee
doesn't rub off, and never smears bed linens.
Try Tangee: 39i' and $1.10. Or send the coupon
below for Tangee's 24-Hour Miracle Make-Up Set.

■tQumeThiaUxcnl.

Lipstick
Tl Wor/d's Most Famous
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

The"MIRACLE
George W. Liift Co..MAKE-UP
417 Fifth Ave..SET"
N. Y. C.
Please Lipstick.
rash "Miracle
Make-Up
Set"
Tangee
Rouge
Compact.
Cremeof .sample
RouKe,
Face InPowder,
'15<
Canada.)I enclose 10« (stamps or coin).
P?w»efrre°i n Flesh □Rachel □ L.^ht^^
Name .

SOMEONE
WHO
{Continued from page 41)

CARES

Jeanette
guestEddystaris on
Sundayare night
Open HouseMacDonald
program, recently
of which was
Nelson
host.the Here
NelsonVick's
and
Jeanette with Josef Pasternack, orchestra leader of the popular program.
a cocker spaniel, and Conrad, who
itin ishisnotchosen
at allfield.
incompatible with success owned
had often seen the slim and pretty girl
walking
her dog in the court, went out one
"How could it be?" he asked simply.
and bought
a Scottie
"Marriage surely means more enjoyment day
he named
Miniverhimself
Chcevy,
after— E.whomA.
inbe your
work
and
in
living
—
you
needn't
Robinson's
familiar
poem.
And
was
a slave to your work. The more you
stolid, unemotional Scotch itterrier
enjoy it, the more you have to give to it. this
v/ho,
as
Conrad
had
hoped,
arranged
an
A happy marriage means that you have
A phlegmatic, unimaginative
just that much more to give. And there introduction.
Cupid,
but
eminently
satisfactory!
is more to it than that, of course. If you
It is typical of Conrad that he does not
are alone, and things go badly, you are think
of dogs — or children — as a burden.
nervous and tired ; you brood over these The two
dogs travel with Mr. and Mrs.
things -and magnify tiiem till they grow Thibault and
are considered no hindrance,
worse. But if you liave someone to talk
to, someone who understands, the troubles no unnecessary worry. "It is easy enough
he
lightly. asAndhe hopes
when
are soon smoothed out and forgotten. You nowadays,"
little family says
is augmented,
sleep better at night for having talked out the
and
expects
it
to
be,
life
will
be
no
more
the problems of the day with someone difficult but lots more fun.
Meanwhile,
Conrad
and
his
pretty
wife
is less than two \tars now since he lead a full and happy life together. They
whoIt cares."
met
the
girl
who
l)ecanK'
his
wife.
Three
months and five days after tlicy met, they recently decorated and furnished a charmapartment in New York, but had only
were married. .\nd as an old married two ingweeks
in which to enjoy it before the
man of a year and a half. Conrad already
has learned that the priceless ingredient call came which brought them to Holl\W()()(l.
There,
of contrast, thev
ofstanding.
a happy marriage is complete under- rented a house bvin \\a\'
I'.eVerlv Hills, uith a
yard
and
K^'den
which
so
delight Miniver
"If hisyou contented
have that,and>(Ui tender
have everything."
that not e\en the California rain
.■\nd
sniili- indi- —Cheev\or 'lu'a\ > (lew '- discourages him. Never
cated that he had that and R.ive thanks for
the doiir ,Sr .t been so frisky. It will
it devoutly. "We have su uy,\uy things in has
be
a sad Mniiver if ( oiirad decides that
common,"
he
continued,
"and
tlie
funny
New
York, and not Hollywood, is where
thing is that we are always dise.ivering
wants to be !
more. Of course, during the courtship he The
Thibaults golf and play tennis and
days, we found we siiarcd many likes and
dislikes, but it was fun after we were air
ride,sports.
loving the
out-of-doors
openpresent they and
are all
enjoying
married,
find soasmany
more —likes
even andto the CaliforniaAt sun
to the full, although
such minorto things
the same
in the East they love the snappy cold
dislikes
It was,of infood."
fact, a shared liking for dogs weather and winter sports. Back home,
that brought them together in the first tl ey make frequent trips to Westchester
and the Connecticut shore, often driving
place.dall,I'or
five years.a native
FJinor Kenwill, isfourthaior raiilx,
New out to Gus Haentchen's lovely place in
Hollywood is as different from
W orker, had been Hmiil; ni a eerlaiii apart- Westport.
ment on Park .'\veiiue, and for two of what they are used to in New York aa.d
those years, Conrad had been living there, its environs as can be imagineu, and it is
too. But, as is usual in New York, they no wonder that at first they found the
never
met — beone'sin next
But they difficult.
find it so much fun just to do
might had
as well
Francedoorforneighbor
all the adjustment
contact one has with him. But Elinor things together that the strangeness will
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soon wear off. Of all his interests, baseball seems to be the only one his wife does
not share, so in season he goes without
her. All other pleasures and hobbies are
shared and made more delightful by that
sharing. Mrs. Thibault is a non-professional, with no connection of her own in
any of the arts, but with a warm interest
and
understanding of Conrad's
gift aandgenerous
all it entails.
"If she is ever jealous," he said smilirgly, "she certainly conceals it to perfection."
And so Conrad, certain of her sympathy
and cooperation, is free to spend his
mornings vocalizing, his afternoons practicing with an accompanist, and Elinor
disposes of her household duties so that
nothing interferes with his program and
so that she is ready whenever he is for a
game of tennis or a horseback ride.
His present place on the Packard Program, with Fred Astaire, takes up Sunday
afternoon and Monday and Tuesday, but
for the rest of the week he is free to study
and do pretty much as he pleases. When
he flew out to appear as guest star on the
program, he was not sure he wanted to
stay, but he was an immediate success, his
lyric baritone charming all listeners, and
hewithsigned
a thirteenoffered,
weeks' hecontract.
a renewal
is not Now,
sure
whether stoicknes are-sign,
or
to
give
homend return to New York.in toPerhaps,
in the intervening weeks, the pangs of
nostalgia
will yield
ern California
and tohe thewillcharms
decide ofto southstay!
In any case. Conrad, who was born on
November 13th. and who this year celebrated iton Friday, just four days before
his flight to the Coast, believes that three
and the other odd numbers mean luck for
him ; that 1937 is, therefore, sure to be
kind to him. It has certainly begun auspiciously and promises well, whatever his
decision about Hollywood or the movies
may be.
Conrad gets a lot of fan mail and has
been corresponding vvitli several of these
fans, for years. It is a pleasant relationship and he likes their friendly criticism
and advice. As to his programs and choice
of songs, he likes to think of himself as
a lyric baritone and much prefers the
more sentimental, romantic type of song
to the dramatic offerings, made popular
by Lawrence Tibbett. which some of his
fans demand.
"I don't know why a man should have
to be a 'heavy' because he is a baritone."
he laughed. "How do tenors get that way
— that
they are
more asromantic?"
Certainly,
in looks
well as in voice
and choice of songs, Conrad merits the
term "romantic!"
He and his wife rarely go to night
clubs, though they enjoy them when they
do
a simpleinlifeit.
and "step
find aout."
greatThey
deal lead
of pleasure
Simple pleasures and lasting — a delightful
and sure way to build up the enduring
happiness that Conrad, the idealist, recognizes as the greatest good in life. Enjoying
life through giving pleasure to others is
hi., idea of success.
As at sixteen, so today he knows what
he wants. And with his delightful voice
and personal charm, plus an unfailing
application to the job in hand, he seems
well set to get it.

AHOY

THERE...

K(S>^^
LEAD ME TO

/
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Tired of hot smokes, mate? Throat all fogged up? Keep your
throat shipshape — switch to KQ;>LS. Their touch of mild
menthol adds refreshing flavor — like mint in chewing gum, it
makes 'em cool as ocean spray. Yet you enjoy all the fullbodied Turkish-Domestic blend. Try 'em. And stow away the
coupons for handsome, useful premiums. Carton buyers find
extra coupons. (Offer good in U.S.A. onlv.) Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Kentucky.
TUNE IN JACK PEARL (Baron Munchausen)
Network. Fridays 10 P. M.. E. S. T.

SAVE COUPONS . . . MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS

RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES.. .ALSO CARRY B & W COUSONS^
69
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KATE

It is thaf. And did you
ever stop to consider
how much real pleasure
there is in a package of
Beeman's? Five sticks of
chewing gum — pure and
wholesome, and loaded
with delicious flavor that
lasts — and lasts. That airtight wrapping, they tell
me, keeps it fresh and
preserves its delicate
flavor.
And willdon'tbe forget,
each meal
kinder
to you for
Beeman's
vides a pleasant proaid
to digestion."

B
AIDS DIGESTION
s
eeman'

SMITH'S(Co)iliiuicd
OWNjrom COOKING
pa<jc 13)

velop some of the respect for old Father
Time that we radio people soon learn to
have. You'll find that it will be appreciated
bySo your
friendsin and
your> (iur
family,
I'm sure.
be prompt
keeping
engagements.
(I know you'll tind it hard to believe, but
I'm practically never late, no matter how
bus}' I may be!) Learn, also, to finish your
Cooking Program by the clock, so that
when the usual meal hour arrives you can
still announce that dinner is on the table —
even
thoughto prepare
you've only
in which
it. had a few minutes
Rut in order to do this on all occasions,
>ou must have a well planned Emergency
Slirlf. So that, whatever may turn up —
it's hubby
home the boss,or
orwhether
a friend
walkingbringing
in unannounced,
just a later-than-usual bridge game or
shopping expedition — you can provide, at
aattractive,
moment's well-balanced
notice, all thatmeal.
is needed for an
You should also have some good Quick
Meal recipes to fall back on. The ones I'm
ofifering
you completely
(and whichfvn-ther
I'm on)
describing
for you more
fill the
bill nicely. Don't just stop with getting
copies oflecting,
those,
however,
but
continue
being sure that you file themcol-in
such a way that they are available in
emergencies without organizing a searching
And tlial brings us back to our
I:iiicr(iciiiy
important
items which,Slicif
readyfoodsand— those
at hand,
make
C|uick-meal preparation possible. These
foods should be grouped, I think, under
three general headings. At least, that's the
waydaysI'vewhen
always
thought of first
them,showed
since
the
my grandmother
me, with evident pride, her well-stocked
pantry closets. The variety, nowadays, is
even greater, of course — and goes on increasing as new ready-cooked or almost
cooked products are put on the market.
So let's
group them
the way
already
sugiie^ted.
No. 1.inthen,
would I'vebe
caniuci and Ijottled foods. No. 2, packaged
foods. ,\nd No. .■), general and refrigerator
.supplies. Please remember, when you read
ni\' lists,herethatbelong
most inof youv
the things
down
kitchenI'mtheputting
year
around, ;ui\ wa\. so don't think that, because
ofhiiv niyout sponsors,
tr\ in,L'store!
U> .yetNaturally
you to
an entire I'm
grocery
yon II nave to arid to aiui ncK te ii om my
list, because tastes \ary and yon must be
.governed by the preferences and possible
food lads of your own family. But this
sliould provide a good "jnin]iing off place,"
irnin wliii.li \on c.in -Irll.r ^nt in yoiu' own
Miifi ti.iii. ,\t Ira-t, tli;it\ w iial I hope, in
wi'iting
all downgoodshereline,forthen,
you. I think
In the itcanned
you should have a wide variety of canned
fruits such as pineapi)lc (sliced, crnslicd,
juice, spears, wedges, etc!), pculns, Imtli
sliced and halved; pears, cherries, apiiiots,
.grapefruit sections, fruit juices, berries
and others perhaps not so generally known
but as well liked by many.
Then you'll want to have all the veget,-.l)les that you like in canned form. Here
personal preferences are very marked, both
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as to the kind and the packer. But just
about everyone likes canned corn (both of
the creamed and whole kernel variety),
canned tomatoes and tomato juice, canned
asparagus,
beetslistandyourself!
— well, you'd
better add onbabyto this
Only
don't
forget
tiny
canned
white
potatoes
and
golden, canned sweet potatoes. Are they
emergency aces !
Canned soups are so generally popular
these days, that it seems almost unnecessary
to mention them, except to say that you
should have a special corner of the shelf
which permits you to lay in a goodly
variety. And don't forget that "soups make
sauces" these days, too. One of the recipes
I'm giving you, for instance, Quick Chicken
ChopwellSucy.as calls
canned chicken
soup
as
cannedfor chicken
and Chinese
vegetables and noodles. Takes less than
fifteen minutes to prepare, by this method,
instead of hours of boiling. Another of my
recipes, this month, Sure-fire Tomato
Rarebit, uses that most popular soup of all,
Creamof oftheseToinato.
course,
both
recipes Ofin the
leaflet.you'll find
Canned fish is a type of food growing
in popularity by leaps and bounds. Many
ofstates,
you, where
I'm sure,
the Middle
West
freshliveseain food
is practically
unknown. But who worries about that,
when there are saltnon, tuna, shrimp, lobster, codfish and oysters in clean, sanitary
cans,
on themeats,
grocer's
Canned
othershelves?
than the chicken
I've
well liked.
Thesealreadyinclude,mentioned,
of course,alsotheare many
tasty
meat spreads that are used for canapes
and sandwiches.
Evaporated and condensed milk also
deserve a place on your Emergency Shelf
— and a mighty important one. For they
have many uses to recommend them, aside
from their very real economy.
I'm also particularly fond of those grand
(and economical, too) canned foods,
spaghetti
aren'tin ayou?
With bakedandbeansbaked
— whichbeans,
I serve
real
old-fashioned bean-pot— I always have Boston Brown Bread. And that comes in cans,
too, you know ! With both spaghetti and
beans, I always serve a fresh, raw \CRetable salad. The combination is .yr.md ! Just
cut up every salad green and \ c.m.tablc you
have in your vegetable freshener in the
refrigerator — that might include watercress,
as well as lettnct'. radishes, fresh tomatoes,
little raw onions, r.iw c.nTots, celery and
.ureen pepjier. The more tlirliessnm.
merrier! Serve
i-hetti ortogether
beans,
witli
till'
ste.nnn
hat
uill
l)e!
1/,-,//
and what a ('///i
a base for other
I use siia.uhetti
meat
■itesausages,
combinations,
dishes — with litt
balls, etc. One1/;/,/of lis,( /■:,/(/ eggs, ill a dish I
r.v Note:to You'll
see it pictured — made according
Miss
Smitli's
description
— at the
this
article.
Her recipe
is onbeginning
one of theof
cards in the leaflet.)
And now, even after mentioning all those
things, I'll just bet you could fell me a
whole flock I've forgotten ! Well, I'm will-
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...T-s POSIT.VEU *MAZ1NG IfTHE«
PUSS A MAN CAN KICK UP T
DOiSN TGET H.S SHREDDED WHEA
EVERY MORNING!"

Rubinoff celebrates his seventh anniversary in radio by learning to handle
chopsticks. Cafe operator Charley Yernnah instructs him and some of the boys.
ing to be reminded. But let me remind
you thatbyit'sthesmartcase,economy
buy canned
goods
if youto have
room,
when they are on sale.
Now youlet'swillgo profit
on to bythe having
many packaged
goods
on hand.
Here again I'm just about staggered by tlie
number
chooseownfrom,varieties,
so you'llas
just havewe tohave
nameto your
all I can hope to do is to list them in tlie
most general way. Sooo-o! Be sure to have
biscuit mix, cake mixes and pastry flour ;
packaged bread crumbs and cracker meal ;
raisins, dates, marshmallows ; quick setting
gelatin desserts and quickly fixed puddings.
And. of course, you always must have
plenty of such things as cornstarch, flour,
tea. coffee and sugars of all kinds.
Cereals and crackers provide marvelous
emergency aids, so don't forget them. Dry
cereals,
delight
—and ifofyoucourse,
havearea thejoblate-risers'
or appointment,
that's
an
emergency,
indeed
!
But
nowadays
cereals also have many other uses. For
instance, youtocanmake
roll out
wheatmostor
cornflakes
the pufl'ed
t|uickest,
delicious pie cnist \ou ever tasted. Guess
I'll give
that with
recipe,whipped
too, in cream
the leaflet.
Fill
theseyoushells
and
bananas, or some other quickly prepared
filling,youandhours
no one
will believe
didn't
take
to make!
Scatterit puffed
rice or puffed wheat over the whipped
cream topping of a cream soup and it will
seem like the beginning of a party meal.
Tiiese only begin to suggest the many
things you can do with just the shake of a
cereal box.
Crackers
provideto a(andsubject
devote
an article
maybeI'dI love
will, toat
that!) for you can go on indefinitely telling
about
too little
space,
though, their
exceptuses.
ff)r theI'vefewest
of quicklyexpressed ideas. There are rusks, for instance, to substitute for toast, ry-krisp to
have on hand when the bread supply runs
low, filled cookies for teas and desserts,
chocolate cookies to make one of those icebox cakes that everyone loves. (I think
they give you the recipe right on the tins
they come in.)
Speaking of crackers and ice-box cakes,
by the way, I almost forgot to tell you
about the Graham Pineapple Cake recipe
that
giviiitjhe> on.
after it's
made,I'mit niu>l
left Although,
in the refrigerator
for scN-eral hours and therefore, properly
speaking, does not belong in the Quick Meal
or Emergency category, I still think you
should have it. Because, after all, soinething

tucked away in advance, for an emergency
that you suspect may arise, gives you a
grand and glorious feeling. For that reason
Shredded Wheat biscuits. Try
made
inI'vea included
jiffy fromit, and
the also
very because
type of it'ssupplies
we've been talking about.
.., JUST WANTED TO KNOW IF
Well, that leaves just our third group,
refrigerator and general supplies. By these
ANY SHREDDED
tOU BOYS HADSTRA
I mean such things as eggs, butter, fats
WBERRIES
WHEAT AND
for frying and cooking, oil for salads and
cooking, too ; fruits for desserts, for salads,
or for fruit cups. The picture shows me
making this last named quick and pleasant
HANDY."
starter for a meal. Of course, I combine
both canned and fresh fruits in most of
such mixtures.
To continue : I think every household
always should have on hand such things
as lemons, onions and celery. (The celery
leaves for seasoning, the stalks for cooking,
the hearts for table service.) Nor could I
imagine keeping house without cheese, but
Set full sail for your grocer s rightI didn't
amongrather,
the under
packaged foodsmention
because cheeses
they come,
Wheat wuh straw
now Shreidded
s flavor sensation of the
the heading of refrigerator items. But inseason ! ber ies the
clude them you should, for I know of no
better
In my"filler
houseinners."
you would always find a
generous selection of cheeses, both imported
■OH YES. MADAM.
and domestic — to be served as dessert, or
as an extra course, if the dinner is light ;
EVERY ^
AY Will
HEIP MAKE
DED WHEAT
SHRED
to go with salads, to nibble on between
meals, to use in sauces, to make up into
NG!"^
STRO
sandwiches, to garnish canapes, to grate over
> ^ BIG AND
various dishes which they improve no end.
One grand sauce, for instance, is made in
1-2-3 fashion, simply by melting a paek.i^e
of processed cheese, combined with
cup of evaporated milk, in the top of a
double boiler. Try that on eggs or vegetables or on pieces of toast, and see if you
don't
agree withoneme.of Then,
are Rarebits—
which, ofascourse,
I told there
you,
is in my recipe leaflet.
Sh,.dded Wheat « say, wneai
Well, folks, that about covers the subject
«,hpat And scientists
to the best of my ability. If you think of
excellent balance of t e
anything I should have inchuU'd, let nie
t?a\
foodn essentials which neip
vitalns^a
know. While, if my list is more coniplc'te
than any you may have thought of, be
keep you active and alert.
sure to copy it down for future reference.
And don't forget the recipes I Because I
know
enjoytellmaking
the Quick
Meal
dishes you'll
that they
you, clearly
and carefully, how to make.
This is Kate Smith about to sign off and
go shopping — for writing this article cer- A Product of NATIONAL '6
W
tainly reminded me that my own /imergcncy
Shelf supplies are running pretty low. So The Seal Bakers of Ritz, I lacd.i Histuit
goodbye, friends, until next week's broad- "'Baw'ng'
More Than ^»
a Billion Shredded Whe.itfamous
Biscuits Soldvarieties
E»ery Year
cast and next month's article.
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REALLY KNOW
{Continued from page 29)

VICTOR?

FEmiNINE
HYGIENE
The
and Zeke,
Sunday's
Rhythm
Revuehill-billy
(9:15 Canovas,
p.m., EST)Judy,
visit Anne
a hospital
and ofcheer
up theRippling
small patients.
THE MODERN METHOD
Norforms are ready for use.
There's nothing to mix, nothing to measure. You don't have
toor worry
aboutNoan apparatus
"overdose"is
"burn."
needed
to apply
Norforms.
They are the modern way to
feminine hygiene.

years to pay for them ! With any other
man, they would have been a chunk of
swampland ; in his case, they happened to
be in the center of what today is Jackson
Heights, a populous center of Long Island,
twenty minutes from Times Square — and
worth a minimum of $250,000. A few years
later, he bought a piece of woods. It
became his home, one of the show estates
on Long Island, one that paid for itself
NOK FORMS have revolutionized femi- by the operation of a remarkably successful
nine hygiene — made it simple, convenient
and easy. These antiseptic suppositories are poultry
Knowingfarm.all these tliinss, }oird expect a
very easy to use. . . much more convenient and ccinceited man, full of bra,-; and self -praise.
Actually, he is a fat little man, scared and
satisfactory than the old methods of achiev- shrinking,
his clothes wrinkled, his manner
ing inner cleanliness. They leave no embarrassing antiseptic odor around the room or so naive,
you're
be hay-all
s
e
d
s
i
n
his
hair. sure
He hastherebeenmustan actor
about your person.
his
life,
yet
he
hates
to
talk
about
hiinNorforms melt at internal body tem- self. He also hates to talk about others,
perature, releasing a concentrated yet non- except to give them extravagant praise.
irritating antiseptic film that remains in proBorn in Hammonton, New Jersey, he
longed and effective contact. This antiseptic— made up his mind the moment he was able
anhyclro-para-hydroxy-mercuri-meta-cresol— to think, he was going to be an actor. He
called Parahydrecin for short— is available in acted in the school plays and confesses
no other product for feminine hygiene. that he made a fool of himself trying to
Norforms are positively antiseptic and non« get laughs out of his classmates. His
father was a ten-thuinb business man, who
irritating.
was good only at fishing. He would raise
MILLIONS USED EVERY YEAR
aquarter
dollar, togiverunhiithewife—
X'ictm's and
nuitlier—
lioii'-cliold.
t;o offa
Send
new Norforms
gieiie forMaJethe Easy."
Or, buybooklet,
a box of"Feminine
Norforms Hy-at with the rod and bait can. He always came
back
with
fish
enough
to
feed
the
family
your
druggist's
today.
12
in
a
package,
complete
with
leaflet of instructions. The Norwich Pharmacal Com- for a week or two.
pany, .Norwich, New York, makers of Unguentine,
"I am just like my father," said Mr.
Moore.
"Fishingmoved
is what
I do best."
The family
to Boston,
where the
father opened a restaurant and Victor
NORFORMS
diddled about finding out that he was good
for nothing but the stage. At seventeen, he
e N. p. C. I»37
made his debut in Babes in Toyland. hold-

ing a spear.
he frightened?
sponse to this Was
question,
he says : In re"Some,
but
being
only
withmea
spear, there was not much atosuper
frighten
on as super through a succession
butHethewentspear!"
of plays, and finally he got a line to say.
Something
like :$3.50
"Dinner
For
this
he received
a week,is served."
and overnight
he blossomed out in a cane and a black
hat. At last, he was an actor !
Then to a traveling stock company, for
which he raised a black moustache and
played villains. The Ideal Repertory Company never made any money and one night,
after closing the performance of Convict
999,
the
its hotelthebillsheriff
and
went on tocompany
the nexts'kipped
town. There
was waiting for them, but they escaped him
and for two weeks holed in at a farmhouse,
living on flour and beans.
His next job paid him $10 a week for
playing
a juvenile
part. It isfirstmetnorable,
for in"Mr.this
and last
Mocrole,athethesangtitnehiswrote
song. A critic
:
S'liip
inis'ii III,-onerearsong.
of theHe house
took the II, <i 111(1 uiflieted o second
for appUiiis
With a play called The Romance of Coon
Hollmv he traveled to the Pacific Coa.st.
In Stockton, California, they discovered
the advance
agent had quit without warnverse.
ing, so that" no one had heard of the play.
Victor was given the job of distributing
handbills on the street.
From play to play, from stock company
to stock company, bumped the young actor,
gaining experience. He acted Jewish
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comedians, Negro parts, and German roles.
In one play, he was Nero. In Newark,
New Jersey, he and a friend started a company which managed to finish the season.
When the partners split, Victor Moore
had $13.50 as his share.
After that, life was smooth sailing, for
he met Emma Littlefield and, as Moore and
Lifllefield,
skit,Some
Changeof
) our Act ortheyBackput tooverthe their
JVoods.
you old-timers may remember it. The curtain
rose, showing the stage bare to the back wall,
with Moore, in the part of an actor, being
told by a stagehand that he was through.
"We used to play this act sixty weeks a
he said.
weeks.in New
Pay
noyear,"
attention
to the"Sure,
calendar,sixtybecause
York we played the Palace and the Riverside at the same time, traveling from one
theatre
taxicabs."Victor from
Georgeto the
M. other
Cohan inrescued
vaudeville. He spotted him as surefire and
wrote the part of Kid Bunts for him in his
play. Forty-five Minutes from Broadway.
The moment Cohan was through with him,
he was snatched by Owen Davis, who
wrote, expressly for Victor Moore, the
plays. Shorty McCabe and The Happiest
Night of My Life. Both of them successes.
TheWhile
legendonof tour,
Moore'she luck
to grow.
w^as began
stricken
with
appendicitis — and that, too, was luck, because Jesse Lasky met him in California
and put him to work in the movies. They
were still silent but the comedian clicked,
and Chimmie Fadden, The Race and The
Cloivn made money for their producer. He
returned East to appear in some forty
comedies, filling in between whiles
inone-reel
vaudeville.
By now, the luck and great talents of
Victor Moore were Broadway facts and
no revue producer in his right mind attempted to put one on without first dickering with the comedian. He appeared in
such hits as Oh Kay, Alles Oop, Hold
Everything, Funny Face, Heads Up and
Princess Charming.
But the success which smashed its way
to the public heart was his performance as
Alexander P. Throttlebottom in Of Thee
I Sing. Playing what was to have been a
secondary role, he stole the show, boots,
breeches and scenery !
As a movie star, his performance in
Sii'ing Time and IVe, the Jury have established him so firmly that the other day he
traded his Long Island home for one in
California.
That'son, where
main from now
unless hesomewants
one tocomesrealong with the kind of a play he always
has been seeking.
"Something like Lightnin," he explains.
"A play that combines laughter and tears.
A role by which I will be remembered."
If you look back over his career, this
fact emerges : Victor Moore always has
played secondary roles. He has been the
funny man, second or third in billing. Yet,
invariably he has carried ofif the honors,
been responsible more than the others for
the success of the play.
Some say his success as a comedian is
due to his perfecf timing, the way he speaks
his lines. That is true, but, over and beyond that, is the fact that Victor Moore is
a gentle spirit, a man without guile, with
nothing but love for his fellow men, who,
as in the days when he was a boy, still is
willing to make a fool of himself in order
to make his comrades happy.

Have

Clearer,
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Skin
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Beauty

Creams

Your skin can belter resist blemishes and
dryness wilh Woodbury's . . . and now Vitamin D in this
famous Cold Cream helps keep skin youthful!
It's
far easier
today to haveYoua satinsmooth
complexion.
have
Woodbury's
Germ-free
the
products of skin scientists, Creams,
to help you.
Fine emollients
Woodbury's
Cold
Cream
help restorein dry
skin to moist
freshness. And when this germ-free
cream is on your face, it arrests germgrowth ... stands guard over tiny
cracks and fissures in your skin that
have opened the door to the germs
which cause so many blemishes.
Besides, this famous cold cream now
contains Sunshine Vitamin D. In order
to maintain its health and youthful
vigor, your skin must take up oxygen
at a rapid rate, breathe ([uickly. That
is why Vitamin D has been added to
Woodbury's Cold Cream ... to coax
new life and loveliness into "tired"
complexions.
Woodbury's Facial Cream forms a
flattering base for your make-up. Protoo. benefits
from wind
and
dust. tects
Withyour skin.
all their
to clear
skin beauty,
theseonly
exquisite
creams
are each
Sl.OO. germ-free
50c, 25((,
lOf in jars; 25c, 10c, in tubes.
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SHE

WON A BITTER
(Continued from page 39)

remembering. "And they were always bigger than I was, so of course I'd get the
worst
it." three boys in the neighborThereof were
hood who lorded it over all the otliers.
They were older and had a confident
swagger that couldn't help but impress the
rest. They because
appointedshethemselves
X'atalie's
protectors
was so little
and
such
a
fighter.
After
that
there
wasn't
anyone
with her.who would get into an argument
It was when she was studying at Curtis
Institute in Pliiladelphia that she read
those
three l>iys were going to die to^^You ar
gether, as they had lived together. That
e
night, a httle past eleven, the three of
tiiein were being electrocuted at Sing Sing.
and the neighbors had kept
any now^^ theHernewsmother
good comp
from her, but there she sat, read
" — how well I reing
it
in
the
newspaper
and knowing that
call the days and
now those boys were as alive as she was
were feeling tlie horror and terror that
long evenings when
I felt tired-out and
she was feeling, and that in a few hours
they would be dead.
looked it."
Those boys bred in the same Iiard school
had been bred in, those boys who had
FADED. . .with a sad looking skin. . .no she
fought for her and who had laughed with
pep! Millions have experienced such a her
and had pulled her hair just to show
sad situation... you may have to face it,too. her that
even if they did protect her, they
Overwork
.
.
.
worry
.
.
.
undue
strain
.
.
.
colds and other human ills often take their weren't too soft as far as she was con. It was the longest night she had
toll of the precious red cells of the blood. ever livedcernedthrough.
Hence a run-down condition. . .a weakened
body. . .a poor complexion.
"They were so swell when I knew them,"
If you arc so unfortunate, no longer do she says, and tears come into her voice.
you need to worry, as to how you may "They all had a genuine love for music
regain strength ... firm flesh. . .restore a and used
on theIt stoop
sometimes andtoaskliftmeme toupsing.
was almost
natural glow to your skin. Simply take a
tablespoonful of S.S.S. Tonio immediately like a command performance, for they
before each meal... and forthwith, within
hood. literally the kings of the neighbora shorter space of time than you probably were
realize,
those
weakened
red-blood-cells
will
to think
qualities
become healthier and richer.
that"It'smadeso awful
them fall,
ihat thesamesameenergy
and
S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods enthusiasm and love of adventure, could
taste better. . .natural digestive juices are have made them go so far if they had been
stimulated and finally the very food you re-directed in the right channels.
cat istantofstep back
more tobody
"That's the thing about being brought
health.value. A very imporin the slums. It can Inirt you so much
Be good to your .skin from within and up
or
so much. It gives you stamina
your skin will be good to you. Enjoy more andhelpan youability
life on the chin,
pep... more vigor... by taking the S.S.S. but those thingstocantakemake
you or work
Tonic treatment. Shortly you will be delighted with the way you will feel... your against
you,
dcpertding
upon
Natalie was sixteen when your
she goal."
got the
friends will compliment you on the way
you will look.
scholarship to the Curtis Institute. For
S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build the first time she knew what it was not to
sturdy health. . .itsremarkablcvalue is time worry, for not only was she being taken
tried
and you
scientifically
proven .again.
.that's why care of, but her family were taken care
it makes
feel like yourself
of,That
too. first day she arrived she was given
At all drug stores in two convenient sizes.
The large size at a saving in price. There is fifty dollars which was to be used for her
no substitute for this time tested remedy. expenses for the next two weeks. It was
No ethical druggist will suggest something a terrific sum to hand a kid who had never
"just as good."
©S.S.S. Co. before had a dime that she could call her
own,
herself.or that she felt she could spend on
She walked along Chestnut Street, feeling like the richest girl in the world, stopping to look in at store windows and
feeling
wasn'tTheanything
she couldn't
buy for there
herself.
first thing
she got
was a pair of long, dangling earrings set
with little bits of green glass she was sure
were emeralds. Then a necklace followed
that and a few bracelets — the kind that
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ajangled
siren. and made her feel something of
Then she bought an evening bag set with
rhinestones,
clocked stockings and a
batcii of silk and
underwear.
She carried them all home with her,
laid them on the bed and gloated. Then
she looked in her bag and discovered she
had
exactly three dollars and eighty-five
cents
v.'eeks !left to live on for the next two
"Even beans and eggs are all right to
live on drawer
when you're
bureau
of junk sixteen
to come andhomehaveto ata
nights,"
wore
any of theNatalie
jewelry,laughed.
though, "Ifornever
I showed
it to some of the other girls and they
laughed at it. But, oh, how beautiful it
seemed to me then! Far more beautiful
than the steaks and chops and good
nourishing food I should have bought inthem."of that experience she never
But steadin ofspite
was able to budget her money properly.
There was always the feast of those first
days when she got her expense money and
the famine that came at the end of the
two weeks.
Before she left New York, a friend had
given her a letter to a young man studying
at the University of Pennsylvania, so one
of the first things Natalie did was to call
him and tell him about it.
"He sounded awfully bored," she laughs,
"but finally asked me to meet him and told
me
me aforsoda.
Well, Ithere
were
five he'd
boys buy
waiting
me when
got there,
and they all looked me over very suspiciously and I could see they resented me.
They were friends and always did things
together
and they
weren't going to have
any
their girl
littlecome
club. along and maybe break up
"Evidently
didn't look
dangerous,
because
they I unbent
almostveryimmediately,
and before they brought me back to my
boarding house I could see they had more
or less adopted me. They used to take me
tofuntheforcollege
dances, but
wasn'tlikemuch
they watched
overit me
five
stern parents and if they saw any of my
dancing partners making as much as the
tiniest
pass at me they advanced on him
in a body.
"But I could call them up when I had
spent
allowance
and say:and'I'malways
hungrybe
and I myhaven't
any money!'
sure of the reassuring response: 'AH right,
Brat,
downboysto are
get inyou.'New York
"Fourwe'llof bethose
now
and
they've
never
me. One is a newspapermanstopped
and twohelping
have
iniiH
mailt
j'.h^
on
Broadway.
in r.Kii.i. And the fifth one Another
is happilyis
married in Pliiladelphia and says all he can
do is lie my claque.
"They say I've done things for them,
too, because I made myself such a responsibility tothem that they just had to
ofsettleme. down and get to work to take care
"I was the school problem child as well,
for Mother had all she could do to make
me honest and good without making a lady
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of me as well. My diction made my
teachers throw up their hands in horror
and one of them labored with me inces
santly.
" 'Chocolate,'
he wouldthe say,
mincing
each
syllable
and making
second
O sound
like a delicate lady who had just seen a
mouse, and I would glare at him and say,
'Chawklut' with all the full flavor of my
East Side bringing-up. It would go on
for hours, 'chocolate,' 'chawklut,' 'chocodespair.late,' 'chawklut' until he finally gave up in
"Forit four
was onat my
the own
schoolagain.
and
when
was years
over II was
It was hard, after the security I had
known,
have again.
to makeIn thethe family's
m.y own toliving
beginningandI
thought it would be easy. After all, I had
a voice and I had had training, but after
those first few weeks of sitting in every
office on Broadway for hours at a time
I began to wonder.
that"There
never were
came, the
and almost
most ofengagements
the time I
didn't
even
get
into
the
for
the girl at the desk wouldinside
take office,
one look
at niy inexpensive clothes and wave some
glamorously-dressed girl in, instead. There
was the time one of the boys from Philadelphia told me they were casting for a
second lead for Jubilee, to get over there
right away and be sure to use his name.
A man put me on the stage and asked me
to sing.
" "You've got a nice voice,' he told me.
'But you don't make a good enough appearance on the stage.'
"I couldn't
feelingcould
a little
then.
After help
all, how
any bitter
girl
make a good stage appearance in a printed
silk dress that had cost two dollars and
ninety-eight cents?
"But afterwards,
I was inat The
the
Metropolitan,
singingwhen
Esmeralda
Bartered Bride, prancing around in the
little ballet dress I wore for the role, that
same man turned to the boy who had sent
me to him two years before :
'■ 'Xow why don't I ever find a grrl like
that when I'm casting a show?' he asked,
and the boy couldn't answer him for laughIt was during these two years when she
ing."
was trying to get a professional footing
that Natalie was to meet another boy.
Different, this time, from all the other
boys she had met, because this tall young
Irishman with the laughing blue eyes and
sandy hair did something to her heart that
none of the others had ever done.
didn't towantthatto night.
go to theSheparty
wasSheinvited
was sheso
very tired! They insisted, so she went,
tired as she was from that weary trouping
up and down Broadway.
Then she saw him and somehow she
wasn't
tired any almost
more.as They
and
talked together,
thoughsat there
wasn't anyone else in the room. When it
was time tohe gojusthometookhe his
didn'thateven
he
and askwentif
withcould,
her.
After that, Bill was the beginning and
end of everything she thought or did or
dreamed.
home at nightIt didn't
without seem
a job,sowithbad,Billcoming
there
to laugh her fears away and tell her, with
that Celtic optimism of his, that some day
the
come. ofAndher, he'd
get
up andbreaks
do a would
little imitation
the airs

YOU'RE a pretty girl, Mary, and
you're smart about most things. But
you're just a bit stupid about yourself.
You love a good time — but you seldom have one. Evening after evening
you sit at home alone.
You'veinterested
met several
grandThey
men took
who
seemed
at first.
you out once — and that ivas that.
WAKE UP, MARY!
■ • •
There are so many pretty Marys in the
world who never seem to sense the real
reason for their aloneness.
this for
smarta girl
modern
againstto
theIncode
(or a age,
man, it'seither)
carry the repellent odor of underarm
perspiration on clothing and person.
fault which — never
fails to carry
itsIt's
own a punishment
unpopularity.
And
justly. For it is a fault which can be overcome in ju.st half a minute — with Mum!
No bother to use Mum. Just smooth a
bit of Mum under each arm — and slip
into your dress without a minute lost. No
waiting for it to dry; no rinsing ofT.
Use It any time; harmless to clothing. If

you forget to use Mum before you dress,
just use it afterwards. Mum is the only
deodorant which holds the Textile Approval Seal of the American Institute of
Laundering as being harmless to fabrics.
Soothing and cooling to skin. You'll love
this about Mum
underarms
and use— you
it at can
once.shave
Even your
the
mostEffective
delicateall skin
won't
mind!
day long. Mum never lets
you down. Its protection lasts, no matter
how strenuous your day or evening.
Does not prevent natural perspiration.
Mum just prevents the objectionable part
ofandperspiration
— the unpleasant
not the natural
perspirationodoritself.—
Don'twhich
let neglect
you toof have.
good
times
you werecheatmeant
The daily Mum habit will keep vou safe!
Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
USE MUM ON
SANITARY NAPKINS
Know what complete freedom
from doubt
and
fear of this cause
of unpleasantness
can
rcallv mean.

MUM

OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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TAKES THE ODOR
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DO

YOU

THROW

MONEY

AWAY?

- every third woman does!
Enquiries among hundreds of women
brought out the astounding fact that
under-arm moisture had spoiled garments for 1 out of every 3!
For
lack ofor aa pair
of Kleinert's
Dress Shields
Bra-form
every one
of them threw away the price of her
dress ! Nothing you can do to the armpit is so safe, so sure to protect your
dress
as Kleinert's
Dress Shields in
the dress
itself!
*BRA-FORMS,THE IDEAL WAY for
busy women to wear dress shields, are
smart
uplifttype
bras ofmadefigure.
to "doThey
things"
for every
are
equipped
with
Kleinert's
shields
guaranteed to protect your dress not
only from moisture but friction and
too-strong under-arm cosmetics as
well. They wash easily and may be
worn with any dress.
Your favorite Notion Counter is
showing Bra-forms in many styles
from a dollar up — the Bra-form, illustrated above, is of fine batiste, $1.25.

Ask
for Kleinert's
Launderite
Shields—
25'^ a pair
atNolionCounters
everywhere.

48.5 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
TORONTO, CANADA. ..LONDON, ENG.

and graces that would be hers when she
became a full-fledged prima donna.
Everybody was happy when Bill was
around. Even her mother, with her native
Russian way of making a tragedy of every
little thing, would have to laugh at Bill,
saying so dramatically after her: "Oh, the
tragedy
Irish wayof ofit!"his.and laughing in that easy,
On Saturday afternoons they used to go
down to the markets and wander around
lni\in,u provisions and looking at all the
expensive things they couldn't buy. But,
somehow,withit Bill
wasn'ttherehardtalking
beingaspoor
any
more,
if they
could get anything tliey darn well wanted,
and pretending the meat and vegetables for
the Bodanya Sunda>' dinner were for the
young Gormaiis, who had just moved into
their own imaginary small apartment.
On over
Sunday
afternoons
the
I ferry
to Staten
Island,the}and toolc
tlie two
I youngsters in love would turn that ferry
into the Normandie and rr.ake that twentyj minute crossing a European honeymoon,
Natalie'swhenchanging
gray eyes
[i violets
they looked
down resembled
into the
I waters of the bay, pretending they were in
, mid-Atlantic.
jandThey
automobile
shows, cars,
too,
lookedwentat allto the
most expensive
but that didn't make Bill's old second-hand
[ car seem any the less grand to them.
Then came the time when he got the appointment to teach philosophy at the
University of Chicago.
It was hard saying goodbye to Bill,
saying goodbye to his laugh and his hope
and his arms holding her, but Natalie had
been bred in a hard .school, so she was
able to flip her hand in a gay salute and
somehow keep her eyes smiling as well as
her lips. When she felt more lonesome
than
she thought
she could
walk another
few blocks
lookingstand,
for ashe'd
job
and come home so dog-tired that she
couldn't
even any
feel more.
that sweetly fierce pang
of loneliness
Then suddenly all the breaks began

coming. When she went to the Metropolithat morning
she didn't
banktan too
much onforitanforaudition,
she already
had
had many auditions there. But this time
it was diflferent. This time they gave her
a job.
The Metropolitan was sold out for the
night of her debut. All the cheap seats
as well as the expensive ones, for all the
old neighbors from Little Italy came down
to see Natalie make her debut. Her heart
was filled to overflowing as she stood on
the stage at last, listening to the applause
and knowing that some of it came from
old friends, whose errands she had run
and whose coal she had toted in an old
go-cart and whose babies she once had
minded.
It was a terrific triumph for that little
girl who had fought for her place so long
and so valiantly. Her dressing-room was
so crowded after the performance that even
Lawrence Tibbett, stepping around to congratulate her, couldn'tfor getthe into
was
a funny turn-about
littleit.girlIt who
had hung wistfully
aroundperformances,
the star's
dressing-room
after other
never dreaming of following the congratuher idol'sthing
dressing-room.
But lating
the crowds
mostintomarvelous
of all was
seeing Bill there with all the others. Bill
joshing her just a little, so that she
wouldn't see how much she had moved
him, sandandmilesknowing
to be withhe herhad thatdriven
nighta inthouthe
hour of her triumph.
"Can you imagine an opera singer being
engaged
to a The
professor
asks Natalie.
catch inof herphilosophy?"
voice and
the words coming so eagerly, you can
imagine anything of this girl who has come
such a long, long way on the diflficult road
to success.
And seeing her eyes changing, growing
darker and deeper as she talks of him, you
know she will bring as much strength to
that marriage as she has to her career —
and make as big a success of it.

BEAUTY ADVICE
{Continued from page 15)
water. Eight to ten glasses a day is the
rule, but Shirley is human and admits some
days
never she
less just
than gets
that the
! minimum six — but
Fourth is the diet. Shirley says stick to
your
you'llComplexion
be getting and
two figure
birds
with diet
one and
stone!
problems fade when fruits and vegetables
replace
foods. the pastries, candies and greasy
The inveterate between-meal nibbler can
continue nibbling with an easy conscience
and a clear complexion, if the carrot habit
is formed. The carrot is rich in vitamins
as well as other healthful and tonic
qualities. Eat it raw without removing the
outer yellow skin. One of the nicest ways
to eat carrots is to cut them into strips,
eating them with the fingers, plain or
! dipped in mayonnaise. Then there is the
raw carrot sandwich. A crisp, raw carrot,
I with mayonnaise, between thin slices of
I An advocate of cleanliness, Shirley adj bread.

heres to her soap, water and cleansing
cream routine every day. She says she
likes the soap and water cleansing in the
morning,
it's her
such feela good
eyeopener. ...because
It makes
so freshly
scrubbed and shining to greet the day !
Fresh make-up on a fresh skin is required
by law. Dingy powder, splotched rouge and
peeling
spell glamour
Here's lipstick
a boostjustto won't
your fresh
face reso-!
lution.
This
month's
sample
offer
iswhoa
dainty
kit — free
live in little
the cleansing
United States
(dutyto all
charges
prevent extending the ofifer). This pale
pink kit contains a delightful rose-colored
liquid cleanser an^ the tissues for applying.
IfIt youis aeverwhole
use it facial
once, xnu'll
routineuse init twice!
one —
cleanser, astringent, tonic and powder base.
Don't forget to send for it.
Twinkle,
Shirley'sof
pretty
little twinkle
hands. !WeThose
are are
conscious
graciousness and control in their suppleness
and lack of flourishes. The palm turned up,

.ir p,i: !l>teres-ted in us
. makes
us feel
Shirley Inis the
inand our
problems.
language of the hands, the upturned palm
indicates acceptance and receptiveness. The
palm is down in gestures of negation and
leadership and strength.
How do we achieve easy, free-flowing
hand movement ? From the wrist. The wrist
always leads ! A splendid exercise to keep
the wrists supple, so that they can be more
responsive, is to extend the hands in front
of the body and shake them up and down
and sideways. Xow, hold the hands up in
the air for a moment, and any redness or
vein prominence from the sudden exercise
will leave. Incidentally, holding the hands
in the air whenever possible is a grand
way to encourage and keep that fragile
lily-whiteness !
The next step in training our hands to
express more loveliness is the elimination
of all meaningless movement. Finger
fiddlers, twirlers and pluckers — see yourselves as others see you ! Flourishes, curlicued little fingers, thumb and forefinger
grasping,ment.give
placedirectness
to economy
of moveRestrained
of movement
indicates poise and culture. The little finger
lends grace and performs its own useful
function when it lies close to tlie next
finger, drawn up so that its tip is about
at the first joint of the fourth finger. When
the hands are relaxed, the little finger and
forefinger are slightly separated from the
middle fingers, which are close together.
The middle finger is too often overlooked I
See how the use of the thumb and middle
finger in grasping and holding leaves the
forefinger free to elongate and slenderize
the hand. When each finger performs its
own function, the hands are both capable
and graceful.
Shirley cares for her hands as faithfully
as her face. Overnight gloves and creams.
A protective lotion after having the hands
in water, and before exposure to the
weather. These measures are simple, but
they'll
make like
dryness
and roughness
their tents
the Arabs.
One of fold
our
favorites for conserving the youth fulness
of the hands, this spring, is a generous
bottle of a quick-drying lotion, to restore
moisture
skin" same
cells, lotion
and atucked
small
trial
size inside
bottle the
of this
away at its side. You use the small bottle
first may
and, return
if you aren't
completely
satisfied,
you
the large
bottle and
have
your money refunded. A novel guarantee
and
a
tempting
offer!
Let's
not
resist
this beauty aid.
Our notebooks are crammed with glamour
pointers. It's time for Shirley's next song.
We'll selves
thankhome toShirley
nicelynewandbeauty
hie ourbegin our
program. Grab your powder-puff and bonnet,
lor we're off !
Mary Biddle,
Radio Stars Magazine,
149 Madison
New
York, N. Avenue,
Y.
Please send me your gift offer of
the Cleansing Kit. I am enclosing a
3C stamp to cover mailing costs.
P.S. This offer -s only for the United States.
Name
Street
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Test All Five Jlew
Face Powder

Shades

At My Expense...
See It yours JJlakes you Look Older—
£)£u.\Tllfulam:
Isn't it a forshame?
You dress
spendor hours,
searching
a becoming
hat for days,
each
season of the year. And yet you may take for
granted that your face powder shade is always
right. Did you know that your skin changes
color as often as the sun rays change with
the seasons?
'ts"of a powder
rtan
Don't means
ever Impo
think
thatt theis"Don
name
shade
that shade
necessarily
for you.
Some blondes have a skin darker than that
of brunettes. Some '.'Brunette" shades of powder arehghterthan
shades.salesIt'senough
to confuse
even the"Beige"
cosmetic
girl you
consult when you buy. Don't be too sure
they don't call you a "powder-panic" when
your back is turned. Don't be too certain that
this
season you
aren't wearing
"false-face"
that yourself
is ridiculously
artificial.a
What Can You Do?
The only way you can avoid this deadly risk
is to lest powder shades. Sit down before your
mirror — where there is no one to influence
you — where
see forwhich
\ ourself
shade
adds to>-ouyourcanyouth,
shade which
adds
to your age. which shade makes you a "powYou
tmtsi see yourself through eyes of
der panic".
others. The easiest way to do this is through
the frank and fearless eyes of your mirror.
For
interests
do this — and
try stylists
all five
new your
shadesownwhich
cosmeticians
recentlv developed to cover every complexion
color need. My LO\ ELY LADY Face Powder
is made in all five of these thrilling new shades.

the coupon
I'll send
you
allSend
five meshades
by returnbelowmailand— five
generous
vanity size samplers — free to you. Then make
the
— discover
whicli 1
face comparison
powder shadeI suggest
you ought
to be truly
wearing.
warn you — there will be a surprise in store
for you. But it will be the most encouraging
surprise you have had in months. You'll find
a new skin
and really
more didenchanting
YOU,of aitsYOL'
whose
have a beauty
own
but which had been so long hidden by a
wrong
shade ofhope
"false-face"
powdercompletely
that you
had given
of ever being
lovely
any uplonger.
Why
Powder
Ends MyYourFaceProblems
LO\'ELY L.'\DY Face Powder ends "powderpanic" — harmonizes more beautifully with
your subtle natural skin tones, because it consoftblend tains
base. "BALMITE."
Just send my
this exquisite
coupon to new
me, now,
and I will send you generous vanity size
samplers of all 5 shades of my new Face
Powder
FREE, by return mail.
Sincerely.
FREE
LOVELY
L.\OY.
57
603
Wastilniiton
Blvd., Chicago, 111.
, Please send free by return mail generoiis vanity size
samplers
of all fivea «-eek
shadessupply
of I.ON'ELV
L.\DYLADY
Face
Powder.
of LO\ ELY
AH PurposeInclude
Face Cream sFREE.
Slrrrl . .
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it's amazing how
\\quickly improper
^y/ cleaners can
Ov/?C^A PAIR OF
I^L^^WHITE SHOES !

ILK

es
hoand
Comparacive
whitet3 eweeks,
shoes, sworn
ltestsforwonhonlyi
cleaned
daily
revealed
r al
fo
startling
differences
in
white
shoe
cleaners.
Evenunretouched
the naked photomicrographs
eye could see whatshow.these

SAFE!

Above Left; Leather of shoe cleaned for only
3 weeks with "cover-over" — a common
type
cleanercrustthatthatcoversquickly
dirt like
formsof dingy
cracks,"paint",
ruins
leather,
life of thespoils
shoe. appearance and shortens the
Above onRight;
Shu-Milk
mate smooth
to the
shoe
the like
left.
Noteandcleaned
thegoodsoft,
leather,
still
new
foractually
many
more
months
of
wear.
Shu-Milk
f/faHJ— removes
the dirtcannot
and cake
then adds
soft,
dazzling
white that
or crack.
SHU-MILK
cleans as it
whitens
For years, millions
have preferred
Milk.
Now the Shumicroscope tel s why.
Shu-Milk gives a
whitertectsfinish,
proleather, keeps
shoes
new
longer.
Costs no more.
Will not rub off!
BEST EVER USED or
MONEY REFUNDED
BOHLE OR TUBE

tory
pilacontains
The new
ZiP s
Facial HairdeRemover
es
Knolsulphides,
ly eliminates noeveryoffensive
trace odors.
of hair.InstantFace,
arms and legs. Ask your dealer or write
Madame
Berths,
562
Fifth
Ave.,
NewYork
1
78

FRANCIA

OF THE RANCHO
{Continued from page 33)

her talents to all sorts of programs and it
is no wonder that the inhabitants of the
little town regard her as their own. The
man on the street will tell you proudly :
"She's a little protegee of mine."
Like many women of frail appearance,
Francia and her mother have displayed
amazing strength and courage and an
ability
to "run" their ranch and take care
of
themselves.
"Sometimes we've even been without a
housekeeper,"
boasted.
not afraid and Francia
housekeeper.s
always "We're
try to
'mother' us. We've never been disturbed
by the slightest hint of prowlers or bura thiefof
to take, glars.
for There's
our really
valuablesnothing
consistformostly
Mother's heirlooms — like the spinning
wheel,"
long,
slim handshe aadded,
lovelyindicating
old piecewithin ahercorner,
"and that ladder-backed chair you're sitting
The living-room, which also is the music
room, is about thirty feet long with a high
ceiling — not a beamed ceiling, because the
beams ing.would
with Francia'sandsingThe wallsinterfere
are cream-colored
the
room on."
is gay with cream-colored chintzes
splashed with blue and red at the windows.
The sun shines in on the warm, dark colors
of the Oriental rugs on the floor and the
rich crimson velvet-upholstered divans. It
is a room that reflects the contentment,
dignity and gentle breeding of its owners,
yet carries out the Spanish feeling and the
informality of a country home. Accustomed to such surroundings, it is no wonder
that
Franciareading
couldn'tmysleepthoughts,
in the city.
As though
slie
said : "I love to sleep mornings. Why,
sometimes I sleep as late as nine o'clock,
out here in the country."
Well, of course a girl can't expect to
get
lying the
abedreason
all morning
And anythatplace
is nobydoubt
Francia !
isn't
able
to
hold
more
than
tliree
one time. Probably tliat accounts jobs
for theat
fact that whenever a sponsor is looking for
a radio artist who will sell liis soap or his
soup, his cigarettes or his canned milk, his
face powder or his automobiles, the first
name that occurs to him is Francia White.
on account
voice,
theIt'ssponsors
say, ofand tliat
they"selling"
sliould know,
for they are the ones who pay the huge
salaries. The result is that there is a
continual argument over whether Francia
shall sing for a cigarette or a cold-cure.
Just now she is singing on the Fred
Astaire program in behalf of a bigli-priccd
car (just
you waved
didn't about
know!)waiting
and
other
offers asareifbeing
for her signature. Recently she appeared
as guest soloist with the Los .Angeles
Philharmonic Orcin -tiM, nvl lur apiicarances on- ciiarit\' proLMMiii-, ;irc -,i fi-c(nicnt
that
I just don't
do without
her. kmnv what charity would
Wiien she received twenty-one curtain
calls after her singing of the title role in
Naughty would
Marietta,
remarked
anyone
make shea hit
singing: "Oh,
that
■Voicing music."
a decidedly different opinion of
gorgeous

the matter, I looked to Francia's motht
for corroboration. "Yes," Mrs. White sair
"I thought Francia sang very well tha
Francia may have. an enthusiastic publi
readytheto slightest
spoil her,suggestion
but at home
not
of her there'
beiiu
amateprimaof donna.
Francia's
own esti
night."
herself isAndalways
critical.
She \
never flatters herself and is never satisfied!
with herself. If she did two hundred
things and one hundred and ninety-nine
of them were perfect, it would be the one
which was not perfect that Francia would
remetnber. It is this self-criticism, probably, that has made her the artist she is.
She can't
bear to do anything in a slipfied. shod manner. Nothing will do but her
best, and even then she usually is dissatisItciaallis no sounds
easy,todoesn't
Franexception
the ruleit?thatBut success
must be earned. Just how important a
part obstacles play in the game of building
a career is difficult to determine, but no
one ever has risen to greatness without
being forced to hurdle some obstacles or
to overcome some handicap.
Francia had none of the ordinary handicaps. She never starved in a garret. She
didn't have to leave school and go to work
to support
her family.
She had
cal drawbacks.
Pictorially,
she nois physilovely
to look at. Her trim, graceful figure is
the envy of most singers, who seem destined,
as a class, to be a little over-weight. She
has regular, clear-cut features, fine eyes
and a smile revealing two rows of perfect
white teeth. Francia wasn't overlooked
when \^enus, the goddess in charge of good
looks — among other things — was handing
out gifts.
No one can be perfect, however, and
Francia's most outstanding deficiency is a
complete lack of clothes sense. She cares
nothing about clothes ; thinks it is a
nuisance to have to bother choosing them
and having them fitted. If a clever saleshadn't learned
that Francia
size girl
fourteen
and decided
to take takes
her ina
hand, Francia might not be as smartly
dressed as she is when she makes a public
appearance.
There were other obstacles which Francia considered much more important and
which she became very adept at hurdling.
She hit plenty of bumps on the way up,
but they all seem funny to her now and
her lilting
laughter punctuated our conversation continually.
There was the time when she was still
in high school and someone told her that
the play, Good Ncivs, was to be produced
at a Los Angeles theatre with a local cast,
except for the star. Immediately Francia
aiijilicd for the second leading role.
"But you're a brunette," the manager told
her, "and our star is also a brunette.
That
wouldn't
Francia
was do."
dismissed, but not daunted.
Half an hour later she stood before the
gentleman again, this time wearing a
blonde wig. He liked her looks; he liked
her singing. Everything seeitied dandy.
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"There's one thing more," he added cas■ally. "You dance, of course. Show me
time look
step."of blank amazement on her face
The
old the story. She had never heard of a
ime step and there was no time for her
o learn a dance routine.
Right then she made up her mind that
he would never be caught again. And that
ery afternoon she took her first dancing
esson. She studied ballet. She studied
ap dancing. An accomplished pianist, she
earned everything else that could possibly
lelp her the next time she applied for a
ob in a musical show.
She had need of these tools later when
he found herself in New York without
job, and the only thing that offered
tself was a few weeks with a vaudeville
ct. . A girl w-as required who could sing,
■lay the piano and dance. When she was
sked if she could dance, the memory of
nat other occasion came to mind and, withut stopping to remove her galoshes, she
ipped out a little routine. She got the
Db.
"And what do you think?" she laughed,
.-aving the poker about in dangerous
ishion.
had theto other
play the
ompaniment"I for
two piano
people ac-in
le act when they sang, and also play for
hem to dance. And we all did a song
ndThat
dancewasnumber
funny forto the
her, finale
even !"then, but
he was getting valuable experience and
.50 earning money, which she needed, so
he stuck it out.
Her first big radio contract took her to
Tew York, where she was to star in one
f the She
important
weeklywithnational
broad-of
asts.
left home
a fanfare

publicity and the good wishes of all
Covina, and wasof her
met sponsors.
in New York by'
representatives
"Hello, Barbara!" they greeted her.
"Barbara?" she echoed. "My name is
"But your name is going to be changed.
Francia."
You're going to be Barbara Hayden on
theForair,"ten they
weekstoldsheher.sang on the program
with no introduction as Francia White. She
argued to no avail. Francia will fight to a
certainfore shepoint
freezes.
Bewentandon then
her she
eleventh
program
she gritted
her
teeth
and
delivered
her
ultimatum— to the effect that unless she
were introduced under her own name, she
would not sing. She was introduced.
Francia keeps her word and she expects
the other fellow to do the same. She gets
along well with everyone but will take
nothing from anyone.
Among others who call Francia their
protegeeEllen
is a Beach
near neighbor
and Yaw
life-long
friend,
Yaw. Miss
was
Mrs. White's best friend before her marto Francia's
father.
The twotomade
concertriage tours
together
and traveled
Europe together to study.
"Aunt Ellen," Francia calls her, and says :
"She seems just like an aunt."
But it is Francia's mother who has had
the greatest influence on her career. This
is no "mother and daughter" story in the
usual sense, but one couldn't write about
Francia's career without mention of her
mother, Phoebe Ara White, for Francia's
career
of Mrs.she White's
ambitionsis the
for fulfillment
herself. When
was a
young girl she had the same voice that
Francia has today. She spent her girlhood

THANKSMARRIED
DEAR, BUTI'M I'LL
GET
TOO NEVER
OLDi ■
NONSENSE,
SETTSTO IT'SME ';
:jkDE EYESi
NOW LISTEN

preparing for a career in opera, but, en
route fo Europe to pursue her studies, she
met theband. man
her husHe wooedwhoherlater
with became
such enthusiasm
that
their
marriage
followed'
soon
after,
and she agreed to give up all thought
of work.
Mr. White was a wealthy Louisiana cottoncia planter
of Italian
Franwas born,
she wasdescent.
given When
her unusual
name, causewhich
for "France,"
bethat wasis theItalian
destination
of her parents when they met on shipboard. When
Mr. White died he left his wife and little
girl accustomed to luxury but with no
great financial
White and,
resumed her workresources.
as a voiceMrs.teacher
with Franciamendation asisnotExhibit
A,
further
recomnecessary.
Mrs. White's studio in Los Angeles has
been the school for many well-known singand she hasoccasions,
been Francia's
On ersdifferent
since only
she teacher.
became
a star, Francia has been coached by other
teachers and now is studying with Count
Andre her
de Segurola,
taught
to sing. but her own mother
Her lessons began long before her
mother was aware of it. When Mrs.
White had pupils in the parlor, Francia
failed to heed her instructions to "run out
and play."
Instead,hershestarched
could have
been
found
bent over,
gingham
dress standing out like a halo, with her
eyes and ears at a crack in the door, listening to her mother teach.
Her eager, curious mind drank in everything she heard and she was able to absorb
and apply the lessons to herself. Mrs.
White was astonished one day to discover
that her five-year-old daughter could sing

BETTS, I TOLD YOU WINX WOULD J,
HELP. VOU LOOK YEARS YOUNGER
WINX DOES MAKE
A DIFFECENCE SIS!

s never too late for romance, but remember this . . . it's the girl with
sparkling, youthful eyes who's always n demand. So look to your eyes for the secret of youth. If you
want to know how much younger you can really appear, just try WINX, the modern mascara that
subtracts years from your age! One application and
lashes appear long, silky, sweeping — and shadowy as
WINX
dusk. Eyes appear brighter, deeper with a glance that
conveys
youthful glamour^ — and allure. WINX mascara
Colors either blend or clajh. In molte-uD,
Is on sale at department, drug and all 5 and 10 cent
this means "naturalness" or that harsh
"made-up" look. To eliminate any
stores. It's available in three shades (Blue . Black .
appearance of hardness particularly
Brown) and in three forms (Cake . Creamy . Liquid).
around the eyes, WINX has made its colors
to blend 3 woys. 1. With complexion.
WINX (?o/<ors are BLENDED
2. With eyes. 3. With each other. For
example, WINX Blue Mascara blends
perfectly with WINX Blue Eye Shadow or
Eyebrow Pencil. Likewise, its tonal values
are so balanced as to make it complementary foall other WINX colors. Thus,
WINX gives you the secret of "natural"
eye make-up for your particular type.

8RIDE HERE'S LUCK
TO THE GIRL WITH »>M

CK yOUNG
DMAN,
~ WHERE WASHAVERIGHT
TTS SILLY! (lOHEtSELO SIS

CK IS A DEAR, BETTS
BETTS OH JANE, I OWE IT
ALL TO YOU AND WINX
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POWDER

)Tcl WITH

TANGEE... SEE SOFT
UNDERGLOW

APPEAR

I
I

Ordinaryskin powders
often Tangee
coat
with ageing
underglow,givesendsa magic
shine
"powdery look". without coating.
Tangee Face Powder contains same Color
Changestick . .Watch
Principleits magic
as famous
Tangee bring
Lipunderglow
you
youthful
-looking
skin
...
For
quick
loveliness that lasts, smooth on Tangee
Face Powder. Watch clear underglow
appear. See your skin become youthful
looking.
Tangee's
soft, orlight
texture
ends
shine...
never cakes
blotches...
makes it cling longer. You use less,
therefore Tangee is economical. Its delicate shades are scientifically blended to
match your own natural skin tones.
Try Tangee. In two sizes, 55<t and
$1.10. Or tear out coupon below for the
new "Two-Shade Sampler".
New
2-$hade
Sampler—
2 Weeks' Supply of Powder
The Fifth
GeorgeAvenue,
W. Luft
417
New Company
York City 557
Pleaseder Sampler.
rush newI enclose
2-Shade104Tangee
(stampsFacechecked:
or Powcoin)
(15^ in Canada) ... Send sampler
Sampler
si
□
Sampler
#2
Q
Sampler
#3 □
Contains
Contains
Contains
Flesh
and Light
Rachel Rachel
and Flesh
Rachel
Light and
Rachel
Name (Pleano Print) _
Address
City. .
State

Art Thorsen, singing connedian
with
Horacehas Heidt's
Brigadiers,
a PopeyeAlem'ife
voice
and likes to impersonate the
fannous spinach-eating sailor.

intelligently. Delighted at this evidence of
the
child's without
talents, Mrs.
instruction
delay. White began her
Francia was just seventeen when she
was guest soloist with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Orchestra the first time, and
amazed
a large audiences
and criticalever
audience.
been amazing
since. She's
She gave up college in her second year
because
she and
couldn't
keep upbut both
her
school work
her music,
she feels
she has more than made up for the loss
of a diploma, with her knowledge of
languages, the opportunities she has had
to meet interesting people and to visit interesting places.
"I can do but one thing at a time," she
said, when she left school, "and music is
more
important
to me."
Francia's
friends
are continually complaining
because
doesn'tbe fall
in love.
And a matter thatsheshould
slightly
personal has everyone worried but Francia.
"I want romance, of course," she told
me earnestly, "and when the right man
Have you a seductive skin?
comes along, I suppose I'll fall in love.
But. certainly, I'm not going to run around
GET ONE-QUICKLY!
looking
iM anciaforhadhim."her quota of school-girl roSATINMESH
the newit can
speeddo beauty
mances and she is having a good time now.
lotion shows— what
in 10
She
is very popular and she never lacks
seconds! It cleans out the pores — reduces an escort
for parties or other evening
them
—
prevents
dry
skin
and
blackheads.
If you want seductive skin beauty quickly affairs. She may be a little glad that her
— use Satinmesh night and morning. Girls real romance is put ofif for a while becannot do without it— try it and see!
as she says
anyonedo
can docause, two
things: "I-atdon't
one believe
time and
them well.
"My mother gave up her career to
marry my father and, of course, she's not
sorry,
but she Iwaslikeintolove.
love
with anyone.
have I'm
a lotnotof inbeaux
and I want to have more fun before I fall
si ri<)u>ly
in love
" be a shame for anyOf course,
it would
tliing to interrupt her career at this point;
4-ACTION
to throw overboard the years of hard study
I hat have gone into her career. She was
SATINMESH
remembering, no doubt, the Sundays with80

out number that she sang in the
for the usual Sunday afternoon cr^ d)
of mothers with crying babies, quarr n'
young
the peanut-eating
There iscouples—
more than
a modicum ofcr< i
in"I her
words
when
she
says, halfnow,"
in "i
haven't time for romance
her days are filled with work, work, v k
There lessons,
are musicmassages,
lessons, appointmen
French les*^
Italian
the
hair
dresser's,
rehearsals
for hereng\
'y broadcasts and other singing
ments
and,
being
a
woman,
she
must "
clothes. It all takes time.
When she returns home, after a da ii
the city, tired enough to drop, ther i^
practicing to do, and often she sings ii
nearly midnight. There is studying <
do, too, and scores to learn.
"There will be time for romance la .
she
She continued.
is older than"Look
I am atandRosashe Pons
just pte.
married. She worked and slaved and v n
her career was all set, she got man 1.
She has time now, to devote to a husb 1,
that she wouldn't have had a few y &
ago.She Iworships
think that
grand."
Rosais Ponselle,
and I e- >
called a little incident
that occurred
night when Miss Ponselle was singing d
Francia sat just in front of me. She t
listening eagerly, a rapt expression a
her face and tears streaming down ' i
cheeks to drop unnoticed in her lap. W
the concert was over Francia was
jected.
/
"Why do I try to sing?" she cried \ ,
sionately. "Why do I think anyone wc J.
ever want to listen to me? She sings! '.
squeak!
Why couldn't I have had a v( <f
like that?"
She couldn't have been more in earn f
but there are a lot of people who di
with her in her estimate of her own vo
And what does she know but that A
Ponselle would give a great deal to hi'
a Often
face and
like forFrancia's?
she hasfigure
doubled
famous mot
picture stars, when their roles requirec
beautiful singing voice. She is very v
paid for that, of course, but receives
recognition, which is a little heartbreaki
"My screen
awful,"thatsheshe s
frankly,
when ittests
was were
suggested
the films. And, characteristically, :
failed to mention that her last screen t
brought her an oflfer to play the femin
lead in an important M-G-M picture. S
refused
suited tobecause
her. she didn't think it w
One of the most dramatic experiem
of her career occurred two years ago wl
she was invited to sing with Richa
Bonelli in the Hollywood Bowl. It me;
a lot to her to sing with Bonelli, the sy
phony orchestra
and under
conductor.
It seemed
a stepa distinguish
upward 1
ward the culmination of her hopes. A
then, five weeks before the concert da
Francia was rushed to the hospital for
emergency operation. She was rebellioi
Why did that have to happen to her? A
then she made up her mind that she wov
sing, sick or well. She did, before an e
thusiastic audience of 20,000 people, witho
a Ansingle
old rehearsal.
friend, not knowing of her illne:
said to her after the concert: "You sai
beautifully,
You
look likeFrancia,
you hadbutlostwhat's
yourthelastmatte
love
"It wasn't my love I lost," Francia r
plied. "It was my appendix 1 "
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BUDDY WILL WED
(Continued from page 21)

a- a cliilcl. as a boy in high school and
college. He had never, she said, paid a
great deal of attention to girls. He never
seemed to care much about parties or
dances or going out. He never had any
prejudices
goodness knows.against
He just parties
seemed ormoregirls,
interested
in his bered
work,
in
his
familj'.
I
also
rememher telling me how he once said
that he always preferred playing with his
band to dancing. That was when he was in
college.
: "Wasso interestit your
workI said
— wastoit Buddy,
because then
you were
ed in vour work that you didn't care much
for girls, didn't fall in love at least half
a dozen times?"
Buddy,metreasonably,
it "Iwasthink,"
becausesaidI never
the right "that
girl,
that's
all.
If
I
had,
I
would
have
married.
I certainly had no prejudice against marriage. On the contrary. Because when I
did meet the right girl and when I could —
well.
am marrying
!"
AndI theirs
will be her
a marriage,
I think,
stemmed from the common root of shared
things ; likes and tastes and the homely
brew called things-in-common. They have,
Buddy and Mary say, so much in common.
"We have cirrything in common,'' were
exact words.
ofBuddy's
these common
roots isAnd
their deepest-grown
deep, devoted
love of their own families. "Family people,"

here's told
tvie adme
helen
to read. about
A GIRL WHO WASNT
POPULAR BECAUSE
OF UNDIE ODOR. SHE
MUST MEAN THAT
I OFFEND THAT WAY
TOO. HERES WHERE
I BEGIN LUXING
UNDERTHINGS
EVERY SINGLE DAY'

Buddy explained,
"belong
together."
Mary's
abiding
love of her
mother,
her devotion
to Lottie and Jack, are well known. Buddy's
mother told me that, at the time of Lottie's
passing, Mary said to her: "Part of you
goes when your own people go ... "
Buddy's
devotion sister
to his
his
father,
his married
and mother,
his brother,
is equally loyal and profound. Scarcely a
fortnightatpasses
he doesn'tKansas,
phone and
his
mother
home that
in Olathe,
say : "Why don't you hop a train and
come out and stay with me, Mom?" "I
have become," Mrs. Rogers told me, "a
commuter
Olathe areandsound,
Hollywood."
Both Marybetween
and Buddy
capable
business
people,
as
well
as
artists.
affiliation with the United ArtistsMary's
Corporation, her successful productions as coproducer with Jesse Lasky, her books, her
radio work, her management of her own
affairs, are a part of Hollywood history.
Buddy manages his own band, makes all
linal commitments and arrangements, has
the final say on all financial dealings, final
selection of members of his band. He knows
his medium, as Mary knows hers. Both
have earned large monies and, what is more
remarkable and indicative of character in
this business, where vast incomes may be
said
be aconserved
matter ofit, rubbing
Lamp,tohave
invested Aladdin's
it wisely,
sai'cd it.

AND NOWADA
ANOTHER CALL FOR
VOU.BEnV. SOUNDS
LIKE DICK OR MAYBE p
'"2^^ ITS PHIL ffP^ ■<o
" i^fr^^5HP ILL HAVE TO
f * \*«<^
. ,*y^-^^
TURN DOWN
THEM -fW
JW
IMBOTHGO\NG
OUT

MARY
Buddy was born on a farm. Mary was
born in a small house up Canada-way.
And it is on a ranch that they will live
after
they are editor
married.backBuddy's
was
a newspaper
home father
in Olathe.
He still is a newspaperman at heart, if
not in practice, as he proved so conclusively
when he rose at five in the morning to
break
the news ofpals.his When
son's engagement
his newspaper
Buddy askedto
him, astounded
at
the
premature
ment in the press, what he hadannouncethought
their projected engagement party was for,
the good judge answered simply: "I know,
but I iiad to tell the boys, son."
differed
in Buddy's
that liisciiildhood
fatlier was
living,fromtheMary's,
silver
spoon \\ ith whicli he was born still was in
his mouth, and he did not have to work.
But there was certainly nothing in the
typical, average American boyhood of newsRogers'one handsome
indicate thatpapermanheBertwould
day marry sonMaryto
Pickford or, in fact, be in Hollywood at
all. Just so, there was nothing in the very
small-girl days of Ciiarlotte and Purser
John Smith's
shadow the factdaughter,
that sheGladys,
would toone foreday
be America's
Sz^'cctheart,
the
world's
sweetheart, one of the most famous women of
her generation.
Buddy
"jest went"Highto school.
grammar College.
school
there in Olathe.

TDOPULAR GIRLS never take
chances with offending. They
know perspiration odor from underthings is simply fatal to charm!
It's easy to avoid it, too — with Lux.
Lux just whisks away odor— yet saves
colors. Lux has no harmful alkali —
and it eliminates cake-soap rubbing. Play safe— Lux undies after each
wearing. Safe in water,
safe in Lux!
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TOLD ME
Whit a satisfaction to any
woman to have hair so beautiful it identifies her. What a
delisht to know yog can have
such slorious hair! Use Colorinse to make your hair sparkle
with youth and slamour. Not
a dye norcoloring
a bleach.
It's a
harmless
compound
that magically rinses fresh
beauty into your hair. The
Nestle Color Chart, at all
counters, shows you the shade
for your color type.
SO EASY TO USE
After a sha
simply dis"1 Qc for
a
package
CO n t a i n i n g 2 solve Colorinse in warm water
hair, brush it, and the^'^sheen
;';nt"st;'rel' 'and
^ry
sparkle
25c for
package
of
5
ge o?*5
inexpensive
hair beaurinses
and'^'^
in your
home
departmentat drug
stores.
today.treatment

/r\ WANT A GOVT JOB?
r^ij Start $1260 to S2100 Year
appointment.
FRANKLIN
. B268 INSTITUTE
Rocfiester. N.

1. Cannot iriitate skin,
cannot rot dresses.
2. No waiting to dry. "^^^
3. Can be used right after shaving
4. Prevents
Stops perspiration
1 to A3 white
days
under-arm odor.
greaseless, vanishing cream.
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Nothing much ever happened to him. He
was
so-calledHe "goud
He
never quiet
gave andany a trouble.
never boy."
dreamed
of the stage or screen for himself. He
was what might be termed nndramatic, in
that he never then, as he never now, dramatized himself. He intenseh- disliked lieiiig
called "handsome." To this day — Mary told
me this and we both marveled — he quite
earnestly
own face !and whole-heartedly dislikes his
He was always keen about music. He
always wanted to have his own band. He
used to stay awake whole nights through,
when he was a lad in school, keeping his
long-suffering
(tlie\- alwaysawake
suffered amiably andfamily
uncomplainingly)
while he practiced the slide trombone and
the trap drums. The neighbors, Buddy told
m.e, did not suffer quite so uncomplainingly !Their wails were even more brassy
than
his. He didn't
for harmony
or
for
symphony.
Jazz gohewasinwanted
what
And he knew what
!he wanted.
H there is any one \e\\ motif to the life
and character of Charles (Buddy) Rogers,
it is that he has always known, and knows
now what he wants. And, inversely, what
he does not want. His work, his friendships,
his emotional life have been singularly uncomplicated and uninvolved, because he
never gets tangled up in his own plans and
"Perhaps,"
he once
"life
onambitions.
a ranch teaches
a fellow
to steersaid,a pretty
straight course. Nature steers straight.
Animals are andnot inhibitions.
given to 'complexes'
and
frustrations
Music is much
the same. You ask for certain notes and
if youwoods
don't forfumble
You use
the
one you
result,get thethem.brasses
for
others, and so on."
Buddy doesn't fumble. He knows what
he wants. He knows what he doesn't want.
AndAnyway,
he getsback
whatthere
he wants.
all.
in Olathe,That's
he wanted
a jazz band. His own. When he wont to
college he wanted, also, to defray his own
expenses. Two and two seemed to make an
honest four.
fessionalAnd
orchestrasoof hehisorganized
own. Anda prothe
band earned goodly sums, playing dance
engagements, at private parties and such.
He had liis jazz band. He helped pay his
way through college. His desire served a
practical
He hadpurpose.
other interests, too. He joined
the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity. He took
part in such extra-curricular activities as
boxing, basketball, football, journalism and
so on.
And here again, Mary and Buddy have
something, or many tilings, in common.
Mary is the greatest star, the greatest personality the screen has ever known, or
ever will know, in all probability. Such
fame as hers might well be sufficient unto
itself for most mortals. But Mary is an
authoress, producer, radio star, woman,
hostess, world traveler as well. She is interested inall things, both great and small.
Buddy'sin the
bandcountry,
is oneperhaps
of the intop-ranking
hands
tlie world.
He, too, lias touched stardom on the screen.
And he .d - i.l r ,.,],, exiKitly, bridge,
speaks {■'ii ih Ii S]iani^li lluently, boxes,
is anbroil
aulhority
<iii trout
and howto
mountain
troutstreams
most perfectly.
They both love books and animals and
gardens and people. Their roots are manybranched, as well as deep in the good earth
they love.

When Buddy left college he went in for
journalism. He thought that he wanted to
be a writer, a newspaperman, like his dad.
Which was the one time, perhaps, when
he may be said to have deviated slightly
from his course. Not far. Any experience
in an allied field helps. It was during his
spell of journalism that a Paramount talent
to Kansas.
knew
ascout
localcameKansas
theatre Buddy's
man. Mr.dadRogers
mentioned his son to the theatre man. The
theatre man mentioned Buddy to the talent
scout. Photographs were made. And Buddy
was among the elect. He went East to
join the Paramount school. And the first
picture he ever made was Fascinating
Youth. He played in some fifteen pictures
inNancy
all, including Abie's Irish Rose with
others. Carroll, Wijigs, My Best Girl and
"When Mary and I are married," Buddy
said,
oversimply,
our coffee
"we
will live
which and
is thecigarettes,
way we both
wish to live. We both want the same things
in our home. We want it to be a home, not
a show place. I want to buy about twenty to
thirty acres. We have blue-prints now ;
we're conferring with architects. I shall
put this place of mine up for sale. Pickfair
may
too. ItThere's
definiteto
about bethatsold,as yet.
has beennothing
suggested
Mary that Pickfair be kept as a museum.
It also has been suggested that it be made
a part of the park system of Beverly Hills.
Mary may close it for the time being. I
don't know. She doesn't know right now.
The only thing definite about it is that we
said
will Buddy.
not live there. I couldn't, of course,"
Buddy was, he told me, a little apprehensive at first that Mary might dislike
the relinquishing of Pickfair. But Mary,
lie told me gratefully, reacted just as he
had hoped she would, as he might have
known she would. She, too, wants to start
in all over again. She, too, knows that you
must
not carry the past forever around
with you.
"We want our home to be a place in
which tothatlive,"are Buddy
chairs
made was
to sitsaying.
in, not"Weto want
look
at. We want books that are there to be
read, not for show. We want horses. I
don't know that we'll actually raise polo
ponies but we'll have some ponies, of
course. We'll have all kinds of animals. I
never knew a girl to love animals — especially small gardens
ones — as and
Maryflower
does. gardens.
We'll haveIt
vegetable
will be the kind of a home in which, we
hope, our good friends will feel as much
at home as we do.
"It always comes back to the same thing,
to our having so much in common. We
think alike about things. We seem to feel
alike
about things. That, it seems to me, is
marriage.
"We have the screen in common. Music.
Mary knows music and loves it, as I do.
She takes a keen and creative interest in
my
broadcasts.
smiledveryBuddy,
she comes
down Not,"
to NBC
often. "that
She
doesn't.
She
prefers
to
listen
in
at home.
She says she gets a better reaction
that
way. And she has a recording machine.
She makes recordings of every one of my
broadcasts. Later, we play them back and
talk them over and Mary makes invaluable
suggestions.
"One time Mary made one of her few
visits to the broadcasting station to watch
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us rehearse. My mother, who was visiting
me. came with her. And Mary brought
thermoses of coflfee and stacks of sandeverybody.
That'sthings,
like Mary.
She neverwiches forforgets
the little
which
can be so big. She had known that we
wouldn't be able to take time out for lunchcon
tea. Funny,"
Buddy, intensive
"but it
reallyor takes
a week said
of pretty
work to prepare for one little half hour
on the air. Mary understands that, too. A
worker herself, she knows what work
means, and is ever sympathetic, ready to
help.
"After we are married I want Mary to
keep on doing things. I want her to, because
Ifashioned
know thatin she
want atto.least.
I'm not
oldthatwillrespect,
I know
that the modern woman cannot live the
life my mother, for instance, lived so succes ful y and so satisfyingly to herself and
everyone else. They are geared, modern
women, to a different tempo. I think, I
leel, that Mary must work in order to be
complete, in order to be happy. She has far
too creative a mind, too active an imagination, to artistic a concept of things, to
be satisfied with the merely domestic. She
has done too tremendously much ever to be
satisfied with doing less. I know it. And
I like
Theyit."plan to take a few trips together,
Mary and Buddy, after their marriage. No
extended tours. Mary has done more than
considerable traveling in her life. And
Buddy has had all he wants of it, in recent
years, with his band. He has seen the night
life, the gay life, the sophisticated life of
the capitals of the world. He has met and

Though he even looks different. Not less
handsome. Nothing, certainly not the passing of a few years, could detract from those
dark brown eyes, that bronzed skin, the
white teeth, breadth of shoulder, the peculiar sweetness of his smile in the habitual gravity of his face. But his face is
leaner, the planes more clearly defined. To
his quietness is added, now, the composure
of the man who not only knows where he
is going but realizes that he is there.
He has grown up. More, he realizes that
he has been grown up for quite some time.
He said : "It's a bit difficult now, adjusting
me to contract
a pictureto orColumbia,
a pictureas toI told
me. you.
I'm
under
A short time ago they had a story ready
for me. College Hern was the title. I read
the script. / would have been the college
hero.
But Inever
couldn't
I realized
then,
that I could
play bea !college
boy again.
I have cast off the mortar-board and gown,
along with other make-ups. You've got to
feel whatlegiateyou
are doing.
I couldn'tstory
feel was
colany more.
Then another
suggested.
that one ofthe a'hero'
woulda
have
been Insomething
meanie,
smoothie,I must
a villain.
I couldn't
that,
either.
play straight
dramaticdo leads,
or
I'd
like
to
do
a
good
musical
on
the
hope,
may
happen."
Buddy Rogers has changed. When I screen. Something, at any rate, in which
I
feel
at
home,
something
which
suits
me,
told way,
him so,want
he admitted
it. He Buddy
doesn't, anyby
the
to be called
I am now, not as I was five years ago."
longer. He prefers the use of his own as No,
doesn'tHefumble.
doesn'tat
name, Charles. And the name of Charles fumble Buddy
music.
doesn't Hefumble
fits him better, now, than the more boyish love. Heat won't
fumble
at
marriage:
Buddy. Mary, almost always, calls him mind is as clean-cut as his body. His
He
Charles.
knows what he wants. He gets it. He
The change, then, is not only external. isn't afraid to wait or work. That's all.
entertained and been entertained by all
kinds of people in all walks of life. Even
to
whenmeeting
he was ex-King
in London Edward
a year ortheso VHI,
ago.
"I'm especially pleased about the Tzvin
Stars
broadcast,"
he
told
me,
"because
is broadcast from Hollywood. Whichit
means
our home
Mary's and
mine, canthatbe pretty
much life,
uninterrupted
and
undisturbed. Neither of us believes in vacation marriages, even when the vacations
are
jobs. too,
I'm and
undershall
contract
Columbia
Pictures,
make tofilms
here.
I have one commitment to make a picture
in England. I may go over and make it
before our marriage. I may be able to
make it later. I'm not sure at the moment.
"But I really believe, to go back," Buddy
said,
Marysheshould
be onThatthe isscreen.
That "that
is where
belongs.
what
she is, the screen. I believe that in acting
lies the only real and true artistic satisfaction and happiness for her. I have kind
ofare anmarried
idea," and
smiledhaveBuddy,
"that built,
after ourwe
our house
home
lives
adjusted
—
well,
I
shouldn't
awfully surprised but what just that willbe
happen.letting
I don't
mindI think,
you. and
I'm
simply
you inkiion',
on what
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• Constipation certainly had me down ! I was
out-of-sorts
meanto towere
everyone.
Yet the Ilaxatives Iwas —used
so repulsive
just
hated to take them, In desperation I consulted
mydifferent,"
druggist.he Headvised
FEEN-A-MINT.
"It's
said. "Give it a trial."
AND SHE'S SO HAPPY NOW!

• Thanksso different.
to ilelioi.nis
life
became
I feltFEEN-A-MINT,
better at once. Exit
sickish
feeling,helpsheadache,
"blues." It's theso
chewing
make Acts
FEEN-A-MINT
wonderfullythatdependable.
gently in lower
bowel, not in stomach. No griping, no nausea.
Not habit-forming. Economical. Write for free
sample. Dept.Q-4,FEEN-A-MINT,Newark,N.J.
FEEN-A-MINT
THE CHEWING-GUM LAXATIVE
THE 3 MINUTES OF CHEWING MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
You Need Never Again Suffer From
CORNS

Zino-pad
relievessorepain—
Prevents corns,
toes Medicated
removesDiskcornsafely
Use
Dr.
Scholl's
Zino-pads
and sore
you need
never again suffer from corns,
toes,
callouses or bunions. They instantly relieve
pain
and
stop
the
cause
—
shoe
friction and pressure; soothing
and healing.
Protect sensitive toes with
these thin, cushioning pads
and
you'll
stop cornsandbefore
they more
can develop
have
no
discomfort from
new or tight shoes.
Apply
Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads
with
the separate
Disks,
included
incallouses
everyMedicated
box,lift and
your
corns
or
out.things
No
other
method
docs
all
these
for you.
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are thin,
velvety-soft,
waterproof.
stick
stocking
or come Sizes
ofif Don't
in for
the
bath.to Easv
to apply.
Corns,
Callouses,
Bunions
and
Soft Corns between the toes. Cost
but a trifle. Sold everywhere.
DrScholls
Zino-pads
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LIFE'S
{Continued fromONE
page 23) SWEET

hired to give an added touch of realism
to the play, and Fred was saxoplionistcroonerstudy twith
the stage
o tlie leading
man.band, and underThe attraction was mutual and they fell
into a pleasant companionship that was as
far from the usual Hollywood courtship
as could be imagii.ed. 1-ikc any boy and
girl.
took cooked
long walks
to tliethe>'movies,
dinnertogether,
togctlierwentin
Lillian's
small
apartmont.
They
did not
care whether they ate chicken or sardines,
so long as they ate it to.ycthcr. Wiien
funds were low, they had their dreams to
sustain them.
was moody
success
meant F"red
so much
more tosometimes
him, now—
tiiat he Io\ed Lillian. He liad to succeed,
had to establish himself, for her sake. But
she smiled serenely, confidently. There was
no element of surprise lor her in that
seven-year contract. But there was all of
joy, of dreams come true . . .
Fred had been workinj^ hard, tirelessly,
v/ithout a break. Now he managed a brief
vacation — just long enough to fly with
Lillian to Las Vegas, Nevada, for the
marriage ceremony and to take a honeymoon trip to Honolulu — five days over and
back, five days on the island. It was brief
but glorious. Like two youngsters let out
from school, Fred and Lillian enjoyed
every golden moment.
Since their
Fred's success
has
continued,
his return,
fame increased
with every
picture. And they have been happy, thrillingly happy, together. But they have had
their worries, too, have had to adjust
themselves to the one contingency they had
not allowed for in their careful planning.
For Lillian has not been well. A recurrent
illness has repeatedly clouded their Eden.
But being young people, for whom love
was based on something more substantial
lian fleeting fancy, they are weathering
disappointment with intelligence and
a bra\e, intrepid gaiety.
Instead of trying to ignore it, to fight
it out on her feet as she did at first, Lillian
has
yieldedinstalled,
to the doctor's
adviceinand,
a nurse
stays (luictly
bed.withIt
is, after all, the f|uickcst, surest way to the
permanent
so \ital to their
With a lessciu'cundersl.inclii,^,
Ic^shappiness.
unselfish
husband, this nn'glit well li.nc meant shipwreck for their
fault witli
their dri'ains,
(jiiiet lileImi andl-^iedis finds
too ob-no
viously content jusi to he able to take care
of his bride, to cause her an.v unnecessary
worry or distress.
Some of Fred's iiutiiti\e understanding
of
nnd( association
mlitedly comes
froma hiswoman's
long andneeds
intimate
with
his mother. He was horn in Kankakee,
Illinois, where his violinist father happened to be giving a concert at the time.
The first few years of his life were spent
in gypsyish
Middleof
West,
but hisfashion
mothertoin-ing
felt thethe need
establishing a hotrie for the growing boy.
When Fred was still very small, his parents
were divorced and his mother took him to
Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, where he went
to school.
While still a baby, Fred had been taught
to play the violin but he had no particular
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talent or interest in it. As he grew older,
he was no dififerent from any other growing boy in grammar and high school, his
talents as unrecognized, his dreams as unformulated. He played football, baseball,
basketball, was fleet on the track, and
finally
rounded
his extra-curricular
activities with theoutsaxophone.
Gradually he realized that ,music meant
something to hiin, that it might, in fact,
lead to some sort of profession or career.
His ideas were still vague. He thought of
radio as a possibility, but if he entertained
any dreams about the movies, it was not
with
realized.any notion that they might be
Mainly,
was anxious
get into money
something thathewould
bring into enough
so that his mother might give up her job.
To repay her, in some measure, for the
years of sacrifice . . .
He had a year of college in Waukesha,
Wisconsin, but finances were low and he
was impatient to be earning more than he
could in spare-time jobs. His first steady
job was with a stove company, but finally
he decided that Chicago offered more in
the way of opportunity, and to that city he
went, with
but a lot of confidence— and little
his money
saxophone.
Fred was young and he had inherited
from Irish forebears a gay, indomitable
spirit. He finally found a position with a
band and, still not sure what his place in
the scheme of things was to be, spent part
of his scanty earnings studying art.
Vaguely mercial
he artist.
thought
he might
a comNowadays,
put bea pad
and
pencil at his fingertips, and lightly sketched
faces ceptappear
quicka succession,
but exfor thatin and
vaguely expressed
desire to paint some day when he has
time, that talent is submerged.
When Fred first came to Hollywood, it
was with no particular designs on the
movies. He looked first for musical opportunities and finally landed a job with
the stage
band atAtWarner
wood Theatre.
this timeBrothers'
he also Hollyjoined
a group of young musicians in organizing
a band known as the California Collegians.
He made some dance and vocal records,
broadcast with his band over a local station
five hours a day and soon was playing his
saxophone over NBC. But that was as
far as he got toward realizing his radio
ambitions.
In the meantime, he had registered for
extra work and picked up a little now and
then. But nobody discovered hiin. nobody
guessed that here was star material, and
when his band got a chance to go to New
York to ajijiear in Three's A Croivd, a
musical
show,in I'red
go. ones.
His years
New was
Yorkgladwereto busy
He played in stage shows and in night
clubs, combining both so that the only
sleep he got was a few hours snatched in
the morning. His best opportunity came
in Roberta — where, you wdll remember, he
met Lillian — for as understudy, he had
some good theatrical training in addhion
to his singing and saxophone playing. And
it was during the run of this play that
Fred was at last "discovered." A Para-
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mount talent scout was impressed. Fred
was asked to make tests— once more proving that the shortest way to Hollywood is
via Broadway.
Now that his chance had come. Fred
was a little frightened. Acting in front
oi a camera was very different from what
he had imagined. Being a shy and seriousminded person, he saw all his faults and
felt they probably were insuperable. But
lie worked hard, attending daily sessions
of the Paramount talent school, appearing
in variouscoming lessmall
gradually
beaware parts
of hisandhands
and feet
and feeling more at home in these strange
surroundings. Always he had Lillian to
encourage him, to bolster his faltering ego.
He had to prove that her confidence was
not misplaced,
that he had what it
takes
...
It was Claudette Colbert, in search of
a leading man, who was to give that final
impetus to coquettish Fame. She and her
director, Wesley Ruggles. watched Fred
work and were impressed with this tall,
dark young man. Certainly he had sometiiing. for Claudette nodded her agreement
totakeRuggles'
suggestion unknown.
that she
a chancewhispered
on this attractive
Since his appearance in The Gilded Lily
with Claudette, Fred has been busier than
any two other young men, making fourteen
pictures in less than two years. The sweet
plum of a seven-year contract, which he
proudly took to Lillian, included no fabulous stipend, but he is doing very well at
that and being very smart about his handling of the finances.
"Of course, I don't know how long it
will
he explained.
used
to be last,"
the limit
for a leading"Fiveman,years
a starnowadays, it seems to be longer. But I
wantA sensible
to be prepared,
whatever thishappens
. . ."
idea, although
handsome
and talented young man would seem to
have little cause for worry.
"There seems plenty of room in the
movies now for the older man," I commented, "and there is always radio — "
He nodded. "It offers more all the time,
andFredwillenjoyed
continuetheto,appearances
I should think."
he made
on the Lux Radio Theatre and Campbell
programs. He played with Claudette in
The Gilded Lily this winter, and in Main
Street with Barbara Stanwyck. He has
made four or five guest appearances on
Hollyzcood Hotel and was guest star on
the
Astaire ofprogram,
beforerole.
his "surprise"
acceptance
his present
(Greatly
touted as a surprise, all the columns
carriedcast. ) the news before the opening broadBut being master of ceremonies on
Hollyii'ood
Hotelanypresents
problem from
he hasa very
faced different
before,
and although he enjoys it. he has been
very ner\ous. It is his first m.c. job and
of course he has to be on the air a large
part of the hour. The knowledge that
what he said could not be changed or said
differently— no retakes on radio I— was
rather appalling at first. Also, he found
he talked much too fast— a habit hard to
overcome. Left to himself, he would be
through in half the time allotted to him.
He was over-conscious of these shortcomings and of the difficulty of a newcomer
to radio following in the footsteps of the
long-time favorite, Dick Powell. But he
quickly adjusted himself and. from the
first, had his audience with him.
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that
thorough authorities
cleansing isagree
the most
important step in complexion care.
A simple step, too, since Daggett &
Ramsdell created the new Golden
Cleansing
efficient
skin cleanserCream—
could anotmore
be obtained.
New kind of cleansing
Golden Cleansing Cream contains a
remarkable new ingredient, colloidal
gold, with an amazing power to rid
skin pores of dirt, make-up and other
impurities.gold,
Youanycan't
or feel
colloidal
moreseethan
you this
can
see the iron in spinach. But its special
action makes Golden Cleansing Cream
many times more thorough than orditones and invigoratesnaryskincleansers,
tissuesandmeanwhile.
Make this simple test
Apply your usual skin cleanser. Wipe

it off with tissue. Then cleanse with
Golden Cleansing Cream. On the tissue you will find more dirt— brought
from cleansing.
pore depths by this more efiFective
Try it tonight. See for yourself how
fresh and clean Golden Cleansing
Cream
skin. drug
You'llor find
this newleaves
creamyour
at your
department store for just $L00.

GOLDEBf
CLEAXSIXG
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Daggett
&
Ramsdell.
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1980,
2
Park
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New
York
City.
Dept. MM-5
in Enclosed
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Name
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"It is darn good experience." lie said
enthusiastically,
educational,
coninicntiiig on the"andmusic,
narrating,too—
and
all that. And then, of course, I like the
singing. People had forgotten I sang at
all — I suppose a lot of people who heard
nie in the movies thought it was someone
else doing my singing for me. I enjoy it
— I like to sing ballads and I like the fast
music, too. It is varied experience and all
goodIncidentally,
training."' Fred appeared for the opening night with
a temperature
but
he carried
on like
a trouper ofand100°,
no one
suspected he was ill.
Like most Hollywoodites the MacMurrays are building a house. It is in
Brentwood Heights, next to Gary Cooper's
estate.
"It is American Colonial — at least, I
guess that's what they call it," Fred
laughed.
is built
according
our own
ideas and, "It
in spite
of her
illness, toLillian
has
done all the decorating, selecting materials,
ordering draperies from her bed . . .
"It's hard on her," he added softly,
No AMOi >T of rubbing and scrubbing
"she's so crazy to see it, to watch it grow —
a toilet bowl will do the job of SaniI
think I'll have to get a movie camera
Flusb. This odorless powder is made sciandTheytakeexpect
some topictures
entifical y toclean toilets. It removes
move for
into her."
it in another
rust. Banishes odors. Kills germs. Cleans
month or so. They already have their
the unseen trap that no other method
furniture,
some
bought
when
they rented
can reach. It does all this without unan apartment, other pieces ac(|uired more
pleasant labor.
recently.
Fred
has.
of
course,
furnished
little Sani-Flush
a place for his mother, tdo. She and an
theJusttoiletsprinkle
bowl. a(Follow
directions onin
aunt and a grandmother all li\e in Hollythe can.) Flush the toilet and the job
wo d— have, in fact, lived there longer
is done! Sani-Flush cannot harm
than Fred has.
plumbing.
Even
when Lillian is well, the MacIt is also effectiiv for cleaning automoMurrays lead a \ery quiet life. Their
bile radiators {directions on can). Sold by
friends are movie people, but nowadays
grocery,
the quiet life in Hollywood seems to be
ten-cent drug,
stores hardware,
— 25 and and
10 five-andthe
rule rather thai: the exception. Like
cent
sizes.Co.,TheCanton,
Hygienic
other young people, they look ahead and
Pro<luct8
Ohio. ^^^^^
W
hope for a future that includes children.
"It isn't very pleasant to think about
hodxguards and all that, though," Fred
nniscd. "It is too bad people in the movies
can't live like othercertain
peoplerestrictions
. . ." and
CLEANS TOIIIT SOWIS WITHOUT SCOURING illButspitein ofspitetheof snoc.ipcrs
and gossipers,
hoping and ex]5ccting trouble, the
mmt A r%^p" ^ removed with always
MacMurrays do manage to live normally
RO"CASTO
WARTS
THE

DECT
MACHINES
DC J I CARPETWASHING
SWEEPERS,
HINGES,WRINGERS,
LOCKS,
TOYS, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, FOOD MIXERS, ETC.

3-IN-ONE
OIL
LUBRICATE5'CLEANS*PREVENTS RUST
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and happily.
Fred hasn't
develop any particular
hobbies,hadbuttimehe tothinks
he will enjoy the little gaidens Lillian has
planned on their new place— vegetables and
flowers — and he means to have a dog. He
had his first taste of horseback riding
during the making of Texas Rangers and
got quite a kick out of that.
They both like snow sports and had
planned a trip to Yosemite this winter, but
that, like other things, will have to wait.
Fred had a brief vacation, after Champagne
Waltz and Maid of Salem, his most recent
pictures,
finished,andbuthe Lillian's
kept themwereat home
found heillness
enjoyed himself, although, when put to the
question,
he
could
not
quite
say
what
he
had been doing.
he getting
laughed.up "I've
been"Nothing,
so in thereally,"
habit of
early
that I couldn't even sleep late, but I've
beenFred's
having a good time."
stars
continues association
on the radio,with
for glamorous
Louella Parsons
features one or more weekly and Fred is
paired with Frances Langford, lovely little
starlet of radio and screen.
"They are no different from other people," he said shyly. "Even Katharine
Hepburn, who is supposed to be so temperamental— she was awfully nice to me."
But who young
^7ouldI:'tmanbewith
nice theto dark
this eyes
tall,
unassuming
and bright Irish smile — given a chance?
"He is always late," a girl at Paramount
said to me explanatorily, "but he makes
up I forfound
it when
comes."caught up with
it so,hehaving
him after some difficulty and annoying
postponements, that were no fault of his,
but which put me in a critical frame of
mind. He was disarmingly frank, unexpectedly modanything
est : "I am tonotsay 'good
copy'
— IButdon'the know
was generous
with his!" time and
himself, talked easily, engagingly, and I
venture to disagree with him. This particular bright star of the screen, and now
of radio, has much to brag about, much
to be proud of. But it is just because he
does not see it that way that he is so
likable, on the screen, on the air — and in
person !

WHO WAS LEFT
(Continued from page 47)

since — and it was his management of this
music that sold it to you and me, to the
opera companies. When the American
.•\cadciTiy of Arts and Letters established
awinprizeit was
for "diction
the first to
MiltonoverinJ. radio,"
Cross.
duced Lindbergh
the air.HeHe introwas
Mrs. Roosevelt's first radio host. With
Madge Tucker he put over the first children's program
— radio'syears
first old.
amateur
now close
to thirteen
This hour,
was
the program that inspired Major Bowes
and earned him and other conductors of
amateur programs millions of dollars.
In spite of this remarkable record of
achievement, his fifteen years of flawless
performance, Milt Cross is in the small
money. I doubt if he ever has made

BEHIND

$10,000 a cessively
year.small potatoes
Which, my
is exfor friends,
an announcer
ofaskedthis byman's
power.
a great
many,Why?
even Thethosequestion
who areis
supposedteries of toradio.know. It is one of the mysThe answer can be found, first, in the
fact that this announcer is painfully,
agonizingly modest. All the rest are brash,
audacious, pushing young men. He, too,
is a young man— under forty — but with
an extremely
mild employed
disposition.
successful ones have
pressTheagents,
but none ever worked for Milt Cross.
Even when he won the diction prize and
publicity rained on him, he made no special
effort to capitalize on it in a way to make
him a big money-earner. If you are the

RADIO STARS
modest kind yourself, you will understand.
He simply could not do it.
A second explanation lies in the fact
that Cross is devoted, every bone and
tendon and corpuscle, to serious music.
He started out as a singer. As a tenor,
he made his debut in radio. His first
job as an announcer was a part-time job,
the rest of his time being spent at the
Damrosch Institute of the Musical Arts.
He wasvisor in the
studying
a musical
super-In
Xew toYorkbe City
schools.
the end, he took his diploma, was equipped
to enter teaching, but by that time radio
had entered his blood, and he never taught
a note — in school.
Had he been devoted to sports, he would
certainly be where McXamee or Ted
Husing are today. If he had liked jazz
or had a flair for comedy — he would also
be higher.
he tied himself
radio's
least
profitableButprograms.
Why? toBecause
he loved it. Why again? Because they
brought him into contact with children.
Added up, these give you the two passions
that govern the life of Milt Cross — music
and youngsters. Take them away from
him and it would be like taking sun and
water from a plant. I know him well,
and I can say truthfully tliat away from
the mike, he would shrivel and die.
"I don't
any other
could
bring know
me asof much
pleasurefieldas that
andoes," he radio
said. creates
"The between
friendly
associationsnouncingwhich
the announcer and those listening is a great
satisfactionelse.
and one
anywhere
It isthatmy couldn't
lite and beI found
think
my job has the greatest future. I intend
to remain an announcer."

you'll
findAsktheyanyall other
regard announcer
the job as— and
a stepping
stone to something else.
He reinenil>ers, particularly, the Sliiiiibcr Hour program he conducted four
years
— a sang
program
now about
revived.ago He
the theme
song, ato softbe
and lovel\ melody entitled. Slumber On.
He rememl)ers the letters he received. One
was from a woman wlio was about to
commit suicide, when in came the voice
of the announcer in the theme song. She
had been desperate but the voice soothed
pierced her hopelessness with a ray
ofher,courage.
Another was from a nurse watching a
child who had been hit by an automobile.
The the
program
air atwas10 o'clock
and
child, came
unableon totiiesleep,
awake
at the time. She wrote that the boy loved
it. It acted like a sleeping potion, saved
his life. There was the wife of a Rochester doctor who suffered from shingles.
His song comforted her, rela.xed her,
made her sleep. When she recovered she
sent him, in gratitude, two tickets for
passage
er. Rex. on the maiden voyage of the steamremembers
Lindbergh.
"I liked
hisCross
Western
way of talking.
He was
just
a big kid. His trousers were unpressed.
Just easy, natural, unbulldozed by the
microphone, he told me of his disappointment in Paris when the .\nu'rican ambassador, Myron Herrick. told iiini he would
have to go right back. "I wanted to stay
overWhile
and seeLindbergh
a few things.'
was heat told
the me."
mike.
Cross left t!i; studio and went downstairs.
The aviator refused to go until he had

thanked the announcer. He followed him
Clown two Hoors, found him, thanked him.
He remembers Amy Lowell, the poet,
waiting for her turn at the mike, a large
cigar stuck in her mouth. He remembers
Mona Morgan, the studio hell-cat, using
Rabelaisian lingo — then going on the air
to recite Shakespeare in an angelic voice.
He remembers the Rcrrli-rs. scores of
actors aiul musicians of great talent, who
dropped out, disappeared when radio went
national.
Fondest of his memories is his twelveyears' association with the children's pro"My association with the program began
gram.
back
ll'JZStreet,
when before
it was it still
located aton Station
West 4.2n(i
became part of the National Broadcasting
Company. I was assigned to announce a
Sundayhow themorning
thing gotchildren's
started, program.
stayed on Someevery
week, and w lien XBC was organized it
became a national feature. I went along
with the niicropliones, the pianos and the
other studio fixtures.
my jobI have
has been
find".\lthough
that in turn
been announcer,
father con-I
fessor, scene-shifter, referee, nursemaid
and soloist for these young actor> and
actresses of the kilocycles. They have
been so spontaneous, irrepressible, eager
and enthusiastic, that the job has proved to
be anything but difficult. Despite the
early hour at which I must dasii into Xew
York on Sunday morning and despite the
noise, the infrequent youthful fights, it has
Miltfun."
recalls onreceiving
compliments
beenL'nclegreat
from
Major
Bowes
the program,
also
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from Bessie Mack, the Major's secretary,
and declares
a "sneaking
program
may tohave
inspired idea
the that
amateurthe
programs
for adults."
Out of these
programs have come many
mature performers. Sylvia .\ltman, Jimmy
AlcCallion, Florence Baker. Mae Rich,
.•\my Donnelh', Alfred Cnrn, aie among a
fev*^ toof success
his radioon nephew
\\ ho ha\-e gone
on
other s i)r();-;ranis.
The
kids chipped in one year and bought him
a bicycle — and last year, on the twelfth
anniversary of the program, he bought and
distributed among them twelve bicycles,
one for each year. He also makes a
weekly
of loHxpops to those
who aredistribution
well behaved.
In 1923, Cross was sent down to the
old Manhattan Opera House to broadcast
the performances of the Wagnerian Opera
Company — the first time opera weirt out
on the air in this country. Conditions were
bad. The mike was under the stage. As
the actors thundered across it overhead,
dust
head. poured
He had todown
standonwiththecoatannouncer's
collar up,
to keep It from sifting down his neck. He
followed the performance by the score
which he held in his hand ; he could not
see the stage.
The following year, he went twice
weekly to Chicago to officiate at the broadcasting of the Civic Opera Company there.
He got so he hated those long trips, at
the end of which he always found himself
again quartered beneath the stage, out of
sight of the performance.
When NBC finally persuaded the Metropolitan to go on the air — again as a
sustaining program — it was Milt Cross
who did the job. This time he saw the
stage, but from a completely airless booth.
If you have ever spent two hours in a
tightly closed telephone booth, you will
understand the conditions under which he
worked.
But in spite of all these difficulties, Milt
Cross was happy. He loved opera. He
would rather do what he was then doing
than anything else under the sun. Hov/ever, the following year, Lucky Strike became sponsor for the opera. And the company, instead of permitting him to do the
job he did so well, which no one could do
better, hired John B. Kennedy as a
special announcer at $500 a broadcast, a
man who admitted frankly he disliked
grand opera. The year after, Milt Cross
was again passed by. Geraldine Firrar
was hired to do the commenting at |1200
a performance. And this year, with the
engagement of Marcia Davenport, it has
happened
for the third
time.
Milt Crossonce
has more
been —associated
with these
big money-takers, but in a subordinate
position. Much the same has been true
with the General Motors program.
"Eventually, I'll be recognized," he coned. "I knowbeingI'm what
appreciated,
but humanfidnature
it is, materia!
recognition is slow. But serious music is
increasing each year in popularity. It
seems to me only a question of time before
the
smiled.proper reward arrives." And he
The life of Milton Cross, off the air,
is an idyll of a man and woman, brought
together by music and sustained through
their love and one great sorrow by its consoling influence. When Milton was

younger, he did a great deal of church
singing. In fact, he has sung for virtually
all the denominations — Catholic, Protestant,
Jewish. This day he happened to be
doing a job in the choir of a Fifth Avenue
church. The noted Harry Emerson Fosdick was delivering a sermon, but neither
Milton nor the beautiful girl at the organ
heard a word. They were tangled in each
other's glances.
And so they were married, got themselves ahome and, after a time, a baby
daughter. This little girl was the anuncer's life, his soul.
gave twinkling
color to
his voice, nobuoyancy
to hisIt talk,
to his eye. She died, this only child. And
I believe if it had not been his contact on
the Sunday programs with other children,
Milton Cross would have died, too. One
of the most difficult experiences of his
career was the job given him of accom-.
panying
the President's
wife
throughin which,
Long'
IslandownCollege
the place
his
belovedHospital,
child had
breathed her
last.
His most precious memory, he talks
little of it. But he cannot withhold pride
in the fact that he thrust no ambitions
upon the girl. He had it in his power to
toss her into the limelight, capture her
charming child words for the microphone,
but he preferred that she grow up a natural, unspoiled kid.
Children have been kind to him. His
most prized possession is a clock carved
out of a lump of coal, given to him by a
Pennsylvania mining town Bible class. In
his garden, in the summer, you will find
a gorgeous yellow dahlia. It is a flower
created by a young admirer of his, a prize
winner at flower shows, and named the
Milton J. Cross Dahlia. Another living
thing also bears his name; it is a mule,
famous for its bray, that hauls trucks in
a coal mine.
Born in New York, educated in the city,
Cross was cajoled on to the air in 1921 by
an electrician friend. He sang several
times, was a hit. And that was the last
he expected to know of radio, when one
day in a swimming pool he met a friend
who
to'dswam
him oftheyandiscussed
announcer's
opening.At
As they
the job.
last Milt consented to go after it. He did,
and the rest is history.
One of his worst moments was his recent appearance with tongue twister Roy
Atwell, who has tangled up more than
one announcer. Cross got by, but only by
the skin of his teeth.
Another time, speaking of bonus requirements, hesaid instead of : "it depends
upon a man's disability," . . . "it depends
uponA aworse
man's break
desirability."
was when introducing
the
Armchair
Quartet.
He said Basso
"first
tennis" instead of "first tenor."
Marley Sherris butted in to say : "First
tennis,
golf," whereupon
ducked
behind then
the drapery
to stifle hishelaughter.
Cross
tried
to
continue,
but
couldn't
down his guffaws and had to shut choke
down
for
a minute. Hundreds of letters r.^slip.
vealed that the audience had enjoyed the
"This business of announcing is no snap,"
said. "It's
so thatandwhenstartI goto
tohe church
and getting
kneel down
pray, I say : 'Dear Lord, this is WJZ, New
York, Milton J. Cross announcing . . .'"

RADIO STARS
RADIO
RAMBLINGS
((.ontmucd from fdi/c 6)
Parker iccnt back on the air and very
little attention was paid. He zvrote some
G-Man dramas, and salesmen for the network could find no prospects.
Phil put the script in his pocket, went
out to Detroit himself and sold the series
to one of the very prospects who had
turned the salesmen down. The series was
not altogether successful and again Phil
found himself without a sponsor. Doggedly persistent, he tried it again, Gang
Busters, this time. That brought the turn
fortune. Gang Busters is in its second
year and this season Phil conceived a second, even more successful program. We,
the People.
That long, uphill fight was not easy,
however. Phil is a very sturdy specimen,
but in March his doctor ordered him off
the air for a good rest to avert a complete
breakdown.
Lanny Ross is living another chapter of
the story of radio gallantry. As the star
of Shozv Boat, Lanny has become one of
radio's
highestbesalaried
laurels would
enough singers.
for almostThose
any
other radio tenor you could name. Not
for Lanny, though.
Instead of settling down in a comfortable, luxurious life, he has worked as hard
as any struggling young music student,
preparing himself for the concert stage.
New.
NON-GREASY CREAM
Other popular radio singers confine their
concert appearances to the less critical
audiences in smaller cities, but again Lanny
DEODORANT VANISHES COMPLETELY,
takes the harder course.
STOPS PERSPIRATION INSTANTLYI
This season he has given concerts in
Manhattan's
two Hall
principal
turns, Carnegie
andmusic
TownauditorHall,
and refreshing on your skin.
exposing his voice to the judgment of New Now at last there is a non-greasy cooling
York music critics, probably the most
cream deodorant that does everj'- And it leaves no telltale odor to besevere group in the musical world. Grudg- thing you want a deodorant to do.
tray you. Its own fresh, clean odor
ing in their praise of new singers, they
The new Odorono Ice never messes of pure alcohol disappears at once.
were not altogether kind to Lanny. Some
And Odorono Ice, instead of just
praised him moderately, others were very up your clothes because it is absolutediscouraging.
ly not greasy. It is made on an en- covering up perspiration odor temporarily, gently stops it for 1 to 3 days.
tirely new principle. Just i)at it on,
Lanny accepted their judgments, weighed
the good against the bad, and started right
disappears like a fine vanish- Your armpit is really clean — greaseback to work on his vocal development and ingit cream.
No fuss or bother.
free,
perspiration-free.
again. Perhaps the critics were right this
Odorono
Ice is so easy to use, so
You will find its light, melting texseason, but sooner or later Lanny has resolved to wring from them the admission
ture entirely different— delightfully dainty and yet so completely effective that 80 per cent of the women
that radio finally has produced a great
singer. He will give another New York
who have tried it prefer it to any other
concert or two next -*-season.
deodorant they have ever used! Try
it. You will be delighted ! Buy a jar of
Ramona's recent court battle with Paul
Whiteman contains the story of secret
the
new Odorono Ice tomorrow — 35ji
trouble fretting many a radio star. Before
at all Toilet-doods Departments.
Ramona had achieved great prominence,
Paul made a shrewd guess, signed her for
SEND \0( FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR
^125 a week. Besides singing, she played
the piano and celeste in the orchestra.
KI TH MILLKU, rhe Odorono Co.. Inc.
After a year or so, Paul had one of radio's
Dept.
«E7» address
191 Hudson
St., New
City
(In Canada,
P. (). Box
iSiO, York
Montreal)
biggest bargains. She was making occaI enclose 1(V to c<>ver cost of postage and packsional guest star appearances, at several
ing for generous introductory jar of Odorono Ice.
times the Whiteman salary. But under
the terms of the contract, Paul got the
ODO-RO-NO
lion's share
mands release.of those fees. Now she deIt makes Paul seem a greedy stifler of
ICE
{Continued on page 108)
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SHE

LIVES ON EASY
{Continued front page 43)

made a home for tliem in Detroit, but they
liad come to Chicago to have Christmas
with her grandparents.
One of Elinor's friends in Chicago was
aabout
youngster
Freddie
just
her agenamed
and size,
whichW'liitmer,
was diminutive— approximately four feet eight. The
two youngsters had played and sung together since they were big enough to climb
on a piano bench.
"Freddie," says Elinor reverentially,
"played the hottest piano you ever hope to
One noon-time, after an ice-cream-soda
luncheon, the two walked into the big
Chicago
where Paul
was
hear." theatre
playing
a Christmas
weekW'liiteman
engagement.
Milton Charles was the organist there, and
Freddie had been taking lessons from him.
While the two children were with
Charles, and Freddie was nonchalantly
pointing out the backstage marvels of the
theatre, Paul Whiteman walked in.
"Paul," said Charles, "do you want to
hear"Sure,"
a couple of kids that
aregoodnaturedly,
plenty hot ?"
and loungedWhiteman
against said
a chair
while the
children came back to do their stuff.
"I guess we must have looked pretty
funny and small," Elinor remembers,
"especially
a grandPaulpianoWhiteman
!"
In those alongside
days, as now,
was asked to listen to plenty of talented
young
but it wasn't
long and
beforehe
his footpeople,
was tapping
irresistibly
ELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES WITH
was
gazing
in
amazement
at
the
two
infants
JUSTRITE
who were going to town in a way that
threatened to char the piano and set the
PUSH-CUPS
Quick—
easy
to
install.
No
surrounding draperies ablaze. In a minute
tools needed. Set of 8 Pushhe was on the house phone, getting the
Clips orto woodwork,
match yourlOo. lamp
manager back to listen, and that afternoon
cords
Elinor Charier and Freddie Whitiner had
^^^<< FOR SALE AT YOUR lO-CENT STORE
a spot on the Whiteman program and
stopped
f Get 10
They the
wereshow.
on the program the rest of
the
week,
and when Whiteman moved to
WINDOW
SHADES
aengagement,
North Sidehe theatre
anotherHe week's
took themfor along.
was a
little bothered that he already had a blues
singer and a hot piano player, named
Crosby and Barris.
"Look, Bing," Whiteman said to his
singer, "it's silly to have two teams doing
the"Okay,
same thing
. ." Bing said airily.
Paul, . okay,"
"We need a week's vacation. And they've
allAmong
heard usthe before,
several anyway."
thousand Chicagoans
whose blood pressure was raised by Elinor
and Freddie, those two weeks, were theatrical agents. One of them signed the two
youngsters to a contract with a local radio
station, and for a year they were on the
air as Jack and Jill, the two youngest per15e CLOPAYS
formers in radio.
mother moved their home back
SOLVE ClUN WINDOW SHADE PROBLEM to Elinor's
Chicago then, for she had long ago
"XXT'HE.NI
SI
.50
shades
used
to
get
dirty,
I
couldn't
decided
that
the youngster's career was to
VV afford forto thechange.
But now,
get as10 good
lovelyas
CLOPAYS
same money
! They I look
own. Then, as now, she was Elinor's
the costliest— go 2 years and more without a change. beonlyherteacher
of voice.
That's plan,
REAL approved
ECONOMY!"
Why notCLOPAYS
try this same
"My mother, you know, sang operatic
simple
bya patented
millions?
hang
beautifully
.
.
.
made
of
fibre
material
that
confides
proudly.
"I don't
will
pinholeSoldor crack.
In 165c smart
and music,"
imagine Elinor
she ever
thought
her daughter
7 plainnot colors.
by leading
and color
10cpatterns
andsamples.
neighstores. Write
for FREE
CLOPAY borhood
CORP.,
123IDayton
St., Cincinrjati,
Ohio. would turn out to be a blues singer !"
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When Whiteman came back to Chicago,
the next Christmas, the two youngsters
again were spotted on his program, and
this
the engagement
Publixtimevaudeville
contract. resulted in a
By now, Elinor was almost fifteen and
had finished junior high in the University
of Chicago High School. Regular school
was an impossibility while she was on the
road,
studied sowithfor a the
tutor.next three years she
"I'm sort of the black sheep of my
family, fesses.
educationally
she con"Everybody else speaking,"
went to college.
My
mother is a college graduate, and the cousin
who was struraised
with
me
is
a
college
ctor of mathematics. But I had in-to
choose between going to college and losing
all
keepingabouton
withI'd thegained
stage.professionally,
And I was orcrazy
In a way, her life during those years
singing
was more ..."
regular than that of any ordinary
high school girl. Two, three or four shows
a day, practice with her mother, lessons
with the tutor. After the last show, a bite
to eat, a walk, and then bed.
The next few years were the ones in
which disastrous things happened to vaudeville. But not to Elinor Sherry. If vaudeville was declining, the spot for the girl
singer
was into
gettingit,
brighter,withandtheshe"name"
steppedbands
blithely
casting a shadow hardly big enough to see,
but singing the blues in a way that melted
liie
customers
leather
pumps. right dow-n to their patent
Mixed in with the band engagements
throughout the Middle West, there still
were theatre engagements, contracts for
one or two weeks that lengthened out to
four or six. A few night clubs, too.
"Frankly, I didn't like night club work."
Elinor says. "And when I got it, I only
stayed
the contract
out — never
any longer."in
In 1934,
she auditioned
for Columbia
Chicago, and went on a sustaining program
atshow,
li'BBM.
In that for
spot,sixandmonths.
on a variety
she stayed
Then
CBS sent her off on a personal appearance
tour.
"I think they did it too soon," she says
frankly.lished."IJust about
hadn't thegot time
well Ienough
began toestabget
a lot of tnail (and it was Columbia who
insisted that she change her name to Sherry
because the fans couldn't spell her real
nameOn — the
Charier)
I wasn't
any more!"as
tour she
was there
as successful
she always has been on the stage. And she
had the advantage over a lot of youngsters
that radio sends out to make personal appear nces— kids who never faced an audience before. Elinor loved it— the highspirited kidding with the M. C, the feel
of an attentive, enthusiastic audience, the
applause . . . But when she got back to
Chicago, she found that she had her job
all to do over again, so far as radio was
concerned.
Her father, who is a theatrical booker
on the West Coast, wanted her to come out
there, where he could help her with his
contacts.
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■"But,"
'"it's noto dofun itifmyself.
somebody helpssaysyou.Elinor,
I wanted
And I figured that, if I had to begin again,
I might as well begin where the heart of
radio really is— in New York. So I packed
up my mother and me, and wc came to
NewWhileYork."
slie was waiting for the radio
break,
Elinor's
agents
sent lier
on the road
again.theatrical
One of the
engagements
she played was a somewhat phenomenal
sixteen weeks in a Boston theatre, where
Ranny
stay. \\'eeks had settled down for a long
Then, in October, 1935, she signed on
at IVOR and went to work in the Nat
Brusiloff's
Notebook
That every
is no
longer on the
air, butprogram.
Elinor sings
morning on the Ed Fitayerald and Comnationalitselfat
almost pany
theprogram,
same w'hich
moment went
that IVOR
went national.
weeksjuston about
the I'im
withSixty-four
Jack Arthur
makesprogram
her a
fixture there, especially m view of the fact
that their mail now is al'Out si.x thousand
letters
who
sings thea week.
songs And
you it's
writeElinor
for Sherry
the Melody
Treasure Hunt.
The Vim program has given her a new
ambition. She wants to be a comedienne.
Not long ago Jack Bergman substituted
for Jack Arthur on the hour, and Elinor
had the time of her life, because she could
talk
over the
for amore
speaking
partair.in Now
a big she's
new dickering
program
that's
to
go
out
nationally,
performance is any indication, and
Elinorif past
will
get the part.
Not so long ago, Maxine Gray got laryngitis while she was playing a personal

appearance at the New 'N'ork Paramount.
Elinor when
Sherry'sthetheatrical
agentfound
was initself
the
office
Paramount
without a singer, and he sold them the little
girl from
unseen.
After gasp
every-of
body had ll'OR,
recoveredsightfrom
the first
sur])rise when she walked out on to the
stage and took the audience in her small
l-.ands like the trouper she is, they had a
grand time for the rest of the week. And
after it was over, they asked her to come
back on a contract all her own.
There, of course, is the answer to the
inevitable : "Do you like radio better than
the stage?"
for different things : She
The likes
stage,themfor both,
the stimulation
of audiences; radio, for its greater opportunities, both artistic and financial.
She works hard, this small one, but she
plays with gusto, too. She has breakfast
about ten o'clock, and, on the mornings she
doesn't
a program,
practices
with her
mother. have
If there
are luncheon
appointments,
she fills them, then rehearses for whatever
shows are coming up. All of her clothes
have to be made for her — nothing readymade is small enough to fit her. So fittings
take time. If there is an evening program,
she ordinarily goes dancing afterward: if
not, a show or a concert occupies her. Her
taste in fluence
concerts
mother's
inthrough thereflects
years herrather
than her
own work ; she likes opera, and of its
singers Lily Pons and Grace Moore are
her favorites.
diet .and. . sometimes
she doesn't sheneedridesto.
SheShelikesdoesn't
to walk,
in Central Park with Barbara Lamarr,
another young hopeful of radio who is her
onparticular
dancing. pal. Mostly, however, she relies

I*"lin(ir wears a platinum and diamond
ring (jn the third fin,acT of lur left hand —
but
lur tnnmtlKr.
just
wearsit'sita ongiftthatfromfintiir
match She
her diamond wrist watch. Ilo\\c\er, the wrist
watch is a Christmas gift from the most
currentl.x'
In answercurrent
to a boy-friend.
(iiiistion about whether
she'd r\cr been rcalh', mi--erablv in love,
KliiK.r said, tlinufilit fully, as it the matter
had nc\er htlMre been hrou^ht t(j her attention: ■■Well, no, I guess I haven't,
because if I had hvcn, I'd certainly have
known aliout it and ... I don't. Every once
in a I'd
while,
on tlie
somebody
and
think:
'Thisroad.
is it'.'I'd Butlueetthree
weeks
later, five hundred miles away, I couldn't
even remember his name I So I guess I've
liever
been she
in love."
.\t this
laughed a little sheepishly.
(She has a most engaging smile, and teetli
that have round corners.) "I guess I like
aprobably
lot of attention."
confessed.
"That's
why I likesheseveral
men around,
instead of one. .'\nd I like audiences e\en
better. I have the time of my life when I
play a theatre in Detroit, and all the people
I used to know in school come flocking
around to see me. I'm trying now to get
a week ofT from the I'iin program to play
anthatengagement
Detroit."
The mouth,
little smile
curled the incorners
of her
and
the look in her eyes as she murmured : "I
certainly hope I get to go !" were a pretty
good promise that she would.
You qucan
predict
ered for a only
gay slip
of a new
trouperfields
v^ho conhas
all the attention, all the money, all the
boys she wants, who picks a new ambition
out of every success, and to whom isn't
any fun unless you do it yourself !"
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Mew skin loveliness
...almost

FAILURE

IS ONLY A
(Continued from page 37)

in itself.
Yet all the time, ever since he was a
small boy, everything that he had done and
everything that had happened to him was
the key carrying
towards
standing he found him
in that
book. the underThat small boy in Brooklyn, that lonely
little boy who had to sjjcnd long hours
practicing when other children played, was
destined to read that book some day. He
didn't
fatherat
demandedwantthatto hepractice
should. butSo his
h? sat
the piano as laughter floated in through the
windows, and he heard the bell that meant
the ice cream man was coming with his
cart and listened to the luirdy gurdy man
playing on the corner.
with
Eight hours a day ! A long time for a
little boy to sit at a piano. His mother
POI%1PEI/%IM
realizeddo that,
wasn'tgentler
much with
she
could
exceptbutto there
be a little
him than most mothers are with their little
Work the miracle of putting your skin on boys, and to understand him much better
a milk diet! — with Pompeian Milk Massage than most mothers understand.
Cream — 70% milk. It leaves your skin unA gentle lady and a great lady, this
believably fresh, radiantly
woman who had been born the Baroness
youthful.vincedOne
trial
has
conVirginia
Gonsah es. In her native Spain her
thousands of women.
family stood for the highest in birth and
tradition.
Hers was the simplicity of the
AT ALL DRUG, DEP'T.
true aristocrat.
AND 10< STORES
\'incent learned things from her that
The Pompeian Company, Inc.
most people
have tothe find
themBloomfield, N. J.
selves. He learned
thingsoutsheforthought
and the things she said and the things she
did. He learned the songs she sang and
she strengthened that same simplicity she
had instilled in his heart when she had
borne him, by her every word and thought
and deed.
"It was difficult being denied the things
that
are everyandchild's
Games
and laughter
fun. birthright.
But now, looking
back, I can see it was an advantage. For,
now that I am a rnan, I still retain a liking
for childish things. For simple things. And
there's nothing in the world that will keep
you young longer than having a childlike
capacity
for fun."
NineNineyears
way.
yearsagoagoLopez
theredidn't
was feel
still that
that
resentment for the things he had missed.
W'hen
he
saw
the
electric
trains
his
friends
gave their children for Christmas, Lopez
spent hours showing them how to run
them and laughing as much as they did,
but all the time bitterly resenting the
thought of the little boy he used to be, who
had never owned a toy in his life. But
that was nine years ago.
Then came the time he spent in the
monastery in New Jersey, when his father
decided he was to become a priest. He
was only twelve, and it was to one of the
most sternly disciplined orders that he had
been sent. Speech was forbidden among
the students, except by special permission.
His father, dominant as usual, had used
influence to have him admitted far below
the usual entrance age.
At twelve, a little boy should be playing
baseball and leapfrog and seeing blood
and thunder movies and pretending he is
a soldier or a cowboy. He should be eager
and full of the things he is doing and able
to talk about them.
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Even today, many years later, Lopez
shows the effect of that discipline. It is
much harder for him to make friends than
it is for most people.
"One of the most difficult things for me
to do is to smile." He says seriously :
"Many times I've wished that I was more
like other people, that I could smile easily,
even if it were only my lips that smiled.
Now I'm glad that I smile only when my
heart
too."early training made
For isa smiling,
time that
things difficult for Lopez. When he left
the monastery after a wise and understanding priest had convinced his father
that the priesthood was not for this youngster whose talents all pointed towards a
different role in the world, the restraint
that had been put upon him made it
difficult for him to enter into the free
and easy spirit of the entertainment world.
He had only his tremendous talent to
make
him. His ofwasn't
the gifttheofwaythe easy
casualfor friendship
the
hail-fellow-well-met, who finds his path
smoothed
for
him
by
a
ready
spirit
and
fluent tongue.
In those days Lopez envied the easy
camaraderie that was denied him. Today
he knows he is the better off because of
tlie genius for real friendship that is
his. For, now that he has learned to
know himself from the inside rather than
the outside, it is no longer difficult for
him to make a real and lasting friend.
Those boyhood days spent in contemplation are yielding him a rich harvest now.
Strange, how soon the spoken word leaves
the mind, how seldom the unspoken one
does ! Those years of silence forced Lopez
to think at an age when most boys are
far too busy having a good time to bother.
For a member
longthe things
time Lopez
could only
rehe missed
by that
austere experience he went through at such
an impressionable age. But again he found
it the key that had been given to him
ultimately to open the door of supreme
happiness.
It was in those days that music came
to mean the most to him. He walked in
the monastery gardens wit'i the other stuand, because
couldn'tThetalk music
or play,of
he wasdentslost
within hehimself.
the monks as they sat at the organ became
more than music to him, and the Gregorian
Chant, heard at twilight in a still garden,
became an important part of his being.
"Rhythmand inhis life
is everything,"
explains,
confidence
accents everyhe
word
as
he
speaks.
"And
to
truly is to know the rhythm ofknow
music.music
Of
course, a person can feel rhythm in music
without gaining it for himself, just as a
person who knows nothing of music has
his own rhythm in life. But the one helps
the other. After all, the vibration of music
is thetistsmost
vibrations.
claim thatpowerful
a certainof note
on the Scienviolin,
held long enough, has the power to knock
over a building. Certainly, vibrations in
music can knock a person down or build
him up, however he happens to react to
them.
"When a human being has struck his
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nun rliythm in life lie holds his destiny in
his own hands. Complete harmony within
himself is the greatest armor a man or a
woman can buckle about himself. Then,
and onlystance or man.
then, need they fear no circum"Complete
harmony
life includes
fection in pacing.
Any instage
director perwill
tell you how important pacing is to a
play. It is even more important in life.
To enter at the right time, to exit at the
important moment, to say the perfect word
or to keep silent, is the answer to success
in anything you do, if it be a business appointment, social
a
call or a love affair.
sometimes
felt thatsomething
a word
too"Haven't
quickly youspoken
has ruined
you valued highly, or felt at another time
that a certain word has made things suddenly become right? Everybody must have
experienced this at one time or another,
for, unfortunately, none of us are born
with a sense of perfect harmony or rh\ thm.
That is the thing you have to build for
yourself."
Lopez was only a kid — hardly past
twenty
— when Allhe themarried.
a year it
was finished.
love andIn tenderness,
all the heartaches and disappointments had
run their course. It was so brief it could
not really be termed a marriage. Lopez
called it a failure, then, but now he knows
differently.
For, out of the hurt and disillusion came
something greater. Something that has
made it possible for him to make women
his friends and to hold that friendship
forever. Some men love easily and give
nothing to that love. Lopez gives deeply
in friendship but knows that love demands
more.
"I want
says.will
"Butalways
only
when
I findto themarry,"
womanhe who
hold me. For when I marry I will be
constant.
womanequally
I would
marry
must"Thefunction
on thewantthreeto planes,
spiritual, physical and mental.
"Some women are all mental. Their
thoughts and conversation come brilliantly
and crystal-clear. But they also come brittle
and without tenderness. A woman like this
is hard and difficult and heaven help the
man she marries, for she will talk him
to death.
"The most beautiful word in a lover's
vocabulary
is 'tenderness.'
much tenderness
is wrong.Yet,
Thatevenis too
the
fault of the woman who is all spiritual.
She is too weak, too vulnerable. She lacks
the hardness of the mental type, and everybody in the world needs some hardness.
"Tooentirely
much devoid
sweetnessof the
becomes
cloying.
.Also,
physical,
she
does not give enough attention to her appearance. She feels superior to clothes and
to grooming. Ragged finger nails or a
shiny nose are never inspiring, even on a
saint. The mental and tlie spiritual types
both are wrong when they disregard appearance.
"But the woman who is all physical has
gone
farthestconcern
from most
men's ideals.
Womenthe who
themselves
with
nothing but their looks and their clothes
and their good times. How quickly even
the most beautiful of them pall ! For no
love can exist without spiritual beauty or
intelligence.
"If anyone were to ask me what type of
woman I would want to marry, I couldn't

SHOES

STUDIO
A smart White Kid
Pump with tear-drop

SUNSET
A tricky new Monk
Ankletle fulwith
cutouts.grace-

STYLED "in HOLLYWOOD
-/It a /i^uce i/ou ceut we^tx^^cAd^
In Hollywood,
today's
recognized
fashion
authority,
designs
thesefashion
advancedcenter,
stylesJolene,
in shoes.
Wherever
the
Movie with
Capital's
best ondressed
too. She
chats
the stars
the lot,women
dances meet,
with Jolene
them atcomes,
the Cocoanut
Grove, plays with them at Palm Springs and Arrowhead. With unerring accuracy, her judgment selects and her pencil depicts the
creations which are truly outstanding in footwear. From her original sketches made on the spot are developed these new shoes
whose materials and workmanship are as outstanding as their
authentic Hollywood styling.
A Wide Selection at $3 to $5
Thanks to Jolene, you can now wear shoes styled like those worn
by your favorite moving picture stars, at a mere fraction of the
cost they have to pay. You can add the latest Jolene styles to
your spring ensemble for as little as $3.00 — no more than $5.00.
Remember Jolene — styled in Hollywood — the new name in shoes.
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Andrea Leeds, featured in
"The
Woman'sGOLDWYN
Touch" a
SAMUEL
Production.
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Most sortpeople
reto harsh would
purges rarely
if theyhave
kepttotabs
on Nature.
Usually a mild laxative like Olive
Tablets is all one needs to assist Nature on the second day.
Once the exclusive prescription of a
practicing physician, Olive Tablets
are now an established proprietary,
welcomed by millions because they
are so easy to take and so mild.
It is simple to keep tabs on yourself.
Always
bathroomhaveshelfOlive
as a Tablets
reminder onon your
the
second day. Three sizes, 1 5f^, 30ff, 60ji.
All druggists.

THE LAXATIVE
or BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

answer
know. There
so manybecause
t\pes Ithatdon'tI achnire.
I likearea
forceful woman, if she is right in her
convictions, and I am always anxi<_ius to
listen to a woman with ideas of her own.
But Idomination
woukin't like
so forceful
that
is hera wnman
prime instinct.
"I
like
gentle
women,
but
only
there
is strength in them, too. -\ik1 1 like ifwomen
who talk fluently and well. I like quiet
women, whose silence conies from thinking
and whose eyes show interest in what
others are saying. The greatest art of all
lies in knowing when to be quiet, and it
should be cultivated by people who pride
themselves on being good conversationalists. To me, keeping quiet at the right time
seems to be the first requisite of conversation.
"Women
certain
lines are
thanmuch
men. more
Their clever
instinctsalong
are
clearer, as a rule, and they do not try
to reason things out so much that they
lose the quick flash we call intuition.
Usually women will advise a man to do
the right thing. But some men refuse to
listenveryandsilly,
call fortheironlyadvice
It's
all
stupid'nagging.'
women nag.
I'd ratherthanask Iadvice
woman
would from
froman anintelligent
equally
intelligent man, because of that instinctive
talent a woman has for going straight into
theItcore
of a problem."
is rather
amazing to listen to Vincent
Lopez talk about women in this wise, intelligent way and to realize that most
people would call his own marriage a
failure.
once but
doesn't
any
more.Lopez
For used
that isto where
he ishedifferent
from most people. That is the thing he
learned for himself.
RADIO

Men you
love gain
to seea newa girl's
nails well groomed.
And
poise finger
and confidence
when you
know you are properly manicured — right to your
fingertips! This poise is so easy to obtain if you use
WIGDER Manicure Aids. Nails are filed smoothly
and quickly with the WIGDER Nail File because of
its "triple Cleaner
cut" andPointitsis even
teeth.shaped
The forWIGDER
Improved
specially
faster
cleaning.
On sale at all drug and
5 and 10 cent stores.
ML CLIPS » SCISSOHS

There is no such thing as failure.
For it's out of failure that success is
built. Without the one, the other could not
have come. When you read of the lives
of great men and women, it is often something of a shock to discover the most successful thing that ever happened to them
was a failure.
"Sorrows and trouble make you," Lopez
said tersely.
"But only
if youdominate
make yourself their master.
If they
you,
then you are lost. Adversity is the great
test of a human being. Until a man has
been through turmoil he should never be
judged as a big or a small man. Only
when you come to the front in sorrow or
poverty can you be termed really great.
Only
you dominate
yourself."
That then
is thewillknowledge
that lies
behind
the
utter
relaxation
of
\"incent
Lopez,
that
waits just beyond his calm and his poise.
Failure is only a ivord.
That is the knowledge he has discovered
for himself.
His lonely childhood, his unhappy
marriage, the reserve that had come to
him from his complete subjugation by his
father, were all so many stones holding
him to the earth. The failures, because he
thought of them so, that held him back.
It was only when he discovered for
himself that each one of them, in its own
way, had given him something far greater
than the thing it had taken away, that he
w-as able to soar. Only then did he find
the true meaning of the words, "happiness,"
andOnly"harmony."
then, when he dismissed the word
failure from his vocabulary of living, did
he gain the true essence of the word

ROW WAS SHOCKED
(Continued from page 50)

little embarrissmcnt : "Honestly. I had no
idea I'd get the program. It was a hundredto-one shot and I knew it, so I didn't hope
too
much."me Grinning
boyishly,
"What's
worrying
now, is keeping
the program
onceThisI'vewasgotRexit I"Chandler and I liked him.
The fact that a total newcomer has
anded
in one feat
of radio's
not
tlic incredible
it maytopseemspotsto isthose
who
don't
know
him.
Mr.
Ford
was
looking
f(jr a new idea in done? inusie. And the
truth of the matter is that, for the past
twenty-eight of his thirty-eight years. Rex
Chandler has been looking for — and has
found — the very same thing.
Despite the fact that, as a violinist, he
was a child prodigy at ten, that he is an
artist on both piano and organ and his
brother is a professor nf music at the
University of ]VIissouri, he insists that a
gift
for music
presented
to himwasn't
along sometliing
with blue the
eyesstork
and
a vigorous constitution. The old family
player-piano
in
the
parlor
at
Melrose,
Massachusetts, gets the credit. And the
fact that his parents i)r(.virled the piano
with a steady stream (if nnisic rolls, all
in the best taste. Pjv the time he was eight
years liuni
old, the
"Chan"
— tliatV
could
nulndies
of allhisthenickname
selections—
from all the operas and identify any symphony right off the bat.

One day in 1909, his father, who was a
branch manager for .Armour and Company,
took him to Boston to see the first airplane
meet in the United States. The boy was
fascinated by the frail contraptions, made
of rattan and beaver board, that sailed into
the sky
did tricks
— whilein thethe pilots'
coat
tailsandflapped
perilously
open
breeze a few inches behind the propeller —
and actually came down again all in one
"Then and there," he told me, "I decided
piece.
there
were two things I'd love till the day
I died — airplanes and music. And it's been
that way ever since. I've spent my whole
lifeAt working
or the
other." his first
the age atof oneeleven
he made
appearance in concert as a violinist. At
twelve, he built some ingenious airplane
models that attracted the interest of Glenn
Curtis, thus founding a close friendship
that still exists today. At thirteen he was
playing the organ in a Boston church; a
trifle young for the job, perhaps, but then
the
his And
head was
tion back
couldof see.
since allhe thewascongrega-i
tall for
his age, the back of his head passed easiljj
for a man's. At fourteen he had won some
prizes for his airplane models, debuted
very successfully as a concert pianist. But,
lest you think Rex Chandler was all brains
and no just-ordinary
essential to
(Continued onboy,pageit's102)
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Doroth}' Page, Irvin S. Cobb, Amos 'n'
Andy and others. We'll invite them all. and
they'll
fans. want to be on hand to meet their
On the first tour, Leo Carrillo is our
host, and he has planned a grand tiesta in
your honor at his Santa Monica ranch
home.backLeo toisthethe days
ideal ofhost.
you
the He'll
dons, whisk
when
hospitality was a tine art. tor Leo is a
descendant of one of the first Spanish
families of California. Be sure you see him.
with Charles Boyer. in History Is Made at
Night.
On the second trip, Glenda Farrell will
be hostess, entertaining you at her home
in San Fernando. See her in Golddiggers
of 1937 and in the Torcliy Blanc series.
She's her
such party
a grand
we know you'll
enjoy
to thegirl,utmost.
The last tour takes us to the estate of
Richard Arlen and his wife. Jobyna Ralston, at Toluca Lake. Dick's latest is Secret
J 'alley,
Century-Fox.
Ever forsince20thWings.
Dick has climbed
steadily in the affection of the fans, and
is not only a shining Western star but
plays in a great variety of films as well.
Dick lives in the little settlement of stars
that includes Dick Powell, Bing Crosby and
others, and they play golf together at
Lakeside, which is practically at their back
doors.
the party.He's invited all his pals to come to
Originally it was planned to have a
banquet, but many requests to discard this
plan, as too expensive, have been heeded,
and
instead
to devote
our
energies
to thewe'reextragoing
attraction,
the trip
through radioland at XDC.
The tour managers make no guarantee
on the personalities who will be present
for you to meet, as naturally the plans of
Hollywood celebrities are subject to change
on short notice. But we do guarantee that
you will be thoroughly satisfied. We'll do
our bestforget
to show
vacation
you'll
never
! .•\ndyouwe a have
many thatsurprises
for
you,
too
—
stars
you're
dying
to
meet
will
be on hand at various functions and parties.
Kow all you need do is make up your
mind you are not going to miss all this fun
— a chance to see sights no tourist could
possibly
reach. buy — all for a cost well within
Send today for your personal copy of
the beautifully illustrated booklet which
contains a complete description of each tour,
along with other valuable information m
making your plans. Use the coupon lielow :
Joe Godfrey, Jr., Mgr.,
Radio Stars Tours to Hollywood,
18th Floor, 360 North Michigan Blvd..
Chicago, III.
Please send me complete information as contained in your booklet
describing the tours to Hollywood.
Name
Address
Citv
State

can spare just two weeks for a
vacation this next summer, that is a good full
two weeks from a Saturday pm, through a
15-dayto fortnight
a Sunday
night, butchange
I'm
going
have a realto rest
and a complete
in that short time. I am going to one of those
Montana-Wyoming ranches I have heard so
much about. I can afford about $150.00 for a
vacation — yes, it's really more than I can afford,
but I've saved a little here and there and travel is
what I wantsafe,to sure
buy. andI know
a good
investment,
with atravel's
lot of personal
profit and satisfaction coming from it.
"Where can I buy the most travel and fun
for my $150? I know just where and exactly what I'm going to do. With a
pal
two, place
I'm going
to a "Dude
where about
it is ashorseback
different riding,
from city
life asor any
can possibly
be. I Ranch,"
know nothing
but
and fun on those western horses — and loafing and playing
istheywhatsayI it's
wanteasyto do.
this Dude
trip I'm buying
me from myandhome
town,"NowChicago,
to St.Ranch
Paul vacation
and Minneapolis,
across takes
the Northwest
the
Rockies. I'll certainly be glad to see and live in the mountains for a while.
I'll ride on the air-conditioned "North Coast Limited," eating and living like
aNorthern
king — riding
train.ThenMy away
ranchwe host
my train
Pacific onhasthat
fixedgrand
all that.
go tomeets
the ranch,
remote— thein
the mountains. My pal and I have a cozy cabin all to ourselves. We pile into
our sport clothes, put on some stout shoes or boots and old felt hats and we're
set
go. Ten
otherlikeattractive
men
and towomen
who solid
have days
come offorplay,
a goodwithtime,
ourselves.people
We —rideyoung
together,
picnic, camp out — or loaf, read, fish, relax or walk alone, in pairs or with a
crowd of congenial souls. We have complete freedom and change — never a
thought of money, or alarm clocks, nor do we smell gasoline or hear any city
noises. We sleep like logs, eat a lot, sing, dance and really enjoy living.
"Then,train,whenwithvacation
is about Sounds
gone, welikeride$300,oncemymore
aboard
everythingtimefurnished.
friendsin style
say?
No, I'll doCompany
it all for$136.50
$150.00 foror which
less. Here's
Pacificin
Railway
they givehow:me Ia pay
roundthetripNorthern
ticket good
deluxe air-conditioned Pullmans of the North Coast Limited. The Northern
Pacific also delivers to me a round trip first class railroad ticket from Chicago
to the ranch country, a lower berth to myself all the way and a "Ranch
Vacation" letter of credit, which covers all traveling expenses, Chicago west
and return to Chicago. This means all train meals, all ranch expenses —
everything. Out of my $150.00 budget, I still have $13.50 for postcards,
souvenirs, tips for waiters and porters and for gifts for home folks. If I was
only married I would surely take my wife, because two adults can go together
for less than $254.00 for two. I'm looking forward to a wonderful vacation
trip. Montana, here I come!"
■You are invited to send for free folder
describing "Ranch Vacations." Address:
E. E. NELSON
Passenger Traffic Manager, Northern Pacific Ry.
305 Northern Pacific Building
St. Paul, Minnesota
$136.50 Buys a
'jVi^ on the Skyline Trail
Complete Ranch Vacation
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THERE'S

CREME NAIL POLISH
Don't mar beautiful hands with a nail
polish that streaks on your nails when
it goes on and chips off after a couple
of
days.Try Don't
shades.
the new wear
LADY out-of-date
LILLIAN
Creme Polish in Rose, Rust and
"Smoky" red colors. LADY LILLIAN
is approved by Good Housekeeping.
Special 3c Trial Offer
For generous trial bottle send this ad
and 3c stamp to LADY LILLIAN,
Dept. M-l, 1140 Washington St., Boston,
Mass. Specify shade you prefer.
Conveniently On Sale
At 5 and 10 Cent Stores
FIREMAM— 1^
SAVE MY HOSE!
OAVE it yourself, little
'ady fire-eater
— use Run-R-Stop,"
says
Kelly of tlie
Ladder
Squad. always
"Sure, for
an emerftency
Run-R-Stop.
There's
noth
ing
lilte
it
to
stop
snag or to
from a breaising
into aa run
hold
run
permanently.
Just ita
tiny
drop
does
the
tricli
and
won't wash
Buy
GAY atREDall
AND Run-R-Stop
BLACK PURSEin theVANITY
chain^.^departmeot and sh
CflMILLE.Inc. 49E.21 Sf.,

DONT CUT CUTICLES
Smart New Cosmetic Beautifies
Nails While It Softens Cuticle

moves tough, dead cuticle
without scissors, and at the
same time keeps nails flexible
and easy to shape. It brings out
their natural beauty. It is a cuticle remover, a
cuticle oil and a stain remover, all in one.
You may not have time for long, expensive
manicures, but withManicare you simply brush
your fingertips a minute a day, to keep nails
nice.
yi NoI hangnails
Trial orsizebrittleness.
at lOc stores 3 at druggists.
^mmm

NO GETTING
( Continued from paijc
44)
RITZY

WITH

ED!

sound like something with all the cuts.
papers inManitoba, Seattle, Calgary, PortBut it was bad, and I knew it. After our
land, Philadelphia, Boston and a dozen
second audition I started to sneak out one other towns carried the Fitzgerald name as
door while the producer slunk out another. a wandering reporter. He worked on the
San Francisco Journal as drama editor
We didn't dare look at one another — when old
in walked the Major, beaming! "My dear and held the same job on Cornelius Vanderbilt's tabloid Herald, which was upsetfellow,' heyouchortles,
reallyloved
terribly
amusing,
know. 'you're
My wife
the
ting the town at that time. He did pressagentry,
traveling
down themanPacific
Coast,
and
touredup asandadvance
for
producer
stopped
at the
show"The!'shook
door,
handsandandI both
received
congratuDoris Keane's revival of Romance in
lations ;everything was very gay. I still .\merica. Oh, Ed's been around!
And then he settled down for awhile, as
couldn't believe
it, butIt the
was
definitely
enthusiastic.
was Major
a few days
of Warners'
Embassy
San Francisco.
There radio
got Theatre
him. in
later that I turned up at the agency and manager
found averted eyes and a suspiciously sym"I had never had the slightest interest in
manag-a
pathetic attitude towards me. 'Too bad, radio," theEddie
theatretellsmyit. "While
wife hadI wasreceived
Eddie,' they mumbled. 'We sent a record smallingradio
for Christmas, and it stayed in
ofit.'theAndshowthere
to Detroit
—
and
they
didn't
like
went another commercial the closet, wrapped in cellophane and with
show that might have been good without a big red bow on it, like a puppy dog. But
came the day Peggy was ill, and I came
But, with or without sponsors, Eddie home one evening to find the radio hooked
tampering."
gets along. He has a morning program up as she listened to a newscast on the
from 8:45 to 9:00 a.m. E.ST, five times a Lindbergh crime, which was the current
week; the Ed Fitagerald & Company sensation. I got the habit of listening to
show, six afternoons a week; works in the sports broadcasts and news items. And
Melody Treasure Hunt once a week, and shortly after that it occurred to me that
has been appearing in the Benay Venuta beer was coining back soon and it might be
show as well. Which — along with writing a good idea to assemble a beer program."
all his own scripts and dashing to pointless He chuckled. "I didn't know the first thing
about radio, had never been in a studio.
auditions — would keep anyone busy.
His career, before he entered radio a But I talked to several brewers about my
idea.
Eventually, after pestering every
couple of years ago, was colorful. In fact,
a story could be written about any one era station and beer company around, the idea
of his career. There are plenty of stories he
'Listen,' one beer official
tells about his childhood and early days as soakedme.through.
is nothink
doubtallbeer's
coming
an actor. For instance, when he appeared told
back. Why'There
do you
the vats
are
with Bert Lytell in Sivcet Kitfy Bcllairs cleaned out and all the spigots polished?
at Albany, New York — an engagement that But beer takes time to make — and it must
lasted until Eddie made an entrance during age. When beer comes back, tny friend, it
a tense scene to be greeted with laughter won't be a question of how we will sell
where no laughs belonged. He lost that it— it will be how can we get enough to
that."had
job
Bert playing
Lytell couldn't
contacts And
with that
radiowaspeople
withbecause
an actor
a scenesympathize
with his meetBut thehisdeinand?'
shirt tail looped over his trouser top. But borne fruit, and he talked so well, so
he continued in show business, and one long and so persuasively to Harrison
engagement took him to London, England. Holloway. veteran manager of KFRC on
There, he played a youthful part in Doris the Don Lee network, that they gave him
a chance to do a master of ceremonies job
Keane's
famous toplay,
was
beginning
get Ro)iiancc.
somewhere, Just
the asWarhe
an old, established program, Feminine
broke out and he enlisted in the British onFancies.
Then things began to happen.
Army in August, 1914. Finding a rifle Eddie got before the mike and dubbed the
heavy and infantry drill exhausting, he show the Fancic Fancies Hour. He kidded
talked himself into the Royal Flying Corps. the sponsors, ribbed the performers and listeners and brought an entirely new sparkle
"I proposed to learn to fly," he says,
'•with the idea of being a cadet and later to the show. At first, the mail he got was
an officer with pips on my shoulders and vicious. People tuned in to hate him —
wings on my chest. But I learned difTer- and ended up coming back for more. The
cntly. I tables.
peeled
potatoes
and scrubbed But
vege-I show hit new records for popularity, and
That was
understandable.
Eddie Fitzgerald, who was 99 per cent
never could figure out what digging ditches himself, and who ignored all the taboos
and unbreakable rules of radio, built himhadHowever,
to do withhe flying
finally!" did get a commisself an audience that eclipsed all previous
sion, and a load of shrapnel in him that reactions to the program. A little later he
kept him hospitalized for longer than he became, also, a news commentator on
likes to think about. He still has to go and KFRC, and injected the same tart humor
have odd bits of metal dug out of him oc- and occasionally vitriolic comment into the
casionally.
news as he had into the Feminine Fancies
The army offered vocational instruction show. His news broadcast at ten each
after the Armistice, and Eddie picked jour- night was the talk of the town and once,
nalism. In those days jobs were not hard
to get, and he walked into a newspaper during the longshoremen's
to and from thestrike,
studiohe inwasa
office in Camden, N. J., sold himself and transported
police patrol car under heavy guard. But
went right to work. Payrolls of news- he still said what he thought.
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A success on the West Coast, on the Don
Lee network (which was then part of the
CBS chain), Ed says the apple then came
to his Eden. He came to New York and
went to CBS ahout working there. Brashly.
he had refused letters of introduction, and
when he asked for appointments to see
executives, they were never in to him. After
a bit of reflection Eddie sent West for the
letters, and gained an audience with Jules
Seebach, then with Columbia.
told"You'll
him. have to have an audition," they
"But
on the have
Don been
Lee
network I've
— somebeenofworking
my programs
piped East," he pleaded. "Oh, yes — we
know your stuff," was the answer, "but
just the same you'll have to have an audition."
So Eddie was given a band, a stooge and
an audition. Officials pondered awhile, and
the
was an"Noaudition
soap."forThey
like answer
it. He gave
WOR didn't
and
theyLater,
didn'the like
that,
either.
received a call from Seebach,
who had gone with Mutual in the interim,
and who believed in him. He put Fitzgerald to work — and the rest you know, or
can find out by tuning in his shows.
He was born forty-three years ago in
Troy, N. Y., and played with the Polish
kids on the other side of the tracks. There
he picked up a vocabulary that is occasionally unorthodox but never uncolorful.
He says the only time he ever spent in a
classroom was the time he went to see a
prosperous cousin graduate, but you'd never
guess that. Andging-let ers, ofwhich
he's beenhe agets
sucker
for began amazing
number. They write in asking for jobs,
money, sweethearts, autos, food, liquor,
introductions to mayors and for advice,
and most of the applicants are women.
Plenty of them are not requests, but demands. Raised in the generous tradition
of the theatre, Ed used to fall for them.
But dozens of outrageous experiences and
a file of cancelled checks that would make
a year's
Also,
thereincome,
was the have
time onfinally
KFRCcuredwhenhim.he
devoted ten minutes of his show to an appeal for funds for a charitable organization. The money poured in as a result —
but the organization's president squawked
to Eddie's boss because he had "spoken
flippantly
aboutthe their
cause,"haddisregarding
the
fact that
flippancy
brought in
thousands of dollars.
He's young
been married
for eight
yearsin tohera
bright
woman who
is famous
own right — Pegeen Fitzgerald, Director of
Publicity for the McCreery Company, department store in New York. And his
wife is not only bright but very attractive, blonde and winsome.
In spite of his experience, Eddie still
gives commercial auditions. "The funniest
kick-back
an audition,"forheBlaiiko.
says, "was
the time I after
was auditioning
The
show was swell, if I do say so myself. And
when, beaming, I met the sponsor, I discovered hehad brought his wife, his mother
and two children with him, plus all the
agency executives. Here were the reactions
to a serious business conference : The wife
wanted to see Stuart Gracey because his
voice was heavenly ; the kids wanted to see
Harry
does methatto 'Me
too !' ;such
the
mother Mack,
wanted whoto meet
see what
an obnoxious person looked like!"
P.S. He didn't get the job.

THE BATHWAY TO
A SOFT. SMOOTH SKIN
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.HERISH and enhance the beauty of your
eyes. ..a priceless possession! Lovely eyes are
loveliest when eyebrows are carefully groomed
...HENCO Tweezers are specially designed for
plucking, thinning and training . . . They have
platform points, corrugated inside, to assure
positive grip without cutting the hair, and
finger-rest
individuolly tested.gripKeepon ahandles.
pair of Each
HENCOone Tweezers
on your dressing table. Make
fheir use a regular part
ofritual.
your beauty

Ask for HENCO Tweezers and Nail Files (lOe) . . .
Manicure Scissors (20c)... at drug and 5&10c stores.

sant to use.necessary.
No knife, Removes
plasters,
vessoaking
bunions,Jar and30c.ingrowing
toeAtffrile
druggists.
for
Free
Sample
^E MOSS CO.. Deot. M5-7. Rochester. N. Y.
CORNS VANISH!

Send for this true story of a freckled
face
girl's
life. her
Learnhomely
how herfreckles
skin freckled
easily
— how
her self-conscious
and miserable
at made
fourt
e
n
—
how
she
gave
up
hope
of ever
being popular socially, until one day
she
saw a Stillman's ad.
She purchased
a jar
of Stillman's
Freckle
Cream. Used
it
nightly.
Her
ugly
embarrassing freckles
soon disappeared,
her skin clear, leavsoft
and ingbeautiful.
It's
a
real
experience
that will bring hope to
you
too, reprinted
word
for word
in
our
"Goodbooklet
- bye
Freckles.
THE STILLMAN COMPANY
Box 10, Aurora, 111., U. S. A.
Name
Address
's
FRECKLE
CREAM
Stillman
98
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Jessica has reached an ever widening auings. dience and ranked high in the radio ratBnt for the pioneer there must be always new vistas, fresh fields, widening
opportunities. And, eager to present new
forms of dramatic and musical entertainirent. Jessica made an end to this long and
successful association.
Early this year she began her Palmolive
love-story broadcasts, which have proved
an
cess. immediate and highly gratifying sucWhen the time came for shaping her
new radio series. Miss Dragonette was ill.
Lying in bed, sufTering an attack of the
grippe, she found the memory of Scheherazade and herrecurring
thousand toandheronememory,
nights'
entertainment
stirring her imagination.
"Can you imagine," says Jessica thoughtwhat trepidation
Scheherazade
must fully,
have"with prepared
and told
her first
story? With what concern she must have
scrutinized
the
Sultan's
face,
watching
changes of expression to learn whether hisor
not her story pleased. What thrust of relief and joy must have been hers when the
tale was applauded — and she w-as granted
another night of life, so that on the morrow she might again entertain the Sultan . . . And how great must have been
l:er anxiety when she searched for new
material. How she must have questioned
everyone,
another ofandlife.yetWith
another tale,hunting
to win herfor renewal
what infinite skill and care she must have
worked over an old, time-worn, familiar
plot, to present it so that it seemed a new
and thrilling story.
"Scheherazade was the greatest teller of
love stories
Jessica
mused.the world has ever known,"
And so, musing on that fabled storyteller, Jessica saw a parallel between her
and lictheas Sultan
radio and
star the
of today
twist —ofwiththe the
dialpubthe
fateful sword. And thus Scheherazade became the inspiration for the Palmolive
love-story broadcasts.
"We, too," says Miss Dragonette, "are
searching
cherished
love stories.forWetheareworld's
trying tomostfashion
them
into the most compelling form for precious
moments on the air. Now. each Wednesday, we present the better-known operettas.
Later we will continue with love-songs,
shaped into stirring, aclnngly beautiful
tales. Or some of the world's greatest roinances,
to appropriate
A greatset deal
of work, amusic."
great deal of
devotion, goes into the preparation of these
programs. Al Goodman, the orchestra
leader, and Kenneth MacGregor, the stage
production manager, among others, contribute to the careful precision of these Weddrama. nesday night half hours of musical love
The half hour program, Jessica thinks,
is perfect for this sort of musical drama.
"In the half hour," she says, "there are
fewer of the interruptions that are inevitable to the hour program. The commercial

announcements are reduced to the minimum. Every word, every note, counts in
setting the scene, telling the story, painting
the picture for the listening audience. It
keeps
the mood
It seems
like aunbroken."
full-time job, and it is.
But Jessica is satisfied. "I am doing just
sincerely.
what I want most of all to do," she says
So, if there is little time for social
diversions, if vacations simply do not exist,
Jessica feels no lack. Occasionally there
is a country week-end, which she loves.
"Anywhere where there is the sun and the
sea!" she says. She loves the theatre. Concerts and opera she attends whenever possible. For exercise, she finds dancing the
most satisfying form.
"It seems most practical," she explains,
"for the limited time I have. Classical,
Spanish, modern dancing — I practice them
all. Of course I love walking. I always
walk to rehearsals. But dancing is especially valuable for a singer. The rhythm,
the poise, the movement and flow of every
muscle, all contribute to the expression of
really unusual, the extent to which
theIt'ssong."
everything
in Jessica
made contributory
to herDragonette's
one supremelifepas-is
sion, music. She is not just another young
singer, with many more or less allied interests, with ever varying dreams and aspirations. Singing, for Jessica, is not merely
working, it is living. Music, that is her
gift and her career, actually is her whole
life. And she is completely happy in it.
"Music," she says thoughtfully, "is a
part of every experience in life. In every
form of civilization, from the lowest to
the highest, every function is expressed in
music — joy and tragedy, birth and love and
death, the wedding march and the funeral
dirge, wars and defeats a:id victories . . .
The greatest stories of all times live forForward
looking always, Jessica will be
ever in music."
prepared for television, when it comes. As
a matter of record, one of the pictures
flashed on the first experimental television
screen was a picture of Jessica Dragonette.
And as she studies and plans for future
programs, she will evolve those best
adapted to the newest medium.
She studies constantly, coaching with
Estelle Liebling, with Frank LaForge.
Sometimes once a week, soinetimes four or
five times a week, as time and engagements
permit. Hungarian,
Too, she Italian,
studiesSpanish,
languages
French,
among—
others, believing that to speak them fluently
enables her to sing more expertly the songs
of other lands in their native tongues.
A charming person to meet, Jessica Dragonette. Lovely and slim and young, with
softly curling blonde hair and soft hazel
eyes which seem to change their color according to what she may be wearing. Pictures, somehow, do not do justice to the
delicate planes of her expressive face.
Word pictures do not always do her justice,
either.tion in herIt's music
difficultwithout
to describe
makingherherabsorpseem
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GET YOUR COPY TODAY!
England, sensionrecently
over the torn
ofFairwithof disthe
then King Edward and Mrs.
Simpson, is united again and
happy over a different kind ot
love . . . that dstrong,
unthatquiet,
characterizes the newemonstrative loveruling
Royal
Family of Great Britain.
You can now read the complete
inside story, facts
revealing
before-known
aboutnevcr-the
ruling tionWindsors
in THE
the CoronaYear
Book,
ROYAL
FAMILY.
Among
the outstanding
in this timely
book are: chapters
The Businessman
• Sweetheart of an EmpireKing• The
Little
• The Crowning
of a Also
King
•Duchess
The Woman
I Love • They
Serve • and a complete gallery
of portraits of the Royal Family.
ON SALE EVERYWHERE

Vmlk

Myrf and Marge — Myrtle Vail, George
Damerel, Jr., and Donna Damerel.
somehow non-human, unreal. But she is a
very real person. A trifle shy, reserved,
perhaps. Those who think deeply do not
talk easily of what is closest to their hearts.
But she is poised and gracious — and overwhelmingly sincere. Realizing that sincerity, remembering her childhood, spent in
colorful, romantic lands, her impressionable
early girlhood years in a convent school,
whose beauty and dignity fed her longing
for beauty and faith in the unknowable —
and sic,
knowing
her absolute
passion the
for mumake it easier
to understand
real
Jessica Dragonette.
In her lovely, homelike apartment one
sees many books. Shelves of old and rare
editions look down upon tables and benches
on which are scattered other books — books
of music, of poetry, drama, history, biography— showing a wide range of interest and
taste. Bohemia in the Eighteenth Century
rubs volume.
shouldersIsnbella
with ofDorothy
latest
Spain andParker's
Icaak
Walton hobnob with a fat book on astronvmy. Another plump btx)k — The Arabian
Xii/hts' Entertainment — catches the eye.
"This," said Jessica eagerly, picking it
up,
"is Scheherazade.
descriptive
paragraph :. . ." Arid she read a
"
'She
the
annals andhadtheperused
legendstheofbooks,
preceding
kings. Stories, examples and i)istanc4:s
of bygone men and things, hideed, it is
said, she had collected a thou.^and and
one books relating to antique races
and departed rulers. She had perused
the li'orks of poets, kneur them by
heart. She had studied philosophy and
the sciences, arts and accomplishments .. . She icas pleasant and polite,
zuise and u-itty, zvell-read and wellIt was. it occurred to us, listening, an
apt description of Jessica herself. More
apt bred.'
than "^he realizes, despite her analogy
between
herself and the fabled queen of
long ago who made so deep an inii)ressi<)n
on her childish heart. She >cc^ herself presenting athousand and Diie ra<iio nights
for our entertainment, even as Scheherazade presented to her Sultan a thousand
andIt one
entertainment.
is notArabian
recorded,nights'
however,
that Scheherazade sang, and in that respect we must
give
her
modern
prototype
a
distinct advantage.
There is another distinction. For Scheherazade, toentertain was to live . . . For
Jessica Dragonette, to live is to entertain.

ASK ANY YEAR-OLD BABY!
IF Strained
you want Foods,
baby's just
candidinclude
opinionthemon inHeinz
his
diet today. Watch him register approval!
Most infants
seem to prefer
the fresh
flavor
and wholesome
goodness
Heinz"garden"
cooks
irt — never cooks out! Heinz uses only the
finest fruits and vegetables. Strains them to
smooth consistency. Valuable vitamins and
minerals are preserved to a high degree. Heinz
Strained Foods are priced with ordinary
brands.tance ofAll
the Seal of Accepthe varieties
American bear
Medical
Association'sCouncilonFoods. I eZ7
Ask your dealer
a full
assortment.
Elevenfor kinds.
Child problems, homemaking on Hdnz
Magazine— Mon.,
of the Wed.
Air, half-hour
program
and Fri., 11 radio
a.m.
E.S.T., C.B.S. Network.
HEINZ
STRAINED

FOODS

Quite the smoothy is dance maestro
Phil Harris, who waves the baton on
Jack
Benny's Sunday
Phil doubles
as actornightandprograms.
stooge,
too, but he still wants "a good line."
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CRO^PCIX
FOOT
AIDS
ATALL5AND lOc STORES,
Why suffer, when relief costs only a dime.
A tested and approved Cro*Pax Foot Aid
for every foot
ailment...
Corns,YouBunions,
Callouses
and Weak
Arches.
will be
amazed at Cro*Pax value and delighted
with Cro*Pax quality. Over 35 million
Cro*Pax foot aids sold every year.

said, 'NRs
VVhy adon't
give
trial?yo
With Nature's
(NR
Tablets)
she notedRemedy
a thorough
cleansing
poisonousaction
wastesthat—
a completeof natural
she
experienced
for ages.
Yet hadn't
so gentle
and They
refreshmg.
Try
NRs
yourself.
are so
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for
constipation,
so
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in warding off colds, so-called
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HER OWN IDEAS
{Continued jrom page 60)

made, so well does she k-now what Meri
likes and so skillful is she at adapting
them to the lines and details which her
daughter demands. Since Meri delights
so in giving everything .--lie wears an
original twist, her clothes are bought or
made with an eye to the si^lplc^t lines, thus
enabling
her to add tricky innovations in
the Rcll manner.
"In
general,"
Meri said,effects
'"I like
sleeves, and tight-waistcd
withfulla
simple bodice. Then I can have a fling
with scarfs, pins, flowers and so forth. I
prefer heavy, but soft crepes, pussy willow
taffetas and sheer woolens. I w-ear a
perfect size sixteen.
remember,"
continued,
"that
even"I ascana child,
I wouldshespend
hours before
a mirror, fussing with my clothes, trying
to get them to look just the way I fancied
them.
You'll out
thinkin ituniforms
absurd, but
used
to be decked
for Ischool
and I insisted upon having them fitted so
that mine wouldn't look like those of the
otiier
!"
She girls
considers
originality the key to
dressing smartly. Fit your clothes to vo«
— not only in the physical sense but from
afashion
personality
creed. standpoint, too — that is her
"For instance," she said, "short girls
couldn't
wearconsciously
the sort ofin thing
I like. I
never dress
tiie prevailing
fashion but
I always
I did. That's
because
I stick
to one look
type asofifsimple,
wearable thing, year in and year out. Any fads
of the moment I introduce only in small
doses, as in accessories. All my clothes are
conservative and I go in for fantastic
touches
I've that
tried I them
out before
a mirror only
and ifknow
can wear
them.
To
my
mind,
no
smart
woman
ever looks
bizarre.
"What do I like particularly?" she repeated my question.ones"Well,
I love suits —
the man-tailored
in single-breasted
style. I am crazy about sweaters and
skirts — especially ribbed sweaters in lovely colors, but very plain, so that I can wear
scarfs in various ways. I like scarfs —
loads of them, in all different materials and
She went on to describe what diverse
colors."
ways she has for tying or arranging her
scarfs. One of her pets is illustrated. First
of all, the sweater is the classic favorite
she mentioned. This day it happene<^l to be
a gray, coarsely ribbed one. with long
sleeves and a high neck which was really
hardly more than a slot wide enough for
her head to go through. She v\ore this over
a royal blue tweed skirt. And about her
neck, she had draped a royal blue and white
polka-dotted silk scarf. Tliis happens to
be one of her special scarf arrangements —
she wraps the scarf once around her neck
so that the ends are at the back, she crosses
these over and brings them to the front
where she spreads them out, jabot effect,
and fastens the scarf with a silver Scottie
pin. She said this is a grand way to fix a
scarf to be worn under a tailored suit
jacket when you don't intend to remove
yourStillcoatanother
— it's both
vesteeisandthe a onescarf.she
scarfa trick

wears with her beige gabardine spring suit,
pictured. This suit is one of her own
designs, made for her by a tailor. It's just
asheregular
gabardine
said shemen's
neverwear
had seen
one forsuiting
women—
just
like
it
before
—
and
the
jacket
is
with four unusual pockets as its made
only
trimming. These pockets are cut to a point
on the underneath side. The lapels are
small and the jacket closing is cjuite deep.
When
wearthea blouse
with This
this,
she wearsshe adoesn't
scarf like
white one.
is fastened with a pin, also, and is arstock. ranged somewhat like an old-fashioned
With this suit she wears a tailored,
natural straw hat with a narrow band of
felt and a wide band of grosgrain ribbon as
trim, these in contrasting shades of brown
and green.
She likes to design some of her hats,
but this particular one was from a collection of well-known tailored and sports
hats. She often likes to wear slightly giddy
hats, but her husband, like many men,
doesn't care for that type.
Incidentally, Meri Bell is married to Dell
Sharbutt, whose announcing you know very
well. She was wearing a new black caracul
coat which he had given her for Christmas,
but which had been delayed in reaching her
because it was made to her specifications.
"Every skin is marked with my name,"
she said. "And, although it is really too
warm to wear it now, I simply have to beIhave waited
long —tolikes
own solid
it."
She cause never
wears so prints
colors best and says it would be a waste of
time for her to buy anything else. Her
favorite colors are: Black, white in the
summer, dark red, green occasionally,
lots
tones.of blue in the navy, powder and royal
Meri Bell has very interesting coloring
and I think her make-up is worth passing
on to all you blondes who may be similar.
Meri's skin is a golden-tinted tone rather
than
blondes.theHerveryeyespink-and-white
are hazel and ofher most
hair
a rich yellow. The powder she uses is what
she callscast.
a "radiant
rachel"
it's ona little
the
pinkish
To this she
adds— just
brown so that, winter or summer, she looks
as if she had a light golden suntan. It's
veryHer effective.
love of light blue is evident in the
evening gown which she chose for this
story. blue
She velvet
wanted bow,
me —caught
and youwith— toa jeweled
see the
wide,
pin, which she wears on the dress when it
is topped by the brief jacket. Without the
jacket, the dress has a deep velvet girdle in
the shade of royal blue, and so she only
uses the bow with the jacket. But, back to
to color of the dress, it is a very light blue
which looks almost oyster white under
electric lights.
It'sdeeper
very blue.
effective when
contrasted
with the
As I talked to Meri Bell, I thought that
there isn't a single girl, reading what she
had most
to say,of who
won'tclothes.
be inspired
the
her own
I knowto make
I felt
inspired to start experimenting with scarfs
I have had kicking around my bureau
drawers for months. Somehow, I always
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Rubinoff receives a wood carving from
Daniel Roller, president of a fan club.
put them on the same way and not a very
unusual way. either. Certainly. Meri convinces you that it isn't the huge amount of
mone)'
you discerning
need to spend
but
rather the
eye toto look
make smart,
the most
of every accessory, no matter how small.
^''ariet>■stantischanging
the spice
her clothes
— conin theofmanner
of wearing
what she has. so that it always looks fresh
and unusual.
She told me that she had made some
movie shorts when she was on the Coast,
several years ago. But more interesting
even than that, was the fact that she had
acted as stand-in for several of the big
stars. I asked her if she wanted to go back
to Hollywood, and she said not unless she
was offered so much money that she
couldn't refuse ! You'll never guess, though,
why she hasn't her eye on Hollywood —
she's
might afraid
be, forof sheearthquakes!
was in theAndone well
that she
hit
Los Angeles several years ago. She was
throw^n across a room and broke her arm.
However, she felt very lucky when she
heard, later, that the theatre^ at which she
and
were to athavean
playedGusthatArnheim's
night, wasbanddemolished
hour when they might have been on the
stage ! It so happened that their engagement had been postponed and the troupe had
remained in Los Angeles instead of moving
on toincident.
Long Beach! She's never forgotten
the
Before signing off for this month, I want
togathered
say that,together
spurred a onbunch
by Meri
Bell, new
I've
of very
fashion tricks, which you can employ to
dress up your spring and summer clothes,
whether they are new or old. Tust write
in for the MAY SHOPPIXG BULLETIN
and I will send you. also. Smart Shortcuts
to Chic — both for the same stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
Elizabeth Ellis,
Radio Stars Magazine,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed please find a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Kindly send me,
free of charge, vour MAY SHOPPING BULLETIN and SMART
SHORTCUTS TO CHIC.
Name
Street
City
State

Like
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It's WTong
amazingshade
the ofnumber
of women who use
the
face powder.
It's
still
moreamazing
what
it does will
to them!
artist orshade
make-up
tell
you,As theany wrong
of faceexpert
powder will
change
your
appearance
altogether.
It
will
make you look years older than you really are.
A Common Mistake
The great trouble is that women choose their
face powder shades on the wrong basis. They try
to match "t)^e." This is a mistake because you
not a "type,"
but have
an individual.
You skin
maybeor
aarebrunette
and still
a very light
any one of a number of different tones between
light
and
dark.
The
same
holds
true
if
you
are
a blonde or redhead.
is only andone that
way isto bychoose
of There
face powder
tryingyoiu'
on allshade
ten
basic shades. Maybe the shade you think least
suiteding.toThousands
you is your
most
becoming
and
flatterof women have been surprised.
The Test That Tells!
I want you to see if you are using the right
shade of face powder or whether you should be
using some other shade. So, I offer you all ten
shades
of Lady Esther Face Powder to try on,
free of charge.

Try on each of the ten shades as if you had
never
powder before.
Maybe Maybe
you'll
make used
a greatfacediscovery
for yourself.
you'll
find
a
shade
that
will
completely
"youthify" your appearance.
Mail the coupon today for the ten shades of
Lady
Esther
Powder
once
for allFace
whether
you arewhichusingwillthe settle
right
shade andor not.
(yeilc<inp<wt.(»i.onap<-nnBPoa(fard)
133) | F 111.R E e"
Lady
Esther,sendLtd..me2010by return
Ridge Ave..
Please
mail aF.vanslon,
liberal supply
of all
ten shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a pursesize lube of your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.
City
vou tiv«in Canada, writf Lady Eathrr.Stau
Ltd.. Toronto. Onf.)
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with
and beauty ... a delight
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wave
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large
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bottle in the green and black
carton at cosmetic counters everywhere ... in
Drug or 5 & 10c stores.
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To in
Remc
ill mail
for lOC
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600 Second
I'ittsburgh,
(CanadianAvenue
Addrfss: Toronto,
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CATARRH AND SINUS
CHART— rSff
Guaranteed noseRelief
No Pay.
Stop hawking ——
etu£Fed-up
— badorSendbreath
— Sinus
phlegm-filled
throat.
Card orirritation
letterOfferfor
New Treatment
Chart andPostMoney-Back
40.0006.3rdDruggists
sell HaU's. : Catarrh
Medicine
year in business
. Write today!
F. J. CHENEY & CO. Dept 3S, TOLEDO, O.

•u/h0te..A, .smartest girls with the
Is . . . Use Hollywood Rapid
Dry
f.'iirli
r^.
can enhance
your
beaut\. too. in '^'oii
tliii easy
way. Whatever
style of ( iirl you like . . . w lietlier a few
large ones or many littli- rlo,,c ones...
make them simply, (|uii kly.
rler used I
//o//v
yood C irlers.
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add that he tried for four years and never
did divide all Gaul into three parts to the
satisfaction of his Latin teachers; nor can
he see to this day why the square of the
hypotenuse necessarily has to equal the
s(|uares of the rest of a triangle.
It isn't brilliance that's gotten him places.
Rex
will insist,
it's fever.
He has hasa fever
for music
and planes
that notliing
ever
been able to cool, not even slim pickings
and crack-ups.
After high school, his parents dug into
their savings and sent him abroad to study
piano. Halfway
his course
discovered that whatthrough
he really
wantedhe was
not to study music in Paris alone, but
music everywhere — Iceland, Vienna, Cape
Horn, the Sandwich Islands. The war was
going
on, he and
was unrest.
filled with wanderlust
and ambition
Gradually the idea was born in him of
the one great thing he wanted to accomplish:To learn the music of all lands, to
combine those musics in a unit'crsal rhythm,
and so)nc day flay that rhythm zvifli an
orchestra of his oicii.
That was his dream. And he never
stopped dreaming it.
He started ofi by bumming his way to
Tasmania, Ceylon, the Philippines, Madagascar. He sat with a scratch-pad and
pencil in huts and palaces and cabarets and
opera houses and dives the whole world
over, writing down queer snatches of music
in three-four and four-four and strange
tempos
he'd tiever
before.
studied
the
cultivated
music heard
of cities
and Hethe natural
music of isolated places, too.
He collected musical instruments from
more than twenty countries and learned the
rudiments of playing them. He collected
several trunkfuls of recordings. When he
couldn't buy a recording of some native
inusic
he wanted,
pawnespecially
his last
possession
to havehe'dit often
recorded
for his music
own use.remained
There weren't
many toplaces
whose
a mystery
Rex
Chandler.
Whenever he wearied of living out of a
sm'tcase,
put hisfordream
rhythm inhe'dstorage
a whileaboutand universal
go back
to flying.turers He
worked
manufacand airlines inforthisi)lane
country
and
abroad, desigm'ng, piloting, even being a
mechanic.
He hehas built
ownedhimself.
four Clarence
"ships,"
two
of which
Chamberlain and Ruth Nichols are among
his closest friends.
"I kept my dream, but I didn't lun'ry it.
I felt thatmy scjme
I'd havehut mywliether
own
orchestra,
kind ofdayorchestra,
that day came when I was tliirty-eigbt or
fifty-eight wasn't an urgent matter with
me.
I'xe aK\a.\s
for Ithenexernextmakethingplans.
to happen
and, waited
when
it happened, I took it for what it was
worth
went one
ahead."
It wasandduring
of his brief trips home
to Boston that he met the girl who was
ultimately to become his wife. She was
avivacious,
h'rench andgirl,since
darkRexandis half
slenderFrench
and

CO/?/\jr COME
Bf\CK BIGGER^ UGLIER \ ^
,UNLESS REMOVED ROOf&ALL
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with this new, easy method
9 Homeand paring
the surface
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corn,
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Blue-Jayall pain
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removing
isliftsrelieved
quickly.
Then
in
3
days
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entire
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out.
Root
and
All (exceptionally stubborn cases may require a
second application). 25j(fora package of 6— at all
druggists.
BAUER & BLACK
SCIENTIFIC
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TORTURE Th is Quick Way
For quick relief from the itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, tathlete's
scales, rashes
and other
exal y caused skinfoot,
eruptions,
use Original
cooling,
antiseptic, liquidernD.D.D.
formula
of Doctor
Dennis. PRESCRIPTION.
Greaseless and stainless.
Soothes
the irritation
and quicklyat stops
the most proves
intense ititchg. A 35c trial
— or
your inmoney
back.bottle,
Ask for drug
D. D. stores,
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Joy
the tennis
court Hodges,
as she isas ingaysong,on pauses
between sets to flash a smile for the
photographer. She sings with Jimmie
Grier's
on 6:00
Joe p.m.
Penner's
program, orchestra
CfiS Sunday,
EST.
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himself, their attraction for each otlicr was
immediate. Leone Lorfray had distinguished
herself working among blind French and
Arabian
liad
been soldiers
invited following
to Americathe toWorld
lecture^\'ar,on
the
specialized
methods
she
had
develoix-d
for teaching those who cannot see.
At the home of mutual friends the two
met, parted a few weeks later, Leone went
back to Nantes, Rex took off for Egypt.
He knew that he'd found the one girl,
but trueplans
to about
form, aheringhadn't
any
definite
and amade
preacher.
.\nd what should happen, sh(irtl> afterward,
but
that tothemakesix-months'
tour washe pustwas
scheduled
over .Australia
poned. Suddenly, he fouiul himsolt with
an unexpected holiday. So he hopped a
freighter on his twenty-third I)irthda\,
journeyed across the Mediterranean.
And the first thing lie knew he was
almost
as much
bride'sSo
home town
as he inwaslovewithwithhi>hisbride.
the Chandlers settled down to li\e in
Xantes.
After thirteen years in Xantes, Rex
brought his family — which was now doubled by the arrivals of Anne-Scott and
Patricia — back to Xew York. Suniniertinies
he played the org.ui in some of Manhatand lie
theatres
winters,tan'sthegreatest
pastchurches
two winters,
spent :
studying in Mexico.
It was very simple, the way his sudden
band >uccess happened. Radio got in his
Idood. W'lien
he heard
about something
the Ford
auditions
that were
demanding
new in dance music, he was prepared. He
had the idea, all he needed was the
orchestra.
out forty-three
men fromAfter
the weeding
innumerable
musicians
available, he got together six ace arrangers
and got down to work. And the result is
something, as you know by now, that's
pretty
swell. rliythm,
I'lik'crsal
Universal
not Rhythm.
to he too technical,
ishkethis:ordinary
1. There's
dance
soundsto.
dance musicmusic\outhatdance
2. There's dance music that's dolled up
like a symphony that you can't dance to.
3.up There's
universal
dolled
consideral)Iy,
rich rhythm
and fullthat's
of artistic
improvements, but you can still dance to
ii from the first note to the last!
The music is lavish and full beca\.se
the orchestra is extraordinarily large for
a jazz unit ; eighteen pieces in the string
section alone, three harps, and several
unusual instruments not ordinarily employed in the playing of popular nnisic.
The
Rhythm preparation
show takes afor
/;/// each
zccck. I'nh'crsa!
The staff
of
arrangers
work
under
theironemaestro's
guidance, each man turning out
number
for the program.
Xo wonder Rex knows every single note
in every arrangeinent by Friday ! He
never
uses a that
score a while
he's broadcasting.
He believes
conductor
can get far
smoother results by looking at his men
constantly, abetting the message of his
hands and arms with his face and eyes.
It's impossible to omit the fact any
longer that his name isn't really Rex
Chandler, after all. It's Chandler Goldthwaite — or at least it zivs. He changed to
the new tag because the old one was hard
toits pronounce.
Also, because
he didn't
want
long and famous
association
with classical music either to help or hinder his
switch-over to dance tunes. Changing a

m

Like tke faint tinkle of temf)le
kells in far off Tiket, tkere is
tkat akout FAOEN Gardenia
■ft'kick stirs tke s|5irit and tke
senses. E,ack dro{) of tkis exquisite f)erfume enkances your
desirakleness . . . makes you seem
fresk and dainty as tke delicate
fragrance of s|jring. Its elusive
scent is com^arakle only to some
brecious moment of ra{3ture ...
fleeting, yet enduring in memory.
Try FAOEX Gardenia today.
On sale at 5 and lO cent stores.
TrfO other }>ark Gf Tilford Faoen Perfumes
Odor N I. 3 Clinging .. exotic .. oriental
Odor \o. II Delicate., refreshing.. bouquet
In the smart
tuckaway
..ize I| \J C
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name is much like changing from brunette
to blonde — the sooner people forget you
were ever a brunette the better. So Rex
Chandler he remains. If radio row had
known
him asking
by his right
name they
have been
so blankly
who wouldn't
the fellow was tliat landed the Ford spot, for
he's
well-known
and
well-liked
in
upper musical circles of New York.all the
]\Ir. and Mrs. Chandler, their two beautiful little French-speaking daughters, four
dogs, two cats and a whole room full of
records are established in a comfortable
apartment near Central Park. Rex walks
twenty blocks down Fifth Avenue to work
every morning, rain, slush or shine ; spends
^ PINAUD'S liVIPROVED
his spare time hanging around Floyd BenSIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA
nett gines.
airport,Once flying
enhe lostor a tinkering
wing overwitha beet
PREPARED IN FRANCE
patch in Idaho, another time his parachute
deposited
on the roof ofSo ahemillionaire's
mansion inhimConnecticut.
figures he
Itgifts!
duplicates
most naturally
generous beauty
Makes Nature's
lashes look
silky, has a very efficient guardian angel someheavy and long. Permanent! Smudgeproof!
where in the offing.
Black, Brown, Blue and Green.
Radio is hard work and fun, and the
Apply with
without
water.leith (^"fisifSr^W final realization of a lifetime dream. He's
Completeor your
Eye make-up
crazy about it. But he's perfectly frank
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
any season
definite orambimapped heout hasn't
for next
the
PiNAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL to admittions that
next.
Two
or
three
years
from now he
PMIS
may
not
be
in
radio
at
all.
He
may
be
™„ PIMAU0] NEW YORK flying the mails between Miami and Atlanta, or designing China clippers, or
SECRETARIES, STENOGRAPHERS handling a grease gun at Mitchell Field.
Rex Chandler refuses to make any plans.
and TYPISTS — Become An Expert
STENOTYPIST
Stenotypists
today'sStenotype'
preferred
jobs
and betterwin pay.
SMALL TOWN GUY
machine
ease
make yourspeed,workaccuracy
faster, andbetter,
{Continued from page 31)
easier
—
and
you
get
the
credit,
/■■r/,'
Executives
this ma-— faster
^--..^
chine
way ofwelcome
taking dictation
than
any —maneasycantotalk.writeStenotypy
easy"
story. He's vastly different from the usual
to learn
—youreasysparetois read.
you
time —We attrain
low entertainers
for onestill
thinga small
he's nottownBroadcost thoroughly
and on easyat home
terms.in Write
for interesting,
free
way. Al is; really
boy
booklet,
"Stenotypy,
the
New
Profession,"
describing
the
many
opportunities
in
Stenotypy
and
telling
and
his
jokes
have
the
small
town slant
how you may master it successfully.
that
makes
them
so
appealing
to
people.
THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
He had to talk to some one on the
Dept. S318^T4101S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. phone,
me : and when he finished he turned to
If you have one single
"They're
ready over
for the
rehearsal
Want
to come
to the
studio now.
and
watch it? I can get my work done and
GRAY
HAIR
talk to you at the same time and we'll
mail this coupon
probably
interrupted
a lot less." at the
After thebe first
dozen interruptions
Now— before others think of you as "oldstudio, I figured that that was one of his
er"—
is
the
time
to
touch
up
those
first
gray streaks. Millions — both men and
women
— havestrands.
discovered
this wayclearto hegags.
"Iconfided,
was on intheone airof asthe farrareback
as 1912,"
uninterrupted
color fading
Just combing
liquid through hair
moments.
"They
put
me
on
over
exbrings color: black,
perimental transmitter. That sort of anpaved
brown, auburn, blonde.
the way for my real air debut in 1929.
Entirely SAFE ... Hair
"By then I had gathered together my
stays soft and lustrous.
Get a bottle from your
Gang.
I'd pickedentertainers
up one hereand andreal another
druggist on money back
there,
guarantee.
ers.allThegood
West Coast audiences
likedtroup-us,
Free Test. Or send fo
so we put on a full-hour radio show five
days out of every week and we did that
Test it FREE
We'll
sendFree.
Complete
Test"
Package
Snip
lock
forLarry
seven Marsh,
years !" demon orchestra confrom
hair. Try first Noon this.
ductor, made his his
way to where we were in
See
this forway.yourself.
Mail couponrisk for Free Test.
the back part of the studio.
"Al,
we
gotta
work this number in
-—MARY
GOLDMAN—;
II
2313 GoldmanT. Bldg.,
St. Paul, Minn. |i
"You see how it is," sighed Al. "Be
II
Name
IIi
II
Street
"That's
a right guy," a voice breathed
I down
right
back."
right—"
my neck from the seat back of me.
} City
State
j I didn't know the speaker but it didn't
^>>lor of your hair?
j seem to matter. "He's got everybody in
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New, natural -looking beauty to
make conquests for your eyes!

H
EXIT
BRIDE!
• Proud Jane spoiled,
Seymour,
was uppamfor
auction. Thepered,mountaineers
who
hated her because of the name
she bore were bidding higher
and higher ... for her hand in
marriage.
Over the heads of the heartless crowd, her eyes met the
level gaze of the man with a
price on his head ... a price
set by her own uncle! She
trembled as he pushed his way
forward.
Was he going to buy
her?
The tiful
thrilling
storytrapped
of this beauyoung girl,
by a
code centuries old, is complete
in the May SWEETHEART
STORIES. Read this exciting
novelette, "Exit — The Bride," by
Joan D'Arcy in this giant issue
of your favorite love story
magazine.
•Maysie
Greig contributes
her
novel,issue"Doctor's fascinating
Wife" in the same
...
"Dashing Young Man," a complete full-length novel of a radio
crooner and a rich man's daughter,
trapped asby torture
tradition inas old
and cruel
the
Middle Ages.
Other exciting Love Stories in
the May SWEETHEART STORIES
include:
"Goodbye to Dreams" • "Dangerous
• "EcstasyTakes
Defer ed" Question"
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RADIO STARS
the show liking him, even Sour-Puss, the
guy from
like
nobodythe! agency, and Sour-Puss don't
"Al
don'tandputhe onknows
airs, hishe business.
don't yellYouat
everybody
know what?" He paused and when he got
nov/entanswer
went party
right onsomebody
anyway gave
! "I
to a heswanky
for Pearce and what does he do? He takes
me upstairs to his room and says : 'Sit
down, I wanna take oflF my shoes, tiicy're
killin' me.' And he's a big shot on tlie
radio!"
Still onductiothe
n for thestage,
man Alwhotriedwasout toan dointrothe
imitations. Then, after the man had performed, they did it over again and this
time he used different, but just as funny
gags. The Pearce guy is marvelous !
He came back to where I was.
"I'm getting a big kick out of this," he
said, sinking
downseemin his
seat.my"Theimitations
show's
going
good, they
to like
of the stuttering salesman. Elmer Blurt,
and thej''ve been nice to us. Hey, Bilijczvatcr!"
he yelled
and loudly
his English
comic, suddenly
and the sound,
comingat
up from where he was slumped down in
his seat, sounded like a voice from China.
"Bilgey, old boy, do that line again,
there's
somethingthescrewy
the finish."
All through
show about
he worked
with
practiced eye and ear. A correction here,
a bit of praise there — and I knew that I
was
sitting next to that rarity, a real
showman.
At last, when the show was done, he relaxed and continued our conversation.
"Where
you that I was
got aI?bigOhkickyes,outI ofwasthis.telling
But
my wife is getting a bigger one. She's
never been to New York before and she's
gone slightly daffy over Saks and Best's
and those
have
you? joints. You haven't met her yet,
"Audrey
grandrunning
girl. theFunny,
too,
how we met.is aI was
air show
outBesides
in California
..."
being a master of the difficult
art
of
ad
libbing
an hour's
day, Al was a genial
host to airhis show
Coast every
studio guests. This fellow, who, incidentally,
looks like Alan Dinehart of the mo\ ies,
appealed to all of his guests alike, young
and old, and one oldish lady, a Mrs.
Carter,cism foralways
him. had a friendly bit of criti"One night," Al said, "I went over to
chat as usual with Mrs. Carter. 'Mr.
Pearce,' she said, motioning to an attractive girl onBefore
her right,
daughter,toAudrey.
we 'this
left isthemy house
night
she
said
:
"Mother,
you
know
don't
want to go to that show, you know II never
listen to the radio . . ." but I think she
has changed her mind, and she — '
" 'I think you — er — j'our show is wonderful,' Audrey
Al Pearce
drovemurmured."
the Carters home that
night and, in a happy trance, he ate half
a ham the Carters had been saving for
soup. Six months later little Audrey and
big Al were married, in, of all places, Reno !
"Yeah, Reno, but it hasn't done us any
harm, for a man couldn't have a better
wife. And," Al chuckled, "she listens to
my programs noiv. She's my best friend
and severest critic. Say that's a pretty
goodHe line,
did Itomake
up?" to a felstopped
yell itgoodbye
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RADIO STARS
BECAUSE OF HIS OLIVE OIL POWDER!

low who had only a "bit" in the show —
but
cordiality
of it, you'd think
he wasfromthe thepresident
of CBS.
"Did
you
know."
he
was a salesman for many resumed,
years, way,"thatwayI
Vl's selling experience began with a cow.
helonsied joiiuly to him and his brothCal. The i^roject was a small dairy
thrLC-member team, .^I, Lai and
Bessie
the milk,
took
er and donated
Al delivered
whatC'alBessie

MOTHER,
baby from
soothedchating
happy, toto keep
keep your
him free
and irritation, no other baby powiler comIts uniciue
o/(i'<M-i7 content
explainspares withwhyZ.B.T.Z.B.T.
is smoother,
longerclingin.a:, against
superior diaper
in "•slip"—
whyprickly
it is more
effective
rash,
and skin irritations. Z.B.T. is approvedheatby
leading hospitals, by Good Housekeeping
and i/oitr baby.ForLai-ge
and SOf sizes.
FREE250SAMPLE
send
postcard
to
Z.B.T.,
Dept. City.
K-2,
80 Varick Street, New York

SAFEST
BECAUSE EASIEST
TO
CLEAN
This wide
iiurHing
iH»iiioiiilipil
slii.iiMer.
Breastbuttleshapedhaa
tiipiiU- is l asily inverted. Both

HYGEIA
NURSING BOTTLE AND NIPPLE

AND RELIEVE PAIN QUICKLY
Just put a few drops of Freezone on that
aching
corn and
make the
ful discovery
manyyou'll
thousands
havewondermade.
Pain is quickly relieved. And soon the corn
gets so loose you can lift it right off with
your way
fingers.
You'll pain
agree andthatremove
it's a quick,
easy
to relieve
hard
and soft corns, even corns between the toes.
Any druggist will sell you a bottle of
Freezone for a few cents. Try it.
FREEZONE
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"I got
right away !he I said,
took my
banjointo
alongtrouble
with
me and played for the kids along the route.
But the mothers put up an awful kick
about
the milk toright
That notAl getting
was persuaded
leaveonhistimeban-I"
jo at home and deliver Bessie's efiforts on
time
didn't matter
very much, because Al
got
with aa berth
dance for
band. himself and his banjo
'"That wasn't enough for me, though,
because I'd been bitten by the selling bug.
At an\ rate, I took up with this life inthe day. surance company and sold the stuff during
"Intaintlio^e
days, companies
semi-universities
to teach didn't
their mainsalesmen the art of capturing the customers ;
they handed you a batch of policies and
saidHe: 'Get
'em !'first
" day on a bicycle
startedridoutof that
much too small for a big fellow of twenty.
Up the street, down the street he pedaled.
Somehow,
musterandupapproa
enou;
courage to heget couldn't
off his bike
one of the houses.
"They all seemed to glare at me, as
though to say : 'I dare you to come near
me!'
thenthemybikefront
tire hitof aa small
stone
and I But
fell off
in front
white house. This, I figured, was an
omen, so I rang the bell. For a minute
no one answered and I breathed a sigh of
relief; there was no one home. However,
just as I was turning away, the door
opened a crack and a lady poked her head
out. I can laugh now when I remember
her too-bright red hair and her enormously-thick glasses, but at the time it scared
the wits out of me.
"'What do you want, young man?' she
asked, flattering a mere lioy. Somehow,
after a fashion, I managed to explain in
glib, long-studied phrases that came tumbling out with the si)eed of tiie wind. Surprisingly enough she bought a policy. Was
He was so glad and so cocky that he
went
I glad!"through the whole streetful of
liouses, now confident in his powers. But
not another sale did he make on that
street
other forfor t'ue
wholethatdays.
"I hador toanydiscover
in\srlf
six
sales in a hundred is a good average. I
Iiad to meet doorbells — and what doorbells!
"Sonletime^, before you jiressed the butyou'd hearabruptly
a murmur
that ton,ceased
whenof thevoices,
hell voices
rang.
This was supposed to convey the impression that there wasn't a soul at home. But
if youas kept
peeled todraw
leeward,
like
not anseeeyea curtain
aside you'd
furtively and an oininous eye peer out at
In spite of the bell problem, his technique
improved. He learned to read character
like a book. He found his banjo tiaining
useful, !"whenever he chanced to spy one in
you

Happy
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RADIO STARS
a house where he called.
"Madam.'' he'd say in his most dulcet
tones,
know whatJust
heat listen
does toto
the king"don't
of you
instruments?
these strings." twanging them furiously, "I
tell
drop I back
with you
a setwhat.
of theI'll kind
use onlatermy today
own
banjo
.
.
.
Don't
mention
it
.
.
.
In
the
meantime, may I show you a policy that
should
be
in
every
.
.
."
He never failed, in such a case, to sell
a whopping big policy and when he
brought over the strings and tested them
out,
he'dover
let atthemthediscover
was
playing
Knights that
of he
Pythias
Hall
and
that
he'd
be
delighted
to
see
them
there.
Often Al would sec the lady of the
house out back hanging out her Monday
wash. Back he'd go and before you could
say wash
"prestidigitator,"
was ofhanging
out
tlie
and firing a hestring
arguments
at the good lady, now sitting comfortably
in the shade, reading the policy and debating whether to offer this handsome
young gentleman, bless his little heart, a
glass of lemonade or a cup of tea.
"Why, I've mowed more lawns than you
could bric-a-brac
shake a lawnthanmower
I've dusted
more
a bullat, could
break
in a year and I've mended hundreds of
kids'
bikes— but it sold policies !" says Al,
grinning.
Of course, he was making a goodish sum
of money by selling insurance by day and
playing the banjo at night, but when the
influenza epidemic came along ( it was
1918), he made a small fortune.
Wearing the necessary mask over his
mouth, he'd find whole streets laid low with
the disease.
stop at each
tell
them thatHe'd
his company
was house
makinganda
survey of the spread of the disease and
ask if they were covered by insurance and
if they had a doctor, an item all too scarce.
He really did them a good turn by digging
up a showed
doctor, their
if theyappreciation
didn't have byone.buying
and
they
policies.
Along about this time he started his
Coast show, the one that was to last seven
years.
.\nyway, after the seven-year contract
on the Coast was up, he bought a slinky
trailer, hooked it on to his car. got Audrey
packed up, and started East, fishing along
the way.
"Mister, there's no better way to travel
in anying beside
direction!
sure, get
whento I'm
loafa lake, OhI often
thinking
about the studio and my work, but then
again, when I'm in the midst of a program. I'l mist
see thejustlakelifting
in the from
early morning,
with the
the corners, and one of those crazy fish jumping
. . . they tell me that's called human nature."
In the East, NBC put him to sustaining
for a few weeks, then a sponsor engaged
him for six months. Followed a vaudement. ville tour and the present radio engageHe'sfrom
evidently
still afood
salesman,
for this
wire
a Seattle
manufacturerfriend followed close on the heels of his
first show :
same convineing"Your
Al sbozi'
Pearceslwi\.'s
StopyouOnarestrength
of it
have ordered Ford for >iiy son Stop Regards
Chef Milani."
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RADIO STARS
HAPPliMDlM
DONT BE THESE
AFRAID OF AIR V,^
SICKNESS.
ARE VERY STEADY BIG PLANES )
IT'S NOT
THAT, BUT MY
REGULAR PAIN
DID NOT
EXPECT IT
TO BEGIN
^ TODAY. J

THE modern woman no longer giv'esinfashioned
to functional
periodic
pain. It's
oldto suffer
in silence,
because
there is now a reliable relief for such
suffering.
Some women who ha\ e always had
the hardest time are relie\ ed by Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one
twinge of pain,
moment's
discomfort
during ortheeven
entirea period.
So, don't "favor yourself" or "save
yourself" certain days of e\ ery month!
Don't let the calendar regulate your

A HAPPY LANDING, AND THE HAPFY
RELIEF OF MARTYRDO/V\.
ONE MORE WOMAN'S
MONTHLY
MIDOL
TAKES CARE OF "REGULAR" PAIN.
activities! Keep going, and keep comfortable— with the aid of Midol.
These tablets provide a proven means
for the relief of such pain, so why endure suftering Midol might spare you?
Midol brings quick relief which
usually lasts for hours. Its principal
ingredient has often been prescribed
by You
specialists.
can get Midol in a trim aluminum case at any drug store. One tablet
usually brings relief. Two tablets
should see you through your worst day.
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RADIO
RAMBLINGS
{Conlinucd from page 89)
a star's ambitions, but the other side of
that picture seldom comes into court. No
one hears of the contracts where Paul or
any of these other leaders guess wrong
pay out salaries to singers who can't
besnd used.
Contrary to predictions, Ed Wynn has
gratlually been creeping up in the radio
standings with this Saturday evening program of his. The success does not come
up to Wynn laurels of a couple of years
ago, but he has moved up to a very good
rating in the radio surveys.
Ed steadfastly resists all advice to follow
the recent mode in comedy programs and
present little sketches, with comedy based
on characters and situations. He insists he
shall continue to gallop up to a microphone
and fire joke after joke at Graham McNamee, just as he always has.
"I am the last of the pantaloons," he
argues,
"the public
only onemust
of theaccept
old funny
left. The
me asmena
clown. When they are tired of that, I
Ed retire."
can afford that independent attitude.
shall
He constantly complains about all his
financial troubles, but persons close to him
estimate that he is at least a millionaire.
In their
Andy,
Charlesleisure
Correllfrom
and being
FreemanAmos
Gosden'n'
are inveterate golfers but Correll is the
only one ivho plays at all regularly. His
partner is so disgusted zvith his own game,
he goes along more often as caddy than
as opponent.
Queer what scrambles a radio program
can get into, even when an impressive lineup of talent seems to insure a great
success! Any show with Al Jolson, Martha
Raye and Sid Silvers all appearing together sounds like a lively prospect. Their
program has been a chaotic one and week
after week it has turned out dull.
Expert and expensive tinkering has been
going on right from the start. Two of
Hollywood's
pricedwerewriters,
Al
Boasberg and highest
Harry Conn,
called in.
Then came Bill Bacher, one of the most
expensive program directors in radio. Sid
Silvers has a reputation as a wit himself
and he has been writing. Al Jolson
always wants quite a bit to say about the
preparation of any program he is on.
With all those great minds at work,
complete changes in plan have come at
intervals of a week or two. One week,
for instance, a serial story was begun.
Next week it was not even mentioned,
dropped completely
a word ofjests
explanation. At first, without
Jolson exchanged
with Sid Silvers. Then that was cut out.
Then it was put back. Jolson was to sing
lively songs. Jolson was to sing no lively
songs, just sad and dramatic ballads.
Whether you like the program or not,
you may find it more amusing when you
know that the show and all that monkeying
has been costing the sponsor around
$15,000 a week.

RADIO STARS
A co)ii(>lete stranger among radio people
is Cheerio, n'hose morning program, directed atcheering up unfortunates, is almost
the oldest of all radio broadcasts. He is a
tnysterious figure, arriving at the studio
for his early morning shon', departing
immediately n'ithout much to say to anyone. Intervieu'ers find him friendly but
reticent. There never is much to get out
of Cheerio. Even the NBC publicity department despairs of doing anything to lift
the mysterious silence about Cheerio.
Unlike most radio people, ic7)o demand
publicity, any sort of publicity, just so the
name is sprlled appro.riniatcly right — (Oilike those. Cheerio insists on seeing every
line the publicity department zi-ants to send
out about him. Usually he reads it and
says:
"Xo, let's
not have
He thinks
stories
aboutthat."
the canaries
rc'/io sing on the program ivould be nice.
No one loves practical jokes more than
Richard Hitnber. He plays them on his
band during rehearsal and they retaliate.
Manny
radio's and
star trumpet
players, Klein,
is inonetheof band
he has
mastered a way of shooting spit balls
through the trumpet — which gives you an
idea. Dick often sits and plans his pranks
and then gathers a couple of friends to
go out and join the laughter.
He had a sockerola, as the boys call it,
one night this winter. They packed a
lunch with sandwiches and Coca Colas and
headed Broadwayish
for Dave's Blue
one places.
of the
most
of Room,
Broadway
Ceremoniously, the head usher escorted
ihem to a table. Himber was a regular
guest there and they knew his preferences.
The head waiter turned away and bedlam arose from the Himber table. Sandwiches appeared and bottles of Coca Cola
were flourished. "What's the matter with
this place," the party roared. "No glasses
andEveryone
no plates? in Wethewantrestaurant
service." seemed
amused, but the wrath of no less a personage than Dave himself was aroused.
He
strodeprepared
over tofor Himber's
and
the boys
the hearty table
laughter.
Instead,
"Get
out
of
here!"
was
ordered.
Well, they got out and Dick Himber
looked very crestfallen. "Can you imagine,"
he asked, "making a- ♦good
- gag go flat?"
Radio artists zvith offices have had a
nezv
racketbutto the
contend
zvith lately.
It's hit
an
old one,
operators
have just
on radio as a fertile field. Mark Warnow
zvas a recent victim. It runs like this:
A voice comes on the telephone and gives
the name of a good friend. "You'll help
me out, ivon't you?" the friend asks. "I
bought a suit on sale and I didn't hax'e the
full price H'ith me. If you have the other
tivcnty-fiz'c bucks, zvould you give it to the
guyf I'll give it back to yon when I pick
the suit up on my zi'ay home."
No radio artist zi'ould refuse that favor
to an old friend. The messenger comes up
with a suit bo.v, collects the money and
departs.
If the lender is curious about the neiv
suit, he might peek through a loose corner
of the box and find a pile of zvaste paper!
Otherwise, he zvill zvait for a couple of
days or so, call the friend to remind him
about the suit and find an embarrassing as
well as expensive situation has emerged.
-ARTHUR MASON.
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Orange.
Large
Size 50c. Purse Size 10c.

Alluringto Rouge
Companion
Have
rich, red, taunting
lips!—
Come-hitherish,
soft
—anthatevening
stay softof through
kisses.
Light,
Medium,
Dark.
Orange,55c.Raspberry.
Size
Purse SizeExtra
10c.

Hollywood — the master authority on beauty — has its very own
secret for flawless charm! — A secret you now may share.
All types
go to ismake
up Hollywood's
group of glamorous
screen
sirens.
Yet each
a picture
of cameo loveliness.
\X hether Titian,
Brunette or Blonde — each type owes her radiant beauty to the intimate secret of make-up keyed to her individual coloring!
NOW — with HOLLYWOOD M.\SK Matched Make-up — you may
achieve the same devastating results. For this velvety Powder accents
the skin-tones: the soft, glowing Rouge merges with skin-shade: and
the Lipstick, matching the Rouge, leaves lips ripe, tantalizing, promis ng . . much! And all three, keyed to y our individual coloring!
Underneath,
skin baby-fresh and revitalized with the
HOLLYWOOD
MASKtheFacial.
Follow the Hollywood method, just as a screen star. Let your
mirror reflect a new, ravishing YOU.
Why delay glorification? Know poise and assurance! You can
awaken your sleeping beauty with HOLLYWOOD mask Matched Makeup. Ask today for your own shades at your favorite cosmetic counter.

'I

/MASK
FOR INTIMATE BEAUTY
HOLLYWOOD
hasn\''HOLLSrw6olD^MASK
as" .vet.' check
voir
shades
below,include
for generous
introductory
treatments.
Behe sure
base ofto new
loveliiHOLLYWOOD MASK FacialHOLLYWOOD
Dept. 150,cosmetic
Hollywood,
I enclose 10c MASK,
for eachInc..purse-size
checked.Cal.

Flour- Barrel"
Heavenly
new powderLook
reveals trHarmonizes
ue skin-tone;
clings
longer.
with
cheeks natural!
and lips.Rachelle,
Soft,
subtle,
Creole.
Brunette,
Peach.
Natural.
Blanche.
Large10c. Size
75c. Suntan.
Purse
Size

Address—
LIPSTICKO
ROUGE
POWDER

HOLLYWOOD
MASK □ FACIAL
Light C Mediam
Dark C Orange
D□ Raspberry
□ Orange □ Poppy □ Raspberry
Lj Peachbloom
□ Dark
Rachelle-Brunette
□ Peach
Rachelle
□□ Blanche
C Suntan□ Natural C Creole
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\Cleans white shoes
. . whiter

IT'S MY

HUMBLE

{Continued from page 11)
OPINION2. Too far away — in which case you
fail to hear us properly and must strain
your3. ears.
In bad balance — in which case you
hear the harmony above the melody or
the rhythm drowns out both.
Tlie network's income is upwards of
eighty million dollars a year, its sponsors
spend millions of dollars and its audiences
number over hundreds of millions yearly
and many of you are stimulated by broadting to purchase
worth of casthe
advertised millions
products ofeachdollars'
year.
And at the root of it all — all that stands
between the audience and the artist is the
micro plione !
Rvcrythinq else has been developed to tlie
utmost point of perfection and efficiency
— tiil>es, receii'inij sets, dialing, tone, resonance, engineering facilities for skipping
all 07'er the ivorld, short -wii-e broadcasts,
beautiful theatres, nay, castles, from whicli
emanate our broadcasts of today, handsomely-uniformed page boys, beauteous
hostesses,
stages, orlighting
Edniond Jones
Hassardu'orthy
Short,of Robert
lighted
fountains, tours through the ivondcrs and
mysteries of Radio City — all of these
developments w/tich exclude a more sensitive ear — poor old Mr. Microphone, i^-hich
is still as primitive as the man zvith the
NEED
-♦z^'ooden ploK'.
BRUSH
Mind
you,
I'm
not
the monitor or engineer. These,criticising
for the most
part,
Ask /or
AWAY
arc capable men, usually underpaid and
doing their best with an antiquated and
stupid system of microphone technique.
To be sure, I have met some who might
#grayQuickly
and
safely
you
can
tint
those
streaks
of
have been a bit more helpful, by volunto lustrous shades
of blonde,
brownit. Used
or black.
BROWNATONE
and a small
brush does
and
teering information by signs or mouth
approved
for
over
twenty-four
years.
Guaranteed
movements
during the broadcast. But
harmless.
Activewaving
coloring
agentEconomical
is purely andvegetable.
some of them have seemed unduly shy and
Cannot
affect
of
hair.
lasting
— will notpears.wash
out.
Simply
retouch
as
new
gray
aprich, beautiful
color
amazing reticent — and then I'm pondering whether
speed.
Easy Imparts
to prove
by tinting50c—
a lockatwith
ofall your
may be subject to the same rigid rules
hair.
drug own
and they
as are our phone operators. You know
toilet BROWNATONE
counters — always ison only
a money-back
guarantee.
the red tape of the Telephone Company.
IRONING
You call theformationgirl
ask for
about a tohouse
that number
is burningindown — it's a private number and you wish
DAY
to wake up your friend, who is sleeping
there. And the operator replies: "Sorry,
END
r>
we are not allowed to give out that information." So your friend has to jump
out
of the window, or, maybe, becomes
L^/DRUDGERY
roast
capon!
Our present Thursday night
We invite you Now to break away from hard starches, their SEE FOR YOURSELF monitor is Bob Moss; he reads music and
is
the
most
interested
and capable one we
bother and waste of time and strength. Change to this
have ever had.
powdered complete starching and ironing compound.
Irons never stick, you get no spots or rings. You preRecall again, please, the automobile with
E^re perfect hot starch without boiling! Then you iron speedily, m
no speedometer and you have the true
picture of the modern microphone.
HOT STARCH
eautifully, happily. It's wonderfully different.
IN 30 SECONDS
;/'(' 7i'/;(7 use it. no matter hoiv skilled
Write for
Ihrougli years of trying to guess its
FREE SAMPLE
sirenglh
and reccplirity
it givesit
no in(l:<tit.,ins
or signs (mind
as toyon,
w/iether
and . . ."That Jiahet Ironing Eaty 'j
i.s ci'cn iilire or dead!), are often as surprised (IS iiiilii'iduals on the listening-end.
Wonderful Way To UotStarch"
THE HUBINGER CO., 367, Keokuk, la.
Won't rub off
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to find that tir liaz'c ruined almost a zcliolc
program.
■
We are even at a loss, as I have said, to
know whether or not the microphone is
on. Precious time must be lost, concentration on lyrics, diction, pitch and style must
be sacrificed, whilst the subject before the
microphone is constantly glancing at the
control room, hoping for a sign from the
stoical (and sometimes phlegmatic) monitor, or, if the singer or speaker is fortunate
enough to have a production man assisting
him, to be pulled back by the production
man, after he or she has ruined several
measures of music or several paragraphs
of speech — being told too late that they
were too close, a circumstance wholly preventable bya new technique.
And when we have trios and quartettes
— then, I give up ! Here the difficulty is to
find out li'hich voice or voices are too close
cr too far away. The engineer's reply is
quite fair. "Vou should knozc yo:i:- tiistanccs
and the strength of your -coiccs. ' he says.
He's right, webutfeelmanya little
of usstronger
don't, tlian
and
often-times
at others, and sometimes the monitor himself
changes the gain or strength of the current
and iir have no dial to indicate the receptivity of the microphone. To show just
how helpless the networks are, let me tell
_\ou about a broadcast in wliicli a girl-trio
sang. To us, in the studio, they sounded
fine. They sang for three minutes. These
three minutes cost the sponsor, in radio
time, seven hundred and fifty dollars (this
on the basis of $15,000 for sixty minutes).
Then — after the broadcast — someone hapask theyou!)
engineer
teerpenit,ed tomind
hozc (hethedidn't
girls voluncame
through, Ratjter nonchalantly he said that
the harmony zvas too close and that the girl
Zi'ho zvas singing the melody zcas ozershadozved. This engineer zcos a very reticent
man and, since )nost of them are paid to
zi'Otch a dial and not to make suggestions,
zi'c zvould never have knozvn that the girls
zi'cre poorly balanced unless zve had asked
someone. And the poor listener-in probably
dialed-out to find something more pleasing
to the ear. But the unlucky sponsor, who
paid the bill, Zi'as more sinned against than
all of us.
- ♦I've asked the engineers for something
to tell us just what was going on — even to
lights over the microphones to signal:
GREEN — move in closer; RED — move
further away; BLUE — fine as it is.
You bemayregulated
ask wliy
troubleincreascan't
simply
by thethemonitor
ing the amount
That'sthat a tliere
fair
question.
In answerof Icurrent.
would say
are three factors: First, the distances of
the voices from the microphone. Second,
the amount of current running through the
microphone. Third, the amount of volume
the speaker or singer is using. If the distance is right, but tlie voice too strong in
volume, and the monitor turns "the gain
down
to prevent
'blasting,'
" tlien
the voice
will sound
unnatural,
and will
usually
have
ain "faraway
"
quality.
If
the
voice
right
volume hut too far away, any isattempt
on(by theincreasing
part of the
"bring magniit up"
the monitor
current) tosimply
fies all of the imperfections in the voice
and
"bad."the quality becomes "tinny" or just

Skin

5a

People
V r' . .-o>"v' t ■• ^

Bad

That

Talked!
on nn actual expt
IfttfT Siihscnheil and s
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read at the left how
Yeast FoamTablets helped one person,
and you want to know how they may
Yo
helpWell,
yoidthis ad is based on a true experience. And while it is only one case,
it's so typical of many others that it
warrants
in givingdisorders
a mostof thorough trial,youin similar
skin
and complexion, to Yeast Foam
Tablets.
Yeast Foam Tablets help rid your
system
which areskins.
the
real causeof oftheso poisons
many unsightly
This pasteurized yeast is rich in
precious natural elements which often
stimulate sluggish digestive organs —
help
to restore
and thus
cleanse natural
the systemelimination
of beauty-—
destro\'ing wastes.
betterFoam
— andTablets
feel better
tooYou'll
— whenlookYeast
help
you as they have helped thousands
of others.
Ask your druggist today for
Yeast Foam Tablets — and
refuse substitutes.
Mail Coupon
NOW for Sample

;
|
j

>ii'-!sIS,-( Hilvone
st nd tree trialfamily
sampleCanadianreaders
of Yeast Foam Tab- II
?nd 10c to covertea postage
and duty.) .U.Uplease
5-37 I
NOTE : The above letter is but one case, of
course, but it is so typical of many others that it
than letsjustifies
thorough
of Yeast Foam
Tabin similar acases
of skintrialor complexion
disorders.
DEAFNESS IS MISERY

A. 0. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 986. 70 6th '/2
An., Price
New Toilc WHILE YOU SLEEP ^
Whether
vou havefadea few
les or many,
them fre
quicklv
anda gently
while
sleep.
Get
jar
of
Freckle Cream today andNadirapply at bedtime. Day by
day
skin
becomes
clearer,
Usuallyblemishes.
freckles
•
Only
a Day
disappear
in 5 to Cream
10 days.isfresher.
So do other
Bave
on all10c
standard
office «
Xadinola Freckle
guaranteed
by a famous
models.overAlsoH portables
at reduced pricsi.
NO MONET
laboratory
with Only
36 years'
in thiscounters;
type of
skin
60c atexperience
and toilet
AH lBt«SEND
models FULLY
eomplfltcly
refiniahed UVf
br«od
otw.
OUARANTEED.
10c sizetreatment.
attoTenN.\I)INOL.A,
Cent Stores.
•drugOr send
dime forTenn.
trial
.bowB prirti.
iclu*! michinn
package
Dept.
154.a P.iris,
is81cfull(nwcolors.c«t<ilofLowfst
S«nd at (
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STEPPinC

HIGH-LHRITV!

Their Royal Highnesses of Swing, Fred Astaire and
~ Ginger Rogers, sweep into their greatest triumph in
their new backgrounds
"Stepping High."
A filmusical
set against
the
romantic
of the theatre,
the ballet
Paris, and
a trans-Atlantic
steamer, "Stepping High" is tops in glamorous entertainment.
From their first hilarious meeting to their rollicking
~
marriage
(yes . . and
. forfinally
the tofirst
time, the dancing
dancing
divinities
are married!)
a memorable
conclusion, Fred and Ginger sing and play their way
through the picture that is bound to become one of the
year's favorites.
• You will like the thrilling gay story of "Stepping
High" in the May SCREEN ROMANCES, illustrated
with actual scenes from the picture. Here is a 16-page,
full-length, complete novel you will want to read.
Other stories of outstanding screen plays in the May
SCREEN ROMANCES include:
"Waikiki Wedding" starring Bing Crosby
"Personal Property" with Jean Harlow and Robert Taylor
"Wakeand UpAlice
and Faye
Live" with Walter Winchell, Ben Bernie
"The King and the Chorus Girl," starring Joan Blondell
"The Prince and the Pauper," starring Errol Flynn
And many others — over 75 big features in this issue! ... On
Sale Everywhere

scREEn

RomnniES

No — distance, strength of voice attd
strength of micro fihonc current must be all
adjusted at once and the speaker or singer
uiiist knoic instantly just what is what
about his distance and vocal strength. It
all boils doicn to this: We arc indulging
ill unnecessary "blind flying."
Here's a prediction: In less than two
years
that willyou'll
not see
only gadgets
tell you onwhatmicrophones
one voice
ispowers
doingoftoselectivity
the "gain"to the
but degree
will havethattheit
will pick out each voice of a trio or
quartette. Want to bet me on it?
A story in the Alarch issue of Radio
Stars intrigued me; Can Women Tell
Mill The Truth?
1 Zi.'as amazed by the i^'illingncss and
frankness of some of these young ladies to
confess a utilitarian i'ieicpoint, ivJiicJi, in
a nutshell, is this: "// by telling the truth
you
lose iiuiterial joys and gifts — then don't
ittell/ it!" \\'o\v ! That's frank enough isn't
I happen to know Miss Menken, who
wrote the article, and she is a most charming and intelligent person.
I would have been embarrassed to have
asked anyone whether he or she tells the
truth to those whoin they like. However,
there seems to be no subject too hot for
the fan inagazines.
In the first place, zvhat did they mean
bythere"thearetruth.'"
serious There
lies . are
. . white lies and
Remember the play. Nothing But The
Truth? (Your high school dramatic club
probably put it on — mine did.) In the
play a chap bets ^10,000 that he can tell
the absolute truth for twenty-four hours.
Of course, he was in hot water right at
the start when his hostess asked him how
he liked herAgain,
ha. after
and hedinner,
confessed shocked
: "It's
terrible
everyone!" (everyone
but those in heon the
bet)
when he told the truth about the singing of
the young lady who sang after dinner.
But the most serious situation arose
zvjien
Ills sweetheart
asked himdollars.
what Tohe
had done
luith her thousand
lie to her would have meant that he would
have lost the bet, and the ten thousand
dollars, fortunately, he ivas saved by the
clock — the tiventv-four hours ivas safely
VP!
But here are young ladies stating that
when a boy has fallen in love with one
of them, it would have been better to have
evaded any serious issue, to have strung
him along, so that there would have been
more lovely nights spent in dancing, more
football games. -♦Listen, please, to lovely Rosemary Lane:
"There was a certain boy ... it would
have been better if I had just kidded him
along. We were having a swell time together. We danced and attended football
games and just went places and were
happy and gay. We had fun. Then he
began to get serious. I answered, truthful y: 'Idon't
love serious
you,' just. . like
that were
...
everything
became
. there
no more laughs ... no fun. It became im-
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possible for us to see each other any more.
If only I hadn't told him the truth ! Next
time
I won'tlaugh
tell aandmaneverything
the truth. will
I'll justbe
kid and
better !"
Boy! Has she /_v to learn about
men! And if she really means ivhat she
says,knoiv
she'sthatheading
for trouble!
she
an honest,
quick, deepDoesn't
hurt
caused by telling a man the truth is better
for all concerned than letting him go on
believing that she cares and then, when the
pay-off eventually docs come (and come it
must), that he is liable to do most anything
from shooting himself, to shooting her?
I don't
reallydid,meant
that, most
any
more
thanthink
the she
others
because
women
want
the
boy's
respect
and
evasive, kidding type of woman securesno
that respect.
Most women have a vague idea of just
how difficult it becomes when they lead a
man on — and on — and on — until finally they
marry him to save breaking his heart and
because
he's inhavetoo made
deep tounhappy
end it marriages
then. Too
many women
because they let themselves in for trouble
by evasions and by kidding the man along.
/ mayence, Jr.,sound
The \'oice
of Experibut mylikeadvice
to these
or any
other young ladies, and I think I atn a
good common denominator in this respect,
is to give him the truth ivhcn he asks for
it— —itboth
// jie's a man he'll take it
ivon'tgunskill !him.
And you?
Perhaps
there won't
dances
or football
games be
until any
you more
meet
anotherfear.oneBut
— there'll
be with
plentya manmore,at
never
why bother
all unless he's the man you'd like to have
love
you? Aren't
wastingserious,
his time
and yours?
Men willyoubecome
you
know. When a fellow takes you out and
you're attractive, what can you expect?
After all,
beings
will he's
fall inonly
love human
. . . and human
Here'sone a that
casecostof four
serious
major
lives.stupidity,
The planea
that was flying Senator Bronson Cutting,
East, lineivas(extrasupposed
gaso-it
emergencyto have
supply)enough
to take
back when it was impossible to land at
K. C. TIME magazine reports: "It didn't."
That Zi'as
— it just didn't.
Cost?
Fouralllizrs.
Further proofs of human laziness in
speech: TheDo word
"San what
Antonio"
five
syllables.
you isknow
the— heat
does to the residents of San Antonio? To
save two movements of the jaw, they say,
"San Antone."
/'// say
andSo bonne
sanfe!au revoir until next montli
P. S.ozvnDon'thonest
forgetdefinition.
those letters on Jazz !
Vour
Don'f miss
Rudy Vallee's
Personal
column
in June RADIO STARS
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GOODBYE
DANDRUFF/

'.wThtebCo.
Cm. 193T

The Truth About

There is a simple, easy way to rid yourself of dandruff with
Soap Shampoos the very first application. All that is necessary is to use
a
shampoo
that completely dissolves dandruff and then
washes
it away.
1. Bacteria and
dandrufftered, bscatut not
Repeated laboratory, as well as practical, tests show that
removed
ordinary soapby
ordinarydruffshampoos
will notdissolves
dissolve every
dandruff.
Danshampoo.
Remover Shampoo
speck Fitch's
of dandruff
instantly — under a money-back guarantee — and then washes
it away. It rinses clean in hard or soft water. Equally as
2. All bacteria,
good for blondes as brunettes. Try it today! Sold at drug
dandruff
and
other foreign
shops.
counters.
Professional applications at beauty and barber
matter compstlreotyeeldyadnedAfter
Shampoosto Filch'
s Idealthe Hair
removed
Tonic and
is thebctwien
ideal Fitch
preparation
stimulate
hair
l-itch Shampooby
roots and z^.ve new life, luster and beauty to your hair
Dandruff
Remover
Shampoo
DES MOINES. IOWA

FROGS
START AT HOME!
WE BUY! K.isy to si
JMERICAN
Dept. 163 E)FROGCaNNINGCO.
New Orleans, La.
We hope you are making good
use of Elizabeth Ellis' Shopping Bulletins. Use the coupon at the end of her fashion
department.
See Page 60.

Relieve
Pain In Few
NEURITIS Minutes
To relievematism,theNeuralgia
torturinpr
pain
of
Neuritis,
Rheuor Lumbago in few minutes,
get
NURITO,
the
Doctor's
formula.
No
opiates,
no narcotics.
work quickly
Yelieveor
worst
pain to Does
your thesatisfaction
in few— must
minutes
money
back NURITO
at Drugprist's.
Get
trustworthy
today onDon'tthis suffer.
guarantee.
AFTER
BEFORE
HAIR
ILLED PERMANENTL'

WATCH
INCLUDED
■W7Edefvvouto
telltlne
" magnificent
ring
fromTo orie
costii
$300.00.
prove
send it by return it mawe
ON APPROVAL
Yon
be thrilled
with
fiery, willflashing,
FULLKiohly
CARATthedefacsimile
signedindiamond.
mounting
of lifetime
sterlmg
the
charm
and
rich gleam
of lifetime
platiWE TRUST
YOU.
Only
2(total
easy num.monthly
$3
paymenti!,
$6) nothing
moreSimplyto pay.
immediate
send 23hocentsreferences
to cover i postage,
packing,
etc.shipment.
193S
Hollvwood
extra
thin
and
dainty WRIST
HKWV^ without
WATCH. oneJewelled
ACCUttACY!
Yours
cent
offor
cost
when
you pay
this
exquisite
ring.
Simply
send
25
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TO-OAY
f Yourfor
order
shipped
by
KETVRN
MAIL
I
Cold Standard Watch Co. Dept. 2-S Newton, MASS.
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BEFORE— less
"Forattrjctive
years girls
whom I
thought
were
getting married
and than
havingmysclt
fun
out
of
life.
Somehow
I
just
couldn'tno
seem to improve my appearance
how 1 tried. "

AFTER—
"Nov
stepped
All
oldintofriends
;
ofcinating.
newmy ones
Theretell isme no one
my crowd as popular as I an'

"My and
hair,"golden
says pretty
Miss Lucille
W — *, to"oncechange,
was
soft
and lovely.
But it started
and despite all my care, it turned drab and dingy.
Then a friend told me about Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash. Since using it I've re-discovered my true personality. Friends say I'm a natural blonde type."
Let )(iuthful
Marchand'sbeauty
bring toyonyour
fresh liair.
popularity
new,
If youandarea
BLON'DH,
it
will
restore
and
keep
that
radiant,
sunny, "I desperately wanted friends — admirafreshness everyone admires. If you are BRUNETTE,
-jiopularity. But nif;ht after night
you cm rinse lovely, glowing highlights in your hair.
With flattering
Marchand'sshadeyouyoucan desire.
lighten Both
a/iy color
any
Blondeshairandto
Brunettes
use Marchand'sBecause
to makeit isexcess
on arms
and legs unnoticeabie.
not ahairdepilatory,
it cannot leave unpleasant stubble.
Hair Odorless.
Wash is Effective.
quick andGives
easy
to Marchand's
use. Colorless.Golden
Stainless.
perfect results.
FREE— VALUABLE
AND BEAUTY
BROCHURE.
ROBERTPERSONALITY
of FIFTH AVENUE,
international yanfamousamazinji
as "the beauty
man whoinstruction
makes youbrochure
beautiful"
has written
tilling you how to analyze and improve yo»r personality
and appearance.
Complete
withbrochure
charts for
easy— simply
guidance.
We
will
send
you
this
FREE
send tops.
in the coupon below with one or more Marchand
box
•NAMK ON REQUEST

GOLDEN
AND'S
MARCHHAIR
WASH
"Today I think I'm the happiest girl in
(complete simple directions the
world.
And I'm
for use with every bottlej
gaged tothe I'm
one manpopular.
I've always
loved."enCHARLES MARCHAND CO., 521 W. 23rd St., New York City I
Gentlemen:
mc a free copy of ROBERTS BEAUTY
BROCHURE. PieI osesendMarchand
box tops and a 3-cent stamp to cover
postage costs.
City.

WHAT

THEY

LISTEN TOAND WHY
(Continued from page 53)
Adelyn B. Graves, Narberth, Pa. (Shutin.) "Being a shut-in, my radio means
much to me. I enjoy the plays most, beccially
ause Ican't
go Lux
to theRadio
theatre,Theatre
and espeenjoy the
and
I'lrst
Xifilitcr
pfo^jrams.
The
Ford
Situday li'i'cuiud Hour, with its classical music
and talks In- Mr. Cameron, soothes me as
nothing cKc dm^. I ha\e never been to
an Army-Xavy funthall game, but Ted
Husing makes them so plain I seem to be
Mary J. Vallely, Bronx, N. Y.
(Student.)
\'allee's
J'aricty Hour"In ism\-theopinion,
best on Rudy
the air.
Mr.
Vallee has been entertaining radio audithere."
ences for years, not only with his excellent
singing, but also by bringing to them every
week, through a splendid cast of guest
stars, the best to be had in music, drama
andErmacomedy."
P. Haeckel, Cincinnati, Ohio.
"Jessicais Dragonette's
and singing
voice
the loveliest speaking
I have ever
heard.
Her Beauty Box programs make me feel as
though I've known her always. She will
forever be mv favorite radio star."
Frances Hoegel, Atlanta, Ga. (Business
Woman.)
"My favorite
is that
of
Citict Service,
becauseprogram
I enjoy
the
tenor solos of Robert Simmons. He has.
by far, the best voice on the radio, and
sounds better with every song. I also
enjoy the Rci'dlcrs on the same program."
Janine A. Adam, Montreal, Canada.
(Student.) "I prefer the Chesterfield prowith Xino
Martini,
he hason one
of the grammost
beautiful
voicesforheard
the
radio.
tops!" So. Jacksonville, Fla.
ThomasHe's Biddy,
"To my mind,
music ofisShep
Fields'on
Rippling
RhythmtheItorchestra
best
the
air today.
is new andthedifferent,
making all other orchestras sound alike to
Anita Bernard, No. Fairhaven, Mass.
"Kraft Music Hall is my favorite program.
Xo one can take me away from the radio
v.heii Bing Crosby is singing. I also like
to listen to Hollywood Hotel, and hope
that Dick Powell will be back on the air
Diana Burke, Toronto, Canada. (Student.) "Comedy and musical programs are
my
first choice.
Fred Allen's
Tonight,
with heckling
PortlandTo^vn
Hoffa,Hallis
my ideal variety program, and ne.xt to that
comes
Jack Theatre
Benny's.andForThedrama,
I prefer
Lux Radio
First Nighter.
But of all programs, Toivn Hall supplies
more fun and laughs than any other."
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Mcrcoliz€dWax
#younger
Any comnlexion
can be Wax.
made This
clearer,single
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Elizabeth Berlin, Slatington, Pa. (Housewife.) "The programs I look forward to
are
The are
Bookends
and Ted
RadioMalone's
Guild. Belwecn
To me, they
really
worthwhile. As for orchestras, my preferences are Guy Lombardo and Ben Bernie."
Eudora Thomas, Colorado Springs,
Colo.
"Listening
radioI
is my (Student.)
most enjoyable
pastime, toandthe now
can acknowledge my favorite programs.
First, I prefer Vick's Open House because
of Nelson Eddy's rich baritdne, singing
music loved by all. Then comes Hollywood Hotel for its thorough entertainment
in music, drama and fun."
M. E. McCabe, Worcester, Mass.
"I think with
Jack their
Bennyribbing
and Fred
Allenother.
are
tiresome
of each
But Phil Baker can put over a program
without any of that. He's tops !"
Mildred Rider, Clearfield, Pa, (Typist.)
"\ listen to the loveliest person on the air
— Jessica Dragonette. She is truly an
angel on earth, and may her beautiful
voice and charming personality continue
to come to us throughout the years."
Rosalie Nelson, Los Angeles, Cal. (Student.) "There are three programs I
wouldn't miss for the world. They are :
Kraft Music Hall with Bing Crosby, because itoffers such a delightfully informal
hour ofgramentertainment.
Al Jolson's
with Martha Raye,
because proher
personality and singing is so individual.
And
Jack Oakic's
Bennylast,
Goodman
and his College
swingy because
lads. Hisof
music would pep up an\one."
Doris Dailey, Minneapolis, Minn. (Wait"Programs onOpera
my never-miss
list
E.re the ress.)
Metropolitan
broadcasts and
the Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the
Air, because you hear such fine singing.
Others I don't like to miss are those on
which concert artists appear as guests."
John Lutninello, Downington, Pa. (Mill
Worker.) "I like Cab Calloway's music
because
it's different
other ismusic,
my estimation.
Gangfrom
Busters
a goodin
program for kids because it teaches them
to go straight and shows that crime does
not pay. It is also good for adults."
Edwards,
Ga. the"OfChes-all
theAlice
programs
on theAtlanta,
air, I like
terfield hour because Xiim Martini sings on
it. My next best favorite is Xelson Eddy.
Then conies One Ma)i's 1-aniily and the
Lux Radio Theatre."
John 'W. Abbott, Redlands, Cal. (Student.) "I enjoy
and per-of
sonalities amongmany
themprograms
The March
Time for interesting dramatic interpretations of the.story
news.of One
for
a human
life.Man's
The Family
Ford and
General Motors symphonies for good
music, and Deanna Durbin for her wonderful singing."
Have YOU registered your radio
preferences? Just let your feelings
be known in fifty words or less, and
be sure to state \-otir name, address
and occupation. .Xddress : QUERY
EDITOR, Radio St.vrs, 149 Madison
.■\venue, Xew York, N. Y.
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for diaphragmto $3.50
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J 'Reg.$1.00
&. Pit. U.Booklet
S. Pit. Off.D:
Send
for
free
Foundation
Style
Maiden Form Brassiere Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
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'Simple, My Dear . ."HlDE-IT'
Will Cover It So No One Can Tell!"
IT'S almost unbelievable 1 You must see
tor yourself
completely
"HiUE-n"
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pimples,howbruises,
birthmarks,
les, vaccinations,
burns, brown
spots, freckdark
circles
under won't
eyes orrubany skin discoloration.
"Hide-it"
oft,
peel o and
!• crack.
Perspiration
water
proof.Lastsall day until
removed.
Superb
f
or allover make-up! Foiirskin
shades.ment $1
at
departand drug stores.
10c Al Ten Cent Sloies
HiJe.:t
Clark Millner Co. ,666 St.Clair St. .Dept. 15 E. Chicago
ICheck
encloseshade:
10c (Cinada
for "Hlde-lt."
aCrcamQ^unTan
□.SncA:
□ Light l.'ic)
□ Medium
□ Brunette
Address
City
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RHDIO
LRUGHS
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
FROM POPULAR PROGRAMS)
FRED: The Town Hall News shows
candid camera shot taken in the House
of Representatives when the lights went
out.
ACTOR: Gentlemen! The lights are
out. But we will continue with the business
before the House.
FRED: Can the House proceed in the
dark, Mr. Chairman?
ACTOR: The House of Representatives
is always iii the Jark!
(FRED ALLEN, Town Hall Tonight.)
PICK: Boy, am I hungry . . . I could
eat a monkey!
PAT: JVell. take your Iiaitd out of
your(PICK
mouthandor FAT.
you'll Pipe
be dobu)
it! Time.)
Smoking
CHARLIE: Now take this door with
the automatic knocker. It works itself.
ACTOR:
that for? visitors who
CHARLIE:What's
Lor careless
don't
give
a
rap.
Droll,
isn't it?
(CHARLIE
ard Hour.) BUTTERWORTH, PackGRAHAM: By the way, Ed . . , how is
your aunt?
ED: Graham, here's a funny one about
uncle inis her
afraidsleep,she'syoupartknow,Indian.
.her.
. . SheMy walks
and
my uncle says that every time she walks
in her sleep she takes the blanket with her!
(ED WYNN, Spud Program.)
JACK: withI tellhorses.
you oneThatthing.fourth
Don, race
I'm
through
yesterday cured me.
DOX: What happened?
mind ofzi'hen
myJACK:
horse Well,
stoppedDon,in Ithedidn't
middle
the
race and quit cold; but ivhcn he came over
to the rail and asked vie if I heard Fred
Allen Wednesday night, that ivas going a
little too far. Hoiv can a horse run during
the day
the
radio?n'hen he's up all night listening to
{JACK BENNY, Jell-0 Program.)
HEXXY: ... a beautiful Rolls Royce
car pulled up in front of ine, a beautifully
attired woman got out and a poor beggar
walked up to her. He said : "Lady, I
haven't eaten in four days !" . . . She
turned her head away . . . He said : "Lady,
for heaven's sake, I haven't eaten in four
days
She !"said : "My good man . . . you should
FORCE
!"
(HEXNYyourself
YOUXGMAX,
A & P Band
Wagon.)
HONEY:
It's all aabout
a fellow who
delivers
dog...hospital.
BOB: the
Whatmailanto idea
he delivers
mail to a dog hospital.
HONEY:
. . HONEY
. he's a litter
carrier.
(BOB HOPEYeahand-♦CHILE.)
JUDY: Booklarnin. Well, quit it. No
daugfxter
o' mine is agonna disgrace the
name
of Canova.
ANNE: Rut mammy, ef I git an addication, I kin read you that letter ynh
got fourteen years ago.
JUDY: Never you mind about thet
letter. I dreamt it was bad news anyway.
Where's your cousin Allan, Zeke?
ZEKE: He's out aqunnin' them Parkers,
Judy.
JUDY : Fust thing you know he'll hurt
one of 116'em an' they'll call the whole dnrn

feud off.
{THE CAXOVAS. Woodbury Program.)
ED: I just returned from a swell
cruise.
HARRY : Did you sit at the Captain's
table?
theED:
help? Xaw . . . who wants to eat with
(ED FITZGERALD & CO.)
SENATOR FORD: New York is the
only city where you can find pedestrians
slowly starving to death in the middle of
the street because drivers ignore red lights
and thething about
police
it. are too bored to do anyBLANCHE VINCENT: What are you
going to do about it?
I'm fly
organizing
haveFORD:
airplanes
over and subscriptions
drop food forto
the
pedestrians
marooned in the middle
of New
York streets!
(The GRUMMITS, Mutual Network.)
GEORGE: What are yon doing with
mv o:'C-rcoat on?
TOM : Well, it was raining -when 1 left
home,
and I didn't ivant to get your suit
wet.(TOM
HOWARD and GEORGE
S HELTON, J'allee Varieties.)
: SoBing?
you enjoyed your vacation
in BOB
Hawaii,
BIXG: Yes . . . you ought to grab
yourself a chunk of that Hawaiian life,
Bob. There's the place to rest like a
gentleman.
BOB: Yeah ... but I kind of like to
be mvself when I rest.
(BOBMusic
BURNS
Kraft
Hall.) and BING CROSBY,
BUDD:closes.)Guess I'll go now. Goodbye.
(Door
STOOP: Hey— This is in the park.
There's
doors about
in the outdoors?
park!
BUDD:no How
(STOOPNAGLE and BUDD, Minute
Tapioca Show.)
PHIL: Ah— you arc the Princess
Anesthesia.
MOORFJI/Lin: I am the Princess
,lii,isiA^\:i — .liirslh,-siti is a dope.
I'll 1 1.: See u'lhit I mean?
M(>()RIJir.. llJ: I ivill have you know
1 am the Princess of Albania, Morania,
Sustania
crozvns. and Insania. Ah — / have many
PHIL: You said a mouthful!
{PHIL BAKER, Gulf Program.)
PICK:
Did married?
Mandy an' that fellow
Nicodemus get
: Oh, yeah . . . dey have a beefstewPATmarriage.
PICK: A beefstew marriage?
Yeah stewed.
. . . she's always beefin'
an'PAT
he's :always
(PICK
and PAT,
Pipe Smoking Time.)
PORTLAND: I just read that the Government spent six thousand dollars to buy
FRED:
that got to do with the
eggs.
discussion What's
about strikes?
PORTLAND: I guess they want the
hens to stop sitting down, too.
FRED: Listen — if radio comedians
Print,.,! In thekeep
U. S.

layingIndians.
eggs, the hens will go the way of
the
PORTLAND:
Oh— you're just selfconscious.
FRED: As the cow said when the farmer mentioned condensed milk: "You can't
pull(FRED
that stuff
on me!"
ALLEN,
Town Hall Tonight.)
FRED:
Well,
Charlie,
you've
brought everybody up here to now
my hunting
lodge, do you really see any signs of that
nag of yours, Rasputin?
What's that up there on
theCHARLIE:
wall?
FRED:
Why, My,
that'sthey
a moose.
CHARLIE:
Have members
everyivhere — it fooled me for a minute. I
thought it might be Rasputin with his ears
{FRED ASTAIRE and CHARLIE
frozen.
BUTTERWORTH,
Packard Hour.)
ED : Bye, bye
. . . where Ed.
are you going?
GRAHAM:
Bye"^bye,
GRAHAM
: Tulsa.
ED:
Tulsa,
Oklahoma?
GRAHAM: No . . . Tulsa more about
the play you wrote!
(ED WYNN, Spud Program.)
This giH^s
hotel
. .HENNY:
. what a hotel!
... I family
had a had
room a overlo king the studio — completely — when you
looked out of my window you had a twomile view — if you looked up. And was
my room small! Every time I had a headache the guy next door took aspirin! But
Ilatest
shouldn't
complain, myI room
had all the
improvements.
just pushed
the
button on the wall and what do you think
came out? The plaster!
(HENNY YOUNGMAN, A & P Band
Wagon.) _♦CHARLIE : I'm
an inpeopleworking
vou,on Francia.
FRAN venCItion foA:r tiredWhat
is like
it, Charlie?
CHARLIE: A revolving race track so
the horses ivill ahcays be in front of the
grandstand.
{CHARLIE BUTTERWORTH, Packard H our.)
PHIL
: Very cute,-♦- Bottle. You remind
me of the Christmas edition of Esquire.
BOTTLE: Because I'm so colorful?
PHIL: No— because you're so thick.
Ha,OSCAR:
ha. Esquire
get it,
Oh — yes—
everyBradley?
month.
(PHIL BAKER,
Gulf
Program.)
JUDY: Hiyah, Allan— did yuh run
inter
any Yeah—
o' them Ezriah
Parkers?Parker, but he
KENT:
got away, durn it.
JUDY: Well,
How's lucky
that? fer him, he didn't
seeKENT:
me.
Fer with
a family
is s'posed
to JUDY:
be feudin'
thars we-uns
an awful
lot o'
Parkers
dyin'
of
old
age!
(THE CANOVAS, Woodbury Program.)
PHIL: Oh,enough.
come, Agnes
you're notto
domesticated
You —promised
mend
my
socks
but
you
didn't
do
AGNES: }'ou promised to buyit. me a
coatPHIL':
hut vouSodidn't
what?do it.
.IGNES:
If you don't give a zvrap I
don't
(/ive a darn!
{I'll I L BAKER. Gulf Program.)
I. bv Art Tolor Printing Company, Dunellen. N. J.
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CREAM

/^j

Against iindt-rariii perspiralion, cliariii now lias a trustworlliy protector; one that not only keeps nnderarnis sweetly odorless . . . hnt
also keeps tliem <laintily dry. And it's just the kind of preparation you'd want it to be; a pure white, delicately scented vanishing
cream . . . smooth and delightful as the one you use on your face. Vanishes instantly upon application . . . remains for days the lo>al
guard of your loveliness . . . ever sure . . . unfailing in its work of keeping your underarms absolutely odorless . . . and perfectly dry.
Remember . . . TABOO is not just a deodorant. It actually stops perspiration. Fifty cents wherever line toilet goods arc sold.
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SAFE
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TA
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Copyright 19J7, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
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IN'i spiralioii wetness is as cliilliiig to hearts as perspira-

tion odor. TAIiOO eoniplet<'ly (lisposes oi' l>otli. Keeps nnderarnis perfectly dry. ..keeps them absolntely odorless
...freshly swe<t. And TAUOO is as deli<>;litfnl itself as the charm it guards. INot medicinal. Just a smooth, delicately
scented, pure white \anisliin<; cream that instantly disappears into the skin, where it remains for days the loyal
friend of ronianre. i{eni<-nd»er . . .'I' ABOO actually slo/ts perspiration ! Fifty cents at better toilet goods countersi
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[ UNTIL

SHE

SMILED

]

She evades close-ups. ..Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
charm . . . She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
THAT chance meeting— what it has brush" is a signal of distress from your white and sparkling but, with massage,
done for thousands of girls. That first gums. It may be the first sign of serious lielps gums stay firm and healtliier. Rub
a little extra Ipana on your gums every
glance— what it has done to thousands of gum disorders— it is emphatically something that should not be left to chance.
time you brush your teeth. Circulation
men. Even before a word is spoken— an
opinion is jormcd, an impression made.
Don't take chances. You may not be in quickens. Gums become firmer. Your teeth
And then— 5/(c smiles! What a triumph for serious trouble— your dentist shotdd sj)arkle with a wiiiter, brighter look.
Change to Ipana and massage today
if that smile is lovely, winning, captivat- decide. Usually, however, the verdict will
ing. But if it reveals dull teeth and dingy be "just another case of lazy, under- —help safeguard yourself from troubles
gums, how quickly the spell is brokenworked gums— gums robbed of exercise of the gums. Regular use of Ipana with
how swiftly the glamorous moment is lost. by our present-day soft and fibrclcss Tuassage will do much to keep yoiu- teeth
foods." They
more woik,
nioiefrankly
stim- l)rightcr— your gums healthier. Keep your
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
ulation—and asneedso many
ileuti.-ts
smile a winning smile— /ore///, captiiating!
Play safe— pro/erf your smile! If your tooth suggest— the stimulating help of Ipana LISTEN TO ••Town Hall Tnnii;lil,- .(arring Fred
brush has flashed that wamins tinge of and massage. For Ipana is a double-iluty Allen. Everv We.liu-sdav, N. H.C. Rod Net"pink"— 5ee your dentist. For "pink tooth tooth paste that not only keeps teeth woiU, l' P. Si., E. U. S. t.
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• One look at my coated tongue told me
why I was headachy, desk -weary, out of
sorts. I was constipated, bilious. But the
laxatives I had always taken were so repulsive. Right there and then I decided to
stop
being
to bad-tasting the"doses.
I got a boxa martyr
of FEEN-A-MINT,
popu-"
lar chewing gum laxative my friends
praised as modern, really different !

• FEEN-A-MlNT worked like a charm.
Next day I felt like a million. Headache
gone. Stomach sweet as clover. Back came
the old appetite and pep. I looked better,
felt better, slept better. And believe me,
FEEN-A-MINT is a pleasure to take. It
really tastes good and it certainly acts
smoothly! No wonder it's popular.

• According
to scientists, one of the
chief
differences in FEEN-AMINT is the 3 minutes of chewing. This
is what helps make it so thorough and dependable. FEEN-A-MINT acts gently in
lower bowel — not in the stomach. No griping. No upset digestion. Not habit-forming.
Economical. Try FEEN-A-MINT, the delicious mint-flavored laxative used and
praised by more than 16 million, young and
old. Write for free sample. Dept.Q-10,
FEEN-A-MINT, Newark, N.J.
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V. E. Meadows, conductor of
WOR'S Beauty Forum, mokes
up
lovely
NBC Mary
WaltzEastman,
Time soprano.

A twenty-four-hour
will accentuate

waterproof make-up which

and

This month you are to meet a real
make-up
Mr. toMeadows
come over artist!
from MBS
coiKhict has
his
Beauty forum ri^in here in Radio
Stars for you. Si,iL;h> are |)eri(j<Hcally
heaved for a new face and a jiermanent make-up and Mr. JNleadows
says he has Ijoth for you !
V. E. Meadows has w'orked for
years
with theand
world's
complexions
now most
he isexpensive
to give
you his perfected system. His
system, basically sound, is founded
on such plain simple facts that you
may have to look twice before you
are convinced it won't fail. He doesn't
guarantee to remove extra chins or
grow hair on bald heads, Imt he does
jjromise to remove years !
If you doubt the improvement
possible in your ap])earance, examine
the
you are
well, skin
you onwillyour
find 'body.
it finelyIf textured,
soft and smooth. Examine the skin on
your face. It is much less fine than
the body skin. Yet, is there any differ6

preserve

your beauty

ence in construction between the skin
of the face and the skin of the body?
V()U will reason this correctly — you
have exactly the same kind of skin on
the face that you have on the body.
Mr. i)rinciple.
Meadows' system is based on
this
Your body is protected with clothing. Quite naturally you can not so
]M-otect your face! It has been Mr.
Meadows'
to find
a metiiod
of
a])])lyingpurpose
cosmetics
so that
they
would form a protective film to clothe
the skin of your face at all times —
and at the same time enhance your
beauty. The proper cosmetics, properly applied, can ini])r()ve any
woman one hundred jjcrcent.
V. E. Meadows points an accnsinq
finger face
and says
witli
your
is the: "All
resultthe oftrouble
deliberate
abuse
on
your
part
—
banin;^
only
trouble caused from withm, wliirli
usually does not show alonr on the
Well! Have vou caught your
face."

breath after that? It you had a com])act mirror
handy, and
I'll wager
slipped out
the
gave you
an affectionate
pat of reassurance with your powder
puff ! Right there you added insult
to injury! You actually rubl)ed in dirt
to form blackheads ! See, this i)ermanent make-uj) is going to be more
than just a convenience — it is going
to be a beauty treatment !
And the free sample offer I have
for you this month is a beauty treat,
as well as treatment ! A lovely face
])owder, to do away with false-face
powdered api^earance that robs your
com])lexi()n of its youthful freshness.
Naturalness in make-up is achieved
through color harmony. You want a
true powder, in which each particle
is completely colored, with no white
particles showing through. You may
put your samjjle to the microscope
test and see for \ourself how thoroughly this coloring is done. Balmite
is the new soft base used to blend
the ingredients of this powder into
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beauty

"The eyes," says Mr. Meadows,
"give the
face expression.
ninety per
cent,
of its
Make them up carefully."
BY
B

I D

MARY
D

L E

the smoothness of perfection, ending
forever the harsh look caused by hard
base, sharp-flake powders. This new
powder will delight the eye and complexion. Its fragrant, costly perfume
will make you feel as charming as
you are !
Incidentally, when you receive the
five new shades in vanity size
samplers, don't overlook the ojiportunity they give for some powderblending of your own ! Give your
artistic impulses full sway and learn
the magical things that fractional
differences in sliades do to your complexionThis
!
is a grand opportunity
for proving to yourself the correctness of your customary powder
shades !
Mr. Meadows tells you to cleanse
your face properly before going to
bed at night. Then, in the morning,
when you arise, your complexion will
be ready to receive its twenty-fourhour waterproof make-up ! Once more
(Continued on page 78)

BEAUTY
that
thorough authorities
cleansing isagree
the most
important step in complexion care.
A simple step, too, since Daggett &
Ramsdell created the new Golden
Cleansing
efficient
skin cleanserCream—
could anotmore
be obtained.
New kind of cleansing
Golden Cleansing Cream contains a
remarkable new ingredient, colloidal
gold, with an amazing power to rid
skin pores of dirt, make-up and other
impurities.
You any
can't more
see orthan
feel this
colloidal gold,
you
can see the iron in spinach. But its
special action makes Golden Cleansing Cream more thorough than orditones and invigoratesnaryskincleansers,
tissuesandmeanwhile.
Make this simple test
Apply your usual skin cleanser. Wipe

it off with tissue. Then cleanse with
Golden Cleansing Cream. On the tissue you will find more dirt— brought
from tivepore
depths by this more effeccleansing.
Try it tonight. See for yourself how
fresh and clean Golden Cleansing
Creamnewleaves
skin. drug
You'llor find
this
creamyour
at your
department store for just $1.00.

GOLDEN
CLEANSING
CREAM
Daggett
&
Kaiiisilell,
K<i
jar of Golden Cleansing Cream. (Offer good
in Enclosed
U. S. only.)find 10c in 8t ips for which please send ine i
Street.
City . .
, DastCt^tt A7Ramsdell
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TREATMENT
BY
ELIZABETH
ELLIS

Make this body treatment
YOUR DAILY BEAUTY HABIT
Rcl.ix liftcen minutes in tub of warm water.
Withoughly wipores
open,bland
cleanse
ti a pure,
soap.deeply and thor^\ Stimulate
circulation
with soft-textured toucl.briskly, but gently,
Complete this Beauty Treatment with generous powdering of MAVIS. See how velvety smooth, youthful and alluring it makes
your skin. All day long MAVIS keeps your body
free from perspiration odors, stickiness and chaf. protectsdaintiness.
dainty underthings and s^ifeguardsing . .feminine
THRILLINGLY DIFFERENT
MAVIS, the luxury talcum, actually finer than
most face powders, always leaves a bewitching
fragrance that lasts for hours. MAVIS is cooling,
soothing, and refreshing. An intimate secret for
body loveliness. Truly in91 .
luluahle for body comf
(Ai£/l ^<nd body protection .'
THAN MOST
FACE
POWDERS

MAVIS
BODY
PROTECTION

Gladys, in- her pet white
sport coat, with Frank in
his tweed "cubbing" jacket.

Gladys models her peasant
silk plaid dress with hat
of pie-crust-brinnmed straw.

Frank approves of these harem-like, rough cotton pajamas for beach or lounging.

I CAN'T think of anytliing that whets
feminine curiosity quite as much as hearing; that someone's husband dictates what a
!ial
should <|uestioning.
wear! That'sAnda statement
that
cliallen,L;es
tliat, in brief,
is just how I liapi)enecl to spend several
entertainins hours recently with Gladys
Swartliout and her husband, Frank Chapman.
There has been a lot of publicity to-do
over the Cliapmans being the best-dressed
couple in radio, and also about Frank
Chapman's Frankly,
great interest
ci.stuming.
I thoughtin ithiswaswife's
just
so
much
press-agentry
—
not
that
I
didn't
think they were a very well turned-out
couple,
but mainly,
I didn'twithbelieve
any husband
could that
get away
that
much
control
of
his
wife's
I know plenty of husbandsbuying
who habits.
force
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GET WISE, TUld^ffcM^-T/oA^,
Gladys Swarthoufs

Good brushing isn't enough! You need
the right dentifrice too!

clothes should be
labeled:

Costumes

by Chapman
For spring Gladys chooses
a sheer crepe, simple and
smart, set off by a big hat.

Chanqe

to

PEPSODENT
confamii
f

TOOTH
|p|y||/|

Quickly loosens and
film . . .Wins flashing
• Now a thrilling dental discovery ends
Scrub- Hard disappointment — makes your
daily brushing a?nazingly effective!
IRIUM — only
the remarkable
ingredient
contained
in Pepsodentnew— steps
up the
cleaning power of tooth paste. Because it

their wives to give their dizzy hats to
the maid-of-all-vvork, but never have I met
a husband who could tell his wife what
was what about everything she wears and
really get away with it.
If a credit line had to be given on the
clothes Gladys Swarthout wears, it would
read: Costumes by Chapman. And after
you have spent a delightful afternoon
with Gladys and Frank, as I did, yon can
understand liow agreeably this husljandly
interest has dcx eloped. Gladys glories in
the dev.. aledsiii'.;iii!;
domiiiati-n
he,
despite
career<,{ofl-'rank.
his own,Andtakes
the time to .advise and assist Gladys in
everything
slie live
does.as aTlic\who work and
singleareunit.two people
I saw the Ghapmans in Xew York. They
had come on from California so that
(^Continued on page 67)

-BECAUSE OMRIOM

PASTE

removes dull, dingy
new luster on teeth
provides a smooth, gentle cleansing action
that speedily loosens dingy film and floats
it away like magic. You clean your teeth
quicker, easier. Your brushing gets results
— in teeth that sparkle with lovely natural
brilliance.
If youmemberwould
beautiful
rethat properhave
brushing
is onlyteeth,
hitlf the
formula. The other half is Pepsodent Tooth
Paste containing irium. This modern
dentifrice responds instantly to your brush
— cleans and polishes enamel surfaces in a
way that shows up old-fashioned methods.
Your teeth feel clean and stay bright much
longer after using Pepsodent Tooth Paste
containing
irium. Try
You'll no longer
be a Disappointed
Scrub-it! Hard.

IUW BECAUSE OF IR
^^^^
IUM..
BECAUSE OF IR

ITPEPSODENT
ALONE CONTAINS I PI yi^] i
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Hal Kemp, a graduate of
the University of North
Carolina, became famous
through the acclaim of
collegians, hlis band is
in great demand for appearances at big proms.

SOMEWHERE in these United States
there are prohably college students who are
ttle vague about placing the Byzantine
(1(1 of architecture; probably some who
arm'tmedes or Aristotle
>urc whether
was Archiwho it first
cried:
" luirckal" And nia>he a few, though this
sccnis thedoubtful,
who don't
who
wiin
Rose Bowl
gameremember
at Pasadc:ia
last however,
New Year'sthatDay.
It's
a
pretty
there are darn fewsafeof
mdergraduates
who haven'tForheardKempof
and his Orchestra.
covery.
li' l iii^s to the collegians, by right of disKemp is a college man himself, a product of the L'nivcrsity of North Carolina,
but that
doesn'tcrowd.
explainHishisbandpopularity
with
the college
plays a
type of music which hits the right spot
with the American undergraduate and, long
before he or his orchestra became famous,
he was wildly acclaimed by collegians,
back in 1926, when Kemp and his band
'ust a bunch of kids with musical
Uruments.
Maybe it would be better to let Hal tell
Why

Do Hal Kemp

RADIO STARS

tl.at stury liiniseli. since it marked the
first break his orchestra received.
"W'e were playing in a httle town called
Heiidersonville,
N'orth Carolina,
Waring
was imported
with his andbandFredto
play at a fashionable wedding in Asheville,
T'ot
far who
away,"knewrecalls
Kemp.persuaded
"Alex
Holden,
Waring,
him to come over and hear us play.
Apparently he liked us, for he suggested
tliat Alex manage the band and arranged
lor us to go inonBuffalo.
tour, opening at Shea's
Hippodrome
"To
be
mercifully
briefplayed
aboutToronto,
it, the
tour was not so hot. We
after Buffalo, and were so disgusted with
our poor showing that we called off the
rest of the tour. We were broke and too
proud tiontowithwrite
not unusualmusicians
condiyounghome,
and aambitious
just starting out.
"Waring heard of our difficulty and he
lent us enough money to get to State College, Pennsylvania. We played there and
Fred, in introducing us, gave us a terrific
build-up. He even went further tlian that
and led the band for us. At the finish,

we received the greatest hand from those
Penn State
thatWaring
we've ever
ceived beforestudents
or since.
piled re-us
into the cars his own band had and drove
us back to New York, where he <icurr(i
an engagement for us at the Strand Rout.
Tlie diet of steady work, plus the encouragement we had received from the
students at Penn State, were a great tonic
to a bunch of boys that seriously considered C|uittinggetting
!" an engagement at the
Merely
Strandhis Roof,
however, todidn't
and
hand directly
the potleadof Kemp
gold.
can't strenuous
forbear tothatshudder
asEvenhe now,
thinksHalof how
Xew
York
job
was.
"We
played
seven
nights
a w^eek, from six-thirty to two-thirty, with
Hal and Key Thompson go gay
awoman
half-hour
to eat," said
Hal.us, "Ato
with out
a stop-watch
clocked
in rehearsal for their popusee that w-e played fifteen minutes, rested
lar Friday night show, heard
five, played fifteen and so on, all through
over CBS at 8:30 p.m. EDST.
the night.
"Exacting as the job was. though, it
helped
us a lot," continued
Kemp.
"We engagement that we first learned to read
found
w'e really
knew about
{Continued on page 90)
music. outIt howwas little
during
the Strand
Roof music properly."

and his orchestra hit the spot with American

iJ^^ ~tii

undergraduates?

^a/ltn. unfit ^ot^

EARDENIA
Gardenia (Derfume, Ly Park & Tillord, cajjturcs
tlie true fragrance of those fragile Ijlossoms to
give you jDulsatlng glamour and youtkful cxKilaration ... a (jerfume ever reminiscent of Spring
. . . and eternal romance. Park & Tilford s Gardenia isfor tkose sjjarkling occasions wkcn you
want tt) sjiarklc, too! Take your first stcf) toward tkis romantic cnckantmcnt ky seeking out
tkls marvelous tDcrlunic tod.ay.
1 Oc for tuckaway size
in ten-cent stores.
25c for larger flacon,
in dru^ stores.

PARK&TILFORD

PERFUME
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Smiths

HELLO. EVERYBODY! This is
Kate Smith. l)roadcasting the suggestion that we all go on a picnic.
What a ])icnic that would he, too,
it— allme ofleading
you riding
inwouUlii't
style, with
the wayalong
on
the I'awd ll'dt/dii! .Say. don't I wish
it wert- jin^sihlc! l'>ut. of course, I
meant a niake-l)elieve picnic, when I

12

Owvt

CfpdUm^

made the suggestion ; a make-helieve tell you about later on. But I'd like
picnic, as you read this ; an honest-toremindrealyouwarm
all thatdaysit won't
longwill bebe with
goodness picnic for each individual tobefore
us. So why not be prepared to usher
family very soon.
Perhaps many of you will think in the picnic season in style? I have
that it's a little too early to talk ahout some new ideas for you and some
picnicking. I happen to he an all- grand recipes that
periodI'veof collected
time. over
year-'round picnicker, myself, for a considerable
These ideas and recipes include
good and sufficient reasons that I'll many
you will find quite as useful at
home as you would afield. The
recipes include cup cakes, cookies,
sandwich fillings, nut bread and the
like — tothetrysortout,ofeven
foods
thatareyou'll
want
if you
the
type of person who cordially hates
theYes,
"great
evenoutdoors."
if you honestly prefer
the comfort of your own front porch
or
breez:'
thatbackyard,
comes inorat even
your just
openthewindow,
to anything that the seashore or
mountains
to offer,
find most ofmaythehave
recipes
that I you'll
have
for you this month entirely to yoiu'
liking. As for the confirmed picI'll bet u])
theymaps,
will immediatelynickers,startwell,looking
routes
and timetables, just hearing about the
grand "eats" they will have to look
forward to, when they reach their
destination. That is, of course, if
offering.
they have the particular recipes I'm
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Scltoot

Ka+e shows you her picnic kit
which she uses at rehearsals,
and wherein she packs many of
the goodies she suggests here.

Time

for picnics is

almost

here!

Kate

has lots of brand new
ideas

and

for you

recipes

to try out

You will find some of these later
on in this article. The others are in
my Cooking School leaflet which
Radio Stars ^Iagazixe generously
mails out to each and every one of
the readers who writes in for a copy.
They're
absolutely
too ! the
But, even
beforefree,describing
tempting things \ou can fix up by
following
theseandrecijies
let's
stop
a minute
discussofthemine,
question
of what constitutes a picnic in the
first place.
The dictionary says (I know, for I
just looked
to make or
sure!)
: "A
picnic
is anit upexcursion,
outdoor
pleasure party, in zvlticli tlie members
cat refreshments carried, usually, by
themselves."
But be sure,
when you
read
that definition,
to emphasize
those words, "pleasure party," for if
you don'twithlookkeen
forward
to such andan
outing
anticipation
proceed to enjoy it tlioroughly, then
I claim it's no picnic for you in the
first place — regardless of surroundings and the method of bringing along
the
You'vespirit,
simplytoo.got Into short,
carry
alongfoodthe! right
1 believe that a picnic is a state of
mind, rather than of location, and I
thoroughly agree with the general
impression
that the
word 58)"picnic"
(Continued
on page
BANISH "TATTLE TALE GRAY" WITH FELS NAPTHA SOAP!
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..,..„^r>^;„,r how many
TY^-ynv ofnf you
1/nn read
rpaH
I AM r wondering
the article under the heading of Nothiiuj tions, especially if she or he is careless
to pose with the friends of the
But The Truth f in a recent issue of Radio enough
Stars, and noticed both the brilhant and owner of a Brownie or Kodak. One
never
knows
to just what use these informal
the naive answers to the question : "Do
may be put. Enlarged and disyou ohjict to giving your aulogral>hs or snapshotsplayed in certain
places, they might indeed
f'osiiig for f'ublicity photographs and iu- become most embarrassing.
formal
snapshots?"
With
regard
to
the
last portion of the question
As to the matter of autographs, I would
publicitytheyphotographs"),
like to make the following observations :
where
are '^ 't tn I (hw
inane, they
I can well understand the desire to secure
an auto,urai>h. I wrote Rudy Wiedoeft
existence ot ■
ei,L;ht IcUers 1)efore he replied with an
thing in the i
v
antooranh an<l a letter. But Wiedoeft was
be obvious tli.i- 1 1 <■ '-mniy whulc life. For years I
around the rr.: - -.u -ti n
iipi)cd
him. I had every phonograph
for an unusual 'c\u\k -iikx
itself is the ir...-t un^laim irons of objects, ever made. I knew more abi)i
and no mancr wliai the "angle" of the he knew himself. I practiced
it is difficult day. with the idea in mind th;
clever photographer nia\ 1be,ni.ire
than the might eventually recognize nic
for the result to be nuicl
1 he'd
orthodox pose of cajoHng t he mike, eiuhrac- petitiir. So liis autograph iiuai
ing the mike, or gazing soulful
to me.
HoUyivood is several steps ahead o/ radio
But the mob situation of today is quite

the
//ir nose
lULVc of tiie
//it' signee.
sifjuce. In fact, I ivould
ii'i
suiiiniari::e the situation this ivay — first:
"May are
I have
"Who
you?"your autograph?" — Then:
I believe I may speak fairly authoritatively when I discuss the matter of giving
autographs because I have made it a practice, while on tour, to pull up a chair at
the end of a dance program, and in this
way give 300 or more autographs after
having sung and directed the band for
three hours of an evening. At the Derby
in Louisville, Kentucky, two Derbys ago, I
stood about in the pouring rain and autographed some 2,000 programs. I have
rarely refused an autograph, but with the
situation (of autographing) becoming
pretty
muchin ofthea matter.
racket, I have taken an
about-face
From among the number of celebrities
who expressed themselves in a recent Radio
Stars concerning their willingness to give
autographs, I could not help but feel that

Rudy Vallee jots down
notes and comments
various

on

entertaining

subjects,

in this, his

fifth, exclusive column
An honorary life mennbersliip
in the Centra de Espanol de
Yale is conferred on Rudy by
President William F. Greene.

in this. The glamorous palm trees, tennis
courts, swimming pools, houses, studios and
sets of Hollywood lend thentselvcs much
more to interesting photoi/i aphy Ihun do
the staid and rather simple sludios m the
broadcasting buildings in the Hast. And
no one will deny that motion picture stars
are, on the whole, possessed of more
glamour
sonalities. and interest than most radio per-

differcnt. Gangs of young people, ranging
in age from 12 to 19, stand outside theatres and hotels {especially on //;,■ (ij^cmitg
night of a picture or play), an, I hrl ciunicr
anyone who appears to be a crlrhnly, 7^'ilh
demands for aul ogniphs. .-Inil u/ii j; / say
"demand.';" I mean "dcinttnils !" In no imcertain terms, and witli a iirail deal of
croivding, pti.'ihinii and jo.sl lin , llirsr younij
ones surround llh'ir viclini anil, u'llli no
rule courtesy
of "first forcomeeachfirstother,
.sen'cd,"
xvilh
try and
lo outdo
Informal snapshots may sometimes in- no
volve the celebrity in unpleasant situa- the others in pushing a piece of paper under
14

there may have been, in the case of a few,
a desire to convince the public that he or
belonged
body-and-soul
—shewhich
is, perhaps,
just toa "my
wee public"
bit of
hypocrisy.
Because
—
as
one
who
has
known
the fatigue of autographing when it was
obvious that many who asked for it were
only interested
everyone
doing
it, or werebecause
themselves
puzzledelseasw'asto
what motivated them to ask for it— I believe that many of those celebrities who expressed themselves as being quite pleased
and willing to give autographs were not
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"Garbo's signature
is hard to get. For
this reason it is
considered a prize."
"Bea Lillie writes,
but not her autograph. She gives
only a few yearly."
talking about the mob situation to which
I refer.
I hardly need point out the danger of
giving autographs indiscriminately. Celebrities really have, in the rush, signed a note
■or contract. The trick, of course, is invariably apparent to a court of law.
To me. it is a sign of iveakness for a
celebrity to make the statement that he or
she li'oiild be unhappy if no one zivnlcJ
his or her autograph. The artist zvho fears
that by not complying ivith requests for

allegedparticular
wisecracks.
that
group,Theybutmayto mebe "wise"
they areto
extremely trite. Always, some brilliant
individual who notes that I sign with my
left hand, says: "Oooh, he's left-handed!"
"Now do it with your right hand!" — "Why
don't you get a rubber stamp?" — "Will
you autograph
check?"
to which
I always add — "Try a and
cash— it!"
Or again
such intelligent observations as: "Do you
ever get a cramp in your hand?" and "Do
you ever run out of ink?"
But the most objectionable feature of the
autographing racket is the tendency on the
part of those a>king. to demand it I Tiiey
don't ask, they drntaud! And I've heard
some really
na>t\- remarks
fused, (in occasiuns
where m\afterl)e>tI'vejudg-rement
has
tiild
me
tn
refuse,
such as:he"He's
—high-Iiatl"—
"The nerve"Who
of himdoes
I" andhe sothink
on into is?"
the
night. As thnugh my appearance at that
place of work <leman<led that I be the willingture I slave of anyone who desired my15 signa-

autographs his or her career ivill suffer, has
a career that must indeed be built on shifting sands. Continued good performance by
any artist unll survii'e the refusal to sign
ei-ery time an autograph is demanded. I
don't /'('//Vj'/' that Miss Garbo, Miss Cornell,
Miss Lillie and siniihir others, gil'e more
than a fczc Zi.ell-deseri'ed autographs
yearly.
Tips to celebrities ivho are at a loss re a
Speaking of the humorous side of autographing, there are always a few kibitzers method of{Continued
r/rfusal, when,
on pageafterS4) a tedious
who never fail to offer the following
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I was run-down—
"...looked pale...
lacked a keen appetite . . .
was underweight . . . felt
tired."
"What did I do?"
"1*^.tXJ"YN'iitintuition
I needed
a tonic.
"rally, Itoldam meliappy
and grateful
for the benefits S.S.S. Tonic brought me."
You, too, will be delighted with the way
S.S.S. Tonic whets up the a]iiietite. . .imjiroves
digestion.and . .nricher
storescondition.
red-blood-cells
to a healthier
Feel and look like your old self again
by taking the famous S.S.S. Tonic treatment to rebuild your blood strength. . .restore your appetite. . .and make better use
of the food you eat.
S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build
sturdy health. ..its remarkable value istime
tried
scientifically
proven. .again.
.that's why
it makesand you
feel like yourself
At all drugstores in two convenient sizes.
The large size at a saving in price. There is
no substitute for this time tested remedy.
N'o ethical druggist will suggest something
"just as good."
© S.S.S. Co.

MADC.A.P Gracie Allen, of all persons,
was the cause of a minor diplnmatic crisis
in the Mexican governnient this season. It
grew out of her burk-st|uc of T/t'o Villa,
poking broad fun at Mexicans, along with
everything else involved in that niovic.
With stifif dignit\-, the Mi'xican Enihassy
in Washington sent a iinHrst 1o the Columbia
S\st('ni.
(ircatly
turbed, Broadcasting
Columbia turned
the letter
overdis-to
the Burns and Allen sponsor, .^till more
disturbed, the sjionsor sent the letter to
George Burns and (iracie Allen.
Gracie was disturbed, too, and sat right
down to write a letter (jf ai)ology to the
.Mexican ICmhassy. She coiuluded with:
"I alwavs say Mexican jumping beans are
ni\- lavorite sport, George thought we
niighl inake \]]> hy liaxing the Mexican
.\nihassailor lor (!iniur hut I didn't think
Along with a ni<i|-c mmimMt .ii-ulogy from
(jeorge,
Mexican .Anilithatiss.ad.a|iiiarcnll\'
ii . .\n\ salislitd
\\ ay, thetheincident
was (!r(ip]H'l anil Giaeic emerged from her
first inti rnational crisis.
Willi J ark Hrmiy so cniisislriiliy successful in iiKiries, yoii "i'ninlrr mice in a ivhilr,
l^rvhal'S.MmyicIiy'I.ii'lii
his i /siU'ifr
nulio
sloniir,
nil r .ami
ilors hcid
not (ip/\;ir
I'cfnrc (I caiiicni, loo. When Jack -a'ciit lo
IIollyz\.'ood a cuufile of years ago, there
Concerning
10

zvere plans for Mary afoot. Mary was by
110 means jat hut the camera makes one
look heavier,
make
sure. so Mary dieted strenuously to
Then came the screen test. Mary is an
atlraclii'c girl hiil the camera plays strange
pranks with jaccs now and then. One of
them is to unlike
make her
Mary's
appearance
altogelhcr
slagcscreen
appearance.
She
is anything hut pretty f(>r the films. Various
make-uptest,e.vpeiiinciits
-n'crcnothing
tried incan testbe
after
but apparently
done about it. So Mary zcill confine herself
to radio.
Long before Gracie Allen had begun her
career as an amusingly silly girl of vaudeanother ofcharacter
vaudeville's
comicalas girls
had theville,same
established
one
of the standard vaudeville attractions.
Gracie Deagon was her name and often
she is pointed out as the example that
Gracie Allen followed in framing her own
style of comedy.
Miss Deagon stayed in vaudeville and
did not get around to trying radio until
recently. That brought on the strange
quirk in this story. She auditioned for a
large Middle Western station and was condemned as an imitator of Gracie Allen —
and Gracie Allen had probably imitated
the Deagon character in the first place!
{Continued on page 74)

celebrities

of the air, and

their comings and goings in broadcastland

Robert L. Ripley meeh a
Texas Ranger, 1937 Model,
and Ralph Dumke and Ed
East predict a prize for
their big pet sheep dog.
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Have you noticed the voice of Lenny Ross lately?
It's fuller, richer than ever before. His responsibility
of keeping the Maxwell House Show Boat afloat apparently weighs lightly on the captain's shoulders.
Therecommand,
were nnanyandwhoall believed
Lanny's
full
the extra that
worries
that assuming
go with
it, would react unfavorably upon his voice. But, to
the contrary, Lanny's singing never has been more
enjoyable.
Lanny made his air debut on Christmas morning,
1928, on an NBC sustaining program. The following
month he got his first sponsored program. In Oct
tober, 1931, his present sponsor. General Foods,
signed Lanny and he's been singing regularly for that
company ever since.
And little wonder that he has! Always the conscientious student, Lanny never is satisfied (although
listeners may differ) with his voice. He keeps striving
always to improve it. And, of course, with gratifying results.
Lanny sets an example which all too few radio
performers follow. Not to be concerned with the
applause of yesterday, but with the applause of tomorrow. He realizes that only wearying hours of
practice and rehearsal make a great artist; and that
those hours must never cease if he is to preserve
his reputation and remain a success.
It's difficult to imagine the Maxwell House Show
Boaf without Lanny Ross. No artist ever contributed
more to the success of a program.
To Lanny Ross, Radio Stars Magazine presents its
award for Distinguished Service to Radio.

LANNY ROSS
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THINGS

I NEVER

KNEW

In his own

TILL

inimitable

way

BY
WALTER
WINCHELL
Walter Winchell, famous New York columnist, went to Hollywood to star
with his old feuding partner, Ben Bernie, in the film, M^ajl:e Up and Live.
THAT his real name is Benjamin Anzelevitz. -But his
family must have been ashamed of him, because they
wouldn't let him use the family name on the stage.
That he started out to be an engineer and he still
fiddles like a concrete mixer. (I mean, like Jack Benny
playing The Bee!)
his—family,
generations
they're Mostly
from theshoeing
south
of That
Russia
had allforworked
with— iron.

"I made the first
Mae.stro: Walter says he started
the feud, yowsah!
Walter:
/'7aj/i—
started
the feud
! Bernie says he
(Boys, boys, what is all this? You
should get together
* * on* something!)
In a dark corner off the set of IVake
Up And Live, where, on the Twentieth Century-Fox lot, the famous
feudists are feuding together in film,
with many a verbal stingaree zinging
through the air and many a wary,
barbed-wire
glance betwixt 'em, I sat,
20

crack! Yowsah!"
first with one and then with the other.
And occasionally, in durance vile, between the two. A palpitant, a precarious position !
Said Walter (his never-quiet hands
manipulating his agile cane, his eyes,
lenses which nothing escapes, not even
athedustfirstmote)
it. /inpulled
crack.: "IItstarted
was back
1931
when I went, for the first time, on the
air. On the Lucky Strike program.
Expecting to broadcast for three to
four weeks, I was on the program for
a year. '0-kay, America!' — remem-

Ben Bernie
ber? After the first couple of weeks
I knew that something was wrong
with it. Something lacking. It
sounded monotonous, even to me. Too
many blessed-eventings, heartings,
reno-vatings, elopements, twoings ;

NOW

Walter

IBOUT

Winchell

does a column

BEN

for Radio

BERNIE

Stars on Ben Bernie

That he is the only performer allowed to smoke cigars
horses.
Bernie's
horsy activity
is bettingwould
on them.
Every time
he won,onlyDirector
Sidney Lanfield
give during radio programs.
him another
Fortunately,
Bernie didn't win
That he has tripled his yearly income since we started
often
enough toclose-up.
spoil IVake
Up and Live.
taking cracks at him. (He has told this to people himself !)
That when he was selling toys in a department store,
he plays songs others have written, that others
during school vacations, his enthusiastic spiel attracted the haveThatorchestrated,
lets his musicians do all the work and
attention of a talent (?) scout. He was given a tryout in
uses
wisecracks
that others think up — and yet he gets
a vaudeville house, where the customers express their all the money. (There
ought to be a law!)
disapproval by tossing ripe eggs and vegetables at the
piffawmers.
That he appeared in one of the first talkies. In 1926
That Bernie was so sure he was going to be the target he made an experimental short subject for Lee De Forrest,
sound pioneer. In spite of that, talkies have become a
for the vegetables, that he demanded in his contract the success.
right to clean up the stage after the show and take the
food home !
That Ben got his first big chance with an oflFer to play
That he picked up a partner and toured the country in at the newly-constructed Hotel Roosevelt. That the hotel
vaudeville. {But the partner. Phil Baker, became a star!) management was not foolish, however. They demanded
That, with the dance craze sweeping the country after that Ben take a ten-thousand-dollar interest in the hotel,
the War, he organized a dance band. Because he used his before they would give him the jol).
That Ben went to Arnold Rothstein, the biggy gambler,
fiddle for a baton, instead of playing it, people were fouled
into thinking he was a good musician.
whom he never had met, for the ten grand. Rothstein came
That he protected himself from the dancers with a right across with the dough, but told Bernie to make a
smoke screen. He burns up thirty cigars a day and is payment back on it every Monday.
That Bernie. who is dumb ( Continued on page 81)
the only orchestra leader to smoke them while playing.

Walter Winchell
too many movie people and flashflashes. Needed high lights. Something. (That's
why II use
Oddities
The News
today.)
figured
what Init
needed — humor. But how? Then
it occurred to me that it might be

"I blessed-evented
amusing to do, on the air. what Mark
Hellinger and I had been doing for
some time in our respective columns.
Mark on the Daily News and 1 on tlie
Mirror.
beenmutual
taking insults
cracks outat
each other,We'd
hurling
of our inkwells, each blotting the fair
name of the other. And we were
and we are good ])als. We stopped it.
finally, Mark and I. because the public didn't seem to like it. They wrote
in, many mirersofof usthem,
were ad-it
boththatandtheyresented
when I took a crack at Mark or vice

it! I'm its papa!"
versa.
"Anyway,Andit hadso attracted
a lot ofa
attention.
1 sent Bernie
wire to Chicago — he was playing
there, at the College Inn, at the time.
I said : 'I'm going to take a crack at
you, do you mind? On my next
broadcast I'll hand Eddie Duchin a
wire and say: "Look. Eddie, here's a
wire for you from a booking agent —
no, my
fromyourBenbroadcast.
Bernie.''
He
says:mistake,
".fust it's
heard
'Think you are great. Can offer you
a 7i'pek's (Continued on page U5)
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The Ponfiac Varsity Show goes on the
air from coast to coast over the NBCRed network, John Held, Jr., in charge.

BY

GENE

HARVEY

THEY say that an artist draws something
of himself in his drawings. And they say
that humorists are usually glum and morose
individuals out of working hours. Well,
John Held, Jr., whose Pontiac Varsity Shoiv
takes the air from a different college each
week,
an upsetter
doesn't
in
the isleast
resembleof tradition.
his famous Hedrawings
of amusingly
vacant "sheiks"
and of"flappers,"
that
so well expressed
the spirit
their age
back in '26, and instead of l>eing glum he
wisecracks like any college kid — except that
his wisecracks are usually funny.
Interviewing John Held, Jr., is something
of a cross between being a minstrel interlocutor and pulling teeth. Not that Held is
smart-alecky
on the
contrary,of he's
friendly,
informal and ; the
antithesis
stuffed
shirt.
But he'll tell you, with perfect gravity, that
he was expelled from the Utah State Reformatory asincorrigible; that the narrowest escape he ever had was forgetting to put

Winner of the "ideal co-ed" contest, DorMilleraccepts
of Columbia
Varsity othyShow
the cup University's
from Held.

his bridge while
the way tohasa grown
broadcastto ;two
that large
he's
ain string-saver
whoseon collection
snarls ; that the greatest handicap he had to overcome was
picking his nose. And then, in case you think you're being
"ribbed,"
chuckles
gustily.
theWar.
otheror hand
he'll
skip
casuallyhe over
adventures
in theOn RiflF
his career
as a rodeo rider, and tell you that his flapper drawings
were inspired by being kicked on the head by a horse —
and to prove it he'll let you feel the hole in his skull !
Sending out for a pair of forceps, however, your reporter managed to extract a few facts about John Held,
Jr., not too painfully. He was born January lOth, 1888,
in Salt Lake City, Utah, and he claims that as a child he
had long blonde ringlets and played with Indian kids, both
of which claims probably are true. His parents, he says,
were married, and his father was a copperplate engraver,
which accounts for the fact that, at the age of seven, young
John, Jr., sold to a candy company a woodcut engraving
he had made. A little later he was editor and artist on
the Salt Lake High School Red and Black, and in case
you believe the reformatory gag, he really went to the
University
The Utonian.of Utah and drew for the school's magazine,
When he was sixteen, Held started as a cartoonist on
the Salt Lake City Tribune, held the job for about a year

Says John Held, Jr., cartoonist, author, sculptor and play-

John Held, Jr., watches with eagle eye
the progress of a broadcast by the
University of Chicago's Varsity Show.

Productionist Gordon Whyte gives the
charming star of Ohio State University
Varsity Show, Betty Frank, some pointers.

and left to fulfill a pet ambition — riding bucking horses.
He did this well enough to travel all through the West as
a rodeo rider, so if there's any mental picture in your
mind toof revise
the artist
young Held
man was
with— glasses,
time
it. asButa pale
basically.
and is— it's
an
artist.thingHebut art.
saysandhe'dafter
probablv
be very
good broncs,
at anysome never
time with
l)ucking
John,
fortune.Jr.. camt' to New '^'ork in search of fame and
He was about twent\-t\vo at the time, and he found a
job doing j)osters for the Street Railwa\- Advertising
Comijanw
It couldn't have
lived
in a .52.50-a-week
roompaidthatvery
he much,
called because
Cockroachhe
Glades. After about a year of that jol). John Held. Jr..
went in for free-lancing, selling drawings to the variou.^
comic magazines and doing jiretty well at it until the War,
during which he served as a Xa\ \' officer.
Here is one artist whose career has consistently alternated betweeti art and adventui e ; cartoon and conflict.
The horse-kick incident really happened, after the War,
around 1925. Held, doing very well again as free-lance
artist and cartoonist, was on his Connecticut farm and,
while
colt head,
to the leaving
blacksmith's,
critteras
kicked taking
him ina the
a dent thein onery
his skull
souvenir. And then he began to do the amusing collegiate
Wright, master-of-ceremonies

tvpes
"flappers"
and "sheiks"
the
round ofheads,
long skinny
legs and with
angular
bodies, that became forever associated with
liih name and were so widely imitated at the
time. HeUl stoutly claims that the kick in.spired them, and Bob Sherwood, the editor
of the comic magazine. Life, said he wished
the same horse would kick some of his other
artists. At any rate, that series of characters
did express perfectly the spirit of college
youth at that time, and >ou probably can remember when no yellow slicker was com])lete
on it. without a Held drawing reproduced
It was comparatively tame work, perhaps,
for, hardly having recovered from the kick,
John Held, Jr., was olif to Africa to get
some information on the Rif¥ War. "All the
accredited correspondents had been locked
up
in Fez,"were
he says,
"and rather
I decided
credentials
a liability
than that
an
asset. So I tore up all my credentials and
passport and was able to jjass freely back
and forth through the lines, li they asked
for mv credentials {Continued on page 82)

of the Pontiac Varsity Show
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BY
MILDRED MASTIN
UBINOFF fiddled while blondes
burned, and smoke got in his eyes !
The popular violinist is just recovering from his sizzling sessions in
court — and the question is, are Rubinoflf's worries over, or only just
begun?
Dave's acute blonde trouble
started three years ago, when he
got his first message from Garcia.
He was having double trouble at
that time. And it was just about
as funny as mumps on both sides !
On the one side was Peggy
Garcia, blonde ex-hat-check girl,
suing Dave for breach-of -promise.
On the other side was blonde exwife, ex-chorus girl Blanche Moreland,
suingBlanche
Dave contended
for breach-ofalimony.
that,
back in the days before Dave was
famous, he had promised her a
quarter of his income, regularly,
in alimony.
handing
it over.AndShe Dave
asked wasn't
for a
tidy fortune in back pay. Peggy
contended that Dave had begged
her to marry him, and then had
forgotten all about it. She was refreshing his memory with a demand for a hundred thousand dollars' worth of heart balm.
Dave's reply to these claims
was : "When you get known, you

get
lots of Hesuits.
It's realize
part ofthen
the
routine."
didn't
that
babythreePeggy's
last for
years routine
and get would
coastto-coast publicity as a great
spectacle.
Not many people had heard of
Peggy Garcia before the suit began. Peggy has a pretty face and
empty blue eyes and a baby voice,
and her real name is Pauline Taylor. At home, down in the Virginia
hills, they called her Polly. She
found the name Garcia on a cigar
band and thought it must be
Spanish, since cigars come from
Havana, and as anybody knows, a
Spanish name is grand for a girl
who wants to make good.
Peggy told the court that she
changed her name to Garcia, because, after she started to sue Rubinoff,
couldn't
ask for shea spot
in a get
nighta job.
club,She'd
and
the
owner
would
say
:
"Are
you
the
Pauline Taylor who is suing my
pal
Rubinoff?"
And
Peggy,
who
could not tell a lie, would say:
"Yes." And the prospective emSo itployer
waswouldassayMiss: "Get
Garcia
out."that the
little Taylor girl from Virginia —
wide-eyed, on the verge of tears,
and dripping with silver fox — went
Miss Garcia hears testimony
about her earlier marriage.

k

b Io n d e j
Nemesi
f weeps
OS hers'|f
W
/ lowyer fells
.^^V her storw. ^

The story behind the breach-of-promise
suit brought

by blonde

Peggy

Garcia

against
radio's
romantic vioh'nist
into the crowded courtroom a few
She confessed she was so innomonths ago to tell her tale of woe.
cent, she meant
didn't
whenknow
he toldwhather Rushe
Maybe it was the crowded court- excitedbinoffhim.
And furthermore,
room, with its sea of sympathetic
that
time
when
she
was
seen
in
his
faces. Maybe it was that, suddenly,
Peggy realized fully the wrong she bedroom — RubinoflF was wearing
felt had been done her. At any lavender pajamas — she had gone in
rate, just before she took the stand, to look at his etchings.
She told the court about the
she raised her ante from one hundred thousand to five hundred evening when RubinoflF played the
thousand, and Dave found himself wedding march for her on his
faced with a suit for half a million Stradivarius, and how beautiful it
dollars !
was, and how marvelous he was.
Then came the day when he
The gist of Peggy's testimony asked
her to go on tour with him
was that she was a young and innocent girl when she met Rubinoflf — as a singer, it is presumed. And
and he had taken advantage of Peggy demurred. So Dave said :
her. By her testimony, of course, "Would you go if we were marPeggy sought to give proof of her
ried?" And Peggy blushed and
innocence. She told how, when
"Yes."didn't give her a
she first went to his apartment, whispered:
But Oh,
RubinoflF
ring.
no. Because
no ring in
RubinoflF had said : "There's my the
world was good enough for a
Stradivarius," and Peggy was so beautiful
girl
like
Peggy.
Instead
innocent she didn't even know he
was talking about a fiddle !
he gave her a wrist watch.
While this testimony was going
As further proof of her guileless youth, she said that when she on, the judge was rapping for
was introduced to Rubinoff in the order, threatening to clear the
first place, she tossed her head and courtroom if the laughter did not
Even members of the jury
laughed, saying: "If you're Ru- stop.
were trying hard to keep their
binoflF,
I'm
Cleopatra!"
Some
faces
straight.
people never did figure out why
this retort was evidence of innoBut itbinoflF.
wasn't{Continued
so funny
an pageto Ru88)
cence. But Peggy said it was.
The famous violinist [right)
with his lawyer, A. J. Halpern.

Glimpses
Joy Hodges [L]
and Miss Penny,
two gay young
lasses of the
BS Hollywood
roadcasts.

of gaiety and glamour on and off the air

as radio personalities

sparkle

in the spotlight
Nino Martini
rehearses with
Andre
Kostelanetz for
the
Chesterfield
CBS program.

Gymnast Wallace gives a flock of
radio starlets a workout. (I. to r.)
Wallace, Gene Byron, Alice Hill,
Elinor Harriot, Dolores Gillen,
Sally Agnes Smith, Patricia Dunlap.

George Rector,
nois eur of foods,famed
chatscon-to
housewives on famous folk
and delectable dishes.
Marcella Shields assists.

RADIO STARS

Charlie decides to give his pet wirehaired terrier a music lesson. But
the pup, we gather, isn't having any!

It's another "scoop"
as Charles
Butterworth
flashes in
on the
Fred Astaire Packard Program.

D<f$tt
By

GLADYS

So^

"WHAT'S behind this dead pan of mine?" Charlie
asked, repeatin^,^ back to me my impertinent question.
"Wily,
tempestuous
I am an tempestuousness
extremist. I blowis.hotI amor cold.
I am upbyornature.
down.
J am in the slough of some deep despond one day and
crowing in a fool's paradise the next day.
"Nothingtremes. Itexternal
has anything
to do with
is something
zvithin myself.
I amthese
not ex-in
relation to the cosmos, you see. The cosmos is in relation
to /me."
died! Such a gigantic cosmos, to be in relation to
such a slender little man !
We werecafesitting,
a booth atwhere,
Lucy's,every
the
jwjpular
hard Charlie
by the andNBCI, inbuilding
Tuesday night, Charlie makes folks hold their sides and
sponsors hold out tempting contracts, while Fred Astaire
makes folks tap their feet and smile and sigh to the tapping
of his incomparable feet and the nice rhythm of his voice.
It took me some time to recover my equilibrium. For,
as I had sat there, watching for Charlie to come in, I had
fancied that a meek little man would scuttle in, with
'1 am tempestuous

CaiiL

HALL
furtive glances to right and left, timid and wary, perhaps
a touch more crushed than usual because of his recent
separation from his wife. Charlie would look lonely, I
thought.
And who or what could look lonelier than
Charlie Butterworth?
But not at all ! What I did see enter was a slender and
Club- New- Yorkerish man, wearing black and white
checked trousers, a Bond-Streetish coat, a gray fedora
hat set at a jaunty angle, horn-rimmed specs, also jaunty,
a flower in his buttonhole, doeskin gloves held smartly,
careless-like, in his hands.
I felt a little as though I were cocktailing with the Mad
Hatter or, possibly, with the Dormouse of Alice In
Wonderland, a Dormouse dressed by Bond Street and
talking as one might expect Clark Gable to talk.
He called for a telephone to be brought to the booth.
He made innumerable calls, each call prefaced by an
apology to me. He called Charlie Farrell (his house guest
at the time), Nunnally Johnson, Bart Marshall, the Town
House, this one and that. His social life seems to be
terrific. I mentioned it. He murmured : " 'Tis. I am

by nature," says Charles Butterworth, one of

"Don't say I said so!" he
warns, (left). Above are Mr.
and Mrs. Chas. Butterworth.

a Sophisticate, you see. A Sophisticate {Capital S), also,
by nature. I like living in big cities. I am a night hawk.
I like to come in with the milkman and sleep until noon.
It is the restlessness in me, perhaps the gypsy . . .
"It is, also, relaxation. I must work like the Furies or
I must relax completely. I love the radio work. It gets
more and more interesting to me as I become more accustomed to it. But also it is very worrisome. A picture is
made and it is done. A radio broadcast only leads to
rehearsals for the next broadcast. But I have had very
gratifying reactions. It is a little too soon to tell as yet,
however, just whether my future lies with radio or with
pictures. It must be one or the other for me, not both.
I am going away this summer for two months. I shall
prol)ably visit Scandinavia — alone. When I return a decision will be made."
The radio, Mr. Butterworth believes, is especially suited
to comedians. For comedians cannot vary their make-up
as dramatic actors can. Robert Taylor can be a beachcomber in and
one picture,
a middy'sHe uniform
the
next, tails
a top hatwearin others.
can be incleanradio's ace comedians.

shaven, wear a beard, sideburns, a goatee. But comedians
must always look the same. Chaplin never can discard
his shoes, his cane, his little derby hat. Lloyd never can
remove his horn-rimmed spectacles. W. C. Fields never
can lose weight nor that rubicund nose. Butterworth
must, on the screen, perpetually scurry and scuttle and
wear that look of anxiety and futility. On the air
comedians can be more versatile. They are not forever
chained to their unvarying bodies, cramped in their unvarying make-ups. The visual helps comedy in a great
many ways, of course. But it also runs the danger of
becoming monotonous.
Charlie does not want, or intend to keep on doing the
kind of radio work he is doing now. He enjoys it. He
enjoys working with Fred Astaire. Fred gives, he says,
prestige and dignity to anything he does, to anyone he
works with. The Astaire name, said Charlie, put the
program over. But next year Charlie hopes to do a
master-of-ceremonies kind of thing, like Jack Benny, likeah-Fred Allen. He wants the kind of a Drogram where
he can be funny some of the time, (Continued on page 104)

You'll gather that, and more, from this tale!

Louise Mossey sings authentic western
mu|fc on the Log Cabin Dude Ranch show.
The Westerners (I. fo r.): Larry Wellington,
Milt Mabie, Louise, Allen and Dott Massey.

fifteen

The

romantic

Massey,

story of Louise

star of The Westerners

Milt
MabieAllen
(second
from are
left)herisbrothers.
Louise's
husband.
and Dott

The cow country of the old West is her
home and Its dramatic ballads her sonqs.

FOR most of us, romance is a iiung hard and seldom "That'll give them a laugh — all those great big six-foot
come by. We hope to meet it. all of us, in a love affair, men
about forty-five years old !' Raise them ? Why, I was
or in a journey to far places, or in a g^lamorous friendship) just a little ])iece of something running around there, with
—and we get it second hand and a little wistfully by go- all of them spoiling me rotten!" She shook her head, remembering that childhood as the darling of seven big
ing to the movies or reading a book, or listening to the
radio.
brothers and a big father.
But once in a while there is a person, and once in a
■"As a matter of fact, that's probal)ly whv I wanted to
longer
while we'reof lucky
enough to meet a person, who is get married." (This at a distance of fifteen years.) "I'd
the
embodiment
romance.
had ever\-thing else— they gave me a Buick roadster of
my own when I was fourteen. Thev like to died when
Loui.se Massey is one of those people.
She comes from a country that is. to many an Ameri- they heard about the wedding. But they didn't think
can, the land of romance — ^the old Southwest. Her marit'd last."
The laugh faded from her face and
e is as fantastic
a romance
an)she was silent for a moment.
fiction riagwriter
could invent.
Her ascareer
is gay and colorful and successful, and BY MA RG ARET
"I don't guess it would have lasted,
wrapped up
America's
two and
most the
roeither,
" shethesaidwayat last,
things1 was
hadn'tso
MA HIN
hap])ened
they "ifdid.
manticinprofessions
— radio
movies. Her future— from where one
awful, and so spoiled, that if I'd had to
stands in the pre.sent. it stretches out as brilliant as the
down and keep house. I'd ha\e got bored and liad
colors of a Xavajo tapestry, to an ending as satisfying asettle
fit.
But.
of
course.
on back
to school."
eyes crinkled into a smileI went
and she
chuckled
a little, asHerif
as the soft but vivid colors of a desert twilight.
And to meet and talk with Louise Massey makes you at some sudden, private remembrance. "And then, pretty
feel sure, again, that love and laughter and adventure soon. I had my baby, which was something new. and
are still alive in the world.
exciting,
although. '"itshe
didn'tsickinIn speech, her voice is as soft and pleasant as when it sort of terfere
with me. anyway!
was laughed,
just like"ita little
is blended in the songs of The Westerners. In it there
nes to me. you know? I had it. and then 1 went on with
is none of that well-known and slightly nauseous "South- what I was doin', and my Negro mammy took care of the
ern accent;"
a liquidity
of tone, the that
turnmakes
of a would
baby. no\'es.more
the let
sameme one
that hadfromraised
Why. hershe I
go away
homeme.without
phrase,
some it's
littlejust
regional
ungrammaticism.
her sound somehow a little different — piquant.
I was her child and she didn't see how I d manage with"Yes. I was married when I was fifteen." she will tell
out her. / certainly didn't see, because I'd never kept
you with a tolerant, amused crinkling of her eyes. "But house or done anything exce])t tear around on a horse
for goodness sake don't talk about that! It's been or in a car. And 1 guess the folks didn't .see. either,
screamed in headlines till people must be sick of readin' how I would, so they let her come."
"Then, the next year after the baby came, we planned
it!"
But. of course, people probably never will grow sick of
built us a home, and that was exciting."
hearing about love matches that succeed in the face of and"My
husband. Milt Mabie. had just got out of a
every dire prediction and contrary to all the statistics military school in Tennessee a little while before we were
drawn up by sociologists to show why so-called child married, and he'd been helping his dad with his hardware
marriages cannot last.
btisiness. one of the biggest in the Southwest. But after
"Once," she remembered, "somebody wrote a story a while fhe
he'dwith
like us.
to doAndsomething
difso hethought
startedmaybe
singing
then pretty
and put a headline on it: 'Louise Massey Raised Seve)i soon weerent, went
on the road. {Contiuued on page 93)
Brothers!' " She laughed. "When I read that, I thought:

The Landf Trio. Don, Karl ami Jock.
heard Sundays at 2K)0 pjiu EST
themseivM
the NBC-Rtd network, hang th
up on a

Leff to right: Philip Merivale.
Deems Taylor and Rolond Young toke
a few steps with the Rockettes in
a studio in Radio City Music Hall.

Smilin'
Ed
McConnell.
who enjoys
his Sundoy
afternoon
NBC songs
of cheer.
Maestros, merrymakers,

Its a good way to keep that slim
wfoistline,
soysactress,
Natal ie Pork.in NBC's
blonde thorns
young
HawHouse and otherheard
NBC shows.

men and maids

Romantic's the word for Parkyakorkus
(hlcHrry Einstein), radio ana movie
comedian. And he's married now to
Thelma Leeds, brunette screen singer.

A rehecN^I of the Swing Fourfeen,
who tra,
singbroadcast
wifh over
Russ theMorgan's
Columbiaorchesnetwork Saturday nights, 8:30 pjn., EST.

Miss Penny (Penny Gill to her home
folks) relaxes from her arduous
duties as secretary to Professor
Jock Oakie of CBS' Oakie's CoUege.

erton's
popRoy Heothular baritone de-CBS
lights
and MBS
listeners.
whose

notes and nonsense

Martha
feminine
E. Brovm, Rave,
of theAmerica's
Tuesday night
CBS Joe
Al
Jo/son SAow, duplicates a Jolson rendition of a Mammy song for beaming Al.

delight us

Bandleoder Abe Lyman greets his pal
Jock Dempsev and Mrs. Dempsey at
one of Lyman s Sunday night informal
progranu at the Hotel New Yorker.
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UMBER ONE: As usual, George Burns is floored by Cracie
Allen's merry comeback in a litlle family tete-a-tete. Number Two: Not so long ago Eddie Bergen was just another good
vaudevillian, now his ventriloquist act is the rage of the day.
At the moment, he is in a heated argument with his tophatted friend and dummy, Charlie McCarthy. Number Three:
Miss Penny, and she looks like a million, is the femme interest of Jack
College,
but inFour:
a leisure
like the
this cute
she
is just
Miss Oakie't
Penny Gill.
Number
Gracespot
Albert,
bride of the Honeymooners dramatic skits, offers an advance
showing of the new idea in bathing suits. Number Five: ''No
Dogs Allowed" signs mean only arguments to Ed East and
Ralph Dumke, Sisters of the Skillet, who are shown here trying to sneak their prize pooch into the Columbia studios.
Number Six: Wouldn't you like to be the lucky guy on the
receiving
of Joy
Hodges'Joyfriendly
Ambassador Clubendin Los
Angeles?
currentlygreeting
divides atherthetime
and
talents between Hollywood studios and Columbia broadcasts.

W OULD you like to hear the story of how Frank Parker,
his eve fixed on the jjleamiiiij; Star of suecess twinkHng in
the distance, strove mightily for a chance on the stage?
How he haunted agencies, tramped his shoes thin on
Uroadway. fought for a chance to gain a foothold in the
precarious world of the theatre or radio ; how he was always fiercely determined to win acclaim with his voice?
sorry ; hy
thereaccident,
isn't anyandsuch
Frank not
fell
intoWell,
showI'mhusiness
thenstory.
as a hoofer,
a singer. And radio was wished on him, willy-nilly, by the
sickness of a friend. So if you'd be interested in that
story — which should interest, if only- for sheer novelty,
lend an ear to the saga of the lad who lets things come
to him, but who figures that you've got to he ready when
thev
do come.on, That's
principle
Parker the
always
has worked
and thetheanswer
is aFrank
spot among
toj)
flight radio vocalists and a star i)art in a P»roadway show
at the moment.
Parker, at thirty, has been on the air for ten
years, in such shows as Gulf Oil. Cities
Sen'ice, Chevrolet, Kolster. La Palina,
Brunswick. Pahnolivc, Evening
Paris, General Tire and others.
So his system — if it is
system — seems to work.
"1 never tried
hard for things,"

Frank said in his dressing-room, while making up for the
part of Wyoming Steve Gibson, in his current play.
Howdy Stranger. "Naturally, I don't mean it pays to
be lazy or have
no ambition.
something,
it seems
to come toButyouif ifyou're
you cut
just outlet for
it;
at least, it always has to me. All Pve had to worry about
wasFnuik
to /'(•.stresses
ready forit just
the breaks
whenandtheymeans
came."it. All the
that way,
breaksc(|uii)ped
in the world,
figures,
any good
if you'reis
not
to makehe the
most aren't
of them.
No chance
any giKul unless you have the talent or ability and are
pre])art'(l to make something out of it.

'All I had to do was
be ready for 'breaks' when
they came/' says Frank Parker

Frank Parker sings on The
Rippling Rhythm Revue, with
Shep Fields and the Canovas,
on Sundays, at 9:00 p.nn. EDST,
over the NBC-Blue network.

The big bass viol has a wicked
eye, Frank thinks, as he lays a
tentative bow across its mighty
strings. Singing, thinks Frank,
would doubtless be much easier!

Holychoir.
Name because he couldn't see the idea of singing
first job asin falling
show business,"
said, "was
as "My
premeditated
down a coallie hole.
Radio about
was inof the
■'There wasn't any choice about it," he grins. "It wasn't as
the same way . . ."
But
check isbackthatandraresee (jcims
how itinhappened.
I minded singing. But they'd pick the boys they
Franklet'sParker
Manhattan, New though
wanted in the choir and you sang — whether you liked it or
York idea
Ix)rn.thatAndhe ifwashis atheory
"be prepared"
givenas not. Then, meeting the gang outside, they'd yell : 'Sissie !' "
any
rather ofnoble
Boy Scouthastype
And Frank didn't like to be called "sissie ;" especially since
a kid, now is the time to discard it. A student at Holy he'd
managed to be accepted by the toughest — and hence
the most attractive — gang of kids in the neighborhood.
Xame,
Frank—
or
"Ciccio"
—
Parker,
as
he
was
sometimes
called, being Italian on the maternal side, was something
So he completed his education in other schools and one
of a young roughneck. And young Frank, whose claim
in his 'teens, he accompanied a friend, who was trying
to fame now is his voice, was gently but firmly eased out day,
to get on the stage, to an agent's office. The friend got
the
usual
: "Nothing
suddenly found
himself being
greeted today,"
effusivelybutbyFrank
the agent.
"Hello — hello," he said heartily to Parker. "Where've
you"But
been?
I've been
to get in touch
you."
— I mean
. . ."trying
the bewildered
Frank with
stammered.
"I know — so you've been busy," the agent waved him
aside. "I've got a spot for you in a new show ... Go
around to the theatre this afternoon at two; they'll
Before he knew it the agent was gone and
Frank found himself holding a slip with the
put you on."
nameFrank
of theasked
theatre
it. "Is
nuts?"
his onfriend,
whohe grinned
ruefully {Continued on page 86)

Women like Frank Parker's attractive
tenor voice. Women like Frank Parker.
aHe'sbitboyish,
bored handsome,
with life.romantic,
But as and
yet, not
he
says, he has not thought about marriage.

Frank's first radio appearance was with
Hope Hampton. The La Palina program was
his first big commercial. He sang five
years with the A & P Gypsies, two with the
Benny show. Here he is with Dick Himber.

Maestro Phil
of tlte Jock Ben
witK
is "tops'a
programdialers,
weiKas
dancer

The Benny show takes the air.
(Left to right) Jack Benny,
Mary Livingstone, Phil Harris,
Don Wilson and Kenny Baker.

There's romance back of that
11' you like swin^ music — or if you like the Jack Benny
program — you know Phil Harris. He has been "swinging
a long
— (lancers
light fantastic
toit" his
catchytimetunes,
from have
New tripped
York totheHollywood.
But
it is his spot on the Sunday night Jcll-0 program that really
has given him his big chance, put him at the top witli
dialers as well as dancers.
Somehow you expect a bandleader to be s]M)iled, especially when he is young, good-looking and successful, and has
been lal)eled, rightly or otherwise, something of a Don
Juan. Phil is tall, well-built, with crinkly dark hair and
an eflfective Pei)sodent smile — a "natural" for the build-up
Jack
Jienny unaffected
has given and
him sincere,
as a ladies'
man — but
refreshingly
enthusiastic
abouthe hisis
music, his i)art in the program, frankly enjoying his success but not in the least vain or com])lacent about it.
It was Rudy Vallee who said: "You can't go wrong
with Phil Harris' orchestra."
And Jack
Bennyhasagrees,
contribution
Benny
jjrogram
been for
not Phil's
only good
music tobutthea
colorful personality, increasingly popular with the fans.
Phil grinned self-consciously when reminded of his
reputation
as a Great Lover. "Pve been married ten years,"
he
said quietly.
He is a vigorous, healthy individual, full of life and
good s[)irits and the bubbling sort of humor that can
laugh
anything,blushes
including
He takes
ribbingat merrily,
and himself.
laughs when
JackIknny's
makes
public fun of his penchant for maroon shirts and vivid
ties. But he takes his part in the weekly skits seriously.
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"swing" rhythnn of Phil Harris,
"Being with Jack Benny is an education," he explained
earnestly. "He knows all there is to know about comedy,
about timing, about reading lines."
And right there we have a clue to one of Phil's secret
ambitions. Music has been his life since he was a youngster. Horn in Linton, Indiana, he went to Na.shville.
'renncsscc,
surging
rhythms
the .South arewhen
in hisa small
blood.ladButandhe the
always
has had
a secretof
urge to be an actor, too. He has had a taste of it in the
niov'Rs and once went so far as to give up his band,
dctcniiiiied to get a part on the stage, if it was only carrying a spear. But a month without the boys, without his
music . was a month of increasing mental agony and finally
he could stand it no longer and .sent out a wild SOS for
the band. Actually he gets more out of leading his fifteen
musicians than the dancers who di]) and sway and hum
to his catchy music.
Phil has had only two bands, the first for six year.s,
the present grouj) for the past three years. They are
devoted to him and he to them. "It's a personal relationexplained.
men a who
to work
together,ship," he l)ut
friends."Not
Theyjustmean
lot tohappen
me, not
only
as nuisicians but as individuals."
Phil's called
introduction
movies was
the making
picture
So Thisto the
Is Harris,
a musical
short,of soa
arti.stically and efifectively produced by Mark Sandrich of
RKO-Radio that it won the Academy prize. Misled by the
success of this, they thrust Phil, without further training,
into a full length picture. At that, it was moderately
successful, though Phil himself was disappointed.

Miriam

Rogers

Hlusic!

maestro of NBC's Sunday night
"I didn't know what it was all about, hadn't the vaguest
idea of technique ..."
But Phil is to have another opportunity. He was disrt)nsolate over some tests he had made recently, but tests
are notoriously bad and out of these has come a part in
Paramount's
the Moon.
perhapshas some
when
the nightTurnlife Off
enforced
by hisSocareer
begunday,to
pall, he may turn to acting — not in musicals, nor yet in
hopes of being another Clark Gable or Robert Taylor.
Phil's ambitions
differentare lines;
Lewisin Stone,
Adolphe
Menjou, areJeanalong
Hersholt
the ones
whose
footsteps he would like to follow. Meanwhile, a chance to
read lines under the able tutelage of Jack Benny is
excellent training.
His Nashville background, of course, makes him especially adapted to Southern parts. He has a deep voice,
untrained but pleasant — if you have heard him sing, you
know how well he does the Bert Williams sort of thing.
He never has heard Williams but his voice is very like
that of the famous singer of Negro songs. Phil has a
repertoire
of about
of Williams'
His speaking
voice twenty-two
has something
of the samenumbers.
appealing
quality.
He
reads
lines
well
—
and
certainly
gets a big kick
out of it.
He has that zest for everything, a talent for putting
his heart into what he is doing and feeling amply repaid
if the crowd enjoys it. That is why he enjoyed his prolonged stay at the Palomar in Los Angeles this winter
better than some of his engagements in swankier spots.
Instead of the usual two weeks' engagement, Phil stayed

JelhO show. Here's the story
tor four months. The dance floor can accommodate a
crowd of seven thousand, and the people who dance there
are not the blase, satiated Hol!y\vood type but frankly
out for a good time, there because they love dancing and
appreciate a peppy orchestra. They responded heartily to
Phil's obvious
music and
Phil responded
with was
equalswell
enthusiasm
their
enjoyment.
The result
music andto
greater fame.
Long engagements are the rule with him, apparently.
He spent several years in the East, playing in various
New York hotels, on the air three times a day. For
seventy-eight weeks he broadcast the Melody Cruise program, for Cutex. On the West Coast, he played for three
years at the St. Francis, for two at the Cocoanut Grove,
in Hollywood.
But with all the demands of these engagements, interspersed asthey were with shorter engagements and much
traveling about the country, Phil has found time to build
an enduring, happy marriage.
The girl in the case is Marcia Ralston, a beautiful girl
and talented actress. She is playing now in a new movie,
Call It a Day, and has so impressed the producers with
her ability that the part has been added to, built up for
her. She looks something like Joan Crawford and had her
early dramatic training in her native Australia, where she
played leading roles in stock. And she unquestionably
would have progressed much further in her own career if
she had not
marriage
cameardently
first. believed that Phil's career and their
Since Phil's career made it (Continued on page 102)
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TUfUcU

TUSisie

know
BY

ELSIE

HITZ

Nidc Davison, heard Mondays through Fridays, 4:30 pjn. EST, on NBC-Red network.
WHAT an opportunity to "tell all" about Nick ! I
don't know where to begin. He's the strangest
combination of artist and he-man you could hope
to find. He started out in life studying art, for he
draws very well and he really intended to pursue
an art career. But, after becoming a scenic painter,
he gotadventures
the wanderlust
and ran
away into our
sea.scripts
He's
had
as exciting
as those
and, before he settled down to being a combination actor and business man, he was shanghaied, he
ran guns in Mexico, he was a bronco buster in a
circus, and about everything else you would name.
When relating his adventures he'll sometimes say :
"I was scared to death." That's certainly a figure
of speech,
his case,
for he doesn't
the meaning of fear,in real
or imaginary.
He know
says that
comes
of having been in the War ; so much happened then
that nothing since has been able to maJce him lose
his f>erspective, not even the depression. He could
be fighting for his life at (Continued on page 108)

Lovely
Elsie Follow
Hitx, Nick's
partner
in ,^the
popular
the Moon
serial.
IF I tell you about the Elsie Hitz I know, I'll have
to tell you about sixty-eight diflferent women. Yes,
they're
Elsie weand,havewhen
I look
back over
the
period inallwhich
worked
together,
I cannot
help but marvel over the fact that one dainty little
person
(she's really
can next.
be so
many different
girls, only
each ashalf-pint
charmingsize)as the
In the first place, of course, Elsie is a truly great
actress. As the youngest of five children, she went
on the stage at sixteen and has thoroughly learned
her profession. She had a lovely speaking voice to
b^in with and it was this voice over the radio that
attracted my attention, as it did that of thousands
of listeners. I decided she was the one actress I
wanted to work with over the air and when I met
her and found her as lovely as her voice and we
really did work together, I knew that the gods were
indeed kind to me. Our first script, The Magic
Voice,
was a over
'natural'
Elsie, sinceonit dealt
with
a romance
the for{Continued
page 109)

Partners on the air for three years, Elsie Hitz and Nick
Dawson

gleefully tell all of each other's faults and foibles

Riding

is second-nat
ur

e

to this daughter
of the

Belmonts

Miss
Belmont,
York.daughter
It's enough
to say Joan
that Miss
BelmontNewis the
of the
Morgan Relmonts. As a member of this famous
riding family, she has an inborn love for turf
ami field. At four years of age, she was presented with a pony of her own; today. Miss
Belmont is one of the most accomplished horsewomen of the younger set. Like so many of her
debutante friends, she is a steady Camel smoker.
These distinguished tvomen are among
those ivho prefer CameVs delicate jlavor:
MRS. NICHOL.\S BiniiLE, Pln!„.l,l,,lua
MRS. POWni.I. CABOT, Iluiton
MRS. TH()M.\S -M. C.UiNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. ]. C.VRDNER COOLIDGE 2n.l, Boston
MKS. .WTIIONV J IiKEXEL .Sr.!, PI,d,„Mphia
MKS CIII-W I I I, DABNKV I AM;iiMK\i:, Virginia
JASPER .MORGAN. .\V,i York
MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN IH, Baltimore
MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR., New York
MRS. Rl FUS PAINE SPALDING III, Pasadena
MRS. LOUIS SWIFT, JR., Chicai^o
MRS. BROOKFIELD V.\N RENSSEL.\ER, AVif York
iD.vrieht 1937. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinFton-Salem, N.C.
(above) In theTack Room. Miss Belmont is a familiar
figure in the Maryland and Long Island hunting country. "When I feel tired or a bit let -down," she says,
"Camels give me a grand 'lift'. . . make me feel glad
I'm alive as my energy snaps back. And, though I
am a steady smoker, Camels never get on my nerves."

Camel' air UKide
fr.un Tint.
MOlii: IM'I \SIVE
TOKACCOS...
Turkish and
Domestic... than
anv other
popular brand
For

i
Enjoying Good Food at the Ritz in New York.
Miss Joan Belmont enjoys a leisurely luncheon at the
Ritz-Carlton — with Camels between courses and after.
Smoking Camels is a positiveaid to good digestion. Sets up
a generous flow of digestive fluids. Increases alkalinity.
Digestion^s

Sake

Smoke

Camels

Tlie Dioniie Quins

use

only

PALMOLIVE
tlz

^

maA

0£m/€ (9tb,

NURSE LEROUX, WITH THE QUINS SINCE THEIR BIRTH,

^^
TELLS WHAT PALMOLIVE CAN DO FOR YOU!
HOW I ENVY THE QUINS THEIR SOFT,
YOU WOULD FIND PALMOLIVE
SMOOTH COMPLEXIONS, NURSE LEROUX
BETTER FOR YOUR SKIN, TOO.
ITS LATHER IS GENTLER, MORE
^E KEEP THEM THAT
ISSOOTHING-BECAUSE
MADE WITH OLIVE PALMOLIVE
OIL. GIRLS
AADAME, BY USING ONLY
WHO
USE PALMOLIVE NEVER NEED
PALMOLIVE. DR DAFOE FOUND
FEAR DRY, LIFELESS,
UOENOUGH
OTHERFORSOAPTHE S_OOTHJNG
-MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN I
QUINS'
UNUSUALLY
SENSITIVE
SKIN. ^

IS THE SOAP YOU ARE USING
AS GENTLE AS PALMOLIVE?
e using 1.S
you sure
the soap
asAre pure,
gentle,
.safe yoii'r
as V ilmolive?
You know that Palmolive is made
from a blend of real beauty ingredients, gentle Olive and Palm oils.
That is why Palmolive gives your
skin such matchless beauty care...
Why more than any other soap, it
brings you the promise of a lovelier.

^ TO^KFEP YOLk OWN COMPIIXION ALWAYS LOVELY. USE THIS

DR. DAFOE TELLS WHY
HE CHOSE PALMOLIVE!
"At
time of the birth of the
Dionnethe Quintupl
for some
timeafterward, theyets,wereandbathed
with
Olive Oil . . . When the time arrived
for soap and water baths, we selected
Palmolive Soap exclusively for daily
use in bathing these famous babies."

iEAUTY SOAP
CHOSEN FOR THE QUINS

RADIO STARS

Coasi-t(^^CouU
PROGRAM

THE regular programs on
' the four
networks
are coast-to-coast
here listed in
aTheday-by-day
schedule.
National time
Broadcasting
Company Red Xetwork is
indicated
XBC-Rcd: the
Nationalby Broadcasting
Company Blue Network is
indicated
XBC-Bhie:
the Columbiaby Broadcasting
System
by
CB.'y
Mutual
Broadcasting and
System by MBS.
All stations included in
the above networks are
listedstaiion
below.cn Fiiul
local
the listyour
and
tune in on the network
specified.
ALL TIME RECORDED IS EASTERN
DAYLIGHT SA\ ING TI.ME.
This means that fur
Eastern Standard and CenDaylight Time,
you
must tralsubtract
one hour.
F(.r M.iiintain Daylight
and Central Standard Time,
>uljtr;K-i two
htiurs. and
For
Pacific
Mountain Daylight
Standard Time,
subtract three hours. And
for Pacitic Standard Time,
subtract four hours. For
example
: 11:UU
EDST becomes
10:00.\.a. M.m.
EST and CDST; 9:00
A.M. AWST and CST:
8:00 A.M. POST and
MST; 7:00 a.m. PST.
If, at a particular time,
no
programthereis
listed,network
that i> because
is no regular program for
that time, or because the
preceding
program
tinues
into that
period.c o n -

WCSH
.Me.
KGW Portland,
Portland.
Ore.
WJAR
Providence,
R. I.
WRVA
Richmond.
KSD
St,Salt Louis.
Mo.Va. Utah
KDYL
Lake
City,
KPO San
Francisco. N.Cal.Y.
WGY
Srheiiectadv
KOMO M"W attl",
KHQ
kane.Wa'sh.
Wash.D. C.
WRC
.i>\invzh'U.
WDEL
Wiliiiiimton.
Del.
WTAG \V<.rcester.
.Mass
NATIONAL BROADCASTCOMPANYBLUE INGNETWORK
WABY .\lbanv. .N. Y.
WBAL Bostcn.
Baltiii'iure..Ma.=s-Md
WBZ
WICC
Bridfreport.
WEBR
Buffalo.
X. YConn.luwa
WMT
Cedar
Rapids.
WENR
Chicago.
111.111.
WLS
Chicaso.
WCKY
Cincinnati.
Ohio
WGAR
Cleveland,
KVOD
Denver,
Colo,OhioIowa
KSO
Des
.Moines.
WXYZ
Detroit.Pa, Mich.
WLEU
Erie,
WOWO
Wavne, KanInd,
WREN Ft.
Lawrence,
KECA
Los
.\iii.-clcs. (.Minn,
'al
WTCN
Minneap..l,s
WICC
New
Haven,
C.un.
WJZ
New
Y,.rl<
X
KLO
ftah Y.
KOIL O-den,
Omaha,
Bluflfs. Npbla -Council
WFIL
Philadelphia,
Pa
KDKA
Pittsburgh.
KEX Providenrc
Portland Ore,Pa.H, I.
WEAN
WHAM
HorhcM-, M,,.N Y,
KWK
KFSD .-t.
,-.ui I,...,..
I )M I .,1,Cal.
KGO
.-ai:
Fi:-'
KJR
.-r,.i:r|,
KGA I,' ■ \; : ■ -i-li
WBZA
Mass,
WSYR
V
WSPD
i
o
WMAL Wa.~lni, M, U C.
NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
STATIONS

KGNC
WWNC
WSB
KERN
KGHL
WAPI
KFYR
KGIR
NATIONAL BROADCAST- WCSC
ING
COMPANYWSOC
RED NETWORK
WCFL
WLW
BaltiiMore.Mass..Md.
WFLA
WFBR Boston,
WIS
WNAC
WCOL
WBEN
Buffalo,
X
Y.
WMAQ Cincinnati,
Chicago,
111.
WFAA
Ohio
WEBC
WSAI
Cleveland,
Ohio
WGBF
WTAM
Colo. Iowa
WDAY
KOA Denver.
Des Moinep.
WGL
WHO
Detroit.
Mich.
WBAP
WWJ
WTIC
Hartford.
Conn.
KMJ
WIRE
Indianapolis.
Ind.
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RADIO STARS

MORNING
Mary
PAH.

MAY 2—9—16—23—30
AFTERNOON
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL VESPERS
MBS;
HAROLD
STOKES' ORCHESTRA
.HAJIOUNT ON

NBCNBC-Red :— CHILDREN'S
CONCERT
chestra. PaJosef
ul Wing,Stopak's
narratororNBC-Blue:
TONEpianist;
PICTURES
—quartet
Ruth Pepple,
mixed
CBS: LYRIC SERENADE
SIDNEY RAPHAEL-

CBS: SUNDAY MORNING AT
AUNT
— children's
program, SUSAN'S
Artells Dickson

i!.--i:.a:
rxniOKSiTY
IICAilo ItciU.XU
TABLEOF
IS( 'L S.SKi.x — ifut'.st speakers
Hi'-Hlue;
CITY MU<■1 KSTRA—
HAI.L RADIO
SYMPHONY
ORsoloists
1:00
NBC-Red:
DOROTHY DRESLIN,
soprano;
SMITH,
tenor FRED HUFCHS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
Ml IS: MARTHA AND HAL —

NBC-Red: SEMBLE—Harry
CONCERT
Gilbert, EN-organist
CBS;PRESS RADIO NEWS

HISTORY
'1'CBS:
H E commentator
HEADLINESBEHIND
— Bob
Trout,

NBC-Blue: HENDRIK WILLEM
lecturerVAN LOON— author and

Nlir-Red:
RY-KRISP
SKNTSKocstner's
MARION
TALLEYPRB-—
Josef
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
PEOPLE
— Phillips WE,
Lord,THE director;
Mark Warnow's orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: SMILING ED
McCONNELL
orchestra — songs, Clark's
NBC-Blue:
STOOPNAGLE
ANDCOL.BUDD
Voorhees' singer
orchestra;
Gogo —DeLys,
blues
MBS; ORCHESTRA

NBC-Red: WIDOW'S SONS —
sketch
NBC-Blue: INTERNATIONAL
BROADCAST
FROM LONDON

CBS: EDDIE CANTOR — BobBreen, Deanna" Renard's
Durbin, Jim-ormy by Wallington,
NBC-Red:
MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND
— Rachel
Carlay.
man'sPierre
orchestraLe Kreeun, LyNBC-Blue: RIPPLING
RHYTHM
R E V U E — Shep
Fields'ker, Theorchestra,
Canovas Frank Par-

EVENING

2:1.5
MBS: KEY MEN— quartet
3:.S0
NBC-Red:
MYSTERIESTHATCHER COLT
MBS:
CHURCHGREAT MUSIC OF THE
2:4.5
CBS: COOK'S TRAVELOGUE
CBS: .\ y II
M OS u- - S V .\I .
CHESTRA

NBC-Red:BORNCHASE
AND SANDon
Anrieche,
EdgarPROGRAM
Bergen,— Werner Janssen's
orchestra
CBS: Moore,
1937 TWIN
STARS—
Victor
Helen Broderick,
Rogers' orchestra

NBC-Red: CATHOLIC HOUR
NBC-Blue: ANTOBAL'S CU-

CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR

CBS: ORGAN MOODS

NBC-Red: MUSICAL PROCRAM
xr.c niu.v si;xA'r(U! fish-

NBC-Red:
JINGLE
I'ROGRAMBoys — FITCH
Morin Sisters,
Ranch

NBC-Red:FAMILIAR
AMERICAN
ALFrankBUM OFMunn,
Lucy MUSIC—
Monroe.
Haenschen's orchestra

A TALE OF TONBC-Red:
GLADYS
SWARTHOUT
— Frank
Chapman,
Armbruster's
orchestra
NBC-R(
(i:H.iiTiv,
.nol,r--()MaryPROGRAM
—Jack
si oru-, Keniiv
Baker, PhilLivingHarNlii'-niue: HELEN TRAUBEL
MBS;
7:30

CBS:TY SINGGILLETTE
COMMUNI— Milton
Wendell Hall,
Jones Berle,
and Hare.
Sannella's orchestra
10:4,5
CBS: H. V. KALTENBORN—

' Shirley
FIRESIDE RECIIKOADI'llIL HA KICK — Osca
AM Sir l-dlt TODAY-

CBS: PRESS RADIO NEWS
MBS; DANCE MUSIC
CBS: ORCHESTRA

RADIO

STARS

fHo^fda^
MAY 3—10—17—24—31
MORNING
XBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
—NBC-Blue:
children's MORNING
program
TIONS— organ and songsDEVONBC-Red:
MELODIES GOOD MORNING
NBC-Blue: ISLAND SERE. NADERS
8:30
NBC-Red: CHEERIO — talk
NBC-Blue:
MEEDER— LYRIC
organistWILLIAM
CBS:
SERENADE
NBC-Blue:
BROTHERS FOUR
— songs MARTINEZ
and music
CBS: cowboy
MONTANA SLIM— yodeling
NBC-Red: THE STREAMchestra LINERS—Fields and Hall, orNBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
Annette
Brown, — Jack
Baker King, Bob
CBS:
METROPOLITAN
PARADE
9:40
CBS: PRESS RADIO NEWS
»:45
CBS: MORNING MOODS
9:35
NBC-Red: PRESS RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIM HEALY —
news
commentator
CBS:
sketch BETTY AND BOB —
NBC-Red:
WIFE—
sketchJOHNS OTHER
NBC-Blue: MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS;
— sketchMODERN CINDERELLA
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NKC-Rlue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FA.MILY—
CBS ; R V.-xpcrt;
r r Y C RHYMNS
O r K E R—OF
COokiiiK
ALL
CHLiti'HKH
MBS: MARRIAGE
Frances
McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketch
TODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue: ALCADE—Crosby
KITCHEN
Gaige CAVCBS:
JOHN K. WATKINS—
news commentator
MRS: JOHN METCALF S
CHOIR LOFT — hymns
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue; THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: HEINZ MAGAZINE OF
THE
AIR— talk, sketch, Rolfe's
orchestra

—.sketch
NRC-rted: BACKSTAGE WIFE
.Vnc-Rlue; PERSONAL COL11:30 UMN OF THE AIR— Inez Lopez
NBC-Red: —HOW
CHARMING
sketch TO BE
NBC-Blue: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS; BIG SISTER— sketch
11:45
NHC-Red:
RIENCE VOICE OF EXPENBCHUGH Blue:
— The EDWARD
Gospel SingerMacCBS:
FOE DR. ALLAN ROY DAMBS: and
MARTHA
songs
patter AND HAL —
AFTERNOON
1'2:00 Noon
NBC-Red: GIRL ALONE —
sketch
NBC-Blue; HONEYBOY
SASSAFRAS
— comedy teamAND
CBS: THE GUMPS — sketch
1-4:15
NBC-Red;
STORY OF MARY
JIARLIN— sketch
NEWScommentator
PARADE
!•> —CBS:
:30EdwinYOUR
C. Hill,
NBC-Blue:
HELEN JANE
BEHLKE
— soprano
CBS; ROMANCE
TRENT—
sketch OF HELEN
JIBS: FOUR
STAR FROLIC—
musical
varieties
12:45
NBC-Red; ROSA LEE — soprano
NBC-Blue:
GENE ARNOLD
AND
THE CADETS
CBS: OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
MBS: WE ARE FOUR — sketch
1:00
NBC-Red:
WHITE— AND
tenor
NBC-Rlue:JOELOVE
LEARN— sketch
CBS:
FIVE
STAR
REVUE
Jlorton Bowe. Meri Bell, Bill—
Johnstone, Sinatra's orchestra
1:15
NBC-Red:
DAN HARDING'S
WIFE
— sketchNEIGHBOR
NBC-Blue:
NELL
CBS;
ROBERT
W. HOKTON—
correspondent
MBS:
THE PSYCHOLOGIST
SAYS
Payne — Dr. Arthur Frank
1:30NRC-Hoil; WORDS AND MUSIC—I.arry
I.ar.sen. Ruth Lyon.
H;.rv,.y
Hny.sNATKiNAL
NlU'-l'.lue:
FARM
AND
HU.MK
HOUR— Walter
Blaufuss'
orchestra
CBS: BOB BYRON— songs
MBS: ORGAN ailDDAY SERVICE
1:45
CBS; AUNT JENNY S REAL
2:00LIFE STORIES
NBC-Red: EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAM
CRS: NEWS THROUGH A
W ( ) .M .\ .\ ' S K Y E S — Kathryn
MRS l'.\l.Mi:n
HOUSE CONCEItr
Ginsberg oKlHlOSTRA — Ralph
2:15MBS: LAWRENCE SALERNO
AND PIANO
3:30NBC-Blue: HOUR OF ME.MORIES— U. S. Navy Band

NBC-Re<l:
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLLoCBS: ilYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
MRS: WHITE
STITDIES— pianist
IN BL.-VCK
A.\D
!:00pez
NliC-i;...l
ri:PPER YOUNG'S
F.\.\I
1 1. c.V—;il.<sk-trh
CRS:
i.\I;L SHOW
jack MAJORS \ARIETY
MBS: MOLLY
. MOVIES—
sketch OF THE
S:15
NBC-Red: M.A PICRKINS—
sketcli
MRS: PAi'LIXE Ar.l'ERT —
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
NBC-Blue; PAUL MARTIN
AND
CBS ard; HISBarlow
POP MUSKCONCERT— HowNBC-Red: THE O'NEILLSsketch
MBS: ORCHESTRA
•— comedy
NBC-Red: LORENZO JONES
NBC-Blue: LET S TALK IT
OVER
CBS:
HOUR CHICAGO VARIETY
MBS: Freudbergs
VARIETY orchestra
PROGRAM—
Leo
MARY
NBC-Blue;
MARLIN—
sk.ST( Irh'H .lUNIOR
CBS:
SUNi;l;ITI-:
NURSE CuKl'S — children's
sketch
):15NBC-Red: ADVENTURES OF
DARI DAN—YOUNG
sketch HICKORY
—sketch
NBC-Blue;
CRS:
DdltiiTHY
GORDON'S
CHII.lii;i:.X
S c-dRNER
MI'.S: .KUIXSdX
FAMILY—
-SLOW
..\DY—
ENSEMBLE
NRiORPHAN
AX.\
I I : . ii I.IiM Tiri'l.H
n s sketch
NRC-lUu-: Tin: OLD HOMESTE.A.D— .sk.teh
CBS;
sketch WILDERNESS RO.\D—
MBS:
Rook ofMARGERY
the Week GRAHAM—
EVENING
6:00TALES
NBC-Rod:
OLD TRA\ ELER-S
— stories
NBC-Blue:
U. S. ARMY BAND
CBS: TITO GUIZAR— tenor
"BS: PATTI CHAPIN— songs
(IBS: TUNE TIME

6:30
NBC-Red: PRESS RADIO
NEWS
NBC:
NEWS Blue: PRESS RADIO
CBS: DINNER CONCERT
6:40
6:45CBS: PRESS RADIO NEWS
NBC- It, ,1: FI.YIXG TIMELL THOMAS
— sketch
CBS: PRETTY KITTY KELLY
NBC
MBS:
CHESTRARICK ROBERTS OR7:00
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
sketch
songs
NBC-Blue: MARY SMALL—
Jack
n Mac-— '
CBS: Fulton.
POETIC FrankK
.MELODIES
7:15Cormack. Kelsey s orchestra
NBC-Blue:
BUGHOUSE
RHYTHM— comedy,
music
MA AND PA — sketch
:30—CBS:
NBC-Red:
sketch MIDGE WILLIAMS
NBC-Blue: LUM AND ABNER
CBS: HOLLACE SHAW —
7:45
NBC-Re, 1
HERRICK
ROYA I.I.^ill.': .\KllSCAMPBELL'S
5i).\KI':
CARTER
— news
commentator
8:00CB:
NBC-Red: BURNS AND ALLEN—Dick Foran. Noble's orchestraALEMITE
HALF
HOUR
—CBS:
Horace
Brigadiers
MBS; DR.HeidfsCHARLES
M.
COURBOIN
8:30

CBS iil.U TI.MIO Si'i:LLING
MRS:
BEE— Rub Emery
9:00
NBC-Red:
FIBBER
AND .MOLLY—
comedy .McGEE
sketch.
NBi--H|y : Ci^M T I .M !•: SOX emn re\THH.\TRE
u..
CBS: LUXCIETY—a1 1 -KALiU>
MBS: POE S T.\LES — dramalh>rn OF CH.\R.M
9:;l(>XRc-l'.-l
MRS: .MI SICAI. PROGRAM
NRi- I'.e.l:
cc ).\ rENTED
PRO10:00
GRAM— \'i\iaii
Delia Chiesa.
KING'S ORche;:
NBC-Red: MUSIC FOR MODERNS
NRC-Rlue:
DIO KiiltrM—NATIONAL
miest speakerRA(-RS: i.i:r i-iti:i;DOM ring—
dramatization
47
11:00
NBC-Blue:
CBS:
DANCEORC^HESTRA
.MUSIC
MBS; PAGEANT
OF MELODY

RADIO STARS

MAY L^OTT
4—11—18—25
MORNING
8:00
XBC-Red:
—NBC-Blue:
children sMALCOLM
stories andCLAIRE
soriRS
MORNING
TIONS— organ and songsDEVONBC-Red:
MELODIES GOOD MORNING
NBC-Blue:SEMBLE— Island
LEIBERT
ENSerenaders
8:80
NBC-Red:
and
music CHEERIO — talk
• CBS: SALON MUSICALE
8:43
NBC-Blue:
DAVIDteamAND GOLIATH— comedy
NBC-Red:
—
Fields
and STREAMLINERS
Hall
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
—
Annette
King.
Bob
Brown. Jack Baker
CBS:
DEAR COLUMBIA — fan
mall dramatizations
9:30
CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL—
songs
9:40CBS: PRESS RADIO NEWS
9:45
NBC-Red:
ADELA ROGERS
ST.
tor JOHNS — news commenlaNBC-Red:
PRESS RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MR.'; WIGC.S
THI':
lAIU'.ACE
l'.\TCH OF—
sk.'t
NBC
EALY10:13
NBC-Red:

JOHNS OTHER

— sketch
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue; .sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS: ingBETTY
CROrKEU,OF cookexpert: HYMNS
ALL
CHURCHES
MBS: MARRIAGE
Frances
McDonald CLINIC —
10:45
NBC-Red:
DREN— sketchTODAYS CHILNBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CADE— Crosby
Gaige CAVALCBS: commentator
JOHN K. W'ATKI.N.S —
news
MBS: SINGING STRINGS — ensemble
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
CBS: MARY LEE TAYLOR
11:13
NBC-Red:
— sketch BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLl-opez
11:30
NBC-Red: MYSTERY
CHEF
NBC-Blue:
VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch

HO.ME.MAKl
MKS: I.SAl;
HEWSON— .
AFTERNOON

Mac-

lND
CHS;
'riUO
(
a-.
MI'S
-.sketch
MB.S: W1LLAI{U AMISON—
tenor
13:15
NBC-Rod:
STORY- OF MARY
MAltl.lX—
NUcr.lu.- .sk.'lrh
-\ It M C H A I R
S PARADE
12:30
NBC-Red:
LANDE'S
ST. REGIS JULES
CONCERT
ENCH.-xr.'- l-.lu.-: SAIR LEE— con12 NBC-Blue:
:45
GENE ARNOLD
AND THE CADETS
CBS:
sketch OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
MBS: WE ARE FOUR— sketch
;YL\IA CLARK—
' '\ !■: A.XD LEARN
i'.lOKCH AND HIS
I'.DING'S
\ISTERS
'.US AND MU-

1:45CBS: AUNT JENNYS REAL
LIFE STOR I E.S— .sketch
2:00NBC-Re,l: PR. JOSIOTMT E.
MADDV
S T'.AND
LESSONS
CBS: 'n:i.r.
rs Vdrii
story
Jl BS :
8:15MBS: ARTHUR WRIGHT)RAND PIANO
2:30NBC-Red: IT'S A WOMAN'S
WORLD — Claudine Macdonald,
Levey's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
NBC MUSIC
GUILD
2:45NBC-Red: PERSO.NAL COLUMN OF THE AIR — Inez Lo8:00NBC-Red: PEPPER YOU.NGS
FAMILY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
U. S. MARl.NE
BAND
CBS:
BILL
WRIGHT. VICE
PRESIDENT
MBS:
MOVIESM— O sketchL Y OF THE
3:15sketch
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS—
MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB

NBC-Red: THE
—NBC-Red:
comedy LORENZO JONE
NBC-Blue: YOUR HEALTH
CBS:
AND SWINGKelsey'sSING
orchestra

NBC-Blue:
Harry Swan. DOG
CharlesHEROES—
Sorce.
CHS: POP CONCERT— HowTHE GUIDING
:00
NBC-Red:
NELLIE REVELL
INTERVIEWS
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN — sketch
CBS: DEL CASINO— songs
■DARI
—NBC-Red:
sketchDAN —ADVENTURES
sketch HICKORYOF
NBC-Blue:
YOUNG
CBS:
SCIENCE
SERVICE
.SERIES—
Watson Davis
MBS: JOHNSON
Jimmy
Scribner FAMILY—
NBC-Red:
DON sketch
WINSLOW
OF THE NAVY—
NBC-Blue:
SINGING
LADY—
children'sST. program
CBS:
LOUIS SYNCOPATORS
songs
MBS: JESS KIRKPATRICK—
NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE
— children's
sketch t rio
NBC-Blue:
RANCHEKOS—
CBS: WILDERNESS ROADEVENING
.XHi'-iiiu,M r,i;i:i)ri-n
willSi).\ A.\l) Ills
OUCdl-ISTKA
CHS:
CHAl'I.N— dinner
songs
MHS: PATTI
EN DINANT—
; x sisters
;k cores—
NHC-Hlue: PRESS RADIO
I'HS: DINNER CONCERT—
NHC-Hlue: TONY RUSSELL6:40CBS: PRESS RADIO NEWS

6:45Nnr-Rc.l; FT.YING TIMI
—NBsketch
;ll KELLY
thomCBS: PRETTY KITTY
CHESTRA
MBS: ENOCH LIGHT'S OR7:00sketch
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY —
NBC-Blue:
comedy
sketch EASY ACES —
CBS:
POETIC
MELODIESMac-—
Jack
Cormack.Fulton.KelseyFranklyn
s Orchestra
MBS:
FRANK
GRAHAM —
sports
commentator
7:15NBC-Red: VOCAL VARIETIES— choral singing
NBC-Blue: TASTYEAST JESTERS
CBS:
AND PA — sketch
MBS: MAORCHESTRA
7:30NBC-Red: HE.NDRIK WILLEM VAN LOON — author, lecLUM AND ABNER
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
CBS:
COTT—ALEXANDER
The Town CrierWOOLLNBC-Red:
PASSING
PARADE
NBC-Blue:
FLORENCE
GEORGE
—
soprano
CBS: BOAKE CARTER— news
commentator
MBS: ORCHESTRA
i:U0NBC-Red: JOHNNY PRESENTS RUSS MORGAN
AND
HIS
Martin.ORCHESTRA
PhilHUSBANDS
Duey — Charles
NBC-Blue:
AND
WIVE.S—
Allif Luxve Mile.sJIUSIC
CBS:
HAM.MI'.FiSTKI.N
HALL—
Lucy
Laughlin.
Jerry
Mann
MBS: ORCHE.STRA
1:30NBC-Red:
LADY ESTHER
SERENADE — Wayne King's
orchestra
NBC-Blue: EDGAR GUEST
In "IT CAN BE DONE"— MasYoung
s orchestra PROGRAM
MBS: MUSICAL
NBC-Red:
VOX POP—
Parks
9:00NBC-Blue:
Johnson. Wallace
Butterworth
BEN BERNIE
AND
ALL
THE
L.\DS
CH.S:
A\.\Ti'll
THE
FUN
BY- Al I'iiirr,, Nick Lucas,GO
Mar.sh
..]-. h.-.straWHITEMAN'S
MBS: s PAUL
ORCHESTRA
KEY-r.
9:15MBS: CONSOLE
BOARD — Louise
Wild.,
■KARDANDHOUR
Pai
9:30
CBS: ThiLEGJACK
O.A.KIE'S
E— Goodman's
band COLSINFONIETT
10:00MBS:
Wallenstein,
director A— Alfred
10:30
NBC-Red:
HOLLYWOODJIMMIE
GOSSIPFIDLER S
NBC-Blue:
HARPSICHORD
ENSEMBLE
—CBS:
guestMUSICAL
conductorsAMERICANA
CAROL WEYMANN
10 NBC-Red:
:45
songs
NBC-Red:
DANCE MUSIC MUNBC-Blue:
11:00
SICDANCE
HALL PICCADILLY
CBS:
MUSIC
MBS:
BEYONDNIGHT SKIES AND

RADIO STARS

MORNING
NBC-Red: M A L C O L M
CLAIRE
stories
and songs— children's
NBC-Blue:
MORNING
DEVOT
I
O
N
S
—
organ
and
songs
8:15
NBC-Red:
MELODIES GOOD MORNING
NBC-Blue:
NADERS ISLAND SERE8:30
NBC-Hed: CHEERIO — talk
NBC-Blue:
MEEDER
organistWILLIAM
CBS: — SALON
MUSICALE
8:45
NBC-Blue:
FOUR MARTImusic NEZ BROTHERS — songs and
CBS:
MONTANA
SLIM— yodeling cowboy
9:00
NBC-Red:
—
Fiflds and STREAMLINERS
Hall
NRl'-Blue:
B H K A King.
K F A Bob
ST
CLUB
—
Annette
Brn■BS: .MUSIC Bnke
IN THE AIR
CBS; PRESS RADIO NEWS
9:30
CBS:
The WifeALLENSaver PRESCOTT —
9:45
NBC-Red: ADELA ROGERS
ST.
tor JOHNS — news commentaCBS:
9:55 FIDDLER' S FANCY
NBC-Red: PRESS RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
THE
CABBAGE
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIM HEALY—
news commentator
CBS:
sketch BETTY AND BOB—
10:15
NBC-Red:sketch.lOHNS OTHER
WIFE—
NBC-Blue:
JIA PERKINS —
sketch MODERN
CBS:
CINDERE
L
A
—
sketch
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
— sketch
CBS:
BETTY
cP^inM^KR,
cooking
expert:
IIY.M.WS cjF
ALL
CHURCHES
MBS:
MARRIAGE
Frances McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketchTODAYS CHILNBC-Blue: ALCADE— Crosby
KITCHEN
Gaige CAVCBS:
JOHN K. WATKINS—
news commentator
MBS: JOHN
CHOIR
LOFT — METCALF'S
hymns
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
CBS: HEINZ MAGAZINE OF
THE
AIR— talk, sketch, Rolfe's
orchestra
11:15
NBC-Red
: BACKSTAGE
WIFE— sketch
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLLopez
11:30
NBC-Red:
CHARMING —HOW
sketch TO BE

MAY 5—12—19—26
NBC-Blue:
VIC AND SAUE—
sketch
.MA PERKINSCBS: BIG SISTER— sketch
11:45
NBC-Red:
VOICE
OF
EXPERIENCE
NHC-Hlue:
EDWARD
MacHUUH—DR TheALLA.X
Co.spelROY Singer
CBS:
DAFOE
:nc-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
AFTERNOON
HCHiue:
negro
'l";s: '"n' M INKy\ Y SPOTS—
P.RIERLY—
sk.-tch
1i;s':"HV;xi;v
NHl'-Hlue: HOXEYBOY
;sTi{.\ 'w iVher'S orSAS.SAFRAS
comedy— sketch
teamAND
— comedy
CBS:
THE —GUMPS
NBC-Red:
LORENZO JO.XES
12:15
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
NBCMART.IN— sketch
(iliFSSBlue;OF N.\TION.A.L
PARE.XTS COXAXD
XlliilliHC-Hhie
: H( F..ulk.-s
).Mi:SPl'X — WilHir.Mii
CHS: Vi.ri; XIOWS I'Ali.VUE
CBS:
ROMANCE
HELEN
TRENT
— sKetchSTAR OFFROLIC—
MBS;
FOUR
musical varieties
i;i;xi-; .-\rxold
Ml;s w i; .^iii; Fmur — sketch
Xl'.c-I;
^! Dlc/K L-"IDLER'S
c .1;, -11 KSTR.\
xr.c-i;iue:
LOVE AND
l.r..\i:x—
sk'teh
CHS:
M.Tton FINEBowe. STARMeri REVUE
Bell, Bill—
Johnstone, Sinatra's orchestra
•P.S; RDHER-;
MBS:
PS VC FiH ankPayne
l i LOU 1 ST
SAYS — THF,
Uiv Ariliui
1:30NRC-R..1: \V'.l;I>S A.XD MUSIC—Rulli L-,.in.
Lars.-n. H:ir\ev
ll;^^s l..nTyFARM
XI'.C-Blu-:
A.XD Hil.Mi; XATI'>V.VI,
H.11.K — Walter
( i;S: rnxiXU with GEORGE
l;i;c |',(iP.il.VN
.n— f,„„l MIDDAY
talk SER.MHS
NBC-Red:
MUSIC S GUILD
CBS: AUNTNBCJENNY
REAL
LIFE STORIES— sketch
2:00CBS: NEWS THROUGH A
WOMAN'S EYES— Kathryn
Cravens
MBS; PALMER
HOUSE CONGinsberg CERT ORCHESTRA — Ralph
2:15MBS; LAWRENCE SALERNO
.VXD PIANO
2:30NBC-Blue: AIRBREA K.S— variety, music
2:45.XBC-Red: PERSO.XAL COLU.\IN OF THE AIR — Inez LoCHS:
MYRT .\XD .MARGE—
sketch
MBS: tone, andBILL
pez
organ LEWIS— bari3:00NBC-Red; PIOPPICR YOU.XC.'S
F.\.Mll.V~sk.
t< li YOU W.ANT
XHC-Hlu- LKi
TO
Wltrn:-.'
— .M;.maret
Widemer.
and
<lrania
tizations MATICBS:
.MANHATTA.N
NEE
MBS: MOLLY
MOVIES—
sketch OF THE

.XBC-Red: FOLLOW THE
.MOO.X — Elsie Hitz, Nick Dawson
NBC-Blue: BAILEY AXTO.X
.XBC-Red:
THE G U I D I .X G
LIGHT—
sketch
CBS; .\C.-VDE.MY
OF MEDICI.XE
:no
NBC-Blue:
STORY
MARY
.M.\RL1.X—
sketch OFJU.XIOR
CBS; SUXBRITE
sketch
NURSE RHYTHM
CORPS — children's
—ilBS;
nuvelty musical COCKTAILS
show
NP.CI!...!:
ADVENTURES OF
I>.\X---:-k>t.li
—.XHCsketclil!li:o: YciU.XG HICKORY
CBS: DOROTHY GORDONS
CHILDREN'
S CORNER
MBS:
JOH.XSO.X
F.-V.MILY—
:30Jimmy Si ril.n. r
.XBC-Ii'-l: IH'.X WI NSI.i iW
OF.XBC-Hlue;
THE .X.WV
— .--k. lehl..\l)Y —
Sl.VGIXii
Children'sFOURprogram
CBS:
ST.VRS— mi.xed
quartet
MBS:
CHESTRAESTHER VEL.A.S' OR:45
NHC-Ked: LITTLE imPH.\N
.VX.XIE — children's
.XHC-Blue:
THE OLDsketch
Ho.MES'ri:.\D — sketch
CUS: WILDERNESS RO.\D—
EVENING
NBC- Red: OUR AMERICAN
SCHOC
if.S H,\RUY KOGEN
Xr.c-Hlu.':
.\X1> HIS t ii;cH i;srRA— Sair
t'li.S: I)l-;i. c.\.six<) — songs
:15NBC-Red: CAROL DEIS — so\.:-..
NBC-Red: PRESS RADIO
CBS: PRESS R.\DIO NEW!
«:45NBC-Red:
FLYI.XG TI.MEaviation stories

LOWELL THOM.\S
sketch commentator
—NBC-Blue:
news
CHS: PRETTY KITTY KELLY
Xi;c |;,.,l: A.MOS 'N' ANDY—
c: ... !;;aSY ACES —
l:.\L)Ii> S'I'.X I H ..\ — Pat Bar.\HC-Hln...
MRS FR.\NKLI.X
D Roosevelt
CBS: .M.\ AND FX — sketch
X'HC-Rcd: MEET THE OR.30CHi:STR.\
I. I'M AND ABNER
—.XHC-Hlu.,,m._,lx -.k-tch
CHS '11. Ml-; FOR BUDDY
.M;c-i;. ,i \-lC AND S.\DE —
XliC
H.,1,.' . HRISTINE
MARIO COZZL
I. aritnne:
JOHNSON, soprano
CBS;
BOAKE CARTER — news
commentator
MAN'S F.\MII. V — sketchONEBRO,\DWAT
:00NBC-Red:
XI!C-Hln>-:
-M i ; H l: V - c, i , . I; , .r XD— Rea-

NBC-Red;
TOXICHT— FredTow.X
All.ii,H.\L1.
P.-rtland
Hoffa. Van Stecden's orehesI'TY
;IEL HE.\TTER- i0 a
CBS: PAI,.\H
9:.'{0HOX THI'A

.■hes-

mg : m;.\I.AXI OI'' THE
XHC-H.liiSOUTH
ends SE.\S — music and leg10:30NBC-Blue: .XBC MI.XSTREL
SHOW
l(»:l.-i
CBS; BALL
BABEPROGRAM
RUTH'S BASE10:45
NBC-Red: JI.MMY KE.MPER
II:

SIC
49

RADIO STARS

MAY 6—13—20—27
MORNING
NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
—children's
stories and DEVOsongs
XBC-Blue:
TIOXS
— organMORNING
and songs
XBC-Red:
MELODIES GOOD MORNING
NBC-Blue:SEMBLE—Island
LEIBERT
SerenadersENNBC-Red:
and
music CHEERIO — talk
CBS: SALON MUSICALE
»:00
NBC-Red:
Fields and STREAMLINERS—
Hall
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLCB
—
Annette
Brown. Jack Baker King. Bob
l'BS:GREENFIELD
VILLAGE
CHAPEL
■J: 15
CBS:
YOU LIKE IT—
variety ASprogram
9:40
CBS: PRESS RADIO NEWS
U:43
NBC-Red
ADELA ROGERS
ST.
tator JOHNS — news commenCBS: SONG STYLISTS
9 :.-NBC-Red:
>.!
PRESS RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:CABBAGE
MRS. WIGGS
THE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIM HEALY—
news
commentator
CBS:
sketch BETTY AND BOB —
10:15
NBC-Red:
WIFE — sketchJOHN'S OTHER
NBC-Blue: MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS:
— sketchMODERN CINDERELLA
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
CBS: ingBETTY
CROCKER,OF cookexi>ert: HYMNS
ALL
CHURCHES
10:43
NBC-Red:
DREN— sketchTODAYS CHILNBC-Blue: ALCADE— Crosby
KITCHEN
Galge CAV-—
CBS: commentator
JOH.N K. WATKINS
news
MBS: SINGING STRINGS—
'■nsemble
1 1 :00
-.15•BS: MARY LEE TAYLOR
NBf:-Blue: PERSONAL COLLopez UMN OF THE AIR— Inez
CBS: andQUALITY
East
Dumk<- TWINS —
MBS: RAOUL NADEAU AND
ORCHESTRA
SO

11 XHC-Rod:
:30
BETTY .MOORE
Xi;.- r.lii. ; \'IC AND SADE-

Hi >.\ii;.maki:k s i:\rii axcio
MHS: ISA Hi:i,1.10
MA.XXIXG
HEWSOX—
omnuiltator
AFTERNOON
■.MP
l'':00 Noon
XBC-Red:
GIRL
ALONE —
sketcli
XHC-Hlu.-: HOXKYHOY AND
.MH.S: BIDK
ATRE
CLUB DrULKY
OF THES THKAIH
AND ORGAN
12:15
.XBC-Rfd:
STORY OF MARY
.M A l;-Ulu,-;
MX— sketch
Xlii
.A R .M C H A I R

;ale pageNBC-Blue:
GENE ARNOLD
AND THE CADETS
CBS:^
MBS: OURWE GAL,
ARESUND.-VY'—
FOUR—
sketch
INBC-Red:
IRCHKSTR.A DICK FIDLER'S
X l; !• - I'. 1 u .■ : L () \- E AND
•II .AND HIS

1::50
NBC-R.-,1
Larsen.
MUSIC— 11
NRC-Bhii
IAXD^
■ 1 ;s : I IIinX

P|-:iM'ER Y'OUNG'S
i:]u.' i.u;ht op1 " 1 I .\ I I ■ A WRIGHT,
X \'
VICE
M M 1, I, Y OF THE
I i;s-~ski'tcli
K.'d: MA PERKINS—
: I. A FORGE-BERUMEN
i:r,i: VIC AND SADE—
;TI1E O'NEILLS —
•: THE CAB.AL4:00
NBC-Red: LORENZO JONES
4:30
XBC-Rf
i:.S: S. ARMY B.A.ND
H.S; \-.ARIETY
luiiiif
.-^Ipeit. SidPROGRAMGary
5:00NBC-Red: ARCHER GIBSON
NBCBlue: sketch
STORY OF MARY'
MARI-IN—
CHESTRA
MB.S: HAROLD STOKES' ORNBC-Red: ADVENTURES OF
—NBCskelehBlue:
UARI
D.\.X—YOUNG
sketch HICKORY
CBS: ALL H-\NDS ON DECK
MRS: JOHNSON
Jimmy
Scribner FAMILY —

•HE.STltA
2:15MBS: SALLY JO NELSON
AND PIANO
2:30
-NBC-Red:— IT'S
A WOMAN'S
WORLD
Claudine
Macdonald.
Levey's GENERAL
orchestra FEDNBC-Blue:
2:45NBC-Red: PERSONAL COLLopez UMN OF THE AIR— In<z
CnS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sk.tch
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL

CBS:
POETICFranklyn
MELODIES—
Jack Fulton.
MacCormack.
Kelsey's GRAHAM—
orchestra
MBS:
FRANK
sports commentator
NBC-Red:
TIES— choralVOCAL
singing VARIENBC-Blue:
CYCLING
KILOCYCLES
— H i 1 d e g aguests
rTHE
de.
Ray
Sinatra's
orchestra,
CBS:
MA
AND
PA
—
sketch
—MBS:
stingsMUSICAL PROGRAM
7:30
NBC-Red: HELEN TRAUBEL
BUM AND ABNER
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
CB.S—
COTT —ALE.-^CANDER
Tlie Town CrierWOOLL7:45NBC-Red: MILLSTONES AND
IMILESTONES — Eugen Boisse—NBC-Blue:
quartet SOUTHERNAIRES
CBS: BOAKE CARTER— news
A'NBC-Red:
-ARIETIES—RUDY
guests VALLBE'S
NBC-Blue:
ROY — SHIELD'S
ENCORE
MUSIC
Lee.
Clark
Dennis.
RobertSairGately.
Gale Page
CBS:
KATE
SMITH'S
BAND
WAGON
— Miller's
MBS: MUSIC
AND orchestra
YOU
:30

R n S AND
■H GEORGE

6:40
CBS: PRESS RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:
FLYING TIME—
aviation stories
NBC-Blue: I>OWELL THOMAS

I.TTTLE sketcli
ORPHAN
A-lilren's
ItALISTS
<) Y C A M P MOli.XESS ROAD —
EVENING
NBC-H. .I : \\ \
'H ALMN — songs
NBC-Red: MUSICAL PROCRAM
CBS: CLYDE BARRIE— bari. MBS: EN DINANT— dinner
fi:l.6:30NBC-Red: PRESS RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS RADIO
NEWS
CBS: DINNER MUSIC

AXWELL
HOUSE
\Trrliestra.
— LannyMolasses
Ross,

10 NBC-Red:
:00
HALL
BingKRAFT
Crosby.MUSIC
Bob
liurns. Dorsey's
NBC-Blue:
NBC orchestra
JAMBOREE
CBS: YOUR
TURES— FloydTRUE
GibbonsADVENMBS:
WITCH'S
Deen Cole,
MarieTALE—
O'FlynnAlonzo
10::
MARCH OF TIMEY WEBER'S
.MISIC.VL R1';\'UE
11:00
NBC-Red: NEDY—newsJOHNcommentator
B. KENNBC-Blue: DANCE MUSIC
CBS:
DANCE
MUSIC
MBS: DANCE MUSIC

RADIO STARS

MORNING
NBC-Red: MALCOLM
CLAIRE — children's
program
NBC-Blue:
TIONS— organMORNING
and songsDEVO8:15
NBC-Red:
MELODIES GOOD MORNING
NBC-Blue:
NADERS ISLAND SERE8:30
NBC-Red:
and music CHEERIO — talk
NBC-Blue:
MKKDER — SCNNY
organistWILLIAM
CBS:
.MELODIES
8:45
NBC-Blue:
YESTERDAY DANDIES OF
CBS: cowboy
MONTANA SLIM— yodeling
9:00
NBC-Red:
Fields and STREAMLINERS
Hall, orchestra —
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB — Jack
Annette
Brown.
Baker King, Bob
CBS: METROPOLITAN P.\RADE
9:30
CBS:
NOVELTEERS
NBC-Red:
PRESS R .\ D I O
NEWS
NBC--Blue: PRESS R.A.DIO
NEWS
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue: TIM HE.\LT —
10:13
NBC-Red:
WIFE — sketchJOHNS OTHER
NBC-Blue:
.MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS:
MODERN
CINDERELL.\ — sketch
10:30
—NHC-Rcd:
sketch JUST PL.\IN BILL
NBC-Blue: PEPPER TOUNG S
FAMILY'
— sketch CROCKER,
CBS:
cooking BETTY
expert
»ncesMARRI.\GE
McDo lid CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red:
DRE.X— sketchTODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue: — Crosby
KITCHEN
ALC.A.DE
Gaige C.A.V-—
CBS:
JOHN K. WATKINS
news commentator
NBC-Red: DAVID H.\RUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE O'NEILLS—
Sketch
CBS: HEINZ M.\GAZINE OF
THE AIR— talk, sketch. Rolfe's
orchestra
11:15
NBC-Red
: B.\CKSTAGE
WIFE— sketch
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLLopez

MAY 7—14—21—28
11:30
.NBC-Red: —HOWsketch TO BE
CH.\R.\II.XG
GR YOUNG'S
NBC-Blue: VIC AND S.\DE—
sketch
ro GUILD—
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch
.\ T I S Y' M 11:45
XBC-Red: VOICE OF EXPERIE.XCE
NBC-Blue:
sketch
-XBC-Red: M.\ PERKIXSHUOH— The EDW.\RD
Gospel SingerMac-MBS: R.VDIO G.\RDEX CLUI
CBS: DR. ALLAN ROY D.A.FOE
MBS: andM.\RTH.\
3:30sketch
XBC-Red: VIC AXD S.\DEsongs
patter .\ND H.\L—
MBS: ORCHESTR.A.
3:45
AFTERNOON
4:00
V2:0Q Noon
NBC-Red:
TIME Page.AT
.XBC-Red:
GIRL
ALONE—
sketch
MORRELL'STE.\
— Gale
XBC-Blue:
HONEYBOY
.\ND
Charles^
Sears,
Don
McNeill,
SASS.\FRAS — comedy team
.XBC-Blue: CLUB M.\TIXEE —
CBS: THE GUMPS— sketch
1'2:15
NBC-Red:
NBC-Red:
STORY OF M.\RY
son
M.^RLIN — sketch
MOON— ElsieFOLLOW
Hitz, Nick THE
DawCBS: AMONG OUR SOUVENIRS
1-2:30
4:45.MBS: VARIETY PROGRAM
NBC-Blue:
HELEN JAXE
BEHLKE
— soprano
NBC-Red:.sketch
THE GUIDING
LIGHT—
CBS:
ROM.\XCE
OF
HELEX
sketch
I'J TREXT—
:45
CBS .SALVATION
ARMY
5:00
NBC-Red: JOE WHITE —
NBC-Blue: sketch
STORY' OF MARY
JIARLIN—
NBC-Hluo:
Gir.XE .\RNOLD
CBS: SUNBRITE
JUXIdR s
AND THH (wiurrs
NURSE
CORPS — children
sketch
CBS:
OUR
G.\L.
SUND-\Y—
sketch
MBS:
CONCERT
ORCHESMBS: WE ARE FOUR— sketch
1:00
NBC-Red:
ADVENTURES
NBC-Red:
DARI
sketch L.A.DYOF
ORCHESTR.\ DICK FIDLER'S
NBC-Blue:DAxX— SINGING
NBC-Blue: .'^k. r.LOVE
AND
LE.\RN—
h
CB.S: DciRoTHY
GORDON'S
CBS:
I - ' . i:\-UE—
CHII.DP.K.X
S (•('.X)HXEK
Morton FI\i:
;,iiestra
Bill
-■MUS: .1. ■II.\S(
FA.MILY' —
Johnston,
1:15
NBC-Red:
WIXSLOW
NBC-Red:sketchD.\X HARDING'S
WIFE—
OFCBS: THEDORIS
NAA DON
Y—KERR
sketch
— songs
NBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
CBS:
ROBERT W. HORTON —
correspondent
.XBC-Red:
LITTLE
ORPH.\N
MBS: BIDE
THE.\.\NIE
— children's
ATRE CLUBDUDLEY"S
OF THE AIR
XBC-Blue:
THE OLDsketch
HOMESTE.A.D
—
sketch
1:30
CBS: WILDERNESS ROAD —
sketch
MBS: ofM.\RGERY
Has
—Book
the Week GR.\H.\M
NBC-Blue:
XATIO.XAL
FARM
AXD
HO.ME
HOUR—
Walter
EVENING
Blaufuss
CBS: DINING
:00
RECTOR
— foodWITH
talk GEORGE
.XBC-Red:
IN
THE
NEWS —EDUCATION
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
HARRY
KOGEN
.\.XD HIS ORCHESTRA
CBS: TITO GUIZ.\R— songs
6:15
NBC-Red:
LEY-— baritoneR.\RRY McKINCBS: NEWS THROUGH .\
CBS:
TIME FOR BUDDY
CL.\RK
WO.M-A.N'S
EYES
—
Kathryn
Cravens
MBS: PALMER
HOUSE CON6:30NBC-Red: PRESS R.\DIO
CERT ORCHESTR.\
!:15
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS R .\ D I O
NEWS
MBS: H.\ROLD TURNER —
6:35pianist
NBC-Red: C.\ROL DEIS— soNBC-Blue:
CL.\RK DEN.XIS —
CBS:
MYRT AND .MARGE—
prano
sketch
tenor
MBS:
LEO
FREUDBERGS
6:40
ORCHESTRA
CBS: PRESS R.\DIO NEWS

.Xi;i- Il .i FT.YING TIME —
X
I :LL THOMAS
(1
I KITTY KELLY
MBS; KHU.MBA RHYTHMS
7:00
NBC-Red: AMOS N' ANDY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
UNCLE S.\M AT
WORK POETIC
— dramatization
CBS:
MELODIES
NBC-Reil: rXiLi: K/.I'.-N-S
RADIO
STATI' S 'X—
NBC-Blu.T l!,.n,l.
A I'at
1 .\ Ll;,Mr-U
i: S S
SHOW
— Fr,i-,l
.Mario
Cozzi. M.\
Stopak
CBS:
.A.NDs orchestra
PA — sketch
— sketch C.\B.\LLEROS —
7:30•NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
quartet LUM AND ABNER
CBS: HOLLACE SH.\W —
1:45NBC-Red: THE HOUSE TH.\T
JACKS
BUILT—
guests
SON'— soprano
NBC-Blue:
JE.\Norgan,DICKENCBS:
BOAKE CARTER—
news commentator
!:00XBC-Red: CITIES SERVICE
CO.XCERT
— Lucille Manners,
Bourdon's orchestra
XBC-Blue:
IREXE RICH
CBS:— Oscar
BRO.\DW.\Y
V.VRIRTIES
Shaw, Carm.la
Ponselle,
Elizabeth
Lennox.
Arden's orchestra
XBC-Blue:
S-\M —
The
Barbasol SIXGI.X'
Man
8:30
NBC-Blue:
DE.\TH VALLEY
D.-VY'S — dramatization
CBS:
HAL
DANCE
B.\XD
— Singers
KayKEMPS
Thompson,
Rhyth:nCES.\RE
MBS:
RECTS—songs SODERO DI9:00XHC-H.'.i: WALTZ TIMERK—
Frank .\hinn. Mrir> Eastman,
XB
rin.
orcho.-^tevents
i.i G R .\ M
MBS:
SWINGPaige's
—RAY.MO.XD
world

10:00
NBC-Red: FIRST NIGHTERIKSTl; iL)ELPHI.\ OR(iHCHE.STR.\
MHS; I'AII, WHITEMAN'S
!S 1'
10:30
NBC-Red:SITY SHOW —POXTIAC
John Held, VARJr.
NBC-Blue:
WHITNEY
ENSE.MBLH
CHS;
BABE
Rl'TH'S
B.\SEB.M.L i'i:"<;i;.\M
NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
11:00
NBC-Blue: DANCE MUSIC
10:4.->
CBS:
MBS: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC51

RADIO STARS

MAY 1—8—15—22—29
MORNING
NBC-Blue:
THE CHVRCH
THE
TODAY— Dr.IN
Alfred WORLD
Grant Walton

CBS; LYRIC SERENADE

NBCBlue:Annette
B R E A King.
K F A Loh
ST
CLUB
Brown, — Jack
Baker
CBS: RAY CLOCK— pianist
9:30
CBS: MELLOW MO.MENTS
9:55
CBS: PRESS RADIO NEV.S
10:00

NBC-Red; MY.srintY Ci'.EF
NBC-Blue:— Vida
.M A OKavenscroft
1C O F
SPEECH
Sutton

CBS: CINCIN.NATI
VATORY OF MUSICCONSERPROGRAM

BARRIE —

.\i;c-i;iu, - CLUB MATINEE—
I T.s Till': DICTATORS
MHS: ORCHESTRA

CBS: THE ( ' AI'TI V'ATORS
12:15
.VBC-TUu.-: THKi;:'; .MAR-

NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS: DANCE MUSIC
MBS: ORCHESTRA

j\.NN LEAF — organist

NBC-Red
: K ALTENMEYER'S
KINI>l':i!(;.\UTEN
— varieties.
liiu.,- K.iniinan. lOlin.T
HarNl;C-}!lll.': ( IRCU i;STRA
i'i;s >n<-,i-; ii.vLL and
5:45CBS: SINGING WAITERS
BOB AND VER.\— songs

-MBS. .MUSK'AL I'R()i;U.\.M
NBC-Ri-d: Yuru HOST IS
BUFF.\ I,( <: \\i .1;MS AND MUNBC-I;lM.
:bs: da.nci:pators

MBS: ED FITZGKIRALD A
CO.
— varietyElinor
show, Sherry
Freudbery'i
orsheatra.

3:45
CBS: CLYDE

.\I«"-Hed:
FITCHandHi).\l.\.\CES
—Boys
CiMie -Arnold
the Kaneh
iMBS: LI.M SA I.XX)— i.rga nist
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon

NBC-Blue:
SWEETHEARTS
OF
May Singhl
Breen,THEPeterAIR—
de Ro.se
CBS: YOUR HO.ME AND
MINE — Bryan Rash,
tator
NBC-Blue:
YOUR
PAKE.VTS
— RAISING
juvenile forum.
Milton J CrosH

NBC-Red: UNIVERSAL
RHYTHM— RexRichardChandler's
orBonelli,
Templeton,chestra,Landt
Trio Alec

HO.MK TOWN' —
MlMTIi .Ml

EVENING
6:00NBC-U. d; Till' HATTERS OR1;HKST1! A— .I:in Savitt
N 1J C - H I u . • : X r, ' 1-: lO L O D 1 < ) .\ —
CHS: Pl.^NlST
.MHS: AT CLOSE OF DAY
MHS: HAROLD TURNEK—
:30Ijianist
NBC-Red: PP. ESS RADIO
:n F ELD'S ORCHESXiiClI LIGHT'S OR-

NBC-Blue:
WALTER —BLAUFUSS' ORCHE.STRA
Gale
Page
MBS:
IC R .\students
A T I < ) .-^l .Vfo-L
HOUSE —INTcollege
rum
2 :45
CBS: TOURS I.N' TtJ.XE
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
DOWN BY HER.MAN'I
MBS: ORCHE.STRA

CBS: ETON BOYS— quartet
CBS: TITO GUI ZAR— songs
7:30
NBC-iilue:
UNCLEJim McWilJIM'S
QUESTION BEE—
CBS: SATURDAY NIGHT
SWING
CLUB— Bunny Berigan and guests

NBC-Red: SATURDAY NIGHT
PARTYorchestra,
— James guests
Melton, Dolan's
(■li.s: PROFESSOR QUIZ—
1Mi;s
'Hi M ;k,\,Mi:i:n—AV \-I':.nutA'S
rd .\mison,
Sid Gary, Bru.siloff's orchestra
NBC-Blue: MEREDITH
WILLSON AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CBS:
PRESENTS
RUSSDueyJOHNNY
MORGAN
HIS
•-vnnvWy CharlesANDMartin.
ORCHESTRA—
Phil
[1 I'llS: —SXnw
Arthur VILLAGE
Allen and

A R.\CKET — dram9:15MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
NIGHT
SCHS:
IC R E X .-IATURDAY
A D 10 — .Mary Eastman.
Bill Perry, Haenschens orchestra
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
10:45
CRS: SONG STYLISTS — male

•BS: PRESS RADIO NEWS

11:00
NBC-Red: DANCE Ml'SIC
NBC-Blue: DANCE MUSIC
CBS: HISBENNY
GOODMAN
AND
ORCHESTRA
MHS: DANCE .MUSIC
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Does your Nail Polish get Thick and Unusable?

14'day Test, 8 Popular Brands of Polish
Evaporated 35% to 60%
_^Lli^«
mm

^P&a^Cutex
is usable

TRY THESE

„„ witH .«■>-'»""•"

,he new wine shonewdess .$o<t deep red
^^^^ ^.^^^
ROBIN REO« -Anew^
everyone ";;,,ening. Very
NEWEST SHADE
trUally sm»'»

to the

Polish
last Drop

TAe New Cutex Evaporates
Less Than Half as Much as
Ordinary Polish
TN an actual test — 14 days of r\\M- for its fiiu-r lac(|uer. higher lustre, easier
sure to the air — 8 jjopular brands of application and longer wear— for its
nail polish evai)orate(l 35% to 00%. freedom from peeling and cliii)i)ing—
Became so thick and gummy as to be and for its ] 1 smart shades, including
,5 new "smoky " tones. A graml value,
jiractically impossible to use.
!
Amazing Contrast . . . But the New an\-Thew ayNewyonCutexlooki> atstHlit ,.nly
;r>^ » bottle
Cutex l'olisli-l)oth Creinc and Cl.-ar Stock
(
leine
or
Clear
-at
your
favorite .shop.
up today!
— caine through this same test witli
less l/iaii half as uuich evaporation. N.,illi;im Wam-n. Nc-w Vork.M.mlreal.Liimlon. Paris
Standing for 14 (hi\s in lui- CUTEX INTRODUCTORY SET containing your 2 favorite
(•ori<e(i bottles, it en(h>d up as shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, Cutex Oily Polish Remover
smooth flowing and easy to ap- and the new Cutex Oily Cuticle Remover for 16r.
plyCutex
as ever!otters you a distinct
Norll am WanvT, ( ■,., ,„„ ;, 1 1, IVpl. 7.M.6
i.aM.ii Slivc-I.
uia.la.
r. O. B..\\. »::::,>.\ . , mI |>MNia;:(' and parliiii^
and
worth-wliih"
saving.
There's
])ractically
no
loss
by
e\
iiporation or thickenuigl
■-.■1, ii„ lu:lin>; □■.' slia.Irs
Hi.^l Uol'
av ri,,',li, ,1 □ Mauve Hiiirun.ly
□
K,.l,l,l
IJ
And tins new economy feaoia 1 o-cl.i.lin.l
Xa.iu
ture isjust one of Cutex's many
Ail.ir
advantages. It's already famous
1 (■

1

GERTRUDE NIESEN
Night clubs knew her. She sang her way to fame on the stage. The movies
seek her services. Radio beckons her. You've doubtless heard and seen and
delighted
Vivid, this
exotic,
other singing
adjectives that inmustglamorous
be calledGertrude.
on to describe
youngprovocative,
star whosearevelvety
stirs even jaded Hollywood.

RADIO STARS
RECENTLY IN NEW YORK BEFORE RETURNING TO LONDON FOR THE CORONATION
THE

BEAUTIFUL,

YOUNG

Tells you how she cares for her
glamorously clear, smooth skin

• Delicate features in a heartshaped face, lovely, liquid
blue-gray
darkhrown haireyes,— thelustrous
luminous
beauty of a clear, smooth skin!
• (ic/ozi')
the stair-of
case of theSnapped
CrystalonGarden
the Ritz-Carlton during the
Duchess
visit
to Newof Leinster's
York. recent

Her Grace — one of the three Premier Duchesses in the British Isles — ir
the white satin Court gown she will wear under her Coronation robe. . ,
"A treatment with Pond's Cold Cream is more than a cleansing treatment
It makes my skin feel invigorated, look brighter. 1 use Pond's Cold Crearr
night and morning and for any occasion."
/ — HE will stand for hours in Westthe mostof important
occasions."
V minster .Abbey the day of the skinLikeforhundreds
British beauties
— the
CZr^ Coronation, in a robe of velvet Duchess follows this daily method: —
and ermine — jewels flashing from coronet
Everyit releases
night, smooth
on Pond'sskin Cold
Cream.—
and necklace — her lovely skin clear and .As
dirt, make-up,
secretions
luminous against its brilliant setting.
wipe
them
off.
Now
pat
in
more
Pond's
Cold
Of all the peeresses who will attend the Cream— ^(\s^/v, till the circulation stirs. Your
Coronation, none will be lovelier than the skin feels invigorated and freshened.
slender, young Duchess of Leinster.
Every morning (and always before make-up)
. . . looking!
Your skin is smooth for powder —
.Admired for her beauty during her re- repeat
fresh, vital
cent visit to New York, the Duchess said
Day more
and night,
this rousing
Pond'sIt invigorates
treatment
than clean
your skin.
her beauty care is "the simplest and best does
— Pond's." "Pond's Cold Cream is a com- it . . . Fights blemishes, blackheads, lines, coarsening pores, (iet ajar today. Soon see your skin
plete facial treatment in itself," she said.
"I use it to invigorate and freshen my growing lovelier!

'"'.'thcrPmid-I

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
1 enclose \ot to cov

Face Powder.

Strtet_
Copyrlghl. 1937, I'ond's Extract Cooipan;
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MKS. MARY SMITH was lonely again
that night, sitting by herself in her Miiall
suburban living-room. .\t noon, \\!u n tiK
phone cited
had finally
rung,
she'd rinsed
been -o>lKetexfreshly
slip back she'd
intoletthehersoapsuds
in her baste
ti
answer it— surely it was John sa\ in>.: Ik
was home from Philadelphia! Hc\\ l>cen
gone threeto her.
days, that had seemed like three
months
"Sorry, dear," his voice was crisp, "bm
I'll be held up down here until tomorrow .
SeeSo youMrs.then."
Mary Smith sat disappointed at
the prospect of another lonely eveninc.
For
months
boss had been
eternall>nr
sending him John's
to Wilmington
or Albany
somewhere nearly every week. Rut business was business and she wouldn't s;i()e)ni
her
whole bill
e\ennm
a\va\-.
five-dollar
he put
under.Sbe'd
her take
plate theon
her birthday, catch the 7:50 express into
New York and treat herself to an orchestra seat at the very gayest musical show
on Broadway !
The curtain was up when she got to
the theatre. The uslx'r led her down the
darkened ajsle to her seat ; she slipped off
her coat and settled back happily to look
up at the rows of dancers on the stage,
when suddenly a hot ball of pain smote at
the base of her throat and sent the wiiole
world reeling.
The man in front of her. the dark head
in front that she was straining to see
around — it ~uvs John!
The girl beside him was small and
blonde with a tip-tilted nose. .-Vcross the
back of her seat dropped a silver fox cape
with three white (lrl■bid^ |iinned in its
perfumed
arm wasclosed
aroundon
the
girl, hissoftness.
fingers John's
possessively
her shoulder in a still caress. Now and
then he leaned down to whisper something
against her cheek, something that made
them stir and move closer to latli mlier.
John's arm embracing anothiT wmian —
John's
. . . eiti^bed
Sii k and herstinnied
out
of
her orchids
wits, Mary
handkerchief hard against her lips. And the
instant she knew she could stand without
falling, she got up and stumbled out of
the theatre.
In desperation she wrote that night to
The Lamfliyhter, pouring out tiie whole
long story. How she and her husband had
been married for eight ideally happy years,
and now this shock had come, like thunder
crashing out of a winter night. She often
had listened to The Lawftlightcr on her
radio, to the sane advice he offered in
solving his problem
audience'sin the
problems.
Everyto
conceivable
world came
him — marriage, divorce, "other men," "other
women," unrequited
in-laws, children
of divorce,
lovers,
romance,
suicide jilted
— an
endless stream. For each of them he
always seemed to have an answer. Now
Mary Smith needed an answer, for she
was too ill with heartbreak to think for
herself.
Having posted the letter, it came about
56

LAMPLIGHTER
BY
MARY WATKINS REEVES

Rabbi Jacob Tarshish, known to
Mutual Network listeners as The
Lamplighter, adviser and friend.
that
later outsht- thesat rest
in aof midtiiwii several
office anddayssobbed
her
stor\'
to
iniderstanding
tars.
J(]lin,
he came home to lir eniilnjnted withwhen
her
tearful
accusations, forliadthea(hnittcd
inhdclitv'
and an infatuation
blonde girl.
The
business trips had been a series of lies.
.^nd furthermore, he had said quite frankly
that he didn't know wlullier or not he
could give up bi^ inislr(ss,
"Shall [— ■ asked Mary Smith of the
man who sat at the desk opposite her, " —
shall
divorce?"
"No,"Icallygetno!saidIa sent
The forLaniplii/hlcr,
you to come"emphatito sec
me because I w-anted to warn you against
just"First,
that. Mrs. Smith, let's consider your
husband.
When a man is finished with his
wife, he will tell her so. If he really is
in love with another woman, he will break
away from his wife and go to that other
woman. Your husband has dune neither
of those things. The very fait that he
took the trouble to hide his affair finm ynu
was"Ofproof
want tub\hurtbis you.
coursethat youhe didn't
are crushed
unfaithfulnes , but have you cast >our heart-

break aside long enough to think what
caused it ? He may have met extreme
temptation that he found he was powerless
til resist; he may be prematurely passing
tb rough experience
the 'critical
period'
men
usually
between
forty that
and fifty
>ears of age: or the reason behind his
actions may have been you, yourself; any
of those three things. Think them over,
and decide whether you are justified in
blaming him or trying to understand him.
"Now for \our side. If you get a
divorce, you will cut off every chance of
mendinghusband
your over
marriage
you'llwoman
hand
your
to theandother
on a silver platter ; that way you've got
everything to lose. If you don't get a
divorce, there's a probability that you may
win your husband back, that he will be
sorry aiid eternally grateful for your understanding lives
and forgiveness,
you'll
finish out your
together and
in perfect
h.appiness. Do you want to lose for sure,
or take a chance on winning?
"Don't get a divorce, Mrs. Smith. Not
yet. If faithfuMr.
were habitually
unl itwouldSmith
be a different
matter. But
this is his first, maybe his last, wandering."
Mary
didn't summers
get the divorce.
"That Sinith
was three
ago," The
Ithat
.ainprujhter
finished
his
story.together;
"Today
couple are ideally happy
they've built a home in the suburbs and
have
the parents
twin boys."
We become
were sitting
in the ofmidtown
ofifice
where Mary Smith had poured out her
story, where thousands of Mary and John
Smiths have come with their problems.
Over the great desk in that office one
quarter of a inillion letters pass every year.
The man who sits in a swivel chair reading and answering those letters is a stocky,
brown-haired man of forty-five, Rabbi
Jacob work
Tarshish,
to his Mutual Netaudience asknown
The Lamplighter.
A rich background in dealing with
peoi)le and their problems qualifies Rabbi
Tarshish to do his work. For eighteen
years be occupied the pulpits of synagogues in .Mlentown, Pennsylvania; Yonkers,
New \'ork
; and be( ohimbus,
Ohio.uponIn
his position
as rablii
was called
to administer to his people in every phase
and emergency of their lives. He \isited
the sick, helped the poor, buried the dead,
comforted the mourning; christened,
taught, advised and married the young;
consoled the aged. His were the same
exhausting duties that fall to all rabbis,
ministers or priests. And in performing
those duties he learned much about people
that people often do not know about themselves.
Rabbi Tarshish was born in Lithuania.
.\t the age of one year he was brought by
his parents to Haltimore. Maryland, wdiere
his fatlier became the iirincipal of a Jewish
school. y\s a youth tlie Rabbi was an
omnivnroiis reader, often digesting as
many as three books a day. When he
finished high
school onat page
sixteen,
{Continued
64) and felt
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. . . Special soap and powder to keep
him clean and comfortable.
From illthea SPECIAL
very Jirstworld.
day Everything
oj his life ahe babylives
gets
is made especially for him.

, . . Special dental care to keep young teeth
sound and straight.

What

. . . Special foods to keep a
youngster thriving.

...Special toys to keep the
mind growing.
. . . And a SPECIAL laxative to keep the
body healths. . . Fletcher''s Castoria.

a grand start a modern youngster
EVERYTHING MADE ESPECIALLY FOR HIM. ..EVEN TO A
SPECIAL LAXATIVE!

Yes, even a special laxative.
After all, he is only a tot. His system
isn't sturdy enough for the liurly-burly
ertVfts of an "adult" laxative ... even
when given in "smaller doses."

That is the reason why many doctors
often suggest Fletcher's Castoria. For. as
you know', Fletcher's Castoria is a child's
laxative pure and simple — made especially and only for children.
It
couldn't
the tiniestno
infant system possibly
because harm
it contains
harsh "adult" drugs ... no narcotics . . .

nothing tliat could cause cram})ing pains.
It works cliicflx- on the lower bowel. It
gently urges tlie muscular nio\ement. It
is SAFE . . . mild . . .yet thorough.
A famous baby specialist said he
couldn't write a better prescription than
Fletcher's Castoria.

It is also important to remember that
a child should take a laxative willingly.
Doctors say the revulsion a child feels
when forced to take a medicine he hates
can throw his entire nervous system out
of order. Tliat's whv even the taste of

gets

Fletcher's Castoria is made especially
for children. They love it.
More than five million mothers depend
faithfully upon Fletcher's Castoria. Why
not stay on the safe side and keep a bottle handy in your home.^ You can never
tell when you'll need it.
You can buy Fletcher's Castoria at any
drug store. Ask for the Family Size Bottle. It saves you money. The xhitmture
Chas. H. Fletcher appears on the redbordered band on the box.
CASTORIA
The laxative made espeoiallv /or babies
and growing children
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fsO
WHERE YOU
I GET THAT'S
THAT MARVELOUS
■ ^SPAGHETTI, IS IT?

BRIDE REVEALS ALL!
Husband finds why he eats like a millionaire
at J^a />(^^/
THRHE things make Franco-American
Spaglicrti a life-saver for brides and limited budgets. First, it tastes so good that
hungry young husbands clamor for more.
Second, it is such concentrated nourishment
that with it you need onlya salad and perhaps
a fruit dessert for a satisfying meal. Third, it
costs so little! Imagine -a can usually costs
only tea cents — less than 3f^ a portion.
Franco-American is no ordinary, readycooked spaghetti. One taste of its tangy,
cheese-and-tomato sauce, with its subtle
blend of eleven delicious, savory ingredients,
will convince you right away. Ready to heat
and
eat, meals
how itoutdoesof save
time! too!
It's grand
for
making
leftovers,
Try this!
DELICIOUS THRIFT DINNER
Panbroiled meat balls
1 can Franbeets
CO- American Spaghetti
Buttered
Cottage
pudding
tart fruit sauce
SERVES
4 with COSTS
60fi
Franco-flmericon
SPAGHETTI

The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 66
Camden, New Jersey
Please s:;nd me your free recipe book:
"30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name fprint)Addiess
City
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KATE

SMITH'S{ Co>ili>iiirii
OWNfrom COOKING
page 13)

always should be synonymous with the
word
"fun." you know, just can't seem
to Some
relax, people,
re.uardless of their surroundings.
— and beside
usuallya miserable
—Thc\'re
seated still
on formal
a blanket
babbling
brook : w bile at the seashore they regard
sand merely as something w^hich will surely
get
sandwiches!
kind
who intoliketheregular
meals atThey're
siieritiedthe hours
in the familiar surroundiniis ul tlicir own
dining-room. And they have a perfect
right to their opinion.
If that dcscrilies you. you will find many
of the recipes to your liking, anywa\-. So
don't forget to send in your coupon.
I'm .going
give myfor favorite
pie
recipe,
furtherto along,
the speciallemonl)eneht
(if
non-picnickers.
Li'moii
I'liU
I'ic,
it's
L-ailod, and since it has n.ithnig In do with
picnics,
tl'.cre'.s notnrcasun
incliuleUic itrecipe
here,
r.ut 1 hajipcncd
conic tnacross
when 1 was looking tlirough (he hies for
material for this article and I decided to
have it printed right away, liefore I forgot
about it, because this snidoth, light pastry
dessert really sliouldii't lie overlooked. My
picnic pals would lie wise to tr\- it. ton. At
home, though, mind yon, for il woukln't
pack well
afterwliere.-ill,picnic
that'sfoods
an important and,
rei|uireniciU
are
concerned. Th.-it's the clistin.giiisliing feature
of each of the recipes I'm gi\ing you in
this month's
delicii
nisness. leallet, to:i — aside from their
Let's
they— are.
k'irsteasythereto
are cup see.
cakesthen,andwhat
cookies
simple,
make and not too rich. Right here let me
say that I think those are the only types
of cakes that have any place in a picnic
basket. Certainly a big loaf or layer cake,
with chipiie.l-ofT edges, a caved-in center
and a smeared-up icing, has no eye-appeal
— yet one or all of those catastroiihes are
bound to befall a large cake, however careful the packing. Cup cakes .m l coolvies, on
the other hand, can he wr.ipin 1 se]i,ir.itely
and tuckeil away saie]\- in ( oiners. Or
placed in a cardlin.ird box with jiaper between. Geiier;il]\siie.ikmg..\ 1siinnkling
don't thinkof
they should
he frosted.
powdered sugar (iver the top decorative
enough. Ihit this cup cake recipe of mine
also iiuludis directions fop .ulding raisins,
dates or nil's, winch give, v"i cakes that
are
finicy i-r.ongli willioiit further need for
I nihellishments.
all means, when you're iiicnic jjlaniiiiiy,
get paper
lim'ngsin fcu'
[lans l<eep
and
ke \our
cup cakes
thnse.\'ourTlie)'
short, more successful mi e\'er\- w,i\'. .S|ie,iking ofa paper,
have
supply ofoncourse
hand y<ju'll
of all bethesurepaperto
picm'c
aids,
even
before
you
on the
foods. Waxed paper for start
indivi<lually
wrapped sandwiches, parchment iiajicr for
larger items (particularly good lor s.tlad
greens, cold fried chicken and so on i ; these
are vitally necessary. Have el. i tie haiuls
handy, too; they're grand to snap anjund
the
dainty sandwiches after they've been
wrapped.

SCHOOL

.■\nd now we've got around to sandwiches
—without
and high
time,Here,
too, offor course,
what's you
a picnic
them?
have
endless opportunities for originality and
imagination. So many and varied are the
possibilities that I wonder at the slabs of
bread encasing chunks of meat which, alas,
so frequently
ctJiistitute
the sandwich secof thethatpicnic
better tionthan
! refreshments ! We do
But before reading over my sandwich
suggestions — and, I hope, noting them
mentally or on a card for future reference
—herelet'sisgive
to bread.
For
youra thought
chance toor betwo really
different
from the run-of-the-mill picnic caterer,
who, as I said before, is far too satisfied
with thick slabs of bread and of only one
sort at that.
Now I believe that you should use the
kind of bread that goes Tei//i the particular
filling you are using, even if it means having two or three loaves on hand. Ham and
many varieties of cheese, for instance, practically demand r\e bread, to add the final
touch of deliciousness. Many spreads immediately suggest wdiole wheat or cracked
wheat bread to encase them, especially, in
my
opinion,
egg salad, tomato and peanut
butter combinations.
And by all means try the date and nut
bread recipe
that you'll
my recipe
leaflet
this month.
Withfindthisin bread
as a
starter, you can be sure of having the
grandest sweet sandwiches with the simplest
of spreads. Cream cheese for one; jelly,
jam or marmalade; or even just butter,
sweetened with a little sugar and flavored
with a few drops of orange juice and some
grated rind. What a treat for the children !
Why, sweets
they'll they
forgetusually
all about
siek\demand,theinstickyfavor
of
sandwiches
made
with
easy-to-bake
homemade bread.
( Kditor'.s Note : This recipe of Miss
Siiiilh's takes hut ten minutes to mix,
standscooks
a halfto lioiir
room perfection
temperature"in
ami
golden"atbrozvn
less than an hour. Should be made the day
hcforc
plan tostore
use it.bread
) for sandWhenyoubuying
wiches, let me advise you to buy the unsliccd rather than the sliced. If you slice
\ iiur own, you see, you can have extra-thin
slices for the daintier type of fillings,
thicker slices for meats and even chunks
for "them as likes them." When spreading
the very thin slices, remember it is best to
spread both the butter and filling on the
slices of bread before cutting from the
loaf. Of course the butter should be
creamed until very soft, so that it does not
tear the bread apart in the spreading
Now I was going to give you some sandprocess.
wich fillings. Well, here they are. After
my
"fight talk"to on
breads,thatI don't
thinklittle
it necessary
mention
most
iniii irlant part of all saiKlvviches further,
so I'll jiist
choose
the give
bread youthattheyoufillings
think andwouldlet you
add
to the success of each one.
(Continued on page 73)
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^T'D heard Sid mention his sister
A but she meant nothing to me.
naturally — until one dayl picked
up this snapshot on his desk.
"I asked him who the choice
number was, and felt a little embarrassed when he said she was
his sister Molly. But I guess he
forgave the fresh remark, the way
I began to treat him like a brother. even
I
loaned him money.
''He said he'd rather I'd take
the snapshot than come mooning around his desk all the time,
so that's how I became the owner.
How I became the owner of the
girl herself is another storv — but
it really began with this snapshot."
The snapshots you'll
want Tomorrow — you
must take Today

lint
thevellow
film LOthing
L the— raniiliar
koflak
FiEastman
Im — b*»x
which
only
makes.

Bv far the greater iiiiiiiber
of siiapslu)ts are made on
Kodak Vericliroiiie Fihn
because peoj)fe liave
found
"it getstrue,
the
icture"that— clear,
leHke. Any camera is a
better camera, loaded
with Vericlirome. Don't
take chances . . . use it always .. . Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.
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SPEND

YOUR

VACATION

NOBODY
IN
LOVES

HOLLYWOOD!
BY JACK SMALLEY

ME!

- wliy don't I get Mennen
Antiseptic Powder
to fig lit off germs?"
"Gosh,
can ordinary
hardly keepbabyfrompowder
cryin'.onWhyme
do they I use
—when they might just as easy give me
Mennen
kind that's
Antiseptic.Borated
My DocPswder
says —thisthepowder
keeps
a feller'stion. Anskin
safewillikens
from germs
and what
infec-I
d
—
Gee
—
that's
want! Believe me, germs are the things
that scare me. Besides ... my Doc says
this Mennen Powder is swell for preventin'
chafin', and that it heals up bruises and
pricklysomebody
heat quicker
please
tell my'n anything
mother toelse.
get meSo
Mennen Antiseptic Powder."
More doctors recommend Mennen Antiseptic
Powder than all other baby powders combined
— that's journal
what aihouedrecent survey by a leading
medical

THE BABY
POWDER
THAT HELPS
PREVENT
INFECTION
60

Tfiose two hit comedians, Bob Burns and Martfia Raye, botti in movies and
botli on tlie air, are only two of tfie celebrities you may see in Hollywood.
as Ring Crosby, Lum and Ahncr. Irvin S.
CQ—CQ—CQ-~!
Cobb, Amos
'n' .liidy,
Talley,Studios
Bob
That's the "ham" radio operator's invi- Burns
and many
others.Marion
Universal
tation to joindirect
the party,
now we're
broadcasting,
from and
Hollywood,
the will show lis how movies are made and
at a hnicheon at the studio.
all-starvacation
program
mapped out for entertain just
your
trip we've
to ofmovieland.
skimpy
series
adventures athat
will outline
start theof amoment
Here is the chance
a lifetime to meet of That's
dozens of screen and radio stars in f^rrsoii, the train pulls out of Chicago, and never
and enjoy two weeks of the must exciting let n[) as \uu whiz acmss the prairies,
the great Rdckies (stopping off here
vacation ever planned. So (lon't switch climb
there tor sightseeing), and finally
the dial! till you've learned all the snappy and
come roaring into Hollywood for a gay
details
Three special trains will carry three round of parties.
And this year you owe it to yourself
"Ik )ns( parties" to Hollywood, leaving
ClncaKo July 11th, August 1st, and .'Xugust to be right among 'em, having the time
15tli. That gives you a choice of three of your life at a cost you can hardly bedates for your vacation plans. The first
Only $167 takes you on the two
two tours take two weeks to come out and weeks' lieve.
trip the
covering
four thousand
return. The last tour only takes eleven miles, and
briefersomevacation
can be
days and is, of course, much chca])er. With done for $137. Since almost everything is
such a choice, surely y<iu can arrange now paid for — fare, hotels, transportation to
studios and parties, meals on the train
to take about.
that vacation you've always and
(Ireatned
so on — all you need extra are a few
dollars
for personal expenses and a few
Leo
('arrillo,
Glenda
I-'arrell
and
Richard
Arleii will be our star hosts at three
Impossible, you say?
Well, would
we'll
parties in their homes, and the NBC meals.
admit
that
traveler
studio will be host to introduce such stars spend four oranfiveordinary
hundred dollars making

RADIO STARS
such a trip, and then never get into a
studio or be invited to tlie homes of the
stars.
The secret is this— Radio Stars Magazine, with its prestige and popularity
among screen and radio people, can unlock
gates and present you to its friends, and
by traveling in a party, costs are slashed
to an astonishing degree. All those savings are passed on to you. Just climb
aboard the train, in Chicago (or along the
route), and leave dull care and all worries
behind.
We haven't
you the
program,
so sendspacetodayto tell
for your
free whole
copy
of the handsome, illustrated folder describing the tour and telling all about the
parties and entertainment planned for you.
That now
famousin History
screen actor
at your) ,
theatre
Is Mmic(he'sat Xifiht
Leo Carrillo, will entertain the first group
at his Santa Monica ranch. Senor Carrillo,
descendant
one ofin California's
first
families, doesof things
that grand style
of Spanish hospitality that you find only
in
ranchCalifornia.
open to usHe'sandthrowing
will holdhisa huge
real
fiesta, with a barbecue like those the early
ranchers gave for visitors. Besides, Leo
is inviting many stars to join us, so bring
your kodak and autograph book, and meet
the Gay Desperado in person !
Universal is the studio we'll visit — anc
a warm welcome awaits you at Hollywood's largestacreand ismostfilled
historic
where
acre after
with lot,toweriim
movie sets dating back to the days of Tlic
Hunchback of Xotrc Dainc and right up
to the present smash hit musical of the
year,
the Back,
Toiviusequel
Here tothc>'re
makingTopTheofRoad
Universal's unforgettable epic. All Quiet on
the IVestern
Front.
If he'shisworking,
we'll
see
Buck Jones
shooting
way through
the
rustlers
;
we'll
see
that
new
sensation,
Deanna Durbin, and many, many others.
See all the Universal pictures you can, so
that you'll
crease your recognize
enjoyment landmarks
of this visit.and inXBC studios will afford you radio fans
an ideal opportunity to see how your
favorite programs are sent into the ether
fruni Hollywood. Tune in on the XBC
broadcasts,
out and inseeperson,
how it's
(lone. Meettlienyourcomefavorites
the modernistic broacicrist .Citation that's
located in the heart of Holl\\vood, between the RKO and Paramount studios.
Pictures
of tiie people
photos of Glcnda
Farrell, you'll
hostessmeet,on and
the
second trip, and Richard Arlen, host on
the third vacation tour, appear in tiie
booklet, along with dozens of other interesting shots. So send now for your copy,
and
makewood!
it a date, right now, to see
vou let's
in Holix
Manager
Joe Godfrey, Jr., To urMichigan
Ave.,
IS+h Floor, 360 N.
Chicago, III.
Please send me the free booklet
describing Radio Stars' Tours to
Movieland.
.'\ddress
Citv

MARVELOUS FOR
YOUR COMPLEXION TOOl
This pure creamy-white soap has such
a gentle, caressing lather. Yet it removes every trace of dirt and cosmetics— keeps your skin alluringly
smooth and radiantly clear!
TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED
CASHMERE

BOUQUET

SOAP
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DRY
Often

SKIN
Makes

Women
Old

Look
At

NOTHING
THE

BUT

TRUTH?

25
Compare

Make This New 3-Day
Guaranteed "DEAD-SKIN"
Test To Combat Dry Skin
— Shiny Nose — Blackheads
— Premature Wrinkles
Smart caress
girls know
the skinromantic
alluremen.that. . u.
smooth,
holdsmustfor
But even
girls
ininviting
theirscuffed
twenties
beware
dry.
dead
skin,
all
and
scaly
lookingol
which may look 40 at 25.
If youshinysuffer
fromhl,if akhp;HK
drv. rough,
flakv. wrinkly
skin,
no.se,
vouNo
are certain
to mji
\'f<
:-i iniMiged
;lian(jwe\ouitpores
matter
what
•
lu
toare.yours
e
l
f
t
o
make
tr:l^
i
iiKAD-.MvIN
Kuaranteed
Tlie m i.uic
\ <n\ start TKIPLE-WHIl'
cleansing with
aCREAM,
new test.
beautifitr.
T.WIO.XS
itintoreleases
preciousof ingredients,
sink
deep
the
mouihs
the
poresandwhich
1 AYTON'S solvesTRIPLE-WHIP
CHK.A.M
melts
disthose
ory.
scaly
ilc.,,i
surface
skui cells.
Lubricates,
softens
and
sni.ioihs
By
stimul.il
ing
the
underskin.
rousing
tlic
nil
glamls.
clcinsmg
and
freeing
clogged
pores,
the incmatu;'^
cause ol hl.uk
heads,
dryness,
shinv
nose
ami
skin is combated in n.ituii s uwn w., i, i
to bringThat's
out new.
more -.duthlul :,\ i i ■1 1
skin.
why Ii\e
TAVKj.X'.S
CREAM
is succeedmg
in the most TP.IFI.i:
stubbtjrn cases
Make This Guaranteed Test
Make CREAM
your own totest.
Use TAYTO.N'.S
TRIPI.KWHIP
cleanse
andIt must
alsn
.,s r,
nisht
creamsofter,
for three
days with
...
make
your
skin
smoother,
look
vouiiger
.andresatisfy
completely
or
your
money
will
be
fur ded upon return of emptv jar.
for 25c
TAYTON'S
TRIPLECREAMfiOc
In Ask
10c and
sizes
at 10c
stores,WHIP
or larger
and
at drug,
stores.iJl.OOIf sizes
your dealer
candepartment,
not suiitilv c,rsou doll,,i
\Mih
TAYTON
beauty
do not'
rmilation.
but insistpreparations
that he order
lor .irrcpi
jou Iiuman
his
wholesaler.
Other Toyton Beauti/iers
8II.K-81KTED
IIOLGE (LiOLBLEPOWUElt
IXDKLIBLE) lOc|0c .- 25c25e
LII'HTICK
(DOUBLE INDELIBLE) 25clOc
ASTULNOE.NT

the answers

of your favorites
"Be prepared
have
voiirAnneheartSeymour
broken.: Mend
it, and trytoagain.
Work like UHid."
Leo h'el.unan: "Learn your subject, be
simple ill presenting it, be good."
Shep Fields: "Strive for originality."
li.il(iiftcreut
.Malotic:or "Be
you have better
sowethiuii
ean sure
do something
than anyone else, then jump in and never
Lorcihi Lee: "Never lose sight of the
t.iLt tli.it
(/ive
up." there is no substitute for experience. Keep working
it's night
on a
small station
or in —a whether
honky-tonk
club — but keep working."
Abe toLyman:
listening
the
radio,
determine "Keep
why those
best into your
line are successful."
Ozzie Nelson: "Be yourself. Insincerity is so obi'ious over the air!"
Frank Parker: "You've got to keep trying and make your own 'breaks.' '
Virginia Verrill: "Overcome both mikefright and stage-fright, so that when your
opportunity presents itself, you may perforin at your best on radio, screen or

Don Wilson: "Be sure you have talent
that can be commercialized."
stage."
I'lullips Lord: "A beginner should
have faitli in himself and be a good 'plugger.' Udii't take 'no' for an answer but
keep on trying. Perseverance is essential."
Lucy Monroe:
you have
something
to offer,"Be
and sure
be thoroughly
grounded in it. Then go to it!"
Eddy Duchin: "Be well prepared, have
(jood health and a clean appearance."
Jack ]■ niton: "Develop something new
Vera
Joe
PennerMarsh,
on his "girl
Sundayfriend"
night tobroad— something * ni me else has capitalized
cast, 6:00 p.m. EDST, CBS network
Tom hisHoward:
who
knows
business and"Find
who someone
will be honest
with you. Ask him if you have talent or
Frorn your experience, what one
piece of good advice would you
not, and if you have — STICK. Don't let
give a beginner
anything discourage you."
field? in the radio
Joan
upon."Blaine : "Be so sure you ivant to
succeed
that youthewillsocial
be ivill'.ng
leisure, luxury,
ivhirl andto forego
all the
(jc.-or«(.- Hurn.s : "Sever ii'orry about little amusiiiii hypiillis that forever beckon."
how you're billcil."
Meredith It'illson: "Keep your ear to
Lcnme route
If nylon:
"Avoid incopying;.
ciiiickest
to oblivion
radio isTheIjy the ground for general, human, 'homey'
imitating the other fellow."
Van Harvey:
overact. Feel
Jack Oakie: 'Have 90'/,, nerve and yourArtcharacter.
Think "Don't
your character.
Act
your character in a natural way."
10% delivery."
ajipeal."

RADIO STARS
Jack(>articular
Pearl: "Work
your
laleitt. Iitud
Soonerand ordevelop
later
the break icill come, and zi'hcn it does, you
Imve to be ready to take advantage of it."
Helen Jepson: "Always have your
numbers very well prepared."
Milton Berle: "Never become discouraged. If you fail to 'click' at first, keep
trying."
Meri Bell
: "Bearcsureenough
your tomental
and
physical
capacity
withstand
the hardships that must necessarily jail tn
your path."
Clyde Barrie: "Stop, look and listen to
all suggestions given by engineers, production men and other veterans. They
know. You can learn."
-♦Ireeneeverything
Wicker: in"Watch
voice. itsIt
means
radio.yourDevelop
clarity, tone quality, diction and flexibility.
Then, be sincere!"
Himber of: "Be
persistent
to Richard
take advantage
the lucky
breakandwhentry
it comes, because all siiccess is 90% luck."
Kathryn Cravens: "Work and work
hard. Have the courage to give up everything that prevents success, like personal
pleasures. They can come along later."
Horace Heidt: "You're never out till
the third strike. Never give up, and remember that a failure only prepares you
better for your next success."
Marion Talley : "Cultivate a good speaking voice — one that n'ill not lisp, or hiss

say 'S'.""Prepare yourself for
when
Del youCasino:
your opportunity."
If you could change your personality, how would you alter it?

Mario adventurer.
Braggiotti : A"I'dtough,
be a rough
and
tumble
tico-fisted
guy, a knife in my belt, tzvo guns in my
hip pockets, a tongue in my check and a
twinkle in my eye."
Sid Silvers: "I'd like to have Marlene
Dietrich's smile. Bob Taylor's profile,
Johnny Weissmuller's physique and Eddie
Cantor's money. If I can't have the first
three, I'll settle for Cantor's dough."
Willie Morris: ""Would welcome suggestions!"
Shep Fields: "I'd train myself to be
satisfied ivith only ten hours' sleep a night."
Abe Lyman: "Altar it."
Anne Seymour: "I'd try to get over
shyness, which people think is being 'high
Leo Reisman : "By hainug someone
give
hat.' me" or leave nie a hundred million
dollars."
Phillips
Lord: and
"I would
like to beIt
more
methodical
self-organized.
would do away with my habit of doing
eighteen things at the same time."

Joan Blaine: "I would like to be just a
little bit less serious — and a bit more careMilton Berle: "Would like to be the
phlegmatic type, enjoy complete relaxation,
no cares, open mind and live in some quiet,
free!"
peaceful place like Honolulu or Tahiti."
RichardPowell
Himber:
"I'da try
to be like
William
(without
moustache,
but
with Myrna Loy)."
Meri Bell: "I have an extraordinarily
happy life as it is, and, at the risk of
seeming smug, I prefer myself just as I
am, with the exception of a hot temper
that I try to curb."
Meredith toWillson
"I'd of
like everyone
al-ways —to
remember
speak: zvell
or not to speak at all."
Horace Heidt: "All around."
Helen Jepson:
"To have
the voice
Flagstad,
the magnetism
of Mary
Gardenof
and the beauty of Helen of Troy."
Clyde BarrieI look
: " Toso serious
be a bitthatgayer
appearance.
a finetn
sense of humor is covered up."
Jack Oakic: "Don't have to change it.
Sometimes I'm Mr. Hvde and sometimes
I'm Dr. Jekyll."
Loretta Lee: "I am just egotistical
enough to want to keep it as it is. Furthermore, Ifeel that changing your personality isnot an impossibility at all, but
can be done by anyone who so chooses."
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E^HOCSSS^
THE (LAMPLIGHTER
Coiitiinird from /"Of/r 56)
• •^•^ ^OOth^*^^*
'
(Coiitiinirdfrom haar 56)
tliat hercadiiii;
wantedhackuroiind
to uo intostood
the iiiinistr_\-,
his morning sermons of Rabbi Tarshish and
\a>t
him in UDod
broadcast them to shut-ins and stay-atstead : he cunipleted the nuie-\ ear conrse
at Iniemnatis Hehrew Lnion t/idle.t;c in
"l tried to give my listeners what they
tne \ ears tnnc. hndins; Innisell in his lirst were interested in hearing,'' the Rabbi expnlrit posUion at the ai;e ot t\\ ent\ -t\\ n.
]ilained,
"not just what they should hear.
Not h.n- a-o a xoun- man eame t.. him I often talked
on topics in the news headlines,
or topics such as marriage and
tn niak-e a strange rei|nest. "Tonight,"
Slid
tlie
MUinijnum.
"1
am
m>in,i;
to
eomdivorce,
which
suggested."
The result wasmy a audience
heavy barrage
of mail
nnt snicide. Im gcnnt; to ]um]) from the
tlnrtietii floor ot a hud(hng near (irand from more than three hundred cities in the
East
and
Middle
West.
Most
of
the
letters
Central.
not can
afraid
— and asked for advice on personal problems.
nothing onI'meartli
stopan\-me.moreNotiiing
The
answering
of
such
quantities
of
\oii say can stop me," his voice was calm. became an increasing burden on mail
the
".SoTlieplease
youngdon'tmansaytoldanything."
his story. He was Rabbi's time until, in 1932, he decided to
a college student, studying to be a civil devote himself to radio alone. He left
engineer. The depression was at its lowest Temple Israel, which had afforded him
an excellent position with a high salary,
depth and
enced every
engineerswhere
were around
jobless.him Heexperiwas went out with no security or income whatafraid.
.Afraid
of
failure,
of
humiliating
soever, and sought a spot on the networks
For
on his family, of insecurity, of where he might deliver his messages to a
lustreteeth
gums that
too gleam
must bewithcaredjewel-like
for. So dependence
wider
field.
In short, he was afraid of life.
don't trust to ordinary tooth pastes. Get hunger.
.And so he intended to die.
the
On making himself available for peradvise.two-way protection so many dentists
The
Lamj^liiihtrr
, listening to him, sonal-apiiearance speaking engagements, he
1. Clean teeth by brushing all surfaces
thought vividl\- of his own college days. found he had more oft'ers than he could
with Forhan's in the usual manner.
possibly hll. although he has lectured as
"Would toit the
surprise
2. Massage gums briskly with inch casually
youth,yon,"
takinghecaresaidnotveryto many as si.x times in one day and three
of Forhan's on the brush or finger. let a trace
hundred
and fifty times in a year. Six
of
alarm
slip
into
his
voice,
Resultslated,are
amazing!
are stimusoon teeth
show a Gums
new brilliance.
"to know that when I was your age I months after leaving Columbus, ]]'IJV put
him
on
the
air for a Sunday half-hour
Tooth eminent
Paste wasdental
originated
Dr.Forhan's
R. J. Forhan,
surgeon,by made up my mind several times to commit period. So remarkable
was liis Cincinnati
tosafeguard
do bothgums.
vital Itjobs
—
clean
teeth
and
suicide?
A'es,
I
was
fully
deternn'ned.
I
success,
he
was
soon brought on to New
specialpaste.
in- was afraid, too — afraid I coukhi't make
gredient found in nocontains
other atooth
A'ork,
where
he
took
the
name of
grade atrabbischool,
that ofI wouldn't
l)e a The Laiiipli(/htcr and in radio
End half-way care. Buy a tube of the
a short time
successful
— afraid
many things.
Forhan's today!
For weeks at a time I wnidd i)e utterly established an unprecedented mail record
sick with melancholia. .And all for what? at IVOR.
"Advice, as the old saying goes, is the
At forty-five I have everything a man
Forhanls
could a.sk of life — work that I love, a home, cheapest thing in the world," he said to
a wonderful wife, three liivel\ children.
me. "People are lavish with their advice
I can myself
look hackso andmiserable
smile atover
the wdicn you ask it, and sometimes when you
way"Why,I made
don't. But to me, advice has to have two
SAVES GUMS^
purely imaginary dangers. I know now qualities to be really valuable : It must be
that what I went through was merely viodcni, to fit in this modern world: and it
something nearly all young people go must have a reason, a concrete n'hy behind
through. You see, all highly intelligent it. I try to be modern, to combine the
and sensitive persons are inclined to look new with the best of the old. And I
have a reason behind what I say.
atPlenty
life darkly.
characteristic
of them. always
When people consult you for advice that
of youngIt'smen
are contemplating
today the same thing you are contem- will influence the entirety of their lives,
you must give them a course of action that
AS THE NEW
ng. You aren't
morning Iplatiwas
talkingalone.
with Just
a girlthein other
your has Iieen l^rnrcn, viauy li}iics before, to be
the be.^t under tliose sa)}ie eireumstances
identical
cAjumamd
As 1 liepredicament
lMm[>li()Iitcr..."
spoke, in a casual
Formakeinstance,
lovelyit'sand
ami
them .seca ivhy
best.''intelligent
tone, it dawned on the youth for the lirst
time that his problem was no nmuntain at young woman came to him once in a state
cSIenfidedOiea/m
all, but a garden variety nf mdlelnll. Why. of great indecision. She was in love with
everybody felt the way lie did, at some and engaged to a man who would not
TRIAL SIZES: 10c AND 20c
time or other, just as c\ ei \ In ,ily h.id head promise her to give up other women after
LARGE SIZES: 50c AND $1
should become her husband.
colds or the blues! But ihi\ (h'dn't go he Later
Tt\e Laiiil<Ii(/liler listened to the
At ."\Io6t Toilet Goods Counters
around hurling
themselves
iMit
<
o'
skyscrapers over such ciimmnnplaee .lilnients. man's side of the question.
Ahasheil, and a little .ashanied, he shook
"I am in U)ve with Susan and I have
hands with his counselnr ;uid walked out been for a long time," he said. "I want her
of the office with a smile of relief.
ARMAHD, Des Moines, Iowa:
to be myhe wife
very sure
thereworld
will
never
;my and
otherI'mwoman
in the
Please
send
free
sample
of
Armand
Xole one
that word
'I'lw of/.iniil>li:/li/rr
had not
Blended Cream.
uttered
pleading during
the who could take her place as my wife. I
promise Susan security, a lovely home
^■hole eon\'ersation. "Begging seldom can
Name
wdiich I am now building, children, and my
changes
anyone's
mind,"
he
says.
"But
if
you can f|uietly show a man that he is undying mental companionship and faithAddress
fulnes . But, knowing myself, and being
making a very foolish move, fleliherately
City
Slate
cheating himself of something better ..." entirely lionest aliout myself, I know that
I buy my cosmetics at the following store:
I",lc\cn years ago, in (.'(jhiml ms, Ohio, I am not strictly a so-called 'one-woman
nor can I vwr he such, even for my
Sl:ition //',//(■' installed a nnero])hone in man',
the pulpit of Temi)le Israel to pick ui) the wife. That is mv nature.
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"I have made a clean breast of tliis. so
tliat Susan might know before marriage
exactly what to expect. With what I
admit is pure selfishness. I shall expect her
to be rigidly faithful to me. But if my
old weakness crops up, I shall feel entitled
to play around. I will be discreet about
my affairs, I will keep them from her if
she wishes it, and they need not interfere
with our home and children at all. But I
want it clearly understood that I reserve
the"Never,
right to before
my personal
liberty." incident,
or since
have I advised
anyone
not tothatmarry
the
person they loved."' The Lamplighter told
me.
"ButsheI tried
to show
that
girl that
could mynot best
possibly
be happy
under such an arrangement. I cited to her
case after case of heartbreak that would
proi-e how nothing wounds a woman so
deeply as the infidelity of the husband she
adores and whose children she has borne.
"I showed her that if it hurt her then,
because
wouldn't
promisehurtfaithfulness,
how muchhe more
it would
her when
he But
actually
indulged
in
unfaithfulness."
Susan was a sophisticated
modern,
who believed she could fit in with her
fiance's
design she
for was
living.
More than
that,
she
confessed,
confident
she could
keep her husband so charmed at home he
wouldn't
want himto astray.
she amarried
him
and bore
daughterSo and
son.
Four years later she wrote to The
Lamflighter
from Reno.
tell
you
what excruciating
agony"I thecannot
past two
years have been. You were so right. Nothing wounds a woman's
heart so deeply
Frequently
Rabbi Tarshish
wants. . to."
advise divorce — when it is clearly the best
and only thing that can remedy an unbearable situation — but tliis is something he
never does, since in the eyes of the law he
could be sued for being instrumental in
breaking up a home. In such cases, he
skirts this technicality by advising separation.
"A separation will usually accomplish
one
things,"
explains.
"It will
showof a twocouple
that hethey
are definitely
better oflf without each other, and so lead
to divorce ; or it will save a couple from
divorce
showingeachthemother,
thatandtheyso can't
get alongbywithout
lead
to a conciliatory reunion and a happier
continuation
Many timesofthemarriage."
latter has been true. On
The
a middle-an
aged Laiiiplighter's
couple, who hadsuggestion,
intended getting
inmiediate divorce, parted instead for a
trial separation. They had lived together
for twenty years in anything but peace ;
the
hubljand
was wife
fed was
up with
nagging
and the
fed upthewithwife's
the
husband's
drinking,
and
neither
of them
seemed to be able to reform.
After living in separate cities for
eighteen months, however, both were so
weary of loneliness they were willing to do
an>-thing
to get toeach([uitother
back theagain.
The
wife
promised
nagging,
husband
promised to quit drinking, and so far they
are living happily ever after.
To the ever-recurring question "Shall I
tell my fiance (or fiancee) my past?" The
Lamplighter's answer always is: "i'es —
youRecently
must!" a bride-to-be wrote him in
frantic desperation. She had bought the
white dress in which she would be married
four days hence to a reserved young man

mS DEOPORANT
comes off on
my clothes
terribly!

Non-Greasy
goes

Odorono

on like a vanishing

—checks

Ice

cream

perspiration instantly
completely protected from both odor
FOR YEARS women have com- and dampness for 1 to 3 days.
plained—"Why do cream deoTry it! It is delightful, entirely differdorants have to be so greasy?" —
ent in texture. Light and fiuft'y. It pats
I"
them
ruin
and
clothes
to
stick
"They
The new Odorono Ice was created on easily — you don't have to work at it!
And
Odorono Ice never develops a
in answer to these complaints— on musty odor
its own after it has been
an entirely new principle. It van- on a while. Itsof clean,
fresh smell of pure
! It can't leave a alcohol evaporates completely the mincompletely
ishes
messy film of grease to come off on
ute it is on.
your clothes.
Really ,Odorono Ice is the perfect cream
And. unlike other cream deodorants, deodorant
at last! 80% of the women
it gently checks per.spiration. You are who have tried it prefer it to atiy other
deodorant they have ever useti. Buy a
jar of the new Odorono Ice tomorrow —
35^ at all Toilet-Goods Departments.
SEND lOf( FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR
KI TH MILI.KR. ri.e O.loroii.. C o.. Inc.
Dept. 6-E.7* IIii.Im)!! St., New York Cilv
(In Can.ida, address P. O. Bos iSiO. Montreal)
I cn. loseand IOCp.icking
( loc ,nforCanada)
c«>st of
piisiavv
generousto t-over
introductory
jar of Odorono Ice.
Name
.V.idreiS.
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H^men!_Be Smart
Don't be victims of old-fashioned
prudery and stupidity
fONSriT I)()(TOR IF IN DOl'BT
FEMININE
HYGIENE
EXPLAINED
1 . Happy
and fortunateto thisis thegravemarried
woman. .Happy
v.-ho
finds
theshe right
when
lives answer
u tthout fear. . .Preventsproblem.
that agonizing
worry
upsetsdangerous
so many germs
marriages...
ill beingwhich
free from
! Fo)7«)!a/e
2. Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical research now bring Hygiene.
you dainty, snow women
white suppositors for Feminine
the ieconvenience
and safety Smart
of Zonitors. Forappreciate
Zonitors
embody CIthePLE. Thefamous
ZONITE germs,
ANTISEPTIC
y kill dangerous
yet are freePRINfrom
"bum danger" to delicate tissues.
3.
Zonitors
are
safe
and
easy
to
me
.
..greaseless,
snow
suppositories,
each
in a sanitarydeodorizing.
glass vial
... nowhite
clumsy
apparatus
. . . water.
completely
Easy
to
remove
with
plain
Instructions
package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists. in
FREE —formaBooklet
containing latest medical inBrunswick, N.tion.J.Write to Zonite Products Corp., 646 New
u BOX
INDIVIDUAL
CLASS
VIALS ^^^E?!^
^KmSJH^ ~ OFPERTWELVE

FOR

UUDITIEn !
APPROVED SANITARY f
PROTECTION
fo be Warn Infernally ...
Once
have andknown
gloriousyoufreedom
comfortthe
ofmethod
Holly-Pax.
the modern
of
sanitary
protecu ll never it.go through
a periodtion, yowithout
i5 Worn
never internally,
felt, and neverHolly-Pax
shows.
No fussing
with
pins or belts.by
Holly
Pax
isof approved
the
Bureau
Feminine
HyMr Kiene. Package
-Paof Four, 10c.
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'
ho

of a I'me old New England family. And
on the eve of her wedding she was shuddering with fear at the secret that lay in
her iieart. At sixteen she had been an unwed mother. She had made a mistake of
youth and ignorance; the child had not
lived; she had traveled across half a continent to leave e\er.\thing luliiiid her,
settle down and start life anew.
"He can never find it out." she wrote,
"hut in\- coiiseieiice tortures nie e\ery time
he sa\'s the tliiiii; he loves most .ihout me
is the fact that I am truly good and 'diffrom otherhim,girls.
and
hate to ferent'deceive
but II adore
am soliimfrightened tliat he will not marry me if I tell."
"I wrote her at once," 77).' Lmn l^liiihl cr
told me, "and tried to con\-iiiee lier that
even
the possibility
no m.-irria-e
was preferable
to a ofmarriage
foundedat allon
deceit. In the lirst place, she ne\er could
fully enjoy and be carefree in her love,
knowing
pla\edplace,
fair even
with
her loved that
one.sheIn hadn't
the second
if he never discovered her error, the
chances are great, in the intimacy that is
marriage, that a conscience-stricken woman
will eventually unburden her soul to bring
relief, .\n<l then — from the cases I have
known — it's
usually too late to e.xpect
complete
forgiveness.
"As
a
husband
who had been
under similar circumstances
once deceived
said to
me : 'I didn't resent what she'd done ; I
resented the fact that she hadn't told me.
I coulda forget
a mistake
forget
deliberate
lie. TrybutasI Icouldn't
would,
itI Ijccame
rankledanuin my would
heart,thnand everx- time
hci
It evrnlnallv sed us to it: ;ji
would n(jt want to take siu li
her
any cost.
her marriage
that her at fiance
almostAi (louhtedlv
he truly
would forgive her mistake,
loved her.
".She wfote a note of than > lo me scvcral weeks later, saying that heUMshadgreatly
confessed to him, and although 1 d<e in good
shocked he had seemed to
spirit. They had agreed never to mention
theHowsubject
happy to" prewouldagain
you and
advisewere
a mother
vent her daugliter from eloping with a
boy who is both of a different nationality
and different religions belief from her
own? Both fannlies liitterl\ ojjposc the
courtship,
^'^■t thetogether,
\(iungsters,
areit
madeelope
ill
away at college
h;n who
clear that, if necessary, they
lothcr to
without parental consent.
riic iMmpluihlcr advise<l tlu keeping
L;et her dau.nhter to pr.iuiis,marry for a year. In relnrii ove with
that promise — if she were still i wouldn't
the
boy atwould
the end
of a year's
parents
willingly
consenttimeto— luithe
ing.
marriage and give the C(niple their bless"You may as well face the fact that
you can't stop your children from marryhe toldofboth
gives
you a ing,"choice
two families.
things : You"Tliat
can cither
help make their marriage hai)py or unhap y. If you want it to be a happy
union, make the youngsters prove their
devotion by waiting a while ; then you can
rest assured that they are marrying on
bility.
the safest of all bases — love and compati"Love is deeper than rcligi(jus or

national dilTerences. Hundreds' of successful marriages, of which I personally
know, prove that. When your boy or
girl havedices ;iside
waited
year, them
cast >'our
and a give
yourprejufull
lilessing. I can tell you that, seein- tliem
happy together in >cars to come, you won't
regret
what _\ou'\e
The cou])le
waited done."
and were wed. And
now even the in-laws like each other.
"I have often suggested that plan for
such cases," T/ic Lamplighter says.
"Where there are religious and national
dififcrences, it's frequently not the couple
wlio wreck their marriage — it's the inMeddling in-laws are the source of a
substantial percentage of letters that arrive on The Laiiiplic/hfer's desk. A business
man from a Western state asks: "Shall 1
laws."
put rny Forfather-in-law
in an
home?
)ears we have
givenoldhimmen's
the
best room in the house and a share in all
our pleasures. But in return he consistently has made us miserable and tried to
break up our marriage. He keeps my wife
in tears half the time and e\en our chilRabbi hateTarshish
into the case, and
him."was nolooked
findingdren there
other possible solution,
suggested putting the old man in a home.
"No one in-law has a right to make
life wretched for an entire family who
would
be happy."
For otherwise
every problem
there is an answer.
"Sonietimes it's not the comforting answer
I'd like it to be," The LampTuihter went
on. ".A man of thirty came to me some
v>eeks ago and asked me to help him win
his wife's love back. After two years of
marriage
her him.
thingsHe without a wordsheonehadnightpacked
and left
was
pathetic, that fellow; he had lost weigiu.
lost his job, lost his entire grip on himself.
"I succeeded in getting his wife to come
to my office. He fell on his knees before
her, wept and bcggcfl and pleaded with
her to come back. Her complete lack of
feeling for him was the most amazing
thing I have ever witnessed in all my
career. The wornan was like a piece of
stone.
wouldn't She
e\enwouldn't
look at speak
him. toShe himtold; she
me
she siniiily did not love him any more and
that was all she 'vvould say. She finally
jumped
up and
left us both
aghast.ran out of the office and
"I
coidd
see
the real
her actions was that
another
man.reason
All Ibehind
could
say then to her heartbroken husband was
that he must take hold of himself, rebuild
his life, and hope to find some day a
wfiman
wouldowngiveproblems,
him a fairer
Solvingwhoyour
saysdeal."
T}ie
1 jiiii pliiihtcr . is usually c|uite simple, if
you can muster the proper techni(iue. Sit
down where you can be quiet and undisturbed and ask yourself:
advise somebody
else to do,"What
if thiswouldwere I
their problem
insie.-id
of
mine?"
Put look
another character in \i)ur own [dace and
at him or her in the cold light of reason,
withright
no emotions.
expect toThink
find
the
solution in aDon't
few minutes.
f)ver )our problem for a long time, sleep
over it, be sure you have regarded it from
every angle before you give up.
'i1ie chances are it will solve itself. Hut
if it doesn't — you can always ask The
Laiiipliyhler.
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"HUSBANDAPPROVED"
FASHIONS!
{Continued jroni page 9)
Gladys could keep her cn.ua.ucnn nt tn siiii;
MignonGladys
at thealsoMetropolitan.
and
were making Px'tli
theirh'rank
Sunday
night
broadcasts
at
ten
o'clock
over
NBC. I had a preview of that particular Sunday's broadcast, while I waited
in Frank's den. Their musical coach had
turned up unexpcctcdl\- to run over the
next night's songs and so I had the fun
of When
hearingtheya little
privateI joined
"ducting."
finished,
them and
we got down to basic facts ahout this
fashion business. Although Glad\ ■^ am ca^^
to be rather tall when \ou >ce her mi the
screen, actually she is arouml live icctfour and looks very young — not at all like
a popular movie star, radio celel)rit\ or
operatic
diva. inShe's
pretty,
with
great animation
her very
face and
a warm,
merry smile. That afternoon she ua-;
wearingsuit.
a simple
brown
She satbutwithperfectly
one leg tailnre-1
(haw 11
up under her and she twisted ahout so that
her glowing brown eyes rested upon her
husband whenever he spoke.
Frank sat on a straight chair and appeared to be rather leery of the interview
until he got warmed up to the subject.
He is a lean, well-groomed-looking fellow,
with a deeply sun-tanned skin — not what
you'd
tive. call handsome, but extremely attrac"I never think of buying anything withbeingoutalong.
of funout Frank's
working
clothes Weideashavefor It^s
nie
and
I
have
tremendous
Frank's
tastes. For one thing, herespect
has aformarvelous
color sense and when he says a color
doesn't
me, wtxild
I believe
that no flatter
one else
lie ashim.frankI know
with
me and that no one has a greater interest
in how I look. He's honest — but in a nice
way," she added, smiling at Frank.
"I don't
think,"andcontinued
Gladys,
many
husbands
wives coulrl
work "that
out
a partnership quite like nurs. Ymi see, we
are together all the time. Neither of us
ever thinks of doing anything without the
other. Our free times coincide perfectly.
When I have to buy something, Frank is
here to go with me. Other husbands,
whose business activities keep them apart
their towives
all day,andhaven't
tofromdevote
shopping,
they the
are time
too
preoccupied to be greatly interested. I
know that a lot of the husbands we knowrazz the life out of Frank, although they
secretly envy his ability to make me wear
w hat he likes !"
The really amazing thing about the
Swarthout wardrobe is that unless Gladys
really feels the need for a new dress, slie
wouldn'ttions have
changeto hertheclothes
from oneto year
next. selecHer
dresses, her suits and her coats have the
ageless
quality
a man'shandsuit!of
And there,fashion
no doubt,
is theofguiding
Mr. Chapman.

KOOLS
IN THE

KEEP
PINK

OF

MY

THROAT

CONDITION

We don't take the punch out of your smoke when w e add menthol— we take the sting out. KQDLS are a championship hlend of
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos. The mild menthol acts as a refreshing flavor — hke mint in chewing gum — it cools the smoke.
Try a pack today, and save the coupons which bring you beautiful
premiums. Extra coupons in cartons. (Offer good in U.S.A. only.)
Brown &WilliamsonTobacco Corp., P.O. Box 599,Louisville,Ky.

Luncheon Sel — Pure linen; hanil em- FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page Silver\»are — Oneida Community Par
broidered. 3 colors ... 225 coupons B & W premium booklet. No. 14 Plate, 26 pieces, for 6 ... 800 coupons
RAIEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES.. .AISO CARRY B & W COUPONS
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can"t think anof any
other for
personskirlswhowlioi.s
as T wonderful
e.xample
li.no toIS count
tlieir penin'es.
.\iul lound
the whole
tuck
so easy.
Gladvs has
one
VEfMEDEYES..
t\tcctiou.
iH- ot costume
tvpe dresses
to perMie hasthatall suits
her her
da\tnne
UKule aloim tile hues ot that ordinal st\le,
wuli variations in tniiiuunu detail and
tahric oiih . She has a model e\ euins;
uown — and all her cvemuu clolhcs are
\ariaiions ,iu tiiat tlicme. 1 he oiil\- cliani^cs
-he nialxcs ma\' he in the leimlli ol lier
skirt, to suit the current trend, or in the
How uj;l> iho look . . . rcddLncd and rronunentlv newness
and freshness of her accessories,
veined
from
laie
hours,
over-indulKcnce,
exposure
or overwork.
. . . thank^> outo the
two
prominentButeyenowspecialists
can discovery
make themof which are always up-to-thc-minute.
chosen costumes
two of these
typical Swarth<.iutI'vedaxtime
to illustrate
what I
CLEAR, WHITE
mean. l'\)r instance, that lilack crepe daytime dress is always found in the Swarth£Unt(SPARKLIND
out closet in some form — in the summer
it
ma\
he made in a sheer crepe, in winter
f*i'iiiiilijppiiiB|l in a sheer
wool. But the lines are the
same, the fitted bodice with the higher
waistline and the slightly flared skirt. The
neckline is always high, usually close to
the throat, and either with or without a
crisp whiteShe collar,
as insleeves
this particular
version.
likes short
and short
white or colored gloves. Pumps are her
favorite
hats She
and adores
handbags thatshoes.
(iladys But
has it's
her infliii.;;.
New Kind of Eye Lotion Wins Thousands giddy hats and, amazing as it may sound,
husband abets her in the wearing of
inAmazins
no othernc"eyetormula
lotion .. .. ..with
acts anin insreditnt
seconds to found
make her
She loves to buy all the new styles
eyes
clear-white.
Makesinstantly.
tired, overtaxed
eyes
feel them.
and
shapes in handbags that come out
soof refreshed
.
.
.
almost
With
just
a
couple
drops
of
EYE-GENE!
Stainless
as
water.
Now
to season.
That longish,
narused by.\t thousands
for clear, sparkling,
uide-auake from rowseason
black suede
one which
she carries
e>es.
all drug, department
and loc stores.
with this dress is a sample. In summer
she likes broad-brimmed hats with shallow
EYE-GENE
crowns and perhaps a flower trim, like the
big" black straw she wears with the black
dress.
NEW
She told me that she has worn the
for years.
And now,
of"peasant"
course, type
it isdress
all the
rage everywhere.
Nearly all of her daytime dresses really
have that fitted bodice styling, with the
gathered full skirt, which is typical of the
peasant dress. That lavender-and-pink
silk plaid dress, pictured, is one of her
original models which is right in lilie with
what we are wearing now. (Iladys had it
made months ago, to wear in California,
and she said she w<ni]d lie wearing it for
a \ ear or more to come. The top is made
much like the classic shirtwaist dress —
the turnover collar, the buttoned front and
the cuffed, shoit sleeves. F?ut the interesting detail is the donl)]c waistline effect.
The skirt, whicli lias the fulness drawn
into stitched-dow 11 galliers, has a very
high waist, hut (ilad\ s wears a belt several
HE graceful contour of your nails will show
inches helow this. The reasim for this is
to best advantage if shaped by a HENCO Nail
that she thinks she apiiears short and this
File. ..The HENCO Professional File is triple-cut,
gives
her an illusion of greater height.
giving fmer teeth for smoother, faster cutting.
Keep one on your dressing table ... it makes
All you shorties, jot that down!
the daily manicure pleasant and
That pie-crust-brimnied straw hat is one
.^^^ easy . . . and carry one of the
of her madder becoming.
top-piece selections, jet it's
^^^p^^
smaller HENCO files (in
tremendously
^V-^^^^
A very close friend of hoili (dadys and
>^ sheath)
or pursein your
. . . Takepocket
full
Frank told me that (Iladys balks at doing
>^'' vJ^^
advantage
of the
inexpensive
or wearing anything imlilicly which she
.■^^
HENCO Aids
lecls life.
tloesil'tShego mentioned
with her coiisfrvalive
Jiri\alc
.in incident that
occurred
when
she
went
to
1
Jolly
vvoo<l.
The
.
to beauty
studio thought that her hair would photogra])h better if she had it hennaed. She
W;
refused, saying: "What would my
Aik for HENCO Nail Files and Tweezers (lOe) . . . flatly
friends say?" And, speaking of her hair,
Manicure Scissors (20c). ..of drug and 5 & 10c stores. (jladvs
told me that Norma Shearer's

famous JuUci hair-comb was copied from
her hair-do.
"Norma asked me if she could copy it,"
she laughed. "And now even Deanna
Durbin
has has
a coiffure
mine to!"
She always
worn hersimilar
hair tosimilar
its present style, except that the high curls
were added after she went to Hollywood.
I asked asI'rank
he had likes
any toviolent
]irejudices
to whatif (jladys
wear
and he said: "Yes, pink!"
C.ladys laughed and said: "I adore pink,
hut we really come to blows over my wearing it, so I have given up wearing it,
except when it is part of a color scheme,
suchHowever,
as the Frank
plaid dress."
loves red and so does
Gladys. "Poor Frank's present problem,"
she said, "is to get me out of a red sheer
wool evening gown which I like to wear
all the time. He is crazy about it, too,
but he does get tired of seeing me turn up
in it at broadcasts, parties and premieres !
I had it made for California evenings,
because they frequently are so cold that
you need something of wool to feel really
comfortable. This, like my other dresses,
is made simply and individually and I
know that I will never see myself anyI asked
were any coselse !"Frank ofif histhere
tumewhereeccentricity
that Gladys voiced
herself about violently. He grinned and
nodded his head. "It's a hat," he whispered. "I'veupgotin abackfelt andhat down
that Iin like
wear turned
front,to
but it makes Gladys wild. She insists it
looks terrilic unless the brim is turned
Asideall from
down
aroundpink!" and hats, they agree on
nearly everything. Frank has earned his
well-dressed title by the way he wears his
clothes and the excellent choice of fabrics
and colors. Again that color sense, which
Gladys relics upon, works in his own
behalf, too.
He told me that he had been quite baffled
recently, when a popular magazine, devoted
toingmen,
picturejackets
of himandw-earone had
of hisshown
pet asports
had
called
it
a
"Cubbing"
jacket.
said thehe
has no idea what it meant orHewhat
word "cubbing" means, but he decided to
rename ittheandfirstcalltimeit hea "bowling"
because
ever wore jacket,
it was
for bowling.
He likes to wear Shetland fabrics, both
for sports and business suits. He likes the
feeling of them. Both Gladys and he are
wearing Shetland sports clothes in the
picture
of them
here this
the famous
"cubbing"
jacketmonth.
which That's
Frank
is wearing
topcoat
her
favorite and
one, (iladys'
worn o\erwhiteall her
sportsis
clothes on cool California days.
here'sties amade
tip for
husbands—
Frank
hasAndall his
to match
the scarves
or sports bandanas which Gladys wears!
Since she favors stripes in either challis,
silks, or woolens, Frank finds it easy to
match his neckwear up with hers. His
favorite tie is one given him for Christmas
last — it is a brown woolen, with the part
that hangs down in front made of brown
It's really
asleather.
if it would
wear aan knockout
eternity. and looks
The favorite Swarthout colors arc
brown, gold, indigo blue, gray-blue and
red. She rarely wears so-called afteriiiion
ini. iTrring
and men's
suitingselothrs,
in tailored
clothestweeds
and untrimmed
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You tell her Edith"
^Wha me? Never! Let Jane do H
NQ I CANT. YOU TELL HER, MADGE'

"Why should I ? Anne's the one

^

Walter Te + ley, one of Fred
Allen's stooges, is a 15year-old nnicrophone veteran.
evening gowns in beautiful materials. Slic
wears only slightly padded shouklers on
her suit jackets. Likes housecoats and
only wears pajamas for beach or outdoor
lounging. Those harem-like, rouch cotton
ones, shown here, are current pets. The
jacket is a bolero, trimmed with a white
cotton rope, under it is a bras and the
trousers are made with harem fullness, the
waistband of white cotton, laced tightly.
Frank had the necklace designed for
Gladys which she wears constantly. It is in
gold and spells out Clm/^)}i(ni. He has a
watch chain with the links spelling out his
full name. Gladys told me that she only JOAN must be told! But who will clothing. Mum is the only deodorant
likesful accessories
and jewelry that are usetell her — and how? No wonder which holds the Textile Approval Seal
as well as ornamental.
each
one of her friends tries to of the American Institute of LaunderTalking with Gladys and Frank, you
ing as being harmless to fabrics.
have the feeling that here are two people pass the problem on to the next one!
who have managed to merge their personal
Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the
It's a hard, thankless thing to tell a skin,
and professional lives so perfectly that one
too. You can shave your underhas become utterly dependent upon the girl that she is personally unpleasant
arms and use Mum at once.
other in matters of clotiies as well as the to be with on account of underarm
more major factors of their lives. /\nd,
Doesn't
prevent natural perspiration.
seemsto inexcustoo, I imagine that Gladys is greatly re- perspiration
able that she odor.
shouldIthave
be told, Another important thing — Mum does
sponsible for the legend that Frank is her
fashion mentor — wives always have been in these modern days!
not prevent the natural perspiration
good at letting husbands imagine they are
doing the suggesting !
It's so unnecessary to offend in this itself — just the unpleasant odor of
To leave the Chapmans at this point, way. For you can be safe all day, every
don't forget BULLET
to send inI N.xxhKh
for mv is JUNE
day, in just half a minute. With Mum! perspiration.
Are you making it uncomfortable
SHOPPING
chock- Harmless
to clothing. You can USe this for your friends by your own carelessfull of special summer st\ le hint^.
ness? Play fair with them and yourself
dainty deodorant cream any time, you
know — after dressing, just as well as by making Mum a daily habit. BristolElizabeth Ellis,
before. For it's perfectly harmless to Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.
Radio Stars Magazine,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
LET MUM HELP IN THIS WAY,
TOO. Use Mum on .saniEnclosed please find a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Kindly send me,
tary napkins
and enjo\complete
freedom
from
free of PING
charge,
vour JUNE SHOPworry about this source
BULLETIN.
MUM
of unpleasantness.
Name
Street
takes the odor out of perspiration
Citv
State
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^.1 DONT
J COVER TOILET
ODORS-KILL
THEM WITH
'h
is
SFalnu

WHAT

THEY

LISTEN

A CLEAN toilet never smells. It's never
necessary to use scented disinfectants to
end the annoyance of toilet odors. Just
clean the bowl with Sani-Flush.
This scientific powder is made especial y to do this job. Shake a bttle in
the toilet. (Follow directions on the can.)
Then flush, and stains vanish. The porcelain gleams like new. The hidden trap
that no other method can reach is purified and safe. Sani-Flush saves rubbing
and scrubbinc;. Cannot injure plumbing.
It is also effrctire for cleaning automobile
radiators (directions on can). Sold by
grocery, drug,
ten-cent
stores hardware,
— 25 and and
10 five-andcent sizes. The Hygienic i
Prothicts Co., Canton, Ohio.

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURIN(K
ELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES WITH
JUSTRITE
PUSH-CUPS
tools needed. Set of 8 PushClips orto woodwork,
match yourlOo.
lamp
cords
^W^^FOR SALE «T VOUR lO-CENT STORE
your white shoes!
Clean them white with Shu-Mili(
SEE PAGE 95

START

$ 1 2 6 0 TO $2100 YEAR
/ Dept.
FRANKLIN
, -O* Sim:
KUDhC2B8,wi
^^(2)bookTellwithme listho«.
"/ A ddre» . . .'.'.'.'

TO -AND

WHY
Stella Wilson, Denver, Colo.
(Housewife.) "Our family prefers
Eddie Cantor ; we have ne\-er missed
one of his programs since he first
went on the
W'e love hisHe silly
nonsense
and air.
his iihilosophv.
alwavs hrini(s a ha])i)y smile and leaves
a kindly thought."
Lucille Halieran, Flushing, N. Y.,
and Veronica Haunfelder, College
Point, N. Y. {Stenographers.) "\\\\?Lt
hand, stir
other
Warinj^'s,
could
you than
with ah^'ed
haunting
tune,
thrill \'ou with the classics, enliven
you with their exuheranl swing and
tickle vour funnyhone with their
s|)oulaneous coniedw all with ecjual
Miss M. L. Van Toor, Lansdale,
?"
Pa.
Boat will he niv faxdrite
skill "Sluw
program
long magniliccnl
as l,aun\- Ross
the
helm.as The
\diceis ofat
(:(,nrad Thihaull has made 77;,- rackiird Hour worth hstcnmg to."
Lillian Stauffer, San Francisco, Cal.
(Student.)
"My
radio star
is and ofalways
will his
Ijcfavorite
Phil
larris.
liecause
him and
fine 1music,
lack
I'icnny, Kenny P)aker and .Mar\' Livthe Jcll-()
the
hest on theingstone, air.
Phill'ro(/raiii
has the isfinest
orchestra and more talent than many
great stars put together."
Robert Gutman, Long Beach, N. Y.

(Student.)
Benny,as Eddie Cantor "Iand])ickFredJack.Mien
my
favorites. If all the feuds hetween
radio artists ended .U]) in as much fun
as the IJenny-Allen feud, they would
all he okay."
Ruby V. Zenor, Los Angeles, Cal.
(Housewife.)
like Ted
hecause
he has a"I voice
sent Malone,
straight
irom heaven, with poems that go
straight to the heart. For comedy,
gi\e me 15urns .and Allen, for they
ahva\s keep ahead of the hounds and
never grow stale."
Mary Hebert, Providence, R. I.
(Organist.) "My vote is cast for the
Lux Theatre, J'ick's Open House (I
miss it ) and the Jcll-0 Program. Our
w holeingfamily
wouldn't
think of missthese three
programs.
Jack
Benny, especially, puts us in hysterics. Radio sure is a blessing to us."
Regina Hunt, Los Angeles, Cal.
(Student.) young
"My favorite
star tenor,
is the
celebrated
American
Ivichard Crooks, wdiose glorious voice,
superb artistry and magnetic personalitv are largely responsible for my
interest in radio."
Mrs. Arthur Durell, Alliance, Ohio.
(Housewife.)
"I would
lost — and
this goes for most
of mvbe neighbors
and relations — without Mary Marliu,
The
O'Xeills
and inToday's
'Children.
W'e lia\-e
a radio
our car,
so no
— matter where we go I don't miss
an ei)is(.)de of any of them."
George W. Norris, Uhrichsville,
Ohio. (Gas Line Foreman.) 'T enjoy
meeting men who are men and women
who are feminine. The genuine and
the unreal.
T^utting
the air'to
isnotes|)ecially
jirovoking
and,onthanks
the dial, controllable. The only program to wh'ch [ would turn regularly
is Major
Amateur
Hour, because it isJu>-<ces'
a natural
cross section
of
America."
Peggy Woollett, Chicago,
III. "I
think
Witwer's
'washesthatfromKathryn
the soul
the dustvoiceof
every day1 listen
life.'to Every
evening
her singThursday
on the
Musieal I\e:ie:v program, and it
makes me feel better than church,
.She has the loveliest lyric soprano on
Janice Laurence, New York, N. Y.
the air." Girl.) "If T were sj^onsor,
(Home
this would be my show of shows:
Jvuss Morgrm's nuisic, Kay Thompson's singing, the comedy of Ken
Alurra\' and ( )swald, 15ing Crosby's
vocalizing and I*"red Cttal, the iierfect
mike-man, for the commercials."
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Jean Starkel, Webster Groves, Mo.
(Student.) "I listen to Jessica Drasionette, because she sings more beautifully and expressively tban anyone
else on the air. In her new ])rograni
she combines the lieautiful songs she
has made so dear to us, with a splendid acting ability that makes her program the highlight of the week."
Mary K. Blizzard, Lancaster, Ohio.
(Home Girl.) "l truly believe that
Al Jolson's ])ro,!4rani has \'ver\ thiiig.'
I think there are man\" w ho will agree
with me that this ])roi^rani is tO|)s in
good, wholesome variety, and. after
all, isn't that just what we want?"
Thomas Meaney, Peabody, Mass.
"My favorite
program
Hollywood Hotel, but
Francesis not
Langford,
whose smooth, intoxicating tones and
unbeatable personality are a program
in themselves. Endowed with the
most beautiful voice in radio, she's
beyond
miss ofa
Langfordcompare.
broadcastI wouldn't
for the life
Catherine Cremins, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
(Doctor's
Aide.)
"Every
in a while
heaven
blesses
this once
old
earth of ours with a bit of its sunshine, atwinkle from its eye and the
glory of its smile. We who have had
the privilege of hearing Jessica Dragonette's
voice, charm
of feeling
the
radiant glorious
and inspiring
of her
beautiful personality, hold within our
grasp the sweetest-♦-gift of the skies."
Grace Everts, East Hartford, Conn.
(Student.) "Kraft Music Hall has
all one could ask for in a variety ]irogram. First, the best singer in radio
and Hollywood — Bing Crosby. Then
Bob Burns, a good comedia^i. a
snappy orchestra with a first-rate
leader, Jimmy Dorsey, and not too
many interruptions for commercials."
Marjorie Ullman, Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Student.) "Because of his sincerity
and ismagnetic
\'allee
mv radio])ersonality,
favorite. AsRudya showman he is excellent, and you can be
sure to hear only the best of everything on his program. He will always
have me as a steady-♦- .listener."
Mrs. Ethel Marie Varenkamp,
Alamo, Texas. (Housewife.) "My
preferences
Ho^i'cs' given
Aiiiatciir Hour, are:
for theMajor
opportunity
to those who might otherwise remain
in obscurity. Max7i'cU House Sli07V
Boat, for the excellent type of manhood displayed in the person of
Lanny Ross. Pliilco Nnvs Broadcast, because Boake Carter's concise,
unbiased opinion is excellent."

^^Always

wortli

stopping

for'^

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little
!
A mechanical
marvel,Show
3 ringsonof Earth
performers,
clowns, animals, music 'n' everything! Now
touring the country. Don'l
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MORE BEAUTY
^^^^^ r
• ECONOMY
• CONVENIENCE^
TY
) • EXCLUSIVELY
USABLE SPACE • ACCESSIBiL
IN
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS

QUICKLY

CLEARS
THE SKIN
No Laxatives — No Yeast
No Harmful Internal Drugs
"Pimplesa penetrating
caused by germs
in the
skin
require
antiseptic
external
treatment. It often takes NAC Prescription Cream you rub on at bedtime and
NAC Powder that you use during the day
toNArT-f"""
Ret the skin
cleared
up, , ."NAC
quickly."
'^^ I Quickly
„Don't
H..(JettheIhoYourKnack
J'o^dtr
<;i. .rinir
Skin."
..NAC... J'rr.rr,p,u,n
^ 5Jr.»; ^''-'J
<w
Delay.
NACof
SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE
Wlnnrilka, III.

Jack Bovender, Winston-Salem,
N. C. (Tobacco Company Employee.)
"My favorite program is, of course,
Camel's and Jack Oakic's CoHcac.
Deanna Durliin is my favorite siiiL^er
and I like to listen to Fred Allen and
k l!ennv. I""or swx'et. southin.^'
mu-ic. i;i\e nie \\'a\ne Km-, and for
hot swing, Uenny liiuidman."
Mabel McKone, Marl ton, N. J.
"I just wait, (lav bv dav, for the radio
skits, and realK' enjov tliem. I'dr the
]Xist four years I have misled few of
the 'I'odtiy's Cliihircii ]>rograms. I
many Betty
others,andsuchBob,as David
Hachclor's
Chihlrcu.
Ha) mil and The OWeills."
Helen Koslofsky, Harvey's Lake,
Pa.(Student.) "Coiiiniiiiiity Siiuj wins
my vote,
has theMilton
best comedian on thesince
air. itWho?
Berle.
He can tell a joke and put it over, has
a nice singing voice and the best
stongc. lii-^ program is \ery heartwarming and has the spirit of welcome in it."
J. R., Framingham, Mass. "Rudy
\'allee is the ideal master of ceremonies and I believe in giving credit to
the one who earns it. Every word
Mr. Vallee speaks is of value to the
program and his diction is perfect.
His introductions are gracious and
friendly, yet always dignified. His
personality runs like a gleaming
thread through the pattern of his

the pack. Next come Donald Dickson, Lawrence Tibbett, Reed Kennedv,
McKinley,
Iv. ClvdeBarry
Barrie
and IgorRobert
Gorin. GateBut
as farmanasand I'm
concerned,
Conrad
ThibaultFrankcan Chapleave
the air forever."
Voivedich,
Mobile,theAla.
loveClaire
to hear
news about
movie"I
stars, and when it comes from the
lips of such a just and honest person
as Jimmie
worth listening
to.
His isFidler,
the bestit'sprogram
on the
Frances O'Mahoney, Birmingham,
Ala.
"My Rosa
favoritePonselle.
singer
is our(Student.)
own beloved
Her powerful, rich voice surpasses
any other in opera and she is glamorous, strikingly beautiful."
air."
Jack Schiffer, Bridgeport, Conn.
(U. S. Aluminum Co. Employee.)
"Iof like
dancecaliber.
music And
and when
plentyalloftheit
the best
bands are lined up side by side, my
favorite four are Guy Lombardo,
Horace Heidt, Russ Morgan and Jan

Hazel A. Garver, Indianapolis, Ind.
(Hosiery
Millfavorite
Inspector.)
"Nino
Martini
singer ; Andre
Savitt," is my
Kostelanetz can make anything sound
good, even Turkey in the Straiv;
David Ross is the best announcer.
So, for a delightful half hour, the
Chesterfield Program with these three
Carole Montal, New York, N. Y. can't be Ijeat !"
IMTigram."
(Student.) "Here's my recipe for a
Betty Blum, Westbury, N. Y. (Stugood radio program. Get these in"Becausevoice,
of theLanny
richness
gredients :A good comedian ; a guest sincerity dent.)
of his
Rossandis
star or two to enliven prncceilings ; an
favorite singer. For five years I
excellent orchestra; a brilliant master my
have listened to him on Shozv Boat,
of ceremonies ; a top-notch singer. and on every guest appearance, with
Mix them all together and the result
shouldWhich
be theone?
best ]M-ogram
the
air.
Why, the on]\udy
great
Annenthusiasm."
Williams, Providence, R. I.
X'allee J'aricty Hour, of course!"
(Stenographer.)
has ?sentWhomanyis
star on to"Who
success
Bob Middleton, Clarion, Iowa. atheyoung
ace showman, the man who has
(Student.) • "My favorite star is on held popularity so long? Who is
Eddie
Durbin. Cantor's
The reasonprogram
I like —herDeanna
is be- noted for his intelligence, squareness
cause Ithink she has the most beau- and honesty? Rudy Vallee!"
tiful and sweetest voice going."
Violet Emory, Hollywood, Cal.
as a movie comLouise Anderson, Sioux City, Iowa. "Louella Parsons,
mentator, should be kept oflf the air.
"I
never
miss
listening
to
Hollywood
Jimmie
Fidler
is
good
because he is
Hot el because Frances Langford, my
favorite star of screen ancl radio, is interesting and has plenty of nerve."
on it. To be able to hear her lovely
Have YOU registered your radio
voice every Friday night is indeed a
preferences? Just let your feelings
lie known in fifty words or less, and
he sure to state your name, address
pleasure."
Sue Pritchett, Albany, Ga. "My
and occupation. Address : QUERY
EDITOR, Radio Stars, 149 Madison
pets
of
radio
are
baritones.
I'll
put
down anything to listen to a good
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
baritone voice. Nelson Eddy leads
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KATE

SMITH'S{Co'iliuurd
OWNfrom COOKING
SCHOOL
paijc ?S)
I's Irallcl ,m
Equal parts of cliof'pcd cliiikrii.
.1/,-//
celery and hard-cooked cno. moislcncd
ivith mayonnaise and .u-asonrd to tasic.
Chopped tvatcrcrcss and cotta(jc
hat il^
cheese ivith a fczv drops of onion juice,
with
veal
or
pork.
It's
rich •^alKx■,
altnif desired.
all, that gives this dish itsthe nanir
and aii])Lal.
Peanut butter, minced crisp bacon,
For
the
home
picnicker,
in
particular,
it's
an ace.
moistened ivith chili sauce.
The home picnicker also has many other
Cream cheese, chopped raisins and
advantages not enjoyed by the al fresco
Brazil nuts.
picnicker. She can toast the bread for her
sandwiches, for instance — either before
making them up or afterwards, in grill
ham.Chopped stuffed olives and minced
fashion. She can place all the sandwich
makings on the table and let each person
Preserved, skinless figs, zvcll drained,
make his own. She can, as I do at the
ivith cream chaese or peanut butter.
theatre, serve a real salad, made up in adMashed, canned baked beans zvith
vance but witli the salad-dressing kept
minced frankfurter and chili sauce.
separate until time to eat. My favorite
salad
of
that kind consists of a tomato
Canned salmon, celery, chopped
hollowed out and filled with cottage cheese
green
pepper,
moistened
zvith
mayonand chives. A dab of mayonnaise, and there
naise.
youOf arecourse
! the special set of containers
And all the cheese spreads on the
grocer's list.
in myandpicnic
keep but
the this
saladsuggestion
"fixings"
freshbasket
for hours,
So much for out-of-doors picnics. Now cold
is not a feasible one for the train or auto
let's
home forpicnicker,
picnicker, whose salad would
whom consider
I should the
be listed
the majoramong
part traveling
have to spend long and probably sunlit
of the year. Strictly speaking, of course, hours
away from the refrigerator — which,
I'm
not a "home
picnicker"
is a fatal mistake for any
picnicker.
Each week,
on thebutdaya theatre
of my as you know, salad
to make!
broadcast, I arrive at reliearsal early in self-respecting
But,
wherever
may picnic, whomever
the morning, carrying my lunch in the you may picnic you
whatever the good
basket with which you see me pictured things to eat you with,
take along (whether
here. In this way, when I have a few they include those may
coupon brings you or
minutes to spare, I can have my lunch in others that you maymyprefer),
remember that
my dressing-room in informal picnic fashion. And say, folks, I sure do enjoy that make
it's having
the truea picnic
the occasion
success.spirit that will
meal
! Incidentally,
no dinner
for
Katherine,
that day, there's
until after
the broadSo,ing theascoming
I sign ofT.
here'smany
wishing
durmonths,
a jollyyou,outing
cast, because I don't think you can sing or many
an
informal
home
picnic,
with
all
your
best if you've
eaten.beverages
I also think
that smoking
and just
alcoholic
are kinds of grand Fun and good Food — both
bad for singers, so I never indulge in either with a capital F; And just think of me
of them.
on Thursdays, before my A & P broadcasts, enjoying my theatre picnics with the
The basket in which I bring my lunch is
perhaps, that you will be tryall wicker on the outside, fitted out with same ingfoods,
soon on my recommendation. Then
compartments on the inside, with two
vacuum bottles, cups and plates of yellow "tune me in" that same evening at eight so
and cutlery with matching handles. But that I can say once again:
in the various containers you would find
"Thanks for listenin' !"
just
foods we'veOccasionally
been talkingI
LEMON PUFF PIE
about,thewithsortoneof exception.
take along something hot, besides the two
1 lemon
vacuum bottles of coffee.
1 cup granulated sugar
In order to do this, I have to give up
3 eggs, separated
having one of my bottles of coffee, and in
1 medium size baked pie shell
its place I will briilg along a quantity of
hot gravy. I then pour the gravy over my
Grate rind, combine with lemon juice and
meat sandwiches, thus providing myself
with one good hot dish in the easiest way add to one half of sugar and slightly beaten
imaginable.
yolks. Place in top of double boiler and
Or I will have an d la King dish, which cook over boiling water, stirring constantly,
can be packed in a wide-mouthed vacuum until mixture is thick and will coat spoon.
bottle (or even a regular hot beverage Cool and add to stiffly beaten egg whites,
container, if you cut up the meat small to which the remainder of su,i.;ar has been
enough). Having one hot dish is a good added gradually. Fold in carelull_\- an<l
turn into baked pie shell. Sprinkle to])
idea, you know, even on a picnic. It's with
granulated sugar and put into hot oven
especially
swimming, welcome
I know. after you've been in (450°) to brown t^aboul 5 minutes). Chill
You'll find the Meat a la King recipe in and serve.

"WHAT D YA MEAN, FAISE AlARM!
ITS DELICIOUS SHREDDED WHEAT
AND STRAWBERRIES!"
Big, golden-brown Shredded Wheat biscuits,
topped withflavor
red, that
juicyever
strawberries—
the
grandest
put out a it'sthreealarm call to appetites.

JUST
REMEMBERED
WE'RESTRAWHAVING SHREDDED
WHEAT AND
BER IES FOR LUNCH."
Dive into this delicious dish tomorrow morning—get its energy-building carbohydrates,
vitamins, proteins and mineral salts!

"AN- WHY DIDN'T YE SAY IT WAS
SHREDDED WHEAT AND STRAWBERRIES YE WAS RUNNIN' AFTER?"
Calling all housewives ! Go to your local
grocer
today !ofOrder
in a supply of this favorite breakfast
SHRmillions!
EDDED WHE
AT

A Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMIANY
Bakers of Ritz,Uneeda Biscuit
and other famous varieties
Billion Shredded Wheat Biscuits Sold Every Year
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Think! Has more than one day gone
by without adequate elimination?
If so, take Olive Tablets before you
turn out the bathroom light tonight.
Prescribed for years by an Ohio
physician, Olive Tablets are now one
of America's ries—famous
best becauseknown
they areproprietaso mild
and gentle.
Keep a supply always on hand.
Remind the whole family to think of
them on the second day. Three sizes:
15p, 30p, 60f—a.t all druggists.

THE LAXATIVE
or BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
FREE FOR ASTHMA
AND HAY FEVER
IF youiinilsufferuaspwithfor attacks
ofif Asthma
so terrible
choke
liciP'
sneezing
and snufliog Ijreatli.
wliile
yourf iilliayejcslo t'l'vir
;tn'l discharges
don't
iv\,if.r
themethod.FrontierNoconlinuously.
Asthma
Co.
for
a
free
trial
- i rti )
matter
where
you
iiv.or
>
i
■
free failli If
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO. 266-B FRONTIER BLDG.
462 NIAGARA ST.
BUFFALO. N. Y.
Dorothy Duckworth, NBC actress. True Story Court of Human Relations.
After futilely trying to argue her right singers as John McCormack and a woman
to the style of comedy Gracie Allen had wiio imitated a hen singing opera. It was
been doing. Miss Deagon finally gave up, wild, amusing entertninirient.
were just two weeks of that when
changed her name and is now getting a a There
decision came from above that such
foothold in radio under other names and
other comic styles.
goings-on
in a i;i-ograinKiilcs
werewere
neither
fied nor insiiirational.
laid dignidown
and
the
wliole
crazy
spirit
of
the show
AT LAST! l<
Joe Cook's new Saturday night variety was scrapped. Joe Cook is an ingratiating,
program has the odd distinction of being diverting master of ceremonies and he still
NEW5HAMP0O
one
more diverting pro- manages to guide his program a little off
(lisai.iof the grseason's
ams—and also oneBehind
of thethisseason's
queer major
cimi- the CMiivcnliiiii.-il i);ilbs. It rcni.ii:is one of
FOR ALL BLONDES ! i)inati 1intinents.
is one of tlie stories tliat make llie linulil ^jiot- ul :i S.Murd.iy nigllt, but
Sringi Bock Ooldcn Hue to All Shades of Darkened
iiciIIiml;
how
Blond'.- Hair — Keeps Hair Soft, fluffy. Lustrous/ its
radioartists.
exasperating as well as pi-ofitable to one
imirh can't
lietterhelj)
it w.is
in thi; Min-uwlnlly
first [ilace when
Joe is the most nonsensical and elfin of the vvluile affair was a suvl of jovial
comedians, and his program started off last practical joke pki^ed on the audience.
winter as his own cock-eyed version of
rroin savanls of France comes a note to
what a collection of raflio guest stars should
he. He mixed up such heroes as .Admiral visliliilhois.
of radio's
establishedof
FrenchfirmlyAcademy
Hobson and the man who went over inulcniiine one The
Niagara Falls in a rubber bail; such Medical Science has issued a bulletin con74

DON'T
OM^ POWDER
I LET^
OUT
SCREAM
I
>

1

"FALSE

FACE1

I MV
I WISHFACEI COULD
DO SOMETHING
POWDER
. IT MAKESABOUT
ME
l^^OK EITHER OVER-POWDERED OR
OVER-AGED
^- ''^Y^
so ASHAMEDEve
Perkins" Network.
in John's
OtherMarch,
Wife, "Miss
on NBC-Red
donning early morning f>ro(irains of setTheseactually
early bird
(physicalto
culturiststing-upareexercises.
declared
iiijitrioiis
the health of their listeners.
minutes
is needed,
the exphnmfionTwenty
runs, for
restoration
of normal
blood
circulation after a person gets out of bed.
Plunging right into a regimen of c.vercise
before breakfast imposes a strain that often
is dangerous.
Goodman Ace has a formula of his own
for determining when his Easy Aces serial
is dealing too much in backstage talk that
only actors will understand and relish. A
favorite haunt of Goodman's is NewYork's
Friars Club,
where vaudeville
and
radio veterans
get together
and talk shop
and the good old days. The moment any
of these friends start showing any great
interest in Easy Aces, Goodman is sure he
is staying on a wrong track and, as quickly
as possible, he switches his comical episodes
to another theme.
Things were going wrong in the rehearsal of one of the big soap radio programs.
For eight long hours, the musicians had
been playing steadily and exhaustingly.
The session ended at last and one of the
tired orchestra men remarked as he walked
out : "Don't you think someone somewhere
could think of an easier way to sell soap?"
A'oic thatisspring
the air.
Colonel
Stonpnagle
grittingis hisin teeth
grimly
and
talking about the gay times he zvill have
on his boat this summer — and cursing the
day that brought boats into his life. The
Colonel has a speedboat in zchieh he careens
around
Long (and
Island Sound.is ahi'ays
A'o matter idiatto
goes
zcrong
go urong
zvith athere
speedboat) theplenty
Colonel
can't fix it.
"I Zi'ish I hod a nickel for every time
I've
had a rope
tangledThatin happens
my propeller,"
the Colonel
remarked.
to him
nearly every time he toivs a surf board, but
he never has gotten around to getting a
knife for those emergencies. When it happens, the Colonel simply sits and drifts
until some more provident boatman comes
along zcith a knife in his kit.
The Connecticut shore of the Sound is
rocky but the Colonel recklessly dashes
into bays and harbors, ignoring all warnings of reefs and shallows. The Colonel
never bothers with such details. Miraculously, the rocks somehow seem to dodge
out of the Colonel's way. The only real

MY SKIN KEEPS BREAKING OUT- I KNOW
ITS MY POWDER ! AND NQWONDERTHE WAY IT FLAKES OFF-THOSE COARSE
HARD FLAKES CUT RIGHT INTO MY SKIN

ANOTHER 100%
TROUBLEIM NOT
EXACTLY
BLONDE
OR
100% BRUNETTEDEPENDS
THE LIGHT TOO! WISHON
\ I COULD FIND A ,
J SHADE THAT COULD \
— ^\\ TURN
BACK GIVING
THE YEARS
WITHOUT
ME
THAT CHALKY. OVER
POWDERED LOOK

THEY SAY THE RIGHT FACE POWDER
WILL SOFTEN THE LINES IN YOUR
FACEI COULD ^
'
ONLY OH!
FIND IFSUCH

WEEK LATER
LUCKY ME ! I FOUND
THE PERFECT POWDER
WHEN I TRIED LOVELY
LADY. WHY DONT YOU
J GET ALL 5 SHADES OF
f GENEROUS
THIS LOVELIER
POWDER,
VANITYNOW!
SAMPLES /
ARE FREE!

Wrong Shade Powder Can Hide Half Your Beauty
. . . Try My Enchanting New Face Powder . . . FREE
Lin:
need — because BALMITE. the glorious new
LO\'ELY LADY'S
Do you look years older than you need to — soft
subtleblend
color base,
tones blends
more ilatteringhwith the
just because you are using the wrong shade delicate, natural tones of > nur skin.
Send
lor
these
livisiiad.:^
and
make
the
of face powder? Don't be fooled with the
outlandish old notion that you are a "type" test derthatshadereally
PRO\'ES
which
one
face
powyou
should
use.
which
makes
you
who is condemned to use only a certain "nameshade"
is a For
"skinwhen
game"all younsjest, loveliest. Mail the coupon. I'll
where youof powder.
are boundThisto lose.
you new
with shades,
generous free.
vanityJust
size send
samplers
ofsupply
all five
the
"Brunette"
face
powder^
are
di^yerent
in
how can they all possibly suit YOU if color,
YOU Coupon—
SinceNOW!
rely,
f
|
f
|
are a brunette? The same is just as true of
"Rachel" shade face powders — all are difshades. ferent incolor — and so on, with other "type"
are moreRegardless
than a mere
an You
individual.
of face"type"
powder— younamesare FREE
or shades, you should rid yourself of all this
LOVFI V I \n-i
confusion. Here is how: Mail this coupon to
me - NOW. Get my five new shades of
U)\ ELY LADY Face Powder — absolutely
free. Cosmeticians agree that these five exquisite shades cover every complexion color
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Music in the air — romance in your eyes. Tell him with your eyes — for beautiful eyes may
say what lips dare not. The charm of alluring eyes can be yours — instantly, easily, with
just a few simple touches of Maybelline Mascara — to make your lashes appear naturally
long, dark and luxuriant.
No longer need you deny yourself the use of make-up for your most important beauty
feature — your eyes. You can avoid that hard, "made-up" look that ordinary mascaras
give by using either the new Maybelline Cream-form Mascara, or the popular Maybelline
Solid-form Mascara — both gi\ e the soft natural appearance of long, dark, curling lashes.
At cosmetic counters everywhere.
Loveliness demands — eyebrows softly, gracefully, expressively formed. For this, use
the largest-selling, smoothest-marking Eyebrow Pencil in the world — by Maybelline.
Complete loveliness demands — the final, exquisite touch of eyelids softly shaded
with a subtle, harmonizing tint of Maybelline Eye Shadow — it means so much to the
color and sparkle of your eyes.
Generous purse sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids at 10c stores. The preference
of more than 11,000,000 discriminating women the world over.
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Paul Whiteman writes his autofor Ralph Flanagan,
World's
Record graphswimmer
at the Miami-Biltmore Pool Swim Meet.
trouble he has had with the bottom of the
ocean came during a visit to the shore
home of his partner, Budd. The Colonel
had whizzed in at high tide, anchored close
toWhen
shoreheandcamegoneback,
straight
to Budd's
the tide
was outhouse.
and
there was the poor boat, Mr. Bopp, high
and dry on a couple of rocks. Even that
time the Colonel's luck had held. The
rocks happened to be shaped in a little
cradle which kept the boat safe and sound
until the tide came in and floated it again.
Walter from
O'Keefe
his rowdy
comedy
one brought
of the rowdy
jointsradioof
speakeasy
days down
wich Village.
This inmanNewof York's
carefree,Greenimpolite jollities at the microphone is one of
radio's
paradoxical
characters.
Offstage, he is, in his way, something of
a scholar and intellectual. His reading
leans toward biography and history. It is
always astounding to see him gather with
other radio people after a broadcast and
hear him urging them to read, for instance,
Henry Mencken's heavy, lengthy, critical
American Lanand analytical work, Thi ra|)scallion
who
guage. This is the same 1' lying Trapeze
brought
The
Man
on
ilic
into American life.
Harry Von Zell, tlw announcer, works
on a number of conirdv programs — Fred
AUcii.
and 'lUtdd,not Phil
Baker
and lid SloofniK/lr
ll'vnii (us director,
announcer,
on the latter one). That /ki.s- started his
hobby of making amateur moz'ies along
stran(/e
He is lines.
collecting reels of oil his friends,
famous and not. makni.i lunny foccs. Xo
sense tocedes,it.but hecompletely
]oolisli.
Harry every
conroars ivith
laughter
time lie talks about the stunt or shows any
of the pictures. His leading attraction so
far, lie thinks, is Phil Baker.
Jimmy Melton is almost pathetic in his
great eagerness
succeed night
as master
ceremonies
on thattoSaturday
programof
he recently took over on an NBC network.
Jim's
but
next torealthat,ambition
he wouldis tolikesingto opera
get along
well in some job where he has a joke or
two to tell. When he began acting as
master of ceremonies on the Scaliest Program, he was impetuously calling all his
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friends, asking what they thought of him.
If they had missed the show, Jim's disappointment was very obvious. That's one
thing about Jimmy — he never can conceal
any disappointment, glee or annoyance.
He must speak up about it.
In ofhisjoUiness
anxiety,hasJim's
Saturdaysounded
night
spirit
occasionally
excessive. That excess of zeal is likable,
though, if you will just picture this boyish
man, working his head off on a style of
entertainment that he really does not need
to carry on his very successful career as
songster of radio and movies.
Notes at Random — Lanny Ross,
small way, collects first editions and
books. His press agent wanted to
out a story about that but Lanny
fer ed to keep it as a hobby, a private

Jack Pearl always has a crowd of adand f^i^•luls
and fillmiringhisrelatives
dressin,i;-i
> h ,in whd
t<i ( ixflock
rrlluwbackinafter
a
broadcast.
llis
i>
radin's
must
crowded
dressing-room
—
and
by
far
the
noisiest.
L'uan
Jackie Coogan likes the money he has
been getting from radin lately but it is nnt
really necdc
il; tl.r>
the
77,.' K,d with
incnceage (if
( and; we;
Charlie Chaplin, wli
iw in the enviable
position toofkeei
enough forin
his childhood
mfortably
the rest of his life.
Since the Jack litenny
in a over Jack's violin phn in;
rare of The Bcc has been published with the two
send radio comedians' pictures on the front cover
pre- of Schubert's classic.
-^.\RTHUR :\rASON
one.

ANNOUNCING THE WINNERS
Of the Lucille Manners Fashion Contest
Ellen Collins, Cliffwood, N. J., is awarded the violet corsage print gown, from
Dana de Paris, Radio City, New York.
June Dale, Pottstown, N. Y., is the winner of the black moire gardenia gown,
from Thea Sheehan, 22 West 51st St., New York.
Mrs. froin
JosephTappe,
A. McKay,
gown
17 West Denver,
5()th St.,Colo.,
New receives
York. the pastel flower-printed chiffon
Sharon Saum, Yankton, S. D., wins the black and blue silk crepe dinner dress,
from Greer's Town and Country Shop, R.C.A. Building, New York.
A Letter From Lucille
Dear Readers of R.\dio St.\rs :
hapf'v
and ic///(7i
llirilirdaf^f^rared
I icas atin March
the tremendous
number
of ]'oii
haterscan'tyi)uiinaijive
sent iiic/kt,'
in this
icniest,
R.adio Stars.
]'oiir help zcillyourhe letters
iiiraliiahle
2^'hat to wear for my Cities Service
ic/// inall
I'cdecidiiiii
aniytic/a/.T/j;/
abroadcasts,
success. and
I do thank \ou ivith
hciirl. inspiration in making tny career
My great regret is that, as in all cnntcsts, mily a fezv )jiay 2i'in. I do so it'ish
one ofreally
ymi gcllin,/
might hu:c
had yon
a fvirjc'.
fur wlicii
xour friends.
messages
Ievery
felt single
that I -MIS
lo kn,<:c
and tlial
e^v uvre/ read
/\Ts,>nal
may benetuvrk.
sure that I -anil be thinking of you as I sin(/ each I ridav cvcninn
on You
the NBC
Most sincerclv.

iVe been
hankering
for this flavor

1^

So have I. It's a flavor that
fairly melts on your tongue
—a fresh pep and tang that
sends a tingle right through
you. That tight-sealed package keeps the gum chockfull of freshness and flavor.
Your digestion is stimulated
too;when busy days demand
quick eating,chewBeeman's
Pepsin for digestion."
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BEAUTY

Quest... after the Bath
For all-day-long body
freshness, use Quest
for under arms. Prevents perspiration
offense; keeps you
dainty always; yet
or irritate the
does not clog pores
it docs
skin. And, being unscented,
of perance
fragr
the
up
cover
not
fume.
Quest.. .totally effective
on
Jjanitary Napkins
This is the
t«t for any key
deodorant powder!
Prove for yourself that Quest never faiirrsani^ry napk,ns-a.sures compl
ete personal
oniy 35c at drug counters everywhere.

he rcniiiKls you lliis niakc-up is for a
natural healthy skin. There are two natural
types of skin. One type of skin is af¥ected
with oiliness, large pores or hlackheads.
The other type of skin is the dry or
normal, these last two being in the same
classification
and requiring the same treatment.
The oily skin and the dry or normal skin
are Ixjth to be cleansed with a special
cleansing preparation — one that has long
been
for and
use inneckhospitals
on babies'
skins.famous
Tiie face
are very
thinly
covered—
no massage is necessary. If you
sup]
vvmt to know the name of this gentle
cleanser .'ukI the other preparations Mr.
Meadows recommends, I shall be glad to
m ( omfortably warm water and
o.-ip are the next step in tiie
cveninn's
for all.
the faceby
■ukI ni'ck routine
tlioroughly
and Wasii
then rinse
dipi>ing a towel in clear warm water and
thorouuhly remove all traces of .soap. Follow with a dash of cold water. Dry tlioroughly The dry and normal skins will then
be"
ready
for a good creams
lubricant. Twenty
vears'
Meadowsexperience
a good with
judge and hemakes
has Mr.
one
lubricant to recommend. A
grand
especially
lovely luxurious cream that is amazingly
moderate in price.
When you arise in the morning, you
apply a protective foundation that assures
your make-up the whole day. First, wash
your face with tepid water and soap, rinse
and dry.
a fragrant skinThen
tonic wet
and your
keep face
it wetwithwhile
you
.ire applying your special base cream. This

ADVICE

ntly with The Honeymooners.
IS done by placing a small dab of the base
cream on the nose, cheeks, chin and forehead— and then apply skin tonic to the
palm of your hand and work the cream in
from the center of the face outwards towards the ears, from the hairline on your
forehead down to just the turn of the chin.
Of course, as a make-up artist, Mr.
Meadows has carefully studied the application of color to the face. He says
rouge ates removes
contour
accentu-by
it. A fat face
can rather
be madethanthinner
blending your rouge in an up and down
direction. This will draw interest to the
center of the face and make it appear longer
and narrower. The thin face can be made
to appear rounder by applying rouge high
on the cheekbone ami far out on the side.
You blend the rouge inward toward the
nose and out toward the ears. Be very careful that you do not apply too much rouge
or leave too sharp edges. Mr. Meadows
says that, when you have applied your
rouge, you are not to worry if it looks too
red or blotchy. You correct this and remove
the harsh edges by drawing the palm of
your hand from where there is no rouge
intoMr.theMeadows
rouge area.says the eyes give the
face ninrt\ ])eictin of its expression, the
balance bemu lontrolled by the lips. He
says that
seventy
the
women
are fully
too white
aroundpercent
the eyesof and,
as a consequence, lose the allure and expres ion of the way
eyes. to shade the eye is as
The proper
follows : With the eye closed, apply shadow
to tiie eyelid with the finger tip, starting
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at tlie jwint nearest the nose and extending
along the lid to a point just past the outside
corner of the eye. Then blend this from
the eyelash to the eyebrow. Apply this very
lightly. Be sure it is blended evenly.
You are now ready to powder. Apply
your powder heavily, patting it well into the
base
cream.offThen
use a camel's
and brush
all surplus
powder. hair
Afterbrush
the
excess powder is removed, moisten a piece
of cotton with skin tonic and pat over the
face, and then pat dry with more cotton.
This will not remove the face powder, but
will set and freshen it. You will not have
to re-powder
all during
the day.
your
face
should atbecome
soiled
or aIf little
"greasy"withlooking,
just or
moisten
a bit andof
cotton
cold water
skin tonic
pat over your face and dry again. This will
remove the shine and the dust.
Be sure to remove all powder from the
eyebrows. This can be done with your
cleanser. Then take a well-sharpened eyebrow pencil and with short feathery strrikes
shape the brows into a frame for the eyes.
Cleanse your eyelashes and appl\- a little
mascara to the upper lashes — brushing upward. Mr. Meadows cautions you not to
apply too heavily.
Next you apply your lipstick. X<nv your
lips are the other ten percent of the face's
expression,
don'tlipsoverdo
the
shape ofsoyour
closelythem.
beforeStudy
you
apply the color. Draw^ a bow on the upper
and an arc on the lower lip. Take a very
small amount of your special cleanser and
spread over the lips, rubbing in until clr\ ,
careful upnot with
to smear,
can't
heBe covered
powderforor here
base itcream.
If the lips are too full, apply the lipstick
a little within the inner edge of the lips and
do not extend to the corners. If the lips
are too thin, apply a little over the outer
edge f the lips and extend to the corners.
The last step in the make-up routine is
one that so many women overlook — the
neck! Here Air. Meadows applies a fini>hing lotion — one that is waterproc^f and
protective. It prevents freckles, tan and
sunburn. No powder is necessary.
Now you are quite lovely — until you
smile! Are your teeth white and glistening?
Are they dull? You must brush your teeth
several times a day with a clean, strongbristled toothbrush. Mr. Meadows advocates the tooth powder — one that is soft
and fine yet cleanses and puts a very high,
sparkling gloss on the teeth. The stars that
he makes up use this powder, for they must
have bright teeth.
Mr. Meadows must leave you now — and
he wishes you permanent loveliness with
your permanent make-up.
Mary Biddle,
Radio Stars Mogazlne,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, New York
Please send me your gift sample offer
of lovely face powder.
Name
Address .
City
State.
P. S. Pleafeif youenclose
self-addressed,
stamped
envelope
wish
an
answer
to personal
lirolilems.

I'M TELLING YOO
NOTHING CAN COMPARE TO THE
TEX
PROTECTION OF KO

r

The sidesCAN'
of Kotex C
are cushioned
HAFE
0
in a special, Tsoft, downy cotton
to prevent chafing and irritation.
Thus Wondersoft Kotex provides
lasting comfort and freedom. But
sides only are cushioned — the
center surface is free to absorb.

By
test Kotex
(Dactual
CAN'T
FAILabsorbs many
times its own weight in moisture!
A specialevenly
'"Equalizer"
centerlength
guidesof
moisture
the whole
the
pad. Gives
"body"
not bulk
— prevents
twisting
and but
roping.
(Drounded
CAN'T
The
ends of SHOW
Kotex are flattened
and tapered to provide absolute invisibility. Even the sheerest dress reveals
no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.
3 TYPES OF KOTEX
ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE
Regular, Junior, and Super — for
different women, different days.
WONDERSOFT

KOTEX

AmadeSANITARY
from Cel/ucoffon NAPKIN
(not cotfon)

'
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11 TASTY FOODS
TO TEMPT HIS
APPETITE ★

Our. y

erco conre

'••Gre

Guard your
baby's health with these two
Safety Seals found only on—
HEINZ
STRAINED FOODS

Ken theMurray
Marlyn
("Mama,originating
that man'sin here
again!")andStuart
returnto
to
air inanda new
program,
Hollywood
coming
you over the CBS network on Wednesdays, at 8:30 p. m. EDST.
This pack of canines, In assorted sizes, causes many a laugh in the
new Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers movie musical for RKO-Radio Pictures,
Shall We Dance? it looks as if Fred and Ginger had their hands full!
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Floyd Buckley Popeye, fbe Sailor
THINGS
KNEW

I NEVER
TILL

ABOUT

NOW

BEN

I

BERNIE
(Continued from page 21)
about bright
everything,
showedevery
up inMonday
Rothstein's
office
and early
with
the dough.
-♦That he has a large farm in Florida,
where, among other things, he raises five
thousand chickens. (They (jet their praetice in laying eggs from z^'ateliing him.)
That he has a little dog named Killer,
The popch got its deadly name because it
once stepped on a cockroach. {Not Bernie.)
That his pet dislike is a woman politician.
That Bernie's
big ambition
is to combe a
writer.
scribblemanner.
sharp
ments iHe
n the wants
H. L. toMencken
That he loves fruit salad but he doesn't
like silk pajamas. {They don't like him,
cither!)
his "'yes
theThat
family,he bykepthaving
his son,man"Jason,rightmadein
a fourth assistant director on Wake Up
And
They Live.
had to {One
give meBernie
ttvo!) zcasn't enough.
That when the Santa Anita meeting
washed up, Bernie said : "I have the horses
right where they want me."
X H E B ^ ^«
That he's supposed to be crazy about
"swing," but really his favorite piece is
Stokowski's arrangement of Ave Maria.
That the only thing he can really do
well is play bridge. {He thinks!)
That he crihhed lines from the flicker
and used them on nis Droaacasts. {He gets
desperate!)
That he drove the scenarists nuts,
because every time he used a gag from
]]'ake Up And Live on his programs, the

^
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UlINX

I tlie
writers
liad to dig up new material for broadcasting.
show.
a "nicer" guy.)(Couldn't have hapl'ciied to
That director Sidney Laiifield had to
That he was lucky to be working at all I
teacli him to lead an orchestra 1 When the
prop man said: "What S(irl of baton does
he can't sing and he can't dance.
Mr. Bernie use?" one of us flipped: "Get HeThat
driesn't play his fiddle in the picture,
him an engraved Racing Form!"'
and yet lie gets co-star billing in IVake Up
And Lire. {The real star is Alice Faye!)
Thata Bernie's
was full
filchedof
from
Southern I'oa'.vii/i
culoncl accent
who was
That the beautiful night clulj sets which
silly-soup
w hen he traded repartee with the 20th
Old
Mcsstro.
Century-Fox built for him in the
picture have spoiled him so much, he thinks
slumming
when he goes to the real
That Bernie role in ]\\\l;c Vp And he's
Lize is that of himself. And tlie yap had hot spots.
to practice for three weel<s be lure he got
That he was in the Navy during the War.
the
down pat! (Dira'U, Spying
(Diywaycharacterization
!)
on spies. (,A)id he calls me a
tattle-tale!)
That the 20th Century-Fox fireman
That, in spite of all we have said about
kicked Bernie of? the set for smoking. You
can smoke during a scene, if the script him in our column and over the airwaves,
really is a great guy. He never
calls
it: \ou
can'talways
betweenexplained
takes. Bernie
Bernie,forw Inn
caught,
forgets a palfor— ifhim.he thinks that pal can do
something
that lie was relicarsing.

Are your eyes as thrilling as you would
like them to be? Do they fascinate men and
cast a spell of romance? You can make your
eyes sparkling and alluring so easily -- so
quickly -- with WINX Eye Beautifiers. A few
strokes of WINX Mascara, and your lashes
become long, dark, curling, silky. Your eyes
look large and starry in a I ovely natural way!
Be sure it is WiNX Mascara, for WINX is That he had to work sixteen hours a
And reports state he is quitting his orabsolutely harmless, non-smarting and tear- day, what with making the picture, play- chestra.
proof -- in solid, creamy, or liquid form.
ing at the Cocoanut Grove, rehearsing and
If you ask me, it probably is vice versa!
Your WiNX Eyebrow Pencil makes even
the scantiest eyebrows graceful and flattering. Atouch of WINX Eye Shadow, applied
to your eyelids, brings out the color of your
COLLEGIANS ARE GETTING
eyes and makes them sparkle tantalizinglyl
For eyes that men adore, start using WINX
today! In economical large sizes at drug
and department stores,SMARTER(Continued on /'diyr 23)
generous purse sizes
at all 1 0 cent stores.
"That seemed simple enough and the
I just said I didn't have any — and I got show
went on the air. A couple of numawa\'
with
it."
bers went on and Al turned to the glee
There's probably more to that story, I'll club, sitting
behind the two lads, and waved
venture it.! And
But inthat's
all Held
say them to begin.
about
the same
casualwill
fashion
The two boys made a wild
he mentions that he flew the air mail, after dash for the mike and we just managed
to stop them before they went into their
the War,louse, as abetween
Casa
Blanca
and
Toucivilian pilot for the French. acts. A little later, after an announcement,
"painting" your
"15ut I'm important now," he chuckles, he gave a hand signal to the band and
tlie youngsters dashed into action and
W^^^^^^ white shoes. Clean puffing up in mock pride. "1 must be — again
them white safely with Shu-Milk the\- won't
let
me flyto anytravel
more.
My con-I only the opening chords of the band stoptract
sa\s
I
have
by
train.
ped
them. Altogether," Held chuckled,
SEE PAGE 95
"they madeterpreted three
must be too precious to risk losing 1"
cues beforefalsetheystarts
reallyon gotmisingoYou've
probably
listened
to
his
radio
show, which is something of an amateur
ing. Then the funniest thing of all happened.
The
boy
who
was
doing
Bob
Burns
program
in sheep'sclothing?
clothing—Every
or should
say sheepskin
week,I never had worked before an audience, and
broadcasting from a difTerent college, the in rehearsals there had been, naturally, no
reaction to his comedy. But there in the
I'nr.sllv
utilizes individu.il
cullegc bands,
club^ and.S'li(i:e
\\li;itever
talentgleeis college auditorium we had six thousand
available at tlie school, and some of it lieople sitting. After one gag a tremenroared through the place, and
isn't always
bad at happening.
all. Funny things, naturally, this kiddous—laughinstead
are
of getting a kick out of
it— nearl\- fell o\'er backwards! The
"On
our
first
program,"
Held
says,
"we
had two kids doing impersonations of Wal- laugh nr,iil\ scind him off the air!"
ter Winchcll and Bob Burns. They were
Held doesn't tlinik crillegc youngsters are
clever, too, but had never been in front of basicall\- different from what they used to
1. Cannot irritate skin,
cannot rot dresses.
a microphone before and were naturally be. "The chani.;es," he says, "are mainly
nervous. On the night of tlie broadcast in habits and in general conditions. They
2. No waiting to dry.
I had to make many last minute cuts and are no longer rebelling frantically against
3. Can be used right after shaving.
changes in the show, changing their place Mid-Victorian standards, because the nein the routine too late for another re4. Stops perspiration 1 to 3 days.
ces ity for sucli rebellion no longer exists.
Prevents under-arm odor. A white,
hearsal. Al Miller, the prtjilucer of the On the contrary— now, i(la\ eollege boys
greaseless, vanishing cream.
show, said : 'You boys ignore the cue you and girls tend to con-n \,itiMn in thought;
a much
interest in poliwere using — your spot's been changed. Just they show
tics, current
eventsgreater
and economics
than
watch me and I'll give you a direct cue ;
Their attitude is, if anyARRID 39i a jar when I do, get right up to the mike, they didthing,l)elorc.
more
intelligent
than
back
in
the
quickly, and go into your act.'
82
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'20"s.collegians
They're ofnota necessarily
brighter
than
generation ago,
but
they seem to do more actual thinking. And
they've taken on a patina of sophisticathan tion
thatthat'sofconsiderably
the average more
alumnuspronounced
of some
years back.
"There will always be adolescent rebellion, I suppose.
It's the
very something.
nature of
adolescence
to fight
against
Maybe a form of exhibitionism, that takes
different forms, in different times. But
they're
still swell I kids
I really
mean
that. Naturally,
have— myand own
difficulties
with the show; the innumerable details and
arrangements,
me and
in theagency.
middle, But
between faculty,with
student
it's really been entirely pleasant and the
kids are grand."
"How did you happen to go on the
radio?" I queried.
and Held,
that's
all"They
there asked
was tome,"that.he grinned,
While John
Jr. has written humorous skits for the theatre, designed sets and costumes for such
productions as Comic Supplement, Americana, Page Miss Glory, and the American
Ballet Alma Mater, and has made numerous guest appearances on the air, this is
his
first regularfresh,
program.
He'scollege
trying tal-to
do something
using this
ent with a new slant and avoiding standard "radiobetechnique."
And heA insists
that
the show
in good taste.
production
man goes to the college selected, several
weeks ahead, to line up talent; Held arrives a couple of days before the broadcast. "And theusually,
show,"about
he says
happily,
put together,
fifteen
minutes"is
before we go on the air, or sometimes
while
on the air." six feet tall, with
Heldwe're
is practically
grayed
sandy
but still there.hairHe that's
runs tothinning
broguesa andbit
tweeds and has a ruddy complexion which,
in a questionnaire, he described as beautiful. Not regarding himself as a particularly good-looking man, he delights in
heaping extravagant compliments on himself, as, when answering one question about
television, he said : "I look forward to it
— because
I'm so has
prettythe!"Connecticut farm
He no longer
where he used to raise horses, but he has
a ranch in Utah where his parents now
live and a house in New Orleans, which is
home to him now, where his wife, baby
daughter and three adopted children live.
He admits to being a pushover for puppies,
and to having written three novels and
three books of short stories, and when
asked whether he thought radio marriages
were happier than usual professional tieups, he said he never had heard any married
radios complain.
Though best known for his work as a
cartoonist and humorist artist, he has always been interested in fine art and is a
sculptor and water-colorist. And radio,
which to most entertainers means settling
down in one place for a spell, keeps John,
Jr. hopping about over the country. He
hopes to do a Louisiana college soon, so he
can get home.
He's and
exceedingly
most verve,
of the never
time,
works
plays withbusyzestful
misses a chance for a laugh and seems to
have a perfectly swell time doing it. And
we might close with his advice to others
considering a radio career. It is:
"Get a sponsor."

MAKE-UP
REVOLUTIONIZED!

LADY ESTHER ANNOUNCES TWO, NEW
By
MAGICAL
SHADES OF FACE POWDER!
Two Amazing New Shades That Are Liter- the
creates
gay beauty
that is preser\'ed under
most a glaring
sunlight.
ally Transforming in the Beauty They Give
A Romantic Shade for Night
You Under the Most Searching Sunlight
or the Unkindest Artificial Light!
Nihte is primarily for night-time wear. It is a
romantic shade, suggestive of moonlit waters
and soft music. It casts a pearly radiance about
you. It gives your skin a transparent look, as if
moon shone through it. It creates a soft
Two new shades of face powder, the like of the
ethereal beauty that can challenge the most
which you have never before seen!
unsympathetic
artificial light.
Two new shades that give face powder a
At My Expense
magic that has never before been known!
To look at these shades in the box you would These new face powder shades and their effect
just think them two new strange shades of face can no more be described than can a radiant
powder. You would never imagine them to have dawn or a glorious sunset. They have to be seen
any man elous efTect.
be appreciated.
I offerin toAmerica.
send a
But they are literally transforming! They do toliberal
trial supply That's
to everywhywoman
Just send me your name and address and by
things for you that face powder has never been
known or dreamed to do. (I do not merely return mail you will receive generous packets
claim this, I have proved it on the skins of more of both Daye and Nihte shades. Try on each
than 10,000 women.)
shade, Daye during the day and Nihte at night.
These shades impart the full magic of color. See what each does! Step up your appearance,
They do not confine themselves to your skin or your whole appeal. You will be more than suryour face. They extend themselves toyourwhole
prised and delighted with what your mirror
personality. They definitely flatter. They defi- shows you and your friends tell you.
Mail
today for your free packets of
create ofa new
" YOU "of! my new coupon
Theynitelyare"glamor-ize."
striking They
examples
the power
Daye and Nihte shades of face powder.
color!
FREE
A Dramatic Shade for Day
Lady Esther. 2010 Ridge Avenue. Evanston, lUino
Daye
and
Nihte
I
call
these
new
shades
of
Please send me trial packets of your (wo
mine.
powder shades. Dave and Nihte.
Daye
is
primarily
for
da)-tinie
wear.
It
is
a luscious golden tone, magical in its effect.
It is a dramatic shade. It is young and exciting. Itgives you the freshness of a Spring
mom, the glow of the heart of a rose. It
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IT'S MY
theBn'deto be,
and tfie Bride of
comes Blossoms
the Bride" —. . .their
and youdelicate
think
of■"Here
Orange
loveliness,
andis Bo-Kay
subtle fragrance.
In per-[>^^^
feet
keeping
Orange
Blossom
Talcum
— feather-textured,
refreshing,she
silky-smooth
— the romantic product
will
want
later,
too.
to
keep
that
"bridalday-freshness" always!

t

trcoM^rnedinouttencen
Jacksonville, Ho-

icr
attractive package.

\J0b

The Superfine Talc Tests
backs of your hands.and
satin-smoothness,
freedom from
i

Talcum

ATTENTION/

For that smart and well-groomed look . . . look to
your
your WIGDER
brows tooTweezers.
heavy? "Twceze"
cut
theeyebrows!
extra hairsAre with
Are they
uneven?
into
line.
TheseWIGDER
tweezersTweezers
work quickly
like a bring
charmthembecause
they'recialasFinger-Rest
carefullyGripmadewithaslight,
a finefirmwatch.
spespringTheirtension
makes "tweezing" quick
and agreeable.hence
The hairs
jaws
are
come"criss-crossed"
out easily. to give a Onfirmsalegrip—
and
and 10at allcentdrugstores.
NAIL FILES TWtEZERS «NAIU CLIPS « SCISSORS

HUMBLE
OPINION{Continued from page 15)

and exhausting f>crfonnanee, a mob of people surge upon them and ask for autographs: When the function is ivell-attended,
there are thousands of people present and
it is uii'cise to do our auloiiraph unless
you are resianed to (/iriiio many of them.
People
are sometimes
heedless. leliile
I're
been approaehed
for anrvr\'aniouraph
a sho7C a-Yi.s- proiiress and Ihe person
desirii}g the aulonraph has. in lull view of
the
me tofor a it.eliild,
I're that
had toto
pointnudiciice,
ont. as ashed
I leoidd
!li:e if tlien i.'onid he to start a stampede
by other autiuiraph seekers and thus ruin
the perfi>nnanee of the appearina artist.
Stupid,
isn't it:'' ]'et it happens time and
time again.

public esteem, notoriety and achievement
as well as that vague something called
personality, affect the price of an autograph. Here are a few quoted:
.S'hakespeare~$l,000,000 and up
Miis.folini~$30
Lindbergh— $10
Joe Louis (prize fighter)— $2
Most r. S. I'iee Presidents— $2
r. .S'. Cabinet
Grade
Allen— $1M ember.'!— $1
Shirley
Temple—
20c. I was traveling
A?, I read
this article
through Texas on a summer tour. A smile
came over my face as I wondered if I were
listed. I turned the page and there, on the
last line, it informed me that : "Rudy
only worth
dime."on
was notautograph
only the islowest,
but thea last
If I am approached by one person in IVallee's
the direct view of others, I usually say, the
list. Therefore — Don't ask me for my
autograph!
quietly but firmly: "Please excuse me now
from autographing; if I do one I'll have
to do them all, and if I do them, I'll be
Paderezvski's
SaturdayMr.Evening
Post, /lifeicasstory
struckin
here until tomorrow morning." That theReading
generally appeals to the common-sense by his account of trouble rcith the critics,
and fair play of even the most peremptory when his fingers icerc infected, making it
autograph seeker and I rarely have any difficult for him to play. Taking to task
more trouble in that respect. When some- a man suffering from an infected finger
one from the crowd around the platform icas IhuI enoiK/h, but one critic, a Mr.
requests it early in the evening, I point Philip Hale of Boston, ohjeeted to Mr.
out quietly to that individual and those I-\idereieski's hair! Since lehen has it b.cen
around her or him (and there are plenty zvithin tlie pro-oince of a critic to object
of "hims"
who to are
to one'shis hair'
that
I am there
work autograph-minded)
and to direct and liked
playing,Andbut thewhenotherthecritic
policywhoof
that it would be unfair to those who expect the paper for ichieh he Zi.'as writing
me to perform, to neglect the band and the changed, found it necessary la lu^ unkind to
microphone by autographing. I ask that Mr. Padercicski. ^hat rj him.' I am not
one to wait until the evening is over and
on tlie snl'jeel of erilics. heeause
I promise them that after all the rest who "heppeii"
progressing
ui mynicely
careei'.despite
ami
have not thought about an autograph have Imyamcompany
ami 1ini'cly
are doing
gone from the hall, I will take on all brickbats I lurve received at the hands of
comers.
unfriendly critics. .Since the beginning of
}ny success in T>2'> I hare struggled on,
It has happened that Innulreds of people conznnced, for the most part, that that
wlio are ahscnt-niindedly wanderinf^ home, species of man known as a CRITIC (critcus indatorious ), is not only uunecctsary,
notice
that nothin<>
I am fiivinii
and, having
l)etter lait
in <l(i,anto.e'raphs,
rush over but that people rarely pay attention to their
and stand
a.sk furforit.an Thus
lia\x- aIx hard
en keptdanceon opinions. .Ind I'm not lliinking of Abie's
the
hour Iafter
Irish Rose 'which ran for fvve years ivhen
with ni>- feet aehin.y frdni standing for all the critics panned it.
Inmrs ,-ind my cncs in need of rest and JierLet me reiterate — I'm not soured on
hajis a dri\e of several luin<lre(l-, ni miles them. I'm amused at their delusions of
hack to New York or m\ next deslin.ition grandeur
and the inborn sense of superiority ofsome of them. .-Ind the poor press
staring me in the face. l'>ut ]Kiiple rarely,
if ever, give thought to the feelings of art- agents, 'who hang on their ei'cry move and
ists who entertain them.
•word, are killink me to piece-ess!
column of fifteen years
.Sorry. Mr. IVinchell. I've become in- ago,In thea Variety
following item anent Jack Benny
trospeeti'ie
I didn't
about
myselfagain.
this ivay
. . . mean to talk (then appearing at the Riverside Theatre)
appeared: "The act went over nicely, but
A short time ago, in Readers Digest, Benny is advised to dress better." This
there appeared an article on autographs in is amazing to me because I recall Jack's
which the price of those of departed or appearance
in Metro
Goldwyn
Hollywood Revue
of -1929
(one- Mayer's
of the
still-living people were listed. These auto- first
talkies made by M-G-M), in which, I
graphs arc for sale by firms who make it
their business to sell autographs. It must thought,
he was one
of thetoday
best-dressed
in pictures.
At least
Jack is
be quite obvious to any student of eco- men
nomics that the price of any commodity, or listed as one of the five best-dressed men in
even signature, is regulated by the law of America, by vote of the Tailors' Guild.
supply and demand. That is, the fewer
the specimens of that particular autograph,
And to tliuse people who say the public
the higher the price. Of course, supply is fickle, it ninst (.mic as a surprise to
and demand do not regulate it alone, for learn that Jack I'.enny has been one of the

RADIO STARS
most successful men in the entertainment
workl during tlie past ten years !

"Jazz is classical music gone on a spree"
"Jazz is a form of music played in inharmonious ti'ues" music played in ragtime
"Jazz is popular
'icith lack of harmony"
"Jazz is music played to the umcrilti-n
note and to each iiulividual player's interI^Fi'iiil
the time"some of these in detail
\\\- ii'iiwillof discuss
in Hut
I'ulurt'fromissuestheofpaucity
Radio ofStars.
kttcrs on the
subject of jazz and its dclinition. I can
the
followm-:
onlv
surmi- ; coluiiiu in tins widely-read
1. Thai
is read hy ,.,;/v i; jeie of its
ill othor loonls — as a eolitmnreaders- aood haiidL-adrr! (Better ,/ive
}iic the r. Mr. liditor!)
2. That
th, sid\ieol proicil loo lough, once
is I. I'mstarted
you
to ihink a! oil a leo,
had hern using :oith s-i much assi
'I'liat you don't liko to erile Idle
less you can criticise so letliiihi 01
or the other — or unh
something.

Here's phonograph
a radio station
in a saying
large city,
playing
records,
that
all of them arc "played by John MacDoe
and hisof scintillating
music," iszvlirn,
matter
fact, John MacDoe
miy sc!as i\fa
discs ivhich the program director ilccidcs tn
select
transcription
A'ol
contentfrom
zvilh thebarely
nii:utioningscr:-ice.
the name
of the real recording artist, here is a case
of pure humbug!
It seems almost incredible that the CaliExchange
latedforniaan adFruit inGrowers'
which they
state has
that circutheir
oranges are superior to Florida oranges.
There have been, especially in motor car
advertisements, insinuations that the adwas superiormakes,
to, let's
other morevertised carexpensive
etc.say,Butthree
this
isof the
first
ad
I've
read
where
the people
one section of the country publicly
and
with brazen effrontery make, in advertisements, derogatory statements concerning
the products of another locality. This
calls
of "Shame!"
We forhavea cry
enough
state jealousy without
the jealousy of whole sections of the country. It was just such a rivalry that prolonged the Civil War.
Would you like to read some of the
brilliantin?definitions
that music
have
come
Must say ofjazz"jazz"
is peppy
created tor dancint;. and must be "loud."
"Jacc
"Jazz isis the
Hell"negro icav of plaxing"

Here's Ianother
thought onthatFunsound
In Theas
Studio:
hear broadcasts
though it had been grimly agreed to put
on a great big smile, to pep it up and to
make enthusiasm and good cheer. Now, I
have no quarrel with the attempts of people to carry on when they feel blue or ill
or
the old
Mustunhappy.
Go On That's
tradition.
But The
theseShow
jingoists who go off into peals of demoniacal
laughter at something mildly funny or who
take simple titles and thoughts to make
them so important that one feels like say-

MELT Flak in ess Away —
in One Application
DULL and (lead {....king. ,.r light ;ui.l
shiny . . . Dry .skin n.-.ds lli.- Ihili. rv
of powder! Yet powder jusi u on' i ii k I o i i !
Try softening
dry. " ligiil
" skin Then
a fcprato/y//c
creamthat(Vanishing
Clream).
see how beautifully your skin takes powder!
A distingnislied dermatologist explains
this
instant
lias the
abilitysoftening:
lo melt "Aawaykcratolytic
dried -out,cream
dead
surface cells. Then tiie smooth, underlying

cells apfiear, moist and young. The skin
liikes on a fresh, softened appearance iiistanll\. \ anishing Cream regularly applied
also prr.'irrves the softness of the skin."
I se Pond's Vanishing Cream for more
than ^
ju^t holding y«)ur
powder.wonders
You'll find
ityourdoes
for
skin. loo.
For overnight — Apply
after cleansing. Not
greasy. It won't smear.
Lady Smiley
"I use asa
Pond's
VanishiniiIt
Cream
foundation.
holds powder on so lonft!"

ing, in the Martha Raye tradition, "Oh
-♦Infectious pep aufl that certain magnetic
somctliin? that malsc a dull party or sliow
dilVrrcnt from a lively, liap])_\- >aw arc comBoy!" pounded of maii.\- factors, chief of which
is the (pialit>- of the material. .Ml the jingo
selling in the world will not make a bad
jiiece of material sound good. Then, too,
the artists theniselxes iiinst be people who
have that eert.nn - imelhiiig that distinguishes the clod from the genius.
Xoie even when these tzvo ingredients
are well observed there may still he lacking
a■lecalhcr,
ccrlain other
es|)rit times
ile corps,
.S'oiiiclbe lines
it's the
it may
an accident
ill III,' stiiilio thai jiisl iloes sometliing to
evcryhody. making the shozv a success.
But to resolve grimly to be funny or gay
reminds me of people I've seen at parties,
who put paper hats on their heads, blow
horns and when the music becomes lively
jump up, and, holding hands, sing Ring
Around The Rosy. Meanwhile telling
themselves by this ritual that they MUST
have a good time. When they leave they
tell their host and one another that they
had a SIMPLY SWELL time, when down
inside they know they didn't enjoy it at
all.
drunkof won't
it, either.
I've
held Getting
the heads
too domany
unhappy
drunks who thought that they could forget
by
getting
tight. Troubles
havejusta way
of pervading
even thesomehow
deepest
alcoholic daze and reminding the victim
that they are still with him.

For ofprotection
longup!hours
out
doors. \our— ^pp'y
skin wonbefore
t rough
For fiakiness — A film of Pond s Vanishing Cream smooths fiakiness away. Makeup goes on perfectly. Slavs.
Kiir.li 8-piece package conluiniiif:
g_Pjg^g|C '''»M>''^-l)ept.yRS-VF.CIit.ton,Coun.
l'a«K.a«
( ,.,..,,„ jicnerous samples of 2 oilier
Pond's
CrcMiiia
ami
of Pond's Face
Powder. I enclose lOf.5 fordilTerciil
postageshades
and packing.
Name
Slrerl
Copyright, 1937. I'ond's Extract85Company
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CHASING

FOR FRANK
(Continued from j^agc 39)
deniably good-looking and with no signs of
ami said : "Wc may as well go around, for that inflated
ego that feminine adulation so
lanulis, and see what happens."
frequently brings. Women like Frank
Though
it
was
obviously
a
case
of
mistaken identity, the two boys walked armind Parker's voice, and I am reliably informed
to the theatre. It was sumiiKr, and the that women like Frank Parker. He's boyish
iiuge baggage doors on the stage were open enough to appeal to the maternal type ;
enough to palpitate the hearts of
to the street. Hesitantl\-. ihey stood look- handsome
the youngsters and his voice carries a roing in,osity
Frank
with backstage
a youth's natural
10^ FOR BEAUTY
mantic appeal to most other feminine classiabout the
world. curiHe
have missed. You might
Be the girl
at theabout.
partyHave
the apeople
hadn't the faintest notion of seeing the expect suchfications Imay
a young man to be a bit bored
member and talk
gorgeousre- stage
manager
the proffered
job — wlien
wave at little expense.
the agent
who hadfor greeted
him happened
by, with women, but Parker's attitude is remarkably normal. He likes girls ; goes
him there, gave him another effusive
Used by saw
DR. ELLIS
"hello" and took him to the dance director. around
with
them, butmarried.
hasn't any particular
plans about getting
Millions
E,.r„h,r. WAVE SET
wasBefore
hired you
as acould
chorussayboy"J.forJ. Sliubert,"
Little Nelliehe
"Nobody," he says, "wants to marry me."
Buy a large 10c bottle in the Kelly. "It was all for lauglis," Frank says. \\'hich is to be taken with a small barrel of
green and
black everywhere
carton at cosbig picnictoforgetme.by, Ibecause
wasn't amost
dancer,of salt, in case it gives any feminine reader
metic counters
. . . "JustI amanaged
ideas. What
really making
means ismoney
that he's
in Drug or 5 and lOi stores. but
workinghe hard,
and
us youngsters had learned a little waltz young,
Get a bottle today — see how- clog — it was during the Pat Rooney imita- having fun and sees no reason for attempteasyful iitt leaves
is to use
—
how
beautiing
to
alter
such
a
satisfactory
status,
for
tion
period
—
and
a
little
rough
buck.
So
I
your hair !
which no one can reasonably blame him.
like danced and had a lot of fun doing it.
theWave
stars! your
You own!
can do Look
it better,
He's
been
in
love
—
innumerable
times,
by
"I worked in several shows: No Other
quickerWaveand Set.
cheaper with Dr. Girl. Marjorie and No, No Nanette. I his own admission. But apparently never
Ellis
wasn't a very smart picker though. When drastically
enoughwhat
to "take."
So, ashimin and
his
life sends
No Other Girl came along, I was also of- work, he takes
SPECIAL OFFER
manages to be well content. And incidentTowill introduce
Dr.
Ellis
Oil
Nail
Polish
Remover,
we
f
e
r
e
d
a
job
in
Rose
Marie.
It
didn't
sound
to me, and I turned it dow n in favor
post paid
given the impression that Frank
name,mailaddress
and alOtfullto size bottle for lOf. Send ofso good
the other show. So No.'ie .Marie ran five Parkeral y, ifI've
doesn't take his work seriously, let
DR. ELLIS SALES CO., INC. years, and my show closed in nine weeks ! me hasten to correct it.
600 Second Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Metaphysicians have said that there is
minor heard
parts,meafter
awhile,
one
Canadian Address: Toronto, Ontario
day"I a gotdirector
singing
and and
offered
such a thing as striving too hard for someme a small singing part. That was with
; ambition
a too tight
"mentalmakes
grip"it onmorean
sometimes
the late Kvelyn Hoey in the Greenwich idea orthingthat
Presto/ sAe qotherman
difficult
of
achievement
than
merely
trustwhen she swifchedfo Hush, Vilhuie
ing to fate and a reasonable application to
"You follies."
mean," I asked, "you didn't particularly strive for a singing part ?"
puttingtoo,
it roughly.
And there'sin
other ;angle,
without bringing
"No — with
I likedme.to Ihit
sing.untilIt'sthen
always
been the desire
natural
[ figured
: Many persons strive fiercely
my being in show Inisiness was a big picnic, metaphysics
for something, only to find, too late, that
they are better equipped for a different line
and I'd stay in until they got wise to me.
"I wanted to travel, too. But practically of endeavor. Well— Frank Parker had his
experiences with the entertainment
every
got into stayed
in New spending
York." first
world when he was still young enough to
This, show
when I thousands
of actors,
years on tlie road or in the sticks, long for have no well-formed ideas about his future.
a chance at a Broadway show. But Frank He was fortunate in that there was no
Parker wasn't a spoiled \dnn'4sti r — it was had a homenecessity
careerable— heto
with his behind
folks, andhis was
more the niirmal ini|)ulM- ..| a \ ..ung fellow economic
toseemget possible
around and
the worhl.
bit when ofjobs
offto himsec that
anyone Ittookdidn't
his pick andered.choose
And beinga relieved
the were
necessity
work in the theatre seriously ; more of a for taking
any
sort
of
job
to
keep
alive,
lark than anytiiing else. And some very
fine work in many fields has been done that
way. Frank did all right.
He got into radio the same sort of way.
A friend was taken suddrnl\ 111 and asked
Frank to substitute for Imn. I'dithely, as
a friendly gesture, Frank did. and bis first
radio appearance was singing opposite
Hope
Hampton.
He's three
never weeks,
Ixen ofTnever
the air
since for
inore than
on
a sustaining program, and— this alone
should make his claim to fame secure —
never had a theme song 1
The La Palina program was his first big
commercial and his five years with the A &
P Gypsiesmirers.won
radio proadTwo yearshim ona thelegion
JackofBenny
gram left him firmly cemented as a radio
personality as well as a singer with a re- A connedian takes his ease! Jack
markably attractive voice.
10^ 25* 50*
He's a quiet, amiable young man, un- Ookie, of Oakie's College, at home.
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(Left fo rlghf) Parkyakarkus. Betty
Grable and Joe Penner, in RKORadio's New Faces of 1937.
means a great deal in show business. Frank,
himself, admits that that helped his career,
enabling him to avoid the wrong sort of
engagements
that might
got him nowhere, ordctinitely
injuredhave
his chances.
But when he saw that singing was to be
his life work, he made the most of it. After
his first engagement as a dancer, he spent
his spare time picking up tap routines to
make himself competent. And when he
had been singing on the air awhile, he
studied voice — again to make the most of
it— to the extent of a few months in Italy
and many lessons with American teachers.
It hasn"t
back,
waitingbeenfor just
successa question
to drop in ofhis lying
lap.
There's
another
story
about
Frank Parker that illustrates current
his philosophy
of "be
ready" — Heas received,
well as a atsidelight
his
character.
one time,on
many siletters
from
a
young
man
sted that he could sing better than who
Parkerin— if he only had a chance. Finally he became abusive, and wrote that Parker ozvcd
him a chance. Nothing daunted, Frank
wrote back that he would absent himself
from the
the unknown
followingprodigy
Tuesday's
and
allow
to take show
his place,
telling him to report to rehearsal at ten
o'clock.
nonchalantly, Parker didn't
go
to the And
rehearsal.
At ten, frantic calls brought Frank to
the
Unknown
shownstudio.
up. The
An hour
and aTenor
half hadn't
later,
while the rehearsal was on, the door slowly
opened and a very scared, slim young man
appeared, on shaking legs, and asked for
Frank Parker.
"Oh — there you are," Frank greeted him.
"We were waiting for you."
"I j-j-just came to apologize, Mr.
Parker," the chap said. "I — I couldn't do
it." And he scuttled out.
"If that fellow had been ready," Frank
says, "he would have had his chance. But
he Frank
wasn't."is five-feet-ten inches tall ; his hair
is dark, his eyes gray and his slow smile
shows very
nice teeth.
spaghetti, swimming,
dancing,He'spolofondandof singing. He sings as he likes, with no conscious
efTort
any specialwitheflfcct
it's a natural
form offorexpression
him,; wliich
may be
one reason why listeners find his voice so
attractive.
"It's the only thing I can do," he said.
"My chances in the theatre and in radio
just happened to me. But if I hadn't had
them, I don't know what else I might have
done. Singing is the only thing I know."
I should say he's doing all right.
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FACTS OF THE
(Continued from page 25)

For the first few days of the trial. Dave
stayed away. He had a cold. When he did
~!m\v up he was jittery and most unIn court for the first time, a reporter
tiered him a cigarette. Rubinoff fumbled,
liropped it, and gave up in despair, saying:
"l can'twondering.;
smoke. I ifcan't
anything.
just
keep
the dopeople
who Ilisten
to me over the radio actually believe all
those things I'm being accused of at this
trial."
At about this point Peggy's lawyer pulled
amarriage
real tear-jerker.
told Ik-ah<iut
of a >\v^nHe time
tore,Pc.us.x's
.\iter
her sad experience with RuhinutY, it seems,
she met a fine young man who loved her
and begged for her hand in marriage. Slie
married him. For five months ihcy lived in
bliss in their little Manhattan love nest.
Then, one day, he found out about Rubinoff !
His Peggy had known anollicr man!
Peggy tried to explain. l^iit her young
husband — so ardent, so Iniim, jii^t a lew
hours before — was mad with jealousy and
shame. He would not even li^tnl to her.
He beat her up, leaving her with a broken
nose and a broken heart.
Peggy wept stiftly while her lawyer told
this
story. She wouldn't
name of
the disillusioned
young reveal
husband,the however.
Hadn't she
caused
him
enough
sorrow
already? He must be left out of it.
Peggy's lawyer turned to the jury and

RUBINOFF

cried: "Gentlemen, she deserves half a
million
dollarsbad!" for Rubinoff !
It looked
But even at that moment, aid was coming
to the violinist. Aid from old \'irginny.
For Peggy's
to stand
up at all,wasof
course,
she had case
to swear
that Rubinoff
the first man she had known intimately.
Now, up from Virginia, came word that
Peggy had run off from home, when she
was
but a kid, and married a boy
namednothing
Tom duinan.
At hrst Peggy contended it was her cousin
— a girl also named Pauline Taylor — who
had married Tom. But, under the pressure
of cross examination, faced with witnesses,
she linally broke down and admitted the
early marria.ge was a fact.
According to Pegg\-. it was one of those
child about
marriages
been reading hadso
much
latel\-._\<iu've
Her mother-in-law
rescued her from the bridegroom immediately after the ceremony. Peggy had been
sent hack home,
her marriagealongneverthe consum ated. And somewhere
line
there must lie ,i record of an amuilhuent.
Pegg\' ;in(l her lawyer were gi\en time
oft' to run down to \'irginia and look for the
record.ginia tripThey
find it.
Virendedcouldn't
in a fiasco
and Their
they were
obliged to return to New York without
the proof of annullment.
Back in New York, Peggy was without
the important annullment document. But

Be Sure to get your copy of
wonderful New Dance Book
by ARTHUR MURRAYWorlds Greatest Dance Instructor- Learn the
Latest Dance Steps from this Expert—
o
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CASE!

she had her father. A man of the hills, tall,
lank and bewildered, he had left his job as
a water carrier on a IVPA project, and
come up to help his little girl.
actually.to But
he Pappy
lent a wasn't
lot of much
color help,
and interest
the
trial. cence,
He and did
swear
to
his
daughter's
innoto the unfulfillment of her childmarriage.
dates
very well. But
Afterhe all,couldn't
Peggy remember
was his eighth
child, and it was a little hard to keep them
straight. At one point, according to reporters, Pappy unwound his long, lean
frame, shifted to his feet, and said in disshoulda
brought
As gusta: "Imatter
of fact,
it beganmyto shotgun!"
seem that
Pappy's
presence,
along
the touching
story of the child-marriage,withmight
heighten
s\-mpathy
strengthen
Peggy's
cause.was
Just then,andhowever,
another
surprise
sprung ! Peggy's
husband name
— the disillusioned young second
man whose
she
wouldn't
— wasLaRocco.
brought into
He wasdivulge
Michael
He court.
was a
tombstone salesman.
Michael was highly indignant about
Peggy's story that he had beat her up over
the
Said heher: "It's
a lie.
The Rubinoff
only time affair.
I ever socked
was when
she took my car, when I was out of town,
then went
on to say that Peggy
andLaRocco
got a couple
of tickets."
had been a big disappointment to him,
anyhow. In the first place, Peggy kept
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Iicsrsing him to buy her a piano. Which he
finally did. "Then." says he "I find out
sheRight
can't oneventopplay
!" disappointment, said
of that
I.aRocco: "I want da beautiful blue-eyed
baby, but I find out she couldn't have any
children."
Listeners were particularly interested in
this comment, because Peggy had blushingly
contended
love that
for
her cooled earlier
rapidly that
whenRubinoff's
she told him
she was going to become a mother.
The case was getting pretty complicated
— now, what with Pappy, the tombstone
salesman, and the child-marriage — and the
judge had to rap more often for order.
It wasin because
first marriageas —a
down
Virginia Peggy's
— was established
fact and no annullment was ever found,
that the tjudge
disconinuance of the finally
case. directed
Xew Yorkthe tabloids
carried headlines in tall letters; ''RUBIN0/-F itinwas all
X Sl-over for Dave.
But not for Peggy.
A worried little woman, with three small
children, came into the courtroom to say
that Michael LaRocco was her husband, and
had been for several years. Then came the
arrest of Mike and Peggy on a bigamy
charge. Both were tossed into jail.
Peggy herself
wept because
wouldn't
letInherjail.pretty
up, andtheybecause
the
food was so terrible, and wondered why
friendson didn't
bail her she
out.thought
With plenty
oflicr time
her hands,
over
the whole case and was quoted as having
made this comment on it :
"We done it the wrong way. A lot of
heels gave me some wrong advice." It

Joe Penner as a hot dog vender!
seems
she decided
she shouldn't
have have
sued
for breach
of promise.
She should
charged that Rubinoff attacked her under
promise of a career.
Friends
say RubinofT
isn'tDave
worried.Rubinof?
As a matter
of fact,
would sohave
the case
hadn'tto
ended
— thatpreferred
instead that
of being
allowed
be discontinued by the judge, it had actually
gone to the jury, and twelve of his peers had
pronounced
guilty." who would
There is nohim:
man "A'ot
on Broadway
have hated a case like this more than Rubinoti did. Sensitive, highly-strung, passionatel}- fond ofof themusic
beauty, theto
sordidness
case andwas allunbearable
him. He's
never Broadway
denied that they
he likes
girls.
Around
teaselovely
him
because he wants to be seen with gorgeous
beauties. Friends say he has a whole desk
fullXaturally,
of girls' pictures.
there are occasional rumors of

toClearupyourSkinf

his being engaged or married — unfounded
rumors which alwa\ s distress him. He has
I'll 11 m.iMud tv, iirst wife, whom
111- .I'liiud ,111(1 with whom he was very
liapi)y. (lied. His .second wife left him
when they mentally
decided
they were
unsuited.thatWhen
it is temperarecalled
that he was sued by her for not keeping an
agreement to give her a quarter of his income, itmust be remembered that in the
two >cars after it is claiinrd that he made
promise.
iiioomrlikeleaped
from
athatmodest
sum toDa\c'>
something
a hundred
and tliirly tltotisand a year. He reached an
agreement with lier. (|nietly, out of court.
It is an ironic note that while he was in the
courtroom
on Peggv'swascharges,
Blanche Morcland,
tossed hisintoex-wife,
jail in
Chicago on a careless driving charge.
Those who know Rubinoff well say that
if he ever felt a girl had an honest claim on
him or needed his help, he would be prompt
in aiding her. Certainly he has the reputation for being one of the most generous
men
on Broadway.
It's a Dave
well known
fact
that during
the depression
came home
nearly everyemployednight
with
three
or
four
unmusicians he had picked up and
brought home for dinner. His cook was exasperated, until she got the idea of just
regularly preparing a meal for four extra
And a few years ago, when Dave sent
people.
his family back to Russia on a visit, the
only
made teacher.
was : "BeIf sure
look uprequest
my oldhe music
he isandin
need,
let
me
know."
The
old
musician
now fixed for life, thanks to Rubinoff. is
It's like
ratherthathard
withI a
heart
lettingto imagine
a pretty agirlmansuffer

BeaGood

Dancer/
BUT, LDU AND
- YOU'RE
SLENDER
LIGHT SOON
>OU 006MT
TDYOURBE DANCER
AFEETBEAUTIFOU

OM, 1 OONT 6ETASKEO OUT ENOUSW
sJO KEEP UP WITH THE
I STEPS — THE?E
^PtMPLES
— THE1
f 90RT
A 6IRCSOF CRAMS
SVfi£

LOU-1 HEARD LATELY

OAV AND KEEP rr OP
siNGUE
TO
ASKEO MEbZS^X^

GET THIS FREE FLEISCHIVIANN
DANCE CARD FROM YOUR GROCER
your grocer has no Dance
Don't nowwaitto save
another day! Startfor IfCards,
right
save your 81 labels and
the wonderful bookyeastof labels
20 dance send them
in an envelope, or
lessons by Arthur Murray!
pasted up on ploin paper.
This book is not for sale. The
Address
envelope
containing
otily
way to get
copy is with labels to Fleischmann's
Fleischmann
Yeasta labels.
701 Washington Street, New Yeast,
York
Just eat 3 cakes of Fleisch- City. And be sure to include your
name
and
address.
(This
offer
mann's
Yeast
daily
for
27
days.
Save the label from each cake. good until August 31st, 1937.)holds
Paste these on the free Fleisch- (Details of curing Dance Book differ sligh
mann Dance Card you can get
vest
and grocer.)
in Canad
?rs or ofaskDenver
your local
from your grocer. Send it in.

Dr. R. E. Lee, well-known physician, says:
"STICK TO IT, and Fleischmann's Yeast will
help to correct ADOLESCENT PIMPLES."
• Important glands develop after the start of
adolescence — from about 13 to 25 years of age
— and final growth takes place. This disturbs
the entire system. The skin gets extra sensipoisonsskin,
in the
irritatetive.thisWaste
sensitive
and blood
imsightly
pimples
break
out.
Fleischmann's
fresh Yeast
helps tothese
free
your
skin fromoutpimples
by clearing
skin Irritants
of the blood.
Eat cakes
every
— a cake
hour before
meals —dayplain,
or in aabout
little 'jwater.
Copyright. 1037. Standard Brands Incorporated
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Unwanted Hairs Wash Off
uith simple application
Nothing kills romance so quickly as hair
or legs. this
Now hairthere—
ison ana woman's
easy wayarms
to remove
without shaving. Simply use NEET,
an exquisite toilet accessory that leaves
your skin as soft and smooth as a petal.
Like a cold cream in texture, you
merely
NEETThenon where
the with
hair
is to bespread
removed.
rinse off
water; that is all. NEET is the dainty,
feminine way of removing
hair — quick, easy and safe.
It avoids the re-growth of
sharp -edged
bristles thatof
follow
women shaving.
use it. Millions
NEET is
sold inmentdrug
stores; and
handydeparttrial
size at 10-cent stores.

MAKE THIS TEST
Now! See how

So Easy Now to
Conceal Permanent
and Occasional
Skin Blemishes
kc an uglysightblemish
disappear
Ia You
can concealfromit under
ofthatmarvelous
"Hide-it''
will not orrubperspiration
off, peel or
crack.
cannot Water
affect it. Lasts all
day until removed. So, why
tolerate mark,a conspicuous
birthscar, vaccination,
brown ples,spots,
pimbruises orfreckles,
any discolorafour
tion? Get "Hide
it."
Comes
in
perfectly
matching shades. $1 at
leading
department
and
drug stores.
lOe At Ten Cent Slorei

Hide-it
HIDES SKIN BLEMISHES
CUrk
MillncrCo..6W.St.
Clair
St. .Dept." □r-rcam
15- F.Chicago
lCheck
enrlowsbiide:
IfK! (fana/la
lor ■Hldc-lt
nsttck
□ Light l.^o
□.Medium
□ Brunette □•.SuiiTan
Ad(lr<
aty.
90
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RAH! RAH!
{Continued from page 11)

The lift given Kemp's band by Waring
didn't
last for thelong.orchestra
When their
post expired,
tonk Strand
t<i the
road again, making another scries "f onenight stands. "And starved, tim!" Kemp
grins.
It was during
that and
Kemp'sthe
Orchestra
made itstliis
firstperiod
recorcHng,
royalties \vhich (h'ilihled in were a bfesavcr (hiring the dark days of those discouraging barnstorming jaunts. The title
of the record was Little (iirl. Ijttle Boy,
Little Moon. Neither Hal nor those members of the band who are still with bim
ever will forget that record !
threeTaft,
winters
at Kemp's
the HotelOrchestra
Manger, putnowin the
and
then
tried
the
Greenwich
\'illagc
section,
opening at the Daffydill Chib in the
fall
of 1930.
Dickerman
and \cnturc
Kudy \'allee
also
were Doninterested
in this
with
Kemp,to but
fall ofin '.lO
w,is a tough
time
start theanything
the entertainment
field, for the crash of the preceding xear
was just beginning to be felt. .\ total
loss of $45.(100 was incurred before the
project folded.
now Club,
carriedon biin
to Kemp's
the Coralperigrinations
Gables Country
the
outskirts of Miami, It was here that the
band developed the definite st\le which
still distinguishes its playing. The musical tricks developed by the hand helped
identify it among the hundreds of other
orchestras
which were patrolling the same
beat.
A glissando saxophone was the start.
Kemp then made some close four-part
harmony arrangements, plus a fast moving,
staccatoteenthbrass,
eighttrumpet
measureswas ofintroduced
one-sixnotes. The
for "sweet" choruses. A piano solo, two
octaves apart, was another feature. In
the course of experimenting, a new effect
was introduced by cutting boles in the sides
of a large megaphone and pla\ing the
clarinet through it.
Last, but not least, there was the singing of Skinny Ennis. His singing was
delinitely
and that,
fact
that Kemp"different"
interpolated
eachyjlusnewthe twist
into his arrangements, gave the orchestra
a trademark that couldn't be copied.
From Finally
Florida, theKemp's
again twistedof
west.
MusictrailCorporation
America sent him into the Trianon Ballroom in Chicago, after a series of travels
which had carried him through the metropoli of the South and Middle West, and
even through Europe — Paris, London and
Ostend.
It was now the suirimer of 1932 and Hal
am! the boys were still waiting for the big
break. The Trianon was the first step in
that
they didn't
it at direction,
the time.although
Otto Rotli,
managerknowof
the Blackbawk Cafe, booked them in
there. The Blackbawk engagement also
gave Kemp a shot at radio broadcasting
and
they played
Station
five times
a night,onevery
nightII' ON
in thefourweek.or
"That was our 'break' right there," declared Kemp. "WON was the big station
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of thatfectedterritory.
By now
our little musical
tricksweso hadthat per-we
made nur tyiie of pl;iying familiar through
that section. .\nd e\ery time those who had
beard us on the air popped into Chicago
for a visit, they beaded right to the Blackhawk.
"The next summer, A Century of Progress opened in Chicago and we were made.
The Blackbawk drew more than its share
of the visitors and we set a record there
that still stands.
"By now,
our popularity
collegians wastoo,beginning
to paywithdefinite
dividends, A poll of the Big Ten colleges
was won by our band. We landed first
place in the voting in nine of the ten
schools. Being selected as the favorite
band of the Big Ten led directly to several
ciinimercia! programs. We were on Lucky
Sliihe's 'Maiiic Carpet.' the Pennzoil
Paratlc.gram andQuaker
Oats' atmid-Western
prohad a shot
the Lady Esther
program when Wayne King went on vacation.
success,afterwe thetookFairto
the"Encouraged
road in the byfallthis
of 1934,
closed in Chicago. And what a different
story it was this time I We broke records
in several places, and every record we
broke had been established either by
Wayne
King or Guy finally
Lombardo
Kemp's
cameI" home
roost
at theorchestra
Hotel Pennsylvania
in Newto
York and the Penn promptly became a
gathering place for Eastern collegians on
their New York holidays. Because of
their popularity with the undergraduates,
Kemp's band broke all records — nightly,
weekly and monthly — at the Pennsylvania.
The Gulf Gas program, which featured
Phil traBaker,
landed Kemp's
Orchesto providefinally
a musical
background
for
the comedian. The fact that his band
didn't
get this
enoughprogram
opportunities
stuff on
finallytoledstrutto itsa
switch, and Hal and the boys now are on
the Chesterfield Hour on the CBS system,
along with Kay Thompson and The
Rhythm Singers.
At present, Kemp is playing at no hotel
grill or night club, because he finds it far
more profitable to play at college proms.
Few colleges in the East, West or South
have missed Hal at their proms. One of
the notable exceptions is Dartmouth,
tucked away in the hills of New Hampshire, which repeatedly has tried to get
Kemp's Orchestra
for engagements
its famed winter
carnival,
but conflicting
have
prevented him from getting there,
Kemp listed from memory over three
dozen colleges at which be has played. If
you're
interested, Princeton,
here they Pennsylvania,
are : East —
Yale, Harvard,
Cornell, Colgate, Syracuse, Lehigh, Penn
State, Rutgers, Navy, Georgetown, Johns
Hopkins and also Vassar and Lawrcnccville Prep. West — Notre Dame, Ohio
State, Ohio I'niversity, Michigan, Purdue,
Wisconsin, Iowa, Iowa State, Indiana, St.
Louis
South —Carolina
UniversityState,of
North L'ni\-ersity.
Carolina, North
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W'asliinstoii
\'ir{>iiiia
Duke, Wake and
Forest,Lcc,Georgia
Tech,Military,
Clemson
and
Sweetbriar,
the
latter
a girls'at
school. In the Southwest, he played
Texas and Southern Methodist.
.•\lthoiioh Ilal sonictinies sighs over the
ill-fated barnstorming trips he made, he
never regrets his venture into the Southwest, for. at the .Vdolphus I Intel in Dallas,
he received ?3,(I(HI for playing at the debut
of a Miss Betsy Slaughter. The point of
the story is that just two months later
Miss Betsy Slaughter became Mrs. Hal
Kemp.
Hal was born in ^Marion, Alabama, on
March 27th, 1905. His family moved later
to Charlotte, North Carolina, and it was
there he went to high school and finally
toMaster
the university
Chapel Hill.acrobatic
YoungKemp wasat performing
didoes on the piano before he was six
years old. At that age he started violin
lessons.
His ofCharlotte
think
much
a kid whoplaymates
tucked a didn't
violin under
his chin, and rather than he called a sissy,
Hal switched to a cornet. The present of
amusical
trumpetbentfromand hishe father
fin-thered
his
was taking
clarinet
lessons at twelve. From there, Hal went
right on down the line, with horns, reeds
and drums. Of them all, he confesses, he
liked the clarinet best.
Hal formed his first band while at
Charlotte High School. It was known as
The M crry-utakcrs. He entered the University in 1922 and had a band known as
the Carolina Clidy Orchestra. In the summer of his sophomore year, he won a
contest for college bands and his team won
a trip to England, to play at the Piccadilly,
in London. He played a while under the
guidance of Paul Specht, who had booked
the band into London, but soon returned
to school.
The music,
restlesshowever,
Kemp couldn't
keepstill
awayin
from
and while
school organized a band which he called
Hal the
Kcwf's
and
bandOrchestra.
still retainsThatthatwasnamein 1925
and
furthermore, five of the original members
are still with it. In addition to the redoubtable Skinny Funis, the others are
Ben Williams, Saxie Dowell and Bob
Allen. The fifth survivor, of course, is
Hal himself.
Originally, Kemp wanted to study concert music but he was sidetracked into jazz
while in high school. Hal is studying
symphony music conducting now and is
crazy over it, never missing a philharmonic concert when his schedule permits.
He has a library of concert records and
nuisical scores for them.
It is doubtful, however, if symphony
conducting will ever be more than a hobby
to the unpretentious, gangling Kemp. After
all, his orchestra is still the No. 1 band,
according
'aricty's
the colleges,to Iand
Hal most
hardlyrecent
will poll
forgetof
his collegiate following, the thrill of that
tremendous oxation at Penn .State, the way
the Big Ten Uncked tn his bandwagon
during his stay at the Blackhawk, the
Pennsylvania
in New
"N'ork orpacked
nightly
with grill
Fasterii
collegians,
the
personal kick he gets out of playing at
variousrlnthm
cfdlegeandproms.
He's king
rah
the concert
musicof rahwill
have to remain merely a diversion, instead
of a profession.

'"PORTRAIT
FASHIONS"
is theas
style story this
season ! Look
romantic as though you stepped
out of a painting by a great master.
And let TINTEX be the artist !
ENTER THE SHORT DANCE
DRESS . . . Just slash off 10 inches
from one of your floor-length dance
dresses. Tint it Gauguin Pink —
the leading color of the hour! A
light solution of TINTEX Old
Rose will give you this striking
pink. (If your dress is now a vivid,
deep or dark color, first take out
the present color with easy
TINTEX COLOR REMOVER.)

FOR STUNNING SUMMER
CURTAINS!... TINTEX is a lifesaver
last curtains
year's faded
curtains.
And forfornew
for your
home
and summer cottage, simply buy
inexpensive cheesecloth . . . then
tint it a brilliant color with
TINTEX Coronation Orange,
Jade Green, Gold, etc. And use
TINTEX, too, for pillow cushions,
table scarves and luncheon sets.
BUY TINTEX TODAY ! ... It
will make your wardrobe and home
decorations gay and smart. The
TINTEX way is the easy and
thrifty way to make a colorful picture of you and your home!

Tintex??^

,

AND

DYE!^/^

45 brilliant, long-lasting |
colors. Af oil drug, notion ^
and toilet goods counters. Jk.
Mi mi 11 PARK & TILFORD x t
Distrihutors v,'^ ,/'«5*^^\ ^ ^
m 'M I mm. mm ■■
COLOR-MAGIC FOR EVERY FABRIC
\
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fiiifraffTEPP?

FIFTEEN

WASN'T

TOO

EARLY

LOUISEFOR
(Conliiiiird
from f^agc 33)

cRO^pax
FOOT
AIDS
ATAUSANDIOc STORES
Why suffer, when relief costs only a dime.
A tested
approved
Cro*Pax
Foot Aid
for
every andfoot
ailment...
Corns,YouBunions,
Callouses
and Weak
Arches.
will be
amazed at Cro*Pax value and delighted
with Cro*Pax quality. Over 35 million
Cro*Pax foot aids sold every year.
WATERPROOF
PADS WITH
MEDICATED
DISCS . . .
^Slightly higher in Canada
CRO*PAX PRODUCTS • CLEVELAND, OHIO

while shoes deserve a right
smart cleaner and whitener. . .
and one that will not rub off!

WHITTEMOHE

S

CADET
WHITE
10< IN TUBES AND BOniES EVERYWHERE

and that was loads of fun.
"So had
you ihinps
see. those
years,
when
might first
have fewhappened.
I never
a chancereason
to getforboredthe— success
"
"^'mi vcchad andther
(.1
the
niairiai^e
when
you
meet
Milt
l)ie. He is one of those men who, Mayou
feel, must have been just as kind, and
funny, and good-humored and easy-going
as he is now, from the time he w'as out of
knickerbockers.
And big than
! He's theevenMasscy
a little taller and broader
men, and they begin at six feet.
That's just a sample of the way he
fits into the family — and it's a very closeknit and aff'ectionate family.
At home
the Massey
ranch inCounty,
Roswell.
New onMexico,
in Lincoln
everybody sang and played some one or
two instruments, and they did it together.
Naturally, the older ones of the seven
brothers had married and moved away
from home on to neighboring Massey
ranches to set up for themselves, so it
was the three youngest of the tribe who
played and sang most together. Allen,
long and lean and a little quiet, plays
the guitar and banjo. Louise plays the
piano and sings. Dott, the nioustached,
si.x-foot baby of the family, pla\s the
violin, trumpet, piano and guitar. Their
lather, Henry Massey, taught them a lot
of their sungs and sang with them. So
when Milt Mabic came l)ack from school,
with a bass vinl and a nice tenor voice —
and then nian ii.cl Lnuise — he was an easy
addition to tlic inscnil)le.
It was an old friend of Henry Masscy's who started
youngstersHorner
ofi' onwasa
lirolessional
career.the Charles
the
head
of
a
Conservator}of
Music
Kansas City. When he came to visit thein
Massey ranch near Roswell, of course,
he heard the youngsters sing and play.
To say he was pleased is to put it inildly.
.And he also saw the entertaimnent possii bilities in the group. Chautauqua was still
strong in that part of the country, as
well as in the Middle West and Canada.
Charles Horner booked the singing Masseys for a season of Chautauqua.
And being the sort of .Americans who
move about freely and as the spirit moves
thetn, they went in great glee — father
Henry going along as basso and chaperon.
They were so including
successful Canadians,
with their that
fellow-.Americans,
they continued to appear in Chautauqua
and on vaudeville circuits until 1928. In
between times they went home to the
ranch, or to Kansas City to study in Mr.
Horner's
Conservatory.
Then they
began to appear on the air,
over a local Kansas City station. Meantime, Henry Massey got homesick for
the
and him,
decidednowthey'd
get
alongranch,
without
that have
they towere
all old enough to know what they were
doing.
Just in the nick of time, they met
Larry Wellington, a Californian, who
sings bass, plays the accordion and fits

into the group almost like one of the
family. He was free at the time, and
they signed iiini on.
Presentlj' they went to Chicago, as a
feature of the Xalioiial Barn Dance program, and were there until 1934, when
Ed Wolfe, their present manager, heard
them and persuaded them to come to
New York. .Almost immediately they went
on the Shmv Boat program, and stayed
there until October, 19,55, when they
joined the Log Cabin Dude Ranch.
It's nobody,
purely anotcoincidence
and one
which
even the —script
writer,to
seems to pay any attention — that the scene
offurnish
the sketch
The U'esterncrs
theme for
song,which
incidental
music and
final songs, is laid in the county in New
Mexico in which they all grew up. If the
writer is as Easterner, it probably seems to
him that Billy The Kid must be a purely
mythical character out of the far-distant
past. Yet The Westerners, since they
were children, have listened to stories of
Billy The Kid from men who knew him.
They have ridden their ponies up into the
hills
where The Kid hid out ; they know
his country.
"That cave they were talkin' about tonight, Dott," Milt Mabie will say, "that's
right up behind old man So-an-so's place.
No, that one you're thinkin' of is the one
where he went when he broke out of jail."
Anding littleDottwife-Massey's
will tellpretty,
you a fragile-lookstory about
a maid of theirs who, as a little girl, carried cofTee and (kjughnuts to The Kid every
day he was barrassed
in jail,
was proud
emwhen theandoutlaw,
later,andasked
her for a dance. (She was embarrassed.
Dott soW'illwideexplain,
because ThethatKid herswung
her
and handsomely
full
skirts billowed up about her knees while
the admiring crowd laughed and apThey'replaude . ) all full of stories about New
Mexico, because that's home, and they love
it.
Tlie them
Jl'esterncrs
sing
realLouise
cowboyMassey
songsand
— sing
as if they
loved them. And they do love them, too.
Every year their vacation is spent on
the ranch down in New Mexico, getting
back the feel of the desert sun and stars
and the way voices sound in the prairie
night.
Here in New York, they live a pretty
free-and-easy, countrified life,
"We're all married, you know," Louise
Masscy tells
"andLong
we allIsland.
live inLarry
and
around
Greatyou,Neck,
Wellington,
too.
We're
pretty
clannish,
guess, and we do everything together. OfI
course, with that many of us right there,
if anybody wants to go swimming, or
riding, or on a week-end up to Connecticut or the beach, it only takes a few minutes to get a party together.
"We have a good time. We all love to
ride, even
and beside
we're the
crazythreeabout
that,
hoursiriusic.
or so soa
day
we
practice,
we
play
music
just
for
fun.
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"But by the time vacation time comes,
we're all ready to get back home !
"Then, some night, they'll get up a
big around.
barbecue,Allandtheeverybody'll
from
all
family and come,
neighbors.
And new cowboys will have ridden in.
during the year, from Utah and Arizona
and
Ic.irnaccording
new songs,to and
new Texas,
\-erscs soto we'll
old ones,
the
way the story was supposed to have happ
e
n
e
d
i
n
their
part
of
the
country.
They're
not shy at all, but eager to sing us the
songs, and have us sing them with them,
because we belong, and always have, and
they know us all and all our family."
Listening to them sing over the radio,
people all over the land get that deep.
C|uiet feeling of ballad songs sung in firelight and starlight, with drowsy cattle
and grazing horses moving softly in the
darkness. The bulk of their considerable
mail conies froiii people who say; "Your
songs and
remindof things
nic — " ofthatplaces
have
been,
have they
happened,
or of places they have wanted all their
lives to go to. The biggest proportion of
it comes from the Middle West: Indiana.
Ohio, Illinois and Iowa, states where the
old pioneer restlessness still lies close to
the surface, and where there is a sort
of dim race memory of songs sung around
frontier campfires. Pennsylvania and the
states farther east follow; then the West
Coast. They get very little mail from Xew
Mexico and Texas, because, for one reason, as Louise Massey says ;
"There
awful nearly
lot ofeverybody
Massey s
down there,areandan pretty
knows us and lia^ heard us, so they just
never tliink tn write us fan letters — just
like of
}-outhewouldn't
one
family write
who ahadfandonelettersometo
everyday thing."
There's another kind of letter that sometimes creepslooking
into theat mail
of The
W'cslcnicrs, and,
Louise
Massey,
you
can't wonder, for she's not only good looking, but magneticall}Of course,
everybody
in the radioattractive.
and entertainment
businesstimes inknows
she's
married,
but people
someher audiences there are
who
don't
know,
or
are
too
smitten
to
care.
"To those," she says, "we always answer
as kindly as we can, but we don't leave
'em
in anymy doubt
aboutandhowI are
I feel.
just
say that
husband
gladI they
enjoyedtinue toour
songs,
and
hope
they'll
conlisten, and so on, and pay no athave triedtention to whatever
to do. love-making they may
"It's
the
same almost
way when
the road. We
alwayswe'rehaveout ouron
dressing-rooms on the same floor. It used
toto becomethatin I'dandseetalkanybody
to me,whobut wanted
I got
stuck for hours, sometimes, so now the
boys answer all my calls, even on the telephone."
One can couraimagine
a littlecalling
disging to a chapthatwhoit'scomes
at the stage door, with love in his eyes for
Louise Massey, to he met by a large, pleasant gentleman who says : "Whv. how do
you do. I'm Miss Massey's husband. Do
come in and visit with us."
bad."Once,
Some this
man telephone
called up. protection
and one of wasthe
boys
whispered
his
name
to
I couldn'tso
remember ever having heard me.it before,
Allen, or Larry, or whoever it was, said
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The popular Canova trio, Judy, Annie and Zeke. Judy (right) has just
signed a contract with Paramount Pictures, and is now in Hollywood,
where she will make a picture with Jack Benny.
two shorts, here in the East, and had such
Miss Massey
finally
got to seewasn't
me, hein.was\Ylieii
wild. the
He man
was fun doing it that they're eager to try
my insurance
and that
I'd known
him forto again.
There are lots of things to do, lots of
years
! I had man,
a policy
was about
to be tried, but in the end :
lapse,
and
he
couldn't
get
near
me
to tell new"I things
want to build me a house down there
me about it, just because, for some reason,
— my father has given us some land — one
I couldn't
his nameabout!" why the of
those adobe houses, you know, like
In answerremember
to a question
they make down there out of big blocks
songs
of
The
ll'cslcnirrs.
as
they
come
over the air, snund so different from the ofme baked
all whitewashed.
have
a lot clay,
of rooms,
and a lot I'll
of little
somewhat strident, nasal rendition of cow- porches,
out. In a house
boy songs one sometiines hears, Miss Mas- like that, allthe sprangling
things the Mexicans make,
sey said thoughtfully:
and the Muscolari Indians, look so pretty
"A lot of it does sound harsh, that way —the
bright
colored
and hangings
you say, because it's not real. The Ranch and pottery, and heavyrugs
furniture.
Boys tudon't
that Iway,
— I "I'll have us a piano, andwooden
a few horses —
listen
themsound
\\iienc\er
can. though
And real
just
enough
for
the
fainily
—
and
I
c-i)\\bu\s don't holler when they sing. The have a cactus garden. There arewantmoreto
music
— a kindonceof inwail,a while,
that's kinds of cactuses . . .
wliat itis is.soft-like
Of course,
grow me a patch of alfalfa to make
a c<]wIioy will have a voice that isn't a "I'll
little money — one section of my land is
wry LMHid, or there'll be one that likes under
irrigation,
grows alfalfa
to viiiL; loiid. But they don't have to make (There spoke theand practical
womanfine."of
a kjt of noise, because it's so still — and ranch
affairs,
to
whoin
a
section
of land is
there's something about tin- stillness that
makes you want to sing so It . . .
"And
when
you're
in
New
Mexico,
you
a
"patch.")
\'<iu. and thousands of other people who
3()u're
notday very
far
froinI know
California
are fans of 'J'hc ll'rslcni,-rs, can feel that —know,
only
about
a
and
a
half.
right
\ery well as you listen to them sing — the
wailing mensevoices
blended,
im- well that after I'd been down there for
silence that
reachessoftened
to the bystarsan and
about six months,
I'd start
old
again, and
have togetting
go offtnysomeis stirred only by the whisper of the camp- itching feet
where. Hut I could go to California, or
fire and the guitar-accompanied song.
Honolulu, .^^d after I'd been traveling
.^ndtry thatit'sI.ouise
that iinmense,
Massey still,
jilanshistoric
to go counback around for about a month, I'd be ready to
to, when she and The IV cslcrncrs have had go back and stay for another good while."
And there you have a picture of the fuenough of the East and of radio.
ture— a rambling adol'e heaven in the sun.
Right has
now,a they're
havinggooda grand
Louise
marvelous
time tiine.
with But soiTiehow it's ini])ossibIe to have any
her tall, fourteen-year old daughter, who, feeling of grudging it to Louise Massey,
she says, rides like a little Indian, and who because she's one of those people who know
will sing and play the piano as well as the proper use to make of heaven. And you
her handsome young mother. But in a very feel, too, that whatever success and happiness come to her will be taken in her
few years, Jo, the girl, will be away at
school, and after that, her mother realizes stride, because no matter how much people
spoil
her, she never will be spoiled. It
—lifeas will
onlybe she
her could
own —tothat
live. her daughter's would be impossible to spoil the straightwardnes ofthe sun. the impulsiveness
now, oftoo,making
they're a allmovie,
excitedpossibly
about of the wind, forthe
solid worth of the earth
theRight
prospect
in color, on the West Coast. They've made itself.
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STARTED

EVERYBODY

NOTICES

YOUR

SHOES

THE FEUD?
{Coiiinued from f^agc 21)
booking in Chicago, at $5,000 a xveek n'ilh
U'inchcU, $6,000 n-ithout him.'
"It went tlie
overinception,
big. Andthe that
beginning,
birthwasof the
the
feud.
I blessed-evented
it. IMaestro
am its papa!"
Five minutes
later the Old
joined
me. He said, after Walter had departed to
write his lead for his column : "/ started
the feud — yowsah. I was playing, back in
1931.- at the College Inn in Chicago. I heard
Walter's
some
fun with broadcast.
him. So IThought
sent him I'dthe
a have
wire,
air. sayCan
ing:
'Vou
ivcre
marvelous
offer you $5,000 a urck ifh DiieJiin's
orchestra. $6,000 for orchc.'^tra alone' That
was the first crack. / made it. Yowjrih."
I said "Yowsah," too. I wmild liave
given
have got.
tipped
\\'alter !
off to athegreat
scoopdealI hadto just
Exclusive
Each boy, unbeknown to the other, claiming
credit for the birth of the feud!
It is mystifying, this feud. Even after
t;ilking, for several hours, to both feudists
I still am not sure. Can such feuds, of
such long standing, so studded with sarcasm and drenched in gall, be just fun,
publicity, gags? Or is there an underlying motivation of animosity, perliaps in the
suliconscious of the feudists? .All I can do
is to present ynu witli the e\i(lence. as
i;rcsented by tlie cliief C( 'nti-mli r-. and let
you draw your own ci inclu>ii ais. For certhe tangledsucks,
threads
uf aninn
^^it\•,
cracks, tainlykidding,
ironies,
sarcasms
as brutal as mud in \dur c\e. cloud the
issue, shroud what may be in the hearts of
the two men, so like in origin, so unlike in
person.
Both were poor boys. Neither had much
schooling. Each — and here they are. for the
first and
onlylearned
time, most
in agreement
each
claims
to have
of all he —knows
from fP.-Vs column in the early days.
Bernie, oddly enough, started out in life
as a wisecracker, a potential columnist. He
was a toy salesman in the basement of a
big department store. And his selling
"line," his sales talk, was so packed with
merry quips
and apt cifverbiage
that hescoutattracted the attention
a vaudeville
who got him a tryout on an amateur night.
Walter, on the other hand, grew up with
the ambition to be a song-and-dance man
and might, logically enough, have become
an orchestra leader, if not a Fred Astaire.
He left school when he was in the 6B
grade, headed straight for the theatre and
got a job smging in a run-down neighborhood "palace." He joined a trio known as
the
Little Boys
Big George
I'oices.
OtherThreemembers
of theWithtriothewere
Jessel and Eddie Cantor. And never let it
be said that the boy is not father to the
man. For the\ are still "Three Little Boys
With
\ oices."
Very big!are family men,
BothBigBernie
and Walter
devoted husbands and fathers, home-loving.
Bernic's man,
only ischild,
only with
son, Jason,
now a
young
always
him. Walter
said: "I never go anywhere without my
family." (HisBernie
wife has
and two
younghomes,
son both
and
daughter.)
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removing
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a
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that
cannot
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suniptuou.s. in Florida. Walter tells me that
he is, so to speak, house-huntina;. He wants
toandbuyonea Iiere
place inin Hollywood.
the East, nnc Win itlicr
I'luridavi
them cares lor working in pict^lrc^. W alter
hands himself no orchids as an actor. He
said: "I made myself sick when I saw mysclt on the screen."
j Tlicy are iihysical opposites. Walter, preiiiaturcl> white, blue-eyed, is slender, taut,
; swift in speech, swift in action, electric.
Bernie is olive-skinned, brown-eyed, darkhaired, growing bald, ratlier heavy-set,
speaks
seldom slowly,
laughs. moves slowl>-, smiles often,
They are not, as has been rumored, in
any wa>- related. They are not cousins.
\\'altcr
did not marrybetween
Bernio'sthem
sister.saveThere
is no relationship
the
bond, the tie, sometimes as strong as blood,
of show business, of remembered da\s on
the Rialto when both were hcginning. when
Ben was itlax iiig at tlie Palace and Walter
was doing his first interviews and thought
of Bernie
hnisc," commented
iKiw,
witliDUt("TJicaffection)
as a FamousWalter
Person. They have c<intributed, the one to the
other, to the swelling of their coffers. The
feud has been the major contributor.
do they
mean it or do they
not?So — That
is thereally
(|uestion.
I asked one of the men on the set, a man
wlio worked closely with them during the
making of the picture, what he thought.
guessofisthethat,factunderneath
allHethe said:
banter,"Myin spite
that they
Umch together now and then, there is an
underlying animosity. After all, when they
started the feud, out of all the men in the
country, they picked each other. I honest1\- don'tduring
thinkthethey
like ofeachthe other,
Even
making
picture,really.
they
were
feuding
furiously.
They'd
trip
each
other
up onchange
their lines.
Bernielinewould,
deliberatel.v,
his tag
so that
Walter couldn't pick up his cue and Walter
woulderal dosceneslikewise.
being times
that sevhad to be Result
shot several
and
one
it gotfainted.
too thick,WentSidney
field,day,the wlien
director,
out Lancold.
An innocent victim of the feud, Ed call
him. Yet the very next day Bernie and
Walter and Lanfield were all lunching together at the Derby, clubby as crickets. So,
I dunno,
either. I was more confused
/ dunno
than
ever!" when Walter told ine that Bernie
is retiring from all activities, save his
Tuesday broadcasts. Is disbanding his
loyal old band (the boys are staying on in
Elollywood, I believe) and is going to
Florida to take a much needed rest.
Said Walter: "The Old Maestro isn't as
fit as he might be. He's worked too hard.
He's got to take care of himself." And if
tlu
ie wasn't
roneern in Winchell's
gimlet
e\es, gen\iine
then (ioveniment
bonds are
paper
And dolls
later,! when Walter was talking,
heatedly, compassionately, about the raw
deal recently handed an ace New York
columnist from the paper he has served for
over
twenty toyears
: "The
will hapi)en
all ofandus said
in time,
to mesameas
well as the others," Bernie took instant exception. He said: "It will uci'er happen
to Walter
you, Walter.
and I Why,
sat on itthecouldn't!"
sidelines while
the Old Maestro, exhausted and with good
reason, went up on his lines some seventy
mortal "takes." Walter like to have died.

He said : "I'zr finished the picture. But
Bernie hasn't, you see! They kept him
after
didn'tinknow
his lines!"exAnd school.
when HeBernie,
exasperation,
claimed "I'll
: get it this time, if I have to
pay afield forfeit
!" Walter
doesn't want
a forfeit,carolled
Ben, he: "Lanwants
On the sixtieth (mis)take, Bernie
the scene !""I'll cut my throat if I go up this
groaned:
time ! Why, I know these lines backwards!" And \\'alter slammed back with:
"We don't want 'em backwards, Ben !"
"Okay," grinned Bernie, after one such
crack,
"Winchell's
than atI am.
every time
he takessmarter
a crack
me, But
my
"\\ e f/ocs
have !(/>.'"
some swell cracks in the picsalary
ture," Walter
has stolen
mosttoldof me.
them,"Ofthe course,
rat, andBernie
used
them on his broadcasts I But one or two
may havememberescaped
them all, ashim.
you Hemaycouldn't
observe.re-I
say
to
Ben,
in
one
scene
:
'Ben,
a few things about you on the airI'veandsaidin
my column that perhaps I shouldn't have
said.' And
comesnicebackthings
with about
: 'I'veyou,always triedBen
to say
\\' alter, but I couldn't think of any.' And
I retort : 'That's all right, Ben, I know
how"Seriously,"
hard it is said
for youWalter,
to think.'
after the moment's silence dedicated to the Old Maestro's
next (mis) take, "seriously, I'd give away
Bernie's million to put an end to this feud.
He's made his million, by the way, since the
feud started. He'll tell you (he did) that
he's made a lot of it on the market. But the
fact remains that he was pretty broke bethe feud
and — ithe's
got histo charity
million
now. foreAnd
Ed give
all away
to end the feud. I'm tired of it. He's tired
of it. We're both tired of it. Bored with
it. hands
But it'sof outthe ofpublic.
our hands now. It's in
the
"And here's something you may not
know — many of the cracks we use are sent
us by the fans. Someone will send me a
crack
to useperson
on Ben
I don't
the same
will andsendif Ben
the usesameit
crack to use on me !
"We don't know what to do about it !
That's the lowdown. And it's an angle I
wish you'd use in }-our story. Ask the
public
they really
wantdifTerent
us to do.ideas.
It's
got us what
stopped!
We have
One day we think we may let it peter out,
die a gradual, natural death. Next day we
think we ma>- kill it quickly and entirel)'.
We"I don't
do ! of people
believeknowthatwhatthe tomajority
take it seriously, believe that we really
mean
sure gone
that'sonsoforgood,
despiteit.theAndfact Emthatnotit has
six
years andpliedisthe kept
alive
by
oxygen
suppublic. There are a fewtankspeople,
of course, mostly around New York and
Hollywood, who know it is all in fun. If
not good, clean fun, at least fun. For we
can't pull our punches, you know. I can't
say: 'I don't really mean tliis, but Bernie
smells!' I've just got to come out and
say"My: 'Bernie
smells
!'be that they don't really
would They
like it, guess
the public.
tell me that I have
the advantage of the poor Old Maestro,
with ni\- column, when he has none. They
send me. they send both of us, Biblical admonitions about loving our neighbor as ourselves. One lady wrote so violent a letter
of protest that Bernie's sponsor was
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alarmed and he had to make a special trip
to Florida
soothe saidadvised
sponsor's
alarm.
I am tofrequently
that honest
unless
I lay off Bernie not another drop of lotion
will be used.
they don't
like it,
why"Ondothetheyotherkeephand,on ifsending
us cracks,
thus feeding fuel to the feud?
"It's roll
a problem.
We wish
would
up its sleeves^
wipe thethepublic
grin
from its face and tell us, seriously, what
they really want us to do, bury the hatchet
or So,
keephere
on slinging
is your it?"chance, fans, your
chance to tell IVinchcU something!
To —tellWalter,
U'iitchel!
know
who something
has told youhe sowants
mucli,to
opened so many doors, given you a peek
through so many keyholes, pulled up so
many Venetian blinds, revealed so many
hearts to you and, possibly, to themselves.
Winchell, who has championed so many
causes,
onlyto(^.
" cek-hs"
but who
lost cerand
humble not
causes,
Winchell.
tainly can give it but can take it, too. He
said towantme to: "Gowriteaheadaboutand me.writeI give
anything
you
you
carte blanche. What else could I do, even
if I wanted to ? Can you imagine nie protesting anything written about me? The
roar that would go up — 'Ha, Winchell can't
take it!' He added: "I just hope you get
theI gags
hope Iright!"
have. I never thought to have a
Winchell-at-my-mercy feeling. But, when
you come to think of it, no one stands with
chest so defenselessly bared to the stabbing
pen as the man who signs off on the air :
"zvith
really lotions
means it!of love!" And — I believe —
SEE THE

Take your chance, fans. Tell Walter and
the Old Maestro what they want to know.
me : "The
outLater
of ourBernie
hands,saidas toWalter
says. thing
I wishis
it were out of our lives. Why, when I play
ateverthe ICocoanut
happen toGrovebe. nowadays,
people passor bywhereand
call out: 'Hey, Winchell. play this, will
you?' or 'How's Winclioll?' It's never
'Hulloa
any more.''
L said Maestro,'
: "But seriously.
Maestro, you do
like"IfWalter,
don'tbedyou?"
he needed
and board," said Ben,
"I'd ask him to share my apartment, but
I'd lock up my money I"
I persisted: "Be serious. I've got to be."
"All right, then," said Bernie affably,
chewing the end nt his perpetual and unlighted cigar, "seriously. I do like Walter,
but I'd still tighten up my wallet, if I saw
And Walter said, when I asked him the
him coming.''
same question : "Sure. I like him. Ben's
all right, the rat. We've known each other
for
twentyswimming
years. \\'e've
racket,
in thebeensamein the
pond.sameIt
breeds
likenesses.
I've
often
thought
that
this rumor about Bernie and me being
related may come from the fact that there
is a certain resemblance, not only between
Bernie and me but between Bernie, Jack
Benny. Jessel. all of us. But — a Winchell
kin to a Bernie — a liege lord to a louse I . . .
Yeah. sure. I like him all right. But Ben
change.Theatre
I still think
manager
ofdoesn't
the Palace
in XewtlieYork
was
right. Ben was playing the Palace, in the
old days. He was second on the bill. He
followed a monkey act. He went to the
manager and complained. He said he would
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walk out if he had to follow the monkeys.
The manager sympathized with him. He
said : 'Even I don't want you to follow the
monkeys
— it would take
look did
like it.
an encore
The seventieth
Director!' "
Lanfield, limp and all but licked, called an
agent and booked passage for Honolulu
then and there. Walter asked me if I would
likeI remained.
to remain The
for the
"unveiling."
unveiling
turned out to
be, first two secretaries, Bernie's and
Walter's, staggering in, laden down with
packages. Then "the boys" made the precutest thing sentations.
— I Bernie
hadsaidall toI me,
couldasidedo :to"The
get
Walter to take part in the presentations.
He went bashful on me — after the places
he's
been ! looking
He stood like
firsta onsickone stork,
foot, then
the other,
and
saidEventually.
: 'Ai^\ yon they
do it!' collaborated.
"
They
bestowed handsome, monosrammed pajamas
on the cameraman, a>>istant director,
others. Cases of Scotch were distributed
amongney the
of thethecrew.
SidLanfieldmembers
they gave
mostTo costly
and exquisite watch I have ever seen.
Crystal,
paper-thin,
set in diamonds.were all
And when
the presentations
made, Walter whipped out the gat he always carries and yelled : "Hands up, everyAndbody andthen,
— aiveusing
'em separate
back!" exits. Bernie
and Walter vanished into the night.
You must draw your own conclusions :
Do they mean it or do they not? That still
is the question. My guess, for what it is
worth, is this : That their biting tongues
and
stabbingandpenskind.belie their hearts, which
are warm

^
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tablets.these wonIn addition
to their new
normal
attractive
curves
and
feminine
allure,
theyand
canlovely
also
boast
of
naturally
clear
skin
color,
new
pep,
new
popularity
and
joy
in
life that they never knew before.
Scientists
recently
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that thous
a
n
d
s
o
f
people
are
thin
and
rundown
for
the single
reasonB and
that iron
theyin dotheirnotdaily
get
enough
Vitamin
food.
Now
one
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the
richest
known
sources
of Vitamin
Bthe isfinest
cultured
ale yea.st.
By alea
new
process
imported
cultured
yeast
is nowmore
concentrated
times,
it 7 times
powerful. 7Then
it ismaking
combined withother
.■} kindsvaluable
of iron, pasteurized inwhole
yeast
tabletsandknown
as Ironizedingredients
Yeast tablets.little
If you. too, need these vital elements to
aid in building you up. get these new "7power" Ironized Yeast tablets from your
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One
New York's
known
Posterof Artists
and Art bestConsultants
druggistcreasetoday.
Note
how
quickly
thebackbenefits
of the very first package,
your appetite and help you gettheymorein- with
instantly.
benefit
from theThen,body-building
foodswatch
that money
Only be sure you get the original Ironized
are
essential.
day
after
day,
flat chest develop
and skinny limbs round
Yeast
Insist ontablets.
IronizedDon'tYeast.accept any substitute.
out
clearto tonatural
naturalattractiveness.
beauty. Note Seenew your
pep skin
and
energy.son, withSoon
feel new
liko personality.
a different per- To startSpecial
new you
charm,
thousandsFREE
building offer!
up their health
right away,
we makeof Ironized
this FREEYeastoffer.tablets
Purc
h
a
s
e
a
package
Money-back guarantee
at
once,
cut
out
seal
on
box
and mail it to
No
matter
howlackskinny
and rundown
youB ussendwithyoua clipping
of
this
paragraph.
We
will
may
be
from
of
sulliciont
Vitamin
new book on health,
and iron, try these new Ironized Yeast tab- "New Factsa fascinating
Aboutver>'Your
Body."
Remember,
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lets
just
a
short
time.
See
if
they
don't
aid
results
with
the
first
package—
or
money
in building
you upthousands.
in just a Iffewnot weeks,
refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast
they
have helped
delightedas Co.,
Inc.. Dept. 36 AUanta, Ga.
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RDres really dean
SKINmade^
AFRESH
!

with
POIUPEI/%l\l
• Discover the miracle of clean pores —
FRESHened skin! — with this weekly home
facial. Each 7 days, massage with Pom"milkOnediet"trialcream
—peian, themilk.
will
be a revelation to you.
AT ALL DRUG, DEP'T.
AND 10< STORES
The Pompeian Company, Inc.
Bloomfield, N. J.
KILL THE HAIRROOT
The
Mahler
Method again.
positively
prevents inre
liair will
from bring
growing
Thefreedom
deUtJhtful
happiness,
ofyearsmln.o
jndlief greater
success.
Backed
by 35 Send
successful
use
all
over
the
world.
tn■■Howstamps
TODAYSuperfluous
for Illustrated
Booklet6
to
Remove
Hair
Forever.
[>. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 36F, Providence. R .1
Compare your radio likes
and dislikes with those of
other fans in What They
Listen To — And Why, page 70.

WAKE
UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
OutThe ofliverBedshould
in the Morning Rarin' oftoliquid
Go
bile into your bowelspourdaily.out Iftwothis pounds
bile is not flowdoesn't
diKest.stomach.
It just Youdecaysget
inini?thefreely,
bowels.yourGasfoodbloats
up your
constipated.
poisoned
you feel sour, Your
sunk whole
and thesystem
world islooks
punk. and
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement
doesn't getLittleat theLivercause.PillsIttotakes
Kood, pounds
old Carter's
get those
these
two
of bile flowing freely and make
you
feel
"up
and
r.p".
Harmless,
gentle,
yet
amazing
inLivermakmg
bile
flow
freely.
Ask
for
Carter's
Little
else. 26c.Pilla by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
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THAT
the

GIRL THEY CALL HILDEGARDE
{Coiiliiiiird from paf/e 29)

otandan ilisc'ucred
American ix'\r\
went
it waswho iirctty
l;. c\en though she was doin.t;
pretty
lor herself. But she never
reached the top until Europe went mad
about her.
Today, even old vaudeville enthusiasts,
tn reniMiisce ahont the ''1<1 (la\ s,
--ociate a plump little i:n-l in piu1 ^aiiL; cnmedx' sun',;-- with .i I n'r.-nt
( uis l'.(lwar(K'with rc\theiic tall,
ami
Ml asin llUdcnanic,
I and >ni)ixT club singer of toda\%
lic.irls racing with her exquisite
ballads.
-ee. Hildegarde
wasn't creating a stir\'nuin those
da\ s.
She had to win London and Paris and
Brussels and \'ienna before she could win
her own with
country.
the reasnn
her
contract
NBCThat's
stipulates
that they
must let her gn to luirope e\evy \ear to
sing. That's
her of shdwing her
gratitude
tn lunope.
In a few weeks Hildegarde will be
going to London for a special Coronation
engagement at the Ritz. Strange, isn't it,
that it's an .-\merican girl who's known as
the royal singer at that ultra-sinart London hotel, but
the fact reinains
it's
Hildegarde
the management
sends forthatwhen
any royal event is to be celebrated.
She sang there wdien London was enthusing over King George the Fifth and
Queen
she'swedding
sung thereor
wheneverMary's
therejubilee,
was aandroyal
ro\al birth or royal anything to make
merry over. And she will sing there when
the most important royal event of all is
taking place — the Coronation.
talk very
of Hildegarde's
ship,People
but that
showmanship show-manis born of
her simplicity. She is a girl who is essentially herself, who says wdiat she thinks
and what she feels. When she wants to
cry, she cries, and when she wants to laugh,
she laughs, and others who have spent a
lifetime in curbing their instincts and emotions, to ac(|uiie the poise they feel so
essential
envy. to modern living, look at her with
And because
can'tanunderstand
a different
kind they
of poise,
unstinlied, that
artkind, can i)e had by sinnily being
ihcnisel
vcs, theyand putlet Hildegarde's
showmanship
it go at that. down to
Well,
if.
it's
showmanship,
Hildegarde
had it when she was a little girl,
back in
Milwaukee. She had it when she went tearinu .around corners on her skates and cried,
snnietinies, when she fell down, and
laughed, just as often, if the situation happened to be funnier tlian her hurt.
She had it when she tended store for her
father, having to stand on a cracker barrel so that her curly head came higher
than the counter, and when she swiped
chewing gum from the candy counter to
give in exchange for the pictures a school
chum drew and wdiich Hildegarde thought
were the most l)eautifiil in the whole wide
world.
She had it wlien she sat on the stoop
summer
out of theafternoons,
bright scrapssewing
of silkdolls'
she dresses
begged

from the family dressmaker, and she had it
the times she decided being a tomboy was
more fun than being a perfect little mother
and went tearing around playing kick-thecan and leapfrog and tag and all the other
games boys play.
Just as she had it that night in Brussels,
when she was singing in a smart supper
club and fell as she came back to take an
encore. .'\nd of course it would happen
thcit she fell on that particular spot of her
anatomy
language. which means a laugh in any
Many a girl would have been so chagrined by that fall, she would have been
helpless to meet the situation. But Hildegarde was the same Hildegarde who had
fallen on her roller skates back in Milwauke and she rose, frowning just a little,
as she rubbed the place she had fallen on,
and said in a plaintive, little girl voice:
"Oh ence
my!completely.
That Inirt!" And won her audiBack in those days when she was growing from a plump little girl with pigtails
to a plump
girl into herher 'teens
never
had
given alittle
thought
voice.sheNeither
did her family. They were a musical lot,
those people of hers. Her mother has played
the organ in church for twenty-five years,
and Sunday afternoons her father used to
take down his violin and there was one
sister mentwhoat all,could
instruand play
who any
todaymusical
is managing
and
a girls'
orchestra,knew,and had
therea
was playing
another inwho,
everybody
fine voice, and who now is studying for
grand opera.
Maybe came
it wassobecause
Hildegarde's
always
effortlessly
and shesongs
had
such fun singing, that no one took her voice
seriously, herself least of all. But she did
dream, sometimes, of doing something with
her piano.
So she always accompanied someone else
when she went to parties, boys and girls
who had grown up with her and who have
gone along in their own way and probably are singing at parties and hearing
their friends tell them how marvelous they
are. But it was Hildegarde, the girl nothought with
had ait.voice, who carved herselfbody
a career
The piano made it possible.
A vaudeville act came to town that
took complete hold of her imagination. It
was called Jerry and Hrr Baby Grands,
and it consisted of eight girls in Colonial
costumes, playing on white baby grand
"It was the most wonderful thing I ever
pianos.
had
seen!" Hildegarde laughs at herself
now, renietnbering. "All I could think of
was
my.scli"
in niiewigs,
of those
costumes I
and powdered
and, satin
afterwards,
picked up enough nerve to go backstage
and ask- lor a job. Jerry was simply grand
to nic and asked me to play and I thought
that was the end of it, but a few weeks
later 1 g<>t ,i wire asking me to join the act
in Springluld, .Massachusetts.
"The wire, in itself, would have been
enough to get me jittery. In those days
even a letter addressed to me was an event.

) STARS
But actually to be going on the stage I
My mother and father were terribly upset
at the thought of it. but I finally convinced
tliem that when opportunity comes you
must take advantage of it. So there I was.
aby funny
herself.little girl in her 'teens, going ofT
"I wasn't even afraid of what might be
before me and that shows what a complete little ninny I was ! Why, that first
night in Springfield, I sat down at my
piano and there I was, as completely at
home as if I were playing for the family,
and twisting my head around to grin at
the audience.
"It was allI found
a game outin what
the beginning.
afterwards
being on But
my
own really
meant.
It
was
a
crazy,
turvy world for a kid who was still totopsywear
her first pair of silk stockings. I found
out what it meant to be in and out of engagements and to live without eating and
all the other things girls discover when
they set out to find a stage career for
themselves.
"My mother and father worried about me
terribly and w'hen I visited them, they
used to beg me to give up this uncertain
existence and come home. But I begged
them to be patient and understanding.
" 'Just wait and see," I told them. 'You'll
be Itproud
of me Hildegarde
some day was
!' " in a Western
was while
act, strutting around the stage in cliaps and
fombrero and playing the accompaniment
for the cowboy tenor, that she mn Anna
Sosenko, the girl who is her manaser tnda.\-.
.■\nna's
a boanliny-house
Camden,mother
where owned
Hildegarde
stayed duringin
arareweek's
engagement,
and
of those
friendships sprang up onebetween
the
girls.
Hildegarde counts it one of the luckiest
things that ever happened to her. In the
beginning, neither girl thought that those
long talks of theirs would mean anything
more than a tightening of the Iwnd between them. They dreamed and planned,
as girls will, and when Hildegarde gave
up the precarious existence of vaudeville
for a small, steady income as song plugger
with the Irving Berlin Music Publishing
Company, Anna might have been disappointed but she never let Hildegarde know
it.
So there she was, just as she had been
on those parties back in Milwaukee, playing accompaniments for singers, trying out
the new songs, and never dreaming she
would go farther than any of them. But
one day, when she was alone in her little
cubbyhole, she found herself singing softly
to herself as she played a song over for the
first heard
time — it.and it happened that someone
else
That was the reason for her engagement
accompanying the De Marcos, where she
was given the chance to sing the choruses
ofcostumes.
popular songs while they changed their
It was when she was with the famous
ballroom dancers that Gus Edwards saw
her and headlined her in his revue for two
seasons. And then, just when Hildegarde
was really beginning to go places, vaudeillness.ville was stricken with its last, lingering
Hildegarde might not have listened to
the offer made her by the man who is
known in Europe as the King of the Xight
Clubs, if it weren't for the chaotic state

\\ ail'- nUc a^-^^^'MiU never be
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COLD CREAM TALC

Cleans white shoes
. - whiter
Won't rub off
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CORNS

NEW TRIPLE-ACTION METHOD
Instantly Relieves Pain — Safely Removes Corns
Stops Corns Before They Can Develop
Only a scientific treatment
like Dr.
Scholl's
does
all these
thingsZino-pads
for you.
Put these thin, soothing,
healing, cushioning pads on
sore toes caused by new or
tight shoes,
corns
beforeandtheyyou'll
can stop
develop, and prevent blisters.
They instantly relieve pain
and end cause-shoe pressure.
Use theDr. separate
Scholl's Medicated
Zino-pads
with
Disks, included in every box,
and outyourwithcornsease.or callouses
lift
Dr. Scholl'swaterproof.
Zino-pads are
velvety-soft,
Do
not
stick
to stocking
or come
o6F
in
the
bath.
Easy
toBunions,
apply.
Sizes
for
Corns,
Callouses,
Soft
Corns between toes. Get a box today. Cost but a trifle. Sold everywhere. Don't accept a substitute.
DrScholls
Zino-pads
rHELP
WANTED
WOMENIH
EARN
PAY infromSPARE
Address
and including
mailGOOD
our envelopes
home. TIME
We supi
everythmg
stamps.
No
selling.
Experlei
unnecessary.
Write
for
details
enclosing
stamp
addressed
envelope
to
Dept.
MG.
NATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTORS. 401 Broadway, N. Y.
Reduce the pain
Save your nerves
* /# T^BLBTS
cUicxxru
Its FUN TO
LOOK YOUNGER "
AGAIN/ " A
..cmd so easy
GRAY
HAIR
Now, without any risk, you can tint those streaks or
plches
of
Kray
or
faded
hair
lustrousand shades
blonde, brown or black. A smallto brush
Browna-of
tone doestintit.to Prove
by applying
tamous
a lock it—of your
own hair.a little of this
Used andofapproved
—BROWNATONE
for over twenty-four
thousands
is safe.years
Guar-by
anteedpurely
harmlesswomen.
forvegetable.
tinting
gray
hair.affect
Active
coloring
agent
is
Cannot
waving
hair.
Is retouch
economicalas the
and new
lasting—
willappears.
not washImparts
out.of
Simply
gray
rich,
color with"Blonde
amazingto speed.
brush
or combbeautiful
it in Shades:
MediumJustBrown"
andBROW.NATONE
"Dark Brown to isBlack"
cover
every
need.
only
50c—
at
all
drug
and
toilet counters— always on a money-back guarantee.
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Ted Malone of Between the Bookends, with Mrs. Malone and their daughter.
of the self.profession
She talked itsheoverhadwithchosen
Anna,foras hershe
always talked everything over with her,
and
as
she
listened
to
her
friend's
advice,
she suddenly realized how important
Anna's advice always had been to her.
"I'll go, if you'll go along as my manager," friends
Hildegarde ventured
said breathlessly.
And
so the two
out on a business partnership.
They must have been frightened, those
two girls, setting ofif for Europe togetlier,
seeing the New York skyline and their
own vast country fading into a thin line
on the horizon.
When her engagement in London was
finished, Hildegarde got a dazzling offer
from Paris and the two girls were so
excited they forgot to be seasick on the
rough passage across the channel. But in
two weeks the cafe went liankrupt, owing
Hildegarde ten thousand francs and
leaving her completely stranded.
For she had bought clothes with the
money from her Lijudon engagement,
dazzling, sophisticated cldtlies to set off the
new Hildegarde. I'miny, li..w fast she had
started to i;ni\\ up' In those months in
I.niidr.n she had shot up into a tall, reedL'irl there
who had
plumpness
behindto
li<h'kcr .nid
was left
the soft,
long bob
arci iitnate her new slimness and chic.
I'Or a while they lived on credit, and
Anna knew, even better than Hildegarde,
the importance of keeping up appearances.
They had to live in the best hotels and
wear the most expensive of clothes and so
they watched their bills luounting with
alternate despair and hope. And there
were tiines when they forgot the high
dreams tlicy had held in their hearts.
Thi re was the night tliey came back to
the hotel .ind found their door locked
a>/;iiii^i lliiiii, with an adamant managemiiii liol.liii'' their trunks. It was Anna
who went to the cashier and pleaded with

him,
and so strong
that Hildegarde
wouldw-ere
makehergoodconvictions
that she
was able to convince him, too, and he
personally guaranteed their credit.
When the breaks finally came and Hildegarde was riding the crest of the wave, she
had
to pay back.
why alltheythosehadpastto bills
economize
so in That's
every
way, except as to the place they lived in.
"I'm glad now it was like that," Hilde"It madeWe those
Europe gardesosays.colorful.
alwaysthreewereyearspoor,in
in spite of the salary I was making, but
through being poor we came to know
Europe as only Europeans can. When we
traveled we took third class, and our
amusements always were such simple ones.
Long walks in the Bois on Sunday mornings and bicycle trips into the country and,
after my work at the club was finished, I
used to walk back to the hotel to save
taxi fare.
"If I hadn't had all those bills to pay I
wouldn't have sren the Seine as I saw it
then, all niisix ami i;r,i\ in the early mornI wdiililii't
the inmarket
womening, andcoming
in fromlia\ethe seen
country
tlieir
carts, and bought chestnuts from them and
crunched them as I walked.
"And you know those are the things
I'm looking forward most of all to doing
again,
go back.
be ablewhen
to buywe their
flowers,Onlytoo,nowthatI'llI
could only look at wistfully before. And
they're so lovcl\-, those country flowers,
witliI'ame
theirwasgaudyovertaking
colors." Hildegarde and
she learned that being successful meant
twice as much work as being unknown.
The
her when
to openLondon
thennew Ritz
supperHotel
roomsentand forlater,
was all agog over the marriage of the
Duke and Duchess of Kent, it was Hildegarde who sang for the smart Mayfair
socialite^ celebrating the event, as usual,
at the Ritz.
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Then the British Broadcasting Company
engaged her and she made the long trip
from Paris to London twice a month to
sing ten minutes on the air.
"It was all so exciting. ' Hildegarde says
now. "But sometimes Anna and I were so
homesick, we could hardly stand it and
we used to wonder it wed ever get back
tocouldAmerica
didn't seeoverhowhere,
we
go backagain.
to the Weuncertainty
where I was unknown, when in Europe I
had reached the happy position of being
able to choose among all the engagements
offered me.
"But selvesit'sout. John
funnyRoyal,
how things
of NBC,workheardthemmy
records while he was on one of his trips
tc Europe and then came over to Paris to
hear me sing.
me a contract,
and Anna
I "He
were offered
so excited
on the trip
home and
we
couldn't
stop
talking
about
all
the
we were going to do and see and things
hear.
For the first time we realized how much
we had changed in those three years
abroad,
we weren'twhokidshadany their
longer full
but
grcwn-upthat women
share of adversity and success.
"On had
my first
broadcast
song
Anna
written
while Iwesangwerethe away.
It's called. Darling. Je Vous Aiiite Beaucoup, since.
and I've used it as my signature
ever
"We
riddenandoutstopped
into theto country
on our had
bicycles
rest in
front of the little British cemetery near
Le Touquet, when Anna had a sudden
inspiration and wrote the song on the
paper our lunch had been wrapped in. I
sang it as soon she finished it and now,
when I sing it, it's almost as if we were
backbackthere,to our
and ownwondering
ever
get
country ifandwe'd
our own
people again.
"So with
that'smethe— with
way work
things and
always
gone
fun have
and
sadness and hope and uncertainty, all
jumbled together in this thing that has
become my career. Sometimes romance
comes along, too, gay and exciting, and
I've welcomed it— for no woman's life is
complete without a man's interest in it,
somewhere.
But, as gay
they've been,
these
little romances,
and asas exciting,
too,
there never has been one strong enough to
make me consider marriage.
"For, tiferested inIa find
myselfI run
becoming
too in-it
romance,
away from
before it absorbs me too deeply. Because
I'm going to postpone love, tiie real enduruntilI I've
careering kind,
where
want gotto tobe. the place in my
"I've worked too hard for it to give it
up until
myselfif that
I've
got
as farI have
in it asconvinced
I can. And
I marry,
I will give it up, for I am convinced that
a career and marriage do not go together."
do what
she says,
this she
girl,ha>a?
sheShe'll
always
has done
the too,
things
wanted
to
do.
And
she'll
be
as
happy,as
giving up all the fame and adulation,
she was in working to attain them.
For, essentially, the Hildegarde of today
is the same small Hildegarde who used to
wait
customers
back in theherlittle
father's
groceryon store
in Milwaukee,
girl
who laughed when she wanted to laugh
and cried when she wanted to cry.
A girl who is so grand because she
never has wanted to be anybody else in the
world except herself.

OOODBYE
DANDRUFF/
The Truth About
Soap Shampoos
I. Bacteria and
dandrufftered butscatnot
removed
ordinary soapby
shampoo.
2. All bacteria,
dandruff
and
other foreign
matter comsptlreotyeldy adnedremoved
Fitch Shampoo.by

There is a simple, easy way co rid yourself of dandruff with
the very first application. All that is necessary is to use
awashes
shampoo
that completely dissolves dandruff and then
it away.
Repeated laboratory, as well as practical, tests show that
ordinarydruffshampoos
will notdissolves
dissolve every
dandruff.
DanRemover Shampoo
speck Fitch's
of dandruff
— and then
washesas
itinstantly
away. — Itunder
rinsesa money-back
clean in hardguarantee
or soft water.
Equally
good for blondes as brunettes. Try it today! Sold at drug
counters. Professional applications at beauty and barber
shops.
After
Shampoosto Fitch's
Tonic and
is thtbttuecn
idealFitch
preparation
stimulateIdea!the Hair
hair
roots and live new life, luster and beauty to your hair
1 Dandruff
Remover
Shampoo
CO.. DES MOINES. lOV
TORONTO. CA.N

ew Orleans, La.
SCREEN ROMANCES PRESENTS
BARBARA STANWYCK and ROBERT TAYLOR
in
tkii li Mij -fl^^aii/
Lieut. Richard Perry — sentenced to be
hanged! And the girl he loved refused to
help him prove his innocence! . . . WHY?
Read SCREEN
this exciting
book-length novel In
June
ROMANCES!
Claudette Colbert in "I Met Hinn in
Paris"
the
Juneleads
Issue!the parade of headliners In
ON SALE AT YOUR FAVORITE NEWSSTAND
SCREEN ROMANCES SI
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For you— the allure of
natural-looking eye beauty!

PINAUD'S IMPROVED
SIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA
PREPARED IN FRANCE
Make your la.'lies a long sweep of silky, dark
because
..perfectly natural-looking
beauty.
of the extra-creaminess
of this mascara!
Snuiilgeproof, permanent. Apply it with or
■without \vater. In black, brown, blue, green.
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

BEAUTIFIES,
IMPROVES REJUVENATES—:
SKIN TEXTURE
Win glorious skin loveliness with
Miner's
Liquid
Moke-Up.
to
foce.
neck,an arms
and youthful,
legsApplied
it gives
your skin
olluring,
silky
finish.
Lasts
all
day,
will
not
rub
off
or streak.andShades
— Peach,
Brunette
Suntan.
At drugRachel,
and
dep't
stores
50c.
Introductory
sizes
25c
ond
10c,
at
your
fovorite
10c
counter,
or send lOe,trialmentioning
shade,
Miners. for40 aE.generous
20th St., N. Y.bottle
C. to
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SWING THAT MUSIC!
(Coutiiim-d from page 41)
necessary for him to travel, to be now in
the Kast. now on tlie West Coast as opporherself tunity
free tooffered.
go Mareia
with him,wiUint;!)to makekepta home
for them \vhere\er they might have to be.
"She alwa\s knows what to do at the
riglit time," Phil declared earnestly. "She
is not only beautiful, she's smart — too
smart
me ! ShePhilgivesinsists
up everything."
.^iid for
so, heacuse
on it, credit
goes to Marcia for their ten years of
happy married life — happy in spite of
much junketing around, of never having
a real home, of the inevitable slighting of
AIarcia"s
own tocareer.
she has
had
a chance
work Occasionally
in pictures, once
for
six months she worked with Phil as a
featured dancer. But all that is secondary,
it is being together that counts.
"You must have a lot in common," I
suggested, "to be so happy."
He grinned. "We get along swell, but
we haven't anything in common ! We don't
like the
same tastes
thingsin atfood.all, She
don'tis Engeven
have
the same
lish, I am American. I love horses, she
is scared to death of them. She loves to
read, I never open a book except when
she hands me some special book — like
Gone the Wind — and insists on my
reading it. She likes bridge — I like ping
pong! tends 1to hers
attend
at— I tothinkmy itbusiness,
is much shebetter
this.\ndwa\,"howhe could
concluded
simply.
he help thinking so,
since, for these two, it has wi irked out so
perfectly?
in spite
nf diverging they
interests andFor,
opposing
characteristics,
have built a deeply satis f\iiig life together.
The only lack they admit is the lack of
cliiUlren.
They've
them,
the\- still hope
to havealways
them. wanted
Not adopted,
but their very own.
Meanwhile, they work and play with a
full measure of enjoyment. They ha\e
many friends, mainly among musicians,
music publishers and the movie and radio
people. Hut they do little entertaining.
Their tastes are simple, they work hard
;ind li;ivc little time for recreation.
As far as I'liil is concerned, he does not
mind traveling, although he likes to think
of ( '.difornia
of settling iliiwn thereas .home
some and
day. dreams
Hut traveling
is as much in his blood as jazz itself, for
his lather was cnnnerted with tent shows,
and bis ImyliiKid, except for school days,
was spent touring the country.
Inevitably the smell of sawdnst, the lure
of the big top, was felt 1).\- tin- growing
boy — soment withmuch
so that,
afterto aonedisagreehis dad,
he wrote
of the
bigger circuses asking for a job. But the
card turning him down reached his father
first and, alarmed at the possibilities, Mr.
Harris tried to impress his young son with
the hardships, the misery attendant upon
a career beneath canvas. And wisely, he
sought
to divert Phil's
interestwasto asoinething else.
himself
sician, musicBecause
offered heitself
as a solutionmu-to
the problem and Phil was put to masterfundamentals.
Hising thefirst
professional engagement v>as

as a drummer, and for several years Phil
drummed his way around the country with
dance orchestras. It was his drumming, in
fact, which led to his eventual engagementrectltoy leplay
Australia and thus indid to hisin marriage.
It was at the height of the jazz craze
and Ainerican bands were being taken on
tour to the various parts of the globe. Because it was expensive to engage a full
band, a leader who was intent on taking
a bandtive"cIdwii
musicians under"
here andpicked
there,up a representasaxophone
player,
a
trumpeter
and,
of course, a
drummer.
no particular
reason heHe picked
Phil"Forexplained
modestly.
was me,"
glad
enough to go — why not? He was young
and fancy-free. He did not dream that
when they returned, a year later, Mrs.
Phil Harris would be traveling with them!
But from the time he first saw Marcia
Ralston, he knew there never would be
anyone else for him.
That was ten years ago, and in spite of
his \aried and colorful career, his popularity in the gayest night spots in Hollywood
and New York, liis ass, ciation with movie
stars and soci.iliu ilie main theme of his
life has been unbrnken. It is the same
Mrs. Harris
who excitedly
rccentl\' hasplanning
been poring
over
blueprints,
their
new, and first, home.
They have liought seven and a half
acres and set out avacadn, lime and lemon
trees — and when a bit of nniisiial weather
hit southern California this winter, dumping into its sunny lap a most unexpected
freeze, Phil hovered over his little trees,
phoned
to e\er_\dne
he could
think
of to askwildl\for ad\ice
and help,
bemoaning
the fact that he had not been prepared
with smudge pots. Some damage was done,
but not a great deal. The temperature rose
and Phil could breathe easily again !
The house is to be a rambling ranch house
of brick and wood, built around a patio.
From turePhil's
point of apartinent
view, the main
is the bachelor
which fea-he
decided
upon
in
place
of
the
more
traditiiinal and often unused den.
"It will be finished in knotty- pine, with
a big fire-place — there will be twin beds
and a bath, so that it will serxe as a guest
room when needed — and it will have gun
Tlierc was a faraway look in Phil's eyes.
"I am craz\- about guns," he admitted. "I've
got ever\ kind \ou can think of — r\e carried them all over the country, at great expense, but I never"I getam a chance
He chuckled,
goingfavorites.
toto usehavethemAnd
bird1"
t,,ii — tlu> are my
some day I ma\- actuall\- go hunting again
— it's been over two years since I've hunted
anything. I've been planning for at least
two there
\earsyetto! go into Mexico — maybe I'll
get
"Musicians can't plan vacations like other
people," he explained, "can't say : Til take
ainstance.
couple ofFor weeks
of? next
for
one thing,
they month,'
are always
afraid they might /i«7r to take a vacation!"
He grinned. "And a long one, at that!"
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Pa Baxter and Horace Newcomb
of CBS' Ma and Pa series are Parker Fennelly and Harry Humphrey.
He likes fishing, too, and riding — he used
to play a little polo when he had the time.
"I wasn't very good at it," he confessed,
"but ofit'scourse
great .sport.
now,
. . I don't have time
"I don't suppose wi'll even ha\c a chance
tohaving
live intheourtime
house,"
Ik ml;!k(1, liuiklini;
"hut we'reit.
of <air
And my mother and fatlKr will enjoy it—
it will be fun when we can come back to it !"
With the ending of the Palomar engagemwhat
ent in January,
pressure
was needed
somerelieved. Philthe felt
the bi\vs
a rest and planned nnly occasional onenight stands in nearby towns. In June,
when the Benny program closes for the
summer, he expects to take his band to
New York, to play in theatres in the East,
opening up with Jack again in Septemlier
and returning to the Coast when he does.
To the Coast and to the r.inch house !
There is ncitliinu s\\ank\- about the place,
it isn'tfor being
built wholor have
show,almost,
but for
home
two ]ico|ilc
if nota
quite, had eiiougli of touring, of topsyturvy living, sleeping by day, working by
night.
But if it is arduous, Phil thrives on it.
And if you doubt his devotion, if you tliink
a musician, a bandleaiU r wouhl m.ike a
poor husband, you may change your mind
when you learn that, after playing six
nights a week until the wee small hours at
a night club, rehearsing Saturday and appearing Sunday on the radio program,
Phil Harris makes a practice of taking his
wife, not to the theatre or to the movies or
to spend a quiet hour with some friends, but
to some bright spot for music and (lancing,
every Sunday night after the program.
"It is our weekly date." he smiled.
"You must like dancing," I commented.
"Like it? How could I like it? I get
fed
he grinned
again,up ajust
shy,watching
shamefacedit !"grin,Rut almost
as if
lieMarcia
were has
embarrassed.
"It's
the
only
to get out, as a rule, thechance
only
time we can go together — and after sitting
around the house or working in the studio,
she needs a change."
So, after
all, the
givingthey
isn'tareall inon nonone
side.
However
different
es entials, they are alike in this, that nothing is more important to either than the
other's happiness, than their mutual understanding and the permanence of their marriage.
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BRING ALONG MY OLIVE OIL POWDER'

DON'T

SAY{Continued
I SAID
from page 31)SO, BUT-

when the occasion or the script calls for
comedy, but not all of the time. He
would like an occasional breakilown into
seriousness. To sustain comedy throughhe says, Half
is a
burdenout annothour's
to be program,
borne perpetually.
an hour is enough for any program, to
Charlie's
of thinking.
And thewaychances
are about 100 to 1 that
MOTHER,ing yourZ. B.T.
job of keepbaby does
happy,a better
comfortable
and you will be hearing Charlie being a masfree
from
chafing,
because
it's
the
only
baby
ter
of
ceremonies,
come a few more
powder made with olive oil. The olive oil
makes
B. T. smoother,
For all the sponsors are a-bidding,
a betterZ. guardian
of thelonger-clinging—
skin. It makes moons.
I
am
told.
Z. B. T.zincmoistu)e-resista>it
"It's been great for me," Charlie was
from
stearate, Z.B.T.— nois caking.
approvedFreeby
leading
hospitals,
by
Good
Housekeeping
saying.
"It's thegot pacing,
me up the
on my
toes again,
Bureau and your
baby.
the
timing,
audience.
Now
For FREE SAMPLE
I have everything a showman wants. I
send
postcard
to
Z.B.T.,
Dept.
K-3,
have
the
immediate
audience,
such
as I
80 Varick Street, New York City.
used to have on the stage and have always missed, and I have the unseen auch as weup,have
in pictures.
snappingdience, sume
making
a manIt'sofreally
me.
It's all very gratifying. The reactions
haveAnd been
srcat. of(irrat!"
I tbduglu
one reaction which I
know gratified him. For W. C. Fields
wrote from his sanitorium. where he has
been so ill, that Butterworth has saved his
life.lesHeand listens
to himonlyavidly.
He chuckgets the
real heartening
"belly-laughs"
he
has
had.
He
v\*«V^^ A Common Run
says, leave the sanitorium, because can't,
he ownshe
vT^ Canst Wait Ti
the
only
radio
there
and
he
couldn't
Change My Hose
it with him and thus deprive the other take
patients of Butterworth !
"Nay,
my
love,
our
subjects
wai
Besides
those
ample
robes
concei
When
I
reminded
Charlie
of
this,
he
thy
shanks.to the
But shops
tomorrow
morn,queenly
hie thyself
and r '\
said: "That is the most supreme of all
purchase
Run-R-Stop
compliments. For Fields is the greatest
thus
avert a future
mishaps vanity,
of this and
na- '
comedian of his time, the very greatest.
ture."
Ted Healy is another great coinedian.
RUN-R-STOP
IN
THE
RED
AND
Neither of them may ever attain the
BLACK PURSE-SIZE VANITY check
runs
and
snags
permanently.
At
chain,
proportions
of Chaplin, who now is a
department and shoe stores — 10c.
legend, but that is because Cliaplin began
in The
the radio
beginning."
work, Charlie resumed, spares
him much. Because, despite his tempestuous nature, he really is very timid. He
snys so. He dislikes public recognition.
He hides behind napkins and menus and
things,
when peopleHepointresents
him out
cafes
and restaurants.
and inshrinks
from l)eing asked what brand of toothpaste he uses, how many blankets he
sleeps
of t"his lie— private
ah —
shorts. under,
These the
seemcolor
tn liini
and
rather
sacred
niatlcrs
ami
he
does
ask for OeLuxe.
not see how anyone lias a ri.uht to know
about them, much less to ask. He never
reads fan stories about himself, columns or
reviews of his own pictures. It gives him
Sbejuxe-Vmumr
AT All. S AND lO CENT tTOaES
the jitters, he declared without a jitter, to
see his personality thus denuded, his personal life so brashly disclosed.
It was at this inopportune inoinent that
I asked my next impertinent (|uestion. In
the very bared teeth of his resentfully
^uardcfi private life did I hurl my (luery
]>r(■^umptuous. The answer explains the
ry; (lue^tion. For he said: "I cannot discuss
pilato
o de
aepopular
Today's
most
depilatory.
Instantly
ua
rf
pX
our
mine. andIt
eliminates
trace cold
of hair.cream.
As delightseemsseparation,
to me thatmy itwife's
is ourandbusiness
ful as yourevery
choicest
Simply
ours alone. I can only say that the sepaspread
on
and
rinse
off.
Ask
dealer
or
write
ration isan experiment. Mrs. Butterwortli
Madame Berths. S62 Fifth Ave., New York I
lias gone to New York. I am here in
104

Hollywood. We shall see how we feel,
after an interval apart. It is mostly, I
think, that one loses a sense of proportion,
a sense of values here in Hollywood.
There is too much of everything. Too
much money, too much luxury, too much
leisure, too much doing what one wants
to do and not enough doing what one has
to do. There is too little need to 'put up
with things.' Perhaps if we had had children, as we hoped
. . . But
And without
necessities,
rootswe dodidn't.
not
And I remembered, as he talked, how
tempestuous, indeed, this romance-leadingto-marriage
been.toldI recalled
face when hehadfirst
me aboutCharlie's
it, the
bright, bold gleam in his pale blue eyes
when
: "I fell
my
wifegrow."
athefirstsaidsight.
I fellinin love
love with
with her
instantaneously, as my eyes met hers. It
appeared events
to be notwithstanding.
mutual." It was mutual,
present
They were introduced at the Colony
Club in New York, Charlie and his Ethel,
who previously had been married to Eddie
Sutherland. Charlie made a date with her
then and there, for later in the evenins;.
He pushed the intervening hours ahead,
he did protest, with impatient hands. He
thought they never would get out of the
way, the hours between. And then they
met at last. And drove, in a hansom cab,
until tlie dawn. It was magnificent and
mad. Three days later Charlie asked her
to be his wife. \Mthin three months they
were married.
During that brief engagement Charlie
was, in fact, the Great Lover. He wrote
her poetry as impassioned as Swinburne's. He said: "I am not too bad a
poet, by the way. When Hollywood closes
its gilded doors upon my unreluctant back,
I know what I shall do, or try to do. I
shall retreat to my house in the desert, in
Palm Springs. It is bought and paid for.
The taxes are moderate. It would cost
very little to live there. I would not need
to shop at the more de luxe bazaars. I
could find dates and figs on the desert itself. And I would write. There is something about the desert that gives me peace.
Even now, in the thick of the battle, I
go down every week. Tiie tall mountains,
the golden, still sands, the c|uietness which
never is loneliness because it is alive with
a life more everlasting tlian yours or mine
— yes, I go down every week," said
Charlie, "after my broadcast, and stay until it is time to come back for the next rehearsals. I play tennis with Charlie
Farrell and \'irginia \'alli and the boys
at Charlie's de luxe Racket Club. I drowse
andWell,
dreamthen,andCharlie
read. wrote
I relax."iiis lady sonnets. He avalanched lier with flowers and
books and candies and tiieatre tickets. He
even had a private telephone installed in
his dressing-room, at the theatre where
he was playing, so that he could talk to
her for long hours, confidentially, uninterrupted.
Oh, he's one with the ladies, is Charlie!
Love, when it hits him, hits him hard.
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He is the type. Straiglit for that stormy
"It was so simple — so quick and easy to use
petrel,
Butterworth
wing hisCupid's
Marchand's that I was astonished at the difference
sharpestthearrows.
And heart,
this was
first
love. His first Great Love. He never
it made in my entire personality."
had been really in love before. Not matrimonial y. He had had sort of crushes,
come every spring when the air is balmy
and then, come autumn, he always got
over them again.
"I likeanother
the ladies,"
making
telephoneadmitted
call. HeCharlie,
has a
telephone complex.
He added
: "And when
smites
the Butterworth
breast,loveit really
is as
"There she is, sitting at
sudden and as sharp as a knife thrust.
I looked at my wife and I said : 'This is home alone — the girl I left behind me
She. This is the girl I must marry.'
forever when I discovered Marchand's
"I know,"' said Charlie, with his funny, Golden Hair "Wash," says lovely Louise
deprecatory little laugh, "that this must A.* "I used to be a Cinderella, but now
sound funny,
from me. laughter
You're my friends say Marchand's brought out
probably
dyingcoming
of suppressed
right now. But the funny part really is my true personalit)' — I'm fascinating."
Let Marchand's bring you fresh popthat I am not inside what I appear to be
beauty to
outside. In other words, my face and my your hair.ularity andIfa younew,areyouthful
BLONDE, it will
heart don't watch."
restore
and
keep
that
radiant,
needn't norhavewastoldI tempted
me that.to Ilaugh.
was freshness everyone admires. If yousunny
notHelaughing
are
I was more touched than I had been since BRUNETTE, you can rinse lovely, glowChaplin first told me, so wistfully, that
ing highlights in your hair. With Marhe would like to play Hamlet; since Sterchand's you can shade
lightenyouanydesire.
color Both
hair
ling Holloway told me that girls always to any flattering
laugh at him when he makes love to them ;
and
Brunettes
use
Alarchand's
since El Brcndel told me that he would toBlondes
make excess hair on arms and legs
count the world well lost for one touch of
Because it is not a depilaGable's
appeal. of the seriousness of unnoticeable.
I knewsexsonicthiiiff
tory, it cannot leave unpleasant stubble.
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash is
Charlie. I knew about his brother's wife
and five childrt-n, for whom Charlie cares quick and easy to use. Colorless. Stainless. Odorless. Effective. Perfect results.
since his
death.totally
I knowdependthat
there
are brother's
eleven persons
ent on Charlie, obligations he might legitimately evade — and doesn't.
FREE -Discover your true self — and
I know that he still models men by his
how toance bring
out and accent
and personality.
ROBERTyour ofappearFifth
father, a country doctor who gave his life
Avenue,
famous has
as thewritten
man who
"makes
to broken bones and mumps and eruptions
you
beautiful"
an
amazing
of measles and all the pains and much
brochure
which tells how
you
what
typeforyouMarchand's,
of the poverty to which the flesh is heir.
to makeup,
neware,hairwhatstylesto wear,
and other
valuable
advice.
It's
FREE
to
you—
just
"I first saw life tlirough my father's
your postage.
name andUsea three-cent
stamp
tosendcover
coupon below.
clever, patient, far-sueino eyrs." Charlie
told me. "The vision still is the truest
one I know."
Charlie reads omniverously. He seldom
goes to movies, to parties, to premieres.
He said: "I never go to big Hollywood
openings. I've started to go, once or
twice, but I've always turned back at the
door.
can't stand
sighthired
of so ermine
many
rented IRolls
Roycestheand
coats !"
No, atno,Charlie
I wasn'toff laughing
I You
laugh
screen and
air. don't
Un;he happiest girl in the
less he wants you to. And then you do "Night after night I used to sit "then one night mother brought
laugh, helplessly.
home
alonepopularity
— worried
about my home
a bottle
of tryMarchand's
and orld since Marchand's restored
lack
of
—
insisted
that
I
it
—
ic
natural
beauty of my hair."
I have interviewed so-called "comics"
too many times before, and there is always one of two things to expect: Either
the funster will tell you that he is "the
clown with the breaking heart," or he
will have you know that he
different from what he appearsis completely
to be pro<SOLDEN HAIR WASH
fes ional y—as inthe case of the two
Charlies, Chaplin and Butterworth.
CHARLES MARCHAND
CO., 521 W.
St., New
^ oi S
k(
D'
N
And over
so Ithewasn't
A
H23rd
MAR
when,
Scotchterrilicallv
and soda,surprised
:three-cent
AC
FREE stamp
copy
ofto ROBl
Charlie
co\ci
revealed himself to me as a man
of
strong
passions and violent extremes.
I was even less surprised than I might
have been. First, because I knew what a
Address^
Great Lover he had been during his courtCity
ship of the lady who became his wife.
StateAnd secondly because I have been the re105
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An All-American quartette of noted Metropolitan Opera artists. [Front
row) Katherlne Meisle [left) contralto, and Susanne Fischer, soprano.
(Rear row) Richard Crooks (left) tenor, and Richard Bonelli, baritone.
they do find that we have something to
cipient of certain aiimrdus coiiIkIciiccs say.
that we have more
made me by certain Lilanior.ms la(lic^ who to offerTheythandiscover
the handsome leading-man
have revealed to mc that "Charhe lias a type who flexes
his muscles, turns his
wayI with
women the. . ."amorous hidios and profile to advantage and smiles like a
mentioned
their warmish conridcnces. Mr. Butter- toothpaste ad — " and Mr. Butterworth
worth l)ridled ever so slightly. He illustrated by turning his profile to advantage and smiling like a toothpaste ad.
straightened his shoulders t which do I was devastated
!
slope ettea withlittle)
and
said,
twirliiis
his
cigarnarrowed George-Raftish eyes:
"You ladies want more," Charlie promodestly, "than
muscle,
a pro"Oh,But,I'veCharlie
been around
a bit he
. . ."is selfish.
file and anounced
toothsome
smile.a We
comedians,
explained,
Always has been. Always thought of if I may say so, as perhaps I shouldn't,
himself as a confirmed bachelor, a .sort of
to offer."didn't want to marry.
casual C asanova. He always wanted to IwTC more
so. Charlie
g(i where he wanted to go and when, and He;\iid
didn't figure that he helunged in Hymen's harness. He is an extremist and
no (|uestions asked. He liked all the ladies
too well to supjOTse that he could e\cr be extremists are iinconi fortahle, cactusy people to live with. When he is tip he wants
content with one. He didn't hke children. to rip
the stars from tlie sk\ .iiid dance
He said once: "I like the kid.lies well on
Way, .ir something mad.
enou,s4li
il tli<illsy -leclini(!ne
il' they d.in'i
cniehuhi's\<>n WhentheheMilky
is down he waiiN lo end it .ill.
near
me."
w
itli
the
And oddly, he always feels nKjst suicidal
Well, I vhonid call it a Cuiuhination of a
he is having his greatest successes
certain surface futility and the teiupcst- when
on stage or screen or air. He seems to
iioUMiess he can show — upon occasion.
The ladies like Charlie. I pressed the feel, keenly, the futility of it all. Perit is liecausc he feels that there is
palatable point. He said : "Well, well, it's hai)s
nothing left to struggle for. And he
funny about
all comedians.
noticed
it. We
do seem toI'veget always
along being.
simply must struggle. It is a law of his
with the fair sex. With both sexes, for
He has known struggle. Days in New
the matter of that. Which is fine. My
men friends are very important to me. York when he lived on two malted milk
The men like us because we have a tablets a day, for days on end. Days
sense of humor. And they are not afraid when he was jobless, with nothing in view
of us, because they are not jealous of us. or in pocket. And was hajipy in a roseate
With our pans, you know. The women world.
Not, explained Charlie, that he wants
like us because, at first, I think, we appear to be futile and frustrated and they to go back to malted milk tablets again.
He
doesn't want to starve. He is afraid
want toto find
mother
us. and
Then,frustrated
they don't
seem
us futile
and of being poor now, not for himself but for
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CANDID

SPOTLIGHT
Gable, Harlow, Robert Taylor
— Hollywood's Headliners — you
will see in FOTO, America's
smartest and biggest new picture
magazine which contains a special section of "ofF-guard" Hollywood candid snaps. In FOTO
you will see your favorite stars
as you have never seen them
before!
But FOTO is not exclusively a
movie magazine — far from it. In
this first great June issue you will
find exciting celluloid shots from
all over the world — over 300 pictures; more than any other picture magazine! Sixty-four thrilling pages for a dime!
Special features include:
"Roosevelt Romances" — why psychologists claim the President's
family is endowed with a "happy
virility:" "War is Hell— Don't Let
it Happen" — a pictorial sermon
of vital importance to all Americans; "Royal Playboy — the romantic photo-history of the Duke
of Kent;" two pages of baby pictures; apictorial explanation of
"Why is a Woman Afraid of a
Mouse?" and many others.
BUY THIS GREAT ISSUE TODAY
TEN CENTS
FOTO

those dependent upon him. He knows, he
says, that the day will come when he will
get tlie gong. But if he can save enough
to meet that day with sufficient to care
lie says,be
for those who need him, he won't
afraid of that. It's a rrickci I a trick
movie
fame, radio
fame. lauuli.
It's lick line,
of pcrsonahtv,
a fi'lliim
bitterlv,
that's all. -Whv," Ik- to , children
am. In
iiihci ted, was twice til
he marl
vefivemade
.\ay.
cck And
and wniild
dollars
much more !
"I can't lose niucl
iv'liat liarc I fiot to I, said Charlie, "for
And then he tol.l e what he meant.
He told me about 1 . he went out the
house
other night and look ^eathethewasnewIniilding
hefor ishimself
building-,andthehisli wife. He
H looked at
the large, expensive lots, at the sizealile,
substantial house rising two stories from
the
and and
he bought
thought:and"Mine
mine.ground
I earned
paid— forall
all
of
this."
He
thought
of
the
two
cars in the garage at home (they swell
were
living in a rented house in Beverly Hills,
with their own furniture, Charlie and his
wife, until their new home should be finished). He thought of the servants and
the stocks of rich food and wines and the
wardrobes full of clothes and shelves
crammed with books and every comfort
and every luxury. And he said to himself:"What of it— now? It's empty, isn't
it?' I'm
alone with
things,nothings
have
no hands,
no hearts,
voicesthatto
speak
to
me."
The
one
bright
he thought, came from his dogs. warmth,
He has
three of them. And they make him happy.They kennels
give himand something.
have
raise them, He'd
iiave like
lots ofto
warm little puppies tumbling about. But
it might, he fears, seem too much like
copying Charlie Ruggles. "A man's never
too
"whenneverhe leaves
has a
dog.lonely,"
A dog said
neverCharlie,
fails you,
you, never seems to think you fail
himNotful. .for,that
." Charlie.
he hasn'tAndplenty
be thankknowsto it.
He is
completely glad that he is a comedian.
He
has
no
Hamlet
aspirations.
He
hasn't,
he says, any talents, any other talents.
He
knowit what
be, save andan
actordoesn't
(unless,
might hebe,could
a poet?),
so
he'll
stick
to
actoring,
on
screen
or air,
time and the public will decide which.
A comedian, he sa\s, has all of the advantages and few of the disadvantages.
"Evenfromoldlooking
age," said
me
like aCharlie,
coddled "can't
egg. keep
And
so, I hope to develop my ])ersonality,
screen or radio, to the point I have set
for myself. And when the gong sounds,
there will be the desert and a date palm
and a book of verse and nic . . . \Vhy
should
worry?"I thought, as I walked out
Why, I indeed,
of
Luc\'s
with Charlie
— Charlie
tippingto
his nifty fedora
to Carole
Lombard,
Simonc Simon, to this lovely lady and
that — shouting masculine greetings to this
man and that. He is immensely popular
among
"way"air.withHe theis
ladies. men.
He isHeaceshasona the
tempestuous. He is a ixiet. He is athletic, swinging a mean racquet — and he
bears, among other gifts, the gift of
laugliter.
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tlie smartest girls with the
loveliest curls . . . use Hollywood Rapid
Dry Curlers. You can enhance your
beauty, too, in this easy way. Whatever
style of curl you like. . .whether a few
large ones or many little close ones...
make them simply, quickly, right at
home, with ''the Curlers used by the
Stars"'. .. Insist on Hollvivood Curlers.
3 for 10c at 5c and 10c STORES - NOTION COUNTERS
3LONVBS
More
Tascimtinq
With
FAIR SKIN
brunettes . . .
don'
dull, blemished,
freckled
skinCreme
ruin .charm!
Gentlet letGolden
Peacock
Bleach
. . removes didl almost
film, surface
frecklesGivesandyoupimples,
blackheads
ovcrniRht!
flawk«s, younsor looking, alluring skin. Atclear,
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NICK DAWSON
I KNOW
{Continued from page 42)

the edge
building,
on fighting if lie ofhada to.
So youbutseehe'dhe goknows
how
toscripts.
make it sound "true to life" in the
.-\s for being afraid of a microphone, lie
hasn't the least conception of what that
means.
that people,
he doesn't
in me andNotother
but understand
he never hasit
experienced niike-fear himself. His understanding, incidentally, is another nice thing
about him and lie looks so much like a
business
man,
really
sensitive he is.you'd
But heneversaysguess
injuredhowfeelings
are worse than broken bones and he never
does or says anything to hurt anyone. He
avoids arguments like the plague and nothing on earth could make him worry.
He knows the value of money, but if I
said ; "We're going ofif the air tomorrow,"
he'd answer calmly : "That's too bad."
And if I said: "Nick, our salary has been
doubled," he would answer : "Swell," in
the sameto tone
of voice. HeHe says
dumb
be emotional.
likeshe'sto toolet
people anyone
think he's
I wouldn't
advise
to try"duinb,"
it— for but
he gets
a kick
out
of calmly1 turning the tables to his own
satisfaction
Nick's self-control
any ansituation
marvelous.
Last year hein had
operation,is
during which he nearly died, but as soon
as he was well, he never said another word
about it. No stories of "my operation" or
"hard luck" or anything like that. He was
deep
him. in work — the unpleasantness behind
Nick has a way with children. He never

/ /

Never

Suspect Cause
Of Backaches
Tbii Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve
nagging bankarlie quickly,
once
may betheytireddiscover
kidneys.that the real cau-se of their trouble
The acids
kidneys arewa.steNature's
chief
way ofMosttakingpeople
the
excess
the blood.
passFrequent
about 3 and
pintsscanty
a dayoutpassages
or ofabout
3 pounds
of waste.
or
with
sraartinr
and
burningkidneys
showsor there
be something wrong with
yotir
bladder.ormaypoisons
Antoexcess
of acids
in your
blood,
due
functional
kidney
disorders,
may lumbago,
be the when
causeleg
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
pains,
loss
of
pep
and
energy,
getting
up uights,
swelling,
puf&ness
under
the
eyes,
headaches
and
dizziness.
Don'tsuccessfully
wait! Askby your
druggist
forr 10Do.m's
Pills,
used
millions
for
ovt
\
i
.r'1
hey
give
happy
and will helpwastethe from
1 . usjIiyour
, >,f ki.lncy
tubesDoan'a
flush relief
out poisonous
blood.
Get
Pills.
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Willie Morris is well known to
radioalso
listeners
as theon "7847
Girl."
She
is heard
the Musical
Camera progrann, which is broadcast every Sunday afternoon at
4:30 p.m., EDST, over the NBCRed network.

talks down to them and consequently, no
matter what age they are, he makes them
his "buddies." They tell him their secrets
and ask his advice. He says it's a shame
children have to grow up — "except little
hegirls,adds.who grow up to be beautiful ladies,"
I'm sure I don't know how to classify
Nick's
do II know
by what
process friends,
he selectsnorthem.
only know
that
he has them in every walk of life. They
range
ex-burglars
think "ex"andis
right!) from
and hoboes,
to bank(I presidents
foreign
diplomats.
I've
tried,
several
occasions, to get him to take meon visiting
in what he calls "the best sub-cellar
circles," but he says I inight not appreciate
them and he'd be embarrassed.
In the hethreetookyears
working
together
me towe've
dinnerbeenalone
only
once. It was the night I developed scarlet
fever ! Since then, he says he doesn't dare
takeNickme isoutanforall-around
fear I'll doboxer,
a "repeat."
swimmer
and anything you can name in the way of
sports. Whatever he decides to do, he does
well, because of his infinite patience and
will-power. I've mentioned his many "profes ions," but ofhiincourse
best.
Working with
is lotshe oflikesfun.actingIn spite
of our three years' association, we've never
come to blows or had any serious disagreements.
He saysWell,
that'sI because
talent.
found outof mylongmanagerial
ago that
the best way to make Nick do something
he might otherwise not want to do, is to
say he can't ! I guess Nick is like all men
in that respect and "all men are like
children!" It's the appeal to their pride
and prowess that gets them !
But don't
not hadto toair"take
Right
here think
is niyI'vechance
my it."
pet
peeve
—
it's
the
awful
nicknames
Nick
thinks
up for me ! ( No pun intended but they
are strictly A^;c/c-nanies !)
but secretary
since he
saidHe hebegan
had with
three —"the
his boss,"
wife, his
andTheme one
— I didn't
mind
that
so
much.
that he teases me most with is
"hellpot."
He knows
uses it whenever
he wantsI detest
to get itme and
angry.he
He used it iirst, two summers ago, when
we were at the beach with our families.
The water was cold and I always go in by
inches — which, of course, you know, a
switumer detests. Nick got the bright idea
of "dunking" me suddenly, so I fought him
tooth
and nailI andenjoy
that'sworking
how it all
Although
withstarted.
him,
especially in our new script. Follow the
Moon, I'm publicly warning him right now
that if he doesn't think up something nice
to nickname me soon, I'm .going to live up
to "hellpot." I'm .going to stock up on
Woodbury facial cream and let him have
it— jar and all !
Alas, since nothing name
frightens him,forhe'll
probably
tomorrow—havebuta atworse
least a girlwaiting
can try! lue
In eredspite
all this,
I hopeI know
you've cangath-be
that theof Nick
Dawson
sumimxl up in two slangy hut very effective
and appropriate words: "Great Guy!"
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ELSIE HITZ I KNOW
( Co)itimicd from f>ai/c 42)

telephone.
Elsie's andvoicetiiecould
man do anything
best make
proof aof mere
this
is that her fan mail from men has included
everything from proposals to the offer of a
fifty-foot yacht.
Saying she is sixty-eight different women,
I suppose, is just another way of saying she
isneverutterly
her tohome,
you'd
guess feminine.
you were At
talking
an actress.
She's
just
a
girl
whose
chief
interest
life seems to be fixing up a pleasant placein
toin live
in and onplanning
meals.
her glory
Sunday nice
nights,
whenShe's
the
maid is off and she can mix a salad herself. That she is a perfect hostess goes
without saying. As for interior decorating,
she's a w hizwithat it.anticpies
Her home
furnished
she ishascharmingly
collected
and
with
sculpture
that
she's
Elsie is nothing if not versatile.done herself.
She's a mass of contradictions, and
changes moods so often I can't keep up
with her. One minute she's utterly independent and so "new-womanish," she
won't even let me open a door for her —
but
suddenly, intothehelpless
midst ofwomanhood
this, she'll anddo
an about-face
has me fetching and carrying, picking up
handkerchiefs and finding chairs. Just as
I'm
being so chivalrous,
aroundto
to mothering
me — tellini!;she'll
nie switch
to be sure
take something for my cold, and why
haven't ?I got enough sense to wear my
rubbers
Elsie changes signals so often, I think
everyone but her husband and I misunderstand her. Under the impression that she's
just being
she'sa trip
an outrageous
flirt.
Why,
when nice,
she took
to Nova Scotia,
she had some poor chap following her all
the way back to Xew York, only to be
sweetly
to herthe husband
She's
got
all theintroduced
men around
studio so! gaga,
they trip over themselves for a smile. One
can't blame
them, asforitElsie's
is something, furnished
is withsmile
dimples
and
the merest suggestion of a cleft chin.
She sings beautifully, but is frightened
to death to do it on the air. When the
script calls for it. slie sinys. 1)ut she has
fits
nervousness
first. does
I've got
to hand
it toofher,
though — never
an airlience
know
she
has
mike-fright.
I
think
it's
much harder to have it and control it than
just
to
be
dumb
enough
not
to
have
it,
as
I am.
Elsie has two passion.s — taxis and the
telephone.
a street,
she'llto take
taxi. As forTo thecrossphone,
if I want
speaka
to her at three in the afternoon, I have
my secrctarv start rinsing her at leii^hirty
in the morning — which gives vmi an ideal
has excellent
tasteshein gets
clothes,it carried
hut it's
a She
wonder
to me that
out, for the way she shops for other things
is a riot. She bought a car last year because itwas light green and had two windshield wipers on it. I'm positivewiper,
that iftheit
had
had
man wouldonlyhaveonelostwindshield
that sale.
Like all women, she gets terribly excited
over
we thought
were new
goingclothes,
to have^\'hen
audiences
for ourwe
evening broadcasts last year, Elsie planned

to haveWhena difi'eri.-iit
cM-iiinj;
each
one.
you realize
tlli^ dress
nu-antloriliirt\nine evening dresses, nhu know what she
had on her mind. Planning them assumed
the proportions of a major project. We
wouldhadbe forgotten
deep in rehearsal
I'd imagine
she
all about andclothes,
but if
we'd
stop
to
rest
for
a
minute,
I'31sie
would
plunge into a veritable orgy of verbal
evening dresses. As soon as we learned
we weren't going to have audiences, she
promptly
forgot the whole thirty-nine at
once.
She's enthusiastic about everything
and
is a swell
sport. started,
Before sheour went
Folloii.'on
the Moon
broadcasts
a trip to Bermuda and came back laden
with expensive perfumes for her friends.
She bought only one bottle for herself and
kept it on her dressing-table for days, gazing at it in admiration, before she realized
that the bottle had cracked and that the
precious contents had evaporated. She
philosophically told me that she is keeping
the bottle, anyway, as a reminder of her
trip and her extravagance.
She'sas just
as good
big
things
she was
about athissport
minorabout
tragedy.
When she had scarlet fever, she did her
broadcasts from her hospital room and
gave some of the best performances of the
whole series. Unless you read the papers,
you probably wouldn't have known she was
sick — if the announcer hadn't told you.
She's a great trouper and a fine worker.
right, I pours
might oil
grouseon
aWhenbit.things
But don't
Elsiego always
troubledagerialwaters
and
it's
often
her
talent that makes me do things manthat
are goodventures infor
me.andI've
had gets
wild more
admy life
so Elsie
of a kick out of the ones in our scripts
than I do, but she has the happy faculty
of making an adventure out of the business
of everyday living. That, too, goes along
with being a womanly woman, I guess.
That's Elsie
— a actress
charmingandbundle
femininity,
a fine
a swellof
person 1

TIME IS SHORT, BUT FOOD IS TASTY . . .
YOU EAT A LOT AND EAT IT HASTY . . .
IN CASE A CASE OF HEARTBURN COMES,
WE HOPE YOU'VE GOT YOUR ROLL OF TUMS;

FOR QUICK RELIEF FROM
ACID INDIGESTION, HEARTBURN. GAS
CO many causes for acid indigestion! Hasty
eating . . . smoking . . . beverages . . . rich
foods ...pected attacks
no wonder
we havesoursudden,
of have
heartburn,
stomachunexor
gas!
millionsTurns!
learned tasty
the smart
to doButis carry
These
mints thing
give
scientific, thorough relief so quickly! Contain
no harsh alkali . . . cannot oj'cr-alkalize your
stomach.pound to correct
Releasestomach
just enough
comacidity antacid
. . . remainder
passes z^w-released from your system. And
they're
pleasant
. . .orjustpurse.like10ccandy.
handy tosocarry
in pocket
a roll Soat
anv drugstorePACK.
— or 3 rolls for 25c in the
ECONOMY

V| I^A^ FORTHET^MMY^^^
TUMS
ANTACIDARE . .
NOT A LAXATIVE
-Thermomei
samples of Tums and t .bept."25H-74. St. 1,
FREE:

LOTION

^

A special oil in Cutex Lipstick he
make your lips look smoother, more
lurins; — 5 viars younfjer! NatuBaritone Donald Dickson rehearses
for a Saturday Night Party show.
NBC-Red network. 8:00 p.m., EDST.
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RADIO STARS

RIIDIO
LHUGHS...
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
FROM POPULAR PROGRAMS)
GEORGE : Go ahead. Grade . . . Say
"hello" to cvcrvbodv.
GRACIE:
to uhof . . . See
GEORGE: Sa\To "hello"
the audience
them all sitting out there.
GRACIE: Oh—strikers, huh?
(BURXS & ALLEN Program.)
Duffy: Miss Lillie, where were you last
night?
Bea : Was last night Saturday ?
Duffy: Xo!
Bea : Then I was downstairs in the bar,
behavins; invscli like a perfect lady.
(BEATRICE LILLIE Program.)
CHARLIE: We had a swell trip. Gee,
Rudy I was
me! atI night,
told him
how
fall nice
out ofto bed
so heabout
got
me an upper berth.
BERGEN:
Why
an
upper
berth?
CHARLIE: So if I fell out he could
hear mel
(EDGAR BERGEN and his DUMMY,
CHARLIE McCarthy, Vallee Varieties.)
70.1/: Ilrw „r.- \ou Gror./c/
GEOKCi. ■ oh. I on,-t kifh.
TOM: eh. v-'// ,./»'// .l///,v/ be lumbago .. . I'yIldir.IRI)
iiiiivh,- \-,iu jit.il
a cold.
(TOM
amiijol GEORGE
SHELTOX, .s\-.;//r.s7 Program.)
FRED : The last time 1 saw Papa he
was working on some new kind of sugar.
PORTLAND: Yes— it was a lump of
sugar that floated.
FRED : That's right. It was for people
that
can't nnuinlier
whether
put
sugar
c .ft\ ethem.
or not. they've
The lumps
bob(FRED
up inan<lt'ltir
rtiiiin<l
ALLEX and PORTLAND
HOFFA, Town Hall Tonight.)
STOOP: I'm going to explain about
my new kind of calendar. It's a peacherool
BUDD: A peacheroo,
How's it
different
ordinaryhuh?
STOOP:fromThisancalendar
ofcalendar?
mine has a
railing around it so people can't slip off
week-ends!
(STOOPNAGLE and BUDD, Minute
Tapioca Program.)
PHIL: Go aiL'ay, my nniver.tal pest.
Pll
have you Inkuozv
already
a success
inEarth.
pictures.
fad I'mI was
in The
Good
BEETLE: What ivas that?
PHIL : YoH heard me— I zvas in The
G'xjd Earth.
BEETLE: Oh— a worm!
(PHIL BAKER. Gulf Program.)
DON : Yes. sir, the Waldorf-Astoria is a
pretty
isn't I it?had to shave
JACK:high-class
Swanky!placeWhy,
beforeyouthey'd
me in Ithethink
barbertheirshopprices
...
but
know,let Don,
here
are
quite
well
balanced.
I
didn't
pay
athancentI didmorefor for
the having
suit ! my suit pressed
(JACK BEXXY, Jell-O Program.)
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FRED : Pre uczrr heard of UNmailing
MAC: Did you hear of the opera
Martha?
a Idler, Porllaud. Is that some new serED: Oh, I wrote that . . .
vice Mr. Parlex's No,
installed?
PORTLAND:
Papa mailed a letter
MAC:
let's opens
hear what
to our Congressman and he has to get it
ED: As Well,
the opera
we seeyouthe wrote.
hero- back.
ine . . . she's only a miner's daughter,
but,
oh, what naturalandresources!
She's in address?
FRED : Did he forget the Congressman's
awithswimming-pool
she is Two
swimming
the
cashier
of
a
bank.
days
PORTLAND : No— Papa just thought
later she floats alone!
of sotiidliiiifi else he could call him without
(ED WYNN and GRAHAM Mc- .ipi-iu/iiiii tlncc more cents.
(FRFU .ILLEN ami PORTLAND
NAMEE, Spud Program.)
HOFFA, Tozai Hall Tonight.)
CHARLIE : I'm a he-man from the ivide
STOOP: Thanks, Sir Whiggby. I want
open
spaces, Fred. A roolin, tootin heman rancher.
you toner, Budd.
make the acquaintance of my partFRED : But Charlie, ranchers don't zvear
VOXsent youZELL:
spats.
CHARLIE:
Fm
a
dude
rancher,
Fred,
chaps onBudd,an huh?
arson Did
chargeI repreover
ll'ahoo!
at the Assizes?
(FRED ASTAIRE and CHARLIE
BUDD : No — must have been two other
BVTTERWORTH, Packard Program.) felons.
(STOOPNAGLE & BUDD, Minute
PIC: All right . . . first I try you in Tapioca Program.)
spellin'.bum.Dis is an easy word . . . spell de
word
MARY: I've seen all the good shows.
P.\T:
Bum} Dat's
easy . . . B-M.
And, oh. Jack, there's one show that you
PIC:
ought
not ofto the
miss.
PAT :B-M?
Oh— I Dat's
left vouonlyout.two letters.
can't think
nameIt'sof called
it. I— sawgee,theI
(PIC and PAT, Pipe Smoking Time.)
name stamped on the towel in my hotel.
JACK:
The
towel
in
your
hotel?
HENNY: I like to help out once in a
while, so I walked over to the beggar and withMARY:
You. I got it— You Can't Take It
JACK: Oh, sure. Nothing like drying
asked: "Can I help you, buddy?" He
said: "Sure you can. Let me have fifty- yourself with a good show.
five cents,
I want toUsually
see my afamily."
That
(JACK BENNY, Jell-O Program.)
struck
me funny.
beggar comes
up and asks for a nickel or a dime! I ACTOR: Uncle Charlie, have you really
said:
cents got a skillet at your house that died?
for?" "What
He said:do "Iyouwantneedto fifty-five
see my family
— they're sitting in the balcony of the
CHARLIE : A skillet that died? I don't
State
Theatre." YOUNGMAN, A & P c/etACTOR:
it.
All I kmnv is that Daddy told
(HENNY
me \ou had a dead pan.
Band Wagon.)
(CHARLIE
ard Program.) BVTTERWORTH, PackHENRY: Grade, help me decide on a
present. // vou zverc mv ivife, ivhat ivould
you lil.'c around voiir neck?
PHIL:
it's all twomy cars.
fault. That's
I get Oh,
for owning
(,iCRAC/F
A'. !(//;: I'onv
Martin!and HENRY what
ALLEN
BOTTLE: What do you mean, sir?
PHIL: Every time you drive the Buick
KING, Campbell Program.)
I get
Willys. Gulf Program.)
(PHILthe BAKER,
BE.\
:
I'll
never
forget
the
time
I
was
out rowing by myself on Lake Erie, and
must be wonderful to be a singer
came
on a man
couldn't
swim. Poor
fellow~lie
was wlio
clinging
desperately
to a likeED:you,It Mr.
Jaegel.
beer liarrel.
JAEGEL:
Well, most families have a
DUFFY:
Mercy I Did you make the singer.
family? Are there any singers in your
rescue
?
BEA: Oh yes — but I had an awful
ED: My aunt. My aunt is known as a
struggle.
him before
over theI "waterproof"
singer.whenever
Nobodyshecansingsdrown
head threeWhy,
timesI had
withto anhit oar
her
out. In fact,
my
could get the barrel of beer aboard!
uncle calls her Doormat, because every(BEATRICE LILLIE Program.)
body
walks
out
on
her.
(ED WYNN, Spud Program.)
WALTER: By the way — you people in
the studio — I hope you noticed my rosy
.ACTOR: Mr. Allen, have you got a
cheeks. It's the weather. The first good casr"
open / with
snowfall finally came and was I glad! Be\ ()|( 1 i;w :illI lu'u
come a inwritwithof areplevin.
writ of
cause Daddy bought me a flexible flyer for habcos
corpus.
Christmas and I was able to go out bellyAC
r(JI\
:
Before
Jack
Benny
can
whopping
in
the
park
with
the
other
kids.
I had oodles of fun with my chum. He I am on him with a writ of tcmpus move,
fugit.
You're certainly putting
stayed
little too
he was outso afrozen
he long
looked— bylikefivetheo'clock
Blue on PORTLAND:
the writs, Mr. Fink!
Network!
(FREDTownALLEN,
PORTLAND
HOFFA,
Hall Tonight.)
(WALTER O'KEEFE, Vallcc
PrintedVarieties.)
in the U. 8. by Art Color Print ln« Conipan.v. Dunelli'n. N. J.

HoLI.yVi'OODI Garden of glamorous girlsl Each star, a flower
of rare beauty and coloring. Cameras constantly click their lovelines. . . they are the darlings of the world!
In this beautv- conscious environment, each screen -type —
whether Titian, Brunette or Blonde — blossoms forth into glowing gorgeousness through that subtle but simple secret of Hollywood -make-up keyed to her individual coloring!
But no longer is this secret confined to the silver-screen sirens.
No longer need they be mightily envied! For out of Hollywood
comes to you Hollywood ma.sk the Matched iVIake-Up
that matches you! — Make-up that has captured the
blending secrets known onlv to Hollywood. There is . . .
\ elvet-textured Powder to softly accent skin-color;
warm, vibrant Rouge, to merge with powder and highhght hair and eves; ripe, luringlv-luscious Lipstick, in

shades matching rouge, for kissable lips that stay so from dawn
till dawn. And all three, keyed to vnur indirn/inil coltinrm!
Underneath, the HOLLYWOOD mask Fac ial the . iiating,
refreshing base of the make-up — that cleaiuses the skinl
Analv/,e vour coloring! Accentuate it with Hollywood mask
Mat( li<'<l .\lakc-l p in vour own. individual -hades. Don't put otf
[ifitrct
K 111 ! toK\|nTit'iirf
this iiiakf-u|)
now! You', MASK
l)AN(iKK
cxerv man!
\sk l(><l(i\imrj;-|t'
tor HOLLYWOOD
Matched Make- L II at \oar favorite cosmetic counter!
spell

MASK
FOR INTIMATE BEAUTY
■atmenta. Be ; to include HOLLYWOOD MASr
Street
.
City .
□ HOLLYWOOD MASK Slalt
FACIAL
UPSTICK nLiuht ::] Medium :: Dark ^ Orange □ Raspber
ROUGE 7 Orange Z Poppy Z2 Raspberry 11 Peftchblcwm
POWDER K!..-helle-Brunette Z Peach Z Dark Ra.-helle

"I live at the beach most of the year and
there is hardly a weekend that a number
of friends don't drop in. Naturally, 1 keep
several brands of cigarettes on hand, but
the Luckies are always the first to disap ear. Isuppose it's just natural that
Luckies would be the favorite brand because picture work certainly places a
severe tax on the throat. Leading artists
of the screen prefer Luckies because
they are a light smoke that sympathizes
with tender throats."
FEMININE STAR OF DAVID O. SELZNICK'S
TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTION OF "A STAR IS BORN"

A n independent survey was made recently among professional men
and women — lawyers, doctors, scientists, etc. Of those who said they
smoke cigarettes, over 87% stated they personally prefer a light smoke.
Miss Gaynor verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other
leading artists of the radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
their fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke Luckies. You, too,
can have the throat protection of Luckies— a hght smoke, free of certain
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's Toasted". Luckies
are gentle on the throat.

A

Light

Smoke
GAINST rRRITATIOh
AGAINST COUGH

It'sT

SPECIAL!

NEW

COAST-TO-COAST
f^L UBR/\ry

PROGRAM

GUIDE!
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LUM 'N' ABNER
EDGAR BERGEN
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Pretty
but

lips cost her

never

a second

How often such neglect leads
to real dental tragedies . . .
give your gums the benefit
of Ipana and Massage.
LET her study herself in the mirror—
'while she outlines that classic mouth,
powders
that and
prettycosmetics
nose. Letadd her
flivorite creams
to her
charm. Then let her smile— smile that
dull, dingy, shadowed smile of hers— and
see how quickly her beauty vanishes.
A minor tragedy? Yet this girl might
possess a radiant, appealing smile— but
not until she lavishes a fraction of the

a good toothpaste,
like a good dentist,
is never a luxury.

a pretty

penny

for her tender

care she gives her lips on her dingy
teeth, her Under, ailing gums— not until
she knows the meaning of that tinge of
"pink" upon her tooth brush.
Don't Overlook "Pink Tooth Brush"
When that warning tinge appears on
your tooth brush— go at once to your dentist. Probably no serious trouble is in
store
No doubt,
he'll lay
the
blame forat you.
the door
of modern
menus.
Too-soft foods— foods that deprive your
gums of necessary work and stimulation
—have made the gum walls lazy, flabby.
Usually and
he willoftensuggest
harder,'"chewier"
foods—
the stimulating
help

gums

of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.
For nearly always, Ipana and massage is a wise precaution against the
warning of "pink tooth brush." Begin
today to help the health of your teeth
and gums. Massage a little Ipana into
your gums e\ ery time you brush your
teeth. Watch those lazy tissues grow
gradually firmer, sounder, healthier.
Start today the faithful use of Ipana
Tooth Paste and massage. Let your smile
do justice to your charm.
LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight"- every Wednesday night, over N. B.C. Red Network,
9oclotk,E.D.S.T.

IPANA
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iCecil DeM'.lle puts glamour in radio as he did in morjes)
by Wilfred Healy 10
SHE KEPT HER CHIN UP!
{The story behind Shirley Ross' conquest of radio and screen)
by Miriam Rogers 20
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^^^^^
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by Nanette Kufner 22
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III TROMBONE TROUBADOUR
Do
this
e%-cry
day
for
ten
days.
You
will
be
thrilled with the difference in your skin I
'Meet Jerry Cooper, new M C. of Hollywood Hotel)
MAVIS keeps skin soft, youthful, alluring.
HNEB THAN MOST FACE POWDERS
by George Kent 32
GENTLEMEN
BE SEATED
MAVIS Spreads evenly — clings for hours —
'The
low-down
on
burnt-cork
funsters.
Molasses
'n' January)
leaves
a bew^tchlng
fragrance that
Keeps you
free frc«n perspiration
odor. lasts'.
Safeby William Vollee 36
guards feminine daintines-s. Protects fine
PINE RIDGE GOES HOLLYWOOD
undcr-hings. Cools, soothes, refreshes,
'What Luiri and Abr.-r have done to Chester Lauck and Norris Coff)
rppp Generous size trial package of
by Leslie Eaton 38
r n L L MAVIS TALCL-M. Write to V:vsuEASY GOING EASY ACES
D^.
70,
Long
Island
City,
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Y.
This
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and
Jane
defy
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offer not good after July 25, 1937. Get your
FREE MAVIS now*
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Beaut

BY

MARY

BIDDLE

Badminton is another game
in which Gladys delights.
Would

you know the

[

secret of the famed
Swarthout
Here

glamour?

are her rules

Whoever says Gladys Swarthout
is "lovely to look at — lovely to listen
to," tells hut half the story, for slie is
Gladys voice,
Swarthout
is"lovely
more tothanknow."
a heautiful
face
and figure — she is a real person . . .
and she knocks our conceptions of
teni])eramental opera divas ri,t,dit on
the head! She is a tlioroui^lily normal per^on. with a rafi:;Mn pcr.s'niality. It takes only a ft u nmnKiits
with her to feel her genuine interest
in people and things.
Interviewing Gladys .Swarthout on
the suhject of heauty — and in ])articular her heautiful figure — I kej)!
bumping into her personality at every
turn. It seems Gladys is really interested in sports, exercise, physical
activities. That she really likes
healthful foods! Well — the idea of
a person having a heautiful figure by
doing absolutely nothing but what she
likes is certainly a novel one — one
that I must pass along to you.
Just look around you. Look at all
the
peopleTheyouslimknow.
Watchfiguretheir fault
activities.
ones
are always on the go. Xervously
jumping here and there. Dashing
hecticly frojn one engagement to the
next. And the fat ones — they take
{Continued on page 78)
6

Muchexercise
of Gladys
Sworthout's
lovelyshelitheness
comes from
the
of riding,
of which
is o devotee.
But
you can achieve equal results from any exercise you enjoy.
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its their

Birthday..

^ACCEPT

THIS

"DIONNE BIRTHDAY BOOK''
THE whole world shares a thri
clfan.directed
..one' toward
of the imof joy as those darling Dionne hygienically
portant measures
the
babies toddle past their third m
prevention of Infection.
stone— "bigger and better than ever"!
Are you taking this simple, but
scientific, precaution in the care
"Lysol"
disinfectant
celebrates
with a birthday gift for you! Dr. of your oxn baby? ^'ou owe it to
Allan Roy Dafoe's own thrilling your family's welfare to keep their
story of the methods used in bring- surroundings hygienically clean with
ing up his five famous little wards. "Lysol" disinfectant.
Illustrated with many of their most
Use "Lysol" in all your houseiiold
appealing photographs! /"r<v with cleaning. Add "Lysol" to the laundry
tub for washing towels, bedding, handeach purchase of "Lysol"!
kerchiefs, etc., especially when there
Dr. Dafoe talks to mothers on the
radio (Columbia network) every Mon- is any sickness about. "Lysol" adds
no
work;
hardly
any cost — because it
day, Wednesday and Friday morning.
This is the only book containing the is highly concentrated. Get "Lysol"
important information he has broad- today and ask your druggist for :i free
cast, as well as many additional copy of Dr. Dafoe's valuable book!
facts of fascinating interest to
everyone. While these books last,
your druggist is authorized to
give one free to each purchaser of
"Lysol" disinfectant.
Since the day the Quins were
born.
May only
28, 1934,
"Lysol" used
has
been the
dismfectant
to help keep their surroundings

#AT YOUR DRUGGIST'S
with every
with every purchase of "LYSOL"
If your druggist is out of these books, send
"Lysol" carton and coupon below and we will
mail you a copy, absolutely free and postpaid.
m •

Lehn
Fink\. Products
BlooniHc& Kl.
J., U. S. Corp.,
A. Dcpr. 7-R. S.
I .Till Liiclosing a carton from "Lysol". Please send
me, hy prepaid post, a FREE copy of Dr. Dafoe's
book.
My druggist's supply was exhausted.
Xante
.
Slreet_
City.
Slate.
Covjrricht 1987 bjr Latan & Fink Products Corp.
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RUDY

BY
VALLEE

^

^'^

It was a great day when Rudy Vallee
set sail on the lie de France for
England and the Coronation, whence
came two of his Thursday night shows
featuring all-British casts. Here he
is, obliging eager autograph seekers
who thronged about him before he left.

BELIEVING that every man is entitled to trial by ^
jury of his peers. I woukl like to present, Ladies and
Gentlemen of the Jury, my side of a recent mixup in
wliich T was concerned.
To nu- tlic
wliolc
tliini^-.pmof
and that
its .subsequent
newspaper
ireatnxin.
is liul
iurllier
there is a crying
need
tor
Saturday-nii.;ht
l)e called,it would
let's say,be
Tlie aWeekly
Check-U p,pul)licati(in
whdsc soleto function
to show up the errors, omissions and misstatements made
deliberately or otherwise the Lress (i.e. newspajjcrs,
magazines, all forms of printed material ) and radio ])ronouncements made (hiring the jjrcvioiis live or si.x days.
The proof? The story concerniiii^ tlu' ])icture of yours
truly and a young lady. ])hotogra] ihtd in lioston. llere
are
the errors
committed
new si).-ii)ers
: I'irst
— tliey
misstated
the name
of ihe Aomigtlie lady.
( Tiie lady
originally
named was in New Vcjrk City the night the jiicture was
taken in I'oston). .Second: The gentleman who was with
me
neither
nor myI ha\])ress-agent
or |)ul)licitywasman.
(Formythe"stooge,"
past six years
e had no jiulilicity
man. no press-agent). He represents the publishing firm
of Irving Berlin in Boston, lectures on chemistry in two
schools, writes for botii a Cathf)lic and a drug maga/ine
and has been f)Ut of my emjiloy for some six months.
When he was with me, he .acted se< ret:ir\- and aidc-dreamp. Third: friend merelv tried to secure the camera
])late — he made no motion to attack, bourth : 1 at no time
took the offensive. 1 asked my friend to release the ])late,
which he had wrested from the ])hotographer, and then
asked the photographer, in deference to the young lady
jjresent, not to ])rint the picture which included her, but
to take as many of me as he wished.
It is a peculiar paradox of our American way of living
that we hold inviolate and sacred the privacy of our homes,
through which no one may walk or search without a
warrant. Yet, probaljly through fear of the Press more
Diverting
and newsy
8

than anything else, our legislators have not dared to
guarantee, to celebrities or to anyone, the right to keep
his or Iier physiognomy to himself or herself, the
]iliotogra])hing, the subsequent reproduction of the
])hotogra])h except when used for commercial purposes.
Certainlv it is a sad commentary on the state of The
Hii.sion latih'rrord,
in its desperation
circuon, itfinds itth;it,
necessary
to photographto increase
a man leaving
a theatre with a lady and thus to use that jiersonality in
conjunction with that of the lady to build up circulation,
on the assumption that it> readers secure a vicarious thrill
in what this particular ])ersonality does or with whom he
may associate. Is this news — for our Constitution guarante d aone-sided freedom?
It could not help but amuse me, because as a personality
and circulation builder I am really not that important —
;dtliongh by their snapping of the ])icture and the subsei|neni re])rinting of it, they would have you believe that
most of \du wait breathlessly to see who my fair com])anion may be !
As laughable as tliis particular incident may seem on
the surface. The Juisloii Record probably seriously thought
it was doing nie ,-i favor by ]>rinting my i)icture in its
]>;iges. It i)robably seems incredible to its editors that there
are those who do not subscribe to that moronic morsel of
imbecilitv which goes something like this: "/ don't care
71. '//(//
ine asfeelings
loiu/ as inyouthisnicutinn
name."
IViit yoli
it wasSiivnot(ihoiit
mv own
])articularmy instance
tb.rit I was considering. It is just ])ossil)le that the young
ladv had reasons for not wishing to lia\f a jihotograph of
herself jjublished without her ]>ermission. Unfortunately,
the law may not ofTer redress to a young lady who may,
or mayself not,
as a result
of having
a ])ictm-e
of herspread suffer
throughout
the press
of the
coimtry,
and
])erhans does not permit another young lady, who was not
even there, from securing any {Continued on page 64)

are Rudy's comments

in his sixth column
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RELIEF

FDR

YOUR

FEET

Don't suffer another day from your feet. No matter what common foot trouble
you may have, you can now have IMMEDIATE RELIEF at very small cost.
Dr.Wm. M. SchoU, the noted foot specialist, has formulated a Foot Comfort
Remedy for every foot ailment. They are made under his personal supervision
in the largest institution in the world devoted exclusively to the feet. Go to
CORNS, SORE TOES your Drug, Shoe, Department or 10c store this week and get the original
Dr. Scholl't Zino-pads r«- Dr. Scholl's in the yellow package for quick, safe relief.
For FREE BOOKLET explaining the symptoms, causes and treatment of all
Stop pressure;
raiise — shoe
and
preventfriction
sore foot trouble, write Dr. Scholl's, Inc., 247 W. Schiller St., Chicago.
toe8, ing,blisters.
Thin,
soothhealing.

TENDERFootFEETPowder
Dr. Scholl's
oring,prrf*piring
feet.
.Sm.iI).
healing, skin.
C4>mforting
to irritated
Eases
new, tight shoes.
1 thk

CALLOUSES
Dr. Scholl's
special
size
forZino-pads,
callouses,
quickly
relieve
pain,
remove
hard,
dead safely
skin.
Stop
shoe
pressure.
soothing and healing. Very

Dr.TIRED,
Scheie'sSOREFootFEETBalm
quiokly relieves sfire. fenioles
aching, foottenderhealth.
feet. Very
I'ro-

Ki
BUNIONS
Dr. bunions
Scholl-s relieve
Zino-pads
for
stop shoe
pressure
onpain;tiie
sore
spot.
Thin,
proleclive, healing,
Easy
to apply. safe, sure.

CLEANSES FEET
Dr. Scholl's Foot So

SOFT CORNS
Dr. softScholl's
Zino-pads
forrelieve
corns instantly;
between
toes,
pain
take
pressure
ofT
the
spot;
safely remove softsure corns.

FOOT LOTION
Dr. Scholl's
Lot
ctMils.
soothes, Foot
invigori
tired,
burning Dc.kIo
feet,
lieves soreness.

REMOVES CORNS

REMOVES CORNS
Dr. Scholl's
Corn Salve
stops
pain instantly
and
quickly,
loosens andgently,
removessafely
old.

SORE, TENDER HEELS
Dr. Scholl's Heel Cush-

DrS CHOLLS

FOOT RELIEF
Scholl'sfootKurotex
et>-s,.ft
plaster
\es
shoe pressure
s,er callouses,
bunions,on
spots and prevents

CROOKED HEELS
Dr. Scholl'scrooked
Walk-Strates
prevent
heels,
Kasily
keep
shoessaveshapely.
Cush.
chedon repairs.
ion heel;

RELIEVES SORE FEET

LAMB'S WOOL
Dr. Scholl'ssuper-soft,
Lamb's Woolfor
sterilized
padding and
separating

BURNING
FEET
Scholl's Pedicrem,

ions instantly relieve

FootC
rooT
\.OMFORT

ITCHING FEET, TOES
Presto
Foot
Remedy
relieveskillsitching
feet
anil Athlete's
toes,
fungi
Aids in healing skin.
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Responsible for
over sixty film
successes, Cecil
DeMille now devotes himself to
glamorizing radio.

-SHISA
WUdCAT!

WHAT a penalty people pay for being
mean and nasty-tempered! They forand romance! They're their
own feit
worstfriendsenemies!
Still, they're not always to blame. You
know, yourself, that you can't escape being nervous, irritable, crabby, if your system is clogged with ]ioi-(,ni)u^ \va^te-. So
if you really want to W light-licurted . . .
popular, fresli-lookinii . . . he siirr llial
your bowels move n-^nlmly. Ami
ever Nature needs hclii — lake Ex-Lux.
Ex-Lax works by the
"GENTLE NUDGE" system
The effective
"gentle nudge"
is a simple,
easy,
metliod system
of giving
you a
thorough cleaning-out. Ex-Lax just gives
your intestines a gentle nudge at the point
wliere constipation exists. Evacuation is
easy, comfortable — and complete. You'll
feel clean. You'll feel more alive. And
you'll
be grateful
for the
of theof
strain and
nausea that
makeabsence
the action
a har^h purgative so unpleasant.
Another thing — Ex-Lax tastes just like
delicious chocolate. Children actually enjoy taking it, and Ex-Lax is just as good
for them as it is for you. Available at all
drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes.
FREE! write
if youfor prefer
to trytoEx-Lax
our
expense,
free sample
Ex-Lax,atDept.
MM77,
Box 170, Times-Plaza
Sta., Brooklyn,
N. V.
When Nature forgets -remember
THEEX
ORIGINAL -LAX
CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
10

Grade and George,
and the Jock Bennys
congratulate
Mille after a DeLux
Radio Theatre show.
BACK in 191.1 Cecil P.. DeAIille, now
director of the Lux h'adio Theatre,
sat gloomily with hcsixctacled Jesse
Lasky in the restaurant of New
York City'.s Claridge ilutel. A play
he'd
produced
had justI.asky
failed.could
Theredo
was little
hi.s friend
to cheer him up since he, too, had
just
ex]XM-ienced
a great
failure
the sudden
closing
of his
foliesin
Ilcrcjcre.
.Along came Samuel Goldwyn who,
at the time, wasn't doing so well in
the glove business. With a long, des]K)ndent look on his face, he joined
them at lunch.
How

Cecil B. DeMille

"How's business, .Sam?" they
asked.
"If it was any better, it would be
But, somehow, tliesc three men
still
couldlousy!"
not be discouraged. Even as
they sat there, telling each other
about their respective failures, they
decided to become jiartners in a new
kind of business which was just getting midcr way — ibc making of molion
in'clurcs.
and his pals
journexcd
out .SotoCecil
Hollywood
and
(j])encd a studio in an old, dilapidated
l)arn at what is now known as Selma
Avenue and Brvant Street. Their
has conquered

the

Realism Is attained
on Lux Theatre by

Business
BY

WILFRED
HEALY

fir.st picture was TJic Sqiiazv Man,
with Dustin Farnum, brother of the
more popular William, as its star.
From that time on, Cecil B. (the
/>'. incidentally,
is forv Blotmt)
Mille
wa.s ontstandinsl
successfulDe-in
directing and producing pictures.
The one clement he insisted upon in
all of his productions was glamotir.
More lavish productions have never
been fihned tlian his The Ten Commaiidments, Ben Hur, The King of
Kings, The Sign of the Cross and
Tlie Plainstno)!.
When Lux hired DeAIille as director of its (Continued on page 60)
air as he did the films

©fioxTTI cutam:
Tell me — honestly, now — what is your real opinion about all the many face
powders you have tried? Have you ever truly found that one heaven-sent face
powder which brings to life all the vivid, glowing, natural skin charm and loveliness that you have every right to expect?
Don't punish your complexion any
You
aren'tfailed.
to blame,
if your
search has
We havereally,
all had
the longer! Sit down before your mirror —
same trying experience. Testing — try all five new shades of my Face Powchoosing — never quite sure we were the
der. You'll see then, and only then, if
lovely person we longed to be.
you have been usinu tlie wronu lace
You — are the very problem modern powder. ^'ou'U see instanth which one
cosmeticians studied year after year shade of LOVELY make< xou
before LOVELY LADY was created. look youngest, loveliest. ,]usl <onfi the
Millions of women go on switching face coupon — NOW and I'll send you generous vanity size samplers of all a new
powders,
sharp-flake
of my Face Powder h\ return
powders grinding
into the hard-base,
skin, finally
spoiling shades
mail —Sincerely,
FREE.
their natural skin beauty.
Now, — BALMITE the exquisite new
so//-ft/ewrfbase — chosen for my LOVELY
LADY Face Powder ends harsh overpowdered look caused by hard-base, FREE
sharp-flake powders. . . . Because of
B.'VLMITE all five exquisite new shades
of LOVELY LADY blend out to cover
C:hica£o. 111.
you r every seasonal variat ion of complex ion
color. Smooths away horrid lines that
Mipply of LOVELV L.\DV
have made you look years older, brings
out the flattering loveliness of your
natural skin tone beauty.
City
Paste this on a postcartl or Sttitr
enclose in envelope

On a pleasant summer afternoon
at home, Kate Smith enjoys a cool
drink of iced coffee, served on a
lawn table shaded by an umbrella.
In this article, and also in the
recipe leaflet. Miss Smith gives
your recipes for this new Melange
salad and other tempting salads.

Courtesy Mazola Compuny
Hello, Everybody!
This is Kate Smith, hringing you
some summer foot! suggestions and
offering you, this month, recipes for
several of my la\oritc hot weather
dishes.
These are the very -amc recipes
soonhome
he f'onill. Ixauliful
iw ing, myself,
inthatmy I'llisland
Lake
Placid, where I expect to >pen(l as
much time as I possibly can during
the coming summer months. Yes
indeed, you can ju>t imagine me.
folks, right after mv hrondcasts (or
any other duties that ma\ hring me,
reluctantly, to Xew York) shaking
the dust of the city from my feet and
boarding a train post-haste for the
Adirondacks. I won't delay a minute, Iassure
you, mountain
because, when
in my
beloved
camp,I'mI
know I'll be able to rest and relax,
to swim and walk, to play tennis and
golf and, best of all, to entertain my
folks and my friends in the most informal manner imaginable.
You can be sure, too, that I also
shall spend long pleasurable hours,
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while there, experimenting and puttering around in the large rustic
kitchen of tiiis country home of
mine, fixing up the same dishes that
I've ijeen
tellingor you
past
eight
months
so, about
in mythese
capacity
of "guest conductor" of Radio
Stars
I alsoMagazine's
intend to tryCooking
out new School.
dishes
that I'll be able to tell you about at
some future time. For I'm saying
goodbye — or should I say an rcvoir — •
to my; but
"cooking
this
month
I want class"
you to here,
know that
1 i)lan to return to "meet" you again
in these pages. Can't say just when,
at the present moment, because I'm

A summer cheese
tray,
variousfeaturing
popular
cheeses, appeals
to our hostess.

vacation-minded just now (I'll bet
you are, too!)as and
I'm shedding
s])onsibilities
a duck
does water!re"I-^css work for Katherine !" is my
motto during the summer! But I
know
fromtuncexperience
that fall
I'll
change my
when the cooler
days come anjund.
Then, too, I'll be going on the air
next season for a new sponsor, General Foods, and I'm sure that will
make
so food
I'll
want tome talk
about conscious
culinary that
matters
once more. So, though we part for
the timesongbeing,
our
theme
will let's
be agree
Till WethatMeet
Again — with more menus, more

RADIO STARS

SckaU

Our Cooking School
Hostess

says good-

bye with a shower
of summer

recipes

recipes and inure of those friendly
letters from }ou to nie which I have
so greatly enjoyed receiving during
my "tenure of office"' as your CookSchool let
Director.
I "hope
writeingand
me know
what }ou'll
you
think of my coming back in this
capacity, when you send in for this
month's recipes, the last of the present series.
believe you
you'llthis
find free
the
coupon
thatI brings
leaflet at the end of this article of
mine, for a change. But just because
it isn't up here in front for you to
see at once, don't overlook it or
you'll miss out on some dishes that
are full of snnuiicr-appcal.
But let'sfoods
see what
are, davs,
these
tempting
for they
the hot
when foods need to be extra-special
tostartwhetrightourofflagging
ap]Knites.
Wa'W
with salads,
of course;
first, because 1 know you like them,
and, second, because I |)ractically live
on salads and cold meats, myself, in
summer, so I've been particularly
interested in all the salads I've ever
heard
about (Coiitiinicd
or tasted. \\'hich
means,
of course,
on page
54)

BEAUT\ough aulhorities
thorcleansing is theagree
most that
important
step in complexion care. A simple step,
too, since Daggett & Ramsdell created
Golden Cleansing Cream, with its remarkable new ingredient.
IVow Kind of Cleansins;
Golden Cleansing Cream contains colloidal gold, which has an amazing power to
rid skin pores of dirt, make-up and other
impurities.
or feelyou thissee col-or
loidal gold,Youany can't
moreseethan
feel the iron in spinach. Yet its penetrating action makes Golden Cleansing Cream
more thorough than ordinary cleansers,
and, atrates the
same time, tones and invigoskin tissues.
Make This Simple Test
Apply your usual skin cleanser. Wipe it

GOLDEN

off with tissue. Then cleanse with Golden
Cleansing Cream. On the tissue you will
find more dirt— brought from pore depths
by this more effective cleansing.
Try it tonight. See for yourself how
fresh and clean (iolden Cleansing Cream
leaves
find this store
new
cream atyouryourskin.
drugYou'll
or department
for just $1.00.

CLEANSING

CREAM

Daggett
&;Ram9(lell. Room 1980, 2 I'ark Avcn.ie, New York City.
Dept. MM-7
goodEnclosed
in U. S.findonly,)10c in stamps for which please send me ray trial size jar of Golden Cleansing Cream. (Offer
Name
13
Street
City
State
CoDr. 1937. Datrgett & RamsdoU
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By

WELL
WOMEN

ELIZABETH

UMHifEU
NOW

ELLIS

WEAR
Lily isPons'
favorite
suit
of white
satin swim
end
woven elastic, high in
front, with deep sun-bock.

Leading American designers recommend the use of dress shields to protect their creations not only from I'VE discovered tliat it's the stars
perspiration jjut also from strong wiio
have to be the most formal in
under-arm cosmetics.
their working hours who, actually,
At a recent Fashion Show in New are
the most iuform;il in their ])lay
^ork, every dress was worn over a time. Such is true of tiny, vivacarefully selected Kleinert s Bra-form.
cious Lily Pons. UK's working;'
"Bra-forms
are smart
])ras life is composed' of costumes and
made
in net, lace,
hatistcuplift
and satin
more costumes. If she isn't dressand
equippeddress
with shields.
a pair of Klcinert's
ing- up for a screen role, she's
guaranteed
havini^- fittint^s for some operatic
l)art.
And between times, she has
They can he laundere<l as easily as
deck herself out futini^ly for her
your other lingerie, and solve your toradio
e\ery Wednesday
perspiration prolilein ])erfectly with- ni.i;lit. broadcast
As you know, Lily is soloist
out the slightest hother.
Kostelanctz' orchestra
You need hras and you need shields withtheAndre
Chesterfield
— Bra-forms comhine them most con- on
is no wonder
that pm-ram.
when she So
is atit
veniently! From a dollar up in good home, either in California or Concom])letely
iN'otion
Departments
— a and dressesnecticut.forLily relaxes
tiny fraction
of the costeverywhere
of the dresses
comfort above all
they save.
else.
The Bra-form illustrated above, is
Chatting about clothes with
of fine batiste, SI. 25.
Mile. Pons has its conversational
hurdles! Althon-li Lily speaks
J^nglisli. she
French.
And nnuh
when |)refers
she docsto talktalk
luiglish.
her
accent
is
mnch
n-iorc
a])parent than when you hear her
si)eak on the screen or over the air.
Ask
for
Kleincrt's
L <i u n d e r i t e At such times .she has rehearsed
what she is .going to say and the
Shields—
a pair results
III Motion 25''
Counters
are much smoother than ber
cieryuhere.
impromptu conversations in person.
No
483 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
TORONTO, CANADA... LONDON, ENG.

frills for Lily

Pons, when

she is

relaxing at home
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For a sports costume she chooses a slacks
suit, strictly man-tailored. This one is of
crush-resisting linen in herringbone weave.
You can be right in the midst of a
conversation with Lily, and thinking
you are getting along swimmingly,
when suddenly her shoulders move,
her hands give a despairing gesture
and she rattles the rest off in French
to her maid, manager or publicity
agent nearby. So these fashion observations on Mile, P. are partly from

ror vacation
printed seersucker
travel or a week-end party. It can't wrinkle!

her own English descriptions, plus
volumes in French, relayed to me by
an
interpretera word
who thought
I couldn't
understand
of the language!
The first thing that surprised mc,
upon meeting the pint-sized Lily, was
that her hair isn't black. Didn't you
think
it's a colorful
reddishit was?
brown Instead,
whfch heightens
the

effectiveness of her typically Latin
skin coloring — a warm brunette tone,
which makes her ap])ear jjerpetually
>tui-tanned. She always wears her
hair thetimes,same,
day
evening.
ger orclothes,
with formal
she Somewears
flowers [jlaced high uijon her head because{Continued
she feels it gives
her an68)illusion
on page

Summer Brunette
Sunlight Flight)
Sunlight (oarki
to soften your face in blazing light • • •
Now three new "Sunlight" Shades — to flatter
you in hard sunlight.
Pond's "Sunlight" Shades are new I They catch
onlv the softer rays of the sun. Soften its lianl,
unbecoming glare on your face. Completely
away from
the old
"dirtv-looking"
sun-tan powders. Try them
at our
expense.
Or, get a box yourself. If you do not find it
more flattering than ordinary sun-tan shades,
send us back the box, and we will refund purchase price plus postage. Low prices. Decorated
screw-top jars, 35p, l^i. New big boxes. 10c, 205^.
Test them FREE! in glaring Sunlight
Pon.r,. Dept. 9RS-P(;, Clinton, Conn. IM. , -.
rui.h mc, free. Pond's 3 new '*SunlighC Shii>l<-^.
^ (Tbi3 offer expiraVept! 1. 1937»
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In her early radio days, she had a
terrible case of microphone fright.
At first she insisted on broadcasting
behind a screen, so that even the
Lonibardo musicians could not
watch her.
About that time Gracie was fond
of a new song called A Little Grass
Shack. She gaily sang it around
rehearsals and, one day, the Lombardo bandmen improvised an accompaniment asshe sang. It sounded
Meri Bell, popular songbird
on CBS. Her favorite dish is
black-eyed peas and onions!
This tip may or may not be of
value to the ox'cr-plump ladies — -but
one of fitsalons
til . Izriiuc's
expensive
reducing
lias found
Guy
Lonibardo'
s
music
best
for
reducing
exercises! Their reducing ladies
usually exercise to the rhythm of a
Lomhardo phonograph record.
If the ease calls for slightly more
strenuous treatment, a Hal Kemp
recording is selected. His tempos
arc slightly faster and set the exercisers leaping and szvinging at a
livelier rate.
A prank of this same Guy Lonibardo, by the way, was the push
that started Gracie Allen singing
regularly on her radio programs.
Marlyn Stuart,
heard on Ken
Murray'sd eCBS
show,
f initely a radio
personality.

things turned out, it was not so
terrible, either for herself or for
the
She hasn't
singingaudience.
on a program
since, missed
except
when
occasional
attacks
of flu interfered.
Easy Aces have-♦- a strange setup
for their radio network. As far west
as Denver, their programs are heard
on an NBC network. West of Denver, NBC stations are not available
at the proper time, so the Pacific
coast hears them on Columbia
stations.
The Ace sketches on the Columbia stations are broadcast from
records and a lapse of three weeks
is allowed for recording and mailing time. Thus the Pacific Coast
hears them not only on another
network but three weeks later than
the Eastern broadcasts.
Rubinoff is an enthusiastic
candid camera fan and his enthusiasm really is astounding. He takes

The Bennys go to the circus.
Joan Naomi, Jack and Mary
pose with DoDo, the clown.
well and Guy suggested that she
sing it on the air.
"Oh, I couldn't !" Gracie protested. "No one would like my singbesides, I'd
Guying and,conferred
with simply
George die!"
Burns
to see what could be done about it.
After dress rehearsal, George announced: "Gracie, the program is
about three minutes short. Couldn't
you ])ossibly sing that song with
Guy ? We haven't time to write
enough
to fill those
minutes."
Reluctantly
Gracie three
consented.
As

Joe Cook shows Albert Payson
Terhune the medal recently
presented him by Radio Sfars.
roll after roll of film, sends them
out to be developed and they come
back almost completely blank. Hopefully, he loads his camera and goes
at it again.
Impetuous and nervous, Rubinoff refuses Ir^son-^ and is impatient
with friendly correction. Instead,

RADIO STARS
If you want to be
in the know

on ra-

dio doings -here's
the latest news

|

he takes tlie camera back to the
store, insists it is no good and
buys a more ex])cnsive one.
He portis wasimproving-.
The managed
last rethat he had
to get pictures on nearly a third
of a roll, so he is working more
feverishly than ever. Rubinofif is
tireless and severe in rehearsal
but occasionally he will climb off
the stand, camera in hand, to
crawl along the floor and try to
get an action picture of a musician i
from an odd angle.
|
Andre Kostclanets' music contains all sorts of experiments
with putting queer sounds into
the microphone. For a ivhile he
7vas getting a rhythm effect by
having a musician get close to
the microphone and click his tongue against the roof of his mouth.
The sound was inaudible a couple
of feet azcay but the microphone
picked it up and amplified it.
"Dental
blocks" Kosty called
that.
He has a new arrangement of
Good Night Ladies, in which a
door slam supplements the drums.
A real door is wheeled oi'cr to
the microphone and slammed by
a musician 2vith notes in front
of htm.

Ji-rom Paris, where life is gay and glamorous-where women
are fastidious and fascinating -- comes the exquisite perfume that gives
to Djer-Kiss Talc its enchanting fragrance .... Here in America it
is the daily choice of lovely women who have discovered its ability to
enhance personal charm, with a haunting touch of magical allure.

CPnoruniTioed DexvrKiu)
Who can hit the highest note?
Kenny Baker and Morton Bowe
engage in desperate rivalry.

TALC
KERKOFF
• PARIS

Buy Djer-Kiss Talc in
drug and department
stores at 25c and 75c.
New generous 10c size
in ten - cent stores.
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Baritone Richard Boneil

Bandleader Rex Chandler.

fcH

Dc6tud^ai6(ted

When the comparatively unknown Rex Chandler, with
his Universal Rhythm, was chosen to succeed Fred Waring and his Pennsylvanians on the Ford Program, it was
generally thought that either a lamentable mistake had
been made or another musical genius had been found.
The latter, of course, turned out to be true.
Rex Chandler is not one of those pompous conductors who simply waves a baton and does little else. On
the contrary, he's an accomplished musician, personally supervises all musical arrangements of his orchestra and conceived his Universal Rhythm only after years
of constant study, here and abroad, of the rhythms of
all nations. He is not the temperamental type, conserving his energy for the long, wearying hours of preparation and rehearsal. His patience and mild manner
bespeak his culture.
Richard Bonelli, baritone of the Metropolitan Opera
Company, and Alec Templeton, distinguished blind
pianist, are Ihe other highlights of the program. Few
baritone voices are as pleasant sounding to listeners as
is Bonelli's. His mastery of the microphone enables him

Sehvijce

to Radio

to sing out with the full quality of his voice without
blastingnatelylisteners'
ears, asof many
opera stars isunfortudo. The playing
Alec Templeton
one of
radio'sthemostmostunusual
gifts. Hispianists.
interpretations astound
even
accomplished
With three outstanding artists. Chandler, Bonelli
and Templeton, contributing their finest efforts each
Saturday night, there is little surprise that the program
has become so popular a favorite. Because of its
artistry, precision and general excellence. Radio Stars
Magazine awards its medal for Distinguished Service to
Radio to the Universal Rhythm Program.

Rex and Richard Bonelli discuss the musical score in rehearsal for the
Universal Rhythm Show, heard Saturdays at 7:30 p.m. EDST on CBS.
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YOU

CAN

l&wpt.

and Still Be Refined... If You Use
This Talc That's Perfumed
with Blended Flowers
Ah-h-h! . . .what madness you can stir in the blood
when you appeal to a man's sense of smell! Like
the cave-man of old, seeking his mate among
sweet flowers of the forest, a modern man is
primitive, too.
His heart beats madly... he yearns for you...
when you thrill him with the perfume of Nature's
own flowers. Lander's Blended-Flower Talcs
have this tempting, exciting perfume that men
adore. Try the Lilacs and Roses Blend... dust
your whole body with this exquisite powder...
smell sweet all over!
Then, sund on your toes ... stretch up, up...
and whisper, "I'm unerly lovely — thrilling. I
can win love." And you'll feel the power to go
forth does
and this
conquer.
Blended-Flower
Talc
for youLander's
and more...
It guards your refinement . . . makes a man long
to protect you, because you're sweet as a flower.
There may be fever in his kisses, but there'll be
worship in his soul. He knows you're refined.
Strong- scented talcums give the wrong idea.
Play safe, get Lander's... perfumed with a blend
of true flowers. Only 10c each at your 10c store.

SMELL SWEET
ALL OVER

ANOERS
BLENDED-FLOWER
LILACS AND ROSES ■ GARDENIA AND SWEET PE A ■ CARNATION AND LILY
OF THE VALLEY-LAVENDER AND PINE-ORCHID AND ORANGE BLOSSOM

TALCS

..She
i

ShtrUy
Uylltos ...
ParoMDuill playtr and
^ '
blues; smoer, \%^
Wec^vsdays
(
Murrjby's radio
Shirley is tall and
slim, with light brovm
hair curiing softly in
a long bob, framing a
perfect camera face.

FIFTEEN years in Hollywood make her almost a native.
She went to grammar school there and high school and,
briefly, to college. Like many another Hollywood aspirant
for success and fame, Shirley Ross found it a handicap to
live in that city of opportunity. She was too close at hand
to be seen, her talents too near the motion picture scouts
to be recognized by them. But. although she feels she
might have got ahead faster if she had, not been a home
town girl, she did manage to achieve her goal without
going
home. Shirley is a born fighter. You
And away
that from
is because
wouldn't
to look softly
at her.in She
is tall
with
light
brownguesshairit curling
a long
bobandandslim,
framing
an almost perfect camera face, with straight nose, sensitive
mouth and wide, long-lashed gray eyes. There are beauty
and sweetness in her face, but the dominant characteristic
is strength.
don't asexpect
so much
will the
power
girl
as young You
and pretty
Shirley,
bnlrirom
time inshea
was a little girl, she has shown a forceful, determined
character, a decisive personality.
"H anyone waved a white handkerchief in front of me,
I'd fight !" she smiled. "As for taking a dare, there was
nothing
wouldn't
That's I why,
today,try."she rapidly is winning success on
screen
and
radio
— you've
seen, Hideaway
her, perhaps,
in The Big Broadcast
of 1937
Girl most
and recently
Waikiki
Wedding, and you hear her Wednesday evenings on Ken
Murray's program, at 8:30 EDST.
That's why she is a blues singer, and why she is an airplane pilot. And why she has the courage to contemplate
combining her two careers with that third and no less
difficult career, marriage.
"I know it won't be easy," she confided, looking abdown at the
tasteful
on herlikefinger."
'Tt will bestractedly
difficult
. . .lovely,
Marriage
is a ring
business,
anything else and, in Hollywood, in pictures, there is everything against it, but I intend to make a go of it, if
possible."
Off for a brief hoiidoy ot Miami,
Shirley
dresses Florido.
simply, j
but she ')kis a flair
Jw 1tai|gC9<t tmoitness.

Ufi !
Chut
Uef>i
BY
MIRIAM ROGERS
She
smiled
wistfully.
"1
know
a
career
isn't
everything
— there is so much more in life. I want to study and I
want to travel — and 1 want to lead a normal, rounded-out
life, 1 know trying to combine marriage and a career is a
That's why Shirley Ross now
risky business,
1 don't
intend
keepandon too
working
definitely, butand
1 have
fought
ton tohard
long in-to
up now."
giveShirley
was about fifteen when she first definitely made has an enviable career, both in
up her mind what she wanted to do. She had studied
piano since she was a small child and her mother was very the movies and on the radio
anxious to have her become a concert jManist. But although
Shirley played with skill and artistry, concerts terrified
her. ^he realized that she could not go on with it, that
she must find some other objective.
She could not contemplate just growing up, just being
a debutante and later a wife. Life meant much more th
that. She had to do something, be somebody ! She never
has l)een able to understand girls who lack initiative, lack
ambition, the driving urge to accomplish something, in
whatever line.
While she was wondering just what her future course
would be. fate flung down a challenge that gave her the
direction she needed.
In Hollywood High School she had studied dramatics
and was prominent in the school plays. It was while she
was playing the lead in one of these that a talent scout saw
her and arranged for a movie test. Shirley was thrilled,
as any girl would be, and hope soared high. But the test
was a failure.
Shirley,
showed
her mettle.
"When Iinto
learned
it was
bad, however,
that my big
opportunity
had vanished
thin
air,It I was
was the
determined
to
show
them
!''
little girl who never refused a dare ! From
then on. one purpose dominated her life. Shirley knew
her mother was broken-hearted at her relinquishing a
career as concert pianist — she had her to convince, as well
as producers and public. She began systematically to
develo]) her voice, to study (Continued on page 84)

makes a heavy schedule,
but Shirley is young
and heaitny, and she
loves every bit of it.

Does he sing in his bath?
Or is it a cry for help?

Hohtiml Nine o'clock! Time
to get up ond go to vroHc!

BY NANETTE

KUTNER

#

WHEN Eddie Cantor told me his family criticize his
radio
1 didn't hisbelieve
!
For programs.
all his sweetness,
simplehim.way Iofknow
living,Cantor
his many
charitable enterprises, his reputation for being a squareslKjoter. he has the shrewdest publicity sense in show
l)nsiness.

Over the morning coffee
Ida offers helpful hints.

Ida and the girls censor Eddie's
1 never shall forget what he told me one evening in
Hollywood, as we sat, Ida and Eddie and I. in the cozy
walnut-paneled study that opens of¥ their huge livingroom. The older girls were out on various dates, the
younger ones had gone to bed.
With a motherly : "They grow so fast," Ida commenced
to President
lengthen one
of Marilyn's
dresses. to speak, and Eddie
Roosevelt
was scheduled
twirled the radio dials. He always has been a staunch
Roosevelt booster, feeling justly proud of having spent
Thanksgiving
Warm
Springs. Day, a year ago, with the President at
"Roosevelt
declares
Eddie.is the most human man I've ever met,"
We listened to the speech. After discussing its main
points, Eddie, in the energetic manner characteristic
of him, suddenly waved his hands at me, announcing :"I'll give you a great idea for an article.
,
Vou
know thisTheGood
I nodded.
Good Will
WillCourt?"
Court was then
its height.
.at "Write
^
J
an article on why the public will
L 1
tire of it. And /'// tell you proceeded
why!"
Thereupon,
J ^
furnish me Mr.
withCantor
some pretty pallidto
reasons.
Politely
I rejected
them. homeIt wasn't
until I sat
in my own
that I
saw the thought underlying his suggestion. The Good Will Court
played opposite Eddie Cantor. It
"Why did
you sing
song?"
osked
Edno.
"Thethatlyric
was
silly!"
said
Marjorie.
a bum joke is always a "And
bum
joke!" should
squelched
Natalie.
'Tou
be good
thirty
minutes out of thirty!"

Eddie, fhem cioar
cigar
IS'Now,
not your
•maii!"

His doughter, Morjorie, is
Eddio's capobU sacrttory.

Tho gog
—
now
for writers
the newgotiier
script!

programs.
But he loves it and gauges his performances by them
would have been to his advantage if the public tired of the stage, entertaining them an extra fifteen minutes,
the program. They had the same time on the air. Less simply because he loves to do it.
listeners for The Good Will Court meant more for Cantor!
Finally, his performance finished, his forehead dripping
I could not help smiling at his shrewdness. From that with perspiration, he sank down upon a chair in his
time
on, all behind
remarksthem.
of Eddie Cantor's had me looking dressing-room.
for reasons
"That one's over," I remarked. {Continued on page 92)
So when he told me his family censored, edited and
criticized his programs, I thought: "A-ha! You can't fool
me, Mister ! That's merely a story, concocted for publicity
purposes."
Andthisfor back.
awhile I Ieatrefused
to believe
it.
Well, I take
my words.
I apologize
publicly, here and now, right in print. For unless the
entire Cantor family, from Ida down to baby Janet, went
to the inconceivable bother of staging a carefullyrehearsed scene for my benefit, then with my own
eyes I saw and with my own ears I heard them
tear
program,withtelling
they apart
thoughtEddie's
was wrong
it. him just what
This is the story.
Eddie had invited me to watch his last
evening broadcast. He gives three performances. At noon he stages a public
dress rehearsal ; in the afternoon, when
in California, he broadcasts to the
East ; in the evening for the West.
I stood backstage with them, the
whole Cantor gang. I watched their
joint antics and
Cantor's
enthusiasm,
and marveled
the way, atafter
the
broadcast, he refused to let the
audience go home; but stood
Eddie gazed at the assembled
group. Listened tensely to
the comments and criticisms.
"Maybe it was your radio,"
he alibied. "Even President
Roosevelt
very
good
whendoesn't
there soundstatic!
.1''

Anthony (Tohy) k4rt!n,
radio and ntovie star,
knows wKot Ke wants.

^% alwayt been lucky!"
Tony grins. "Something
is due to happ«ff to me!"

Gracie Allen gives Tony
what Is technically
known OS "the worics."

says

Tony

Martin-who

doesn't want
BY

romance

GLADYS

HE knows what he wants all right, this
dark young Tony Martin, six feet tall,
weight one hundred and seventy-five
ij^^ pounds, dark brown eyes, crisp black
liT^I hair, tanned skin, flash of strong, white
"
teeth, genial,
assured
lively
humor—
he is not
in love.manner,
He doesn't
want
marriage.
He
doesn't
like
clinging
vines. He does want music and security
and travel and fun. And always, above,
^1
beyond, permeating all else, the beat in his
Wl^l^k^ blood, the systole and diastole of his heart,
^
'^^ wants music. Music on the air. Music in
^H^V
the movies. Music with an orchestra. Music
^^^V
on the stage. He isn t partial, just so long
^^^m
as it is music and he is singing it, playing it,
^^^m breathing it into his lungs, giving it forth again.
^^Pf Tony
He always
the shaver
young
Martin.knew
Even what
when hehewanted,
was a tiny
of eight and his stepfather, to whom he is deto buy him anything he might
voted, inoflFered
r
fancy,
any one of the Oakland shops. Tony
wanted a saxophone. And not all of the proffered
substitutes, tops, marbles, skates, a bike, football
gear, books, or as much soda pop as he could drink,
moved him from the hard core of his wanting. A
saxophone. A saxo])hone or nothing. Perhaps, then,
it would have to be nothing. For the mother and stepfather of Tony were not well-to-do people. Tony's stepfather was proprieton r of a modest shop featuring
ladies'
wear. A small-tow merchant of just-sufficient earnings.
Tony's
and mother
Tony
was an own
infant,father
his brother
a fewwereyearsseparated
older. when
The father
(lied when Tony was .still very small, leaving all of his
considerable estate to the elder brother, nothing at all to
Tony. His brother. Tony told me, had. as a lad, a fine flair
for imitations. He used to stand in front of picture

thinks

he

or marriage!
HALL

theatres showing Chaplin pictures and imitate Chaplin
more to the life than Chaplin himself. He might have
gone far in the theatre, which he loved, and still loves.
But it was the love of a dilettante. He did not want
the theatre with the single-minded intensity with which
Tony wanted music. And knew what he wanted.
And so, if it couldn't be the saxophone, okay then, it
would be nothing, thanks. And then a customer of Tony's
dad couldn't pay his bill. He suggested that he pay with
a used and mammoth saxophone. And Tony's good father,
remembering the fanatic light in the boy's eyes, accepted
the saxophone and — Tony got what he wanted.
When he was in grade school he was the drummer boy.
He says that in no other capacity did he feel so dominant,
so important, so master of his fate and captain of his soul
as when he beat that drum, rat-a-tat, rat-a-tat, and knew
that the feet of his schoolmates marched to his drum.
In Oakland High School he organized and conducted
what he now calls, but affectionately, "a little ole orchesThey called
The Five
Peppers.
And
the firsttra".time,
and themselves
the first song.
Tony RedMartin
ever sang
in public was when he sang Yankee Rose, against the background of that orchestra in school. The Five Red Peppers
finally got vaudeville booking, in and around San Francisco. They were paid, eventually, sixty-six dollars a week
for the five of them. Tony kept meticulous accounts of
all earnings, disbursements, et cetera. And when they hit
the sixty-six-dollar mark he has a notation in one of his
jKMiny account books: "In the Big Dough now."
Which
very exciting,
it didn't
the
daily
stintswasof all
algebra.
English, but
biology
and sofurther
on. The
boy was feringyoung,
hours always
were late,
and his the
mother,
firmschool
with work
this was
son sufshe
adored,
persuaded
him
to
give
uj)
his
orchestra
and
stick
to studying.
school Tony
entered
St. Mary's
College.
A After
stalwarthighsix-footer,
he was
(Continued
on page
SO)
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AndyJack
Devine,
the
Bennyof
show, is co-owner
, of a riding academy in Glendale.

Comics, choristers.

Virginia Verrill. CBS
songstress, visits on
indoor pool between
visits to the beaches.

savants

and sirens, bright stars of the lively broadcast

lanes

lIKE everyone el?e who has listened to Ventriloquist Edgar
Hergen and his dummy. Charlie McCarthy, who first bowed
to radio on the Vallee program, we were all agog to meet the
delectablein Charlie.
at the was
Waldorf,
the daya the}
arrived
New York.W'e Tocalled
us Charlie
so definitely
personality, itcame as a distinct shock to see Mr. Bergen open
a suitcase and lift out his famous manikin, removing a quilted
wrapping from its head !
Of course he was alive, we felt absurdly, as he emerged
from the wrapping. Such an aura of individuality was revealed with that unique small figure ! We felt excited, eager
to talk with him.
"It must commiseratingly,
be uncomfortable,
travelingsettled
in a himself
suitcase,"
murmured
as Charlie
withwea
little shake on Mr. Bergen's knee.
"Oh, yes, it is— yes, indeed !" Charlie nodded his head.
"So hard on the clotlies, too — my coattails get crushed." He
looked reproachfully at Edgar Bergen through his monocle. "I
used to travel in a trunk," he went on in his dry, beguiling
voice, "but now I'm so valuable to Mr. Bergen, he wants me
right
with McCarthy,
him — right wein learned,
the bag, isyouseventeen
might say."
Charlie
years old. He
started life as a ragged newsboy, and, like many another selfmade man, he regards his top hat, tails and monocle with keen
satisfaction.
It isn't
refer to
him as a dummy.
His exactly
father wasfair,a Charhe
Big Stick,thinks,
out intoMichigan.
"Whitey Pine, they called him," says Charlie. "I'm a chip
offWethe asked
old block!"
Mr. Bergen where the name, Charlie McCarthy,
came from. Charlie, he explained, was the_ name of a Httle
Irish when
newsboy
Michigan,
Bergen'sa ventriloquist,
boyhood home.he
And
youngin Decatur,
Bergen decided
to become
made
a
sketch
of
the
boy's
head,
from
which
named Mack constructed the now famous figure.a woodcarver
He should,
they decided, have an Irish name. So they christened him
Charlie McCarthy.
BY

NANCY

BARROWS

Ventriloquist Edgar Bergen

and

his delectable

dummy,

Charlie

"( )riginally." said Edgar Bergen, "Charlie had a sort of
gamin smile— a grin— but as he grew up and went into
night club work, he took on a more serious expression, m
sophisticated
with his more
keeping
"( )h. definitely,"
agreed
Charlie. discourse."
"Still, from the timber of your voice, people would
Bergen.
Mr. severely.
remarked him
you came
know
Charlie
cockedfrom
his the
headwoods."
and regarded
" '( )nly God can make a tree,' " he quoted.
The' metamorphosis of Charlie began a little over
a year
made the painful
Edgar Bergen
ago. In January. 1936, discovery
that vaudeville, the
Charlie McCarthy chief source of his livelihood,
and his stooge and was definitely dead. For the first
career
timehadin his
Edgar Bergen,
pal, broadcast
now
from he
no .seventeen-year
job. From his first
and
school
in
efforts
Hollywood, Sundays amateur
at 8:00 p.m.. EDST , college shows, he had gone on
on NBC-Red network.
in Chautautjua circuits and tent

grin tliat now seemed strangely unniirthtul. A top hat and
tails for Charlie, he mused ... A few skilful touches with a
brush,
face took A onmonocle
a new expression
that further
inspiredandhis Charlie's
pal and stooge.
...
"It was the smartest idea I ever had in my life!" says Edgar
Bergen.
And then, being ready for opportunity, it knocked at his door.
Helen
gave him
And himwhilefor hea spot
was
playing Morgan's
there, theclub
Shuberts
saw anhimopening.
and signed
in the Ziegfeld Follies.
"It didn't work out," Mr. Bergen says philosophically. "I
was playing 'in one,' before a backdrop. It looked too much like
aintegral
vaudeville
were right
in saying
didn't the
seemNewan
part act.
of theTheyFollies.
So, two
weeks itbefore
York
took me out."
He opening,
was then they
in Chicago,
and, all else failing, he agreed to
make a series of appearances in a small club, not frequented
by the class he and Charlie had hoped to entertain. But it was
a job. And he had no choice then.
An agent for Abe Lyman saw him, however, and asked
Bergen to sign a contract to appear as entertainer with Lyman,
at his club. Bergen was delighted, but explained that he had
to work out his agreement with the small cafe. The agent,
eager, says Bergen, for his fee, assured him that it would be all
right. And Bergen signed the contract.
next was
to last^pcrformance
cafe, Lyman
chanced
to But
droponin.his He
shocked to see hisin the
prospective
entertainer,
playing with all his zest, in such a mediocre spot. The agent,
it seemed,
Lyman. He couldn't, Lyman said,
take
on an hadn't
act fromconfided
such a inplace.
Philosophically Bergen accepted his release from the Lyman
contract and finished out his engagement at the cafe, wondering where he would go next. And then, as if to reward good
sportsmanship, fate tossed into his {Continued on page 70)
"My father was a Big Stick, out in Michigan,"
says Charlie. "Whiie'^ Pine, they called him."
"From the timber of your voice, people would
know you came from the woods," says Mr. Bergen.

wtde^
McCarthy,

give us something

the

SuH

never before attempted

shows, to the four or six-a-day vaudeville, and gradually
established himself in the better vaudeville houses throughout the country. Summers, he took to the sea, serving as
entertainer on 'Southern ."oi' European or round-the-world
cruises.
•. " dismal January day, he sat in a furnished
Xow, on, that
room and wondered what lay before him. For two weeks
he had had no job. Where, he wondered, in this world
of depression and change, could he find one? What now
were the chief fields of entertainment? The answer to
that, of course, was movies and night clubs. Movies, Bergen reflected, staring through a
small window at the icy rain, had Charlie sits on a
little to offer him. He had made, high stool placed
at one period of his career, four- on a platform, to
teen one-reelers, but they did bring him close up
poorly by him. There remained to the microphone,
— night clubs. He looked at the when he broadtatterdemalion Charlie, with his casts his glib wit.

on the air!
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Lucille Manners

is

a sensational star,
but she is fearful

Lucille Manners, star of the C/>/es Seryjce
m, heard
NBC-R
ed
Networprogra
k Friday
s at over
8:00 thep.m.
EDST.

of Fate's trickery!
BY MIRIAM
GIBSON

She is tiny in
stature, but she
has a voice of
and
great she
volumesays—
she has the
constitution o f
an Amazon !

!
/

LUCILLE MANNERS is radio's contradiction.
She is the prima donna of the Cities Service program
each Friday night, yet she has the soul of an ingenue.
She is confident when she sings into a microphone, yet
really is nervous when talking to the press.
She is not temperamental, yet ever conscious of temperament.
She is tiny in stature, hut she has a voice of great
volume and the constitution of an Amazon.
She dresses simply, yet paints her nails with j^latinuni
polish.
When asked how she feels about replacing Jessica
Dragonette, she says she has all the confidence in the
world. In the next breath she says she is scared to death.
At first glance it is hard to realize that a girl of
twenty-three can be so paradoxical, yet sincere. However,
when one knows the psychological ])hases of her life up to
now, Lucille Manners can be understood.
La.st winter, Jessica Dragonette left the Cities Sen-ire
program on which she had been star for eight years. In
that time Miss Dragonette had built a tremendous following. Lucille Manners, a comparative newcomer to radio,
was given this coveted spot on the air. Stardom was
thrust on her. Suddenly she found herself in tlie limelight, and a very strong light it was.
"When I was offered the chance of replacing Jessica,
I was delighted — but scared," explains Miss Manners. "Yet

I could not afford to turn down such a golden opportunity.
"I knewthatI could
sing wellmeant
enough
to filldeal
the more
role, but
realized
the position
a great
thanI
just singing. Jessica has a host of admirers. Fans resent
having
said. to Jessica
Then,their
too,idolthereplaced,"
sponsors Miss
wereManners
accustomed
Dragonette — to her singing, to her personality. They had
spent eight years in building her. Would they be satisfied
with a new personality? Miss Manners herself answers
tilt' question.
"Just after I had been signed to replace Jessica," she
said, having
"the chairman
the board
directorsHe ofasked
my sponsor
was
a dinnerofparty
at hisofhome.
me to
sing for him and his guests. 'I. would like to have my
see him
you and
as well
as hear you,'
he said.he That
night
1friends
.sang for
his guests.
Afterward
introduced
me'
to his
saying : 'Eight
ago. program,
Cities Service
signed
an friends,
almost unknown
singeryears
to their
and
today she is a star. Tonight I introduce to you another
young lady whom we are putting on our program. We
hope
do thewithsameus even
for her.
far as years.
I'm concerned,
she canto' stay
longerAndthanas eight
I believe
you"Itallwas
agreeonlyafterthenhearing
her.'
that I realized that nearly every
director
was that,
among
Naturally.of I the
felt company
better after
but my
I stillhost's
was guests
afraid
of what the radio audience, the (Continued on page 86)

Jerry Cooper, toll, bronzed baritone,
is the new M.C. on Hollywood HoHl,
heard over CBS Fridays at 9 p.m. EDST,

BY

GEORGE

Unknown,

While sttil a boy, he mastered the
guitar, as well as the trombone,
never dreaming then of radio fame.

KENT

unbefriended,

Jerry

Cooper came to New York with

twenty

Now

dollars in his

he is ranked

best-paid

pocket.

among

the

radio entertainers

IN the veins of Jerry Cooper is more than a drop or
two of Latin blood. His eyes glow darkly and his voice
has the tenderness of an Old World serenader singing
beneath a balcony. He sings through a microphone to
millions, yet to you, and all the other sweet things who
listen, it seems he is pouring out his heart to one pair of
small pink ears.
This is the great gift of Jerry Cooper, who, not long
since, climbed out of a box-car with twenty dollars in
his pocket, unknown and unbefriended, to conquer New
York. And this is the gift that, in three short years, made
that conquest possible. His voice is a remarkable instruhe could
sing Being
hot songs,
classicalwhat
— butit
romancement andwon
for him.
a manscatwhoor knows
is toTerry
be poor,
romancethe Ithousands who have
Cooperhe'llwillsticknot tobetray
learned to depend upon him for a moment or two of
romantic happiness. Bluntly he informed me that he
does not intend to get married. He will not fall in love.
He will remain, so far as you and I are concerned, the
serene bachelor balladist, unattached and wistful, singing
to the unknown She. Rudy Vallee is one of his great
admirations, but Jerry feels that marriage hurt Rudy
irreparably, both as a man and as an artist. Jerry Co(^)er
does not propose to make that particular mist£^e.
A great many performers, as you may recall, have
made similar armouncements and stuck to their word —
until a winsome something in pink organdy bounced into
the studio.
none of them
through
lad's
searing
mill ofButexperience.
For came
the sake
of thethisrecord,
at 1 to assure you that he means what he says, let me put

Jerry fries the drums, and smiles,
remembering
once,theas instruments.
"horse" for
the
band, he howtoted

With orchestra leader Ray Block,
Jerry works out a new arrangement
of a popular song for a broadcast.

down a few of the facts.
He was born in 1907, in Bay Minette, Alabama, son of
a railway mail clerk. The family moved to New Orleans,
where his father and mother separated. At thirteen,
Jerry's
education
became
support of
his mother
and a stopped
brother and
and hesister,
both sole
younger.
Railroads fascinated him, but he got a job in a wholesale grocery at twenty dollars a week. Still he wanted to
work on the railroad and, during his lunch hour, he dingdonged at the assistant to the chief clerk of the Illinois
Central for a job. The answer always was: "No."
Jerry thumbed his way to and from work to save carfare. There was not enough left out of his pay to buy him
lunch. He used to go among the men in the grocery,
asking each to lend him a penny. At that early age he
was clever enough to realize that no one would mind
parting with a penny, whereas any would hesitate to give
up a quarter.
Two years in the grocery, and two years of annoying
the Illinois Central, finally drove him against the wall.
One indaytheheoffice
quit ofhisthejob,
walked
up towith
the the
chiefquestion
clerk's:
desk
Illinois
Central,
"Where
do Icalculated
go to work?"
He had
that the chief clerk, with three
hundred employes, could not possibly know all the details
about each. The chief clerk stared at him, said he never
had seen him before. But Jerry persisted, said that he
already had quit his old job and he had to have the
new one.
In the end, he went to work. The story is interesting
because it shows how the young Jerry was able to make

up his mind and get what he wanted. The new job,
incidentally, paid him sixty dollars a month.
Money, then as now, was not the important factor in
his life. This railroad job turned out to be a temporary
one — and at the end of six months, Jerry was out of a
job. He went to work for Western Union, getting his job
only through a fib about his age, being as yet too young
to be a messenger. He learned the tricks and. inside of a
month, was earning thirty-five dollars a week — or twice
as much as he had been getting down at the Illinois Central.
Wealth for a boy of fifteen, yet when the railroad asked
him to come back, he quit the telegraph comijany and
reported for work. The change was a break, for there
he met Steve Budreau. Steve was a truck driver who.
nights and Sundays, operated a small band. He used to
come
to Jerry's
to get his Jerry
bills receipted
and and
it wasn't
long before
Stevedeskdiscovered
had a voice,
Jerry
that Steve had a band.
Jerry had made a hit in a small way, singing at parties,
"socials,"
like. Hethathadhe no
dreams andpicnics
when and
Stevethesuggested
comeprofessional
along one
night to an Elks' "circus" and sing, he refused. At least
he said love,
"no" insisted
until hishegirlgetheard
of it.
puppy
up and
showThiswhatgirl.heJerry's
could
do — called him a coward, said she would leave him if he
didn't. So Jerry sang. The applause was immense. It
gaveWhen
JerryBudreau
ideas. suggested he sing with them over the
radio, Jerry agreed, this time without hesitancy. This
radio station was a small-watter, with a studio about the
size of a packing case, and the {Continued on page 94)

Kathleen Wilson,
(Claudia of One
flan's with
Family),
studies
the
famous Chinese
concert dancer
King Lan Chew
(Lasf Orchid).

This lovely lassie is Vera Marsh. She
Is Joe night
Penner's
"girl friend"
on his
Sunday
CBS broadcasts.
A talented
dancer as well as singer, she has been
featured in many musicals. Here she
basks in the sun at a Palm Springs pool.

Between

Here's the real lowdown

on Molasses

Pat Padgett (Mi) plays Molasses on the
air. Pick, or January [righf), is Pick Malone,
who was christened Andrew Pickens Malone.
Molasses and January prepare to celebrate
in a big way! Or, maybe, this is the latest
in duelling, in the best burnt-cork circles!

BY

WILLIAM

VALLEE

Molasses January are the only pair of comics in the
world who work on two big-time radio shows, week in
and week out ! While they're Molasses 'n' January on the
Maxtvell House Shoza Boat, they're also Pick and Pat on
the Dill's Best SIioiv. For this, of course, they get paid,
and
if you're
theythey
totalcanup live
to $1750
for each
one. interested
each week. in figures,
They find
on it.
Indeed,
it's
a
far
cry
from
the
(approximately)
forty
dollars they got when they were working in minstrel shows
and "tab"
of the poorer
grade.comedy.
Now these burntcork
coons shows
are tycoons
of blackface
Not that there's much that can be said against minstrel
shows. They were the theatrical staff-of-life for many
great performers, including a fellow named Jolson — yes,
Al Jolson.
train-a
ing never did"Gorry,
anyone yes,"
any said
harm Pat.
and "minstrel-show
it sure entertained
whale
of people
!" of Molasses on the air, is in
Pat, ofwhoa lotplays
the part
private life Pat Padgett, the younger of the two. Pick, or
Illustration by O. G. Storch

January, is Pick Malone, christened Andrew Pickens
Malone,
They aren't spectacular looking, each being light-weight
and small in stature. Pick is dark-haired and swarthy and
Pat is sandy-haired and fair. They never quarrel with
anyone
are called
radio's
pair. Their accents
are all and
tangled
up with
the happiest
deep South
and
their
dialect
as
Negro
comics
isn't
vastly different from their everyday
chatter. They're both intensely superstitious, relying on much finger-crossing and

Be

Stated

I

and January, those burnt-cork funsters!

"Every+hing I does jes' turns out wrong!"
laments January. "I'se a Jonah!" "Jonah
done come out all right," says Mo/osses.
They sit around all afternoon discussing
gags and situations. Then, at radio time,
get into costume and apply the burnt cork.

bones, but he tells me that he lost most of his savings in

spitting on the crossed fingers to guard against bad luck.
"It certainly is too bad about the old-time minstrel
shows," that
saida Pick,
"though
sometimestoday
I do through
get the
notion
good sadly,
one might
do business
the
I understand
an outfit
run by the
little
old South.
Guy Brothers,
which there's
still does
a moderate
business
down there.
"SomeBertof Swor,
the oldwhotimers
left make
feel badly.he
Take
liveswho're
over near
me inyouFlushing,
was a crackerjack end man in his day. He used to make
nine hundred dollars a week, when he was cracking the

the"Yeah,"
crash." put in Pat, "look at Mclntyre & Heath. They're
eightying.years
now that,
and fidgety
becausethey
they're
not workDo you oldknow
even today,
remember
the
jokes
they
used
to
use?"
"You said it, Willie!" (They call each other "Willie."
for notheyobvious
"Theyof remember
themsaysso the>
well
that
twit usreason.)
about some
ours. Heath
usedWasthemMr.when
they
started
fifty
years
ago
!"
Heath referring to the one they use about
Pick,? as January, says to Pat: "Everything I does turn^^
Jonah
out wrong. I'se a Jonah!"
Pat answers and says: "Nebber mind, January. Jes
remember
come tooutthatall Jonah
right !"story.
Mr. HeathJonah
was done
referring
And speaking of minstrel shows, are you old enough to
remember that day in spring, when, through the classroom
windows, came the ootnpah of a bass horn, augmented by
the groanings and squealings of kindred brass instruments,
picked for their carrying powers? {Continued on page 96)

How

lam and Abner have influenced

the characters
Chester

BY

of their creators,

Lauck

LESLIE

and

Norris

Goff

EATON

"As a man thinks, so he is." If that is not an "old Ed'ards"
saying, it ought to be! For their way of thinking has
created not only Lum and Abner and all the folks at Pine
Ridge, hut it quite definitely has influenced and developed
the personalities of Chester Lauck and Norris Goff,
authors and interpreters of these familiar skits.
It is not only that these characters have become so familiar and dear to their creators that they sometimes are
inclined to forget they are merely fictional, but they have
identified themselves so completely with their respective
roles that sometimes they are not sure where Lauck leaves
off and Lum begins, or how much of Goff goes into his
characterization
of Abner.
out, and
they their
live
and think and talk
and actDayLumin and
and day
Abner
friends, and it is hardly to be wondered at that the line
between actor and role becomes less and less distinct.
Not that Goff is slow of wit or Lauck absorbed in small
affairs, by any means. They remain two personable young
men, quite different in appearance and dress from the overalled farmers they portray. They are keen and witty and
highly imaginative, and their clever impersonations have
brought them success l)eyond the dreams of anyone in Pine
Ridge, but their wider travels and broader contacts have
developed and strengthened their fundamental ideals, not
altered them. And they retain a simplicity of outlook, an
honesty of mind that is tyi)ical of the small-town people
they love. And gradually, almost without realizing it
themselves, the once mythical Pine Ridge has shaped their
characters,
.38 and its imaginary inhabitants have directed and

"As long
anyoneandwants
hear
aboutas Lum
Abnerto
and
Lauck their
(left)doings,"
and NorrisChester
Goff
agree, "we won't get very
far away!"
take
their
vacationsSo they
at home.

RADIO STARS
Lauck is Cedric Weehunf and
GrandpappY
as well as
Lum. Goff isSpears,
Dick Huddleston
and Squire Skimp, in addition
to being Abner. And the roles
they have played so long hove
beconne very, very real to them.
controlled their very dreams
and ambitions.
"We weren't either of us born
on"buta farm."
explained,
we've Lauck
talked
about
them
so
much
that
we'd
like
nothing tetter than to own

After the
ihi Lauclcs
day's and
work theis
done,
Ooffs en|oy curefi eo hours*
Mrs. Lauck (seated) and
Mrs. Soft 'cry "Swing it!"

"I'd like to have a nice
horse
curred. farm," GofF conIt was this desire for
broader pastures, for a
more open life than was
possible in a Chicago
apartment, that brought
these one."
two to California.
you wouldn't
think
ofPerhaps
Hollywood
as offering
anything in the way of rural
life. You might think, hearing that Lum and Abner were
broadcasting from the movie
city, that they had "gone Hollywood," whatever that implies, and
were separating themselves widely
from the dear traditions of Pine
ButRidge,
bear Arkansas.
in mind that the boys had to
be governed in their choice of location by
their work. And Hollywood offered them
not only simshine and the out-of-door life
they longed for, but ideal facilities for their
broadcasting. Nowadays their broadcast for the
East and Middle West is four-thirty in the afternoon and for the Pacific Coast, at eight-fifteen.
That means that their work can be concentrated beotfice neartween four
theand
NBCeight-thirty
studios and,o'clock.
betweenThey
shows,haveworkan
on their script for the following day, with the assistance
of their pretty secretary, Velma McCall. (Velma incidentally, recently was given a few lines to read — the first
voice
not ofLauck's
Goflf's
to be isheard
program.)
The rest
the dayor and
evening
their onown,thatgiving
them
plenty of opportunity to enjoy their new homes, play golf
and otherwise take advantage of the warm climate.
Within two weeks of coming to Hollywood, the l)oys
had found homes and established their families in them.
Chester Lauck (who is Cedric Weehunt and Grandpappy
Spears as well as Lum), rented a lovely place in Beverly
Hills, where he now lives with his wife and two little girls.
Norris Goff (who is Dick Huddleston and Squire
Skimp, in addition to Abner), found a ranch outside Hollywhichwas
is a home
long step
nearer his ideals than the apartmentwood,which
before.
"We fedKiis if we'd been let out of a cage!" Lauck
laughed.
And who wouldn't, with swimming pools, tennis courts,
citrus groves and what not, in one's own backyard !
"Don't think we didn't like Chicago," he went on quickly. "We loved
it— one
I'd like
to beAndthereI miss
right I^ke
now. Delavan
I miss
the Cubs,
for just
thing!
—goodwe place
both have them
boats, you know,
andsmall
we haven't
foundnota
they are{Continued
speedon boats,
suitable for for
the ocean,here—
of course.
page 90)

BY
MURIEL
BABCOCK
JUST because they live the simple life in the heart of
sophisticated New York City and broadcast a home-folks
kind of program, don't think that Jane and Goodman Ace
—monfjers.
Easy Aces to you — are immune from the rumor
Xojje, those old davvil gossip hounds have plentv to
say about the Easy Aces. Things like this :
jealousplus
of all
the bigperdough
forThat
radiothey're
broadcasts,
$75,000
motion($6,500
pictureweekly
) that
their old pal. Jack IV-nny, is makmg.
That they are going to change their type of show — do
something entirely different.
That they are going to change their names — find a
monniker other than Easy Aces which they took when contract briflge was in its heyday.
That their radio show is slipping.
That Cioodman and Jane have their eyes on Hollywood,
a la liurns and Allen, Fred Allen. Milton Berle. etc., and
a Beverly Hills mansion rmd swimming pool.
'1 hatcomedienne.
Jane is being groomed to make her debut as a
stage
That— oh, my gomlness, why go on ? There are plenty
more lusty rumors floating uj) and down Radio Row about
Let 4() rumor

the Easy Aces, just as there always is idle tattle about
anybody consistently and pleasantly successful. The only
bit of gossip that never has dared to raise its head is
anent the private life of Goodman and Jane. Nobody even
has hinted that the Easy Arcs are anything but a very
hap])ily married couple.
Which they are, very much so. "Took me long enough'
to persuade her that I was the right fellow," Goodman
will say. "Guess it will take a sight longer to break us
People who know them insist that Goodman and Jane
are two of the swellest people who live in New York.
That they know what life is all about, and therein lies the
secret of their success on the radio.
With the idea of gleaning some facts about this swell
couple and giving Goodman a chance to deny or confirm
Radio anRow's
we caught
with anthe Nf>C
Easy studio
Aces
about
hour rumors,
before their
broadcastup from
in Rockefeller Center one fine spring evening. We .sat
on the edge of one of those uncomfortable modernistic
chairs and listened to Goodman, Jane and two other cast
members go through rehearsal paces, jireparatory to the
regular Tuesday broadcast.
'! bey much
all satlikearound
a square,
table,table
whichat
looked
and was
the sizefour-legged
of your bridge

rave and gossips gabble, the Easy Aces continue with

home. It had, however. unHke your Httle nifty, a microphone huried in its center, into which the Easy Aces talk.
Another
stands use
at Goodman's
right
shoulder, portable
hut that microphone
is for emergency
only. .Anything
\ on say thus has a double chance to go out over the ether
waxes. (Imagine having your remarks to your partner
at bridge thus made available to the world!)
(Goodman, hat tilted rakishly on the back of his head
like a character out of the play, Gentlemen of the Press
{ he was for twelve years a go-getting reporter and drama
critic on the Kansas City Journal-Post), lounged rather
than .sat in his chair and concentrated on the script, interrupting from time to time with instructions. Jane, looking
very j)ert and cute in a new spring suit, her blonde hair
prettily curled, sat primly erect and also concentrated. We
sneaked a look at her manuscript and saw it was ])enciled
along the margin with words such as : "Laugh!" "Sneeze!"
"He vivacious!" etc., about which we will tell you more
later.
On this particular evening, the Easy Aces were broadcasting one of their series of adventures with a movie
director.
You remember,
you,accent,
the bigwhoshotwasHollywood megaphonist,
with thedon't
foreign
cond
u
c
t
i
n
g
a
search
for
talent,
and
Jane's
be the winner of his contest? Well, this determination
was the eveningto
their popular NBC

show

she was choosing her movie-star name — in case .she won.
Rehearsal of it was a simple, easy, matter-of-fact matter.
ICverybody spoke his piece as if it were second nature, with
(loodman doing a minimum of directing He's the big
boss.
agencythe producer
present,
(loodmanThere's
writes noall advertising
the scripts, hires
actors (even
Jane
and himself), directs, produces and clocks it off on the
air, all in addition to acting, himself.
He also is his own publicity director (what publicity he
will permit) and his own business manager, but more of
that later. Let's get on with the.se rumors.
"Why," .said Goodman, taking a few minutes off to
talk, "why should
I beofjealous
of Jack
ridiculous!
He's one
the Hnest
fellowsBenny?
in the That's
world
and one of my best friends. Jane and I just saw him and
his wife, Mary Livingstone, last night. We had a swell
time. '
"Nor am I the least bit envious of his great success.
hVankly, no, and I'll tell you why. Jack is at the top.
one ofit the
best,anyone
or the el.se.
best, inWhere
radio dotoday
heHe'sknows
betterverythan
you ai^d
go
when you hit the top of the trail ? TlTcre's only one way
toproblem
go — that's
! Unless
stay onHe top.
todaydown
to stay
at thatyoui^eak.
will,It IisamBenny's
sure,
l)ccause he's a master showman, {Continued on page 88)

and follow the even

tenor of their life
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fi
Carleton Young (BUI
Mears of Trouble
House) and its author.

CBS' Heinz Magazine of the Air
breaks

some

so delights

traditions and
its listeners

IT'S primarily what is known to radio as a "woman
appeal"
show, the Standing
Heinz Magazine
the Air,
got in, anyway.
behind theof glass
panelbut ofI
the control-room, the subdued babble of feminine
voices sounded, as guest artists answered questions
while waiting to face the mike. Outside, in the
studio, plump, rosy-cheeked, white-haired B. A.
Rolfe stood before his orchestra, as peeps and trills
from strings and brasses announced tuning up. A
tall man, with iron-gray hair, looked over his script,
suggesting a Shakespearian actor waiting his cue —
Bill Adams, the announcer; at the editor's mike sat
Delmar Edmonson, a round-faced, sandy-haired,
scholarly type of man, his arms folded quietly on
the table before him. Dorothy Lowell and Ann
Elstner were laughing together near one of the six
mikes, their scripts for Trouble House in their hands,
and it came with something of a surprise that on this
women's
women within
my
line ofprogram
vision inthey
the were
studiotheat only
the moment.
Williamthe Harkness,
wasMrs.
showing
scratches onthatherday's
arm guest
from celebrity,
the baby
Giant Panda which she had brought back to America,
when the aimless bustle out in the studio seemed to
crystallize and there was a moment of tension. Then
the Rolfe baton swept downwards, and the show was
on the air.
As the musical signature sounded, I waited for a
coy and unctuous female voice to begin a commercial
spiel, giving some recipe as though it were a deeply
confidential state secret upon which hung the fate of
nations. Instead, Bill Adams' friendly, dignified
voice
True, he totalked
the sponsor's
product,sounded.
but it managed
sound about
so appetizing
that
my mouth
watered
—
which
{Continued
on page 62)
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Natalie Hall and
Del mar Edmondson
on the CBS show.

Albert
Terhune Payson
(righf)
and Edmondson.

I LL BET YOU'D HAVE PLENTY
OFSOMETHING
DATES. IF YOU'D
ABOUTJUSTYOURDO
SKIN I WHY DONT YOU SEE
THAT BEAUTY EXPERT
EVERYONE IS
RAVING ABOUT?

YOUR COMPLEXION
THE
SYMPTOMS
OF WHATHASI CALL
"MIDDLE-AGE"
SKIN!
IT'S
AND LIFELESS, AND COARSEDRY
TEXTURED.
I SUGGEST SOAP
Tl;AT
YOU
•-•USECHANGE
ONLY YOUR
PALMOLIVE,
BECAUSE--

BECAUSE OF
MIDDLE-AGE'
SKIN!

PAUL EXPLAINS WHY
PALMOLIVE CORRECTS
"MIDDLE. AGE" SKIN!

NOW NO MORE LONELY EVENINGS
...THANKS TO PALMOLIVE

"Palmolive is made with Olive
Oil, a real beauty aid And Olive
Oil
makesmorePalmolive's
gentler,
soothing . . lather
. gives
itown.a special
protective
Thus Palmolivequality
does allmoreits
than just cleanse. It protects your
skin against the loss ot those
precious natural oils which teed
and nourish it... That's why
Palmolive keeps your complexion soft, smooth and young!"

How Palmolive, mode with Olive Oil, prevents
dry, lifeless, old-looking skin
dry, old-looking;
keepsyoung!
your comcreeps up on you without
ITwarning
plexion soft, smooth,
. . . this heart-breaking
Does the soap yoii tire now usiii^
"Middle-Age" Skin!
You may have a soft, smooth •rire YOU this same protertion'/ Do
know what ingredients go
complexion today. Yet next month, vou
or even next week, you may look into it.' Are you sure it is as pure,
in your mirror and find your skin as gentle and safe as Palmolive.'
dry, lifeless, coarse-looking.
You ktiou' that Palmolive Soap is
So right now is the time to watch made from a blend of real beams
out ... to take this simple precau- ingredients
Palm oils. . . . soothing Olive ami
tion advised by beauty experts.
Use Palmolive Soap regularly.
than
For Palmolive, made with Olive anyThat's
otherwhysoap,Palmoiive,
promisesmoreto keep
Oil, does more than just cleanse. your complexion young and lovely
Its gentle, protective lather helps through the years! Why not start
prevent your skin from becoming using Palmolive Soap — today
FREE! DIONNE QUIN CUT-OUT BOOK FOR CHILDREN!
Beautifully colored cut-outs of the Quins, with dresses, coats
— 63 in all. A lovely picture ol the Quins on cover. . . ideal
for framing! Send 3 Palmolive St)ap bands to Palmolive,
Dept. M- 151, Jersey City, N.J. (Ofifer expires July 15, 1937.)

MADE WITH OLIVE OIL
TO KEEP COMPLEXIONS

• . . YOU'RE

YOUNG

. . . YOU'RE

SMART-you'll

GLAZO'S
SOUGHT-AFTER girls...gay young in fingertip flattery! Beguiling as their
moderns who never let themselves
are Glazo's subtle, misty, smoky
or their escorts down in the matter of names
hues— Shell and Old Rose, Thistle, Rust
smartness... are climaxing their chic with and Russet, Suntan,Dahlia,Imperial Red.
And Glazo, as good as it is beautiful,
Glazo's "Misty" nail polish shades.
Where else can you find colors so ex- possesses all the virtues that smart young
citingly lovely?... the perfect accent to things demand . . .satin-smoothness on the
that ravishing new frock . . . the ultimate nail. ..stern prejudices against peeling or

want

to wear

fadmg...the rare ability to stay smoothflowing, usable to the last drop in that
economical 20<1' bottle, or in the new and
larger 25< size.
For a new kind of Social Security—
the knowledge of your own lovelinesschoose Glazo in clear shades or the sophisticated new "Misty" tints.

OLD ROSE A subtle, smoky rose.
Utterly jeminine and
flattering.
Lovely ...No
with chipping
jashion's ...No
new "off-colors, with pastels
peeling.

feet withmisty
sun-tanned
pale
Perskin.
Excellent
gray,heige-ro
beige,se.orgreen,
STLforEwear with
THI
brown...
No chipping. ..No peeling.

GLAZO

e.redBecoming
underton
brown
subtleto almost
with
^ ^isty
RUSStypeETof skin.
ng iiith light or
Enchanti
enry
...No peeling.
...No chipping
dark colors

RADIO STARS

Coasi-U-Coast
PROGRAM

THE regular programs on
' the fourare coast-to-coast
networks
here listed in
aTheday-by-day
schedule.
National time
Broadcasting
Company Red Network is
indicated
NBC-Rcd; the
Nationalby Broadcasting
Company Blue Network is
indicated
XBC-Blue;
the
Columbiaby Broadcasting
System by CBS and
^iutual
Broadcasting SysMBS.
Alltem bystations
included in
the above networks are
listed
below.
local station on Find
the listyour
and
tune in on the network
specified.
ALL TIME RECORDED IS EASTERN
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME.
This means that for
Eastern Standard and CenDaylight Time,
you
must tralsubtract
one hour.
F'or
Mountain
Daylight
and Central Standard Time,
subtract two hours. For
Pacific
and
Mountain Daylight
Standard Time,
subtract three hours. And
for Pacific Standard Time,
subtract four hours. For
example
: 11:00
EDST becomes
10:00A.a. M.m.
EST and COST; 9:00
.\. M. MOST and CST;
8:00 A.M. POST and
MST; 7:00 a.m. PST.
If, at a particular time,
no network program is
listed, that is because there
is no regular program for
that time, or because the
preceding
program
tinues into that
period.c o n NATIONAL BROADCASTCOMPANYRED INGNETWORK
WFBR
Baltimore.
.Md.
WNAC
Boston,
Mass.
WBEN
Buffalo,
N.lU. Y.
WMAQ
Chicago.
WSAI
Cincinnati.
Ohio
WTAM
Cleveland.Colo.Ohio
KOA Denver,
WHO
Des
Moines.
Iowa
WWJ
Detroit.
Mich.
WTIC
Hartford,
Conn.Ind.
WIRE
Indianapolis.
WDAF
City. Cal.
Mo.
KFI Kansas
Los Angeles.
KSTP Minneapolis—
St. Paul,
Minn.
WEAF
New York.Neb N. Y.
WOW
Omaha.
KYW Philadelphia.
WCAE
Pittsburgh.Me.PaPa.
WCSH
Portland.
KGW
Portland,
Ore.
WJAR Providence.
WRVA
Richmond. Va.R. I.

KSD
St. Louis.
Mo Utah
KDYL
Lake City.
KPO Salt
San
Francisco,
Cal
WGY
Schenectady
KOMO Seattle. Wash. N Y.
KHQ Spokane,
WRC
Washington.WashDel.
D. C.
WDEL
WTAG Wilmington.
Worcester, Mass
NATIONAL BROADCASTCOMPANYBLUEINGNETWORK
WABY
.\lbany.
N. Y
WBAL
Baltimore.
WBZ
Boston,
Mass.Md.Conn
WICC
Bridgeport.
WEBR
Buffalo.
N Y. Iowa
WIWT
Cedar Rapids.
WENR
Chicago.
IllIII.
WLS
Chicago.
WCKY
Cincinnati.
Ohio
WGAR
Cleveland.
KVOD
Denver.
Colo.OhioIowa
KSO
Des
.Moines.
WXY2
Detroit.Pa. Mich.
WLEU
Erie.
WOWO
Ft.
Wayne. Kan.Ind
WREN
Lawrence.
KECA Los
Angeles. Cal
WTCN
Minneapolis.
Minn.
WICC
New
Haven.
WJZ
New
York.
N Conn.
Y
KLO
Ogden.
Utah
KOIL Omaha.
Bluffs. Neb.
la -Council
WFIL
PhUadelphia.Pa.Pa
KDKA
KEX Pittsburgh,
Portland,
Ore.R. I.
WEAN
Providence.
WHAM
Rochester.
N. Y.
KWK
StSan Louis.
KFSD
Diego. Mo.Cal. Cal.
KGO
San
Francisco,
KJR
KGA Seattle
Spokane, Wash.
Wash.
WBZA
Springfield.
WSYR
SjTacuse.
N Mass.
Y
WSPD
Toledo.
Ohio
WMAL Washicgt. n, D C
NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
STATIONS
(May beBLUEon networks)
either RED or
WSAN
AUentown.
Pa.
KGNC
Amarillo,
Tex.
WWNC
Asheville.
N. C.
WSB
Atlanta.
Ga.
KERN
KGHL Bakersfield
Billings.
Mont.Cal.Ala
WAPI
Birmingham.
KFYR
Bismarck,
KGIR Butte.
Mont.N.S. D.C.
WCSC
Charleston.
WSOC
Charlotte,
WCFL
Chicago.
111.NOhioC.
WLW
Cincinnati.
WFLA
Clearwater.
Fla.C.
WIS
Columbia.
S.Ohio
WCOL
Columbus.
WFAA
Dallas.
Tex
WEBC
WGBF Duluth.
EvansviUe,Minn.Ind.
WBAP
Worth.Cal. Tex.
KMJ Ft.
Fresno.
WOOD
Grand
Rapids, C.Mich.
WFBC
Greenville.
KTHS
Hot
Springs.TexS. Ark.
KPRC
Houston.
WJDX Jacksonville,
Jackson. Miss.Fla.
WJAX
WJTN
Jamestown.
KARK
Little
Rock,Ky.NArk.Y.
WAVE
Louisville.
WIBA Manchester.
Madison. Wis.N U.
WFEA
WMC
Memphis.Beach.
Tenn.
WIOD
WTMJ Miami
Milwaukee WisFla

GUIDE

CFCF Nashville.
Montreal, Canada
WSM
Tenn.
WSMB
New
Orleans.
WTAR
Norfolk.
Va.City,La.Okla.
WKY
Oklahoma
KTAR
Ariz.
KGHF Phoenix.
Pueblo.
WPTF
Raleigh. Colo.
N C.Cal.
KFBK
Sac-ramento.
WSUN San
St Petersburg.
WOAI
Antonio. Te.x.Fla.
KTBS
KSOO
KGBX
KWG Springfield.
Stockton. Wis.
CalMo.
WEBC
Superior.
WFLA
Tampa.
Fla
WBOW
Terre Haute.
CRCT
Toronto.
CanadaInd.
KVOO
Tulsa. OklaKans
KANS
Wichita.
WORK York. Pa.
COLUMBIA
ING SYSTEMBROADCASTSTATIONS
WADC
Akron.
Ohio
WOKO
Albanv.
N.
WGST
Atlanta.
Ga Y. N. J
WPG
Atlantic
City.
KNOW
Austin.
Tex.
WCAO
Baltimore.
WLBZ
Bangor.
Me .Md.Ala
WBRC
Birmingham.
WNBF
Binghamton.
N Y.
WEE!
Boston.
Mass.
WGR
Buffalo,
N.N. Y.Y.
WKBW
Buffalo.
WCHS
Charleston.
Va
WBT
Charlotte.
NW.C.Tenn,
WOOD
Chattanooga
WBBKI
Chicago
III
WKRC
Cincinnati.
Ohio
WHK
Cleveland.
Ohio
KVOR Columbus.
Colorado Springs,
Col
WBNS
Ohio
KRLD Dallas.
Tex Iowa
woe
Davenport.
WHIO
Dayton. Mich.
Ohio
WJR
KRNT Detroit.
Des Moines. Iowa
KLZ
Den%-er.
Colo
WKBB
Dubuque.
WDNC
Durham. N.IowaC.N. Y.
WESG
Elma-Ithaca,
WMMN
Fairmont,
W. Va.
WOWO
Fort
WGL
Fort Wayne.
Wayne. N.Ind.
Ind
WBIG
Greensboro.
KFBB Great
Fails. Pa.Mont.C.
WHP
Harrisburg.
WDRC
Hartford. Tex.
Conn
KTRH Houston.
WFBM
Indianapolis, Fla.
Ind
WMBR
Jacksonville,
KMBC Kansas
City.Tenn.Mo.
WNOX
Knoxville,
WKBH
LaLincoln.
Crosse.Neb.Wis.
KFAB
KLRA
Little
Rock. Ark.
KNX Louisvrlle.
Los Angeles,
Cal.
WHAS
WMAZ
Macon.
Ga.Ky.N. H.
WFAE
Manchester.
WREC
Memphis, Miss.
Tenn.
WCOC Meridian.
WQAM
Miami.
Fla.
WALA
Mobile.
Ala.
WISN
Milwaukee, Wis.Minn.
WCCO
KGVO Minneapolis.
Missoula. .Mont..Ma
WSFA
Montgomery
CKAC Montreal,
Canada
WLAC
Nashville.
TennLa
WWL
New
Orleans,
WABC
New
York.
N Y.Okla.
KOMA Oklahoma
City.
WDBO
Orlando.
Fla.
WPAR
Parkersburg.
W. Va.
WCOA
Pensacola.
WMBD
Peoria.
Ill Fla.Pa.
WCAU
Philadelphia.
KOY
WJAS Phoenix.
PittsburghAriz.Pa

KOIN
WPRO
WMBG
KOH Reno.
Nev.Va.,Va.
Richmond.
WDBJ
Roanoke.
WHEC
.\ Y.
KMOX St,Rochester.
WCCO
Louis.
-Mo,
St. Paul.
Minn.
Salt
Lake
Citv.
KTSA
Antonio. Tex.CalUtah
KSL San
San
Francisco.
WTOC
Savannah.
KSFO
WGBI Scranton. Pa.Ga
Wash.La.
KWKH
Shreveport.
KOL Seattle.
KSCJ
Sioux
Citv.
Iowa
WSBT
South
Bend.
KFPY Spokane. Wash.Ind.
WMAS
WFBL Springfield.
Mass.
Syracuse.
N Y.
Tacoma. Wash.
WDAE
KVI
Tampa. Ohio
Fla.
Toledo.
WSPD
WIBW
Toronto.
Canada
Topeka.Okla.
Kans.
CFRB
KTUL Tulsa.
WIBX
WACO Utica.
Wac, N.Tex.Y.
Washington,
D. C.
WWheeling.
Palm Beach,
WJSV
WJNO
W. Va Fla
WWVA
Wichita.
Kans.
KFH
.<. D, \ C
WSJS Winston-S.alem,
WORC
Fall<i Tex.
KGKO Wichita
Wi
WNAX
WKBN
r, .Mil..;
MUTUAL
ING SYSTEMBROADCASTSTATIONS
Ada.
Okla. Okla
.■\rdmore.
KADA
KVSO Augusta.
WRDO
Bakersfield.Me.Md.Cal.
KPMC Baltimore.
Bangor. Me
WLBZ
WBAL
Mass.
WAAB
WICC Boston.
Bridgeport.
Conn.
Cedar Rapids
Chicago,
in OhioIowa
WIWT
WLW Cincinnati.
WGN
Cincinnati.
Ohio
Cleveland.
WSAI Dallas.
Tex. Ohio
WRR
WGAR
Denver.
Colo.
KSO
Mi.ines.CalIowa
El Centro.
KFEL Des
Citv.
KXO
KASA Elk
Enid.
Okla.Okla.
KCRC Fall
River.
Ma.ss
WSAR
Ft.
Worth
KTAT Greeley. Colo.Texas.
KFKA Hartford.
Kansas Citv.Conn.Mo
WTHT
WLNH Laconia,
N! H.
Neb
WHB
KFOR Lincoln
Los
.\ngeles.
Cal
Lowell.
Mass.
WLLH
Manchester.
N. H
WFEA
KHJ
Monterey. Cal.
KDON Muskogee.
Okla
Nashville.
Tenn,
KBIX
Newark.Bedford.
N J Mass
WSM
WNBH Oklahoma
WOR
New
KTOK Omaha. NebCity. Okla
Pa.
KOIL Philadelphia.
WFIL
Pittsburgh,
Porica City. Pa,Okla.
WBBZ
WCAE
WEAN Providence.
R.
Rich nd, Vi I.
WRVA
Bernardino.
KFXM San
San
Diego.
Cal Cal.Cal
San
Francisco.
KGB
KFRC
Cal
KVOE Santa
Santa Ana.
Barbara.
Okla. Cal.
KDB
KGFF Shawnee.
WSPR Springfield.
Louis. Cal.
Mo..Mass. 45
KWK
Stockton.
KGOM St,
Washington,
O. C.
WOL
Conn.
WBRY
CKLW Waterburv.
Windsor- DetroitMich.

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8.00
NBC-Red:
GOLDTHWAITE
istENSEMBLE — organ and soloNBC-Blue:
MELODY
Josef Honti's orchestra HOUR—
8:30
NBC-Red: — CHILDREN'S
(.'ONCERT
Josof Stopak s orchestra, PTONE
aul 'Wins, PICTURES
narrator
NBC-Blue:
—Ruth
Pepple.
pianist; mixed
quartet
9:00
XBC-Red:
KltUMBA HAROLD
ORCHESTRANAGEL'S
NHC-Ulue:
l.l.NE — MiltonWHITE
J. Cross RABBIT
CBS: SUNDAY MORNING AT
AUNT
— children's
program. SUSAN'S
Artells Dickson
9:30
NBC-Red: SEMBLE—Harry
CONCERT
Gilbert, EN-organist
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red;
THE BIBLE HIGHLIGHTS OF
NBC-Blue:
RUSSIAN MELODIES
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
10:30

AFTERNOON
NBC-Blue:
SOUTHERNAIRES
— male quartet
MBS: CADLE
CHOIR—
music, TABERNACLE
talk
NBC-Red:
UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO ROUND
TABLEOF
DISCUSSION—
guest speakers
NBC-Blue:
CITY MUSIC HALLRADIO
ORCHSYMPHONY
ESTRA—soloists
CBS: SALT ERNACLE
LAKECHOIRCITY
TABAND
GAN ORGAN RECITAL ORMBS:
NBC-Red:
DOROTHY DRESLIN. soprano;
S.MITH,
tenor FRED HUFCBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
NEW POETRY HOUR —
A.MBS;M. Sullivan

CBS: HISTORY BEHIND
THE
HEADLINES — Bob
Trout, commentator
NBC-Blue: MAGIC KEY OF
RCA — Frank Black's symCross phony orchestra, Milton J.
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM

NBC-Red: PEERLESS TRIO
NI'.<-Blue:
HENDRIK WILLH.M
lecturerVAN LOON— author and

NBC-Red:
FIRESIDE
RECITALS—Helen
Marshall,
prano;
Sigurd
Nilssen,
bassosoNBC-Blue:
BAKERS
BROADCAST— Robert
Ripley,Shirley
Ozzie
Nelson's
orchestra.
Lloyd,
CBS: vocalist
PHIL BAKER— Oscar
Bradley's
orchestra STRINGS
SYMPHONIC
—MBS:
orchestra

Milton Berle

Don Ameche

JUNE 6—13—20—27

OUR NEIGHBORS
—NBC-Blue:
JerryPOETIC
Belcher,
interviewer
CBS:
STRINGS
ORGAN MOODS

1:45NBC-Red: FITCH JINGLE
PROGRAMBoys — Morin Sisters.
Ranch
8:00
NBC-Red:BORNCHASE
AND SANPROGRAM
Don
Ameche,
Edgarorchestra
Bergen,— Werner Janssen's
NBC-Blue:TORS "PROM"
GENERAL
CONCERT MOCBS: Moore,
1937 TWIN
STARS—
Victor
Helen
Rogers' orchestra Broderick.
MBS:
JAZZ
NOCTURNE
Helene Daniels.
Connie Miles,— Brusiloft's
orchestra
8:30
CBS:by Breen.
EDDIE
DeannaCANTOR
Durbin,— Bob,TimchestraWallington, Renard's ormy
MBS: MELODIES FROM THE
SKIES
9:00
NBC-Red:
MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND
— RachelLe
Carlay,
Bert Lahr. Pierre
Kreeun,
Lyman's
orchestra
NBC-Blue: RIPPLING
RHYTHM
REVUEFrank— Shep
Fields'ker, Boborchestra.
ParHope, Honeychile
CBS: NINGFORDHOUR SUNDAY EVEMBS: ORCHESTRA
9:30
NBC-Red:
AMERICAN
ALOF FAMILIAR
MUSIC—
Frank BUMMunn,
Jean Dickenson,
Haenschen's
orchestra PRONBC-Blue:
GRAM— WalterJERGENS
Winchell. news
commentator
9:45
NBC-Blue: CHOIR SYMPHONETTEDANCE ORCHESTRA
MBS:
10:00
NBC-Red: SUNDAY NIGHT
PARTY
— JamesDolan's
Melton.
Donald Dickson,
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
CALIFORNIA
CONCERT
CBS:TY SINGGILLETTE
COMMUNI— Milton
Wendell Hall,
Jones Berle,
and Hare,
Sannella's orchestra
MBS:
SURPRISE
PARTY—
Kay Keyser's orchestra and
10:30
guests
CBS:
MAUREEN
AND THE
SINGING O'CONNOR
STRINGS
10:45
CBS:
H. V. KALTBNBORN—
news commentator
11:00NBC-Red: HARVEY HAYS—
poetry
reading
NBC-Blue:
AND THE
BUNCH — vocalJUDYquartet
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
MBS: DANCE MUSIC
11:10
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS ORCHESTRA
CBS:

KEY MEN— quartet
NBC-Red:
MYSTERIESTHATCHER COLT
CBS:
LIVING— dramatizations
DRAMAS OF
THE BIBLE
MBS: THE RIGHT JOB

■F.lU',-: VARIETY PRONBC-BIuc;
SUNDAY DRIVenceERS—Fields
Adair and Hall, FlorCBS: EVERYBODY'S
Howard
Barlow, symphonyMUSICorchestra

NATIONAL VESNBC-Red;
THE WORLD IS
YOURS—
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
FISHFACE ANDSENATOR
PROFESSOR
orchestra
FIGGSBOTTLE — Jerry Sears'
MBS:
BEE
OLD TIME SPELLING
NBC-Red: SENTS RY-KRISP
PRETALLEY—
Josef Koestner'sMARIONorchestra
NBC-Blue: VARIETY PRONBC-Red: SMILING ED
orchestra
McCONNELL — songs. Clark's
CBS:
GUY LOMBARDO AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
MBS: FORUM HOUR
EVENING
C:00
NBC-Red: CATHOLIC HOUR
BANS
NBC-Blue:
ANTOBAL'S CUCBS:
JOE
PENNER—
Gene
Austin,
Grier'sRADIO
orchestraSHOW—
MBS: 1937
Ray Knight, Johnson's orchesNBC-Red:
TALE OF TODAY—sketchAGOLDEN
NBC-Blue:
PARK
BAND CONCERT GATE
CBS: ing.RUBINOFF—
Walter Cassell, Fred
guestsKeatMBS: andFUNIrene,
IN SWINGTIME—
Tim
Del Sharbutt,
Berigan's orchestra
1:00
NBC-Red:
JELL-OMaryPROGRAM
— Jackstone,Benny,
Kenny Baker,
PhilLivingHarris' orchestra
NBC-Blue:
— soprano HELEN TRAUBBL
CBS: SHOP— COLUMBIA
dramatizations WORKMBS: STAN LOMAX— sports
commentator

NBC-Red: WIDOW'S SONS-

Gustave Haenschen
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NBC-Red:GaleROMANCE
MELOPage,
Sears,DIES—Shield's
orchestraCharles

RADIO STARS
MORNING
NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
—NBC-Blue:
children's MORNING
program
TIONS—organ and songsDEVONBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIE!
NBC-Blue:
NADERS ISLAND SERE8:30
NBC-Red:
8:45
NBC-Blue:
BROTHERS FOUR
— songs MARTINEZ
and music
9:00
NBC-Red:
THE
STREAMchestra LINERS— Fields and Hall, orNBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB—
Don Clark
McNeill.
U- n
Jane
Behlke.
DennisH e PACBS:
METROPOLITAN
RADE
9:30
—CBS:
songs RICHARD MAXWELL
9:40
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:45
NBC-Red:
ROGERS
ST.
JOHNS —ADELA
news commenlaCBS: MORNING MOODS
9:55
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADl
NEWS
NBC-Blue
PRESS-R.^Dl
NEWS
10:00
MRS. WIGGS OF
NBC-R
THE
sketch CABBAGE PATCH —
NBC-Blue:
TIM HEALY —
news commentator
CBS:
sketch BETTY AND BOB —
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE
— sketchJOHNS
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS:
— sketchMODERN CINDERELLA
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
CBS:
BETTY'
CROCKER—
cooking
expert:
HYMNS OF
ALL
CHURCHES
MBS:
MARRIAGE
Frances McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red:
CHILDREJOHN
N— sketchTODAY'S
CBS: commentator
K. WATKINS —
news
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
CBS: HEINZ MAGAZINE OF
THE AIR — talk, sketch, Rolfe'a
MBs'^:^GET THIN TO MUSIC
11:15
WIFE
—NBC-Red:
sketch BACKSTAGE
NBC-Blue:
COLUMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR — In.'z I.opez

JUNE 7—14—21—28
NHC-Red:
HOWsketch TO BE
C-H.\
R.MING—VIC
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch
';H—Blue:The EDWARD
Gospel SingerMac: DR. ALLAN ROY DAAFTERNOON
2:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
GIRL ALONEsketch
CBS: THE GUMPS — sketch
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN — sketch
NBC-Blue:
CANOODLERS
CBS:
YOUR
NEWScommentator
PARADE
— Edwin C. Hill,
NBC-Red:
THREE MARSHALLS
NBC-Blue: contralto
HELEN JANE
BEHLKE—
CBS: ROMANCE
OF HELEN
■J:45
TRENT
—
sketch
MBS:
STAR FROLIC—
musicalFOUR
varieties
NBC-Red: ROSA LEE — soNBC-Blue:
JOE DUMOND
prano
AND THE CADETS
CBS: OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
sketch
.MBS: WE ARE FOUR — sketch
NBC-Red:
JOE WHITE— AND
tenor
NBC-Blue:
L?;ARNFIVE
— sketchLOVE
CBS:
STAR
REVUE
.Morton Bowe. Meri Bell. Bill—
Johnstone.
Sinatra's orchestra
.MRS:
LUNCHEON
DANCE
.MUSIC
NBC-Red: D.\N HARDING'S
:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUSIC— Larry
Larsen.
Lyon.
Charles
Sears.NATION.\L
HarveyRuthHays
NBC-Blue:
FARM
AND
HOME
HOUR—
Walter
Blaufuss'ALLE.N
orchestra
CBS:
The
Wife Saver PRESCOTT—
MBS:
VICE ORGAN MIDDAY SERNBC-Red: EDUCATIONAL
PROGR.A.M
CBS: NEWS EYES—
THROUGH
WOMAN'S
KathrynA

2:15sones
CBS:
AND LORETTA—
•L!S: JACK patter
MBS: and
ORG.\N RECITAL
2:30
Nr.i--r...,l:
CAROL WEY.MAX.X
Nl;^ -l:!-:-s.ii.ran.,
IH'UR OF MEMOMl.
SLI.M
-N B C - R eS dORCHESTR.\
: JOHNNY
O'BRIE.X
sketch
CBS: ilYRT AND xMARGE—
:00
NBC-Red:— sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
F.A.MILY
CBS:
COLONEL SHOW
JACK M.A.JOR S V.^RIETY
MBS:
PAULINE
pianist, and orchestraALPERT—
rBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
!:30NBC-Red:
VIC AND S.A.DENBC-Blu^
OVER
Kitchen— .\nneLET'SHard.TALKA In I'
CBS: POP CONCERT— Ho
3:45
NBC*-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
4:00NBC-Red: LORENZO JONES
NBC-Blue:
Annette
King.CLUBJackM.A.TINEE—
Baker. Kogen's
orchestra
MBS:
TEX.\S
and his HillbilliesJIM LEWIS—
4:15
.NBC-Red: PERSONAL COLUMN OF THE AIR— Inez LoCHIC.\GO

NBC-Red: TOP H.\TTERS—
NBC-Bliie: STORY OF M.A.RY
MARLIN—
CBS:
CLYDEsketchB.\RRIE— baritone
NBC-Red: ADVENTURES OF
DARI ETON
DAN— BOYS—
sketch quartet
CBS:
MBS:
HOUSE STORY TELLERS
DON— sketch
WINSLOW
5:30NBr--Red:
OFNBC-Klue:
THE NAVYSINGING
LADY—
chil.
Iron's
program
CBS: MUSIC.A.L
DORIS KERR—
songs
MBS:
PROGR.\M
5:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE— children's
NBC-Blue:
JACKIE sketch
HELLER

.NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
PRESS-RADIO NEWS
r,:35CBS:
":()(lNlii'-Red: THREE X SISTERS
XI:i'''Blue: CLARK DENNIS—
I ; ai'i. i>iirGI..\S — sports
X : - ! . , :VIIIMAIRES
THOMAS
G :ir. l'.\rii i iiAl'lN — songs
Sl.^r>.Ml;S: l;,,,,k
I -11 I 1,1I.a.ly
.KKX S .\LBUM—
.Xi;i--i:.-,l: AMOS 'N' ANDY —
x'hi'-P.Iu.- TICTOC REVIEW
orchestra
— Hnrrv McKinley, Barrett's
CBS:
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
Jack Fulton.
MacCormack. Kelsey's orchestra
XBC-Red:
UNCLE
EZRA'S
—R.-VDIO
songs STATION— Pat BarMA AND PA— sketch
7:30CBS:
—NBC-Red:
sketch MIDGE WILLIAMS
.NBC-Blue: LUM AND ABNEK
songs
CBS: HOLLACE SHAW —
7:45
ROYALISTS
NBC-Red:
CAMPBELL'S
—NBC-Blue:
baritone ROY
JOHN HERRICK
CBS:
BOAKE CARTER— news
commentator
NBC-Red: BURNS AND AL8:00chestra
Dick Foran.H.\LF
Noble'sHOURorCBS: LEN—ALEMITE
—MBS:Horace
Heidt's
Brigadiers
— EvelynROM.\NCE
Case. JackIN RHYTHM
Arthur
8:30
NBC-Red: VOICE OF FIRE.STONE—
Wallenstein's
orchestra, guests
CBS: edy PICK
and musicAND PAT — com.NBC-Red: FIBBER
McGEE
9:00AND
sketch.
MarianMOLLY—
and comedy
Jim Jordan.
Weems'
orchestra
NBC-Blue:CIETY— all-Negro
GOOD revue
TIME SOCBS:
LUX RADIO THEATRE
— dramatizations
HOURandOFhisCH.ARM
9:30—NBC-Red:
Phil Spitalny
girls
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
10:00
NBC-Red:Vivian
CONTENTED
PROGR.\JI—
Delia Chiesa.
Black's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
STUDEB.\KER
CH.A.MPIONS
RichardAllenHirab-r
s orchestra.— Stuart
CBS:
KING'S ORCHESTR■\\'.\YNE
\
.MBS:
e'lDER
LIGHTFOOT
SOLOMO.N
MICHAUX
— and
congregation
10:30
NBC-Red:
MUSIC
FOR
MODER.NS
.NBC-Blue:
DIO FORUM—N.\TIO.N.\L
guest speakerRA10:45MBS:
WEBER'S
PAGEANTHENRY
OF MELODY
NUC-Blue:
ORCHESTR.\
11:00
CHS: DANCK MCSIC

EVENING

Horace Heidt

Phil Spi+alny

NBC-Red:
OLD TRAVELER'S
TALES — stories
NBC-Blue:
U. S. ARMY
BAND
CBS:
HOWARD
PHILLIPS—
baritone
NBC-Red: JOHN GURNET—

Gracie Allen
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RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00NBC-Red: MAT.COLM CLAIRE
—NBC-Blue:
i-hildren"s MORNING
propram DEVO8:15 TIONS— organ and songs
NBC-Red:
GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
„ ENNBC-Blue:
LEIBERT
SEMBLE— Island
Serenaders
"■"riBC-Red:
CHEERIO — talk
8:45and music
NBC-Blue: RHYTHM RASCALS
9:00
Cl.r.
\..U.
Jane
l;.
'...l.'.k
DennisH.-un
CBS:
DEAR CULUMBIA—
fan
mail dramatizations
9:30
CBS:
RICHARD
MAXWELL—
songs
9:40CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:45
NBC-Red:
ROGERS
ST.
JOHNS—ADELA
news commentaCBS:
WALTZES
OF
THE
WORLD
9:35
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIM
HBAL\—
news
commentator
CBS:
sketch BETTY AND BOB —
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE — sketchJOHNS
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS: MODERN CINDERELLA
—sketch
10:30
■ —NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Hlue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS ];i;'r i'Vskclcli
m-KER.UF cookingi ■kim.\I.\S
ALL
m"s';"' ImaUKIACE
CLINIC—
Frances
McDonald
10:45
NBC-Red:
CHILDJOHN
REN— sketchTODAY'S
CBS:
K. WATKINS—
news commentator
11:00NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS:
LEE TOTAYLOR
MBS: MART
GET THIN.
MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
— sketch BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR — InezCOLLoC^S:
QUALITY TWINS— East
and
Dumke
11:30
NBC-Red:
CHEF
NBC-Blue: MYSTERY
VIC AND SADIO—
8ketch
CBS:
BIG
SISTER—
sketch
II NBC-Red:
:43
PRESCOTT
—The
WifeALLEN
Saver
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
HUGH
—
The
Gospel
SingerMacCBS:
ELEANOR EXCHANGE
HOWES
HOMEMAKERS
MBS: and
MARTHA
songs
patt<r AND HAL—
AFTERNOON
12:00
Noon GIRL ALONE—
NBC-Red:
sketch
THE GUMPS— sketch
1215CBS:
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN—
sketch
NBfNBlue:— songs
GRACE AND
SCOTTY
YOURC. Hill,
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—CBS:
Edwin
MBS: HOI-LYWOOD
SHINE GIRLS— trio SUN12:30NBC-Red: ARMCHAIR QUARTET

JUNE 1—8—15—22—29
NBC-Blue: ANNETTE KING
3:45sketch
NBC-Red: THE
O'NEILLS—
CBS: ROJIANCE
HAVE
YOU
TllKXT
— sketch OF HELEN
4:00NBC-Blue:
HEARD
?
—
dramatization
l'i:4.-)
XI!C-Rf,l:
JULES
LANDE'S
LORENZO JONES
ST.
REGIS CONCERT EN—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
SK.MBLE
NBC-Blue:
YOUR
Ni?c-Blue:
JOE DUMOND
.\XD
THE CADETS
QUARTET
CBS:
SING
AND HEALTH
SWING —
4:15Kelsey's orchestra
CBS: OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
MBS: WE ARE FOUR — sketch
NBC-Red:
PERSONAL
1 :flONBC-Red: SYLVIA CLARK—
UMN OF THE AIR— InezCOLLo4:30
—.sketch
NBC-Red:
FOLLOW
THE
son
NBC^B^ue; LOVE AND LEARN
pez
MOON — Elsie Hitz, Nick DawCBS:
BOYS JACK BERCH AND HIS
CT^UB MATINEE
—NHC-Ulu,AiMi. M- Kini^,
MBS: DICK STABILE'S ORCHESTRA
Ki.^'
I . ~:r.i Jack Baker,
1:15
CH.'^ i:i:i !■ ri \( >i;i-hestra
\ l: 1 1 BARLOW'S
C(iM
NBC-Red:sketchDAN HARDING'S
AVIFE—
MBS:
N AHUOTY PROGRAM—
chestra
Elinor Sherry, Freudberg's or—NBC-Blue:
CBS;sketchPRETTYTUNEKITTYTWISTERS
KELLY
4:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT— sketch
NRC-Red:
WORDS
AND LarMUSIC—Ruth
Lyon,
Larry
5:00NBC-Red: NELLIE REVELL
sen.
Harvey NATIONAL
Hays
INTERVIEWSSTORY OF MARY
NBC-Blue:
FARM
NBC-Blue:
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
MARLIN— sketch
Blaufuss'
CBS:
THE
MERRYMAKERS
MBS: ORGAN MIDDAY SER5:15CBS: DEL CASINO— songs
NBC-Red: GENERAL FEDCLUBS
ERATION OF WOMEN'S
—NHC-BIue:
sketch YOUNG
CBS:
LIFE AUNT
STORIESJENNY'S
— sketch REAL
HICKORY
2:00NBC-Red: DR. JOSEPH E.
CBS:
SCIENCE
SERVICE
SERIESWatson
Davis
MADDY'S
LESSONS
TELL BAND
US YOUR
STORY
—CBS:
dramatization
6:30NBC-Red: DON WINSLOW
MBS: PALMER
HOUSE
OR(IE -rm-; na\-y— sketeii
C
H
E
S
T
R
A
—
Ralph
Ginsburgh
2:15
CBS:
JACK
AND
LORETTA
—MBS:
songsORGAN
and patter
RECITAL
2:30
NBC-Red:
IT'S
A WO:\IAN'S
WORLD
ald,
Levey's— i-|;,n,iinf
ui,\i;c
cli. ,sti :i .\l.M;i<,li)nNBS-Blue:
i:si(:
GUILD
CBS: DALTON
novelty
trio BROTHERS—
2:45-NBC-Red: COLLEGIANS
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
3:00NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY — sketch
NBC-Blue:
U. S. MARINE
BAND
CBS:
BILL WRIGHT, VICEMartha Raye
PRESIDENT
MUS: RHYTHM ORCHESTRA
3:15
childr
NBC-Red:
MA
PERKINS—
TORS
program
sketch
LOUIS SYNCOPA5:45
MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB
3:.SO
NBC-Rerl:
LITTLE
ORPHAN
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
.sketch
ANNIE—
sketch— trio
NHC-Hluc:children's
KA.NCHEROS
CHS: COLUMBIA CONCERT
CHS:
DORfiTHY
GORDON'S
CHILDREN'S CORNER
EVENING
«:00
A< H.S:' Uu'i''1IESTH a'""^^
NBC-Red:
SCIENCE IN THE
NEWS
NH<-:-n:up:
WlI.l.SON ANDMEREDITH
HIS ORCHES«;I5.■|;S: .MCSICAL AMERICANA
NBC-Red:
harmony THREE
trio X SISTERS
«:30—NBC-Red:
PRESS- RADIO
NEWS
.NHC-BIue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
MBS: PRESS-RADIO
ORCHESTRA NEWS
(i:35CBS:
NBC-Red: TOM THO.MAS—
NBC-Blue; TONY RUSSELL—
tenor
CBS: PAUL DOUGLAS— si)orts
Ben Bernie
commentator

6:45NBC-Red: RHTTHMAIRES
NBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMAS— news commentator
CHESTRA
CHS: CEORGE HALL'S ORMr.S: ENOCH LIGHT'S OR-\-Br-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
-NHi'-Hlue: E.\SY ACES —
CHS:
IM iVri'lcEranklyn
MELODIE.S—
Jack
iMilt..,,,
MacCorniad;,
s orchestra
MBS; DORKSK. ls,.\SCOTT—
songs
7:15NBC-Red:
VOCAL
singing VARIETERS TIES— choralTASTYEAST
NBC-Blue:
JESCBS:
AND PA— sketch
MBS: MAORCHESTRA
7:30NBC-Red: HENDRIK WILLE.\I VAN LOOM— author, lecNI

Johnny Green
CBS:
COTT —ALEXANDER
The Town CrierWOOLLXi;c i;. 1 I I \ \-i I DUO— Fray
N H.- l':io. ' TLO PENCE
(■|;s; 'l K\ K i; i. arteR— news
8:00.njhc-RimI: joh.vny presents RUSK MdRGAN
AND
7:4.-,HIS
Martin.ORCHESTRA
PhilHUSBANDS
Ducy — Charles
NBC-Blue:
AND
WIVES—
Sedley
Brown,
AUie
Lone Miles
CHS:
H.M.L h.\:m.merstein
— Lucy Laughlin, music
Jerry
MBS; 0RCHESTR.\
SERENADE LADY
— WayneESTHER
Kings
8:.S0NBC-Red:
NI'.C-Hlue: EDGAR GUEST
orchestra
111 ' I-r I 'AX BE DONE"— MasCHS: AL Raye,
JOLSONParkyakarku.s,
SHOW —
Martha
Young's orchestra
MBS: EDDIE DUCHIN'S ORCHESTRA
NH'-l;-! A ' '\' POP—
:rnie Parks
and
0:00
CHS:
WATCH
the
FUN
GO
HV— Al I'earce, Nick Lucas,
NlMarsh's
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
PACKARD
HOUR—
NBC-Blue:EVER
SWEETEST
LOVE
0:30SONGS
SUNG— Frank
Munn,
Lois
Bennett,
Arden's
orchestra
CBS: LEGJACK
OAKIE'S
E— Goodman's
band COLNBC-Red:
JIMMIE
FIDLER S
10:30
HOLLYWOOD HARPSICHORD
GOSSIP
NBC-Blue:
—sketch
CBS;
YOUR UNSEE.N FRIEND
ENSEMBLE
MBS; HOBBY LOBBY
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
10:45
comedy sketch
NBC-Red:
DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
11:00 SIC HALL PICCADILLY MUCBS:
DANCE
MBS: NIGHT MUSIC
SKIES AND
BEYOND

RADIO
MORNING
8:00
NBC-Rcd: MALCOLM
CLAIRE
— children's
NBC-Blue:
MORNING program
DEVO8:15 TIONS— organ and songs
NBC-Red:
GOOD
MORNING
MELODIES ISLAND SERENBC-Blue:
NADERS
8:30
NBC-Red:
and
music CHEERIO — talk
NBC-Blue:
WILLIAM MEKDER
8:45 — organist
NBC-Blue:
FOUR
MARTImusic NEZ BROTHERS— songs and
9:00
NBC-Red:and STREAMLINERS—
Fields
Hall
NBC-Blue;
CLUB
— DonBREAKFAST
McNeill, Helen
Jane
Behlke.
CBS: MUSIC Clark
IX THEDennis
AIH

Portland Hoffa
9:30CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL
— songs
9:40CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:45NBC-Red: ADELA ROGERS
ST. JOHNS — news commentator
CBS: FIDDLER'S FANCY
9:55NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIM
HEALY—
news commentator
CBS:
sketch BETTY AND BOB—
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE — sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS: MODERN
ELLA—sketch CINDER10:30
NBC-Red:
—sketch .lUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue: .-^Ketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS:
BETTY
cooking
export; CROCKER,
HYMXS OF
ALL CHURCHES
MBS: MARRIAGE
CLINIC—
Frances
McDonald
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketchTODAY'S CHILCBS:
JOHN K. WATKINS—
news commentator
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: HEINZ MAGAZINE OF
THE
AIR — talk, sketch, Rolfe's
orchestra
MBS; GET THIN TO MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
WIFE— sketchPERSONAL
NBC-Blue;
UMN OF THE AIR— InezCOLLopez
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOW
TO
BE
CHARMING—VIC.sk,-tch
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch

STARS

JUNE 2—9—16—23—30
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
MBS: tone, andBILLorgan LEWIS— bariDR. ALLAN ROY D.\FOE
AFTERNOON
:00
NBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
VixOO Noon
FAMILY—
NBC-Blue;sketch
DO YOU WANT
NBC-Red: GIRL ALONE—
sketch
1'2:15
TO
WRITE?
— Margaret WideCBS: THE GUMPS— sketch
CBS;
MANHATTAN
MATINEE
NBC-Red: STORY OF MARY
MBS; RHYTHM ORCHESTRA
MANBC-Blue:
RLIN— sketch
:15
WilHiramHOMESPUN—
Foulkes
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS: liamYOUR
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—Edwin
C. Hill,
NBC-Blue: —CONTINENTAL
VARIETIES
Stopaks orchesXnC-Red; THREE MARSHALLS
XHC-Blue:
HELEN
JAXE
BKHLKE
—
contralto
CBS;
TRENT—ROMANCE
sketch OF HELEN
sketch
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
MBS; FOUR
STAR FROLIC—
nuL-iieal
varieties
NBC-Blue; INK SPOTS— Negro
male
:00
CBS; quartet
POETIC STRINGS
NKC-Red: JOEJOEWHITE—
tenor
NBC-Blue:
DUMOXD
AND
QUARTET
LORENZO JONES
—NBC-Rpd:
comedy sketch
CBS: THE
OUR CADETS
GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
NBC-Blue;GRESS OFNATIONAL
MBS: WE ARE FOUR— sketch
PARENTS CONAND
1:00NBC-Red r RANCHEROS— trio
TEACHERS
ASS'N
MBS;
TEXAS
JIM LEWIS—
NKC-Blue:
LOVE
AND
and
his
Hillbillies
LEARN—FIVEsketchSTAR REVUE—
CBS:
NBC-Red:
M..iton Bowe, Meri Bell, Bill
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR — InezCOI-LoJohnstone.
Sinatra's orchestra
MBS:
LUNCHEON
DANCE
MUSIC
pez
'XBC-Rcd:
DAN HARDING'S
WIFE—
XRC-niue:sketchXF:I0HB0R NELL
<-l!S;
RUSSELL DORR— GoUlni.in's
MBS: orchestra
VARIETY PROGRAM
THE GUIDING
:45NBC-Red:
LIGHT—
sketch
CBS;
CINE ACADEMY OF MEDIorchestra TOP HATTERS—
:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN— sketch
CBS: ELSIE THOMPSON —
organist
:15NBC-Red: ADVENTURES OF
DARI DAN—YOUNG
sketch HICKORY
—sketch
NBC-Blue;
CBS; FOUR STARS— quartet
DON sketch
WINSLOW
:30NBC-Red:
Andre Kostelanetz
OF THE NAVY—
NBC-Blue:
SINGING
LADY—
children's
program
:45CBS: DORIS KERR— songs
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUNBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
Ruth Lyon,
LarANNIE
sen, SIC—Harvey
Hays LarryFARM
NBC-Blue:
MEET sketch
THE ORCHESTRA— children's
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
CBS;
FUNNY
THINGS—
Nora
AND
HOME
HOUR—
Walter
Stirling's
children's
Blaufuss'
orchestra
MBS; ORCHESTRA program
CBS:
DINING
WITH
GEORGE
RECTOR
—
food
talk
EVENING
IMBS:
VICE ORGAN MIDDAY SER1:45NBC-Red: NBC MUSIC GUILD
CBS:
AUNT JENNY'S
LIFE STORIES—
sketch REAL
2:00NBC-Red:
SAVITT SERENADE
CBS: NEWS THROUGH A
WOMAN'S EYES — Kathryn
Cravens
MBS: PALMER HOUSE CONGinsburghCERT ORCHESTRA — Ralph
2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
— songs ORGAN
and patter
RECITAL
2:30MBS:
NBC-Rcd:
CHOIR SYMPHONETTE
NBC-Blue:
variet.v,
music AIRBREAKS—
CBS: MONTANA
SLIM
2 :45NBC-Red: MUSIC OF THE
MOMENT— Lee Gordon's orJessica Dragonette
chestra

NBC-BIue: HARRY KOGEN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA— Salt
Lee
CBS:
6:15 DEL CASINO— songs
NBC-Red: CAROL DEIS— soGEORGE HALL
ORCHESTRA
: ORGAN RECITAL
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS; PRESS-RADIO NEWS
"NBC-R»d:
CAPPYharmonicas
BARRA —
and
his swing
NBC-Blue:
FLORENCE
GEORGE
CBS; PAUL DOUGLAS — sports
NBC-Red: RHYTHMAIRES
NBC-Blue;
LOWELL THOMAS
—news commentator
CBS; SINGING WAITERS
sketch AMOS 'N' ANDY —
7:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
comedy sketchEASY ACES —
CBS: Fulton.
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIESMac-—
Jack
- :45 Kelsey's
orchestra
7:15Cormack,
NBC-Red:
UNCLE EZRAS
rett
RADIO STATION— Pat BarNBC-Blue:
MRS. FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT
MA AND PA— sketch
7:30CBS;
NBC-Red:
MEET THE ORCHESTRA LI'M
—NBC-Blue;
comedy sketch AND ABNER
CBS; TIME FOR BUDDY
CLARK
NBC-Red;
comedy sketchVIC AND SADE —
NBC-Blue;
MARIO COZ7.I,
baritone:
CHRISTINE
JOH.VSON, soprano
CBS:
BOAKE
CARTER—
news
commentator
8:00
NBC-Red:
ONE MAN S FAMILY—sketch
NBC-Blue: BROADWAY
JIERRY-GO-ROUND— BeaLillie, Rickey's orchestraOF
CBS
;triceCAVALCADE
AMERICA—
drama with music.
Voorhees'
MBS; JIUSICALorchestra
MARDI GRAS
8:30NBC-Red;
SERENADE LADY
— WayneESTHER
Kings
NBC- Blue:
SICiTind
HUSB
A
N
D
—
H.'l.-,,
.M,.
,1k.
1
CBS;
KEN
MURRAYLATCH
— O.^xv a\V1.1.1 r HShirley
Ross. Gluskin's band.
TOWNAllen.HALL
TO:0<)NBC- Re re.l
Portland
Hotfa. \
1
Sleeden's
orchesNIGHT- STRING SY.\INBC-Blue:
PHONY— Frank Black's orchestra
CHS;
PR ESE.NTS—CHESTERFIELD
Lily Pons, Kostelan!S;
ORCHESTRA
Ml
S; PALMOLIVE BEAUTY
X THEATRE — Jessica
igonette, Goodman's orches^"IC AND SADK—
.ROL WEYCBS. BABE RUTH'S RADIO
PROGRAM
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
10:45
NBC-Red:
— song storiesJIMMY KEMPER
NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
11:00
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRAEMIL COLEMAN'S
CBS; BUNNY BERIGAN'S

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00
NBC-Red: >rALCOLM CLAIRE
—NBC-Blue:
children's MORNING
program DEVO8:1S TIONS— organ and songs
NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue: SEMBLE— Island
LEIBERT
SerenadersEN8:30
NBC-Red:
and music CHEERIO — talk
CBS: GREENFIELD
VILLAGE CHAPEL
8:45
NBC-Blue:
RHYTHM
RASCALS
9:00
NBC-Red:
Fields
and STREAMLINERS—
Hall
NBC-Blue:
CLl'B
—
Don BREAKFAST
McNeill.Dennis
Helen
Jane
Belilke,
CBS: ASprogram
YOUClarkLIKE
IT—
variety
CBS:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
!):30
CBS:GREENFIELD
VILLAGE
CHAPEL
9:45
NBC-Red
ST.
JOHNS ADELA
— news ROGERS
commen-male
tator
9:55
NBC-Red:
PRESS ■ DIO
NEW!
NBC-Blue:
PRESS • RAD]
NEWS
10:00
MRS.
NBC-Red:
THE CABBAGE PATCH—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIM HEALT—
news
CBS: commentator
BETTT AND BOB —
sketch
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE — sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS: MODERN CINDERELLA
—sketch
10:30
Xi:''-R.-.l: JUST PLAIN BILL
Nl; '-l; 'i-: I'UPPER YOUNG'S
10:45l-raiK.-s McDcnald
NBC-Red:
CHIL
DREN —JOHN
sketchTODAY'S
CBS:
K. WATKINSnews commentator
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUMsketch
NBC-Blue: THE ONEILLSsketch
CBS:
LEK TOTAYLOR
MBS: MARY
GET THIN
ilUSIC
WIFE
—NBC-Red:
sketch BACKSTAGE
NBC-Blue:
PERSONAL
COLUMN
OF
THE
AIR—
Inez
Lopez
CBS:
QUALITY
TWINS—
East and Dumke
11:30
NBC-Blue:sketchVIC AND SADE—
comedy
11:45CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch
NBC-Red:WifeALLEN
PRESCOTT
—The
Saver
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
HUGH—
The
Gospel
SingerMacCBS:
MERRYMAKERS
MBS:
MARTHA
AND
HAL—
songs and patter
AFTERNOON
12:00.NBC-R
Noon
GIRL ALONEBketch
CBS:
GUMPS—
sketch
MBS: THE
BIDE
ATRE CLUBDUDLEY'S
OF THE THEAIR
AND ORGAN
'.NBC-Red:
STORY
OF MART
.MARLIN— sketch
NBC-Blue:
GRACE
SCOTTY—
songg
and PARADE
patterAND
CBS:
YOUR
NEWS
—MBS:EdwinORGAN
C. Hill,RECITAL
commentator

JhWiScUkUS
# w www ^l^lfv^^^^^w
JUNE 3—10—17—24
12:30
MBS: LA FORGE-BERUMEN
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: ARMCHAIR QUARTET
VIC AND SADE—
NBC-Blue: GALE PAGE— so- 3:30NBC-Red:
comedy
prano
CBS:
CBS: DOsketch
YOU REMEMBER?
1'3:45
TRENT—ROJIANCE
.sketch OF HELEN
3:45— old favorite melodies
sketch THE O'NEILLS —
NBC-Red:
XI!c'-H,..i:
JULES LANDE'S
Cli.XCEKT
K.XSEMBLE
NBC-Blue:
THE CABALNBC-Blue;
JOE
DUMOND
LEROS
AND
TET THE CADETS QUAR4:00NBC-Red: LORENZO JONES
CBS:
sketch OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
— comedy sketch
MBS: WE ARE FOUR—
NBC-Blue:
CLUB Jack
MATINEE—
sketch
Annette
King.
Baker,
Kogen's
orchestra
1:00
MBS:
TEXAS
JIM
NBC-Red:
DULA — songsMARGUERITE PA- 4:15and his Hillbillies LEWIS—
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red: PERSONAL COLLEARN— sketchLOVE AND
UMN OF THE AIR — Inez LoCBS:
BOYS JACK BERCH AND HIS
4:30
1:15
NBC-Red:
MOON — ElsieFOLLOW
Hitz and THE
Nick
Dawson
NBC-Red:sketchDAN HARDING'S
WIFE—
CBS: U. S. ARMY BAND
pez
—NBC-Blue:
baritone GLENN DARWIN
MBS:
VARIETY
PROGRAM
CBS: PRETTY KITTY KELLY
PaulineAmison
Alpert, Sid Gary, Wil-—
lard
sketch

1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND
MUSIC — Harvey
Ruth Hays
Lyon, Larry
Larsen,
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOME
HOUR
— Walter
Blaufuss'
orchestra
CBS:
DINING
WITH
GEORGE
RECTOR— food talk
1 :45
8:00NBC-Red: NBC MUSIC GUILD
TELL US YOUR STORY
—CBS:dramatizations
MBS: PALMER HOUSE ORCHESTRA
2:15
AND LORETTA
-CBS:
— songsJACK
and patter
IMBS:
ORGAN
RECITAL
2:30NBC-Blue:
Ity GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S
CI-UBS
CHS: DALTON BROTHERS—
Kk.tch
t:00
NBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
NBC-Blue:
NBC LIGHT OPERA COMPANY
CBS:
BILL WRIGHT, VICEPRESIDENT

4:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT— sketch
5:00—NBC-Red:
organist ARCHER GIBSON
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN— sketch
5:15NBC-Red: GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S
CLUBS YOUNG
NBC-Blue:
HICKORY
CBS: ALL HANDS ON DECK
DON— .sketch
WINSLOW
5:30NBC-Red:
OPNBC-Blue:
THE NAVY
SINGING
children's program LADY—
5:45—tenor
NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE — children's
NBC-Blue:
JACKIE sketch
HELLER
CBS: DOROTHYCORNER
GORDON'S
CHILDREN'S
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
EVENING
6:00NBi'-Red:
NORSEMEN QUARTET
NBC-Blue:
HARRY KOGEN
A.N'I) HIS ORCHESTRA
CHS: PATTI CHAPIN— songs
NUr'-Red: ALICE REMSEN.
contralto;
l)arltone GEORGE GRIFFEN,
CBS:
BARRIE— baritone CLYDE
MBS:
PIANO RECITAL

6:30NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
CBS:
6:35 PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Blue:
TINEZ— tenorCHUCHU MARCBS: PAUL DOUGLAS— sports
commentator
NBC-Red: RHYTHMAIRES
6:45NBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMAS
—news commentator

7:00
sketch AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
edy sketch EASY ACES— com"^^^'^ MacCBS:
POETIC
MELODIES—
fA°'''^^Franklyn
sTlFulton,
Sgl
Jack
Cormack,
Kelsey's
orchestra
MBS: SPRING
RHYTHM
7:15NBC-Red:
TIES— choralVOCAL
singing VARIENBC-Blue: CYCLING THE
chestra
KILOCYCLES— Sinatra's orCBS: MA AND PA— sketch
7:30NBC-Red: HELEN TRAUBEL
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
LUM AND ABNER
CB.S— ALEXANDER
COTT—
The Town CrierWOOLL7:45
NBC-Red:
MILLSTONES AND
MILESTONES—
vain,
commentatorEugen Boisse—NBC-Blue:
quartet
SOUTHERNAIRES
CBS:
BOAKE CARTER— news
commentator

NBC-Red: RUDY
VARIETIES—
guests VALLEE'S
NBC-Blue: MUSIC—
ROY Clark
SHIELD'S
ENCORE
nis. Robert Gately, Gale DenPage
CBS: KATE
SMITH'S
BAND
WAGON
— Miller's
orchestra
MBS:
symphonyMUSICprogramAND YOU—
8:30Boston
NBC-Blue;symphony
POP CONCERT —
MBS: ORCHESTRA orchestra
9:00NBC-Red:
SHOW BOATMAXWELL HOUSE
CBS: MAJOR
TEUR HOUR BOWES' AMA9:15MBS: TALK ABOUT BOOKS
NBC-Blue;
NBC SPELLING
BEE
— Paul Wing
9:30MBS:
MUSIC FOR TODAY
NBC-Red:
10:00
HALL — BingKRAFT
Crosby,MUSIC
Bob
Burns,
Dorsey's
orchestra
CBS: YOUR
TRUE
ADVENTURES— Floyd Gibbons
MBS: WITCH'S TALE— Alonzo
Deen
Cole.
Marie O'Flynn
10:30
NBC-Blue: NBC JAMBOREE
CBS: MARCH OF TIME—
dramatizations
MBS: HENRY
MUSICAL
REVUE WEBER'S
NBC-Red:NEDY— newsJOHNcommentator
B. KEN11:00
NBC-Blue:
DANCE MUSIC
CBS: DANCE
MBS:
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00
NBC-Red: MALCOLM
CLAIRE — children's
NBC-Hlue:
MORNINGprogram
DEVO8:15 TIONS— organ and songs
NBC-Red:
MELODIES GOOD MORNING
NBC-Blue:
NADERS ISLAND SERE8:30
NBC-Rod:
— talk
and music CHEERIO
NBC-Blue:
WILLIAM MEEDER
—
organist
8:45
NBC-Blue: DANDIES OF
9:00YESTERDAY— quartet
NBC-Red:
Fields
and STREAMLINERS
Hall, orchestra —
NBC-Blue
CLUB
— Don BREAKFAST
McNeill.
Jane
Behlke.
Clark
DennisHelen
CBS:
RADE METROPOLITAN PA9:30
CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL
—songs
9:40
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:45NBC-Red: ADELA ROGERS
ST.
— news commentatorCBS:JOHNS
NOVELTEERS

JUNE 4—11—18—25
11:45
MBS:
LEO FREUDBERG'S
UHCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
HUGH—DR.TheALLAN
Gospel ROY
SingerMac3:00
CBS:
DANRC-He.i: .sketch
PEPPER YOU.N'G'S
FOE
F.\.M1I.Y—
Nr.c-r.iu.-:
i:.\Dio guild—
AFTERNOON
('i'..^."i
i
i'i.l'.m
hia concert
H.M.I,
1'2:00 Noon
MH.S: IiHYTH.M ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: GIRL ALONE—
sketch
3:15
NBC-Blue:
U. S. MARINE
NBC-Red: MA PERKINSBAND
1'2:15
RADIO GARDEN CLUI
CBS: THE GUMPS— sketch
sketch
NBC-Red:
STORY
OF
MARY
NBC-Red:
VIC AND SADE—
MARLIN— sketch
CBS: THREE CONSOLES
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—CBS:EdwinYOUR
C. Hill,
12:30
3:45sketch
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
NBC-Red: THREE MARSHALLS
4:00
CBS;
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
NBC-Red: TEA TIME AT
TRENT— sketch
MORRELL'S
GaleMcNeill,
Page.
Charles
Sears, — Don
13:45
NBC-Red: JOE WHITE —
CLUB M.\TIXEE

Hal Kemp
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIM HEALT —
news
commentator
CBS: BETTY AND BOB —
sketch
10:15NBC-Red: JOHNS OTHER
WIFE—
sketch MA PERKINS—
NBC-Blue:
sketch
CBS: EL A—arODERN
CINDER10:30 sketch
NBC-Red:
JUST
PLAIN
BILL
—sketch
NHC-Bhie: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS:
BETTY
cooking MARRIAGE
expert CROCKER,
MBS:
Frances McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketchTODAY'S CHILCBS:
JOHN K. WATKINS—
news commentator
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
CBS: HEINZ MAGAZINE OF
THE
AIR
—
talk,
Rolfe's
orchestraGET THIN sketch,
MBS:
TO MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red
: BACKSTAGE
WIFE— sketch
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLLopez
11:30
NBC-Red:
TO BE
CHARMING VIC
—HOWsketch
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch

Frances Langford
CBS:
OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
sketch
MBS: WE ARE FOUR— sketch
1:00NBC-Red:
PIANO
NBC-Hlue: .-sketch
LOVEDUO AND
LKARN—
CBS: FIVEBowe, STAR
Morton
Meri REVUE—
Bell. Bill
Johnstone,
Sinatra's MUSIC
orchestra
MBS:
LUNCHEON
1:15
NBC-Red:
DAN
HARDING'S
WIFE — sketchNEIGHBOR NELL
NBC-Blue:
CBS: PRETTY KITTY KELLY
—sketch
MBS: BIDE
THEATRE CLUBDUDLEY'S
OF THE AIR
1:30NBC-Red:
WORDS
AND
JIUSIC — Larry I, a r .s e n , Ruth
Lvnn.
Har\ov
^a^■s
NRC-Bliic:
XATKi.N'AL
FARM
AND
HO.M1-:
HOUR— Walter
Blaufu.ss'
orchestra
CBS:
DIXIXC,
WITH
GEORGE
RECTOR—
food
talk
MBS:
VICE ORGAN MIDDAY SER1:45CBS: AUNT JENNY'S REAL
LIFE STORIES— sketch
2:00NBC-Red: SHOW TIME MATIXKE
CBS: NEWS THROUGH A
WOMAN'S EYES- Kathryn
Cravens
MBS: PALMER
HOUSE CONCERT ORCHESTRA
2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
—MBS:songs ORGAN
and patter
RECITAL
2:30NBC-Red: CONCERT MINIANBC-Blue:
DOROTHY DRESLIN
CBS:— soprano
MONTANA SLIM
2:45CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch

Ireene Wicker
Annette
King, Jack Baker,
Kogen'sFRIDAY'
orchestra
CBS:
MELODY REVIEW
JIBS:his TEXAS
and
HillbilliesJIM LEWIS—
CBS: AMONG OUR SOUVENIRS
MBS: VARIETY PROGRAM
4:45
NBC-Red:
THE GUIDING
LIGHT—
NBCBlue:sketch
TOP HATTERS—
orchestra
5:00NBC-Blue: STORY OF MARY
MARLIN— sketch
CHS:
ARMYSTAFF S.\LVATION
BAND
5:15NBC-Red: ADVENTURES OF
DAN—playsSINGING
sketch LADY
NBC-Blue:
—DARI
musical
CBS: ETON BOYS — male
5:30NBC-Red: DON WINSLOW
OFCHS:THl-;l)i>i;is
XA\'Y KKRR
— sketch— songs
.MHS; cltcllKSTRA
LITTLE ORPHAN
5:45NHi'-Ti.'.i:
ANi;.-i:iu.
X .\" II ; — ihiMiiMis
i;oY I'.V Msketch
PBELL'S
C'H,'^
FIXXV THTXCS— Nora
Iti .-I'.M.I.^'I'S
EVENING
XHC-Rc,i:
IN
6:00THNT.ii: l:lu.
.X i:WS. —EPUC.VTION
.liamatization
HAl;UV
KOGEN
AXi'
Ills
(
u;.
11
i:s
ri!A
CHS: lUlWAHL) IMllLLIPS —

NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
MBS: HAROLD TURNER—
6:35pianist
NBC-Red: CAROL DEIS— soNBC-Blue: CLARK DENNIS—
prano
NBC-Red: SINGING
LOWELL STRINGS
THOMAS
—NBC-Blue:
news TIME
commentator
CBS:
FOR BUDDY
CLARK
:00NBC-Red:
ANDY—
sketch AMOS
MARY'N' SM.\LL—
■!:30NBC-Blue:
Xr.c-P.e.i:ST.VTIOX
I'XCLE EZRA'S
RADII)
Barrett
CBS;
AXU PA— —Patsketch
MB.S; .M-\
NOVELETTE
—NBC-Red:
sketch CABALLEROS —
NBC -Blue: LUM AND ABNER
songs
CBS: HOLLACE SHAW —
7:45RHYTHM
NBC-Red: BUG-HOUSE
NBC-Blue;
SON— sopranoJEAN DICKENCBS:
BOAKE C.\RTER—
news
MBS: commentator
ORCHESTRA
8:00NBC-Red: CITIES SERVICE
CONCERT
— Lucille Manners,
Bourdon's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
IRENE RICH
CBS: TIES— Oscar
BROADWAY
VARIEShaw, Carmt-la
Ponselle,
Elizabeth
Lennox.
Arden's orchestra
8:15
NBC-Blue:
SAM—
Barbasol SIXC.IN'
Man
8:30The
NBC-Blue:
DE.XTH[••n \-.A.LLEY
DAYS — HALdram:iti;'.:u
CBS:
DANCE
BAND— KayKi:.Ml'S
Thompson,
Rhythm Singers
8:45
9:00JIBS: CHARIOTEERS
XBC-Red;Munn. WALTZ
TIME—
Frank
Mary Eastman.
Lyman's orchestra
NBC-Blue
H
.\
r.
I.
i:
M—
strong's ei> !• - • i: ' ; ■ I Arm;r; n
TRUE STORY
9:30NBC-Red:
COURT OF nrM.\X RELA-

YS r XICHTER—
ACK PEARLCBS: PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORCHESTRA
10:30
NHi'-Hea: : .1 1I>''K1S
M M iv; IMDLER'S
xli'-'ii'lu'^
ll.VRE
CHS H.\l!i; KI TH S RADIO
PROGRAM
10:45
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
comedy sketchELZA SCHALNBC-Blue:
LERT
views REVIEWS — movie preNBC-Red: DANCE
11:00
NBC-Blue:
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
CBS;
MBS: D.A.NCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC51

RADIO STARS
MORNING
NBC-Red: MALCOLM
CLAIRK
— children's
program
NBC-Blue:
THE CHURCH
THE WORLD
TODAY— DrIN
Alfred
Grant Walton
8:15
NBC-Red:
MELODIES GOOD MORNING
NBC-Blue:
LEIBERT
SEMBLE— Island
SerenadersEN8:30
NBC-Red:
and
music CHEERIO — talk
8:45
NBC-Blue:
RHYTHM RASCALS
9:00
NBC-Red:
STREAMLINERS—
Fields and Hall

Joe Cook
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
—
Don
:McNeill.
Jane Behlke. Clark
DennisHelen
CBS: RAY BLOCK — pianist
9:15
CBS:
noveltyDALTON
trio BROTHERS—
9:30CBS: MELLOW MOMENTS
9:55
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
male quartetCHARIOTEERS—
NBC-Blue:
SWEETHEARTS
OF THEPeterAIR—
May Singhi
Breen,
de Rose
10:15
NBC-Red: THE VASS FAMILY- children'sRAISING
harmony YOUR
NBC-Blue:
PARENTS
— juvenile forum.
Milton J. Cross
—CBS:
songs RICHARD MAXWELL
10:30
NBCArthurRed:
Lang, MANHATTERS—
orchestra
CBS: LET
S PRETEND— children's
program
MBS: ED FITZGERALD &
CO.
— varietyElinor
show, Sherry
Freudberg's
orchestra,
10:45
NBC-Blue:
CHESTRA BILL KRENZ' OR11:00
NBC-Red:
OUR Frances
AMERICAN
SCHOOLS — Dr.
Hale
—NBC-Blue:
contralto MADGE MARLBY
CBS: CINCINNATI
CONSERGRAM VATORY OF MUSIC PRO11:15
NBC-Red: HOME TOWN—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
male quartet MINUTE MEN—
52

NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
MBS: ENOCH LIGHTS ORCHESTRA
CBC-Rea: ALMA KITCHELL
JUNE 5—12—19—26
NBC-Red: MYSTERY CHEF
NBC-Blue: MAGIC OF
SPEECH
Sutton — Vida Ravenscroft
MBS: U. S. ARMY BAND
FITCH ROMANCES
—NBC-Red:
BoysGene Arnold and the Ranch
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
CHASINS MUSIC
SKHIESanist,
— Abram
commentatorChasins. piCALL Hooley
TO YOUTH
—NBC-Blue:
Anne Sarachon
CBS; THE CAPTIVATORS
NBC-Blue:
MEN — quartetSTOUT-HEARTED
CBS: ORIENTALS
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
12:30
NBC-Red: ENSEMBLE
REX BATTLE'S
CONCERT
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA

DICTATORS — orchestr
NBC-Red:
GOLDEN
MELODIES— orchestra,
vocalists
N B( ■ - H I uc : I I R C H ESTR A
MUS:
PALMER
HOUSE
ORCHE.STKA

NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS: MUSICAL
DOWN BYPROGRAM
HERMAN'S
MBS:

NBC-Red: WHITNEY ENSEMBLE
NBC-Blue;
OUR BARN— children's program
CBS: JACK SHANNON— tenor
CBS:
JACK patterAND VERA—
songs and
MBS:
CLUB STEVE SEVERN'S PET
NBC-Red: CAMPUS CAPERS
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND HOME
HOUR
CBS: BUFFALO PRESENTS
MBS MUSICAL PROGRAM
NBC-Red:
BUFFALO YOUR HOST IS
CBS:
TELL US YOUR STORY
— dramatizations
MRS:
SYLVIAsongsCIDE, RAOUL
NADEAU—

CBS:
GUIZAR— songs
MBS: TITO
ORCHESTRA
—CBS:
Re.\UNIVERSAL
Chandler'sAlecRHYTHM
orchestra,
Richard
Templeton. LandtBonelli.
Trio

NBC-Blue:
CLUB Jack
MATINEE—
Annette
King.
Baker,
Kogen'.sORCHESTRA
orchestra
MBS:
4:15CBS: THE DICTATORS
4:30
CBS: DANCEPATORS
5:00
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
EDDIE DUCHIN'S ORCHESTRA
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
NBC-Red:
KALTENMEYER'S
KINDERGARTEN
— varieties.
Bruteriot.Kamman.
Jlarian and JimElinor
JordanHar-

Gladys Swarthout

NBC-Red: — quartet
MARTINEZ
BROTHERS
NBC-Blue:
MESSAGE
OF ISR
A
E
L
—
guests
and musicNIGHT
CBS: SATURDAY
SWING
CLUB— Bunny Berigan andORCHESTRA
guests
MBS:
i:15

THE broadcasting
ABC OF NBC
—NBC-Red:
behind the
scenes
MBS: ORCHESTRA
CBS: Godfrey
PROFESSOR QUIZ—
Arthur
MBS:
BENAY
VENUTA'S
PROGRAM—
Willard
Amison,
i-.SOSid Gary, Brusiloft's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
WILLSON MEREDITH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CBS:
JOHNNY
PRESENTS
RUSS
MORGAN
ANDMartin,
HIS
Phil Duey
ORCHESTRA—
Charles
"lONAL BARN

NOTE:
As we go to press, this
programaccurate,
guide isbutobso-we
lutely
cannot
be responsible
last minute
changes madefor
by the broadcasting companies,
advertising agencies or sponsors.

CHS; Moore,
NASHLopez'
I'RESENTS—
Grace
orchestra
MBS: HAWAIIAN
SERENADES
:30
NBC-Red: SHELL SHOW— Joe
Cook, Watson's
orchestraNIGHT
CBS:
SATURDAY
SERENADE—
Mary Eastman,
Bill Perry, Haenschen's or-

NBC-Blue: BERT BLOCK'S
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
BY VERRILL
MBS: VOCALS
DANCE ORCHESTRA

10:00CBS: YOUR HIT PARADE
AND
SWEEPSTAKESTHEATRE
MB.S:
NEGRO FEDERAL
CHOIR

EVENING

10:15
MBS: HOLLYWOOD
PERS—George Fischer WHIS10:30
MBS:
SATURDAY
— orchestra,
guests SERENADE
10:45
DESIGN IN HARMONY
—CBS:quartet

NBC-Red: CHTOP
Jan HATTERS
Savitt ORNRC-Blue: ESTRA—VAGABONDS
CliS:
COLUMBIA
CONCERT
HALL
PR ESS - RADIO

11:00NBC-Red: DANCE JIUSIC
NBC-Blue: DANCE MUSIC
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
BUNNY BE RIG AN' S
MBS: DANCE MUSIC
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THIS ^^
rf

^^^

^

DOES
CLEAN
-IT

MORE
YOUR

THAN
SKIN

INVIGORATES!

• The freshening up before a party that
does more than clean your skin. That gives
it the lovely, vital look the world admires.
That's the Pond's method, whose fame
has spread around the world! Girls have
found that it /«y/^ora/cj their skin! In over 50
countries, they use this rousing treatment.
Every
Cream.
softensnight,
and smooth
releases ondirt,Pond's
stale Cold
make-up
and Asskinit
secretions — wipe them all off. Now pat in more
Pond'sYour
Coldskin
Cream
briskly, till and
the circulation
stirs.
feels— invigorated
freshened.
It is softer— and so much smoother!
Every morning (and before make-up) repeat . . .
looking!
Your skin is smooth for powder — fresh, vital
Try this famous freshening-up method yourself. See your own skin daily growing clearer,
smoother — altogether lovelier!
Miss
Mary Augusta Biddle
Getting
ready forouta dance,
for awith
canter,her or
for
a morning
of doors
spaniel. Miss Biddle always begins with
Pond's.more"AthanPond's
does
cleanfreshening
my skin. Itu
gives it a vital look. I always
use Pond's before 1 go out

Send for
9-TREATMENT TUBE and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
,Rush
Dept.SPECIAL
9RS-CG
s,K-,lal t„lCI
Miss Biddle has used Pond's ever since she started using
creams! "And
I foundwherever
girls using1 visited
it in England,
France,
Belgium,
Holland—
last summer."

I'uwder. 1 enclose lo^
postage and packinK.

. Pond'a Excrmct Company
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DON T YOU SIMPLY
DESPISE COOKING
IN THIS HOT
WEATHER?
THE KITCHEN
GETS SO HOT
AND STEAMY...

NOT MY KITCHEN !
I'MTHISGOING
TO HAVE
DELICIOUS
FRANCO-AMERICAN
SmOHETTI TONIGHTIT'S SO EASY TO FIX
-DOESN'T HEAT
THE KITCHEN

HOT WEATHER HINT!
Serve Delicious, Nourishing
Franco -American Spaghetti
Ready in a jiffy. . . costs less
than 3i a portion
Youeasiercanthismake
your Several
kitchen-work
summer.
times a much
week
give your family delicious Franco-American
Spaghetti.
They'll love
it! It's
with
nourishment
good
for simply
childrenpacked
and
grown-ups,
too, ever
and— saw.
it isAllthe
work-saver you
yougreatest
need tolittledo
is just heat it, and it's ready to eat.
Sometimes
Spaghet i as a mainservedish.Franco-American
It makes a complete
meal with perhaps a fresh green salad, milk,
and a fruit dessert. Other times, use FrancoAmerican
to make meals.
your left-over
meats
into Spaghetti
savor)^ delicious
Please
do
nor
confuse
Franco-American
Spagherti
with ordinary
ready-cooked That
spagherti. Franco-Amerentirely
cheddar
cheeseican isand
tomatodifferent.
sauce, with itsmarvelous
eleven delicious
ingredienrs,
tasty,
deliciousmakes
dish, Franco-American
with a flavor all itswhatown.it is — a
iscents,
a real sohelpFranco-American
to the budget, costs
too.
A canFranco-American
usuallycents
costs a tenportion.
less
yourselftoo?a
breakthanthis 3summer,
and give Why
your not
familygivea treat,
Franco-^mericaa
SPAGHETTI
Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups

X
_-Food
The
Franco-American
Company, Dept. 67
Camden,
New Jersey A
Please send me your free recipe book :
"}0 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print)^ — .
Address
Cry
State .
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KATE

SMITH'S{Continued
OWNfrom COOKING
SCHOOL
page 13)
then garnishing them as above.
that I've collected quite a large number tomato,
They also can be served more easily if
of recipes
them,that from
chosen
two orforthree
I thinkwhich
would I'vebe prepared in this fashion.
must popular with the majority of people.
creamy Main Course Mousse provides
One is pictured here, but I'm afraid the a Afilling
you'reis a sure
to like.
photograph
will
not
do
it
justice,
since
it's
of saladthatrecipe
valuable
one
a substantial, tast\ salad rather than one This type salad
to
have
on
hand
for
many
reasons.
You
oltor tlKise
■■prett\"
ones that Now,
strive mind
primarily
serve one of these luolded salads as
effective
appearance.
you, acanmain
course luncheon dish, a Sunday
I m not eriticisins the type of salads that
are a delight to the eye as well as to the supper salad, or a buffet supper masterp
i
e
c
e
;
you
can make them up a day or two
palate. Many of them I think arc swell.
in advance when you have a busy weekJust
to
prove
that
I
mean
that,
I'm
going
end
ahead
of you. Best of all, perhaps,
to gi\c ynu a couple of those, too. But
there arc certain salads that should be they adapt themselves to various forms
of
service.
Made up in small molds, they
served in a large bowl — all mi.xed up, provide convenient
individual servings.
shall
we
say.
and
they're
as
delicious
as
Made up in ring molds, they present an
any you could find. Such salads are the infinite
number of possibilities. For inpopularsists ofFrench
whichFrench
constance, you can fill the center with crisp
greens Salad
with Bowl,
a simple
potatoes or potato chips. Yon can
Dressing and a suggestion of garlic, if you Julienne
a bowl in the hollow center of the
like it ; Chiffonadc Salad, which contains place
hard cooked eggs and minced beets, as ring, containing the salad dressing that
well as various greens ; and the Melange goes with the salad. Or place little "egg
there in a nest of lettuce leaves.
Salad, which I'm offering you in this tomatoes"
Oh, there are any luimber of things you
month's recipe leaflet.
can
do
with
a ring mold, but let me urge
McUuu/e, you know, actually means niixnot to put anything in that space
ttirc. But also, you realize, there are mix- you
which
will
run
out and all over the platter
tures and mixtures; some good, some ter- as soon as a wedge
is removed from the
rible. In mi.xing various ingredients for outside ring! Bear that
salads, not only taste but texture deserves and avoid one pitfall. in mind always,
your consideration. Something crisp, for
pitfall, with many people, seems
instance, with something smooth. The de- to Another
difficulty they have in getting
sired crispness — apart from the lettuce, the bemoldthe into
the ofcenter
of theTo platter
romaine and the like, which must always where it belongs,
course.
do this—
be crisp, of course — can be supplied by successfully, you should
place
the
diced celery, thinly sliced radishes or even over the mold instead of trying to platter
shake
raw cauliflower buds shaved paper thin. the mold out on to the platter. Another
One hostess I know added tiny cubes of
is to
fried bread to her mixed salad, just be- little
place idea
a lacethatpaper.vou'll
doilyfindoverhelpful
the molded
fore serving. These little bread squares salad
before
turning
it
out.
The
salad
were cooked in deep fat to the palest
stick to the doily, the doily, however,
golden color and they really were delicious will
will
not
stick
to
the
platter
and
can
be
and effective.
about with the greatest ease.
But to get back to our own Melange. This moved
The
particular
Mousse
I
am
giving
you
one combines pineapple, crisp raw cabbage
be made with chicken, veal, lamb or
and other interesting items. The card not can
I prefer chicken, because it is so
only gives you these in the correct propor- pork.
light
and tempting on a hot da\ .
tions but also a recipe for the Cooked
Speaking
of hot days brings up the
Salad Dressing which supplies the final
thought of ice cream, of which I am innote
of
perfection.
Try
them
both
—
and
ordinately
fond. Especially Chocolate Ice
think of me enjoying this same salad
Cream !I buy
Duringit the
winter,
I'm in
thoroughly and often !
town,
at the
mostwhen
convenient
Here's another salad suggestion that I restaurant of a well-known
chain which
think tinct
you'll
has that
dis- specializes in fr()zen goods, baked goods
eye-appeallike,— sotoo.muchThisso, one
in fact,
candy. In the summer, however, wc
it can serve as a garnish for a cold meat and
make our own in the mechanical refrigerplatter, as well as a salad.
ator, up athowcamp
— traysice and
Knowing
popular
creamstraysare ofwithi(.
GREEN PEPPER SLICES
guests — as well as myself — I've been
Wash two or three green i)eppers. Re- my
finally I've
recipe tliat is until
ice creatri.
Not found
mousse,a
move thin slice from stem end, IkjIIow out experimenting
mind
you. but real ice cream, smooth, rich,
and
scrape.
I''ill
each
pejijier
solidly
with
chocolate-y . . . but why go on?
a mixture
of mashed
mayon- creamy,
Ti'y it out for yourself and see if you
naise and diced
celery.li\'er\vurst,
Chill thoroughly.
Cut filled i)epi)ers into thick crosswise most
don't perfect
agree with
me thatrefrigerator
it's about the
mechanical
ice
slices. If using as a salad, place each slice
on a lettuce leaf, top with mayonnaise and cream
you've
ever
tried.
Tell
your friendsto
who
have
a
mechanical
refrigerator
sprinkle with paprika. If using as a garnish, place a slice of hard-cooked egg on send in for a copy, too. They'll thank
top of each pepper slice, then a slice of you and you'll thank ine for the suggesstuffed olive on the egg. .V still more attion !
tractive color combination can be achieved
Let's see{Conlinucd
now ; wc onhavepagea salad
66) and its
by placing the peppers on thin slices of
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•'T DIDN'T KNOW there was such a perA son as Betty in the world when I went
on my vacation last year. I met her at
the Inn, and she was one of the crowd
that went around a good deal together
during the two weeks.
"Of course some snapshots were taken
— one of the fellows shot this of Betty
and me on a picnic. When I got back
on the job, things seemed pretty flat,
somehow. Every little while Pd dig this
snapshot out of my pocket — then write
Betty another letter.
"The snapshot wouldn't let me forget
her. Boy, am I glad right now!"

By far the greater
number of snaj^sliots
are made on Kodak
Verichrome Fihn because people have
foiuid tliat "it gets the
picture" — clear, true,
lifelike. Any camera
is a better camera,
loaded with Veritake
chances, usechrome.itDon'talways
. . . Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.

The snapshots you'll limit Tomorrow— you must take Today
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WHAT

THEY

LISTEN

TO-AND
of course men thrill to the rosy i^oftnr?* of
Tangee lips! Men despij^e a "painted look".
WHY
Tangee
paint Change
...h's thePrinciple.
only lipstick
the
Tangeeisn'tColor
Orangewitiiin
the stick, Tangee changes on your lips to warm
blush-rose, emphasizes your charm. ..Use
Anna Morgan, Oakland, Cal.
Tangee Rouge for lovely color in cheeks.
Teacher.)
"MyThese
especial
faUSE TANGEE LIPSTICK every night before you (Schoolvorite isFirst
Xi(/lttcr.
original
go to bed. Its special cream base soothes and j plays are clean and have heen made
sofi,-n- lips, give- them a beauty treatment while famous by their presentation and the
-Irrp. 'IdU'^i v won't rub off on bed linen. most unusual, pleasing voice, the
Awake with fresh alluring lips. Try Tangee. voice of smiles . . . that of the inimitable Don Ameche. I never miss a
the 24-IIour way to loveliness. SQt* and |1.10. Or
send coupon below for Miracle Make-l'p Set.
broadcast."
Mary Kathryn Brown, Miami, Fla.
(Stenographer.) ".My choice for
radio
is One
Man's
Fainily.
It is, tohonors
my mind,
the one
perfect
half
Wor/d's Most Famous Lipstick hour of entertainment."
"Pickles" Hynes, New Rochelle,
N. Y. "Feel lousy? Got the blues?
Contemplating
suicide?
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK tonic
to snap you
out of Here's
it and ita
B EWA R E O F S U B ST I T U T E S ! 7 J , „. ,\ „„/y
won't cost a cent. Catch 'California's
lirightest Sunbeam,' Judy Garland,
on Jack Oakie's College. If that
'Sunbeam's' warbling doesn't do the
trick, nothing will. It's better than
all the medicine in the world."
Mrs. C. Johnson, Cadillac, Mich.
"I should like to register my vote for
Girl Alone. Why? It is a normal,
real life story, expertly cast and
cleverly written. It lacks the usual
"MIRACLE
blood and thunder and incorporates
TticPlease
Georger'jshW. 'Miracle
Luft Co..MAKE-UP
417 Fifth SefAve..SET"
Y. C.
some of the best humor
offered radio
-♦Malce-Up
ofN..sample
Tangee
Lipsllclc.
Rouge
Compact.
Creme
Rouge,
Face
MS* InPowder.
Canada.)I enclo.-ie 10< (.stamps or coin).
listeners."
Helen C. Schneider, Creighton,
Neb.
(Cashier.)
"Violets
Jessica
Dragonette
! Listening
to hertoglorious
voice is the biggest thrill I get out of
Citv.
radio. Whatever the program or
56

whatever the song, she is the tops.
-Ma\- her lovely \oice never be lost
from the air waves I"
Jack Holden, York, England.
(Baker.) "I like the thrilling Thatcher
Colt Mysteries, because thev are exciting to the last minute. I listen to
Ma^/ic Key of R.C.A, The World
Is Yours and Have You Heard.', because they are educational. Knr really
stnart
comedy,
Amos and'n' Bndd.
Andy. I'lc
and Sade,
Stoopinu/le
Although over 3,000 miles away, I
receive your i)rograms as cleaidy as
our local ones, thanks to vour efficient
short wave stations,"
Mrs. Dorothy Pinnick, East Gary,
Ind. (Housewife.) "Whom do I
like? \\'hv — doggone — it's Lum and
Abner! Idiey're radio's greatest
comedians, I like 'em so well that
I'll take on all comers interested in a
Ln]n and Abner Fan Club,"
Ruth Rosenthal, Germantown,
Phila., Pa. (Student.) "Xo radio
program brings me as much delight
as Soiu/s by Jerry Cooper. Time
never flies as fast as the fifteen
minutes he is on. His deep baritone
voice fills me with pleasure."
Thomas Biddy, Jacksonville, Fla.
(Railroad
"For Rhythm
music,
Shep Fields Conductor.)
and his Rippling
orchestra is tops with me. Next, I
like Al Pearce and all his Gang."
Jane Lumley, Pittston, Pa. (Student.) "Even though I am a great
radio fan, my favorite program is
T]te Packard Hour, because of the
marvelous voice of Conrad Thibault.
His voice has always been an inspiration to me."
Bessie
G. Nichols, Essex Junction,
Vermont.
I couldit
listen to but(AtoneHome.)
program "Ifa week,
would
be totheJessica
Dragonette's.
has ruled
networks
so long, She
because of her talent, graciousness and
sincerity. There will never be anyone
who can rei)lace her. Trulv, she's a
rjuecii
i^tadio."Staunton, 111. (Dance
Chaw ol"Mank,
Band
Leader.)
PowellWe isneed
the
greate>t MC of "Dick
the air.
tills sparkling ])ersonality, the voice
lf)ved by millions, on the radio today.
This sentiment is expressed by the
Dick Powellcomposed
Fan Club,ofof over
which1,000
I'm
president,
-♦Luella Brown, Lapeer, Mich.
members."
(Nurse.) "I never fail to listen to
any
program which
as announcer,
loecausehas heMilton
has a Cross
voice
unequaled. His descriptions are so
real that 1 can visualize each act. My
favorite program is the Sunday
morning Children's Hour, which Mr.

RADIO STARS
Cross originated."
Mrs. K. Popovic, Buffalo, N. Y.
(Housewife.)
enjoyVallee
Rudy sings
Valice'sas
Variety Hour."I ]\Ir.
easily as he talks, without strain or
violent efifort. His cast of guest stars
is always entertaining, too."
Eddiemany
Pirrung,
St. Paul,l)utMinn.
enjoy
programs,
most "Iof
all Eddie Cantor's, because of the
charming young singer, l>ol)l)y P.rccn.
He is my favorite .star and I sincerely
hope he makes good. This is meant
right from my heart."
Mildred Buck, Sunnyside, L. I.,
N. Y., and Mary Munger, Pittsfield,
Mass. "As presidents of two of
Lanny's
fan oj^nion
clubs, we'd
to
voice largest
the joint
of like
our
hundreds of members — that THE
outstanding star of radio today is
Lanny Ross. Can you name any
other star with such a grand voice,
charming personality and friendly
manner, who has remained so consistently popular for eight radio
years?"
A Hood River Spy, Hood River,
Ore.
"Herebestareorchestras:
my nominations
for
the four
1. Guv
Eombardo; 2. Jan Garber ; 3. Ted
Fiorito ; 4. Bernie Cummins."
Edna Schurmann, Bronx, N. Y.
(Student.)
radio Eddv,
favorites
are
the following "My
: Nelson
because
of his voice and jiersonalitv. Jack
Benny and
for their
drv
humor
and I""rcd
wit. .Mien,
77;r Lone
luvii/cr
sketch, because of the thrilling and
daring acts, and Lux Radio Tlicatrc,
because of the interesting plavs."
E. Wagner, Los Angeles, Cal. (Sec"l\Iy favorite
tainment retary.)
is good
organ radio
music, /nterwith
Irma Glen as my first choice. I like
the General Motors Coueerts, Jessica
Dragoncttc, Frank Parker and Walter Winchell. Also enjov One Man's
Family. on
Whytheisn't
a limitFredto
publicity
Jackthere
P)ennys,
Aliens, etc.? We are fed up with it."
Charles P. Simon, Omaha, Neb.
(Flower with
Gardener.)
most
popular
me are "The
luldiestarsCantor,
Jinmiy Wallington and Deanna Durbin, who is a great singer for her age.
Also Bob Burns of the Kraft Music
Hall."
Have YOU registered your radio
preferences? Just let your fcelini^s
bebe known
fift\'\nur
wordsname,
cir less,
and
sure to instate
address
and
occupation.
Address:
OL'i'.RV
EDITOR, Raoio St.\rs. 149 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y.

• "Hi-ya, Fuzzyl Don't be scared oj mr—cume over here and gei
acquainted! Where did you come from and why the heavy woolies
on a day like this? . . . You can't change 'em? . . . Say, that''s tough H

• ^^Mother, come quick! Look at this pour guy— lias to wear a
cameVs hair coat the year around! And he^s so hot it^s sticking
tight to him— bring some Johnson's Baby Powder right away!"

• ^'!\ow cheer up, pal— that sojt, cooling ponder makes you j or get
all about prickly heat and sticky hot weather. And every time
Mother gives me a rub-down, Vll get her to give you one, too!"
• "Feel my Johnson s Baby Powder— Ws as soft as the kUty^s ear!
gritty likehealthy
some powders.
Thal''sbestwhyprotection
it keeps myagainst
skin soskin
smooth.^'
.l\ot. . Smooth,
skin is the
infections. Mothers! And Johnson''s Baby Powder is made of the rarest
Italian talc. ..no orris-root... Don''t forget baby's other toilet needs
—Johnson's Baity Soap, Baby Cream and Baby Oil!
/I NEW liRUNSWICK

#1 NEW JERSEY
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Don't be a Wash-out!

you
comeagain
outlessshould
ofthan
the
surf looking
lovely! (Lashtixt Liquid Mascara is the
secret
summer orsirens!)
There'll be no lashes
more
streakyof cheeks
pale, sun-bleached
—cracks
t/iis mascara
is
really
waier-proojl
It
never
or flakes, and looks completely soft
and natural.
Comes$1.in black, /<53p'N
brown,
blue or green.

The girl with an eye to
conquest
l' theof
allure of aunderstands
subtleaitouch
eye shadow to give her
eyes depth and color under a strong, white
sun ... or to put glimmering highlights on
her eyelids at night. Shadette comes in
ten subtle daytime shades to match your
gay vacation clothes, and in gold
and silver for evenmg. 75c.

That the basic secret
of all beautiful eyes is a
frameof glorious curlinglashes. Justslipyour
lashes into KuRLASH, the handy little beauty
necessity that curls them in only 30 seconds,
without heat,
or practice.
Other cosmetics,
KURLASH products
are: $1.
TWEEZETTE
r.K fa— the automatic tweezer for painlessly rcLASHPAC-size lipstick mascara with builtKURLENE — to promote luxurious lashes and brows
TWISSORS— the Ingenious tweezers ivltli sclssor-handles

AfM/L THIS TODAY
To: Kurlash
Jane Heath,
D-7 N. Y.
Tlie
Company,Dept.
RochesUr,
ThePlease
Kurlashsend Company
of
Canada,
at Toronto,
free, yourplanbwiklet
eye beauty,3
and a personalme,coloring
tor myon complexion.
/.■|/<» Hotr Complezim
fjtlu
^ < op)rl(cht The Kurlaih Company, Inc.

Glenda Farrell, Warners
star, also will play hostess at a grand party for
you, given at her home.
in eleven days,
TJiis program comes to you made
for those who have
through the courtesy of Radio shorter
vacations. All
Stars Magazine, ladies and geii- three trips
will enjoy
tleuien, to tell you liow this year exciting stopovers,
you
can enjoy the
the thrill
I'ueation
to eiui
all vacations,
to top
all en route, at the parks,
thrills, a cross-country trip to visit, and even the short
as a unique ami privileged guest, trip
gives you the
the studios and the stars of screen same length of stay
in
a)ni radioland!
land.movie and radio- I
And, of course,
With that grandiloquent greetyou get there, the party will
ing off my chest, and before you when
really
get going.
tune in some other ])rogram with
l)etter music, let me get down to
By
that
all beprinted
well
cases.
acquainted time
(lookyou'll
in your
This really is your last chance booklet for the name of that pretty
to get in on something swell. girl in Lojver 6 ) and you'll discover that this is a houseparty
Radio Stars has been working
for months getting everything with care left behind!
Rolling into Hollywood, the
ready, and all details are comfir.st event
is a for
trip lunch
to NewandUni-to
])leted
for
a
stunt
that
you'll
agree
versal Studios
is a truly grand idea.
see
movies
in
the
making, a
We're going to start three
special trains out of Chicago on I)rivilege very few visitors can arJuly 11th, August 1st, and August
here's
Up — bebefore
sure
TopAnd of
the a Toivn
15th, each carrying about a hun- to see range.
dred people, on the ideal vacation you come, so that you'll know
trip to the WfjrM's iilayground. what to ask about, and who to
look for, when you arrive at Uni.Southern
California,
cago and hack,
the triph'rom
takes Chiiwo
City. It's
the year's
higgestto
a wow
from start
weeks — and the k'lst trip will he musical,versaland
Leo Corrillo will give
a Spanish fiesta in your
honor at his famous
ranch at Santa Monica.

RADIO STARS

SMALLEY

BY JACK
Don't

miss

vacation

glorious

trip, to meet
Hollywood
screen

this

the

stars of

and

...SINCE
IVE LEARNED

THIS

"LOVELIER WAY"
TO AVOID
OFFENDING !

radio

finish. Gregory Ratoff, Hugh
Herbert, Doris Nolan, George
Murphy, The Three Sailors (and
they are a scream!) are just a
few of the entertainers in this
Universal musical riot.
Then, of covn^se, we have to
have a party with lots of movie
stars present, and to make it something really unusual, three grand
stars have planned special parties
at their homes. Leo Carrillo has
arranged a Spanish fiesta, such as
his famous California ancestors
used to give for distinguished
guests, complete with barbecue,
singing, and merriment at his
Santa Monica ranch. Glenda
Farrell will be hostess at her home
for the (Continued on page 99)

MARVELOUS FOR COMPLEXIONS, TOO!
This pure creamy-white soap has such
a gentle, caressing lather. Yet it removes every trace of dirt and cosmetics— keeps your skin alluringly
smooth, radiantly clear!

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY-BATHE WITH PERFUMED
CASHMERE

BOUQUET

SOAP

RADIO STARS
GLAMOUR
/

IS HIS BUSINESS
(Continued from ^ane 11)

Which... for youl

i
a discrirnreknoswnh to Fres
F
erly
. Form
this
ly
simp
inating few as is big newsh,wher
oran. t
creamit deod
is tried
ever
l
cina
medi
no
has
1
h No.
• For Fres
ify it as a
.mell- nothing to identtive
elimly
posi
Yet rm itodor.
t. undera
deodoraninates
antiseptic...
• And Fresh No.ing.1 is Not
gunimy
safe after shav
e
l-siz
to tyuse.storeTrave
ea.y
So
y.
greas
Large
s.
varie
mbe 10c atat toilet
ers.
count
ries
tube, 50c

4^1

2is a
h ~No.°-2dries
• BrandF-new!
esFresh
.anishin^r cream, whieh
lor
rationodor,
perspiates
and stops Elimin
quickl
1y to 3 days.stainle
from Grease
ss.
less,
too.
• And how quickly it dries.on.. how
wit
quickly you can go right e tried
Once l you'v
ng!
dressi
your
never
you'l
2,
Fresh No. -perspirant.Travel.suse.e
i;othernonat variety stores. Large
iar 10c at toiletries counters.
tubes, 50c

PHARMA-CRAFT CORPORATION, INC.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
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Lovely Edy+he Wright brings glamour to the air as featured vocalist with
Tommy Dorsey's Orchestra, heard Fridays on the Raleigh and Kool NBC show.
After his graduation from the American
Aloiiday night Radio Tlicafrc, it was witli
the hope that tliis master bhownian of Academy of Dramatic Arts, Cecil natuglamour could inject it into radio. And
rally turned to the stage. He did surprisingly wil in playing leading parts in
that's
vvliat hoeither.
has accomplished.
And notexactly
by chance,
DeMille has The I'riiii c Cjiap, Lord Chuutlcy and several
other
popular plays. Later, when
lieen a student of glamour and showman- stock companies
became the rage, his
siiip since his days at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts. He entered the mother formed the DeMille Play Comwliu li among
featuredothers.
the old The
DeMille-BeAcademyof hisonlyyouth,
after when
liciiig helunied
he- p.iii),
l.iscii i>la\s,
company
cause
tried down,
to enlist
flnuri>lK(l for nearly twenty years.
forCecil
servicecomes
in thefromSpanishAmerican
War.
a tlieatrical family.
"1 gave up acting," he explained to me,
His father was Henry Ciiurchiil DeMille, refusing a cigarette with a shake of his
teacher and pl.-iy wriglit, wlio wrote many massive,ager, m association
bald iiead, "and
its manwith mybecame
brother
WilIjlays in aNSDciatinn with the late iJavid
Belasco. His niDthcr was Mathilde F.caliam,
who
by
this
time'
had
written
several
trice Samuel, who gave birth to Cecil on stage successes, including Sirongheart and
August 12th,
7/ir (/luriud
am-iisthatof l"ir,iiiua.
It wasStampede,
during
I wrote The
chuset s. His 1881,
brotherat W Ashfield,
illiam is Massaone of this
the better known names of the stage and and also did Ihe Royal Mounted in
cidlahoration with my brother William.
screen.
After the father's death, Mrs. DeMille I also wrote The Return of Peter
turneilsey, iiituherthehome
Echo
Lake, X'ew
Jer,\scallIthatlistened.
could DeMille
not helphasbutbeen
reHenryat The
C. DoMille
.MeniMri.il
this sameI Cecil
School for Girls.
income from
this
responsible
for
tlie
success
of
countless
served to give Cecil preparatory training Criiinii:'
at the Pennsylvania Military Academy and screen stars — Wallace Keid, Leatrice Joy,
to send his brother to Columbia University. Milton Sills, Richard Dix, Ramon Novart'ecil's wife is the former Constance ro, Gloria Swansou, Lila Lee and Conrad
Adams of Orange, New Jersey, whom he Nagel, to name a few. The same DeMille
married while touring with Solhern and who always wears riding boots and
Marlowe.
breeches while directing a picture; the
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same DeMille who glorified the bathtub
in so many of his spectacles, and yet has
no ornate bathtub in his own home ; who
still clings to the old directorial habit of
using a megaphone : and who earnestly
believes that any woman, no matter what
she looks like, can appear beautiful if she
learns to express beauty through her personality.
The conversation changed to the injection of glamour into radio.
"In richbringing
the gorgeousforMarlene
to the microphone,
example,Diet-it
entails giving an impression of her glamorous personality. Only speech can establish that vision.
(/orycous iconian
I'alace
in Berlin,
and theI saymost: 'A beautiful
in if,' and
so
on.
I
am
greatly
aided,
however, in the case of such a well-known
person as Marlene Dietrich, due to the fact
that most of my listeners already are
familiar with her appearance, and I merely
bring
minds. up the photographic image in their
we haveatmosphere,
Gary Cooper
the air, wein
a "If
Western
for oninstance,
may rather easily establish the Western
atmosphere by means of sound effects, but
characterization
dependthatlargely
onGary's
my word
introduction.willFrom
point
on, Gary's genius and the audience's imaon wil take
of the onrest."one of
Marleneginatiand
Garycareco-starred
DeMille's
programs
in
a
radio version of
Morocco.
I made mention that several motion picture exhibitors thought that his Monday
night broadcasts were harmful to the motion picture industry. In fact, ruining
motion pictures.

ing of 'theatre,' to which every player im"Ruining
motion pictures?
mean
the rejuvenating
of the Why.
movies it; will
the
mediately responds and reacts. .-\.iid again,
remaking of them ! Fancy missing this when the unseen audience hears the studio
great opportunity and the incalculable audience laughing and applauding, they,
benefit of virtually taking the star, the too, become infected with the true glamour of the theatre. We all know that
whole company of players, into seven million homes ; setting them down by the fire- it is not reality, but we all respond to the
side of twenty-five million people. If that glamorous reality of the theatre and the
mood i> engriidi.Tc<l and -u^tained.
isn't gilt-edged
.-net publicity and advertising, proper
answer is. that tic it ^tage, screen
thenAnd I don't
game toI" sav about orTheradio,
it is all tluatrc. And the essence
wliat know
did hethe have
of g 1 tlu'atrc i~ -lanioiir. The only
stud
differeiici' i- thr coiuiiiti. u ,>i presentation.
ill favor ofin studio
audiences.
One'Tillof lii.L;lil\my associates
production
felt One on the !)iKir(K. .im ther on the screen
that the radio audience sliduld not be al- and the third .ni the air."
DeMille helieves in hours of rehearsal
lowed to applaud or lauyh during the action
of the play. I disagreed. I thought until the program i~ letter-perfect. On
laughter or applause b> the audience pres- broadca,--ting (la\s t,u the I'oast, his day
ent at a broadcast, increased tiie illusion begins at eight and he stops his direction
ofaudience.
it as an actual pla\-, for the listening-in at four. He rei|uests ami considers advice
all around
star detaiN
oi his I'ri'iii
production
or onehim,of
"We have been flattered, during the onirominipitheirt.int
course of our radio production cjf pla>s. the studio page boys. He makes it a rule
by letterstume?'asking
peoplesucceeded
in cos- never to call down a person in public. He
That means: 'Are
thatyour
we had
an ironic
of humor;
doesn't
in creating the illusion for the audience. has
a good
joke onsensehiniseli:
and has
the mind
habit
of running his hand over his bald head
"In
the
production
of
pla\
s
cui
the
radio,
two schools of method have sprung up. as if he were running his fingers through
One believes that the listening radio au- a bushy head of hair.
He has four children. Cecelia Hoyt
dience should be given no inkling of the
presence of an audience in the studio. They (Mrs. Francis Kd.gar Calvin),
Richard Katherine
; besides
fear that the thread o{ ilUisinn might he Lester. John Blount
broken by laughter aiul applause in the two grandchildren, P Mie
and (/tCecelia
Lesthe longest
studio. I am an advocate of the ver\- ter. Has the record
opposite. I believe that nothing stimulates and happiest niarrias. n Hollywood,ilmost
being married to the same wnman
the player
more Itthan
flesh-and-blood
studio
audience.
givesa him
a constant thirty-five
years, .So don't believe all the
check on whether or not he is going o\er. alarming things
Hollywoodin
Milleabout
has glamour
Plays were written to be presented before marriages. Cecil>-ouDe hear
audiences. This gives the desirable feel- his home as well as in his theatre !
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So you've just discovered
Beeman's? About time such
a bright girl caught up with
such a luscious flavor! As a
discriminating person you've
noticed that airtight package.
It's important to those who appreciate fresh chewing gum.
And Beeman's is the favorite
among thinking people as
a delicious aid to digestion."
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was
pity, because
hadn't you
had might
hinch
> et I a Instead
of the 1crooner
expect. Reed Kennedy approached the mike
and
deh'vered
a song
the thoroughly
inascuHne
baritone
that inI defy
anyone to
dislike. The orchestra phiyetl insinuatingly
—a new style for ]!. A. Kolfe. whose
"brass band" style on former programs is
utterly foreignrangements.
to theDelmarpresent
"sweet"spoke
arEdmondson
briefly, in rounded pleasant accents, and
tlicre was a momentary bustle in the control room as the guest speaker hurried out
to face him across the mike. The interview, Ithought, will probably drip a litBut it didn't.
have likeda bitto
hear tle.Gretta
Palmer, Ithemight
interviewer,
less and Mrs. Harkness, the guest, a bit
more, but what there was was interesting.
Tronhic Hon.w, Elaine Carrington's
serial following
play, wentit, on,
and though
I hadn't
been
I found
it amusing
and
well played. More music, a song and
another blurb that managed to be inoffensive . . . Well, by this time, you get
the idea : I liked it !
Your reporter's
recognition
a wellbalanced,
tasteful program
was, oftruthfully,
a bit late. All over the United States
and Canada two hundred and fifty-two
radio editors in the recent Scripps-Howard
poll voted the Magazine of The Air first
place only
amongfivewomen's
and this
after
months programs,
on the air.
No
other program ever ranked among the
leadersally,in everybody
less thanon atheyear's
showairing.
feels Naturpretty
good about it, particularly Delmar Edmonson, who presides
of this
radio
magazine.
And itasis"editor"
just what
its name
signifies, sending over the air the same
blend of fact and entertainment that the
women's better magazines try to achieve
in print.
"It seemed funny to me," Edmondson
said later, "when I first started. That is,
until I saw the sort of show we were putting together. I guess most men feel a bit
dubious
alx)Utforanything
be i)rimarily
women. that's
But supposed
the idea ofto
Magazine Of The
presents
an interesting, well-lialanced s women
"You mean y(ju don't think
show' <liffers essentially fron a general
program?"
I offered.what 1 do mean. Natur"That's exactly
a
l
y
,
a
talk
— sa\--pii)es,
or fishing
and hunting, oraboutfinance
wmdd har<lly
fit on
aspeciali/,e<l
women's show.
Hut things
like all
that men
are
masculine
subjects;
w<juldn't he intereste<l in Ilime
hem, wiimen
either. And
wlio
I'll bet there woul
feiesling, just as
luld find such tc
i\men
have
tried
s Hillin .\dams gives on
some ikeof totheknow^recipelu pies
won<lere<l if //,
theI program."
1. ' l <lon't fool
"Well, no," Del
around in a kitche
. Rut I'll bet 1
ci.uld. lint to ge
the show and
—I
ik flu distinction betweento masculine
interests is much too sharply
drawn. Men, almost invariably, are editors of women's magazines. And the old

saw tells us that a doctor doesn't have to
ha\e
to treat that
a case.
anotherpneumonia
one, of course,
says There's
to ride
horseback, you first have to know more
than
— I don'tbut claim
know the
morehorse
than! myWellaudience,
I thinkto
that the things I find generally interesting
will interest most other people, and the
things I dislike on the air most women
seem"How
to dislike,
aliouttoo."women's intuition?" I
prodded.
'T don't think it would be safe to build
a radio show
by women's
mondson grinned.
"And — thisintuition,''
may get Edme
in Dutch — but that's something else I believe is overrated.
not thank
claimingheaven
men
and women
are alikeI'm— and
they're
not
!
But
I
think
men,
perhaps,
are
as intuitive as women ; the difference lies
in that women, being more emotional than
men, are more prone to act intuitively
than men. I've never seen much proof that
a woman's 'hunches' were any more inthan a aman's.
But yourideaaverage
man willfalliblereject
purely intuitive
often
—women
and maybe
he shouldn't
most
are satisfied
to act on— whereas
nothing more
thanIn aspite
'feeling'
about
something."
of these observations, Delmar
Edmondson doesn't make any claim of being
anhis authority
on women.thatThere's
varied background
suggestsnothing
the ex-in
pert on femininity. There is, however,
plenty that would indicate a feeling for the
dramatic and the topical.
That, perhaps, is why he manages to talk
interestingly about such widely different
subjects
as symphony
concerts
w^restling
matches.
And though
he getsanda certain
amount of "mash" notes in the mail, his
voice, clear in diction without being affecte<l, suggests nothing of the Great
Lover men; onenjoy,
the contrary,
a voice
that
most
wdiich wouldit's seem
to prove
his point that women do not like the suave
unction of those announcers wdio deliberately strivehome
for "women
appeal." though he
His
is in Hollywood,
W'as born in Marion, Ohio, right across
from the house of the late President Harding. Several years later he studied at
Notre Dame University, where Charles
Butterworth,
Walter those
O'Keefe
and There
Ralph
Dumke
were among
present.
were, of course, quite a few other boys,
but these are some who later rhade their
mark in radio, along with Del.
He took his master's degree at Notre
Dame,
his master's
was
on The and
One-Act
Phiy, wasthesis,
laterwhich
published
by flic Drama League. His first newsj(il) was;uk1onEdmondson
the Harding-owned
Marion paperSlur,
worked on
various papers through the Middle West,
ending up on the Lris Angeles T.raininer.
Journalism and theatre shared his interest;
on several ])apers he served as drama
critic, and in C'alifuniia he lectured on
<lramaturg\the I'niversity
Southern
California. atLater
he taught ofjournalism
f(jr several years at Glendale. California,
disi)roving the old maxim that : "Those
who can, do; those who can't, teach!" Del
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liadAround
done plentj-,
he wasandnowhis teaching.
this timeand Marco
brother,
Rube Wolfe, were doing a newspaper proA'.VA'. and Kdmondson
wentGos-on
as newsgram oncommentator.
A Game and
sip program followed. Tlicn he was callc<l
upon to do a six-or-sevin-niiuutc ccniimcntary on a program about tlic local theatre,
and the reaction was s<i favorable that lie
began writin,;; his own prcigrani and appeared as a siiNtaiiiini.; artist on K I I .
won a l<ical sll<,n^o^- and a little later Dei
wa.s on the CI^S iiet\\< irk— Mistainin,-; a.uain.
doinging coinnientar\
. I'hen oncametiie aCiilihtrnin
^pot domaster ot eereinonies
Mrlodlcs program, as well a> general commentary— and back to a fifteen-minute sustaining i)rogram again.
"By this time," says Del Edmondson, "I
decided
that there
nnichtcjmoney
in sustaining
shows,wasn't
and very
I came
.\ew
York — signed for the Hciiiz Manazine
show — and here I am."
Sometimes an over-full program keeps
Edmondson down to little more than announcements and introductions of guest
speakers. And sometimes he is able to speak
at more length, or read a bit of poetry. I
asked about the guest speakers.
"We've had quite a few celebrities on the
show,"the hemost
.says.nervous
"Some ofat the
names
are
the biggest
mike. Lillian
Gish was nervous as a kitten, and when
heard thatshethe asked
re-broadcast
was going
toshe California
if she >hould
talk
louder! One absent-minded professor forgot all about the re-broadcast and when it
went on he was already on a train to his
home in Scarsdale ! That was a hectic
moment ! ButwentJohnon Reed
announcer,
in hisKing.
placeColumbia's
and gave
a perfect imitation of the learned profes.sor.
Theodoreand Dreiser's
talk was which
edited
considerably,
the last paragraph,
was something of a political tirade, was
edited out completely. At the end of his
talk he said: 'And now you are justified in
asking
me what
believe
was supposed
to beI thedo last
line ofin I'his That
talk.
He stood up, glowered at the mike and
just as the interviewer was about to ^ay :
'Thank you, Mr. Dreiser,' he leaned forward and roared: 'Reality!' into the mike.
"Onefore theauthor
of humor
pestered
me, bebroadcast,
to he sure
and mention
his books. I said that I wa^ mentioning
one, but he wainc<l me to jilug another
one that was ju^t about to come out. Then,
when it became necessary to cut a few seconds from the script, he howled to the
heavens and unconditionally refused to cut
a single word. And I must admit I somehow forgot to mention either hook !
"And another
his
adventure
stories,author,
spokewell-known
in such alorthick
O.xford accent that he was almost unintel igible. A{ reiicarsals everything went
well, aside from the accent. But at the
actual broadcast he got the sheets of his
script mixed up in .some way, and read his
entire speeeh baekicards, starting at pofie
3 and working through to page 1. .\nd
nobody noticed the difiference !
any number
as "We've
guest had
speakers
on the ofshowbig— 'names'
Fannie
Hurst, Amelia Earhart, Emily Post, Lawrence Stallings, Faith Baldwin, Sidney
Lenz, Princess Kropotkin, Walter Hampden, and many others. And the bigger the
man — or woman — the less difficulty there
seems to be."

It's the main show on millions of breakfast
tables — crisp, delicious Shredded Wheat —
swimming
milk — sprinkled
with
sugar. inTry wholesome
it!
Bob Feiler (right) of the Cleve-YES, JUDGE, I'll WELCOME
land Indians, who appeared on Joe
HER BACK WITH AIL MY
Cook's Saturday night Shell Show.
HEART IF SHE'LL JUST GIVE
ME SHREDDED WHEAT AND
"Aren't many of the guest speakers
PEACHES EVERY MORNING!"
chosen particularly for their appeal to the
ladies?" I asked.
"Of course they are. After all, I don't
say the— itshow
isn't designed
please for
the
ladies
is. When
Miss Ethelto Cotton,
example, speaks on suital)Ie subjects for
conversation with }<iur husliand over the
breakfast
f(jr women.
Or when tabic,
Maurythat's
Paul,obviously
who writes
under
the name of Clwlly Knickerbocker, tells
the
about make-up,
ex-Qucen that,
A'ictoria
Spainaudience
never using
too, ofis
slanted directly at a feminine audience. My The season's perfect match— Shredded Wheat
point is that
plentyis ofsaid.
men And
mightthatbe few
in- and peaches—
ordergrocer
this grand
terested in what
nation from your
today! flavor combimen would take issue with the way it is
Ilong
thinkas he's
something
there!Air And
aspresented."
the got
Macjacine
Of The
can
take
top
honors
in
its
class,
there's little
room for argument.
Del finished,
"don't
be "For
settingheaven's
me up assake,"
an authority
on women,
now! All Lm doing is trying to edit a
radio
the air asconvictions
well as I about
can."
"Youmagazine
do haveof certain
\\omen,
though."— what man hasn't? But
"Naturally
they're
not
^\'omen
are supposed particularly
to be able tooriginal,
fool a man,
any
time they want to, whereas no man. presumably, can get away with anything like
fooling a woman. Yet newspapers are
full
of stories
disproving
are
famous
for being
able to that,
a(kl two^\'omcn
and two
and get a tremendous sum: for being able
to make a inajor repair with only a hairpin, after some man has worn out himself
and a full kit of tools."
"And don't you think thev <lo?"
"That's"Justtheoften
bafHing
pa'rt
of doii,"
grinned.
enou.ybmen
— they
I sup.Andhe
maybe one reason why
are not
posed to be able to fool women is because
women are inclined to be more suspicious
—and oftener
perhaps than
that'swe wh}the.\BiUtiiidthose
out
things
males.
areI just
generalizations."
asked Del Edmondson if he were a little cynical about women.
"Me?" he gasped. "I should say not!
I like women ! "
And, after all . . . who doesn't?
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IT'S MY

— then what's to
keep my skin
SAFE from germs?
"What'sthe
Mommy?
not
going to bigtakeidea,a day
off fromYou're
rubbing me with Mennen Antiseptic Oil,
are you? Not if / can help it! Germs
don't
take anyondays
They
keep getting
my off,
skin doallthey?
the time.
That's
why
the
nurse
over
at
the
hos
pital told you to rub me with Mennen
Antiseptic Oil every single day. Doctor
says it kills germs . . . and leaves a film
of protection all over the skin. He says
every baby needs this protection and
I'm certamly
no exception!
Oh, Anyou
were
going to give
me my Mennen
tiseptic Oil rub anyhow? Why didn't
you say so — hurry up, I need it— now!
I want to sleep in peace and safety."
Nine- tenthsuorkoj alluse theMennen
hos fit at s important
tn
maternity
their lnil,„t ,,'ry ilay Your bahyAntiseptic
deuTVei it.Oiltooon

OIL
Most hospitals rub their
babies with it daily
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HUMBLE
(Continued from page 8)OPINION-

just redress, after she was said to have
been tliere. wlicn in fact she was not tliere.
To the iiuli\'i(lual who thinks at all, this
must be a ,^ulijcct aliove man-made statutes
and laws. It certainl\- goes deeper tiian
man-made
instinctive
basic
that legislation.
the individualIt isshould
have and
the
tight to say whether or not his or her
photograph
country. is to appear in the Press of the
Of course, those new photographicallyinclined magazines,
and Look, but
wouldn't
especially
like suchLi/rlegislation,
it is
quite obvious that, regardless of the timidity
that most of our legislators exhibit in
restrictions of this kind, it inii.st romc
cirnlually:
It certainly takes no great mind to see
that this sort of thing cannot continue indefinitely ina country that t/iiarantccs life,
iherty and the pursuit of happiness to
f:\-ry individual.
can betolittle
justice
or fairness,Surely
when there
it is given
the
few, with their cameras and presses, to
make monkeys out of the rest oi us by
to show
ofseeking
rest and
leisure.us in unguarded momeiUs
It is to protect the woman in the case,
if no one else, that there must come to an
end the unrestrained and libertine practice
of collecting and printing the photographs
of famous actresses, taken during various
periods of their lives, printing them for the
salacious enjoyment and morbid curiosity
of thdse who crave that sort of thing, to
the enibarrassmeiU and unhappiness of these
women.tection ! Surely they deserve that proThe commercial photograiiher detnands
that his permission be obtained before the
phot igraphs taken hy him may be reprinted or recopied. Surely it is not asking
too much that the iihotographic victim,
himself or herself, be accorded the right
of censorship, especially if the photograph
be out of the dead past and perhaps embar as ing. .After all, there is no one
aniiing
— cditdr,
but thatus has
featuresrciMirter,
nf his cameraman
life best left—
unsaid, unprinted and drcply buried.
Anot!u-r vioy.ud of uijii.ulcc lluil comes
to my altcntion and a true story at that:
Itendis delicate
five o'clockwifein the
yoiiiifi
of aumorning.
adoroKiThehiishand
definitely has a l>ad a h/^en,lieilis ease. A
doctor,
the only
di.'.tnct
to lehich'atthese
yonnah.'s/^ilal
peo/de inlinrethe reeentiv
moved, informs the lni\haiul that she nni.<t
he operated upon imnirdiat el y . and that she
is too ill to he moi'ed to another hospital.
]'et operation
the hospitalcan demands
$250 cash before
the
take place!
Entreaties,plications arpcrsuasi'i'c
pleas,
supe all in vain, whiletearful
the yonnii
lady li'rithes in agony and the hushaml
scurries ahoiit in the early dan-n, tryimi to
find someone
this U'esteluster
section
of .Ve-a'in York
Slate {lehrreCoinitv
he is
practically a total stnni;/er) ^^'ho will cash
his check. By the time he has done so,
the appendix has burst and peritonitis has
set in.
Is it any n-ondcr then, that this young
man becomes rabid at the thought of con-

tributing to hospitals? Fortunately, all
hospitals are not as heartless as this particular institution must be. It is almost nnbelievable that such things can and do happen about us in everyday life. It should
niahe us leonder if man is very far aded in cizdli;:ation,
culture and refinement,vancafter
all!
Music publishers, and other authorities
on the things people Hke to .sing, insist
that songs be simple and not tricky —
claiming that the music mentality of the
average person is no better than that of
an eleven-year-old child and that people
sometimes have to hear songs thirty times
in order to learn them.
Yet, on my occasional visits to the Paramount Theatre in New York, where audiences stil sing with the lantern slides
and the organ, I find them singing a song
such as De Lovely from Red, Hot and
Blue, singing it with gusto, precision and
perfectwritten
diction a— trickier
and yet song!
Cole Porter has
never
Not so long ago I heard them singing
a song from a picture yet to be released.
The fact that the audience was singing this
particular song so perfectly could indicate
only one thing — that it must have been
learned by listening to radio broadcasts of
it. The song was Siving High, Swing
Low. Even I (and I dial in pretty often),
had never heard the song over the air.
But the audience had!
On the other hand, it is true that an
occasional unnatural change in a song, or
an added four measures (making a song
36 measures instead of 32), does seem to
upset the average audience in what might
be called perfect meter. Therefore, we
might conclude that audiences master
tricky songs but shun unnatural ones.
In their magazine advertisement of the
picture
Wedding,mouth
Paramount
has
featured U'aikiki
the cavernous
of Martha
Raye.
Almost
every
time
I
see
Miss
Raye's
name or her face. I cannot help but realize
— perhaps a bit sadly — that this is one time
where
"Oldslipped
A-Ian
Vallee" Old
will Man
tickle Vallee
Judge (The
Bushel!)
up. Yet, I think the reasons for my failure
to have made her a part of our company
were quite natural and obvious. During
the summer of 1934 we were playing at the
Pavilion Royal at Valley Stream, Long
Island, and our second trumpet player, our
"hot-man" so-called,♦ - w-as one Mickey
Bloom, now with Ha! Keiup and his band.
Now Mickey and Martha were "that
way" about
other and
was
working
at a each
Manhattan
BeachMartha
night club,
not far from where we were playing. On
Sunday evenings she used to come to the
Pavilion Royal to wait for Mickey to finish, and inasmuch as our Sunday night audiences were pretty small at 1 :30 in the
morning, it was not uncommon for her to
come up on and
the stand,
at Mickey's
my
invitation,
do three
or four andsongs.
I always had characterized her performance asthatcrazyof aband
"coon-shoutcr."
had a pretty
that sununer, Weat
least one of the craziest, with the Mad
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Monk — in other words, Mr. Riley of
Roiind-and- Round fame, the man wlio could
stand a pail of water thrown over his head
while playing his trombone, with the greatest of urbanity. It was nothing for him
to receive a specially-made marshmallow
pie smack in the face and give nothing but
a horse-laugh in answer. Therefore, when
he and Martha got together with the boys,
in a festive mood. I generally sat at a table
and let them have their way. Although I
knew Martha had a great sense of humor
and comedy (the unusual quality of being very attractive physically, yet able to
assume some of the funniest of facial and
acrobatic poses), it never occurred to me
to keep her permanently with us as a
comedienne. Even after seeing her in Calling All Stars — where she practically stole
the show with her drunk-bit. so effectively
used
Jl'aihikito H'cddiiici
failed into suggest
me that —thisevengirlthen
wouldit
be a great bet for pictures. However, no
one is more happy than I at her well-<leserved success in pictures. An outstanding star already, the tremendous success of
11'aikiki
the country
is,
at leastIVcddiua
in my through.out
humble opinion,
due in
great part to her work and appearance
in it.
Peculiarities in /yrdiiuitciatioii : Those
who say quite for qui-et {ec'ideiitly the desire to make one syllable zvhcre tim movements of the jaivs are really necessary) .
Likeivise pome for po-ein. And for the
same reason
comes Morse. and classification : ^lorris beNight clubs — according to Variety, the
theatrical
be: show
1. Hang-out
(Kit Kat weekly
Club)— 2.mayReal
(Cotton
Club) 3. Show-off (El Morocco) 4.
Food-and-show ( Hollywood Restaurant)
5. Extravaganza (French Casino).
Worshippers and admirers of Mr. Arturoto three
Toscanini
be roughly
divided
classes.may1. Those
who are
thrilledinbecause of his interpretations, artistry and
conducting, but wlio do not understand
why they are thrilled. 2. Those who are
thrilled and have a perfect understanding
of his tremendous command of style, interpretive ability, tempo, rhythm, metronomic beat and ability to instill into his
men the feelings of his own heart, mind
and spine. 3. Those who affect an admiration for him because it is the vogue,
the thing to do — to keep up with the
Joneses I
I believe I may put myself in the second
class. To be sure, on Thursdays, I conduct
only some twenty-five to thirty men, but
with years of so doing, I have come to
have a tremendous respect for those who
not only conduct ninety or more men but
who are able to read the score they are
conducting or, as in the unique case of Mr.
Toscanini, to have memorized every note
of a ninety-piece-score (an almost incredible feat, originally necessitated by the
weak eyesight of the maestro). I must
confess that, to my shame, I fell asleep at
the only Toscanini concert whicli it was
my privilege to attend. I may be excused
because of the fact that I was working
eighteen hours a day and attended his concert while doing six shows at the Brooklyn Paramount Theatre. And the music of
this particular symphony was so soporific
that it lulled me into unconsciousness. This,
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mendously vital and dynamic individual.
of course, in the eyes of the extreme Toscaiiini worshippers, will undouhtedly make
to Mr.whoAntrim's
criticism
me a musical pariah. Howeyer, I do have thatI give
manycredence
of the men
have played
under him here in Xew York, presumably in
a truly great
admiration
for
the
man's
tremendous ability, genius and interpretation. the Philharmonic, could have been emI do believe, however, that there is some
DEAD
SKIN
ployed, instead of unemployed since his
justification for the criticism directed at farewell concert, had he not returned to
Mr. Toscanini by Mr. Doron Antrim, edi- Italy and Europe — also that in his National
tor of Metronome, the musical monthly. Broadcasting concerts, he will not use
Lost
Him
Mr. Antrim finds him rather an incon- these men who have labored so faithfully
sistent individual, inconsistent ii^ the mat- to establish him at previous American
ter of playing a farewell concert and say- concerts. While his departure may have
Don't Let
a hardship upon those who served
ing
"an
for allsupposedly
to these worked
Dry, Dull,
with him in his early days of New York
shores andrevoxr"
sailingonceto and
Europe,
Dead Skin never to come back, only suddenly to accept triumph, his departure, itself, was indeed
and the men he will use durMake You A broadcast)
an A'BC contract
at $10,000
a concertweeks.
(or his privilege
ing his NBC concerts may be the men
for a period
of fifty-two
While I believe that one has the right to who are on the \'BC payroll and who must
y^all Flower ^ change
his mind, it should be somewhat be used as a part of XBC policy and
embarrassing to Air. Toscanini, because of terms of contract — but his sudden aboutthe fact that he permitted his managers to face, after his tremendous, maudlin, tearful farewell is much less easily explained,
make so much hysterical ado about his last
concert at Carnegie Hall, Alost of us re- if there is need for an explanation.
member the long lines of people who took
their places in line some forty-eight hours
before the concert, sitting outside on camp
Well, let's have a little musical-nonsense
chairs, with lunches wrapped up in papers. spot,
ll'e asked for a definition of jaca,
We remember, too, the concert, itself, with and not zrry many of yon responded. Perthe rude photographer, who came as near
haps you zc'ould rather talk about another
to being lynched as a photographer ever zcord that I'm sure many of you use often
will be, by those rabid enthusiasts who , and Zi'ith complete assurance in the using
— namely the ivord crooner.
knew
Mr. Toscanini's
aversion
to being
Of course you knoiv what a crooner is
photographed
(because the
flashlights
hurt
his eyes). We recall the farewell dinner,
or do you?thatDon't
me the isdictionary
after the concert, with tears, goodbyes, —definition
saysgivecrooning
a loiv
handshakings and the continued motx] that moaning sound as produced by a coiv, hut
give
me
a
real,
icorkable,
interesting
anthis
was
the
last
time
—
that
he
never
again
would set foot on these shores.
a
l
y
s
i
s
o
f
the
li-ord.
Maybe something about its origin. At
Here's the Amazing Beauty
Had the about-face not been quite so
abrupt, it would not have been quite so least distinguish, let's say, betiveen a croonCream
Thrilling
EntireThat's
America
er and an operatic singer. Why is one a
difficult
to
accept,
but
all
of
a
sudden
—
At laststore asoft,way
has younger
been foundlooking
to helpskinnature
re- BOOM — back again, not for one concert crooner
and the other an operatic singer?
smooth,
and fight
tragic
lines
.
.
.
Meet
romance
half
way!
Give
Don't
giz'c me the definitions that several
(
to
satisfy
those
who
couldn't
get
in
at
your
skin
these
thrilling
new
beauty
benefits.
Let
the final concert), but for a series extend- people, iji all serioits)iess, have offered. And
the.se precious ingredients now work for you.
ing over fifty-two weeks at $10,000 per ! lliey were supposed to be quite intelligent
Many felt that all of this much ado and and sane at that!
Try This Guaranteed
Such definitions as these:
hoorah about the gentleman was overdone
1. A fellow with wavy hair.
3 DAY TEST
in the first place — people, of course, who
2. One who sings behind a microphone.
failed
to
understand
the
uniqueness
of
his
That Is Showing Thousands
Or
even more absurd than that : 3. One
gifts
—
gifts
so
unique
that
it
would
be
of Women How To Combat
necessary to examine perhaps one hundred who sings with his eyes closed.
Dry, Rough Skin, Blackheads,
million men before we should find another about
By your
it? anszi'ers I shall knoiv you. Hoiv
Premature Lines — Wrinkles
with all the gifts that we find in this very
ADIOS!
The most praise
advancedit! beauty
deielopmen
sensitive, comparatively diminutive, yet treTtiijusands
Beauty
srifnallsis
It! The very
first application(:Ki;.\M
of this rdinou
TONS
TKII'LK-VVUri'
gredlents to specially tnrnt.af T>ry
Wrlnkly^Skih,
^Shiiu No r, I'lriii,!. ., HIlYTOX S TKII
sort.
WHIP
skip cellni I 1
page 54)
KATE SMITH'S(Continued
OWNfrom COOKING
SCHOOL
cover
skin,
oflingblackIsar"i. 1.
TOXi
salad dressing accompaniment, a main can then be placed on the same dish with
course dish and a dessert — all particularly your salad and cold meat, to make an
Make This Guaranteed Test
well
adapted to hot weather catering. But
attractive one-plate meal. That
Use also
TAYTON
TRIPLE-'
there are still other foods that deserve appetizing,
and
3= -a Srii;;lir
(namr
recipe, too, will have to go into the leaflet,
your
skin
m.-.n,.
mention
in such an article as this is in- because I really won't have any space left
pletely. r
tended to be. Vegetables and beverages, to give it to you here, with all the things
Ask
for T.\ I"
;o - i -r
23c size*
-tore. preparations
If your .k-alcr ran not supfilyan in particular, must not be overlooked.
I still have to tell you about summer meals.
t.Vicr.l
ImKatio
liUlbeauty
he order for you riofromnot hisarceiit
wholeOf course,
the greens
summerandpresents
an in-at TheI just
recall.
finite
choice
of
vegetables
one mentioned
I like bestbeverages,
of all in you'll
hot weather
Youthfulravishlntr.
Glamour
Make-up
l^k New
moroplexion. Neyouthful—
Glamorize
your moist,
com- economical prices. Doubtless of all of is iced cof¥ee. I have my own way of
w
,
excltine
colors.
Lips
appear
ntAlned,
4lilmmcrlns:. CheekH blush as If tinted by nature. New these, the most popular and seasonal veg- preparing this, too. In the first place I
etable is corn and I heartily join the scrupulously observe all the rules for makTAYTON
INDELIBLE ROUGE
LIPSTICK
TAYTONSS DOUBLE
DOUBLE INDELIBLE
good coffee
whethercan hot
or cold
throng
I'll go recipe
even Good ingcofTee,
farther singing
and giveits\ouprais(.s.
my favorite
TAYTON S SILK-SIFTED POWDER
you —know,
be made
only!
by
using
accurate
measurements,
both
Al DRUG, DEPT AHO JOc STORES
calling
for
these
golden
kernels.
It's
called
Cheese Corn Souffle and is made with the water and the coffee. Extra strengthof
fresh corn,
gratedcorn,fromif the
— or iswhole
be acc|uired by using more coffee or
kernel
canned
the cobother
not acanstronger
blend. But, please, oh please,
available. I like to prepare this dish in don't imagine for a moment that you can
little individual baking cups. One of these achieve greater strength in your brew by
66
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long boiling, prolonged percolating, or a
second
through
the grounds"
a drip "pouring
pot— without
affecting
the qualityin
disastrously ! My present sponsors, the
A 6- P Cowf^aiiy. list seven requirements
for Better Coffee: A blend to suit your
taste : fresh coffee kept in a tightly closed
container ; the correct grind for the metiiod
of coffee-making that you in \iuir
own home; accurate measurements ; a\ aiding the boiling point; watchiim tlie tinic
so that too long brewing (whatever the
method) will not give your beverage a
harsh, bitter flavor; a clean, well-scoured
coffee pot. Hot or cold, these arc the
rules.
In making iced coffee, pour the hot coffee directly
cubesto ordilute
coarsel\chopped
ice.overIn the
orderice not
the
coffee,
it's
an
excellent
idea
to
make
up a1
tray of coffee ice cubes and use these
These fancy ice cubes are a cute idea for
many drinks, by the way. Tliey can be
colored, made of fruit juices, nr of yinuer
ale, and are ver\- grand, indeed, inr n>ini;
up the s\rnp often left over from eanned
fruits. Cainied tomato jmee eube> in
canned tomato juice will keep it cijld longer without diluting it, too.
And here I am, almost to the end of
the
allottedhalfme,theandthings
I don'tI intended
seem to
havespace
discussed
to.
Haven't
even
mentioned
shortcako.
for instance, and I dearly love tliosc ! Of
course I just use the regular biscuit don<4li,
with a little sugar added. .Sometimes I
cut the dough into rather large biscuits,
placing two together, one on top of
t'other,
bake — in aespecially
zrry hot ifoven,
forget! toSometimes,
theredon't
are

six or more persons for the meal, I make
the single large shortcake, splitting it after
it has cooked. I always use mashed and
sweetened berries between the layers and
on top of the cake, l lieii 1 top those with
slightly sweetened whipped cream and
garnish
"skyscraper"
the most this
attractive
looking with
whole some
berries,of
reserved from the original siipiilx- for that
\ery sorts
purpose.
It's a desserts
pictme 1 inI snmmer;
also like
all
of .uelatin
made with (|uick-settin'4 ;4elatin into which
I fold stiffly beaten eu- whites and fresh
berries, as it starts to thicken. Particularly
good with blueberries, which I sweeten,
mash through a fine sieve and add in pulp
form. Lcm< Ill-flavored jelly is best for
this one, I'xe found.
1 )on'ta well
loruetplanne<l
ebeese (.inbeesesummer,
Why,
Tray either.
is one
ofcan thethinknicest
■"iiuiek
siiaek"
sUijuestions
of, accompanied b> one of theI
salt\- crisp crackers of which _\our grocer
carries such a large and interesting stock.
W hile cream cheese w itii home made jam
pro\ ides a dessert or hiiicbeon idea that
deserxes e\-er\oiie's eoiisideratli n.
Well, friends, it's time to '•si-ii off."
You'll find the recipes I've been telling
you about in the leaflet — the coupon which
brings them to you at the bottom of this
paye. By sending in promptly for your
(■op\-. 1 can promise vent clear directions
telling you bow to prepare Mrlaiu/c Salad.
Ccoki'd Saliul I 'rrssiiu/. Main Coiirse
Moiis.u-. Chrcsc L.'rii Smifflc and that perfect Chocolate Ice Cream I was cheering
over. I, too, will have the time to prepare the very same dishes in the very same
manner, perhaps at the very same moment

Break foroff yout
as muchconveaieace.
as you need!Dissolves
Rit is In water
form
i

that you'll he fixing them!
mind's upeye,at asPlacid,
I writegathered
this. I
canYes,see inmymy guests
aroundmer the
big
table,
which
on
lovely
sumevenings is set up out in the open.
Probably wc will have had a picnic during the day, at the end of the trail which
crosses my island. There is an open grate
there, on which to prepare corn and make
a pot of coffee to «o with the refreshments that we've br nmht along with us.
But "now
is o\er,"
are
back
at the the
campdayagain,
tired, sohappywe and,
oh boy, how hungr\ , for these self-same
foods I've been talking about !
of me meet
up there,
won't you.
when
youThink
no longer
me here?
Remember
the little talks we have had together
(.through the pages of this magazine)
when \i)U try some of the many recipes
I have given you. And. of cuiirse, do
continue to tune in (in my present proyram
and on my new one later on, so that I
can say as always, frotu the bottom of
mv heart: "Thanks tor lislenin'."
Ka+e Smith,
Radio Stars Magazine,
149 Modlson Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send me — absolutely free —
recipes for your favorite summer
dishes.
Xame
Street
City
State
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COMFORT

FIRST IN PLAY
(Continued from page 15)

CLOTHES

The thing that amused me most about
this incident, however, was the fact that
the pose had hardly been snapped when in
walked Andre Kostelanetz. Lily turned
upon him the most dazzling and beguiling
of smiles, asking him, in French, if he
thought
dressinsisting
looked that
well. this
And view
wasn'tof
she righttheupon
her
face
(tilting
it
up
with
her
hand)
was
best.
He gave her the most indulgent of looks,
agreed soletnnly that she was right and
departed. Frtiin that point on Mile. P.
was as mild as a kitten and there were no
moreOf arguments
about "angles."
her play clothes,
Lily has volumes
to say. In California she has a house
which literally is built about her swimming
pooL She spends every spare moment
there, swimming. And because she enjoys
this sport so much, she chooses a practical,
one-piece type of bathing suit, which has a
short overskirt attached and a "bras" top
feature.of white
Her favorite
is pictured.
inade
satin andsuit woven
elastic —It'sit
has a deep sun-back cut, but is high in front,
with straps of the material. She has repeated this style in other fabrics, one a
waffle-weave wool knit in a soft pastel
shade. This has the iialter type top. Occasional y she wears a halter bras and
shorts arrangement in wool knit — the shorts
are navy blue and the halter bras in white
with blue trim, an uplift line achieved by
means of a bow directly in the front.
While on the subject of swim suits. I
want to remind you that the July Shopping
Bulletin has full descriptions and prices of
two excellent styles made by a nationally
known swim suit manufacturer. Both of
these are pets of screen and radio stars
this season. You can buy these in your
own stores at moderate prices and, therefore, you will want all this information
about them.
You'll find that practically all of this
season's
suits they
featureare themadebuilt-in
detail, wdiether
of anbraselastic
and fabric combination, of wool knit, or of
rubber.
this year's
rubber suitsIncidentall}-,
is n:ore durable
and morecropgen-of
erally suited to all t\pes of figures than
ever before. They come in all sorts of
attracti\e
I've seen. color combinations and some of
It iiidhalily
was
perfect onsounds
Lily.(luite
She silly,
knows actuall\just howit the cleverest imitations of fabric weaves
far she can go on the giddy touches without looking too fussy.
Lily'ssuchfavorite
is a slacks
A little later, when she was posing in a suit,
as yousportssee costume
her wearing
this
draiuatic and very becoming pale green month. She likes these suits to be strictly
organdy dress, she insisted that she tnust man-tailored and even has her woolen ones
sit in a cli.iir whli her f.u e tiii iied full to- made by a well-known tailor, so that they
ward the eanier.i The du ss had lier fa- will have that trimness of cut. For cooler
vorite off-the-shonl(l( r ni ^Tliiie and low
wears a tweed jacket with concut bodice and the skirt was enl \ery full days, shetrasting
slacks. .Some
her suits
bine brown with
gray orof beige,
blue comwith
gathered into a green, jeweled bell. She
knew she looked decorative in it, but the white, an<l l)r<i\\n with white. For hot
photographer wanted her head turned weather the linen suit, i)ictined, is a faslightly. She fixed him with a stern eye
vorite. This particular suit is made of a
linen, woven lo resemble
and
"I know themy pose.
angles." crush-resistin.g
.'\nd said
she stubbornly:
woukl not change
herringbone tweed. As contrast for the all

ofemploys
height.the Reinembcr,
.^wartliout
same trick Glad\-s
for exeiiiiif;.
too,
although she is inches taller tlian Lily.
Lily, by the way. appears taller than she
is, due,riageIthrough
am shoulders
sure, to herand \er\back.eie.t.\ndcar-in
evening clothes she looks inches taller because she wears gowns which reveal a wide
expanse of bare shoulders and neck — like
the charmnig summer exening dress pictin-ed. More about it later.
Lily's tace is a long c>\al, rather than
round,
noticed.
And
her eyesas you
are probablxlarge andhavedark,
changing
with her moods — which are tpiile changeindeed,galsince
call a able,
static
! she isn't what you'd
Our interview probably would have been
considerably less hectic if it had taken
place
at Lily's Instead,
country ithome
Connecticut.
was inallSilvermine,
mixed up
with the hurly-burly of the photographic
studio. I would yell a question at Mile.,
as she hurried in and out of her dressingroom with changes of costume for each
camera sitting. She wcjuld stop to argue
the pose with the photograiiher, then turn
a smiling face to me, answering the question. Someone would hold up the next
costume to be tried on and Lily would
shake
head, that.
saying Why?
: "Non!Uiok
Positively
I will her
not wear
at the
neck — it's too short. The s!ee\es. they are
too long. And the trimming. . . !" She
trailed offdisgust.
with someTurning
h'renchto expression
comiiK'te
me, she said:of
"I cannot bear trimmings of any kind — the
whatSheyoureally
call 'garniture.'
doesn't
like" Gallic
frills inconsison her
clothes,
yet with
typical
tency, she loves hats all tricked up with the
most elaborate of feathers, flowers and
veils. It was a cool day and she wore a
trim black wool suit, very plain, with a
collarless jacket, the sole trimming of which
were three S-shaped buttons of snede. Her
accessories were of the se\erest — a tailored,
saddle-stitched calf bag. suede pull-on
gloves to match the cinnamon l)ro\\n of the
jacket's
'N et,
on top ofbuttons,
it all. and
was open-toed
an utterly pumps.
craz\ little
lial of sliinv black straw bedecked witli an

Radio's newest a+trad^ion — Babe Ru-l-h — revealed in a characteristic story in RADIO STARS for August, out July first.
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white of the suit, Lily wears a bhie and
white ciiecked gingham shirt, and on her
feet she puts beach shoes with cork soles
and fishnet tops.
I asked her why she liked slacks better
than the more feminine and colorful sports
dresses She told me that she walks a lot
and finds them more comfortable and much
more practical. Also, like many stars who
have been exposed to the Hollywood studio
life for part of every year, she finds them
the only wearable outfit for traveling back
and forth between home and studio.
Like Gladys Swarthout, Lily uses the
well-known New York designer, Valentina,
for her clothes. And, also like Gladys, she
frequentlyin has
one different
of Valentina's
copied
several
fabrics.models
.And
there's
a
valuable
tip
for
all
you— from
these famous screen and radioofstars
they
do not hesitate to have a repeat performance
for
a
style
that
they
know
is
becoming.
in That's
dress.theAndway youto gain
girls real
who individuality
are homesewers, have the advantage over those who
aren't,
because
and
again, any
dress,youcoatcan orduplicate,
suit that again
you find
particularly
becoming
to
you.
And
there's
no time more ideal for smart copying than
in the summer, when inexpensive cottons,
silks and rayons bloom in all manner of
colors and designs, so that one good pattern
may
infinitely
an economical
idea, bewhich
givesvaried.
you aIt'schance
to be a
"type."
And. before leaving Lily, be sure to study
that charming summer evening gown she's
wearing.
It's yourselves.
the sort of thing
all of is.\oua
can
copy for
The fabric
gaily printed seersucker, whicli doesn't re(luire ironing after it's laundered. And,
for that reason, it's a gem for vacation
traveling
partying.
wrinkle andand itweek-end
can be kept
fresh. It can't
Lily's
dress
is
made
with
a
very
full bands
skirt,
lianded at the hem with solid color
to match the predominant color in tiie print.
The bodice is fitted with large puff sleeves
and a very low front cut. The only trimming Lily permits with this is that clip at
the V-neckline and a nosegay of flowers in
hair. It's as cool as a summer ice and
asher satisfactory.
Cottons, like seersucker, pique, linen,
gingham and many others, are an inexpensive yet colorful answer to the groaning
budget. For day or evening, they adapt
themselves to your needs with a minimum
of cost and a maximum of service.
forgetsuitto shopping
fill out theinformation
coupon belowas
forDon't
bathing
well as other items of interest to your summer vacation plans.
Elizabeth Ellis,
Radio Stars Magazine,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed please find a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Kindlv send me,
free of charge, vour JULY SHOPPING BULLETIN.
Name
Street
City
State

When -you wear Duchess of Paris, you are truly wrapped
in fragrance".
. . these.indescribably
lovely with
odeursthesurround
you
with an aura
of charm. Each blended
highest
skill of the parfumeur s art . . . with restraint, with exquisite
taste. In four elusive scents created to match your every mood.
DUCHESS OF PARIS PERFUMES IN PURSE SIZES
AT LEADING 5 & 10c STORES— 10c EACH
Also Duchess of Paris "Parfum Cologne " at department stores — $1
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SOMETHING
NEW UNDER
THE SUN
(Continued from page 29)

Get Double Protection
This WayYour dentist will tell you that to keep
teeth
white
and sparkling,
firm and healthy,
too. To gums
do bothmustvitalbe
jobs
—
clean
teeth
and
safeguard
an eminent member of the dental gums
profes-— Tooth Paste.
Whension created
you Forhan's
brush your
teeth with
Forhan's,
gentlyNoteintohow theit
gums
just asmassage
dentists itadvise.
stimulates the gums, how clean and fresh
your
whole mouth
feels! Forhan's
costs
no more
ordinary
pastes,
and
the than
new most
big tube
saves tooth
you money.
using Forhan's today. Also sold
inStart
Ca7}ada.
FORMULA OF R. J. FORHAN, D.D.S.
Forhanli
DOES
ICLEAXS TEETH
ilOW^Ofls|^g^yj,g. ^^^^
Ql^e yourself
this
MARVELOUS
cHew facial
... by ibleusing
flexSevilotheFacial
Brush and Cream.
Ttje lip of the brush measures the cream — 250
rut/Lc-r
fingersforthworka itdelicate
in — they
dirt — brmg
glow.search out the
Sevilo
Cleansing
Cream
is
a
fine oil.old Melts
formulaat
blended with pure imported olive
apowder
touch base.
— leavesBeautiful
no greasy
results
—
serves
opal bowl holds enoughas
for
1
5
to
20
facials.
Brush
and bowl complete
for
25c. 2ScGet toitaddress
at the better
or T/cnd
below.5c and 10c stores,
LEON SEVILO, 6300 Etzel Avenue, St. Louis

25c Complete
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lap an engagement with Harry Ricliman
at his popular Chicago night club, Chca
Porrc. After five weeks there, Bergen
went out to Holl}\\ood for four weeks, reurning for anotlicr
ment attCltcc
Force. nine weeks' engageIt was while he was appearing there that
Rudy Vallce first saw Bergen and Charlie
McCarthy, and, astute showman that he
is, he filed away in his mental archives the
astounding
on the air. idea of putting a ventriloquist
Then came the Rainbozv Room engageentertaining
in New
smartest,ment, and,
gayest
spot, Edgar
BergenYork's
and
Charlie McCarthy became, for the select
few, a sensation.
"Put Charlie McCarthy first," interjected Charlie. "I am the important member
of "Look
this team."
out," Bergen warned him, "or
that"Well,"
smart Charlie
top hat ofhedged
yours inwon't
fit !''
his engaging
manner, "well, of course, Mr. Bergen —
perhaps
needsthought.
a little brushing,"
he added,myas hair
a happy
"Perhaps
you
need
a
bath,
said, looking at him critically. too," Bergen
Charlie gave him a dirty look !
"We played for private parties," Bergen
went on. "All the society folk — we kidded
themElsa— they
loved it."famed entrepreneur .of
Maxwell,
society entertainment, was impressed with
the sparkling comedy of the Bergen act.
Herself a guest star on the Vallee program, she reminded Rudy of the idea which
already had suggested itself to him. Seriously he considered the possibility of a
ventriloquist act on the air.
Some of his associates and sponsors
were doubtful, but Rudy was convinced.
And, on last December 17th, Edgar and
Charlie made their radio debut on his proSaid Rudy : "People have said to me :
gram.
'Why put a ventriloquist on a radio program?'" And, with true Yankee psychology, he answered the question with another.
"The answer," said Rudy, simply, "is —
And so radio listeners got a new thrill.
It was not?"
not only a new thing in radio fare,
itwhywas new comedy, from the first briglit
introductory greeting to the gay quip.
No stale, stereotyped gags or situations to
disenchant the listener. One and all, we
moved closer to our microphones on those
succeeding TInirsday nights. w;uting exantly lor Charlie
.\K( arthy's
drawl and pecthis
sly. knowmi^
lunn.)r.delicious
Listening with irresistible cluiekKs as he crossed
Sighing regretfully when the last woid
was spoken.
"the sponsors
on "At
the first,"
Vallee says
show Bergen,
were skeptical.
After
that first show, they asked me if I had
material enough for a second !" He
chuckled.
Bergenif had.
And again
the.N'aturally,
sponsors Mr.
inquirefl
he could
do a
third. He could — and did. And where.

they asked, did he get his material? He
wrote it himselL Well! And so the duo
continued to appear on the Vallee hour.
Edgarself.Bergen
writesatallthehis last
scriptspossible
himAnd, usually,
moment ! Till he went on the air, he never
used a script in actual performance. Never
read his lines. His preferred method is
tothe memorize
a situation and then ad lib
lines.
"I often
surprise Mr. Bergen, too!"
Charlie
reminded
malicious
mirth. us, with a chuckle of
"Oh, yes — yes, you do !" Bergen agreed.
"You really should learn to read,
though,"
Charlieof commented
drily, stumbled
reminding Bergen
how he had
through a script at one of his rehearsals.
"There'd be no stopping us, then!"
It's not so easy, though, you can see,
watching Bergen, as he looks into Chareyes whento hethe isscript
speaking,
to turn
from lie'sCharlie
and instantly
find nesstheof hisproper
place.
But
the
smoothbroadcasts proves that nothing
can stop him.
Once a writer sent in an unsolicited
script, and called to inquire if Bergen
woiild buy it. Tactfully, Bergen pointed
out that the situations were old, familiar
routines and the gags staled by usage.
"Well," the disgruntled writer countered,
"there's
nothing
new under
sun!" that
But radio
showman
Valleetherefuted
contention when he put ventriloquist Bergen and his dummy on the air. Here, indeed, was soinething new — something never
before considered possible for radio entertainment. And listeners to Bergen and
Charlie would rise with one voice to protest that there really is something new
under the sun, every moment that that
unique team is talking !
"Life never has been so thrilling as it
is right now,"
says glow
EdgarandBergen,
and his
deep-set
blue eyes
dimples
in his cheeks.
And Charlie
bows ! show
In addition to the radio program, Edgar
and Charlie filled a night club engagement
in Chicago during the winter months. In
April they opened at the Sert Room at
New York's Waldorf-Astoria. On April
twenty-ninth,
wlien Vallee
was Londonbound for Coronation
festivities,
the two
were a delectable dual master of ceremonies for the Vallee show. And on May
ninth they began a new radio series — Edgar
Bergen
and includes
Charlie Don
McCarthy
— withanda
cast which
Ameche
Nelson Eddy (after August eighth), with
Werner Jansscn's orchestra and guest stars.
It's the Sunday night Chase and Sanborn
hour, broadcast froiu Hollywood.
In Hollywood, Edgar and Charlie will
make a movie for Samuel Goldwyn. It
will not be just a spot, or an act, but an
integral
partmovie
of the
GoldzcynthatI- allies.
Many other
companies,
once
gave them a cold shoulder, now are bidservices..
"Wellding for— their
if I have
time — I inay take them
up," says Bergen, and laughs with boyish
delight at the idea of being able 'to pick
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and choose what he wants to do.
Lyman, too, he relates, with amuseinent
in which there is no malice, sometimes sits
in at a broadcast and weeps because he
missed out on this topnotch sensation.
"He asked me if I would sign with him
again," says Bergen. "But I told him 1
didn't think I could. I don't tliink it
would work out ..."
"We have about all we can do, rislit
now,"
chuckle. interpolates Charlie with a dry
It was a bit over seventeen years ago
that this bright career really started, when
the younger Bergen boy sent a hard-earned
quarter for a book on Magic, Hyf'uotisin
and Ventriloquism. At first, magic and
hypnotism interested the boy most. It was
fun, doing tricks for schoolmates, trying
to hypnotize them, trying it out on clerks
in stores
where he worked through summer vacations.
He found he could hypnotize successfully. And, absorbed in this strange gift,
supplemcntted by his studies in psycholngy
at Northwestern University, Bergen conceived the idea of helping unfortunate ininsane asylums.
could beto
done bymates ofhypnotic
treatment,"Much
I thought,
improve
their
condition,"
he
says
seriously.
But entertainment engagements prevented
his trying out his theory.
"I never got into an insane asylum,
either
laughed. as practitioner or patient!" he
We suggested that making people laugh
in these more or less grim days was a
hypnotic treatment that probably kept
many more of us out of insane asylums.
"There's something in that, too," he

agreed. "It's good to laugh."
But he discovered that he could "throw
bis \oicc"
and licgan
to study
(|tii>m
Miinii^lv,
practicing
on hisventrilofriends
and iK i.uhl)(M >, (h-camiiig of a stage career.
Mdgar'swhofather,
birth,
wanteda godly
his boymanto of
be aSwedish
minister, frowned upon the idea. .\\u\ his older
brother, an accountant, thoii.iilit that Edgar
was frivolinu l]i> life awav.
"I guess
cliucklcs
"he
marvels
at itnow,"
— as I Hcrgcn
do I Rnt,
of course,
no
really
intelligent
youth,"
he
maintains
liowcver, "would seriousl\- tliink of taking
up \ i'ntrilo(|uisni as a profession. And
I'm no exception'. It just doesn't seem
l)riglit,
when youfather
tliink died
of itl"when he was
But Bergen's
sixteen,
and the boy discovered
that he
could make a living with his newsboy,
Charlie — so he started out on the Chautauciua circuits.
wasn'tpeople
verynever
good,"hadheseensays,anything,
"but mostso
of "1those
it was all right ! Some of them were
superstitious — thought it black magic, I
guess. Usually the first three or four
rows of seats were empty — they were
When he was first starting out, he
ventured one day liackstagc at a vaudeville house to speak to The Great Lester,
after a performance. Lester was a Polish
ventrilo(iuist, once internationally famous.
The story of The Great Gahbo, which was
made into a movie, was supposed to be
based
contendson itLester's
is fiction.own story. But Bergen
"He was a very fine man." Bergen says.
"Very generous. He gave away all he

. r,ATP FOR FRIDAY?
E FOK
,W ABOUT A DAT

Sallys In i
. . . she^s learned how to guard
against Cosmetic Skin
WISE girls everywhere guard
against Cosmetic Skin — tiny
blemishes, enlarged pores — with
Lux Toilet Soap. Its ACTIVE lather
removes from [the pores every
hidden trace of dust, dirt, stale cosmetics. To keep skin attractive, use
it before you put on fresh make-up
— ALWAYS before you go to bed.
9 out of 10 screen stars use it!

had in the world. He was most kind to
me that day. I told him I was trying to
be a ventriloquist. He asked me to talk
for him, and, when I did, he assured me
that I would do well. He made some helpful suggestions on the use of my voice,
suggested a type of act for me, gave me
ously.
some gags — and encouraged me tremend"Everstage to since
if any
comesfor backtalk —with
me, boy
looking
help,
as 1 went to Lester, I try to do all I can
for him, in return for what Lester did
forDillnie.he. I weneveru oniUforget
rc d, it."
lia\c many grim
experiences?
Or
was
I'liv fairly
smooth,
as he went from Chautauqua
to vaudeville
to cruises south or abroad?
"\\'ell," he grinned, "some people might
have thought it grim, plax ing in barn-like
threatres in the Mi<l<lK- West — draughty
shacks that seated only two or three
hundred — where you had to dress in the
boiler room, or in some barn fifty yards
from the stage . . .
"Sometimes I would drive miles to a
theatre, sitting on my trunk in the back
of a pung,
temperature
grees below with
zero.theThen,
at six a.tenm.,de-I
would get up, break the ice in my water
pitcher for a bath, haul my trunk to the
station
— and what
station!stove,
I'd tomakekeepa
fire, m\self.
in thea station
from freezing. Then, when the train
came rowin,and run
I'd get
a wheelbaralongmy thetrunk
track,c;)npound
on the
door to wake the baggageman, and heave
my trunk up to him.
"Once the train went too far up the
track. The engineer yelled at me to come
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Darkhe glasses
eyes
OS
rehearseseasehis Rubinoff's
CBS program.
on up. I couldn't — the snow was too deep.
I yelled at bini : 'The heck -a'lth yrui—yoit
hack"Butuf!'I didn't
W'e compromised,
liall grinned.
wa^-.
mind it," Bergen
"I was doing what I wanted to do— and
having
swell time
He's aalways
ha\dng!" a swell time, you
gather. His eyes sparkle. He walks
gay swing.
get time,
time
towithgo a around
a lot. ButHe helikesdoesn't
a quiet
with congenial friemls. He doesn't like
night
The\- hisare hattoo is,noi^ymore! or less.
Homechihs.is wlieie
Some inila.\.Arizona.
he thinks, Hehe'd likes
like totheownclimate
some
land
tliere. He tliinks the Hollywood climate
miserable.
"But I don't want a home now," he
says.
be foris any
length "Iof don't
time.knowOf where
course,I'llthere
the
In spite of her daily bath
family home in Chicago, where my mother
and brother are ... I own a couple of
lots near Chicago," he went on, "and
she's an
they've already cost me more in taxes
thanHe I likes
paid sports
lor them— !"likes to swim, ride,
play tennis. \ot golf. .olf tightens
your
he sa\elTorlle^s
-.. I'.ei gen's
muscles
UNDERARM
VICTIM!
mo\e muscles,"
in apjiarently
coordination.
At
times
you
feel
that
he
hasn't
a
his biidx, so supple and relaxed he bone
seems.in
Harmless to clothing. Mum has been And
EVERY take.clayShe expects
she makes
the same
mis- awarded
you
realize
that
this
is
necessary
the bath
she takes
the Textile Approval Seal of the the flawdess perfection of his — and Char-to
American
Institute of Laundering as
atfrom8 o'clock
in the perspiration
morning to protect
lie's— voices.
is tense, self-conunderarm
odor herat being harmless to fabrics. So don't
scious, as he He
speaksneverto you.
worry — if you forget to use it before
3 o'clock in the afternoon!
He
talks
freel\about
Ilis experiences,
It can't he done. All a hath can do is to you dress, just use it afterwards.
himself with: "Of course, I
wash aw ay the traces of past perspiration. Soothing to sensitive skin. Mum is so interrupting
hate togaily.
talk about myself, but — " and
It cannot prevent perspiration odor from cooling and soothing you can use it right laughs
A man who can laugh at himself, v\ ith
cropping out later in the day. A bath after shaving the underarms. How
works backwards; never forwards.
genuine mirth, is rare, but Bergen does
women appreciate this!
You cannot count on your daily bath Does not prevent natural perspiration. it. There's nothing hard or cynical in his
to keep your underarms fresh, free from Mum does just what you want it to do — and
reaction
life. thrilling
It's a grand
adventure,
neverto more
than now.
He
prevents the ugly odor of perspiration
odor longer than an hour or two.
doesn't
worry
about
the
future,
anytimemoreto
It takes more than soap and water to and not the perspiration itself.
than
Charlie
docs.
Today
is
the
do that; it takes special care.
Don't be an underarm victim! Depend live, to laugh. And tomorrow is another
You can give your underarms this upon the daily Mum habit as the quick, day. He has put some money into annuieasy,
sure way to avoid repellent underspecial
whatever
Mum! care in just half a minute. With
arm odor. Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth comes,ties andhegovernment
and Charlie bonds
will —getbut,a laugh
out
Ave.,
New York City.
of it.
Mum takes care of you all day. Smooth
a quick fingertipful of Mum under each
"I can always get a laugh out of BerUSE AAUM
ON SANITARY NAPKINS,
TOO.
arm
safestrenuous
for that itday,
gen !" says Charlie McCarthy. '7/(7.' Ha!
matterandhowyou're
long and
is. no
:\IuMi (l;,ilv pvcs to
No trouble to use Mum. You wa.stc no
"That will do, young man," says Bergen
<-,ninlI<>ss women
sternl>, tucking Charliethe away
time in using Mum. And when it's on,
coiiit'ortinK
bag, inhe hisgivessuit-a
Miuc thill I heyassurcan- little rapcase. onAs hethecloses
you're
No fuss of waiting and
side of it.
rinsing through.
off.
not ofi'cnd.
"Cut that out," says Charlie, from within, "and let me get my beauty sleep!"
MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION actAnd
the interview with radio's brightest
is over.
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RADIO
RAMBLINGS
(Continued from page 17)
Inquiries occasionally come about Tony
Wons. who has disappeared from the networks this season. Tony took a good slice
of radio money with him when he vanished.
He lives in ease at a lake home in Wisconsin during the summer. In the fall, he
comes into Chicago to see what radio has
to offer. If there is nothing, Tony probably
sighs luxuriously and spends the winter in
ease. too. _^
Robert Armbruster, orchestra leader for
Gladys Swarthout, occasionally gets out the
old player-piano rolls he used to make.
That was back in his days as a concert
pianist, eking out a small living with the
fees he got for making popular music
rolls. He wishes he could play that well
now. He challenges anyone else to play
that well, too!
roll," byhe cutting
said, "Ia
used"After
to getI finished
in extra aeffects
few more notes into the paper with my
pen knife. Some of the playing in those
rolls is impossible!"
Thetra hassuccess
Tommyof Dorsey's
a littleof story
struggle orchesagainst
discouragement behind it. A little more
than a year ago. Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey
were getting along very well with Dorsey
Brothers'
to popularity
on the firstOrchestra,
waves n{ riding
.-wing music.
Then
the brothers decided to part. Jimmy kept
the orchestra and Tc.mimy was to organize
a new one of his own.
A couple of days after the rupture,
Tommy learned
that byDorsey
Brothers'
Orchestra, now led
Jimmy,
had been
awarded the Bing Crosby program, nne of
the richest plums of the season. Tommy
was trying to get a new orchestra in >iiape
and, at first, it was not very good. All
through iiis wreslliny with the new band,
he heard his old one running along smoothly
and succc>siully.
The tidechestra,finally
has turned.one,Jimmy's
orstil an excellent
has been
overshadowed by the amusing banter of
Bing Crosby
and risen
Bob toBurns.
Tonuny'son
swing
music has
pi-ominence
Jack
Pearl's
conu-dy
-,liow
and
this
summer
he is to be the featured artist in a pro.iiram
of his own.
Friday evening's recently arriv ed prni/raiii
ivith Louis Armstrong's orchestra leill help
settle
one of szving
radio's bands
lii'cly aizcays
ar(juincnls.
ivild colored
have The
had
their follonrrs but sponsors have shied
away from hiring them jar eonimcrcial
programs. The theory zcas that music as
cracy as theirs icoiild have only a small
jolloiiing.
The colored hands have gone on being
very siiceessjnl in night clubs and on phonograph records — icith radio snul'bnig thciu
as jar as its high-salaried spots are concerned. This neiv program, zeith Louis
Armstrong, is the first all-colored siving
and comedy shoiv on the netxvorks.
The studio, during their shoiv, is a picturesque that
place. Thethe program's
were afraid
musicians,producers
used to
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Personal Daintiness
THE FIRST RIILEOF ^1

Prove for Yourself that

flaying in th.c uproar oiui tiinnoil o/ a night
club, might feel subdued i)i the solemn atmosphere ofa radio studio. Tobies zeere
moved into one end. and )iieiiil<rrs of both
cast and studio audience sit there to applaud, yell and generally stir things up.
The studio show begins a halj hour before
it goes on the air. Most of the hot lieks
tlu'se boys gii e arc not leritlen vi the music.
They are just improvised as the band gets
hot. It fakes a half hour really l<> heat
them up. so they co)ne in early to "noodle
around,"
iJ}ieli just
Is theforsieing
saying playi)ig
the funman's
of it.leay of
John Nesbitt, the commentator whose
chatty anecdotes
recently network,
have beenhas pro-an
moted to a nationwide
amusing story about his own entrance into
this business of entertaining people. His
father had an office in a theatrical building, andineight-year-old
was waiting
for him
the corridor John
one afternoon.
"Hey,
kid,"
a
man
bawled
at
"go
up into the costume room and him,
get your
John had no notion of what the
man was talking about but he dutifully
stuff."
scampered
in the direction indicated. There
some other children were being dressed for
aBird.
rehearsal
play. The
John ofwasMaeterlinck's
costumed, along
with Blue
the
rest, and rehearsed all afternoon.
He returned
homemissing
to dispel
his parents'
anxiety
about their
offspring.
After
some explaining and pleading, he was
allowed to return next day and played in
the
affair,
for aproduction,
whole week.a semi-professional
His fee, the first money
he earned as entertainer, was ^6.00.
Oddly enough, the Sal Hepatiea-I pana
executive
in charge
gram is named
Allen, oftooFred
— Joe Allen's
Alien. proHe
and Peterference\'an
Steeden
liave
a
weekly
about the music to be played. conJoe
takes a fiTL-nt deal of pride in his judgment
iif ])oi)ular music. As any orchestra leader
would. Peter used to accept a sponsor's
judmnent
with misgivin.si'S.
ceiitl\- silenced
all that. Mr. Allen reWhen the Hit Parade started its guessing contest, on wliicli were to be next
week's
popular
Mr. Allen
started
competing.
For songs,
three weeks
he submitted
lii^^ guesses and, sure enough, the third week
lie was among the winners of a carton of
Lucky Strike cigarettes.
Peter,argument
you know-now— ''onis what
sufificient
to "Well,
settle any
the
music
for next week's
w ill I.e.
_^ I'red Allen show

QUEST NEVER FAILS ON
SANITARY NAPKINS
• Wtiy tectake
now that complete
protion isso chances
easily obtainable?
The makers
of Kotex bring you a new deodorant powder
named Quest that positively destroys all types
of napkin and body odors.
Quest isIt utterly
on sanitaryasnaplcins.
preventseffective-even
perspiration offense;
sures
all-daylong
body
freshness,
not irritate skin or clog pores. yet does
Try Quest today. Use this cool, soothing
powder
on sanitary
— after theQuest
bath-is
under arms
and for napkins
foot comfort.
unscented, so does not cover up the fragrance of perfume.
And Quest costs no more than other kinds
ten years in .-Imerica. Lily
.Buy. . only
large two-ounce can. PonsAfterstillnearly
is ill-at-ease in linglish. much
it at 35c
any for
drugthecounter.
preferring to speak in her nalire Trench.
It's not that Lily is stupid about the
language. Ihiring her early years in
.Inierica she hail small need for learning
the
l-'oreign
operalanguage,
stars learn
nearixlanguage,
ererv major
liuropean
but
FOR PERSONAL DAINTINESS
)iot Lnglish. There are no important operas
~,vritten in. Lnglish.
Tor several
years, most
activities
In .Inierica
u-cre ofleithMissthe Pons'
Metrupiditau Opera. I'lilil recently, lehcu a
ncie been
pi'llcxinllinocd.
of iiilmilling
.Imcilcaii
has
very lillle
Lnglishs'nigcrs
mis
tiraiil h,h b.gaiic at the .Metropolitan. Not
iiiilil she I'raiichcd out into radio and
mnrics dul .]tiss Pons hai-c use for Lnglish.
Iler broadcasts always are visited by a
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whole crowd of musical people — old friends 1
the star. After
the program,
Pons'
di('/cssing-roont
ahvays
becomes aMiss
miniature
mob scene, as they all rush back zvith greetings and congratulations. The conversation
tlicrc runs almost entirely in French. Even
.Indrc K ostclanetz, the orchestra leader,
speaks Lrcnch lehen he addresses his singYou think of these New York radio
studios as palatial affairs, the last word in
modern equipment. But one of the
Columbia network theatre-studios in New
York
on Broadway,
can't be
reached(right
by telephone
duringtoo)
a broadcast.
The only phone in the place is located
backstage. If it rang during a program,
the ring would get into the microphone
and be heard from coast to coast.
makethe sure
the off
phone
doesn'tas ring,
theyTo take
receiver
the hook
soon
as the studio goes on the air.
Babe Ruth's
recent brought
baseball upchatsan
forOnetheofColumbia
network
odd
thought.holdout
Babe when
once was
baseball's
most
liersistent
contract
time came
around each spring. Yet there he was,
that night, lightly dismissing the holdout
of Ruffing, a New York Yankee pitcher.
"They'llreinarked.
get along without him," Babe
casually
I was wondering what would have happened ifthe Babe had heard any such radio
remark about himself in his own holdout
days. Can you imagine how a huge, burly
man would look, ferociously tearing a radio
set apart with his bare hands?
// Wallace Beery ever gets around to
workingculty about
on finding
radio again,
no diffi-of
plays.he'llAs har'c
a matter
fact, he has a bulky envelope of them ready
for his ne.vt crack at the microphone.
lieery
substituted
Jolson '
on When
the Shell
Chateau
program,for tieoAl seasons
ago, his success in a number of one-act
plays coni'inced him that this was a good
branch of shozv business for him. He
stepped chasedintoradio rights
the literary
marketplaylets
and purto a dosen
that
he thought leould make suitable vehicles
for him, paying a good sum of his own
money for the rights.
But from that day to this, movie ivork
and picture produccr.s-' objections have kept
H'allacc off the air. Without ever having
written a play, he has accumulated more
plays in his trunk than an unsuccessful
playzcright.
A crowd of radio press agents (they
usually nurse a healthy but secret hatred
of the people they help make famous, you
know) were talking about which were the
most Elegant programs on the air. The
way they mentioned Elegant, you could be
sure it was spelled with a capital E.
Most of the votes went to Mary Pickford
for her house party series of two seasons
ago, where everyone was greeted effusively
and gushed over. Tliere was one pair who
insistently
Ilildegarde. held out for NBC's new singer,
"That girl," their explanation ran, "grew
up in Milwaukee, went abroad for a couple
of years and came hack with an accent she
must have picked up in some mythical
kingdom like (iraustark. 1 never heard
anything to match it. She's the top girl in
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A great change comes over these press
agents in their off hours. They spend their
working hours building glamorous atmosphere and legend about the stars. Once the
work is done, they get together and abuse
the same people for the rest of the evening !
With all the disturbance going on in
large studio audiences, it seems miraculous
at times that the program itself is not
drowned isout.
NBC's tolargest
studio,1,500
for
instance,
big enough
seat nearly
persons and big enough so that persons
in the back can see very little and hear
almost none of the dialogue. During any
broadcast, a few of them get up and try
to sneak around to a better spot. The
usher tiptoes over to them.
"I just want to take one good look," the
restless
one says.
I'll goHe back."
The usher
has a"Then
problem.
must be
quiet himself and keep the other man
quiet, too. The surprising thing is that
the ushers usually are able to explain in
whispers and pantomime and keep everyone in their proper seats. At the end of
a program an usher often is upbraided
furiously by someone who asked for a free
ticket and failed to arrive early enough to
get a good seat.
They have loud speakers in the studios,
so that persons in the rear may hear, but
occasionally the engineer forgets to turn
them on. Often they cannot be turned on
loud enough, anyway, because the sound
from the speakers would get back into the
microphone and blur the effect.
The mode of the double-named Simone
Simon must have made life much easier for
Carol Carol, the young writer who puts together the informal dialog for Bing Crosby
and his guest artists. Carol used to arrive
at the studio every once in a while with a
story of some foolish or unpleasant incident
his name had caused. It almost upset his
marriage a couple of years ago, while Carol
still was writing in New York.
Carol was taking out a marriage license
in Brooklyn and the clerk asked : "Last
name?"
"Carol."
"First name?"
"Carol."
The clerk asked again and Carol repeated againlicense
: "Carol."clerks have no time to
Brooklyn
waste on nervous grooms and still less for
wise guys. This one was about to order
poor Carol right out of the office. Friends
managed to calm things.
"That's his name," they replied. "Carol
Carol. He doesn't like it, cither."
like Soit now,
though.Thomas,
It's right
in Hethe can
mode.
is Thomas
the
radio baritone who has been trying for
years to mask his affliction by billing himHe's the singer
who
won selaf as Tom
place Thomas.
in the Metropolitan
this year,
throughtions ofthe
XBC'sAir. Mctropolilcin Opera Audi—By ARTHUR MASON
Coming — an exclusive story on Helen
Menken, star of the new NBC serial,
Second Husband.
RADIO STARS for August
out July first
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CAI^TCHAFE.
The sides of Kotcx arc cushioned
in a special, soft, downy cotton
to prevent chafing and irritation.
Thus Wondersoft Kotex provides
lasting comfort and freedom. But
sides
arc iscushioned
— the
center only
surface
free to absorb.
QcAJi/rm...
By actual test Kotex absorbs
many times its own weight in
moisture!
special "Equalizer"
center guidesA moisture
evenly the
whole length of the pad. Gives
"body"
but
not
bulk
—
prevents
twisting and roping.
The rounded ends of Kotcx are
flattened and tapered to provide
absolute invisibility. Even the sheerest dress, the closest-fitting gown,
reveals no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.
EX
ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE
75
Regular, Junior,
Super days.
— for different
women, and
different
SANITARY NAPKINS
WONDERSOFT KOTEX made from Cellucotton (not cotton)
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Sani-Flush
REMOVES THE
CAUSE OF
HOT DAY ODORS

Toilet odors are a danger sign. They
mean germs! And germs breed fast in
hot weather.
Don'tSani-Flush
take chances
unsafe
toilet bowl.
cleanson andan
purifies — without scouring.
This odorless powder is made scientifical y for toUets.
sprinkle ona httle
in the bowl.
(FollowJustdirections
the
can.) Then flush, and the job is done.
Stains and spots vanish. The porcelain
^listens. Odors go. Germs are killed. The
hidden trap that no other method can
reach is safe and sanitary. Sani-Flush
cannot harm plumbing.
is also effective
for cleaning
hileIt radiators
(directions
on can).aiitomoSold
hy grocery, drug, hardware, and fiveand-ten-crnt
25 and g^^^^j,
10 cent sizes. stores
The —Hygienic
Products Co., Canton, Ohio.

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING
SEND COUPON
FOR ^LIPSTICKS
AND REIUVIA
MASCARA CREAM
It's
you our
3 fulltreat!
trial Letsizes ofi
iamous
FLAME-GrOl
Triple
Indelible
FREE . . . each in aLipsti
different fascinating shade,
so you can discover the color most becoming
towe you.willToalsointroduce
send youour anewest
tube achievement,
of REIUVIA
Mascara
Cream,
with
brush.
It's Guaranteed
Waterproof
and
Smear-proof;
perfectly
Harmles ! lust send lOc in stamps to cover mailing
costs. For bflautv's sake, send couponTODAY!
TRIPLE "indelible

WEST

COAST

CHATTER

Just to keep you posted on the doings of
radio's celebrities at
WHEN I'uins and Allen moved over to
the
snulios.was Jack
\velc(jniing
i;!lt NBC
to Gracic
a boxBenny's
of 39 brand
new
pencds — line to cbew on each broadcast,
"it
stciuhes niyafter
nerves,"
GradeJackexplained
lo bystanders,
thanking
for the
,mlt.
"And
drives
me
crazy
said George,
ttarmg his hair. Fifteen I"minutes
later
j.ick jiresented George with a similar box,
with a note: "Ovcrcowic your iirri'cs. Chczv
ti.'o rach broadcast."
.lllni's
ahcays jrout.
looks She
like
theGraric
Inst fiasp
jroiiialtirc
Ihe fashion
may he caiu/hl in Ihe same suit or dress
liciee, hut the hat, perched at a jaunty angle
oz'cr one of the AUen hron's, is alv.<ays
different. Our spy finally imjiiirril the other
day low she e-ocr found lime, let alone
money, lo Inty all those chapeaii.r. "Oh,
I'm not so diimh." said (iracie, dissolz'ing
hat 1 flock
oivn
lointomy(jifiolrs.
name. "This
1 jusiispinthe a"iily
different
i.j flmoers on Ihe front every day and feel
as ueio-hallcd as I look!"
Winchell,
oldWalda
daughter,
came Walter's
with Mackthirteen-yearGordon to
a recent Jack Benny rehearsal to watch the
goings-on. In the middle of a line, Jack
spotted the little girl, sitting towards the
back ed,of pointing
the auditorium.
a menacing "Hah!"
finger heat Itchher,
and leering savagely. "Here to get dirt for
your old man, eh?"
I,um and .-Ihner and Don Amechc got
toiicthcr the other day and decided to try
a bit "i deeji-sea tishin,<;-, since none of
iheni e\er liad attempted that sport beI'nre. W ith the biiiis nf their friends and
family riiiLMnj.; in their ears, the three hired
a liiiat al Santa Muniia, to the tune of
lifteen diillirs fur the day, anfl set sail.
'I'he pay-otT to this fish story is tliat they
eau.i.;lit enciiuli lish to repay the owner of
the l>n;it. with plenty left over to send
special <li li\( i \' til the big.iiest sneerers.
h'liv X . .''/,'• :eas taikimi to Cconjc lUirns
iihoiii III,' prooram ami offered to use a
decided T.uiilisli accent if Ceoei/e Ihoiu/lit
It leould he heller. '■Jicltcrr' e.velaimed
0/-ori/e. "ll'hy, / can'l understand ludf of
'chat you say nozv." "My 7.^'ord." said
Kay. "this is mild. Sometimes I talk so
llrilish
itnderstand
laken outI cnion'l
his frst
citizenshiptnyself."
papersKay's
and
says
that,
as
soon
as
he's
siire-enoni/h
he's (loiiii/ in e.reliisii'cly for Ihe
I. 'nieriean.
'. S. slaiif/nage.
It'stalie
wedding
enough,whofor have
NaCantor andbells,JoesureMctzger,
been contemplating marriage for lo, these
nine CBS
years.mimeographing
Natalie's givendepartment,
up her jobandin
the
Papa Cantor's setting Joe up in business.
I'l<lna Cantor, the co-ed daughter, didn't
lirove to cently.
be a Scheduled
chip toof¥ betheonoldJohn
block,Held,
re-

work in Hollywood
Jr.'s broadcast from the University of
teeth she
chattered
atSouthern
such anCalifornia,
alarming Edna's
rate when
faced
the
mike,
that
Charley
Chase's
had to be rushed on the air in her daughter
place.
Jl'hen Amelia llarhart appeared on Bing
Crosby's program recently, she created
quite
a furor. Hi-cryone
in the audience
loas clamoring
for her autograph
before
and after the broadcast. Miss Earhart gave
as many as she had time for and zoas very
cool, calm and collected about it all. But
'alien Bob Burns came up to shake hands
ivith her and zvish her goodbye, the gal
zvho girdles globes became suddenly shy.
"I zvas just loondering, Mr. Burns,'' she
said, "if yon Zi'onid gii'e me your autograph?" Bob blinked his eves zvith incredulity and drawled : "Well, can you beat
that! I loas jest loorkin' up enough nerve
to John
ask youBarrymore
for one!" still has charm, even if
Elaine Barrie doesn't think so. When the
actor and his profile guest-starred on a recent Bing Crosby program, a pretty highschool girl pushed her way through the
crowd, after the broadcast, and insisted
on shaking hands with John. Then she
presented her mother, and the Barrymore
brows went up in disbelief, "This charming
girl your mother?" he inquired, "But my
dear, what a delightful liar you are!"
Barbara Luddy had just "gone Hollywo d" to the extent of purchasing a home
in
San that
Fernando
whenwould
the
n.ewsthecame
the First^'alley,
Nightcr
be broadcast from Chicago from now on.
Barbara refused flatly to move — until she
was offered exactly twice her present salary andnancier
a three-year
contract
FiLuddy then turned
aroundto boot.
and sold
the new house at a neat profit, the day
before heading east with her mother, Mrs.
Molly Luddy, and Petey, "just dog."
Marion Tolley alzcays looks neat and
pretty at broadcasts, hut a far cry front
stunning. So Ihe other evening, when she
swished iiilo till' studio, all done up in a
black lace go;cn and looking like a few
million dollars, she had ez'cryone in the
place agog. The men looked as if they
could stand it forever, but the women
couldn't stand it for another minute. "Tell
usbec/(/cd.
zvhcre you
got it.looked
please.eeryMarion,"
they
Marion
vivsterious
and shook her head. "I / could." she
said
"hut il'sloioihl
an imported
and mvSillily,
eouliinere
he furiousgo'wn
if I
breathed
her
name."
lUil
just
ing, Marion turned hack at thebefore
door leavand
said: "It zoas imported from the Kaiisas
corn-fehls. My sister Florence zvhipped
it up one evening, after milking the cozvs!"
CBS and NBC joining hands for thirty
minutes, during the second annual Radio
Show at the Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles, was an event in itself. But the whole
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show turned out to be something extra
special. There were fine performances by
Burns and Allen, Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor,
Don Ameche, Mack Gordon and Harry
Revel, Ken Murray, Mary Martin, Johnny
Green, Lum and Abner, Block and Sully
and many other radio high-lighters. The
show was emceed by Gary Breckner, Don
Wilson and Waiter Winchell.
Tops, however, for performances went
to Eddie Cantor and Jack Benny. Wiien
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy
couldn'tand appear,
re-takes,
Jack
Eddie due
rompedto picture
out in Maytitne
costumes, so as not to disappoint the audience. Jack was in a long rose-pink coat
suit with hat to match, while Eddie was
gowned in a delectable number of pale
blue, which set off his dark beauty to perfection. His hoop-skirt, however, nearly
broke
one of! Benny's legs as they swung
into a dance
-♦Presentationte n-yofear-old Maureen
singer, as QueenO'Connor,
of Radio thirfor
1937, was another highlight. Picked by
the
radio
editors
as
next
year's
Baby
Star,
they H'ill look after her career in a grouf^.
Small Maureen Z\.'as uhiiosl hidden on the
stage by her escort of beauty ivinners from
the Mid-Western universities. These goodlooking gals iL'ere picked out by a jury
composed of Al Jolson, Joe Penner, Eddie
Cantor, George Burns, Jack Oakie and Milton Berle. The boys call themselves the
"Comedians' Congress For Choosing
Comely Co-Eds."
EddiecomerCantor's
Helen Troy
is no tonew-be
to the airwaves.
She used

''WHY

Sally of Cec»7 and Sally — remember? 20th most of then are frequent visitors at the
Century-Fox are going to make a picture I3cnny home. Jack, it seems, doesn't get
of Cecil and Sally, so the other day they much opp'jrtunity to air his opinion of
called Helen over to make a test for the them. But he does at the broadcasts.
role. In a few days they sent her the There always are three or four of them
sitting in the
half-hour
message: "Sorry, you just don't look rehearsal
beforefronttherowshowand istheinterspersed
enough
like Sally." Helen's wondering
who's crazy.
with Jack's remarks to them. "So you
think y>)u'rc cute, because you're Mary's
When
that
Wake
L'p
and
Live
program
sister, huh?" or "Well, you may be Mary's
was broadcast recently, all the 20th Cen- aunt,
but you're just an aunt to me," or
tury-Fox Players were there in full regalia "Mary's
grandmother, eh? Can't see
— among
them
Alice
Faye,
Walter
Winwhere
got her
And the
chell and others. Just before the program loudest she
giggles
comegood
fromlooks
the I"relatives.
Ben Bernie received a wire from the spon-♦When Tony Martin sings at the radio
sor of the show : "Do you suppose that 20th
Century-Fox would allow us to squeeze in station, there arc alicays plenty oj pretty
girls
turned aiKtiy. due to Luk of luhets.
a mention of the American Can Company?" But three
hundred of ihein bad Ihcir chance
Little Ella Logan ca)i do a fezi' more to hear Tony
at the moz'ie siudio the othei
things besides zvarble a l()rch-S(>ihi. She day — and received
can — and does — support some licciity-eight
ing it. It zvas for afifteen
scene dollars
iu Sin.u for
and do-Be
people, all of them relatives! Soma are Happy,
in
zvhich
Tony
oi'd
Leolt
Ray
zvill
living here in Hollyivood zvith her, but be radio stars, and the gals icere needed
most of them are still back in Scotland.
"Thanks be for the iminigration laics," says for atmosphere.
Ella, "for oatmeal comes considerable
"Water,
withIt was
Charlie
Forsythwaterin everywhere
the middle .of. it!."
higher a bushel here in the States!"
Alibi Ike airing was over. The sound-effect
Just as the signal was given to indicate man
for the Lux Theatre was found up in
that the Community Sing program was
plying a mop with all the vigor
over, the other day, a voice was heard from ofhis abooth,
housekeeper, for Charlie had almost
the back ofturned
the auditorium:
"Hey, Barnett
Milt!" swamped
himself while supplying backEveryone
to see Vince
standing on his chair and madly waving to
E.'s and Helen
Chandler's
sceneground finor Joea rowboat.
Poor Charlie
had
attract Milton Berle's attention. "I was love
to
paddle
all
that
time
in
a
tub
of water,
just wondering," yelled Vince, "if I could with a flat stick, and engineer two
hefty
splashes when Joe and Helen got their
get my passes back!"
Mary Livingstone has more relatives ducking.
than you can shake a mike at. Though
—By LOIS SVENSRUD.
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Popular girls never risk offending.
Luxing underthings after each
wearing whisks away every trace
of Lux
perspiration
has noneodor.of the harmful
Offending...
SOME GIRLS are always losing alkali found in many ordinary
out on friendships— especially with soaps that may fade colors —
men. Though attractive generally, wear things out. With Lux there's
they offend others in that one un- no injurious cake-soap rubbing.
forgivable way — through perspira- Anything safe in water alone is
Avoid
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BEAUTY ADVICE
{^Continued from page 6)

life easy ! A laujih is their biggest excrtinn.
Xe.xt time ymi dine out, glance discreetly
atone,your
bill ofpleasingly
fare. Ten
it sheneighbt)r's
is more than
plump,to
you will find her energetically pursuing
cream soup and chicken a la kinu, right
down to a fudge sundae with marshmallows and whipped cream! To the left of
her you will f^nd the "puff of wind will
Miiw
her right
way" a Miss,
Ikt way
through
lettucedaintily
and picking
tomato
salad with sliced oranges for dessert!
How much better both of those neighbors would be if they would exchange
likes ! And you can develop likes — there
no doubt about that. Gladys Swarthout
luea^ PEDS, with or without stockings. With istliiuks
thin ! She has cultivated a taste
stockings they guard against heel and toe for simplicity.
anyone who takes
wear... prevent runs. Without stockings, PEDS just a little troubleShe cansayslearn
how delicious
banish that "naked" feeling when you slip broths, lamb, chicken and vegetables really
your feet into bedroom slippers, house or are — not to mention the myriad combinations of fresh fruit salads.
sport shoes. PEDS cover the foot completely
And you — who really need to count cal...yet will not show above shoe top.
ories and hold them down to the "merest
At hosiery counters of all 5c and 10c
nothing" — crispness
should open
yourvegetables
eyes to and
the
delicious
of fresh
stores and department stores.
lusciousness of fruits.
STANDARD Style for any shoe, mercerized lisle, 20c pair. theThere
is a lovely Fifth Avenue beauty
OXFORD Style for Oxfords, Hi-ties or Sport Shoes, 25c pair.
salon
that
is now that
featuring
"Matiere
'''^'"'^
°'
^'"^
WrAP
tT
CTDP nCHn stocking siz.es. Oet a pair today. vante" luncheon
*'^OIIiLLI
I wisha you
could \'iall
have — if just once. You would never again
★ HOUSE WEAR
scorn the vegetables after you have seen
the fascinating possibilities they have ! This
★ SPORTS WEAR
luncheon is composed solely of raw vegetables and fruits, and until you see it and
taste
it
you can't imagine
delightful
and soul-satisfying
a health howluncheon
can
be\"ivante"
! If youluncheon,
would like
to have
a "Matiere
I shall
be glad
to give
you the name and address of the salon.
SHOE-HI STOCKING SAVERS!
And you — who need to count calories and
make them add higher and higher — would
be interested in my weight-gaining bulletin.
A check on the coupon at the end of this
article — a self- addressed envelope — and it's
yours
!It takes
Exercise,
you inches
know, isoffthethegreatoverweight
normalizer.
and adds curves to the underweight. Of
course, <luring the winter months you
Send for this true story of a freckled
wanted to cling to your firesides, but now,
face
girl's
life. her
Learnhomely
how herfreckles
skin freckled
easily
—
how
made
with the spring and summer here, do beher self-conscious and miserable at fourstir yourselves and make up for lost time.
teen — how shesocially,
gave up hope of ever
being
The outdoor games and sports serve a
saw a popular
Stillman's ad. until one day she
double
purpose by giving you fresh air at
She purchased
a jar
of Stillman's
the same time you exercise. The summer
Freckle
Cream. Used
it nightly.
Herfreckles
ugly
embarrassing
sun
does
present some special problems of
soon disappeared, leavits own, though — and here is where your
r.rvnibye l\ '"S ^l*'" <:^ear, soft
beauty editor comes to your assistance.
OOOOoy
I have for you, this month, a generous
FRtCK.Lt^ I
\
It'sbeautiful.
" that
willa real
bringexperience
hopewordto sample
you
too,
reprinted
—tectiveabsolutely
— of adays
grandthe profor
word
in
lotion. Even free
on cloudy
sun
our"Goodbooklet
- bye
can
give
you
bad
burns,
so
use
it lavishly
Freckles.
at all times. This Iniinn is made nf iliirteen fine imp' nlfl "il^ and it will snHni
and soothe >nur skin at tlic same time it
O
D
S
c,%=?Ss7r.°»".
lir<jtc( ts. I \c it on f.K e and all exTHE BOOKLET
STILLMAN COMPANY
p..scd p.irts of the body. In fact, this loBox
II.
Aurora,
III.,
U.
S.
A.
tion is so delightful, you vv ill probably want
Name
Address
to use it all over. It is (|uick-drying and
non-greasy
and gives your skin a lovely,
satiny feeling!
There
is
no substitute for comfort, es's I
Stillman
FRECKLE
CREAM
pecially during the holiday play season. 1
78

am thinking you will be wanting to keep
a large supply of this grand lotion at hand !
So, lill out the coupon and get acquainted
with the free sample now !
Now that, with the aid of this lotion,
you can "take" the outdoors and exercise,
let's turn our attention again to Gladys
! In addition
toSwarthout's
her famousbeauty
voicesecrets
and beauty,
Gladys
Swarthout is known as being one of the
world's best-dressed women. Yet, study
her pictures. Her clothes are in exquisite
taste, it is true, but they are not startlingly
difTerent or exotic. It is her own posture,
grace and dignity that glorify any costume
she might wear ! And, so it may be with
you. Whether you wear a gingham pinafore or a frothy, filmy frock, you, too, will
be well dressed if you wear your clothes
with verve. How to acquire this dash?
Well,bodies.
that takes us right back to exercise
and
Stand up. Now sit down again. How
did you do it? Clumsily? Stiffly — with
protesting and creaking muscles? Yet,
countless times a day, you rise and seat
yourself! And so you could go through
the whole movement list. How much lovelier life, and you, would be if you would
awake to the possibilities your own body
possesses. Your body is always with you,
so why not train it to do your bidding?
Become posture-conscious. Not just while
standing or walking, but twenty-four hour
a day posture !
Gladys Swarthout's litheness comes from
her riding, badminton, swimming, and exercises. You may develop this same litheYou don't Swarthout
have to take
exercisesness. Gladys
does,thebutexact
you
should select activities you enjoy, so that
you
will really
"put isyourself"
execution.
Walking
a grand into
formtheirof
exercise all may take. Walk briskly. Be
conscious of yourself and your posture
while
walking.
You don't
have toyouhikeareacross
the country
withactually
a basket on your
just imagine
basket
is there
and head
hold— your
head up that
as though
it were. If this idea is a bit too prosaic
for some imaginations, then I would suggest
you described
follow theas "floating
has
been
a walking ribs."
exerciseThiswherein you visualize your ribs floating up and
out before you. Try it. You will be amazed
atinessthe vanishes
way you from
straighten
up and the jerkyour movements.
That a straight line is the shortest distance between two points is a geometrical
fact. It also is beyond dispute that economy
and simplicity of movement make up grace
and charm. Eliminate the body twisting and
wiggling and \ou have taken a long step
forward in pursuit of the body beautiful.
J-".conoiny of movement may sinind like a
far cry from summertime daintiness and
freshness, but I do feel that you will be interested inhearing about a new preparation
that combines three grooming requisites all
in one beautiful Iwttle! A combination eau
de cologne, dusting powder and a mild deodorant, al in one.
Likewise — there is an economy of efTort
(as well as of purse) in a certain delight-
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ful soapless shampoo I know. There is no
doubt about it being a nuisance to spend
hours over the shampoo on a glorious day.
But what else are you to do? Well, write
to me and find out about this time-andcnergy-saving shampoo. A few drops of
the shamiJoo, and you liave a beautiful
lather. Massage. Rinse the hair once.
Dry. Xo bother about lemon or vinegar
rinses, for there is no alkali to banish.
Now that you are becoming so posture
and figure conscious, you will most likely
note certain
especial
tention. "spots"
Give it to that
them!needThere
is oneatfigure fault that many many of you have
mourned over, and, now that short skirts
are the style once again, and frivolous shoes
are claiming their own, you are most anxious to do something aljout — large ankles !
Reducing ankles always has been a heartbreaking task, so I was delighted to come
across a tested e.xercise that really gives
results ! A simple exercise, too. One that
you can take while comfortably seated. One
that you can surreptitiously practice in the
movies, or while reading or at work, as well
assimply
at definitely
times.the You
cross your "set
kneesaside"
and, with
free
foot, describe a circle. Repeat this e.xercise several times every day. It would be
interesting to measure the ankles before
beginning and then check your progress.
Of
course, from
you know,
you don't
get doresults
overnight
exercises,
but you
get
results if you will stick to them !
You have reviewed the figure and posture
and painless ways of acquiring perfection
and
has one
said :likes
"Happiness
lies grace.
not in Someone
doing what
but in
liking what one has to do." I do hope that
you, myselves readers,
of yourand cultivatewillthetake
habitstock
of liking
the
things you should do. Then you will find
the pot-of-gold at the end of the rainlww —
"true
of form like
and perfume
spirit." to put
Therebeaut)'
is nothing
you in tune with the time, the place, and
the
It"s funyour
to change
to One.
complement
mood.yourTheperfume
gay,
spirited charm of Paris in the spring is
the inspiration for a delectable new perfume foursome. In this line you will find
a piquant, fresh, young scent especially
adapted to sports togs. There is a delicate
scent to strike a more subdued note for
informal afternoon or business hours. And
a romantic, languorous scent that is particularly appropriate for formal afternoon
occasions or dining out. Then, to lend
glamour and sophistication to your evening dccolletage, there is a heavier, more
exotic scent. Be sure to write for the
name of this delightful perfume foursome.
Your pin money can easily manage the set.
Mary
Biddle, Avenue,
RADIO STARS,
149 Madison
New York, N. Y.
Please send me the free sample of
the protective lotion.
Name
City.
P.S.Sugges

State .

Don't let your face become a desert! . . .prevent
destructive' 5/ci7i-f/ii7*5t" with OUTDOOR

GIRL face

powder — contains Olive Oil for your protection
Sucked dry by relentless sun and wind! The parched
Sahara sands show what happens when the vital
moisture of nature is lost
this from
same your
way, skin.
nature'sAs beauty-giving
moisture
is Instolen
early as 16, your
face
starts to dry — the charm of youth begins to fade.
Guard your precious complexion from dreaded
"Skin-thirst"' with Outdoor Girl Face Powder. By a
special patented process each fine flake carries a tiny
particle
Olive Oilsoto essential
keep it from"sponging-up"
the
natural ofmoisture
to a youthful skin.

J.OUTDCDR

GIRL

TJke ^aee pawdek. bimded uAtk OLIVE OIL
6
Six luscious shades of clinging loveliness,approved by beau^y experts, at
your
and department nearest
store, in drug
the large
size . . OUC
For
perfect
make-up
color
use Outdoor Girl Lipstick andharmony
Rouge.
Generous purse sizes at 10c stores.
Give yourself the Outdoor Girl Beauty Treatment today!
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H ^ _ forbottlethe with
large
comb-dip
neck
lo-cent stores. at all
Two formulas-regular (green) and the
new No. a (transparent and fast-drying).

TO GO PLfiCES
If you HnJ it difficult to
ltfe|> your liair just as you
■w-ant it, use Sujierset ~ tlie
easily a|ijilie J fast-Jryinswave
lotion fastidious women jjrefer. Nestle Sujierset sets
yourliair soyou can jio [places
. . .licefjs it soft and alluringtiolds it in p\:ice in a lovely,
natural way.
Sujjerset is made Ijy Nestle,
wlio oriijinated tlie ficrmanent wave. It is non-greasy,
doeswillnotnottecome
and
streal;. "tacky,"
It leaves
no-and-biai-kNestlelabelisyour
i'hhy dejiosit. Tlie yellow
;'>u:irantee of liair lo\-eliness.

mm
}/ waving
Cy AT
IjEAAajB
lotion;
HAIR KILLED FOREVER

APPROVED SANITARY f
PRDTECTiaN
io be Warn Internally ...
Once
youfreedom
have andknown
glorious
comfortthe
ofmethod
Holly-Pax,
the modern
of sanitary
protecnever it.go through
a periodtion, you'llwithout
internally,
Holly-Pax
isNoWorn
never
and pins
ncvershows.
fussingfelt,with
or belts.by
Holly-Pax
is
approved
the Bureau
of Feminine
giene. Package
of Four, Hy10c.
THE WIX COMPANY
Minneapolis — Los Angeles
hollu-Pax
AT 5 AND 10* STORES
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COULD STAND
{Continued jmiii haqc 25)

. acntial football materia! in the college,
which at that time figuretl prominently in
\\'est
did not Coast
call thefootball
young news.
stiKlent But
as didathleticnm.sic.
He preferred lingering over hi- wind instrnnients, .stndying tlie theory ol ninsic.
.\nd whenliy heplaying
horrit'iedpopiil.ir
the I'lmtlier-.
the
school,
ttines onof the
chapel organ, his mother agreed with him
that it was ahoiit time he (piit school and
gave himself in hody to what he alread\
had given himself in heart and sonl— his
music, an orchestra. In his jnnior >ear lie
left college. When he was sixteen he >\.is
$102.60thea items
week.neatl\'
In eleven
hemaking
had saved,
noted win . his'.s
account
books,
$850.
h"or,
allied
w ith musica
in this boy is, also, matter-of-factness,
sound business head derived, no <loul>t.
froin his merchant forebears.
Tony keeps accounts of everything. His
money, servhis
his his
emotions
he cones as hemoods,
conserves
finances.
His
main ambition,
now
realized,
was
to
establish a trust fund lor his mother and
stepfather, so that he can know, and now
does know, that they are safe.
The saxophone, then, was the beginning.
Now Tony plays the sa.xoplione, the bassoon, flute, piccolo, clarinet, piano, with
any
instrument
\-ou can
name
thrownwoodwind
in for good
measure.
He never
studied voice. He took only brief and
sketchy lessons on the sa.xoplione and
piano. Music oozes from the pores of his
skin. As we sat at luncheon in the Cafe
de Paris on the 20th Century-Fox lot, he
drummed rhythms on the tablecloth, sang
a snatch of Yankee Rose — seeined to be less
3 man than a inusical instrument, so finely
strung, and, like some bird of song, melodies pour from him, spontaneously.
It was when Tony was nineteen that he
knew, concretely, what he wanted to do,
to be. He had become associated with
Tom Gcrrin's Orchestrti, jilaying at the
Bal Tabarin
P'rancisco.
orchestra touredintoSanChicago.
This The
was the
first time that Tony ever had been out of
his native state. More, it was llie first time
lie ez'er had i/one to tlie theatre. And
v\hen he saw his first musical comedy, he
knew that his world was there, his life
work, his career — somehow up there among
dancing, color, song and, above all, the
shimmer of dancing notes, of music.
It was then that he began managing or
])laying vvitli the better orchestras, at the
World's Fair in Chicago, later over the
National Broadcasting Company's programs in San over
I"ranci-eo.
was
broadcasting
tlie In. Intry lO.U
Mnl,-ehe hour
and began to sing an (jet .isiuiial s<ing with
his orchestra. One of the heads of the
music department at M-C-M heard Inni
and was so impres.sed with the thrill and
timbre of that young tnale voice th.it he
induced Tony to come to Hollywood.
Nothing came of this trip. But four
years later, when he made a return trip,
things happened very swiftly. Tony got
an agent.
He signed
a six-months'
tract with RKO.
Somewhere
in that con-interval, in 1934, it was, he tested for the

HIM

part opposite Joan Crawford in Sadir
MeKee — but was counted out on the score
"f >outh. ^klusicals were slackening while
iie was with RKO and no picture presented itself for him. And at the end of the
>ix months he asked for and obtained a
release.
The 103(1.
releaseOn became
March 10th.
.March eft'ective
11th he
si-ned with 2(lili Century-Fox. What
'lappeiied
morning
March 11thwashis this
agent: On
calledthehim.
He toldof
the
l)o\'
to
he
ready
to
go
on
that
night
the Trneadero, with a show that includedat
liixie Dmiliar. "Fats" Waller and other
w ell known professionals. Tony told mc :
"I was pretty scairt. Most of the singing
I'd done
in front
of my Iorchestra, into had
whosebeenarms
and horns
could
erawl if the eggs and cabbages came flying 1 I'd never sung alone. But there are
times. }-on know, when you've got to hnmc
that you are good. If you can't know that
ofI knew
yourself,
I wasyou'regoodlicked
that before
night.youI start.
sang,
among others, You Hit the Sltot. Mr.
Zanuck was at the Troc' that night and
heard me. I must have been good," grinned Tony.a "Icontract
must have
I signed
then, 'hit
and theherespot,'
I amfor!
"Speaking of knowing you are good,
you've got to know that on the air! If
you don't, it comes right through the mike.
You've got to feel all heated up and alive
or it 'shows.' In pictures, it's different.
There are the face, tlie gestures, the scenery, other players, all kinds of distractions
to help out. On the air there is only one
thing — the voice. And unless you are
all primed and full of spring and alive,
you're
strong
man to sunk.
death, The
if hemike
dwellscan onscare
this.a George
Burns, when I was on tlie air with Burns
and .llleii. told ine what to do if ever I
flivved on the air. Missed a note, you
know, forgot the words of a song, anything like that. He told me to stop dead,
say to him: 'Well. Gei>r<ie, you'll have to
lilt ymir dialn^iiie Lniii/ht, I'l'C got to begin all nz-er again.' and just go on from
there. I've never done it yet — but I may
—no an\<ine
cover-upniiglit,
when atyouanyflivtime.
on theAnd
air. there's
There
it is, stark, irrevocable. All you can do
is admit it and begin over again.
"Something awful is due to happen to
me," said Tony, "sure as fate. Vor thus
far nothing has. I've always been lucky.
I've everything
always had I the
breaks.
always
had
wanted,
done I've
everything
I've wantefl to do. There have l)een no
stunihling blocks, tliorns or briers on my
path. ache,I'veliceiine\cr
had a secrethadsorrow,
disillusioned,
to turnheartthe
other cheek. The saxophone incident,
when I was eight, strikes the keynote of
my whole life. I wanted a saxophone. I
couldn't lia\e one. No? What happens?
.\ <lelin'|ii' lit aei ount 'pays' with a saxoplione.
the v\ay
been. may have
"The That's
fmly time
the it's
breaks
Iieen said to work against me was when
I made my first picture and was asked to
do the 'mouthing,' in a sequence to match
another fellow's singing. In other words,
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he actually sang the song, made the recording, and I just stood there and made faces
as though I were doing the singing. I didn't
neverWebstried
tomind.
keep Iitthink
dark. it'sThefunny
chap! wasI've Dick
ter, who sings at the Biltmore Bowl with
Jimmy
had many
a laugh Grier's
about orchestra.
it since. MyWe'vefavorite
song
is IV hen Did Vou Leave Heaven? which
I sang in Siiuj. Baby, Sing — next, always,
to Tony
Yankeeis not
Rose,in oflove.course."
Tony never has been
in love. Tony has gone out. had dates with
Frances Langford (Frances, Jack Oakic.
Fred -A.staire and Fred .-Mien are his radio
favorites, hy the way — and he says that no
one yet born can put over a song like Alice
Faye), Dixie Dunbar, and exclusively, as
everyone knows, with .Mice Faye. To;iv
will not, he says, go out with two girl> r.X
one time. He will not submit to what utlur
rising young stars submit — dates witii t\\ii
girls at one time, dates with this, that and
the other girl, for the sake of publicitx .
Tony will not, he said, talk about "my
romance w-ith Alice Faye." Win ? PHcaiise
there
isn't romance.
any romance.
There nc\er
has
been any
And unless
the lightning called Love strikes them now, there
never will be any "romance."
"We'rehavefinebeen
friends,"
always
and weTonystilltoldareme.and"Wewe
will continue to be, I hope. We have a lot
in common, everything in common. I like
Alice an awful lot and I think, I hope, that
she likes me. But there has never been one
iK'ord about marriage bcticcen us. Never."
get married.
saysTonyno doesn't
woman want
couldtostand
him. He Meis
moody. He likes to have his time to him-

self, do what he pleases with it. He likes
to go out with the boys, play poker, go to
the tights — things a woman wouldn't want
to do.eral years,
He ifdoesn't
to marry
for sevever. want
He wants
to work.
He
wants
to
sing.
He'd
like,
best
of
admitted, to travel with an orchestra all,
of hishe
own again. There is something about having
an orchestra, traveling with it, meeting all
kinds oftories,new
conquering
that is people,
in his blood.
Therenewmustterri-be
something to it, the adventure of it, perhaps.
For the nostalgia for an orchestra is in
the hearts of all the boys who ever had one
— Buddy Rogers, Fred Mac Murray. Tony —
^\'he^ I said : "But this marriage busines — what will you do if you fall frantically, head over heels in love? Really in
love?
What then?" Tuny, liis white teeth
"Then."
fla>hin'; in grinned
the >oniehinv Italianate darkne>s
his orlace,wanted
"then toitdoW(.inldn't
matteror
what ofI (lid
or thought
theorized. \Mien you fall frightfully in
love. Fm sure, everything goes black. And
you
dissol:\'
rightPeace
into and
the front
room
of a /(J/'
Justice
of the
pan slowly
into a tico-shot of a silly-looking groom
and a bewitching bride — and that's that !
"Fd have
to find
said Tony,
would
boss me,
ordera girl,"
me around,
tell mc"whoco
get out of bed in the morning, or else — I
like strong-minded girls. I like independent
girls. I like militant girls. The instant a
girl
'Vou says
order toforme.me.w Ihenwantwe're
to eatdining
what ont\ou :
want
to
eat,"
I
die
!
Or,
if
she
asks
me what
what
I want to do. or begs me to tell her
to do — Fm through. The clinging vine t> pe
has no appeal for me. scares me to death.

I'm glad
was borntheinwomen
this age.
could
never
haveI endured
who Ifainted
atweresightweakof and
a mouse,
'fainting spells,'
waily.hadA mother-complex,
Iminded
guess.woman.
My mother
is
a very
She always
was strongplenty
firm with me. She told me what to do and
how to do it and she meant what she said
and I knew it. And liked it. I still like it.
I still want a woman to tell me what to do.
I'm used to that kind of a woman and I
couldn't lie e. intent, or even in love with
any otlu-r kind.
''.\1>,). when ..r if I dn marry f which
same
I certaiid_\niiilaling
the cultminist^
haveamdnuvnntmy Mitt
eMiiteni]
ilating—
fur niei, Fil like to marry a Hollywood
girl, a girl in pictures or radio. Know
why? Uli iu-c if a girl in this business
falls in Imvc w ith a felluw and marries him,
it's heeau^e she !ii\e- liini and lor no other
don't have
toreason.
marry. (..irl>
They nican this
take !)usiiie>>
care of themselves,
have everything
they
want.
That
very youindependence of nidtive appeals to ine.
see. For when the\ dn fall in love, yuu can
be sure it's luve and nothing else but.
"Right ni'W I have niy Imnse in Beverly
Hills.of Ime.havecouk>a h'ilipinu
who food
takesI
care
me the buy
Chinese
luve. thevoritepotato
pancakes
which
are
my
vegetables I I even know what I wantfato eat. \uu see. Bv the time this storv appears I'l be on the HoUyzi'ood Hotel Hour
and"I that's
suinething
was born
knowingI certainly
what I want.
wanted, I
guess. And I know that I've got it. I'm
one
happy andand onethere's
such hundred
thing as percent
one hundred
percentno
— is there?"

THE BOySTHIMK ITiS
A T>ANIC! ANN NEVEft
WAT) HER POWDEIi PUFF
OUT OF HER HANP
AT THE PANCE

HER skin's SO SCRATCHY
THAT^ WHY... SHE
OU&HT TO TRY mVi
VANISHINGIT MELTSCREAM.
SKIN SMOOTH

Lac
looth
Milhi. inke
cam . . .
and
s Van-will
look stay.
'just der
IT UKIVtS a girl nearly fratitie when powder won't go on smooth — won't sl<iv onl
No worries like this if you use Pond's Vanishing
Cream! has
".\ the
keratolvtic
ishing Cream)
ability tocream
melt (Vanawav
dried-out, dead surface cells," a famous derm
a
t
o
l
o
g
i
s
t
s
a
y
s
.
"New
cells
come
into
— smooth and soft. The skin takes onviewa
fresh, softened appearance instantly.'"
This smooth, new skin takes make-up
beautifully. Dry, rough skin can't. Easy to

see whyishingpopular
girls aludepend
Van(!ream. They
tiys useon itPond's
for perfect
make-up
before
a
date,
'^'ou'll
(ind
it
wonders for your skin. too. I se it does
For Powder
\ film of away.
Pond's MakeVanishing CreamBase
melts— llakiness
up stays wonderfully smooth!
For Overnight— I se after cleansing. Not
greasy. Mornings, your skin is soft.
For Protection — .\pply before long hours
out of doors. V our skin won't rough up!

8 - Pi Rush
H0M)\S.8-pie>-r
Dcpt.ORS-VG.Climon.Coan.
package rontaininj;
Cream.
penerouH
t»anipl«!*
<»fVanishing
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Package
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PoiiiI'k Crranis
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NOTHING
THE
Compare

E N D U R A KEEPS YOUR
HAIR LOVELY, ALLURING
PERMANENT WAVE THOSE
STRAGGLY END CURLS
those unrulv end and side
Enduraandpermane
curls
makes -■espresent
permanent last twice
asso long.
Endura
is
so
eas)to use,heatso orinexpensive,
certain. Without machines,
electricity
home
while
you
w
ork
or
read
or
even
sleep;
s no
trouble at all More than 100,000 women it have
changed to this modern w ay to lovely, lasting waves.
A COMPLETE PERMANENT $1.00
The large-size
50 curlers.
Everything you needEndura
for a gives
completeyou home
permanent.
Endura is featured at drug, department and
5 and 10c stores. If your dealer ca
not supply you, ask him to order i

THE ENDURA CORPORATION
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
APPROVED
WAY TO
TINT
GRAY
HAIR
9 Quickly
and safely
youof can
tint brown
those streaks
of
gray
to
lu.strou.s
shades
blonde,
or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does
it. Used
and
approved
for
over
twenty-four
years.
Guaranteed
harmless.
Activewaving
coloring
is purely andvegetable.
Cannot affect
of hair.agentEconomical
lasting
— will notpears.wash
out.
Simply
retouch
as with
new gray
apImparts
rich,
beautiful
color
amazing
speed.
Easy
to
prove
by
tinting
a
lock
of
your
own
hair.
BROWNATONE
is
only
50c—
at
all
drug
and
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
SECRETARIES, STENOGRAPHERS
and TYPISTS —Become An Expert
STENOTYPIST
Stenotypisls
today'sStenolype's
preferred
jobs and speed,
betterwin pay.
machine
make yovor workaccuracy
faster, andbetter,ease
easier
— and welcome
you get thethiscredit.
Executives
ma- ^
chine
way man
of taking
dictation
— faster^is easy
than any
can talk.
Stenotypy
to learn — easy to write — easy to read. We train
you
thoroughly
at
home
in
your
time — at free
low
cost and on easy terms. Write spare
lor interesting,
booklet,
"Stenotypy,
theicsNewin Stenotypy
Profession,"and describing
the
many
o[)iKjrlunil
telling
how you may rnnsi'T it Mjc<f ssful!y,
THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
Dept. 71II-ST, 4101 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
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BUT

TRUTH?

the answers of your favorites
Jack Fulton: "What types of songs do
you like best to hear?"
If you could ask your fan audiMeriI could
Bell : make
"/<.- there
any change
you
ence one question,
it be? what would
think
to improve
my present
acticities on the air?"
Eddy Duchin: "What suggestions for
Harry \'onis Zella :drfiiiifc
"Do youpart\ccl ofthatyour
the
anniuinccr
the improvement of my band have you?''
favorite programs, or do yon loo!^- upon
Marion T alley: "How am I doing?
And do I inspire a love of music in you?"
him as a ')icccsary cvil'f"
Frank Parker: "It wouldn't be a quesGeorge Burns: "Hon- are the children?"
tion. Itwould be a statement — 'Thanks!'"
Art ]'an Harvey: "Wliat particular
Virginia Verrill: "Would you rather moods or characteristics do you like about
hear me sing ballads or rhythm songs— my character — which ones don't you like?"
and why?"
Joan Blaine: "Do you like actresses
Lennie Haytoii: "Jl'hat is there about best when they are simple and sincere and
natural — or do you prefer them
my orehestra that yon don't like/ (I fii/ure quite
when they are simply glittering with
the ijood parts eon l>e left alone.)"
you any
suggestions
to Jaek
make Pearl:
which "Have
might help
me prepare
my
Milton Berle : "How long udll you conprogram so that you would derive more glamour?"
tinue to laugh at my gags?"
enjoyment from it?"
Jaek Oakie: "Do you think I'm getting
Shep what
Fields:
can't helpthinks
but want
know
each"I listener
of myto fat, or is the light bad here?''
Loretta Lee: "Have you ever bought
little brain-child, Rippling Rhythm."
any of the products sold by my sponsors
Joe Cook: "// ivouldn't he a qnestio)i. because I was on their radio programs?"
Fd invite him out to dinner."
Phillips Lord: "Which do you prefer —
Tom Hotcard: "Which type of comedy musical
or dramatic - programs — and zi'hy?"
do you prefer — gags or situations?"
Curtis
Arnall: "How do you like tlie
Abe Lyman: "I would like to know the
ten favorite songs of-♦- each listener."
commercials?"
Willie Morris: "What type of song do
Would you be willing to give up
radio entirely for a screen or
you like best?"
stage career?
Leo Rcisnmn: "How do you do?"
Richard Himber: "What do you think
of
(I'm only
Edgar Bergen : "/ am more interested in
but me?
incidentally,
is my kidding,
program ofjustcourse)
what radio
because there is so Utile stage -a-ork
and
so unrelial^le.
I'enl riloqnist
.I
am
limited
in pieliiresAsto aluiiig
a specialty
youIreene
want?"Wicker: "II' hat ean I do that
ieould most improve my program — for or to a short scene."
enjovabilitv, educationally and shozvmanEd ll'ynn: "For personal reasons only,
I i)refer the stage to any other medium. I
IVillson:
"Why ofdotheyouonestand
forMeredith
the countless
imitations
and was on it exactly 30 years before I en' Waring Glee Club?"
onlyship'r
superlative
radio." "No, because in my case
PhilteredHarris:
Horace Heidi: "How much happiness I feel that radio is much more suited to
are we bringing you? Happiness should my talents and gives one a much wider
be the goal of all entertainment. Per- scope than the stage, or even the screen,
formers are governed by emotions — they
sing and play from their hearts, and if can offer."
Veinita : "No — (j^ / feel there are
they make people happy, that's what brings so Benay
ivho todon'tthe goradio.
to theRadio
moviesis
but many
Tt'//(i dofanslisten
them happiness."
the most important lliing for any artist,
.'\nne
Seymour:
"What
do
I
do
on
the
air, in the ivay of mannerisms or tricks,
andRusspictures
next." "Ra<lio will make me
Morgan:
that you don't like?"
Del Casino: "Is my singing intimate?" more famous than screen or stage. Wlieii
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I become big enough, the screen and stage
will come to me."
Kenny
Baker:as an"Absolutely
not. mediThe
value
of radio
entertainment
um is greater than the stage and screen
combined."
Edgaran Guest:
"Am the
in noability
senseandof the
word
actor. Lack
the
art. Too late noz^- to learn a nczc profession."
Adela I Rogers
first and
few
weeks
would St.
haveJohns:
given "The
up radio
gone back entirely to newspaper and magazine work. But radio grows on you, and
soon you can't imagine being without it."
Johnny
Green:
"The toonlygivecareer
for
which
I would
be willing
up radio
entirely would be that of composing, on a
respectably lucrative basis and in a spot
where I could write the kind of music
that I want to write."
Bide Dudley: 'Wo. It's better to be
heard but not seen."
Ed Fitzgerald:
"Give inuptheradio?
Carole
Lombard were
same Sure,
moomif
pitcher with me."
ElsieworkHitz:
"No.it upI entirely.
am too Itfondwouldof
radio
to give
be perfect to be able to do a play and
radio."
Richard Crooks : "No. Radio isn't entirely abusiness zvith me, but a means of
reaching people, finding out H'hat they
want, and trying to give it to them."
Allen Prcscott: "It would depend on the
circumstances, of course, but I don't think
I'd
give upthereradio,
kind of
workeversucceeds
bettersincethanmyanywhere
else."
"No, I feelto that
gaveRalph
me myKirbery:
first opportunity
fulfillradio
my
hopes of a singing career and I would
never, as long as I am able to sing, want
to give it up."
Cold Cream helps
Helen Broderick : "Xo. The combina- Woodbury's
tion makes for a terrific follozi'ing — that to guard from blemish and to
soften lines. Vitamin D ingredient
is, if you are good."
stimulates the skin to breathe
Roscoe
Turner:
"Radio
work
is
more
like flying than anything else I have ever
are unfriendly to the delicate
found. I like it— don't know whether I GERMS
■ skin. Just waiting for some crack
would have the same feeling about the
in its surface to set up a blemish-infecscreen and stage."
tion. So use a beauty cream that is
Duke
Ellington
:
"/
zi'ould
not
Zi'ant
to
germ-free
. . . Woodbury's Cold Cream!
give up radio entirely, because it means a
Less chance for germs to cause ugly
lot to me and my orchestra. I am not an
blemishes when Woodbury's softens your
indiz'idual
performer,
personalmeanappearances on screen
or stageso zcould
little skin. This cream arrests germ-growth.
to me li'ithout a band behind inc."
And tainsnowanotherWoodbury's
Creamthatcon-all
protective Cold
element
is the best skins need . . . Sunsliine Vitamin D. VitaandSedley
mostBronni:
direct "No.
mediumRadio
of expression
up the quick-breathing
•here ofis,what
as farother
as I'mfields
concerned.
Regard- processmin D ofwakes
skin cells. And when the skin MAIL forlO-PIECE COMPLEXION KIT!
\'ss
of entertainment
endeavor I might invade. I would always breathes fast, takes up o.xygen quickly, It contains trial tubes of Woodbury's Cold and Facial Creams;
it retains its youthful vigor.
want to remain in radio."
guest
WoodburjSend 'siOtFacial
Soap;mailing
7 shadescosts.Woodbury's
Facial- sizePowder.
to cover
Address
Cold Cream to keep John
H.Woodbury,
Inc.,
6779
.\Ifred
Shirley Lloyd: "It depends on the con- yourUseskinWoodbury's
Ontario. Ohio.
soft, young-looking, clear. Use (In Canada) John H. Woodbury. Ltd., St.,Perth.Cincinnati,
tract offered, but I would try to keep my
radio contacts and make regular appear- \^ oodbury's Facial Cream as a powder S(reel_
ances over the air. Contacts made over base, to hold make-up smoothly. Each
the air are so much more intimate with of^these lovely creams $1.00, SO?*, 25c, City
your audience."
\QC in jars; 25(', \Q( in tubes.
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. . SHE

KEPT HER CHIN
(Cuiitiiiiicd from page 21)

arransfuicnts, to build up a personal way
of putting over the current popular songs.
Because her parents wanted it, she started college, at U. C. L. A. .At some small
college,
what Imt
-he
wanted, Shirley
for shemight
is a have
naturalloundstudcnl,
the vastness of this great institution discouraged her. She loathed the sororityfraternity madness that dominated college
life,
was
unutterably
bored by the endless
Tlie surest way to please your teas, ami got nothing out
of sitting in some
baby at mealtime is to feed him
aii(lit<u-iuni,
listening
to thehear.
droning of
Heinz Strained Foods! Try avastprofcsMir
she
could
scarcely
them
yourself.
bound
Si\ niunihs of it was all she c<juld bear.
like their
naturalYou'recolor—
preferto
their "garden" flavor. Heinz But she liad worked with a cUege musihelped her with arraugecooks thetables andcountry's
finest vege- nients.cian,andwiio liad
fruits scientifically,
felt increasingly confident
V. ith drytheir
steam,valuable
in sealedvitamins
kettles. that she wasshegetting
somewhere with her
Thus
Putting
school days ondefinitely
beand minerals are retained in singing.
hind
her.
she
concentrated
developing
high
degree—
cooked
out! Your
grocer
has hi,1 2 never
kinds her own iiersonality as a blues singer,
realizing tliat originality would be her
ofpay Heinz
Strained forFoods.
no premium
their You'll
extra strongest card. Cira(luall\- the family was
won (i\ er, urged her more and more to sing
quality!
is a i)arl
of .'^hirley's
to do her
Guard
liesth al\\a>
s, under
whatevercredo
circumstances,
health— your
look forbaby's
these
aiid -lie worked as hard for her family
two Safety Seals...
and frieuds as she would have for the co\eted audition. Thus, when her chance
came, she was ready.
.\sked to sing at a Hollywood party, she
siejiped forward simply, very nonchalantHEINZ
1\, and sauii, refusing to let herself become
nervous o\er the fact that Cnis Arnhcim
STRAINED FOODS
and Sid drauman were among the guests
listening to her.
.\riiheini. a pojiular West Coast orchestra
leader, w;is so impressed that he gave her
an audition and signt'd her to a ninemonths'
contract. She
abhorred and foresworn
nightalways
clubs, had
but singing
in the l)est hotels with this famcjus orchestra was just the opportunity she had been
liopiui; for. It ought, she thought, to give
her the entree to ])ietures that was still
her ,i;oal.
And she was right. M-G-M scouts saw
her when she was singing at a Beverly
Hills liotel, signed her, and slie felt she
was. at last, definitely started on the right
No More "Dead-Arm'
road.
Ironing^
Bui tlie peppy little fighter had the hardest battle of her young life on lier hands —
site had to play that most exhausting, most
discoiu-aging game — she had to sit on the
sidelines and wait. For, once having recognized her talents and ch.arm, the studio
officials made the same mistake they have
made with others, notably Nelson Eddy
and Deanna Uurbin. Having bound her
to a contract, they proceeded to forget her.
When she had sat arotmd for a year,
appearing only occasionally in small parts.
New
"^'ork scouts saw a bit of iters, liked
Learn to press things
itIn andspitedecided
put her on she
Locw'swas circuit.
quickly to
herto greenness,
a hit,
gleaming perfection and studioofofficials
were .so impressed, they
wired
for
her
immediate
retinii.
■We hopenovathistomessage
for modern
you the seemed like Opportunity with a big O, atIt
decision
turn, to may
changebringto this
powdered starching and ironing compound. last,
for they wanted her to play the leadIronsgetnever
stick, ortheyringsdon'tas with
brownsolidthings
and
ing role in Broadway Melody. Shirley reyou
no spots
starches.
turned with high hopes — oidy to find that
We, The Hubinger Co., number 401, Keokuk,
had changed their minds, converted it
Iowa will send our little proof packet. Simply they
write for "That Wondtrful Way To Hot Starch". into a dancing picture and slie was out!

UP!

Another year of idleness followed, and
anyone less determined, less firm of purpose than Shirley, would have been ready
to quit. But she had a good friend in
Piernie H_\ man, M-(i-,\! producer, and he
was determined she should have a ciiance.
Through him. site secured ? part in The
Devil Is a Sissy. Shirley was delighted,
so much so that when Paramount sought
her out and offered iicr the leading role in
'J'lie Bl,; Broadcast of 1937, she turned it
down.
But and,
they after
wouldn't
take the"no"script
for
an answer,
reading
and conferring w ith Hyman, the great decision was made, Shirley was released
from her contract and cast her lot with
Paramount.
It was a chance — and another challenge.
-\iid this time her ability was recognized
and a jiart meiudiately, Ilidraa'ay
Girl followed
and Waikiki Wedding
next. imAt the completion of this picture, she
was told she could have a part on the
Caiiiphell program if she wanted it.
The tide has definitely turned. It will be
a long time before Shirley knows idleness
again. Right now, between pictures, s!ie
is able to gi\e a lot of time to her radio
work. On Thursday, for instance, she
meets her co-workers to plan the next
week's over
program.
She chooseswithher Gordon
songs,
goes
arrangements
Jenkins, her arranger, and Lud Gluskin,
the orchestra leader. She rehearses arduously on Tuesday and again on Wednesday
with the cast and finds time to study at
least two hours at home on Monday and
Tuesday. When the new picture starts,
she ulewillinto the
have,other.
somehow,
to fittothishaveschedShe plans
two
pianos, one on the lot and one in her dressi
n
g
r
o
m
,
a
n
d
the
rehearsing
will
have
be done at Paramount instead of the CBSto
studio. A heavy schedule, but she is
young and healthy and she loves it!
"I am too newly arrived to relax for a
moment,"
said earnestly.
for
instance, isshea tricky
business. "Radio,
You never
know who is listening in, but you can albe sureopinion
someonematters,
important
onewayswhose
now is.or Somelater.
Who will remember when you gave a bad
performance or were on a poor show. One
bad radio program, one careless perform.\\k\ance,socan ruin
to hertwonewcareers!"
career, Shirley gives
tlie same care, the satne concentration she
has gi\i n (he other. She has a charming
stage |)n seiiic and throws herself into her
song, is as peppy and provocative when
working lie fore the mike as she is before
the camera.
And I have no doubt that, when it comes
to marriage, these same qualities will be
exertedcess shetowants
make it that
to he.relationship the sucMeanwhile,
she
to lead
normal home life withcontrives
her mother
and afather
and \ounger sister in tiieir beautiful home
in the Hollywood hills, with one of the
city's lightloveliest
to addgolfto with
their her
dein life. \iews
She plays
father, enjoys badminton, likes just being
out of doors. She is sensible enough to
be aware of the difficulties in atteiupting
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to lead a natural, simple life niKkr the
stress and strain of pictures and radio
work, but her family has been a tremendous help. When she comes home tired
and inclined to be temperamental — or
merely
to calm hot-tempered
her down. — they know just how
Can she, Shirley wonders, count on as
much understanding and sympathy from
a husband ?
"I've always thought,"' she confessed,
"that it would be much wiser for me t
marry an older man. perhaps even a nia i
who has been married before. I know I
will take some handling ! And two people
having to learn how to adjust themselves
to marriage would be an alimxt iniiiossilile
situation in my circumstances. A man w ho
had been marrietl l.iefore would he able to
foresee difficulties anrl to a\oid them, would
know how to manage a wnman 1
"Andtant forIhim
havetoalway^
impor-of
be in thouuht
a similarit line
work, in order to understand the demands
on my time. It is the time element that
presents
the greatest
1 might
have
to work
one nightdifficulty
and he— the
next,
and he would have to Ije very patient to
put up with a situation like that.
"I don't mean
I expectto allbe theon understanding and that
the giving
his
side — I mean to do my part ! Living at
home, as I do, has taught me a lot, has
helped me to keep my feet on the ground.
Marriage is a very serious business and,
when I marry, I am determined to do my
best to make a go of it."
Shirley's
best oughtAndto she
be has
guaranty
enough
of happiness.
been
luckv in finding a man who seems to

WHY

seems safe to predict that the security,
the breadth of understanding that the
>oung
actressthatneeds,
for the these
askin.i;. .And
she are
will hers
appreciate
<iualities seems ecjually evident.
Shirley has moderate tastes. Although
she dresses very smartly, she dresses sima coupe
of a well-as
knownply, too.
makeShe anddrivesdrives
as efficiently
she does everything else. Her father
handles her finances, but she is well aware
of the value ol money and careful in iier
spending. There are m.iny doll.ir hooks
on her library shehes, hut lin y an- el.issics,
books of proven wortli. ami they are well
read. With nione\- sense. >he has that
larger sense of values that will give her
abusiness.
proper perspective in love as well as in
When she has enjoyed success for a
while and been able to relax a bit, to let
up on the terrific struggle she feels is still
After presenting his CBS Amafeur
essential in order to hold and better her
Hour, Major Edward Bowes finds
but recently aehiexed place in the limerelaxation in a game of solitaire.
light, she will want more time for travel,
for stndw for her h(>me — and for the boy
uirl
that are a part of that particular
tiieasure up to her ideals, to fit beautifully and
the picture her imagination already had dream.
created.
And I feel that if anyone could make
For the man who escorts her to broad- a go of marriage in the hectic moviecasts and rehearsals, who keeps her sup- town atmosphere, Shirley is the one to do
plied with gardenias for the shows, is an it. And just because she will make a
older man. He is a musician, an ex-pilot, business of it, will give herself to it as
and he has his own well-established place ardently as she gives herself to her work
in pictures, which gives them a common on the screen and <in the air.
Whatever is worth having is worth
background, many similar tastes and interests and a firm basis lor the rich com- fighting for — and when Shirley marries,
panionship -Shirley feels marriage should you may be sure her marriage will come
be. He is quiet, rather shy, but his adora- first and her gallant fighting qualities will
tion of Shirley is for all to read, and it make it a success.

DID HE CALL ME
I HEARD JACK SAY I WAS A
COLD
GIRL"PARTIES
AND NO
GOOD WEATHER
ON SUMMER
if IM SORRY HE HURT YOU,
ALICE_BUT YOU SHOULD BE
MORE CAREFUL
'7 WEATHER
N HOT

WHAT GLORIOUS
LATHER- 1 NEVER
eryoys
freshness
II HOW
DO YOU
KEEPlasting
FELT SO THOROUGHLY ^^y^M'c^
SO FRESH
AND
CROSS
MY HEART.
CLEAN IN MY
DAINTY
IN
ALL
JUST
REGULAR
LIFE
THIS HEAT? LIFEBUOY BATHS !
^/

1
S2

COLD

WEATHER GIRL"?
BUT ARE YOU USING
CONTAINS A SPECIAL
AM VERY LIFEBUOY? WE ALL LIFEBUOY
PURIFYING INGREDIENT NOT
NEED ITS VERY
CAREFUL!
I
IN OTHERSOAPS
WELL-KNOWN
BATHE EVERY SPECIAL PROTECTION
TOILET
IF IT REALLY
SINGLE DAY IN HOT WEATHER
6'\
=i
^
ILL "b.O."
TRY JANE,
IT I
\ STOPS

AND YOUR SKINS

that comes from
/ SMOOTH AS
usingtoo!lifebuoy, ' \
1IFEBUOY freshens, clears, helps condition dull, tired skin... And
^ it really flatters skin already lovely . . . For Lifebuoy is viild'.—
More than 20'!v milder by test than many so-called "beauty soaps"
andDo"baby
you soaps."
know that more
American women — men an
children,
too
use Lifebuoy
for
the bath than— any
other soap?
It's a fact — revealed when 8
leading magazines questioned
1:20,000 women!
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There's A New
Thrill To Skin
When cleansed with this
amazing beauty treatment

AFRAID OF HER LUCK
{Ci'Ulinurd front pagi^ 31)

Dragonette fans would say.
"Of course
Motherpleasure
was delighted.
Shecould
enjoy the
of my being
chosen to be star without having the worry
of all the other things. You see, I realized
the job I had to do. I knew there would be
much talk this way and that, some good,
some bad. But I am happy to say that of
all the stacks of fan mail which I have had
since singing on Cities Scrz'icc. only two
letters have been unfriendly. And we all
figure that both those notes were from the
of those notes was a valentine sent
sameOne person."
to Lucille. Although she says she does
not worry about it, the comic valentine
EVERYWHERE
are ravinfithatabout
thrillinil,
new women
beauty
cleanser
leavesa must have made a deep impression on her,
the
unbelievably
soft, itsmooth
and
allurin;!.
for she went to great lengths to explain
Itwonders
isskincalled
Lavena,
and
works
such
beauty
what it was and how it did not fit her at
because
it removes
is utterly every
neutraltracein action.
For,
while
Lavena
of
dirt
all.
She still maintains the defensive attiand
make-up—
It
does
not
dry
the
skin
as
do
herself. She has not yet learned
lirtually
use today. ALL alkaline cleansing methods in to taketude about
such minor things on the chin, and
let them roll off unnoticed. She still has
Do
These
2
Simple
Things
Daily
Simply mix Lavena
toyoura creamy
the outlook of an ingenue.
smoothness
andimmediately
rubwithon warm
gentlywithwater
witha wash
finfter
Born in Newark, New Jersey, Lucille
tips. Remove
cloth
dipped
in
warm
water.
Do
not
use
soap
or
cold
Manners has had but one thought before
cream. Then see How
how beautiful,
refreshed your
skin looks.
how
velvety
soft
her
— a singing career. Her mother was
it feels.
determined to make her daughter a singer.
Over
4
million
packages
of
When
Lucille was two years old, she was
Lavena have
already
amazing
Get aproduced
package taught nursery songs, her mother accomfrom
yourresults.
drug,week's
depart
panying her on the piano. That was before
thrill and delight you.trial
Lucille Manners came into being. Her
name at that time was Marie McClinchy.
Lucille was born with a singing voice,
having inherited it from her mother and
her grandfather. Although neither of them
was a professional, they sang in church
choirs, were soloists in charitable festivals,
NEED ^vi,^*
Lucille's grandfather sang with a German
quartet. But he was over-modest about
his voice. He would not sing even at
home where his family would hear him.
Lucille's mother was determined that her
daughter should be a professional singer,
that nothing in the world should stop her.
However,
Lucille's
singingLiterrupted
was inter-by
rupted when she
was three.
pneumonia which almost cost her life. Only
by tedious and unfailing care was she
saved. During her convalescence her lungs
were found to be weak. In order to
strengthen them, it was necessary for her
to blow into large tubes.
"That really was the beginning of my
"painting"
yoor
singing unusually
training," strong,
she laughs.
white shoes. Clean
became
which "My
is a lungs
great
them white safely
nowbreathwhencontrol.
it is necessary
to
have
perwith Shu-Milk. It absolutely help fect
I believe that early
removes
dirt,
won't
rub
off
and
will
strengthening
of
my
lungs
has
helped
me
not mat buck or suede. Guaranteed best
ever used or your money refunded. as When
much asLucille
any one
was thing
sixteen,since."
she spent her
summer vacation from school working to
earn ideamoney
for singing
lessons.
the
of working,
so much
so that"I Iliked
did
not return to high school for my senior
year," shemoney,
continues.
was grand
earning
to be "It
building
a fundto forbe
future singing les.sons. Of course, it was a
that too
I didn't
year,
PILATORY shame
it did seem
bad notgo tobackfinishthathighlastschool
Dpopular DE
Today's
mostevery
&ME
eliminates
trace depilatory.
of hair. As Instantly
delightwhen
I
ha<l
so
little
longer
to
attend,"
she
ful
as
your
choicest
cold
cream.
Simply
adds a little wistfully.
spread on and rinse off . Ask dealer or write
The
next
few
years
were
spent
by
LuMddameBertbe.
S62
Fifth
Ave,
New
York
I
I cille either typing in an office or singing.
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Every moment away from the typewriter
was devoted to music. Even lunch hours
were taken in auditioning, later in fifteenminute broadcasts. Fired from one office
because they felt she spent too much time
singing, Lucille was undaunted. She took
other jobs, keeping them as long as they
did not interfere with her beloved music.
For five years, her life was spent in a tireless effort to become a professional.
During this time she became a member
of the Opera Club of the Oranges, a semiprofessional club of music lovers in New
Jersey. Her first operatic role was as a
member of the quartette in Rigolctto. It
is a true saying that a busy person always
has time to do one more thing. Lucille
Manners, at this time, never refused to do
anything which was connected with music.
It is surprising
five-foot such
girl
should
have beenthatablea slight,
to withstand
a strain. Seldom did she allow herself
more
or six hours'
at night.
It wasthanas five
a member
of thesleep
Opera
Club
that she met her teachers, Louis Dornez
and his wife,
interested in theBetsy
tinyCulp.
blondeThey
withbecame
the huge
voice. Mr. Dornez was singing for the
National Broadcasting Company and he
procured an audition for Lucille. Accepted,
she was given a few guest spots, but there
was not enough revenue for her to be
able to give up her daily job of stenographer in Newark. Finally her teacher
realized that the years of hard work with
little rest were beginning to tell on the
tiny person. He begged NBC to give his
star pupil a sustaining program, which
would mean a steady income. They agreed
to do so. It was at this time that Marie
McClinchy became Lucille Manners.
"I hated the thought of changing my
name. But Mr. Dornez said that McClinchy
would be too difficult to understand over the
air, that I must have a simpler name. NBC
was adamant about my having another
name. Mr. Dornez had known a successful singer whose name was Manners, so
he thought it would bring me good luck.
I had taken his advice on everything up
to then, so I said to him: 'If you say so.
all right,'
I was told
I could
not
be MarieThenPlanners,
that that
it was
not
euphonious, that I would be known henceforth as Lucille Manners. I was heartgrandmother's
name Buthadagain,
been
Marie andbroken.I Myhated
to give it up.
I bowed
to Mr.
decision."
The next
two Dornez'
years were
a heaven on
earth to Lucille Manners. She moved to
New York City, bringing her mother and
father with her. Mr. McClinchy had
been in the hat business in Newark and
now he transferred his job to New York,
to make life easier for his only and adored
daughter. Lucille had her own sustaining program over the NBC networks. She
was guest star on several programs. She
was on Mnrning Parade, a daily sustaining program. She became a featured singer
on tiic Viennese program of Hugo Riescnfeld, the same man who now is in California working on motion picture scores.
With guest appearances and sustaining
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programs, Lucille was happy — but there
was a little yearning, too. She kept wondering when she would make that jump to
the place coveted by all radio artists — the
sponsored program. One night, when she
was making a guest appearance on the old
Pab-0 program, an executive of that same
advertising agency which handles Cities
Service, heard her sing One Night of
Lore. He and his wife were having dinner and both remarked on the beauty of
the voice which was coming out of the
loudspeaker. NBC was called on the telephone at once. "Who was that girl singing on the Bab-0 program?" the executive
asked. "Can you arrange five auditions
immediately?"
"The next thing I knew," Lucille relates,
"was thatsecutiveNBC
auditions.called
I was menot for
told five
the conwhy
and wherefore. With a full-piece orchestra I was put on five different sustaining
programs and told I was singing over the
air. It was the strangest thing I ever had
heard of, but I was willing to do anything
if there were a chance of a sponsor. This
I could only guess. Everything was done
with the utmost secrecy.
"A week,
passed, InandtheI meanheard
nothing
from tenthesedaysauditions.
time Iwas doing sustaining programs and
more guest appearances. Finally, when I
thought I could stand the suspense no
longer, I was told that Jessica Dragonette
of the Cities Scri'ice program was taking
a vacation and I was to substitute during
her absence. Walking on air? Of course
I was ! Even though I knew that it was
only an extended guest appearance. Then
again, the following spring, I was substi-

ASharbu+t,
Texan from
"way CBS
down announcer,
thor, Dell
popular
clings to his old ten-gallon hat.
tute
sighed asof she
lookedforbackJessica."
at those Lucille
days, thinking
the
years and months of waiting for something
big to come her way.
Last fall, Miss Manners was asked to
be understudy to Helen Gleason in the
current Broadway musical. Frcderika. She
was delighted with the thought of getting
experience in stage work. Her ambition
is to be an opera star and any opportunity
which helps her on this road, Lucille
grasps. However, when she was about to
accept definitely the offer of stage work,
she was given the important spot of replacing Jessica Dragonette on the air.

important
a step1 could
in my hardly
career
for"Itmewasto toorefuse.
In fact,
realize my good fortune — and to think that
I am tsigned
for three
years — that,
" Shethough
hesi- !
ated. "I am afraid
to mention
1 keep telling myself it is for only one year,
that the next two years are optional with
tlic sponsor. In reality, my contract reads
with options for the five years following
the "l iuinal
contradiction
auain.
In onethree."
breathThat
she old
is confident
that
everything is perfect. In the next, she is
afraid of her goixl luck.
So many times her career has been
threatened, that she hesitates to plan for
anything more than the next tew weeks.
When she first started ^tuil\ ing voice, she
took lessons from a teacher lor ;.ix months.
She and her motiier n<itice(l that her voice
gradually was becoming hoarse. She stoplessonsherandvoicepracticing
waitedfrom—
waitedped for
either to and
recover
mismanagement or to disappear completely.
For seven months she was afraid to sing.
doctors
told
herAgain,
that shetwomustyearshaveago,her the
tonsils
removed.
Fearful of what effect this might have on
her voice, she postponed the operation until a year ago. After recovery, she found
that her voice no longer was a contralto,
she had become a soprano. But in those
few weeks, when she was not sure whether
her voice had changed or vanished, she
suffered heartbreaking suspense.
Xuw that good fortune has come her
way. Lucille Manners is afraid. She is
fearful of Fate tricking her. Now a
prima donna on the air, in reality she is a
little girl who dares not trust her good
luck.

GARDENIA - true essence of the exNo. 3 PERFUME -the mysterio
of the Orient . . . temptin;;, seductive as
(^uisite flower,heart-tlirobLin§ as a summer
breeze ... enchanting from Jawn til du.sl;.
the care.s.sing .sfjell of a romantic mooil
TKc right f)crfumc ior cack magic moment — you need tkcsc two
glorious fraganccs as muck as correct clotKcs to grace every occa.sion. Park & Xillord Gardenia and No. 3 kclong in ^ ^ C
your liic. Oct tkcni at leading druggists and dc[it. stores... ^ ^
.\ .smart tuoljawav size for lOc in the ten-cent stores.
PARK
FINE
PERFUMES

&

TILFORD
FOR
HALF
A CENTURY
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EASY

MORE BEAUTY^^^^
1
1\ ... ECONOMY
. CONVENIENCr-^
USABLE
SPACE
• ACCESSIBILITY
EXCLUSIVELY
IN
f
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS
NEW

KIND

OF

SEAL
F0RJAM5.JELLIES..ETC.
A WHOLE
PACKAGE OF 25
FOft ONLY

YJIFF
SEAL
FOR EVERY
KIND OF GLASS
OR JAR!
Saves
Time—
Jiffy-Seal
is theandmarvelous
new invention for sealing jams
jellies of
every kind. No wax to melt. No tin tops to
boil.
Just
moisten,
press
on,
and
it's
Saves Money— 25 Jiffy-Seals for 10c!done!
Use
all your odd-shaped glasses or jars! No new
glasses to buy! No tin covers needed!
Saves Preserves— Millions find Jiffy-Seals
give
absfjlutesealprotection!
air-tight,
transparent
! PreservesTough,
are safe
when
protected by Jiffy- Seals!
At
5c
and
10c
stores,
grocery
and
neighbf;rhood stores. Or send 10c to Clopay
Corp., 123s Exeter Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

GOING EASY
(i'l'iiiiiiiirii jroni piuic 41)

but in the iiK'anwliilc, tliiiik <il tlie .qricf
and the strain and the worry. 11c has tn
watch every little thing, fie has to wurry
al^ont the liack-slappers and the slipi'er\toiigued hangers-(in \vh.. kcc|i tclhnt; him
he is great, no matter what he <loes.
"Now, we'velittlegot.show,
a littlethatshow,
happy,on
comfortable
just agoes
its even way. week in and week out. W'e
try
build way
steadily
got toa long
to goall tothehittime,
the hut
verywe've
top.
I hope we <lon't hit the top for quite a
while,
we are.because we're doing all right the way
be?"MoreThe money?
more you\Miat
make,goodthewould
more that
the
government takes I If we earned more. 1
figure
earn enough
luake upwe forwoiddn't
the atlditional
grief. more to
"Jane and 1 live the way we like to
live.
W'e Hon-c
have a innice
: highYorkin
•,l:e I-:ssex
the a|>arlnient
iieart of Xew
C'ltx. It'- delightfully Cool there in the
suninier, warm in the winter. W'e have
cur
\\"e <\nn\
night
clubsfi ienils.
or rushing
aroundcareto much
the hotfor spots.
P)e\-erly llilU houses and swiiumiiig pools?
Balone\111 Ipeople
W'e'<l webe out
toucliforwithwhomthe
kind
knowof and
we broadcast. The psvchologv of it would
he Change
wrong." the Ilasy Aces program? Goodman shook hishe head
emphaticallv"This
"no."
"Why?"
asked
still has friends
and again.
is going alongshow-all
right. I will admit I get a bit stumped
for story ideas now and then. But every
time
I think there's
nothing
do. something
else conies
along.else for us to
"Of course, like everybody else, we have
'family'expanding
probleins.our "Welittlehavegrou]).
to hehaving
carefulor
ab<iut
adopting a child, or letting an aunt or uncle
visit us for too long. Because, as in real
families,Millthe\-re'rewe aptpay tooff1)6in too
expensive.
W-ah,
salaries!
ir instance, do you remember, a while
back Jane wanted to adopt a child? Well,
I was wasworried
quite aout.wlu'leIf wehowreally
that
goin.g forto come
idopted a child, it would have been a
permanent
member with
of thea permanent
family. .A permanent cast addition
salary
and,
worse
than
that,
I'd
have
to thinkui) dialogue for it as well as forhad Jane
and
.Margie
an<l menewspai)ermen
!"
Like most
who have been
trained
to
write
on
"deadlines."
never turns out his radio script Goodman
until the
very last moment. Two arc due on Sunday evening and that means he has to
work all day Sunday. Another is due
Monday.
No, !of course, he never does
'cm
lieforehand
".Sometimes they come right out of the
typewriter,"
limes,
it takes hoursJanefor told
him me.
to get"Other
them going,
hours of walking up and down, smoking
cigarettes, lying down on the conch, <lriiiking one glass of water after another —
oh, well you know all the things a writer
can tlunk up to do in order not to write !"
"What do you do aliout it?" we asked
Jane. "Can you help witli the ideas?"
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She laughed. "Mostly," she answered,
"1 fetchtimes Ithe
or the cigarettes.
makewatera suggestion
and he Somesays:
'Xo,
no.
that
s
not
it,
hut
still
' and
then he g(.)es and bangs away.— wait
But— when
it Goodman
comes out. tried
it's nothing
like
what
I
said."
a couple of script writers
at one time, he said. He thought they
would give him not only rest, but fresh
"It didn't work," he said. "The writers,
clever
as they
off on w-rong
tangents.
Ourswere,is got
justmeaverage
family
stuff and I usually get my ideas from
friends of uiirs, or amusing things that
actually hapiien to Jane and me — dramatizAil, of conrsc. My hired writers tried
to That
he to<i clever."
is suchwants
a sw-ell
comediennestor\andtliatthatJane
Goodman
her
to go on the stage or in the movies and
develop her talents? That, it appears,
came out of a spontaneous compliment paid
one
evening
l)y h'rank
h'ay, after Hehe told
had
watched
the liasy
. Ices broadcast.
Jane she was simply swell and she had
something definitely for audiences. That
ability.
she ought to do something with her
Pleased with the praise, Jane says frai-ikly "Actresses
she thinks I'a\'
o\er-optimistic.when to
knowis instinctively
laugh or cry or have a little catch in their
voices,
they?"comes
she toasks.
never do.don'tIt never
me. "Well,
I have toI
go over my script beforehaiifl and luark in
every little piece of business such as laughing, sneezing, coughing or crying. Now
it's fun, but I want to do nothing more. If
ever tirethisand program
stops,doI amthe going
relet Goodman
work tofrom
tlien on. I'll just be a wife. I love to go
Goodman .'\ce is his own publicity dishopping recto!"r, ioT two rea.sons. First, he doesn't,
at heart and although a newspaperman,
believe in publicity about the Easy Aces.
He doesn't like to send out fan pictures.
He
believethings
in personal
He doesn't
tliinks such
destroy appearances.
the illusion
he
and
J.'uie
have
Innlt
up in .Ices
seven areyearsan
over the air. that the liasy
actual family with wnes, iKipes and happines , as any other family. He tells me
they get many letters from fans who actually worryandabouttakeJane's
Goodman's
problems,
them and
seriously
as a
real family.
"WHiy make th<jsc people think of us as
performers,
rathertriedthanpersonal
real individuals?"
he asks "W'e
appearances
mice. ()in- fan reaction wasn't good and
we hatedselves.the
per.sonal
appearances
ourWe loathed the noise, the crowds,
the
five or People
three orstared
four-a-at
day pushing,
shows wetheplayed.
us. We felt like curiosities. The way we
live now, nol)o<l\ knows ns. Nobody stares
at us. We can go about our own business
like human beings and keep our perspective.
"We had a press agent once. He got us
fine notices in the paper, but when I'd pick
up somebody's radio column and read
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things like: 'Coodman and Jaiir . fi r arc
the t'U'O bcsl bcis or. the air today,' I'd
know
it ^vasn't
had ohtained
thatanything
notice. we'd
It wasdone
just that
the
press agent doing liis joh. If you really
doYoura good
fans job,
will you
talk don't
about need
you. press agents.
"Change our name, just because i)ridge
isn't as popular as it once \va-<? I think
that's
silly,andtoo.it isWe're
as the
Easy Aces
a goodknown
name and
we
are going to keep it. It would he like
changing your married name. It would
just confuse your fricmh.
the iiiM\us?
1 don't
thinkonce,so.
We"Gotriedin makin.i;
xjme slmrt
snhjccts
but we didn't like the w^irk^ Auain. it
destroyed illusion and. aiiam, it lo-ik too
much of our time and kept iis ti Min leading the kind of pleasant, quiet hie we like.
I think it's better
whatAboutwe that
look crack
like." .f C,
that toit
over
took him a long time to wni
rue. It
the idea of beini; Mrs. .\ie.
took him the better i>art <'f t\\ \ears.
out of
You nn'ghtof call
liini, thisthis
Caitlrinri:
the Press,
cisar-snioldn<j. nonchalant C<
He
a true, certaiidy a ]>ersistein
fell in love with Ijlonde. per
school.
they were in the seventh gra(
He wooed her obstiiiatcl}', throu.nh seventh and eighth grades, hiiih school, journalism work at college and after he became a full-fledged newspaperman, until
she said "yes," twelve years later !
the time
day
at She
first.wouldn't
She had give
lots him
of beaux
and, ofto her,
Goodman was just that boy who sat across
th.e aisle in school.
In order to see her at all, he was at one
time reduced to calling on the kid sister,
under pretense of helping with school lessons, but always hoping for a glimpse of
Jane.
One night, after he had become a pretty
good newspaperman, he called up and said
he had a couple of passes for an .W Jolson show. Would she go? Nobody else
had asked her and it was a good show.
She would.
Goodman pressed his advantage. He
kept on getting more show passes and
taking her out. He started proposing. Any
place, any time. At the soda fountain after
the show. Underneath the arc light on the
way home. In the movies. Between rubbers of bridge. She just laughed gaily
and Goodman kept right on.
One night there was a full moon — a lovely> hig, glowing Kansas moon — and Jane
found herself being kissed. By the time
papa got down to the front door, they
were engaged. They were married shortly
thereafter and have lived happily ever
since.
Easy Aces? Come to think of it, it's
not
such apeople
bad name.
easy-going,
pleasant
with aThey're
thoroughly
sane
slant ongram life.
Maybe
that's
why
their prohas kept along at its comfortable
gait these past years, and why so many
radio listeners think of them as friends.
Are you registering your radio
See pages 56 — 57 of this issue.
yours. 149Address:
MadisonQUERY
Avenue.EDITOR.
New

preferences?
Let us hear
Radio
York. Stars.
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xvhich safely

STOPS PERSPIRATION
Arrid is the ONLY deodorant
to stop perspiration with all
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1. Cannot rot dresses,
cannot irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration for
1 to 3 days — keeps armpits dry
and odorless, saves dresses
from
perspiration
stains and
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odor.
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39a jar
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tobeenstopawarded
perspiration
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and the Bride of

RIDGE GOES HOLLYWOOD
{Conlinucd from page i9 )

tion in their boyhood days and from later
thoughtful study and careful interpretation. They present them with all their
offoibles,
them.but they never mock or make fun
The program itself came about almost
accidentally. The boys had enjoyed amateur theatricals, but had expected to live
the same sort of life that their friends
did, to follow some more usual line of
business. Both had been to college. Lauck
had studied commercial art and had edited
a small magazine in Texas, before returning to Mena, and, after some time in
a local bank, became manager of an
automobile finance company. Goff was
helping his father run a wholesale grocery
business and the boys, who had known
each other since childhood, went about
together and fell into the habit of helping
with such local entertainments as were
put on by the Elks and the Lions Club.
They both possess a keen sense of
humor, as well as insight into the natures
of the people they knew and dealt with.
So, wdien they had an opportunity to go
on the air in Hot Springs, they devised a
brief skit based on the hill folk they had
come in contact with. It was in April,
1931, that Lum and Abncr thus came into
being, but the two boys, busy at their
respective jobs next day, were far from
guessing
had been. what a momentous occasion that
Like a snowball rolling down hill, that
first broadcast led to nine more and the
boys suddenly were confronted by the
startling idea that they might have hit
upon something with real possibilities. A
vacation, time out for some intensive thinking, seemed in order. Radio was young
and alluring. An audition in Chicago was
the next step, and, before they had really
made up their minds, they found themselves signing a contract.
Their early experiences were not too
successful. They had a succession of
sponsors and, for one reason and another,
though I'inc Ridge and the little coterie
which
gathered
'lintfans,
Downthe Store
were very
popularat the
withJottheir
program still was restricted to the Middle
West. It was not until the latter part of
1934 that, through the interest and efforts
of the late Mr. Horlick, they were put
on a Coast-to-Coast hook-up and became
familiar to fans from Maine to Florida,
from New York to Hollywood.
Chicago had become home, with the
Laucks, whose household includes two
lovely little girls, Shirley Mae and Nancy,
and the Gofts, with their baby boy, Gary,
in beautiful apartments on Lake
life"We
a lotadmire
... " and love that type of established
Michigan. Their wives were Arkansas
girls, both dark-haired and pretty, both
character,"
Gofif
explained,
"and
the
simple
life they represent. You might not think quiet, both well content to follow where
it, but we would be perfectly contented their husbands led. Like the boys, they
have been completely unspoiled by their
to Mena
live just
of life."
soundsthata sort
far cry
from Hollywood, increasing affluence. Each runs her big
but they were unanimous in extolling its house the way they were taught back
charms — if either suffers by comparison, home. They like to shop at the Farmers'
Market and come home laden with fresh
it is Hollywood I
The cross-section of life and the people vegetables and fruit.
they present on their program are inti"Probably spend a whole lot more than
mately known to them from long associa- they
would if they shopped by phone,"

But we love it here, too, and we thought
it was fooHsh not to go where we could
get
sunshine and outdoor life, as long as
\e$teriiecir-^^^
we could afTord it."
"HereOrange
comes Blossoms
the Bride" —. . .their
and youdelicate
think ^f^-^^
ofloveliness,
(
v^-j*
Just as P\nc R'ni^fc is "a little wide place
andis Bo-Kay
subtle fragrance.
In per- ' ''^
feet keeping
Orangerefreshing,
Blossom
in thea road"
home
Talcum
—
feather-textured,
town,
city andandthe Mcna.
county thescat,boys'
so Hollysilky-smooth — the romantic product she
wo d isjust another pretty place in which
will
want
later,
too.
to
keep
that
"bridalto live. The fact that movies are made here,
day-freshness" always!
and that the world at large imagines it
as a rather hectic spot, has not prevented
the hoys from seeing it as an overgrown
country town, with much to offer in the
way of the quiet life they love.
"The people are grand — }ou expect them
to
aren't.or
Theybe aredifferent,
just themaybe,
same asbutin they
Chicago
Mcna or anywhere. And we have so many
friends here. Bob Burns and Don Aineche,
for instance — Don used to live in the same
apartment house with us in Chicago, and
nowOverhearing
Goff's placeLauck
is right
his." exand next
Bob toBurns
change reminiscences is like listening in
on one of their programs. "Did you know
— Iiai'i' ymi seen — do yon rcuicinbcr —
Ainaryllis Jones. Sadie iK'lhit's her-namc,
that ijirl
with thetwang
yellozethatpifilads!"
And
with
a drawling
grows richer
freedom from grit.
as the talk goes on !
''Back home" takes on a deeper meaning totwuse n us, but
all, itas seems
time and
bethat space
Lauck widen
and GofT
—and Robin Burns !— are more fortunate
than most, for their home town and their
past are ever with them, an integral part
fJ0'C) Talcum
of their lives and of themselves. We cannot all turn our memories into a livelihood
— perhaps that is why the little glimpses
they give tis on their program have, in
addition to humor and homely philosophy,
a certain nostalgic charin.
As a landed proprietor, Lauck has a big
^^^i^ehncu/j. tax}, house, a swiinming pool in the rear and
an acre of fruit trees — orange, lemon,
tangerine, kumciuat, avocado. And Goff
(who is "TufTy"
his intimates)
fourteen
acres, a toswimming
pool, hasof
course, a tennis court, a horse and — less
Hollywood
— hens them
and
I ausual
cow onanda calf.
The cow"ranch"
has obliged
with four gallons of milk a day and
the hens provide fresh eggs for breakfast. Also, we must not forget the parrot
or the Great Dane and the dachshund !
Evidently the odd combination of dogs
appealed to Chester Lauck, for he proand a vided.St.his famiUBernard!with a cocker spaniel
"There is nothing very startling about
our
"It isenjoyall
very lives,"
simple, Lauck
but we commented.
have a big time,
There'i
romanceto their
in dainty
fingers—
well groomed
very tips
... but
if theytheyaremustto tellbe
a lovebeautiful
story. with
It's soWIGDER
easy toManicure
keep fingernails
lovely
and
Aids. WIGDER
Nail Files do their work quickly because they have
even, triple-cutting teeth for smooth and fast filing.
WIGDER'S
Improvedyou Cleaner
is specially
shaped
and enables
to clean Point
nails quickly.
On sale at all drug and
5 and 10 cent stores.
(^ualitci caitd. no wjAe
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wasNaturally,
Lauck's allamused,
comment.inof themhusbandly
enjoyed
troduction to Hollywood
and a their
taste of
Hollywood's famed night life. They had
toBrown
go toDerby,
the Clover
"Troc',"movie
the
to seeClub,
theirthefavorite
stars near to.
But otherwise Hollywood has had no
more efTect on them than Chicago. Nor is
it likely to. They retain their Arkansas
twang, almost that way of speaking, though
naturally not so noticeably as for Lum
and Abncr. More important, they retain
that way of thinking, that deep sense of
values.
"Naturally, our way of life has been
changed and we've been changed by our
experiences,"
said. who
"Just meets
as anyone
is changed whoGofiftravels,
a lot
of people. But fundamentally, we are the
same, like the same things, have the same
ideals."
They are essentially conservative, putting their money by in the form of annuities and not living extravagantly, not
doing anything for show. They thoroughly
enjoy being able to have the things they
like, to dress well and to give their wives
and children security as well as pleasure.
They like to have a good time, as anyone
does, but they see that good time in terms
of being together, of playing golf, of
swimming and boating and riding, and
perhaps risking a small bet now and then
at Santa Anita. They'd like to travel.
"But we are not in any hurry," Lauck
grinned.
long Abncr
as anyone
hear
about Lum"As and
and wants
their todoings,
we won't get far away!"
Of course, being in the movie capital,
they have given some thought to the
making of a movie. But not just any
movieright
— they
won'tcanmake
one at Something
all, unless
the
vehicle
be found.
that will present Pine Ridge and its inhabitants as they really are, as they are
portrayed to you over the air. They would
not risk spoiling the illusion that has been
so carefully created, destroying the picture
fans have built of these likable, amusing
people. Because they take their work seriously and regard their program not merely
as comedy but as an interpretation of one
kind of American life.
And because, in a sense, like Frankenstein, they have built something that has
grown to tremendous porportions and that
in a very real, though entirely pleasant
sense, controls their lives. They feel they
owe a debt not only to their fans but to
their own creations. Luin and Abner are
near and dear to their hearts, and hardly
less real than the actual Dick Hiiddlcston,
who is the only real-life character in their
skits. And the others seem equally as real,
so much so that neither Lauck nor Goff
can visualize doing anything to disrupt
the picture they have created. Just as
Waters, Arkansas, the little town which
they picked as a locale for their stories,
changed itself to Pine Ridge in fact as
well as fancy, so their fictional townspeople live their similar lives, share their
problems and their small adventures.
And whether in Chicago or Hollywood,
Lauck and Goff live likewise and imagine
themselves as really being landowners in
Pine Ridge or Mena — "back home" —
where, perhaps, they will live again some
day.

As romantic as a Waltz, as
exciting as a Swing Band — the
gay bouquet fragranceof Blue Waltz
Perfume has a potent appeal to the
masculine heart. It sets the senses awhirl,
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and you will swrirl in a cloud of enchanhng fragrance.
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kin loiik? lieautiful — what are you
a-k lier dearest friends. Kittyt iiiuk--.If _.iins
She towants
to keep the
give
h twice
a tkivherandaway!
her
-ii,. loicly.
the remarkable new
i.i'iiiiii
pores as before;
they've
never cleanses
been cleansed
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ON THE CARPET!
(Contiiiiii'd from page 23)

"Not yet." said Eddie.
"What do you mean?" 1 asked.
"Come
home
with
and have
you'lla see,"
lie
said. Ida
"Come
homeme
bite
to eat.
always
hasandsupper
waiting
after
tlie
broadcast,"
he
added.
.So I rode with him to the big white
house in Beverly Hills, the house Cantor
has
leased from Raoul Walsh, the picture
director.
Loudly he rattled his key in the lock,
cpened the front door, marched into the
li\ in.y-room.
Ida .s;reeted him with a kiss.
"Fhnv was it?" he asked.
"On the whole, good," said Ida. "But . . ."
don't like
He"Ilooked
aboutthathim biil,"
at hismurmured'
daughters,Eddie.
who
sat
around the room. "Where's Janet?"
he demanded.
"Upstairs, in bed," answered Ida.
"And mented
listening
Natalie. to Jack Benny !" supple"I come home from work and my daughter is listening to Jack Benny !" Eddie
grinned.way. You"Well,
friend,I want
anyfolks gohe'sonmyin best
and cat.
to say good night to Janet. I'll be with
you in a minute." And he raced upstairs.
Ida led the way through the diningroom and into an intimate, pine-decorated,
many-windowed sun parlor, where the
Cantors eat their breakfasts and late suppers. The table was set with cold chicken,
home-made chocolate cake and preserves.
Ida piled our plates.
\Vhen Eddie came down he turned to
the girls: "Did you hear Jack Benny,
"Most of it," said Marjorie. "He told
abothverysad ftniny
joke." Her manner was
and reproving.
loo?" what about my jokes?"
"But
"You'druptedbetter
Marilyn. eat first, Daddy," inter"Yes,
eat
Mil idled lulna.. . . We'll talk about it later,"
"Was it as bad as all that?" he asked.
rie.
"It was okay, but ..." began MarThe but stopped him from eating. "If
don't have a good program, I don't deserve to eat!" he said. "And if it's not
good, it won't be long before we don't
catThey
altogether."
laughed at this. Then there was
a silence, an almost ominous silence.
Then they all hopped on him with:
'"i'oii should be good thirty mintites out
"Why
of"dna.
thirty■ 1"did you sing that song?" asked
"^•cs."
"^'ou mean, lluntjry IVomcii?"
He bridled. "I sang it in The Polite.'!
of 1916. Audiences paid six-sixty a ticket,
and"This
they isloved
a newit !"generation," said Edna.
"Besides, the lyric was silly. Nowadays
■-■iris d')n't go anjund g( ild-digging men
inr"There
meals,"voii're
said Marjnnc.
wrong." I'Lddie insisted.
'Yon
hapjien
fortunate,
in a
nice home, sureto ofbe your
food, living
but plenty
of girls gold-dig for a dinner."

"Then you should educate them."
"Educate them! Why, Marjorie, I'm
paid tobody toentertain!
If they
someeducate them,
let thewantsponsors
hireThere
Nicholas
Murray was
Butlerright.
!" But his
Mr. Cantor
family had not finished.
"WhataskedaboutNatalie.
that political joke you
told?"
"Why, what about it? I said to Jiinmy
Wallington I had a new dance called The
Repnblican-Denwcratic SiL'iiig. He asked
me how I do it, and I demonstrated. Then
he said: 'What kind of a dance is that,
just
your called
knees?'
I said:
'That'sshaking
why it's
The And
RcpublicanIh'iiiocralic Stcing — because they keep
knocking
each other
"We couldn't
watch!' " you' demonstrate,"
admonished Marjorie. "We could only
hearHe thealibied
story."
: "Maybe it was your radio.
Even President Roosevelt's voice sounds
badly,
there's
"But when
a bum
joke isstatic'
always a bum joke,"
squelched
Natalie.
I have tried to report this conversation
exactly the way it occurred, but upon rereading my efforts I see it was impossible
for me to put down on paper the spirit
of comradeship existing between Eddie
Cantor and his girls. Eddie listened attentively to their opinions, making them
unseen stooges,
a vitalit all
partIdaof sathisthere,
program. And through
silent, patient and wise.
Later, heMyexplained
love thosefamily.
post
mortems.
family :is an"I average
Their reactions must be the reactions of
the average audience. Therefore, I gauge
my performances by them.
"They keepyearsme inon every
my toes.
twenty-five
branchI'veof been
the
show
world,
except
the
circus,
ami that'sI
a long stretch for anyone. Whenever
am tempted
to cut iny
downfamily
on m\'
stop
remember
mightjobs,
thinkI
1 am andslipping,
"Marjorie is a typical American girl.
When my programs do not appeal to her,
I know there is something vitally wrong.
They
her — or ear
else!for what
"Shehavehasto aplease
remarkable
the ptiblic wants. She knows radio deals
with all classes so: 'This line is a little
obvious.' she says, or: 'Take that one out,
example,
in one broadcast, 1 exit "I'^or
mightplained
offend,'
some of the Bible stories to Bobby
Hreen. He wanted dramatic reading material. Itold him the Bible is full of
such tales, of mystery, romance and adventure. Icited the chapter about Jonah
and the whale; I suggested he read the
slory of Noah and the flood. He said he
liked books about in\'ention ; 1 told him
how the earth and everything in it was
created in six days. He asked for a public enemy yarn ; I related the story of
Cain,
I'jiemyjirizeNtnnber
And
w hen hePiililic
demanded
fights, One.
I described
bow a lightweight beat a heavyweight for
the" 'David
championship
the world.
knockedof out
Goliatli with one
blow,' 1 said, 'and there were no motion
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picture rights in those days, either!'
"You script
can readily
see why
ticklish
to handle.
So thatthisit was
mighta
not offend churchgoers, Marjorie edited
the entire program. Siie insisted I cut
out twelve lines, a lot in radio. She did
such aafter
good thejobbroadcast,
that, within
twenty-four
hours
I received
over
five thousand requests for mimeographed
copies !
"Edna often
chooses
meticulous
care she
scans mytradesongs.
papersWith
and
studies the weekly song ratings. Then
she runs to me with: 'I've been playing
this over; it's coming up fast. Sing it
two weeks from now, when it'll be on
top■'I!' never broadcast a joke unless it is
fit for my
daughters'baby,ears,
Marilyn
and younger
our nine-year-old
Janet,so
join my preview audiences.
are right.
did"The
not girls
like myinvariably
last picture.
I let They
them
see
the
daily
rushes.
They
didn't
like it
even then, during the making.
""ItThat's
'It's false
was not
hardyou.'fortheyme said.
to admit
I did!'
not care for it myself, but that my boss,
a man well-versed in the motion picture
business, thought it was wliat the public
wanted. So I said nothing. -As events
developed, my boss, with his experience,
was wrong, and my daughters were right I
"Constantly
They
censor
my lifeI aslearn
wellfrom
as mythem.
programs.
Naturally, in the erratic pace of my work,
I am liable to forget others. Natalie, who
was a typist for Coluniliia Broadcasting System, taught me to be more tlioughtful.
"Onetheevening
she did
from
office until
half notpastarrive
eight.home
She
entered, pale, tired, and handed me my
forty-one page radio script.
" "You forget how busy the Columbia
typists are,'
don'tarrange
care, forto
myself,
but ifsheyousaid.
could'I only
turn in your final copies at a reasonable
hour, the girls wouldn't have to work overtime !' account of my family, I am a bet"Onter
man. Continually I have to slioic
them my ability by my performances, my
character by my conduct.
graphic example,
I think,tothey
not"Oneforgotten.
I was invited
makehavea
speech for what I considered an important
cause. My friends told me it would hurt
my popularity ; the thousands against that
cause would never buy a ticket to see me
again !
"But kneiv
I believed
in that
My
family
I believed.
Theircause.
eyes shone
with faith in me. So I made the speech.
the the
platform,
ready
to "When
talk, andI stood
saw upon
Ida and
girls seated
out
front,
I
told
the
audience:
'It
hurt my pockctbook to be here, but may
if I
didn't
do
it,
it
would
hurt
me
more
here!'
And I pointed to my heart.
"So Iyouowe see,
it is notfrom
surprising
that
1 feel
everything,
the success
of my program to the success of my life,
to my family. I hair to be wliat they
expect me to be. I daren't disappoint
themThis1" time I did not need to look for
aTears
reasonglistened
underlying
Eddie big
Cantor's
in those
eyes ofwords.
his.
And I kneiv the reason. It was just one
word — loi'e.

LETTERS

TO

LISTENERS
{Reversing the Usual Order)

|, MY POOR FEET !

Dear Listeners:
Many of you have written to ask about
our Monday night program over CBS for
Dill's
Best true
Tobaeeo,
wanted
to know
if it were
that and
we did
our program
withTheblackface
make-up
on.
Well,
do.
reason for this is that it getswe into
the spirit of things to a greater extent.
Our efforts seem to sound more convincing
and more like the characters we portray. CRO^PdX
Then. too. tlie members of the studio audience enjoy the programs more because
FOOT
AIDS
of the visual illusion.
On the other hand, when we broadcast
ATAL15AND 10c STORES
as Molasses 'n' January, we wear no Why suffer, when relief costs only a dime.
make-up and costume, conforming to the A tested and approved Cro*Pax Foot Aid
pattern set by the sponsor.
for every foot ailment... Corns, Bunions,
We hope this answers a question that Callouses
and Weak Arches. You w ill be
has been asked us for years.
amazed
at Cro*Pax value and delighted
PICK MALOXEAND PAT PADGETT with Cro*Pax
quality. Over 35 million
Cro*Pax foot aids sold every year.
Dear Listeners:
CRO^PdX
1^
It's a very
odd thing,
this airrelationship
between
a speaker
on the
and his
listeners. I've never seen you of the radio
audiencebroadcast,
who listen
in onI feel
the II'arsity
. OF
^DLSCSWATE.RPRO
/"V^
.S/ioit'
and yet.
know 6 ■Slightly
highe
prettyday nights
muchatwhat
CATEDWITH
/^MEDIDS
10:30.you're thinking on Fri- 4 ^^PA
to yourselves,
this"Well,"
fellow you
Held sayagain.
He may be "here's
a fair CRO*PAX PRODUCTS • CIEVEIAND, OHIO
master of ceremonies, but, say — those boys
and girls from the universities he visits
really
have what it takes toI " say very little
forTherefore,
myself, butI'm ingoing
behalf of the student
performers who have appeared on Varsity
Shozc, I want to thank you for the letters
you've
for the support
given towritten
the firstandl)roa'lca>i
that has you've
taken
the
spotlight
away
from
athlelie-s
in the
universities and put it on tlie talented
musicians and actors found in these halls
of learning.
JOHN HELD, JR.
Dear Listeners:
Too few of you understand the correct
use of that delicate missive, the fan letter.
True, we artists look forward to receiving
them, but in 99 cases out of 100, your letters are confined to praise of our efforts
on the air.
white shoes deserve^a right
Now.ters of yours
don't misunderstand.
These letsmart cleaner and whitener . . .
are as But
welcome
ber ies in December.
what aswe strawwould
and one that will not rub off!
like, now, would be for more of you
listeners to tell us our faults. Naturally,
any air artist tries to give his or her best
at all times. There are instances, however, when we might fall short of the
mark. Perhaps this week's program
wasn't
week. as good as the one we did last
whittemoke's
us about
too?Won't
We you
bask tell
in your
praise these
and wethings,
love
CADET
it, for we feel that you mean it, since jou
have gone to the trouble of writing us.
Therefore, we consider you as friends.
WHITE 93
True friends point out one another's
faults — won't vou do MILTON
that for us?BERLE.
10^ IN TUBES AND BOHLES EVERYWHERE
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. . . TROMBONE
TROUBADOUR
(CoiiliiiKri! jr ta.jc 33)

Safety
• All puppies"
should
be,
wormed
4 weeks whenf
old.
All Jogs should
be wormed in the Spring and Fall.
There are different kinds of worms. No
one medicine c.in safely be used for all
kinds or for all size dogs. Don't gamble
with your dog's life. Sergeant's
Use these Sure
safe, Shot
sure,
effective
Capsules treatments:
(or Liquid) for Roundworms
and
Hookworms in grown dogs and large pupp
i
e
s
Sergeant's
;
Puppy
Capsules
for
these
worms in puppies and toy breeds. For
Tapeworms in puppies and dogs, use Sergeant's Tapeworm Medicine.
There MEDICISES.
are 2? triedStandard
and testedsinceSERGEANT'S
DOG
1879.
Made
of the Guarantee
finest ingredients.
Sold
under
a Money.
Hack
by
Drug
and
Pet
Stores.
Ask
them
FREEor copy
the careforofa dogs
write:of Serficant's Book on
Polk Miller Products Corporation
19''9 W Broad St. . Richmond, Virginia
Sergeanfe
DOC MEDICINES

5
YEARS
YOUNGER
• Give your
lips the freshnesswithof
youth!
its
specialUse oilCutexthatLipstick,
helps make
your
lips
look
smoother,
softer—
5Coral,
years Cardinal,
younger!
In
Natural,
Uust,
Try Cutex Lipstick today!Ruby.,
50
94

(CUTEX

band's
idea asofhard
broadcasting
was to Thehit
everything
as they could.
mike, however, was one of the old, tough
affairs of long ago. It had to be shaken
every
lieard once
nothing.and so often, or tlie audience
Jerry made his radio debut over this
station. He thought he knew the choruses
— and then discovered, mid-broadcast, he
knew only a few lines ! Besides, he was
so nervous, his voice came throu.uh in a
strange S(|ueak. His friends, listening in,
told him candidly that he was awful and
advised him to stick to parlor crooning.
But Budreau believed he had good stuff,
got him some copies of the songs and
gave
another opportunity. This time
it was himbetter.
Anyonemember else
Rethis whenwould
you have
discussgiver,
Jerry up.
Cooper.
He caine right back. After that he sang
regularly. He used to go around with the
band. To make himself welcome, he used
to carry the instruments.
"I was horse for the band," he said,
laughing.
For
his singing
and forWearying
his horse-work,
he received
no money.
of this,
he asked Steve what he could do to make
some money out of his music. Steve told
him
to learn to play some sort of an instrument.
But wliat instrument? Steve could not
advise him. One day, passing a dance
hall, he heard a solo of the song, Just a
Melody. He went tip, discovered it was
a trombone solo. The next day he put
ten
down went
on a eisht
5175-tronibone.
the dollars
instrument
free lessons.'With
The Italian teacher gave him a piece to
learn. Jerry insisted on learning four,
knowing, in his shrewd way, that soon
the free lessons would be over, and he
must learn all he could quickly. At the
end of fes othe
eightnotlessons
pror he could
continue,he hetoldwasthebroke.
The goodditionalsoul
agreed
to
give
him
adinstruction gratis.
At the end of eight weeks, he had the
temerity to apply and what is more, get
a job. It was with a 12-piece band in
Bilo.xi, Mississippi, a summer resort across
the river. The leader of the band said
to Jerry :
"Hey,thestuffbossthatcomes
horn with
paper.
when
around,
just And
act
He got away with it, for the length of
the
band'soneengagement—
two ten
weeksdollars.
— and
received
hundred and
wise."a while
After
he got to be a fair trombone
player,
memberworeof the
50-piece
Illinois became
Central a band,
a red
coat
with yellow striped trousers, and became
expert in all the rousing la-ra-ra Sousa
marches.
was home
that dumb,"
to "Icome
and askhemyconfided,
mother "IhowusedI
sounded. And me playing with a fiftypiece
band, about
and no forsolos,something
either !" that he
Looking
could use to accompany himself, he houfjht
a guitar for three dollars fn.ui a blind
Xegro and learned to be pretty good at

it. With his guitar, he used to sing for
two hours over the old JVWL station at
New Orleans, and for the first time experienced the thrill that coines with fan
mail. Letters came to him from as far
west as the state of Washington.
Work at the railroad office was slack.
Man after man was let go and Jerry was
reduced
to piece
ing no more
than work,
fifty some
cents aweeks
day. makBut
with his singing and tromboning, he made,
after hours, fifteen dollars a week.
The next upward step came in the
shape of an offer to sing in a night club.
The
thirty-five
dollarshada
week.offer
He was
was for
scared.
He never
sung without a megaphone. But giving
the patrons of the club, Roar, Iilississit^pi,
Roar, he clicked.
The club was a school in human nature
for Jerry Cooper, an essential part of his
education. He learned to go about from
table to table. He studied people, got to
know them— and some nights made as
high as a hundred dollars. He took down
the names and addresses of these habitues
— and when, later, he changed jobs, he
dropped
him. Itthem
madeeachhima card.
valuableTheyto followed
all who
chose to employ singers.
One night the master of ceremonies
quit and Jerry got the job. He told me
it was just as hard to speak for the first
time in public as it had been to sing. And
then the orchestra walked out. Jerry
picked up his own band. In a small way,
he had made good.
Among those early jobs was one at a
lakeside resort. The band would stand
on the porch and, when they saw a car
coming, would rush inside and start to play.
If the car stopped, they would go on, but
ifstop.it passed, they would come to a sudden
hopewasof kindled
climbingby higher
thanJerry's
New first
Orleans
Roger
Wolfe Kahn, who heard him sing and said
he
would give
a job.
But Kahn's
dickerings
with himhotels
in Chicago
and
Dallas, Texas, came to naught. He had
nothing to offer. But the seed had been
planted and one day Jerry, then master
ofCabrera
ceremonies
leader ofa little
the CooperBand, andborrowed
money
from his grandmother, and thumbed his
wayBefore
to Newhe went,
York. he said goodbye to his
friends. They told him not to go. New
York, .they said, was a cold, brutal city,
the only people who got by there were
New Yorkers. They prophesied that he
would since
be back
a month.
three
years
he left,in and
still JerryIt'sCooper
hasn't
gone
back.
Those were hard weeks, those early
weeks in New York. A rule of the musicians' union forbade his iilaying until
he had been there at least si.\ months. He
could have got work in small night clubs,
but, penniless and hungry though he was,
he refused these opportunities. He felt
that they would hurt his future.
Auditions he received, from everybody
of importance, from all the radio studios,
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from all the bandleaders. They thought
he wasbody good
"butnobody
not colossal."
heard him,
gave him Everywork.
Finally he drifted into a recording studio
and did the vocals for some dance records
at twenty-five dollars apiece — and for the
moment, the wolf was off the Cooper
doorstep.
Ben Selvin, chief of the recording studios, got Emil Coleman, the bandleader,
to give him a job and Jerry was hired.
The job was at the Palais Royale, huge
New York night club. Jerry learned all
the one
songs,afternoon,
his own durinu
and fverybo(l\and
relKai sal, else's,
when
there was difficulty witli aniitlnr singer
who didn't know his lines, he Inittcd in.
"IWhenknowhe the
wentwords,"
on for hetiiesaid.
first time, he
had to hire a dress suit, which he describes as "one
ones."
People liked
him.ofHethose
was green
only earning
fifty dollars a week, but he was on his
way. When a juvenile in the floor show
quit, he stepped into the job at a twentyfive-dolIar-a-\veek increase.
Always alert, a charming, unaffected,
boyish individual, he made friends with
everybody. Among them, the IVOR announcer, who found a couple of guest
spots for him to sing in. His songs were
heard somehow, some way, by the keen
ears of the radio impresarios — and CBS
brought him in on a sustaining program.
The
date is1935.important in Jerry's life —
May 22nd,
This program was a sort of death valley
for new talent. It came at 4:15 in the
afternoon. Fifteen before him had landed
there and fizzled back into oblivion. But
Jerry Cooper did not fizzle. Some objected to him, because he was said to
sound like Bing Crosby. If there is a
resemblance, it is unconscious, pure coincidence. Years before, his mother had
tuned in on Bing and remarked to Jerry :
"There's someone I heard sounds just
likeTheyou,Columbia
Jerry." executives were worried
over the similaritj'. But one of them declared : "Heck, let the kid sing as he
pleases."
After that it was all right. He, himself, scotched tiie legend of his appeal
being the result of tlie resemblance, by
singing on the Drciic Sliampoo program,
under a dififerent name — the name "Jack
Randolph."
Just recently Cooper was signed as
master of ceremonies and singing star of
Hollyivood Hotel, replacing Fred MacMurray. Now, for the first time, he makes
his appearance on one of radio's outstanding, full-hour broadcasts. And, any day
now, a call may come from the movies.
Cooper will go far, for he is ready for it.
Good-looking, beautifully mannered, he can
travel with the best company. His clothes
are
by New
looks,
acts tailored
and thinks
as a York's
man inbest,
the hemoney.
It's a long pitch, this, from the days
when heA played
horse from
for Steve
Budreau's
band.
long haul
the bitter,
poverty-stricken years of his early life to the
romance of his present success. But, it
was no simple piece of luck that brought
Jerry Cooper along. It was his strength
and shrewdness that made the success possible. Which is why you can be assured
that, when he promises to stick to romance,
he will keep his word.

The Truth About
Soap Shampoos
1. Bacteria and
dandrufftered, bscatut not
removed bysoapordinary
shampoo.
2. .All bact
dandruff
other fore
pletelyremoved
destroyedby
and
Fitch Shampoo.

'T^HERE is a simple, easy way to rid yourself
of dandruff with the very first application.
Ail that is necessary is to use a shampoo that
completely dissolves dandruff and then washes it away.
Repeated laboratory, as well as practical, tests show that
ordinarydruffshampoos
will not
dissolveevery
dandruff.
Remover Shampoo
dissolves
speck of Fitch's
dandruffDan-ins
t
a
n
t
l
y
—
under
a
money-back
guarantee
—
and
then
away. It rinses clean in hard or soft water. Equallywashes
as goodit
for blondes as brunettes. Try it today! For sale at all drug
counters.
barber shops.Professional applications at beauty shops and
Afterideal
and preparation
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Fitch's
Tonicnewis
the
stimulate the
hair Ideal
roots Hair
and give
life, luster and beauty to your hair.
WRITE TODAY to The F. W. Fitch Co., Dept
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Sample of Fitch's Dandruff Remover Shampoo
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cream
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complete beauty
treatment.
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skin
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beautifulWaxskin onhidden
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Mercolized
your
skin every
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It
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while
sleep.
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HOW'S

YOUR

HAIR?

^ot A GLORIOUS WAVE
USE THIS WONDERFUL WAVE SET
Quick drying. Combs out sHimmeri
ing long lasting wave. Make certai
ofEllisyourWaveNo. Set.
1 Beauty Asset with D
Millions of users testify to thi
of this fine wave set — the co:
the bottle — applied in a f
— beautifies every type and col
"Ttij It todaij ! !

10/

atDRUG
5r & STORES
10c and
EVERYWHERE
DR. ELLIS SALES CO., INC.
600 SecondAddress;
Avenue, Toronto,
Pittsburgh,
Pa
Canadian
Ontario
DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective
l^J^
Invisible
Ear' Drums
l^fi* M Leonjrd
resemble Tiny
Megaphones
fittin
ofthe theinventor
drums. who himself has been beneSted by the use
A. 0. LEONARD, IMm SuHt 986. 70 6th Ave., New York

FOa A FMUIFSS VELVETY
S II MM Eli SKI^
Indoors
out — —onbring
dancethefloor,
court, oror beach
sparkletennisof
youth to your
skinit towithface,Miner's
Liquid
Make-Up.
Apply
neck,
arms,
Icqs— tempting,
your skinradiant.
feels silky, lovely!
looks
fresh,
Ploy hours
under scorching You're
sun or dance
till ordawnstreak.
— Miner's
won't rub
off
At drugstaysand10con,dep't
50c. Trialor sizes
at anystores,
10c
counter,
send 25c10c and
for a generous
trial
mentioning
luni.'n" ''O' ttle,
East 20th
St., N. shade,
Y. C. to Miner's,

GENTLEMEN
BE SEATED!
{Coiili"iicd from page 37)
Know what it meant? Of course you did,
and so did every other kid in school. Ah,
those silk hats, those gold-headed canes
twirled so elegantly by the natty gentlemen of the ensemble as they paraded
down the street! And the drum major,
who tossed his baton high into the trees
and caught it behind his back, with the
cahiiest of smiles — what a god was he!
Then that glorious night and the end
seat in the second row, from where you
could see half circles of beautifully overdressed gentlemen, flanked by fantastically
dver-dressed end-men, done in coal black,
iKilding antic tambourines. And the interlocutor, al dignified but with a tw-inkle
in his eye, who'd say those immortal
words: "Gentlemen — he seated!"
Shades of George H. Prinn-ose, of Billy
l-".mers<in, of George Thatcher, of Gus Hill
and • all
that immortal
bandJim! Can't
you
"Haddy"
Rice singing
Crow and
/■'/ t7/,.,.,sv To Be a Daisy} Why, it was
I'.niniett, a minstrel man, who wrote
I'i.vic. that all-time Southern anthem. And
1 I.LW Dockstader's coat, was there ever
aiiylliiiHi like it? "A thing of shreds and
patches
indeed,
as thethepatches
increased. .in." size
and and
number,
more
did Lew (and the audience) treasure it.
Vea, the minstrel show was truly
America's
! known minstrel men of
One of theownbetter
the day was
gentlemanhis known
as 'Lasses
White,
who a called
minstrel
show,
'Lasses White's Tab Shmv. It was to
'Lasses willing
White
Pat Military
went, afterAcademy.
an unyear at that
Georgia
"Besides amateur-night experience at
clowning,"
beganin Pat,
"Ld learned
pla\
the harmonica
the Sunday
Schoolto baiifi
and this stood me in good stead when I
asked
'Lasses until,
for a onejob.night,
He let
the ensemble
the meend sitmanin
on m>- left had the misery and I got my
chance. For two happy years I was one
of 'Lasses' end men, at forty per."
T(i earn his forty per he played the
harmonica and did specialty acts, like
playing Negro girl parts— easy enough behis voiceforhadn't
Another,
which causecalled
eightchanged.
other men,
took
thi- icirm of a skit called The Three
D'C
li'c/c
Traill,
which
train
was
supposed
fii 1)L- Coming into a haunted station. One
crabbv critic advised the troupe to take an
earlier train than the Three O'Clock, if
the\keep theirforskins,
but hereally
was wanted
a moroseto excejjtion,
the
show^ was generally liked and when they
hit a town and their band swung into
Capiscola's
March,withalmost
town
was seized
violente\ery
pains kid
whichin
necessitated his immediate <iuittance of the
classroom and the vicinity of the McGnjjcy Fifth Reader.
"I did more in vaudeville than in minstrel shows," said Pick, "hut I uot a i rack
at them,
fromI was
I 'alias.
Cx.as,
you
know. too.
That isI'mto say,
hnrn Ithere;
hack in '93, but when I was a little shaver
of six my daddy moved us out to Oklahoma, where, to my joy, there were still
Injuns."

His daddy tried to make a school
teacher
him, butNaturally,
it didn't when
take, theso
he joinedouttheof army.
War came along, he did his bit by entertaining the men. He got to liking it so
much that when the War, and his time,
were up he went into minstrel shows, then
into vaudeville and then stock. One of
his big moments in stock occurred when
he imitated a horse's hooves — bringing no
GeneralfromSheridan's
horse away.
right
uplesstothan
the wings
twenty miles
He acted, too, he said.
"Pick saw me before I saw him," exbrothercalled
and South
I wereandin
a show plained
in Pat.St."MyLouis,
West.
It's
ahva>s
been
a
wonder
me,
since, how he was willing to workto with
meAnafter"E-flat
seeingtab,"
us ingentle
that E-flat
readers,tab."is a
bad show. It's nigger talk and it simply,
and terribly, means — lousy!
But itcause,didn't
difference,inbe-a
when theymakewereanyintroduced
New
York
Automat,
they
signed
articles
five minutes later.
" 'Pat,' I said," Pick tells, " 'want to go
up to my hotel room and talk over the
partnership?'
He room.
was allI for
went
over to the
tookit,outso mywe
key
to open
the doorthere
but was
I couldn't
the key
in because
a plug getin
the keyhole. 'Somebody musta broken
a key off in the door,' I said, innocently.
'Jes' wait till I phone the little old manager on this hall phone, here.' So I called
the desk and said: 'Mister, I think you
ought to know that there's a plug in my
keyhole.' 'Sure,' answered the man at . the
desk, 'ue know about it. Why don'tcher
"Our first plug," Pat said, and ducked.
"Well, we talked
it over," continued
"
pay yer"andrentI ?'showed
Pick,
Pat tobecause
the manager.
I guess he liked his looks,
he let
us in. That was a fine start."
They had adventures a-plenty after this.
They were first booked into a theatre on
125th Street, and to celebrate the engagethey bought
clothes
and hadmentthem
sent to much-needed
the manager C.O.D.
They
even
borrowed
twenty-rtve
dollars
from him.
Then they went over to WO I' one day,
looking for work. "Sure," said the station manager,
givea you
a job,show
if youin
can write,
and "I'll
act in,
minstrel
half
hour."
Could they?likeOfthatcourse
they an
could.
An assigmnent
was
duck soup for a pair of old ininstrel-ians.
It wasn't a too-bad show that they
turned out
the succeeding ones,thatevenday,if nor
they were
did detest
the
eight o'clock
(in thesession,
mi}nn'iig)
performance. That early
hnwexer,
was
to be lucky for them, as the manager of
WOR tuned in while shaving one mornand nearly cut himself over one of
their inggags.
WOR kept them at sustaining for a
year-and-a-half and there were no more
plugs in the keyhole, just an occasional
plug from an admirer. The same being
ever a delight to the soul of a performer.
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PINAUD'S IMPROVED
SIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA
• Make your eyelashes a natural -looking
fringe of dark, long, silky beauty with thisextra-creamy mascara. Smudgeproof. Permanent. Non-smarting. Apply with or without
water. Black,brown, blue, green, /^.-^^^v
For that extra touch ^^^^^
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL
PARIS
™„ PINAlfD NEW YORK

APIlAILS
A MOMENT'S NOTICE
NEW!
Smart,nailslong,for
tapering
eshort,
ver> onethin' Covernailsbroken,
with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any desired
length and
polished
any
shade.
Delies
detection.
Easilygrowth
appliedor ;cuticle.
remains
firm. Waterproof.
No effect
nail
Removed
at will.on
Marvelously natural-looking. Try them'
S249 W. MADISON
ST.. FINGERNAILS
NU-NAILS Z''™^^

Happy
Relief
From
Painful
Backache
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many blame
of thoseon gnawing,
nagging,arepainful
backachesby
people
— andcoldsmayor strciins
be relie/edoftenwhencau-sed
treated
intiredthe kidneys
right way.
Thecess acidskidneys
are Nature's
chief
waythe ofblood.
takingMostexand
poisonous
waste
out
of
people
of waste.pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
If the 1.5poisonous
miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
work
the blood.
These well,
may startleg nagging
backaches,
maticpoisons
pains, lumbago,
pains, loss
of pepunder
andrheuenergy,
getting
up
nights,
swelling,
puffiness
the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't
wait! Askby your
druggist
Pills,
used
successfully
millions
fortheover15formiles
40 Doan's
years. They
give happy
will helpwaste
tubes
flush relief
out and
poisonous
from theof kidnej
blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

A vaseline company thought that they
were smooth enough to do advertising for
ihctn over NBC, and the youngish hopethey'd House
arrived.Shoiv
But Boat
it wasn't
until fulsthefigured
Ma.vivell
slid
down the airways that they really came
into tlteir own, and the sponsor's generous
budget. Dill's
came along later, so there
you
Pick see
and them,
Pat. Molasses January and
Somewhere, sometime, in the midst of
all the hustle and hustle, tluy ;.;(it them^clves married. Pick niarrie<l a girl who
had been in the profession, an<l Pat mar^
ried
Follieshimgirlwhen
he'd they
met met
in Montreal.
She ahated
and he
hated her, but love changed that. She died
twBobby
o yearsandago,Pat leaving
car-old
to fendtheirforiiinc->
thcniscl\c>.
Bobby
is at academy.
River(lalc-( )n-'i hcHudson,at inpresent
a military
"He's not going to be an aclor,'' Pat
swears, "he's enrolled in Georgia Tech already, whereandthey're
goingmake
to teach
him
engineering
perhaps
an artist
out of him. His tuition's paid
now all he has to do is to gmw up."
two boys.PatJack
arc
stillPick's
in sclujol.
askedandhimBuddy,
whether
he had to whip his seventeen-vear-old
"Onlv in self defense !" snapped back
Pick.
Jack.
likeVouthat.c.vj^i-ct radio comics to say til
They're on
reallyMondays
hard-workins
instance,
and
their activities shape up s"n nn't write
this
; Rehearsal
at oneXo o'clock,
hearsal
) at three.
— they Dre^sto (rethe
their
own
stutY.
publicit\contrary. Xaturally, theyrek make little
changes in their material, so it will be just
a bit more
their own,
but that';- (li^cu<sin,<J
expected.
The\
sit around
all afterno'-n,
gags and situations, then at radio tunc
get into their costumes and appl\- the
burnt
Thus a)id
yon Pat.
have <lepcnding
Mulasscs on'n'
Januarycork.
or Pick
which night you tune them in.
"(lets so," complained Pat, "that half
of the posetime
forgetparticular
which we're
d to be we
on that
hour supand
I m apt to turn to Pick and call him January, on thegrunted
Dill's Best
"Huh,"
Pick,Shoiv."
"I remembers one
little
old
night
when
knowfunny'
who
you were! Lordy me, you
bin didn't
that was
Pat's a Doccoldtoldhe himhad,to sodrinkhe >ome
for
asked wdiiskey
me to
keep him company. Since I'm most unnaturally polite and considerate," (Pat
snorted)
"I jes' the
helped
him do away
a pint before
broadcast.
Well, with
the
first five minutes on the air were okay. I
could jes' about make out every other
word, and I wasn't complaining, when I
noticed Pat was bavin' trouble. I nudged
him and he near' fell over. Then he threw
his script down on the floor and I did,
loo. We ad libbed all the rest of the

Comfy^aby/
THANKS TO HIS OLIVE OIL POWDER

MOTHER,
willfreekeepfromyourchafing,
baby so
and nothing
Z.B.T.coolOlive
Oilhappy,
Babyso Powder.
The olive oilas
makes Z.B.T. smoother, longer-clinging, superior in "slip"— makes it more effective for
diaper tions.rash,
pricklyzincheat
and skin
Free from
stearate,
Z. B irritaT. is
approved
by
leading
hospitals,
Housekeeping and your baby. Large by25t Good
and
50c sizes. For FREE SAMPLE
postcardStreet,
to Z.B.T.,
Dept.K-4,
80sendVarick
New York
City.

Consult
doctorNipples
regularly.
Ask aboutyour
Hygeia
and
Bottles.
Nipple,
breastthoroughly
shaped,
easily
inverted
and
cleaned. Patented tab keeps nipgerm-free. New
valvepleprevents
collapse.inside

CORNS COME
BIGGERUGLIER
BACK

DRAW OUT ROOT
AND ALL—
safe, gentle way
•theWhen
pare a imbedded
corn you onlyin your
trim thetoe surface—
root youremains
and the
corn
soon
comes
back
bigger
and
uglier— more
painful than before.
Butmethod
when the
you corn
use theis gone
new double-actioa
Jay
for
good. pressure,
The Bluetiny
Blue-Jay
medicated
plaster,
by
removing
atliftsonceout—relieves
and in(exceptionally
3 short days stubborn
the corn
Root pain
and All
cases may require a second application).
"Vassir,"
"and bless
ea.sy Blue-Jay method today. 25(i
the
Presidentadded
of thePat.United
States,mewhoif forTry6— this
show!"
at allsafe,
druggists.
was supposed to follow us on the air,
wasn't
late fifteen
and didn't
have tofifteen
ad libminutes
that e.xtra
minutes,we
BAUER & BLACK
They howled at the memory of it. Pat
BLUE-JAY
SCIENTIFIC
CORN PLASTERS
said people from everywhere told them it
was one of their best broadcasts. Then
97
too !"
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IN\REDjVEINEDEYES

Amazing
discoveryan . ingredient
. . the formula
eye
doctors.newContains
foundof intwono noted
other
eye lotion.
That's
why
Eye-Geneveined
clearsandanddullwhitens
eyes
that
are
red,
prominently
from
fatigue, late hours, exposure, i« seconds.
CLEARS, WHITENS!

EYE SPECIALISTS'
AMAZING
FORMULA
WINNING THOUSANDS
TN just a few seconds eyes look clearer, brighter . . .
■•■larger!
feel scientific
so marvelously
refreshed! With
Eye-Gene And
.Te.ste.d and
new
stainless
disapproved.
Now overtaxed
used eyeby lotion
thousands
whenevercopvorearryi.eyes
are
dull,
tired,
temly veined. At all drug, department and 10corstores.
EYE-GENE

CREME NAIL POLISH
Don't mar beautiful hands with a nail
polish that streaks on your nails when
it goes on and chips off after a couple
of
days.Try Don't
shades.
the new wear
LADY out-of-date
LILLIAN
Creme Polish in Rose, Rust and
"Smoky" red colors. LADY LILLIAN
is approved by Good Housekeeping.
Special 3c Trial Offer
For generous trial bottle send this ad
and 3c stamp to LADY LILLIAN,
Dept. M-2,1140 Washington St., Boston,
Mass. Specify shade you prejer.
•Conveniently On Sale
At 5 and 10 Cent Stores

he went on, apropos of nothing at all :
"We've come to the conclusion that we
don't ever want to go back on the boards. Blondes With
We don't e\cn like to make personal apnces. Oh, we've like
pla\e(l
amount, andpearatheatres
that,thebutPar-we Darkened Hair!
don't like it."
Give Your Hair Tliat
"Xo," echoed Pick, "we do not. Why,
Ligliter Natural
once when I was makiui; an out-of-town
"Spun-Gold"
Look
With This New
and Jerry
mc that
off the
Rinse
threw
out athrew
hint that
was train."
supposed Heto
—Shampoo
3 ShadesandLighter
lie lunn.w but. giving up all hope lor a
in 15outMinutes
Withlaugh, continued:
"We doWe dowerean over
ocHarsh Bleaches
casional benefit, however.
or Dyes.
at Radio City Music Hall the night they
Here at lastof blonde
Is an easy
way tohair.bringTryoutNewthe Blondes,
full radianttho
or Golden
brown
put on that big flood benefit. We'd agreed loveliness
Shampoolighter
and Special
that washes
It 2golden
to «
some lines,
darnedof ifourwe performerdidn't get shades
and brines
out Uinse
thethat natural
lustrous
toon talking
withbutsome
sheen,
the
alluring
highlights
can
make
hair
so andattractire.
New
Blondes
costs
but
a
few
pennies
to
use
sale. Contains
harshand bleaches
or dyes.and
friends and forget the routine we'd agreed isUsedabsolutely
your noscalp
hair Gethealthy
lovely regularly,
gleaming itwithIteepslustrous
highlights.
Blondei
FREB
"An' we hadn't been taking any cough today.
Kl.NSE. Newfor salecombination
at all stores.package,
New sizeshampoo
at all 10cwithcounters.
medicine," slipped in Pat.
&DINSE
eight and
yearsthattogether
they've had
onlyIn their
one fight,
was because
Pat
rushed ofT after a stage matinee to find
out howon."his baseball-playing cousin, Burley Grimes (now manager of the Brooklyn
Dodgers), had come out on the day's
liitching
his bows.— and so consequently hadn't taken
Then,was under
of costumes
"events," •'And since I've disthere
the timethetheyheading
left their
covered
r Camllle RUNin the car while they did a benefit at the R-STOP
ing everybody
about 10cit.
Hudson Theatre. Somebody, some dastard, Just
you getthink—
a tubefor
with 50 runs, and
stole them, and as Pick said, it was a enough
cream
stop
it's putBLACK
up in tosuch
a clever
RED
tough thing to happen to them when AND
PURSE
VANITY.
It's
simply
marvelous
they were doing a good deed !
way of stopping torunshaveanda
Their only solace was the thought of sure
checking
snags."Askdoes for not
norRun-R-Stop
wash out.
it at harden
chain,
the thief's face when he undid the bundle CflMILLE,
INC. and
49 E.shoe
21 SI.,stores.
and found that the costumes were of too- department
bright a hue to be worn and that the shoes
were
long ! the kind clowns wear — three feet
"I've found a feller," said Pat, "who's
FREE FOR ASTHMA
anearrealmy character.
a farmerGeorgia,
down
home townHe's
of Bogart,
AND HAY FEVER
and
I
don't
even
know
his
name,
but
he's
the doggondest man I ever did see. He can IFchokeyouandsufTergaspwithfor attacks
sneezing
andcontinuously,
snuffing breath.
while yourfail eyes
wateratandoncenoseto
mimic him
anything
going payto discharges
to send
bring
up forthere
one ofis.theI'mshows,
the
Frontier
Asthma
Co. don't
foryoua freelive trial
of a remarkable
No
matter
where
or
whether
have
his fare, give him some dough and show method.
any trial.
faith InIf anyyou remedy
under forthea Sun,
send andyoulor tried
this
free
havelearnsuffered
Ufe-tlrae
everything
you
could
of
without
relief;
evenbutif sendyou
him
the
sights.
I'll
bet
he's
never
been
utterly
discouraged,
do
not
abandon
hope,
more than twenty miles away from Bo- are
today for this free trial It will cost you nothing. Addresi
CO.. 266-B FRONTIER
gart in all ofthehisbiggest
life !" interest the boys FRONTIER
However,
462 NIAGARAASTHMA
ST.
BUFFALO. BLDG.
N. V.
have is a 210-acre farm in a town acWhat
does BUT
a radioTHE starTRUTH?
think about?
See
tually (so Pat says) called Gloucester
NOTHING
(Page
82)
Court House, down in old Virginny.
There's a beautiful old mansion on the
land
to Negroes,
raise satldle
horses,andwiththey're
the helpgoing
of three
one
of whom is a ])reacher.
No, are
sir, they
they'regoing
goingto
to But
raisethat
pigs.isn'tAndall.what
do with the pigs? That's right. Ma'am,
they'reandgf)ing
to transform
into'
hams
snmke
the hams the
overpigs
hickory
imuccisis 35= • 60- ■ '
logs. Then the\'ri' going to call them ^'
Mnlasscs
'n'
Jannary
Hickory
Smoked
llains, and sell them all over the country.
{Aih't.!)
MAKE learn$25-$35
A WEEK
practical nursing
at I
That's what they're going to do and if
you have any jokes in nnnd almnt hams, in
One graduate
charge of 10-bedlearnhosthe theatrical sense of llie xM.rd, vou'd betpitalMenAnotherandhassaved
ter jcs' fo'git 'em, or else little old I'ick Schooling.notEquipment
women(40018 while
toWrite
60. High
reciuired.Included.Easy
tuitionOF payments.
oow.
and
Pat
or
little
old
Molasses
'n'
January
CHICAGO
SCHOOL
NURSING
will tear you limb from limb or tie you up PleaseDept.send237,free100booklet
East Ohio
and 32Street,
sampleChlcage,
lesson III.pagei. —
and make you listen to some of their poorer Name
-Statejokes!
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HOLLYWOOD
INVITES YOU
im-d front pai/c 59)
WAKE
UP YOUR
LIVER BILE . . .
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in thepourMorning
Rarin' oftoliquid
Go
bileTheintoliveryeuk-should
bowels daily.outIftwothis pounds
bile is not flowdoesn't
digest.stomach.
It just Youdecaysget
inconstipated.
theing freely,
bowels.yourGasfoodbloats
up your
poisoned
you feel sour, Your
sunk whole
and thesystem
world islooks
punk. and
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement
doesn't getLittleat theLivercause.PillsIttotakes
good,
old Carter's
get those
these
two
pounds
of bile flowing freely and make
you
feel
"up
and
up".
Harmless,
gentle,
yet
amazing
in making
bile
flow freely.
Ask forrefuse
Carter'sanything
Little
Liver
Pills
by
name.
Stubbornly
else. 25c.

Glenda Farrell, Warner
star, wi entertain you in
Fernando home. She is a bird lover.

SHEET MUSIC
dreda izeof favorit
sheet
second trippers, and Dick Arlen's "Melting
Colored |tle
pages, words,
1^ Pot" party features the third vacation trip.
uleleHawaiian
And here's another main event — a party
indsolo.Guitar
chords
and
guitar
100 pianoAt most
solos. 5 Ask&10cforCALUMET OverMUSIC.
Stores. atmeetNBC's
radio Hollywood
celebrities station,
in personwhere
! So you'll
keep
that dial turned to the NBC Red and Blue
and tune in Jack Benny, Marion
I WANT YOU networks
Talley, Walter Winchell, Conrad Nagel,
Amos
and
Andy, Luni and Abner, Col.
Work
for
"Uncle
Sam"
$1260 to Common
$2100 aEducation
year
Irvin S. Cobb, Les Tremayne and his First
MEN—startWOMEN—
usually
sufficient.
Short
hours.
Write
Niglitcrs,
Victor
and Helen Brodtobook,me with
immediatelyof positions
lor free and32-pagefull erick, and all thatMoore
galaxy of entertainers
particulars list
on how to get one.
Act who come to you through
the NBC network from Hollywood.
Did we forget to mention Bing Crosby
and Bob Burns? That would burn 'em up,
because they're looking forward to your
your white shoes! visit, too! This is going to be fun, and
Clean them white with you'll enjoy every minute of it.
we haven't
more than
Shu-Milk, the safest cleaner fewButwords
here. Thespace
wholeforcomplete
story,a
for
all white
rub containing details and costs, is in the big
off and
will not shoes.
mat buckWon't
or suede.
illustrated booklet to be mailed you free.
Write now, right now! Make up your
mind that, when that crowd of merryCOLOR
YOUR
HAIR
l"^,'*^'^
makers pulls out of Chicago. >ou'll be on
SHAMPO-KOLOR
won't permit WAY 1
ifsshade.
root3;leave3
hair soft. natural;
or that you'll hop on somewhere en
.wave Free Book UaliignyPrcd. Int. Opt.39-A, 254W.J1SL N.Y. board,
route.toThis
you don't
want
miss is! oneThe vacation
cost is that
no more
than
you'd
pay
for
a
so-so
vacation,
slapping
mosquitos at the lake, but it will fill your
inemory book with one thrill after another.
This is the last call — reservations are
nearly
complete! — so act today ! See you
in Hollywood

George Murphy, star of Top of the
Town, with Louella Parsons, noted
Hollywood press and radio columnist.

Joe Godfrey, Jr., Suite 1804
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
Please send me free illustrated
booklet containing full description of
the Radio St.\rs Magazine Tours
to Hollywood.
Name
Address
. . . State
City
(Knclosc .Money
$10 if vowi
vati.n.
'l'Ye'' i*efiimle(f ''if'^^'you

LfKE TO TRY IT? Send coupon and lOc (Canada
CLARKMILLNER
CO., Depl
15-G.
666Ibc) St.eachClairto St.,
Chicago. I!l., for nCream
or OS/ic*.
Check tint: QLight nMedium OBrunette nSunTan.
Name

Rinse Off Unwanted Hair
avoid bristly re-growth
Why spoil your summer fun with ugly
hair shorts
on arms
and the
legs"?utmost
Bathing
suits
and
demand
feminine
daintiness. Forget shaving — discover the
NEET
— easy,
NEET wayis like
a cold sure,
cream dependable!
in texture.
Simply
spread
it
on
rinse off with water. unwanted
Then feel hair;
how
petal-soft and smooth it leaves the skin.
That's
because
NEET
removes
hair closer to the skin surface than theis
possible iswith
razor. and
Regrowth
thus adelayed
when it docs appear there
are
no sharp-edged
Millions
of women bristles.
depend
on NEET. Get it in drug
and department stores;
trial size at IO5!: stores.
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RHDIO
mUGHS
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
FROM POPULAR PROGRAMS)
JUDY: Zeke played a mean trick on
our parrot.
AX NCR:TheWliat"d
JUDY:
parrot hewasdo?sound asleep ni
its cage, so Zeke got a great hig candy
Easter egg and sneaked it into the cage
with it. 1 hen he woke the parrot up. The
parrot to.'k one l"ok at this great hig old
egg and ^a^l : -TH.AT-S A LIE!"
(JUDY C.\.\'0\'A, Woodbury Program.)
GRACIE:
Why medon't
you you
give a yourself
a treat
and coa.x
to give
kiss?
GEORGE:
Gracie,
you
wouldn't
kiss Tony before all these boys! want to
GRACIE: Why, sure. ... I certainly
wouldn't want to be last!
(BURNS and ALLEN, Campbell Program.)
MARY:
been working
garden all week.I've Yesterday
I put onin mycarrots,
pansies, cherries, violets and radishes and
I planted them in straw.
JACK: In straw? Well, what are you
trying
MARY:to raise?
Straw hats.
(JACK BENNY and MARY LIVINGSTONE, Jell-O Program.)
PORTL.WD:
Mr. .V.lcit. Mr. AUcn.
FRED.
Oiiirl.
/-lease! asTlicrc
one Mr. Allen,
i'lrlmialely.
suiiie isnjniily
the
radin
critics
put
it.
PORTLAND: Hello!
FRED: Well. sir. they laughed zchen
I said I Ti'Oi (iniiu/ to brush »/' on my
hridijC- They didn't knot^ I was a sireel
cleaner on the Xezc Trihoro. If it isn't
Portland!
(FRED ALLEN and PORTLAND
HOFl-A. Town Hall Tonifiht.)
PHIL:.\rl:-l\'oui :ime
know,"ntniv screen
United
well, I test
was for
offered aji'h Twcniicth (.'enlnrv.
HAKin" Cemnry
: 'Yon :-w reReally,
offered "a joh hv
Twentieth
did they want
yow to do? Phil? What
PHIL: Make up tlie hertiis.
(PHIL BAKER, Gulf Program.)
JANUARY:
get up heto
bat, small, dark Stop
and gabbin'
repulsive.an' Before
pitches again I want to take a few trial
swings.
do MOLASSES:
that. . . . LastOh,weekyou mydon't
unclewant
had toa
few trial swings.
JANUARY: Then what happened?
MOLASSES: They hung him.
(MOLASSES and JANUARY, Show
Boat Program.)
HENRY: Bui those incnine ta.r collectors .. . it uvs n ciiich. All I hail to do
■was (jive them mv last didlur ami a ini'rlf/ac/e
on
my tcifr,Inil ;ehal
/ slillserriee
n-.en myllieyfather
onlrif/ht
had
there!
On
the
zi'ay
out
a
man
'/i'ecs
you toa
mirror,
so
you
can
watch
yourself
starve
death!
(HENNV YOUNGMAN, A & P Band
Wagon.)
MOTHER:
glad you're
all
right,
Joseph, myI'mson.so Here,
drink iliis
hot lemonade. Then we'll pour you a hot
bath.
JOE: But mother, if I drink this lemonade, Iv/on't
have anyCocomalt
room for Program.)
the hath !
(JOE
PEXXER,
100

BUDD: You knozv. Pop, ive could go
even furlhcr ivilh that abbreviation stuff.
For instance — )/ / wanted to say that Albany is the capital of Nezv York, I'd just
savSTOOP:
Alb is theNczrr
cap o' Nezv.the Greek fraternit es .. . Slick to mind
the text here.
_lapioca
(.STOOPNAGLE
Program.) & BUDD. Minute
: Well,
theGR.A.HAM
dinner party,
Ed? did your aunt have
ED : Oh, yes, Graham . . . and my aunt
never stopped talking the entire evening.
She said to my uncle: "I believe my voice
is"Well,
getting
And exercise
my uncleas said
if I husky."
got as much
your :
voice,
be huskySpud
too!''- Program.)
(ED I'dWYNN,
MARY: I even found a way to grow
mashed potatoes.
JACK:
MARY: How?
First I put vanishing cream on
the skins.
JACK:
Yes?
MARY: Then I plant them with a
hammer.
JACK: Oh, go away, Gracie!
(JACK STONE,BENNY
and MARY LIVINGJell-O Program.)
FRED: I though! your mother got
your father in a raffle.
PORTLAND
iVhenlo Papa
zvas courting Mamma, he :came
the house
every
niiilil.
and
Mamiiia'il
cook
him
pot eh?
roast.
FRED: ()l,--oirl MEATS boy,
(I'RIil) .ILLL.N. Tinvn Hall Tonight.)
MOLASSES: Strike one!
theJANUARY:
ball hit me Strike
on theone?
head.You idiot . . .
MOLASSES:
Well,
it
struckforyou,
it? That's two dollars' fine
you. didn't
JANUARY:
Two
dollars'
fine?
What's
the two bucks for?
MOLASSES: To buy a new ball.
(MOLASSES and JANUARY, Show
Boat Program.) -♦HENRY: I stepped into the barber
shop, ing:
. . SII.iri:S
. there was
a sum onCENTS
the wallAND
savI ITTLEX
A QU.lRfFR. I said lo the barber:
"What's the difference .'" He said: "With
the
sluree you man
gel bandages."
Just quarter
tlieii a bald-headed
rushed in,
JUDY:
It's
a
nice
heavy
material,
all
righl, itbutni e\er\off his toupee and .■said: "Give me a
rin-^-,,
ikes hertimefeel Annie
sad. inits on that haircut
Htook'agon.)
and shampoo — /'// be back in half
.'\nnie?
.WNC'R: Why d(jes it make you sad,
(HENRY YOUNGMAN, A & P Band
ANNIE: I keep a-thinkin' about that
hour!"
poor
goin' around without liis an WALTER.
blanket horse,
!
But it's on March 15th—
income
tax off.
day —I that
(THE
CANOVAS,
Woodbury
Program.)
ing things
took every
so muchone offstarts
that takthe
sent
me
one
of
Sally
Rand's
PHIL: Bottle, another crack like that, government
fans.
l'"or
what
I
paid,
you'd
think
they'd
me Sally Panel !
and aonpunk.
tlie I'ourth of July you'll be with- send(WAL'iER
(jut
O'KEEFE, Vallee Program.)
P.OTTLl'::
Oh,
Mr.
Baker—
don't
leave
me.
-♦- in so rare as a day
ANNC'R:
"What
I'Hfl.:
N'ouforknow.
Bottle.andI Itried
remove
a ring
five years
finallyto
got it off with soap and water.
JUDY : Hey, Zeke, zvhat is so rare as a
BCJTTLE:
in June?A red-headed Chinaman.
wet(PHIL
your collar?Oh, I .say, sir, didn't you day
in ZEKE:
June?"
(THE
CANOVAS, Woodbury ProProgram.) BAKER and BOTTLE, Gulf
Trintcd In the U. S A by Art Color rrlnllnfi Company. Diinpllen. N. J.
gram.

MILTON: Judge, this is your director,
Cecil
deMoody. Straight,
Cecil, I'da like
know siveB.Judge
very you
repul-to
friend ofHugo
mine.
a MACK:
jackass. Director? He couldn't direct
GORDON:
we'll director,
get alongI
fine.
Not only Yes,
am II can—
a great
am also a very fine camembert.
MILTON: Wait a minute. Moody —
you don't mean camembert — you mean
cameraman.
GORDON:
mean
camembert.I said camembert and I
MILTON:
But you're
bert is an imported
cheese.wrong. CamemGORDON:
What areGillette
you— aProgram.)
native?
(MILTON BERLE,
PAT: Eddie Cantor, zvid his five gals,
thinks de stork is de ivorst postman in de
ivorld.
PICK: Why does Eddie Cantor, ivid his
five gals,
man in liethink
lenrldfde stork is de xvorst postmalePAT:
to him.Laiise it never delivered any
(PICK and PAT, Pipe Smoking Time.)
BIXUi:
Thisit,doesn't
l)irthday, does
Bob? happen to be your
HOB: That depends, Ring.
lilXti: Depends on what?
BOB: If it was — would you give me a
present?
BING: But of course.
BOB:
Then
it's myandbirthday!
(BING
CROSBY
BOB BURNS,
Kraft
Program.)
BERGEN: Robbie never gave up the
idea of going to sea and wanting to be a
sailor, so one day he got a position on a
boat.
after all, that's the
bestCHARLIE:
place to beYeah—
a sailor.
(EDGAR BERGEN and Dummy Char
lie, Vallee Program.)
CLERK: I hope your plants will be
thrivinn i^'hen von reach Southampton.
MARY:
I reach where.'
CLERK : ll'hen
Sruthamf-lm,.
MAR)':
lime
dull
knoies
SinilhiiinlUini isof onyou!LongEveryone
Island,
I'artx.)I waul
and
In i/o to I : li i/lauil .
(MAR)' HO LAND, Saturday Night
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The New "Smoky" Nail Shades
as Miss Nancy Harrar wears them

Manoir Richelieu
Canada
Nancy
puts
her tennisHarrar
opponent
very much off his
game with her new
above-the-knees
outfit in 2 shades of blue
accented
with
a
rosecolored
and
Cutex Old sash
Rose nails.
*'OId Rose is lovely
for
blonde
Nancy
says,types,"
"and
especially
for
both with
sportspastels
and
evening."

NO GATHERING of the smart
younger .set i.s conii)letel\' lovely
without the willowy, hlue-eycd Nancy
Harrar—
one of theof this
outstandiiif;
York debutantes
last season.Xew
doingfor18 her
holesfriends,
of golf
or Whether
playing she's
Chopin
Nancy has the knack of making a
charming color picture of herself.
Part of this glamour picture are her
tapered
hands that
she
makes stillnnisician's
more interesting
with the
new Cutex "smoky" polish shades.
"Even the deep shades are .soft and
smoky," she says. "You can do a lot

Rainbow Room
Rockefeller Center
New York
Nancy Harrar is the
particular
of the
evening satin
instargleaming
white
boldly
splashed
with primavera bouquets
and
belted
with chartreuse
.in. the
. wornstartling
with naiis
Cutex Burgundy.

more with them as color accents than
with ordinary glaring poli
Sec just how she uses three of tiie
("utex "siiioky" shades hy < iittiiif; out
tlie (iiTures
out sc\-eral
clcNcr al)i)\c.
Ciitcx Xdw
colorwork
scIumik'^
for
yourself!
'llicrc
arc
VI
Mnart
>liadcs
choo.se froin-Old Ho-c, Bnr-undv,to
Ru.st. Light Rust, Hose. Manx. . Coral.
Ruhy. Robin Red, Caniinal. Xaliiral,
Colorless. Cutex is inor<' lustrous, too —
wears for da.N s, won't thicken iiji in the
bottle, won't fade!
Start right now to accent your personality with 3 or 4 glamorous shades.
Only ,S.5^ a large bottle, at any sho])!
Norlhnm Warren, New Vi)rk, .MoiilriMl, I-onilmi, Paris

En route to London
For teatain of thewith Aquitania
the Cap— Nancy Harrar
chooses distinguished
gray andwith
whitelovely
sheer
jersey
dusky
Rust. nails in Cutex
Nancy sayswithRust
is
gorgeous
beige
and copper,green,as
it's
the
well asabsolutely
gray. "And
nail color when you're
sun-tanned!"

Cutex Oily Cl
Remover,
the deadstores the natural
cuticle, oil,rekeeps
cuticle lovely
ting.
without harmful cutNortham
191 HudsonWarren
Street,Corporation,
New York, Dept.
N. \. 7-M-7
(InI enclose
Canada, 16cP. toO. cover
Box 2.i20,
Montreal)
cost of postage and packing
for the Cutex Introductory Set, including 2 shades
of Cutex Liquid Polish, as checked. Mauve □
Rust
□ Burgundy □ Robin Red □ Old Rose □
Name
Citv
Address
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THE LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY RADIO iWAGAZINE

MRS.

BING

GETS

CONFIDENTIAL

CROSBY

Be Utterly Thrilling, Utterly Refined
and You'll Keep Him All Yours Forever
He"Jl Jove you, adore you and n orship you, too,
if you thrill him with the perfume of Nature's
own flowers. It lured the cave-man pursuing his
flower-decked mate . . . and it can weave a
glamorous spell for you.
Let Lander's Blended-Flowcr Talc give you the
rapturous daintiness, the flower-fresh sweetness
that absolutely captivates a man. Try the Gardenia and Sweet Pea Blend. Every morning,
dust your whole body with this cxcjuisite powder
. . . smell sweet all over! You feel glorified, inspired .. . you know you're divinely thrilling
and that vou lyii? win love. Lander's BlcndcdFlower l alc does this for you and more . . .
It guards your refinement. . . makes a man long
to protect you, because you're sweet as a flower.
He dreams of marriage, a cozy home and you
. . . \()u, so seductive and so refined, his bride in
love's blue heaven. Get Lander's Blended-Flower
Talc today. Only \0( each at your lO^- store.
I

ANOERS
BLENDED- FlbwIfmiCS
ULACS AND ROSES • GARDENIA AND SWEET FEA • CARNATION AND UlY
OF THE VAUEY- LA VENDER AND riNE ORCHID AND ORANGE BIOSSOM
AT Ail
>oe notis

RADIO STARS

WHY

NOT

Complete

MAKE

IT

A

VACATION?

GOING traveling in New England? Week-ending? Vacationing? Then why not leave care behind and relax in airconditioned comfort — in a New Haven streamlined coach or
luxurious Pullman?
You'll travel faster, safer, of course, and happier. And save
money, as well — for train fares are lower this summer. They
actually are less than you pay for traffic-ridden highway travel.
If you're pleasure-bound, make your pleasure complete. Sink
into a comfortable seat. Dine as you travel, leisurely and well.
Chat, or read or rest. And arrive refreshed and happy.
The train's the thing, this season. And New Haven train travel
rates high among the splendid service offered by most American railroads in 1937.
Write fo Room 596, South Station, Boston, for your copy of
illustrated, informative booklet— "SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND RESORTS — and How to Get There."
THE

NEW

HAVEN

RAILROAD

Work — Dine
or Relax
as you
GO BY TRAIN
to New England

TESTS

2 TALCUMS
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STHRS
LESTER C. GRADY, Editor
ETHEL M. POMEROY, Associate Editor
ABRiL LAMARQUE, Art Editor

See lovely JEAN PARKER in Columbia
Picture ■■Life Begins With Love''.'
fers
s Both
LikeParker
Jean
tries both-Pre
powders
in plain "Y"
white
boxes.
She
chooses
"Y"
—
the
mildly scented. Other lovely new
stars MAVIS,
choose
"X"— the original MAVIS, fully scented.
MAVIS flatters your skin like a glamorous
face
powder.
evenly — clings that
for
hours—
leaves cools,
aSpreads
bewitching
lasts! MAVIS
soothes andfragrance
refreshes.
NEW! MILDLY SCENTED MAVIS
Created for the woman who prefers a lightly
perfumed
top
showers bodytalcum.
with 33lightholefilmneedle-spray
of powder more
effectively than old-fashioned powder puffs.
r n r r Generous size trial package. Ask
rnllL for either regular or mildly
scented MAVIS. Write to Vivaudou, Dept.
71, Long Island City, N. Y. Offer not good
after Aug. 25th. Get your free mavis now!

BROHDCRSTinC
A FAMILY AFFAIR
(Myrt and Marge make careers {or the whole iamily'i
by Jack Hanley
IT'S MY HUMBLE OPINION(Rudy Vallee opens his heart) by Rudy Vollee
MRS.
BINGfavorite
CROSBY
GETS rates
CONFIDENTIAL
{How radio
Bing Crosby
with his wife)
by Gladys Hall
THE BABE IS STILL KING!
( Baseball's former star now is radio's No. 1 baseball man )
by Tom Meany
HER SECOND HUSBAND
(.Like Brenda in her radio serial. Helen Menken made a
second marriage) by NoHCy BorPOWS
WE HELP DISTRACTED LADIES!
(So say East and Dumke, doughty Sisters of the Skillet)
William Vollee
WOMEN WANT TO BE TIEDbyDOWN
(.You're only free if nobody wants you, says Olga. Countess
Albani) by Elizabeth Benneche Petersen
A BULL IN A CHINA SHOP
(Why cowboy Dick Foran prefers horses to glamour girls)
ISN'T
THIS A Dell
FINESharbutt
ROMANCE! by Faith Service
(Meri
marriedBell andand lived
happily everhatedafter!)each other. So they
by Mildred Mostin
"GRAVEL
ANDYand became a star)
(Andy Devine VOICE"
took a tumble
by Leo Townsend
MARRIAGE MADE A DIFFERENCE
(Success, says Walter Cassel, has no point but to help those
you love)
by Miriam Rogers
IS FATE AGAINST ME?
(Mary Eastman has good reason to ask that question!)
by Harriet Menken
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Two lovely MAVIS Talcums.
Both will flalier you.
Which one suits your lype?
4
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GARLAND,
-singing discovery !

A/so in the Big Cast:
Binnie Barnes
Charles Igor Gorin
Raymond
Walburn
Robert Benchley
Willie Howard
Charley
Grapewin
Robert Wildhack
and hundreds
Directed by more
RoyProduced
Del Ruth
by
Jack Cummings
Dance direction by
Dave Gould
A Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Picture

The mamkioth M-G-M
musical t^t picks up
where "Grelyt Ziegfeld"
and
to Vance"
left!
off ! "Born
. . . Scores
of stars
Gigantic spect^le! Gorgeousmance!
girls! Swingy
Thriving
rotories!...
It's M-G-M's gayesV starjammed entertaini^nt!
BIG
SONGFe«lin'
"I'm
Uke a
'Yours
andHITS
Mine"
"Your Broadway
"Sun Showers"
"Got a New Pair of
and My Broadway"
"Everybody Sings"
and others
Million"

RADIO STARS

Tenor Nino Martini rises In the world! The
Metropolitan Opera and radio star turns
elevator boy in a San Francisco hostelry.

Don Ameche, master of ceremonies of The
Chase and Sanborn Hour, and Loretta Young,
In a 20th Century-Fox film, Love Under Fire.

RADIO

That unique manikin, gay Charlie McCarthy,
with Ventriloquist Edgar Bergen (right) in
Q scene fronn Warner Brothers' Double Talk.

W. C. TIELDS sudden and extremely successful entry
into Sunday evening radio took a large chunk out of Eddie
Cantor's
Through aremost
the
Cantor andaudience.
Eields programs
on atofthethesamecountry,
hour. The
odd thing about the situation is that Eddie himself is
jiartly responsible for this new program that is taking so
many li.steners away from him.
The story goes back some fifteen years when \V. C.
Fields was strictly a ])ant()mimic comedian, never speaking
a word on the stagr. i le and Eddie had worked in shows
together and become friends.
Ainnscd manner
by the ofpaiifouiiiiiist's
gruff urged
humor him
and toqueer,
pompous
speaking, Eddie
add
comie lines to the pantomime. Finally Fields began speaking, largelx at Eddie's behest.
This spring, Eddie must have looked back on those
days
many just
a time
andlesswondered
whether he shouldn't
have been
a little
insistent.
-♦Radio people as a whole are such a flamboyant lot, it is
asl(ini>liing to find a group like the Lomlxirdos, who sneak
around doing things that another star would recognize as
material for good publicity. They bought a Connecticut
h(inic for their parents a couple of years ago and installed
a littli' Imnie movie projector. When the band is in town,
the buys al\\a\s try to get up there for Sunday, or the
week-end. Tb.e\- never go without picking up film for a
wholeshorts.
movie show — feature picture, cartoon, news reel
and

Two lovelies, Cynthia Westlake and Dorothy
Fisher, glorify connedian Victor Moore in
the new RKO-RadIo picture. Meet the Missus.
6

Guy keeps that a secret, ei'en from his press agent,
because he doesn't think a inan should try to get publicity
about being friendly ivilh his mother and father. Just by
accident, I ran across Carmen Lombardo going into the
camera store one Friday to rent the filin. Carmen aFivays
goes because he is not so liable to be recognized as Guy.
I was sworn to secrecy about this but it's so seldom you
have such nice things to say {Covt'tnued on page 89)

RADIO STARS

International Photo
Seen at a recent movie premiere: Radio commentator Floyd Gibbons (left) with movie
stars Anna May Wong and Edward G. Robinson.

iride irortd Photo
Rumor whispers romance! Bob Burns, of Bing
Crosby's
program secretary,
and Paramount
with his charming
Harriet Pictures,
Foster.

RHmBLinGS
Highlights and

happenings,

last-minute news

radio lanes, to keep you posted

flashes from the

on your favorite entertainers

Flatter you in hard, blazing light
Summer Brunette
Sunlight (light)
Sunlight (Dark)
Pond's new "Sunlight" Shades catch only the
softer rays of the sun . . .^a«er your face, soften
its look in the hardest glare! Three glorifying
shades completely away from the old sun-tan
powders — Try them at our expense.
Or buy a box. and if you do not find it more
flattering than ordinary sun-tan shades, send us
back the box, and we will refund purchase price
plus postage. Low prices. Decorated screwtop jars, SSe. 70c. New big boxes, lOf^, 20{i.
Test them FREE! in glarinq Sunlight
I'ond's. Dept. 9RS-PH, Clinton, Conn.
Please rushenoughnie, free.
new "Sunlight"
Shades,
eachPond's
forOct.a 35-day
test.
(This offerof expires
1, 1937)
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Valiant is the word for Myrtle,
of Myrt and Marge
BY

JACK

HANLEY

Myrtle Vail, Myri of the
long-popular radio team,
Myri and Marge, started
her career at fifteen,
when she ran away from
home to go on the stage.
In private life Myrtle
Is Mrs. George Damerel.
Here she Is with her
daughter. Donna Damerel,
who plays young Marge
in their radio serial.
Photos by Ben Pinchot

fl

PflmiLV

PI- RSOXALLY.
always
been
inclined
to be dubiousI'veabout
families.
"The Family" U'-ually su!:;i(csts a
t^roup of dulli^li jicrsniis. smu,i;l\- sclfcentered and ])r(sj<U.d nxcr by "Alama." who issuer (irdcrs and always
wants sometbinL,^ briiui,dit to her.
"l-'amilies" ^ct in ni\- hair.
But not .Myrtle Vail's I'ann'lv !
I don't radio
ha\e to
you Myrt
about and
the
veteran
teamtell of
Marge; for almost six years radio
listeners have been followinf( their
interesting and amusing adventurts
in and around the world of \hv
theatre. But about Myrtle \ ail and
her gang — I'd rather say thai than

RFPfllR

"family" — there's plenty to tell.
'i'bey Three
keep going,
]ie(ii)le.
gener;iti<these
ms (iffriendly
them,
ciiunting
ung
family, and" Alar^n^e's"
all u\ I hem\cv\
on the\- o move
since infanc\- or cliildlK lod.
Alyrtle Wail started it all when she
ran away from home to go on the
stage at the age of fifteen. With the
same determination tliat lias carried
her through many a tight s])ot since,
she achiexcd her objeetuc and landed
afelljob inas love
a cliorns
Then, when
she
withgn'l.
handsome
( ieorge
Damerel, the tenor lead of the show,
it lo(,ked |.vetl\ lio|K le-s for the little
chorus girl. There \\a> one inimber

in the show in which Myrtle had to
carry a girl twice her size ofif the
stage. Damerel saw her, felt sorry for
her, and it wasn't long after that bewere engaged.
In the show's
secondfore theyseason,
Alyrt l)ecame
Mrs.
Damerel,
bitt
that
didn't
her up.
Damerel, a little later,slow
landed
the
])art of Prince Ihuiilo in the Merry
U'iildA'. and while the show was playChicago,— "Marge"
Doiuiaing in Damerel
was born.— ])roperly
Shortly
al'terw ;ird, Damerel left for New
^'ork
to playcom])any,
the sametheni)artwent
in the
Manhattan
on
tour w ith it. As soon as little Donna
was able to travel, Myrt took her

RADIO STARS

Donna Damerel is the
wife of Gene Kre+zinger,
who once was a member
of a popular singing
team on the air. They
have two sons, Charles and
Richard Gene.
along to New Orleans, where TJic
Merrying, andll'idozc
currently
appearjoined was
Damerel.
A tremendous hit like The Mcrr\ Uldozi.' could
play for years — and did. Myrt and
her husband and. later, daughter
Donna (who was still quite a baby,
of
course)
with athefewJl'idoc^'
almost
seventravelled
years, with
interruptions. At first Myrt danced in the
show and, several seasons later, she
played the title role, opposite Damerel.
Xow Donna — or Marge, if you like
— had been on the move as soon as she
was old enough to be moved. And
she, too, had the stage bug at an early
age. five, to be exact.
]\Iyrtle Vail and her husband were
appearing at a Texas theatre, in one
of their vaudeville interludes, when
Marge madeheralded,
her unbilled.
first The
appearance,
unhotel was
right next door to the theatre, and
little IMarge had been put to bed before
the night show. This night, however,
she got out of bed, went out the window and down the fire escape to the
theatre roof and somehow made her
way backstage. Her mother and
father were on stage at the moment,
so littleonMarge
ran rightSheon received
also — hera
dress
backwards.
big reception from the audience — and
a spanking, later, from ^fyrt !
It wasn't until she was fifteen that
Marge really did go into show business. She wrote her mother, from
school, that she was determined to
leave and join the act of Vail and
Damerel. ^Continued on page 65)

gy cut her thumb,
Utile Pegmb
the thu began to sivell,
eeks
And it ^cas nearly sevemctvelU
got
mb
thu
her
before
arf
to the tin est scratch ... ana
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COOKiRG

BY NANCY
u
>^ ^

Lily Pons

WOOD

suggests

some

dainty French dishes. They
are essentially light and
thus splendid summer

Tomatoes Cote d' Azure are as
appetizing as they appear.
They're stuffed with crabmeat.
THIS is vacation time, when all of
us travel far afield in spirit or in
fact. So come, take an imaginary
trip with me to France, that land of
beauty and romance; a voyage that
starts at one of the many CBS playhouses-of-the-air and actually never
gets any farther than Silvermine,
Connecticut ! But which, none the
less, turns out to be just as French
as the X ormaiidic, as the vins du
pays, as Crepes Suzettc (of which
more, later on). Quite as French, in
fact, as Lily Pons, our delightful
guide on tliis culinary pilgrimage,
thanks to whtjm we will learn some
of the secrets that have gained for
France an enviable and well-deserved
reputation for fine foods.
From this charming person we will
collect a noteworthy group of
recipes for the dishes she favors and
serves in her own home in America
— many of them dishes we would
be sure to order, were we really to be
fortunate enough to visit Miss Pons'
native land. Fortunately for us, however, since Miss Pons, when in this
country, must shop at the local
grocery store — «ven as you and 1—
her dishes are adapted to our tastes
and purchasing aljility. >o that I do
not hestitate to rcn nnincnd them for
average homes, wIktc tlu' lady of the
hou.se takes pride in serving a])])eti/.ing and somewhat different meals.
I can imagine no more delightful
introduction to the little singing star,
who is to act as our guide here, than
that given at a recent Wednesday
evening Chesterfield broadcast by
popular announcer David Ross. In
these smooth, rich tones, which have
made him such an outstanding favorite, Ross recited the opening line
10

fare

Lovely Lily
Pons, Gal lie
songstress
ever
wideningof
fame in opera,
concert, radio
and movies, is
o true epicure
in her taste
for food. She
gives us here
enchanting
but
simple recipes
for several
food favorites.

RADIO STARS

SCHOOL

"It

was

a slap

worse
in

the

than
face"

Whitewashed walls and
When the poor kid turned around,
A few weeks ago, my little Ann
a tiled floor, casement
came running home crying as if
I almost dropped. Somebody had
her
heart
would
break.
She
said
pinned one of your ads about
windows, rough-hewn beams
her playmates had been making
in the ceiling, frame the
tattle-tale
her dress. gray on the back of
fun of her clothes.
charming dining-room in
Lily Pons' country home.
of Shelley's To a Skylark : "Hail to
thee,
spirit,"
juststage
beforeforMiss
Pons blithe
appeared
on the
her
opening
number.
Then,
Kostelanetz and the members ofas his
fine
orchestra applauded and smiled, Lily
came into the spotlight. A tiny creature; tense yet smiling. Dark hair,
topped with blue flowers, dainty
girlish form floating in flowered
chiffon in a chic combination of
bright blue and soft rose on a creamwhite background. There was an
intriguing
coats as she"swish"
walked ofandtaffeta
a flashpetti-of
It was worse than a slap in the face. Where did those youngsters
jewels on her arms and at her throat
get the idea? Had they heard their mothers criticizing my washes?
— that golden throat soon to pour
I
felt like tearing that ad to bits. But luckily, I read it
out the clear, unbelievably high notes
instead and found how the best housekeepers get tattle-tale gray
of her first aria.
in
their clothes if they use a soap that leaves dirt behind.
As I sat and watched her and
listened to her, my spirits seemed to
soar with her song and I found myself looking forward to our scheduled
meeting with even greater interest.
Xot that I hadn't both seen and
heard Miss Pons many times before,
in movies, over the air and at the
Metropolitan Opera House. But
soon I was to see her in person, for
a long heart-to-heart talk. A talk on
cooking, of all things ! Somehow, at
that moment, it was difficult for me
to associate this dainty, hundredpound prima donna with the supposedly prosaic subject of food.
Fortunately for me, and for the
followers of this Cooking School,
So right away quick I changed to Fels-Naptha Soap — and am I
however, I had overlooked one thing. GLAD!
those gentle suds of richer golden soap and lots of
Miss Pons is French! And to the naptha How
hustle out every speck of dirt! My clothes lost that
true Frenchman, with his native,
horrid tattle-tale gray in no time! So I made a big freezerfull of ice cream and gave those kids a "thank-you" party. 11
highly developed, gastronomic appreciation, iwould
t
not be considered
amiss to {Continued on page 54) BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY' WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP
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Irene is a San Francisco girl
and former stage star. She is
as clever as she is beautiful!
TLM AND IRKXK and the orecn
parrot live 'way u\) in a pe-nthonsc —
and ju>t
'wav a>up hilari(in>
in llie clumls.
two
are
at hdnirThese
as they
are on the ::\v and -cn-vw. When I
asked: "'Tini. do \mu Imx' Irene.""
Irene dichi't e\fn wait for the rmswer,
but
riL^lit wein with:
Well,jumi)ed
after that,
liad to"Ves!"
ehase
Irene otit to the terrace to watch tlie
flowers grow, so that Tim could speal<
for himself.
Now, you may wonder what the
"carryings
have
to do on"
with ofa this
beauty])0])n]ar
article,coui)le
hut,
you see. they arc as fanmns around
the town for hcin;,^ liajtpih- married
couple
th('\- arc< )fwellcunr-e,
known1 wanted
on the
air
as comedians.
to find Mut lioth '-ides of the storv ,and
see if 1 could ]K-rsuade Irene to jjart
with any of her charm-anchhcauty
secrets for you. After all, when a
woman keeps a man excited over her
for years, she certainly has something
worthwhile to teach the rest of us!
Tim was mo.st helpful. He beamed
while he talked of Irene. He .said

MARY

that she is wonderful and then proce ded to tell me how charming she
is (even with cold cream on) and
whathe, aandgr.and,
ga\' companion
can
how interested
she is in she
all
they
do
—
and
how
clever
she
and
how beautiful her hair is . . . Andis, then
Irene, who had been hiding behind the
door listening all the time, couldn't be
still anv longer and called out : "That's
lo\ely
tell mebacksome
more!"
So, we
let her —come
in again
and ex])lain
how she h:,(l so bewitched the man.
disajjpoint
us, either.
SheIrene
givesdoesn't
us a very
worlhw bile
cliarni
formula: "He iiilcrcslcd and you will
be
inlci-csliiifi
Irene ai)])ears
sparkling
and !"vivacious,
because ofso
her interest ni e\-er\thing that goes
on. How could a girl be dull, as long
asis she
is trul_\- intei-ested?
contagious,
too ... InTlu'facts]jirit
we
can't feel lackadaisical ;nid colorless
when we are around such a gay little
s|)rite.
Xow to discuss Irene's silkv hair.
Ithighlights
is as softthatas agleam
brd)v's,nii w ilb thrilling
odd moments. I just ti
whenat
I asked Irene about I
glory. I was so alrai die
take the hojjc and heart from me, by
saying: "It just grew!" But my

Irene, of Tim and Irene, offers you some

BIDDLE

worry was
all futile,
convinced me that
those for
soft sheringlets
were iiermanently waved ! She also
convinced me that those highlights
were good
largelyintelligent
due to the
work"it.
and
care"elbow
she gives
Irene stitute
saysfor scalp
there just
isn't any substimulation!
The
health of the hair absolutely demands
it. So dust of¥ ( or, to be literal, wash
off ) the hairbrush and get to work !
Incidentally, your daily brushing will
help keep the hair clean, too. You
mustn't feel too virtuous, after all
this brushing, and call it a day, for
you are just one-half way through!
The next stc]) is massage. There is
no comparison between a massage
71'///; and Ti'ilhoiil ! Irene means zvifli
a tonic! A hair tonic conditions the
The and
mostgrooms
etTecti\etlu'w;i\scalp
li;n'r.of applying
your tonic and iiiassaL;e is to direct
bothsatnr.ate
to the the
scalp!
have
to
hair ^'ou
with don't
hair tonic.
I'art the hair and ap|)ly the tonic
directly to the .seal]). Continue in this
mruiner until the wliok' scalji has been
treated. Xow for the massage. One
of the best methods of massage is the
rotating linger mo\ement. Place the
thumbs at tlie back of the head and
s])read the fingers — placing them

valuable hints on how
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Tim and Irene, that gay pair
of the MBS Sunday evening
progrann, Fun in Sw'ingfime.
firmly on the scalp. Xow, liolcling tlie
thumbs firmly to the scalp, rotate the
fingers, witlmul moving them from
the sjxit. W lun this area has been
massaged, shift the fingers to another
jiosition. The whole scalp may be
massaged in this manner.
Irene has a favorite hair tonic, and,
if you will write me for the name, I
shall be glad to tell vou about it.
Incidentallv, there is a grand introductory offer of this tonic that will
let you get acquainted with it and a
gorgeous foamy oil shamiKio, all at
the same time, for a verv s])ecial price.
A special feature of this sham|)(i(i is
that it leaves the hair so soft and
manageable. There is none of the
wildness fine hair is usually afflicted
with, or the wiriness that usuallv follows the shani])(>(i for coarse hair.
Irene has ver\- fine hair, ^'ou can
see that in this i)icturc. ."^hc gi\es a
tip on the arrangement of this t\pe
of hair. .She >a_\ s to gt-t an "all-o\ i-r"
permanent. The all-(iver i)ermanent
gives body to the hair. Xow that the
{Conliinicd oil piujc 60 »
to keep

your man!

IS YOUR

LUCKY

SHADE

Only ahout
5 out of 10 women ever find
tJieir lucky shade of
face powder. . .
This is your chancel
Ten new — absolutely new —
shades of face powder! You
have never seen the like of
them before.
They're new in color.
They're new in color-magic.
They do things for women
never before known.
You Will See a

MID-NIHTE SUN

4r
A

— aYoumoredon'tglamorous
"you."
have to take
my
word for this. You can prove
it to yourself! Just mail the
coupon and you will receive
all ten of my new Lady Esther
Face Powder shades postpaid
and free.

Try All Ten]
Try, not one or two shades, but
One of New'
these 'You"
shades will surpri
allien I The very one you think
least suited to you may prove
prove the right one for you!
It wo a breath-taking surprise to vou. It nun . for
It will prove your "lucky"' shade
a more
A\ ill show you a new "you"
the first time, disclo>c vour -duckx"" >lKule
eV'of face powder. Clip and mail coiipun tudav.
.outhful'
"vou"'
vivid
a more f > nu can paste tht3 on a penny postcara)
Lady Esther,'you"
2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
I want to find my "lucky" shade of face pow der. Please send me ; ten of your new shades.
Xamc
'1ddress_
, Onl J
City
.
Si, 1 1,13
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Jack Bench, that merry old soapsuds sleuth, rehearses
his CfiS harmony hounds for his fe/s Naptha broadcast.

Co.""'*
ue« agree ^c
this authorities
Beauty
most important step in the care
of that
your thecomplexion
istoo,thorough
cleansing.
It's
a
simple
step,
since Daggett & Ramsdell created
Golden Cleansing Cream.
For this new cream containscolloidal gold
... a substance with the remarkable power
of freeing skin pores of dirt, make-up and
other impurities.
colloidal
gold anyYoumorecan'tthansee youor feel
can this
see
or feel the iron in spinach. Yet its penetratingingaction
not
only
makes
Golden
CleansCream a more thorough cleanser but
also tones and invigorates the skin tissues.
Try (iolden Cleansing Cream tonight.
See how fresh and vitally alive it leaves
your skin. At leading drug and department
stores-Sl.OO.

Conductor Mark Warnow, Announcer John Reed King, Bill
Rousseau, producer, and (right) Jack Berch, CBS baritone.

DAGGETT & RAMSDELL
Daggett
& Ram«<l-ll
RoomEnclosed
1980.
2 Park10c Ave.
New York
Cily size jarMM-Sof
find
in stamps
Golden
Cleansing
Cream.
(Offerforgooda trial
in U. S. only.)
Name
Street
Ci.,
, Stat.I>>KKett& lUfnadell
Copr. 1(37.

Berch, featured on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 1 :00 p.m.,
EDST, opens his program with conductor Mark Warnow.
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WHEN FINGERS AND TOES
UST LOOK THEIR BEST...

GLAZO'S

Announcer John Reed King
does his bit with Jackie.

BEWARE, YOUNG WOMEN! Unscrupulous flatterers of any hand are
Glazo's
beguiling
modern
"Misty"
shades. Old Rose, Thistle,
Rust and
Russet, Suntan, Dahlia, Imperial Red
...these Complimentary Colors
have a way with them... a way of
adding new beauty to your manicure—your pedicure.
GLAZO
Jack has uncanny knowledge
of what "home folks" wont.

But flattery from Glazo means honest
admiration from beaus and escorts. So
why
never resist
suspectitshowblandishments.'
fascinating yourYou'll
fingertips can be until Glazo's misty, smoky
shades persuade you. That's why smart
girls e\-erywhere are losing their hearts
and pledging their hands to Glazo.
A smooth article, all right, is Glazo—
satin-smooth on the nail, for several extra
days of wear. But for all that, a "sun-f-;st"
friend, whose charm doesn't fade,
whose flattery doesn't grow a bit
"thick" with lingering in the bottle. And one that, at 25 cents, has
a care for your pocketbook.
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WEST

COAST

CHATTER

Typical tidbits and tidings of your
favorites among Hollywood broadcasters
NOW that Helen Troy is no more, no
more
— or Cantor
rather office
is Saymorc
the Eddie
can heaveSayinorc
its iirst—
sigh of relief in niontlis. In fact, the first
sigh of any kind, since none of the force
has dared to breathe for fear of scattering those 300,000 contest letters piled up
in every corner of the office. Susie McKay,
14-year-old winner of the Hollywood trip,
wrotegia, ifriini
town. would
X'aldosta.object
Geor-to
.i a-k the
if Mr.hum Cantor
her s:r.iduatine from high school before
takiii- -tf I. r Hollywood. Eddie wrote
Su>ic, a>-uring her that Hollywood could
wait until after the big event.
Jack Benny icii.f at Ihc XBC studios,
one day. zclicn rcLcarsals for the Chase
and ."^anborn H'lur leeie ;ioiii<i on. "Say,
Jack.'
the hallsaidand ir.not C.in,/l-'ields.
that hemeetuui
looked him
ratherm
loii.esoinc, ":ehy not eonie in and loateh
rehearsals
for otc/ii/c/
Harding, IVcrncr
Janssen, There's
DorothyAnnLainour,
"
—
Edqar
Jaek Berqen
suddenly hri„htened. "And Charlie
MeCarthyf
he asked.
C. nodded, .raek mode
a rn.di Jl'lwn
for theIW rehearsal
room. Charlie, yon knoie, is I'entriloquist
Bergen's dummy.
Hal Raynor, that rotund and jolly gentleman of the cloth who writes all the Joe
Penner songs, was at a rehearsal the other
day when a photographer came in to get
some shots of the principals in the show.
"Hey," shouted the Reverend Raynor, "how
about takingera-clicaker eyepicture
of me?"
The down,
camd him slowly
up and
then from side to side. "Brother," he
said, at last, "I'd have to take a panorama
of you."
Jack Oakie is back on the banana and
skimmed-milk wagon, to stay until he gets
that boyish figger back. It all started the
other day because of two small boys at a
preview. Jack came out of the theatre and
heard one 'a.\- : "Hey, that's Jack Oakie!"
"Xaw," sai'i the •ither, "'I'his one's a fatso,
all right, but he's not a^ fat as Oakie. He
waddles I"
Joan Crawford's
is noknees
idle
rumor.
For a fact,"mike
the fright"
Craiefonl
have always pro:rd .\,> 7,'M/'/'/y -,ehen tlwir
owner was conjmnled l>y a nnei-ophoiie
thatth/^ir
they've
been that
trusted
to stand
on
own.never
Never,
is. unlit
this
last Lux airing when Joan forstiok her
customary seat at a table and stood right
up there center-stage and braved the mike.
Supporting actors in Mary of Scotland
cheered lustily ivhen she tonk her I'luce
atplanted
the mike,
FranAo'i 'Ilittle
,oie
a kissand onhusband
the couraijemis
ivoman.
Perfection is the thing Joan strives for
on every airing. And, unhke many other
radio performers with the same idea, Joan
16

is willing to work for it. In addition to
both afternoon and evening rehearsals for
Mary of Scotland she and Franchot
worked on the script with the technical
director at extra sessions in their Brentwood home. They totaled 40 hours of rehearsal— a record for the air theatre and
Hollywood performers. Perfection, too,
was the outfit in which Joan appeared for
the broadcast. Her simple black dress was
splashed with print flowers in brilliant
colors. A black cap atop her red hair
was topped with a bunch of posies in the
same letscolors,
emerald bracecarried outandtheruby
colorandscheme.
Claudette Colbert is another whose knees
are none too dependable when it comes
to microphoning. At every broadcast she
sits atop a high stool and goes through
her
dramatics
the mike.
But Colbert
this doesn't
interfere
in theforleast
with the
hist
r
i
o
n
i
c
s
.
S
h
e
may
have
the
cast
and audience on the point of nervous collapse,
with
every wild gesticulation which threatens
to land the star directly into the mike,
but
it's poise
evidently
impossible
Colbert
or perch
! to shake the
Claudette, ineidenlally. is credited zvith
being the besl-hiiinored aelress ever to appear on the Lux programs. Her good
spirits, in fact, often dehiy reliearsals and
sometimes seriously threaten the actual
broadcast,on for
apt provocation.
to dissolve intoAt
giggles
the she's
slightest
the Hands .Across the Lable broadcast, Joel
MeCreaout. keft
throughClaudettea teaming
:eould eye
lookon atherhim
loith
pursed mouth, leitli lOily her slioki)ig shoulders to .J/iiu- that she -,<ns enjoying a good
private niogle. .bid tin- ondienee is alloays affeeted l>y the good-lime atmosphere,
for
bers. Colbert applause rocks the theatre timDidja Know: that Clarence Muse wanted to be a lawyer and studied for this profes ion at Dickerson University in Baltimore? .That Francia White was just a
dubbed-in
for Virginia
Lind, untilvoice
a radio
producer Bruce's
tried toJenny
sign
up Virginia and her vocal chords and
found the latter was Francia? That Ed
Wynn might have been manufacturing
hats, instead of wearing them, since Papa
Wynn's business was whipping up chapcaux? . That Haven MacQuarrie was the
first person in San Francisco to establish a
used car lot? . . . That Don Wilson
couldn't
smile, mucha few
less laugh
nowfamous manner,
years inago,his being
the possessor of an inferiority complex?
Ann Harding's
brandnewWerner
husband,Janssen,
was introduced
to the Hollywood press at a cocktail party the other
day. Mr. J. received the ofificial stamp of
apijroval from one and all, in spite of being
very ingbored
conversationandconcernhimself.withButany animation
charm

were sensuddenly
turned Heon refers
when Mrs.
was mentioned.
to AnnJans-as
"my dearstantly untilwife"
and
referred
to
the party finally brokeher upcon-1

Ann, incidoitally, is looking prettier than
ever
and forclaims
doesn't Just
even ivants
have anto
eye out
moiieshe offers.
live atop the Hollyieood hills in her old
home Kdlh the husband and daughter — and
be plain Mrs. H'erner Jans.u^n.
W. C. Fields' radio debut was the most
sensational success in town. He not only
took the audience by storm, but took the
sponsor
for a airing
five-yearwas contract!
Fields'
only previous
on a testimonial
program to a movie producer — which he
swore was not only his first airing but his
last. All this, however, was in the days
before the long Fields siege with hospitals
and rest-homes. "The only day," says W.
C, "that I seriously considered passing out,
was the day my radio went dead, which
accounts for my now being right in there
rooting for dear old -♦-radio."
The first shopping Virginia Verrill did
when she arrived on the Coast was for
a dog. Having formerly owned thoroughbreds which Virginia
developed confined
into vets'herpetspoochmore
than hers,
shopping to the Los Angeles pound. Here,
for one
dollar,
pickedwasup aa friendly
soiled number whose
onlyshecharm
eye.
Deciding to spend one more dollar, she took
him
to the washed
vet's forofif,
a shampoo.
But witha
the grime
the purp proved
bad bargain. Virginia found her mongrel
was a throughbred schnauzer !
The audience for that first airing of the
Chase and Sanborn program comprised
most
of the-a'creJl'ho's
the rest
at theH'hoXliCin Hollyzoood.
doors tryingAndto
crash the program. Tnthusiasni leas kept
at high pitch follozving the l>roadeast, zoith
aeinococktail
at Hon
.hneelie's
Enhome.party
All out
in all.
the neio
radio program got off to a fast start.
At a rehearsal of the Kraft Hour, a news
scribbler was interviewing Bob Burns. Bob
was reminiscing about some happening and
drawled:
— that blossoming
must have
been about"Now,
the lettimeme Iseestarted
out." Bing Crosby, sitting by and quietly
smoking
pipe, interrupted
"Blooming out,adoncha
mean, Bob?with:
— when
you
first started to be a blooming idiot?"
Hearts and Flowers Dept : Judy Garland
thinks Bill Goodwin is so-o-o-o swell. Not
that
the but
girlsJudy
in Hollywood
don't
think half
so, too,
makes no bones
about her open adoration. At every rehearsal she is either talking to Bill or
sitting spellbound just looking at him. But
there's eternally the triangle! And in this j
case it's Jimmie, Judy's big sister, who's ]
causing
the trouble.
jimmie is so-o-o-o
swell, For
and Rill
niakrsllnnks
iu< bL'iies
about it either.
More Hearts and Tlozvers Dept: Marlyn
Stuart and Ihister Keaton are seen cvcryzoliei-e
loiielherHeller.
these days.
Ken Murray
and Tlorniee
Nezv York
sassicty
gal, may head for Yuma any minute. Jerry
Cooper hasn't giz-en the Hollyivood girls
a ehanc/? yet — /;/.s- Main Interest is Joan
Mitchell, Ilastern chorine. Frances Langford and Tony Martin are sposcd to be
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that xcay about each other.
Hunting for Grace Moore between
broadcastsstack. isFor Grace
like hunting
a needle inValentin
a hayand husband
Parera might be anywhere between Seattle
and Ensenada, Mexico. Valentin presented
the little wife with a gray and tan autotrailer and they take off immediately after
every broadcast. Grace does all the cooking and's even whipped up dotted swiss
curtains
for all the windows. Just a hausfrau at heart.
CarltontookMorse,
One aboard
Man's
Family,
off forauthor
HongofKong
the Pan American Clipper Ship, for his
vacation. We iiear that his baggage — the
fifty pounds allowed him — was comprised
of still and motion picture cameras and
a thousand feet of film. No laundry, Carl?
At NBC there are all kinds of plans
underfoot for vacations. Jack Benny and
.Mary Livingstone unll set sail for Europe,
Charlie Butterzvorth has Budaf^i-st on the
brain, Ben Bernie zcill head for I-lorida and
the racetracks, Conrad Thihaiilt is going
to Haivaii, or else, and Biioi Crosby is
going
.Isloirc's
only
ansii-cr toto hisour ranch.
questionI-rcd
on liis
plans ivas:
"What is a vacation
Hollywood Host No. 1 has turned out
1IKE A WEEK BY THE SEA, this mild menthol smoke is a tonic
tospeaking
be Joe system
Penner. onHe'sthe rigged
groundsup aof loud
his
to hot, tired throats. The tiny bit of menthol cools and
Beverly Hills home, which enables him to
refreshes, yet never interferes with the full-bodied flavor of KQOLS '
shout a last farewell to guests as they go
fine Turkish-Domestic blend. A coupon comes with each pack,
out
gate.JoeButhas what
the guests
good in the U. S. A. for beautiful, useful premiums. (Extra
know theis that
also rigged
up atdon't
the
gate a trick transmitting set which relays
coupons in every carton.) Four throat needs a vacation, too! Get
back to the house any opinions which they
away from the heat, and head into a pack of KGOLS today!
may express concerning the Penner party.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Box 599, Louisville, Ky.
On meeting Ella Logan, everyone thinks
that
such
a
babyfaced
girl
shouldn't
be
out
TUNE
in the cold, cruel woild of tlie woiking gal.
NBC BlueIN Tommy
Network.Dorsey's
FridaysOrch.10 P.& M.,Morton
E. D. Bowe,
S. T.
Someone, they feel sure, should adopt the
little Logan. But the news has just leaked
out that it's Ella who does the adopting.
To
two littleandgirlsfourof
her date
own —she's
agedcollected
three months
years.
And
says
she's
in
the market for
more !
There'sfields
a storyrendered
back ofonthattheballad
zchich
Grade
Hollywood
Hotel program recently. Bill Baclicr, zohcn
he heard of Grade's idea, said : ".Vi'. no, a
thousand
times ano."
But .SoGrade
si ill Fo.v
felt
like
rcnderin<j
ballad.
she told
publicity director, Harry Brand, about hoiv
she felt and Harry told Bill hozv he felt
about Bill not feeling that zvay about
ballads.certainIntones fact.
Bill zvas
no unthat unless
Gradetoldzcasin allozved
SAVE COUPONS . . . MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS
tostarsrendi^r,
no
more
Tzventirlh
CcntwyJ-'ox
would ever appear on IbiUwM
Hotel. JVe just thought you niii/lit appreciate that ballad more if you knczc.
The Prince and the Pauper broadcast
was interesting on several counts. For one,
the Mauch twins, who are a couple of the
best troupers in town. Bobby was so stirred
by some of his lines that he had to hastily
wipe a tear or two away and get in a quick
sniffle. Also interesting was the fact that
Simone Simon was sitting right up front —
with eyes only for Errol Flynn. Seems the
Onei.la Commuiiitv Par I'lal.- Silv.-r FHEE. W rite lor ilhi-lrate,l JK-jM-.- On. i.i., C.miminity Par Plate Silver
little French girl thinks Errol is divine Tray,
47:> coupons; S-ql. Pitcher, (,IK) B & W premium booklet. No. U Cr.i'.y Boat an.l 1 ray ... 375 coupons
divine.
—BY LOIS SVENSRUD
RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES... ALSO CARRY B & W COUPONS
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International Photo
Rudy Vallee,
surrounded
crowd
of British
admirers byona
his orrivol at Waterloo station fora London engagement
during Coronation festivities.

Hlldegarde, famous cabaret
and broadcasting star, another Coronation entertainer,
posed with Rudy for London
newspaper photographers.

BY

RUDY

Once

again Rudy Vallee opens

VALLEE

his heart in a free and
commentary

on-

opini

frank

on divers subjects

Iiuisli you'd be luy
f/itcst liiiKj cnoufili
to join iiic ill (I discussion of the assorted thiiit/s that,
during the past
ninnlh. hii'ee amused
vie, phujiied uie and
struck me as being
worthy of scrutiii\.
If you've accepted my invitation,
then sit back in your biggest, softest arm chair and turn your attenmack. tion, with me, to Mr. John McCorI was surprised at Mr. McCormack's
recentadmiration
blast at radio,
tremendous
for thelia\'in^artist-a
ry and intellij.(cnce of this Irish minstrel, who for years has hrou;.,dit so
much enjoyment to so many ])eo]jle
with his glorious voice. Surprised, because Iknow him, having had the
pleasure of entertaining him shortly
after one of our broadcasts.
I cannot believe that Mr. McCor18

mack was blasting radio generally. It
seemed rather that his especial objection was a certain program. His complaint was that paint manufacturers
were not the proper judges of an artist's ability. But inasmuch as these
gentlemen pay the bills, and, assuming that they nomiare
nators, itis laymen-common-deqiiilc possible that
their reactions might be much better
Ijarometers of ]nil)lic oi)inion than
even those of critics and opera-goers.
It is unfortunate that, one minute, a
beautiful aria is to be beard, and, the
next, cold-blooded advertising of
such-and-such a ])roduct, but if the
public knew that the cost of an hour
br(;adcast. such as our own, is apjjroximately $17,000 forcast each
and thatbroadthis
expense must be
met some way, surely there could be no
objecti(jn to short,
well
- worded comTommy
m e r c 1 a I s mterDorsey
s])ersed not more
than three times

li-2dc World Photo
during the hour. Experience has
proven that it does take repetition to
impress people,sponsor,
so let's shall
be fair
much-abused
we?to the
Many of us are watching the bill
proposed ishment
in Michigan
for libel overrequiring
the air.pun-It
seems, at the present time, that libel
over the air is less easy to prove, and
consequently to punish, than libelous
statements appearing in the Press.
thing!
This legislation may start someNot to give Mr. W. Winchell too
much cause to accuse me of lingering
in the first person singular, or to repeat too much of what was said last
month concerning the Boston photographer episode, but now that I have
been adjudged guilty of assault, those
who followed the coiu'se of events will
recognize it as an issue of whether a
person may or may not object to having his picture taken.
Although
Mr. Ex-Justice
{Continued
on page 62)Van De-

Bottling Bill Fields squares off with a
scowl, in his rodio feud with that Casonova
of Hollywood, dummy Charlie McCarHiy. And
even Ventriloquist Edqor Bergen seems a
trifle perturbed by tttat fearsome frown!
After a broadcast of the CAose and Sanborn
Variefy Hour, Don Ameche, master of ceremonies, watches comedian W. C. Fields write
his autograph for a fan. The program is
heard Sundays, over the hfdC-Red network.

POR
DISTIRGUISHGD
SGRUICG

TO

RHDIO

Never did a radio program whiz so quickly to
top ranking as the Chase and Sanborn Variety
Hour, featuring W. C. Fields, Don Ameche, Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, Dorothy Lamour
and Werner Janssen. It would be unfair to single
out one particular member of the cast as the outstanding reason for the program's success. Ail
have been exceptionally entertaining.
Many rabid listeners are shouting from the
housetops that without W. C. Fields the hour
would be quite ordinary; but there are equally as
many who rally to the cause of Edgar Bergen and
his delectable dummy, Charlie McCarthy, insisting that this
inimitablethe pair
the program's
highlight.
Furthermore,
Don isAmeche
fans are
positive that without their Don all would be lost.
And so it goes.
When you have so able and acknowledged a
group of performers that it's impossible to select
any one as the best, then you most decidedly have
an outstanding radio program.

The Chase and Sanborn Hour got off to such
a fast start that the skeptics thought the pace
could not be maintained. If anything, the pace has
quickened. The script writers have not let the
comedians down. The high-salaried guests stars
have fitted nicely into the pattern.
The sponsors are spending a tremendous amount
of money to present this show each week. But it is
money well spent, and certainly the sponsors may
feel assured that with few exceptions every dialer
in
the land is tuned in on their program each
Sunday.
To the Chase and Sanborn Variety Hour,
sixty minutes of sparkling variety entertainment,
RADIO STARS magazine presents its award for
Distinguished Service to Radio.

—EDITOR
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How

radio favorite Bing Crosby

rates with his wife, Dixie Lee

"I OFTEN think," said Bing Crosby's young wife (the in her pale blue corduroy shorts, white shirt, golden-brown
only
with" )He"that
his bob, young scarlet mouth. "I say so, but Bing never 'hears'
moneygirltooBing
fast —ever
and "went
too young.
madeBingmoremade
money
me. Heme doesn't
pay He
any never
attention
I say.his Hebusiness
never
anything!
tellstomewhatabout
that first
year you
of his
thanhehewasevera poor
has tells
problems, what goes on at the studio or anything. It makes
made
since.amazing
And when
stopbigto success'
realize that
boy, one of a big family, and had had to hustle for every me furious ! I don't like it, because it makes me feel unimportant and I like tocame
feel home
important.
But me
he says
I'd be
two-bit piece he had to spend — well, it's a real wonder of bored to death
and told
everything
the world that it didn't inflate his ego till he burst! Any- that goes on at ifthehestudio,
business
details,
problems
and
one, in those days, would have been justified in prophesyon. Maybe.
I'll
probably
never
know.
Bing
is
olding that Bing would go berserk. But he didn't. It worked sofashioned.
He believes — and Bing acts on his beliefs —
just thehimother
way. with
Bing.reckless.
Fame and
moneythem
didn'tas
make
conceited,
careless,
He takes
that a woman's place is in the home, with her children, and
a grave responsibility, a trust to be executed, a burden to here he keeps me very well," grinned Dixie.
The home of the Bing Crosbys in North Hollywood,
be borne, almost like a heritage which he must administer
carefully and well. He acts like a trustworthy steward of in the Toluca Lake region, is spacious and white. And
his own success. His haywire days were all when he was Southern, sub, in architecture, in "feelin'." It is whitecolumned and gracious and set in wide green lawns, luxa nolxxly, with nothing.
uriantly green, and walnut trees in majestic groves croon,
"From the time he first began to be really successful,
from the day he first set eyes on me, he began to be an the winds playing among their leaves, beneath the
Old Man of the Sea, with the weight of the world on his Crooner's white-curtained windows. A Negro butler, with
family-retainer courtesy, had admitted me when I
shoulders. Why / should have had that effect on him," aarrived,
and ushered me into the playroom, panelled in
laughed Dixie. "I'll never know! I'm really not the type.
pale
pear-wood, furnished with rag rugs, drapes, chairs
I'm
the
one
who
wants
to
go
places,
go
to
parties,
give
parties, have a lot of fun. I hate to be alone. I love to have and divans in shades blending from palest rose to deepest
crimson. A bar, facing the room obliquely, is lined with
crowds of people around me, things going on.
'"I say so, too," grinned Dixie, ridiculously child-like. tiers of glasses, from enormous brandy sizes to tiniest
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B Y

GLADYS

HALL

Bing and his wife,
known to the movie
fans as Dixie Lee.

cordials, and all in shades of blue, royal blue to pale
spriiii,' blue. I'Voni the wide entrance hall, as I entered.
J caujjfht a glimpse of the dining-room — Duncan Phyfe
table, pale blue i)a])ered walls, formalized draperies —
mute testimonial, all of it, to what a Spokane boy with
a heart-catch in his voice has done.
Xow, from above came the patter of little feet,
descending the stairs. Six little feet. The little feet of
the sons of the Crooner — Gary Evan, aged four, Phili])
Lang and Dennis Michael, aged three. The nur.sc came
in with the three little boys, fresh from their naps.
Three blond little boys : Gary Evan, a small and almost
exact replica of Bing; the twins, not at all identical
save for blond hair and blue eyes, the hair of Dennis
Michael wavy, that of Philip Lang, Bingishly straight.
I asked Gary Evan if he liked to hear his father sing.
The four-year-old commented, discriminatingly : "Yes.
'specially in the shower. And 'specially Little Buckaroo
— that's our favorite. My Daddy sang it for me over
the
radioscrambled
last week."
The mother,
little boys
hands
politely,
over their
who shook
looks ridiculously like their not too-much-older sister, and went
forth to swim in the pool.
"Bing calls them his Three-Man Circus," Dixie told
me. "I call them my Four-Man Circu.s — for Bing is one
of
with them.onD'you
whatthe hekidsdidwhenon he's
his playing
last (Continued
page know
73)
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secono
As Brenda, in
her first microphone role,
Helen Menken,
noted stage
star, faces
many perplexing problems.

Miss Menken
b r o a d casts
her serial,
Second Husband, each
Wednesday at
8:30p.m.£DSr
over the NBCBlue network.

IN THE theatre Helen Menken has
been an outstanding figure for so
long, one quite naturally thinks of
her as an old-timer. As a matter of
fact, she has been playing on the
stage for nearly thirty years. But
don't
misleadcareer
you.at She
started lether that
theatrical
the
age of four, playing with the late
Annie Russell in Midsumutcr Night's
Dream.
On the air, however, Miss Menken is in the novice class. She has,
on occasions, made guest appearances, playing scenes from some of
her Broadway successes. But this
spring, for the first time, she embarked on a career as a radio actress,
in the NBC .serial. Second Husband,
broadcast Wednesday evenings under the auspices of The Famous
Actors Guild.
Miss Menken's radio serial
matches, in .some resj)ects, her own
experience
— for
been married twice.
Her she
firsthashusband
was
Humphrey liogart, well known to
the stage and screen. Recently he
played with liette Davis in the film,
Marked Woman. He was starred
in The Black Legion, and has been
featured in a numljer of other successful movies.
"We grew up together, " Helen
said. "I knew Humphrey when he
24

was in short pants! But marriage,
for us, was a failure from the start.
We lived together only two months.
He has been married again, since,
and
divorced
again. But
still
friends.
My husband
likes we're
him very
much, too. We see him occasionally.
And when I see him, I think: 'I'm
glad I'm not married to you — but
I'm glad you're doing so well in your
Miss !' Menken's
city.
" is an eye present
acareer
Texan,
specialisthusband,
in the
"I met him five years ago," she
told me. "I liked him at once. But,
just after we met. he sailed for
Paris
doctor." however,
Not withlonganother
afterward,
Helen and her mother and sister
went
abroad they
for arrived
a summer's
holiday.
Eventually
in Paris.
"And, of course, I thought of
him," she says. "I kept thinking
about him — kept finding pretexts to
bring tion.
hisAt last
namea friend
into the.saidconversato me :
"Why don't you call up this man
you're
about, ofif fact,
he's
here in always
Paris?' talking
As a matter
Ibeenknewsaying
his ittelephone
number!
I'd
over and over to myself, .secretly! But I hedged. Then
she taunted me — dared me to do it.
And one day I did. . . ."

And so the young doctor came to
call on Helen Menken. And for the
next few weeks that European holiday was a season in paradise.
"Then I had to go home," she said.
"Before he came, I had been impatient to go — eager to get back to
work. But then I hated the thought
of it. And then he said to me: 'If
you'll marry me — I'll go back with
you.' That," she smiled reminiscentiy, "was the way he proposed!
came backhere,together
— and
we"Sowerewe married
by Jimmy
Walker. That was five years ago —
and I had known him just two
Their marriage, we gather, has
been a completely happy one, although much of the time their hours
months."
have
been at odds.
"It has been hard on him. I know,"
she
first
our said
hours understandingly.
were utterly topsy"Atturvy.
He has to start his day at seven thirty in the morning. When I'm
working in the theatre, I don't get
home till twelve. Then I'm all keyed
up — I never get to bed till three in
the
and Then,
I'm when
sleepingho
when morning
he starts— out.
is through work, ready to relax and
enjoy
I'm justthestarting
my
work !himself,
And Sunday,
day when
most people plan some sort of social
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HUSBHRD

Helen

Menken

that Brenda,
NBC

hopes
of her

serial, will be

happy,

as she

her second

is, in

marriage

diversion, is my one day to rest and
relax — let down niy hair and put
cold cream on my face ! Sometimes,
of course, we go out together, but
often he stays at home with me. It
isn't fair to him, but he is dear and
understanding — interested in my
work — and helpful. Last summer
he and I had our first vacation together since we were married. We
went to a farm my family have, up
in New York state, near Tuxedo.
It's a it!
real farm, in real country. We
loved
■'Radio," .she said, and her dark
eyes glowed, "gives us more time together. Ilike radio !"
She wayslighted
a cigarette.
"I'm aljittery, right
after a broadcast,
though. And before it, too! You'd
think, having grown up in the theatre, I'd have more assurance. But
it isn't so. I know the technique, of
course
I'm completely
at home! Most
in it.
But I— still
have the jitters
actors I know." she went on. "work
— and then relax afterwards. I can
only relax when I'm working! Both
before
and after,
Although
she I'm
grewterribly
up tense
in the!"
theatre, her family, Helen says, were
not theatrical jjeople. The proverbial
backstage trunk was not Helen
Menken's cradle. Her mother was
a friend of ( Continued on pacje 68)

The picture below shows Helen
Menken as Queen Elizabeth in
Mary
of Scotland,
a recent
broadcast
from that instage
play.

A summertime
silhouette —
Ina Ray Hutton,
popular girl
orchestra leader of Miami,
Florida, caught
at the seaside.

IHTHe
Picking out some

of the

Lovely and lissome, little Durelle Alexander,
sweet singer who now has her own CBS program,
makes a charming study for the photographer.
Don't look now. but we think Foo Foo is yawning! Alice Frost, of CBS' Big Sister broadcasts, tells her pet the camera won't bite!

RHDIO
stars of the summer

"Momo! Oh, Mama! That man's
here
comely
Marlynagain!"
Sfuart, chirps
CBS favorite.

SPOTLIGHT
season's radio roundup

Fibber McGeeand Molly (Marian cmd
Jim Jordan) Hollyvrood-bound, with
Kothryn and Jim, Jr., to make a nrtovie.

A favorite radio star, Charlie McCarthy (righf) of the CAose and
Sanborn Hour, turns in surprise as his stooge and pal, ventriloquist
Edgar 'Bergen, introduces a minioture n>annikin in his very own inuige!

in mirth and musk

Bert L^r, as star of Manhaffan
Merry-Go-Round broadcasts, finds
hinrtself in plenty of trouble.
Bobby Breen and Jolly Gillette
giggle
during
cerenfH>nie$
for ground^-breaking
CBS' new studio.

Ed East and Ralph Dumke,

those

doughty "Sisters of the Skillet/'
tell their beguiling
true life story!

UJG

HELP

DISTRHCTeO

IN 1924 Ed East and Ralph Dumke were vaudevillians,
playing the small-time Keith circuit. While stalled in
Niagara Falls, with a three-day layoff, just prior to breaking into New York and the big-time, one of their fellow
actors gave them a tip.
"Now listen, fellers," he drawled (his name was Jack
Benny and drawls even today— drawls down a big salary
check), "I know this Keith gang in New York. They're
a high-pressure bunch and if you show up there just in
time to go on, and you sign the contract then, you may get
fifty dollars more than you're getting now — but no more.
Take an old soldier's advice, beat it up there while you
have a chance and demand a big increase in dough."
"Aw gee. Jack," they moaned in something like unison,
"we've only got thirteen dollars between us !"
"If that's
that's aworrying
you,that
taketotaled
this — just
" anda Jack
Benny
handedall them
roll of bills
little
over five hundred dollars.
East andbecause,
Dumke well,
didn'tfrankly,
go to New
demandof
moreBut money,
they York
were toscared
the big officials. Yes — they got a measly fifty-dollar raise,
just as Jack had said they would.
This happened in the formative days of the present stars
of the Knox Gelatine show and the Kellogg Corn Flakes
show — the two behemoths of flesh who coyly call themselves The Sisters Of The Skillet, and who are about as
effeminate as two Jack Dempseys! Ed, for instance,
weighs about two hundred and sixty pounds and stands
six If PA, one and one-half inches tall. Ralph is exactly six
feet tall and might weigh a half pound less than Ed, but

I doubt it. Can you picture them doing the cartwheels
a recent act of theirs called for ?
But, to get on. Much water, indeed, has since flowed
under the water wheels that make the electricity that runs
the radio stations these funsters have patronized — on such
shows
as Kolax Shaving
Cream,Coffee,
LomaxProcter
Twins'& Gamble
Ginger
Ale, McLaughlin
Manor House
Soaps, Armour Meats, Pontiac Cars, Texaco Gasoline,
CItaris Corsets, Krueger Beer and others — not to forget
the two present-day shows.
When I talked to them, they were just about to do their
Knox Thursday-morning show, and they stopped talking
to me long enough to rush to the mike and open the show
with a duet. Ralph once sang in a quartet with Herr
Walter O'Keefe,
he rather
himself
as a singer,and,but asEd,a consequence,
actually, is every
whit asfancies
good.
At any rate, after fifteen minutes of Knox sparkling
whimsy,
they wiped
"Let'stheygo relaxed
eat !" and
Over plates
heapedbrows
highandwithsaidfood,
time turned abruptly backward in its flight.
" I was born," b^an Ed East, in answer to a question,
"in April, the fourth day of the year 18 — er — 18-- — "
"1^4," sang out Ralph, the man with the face of a
cherub.
know born
moreinabout
you than Indiana,
you do yourself,
Ed. You"I were
Bloomington,
and for
several years you were a little boy. You grew fast and
you went to school with Hoagy Carmichael and you both
played piano by ear. He taught you how."
"/ bertaught
him, fainted
if you don't
mind when
! Say,a dotrumpet
you rememhow Hoagy
one day
player

On Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11:15 a.m. EDST, they broadcast as The Quality Twins, over the CSS network. And
on Wednesdays and Fridays, on WJZ only, in their
fanniliar roles of The Sisters of the Skillet,
they ore on the air at 7:45 p.m. EDST.
But, Twins or S/s/er$, they continue to
be irresistibly funny in their more
or less dubious advice to harried
housewifes. Their fan mail is,
we are told, tremendous!
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took a 'break* particularly well? Gosh, how that boy
loves music ! And how, ^ears later, when he was staying
at the Ritz Tower here m New York, we found him by
yelling
the street:
'Hoagy! himself,
Hoagy Carmichaell'
Ed is from
something
of a composer,
havii^ turned
out some five hundred songs, including a litde number
called Swing Waltz, whic^ you must have heard unless
you live in a barrel.
"Then you ran away from home with a carnival," Ralph
continued Ed's history, "where you played nursemaid to a
bilious elephant named Abner/'
"It wasn't an dephant, it was a man. His name wasn't
Abner, it was Dare-DevU Foster — and he wasn't bilious,
be That
was alefthigh-diver
and forI announced
Ed gasping
breath ! him."
"Well, elephant or high-binder — I mean diver — they got
you
back sixteen
honie again,"
continued,
"andUniversity.
somehow
you were
and youRalph
enrolled
at Indiana
During school you were an ei^ne wiper, a soda clerk, and,
oh, yes, you 1«1 a small and very l»d dance band. Then
you went into blackface and then law, then blackface once
more, and then law again — right, pal ?"
"Right, pal— and now how would you like to hear your
life story, pal ?" There was more than a hint of malice in
Ed's tone. He didn't wait for an answer. "You were
bom, I don't know why, in South Bend, Indiana, in 1899.
You weren't of much importance to the world when your
school put on The Mikado and vou played 'Nanki Poo,'
and you weren't »nuch mor^ after Uiatl Then you ran
away, same's I did, didn't you ? You stole a steam-roller.

wasn't that it?"
"I ran away because my banjo art ^demanded expression," answered Ralph, witii some heat, "and not because
I swiped a steam-roller. I weirt into vaudeville, mister!"
"Yeah,
you wanted
yourwrote
(oiks IxHne
to think
that you
were sellingandinsurance,
so you
on borrowed
insinance stationery."
"Would you want to stay home and design plows,Just
because your
manded Ralph.father had, before you, for fortj* years ? deEd was nonplused. He did the first thing that came to
mind — he fell to eatii^.
It developed, however, that Ralph returned home and
entered Notre
Dame OlCeefe.
University, akmg with Charlie Butterworth
and Walter
The waiter brou^t on another course and for several
minutes silence, as the cliche has it, reigned supreme.
When everything but the design was eaten from the
plates it came out that Ralph and Chariic Butter worth
worked in the same clothing shop while at school, Charlie
selling boys' wear, and R^ph, naberdashery. It was a
strongly-worded
of t3ie commerce
manager's and
that toaided
in tl^ir decision hint
to forego
try them
their
luck t<^her on the local stages.
One of Ittheir
"angels"
time inwasandtheabout
late Kmite
Rockne.
appears
that atthethisgentry
South
Bend had a very low regard for the Notre Dame boys and
even less for the athletes — so Knute considered the pair
good-will ambassadors, tQ the extent of a r^;ular five-dollar bill from his own pocket to (Continued on page 76 )
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The candid camera
gives us various
glimpses of Olga,
Countess Albani,
as she rehearsed
recently for the
Ford Sunday night
Universal Rhythm
program. aCountess
Albani,
native
daughter of Spain,
came to America
to pursue
career as a her
singer.
She really has a
double career, for
she is wife and
mother and homemaker, as well OS
opera,
concert star.
and
radio singing
Career women, she
thinks,
give evento
more attention
their homes than
does
home the
wife, stay-atand win
far richer reward.

to

bo

The

only really free person,

says Olga, Countess
is the one whom

nobody

BY ELIZABETH BENNECHE

Albani,
wants!
PETERSEN

"WHEN a woman sets out to make a career, she thinks
she's
she's know
wrong!it She's
takingmapping
on two outjobs,a job
andforsheherself.
might But
as well
from
theTheveryCountess
beginning."
Albani smiled. Looking at her, you found
it hard gencetoof herbelieve
a careerthewoman.
the intelliwide her
forehead,
humor inP'orherallbrown
eyes,
the aliveness of her voice, she doesn't look like a woman
who's made her own way in the world. Here, if ever there
was one, is a man's woman — so feminine she looks, with
her small, slimly rounded figure and her warm skin and
thai \ ital something that shows in her laugh and in her
talk and the very eagerness with which she looks at you.
Only aherself
happy towoman
look tolikeeveryone
that, a woman
who'sto
proved
herselfcan and
important
her. Maybe it's that sense of happiness and of complete
fulfillment
denies her the look of the career she's
worked
for that
so hard.
For, in her, there's none of that restlessness you see in
so many successful and near-successful women. None of
that feverishness of voice or searching of eyes you see in
so many women who have gained the success they thought
they wanted.
But then,
you see. Olga Albani is smarter than most
women
!
She knew what she wanted, from the beginning, and
she never lost sight of all the values.
"Funny thing about women." she looked taller somehow,
sitting
straight
in the high-backed
give
up
theirsolives
to independence,
to the chair,
hard "they
gruelingcan work
that goes into the making of a career ; they can give uj)
parties and fun and. sometimes, even love — only to disct)\ er. in the end. that the thing they want above everything
from.in the world is the thing they've been running away
else
to be
They want
tied"For
downwomen
! Yes, want
for all
theirdependent.
brittle tongues,
they towantbe
the
.same
things,
in
their
hearts,
that
their
stay-at-home
sisters want, a husband, a home and children.
"They prove it over and over again. l{ they're living
in a hotel, or a furnished room, they're forever buying
things of their own to put around it. Curtains or candlesticks, or bookshelves, things that take the very edge off
their independence, little things to tie themselves down to.
And. as soon as they can afford it, they usually move into
an apartment of their own and cheerfully rise an hour
earlier to put it in order, and stop on the way home to buy
things for dinner, when they could just as well be waited
on in a favorite restaurant.
"Thev talk about being free, and yet, all the time, thev're
tying orthemselves
morethatandholds
more.to Sometimes
(log.
a cat. or down
a canary,
earth tho.se it's
fine,a
brave wings they've won for themselves. Sometimes it's
only a geranium that makes them refuse week-end invitatown over
to seethatit'swaywatered
taken tionscareand stay
of. inWomen
reallySunday
are funny
! and
"The
woman
who
never
has
wanted
a
career
beyond
the
care of her home and family is, in a sense, the hap])iest.
For she hasn't known what {Continued on page
31 S6)

'What do you want me to sing?'

Dick flirts with his horse, "Smoky.

in

H

CHinR

"I AM a cowboy actor, making Westerns," said Dick
Foran.
"amiYep.
I want
a cowboy
Westerns.
foreverto !remain
They are
talking,actor
here making
at the
studio, of 'promoting' me. taking me out of Westerns,
putting
me into
musicals,
on. I adon't
call
it promotion
! I hate
the ideadramas,
! I wantandto soremain
cowboy.
Iwant
wantto towf)rk
workoutwith
horses,
not
with
'glamour'
girls.
of doors, on the ranges, on the trails,I
not on stuffy, suffocating sound stages with overstuffed
furniture. I want to shout and yell and be ntjisy — the
'vip-ec'
thing!And1 can
be as noisyandandrough.
boisterous
1 like, outkindof ofdoors.
as awkward
I like asto
sing cowboy songs on the air. I'm no good indoors. Don't
belong. Don't love,
knowpolite
what ortt)imi)olite.
do with Imyself.
can't Bond
make
professional
hate toI wear
Streetish clothes, with a gardenia in my buttonhole! A
handful of sagebrush behind the ear goes better with the
Foran face! I have no illusions about the way I look. Fm
no Gable or Taylor. I can't dance. I can't slick my hair
and give 'em this uli-ult !
Warner Brothers made Dick a s+a

SHOP

"I want to keep on working in Westerns, because I like
the fellows
work allwith.
That'sI 1thehaverealfifteen
reason.champions
They're
swell
as they Icome,
of them
working with me, most of the time — bull-doggers ( meaning steer wrestlers), broncho riders, bareback broncho
riders, calf ropers, buck ropers, all of them. Fd hate like
hell
to work
at homeI admire
with them.
I have
fun with
them.without
I speakthem.
their I'm
language.
and respect
them and Fve got to admire and respect the people 1 work
with,
to be— happy.
And Mix.
as forBill
the Hart.
money Buck
— and Jones,
that's Gene
what
Fm after
well, Tom
Antry and about twenty others have done and are doing all
right for themselves. Their pictures are making the monev.
.So are Dick's. Bailing in the fan mail. . . . They're tof>s\
"I'd like to keep on doing Westerns for the rest of my
life. But,
takesa corporation,
me out of them,
know
betterif the
thanstudio
to buck
fight that's
a lonethat.
handI
against an organization. It can't be done.
■'There's some talk now that I may play the Red Shado^i.-.
in The Desert So}ig. That's okay. (Continued on page 84)
want horses, not glamour girls!
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WHEN Dell Sharbutt first glared at
Meri Bell, and she stared back coolly,
the best fortune teller in Manhattan
couldn't
convinced
them that have
love was
about toeither
bloomof!
That was a little over two years
ago
before aMeri
had — scored
hit Bell's
on thevelvety
Five voice
Star
Revue, and when Dell was just begin ing to make a name for himself
in radio, as an ace announcer.
It was a nice, quiet, sunny afternoon. Dell had finished up for the
day and was walking down Sixth
Avenue toward home, happy and contented and not expecting anything to
happen. Then, all of a sudden, he
spotted an old pal of his, from down
home in Texas — a fellow named Hal.
And Dell, far from home and lonesome, was tickled pink to see him.
Sixth Avenue never witnessed a
gladder reunion.
Dell asked Hal to come on up to
his apartment. Hal pointed, and said :
"C'n
her ! along?"'
Thenat Dell
noticedI bring
the girl
He looked
her
and scowled. The girl scowled back.
She
was
tall
and
lanky
and
yellowhaired.
"Yes," said Dell, with a what-elsecan-7ve-do
"She along.
can come, too."
So Meri Bellair.tagged
Neither of them knew it, but
nothing short of a cataclysm of nature
could have shaken Meri Bell loose
from them. Because — Meri Bell was
hungry! She had come to New York,
just the day before, to seek her fortune and a job. She had come with
exactly seven and a half dollars. Five
36
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dollars she had
spent
getting(How
her
hair fixed.
can a girl
where ifget
her anyhair
looks stringy?)
Two of it had gone
for her room at the
hotel.
be two!)
more (There'd
due tomorrow
She had spent a quarter
for food, and had twentyfive cents left. (Those felBell —lowsnotwouldn't
till get
she ridwasof Meri
fed!)
Dell Sharbutt was pretty
proud of his apartment. It was
different. For one thing, he had
ruby red and cobalt blue light
bulbs in the fixtures. He pressed a
light button, flooding the room with
a soft, deep glow.
"Ah." said Meri Bell witheringly.
"The oriental influence ! You must
know
dancingthis.
girlThey
!" pulled
But atheTurkish
men ignored
up two big comfortable chairs, lighted
their pipes, and were deep in happy,
nostalgic conversation, leaving Meri Bell to
think.
After a while Meri Bell suggested: "Let's
play a game- — " But nobody heard her. Anyhow, thought Meri, you couldn't see the spots
on the cards in this dump — it's so dark! The
lights were giving her the whim-ivhams ! A few
minutes
she down
rose, told
the menout she'd
back, andlater
walked
the stairs,
into be
the
bright sunshine of the street. After all, a quarter
won't keep
wolfcame
fromback,
the door
long carefully
enough toin
matter
! Whenthe she
she held
her hand a sixty-watt bulb.

Meri Bell and Dell Sharbutt hated each other!
So they married and lived happily ever after!
roday
Meri squawk
Bell admits:
heard Dell
the way"I hehavedidnever
that
afternoon, when I came back and took
out a cobalt blue light bulb, substituting
a And
nice, Dell
bright,defends
sixtv-watter
himself:!" "Well, I
didn't want her up there in the first
place! And there she was — just like
a dame — changing my apartment
around, when she hadn't been in
it"Let's
ten minutes
play a !"game," Meri Bell
suggested again. She said it
every fifteen minutes. Finally
thebe men
that, so
if she'd
goodtoldandherquiet,
they
could
talk,
they'd
take
her
out to dinner soon, and,
after dinner, they'd buy
her another sixty-watt
bulb — and she could put
it in any lamp she
wished, and they'd all
play a game. So Meri
Bell, being
able and reasonpatient,
curled up and
snoozed till
dinner time.
After
when dinner,
they
asked her
what she
wanted to
play, Meri

You could search New York
with spotlight and spyglass and never find a
happier couple
radio
announcer
Dell than
Sharbutt
and CBS singer Meri Bell.

Bell .said: "1 don't know any game,
except one, a little bit — that's Russian
Bank."
So they
Russian
When the
gameplayed
started,
Meri Bank.
Bell
said : "I don't know how to play it
free.
I learned
it with money."
So they
played toforplaymoney.
At the end of the evening, Meri
Bell had enough cash to pay her room
rent and eat frugally for three more
days.
"beginner's
luck" The
and boys
took laughed
Meri Bellat home.
A few days later Dell called Meri
Bell and asked her to go out to dinner.
He didn't know exactly why he called
her. Maybe putting the cobalt blue
light bulbs in again had reminded him
of her. He suggested taking her to a
theatre,
but Meri
Bell didn't want to
see
a show
Russian
Bank.— she wanted to play
For the next three weeks Meri Bell
played Russian Bank with Dell Sharbutt every chance she got, and managed to keep the wolf from the door.
She was too proud to tell him that
she was broke. He never knew, until
after they were married, that she had
been living oflF these slim winnings —
chicken feed to him — and that if she
had lost a game, she couldn't have
still thought that
paidMr.off Sharbutt
!
Meri Bell(Continued
was just a onlanky,
haired
pageyellow71)

GRHUGL
SOME years ago, when Andy Devine was no bigger than
this, he fell on his face in a gravel pit— or so the story
goes. What that gravel did to his face is common knowledge. The man on the street can tell you that Andy isn't
beautiful.
are he'd ofnever
haveTaylor,
grown anyway,
up to lookso
like
even a Chances
distant relative
Robert
perhaps the gravel ])it incident never really did make anv
startling
in Andy's
jnilchritude.
But Itit
had a lot change
to do with
his voice,personal
according
to the legend.
seems .Andy talked a lot as a kid, so it was only natural
that his mouth was open when he tell into the pit. What
he got. besides the possible changes in his facial contour,
was a mouthful of gravel.
To this day Andy swears he's still carrying that gravel
around, and athat's
his voice
sandpa])ering
rock. whv
( )r Poiiahl
Ducksounds
with alike
soresomeone
tliroat.
Vou might not like to own it yourself, l)ut to And\- it's the
secret of his success on the air, and the reason he's still
looked upon with favor by his employers out at Universal
Studios.pit And
he regards
the
gravel
as thethat's
luckiestwhymoment
of histhat
life,dive
even into
though
it took radio some twenty-five years to get wind of it.
"Evidently," I said, after Andy finished his story and
woke visions
me up. of"youa radio
arose and
frompicture
that gravel
a newultimate
man,
with
career pitvour
goal"

UOICG
"Well, no." said Andy. "At the time, I figured that, if
everything
went well,
eventually
to be awhen
cowboy.
I was in Arizona
at theI'dtime,
and in getArizona,
you
grow
up.
you're
either
a
cowboy
or
just
passing
through."
The reason Andy was in Arizona at the time was that
a few years prior to the incident — in 1905, to be exact —
he honored FlagstaflF. Arizona, by choosing it for his
birthplace. His father and mother called him Andrew and
told liim that if he wanted to be a cowboy he could go
ahead
one. cows,
But they
didn't looks
offer ])retty
to buy silly
him I any
cows — and
and i)e
without
a cowboy
"1
think
my
family
had
ideas."
said
Andy.
"1
mean,
they .sent me to school. Dad moved to Los Angeles, where
he went into the hotel business, so I took a whack at
education, and vice versa. It didn't seem to take, even
though 1 was what you might call a four-letter man at
"iMshing. boating, bathing and football?"
"i\'ot
quite,schools,
althougii
Youof see,
school."
went
to four
and 1I did
got play
a letterfootball.
from each
themI
— a letter suggesting that maybe I was in the wrong field
of Andv's
endeavor." of schools sounds like a stock company's
road show list
schedule. He started off at Harvard, and — he
always pauses a moment before he adds : Military Academy
in Los .-Xngeles. From there he {Continued on paqe 70)

y
Here's Andy, who rode to radio fame with
that hard-riding hombre, Buck Benny, of the
Sunday night Jell-0 program. Andy works
six days a week in the moom pitchers, too.

Andy Devine (center) with Slim Summerville
(left), and Larry Blake. Maurice Murphy (behind Slim), Noah Beery, Jr., and Henry Hunter,
as they appeared in Universal's The Road Back.
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By

LEO

Andy

TOWNSEND

Devine,

who

sounds like Donald Duck
with a sore throat, regards afall into a gravel
pit his luckiest moment

1+ took radio a
long time to discover Andy, but
the gravel voice
pays both
dividends
now,
on the
air and in the
movies. He first
appeared on Bing
Crosby's program.
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DiPFGRence

Success has no point but to do things
for those you love, says Walter Cassel

BY MIRIAM
ROGERS
1
Mary six
Martha
ogea
whole Cassel,
months,
refuses to be cajoled
by Mother and Daddy
and the cameraman! She
just naturally hates
publicity photographs!

to trumpeting
and
other bands. with high school
A Council Bluffs, Iowa, boy,
Walter was brought up chiefly by
a doting aunt and uncle. His father
CoimI hot mode
died when he was a baby and, when
Lady Lwck and
he was about three, his mother marGoUnDawH for
\^oni#f Bfoth#ft«
ried again. Though the family was
not particularly well-to-do, they saw
to it that Walter never lacked for anything he needed or wanted.
In those days he took everything pretty
^
much orfor urge
granted,to had
no particular amF
bition
accomplishment.
He
learned to play the trumpet, because his aunt
wanted him to, and he had a good time traipsing around with the local bands, but it was not
until he went to college that life was given a
more serious turn.
The turning point for him was, quite simply, meeting
girl — a pretty, sweet and ambitious youngster, who
was studying voice and had bright particular dreams
of her own. But from the time she met Walter, her
dreams centered about his blond head, as, in turn, she
gave new meaning to life for him. With that brave
impatience that has urged him on and on, he prevailed
upon Nadine Blackburn to elope, and after marriage and
the brief ecstasy of a one-night honeymoon in a little
hotel in Logan, Iowa, life began in earnest.
Parental wrath had to be faced, they had to prove
they knew what they were doing, were able to cope with
everyday problems and new responsibilities. For Walter,
all doubts were resolved. He had Nadine to work for
now ; he had to succeed, to amount to something.
Having a natural gift for drawing, Walter turned first
IF you see a fellow ahead of the crowd, successful and
painting and lettering. Later, he studied typeprominent in whatever line, aren't you inclined to say : to sign writing
secured an office job in a local flour milling
"Lucky
guy!" painful
or wordsroute,
to that
And notbystopwhatto business. andBut
Nadine was not satisfied. She was deask
by what
by effect?
what sacrifices,
termined that he should do something with his voice.
grit and determination he has reached that point ?
It is human to assume that our favorite stars of screen Walter felt uncertain, not sure the voice was worth the
and stage and radio are lucky, born with silver, if not obvious sacrifices, inevitable if he were to embark upon
golden, spoons in their mouths. But facts seldom l)ear that precarious career. But he turned tentatively to radio,
out our casual assumption.
played his trumpet with a dance band three nights a week,
To Walter Cassel, whose glorious voice has but recently was soloist in church on Sundays and presently had an
won for him an enviable position, rich with promise as evening commercial, which, in some measure, increased
well as with the first sweet fruits of achievement, the his self-assurance.
struggle is still too close to be taken lightly, to be forgotten.
A lot has been written linking Walter's name with
Not that he is the least bitter about it— just that it makes Lawrence Tibbett's. It has been natural enough, partly
for a deeper appreciation and enjoyment of what he now because
Walter bears a certain superficial facial reseml)lance to his idol and friend, partly because his rich
has and what he hopes to have in the future.
baritone
is shown to best advantage in the type of songs
"I am not sorry for any of it," he said heartily. "It
was all good experience — even wiping engines so that I Tibbett sings, and partly because the final impetus to his
choice of a career was given Walter by an actual contact
could go with the Union Pacific band."
For Walter's first efforts toward fame were confined with the famous singer. {Continued on page
41
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Whenever

opportunity beckons her, Mary Eastman must turn away!

SOMETHING always seems to happen to Mary Eastman, at the crucial moment, to prevent her from achieving the success she has dreamed of. Mary undoubtedly
has a rare voice, one of the really distinguished voices in
radio. You feel it when you hear her each Friday night
over XBC, singing with Frank Munn in Waltz Time.
You thrill to it each Saturday night over the Columbia
network. But, even though slie has the success these programs afford, Mary might have gone much farther up
the
ladder
luminaries
each time, toof keep
her fromif something
taking her hadn't
place inhappened
the top
rank of radio stars.
What were those happenings?
Is fate against beautiful Mary Eastman?
And if it is. what is she going to do about it?
"Things always have happened to mc, to seem to prevent my landing
at theeyes,
top the
of aperfect
singing features
career," and
said the
girl with
the hazel
the
sunny smile. "Don't misunderstand me. I'm not whining. It's just
that forsomething
always This
has
happened,
just anas amusing
I seemed fact
all set
real success.
began in my earliest childhood. I was born in Kansas
City, of a musical family. My mother played and sang,
and my sisters and brothers all were musical. 1. myself,
could j)lay the piano, without having had a lesson, when
Mary Eastman, of
the lovely voice,
heard over CBS
and NBC networks,
d reanns secretly
of greater fanne.

I was seven years old. But I always wanted to sing.
That was my special dream. Accordingly, it was planned
that I should have vocal lessons as soon as I was old
enough. But when that time came, the first thing happened to sto]) me," Mary explained. "The family fortunes wouldn't permit my taking these lessons. Well, in
time.
I
over thatfrom
first South
hurdle.America.
My uncle,Hemywasmother's
brother.gotapj)eared
alxDut
to make his home in Chicago, and he offered to take me
along and give me the advantages of a musical education.
The long and short of it was that I went.
"My I real
she told
when
went name
to livewaswithMarymy Hewitt,"
uncle. I took
his me.
name "But
and
became known as Mary Tippett. At his request. I called
my uncle 'Father.' In fact, hardly anyone knows to this
day
he's notMary
my real
father," Maryhadcontinued.
later,thatbefore
Hewitt-Tippett
become Years
Mary
Eastman, and while she still was using her uncle's name,
she appeared as a guest artist on a program with Lawrence Tibbett. Mary told me that Tibbett twitted her
al>out the similarity of their names.
Mary studied hard at her singing lessons, and her
lessons in harmony and counterpoint, at the Chicago
Musical College. When they had a contest, she won tinsecond prize. She secretly {Continued on page 78)
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SwimmiiK^ is the favorite sport
of this vivid Park Avenue matron

aboard S.S. Conte di Save ia

n-la of tiie former AmhasYOUNG Mrs. Hainmoiul, daii-liter-i
sador to Spain, is an international liiiiir in tilt- world of society,
She was educated in Rome. Made her drhu in New York. Traveled
extensively. Mrs. Hammond is an enthusiast • traveler and swimmer.
As she herself remarked, when photo^rapl "(1 (ripht) at the Conte
di Savoia pool: "I'm on hoard my favorite liner: I'm enjoying my
favorite sport; I'm smokinj; my favorite cigarette — a Camel! So
I'm happy. Camel's delicate flavor always tastes good, but especial y so after a swm. Camels give m energy a cheering lift!"

These distinguished women
also prefer
CameVs mild, delicate taste:
MISS Ji.)AN BKLMONT, .\>„. y„rk
MK>. Mi:HiH,AS Blimi i:. PlnlaMpUa
MHS. PdWKLLCAHCi r. lU.ston
MliS. I HOM AS M. CAKMCIL, Jli.. \,-n Yn,k
MUS. J. (GARDNER CddlJlKiL Jr,n. l:...,.m
MRS. AN rill IN V J. llRl,\l:i. M.\. l'h,i„Jrl,,hia
MRS. CHISW KLI, DAIiNEY I„\N( '.I IclRNE, lirpinia
\IR>. J \M'I:R MIlRl.AN, V,.„ York
MRS. NICIIl II \^ i;. PKNNIM \N III. Hnlnm,„e
MRS. milN W. Rdi Kl I I n I l;. JR.. A,-,. York
MRS. HI I I S I'MNE .-r.M.DlNC 111. I'as.uiena
MRS. LOL IS SWUT, JR.. Chicago

Good digestion at sea too! Clear-skinned, radiant, Mrs. Ogden Hammond
is a vision of charm and well-being. "Camels certainly help digestion," she
says, adding, "I've smoked Camels for six years, and they never get on
my
nerves."in evidence.
ThroughoutSmoking
the dining
Camels
are much
Camelsrooms
speedsof thethe Conte
naturaldiflowSavoia,
of digestive
fluids — alkaline digestive fluids — so indispensable to mealtime comfort !
COSTLIER TOBACCOS -Camels are male
from finer,MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS...
Turkish and Domestic ... than any other ])opular brand

Tommy Dorsey,
CBS orchestra
leader, whose
hot
bandswing
playsmusic,
thaispends all his
spare time in
aexistence
placid onruralhis
New Jersey farm.

Meet the Dorsey family — Mrs. Tommy,
who is called "Toots,"
Tommy, young Thomas
Francis 3rd, aged six,
known
"Skipper,"
and Patsyas Marie,
who
is eleven. They all
are listening to a
recording of one of
Tommy's
Raleigh and
K oo I Broadcasts.

RADIO STARS

Coasi-t<^-Coasi
PROGRAM
THE regular programs on
' the four
networks
are coast-to-coast
here listed in
aTheday-by-day
schedule.
National time
Broadcasting
Company Red Network is
indicated
NBC-Rcd; the
Nationalby Broadcasting
Company Blue Network is
indicated
XBC-Bliie;
the Columbiaby Broadcasting
System by CBS and
Nlutual
Broadcasting SysMBS.
Alltem bystations
included in
the above networks are
listed below. Find your
local station on the list and
tune in on the network
specified.
ALL TIME RECORDED IS EASTERN
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME.
This means that for
Eastern Standard and CenDaylight Time,
you
must tralsubtract
one hour.
For
Mountain
Daylight
and Central Standard Time,
subtract two hours. For
Pacific
and
Mountain Daylight
Standard Time,
subtract three hours. And
for Pacific Standard Time,
subtract four hours. For
example
: 11:00
EDST becomes
10:00a.a. m.m.
EST and COST; 9:00
A.M. MOST and CST ;
8:00 A.M. POST and
MST; 7:00 a.m. PST.
If, at a particular time,
no network program is
listed, that is because there
is no regular program for
that time, or because the
preceding
program
tinues into that
period.c o n NATIONAL BROADCASTCOMPANYRED INGNETWORK
Balliinore,
WFBR
Boston.
Mass.Md.
WNAC
Buffalo.
Y.
WBEN
WMAQ Cincinnati.
Chicago, N.111 Ohio
WSAI
Cleveland.
Ohio
WTAM
Colo. Iowa
KOA Denver.
Des Moines.
WHO
Detroit,
Mich
WWJ
Hartford,
Conn
WTIC
Indianapolis
WIRE
WDAF Los
Kansas.^nseles,
City, CalInd.
.Mo.
KFI
KSTP Minneapolis
— St 1
Minn.
New York.Neb N Y.
WEAF
WOW
Philadelphia.
Pa.
KYW Omaha,
Pittsburgh,
WCAE
Porfland,
MePa
WCSH
KGW
Portland.
Ore.
Providence. Va.R I.
WJAR
WNIBG
KSD t?tItichmond.
Louis .Mo

KDYL
Salt Francisco,
Lake Citv, Cal.Utab
KPO San
WGY
KOMO Schenectady,
Seattle. Wash N. Y.
KHQ Spokane.
WRC
Washington,WashDel.
D. C.
WDEL
WTAG Wilmington.
Worcester, .Mass
NATIONAL BROADCASTCOMPANYBLUE INGNETWORK
WABY Baltimore.
Albany. N MdY
WBAL
WBZ
Boston,
MassConn
Bridgeport,
WICC
Buffalo,Rapids,
N. Y Iowa
WEBR Cedar
WMT
Ill111.
WENR Chicago.
Chicago.
WLS
Cincinnati.
Ohio
WCKY
Cleveland.
WGAR
ColoOhioIowa
KVOD Denver,
Des
.Moines,
KSO Detroit, Mich.
WXYZ
Erie.Wayne.
Pa. Ind.
WLEU
WOWO
City, Cal.
Kan;
WREN FtKan.sas
Lus
Angeles,
KECA
WTCN
WICC
Minneapolis,
Minn.'
New
Haven. Conn.
WJZ
KLO New YorkUtahN Y
Omaha.
KOIL Ogden,
Bluffs Nebla -Council
Philadelphia,Pa.Pa.
WFIL
KDKA
Portland.
KEX Pittsburgh,
Providence.OreVa.R I.
WEAN
WRTD
Richmond,
WHAM
Rochester. MoN. Y.
KWK St.
San Louis.
Dicgo, Cal Cal.
KFSD
KGO San
Seattle,Francisco,
Wash.
KJR
KGA Spokane,
WashMass
WBZA
Springfield
Svracuse,
N. Y
WSYR
WSPD Toledo,
Ohio
WMAL
Washington. U, C.
NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
STATIONS
(May beBLU£on networks)
either RED or
,\lbuquerque,Pa. N .\t.
Allentown.
WSAN
KOB
KGNC Amarillo,
Asheville,Ga.Tex,
N. C.
WWNC
WSB Atlanta,
Bakersfield,
KERN
Billings MontCal.
KGHL
Birmingham,
WAPI
Bismarck, N .-Via.
D.
KFYR
Mont S C.
KGIR Butte,
Charleston,
WCSC
Charlotte.
N
WSOC
111 OhioCj
WCFL
Cincinnati,
WLW Chicago,
Clearwater,
FlaC
WFLA
Columbia,
SOhio
WIS
Columbus,
WCOL
Dallas.
Tex
WFAA
Duluth, MinnInd
WEBC
WGBF Evansville.
Fargo,
N. D.Ind
WDAY
Ft Wayne,
WGL
WBAP FtFresno.
Wo'rthCal lex.
KMJ
Grand
Rapids. C.Mich.
WOOD
Greenville.
WFBC
Hot Springs,Tex.S .^rk.
KTHS Houston.
KPRC
Jackson. MissFla
WJDX Jacksonville,
WJAX
Jamestown.
WJTN
Little
Rock.KyN.Ark.Y;
KARK
Louisville.
WAVE
Madison.
WIBA Manchester.Wis N. H;
WFEA
WMC
Beach, Fla.
Memphis,
WIOD
WTMJ Miami
Milwaukee I'enn
Wi^

CFCF
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
WKY
KTAR
KGHF
WPTF
KFBK
WSUN
WOAI
KTBS
KSOO
KGBX
KWG
WEBC
WFLA
WBOW
CRCT
KVOO
KANS
WORK

GUIDE
Montreal, Canada
Nashville.
Tenn
New
Orleans,
Norfolk.
Va.City,La Okla
Oklahoma
Phoenix.
Ariz
Pueblo.
Raleigh, Colo
N CCal
Sacramento.
St. Petersburg,
San
.Antonio, TexFla
Shreveport
Sioux Falls SLa D
Springfield.CalMo
Stockton,
Superior.
Tampa.Haute.
FlaWis Ind
Terre
Toronto.
Tulsa.
OklaCanada
Wichita
York Pa Kans

COLUMBIA
ING SYSTEMBROADCASTSTATIONS
WADC
Ohio
WOKO Akron,
Albany,
N
Atlanta.
Ga. Y N J
Atlantic
City,
WGST
Austin.
Tex
WPG
KNOW Baltimore, ,Md
WCAO
Me .Ala
WLBZ
WBRC Bangor,
Birmingham,
N Y.
WNBF Binghamton.
Boston,
MassBuffalo,
NN YY,
WEEI
WGR
Buffalo,
WKBW Charleston, W. Va
WCHS Charlotte, N C
WBT
Chattanooga,
WOOD
Chicago III OhioTenn.
WBBM
WKRC
WHK Cincinnati
Cleveland,
Ohio Coli
Colorado Springs.
KVOR Columbus.
Ohio
WBNS
Tex
KRLD Dallas
Iowa
woe
WHIO Davenport.
Dayton.
Ohio
Detroit.
Mich Iowa
WJR
Des
Moines.
KRNT
KLZ Denver. ColoIowa
WKBB Dubuque,
WDNC
Durham, N, C.N Y,
Elma-lthaca,
WESG
WTAQ
Fairmont.
WMMN Green
Bay. W,WN.is.Va.C.
WBIG Greensboro.
Great
Falls.
KFBB Harrisburg. PaMont.
WHP
Conn
WDRC Hartford.
Tex
KTRH
Indianapolis
Ind
WFBM Houston.
Jacksonville,
City,Tenn,Fla,
,Mo.
WMBR
KMBC Kansas
Knoxville,
WNOX
WKBH LaLincoln,
Crosse,NebWis
Rock. Ark.
KFAB
KNX Little
Los
.Angeles,
KLRA
Louisville,
Ky.Cal
WHAS
WMAZ Macon. Ga,
Memphis,
lenn.
WREC
WCOC Meridian,
Miami, FlaAla.Miss.
WQAM Mobile,
Milwaukee, Wis.
WALA
WISN
Minn.
WCCO Minneapolis.
Missoula
Montgomery.Mont
.Ala.
KGVO Montreal,
WSFA
Canada
CKAC
Nashville,
Tennl.a
WLAC
New
Orleans,
WWL
New York. City
N Y
WABC Oklahoma
Fla Okla
KOMA Orlando.
WDBO
Parkersburg.
W Va.
WPAR
WCOA Pensacola,
111 Fla Pa.
WMBD
Philadelphia
WCAU Peoria,
Ariz
KOY Phoenix.
I'orilai.ct OrePa
WJAS Pittsb.irs-'h
KOIN

Providence. R 1;
WPRO
KOH Roanoke.
Reno, Nev.Va..
WDBJ
WHEC
KMOX St.Rochester.
Mo.N Y.
WCCO
St. Louis.
Paul.
Minn.
KSL Salt
Lake
San
.Antonio,City,TexCalUtah
KTSA
San Francisco.
KSFO Savannah.
Ga
WTOC
Scranton. Pa
WGBI
Seattle.
Wash,
KWKH
La.
KOL
KSCJ Shreveport,
Sioux City, Iowa
South Bend Ind
WSBT
KFPY Springfield,WashMass.
WMAS
WFBL Spokane,
Syracuse.
N. Y.
Tacoma, FlaWash,
WDAE
Tampa.
WIBW
KVI
Topeka, Kans
CFRB Tulsa.
Toronto,
Canada
Okla
KTUL Utica.
WIBX
Waco, N.Tex Y
WACO
WJSV WWashington.
Palm BeachD, C.Fla
WJNO
WWVA Wichita.
Wheeling. Kans.
W. Va
WSJS
KFH
Wichita Falls TexN C
KGKO Winstoii-Salem.
WORC
WNAX Worcester.
Yankton. S.Ma.^s
I>.
WKBN Voungstown. Ohio
MUTUAL
ING SYSTEMBROADCASTSTATIONS
Ada,
Okla Okla
Ardmore,
KADA
KVSO Augusta.
WRDO
Bakersheld,.Me.MdCal
KPIWC
WBAL
WLBZ Baltimore,
Bangor, Me,
WAAB
WICC Cedar
Bridgeport,
ConnRapids
WMT
111 Ohmlow;
WGN Chicago,
Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ohio
WLW
WSAI Cleveland,
WGAR
Dallas Tex
WRR
KFEL Denver,
Colo.
Des
Moines,CalIowa
ElElk Centro
KSO
Citv,
KXO
Enid,
OklaOkla
KCRC
KASA Fall River,
WSAR
.Ma.'^s.
Ft. Worth Texas.
Colo
KTAT
KFKA Greeley.
Hartford.
Conn.Mo.
Kansas City,
WTHT Laconia.
N H
WLNH Lincoln. Neb
WHB
Los
Angeles.
KFOR
Lowell.
Mass. NCal H
KHJ
WLLH
.Manchester.
WFEA
Monterev.
Cal
KDON
KBIX
WSIW
New London
Bedford. Conn
Mass
WOR
WNBH New
WNLC
KTOK Oklahoma City. Okla
KOIL
WFIL
WCAE
WBBZ
WEAN
WRVA San He
KWK
KFXM San Fr:Di,
Cal
KGB
KFRC
KVOE Shawnee,
i-aiita Harbara. Cal.
KDB
KGFF Springfield,OklaMass
WSPR Stockton Cal
Washington,
D. C,
KGDM
WOL
Waterburv.Detroit
Conn
WBRY
Mi. 45
CKLW Windsor-

RADIO STARS

—NRC-Blue;
soprano HELEN TRAUBEL
CBS:
SHOP — COLUMBIA
dramatizations WORIvMRS: STAN LOMAX— sports

MORNING

8:00
XnC-Red:
ENSEMBLE —GOLDTHWAITE
organ and suloists
NBC-Blue:
Josef Honti'sMELODY
orchestra HOUK—
8:30
NBC-Red: CHILDREN S
CONCERTchest—ra. PaJosef
ul Wing,Stopak's
narratororXBC-Blue:
TONEpianist;
PICTURES
—quartet
Ruth Pepple.
mixed
9:00
NBC-Red:
RHU.MRA HAROLD
ORCHESTRANAGEL S
NRC-HUip:
LI.Xi:— .\ir.lo:iWHITR
J. Crnss RABBIT
CBS:
SUNDAY
MliRXIXO
AUNT
SUSAXS—
cliildrensAT
program, Artells Dickson
9:30
NBC-Red: SEMBLE—Harry
CONCERT
Gilbert, EN-organist
9:55
CBS: PRESS-RADIO XEWS

SumU^

NBC-Red:
FIRESIDE
RECITALS—Helen
Marshall,
prano;
Sigurd Nilssen.
basso-soNBC-Blue:
BAKERS
BROADCAST— Robert
Ripley, Shirley
Oz/.ie
Nelsons
orchestra,
Lloyd, vocalist

JULY 4—11—18—25

CBS: CHURCH OF THE ATF!

NBC-Blue: MAGIC KEY OF
RCA — Frank
Black's symCross phony orchestra. Milton J.
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM

NBC-Rpd:
.FINGL
PROGRAMBoys — FITCH
Morin Sisters
Ranch
MBS: THE RIGHT JOI

CBS: ORGAN MOODS
MBS:
REVIIOWING STANDworld problfins
NBC-Red:
WARD AND MUZZY—piano duo
NBC-Blue: ALICE REMSEN

NBC-Red: CHASE
AND SAND(.n
Ameche. BORN
W. C.PROGRAM
Fields,— EdK;ir
Bergen,
Dorothy
Lamour.
ner Janssen's orchestra Wer-

NBC-Blue:
SUNDAY DRIVenceERS—Fields
Adair and Hall. FlorCBS:
EVERYBODY'S MUSIC
Howard
chestra Barlow, symphony orMBS:
MARTHA
songs and
patter AND HAI^
NBC-Red: WIDOWS SONSsketch
NBC-Blue: INTERNATIONAL
BROADCAST
FROM LONDON

vARiETY PRO-

■Blue: CHUCHU MARTI-

Bob Hope

Jane Frorman

AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
THE HOUR
—man
Jerry Brannon,
Paul GLASS
GersNBC-Blue:
SOUTH
ERNAIRES
— Negro male (4Uartet
MBS: CADLE
CHOIR—
music, TABERNACLE
talk
12:30
NBC-Rpd: ROUND
UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO
TABLIOOF
DISCUSSION—
guest speakers
NBC-Blue:
RADIO
CITY MUSIC HALL
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTR A— soloists
CBS: SALT ERNACLE
LAKECHOIRCITY
TABAND ORGAN
NBC-Red: DOROTHY DRESLIX, soprano;
SMITH.
tenor FRED HUFCHS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
.MI'.S; \KW POETRY HOUR—

NBO-Blut-;SUE :
CBS:
Harry Hage
NBC-Red:
THE WORLD IS
YOURS—
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
SENATOR
FISHFACE
AND
PROFESSOR
orchestra
I''IGGSBOTTLE— Jerry SearsMBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM

MBS: FORUM HOUR
EVENING
6:00NP.C-Rrd: CATHOLIC HOUR
Nl'.i'-ll
GATIO
PRO-
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Bert Lahr

MBS: B E N AWillard
Y V E N Amisoi
UTA•
I'HOGRAM—
Sid Gary, Brusiloffs orchestr

CBS:

POETIC STRINGS

Renard's orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND
— BertLe
L.ahr, Rachel Carlay, Pierre
Kreeun,
Lyman's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
RIPPLING
RHYTHM
REVUEFrank— Shep
Fields'ker, Boborchestra,
ParHope, Honeychile
CBS:
UNIVERSAL
— Rex Chandlers RHYTHM
orchestra.
Alec Templeton, Richard Bo!):30MBS: ORCHESTRA
.VBC-Red:
AMERICAN
ALOF FAMILIAR
MUSIC—
l''rank BUMMunn,
Jean Dickenson,
Haenschen's orchestra
MBS: OLD TIJIE SPELLING
MBS: DANCE ORCHESTRA
10:U0
XBC-Rpd:
SUNDAY
PARTY — James
Melton,NIGHT
Jane
Pickens,
Donald Dickson, Dolan's orchestra
-F.TTE SUMMER
II. .n Berle,
Wenmnella's
orchestra

MBS: ORCHi;STRA
10:45
11:00
NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
AND THE
iiUNCH— vocalJUDYquartet
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
MBS: DANCE MUSIC
CBS: ORCHESTRA

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8.00NBC-Hed: MALCOLM CLATRB
—NUC-Blue:
children's MORNING
progniin DEVO8:13 TIONS— organ and songs
MKXnc-Red:
LOUIES GOOD MOKNING
NUC-Blue:
NADERS ISLAND SERE8:»0
NBC-Red:
and
music CHEERIO — talk
NBC-Blue:
DER — organistWILLIAM MEE8:4->NBC-Blue: X O R S E M E N
»:U0QUARTET
NBC-Red:LINERS—Fields
THE andSTREAMHall, orchestra- Blue:
NBC
BREAKFAST
CLl-B—
Don
McNeill.
Jane
Behlke. Clark DennisH <> 1 e n
CBS:
RADE METROPOLITAN PA9:.{0CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL
— songs
8:40
CBS:
U:45 PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:
LANDT MooUS
TRIO
CBS:
MORNING
9 :55NBC-Red: PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS- RADIO
NEWS
10:UUNBC-Red: MRS. WIGGS OF
THE CABBAGE PATCH —
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIM HEALY —
news commentator
CBS:
BETTY AND BOB —
sketch
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE—
sketchJOHNS
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS —
sketch
CBS:
HYMNSBETTYOFCROCKALL
CHURCHES:
ER, cooking expert
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY'—
sketch
CBS:
CINDERELLA
—MBS:sketchMODERN
Frances MARRIAGE
McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red: TODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue:DREN—sketch
H K L E X JANE
BEHLKE—
CBS: commentator
JOHN ( I. nilK.:tl:oWATKINS—
news
lUQO
XBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: HEINZ MAGAZINE OF
THE
AIR— talk, sketch, Rolfe's
orchestra
MBS; GET THIN TO MUSIC
11:15NBC-Red: BACKSTAGE WIFE
—sketch
NBC-Blue:OF THEPERSONAL
COLATR—
TnezLopez
MBS: UMNORGAN
RECITAL
11 NBC-Red:
:30
HOW TO BE
CHARMING—
NBC-Blue: VICsketch
AND SADE —
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER — sketch
11:45
.N'BC-Blue:
HUGH— The EDWARD
Go.spel SingerMacCBS:
FOE DR. ALLAN ROY DAAFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
GIRL ALONE —
.sketch
CBS: THE GUMPS— sketch
l-i:15
.NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN— sketch
NBC-Blue:
SCOTT YOUK
Y— songsGRACE
patterAND
CBS:
NEWSandcommentator
PARADE
— Edwin C. Hill,
NBC-Red:
SH ALLS THREE MARNBC-Blue:
.\ND
THE JOE
CADETSDUMOND
QUARTET

Ci;s
f'l iihIPICKmusicAND PAT— commi;.- LET'S VISIT— Jerry

JULY 5—12—19—26
CR.';:
R0:MANCE
of HELEN
TI;i:NT.i-sketch
CAROL WEY.MANN
MBS: organ
BILL LEWIS— baritone
.~<"liiKY OF MARY
and
1-2:45
•1>K BARRIE— barlNBC-Red: ROSA LEE — so-PIXE VILLAGE
NBC-Blue:
VIENNESE SEXTETTE
CBS: OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
.sketch
5:15NBC-Red: ADVENTURES OF
MBS: WE ARE FOUR — sketch
—NBC-Blue:
sketchDAN-YorXG
DARI
sketch HICKORY
1:00NBC-Red: JOE WHITE— tenor
NBC-Blue:
LOVE
AND
CBS:
ETON
BtJYS—TELLERS
quartet
MBS:
STORY
LE.\RX—
sketch
HOUSE
MBS:
MUSIC LUNCHEON DANCE
5:30XBC-Red: DON WINSLOW
OFNBC-Blue:
THE NAVY
— sketchLADY—
NBC-Red:
DAN HARDING'S
MIFE — sketchNEIGHBOR
SINGING
NBC-Blue:
NELL
children's
program
CBS:
—sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
CBS:
DORIS
KERR—
songs
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
5:45
NBC-Red:
WORDS
AND
MUNBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
SIC— Larrv
ANNIE— children's
.sketch Nora
Charles
Sears.Larsen.
HarvevRuthHaysLyon.
CBS:
THINGS—
NBC-Blue:
FARM
Stirling'sFUNNY
children's
program
AND H( i-Mi;.\'.\'riiII' i-\'.\L
'UK- Walter
Blaufuss'
or.-l.i-stn.
EVENING
MBS: OKGAX .MIDDAY SERVICE
1:45
CBS:
AUNT JENNY'S REAL
LIFE STORIES
NBC-Red: EDUCATIONAL
::00PROGRAM
NBC-Red: JOHN GURNEY —
CBS: NEWS THROUGH A
basso
CHS
FOUR
WOMAN'S
EYES — Kathryn
MH.'<:
STUDIESSTARS—IN quartette
BLACK
Cravens
MBS: PALMER
HOUSE— Ralph
CON1:30AND \VHITE
CERT
ORCHESTRA
Ginsburgh
XBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
CBS: JACK
AND LORETTA—
songs
and
patter
NEWS
—CBS:
trio PRESS-RAPTO
MBS:
ORGAN
RECITAL
ilBS:
ORCHESTRA
!:30
NBC-Red:
BENNETT
AND
WOLVERTON — piano and gui:35NBC-Red: THREE X SISTERS
NBC-Blue:
CLARK DENNIS—
NBC-Blue:
HOUR
OFBandMEMOtenor
R
I
E
S
—
U.
S.
Navy
CB.-;
M*XTAXA SLI.M
CBS: PAUL DOUGLAS— sports
commentator
MBS:
TUARY THE C'UIET SANC- Red:ORCHESTRA
JOHNNY
ONBC
songs
CBS: HO L LACE S H A W—
CBS:BRIEN'S
MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
MBS:
CHILDREN'S
Story Book
Lady ALBUM—
XBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
1:00
FAMILY'COLONEL
— sketch
sketch
NBC-Red:
AMOS
'N' ANDY—
CBS.
JACK
MAJOR'S VARIETY PROGRAM
SHOW
NBC-Blue:
McKlXMBS: VARIETY
LEY—
Bari
ettBAP.RY
s ore.\1 Ehestra
CBS:
POETIC
l,c
iDl
KS—
Jack
Fulton,
Franklvn
MA PERKINSCormack.PALMER
Kelsev'sHOUSE
nrehestraMacMBS:
EXSEMBLE
NEC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
1:15
NBC-Blue:
IT
NBC-Red:
UNCLE PatEZRA'S
OVER—
AlmaLET'S
KitchellTALK
RADIO STATION—
Barrett
CBS; ard POP
CONCER
r— HowBarlow
CBS:
MA
AND
PA— sketch
—
songs
MBS;
RADIOLAND
ORCHES!:30
TRA
WILLIAMS
—NBC-Red:
sketch MIDGE
NBC-Blue:
LUM AND ABNER
CBS: JACK SHANNON— tenor
NBC-Red: sketch
LORENZO JONES
i:45
—cnme.lv
NBC-Red:
CAMPBELL'S
ROYALISTS
NBC-Blue:
—NBC-Blue:
baritone ROY
Annette
Kint,CLl'B.lackMATINEE—
Baker, KoJOHN HERRICK
gen's
orche.stra
.MBS;
TEXAS
JIM
LEWIS—
CBS:
BOAKE CARTER— news
and his cowboys
commentator
1:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Red:UMN OF THEPERSONAL
COL-Dick BURNS
Fo
AND ALAIR— Inez Lo:30NBC-Red: FOLLOW T H p:
Not
pez
MOON— Elsie Hitz, Nick Dawson
CBS:
HOUR CHICAGO VARIETY
:30NBC-Red: VOICE OF FIREMBS: VARIETY PROGRAM—
Leo Freudberg's orchestra
STO.N
E — Margaret
Speaks.
Walleiistein's
orchestra,MARTIN
guests
NBC-Bluc:
PAUL
AND
HIS MUSIC

M. lir, n .in. I Jim Jordan.
TIME SO<'
!
-"i ilO
ro'D revue
THEATRE
MBS; Air.-lc A 1.' PROGRAM
HOURandOFhisCHARM
9:30—NBC-Red:
girl.»
NSTRIN(1S
BCPhil- BSpitalny
1 u e : MELODIC
MBS:
CBSARE
SODERO
DI10:RECTS
CHS:
KIXG'S ORCHESTRAWAVXE
MBS:
ELDER LIGHTFOOT,
SOLOMON
congregation MICHAUX — and
10:30
NBC-Red:
MUSIC FOR MODERNS
F(")Rr:\i-NATIONAL RA.BC-Blue:
lE W'
DI<
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
MBS:

Ray Noble

Vivien Delia Chiesa

Fibber McGee
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RADIO STARS
MORNING
g:00NBC-Red; MALCOLM CLAIRE
-NBC-Blue:
— children's MORNING
program
TIONS— orsan and songsDEVO8:15NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:S0NBC-Red; CHEERIO — talk
and music
8:43
NBC-Blue;
RHYTHM RASCALS
9:00
Nni--r,..l
PTRRAMLINERS—
F
X ! ' ' ■: A K F A S T
CI'..- I ' : : \ 1 ; I ■ , i 1 . F M u lA— fa n
9:30mail aiaiiiatiz;aK>ns
CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL—
songs
9:40
9:45CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:WALTZES
LANDT TRIO
CBS:
UF THE
WORLD
9:35
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-R A D I O
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIM
HEALY—
news
commentator
CBS: BETTY AND BOB —
sketch
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE— .sketchJOHNS
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
Cl;.^:
ALL
<■ l:'H "rK i;HI :c-l;,V IIM ''"'king
i:.\.-^S : OFBEexpert
TTY
<
10:30
NBC-P.od:
JUST
PLAIN
BILL
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
sketch
—CBS;sketchMODERN CINDERELLA
MBS: MARRIAGE
Frances
McDonald CLINIC—
10:43
NBC-Red:
TODAYS CHILDREN— sketchANNETTE
KING
—NBC-Blue:
contralto
CBS:
JOHN
K. WATKINS—
news commentator
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NRC-Blue: THE O'NEILLSsketch
CBS:
LEE TOTAYLOR
MBS; MARY
GET THIN
MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
WIFE
—NBC-Blue:
sketch BACKSTAGE
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLLoCI3S:Dumke
QUALITY TWINS— East
and
11:30
NBC-Red: MYSTERY
CHEF
NBC-Blue:
VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS:
BIG
SISTER—
sketch
11:45
NBC-Red;WifeALLEN
PRESCOTT
—The
Saver
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
HUGH—
The
Go.spel
SingerMaoCBS:
RHYTHMAIRES
MBS:
MARTHA
AND
HAL—
songs and patter
AFTERNOON
12:00
Noon GIRL ALONE—
NBC-Red:
sketch
NBC-Blue;
TERRI FRANCONI
—THE
tenor GUMPS—
CBS:
sketch OF
MBS: AIR
PARENTS'
CLUB
THE
12:15
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN—
sketch
NBC-Blue:songs
GRACE AND
SCOTTY—
YOURC. Hill,
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—CBS:
Edwin
MBS: HOLLYWOOD
SHINE GIRLS— trio SUN48

NBC-Blue: TONY RUSSELL—
JULY 6—13—20—27
BARRY
McKIN.Ti>B DUMOND
.VPI'-.TSOFQUARTET
v.XCE
HELEN

NRC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
NBC-Blue: dramatization
HAVE YOU
4:00HEARD?—
NBC-Red:
LORENZO
JONES
— comedy sketch
NBC-Blue: King,
CLUB JackMATINEE
—Annette
Baker.
Kosen's orchestra
CBS:
AND SWING —
Kelsey'sSINGorchestra
MBS: hisTEXAS
and
cowboys JIM LEWIS —

CHESTRA
CHS; GEORGE HALL'S OR7:00sketch
NRC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue:
comedy
sketch EASY ACES Jack Fu Iton.
lETIC Franklyn
MELODIESMac-—
<'ormacK-, Kelsey's
orchestra
7:15MHS; THE FASHION.^IRES
NBC-Red;
T1E.S—
choralVOCAL
singing VARIECBS;
MAORCHESTRA
AND PA— sketch
MBS;
7:30
NBC-Red; CHARIOTEERSquartet
LUM AND ABNER
—NBC-Blue;
comedy sketch

;> d; ARMCHAIR QUARUue: VIENNESE SEXOUR GAL. SUNDAYIRE FOUR — sketc:
NBC-Red: CLEO BROWN—
— sketch LOVE AND LEARN
NBC-Blue:
CBS;
JACK BERCH AND HIS
BOYS
MBS; OHCHESTRA
1:15
NBC-Red:
HARDING'S
WIFE— sketchDAN
—NBC-Blue:
CBS;sketchPRETTYTUNEKITTYTWISTERS
KELLY
1:30
NBC-Red:
AND LarMURuth WORDS
Lyon,
sen.SIC—Harvey
Havs LarryFARM
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
AND
HOME
HOUR
—
Walter
Blaufuss'
orchestra
CBS;
MBS: THE
ORGANMERRYMAKERS
MIDDAY SERVICE
1:45
CBS: AUNT JENNY'S REAL
2:00LIFE STORIES— sketch
CBS: ROMANY TRAIL—
Emery PALMER
Deutsch's HOUSE
orchestra ORMBS:
Ginsburgh
2:13CBS: JACK CHESTRA—Ralph
AND LORETTA
—MBS:
songsORGAN
and patter
RECITAL
2:30NRC-Red; IT'S A WOMAN'S
WiiRLD — Muriel Draper,
NBC-Blue: NBC MUSIC
GUILD
CBS:
DALTON BROTHERS—
novelty
MBS: THEtrio QUIET SANCTUNBC-Red: COLLEGIANS—
quartet MYRT AND MARGE—
CBS:
sketch
3:00NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
sketch
NBC-Blue;
varietyTHEATRE
programAIRBREAKS—
CBS:
MATINEE
MBS: RHYTHM ORCHESTRA
3:15sketch
NBC-Red; MA PERKINS—
3:30MBS; RADIO GARDEN CLUB
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
NBC-Blue: KIDOODLERS—
quartet
CBS:
COLUMBIA
HALI.
Story of theCONCERT
Song
MHS — ORCHESTRA

trio IN BLACK
rmoSTUDIES
6:30AND WHITE
NBC-Red: PRESS- RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS PRESS-RADIO NEWS
CHS:
MliS: ORCHESTRA

7:45NBC-Red: TOP HATTERS
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: FLORENCE
GEORGE—
CBS: BOAKEsoprano
CARTER— news
8:00NBC-Red: JOHNNY PRESENTS RUSS MORGAN AND
HIS
Martin,ORCHESTRA
Phil Duey — Charles
NBC-Blue:
WIVES — SedleyHUSBANDS
Brown, AND
A
Mi
MrMBS: LOVE SONGS— Sylvia
Cyde, orchestra
Raoul Nadeau. Brusiloff's
NBC-Red:
ESTHER
8:30SERENADE LADY
— Wayne King's
orchestra
NBC-Blue: EDGAR GUEST
In "ITters'CANorchestraBE DONE"— Mas9:00NBC-Red: VOX POP— Parks
Johnson, Wallace
Butterworth
NBC-Blue;
BEN BERNIE
AND
ALL THE
LADS THE FUN GO
CBS:
WATCH
BY—
Al
Pearoe,
Nick
Lucas,
Hoft's
orchestra
.MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:Wood,
PACKARD
9:30Trudy
JimmyHOURBlair.
Johnny
Green's
orchestra.
NBC-Blue:
SWEETEST
SONGS EVER SUNG— LOVE
Frank
Munn, Lois Bennett, Arden'
orchestra
CBS; CAMEL CARAVANBenny Goodman's band.
NBC-Red;
JIMMIE
10:30
HOLLYWOOD
GOSSIPFIDLER'S
NBC-Blue: PAST
M.\STERS
PROGRAM
—
harpsicord
ensem—sketchYOUR UNSEEN FRIEND
CBS;
ble
MBS: HOBBY LOBBY
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
10:43
comedy sketch
NBC-Red:
MUSIC MUNBC-Blue: DANCE
PICCADILLY
11:00
SIC
HALL
CBS:
DANCE
MUSIC
MBS: ORCHESTRA

Meredith Willson

Trudy Wood

Edgar A. Guest

4:30NBC-Red: FOLLOW THE
MOON— Elsie Hitz, Nick DawCBS: HOWARD
BARLOW'S
CONCERT
ORCHESTRA
MBS; VARIETY
PROGRAM—
chestra
Elinor Sherry, Freudberg's or4:43NBC-Red; THE GUIDING
LIGHT— sketch
5:00IXTIOHVIEWS
NRC-Red: NELLIE REVELL
NFC -F.luo: ,-;tory of MARY
NBC-Red; GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S
CLUBS
—NBC-Blue:
sketch YOUNG
HICKORY
CBS:
SCIENCE
SERVICE
SERIES— Watson Davis
5:30NBC-Red:
DON .sketch
WINSLOW
OP THE NAVY—
NBC-Blue:
SINGING
LADY—
children's
program
TORS
CBS: ST. LOUIS SYNCOPA5:43NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE
NBC-Blue:— children's
KING'SsketchMEN
QUARTET
CBS:
DOROTHY
GORDON'S
CHILDREN'S CORNER
EVENING
6:00NBC-Red: SCIENCE IN THE
NEWS
NBC-Blue;
WILLSON ANDMEREDITH
HIS ORCHESTRA

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00XBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRR
—NBC-Blue:
children's MORNING
i>rosram
TIONS— organ and songsDEVO8:15NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue: ISLAND SERENADERS
8:30NBC-Red: CHEERIO — talk
and
music
NBC-Blue:
DER — organistWILLIAM MEE8:45NHC-Blue:
DANDIES
male quartetOF
9:00YESTERDAY—
NBC-Red:
STREAMLINERS—
Fields
and Hall
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
— DonBREAKFAST
McNeill. Helen
Jane
Behlke.
CBS:
MUSIC
INClarkTHEDennis
AIR
g::{uCBS: RICHARD
MAXWELL
—
songs
9:40CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:45
NBC-Red:
LANDT FANCY
TRIO
CBS: FIDDLER'S
9:55NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIM
HEALY—
news commentator
CBS:
sketch BETTY AND BOB—
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE
— sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS: HYMNS OFBETTY
ALL
CHURCHES:
CROCKER, cooking expert
10:30
NBC-Red:
— sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS; MODERN
CINDERELLA—sketch
MBS: MARRIAGE
CLINIC—
Frances
McDonald
10:45
NBC-Red: TODAYS CHILNBC-Blue: DREN—sketch
HELE.N JANE
BEHLKE
CBS:
JOHN— contralto
K. WATKINS—
news commentator
11:00NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: HEINZ MAGAZINE OF
THE
AIR — talk, sketch, Rolfe's
orchestra
MBS; GET THIN TO MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
■H'IFE — sketchPERSONAL
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THE AIR— InezCOLLopez
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOW
TO
BE
CHARMING
NBC-Blue: —VICsketch
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS; BIG SISTER— sketch
11:45
NBC-Red;FRAIN— instrumental
THE OLDgroupRENBC-Blue; The. EDWARD
MacH.UGH—
GospelROY Singer
CBS: DR .A LL.VN
DAFOE

ln/edttesduf^
JULY 7—14—21—28
.MBS; tone, andBILL
AFTERNOON
organ LEWIS— bariNBC-Red: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG S
3:00FAMILY—
NHI'-Blue:
TERRI FRANCBS:
MANHATTAN At ATICO
XI—
tenor
NEB
CHS: THE GUMPS— sketch
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
'xi'c.Red:
STORY OF MARY
3:15sketch
.M.VItLIN
—
sketch
NBC-Red; MA PERKINS—
NHC-Hluc:
WilliamYOUR
HiramHOMESPUN—
Foulkes
XBC-Blue; CONTINENTAL
CBS;
NEWS
PARADE
VARIETIES — Stopak's orchestra
— Edwin C. Hill, commentator
12:30
3:30
NnC-R.d:
MARNBC-Red; VIC AND SADE—
SH.A.LLS THREE
NBC-Blu.JOE DUMOND
3:45
A.VU
TH1-:
CADETS
QCAKTirr
CBS;
RO.MAXCE
OF
HELEN
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
TI^, i :.\'T—i>i;i;aX
sketch RECITAL
.Mi;.S;
CBS: POETIC STRINGS
4:00NBC-Red; LORENZO JONES
— comedy sketch
CB.S;
sketch OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
1:00MBS; WE ARE FOUR— sketch
NBC-Red:
THREE RANCHEROS
.XBC-Red;
NBCBlue: sketch
LOVE AND
r.MN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLLoLEARN—
CBS; MAKE
BELIEVE— Bill
CBS: DANCE TIME
Perrv,
Ruth
Carhart
4:30
MBS;
LUNCHEON
DANCE
MUSIC
NBC-Red; FOLLOW THE
pez
MOON— Elsio Hitz, Nick Daw1:15NBC-Red; DAN HARDING'S
WIFE — sketchNEIGHBOR NELL,
CBS; RUSSELL
man's orchestra DORR— GoldNBC-Blue:
MBS: VARIETY PROGRAM
—CBS;sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
NBC-Red;
THE GUIDING
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MULIGHT—ACADEMY
sketch
SIC—Harvey
Ruth Lyon,
Larry LarCBS;
OF MEDIsen,
Hays
CINE
NBC-Blue;
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOME
HOUR
—
Walter
5:00ORCHESTR.A
NBC-Red; CHICK WEBB'S
Blaufuss'
orchestra GEORGE
CBS;
NBC-Blue;
STORY OF MARY
RECTORDINING
— foodWITH
talk SERM.AiRLIN—
sketch
MBS;
ORGAN
MIDDAY
VICE
CBS:
ELSIE
THOMPSON—
1:45
MBS; RADIOLAND ORCHESTHA
CBS;
AUNT
JENNY'S
REAL
LIFE STORIES — sketch
5:15NBC-Red; ADVENTURES OF
2:00NBC-Red; FANTASIE IN
DARI
sketch HICKORY
RHYTHM—
Jan
Savitt
—NBC-Blue:
sketchDAN —YOUNG
CBS; .\EWS THROUGH A
WOMAN'S
EYES—
Kathryn
CBS: FOUR STARS— quartet
CravensPALMER HOUSE CON5:30NBC-Red:
MBS;
DON WINSLOW
CERT ORCHESTRA- Ralph
Ginsburgh
OF
THE NAVY—
sketchLADY —
2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
NBC-Blue;
SINGING
children's
program
CBS:
DORIS
KERR—
songs
—MBS:songs ORGAN
and patter
RECITAL
LITTLE ORPHAN
5:45NBC-Red:
2:30NETTE
NBC-Red: CHOIR SYMPHOANNIE
—
children's
sketch
NBC-Blue; .MEET
NBC-Blue: BENNETT
CHESTRA—novelty THE
music ORWOLVEUTO.X
— piano AND
and
CBS;
FU.N'NY
THINGS—
Nora
Stirling's
children's
program
guitar
ARY
EVENING
6:00NBC-Red; OUR AMERICAN
MUSIC OP THE
2:45NBC-Red:
MOMENT
—
Lee
Gordon's
orSCHOOLS
chestra
NBC-Blue:
HARRY KOGEN
NBC-Blue; PEGGY WOOD
AND
HIS ORCHESTRA—
Salr
CALLI.XG
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
Z<ee
CBS: DEL CASINO— songs

GEORGE HALL AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
G:30NBC-Red; PRESS-RADIO
.xinvs
Xl!i'-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
.XF, \VS I'RKSS-RADIO
'■|;s
NEWS
I

FLORENCE
harmonicas
APPY
BARRA—

l;il
V I I I .M.VTHOMA
IRES
I.'
NBC-l;ii ilXi; W.VITERS
CBS; SI
sketch
:00NBCN' ANDYNBC-BliRe. A.MOS
EASY ACESNBC-Red;
UNCLE PatEZRA'S
RADIO STATION—
Barrett
NBC-Blue:
MRS FR.\NKL1N
CBS;
P.V — sketch de
D. RO< MAiSKX'KLT
MBS:
LKS AXDCAVALLIERS
SALLE
7:30LA
LUM AND ABNER
—NBC-Blue;
comedv sketch
CBS:
CLARK TIME FOR BUDDY
7:45NBC-Red;
AND SADE—
comedy
sketchVICMARIO
NBC-Blue;
COZZI.
baritone;
CHRISTIXE
JOHNSON, soprano
CBS:
BOAKE
CARTER—
news
commentator
8:00NBC-Red;
ILY— sketch MAN'S FAMNBC-Blue: ONEBROADWAY
MERRY-GO-ROUND— BeaLillie, Rickey's orchestraOF
CBS: triceCAVALCADE
AMERICA— drama with music,
Voorhees'
MBS; MUSICAL orchestra
.MARUI GRAS
8:30NBC-Red; LADY ESTHER
SERENADE — Wayne King's
orchestra
NBC-Blue;
HUSBAND— HelenSECOND
Slenken
CBS;
WITHShirley
KEN
MURRAYLAUGH
— Oswald,
Ross, Gluskin's
hand B.\.XD
MBS;
U. S. M.\RIXE
9:00NBC-Red;NIGHT— Waller
TOWX O Keefe.
HALL TOVan
Steeden's
NBC-Blue: orchestra
NBC STRING
SYMPHONY — Frank Black's
CBS; CHESTERFIELD
PRESENTorchestra
S— Frank Parker. Kostelanetz'
MBS; ORCHESTRA
CBS; PALMOLIVE BEAUTY
9:30BOX THEATRE — Jessica
tra ED FITZGERALD
Dragonette,
Goodman's orchesMBS;
& CO.
10:00NBC-Red: YOUR HIT PARADE— '

rray

IS If, i:BABE
a,m RUTH'S RADIO
;s MLSICAL PROGRAM
XBC-Red: D.\?

Walter O'Keefe

Jane Ace

Ken Mu

MBS: DANCE -MUSIC

49

RADIO
MORNING
NBC-Re.i:
—NBC-Blue:
chililrensMALCOLM
program CLAIHK
MORNING
TIONS—organ
and songsDEVO8:15
NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
XBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:30
NBC-Red:
and
music CHEERIO — talk
8:43
NBC-Blue:
RHYTHM RAS9:00CALS
NBC-Red
: STR K A-M LIX ICRS—
Fields
■LUl and
-Don Hall
NBCJa le Behlke. Clark Dennis
;S:riety ASprogram
YOU LIKE ITCBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:30
CBS;GREENFIELD
VILI-AGE
CHAPEL
9:45
NBC-Red:SONG LANDT
TRIO male
C3S;
STYLISTS—
9:55quartet
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS.
THK CABBAGE WIGGS
PATCH—OF
sketch
XHC-lilue; TI.M HEALY —
ens BETTY AND BOBMA PERKINS—
NBC-Red:
—sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
' NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
— sketch
MODERN
CINDERELLA
—CBS:
sketch
MBS: MARRIAGE
Frances
McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketchTODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue:
GALE PAGE— soprano
CBS: JOHN K. WATKINS—
I I :00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLSCBS:
LEE TOTAYLOR
MBS: MARY
GET THIN
MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
WIFE
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
PERSONAL
COLUMN
OF
THK
AIR—
Inez
Lopez QUALITY TWINS—
CBS:
East and Dumke
11:30NBC-Blue: VIC AND SADE—
comedy
CBS: BIGsketch
SISTER— sketch
11:45NBC-Red; ALLEN PRESCOTT
—The
Wife Saver
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
HUGH—MERRYMAKERS
The Gospel
Singer MacCBS:
MBS:
MARTHA
AND
HAL—
songs and patter
AFTERNOON
GIRL ALONE—
NBC-Ii TERRI FRANCONI
CBS: THE
GUMPS—MUSIC
sk.-tch
MBS:
LUNCHEON
12:15
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN— sketch
NBC-Blue:
GRACE
AND
SCOTTY—
songs
and patter
CBS:
YOUR
NEWS
PARADE
— Edwin C. Hill,
commentator
SO

STARS

JULY 1—8—15—22—29

Bob Burns
TET ROMANCE OF HELEN
I'i CBS:
:45
TRENT—
sketch
NBC-Red:
ARMCHAIR QUARTET
NBC-Blue:
VIENNESE SEXTETTE
CBS:
sketch OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
JIBS: WE ARB FOUR—
1:00
NBC-Red:
PADULA — songsMARGUERITE
NBC-Blue:
LOVE AND
I>KARN—
sketch
CBS:
BOYS JACK BERCH AND HIS
NBC-Red:
HARDING'S
WIFE— sketchDAN
XBC-Blue:
HAL GORDON—
CHS: PRETTY KITTY KELLY
NBC-Red:
MUSIC— Harvey
RuthWORDS
Lyon. AND
Larry
Larsen.
Havs
NBC-Blue:
NATIO.NAL
FARM
AND
HOME
HOUR—
Walter
Blaufuss'
orchestra
CBS: DINING
RECTOR—
food WITH
talk GEORGE
1:45
2:00NBC-Red: NBC MUSIC GUILD
CBS:
RHYTHM
MBS: RAMBLES
PALMER INHOUSE
ORCHESTRA
2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
—JIBS:
songsORGAN
and patter
RECITAL
2:30NBC-Red: IT'S A WOMAN'S
WORLD
— Claudine Macdonald,
Levey's
Orchestra
NBC-Blue:
GENERAL FED]•; R A T I O N OF WOMEN'S
CLUBS
CBS:
DALTON
BROTHERS—
novelty THE
trio QUIET
JIBS:
SANCTUARY
2:45NBC-Red: MEN OF THE
WEST
— quartet
NBC-Blue:
RECITAL
CBS: MYRT PIANO
AND MARGE—
sketch
3:00
NBC-Red:
PP^PPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
NBC-Blue:
NBC LIGHT OPERA
COMPANY
CBS:
THEATRE
MBS: ORCHESTRAMATINEE
3:15
NBC-Red: MA I'ERKINS —

comedyDOsketch
YOU melodies
REMEMBER?
—CBS:
old favorite
sketch
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLSNBC-Blue:
THE CABALLEROS
4:00NBC-Red: LORENZO JONES
NBC-Blue:
CLUB Jack
MATINEE—
Annette
King,
Baker.
Kogen'sTEXAS
orchestra
JIBS:
JIM
and his cowboys LEWIS—
4:15NBC-Red: PERSONAL COLUMN OF THE AIR — Inez Lo-

NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
6:35JIBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: BERT AND LEW—
NBC-Blu'e:"''cHUCHU
JIARTINEZ— tenor
commentator
PAUL DOUGLAS — sports
G:45CBS:
NBC-Red:
RHYTHMATRES
NBC-Blue: LOWELL
THOMAS
CHESTRA
CBS: GEORGE HALLS OR7:00sketch
NBC-Red: AJIOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue: EASY ACES— comMBS: SPRING RHYTHM
7:15NBC-Red:TIES—choralVOCAL
Singing VARIECBS: MA AND PA— sketch
7:30NBC-Red: JIARY DIETRICH—
NBC-Blue: LUJI AND ABNER

pez
CBS: U. S. ARMY BAND
JIBS: VARIETY
Pauline
Alpert. SidPROGRAMGary. Nor
man Lrokenshire

NBC-Red:
EUGENE BOISSEV A IN— commentator
NBC-Blue:
CABIN IN THE
COTTON— Southernaires quarCBS:
BOAKE
CARTER— news
commentator
8:00
NBC-Red:
ROYAL
PROGRAJI — Rudy GELATIN
Vallee.

NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MARY
JIARLIN—
sketch
TRA
JIBS:
RADIOLAND
ORCHES-

JIBS:
symphonyMUSICprogramAND YOU—
BOSTON POP
8:30NBC-Blue:
CONCERT — symphony orchesJIBS: ORCHESTRA

—sketch
NBC-Blue: YOUNG HICKORY
CBS: ALL HANDS ON DECK
5:30NBC-Red:
DON— sketch
WINSLOW
OFNBC-Blue:
THE NAVY
SINGING
LADY—
children's
program
5:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE— children's
NBC-Blue:
KING'SsketchMEN
QUARTET
CBS: DOROTHYCORNER
GORDON'S
CHILDREN'S
EVENING
NBC-BIue:
HARRY KOGEN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CBS: PATTI CHAPIN— songs
NBC-Red:
NEH— pianistVLADIMIR BRENCBS: CLYDE BARRIE — barl-

Roy Shield

JI I D N I G H T IN
9:.SONBC-Blue:
MAYFAIR—
dance musicMBS: MUSIC English
FOR TODAY
10:00NBC-Red: KRAFT MUSIC
HALL— Bobguests
Burns, Dorsey's
orchestra,
■ BEE—
NBC-Blue:Paul Wing
NBC SPELLING
CBS: YOURTURES—FloydTRUE
GibbonsADVENMBS: WITCH'S TALE— Alonzo
Deen
Cole,
Marie
O'Flynn
10:30
CBS:
MARCH
OF
TIME—
dramatizations
JIBS:
MUSICALHENRY
REVUE WEBER'S
NBC-Red: DANCE
JIUSICCLUB
NBC NIGHT
—NBC-Blue:
Morey Amsterdam
CBS:
DANCE
MUSIC
MBS: DANCE MUSIC

RADIO
MORNING
NBC-Rcd: MALCOLJI CI.AiniO
—NUC-Hlue:
children's .MORNING
progrHm DEVO8:15 TIONS— organ and songs
NBC-Red:
MELODIKS GOOD MORNING
NBC-Blue:
NADERS ISLAND SEREH:SO
NBC-Red:
— talk
and
music CHEERIO
NBC-Blue:
WILLIAM MEEDEK—
organist
H:45NBC-Blue: DANDIES OF
9:00YBSTERDAT— quartet
NBC-Red:
STREAMLINERS—
Fields
Hall,
orchestra
NBC-BliiP-and
v.X-A 111.
K FAST
CLUB
—
p..
IIr. (ItM,lark
Jane
Bohlk.-.
l>cnnisH.'lon
CBS:
mi;
rKolHU-ITAN
PARADE
!»:30
CBS:
RICHARD
MAXWELL
— songs
9:40
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:
PRESS- RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00NBC-Red: MRS. WIGGS OF
THE CABBAGE PATCH—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIM HEALY —
news
commentator
CBS: BETTY A.N'D BOB—
sketch
10:15NBC-Red: JOHNS OTHER
WIFE— sketch .\IA PERKINS—
NBC-Blue:
sketch
CBS:
cooking BETTY
expert CROCKER,
10:30
PLAIN BILL
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG S
FAMILY
—
sketch
CBS: EL A—MODERN
CINDERsketch
MBS:
FrancesMARRIAGE
McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red:
TODAY'S CHILDREN— sketchVIENNESE
NBC-Blue:
SEXTETTE
CBS:
JOHN K. WATKINS—
news
commentator
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARL'.M—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS:
HEINZtalk,MAGAZINE
THE
AIR—
sketch. RolfeOFs
orchestra
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
WIFE— sketchBACKSTAGE
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLLo11:30pez
NBC-Red:
HOW
TO
BE
CHAR.MING
NBC-Blue: —VICsketch
AND SADE—
sketch
11:45CBS: BIG SISTER — sketch
NBC-Red:FRAIN— instrumental
THE OLD RENBC-Blue; EDWARDmusic.Mac-

STARS
:30

JULY 2—9—16—23—30
HUGH—DR.TheALLAN
Gospel ROY
Sinser DACBS:
FOE
AFTERNOON
li -.ao Noon
NBCsketch Red: GIRL ALONE—
NBC-Blue: U. S. MARINE
BAND
l'>:13
CBS: THE GUMPS— sketch
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN— sketch
.NEWScommentator
PARADE
l'J:30
—CBS:EdwinYOUR
C. Hill,
NBC-Red:
JOE DUMOND
THE
gUARTET .\N1)
CBS: C.\.I>ETS
RO.MANCE
TRENT—
sketch OF HELEN
liAaNBC-Red: JOE WHITE —
tenor
CBS:
sketch OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
-MBS:
WE ARE FOUR — sketch
1:00NBC-Red:
PI.\NO DUO AND
NBC-Blue:
LEARN M.\KE
— sketchLOVE
CBS:
BELIEVE — Bill
Perry,
Ruth Carhart
.MBS: LUNCHEON
MUSIC
.NUr-Recl:sketchDAN HARDING'S
WIFE—
NELL
—NBC-Blue:
CBS;sketchPRETTYNEIGHBOR
KITTY KELLY
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
WORDS
A.ND Ruth
MU1:."10NBC-Red:
Larsen.
Lvon.SIC— Larry
HarvevNATIO.\.\L
Havs
NBC-Blue:
FARM
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
Blaiifuss'
cr.S:
lUXINi;
WITH
i;i;('T(
II!
—
fond
talk GEORGE
.MBS: uUG.V.V .MIDDAY
SERVICE
1:45
CBS:
AUNT
JENNY'S
REAL
LIFE STORIES— sketch
2:00.NBC-Red: SHOW TIME MATI.VEE .NEWS THROUGH A
CBS:
EYES — Kathryn
Cravens
•^:15WOMAN'S
MBS: P.A.LMER
HOUSE CONCERT ORCHESTRA
'^:30CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
—MBS:songs ORGAN
and patter
RECITAL
.VBC-Red:
CONCERT MINIATURE
NH( -Blue:
WOL\
ERTO.X—BENNETT
piano and AND
guiCBS:
MONTANA
SLIM S.\NCMBS:
THE
QUIET
TUARY
2 :45NBC-Bluc; PEGGY WOOD
cAi.i.i.xi;
(sketch
H.s; .\IVHT AND MARGE—
MBS: LEO FREUDBERG'S
ORCHESTRA

NBC-Red:
sketch AMOS 'N' A.XDY —
NBC-Blue: M.\RY S.MALL—

Les Tremayne
im:pper you.ng'S
I'xnc-r:.
A Ml!,', .i:—sketch
Xia l;ln.
GUILD—
('■lis':'''
Cu'll'.l;.A.DIO
MBI.\ conce
rt
H.A.1.L
.AIBS; RHYTHM ORCHESTRA
sketch
.NBC-Red: M.\ PERKINS—
3:l.-i
3:30.MBS: RADIO GARDE.N CLUB
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
CBS:
CONSOLES
MBS: THREE
ORCHESTR.\
3:45NBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
4:00
LOP.KNZO JONES
—NBC-Red:
comc.U- sketch
NBC-Bluc:
CI.UH .lack
M.VTIXEE —
Annette
Kosen'sFIMHAY
i.nKinf,-.
lustra.MELODYi;;ik.r.
CHS;
HIO;W
\S JI.M LEWIS4:30
NBC-Red:
MOO.N— ElsieFOLLOW
Hitz, Nick THE
DawCBS:
A.MONG
OUR SOUVENIRS
MBS: VARIETY PROGRAM
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: TOP
STORYHATTERS
OF .MARY
M.VKLIN—
CPS: S.\I. sketch
\'ATION AR.MY
:15NBC-Red: ADVENTURES OF
D.\RI
DAN—playsSI.NGI.XG
sketch LADY
—NBC-Blue:
musical
CBS: ETO.X BOYS — male
:.10quartet
:RC-Red:
WINSLOW
i|"
N.\VYDON
— sketch
•PS: rill':DORIS
KERR—
songs
;Pa--Red: LITTLE ORPHA.N
EVENING

Virginia Verrill

Jerry Cooper

NBC-Red:
PRESS- RADIO
.NEWS
.XBCNEWS Blue : PRESS - RADIO
CBS: PRESS-RADIO .NEWS
:35.MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: CAROL DEIS— soN Pi '-Blue: CLARK DENNIS—
CPS I'.\UI. DOUt;i..\.S — sports

— sketch
.\NU Pi:.\(iJS: NU\ELETTE
—NBC-Red:
sketch CAB.\LLEROS —
7:30songs
NBC-Blue: LUM AND ABXICH
CBS: HOLLACE SHAW —
BUGHOUSE
LOUISE FLOREA
K E CARTE R—
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: — CITIES
CONCERT
Lucille SERVICE
Manners.
Bourdon's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
IRENE RICH
CBS:TIES— Oscar
BROAD\V.\Y
VARIEShaw.
P.^nselle,
Elizabeth Carmcia
Lennox,
.Vrden's orchestra
'kpmi's 1>
DEATH VA
HHYTIIM

8:45
MBS: CH.\RIOTEERS— quarTET
.XI'raiik
Pl'-Ko.l.\lunn,
: W.\LTZ
TI.ME—
Lois Bennett,
y :O0.n'iu-'-'i'!1uc
-"ii\\ k'l I". M — Armstrong's i rchcst ra , IM.lic1 1 1 c;r.i r I-;cnL
CBS: Cooper.
HOLLVWduli
Jerry
Frances l.aiii;ford,
Anne
Jamison.
rin,
Paige's
orchestra Igoi' OoMBS:
ORCHESTRA
9:30
XRC-Keii: TRUE S T <T R Y
riubi : — L> 1
MBS; SY.MPUO.XY OUCHESTR.\
xm^-Pci:
FIRSTLesNIGHTER—
10:00
.ir.mia
t r/.ati.m.
Tremayne.
.X''lVc-'\Vl'uc:' WaLEIOH and
KOOI. SHOW — .lack Pearl.
Clift Hall. .Morton Howe. DorCBS':CH ESTHA—E.lwin
FEKPe' llROFE'S OUM HS: ORCHESTRA Sinalle
I(l:;f0
XHOLLYWOOD
PC-Red: JIMMIE
FIDLER'S
GOSSIP
CHS:
BABE RUTH'S RADIO
PROGRAM
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
10:45
comedy
sketchELZA SCHALNBC-Blue:
LERT REVIEWS—
movie preNBC-Red:
DANCE
1 1 NBC:00 Blue: MUSIC MUSIC
CBS:
MBS: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
.MUSIC

RADIO

STARS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: ORCHESTRA
PRESS-RADIO NEWS
MBS:
6:35
— contralto ALMA KITCHELL
NBC-Red:
CBS:
PAUL DOUGLAS— sports
commentator
6:45
NBC-Red:
RELIGION
NEWS— Walter
W. VanIN THE
Kirk
CBS:
TRA BEN FELD S ORCHES7:00NBC-Red:
ISH REVUEEL CHICO SPANNBC-Blue:
OF IS— guestsMESSAGE
and musicNIGHT
CBS: RAELSATURDAY
SWINGand guests
CLUB— Bunny Berlgan
MBS: PALMER HOUSE ENSEMBLE
7:15MBS: ORCHESTRA

MORNING
.NBC-Red:
XIULODIES GOOD MORNING
NBC-Bluo:
ENSE.MBLE DICK I.ElIiERT

JULY 3—10—

IHYTHM RASNBC-Red:
STRRA MLIN i:RiFields and Hall
NBC- Blue:Don .MH .KN.iH.
i: A K l" A H
CLCB—
Jane Behlke. Clark DoiiiiisH.I
CBS: RAY BLOCK— pianist
'J: 30
CBS: MELLOW MOMENTS
LAXDT TRIO
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:
male quartet CHARIOTEERS—
HI U(- : All:—
S \V I;FT.M:.\H K SiiiKhi
A HTS
OFN BC- THI-;
NHC-Rcd:
THE harmony
VASS FAMILY—il.ildrens
M;'--l;h]-. RAISING YOUR
tlCHARU MAXWELL
10:30
NBC-Red:
Arthur Lang, MANHATTEKS—
orchestra
CBS: LET S PRETEND— children's
program
MRS: ED FITZGERALD &
CO.
— varietyElinor
show, Sherry
Freudberg'8
orchestra.
10:45
NBC-Red:— Dr.
OUR Frances
AMERICAN
SCHOOLS
Hale
NBC-Blue:
MADGE MARLEY
—contralto
CBS: ORGAN RECITAL
NBC-Red: HOME TOWN—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
male quartet MINUTE MEN—
1 1 :30
.\'BC-Red: MYSTERY
NBC-Blue:
MAGIC CHEF
OF
SPEECH
Sutton — VIda Ravenscroft
CBS:
COLUMBIA
CONCERT
H \I,L
MBS: U. S. ARMY BAND
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
CALL Hooley
TO YOUTH
—.NBC-Blue:
AnneTHESarachon
CBS:
CAPTIVATORS
12:15
NBC-Blue:
THREE RANCHEROS
CBS: ORIENTALS
52

Phil Duey
Mary Eastman
NBC-Red: ENSEMBLE
REX BATTLE'S
CONCERT
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
GEORGE
HIS ORCHESTRA HALL AND

NBC-Red: WHITNEY ENSEMBLE
NBC-Blue:
OUR Madge
BARN— children's ])ro(,'rani,
CBS: JACK
SHANNON—Tucker
tenor

NBC-Blue:
CLUB Jack
MATINEE—
Annette
King,
Baker,
Kogen'sTHEorchestra
CBS:
DICTATORS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
Ml
5:00NRC-BIup: ORCHESTRA
CHS: ORCHESTRA
MHS:
TRA RADIOLAND ORCHI

CBS: BOB AND VERA — songs

I'.C-Blue: ANIMAL NEWS
AIB
— children's
program
th Lou
Rogers

1:30
NHC-Red: CAMPUS
—orchestra,
vocali.sts CAPERS
NBC-Blue;
NATIONAL
FARM AND HOME HOUR
CBS: MUSICAL
BUFFALO PROGRAM
PRESE.NTS
MBS

NHC-Red:
KALTENMEYER'S
KINDERGARTEN
— varieties.
Bruce Kamman. Elinor
Harriot

NBC-Red: — YOUR
HOST
BUFFALO
orchestra,
soloist.sIS
CBS:
MAUISON
ENSEMBLE
MBS: SYLVIA CYDE— soprano

NOTE:
As we go to press, this
programlutelyguide
accurate, isbutabso-we
cannot
be responsible
last minute
changes madefor
by the broadcasting companies,
advertising agencies or sponsors.

CBS: ANN T-EAF— organist
2:.S0
NH<'-Roil;.,1-clH-stra.
cril.DION
MELODIIOS—
v.)calists
NHC-Hliii-:
OHCHKSTRA
MBS:
PALMER
HOUSE
ORCHESTRA
2:45

NBC-Blue: BERT BLOCK'S
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
VOCALS BY VERRILL

NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
DOWN BYPROGRAM
HERMAN'S
MBS- MUSICAL

6:00NHC-R(.-1: TOP HATTERS ORNHC-Hlu.-: VLADI.MIR BRENNER—pianist
CBS: COLUMBIA
CONCERT
HALL
6:15MBS: HAROLD TUR.NER—

EVENING

7:30NBC-Red: JI.MMY KEMPER—
Song Stories
NBC-Blue;
UNCLEJim McWilJIM'S
QUESTION BEE—
7:45
THE broadcasting
ABC OF NBC
—NBC-Red:
behind the
scenes
matization
MBS: IT'S A RACKET— dra8:00
NBC-Red:
NBC JAMBOREE
—
Kogen's
orchestra,
NBC-Blue:
THERE guests
AVAS A
WOMAN — dramatization
CBS:
PROFESSOR QUIZ—
Arthur Godfrey
MBS: SYMPHONIC STRINGS
8:30
NBC-Blue: MEREDITH
WILLSON AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CBS:
PRESENTS
RUSS JOHNNY
MORGANCharles
ANDMartin.
HIS
ORCHESTRA—
Phil
Duey
MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:00NBC-Red:
SNOW VILLAGE
SKETCHES—
Parker FennellyArthur Allen and
NBC-Blue:
DANCE— JoeNATIONAL
Kelly BARN
MBS:
NADES HAWAIIAN SERE9:30NBC-Red: SHELL SHOW— Joe
Cook, Watson's
orchestraNIGHT
CBS:
SATURDAY
SERENADE
— Mary Eastman.
Bill
chestraPerry, Haenschen's orMBS; LOUISIANA HAY-RIDE
10:00
CONCERT
PARTY
■NBC-Blue:
— English music
hall program
CBS:
YOUR HITREVARRO
PARADK
MHS; OTILIO
AND HIS MEXICAN ORCHESTRA
10:15
MBS: PERS— HOLLYWOOD
George Fischer WHIS10 NBC-Red:
:30
DANCE MUSIC
MBS:
SATURDAY
— orchestra,
guests SERENADE
CHS— PATTI CHAPIN — songs
DANCE MUSIC
11:00NHC-Red;
NBC-Blue: DANCE MUSIC
BERIGAN'S
ORCHESTRA
10 CHS;
:4.'i BITNNY
MBS:
DANCE MUSIC

RADIO STARS

homea
old just
left the was
town, I Helen
WHEN
little girl. Her brother Dick
was one of my pals, and she
was always tagging us around.
But it never occurred to me
that she was anything except
a nice little nuisance.
"After I landed a job a thousand miles away from home,
getting
let
several back
years wasn't
go by,easy.
and Ihad
forgotten all about Helen until
one day my mother sent this
snapshot. She wrote on the
back — 'Do you remember your
little
Helen?"
"I playmate
could hardly
believe my
eves.
Believe
me,
it
wasn't
before I found a way tolong
get
home — and when I came away
again, Helen came with me . . .
I wouldn't take a thousand
dollars for this snapshot."
Today
want
Tomorroiu
snapshots
you'll
—you must take

• By far the greater number of snapshots
are made on Kodak Verichrome Fihn because people have found that ''it gets the
picture" — clear, true, lifelike. Any camera
is a better camera, loaded with V^ericlirome.
Don't takeKodak
chances
. . . useRochester,
it always N.. V.. .
Eastman
Company,
Accept nothing but the film in the familiar yellow
box — Kodak Film — which only Eastman makes.
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RADIO STARS
RADIO

In Paris, the woman of glamour
turns instinctively to Djer-Kiss to increase her charm ... To her cousins in
America this precious French perfume
is now available in Djer - Kiss Talc.
To make yourself fascinating, use this
exquisite Djer - Kiss Talc, every day.
In drug and department stores
at 25c and 7 5c. New generous
10c size in ten -cent stores.

TALC
3u KERKOFF
• PARIS
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STARS COOKING
(Couliiiucd from pane 11)

write about foods as lyrically as did
Shelley
the skylark
! \\'hik'
to talkI of
foods isofnever
considered
tiresome
Ves, as I siibse(|uently discovered, when
Miss Pons and 1 discus>ed the matter in
her deliuhtlul l-"rench-\ormaii(l\ Imme in
its New l',n,t;land countr\ side ^(ltlll^,
coi.kiiii; is a subject of the most vital
mterevt to her, as it is to all wlm I'roiidly
claim la bcUc l-'raiice as their birthplace.
"Xii I'renchinan, you know," my ho-!e^s
assured
as westoneseated
ourM.'l\"es
fortahly me,
on the
terrace
ontsidrc<imthe
yreeii-aiid-white
dininj;-rnnm,
"has
any iiatience with bad or tastele-.> IikhU.
"The famous ISrillat-Savarm," she ■;c/n7c
coninvitationtinued,of"this famous
a i/iicsl chel
incniscmcehruins.iulr,: '//;,•
sible for his coinpU-tc ioiilciiliiiriil
he liiu/crs under your roof.' Therefore,
seeingthat theoneguest
is well
should
be
considered
of the
most fedimportant
stonwa.\ he
s to I'Tcnch,
cater toaccording
his comfort."
to Mi-ss Pons,
believe that if you love to cook you will
be a good cook ! They also pay much more
attention to seasoning than we do. They
taste as they cook.
In that respect, I remember once reading
that
say : "season
to taste,"of
tlie\' when
mean directions
certain definite
proportions
uid pepper. Just salt and pepper!
"llerhs■as■Xo tarragon,
and si)ices,"
I-ily, chives
"such
things
iiarsley,->ai<l>ha]lots,
mushriKims, must nut he overlooked.
1 am s ire that if 1 sh.aild i
lasle.
n{ these and I
should 1makeshouldsure ofthink
the Im.i desired elTect
in•■Outher t
hv hisliiin!
only way ispossible,U. Vnu kllMW,
l-'renchmau
a glut! oils
hut all are epicures," Miss 1 reui.arked.
luiirr. M„ls are economical. t,iu. h'eiiuinsted, nut niie
s/rap 1 nuthiiig is ever
\nd tile pride w e lakt
dishes (.1 ntir liart ..f tlie . iuntr>' 1 ( )ur
are passr.l down Ir,
atinii t 1 the next 1 My nn ilh er, whuin you
met
to
lay,
told me how t(i make
things
preiiarebysome
her
motlier she was taught to
.\llsS Polls (K scrihed some i the dishes
she ha , ser\e(l. She also r adelUtmenus,
kuiiwn
some of her own preference ininsunmier,
Luncheons, in the country
or at her town apartment in villter, gellerally consist of a soup and a s
meal, in fact, is complete will
soup and they
salad,merely
in her siipiiler
esiim.- snpi)ly.
t the
whereas
other course, at (imnei
between them, enough nourishment for
W'getahle salads and
an entire luiicl leun.
e.xtiemeh pupular in that
ulurlul
huiisrlK.ld.
delightfully
the' With
IllH ac
these, •IIeilher
simple h'rc'iich dressing beor
served.
11 easy ma\'onnaise recipe at
leiitly with
the ijictmcd
Cole
d'Acur
(tomatoes
stuffed 'iCiiKilnes
with crabnieat
and
in an interesting comtlu- other things
bination). The recipe is in the leaHct.
You can also use this mayonnaise with
the Oeufs Laknie (eggs, to youj, which

SCHOOL

happens to be one of the nicest jellied
salads
evertoo.come across. This one is
in the I've
leaflet,
Some may prefer a simple French
dressing with all salads. The proportion
generally usr.l l,v Miss Pons is 4 tablesiioiuis ot oil tu 1 tablespoons of vinegar,
with risk
salt otand ha\ing
peiiper my'•to previous
taste." But
the
wordsat
thrown up to me, let me suggest ■ 1> teaspoon salt and '4 teaspoon pejiper for
this .amount ol dressing. " 1 he dia-ssing
must heMissaddi'd
just "Not
hetorefifteen
eating,"minutes
cautKiiis
Pons.
aheadtion of(It linel\time, minced
not evenchives
two!''is suggested;
The addirubbing the howl with garlic recommended!
There )ust isn't rooin here to tell you
an\the about
interesting
things methods
Miss Ponsof
had oi
to sa\
the French
vegetable iireparation. But I do suggest
that
the she
Mushrooms
laise,youfor trywhich
gave me a thela Borderecipe.
Nor can I go into the subject of meats,
but then, that's no hardship at this particular season of the year, when "going
light" on meats is wiser, cooler and more
economical. .\s a substitute, I'm giving you
.Miss noPons'saucerecipeis required.
for Cliccse Souffle. With
this
The subject of desserts is always a
fascinating one and it's most particularly
sowhere
whendesserts
one's zns-a-z'is
is from difYerent
France,
are so entirely
from our own idea of sweets and so foreign
to what we generally think the French
like. Xo l-renrh paslry, I assure you, will
bethosefoundare among
Pons' suggestions
for theMiss
restaurants,
not for the—
home. heating lightly as she does —
although she is one prima donna who is
suiiposed to consume a certain amount of
food e\er\- ila>- in order to f/aiu weight —
Lill\- Polls fa\ors sweets that are not too
heavy nor loo rich. Like all French folk,
she |)articiilarl\- likes cooked fruit or fruittlavorcd
\'eryan often,
too, justof
plain rawdesserts.
fruit aiul
assortment
cheeses taki s the place of the sweets
entirel\-. Sometimes, however. Crepes
.V//5C//.- apiiear on the menu. The
sauce for these w a fer-tli in pancakes usual]iiepai-ed
the table
dishly iso\er
a spirital lamp.
(You incana dochafing
just
as well at the family range). In this
month's
recipesyou forin Crepes
and
the leallet
sauce Lily's
are given
detail
.\lso a simpler fruit sauce to serve with
the Crepes,
a substitute,
if you sauce
can'i
(|uite
"go" theas Cointreau
and brandy
(iracious! If I'm going to leave room
for onl\some skim
of Miss
recipesfinehere,
can
over Pons'
the other
dishes I
included in her leaflet. Briefly then,
they include two Conipoles — or Stewed
l-ruit, but with .1 difference! .\nd Oranties
h'ii/olcllii, which combine fresh fruit, sherbet, meringue and a surprise element, to
luake a summer-time seiis.ition !
Now, liowe\'er, wa' must !ea\e this corner
of l'"rance in rural (oimecticut! Just
time
a farewell
to Panouche,
Skye lorterrier,
and a pat
stroke
of the headLily's
for
White Socks the new — and to Panouche,
unwelcome — fcliui' addition to the family.
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Amother,
French:
"An ofplaisir!"
Miss hostess
Pons'
a word
thanks toto our
herself, and we return to familiar American surroundings, but with fine French
recipes as a welcome reminder of the trip.
Vou, too, can have copies of these, you
know, for the asking. Those, that is,
that you do not find here; which should
also be tried out at your leisure. The
summery Salads and S'a'cets that the
coupon brings you will be well worth
adding to your collection of delicious
and unusual recipes. Send for them now !
MAYOXXAISE SUPREME
yi teaspoon dry mustard
J4 teaspoon paprika
1/2i egg
teaspoon salt
1 cup salad oil
1 tablespoon lemon juice
Mix dry ingredients. Add lemon juice
and blend thoroughly. Add egg. Slowly
add salad oil, a teaspoon at a time until
one-half of the oil has been added, beating constantly with rotary beater. The
remaining half of the oil may be added
in larger amounts, to make a stiff dressing. If not stiff enough, add more oil.
If too stiff, thin with a little additional
lemon juice. Chill thoroughly.
CONSOMME BIARRITZ
Place in a saucepan a lump of butter
(about 2 tablespoons) equal quantities of
finely minced carrots, turnips, lettuce and
cauliflower — 2 cups in all. Add 1 pint
beef stock {canned bouillon will make
on excellent substitute) salt and pepper
"to taste" and simmer gently for 1 hour.
Just before serz'ing stir in the beaten yolk
of 1 egg.
.MUSHROOMS A LA BORDELAISE
Peel a dozen large mushrooms, cutting
the stems off short. Place mushrooms,
stalks uppermost, in a deep frying pan
containing hot salad oil. Cook 5 minutes;
add 1/2 clove of garlic, minced fine, also
some finely chopped shallots (scallions) .
Cook 5 minutes more, turn mushrooms
and continue cooking sloivly for another
5-8 minutes or until tender. Place mushrooms on a zrry hot dish, season ivell
'ivith
pour overgarlic
themanda
little salt
of theandhotpepper,
oil containing
shallots. Sprinkle icifh parsley and serve
immediately.
CHEESE SOUFFLE
Melt 2 tablespoons butter, add 3 teaspoons flour, blend thoroughly. Add V2 cup
scalded milk; cook and stir until smooth
and thickened ; stir in ]4 '""/' grated cheese.
Remove from heat, cool slightly, add beaten yolks of 3 eggs. Fold in beaten ivhites
of eggs carefully. Turn mi.vture into
buttered baking dish and bake in moderate
oven
until(about
puffed,25broicn
and
firm to(375°thef.)touch
minutes).
Serve immediately on removal from oven.
CAFE DIABLE
To each cup of hot, strong coffee add
2 li'hole cloves, a lump of sugar, a 2-inch
stick of cinnamon, ^ orange peel,
]/i lemon peel. Bring to a boil. Put
IVi jiggers of brandy in a ladle, hold it
over the coffee, ignite it and stir gradually into coffee. Serve immediately. Very
attractive to look at if made at the table
over a lighted alcohol lamp, but equally
tasty saucepan!
and "spicy" if prepared in a tencent

KEEP

OUT

OF

THAT

HOT KITCHEN!
Serve the Delicious Spaghetti that
makes quick Summer Meals Possible
a can — three cents a portion!
BUTyoube use.
sure There
it's Franco-American
Spaghetti
is a real diflference
be- onlyWhenten acents
hot day comes along and you dread
tween Franco-American and ordinary ready- cooking— don't! Just serve that delicious
cooked spaghetti. Well, there ought to be! Franco- American Spaghetti as a main dish —
First, in taste! There are eleven savory inwith table
a crispingreen
salad, And
milk, your
and fruit.
on
gredients inthat world-famous cheese-and- the
no time.
familyIt'swill
tomato
— there's noTheimitating
say: " Gee, youthis want
is swell,to use
Mother!
"
Or
if
you've
Second, sauce
in nourishment.
seleaed that!
top leftovers
up, Franco-Amerquality durum wheat that Franco-American
rare and taste
tasty like
flavorthemakes
dish of
is made from — rich in proteins and carbo- leftoverican's meat
proud a creation
of
a
French
chef.
Ser\e
FrancoAmerican!
h
y
d
r
a
t
e
s
—
t
h
e
r
e
'
s
n
o
improving
on
that!
Franco-American is an appetizing, delicious
food that saves you money. It usually costs
Ffonco-flmericon
SPAGHETTI
Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups 1
r
The
Franco-American
Camden, New Jersey Food Co., Dept. 68,
Please send me your free recipe book:
"30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print* .
Address
City
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Dry Dead Skin
Make You A Wall Flower

NOTHING

Here's the Amazing Beauty
Cream That's Thrilling
Entire America -

THE

LINES
BLACKHEADS
SHINY NOSE

Romance have
. . .skinDatesbeauty.
. . . .Fun. At— tolastenjoy
you
way them
has
been must
foundlooking
to helpskin.nature
soft, asmoother,
younger
The restore
most advanced
beauty
development
to thefresh,cosmetic
art skin.
to aid nauncover known
new,
cleaner
Beautyture editors
and hve,
sjjeciahsts
areyou
writing
Thousands
praise
it!
Now
can
letabouttheseit!
precious ingredients work for you.
Try This Guaranteed
3 DAY TEST
That Is Showing Thousands
of Girls How To Combat
Dry, Rough Skin, Shiny Nose,
Blackheads, Premature Lines.
Ihe
very hrst application
of this rele.ises
new beautitier.
LAVTON'S
(TriT)le-Whili).
i.ii-.h..is
Kredieni^ CKF.AM
i - -iumlhiv
Kinmai hrym'ss.
h.,iikiiiicss.iiifight '•:-<!! !:., 1 ,1 r ,,:,nnc S
TON
-■
■ ■ ' I i. .■.•,) iiiiMi ;ncs.
,|,ssolvc^
Smooii!
• their. I ,Lni.l.■■
I .IIS.
By .st,niulat„,«
.
m:: I. Ill,„1 a Kl.Hmls.
MAKE THIS GUARANTEED TEST
UsenightTAYTON-S
rHE.AM to ,!•l. ;in-,e
.-nul als.
asofter,
ere;.... to.
: in .i witli
, ■ . li; ■ ,..i.,,i
orAskyourforsniooiix'.
nioiii
TAV i I '
r
wholesaler.
4T DRUG, D£PT ANO 70c STORES

How

BUT

TRUTH?

radio stars answer your questions
York to assume the position of Musical
Director for CBS on the Pacific Coast."
At what
point
in
your
career
did
life seem the rosiest?
Welcome Lewis: "When I received my
•iVoT.'.
first big commercial — I walked on air."
Pick and Pat
Duke
seemed
duiiiiaEllington
Ihe iiood: "Life
old days
at therosiest
Cottonlo
//. /'. Kaltcnhoyn: "When I reached that me
Club
in
Harlem
—
allhomjh
I
have
no
compoint of financial independence where I
plaint reyardbui my lot today, and still
cut.ild tell editors, sponsors, program managers and radio executives to go to what- am enjoying my -work and friends."
ever place it would have pleased me to send
Homer LiodiJicaver : "From the public
standpoint, my greatest experience was in
the great Billy Sunday revival campaigns,
Don McNeill: "Right now. Mrs. Mc- where I had the privilege of singing to
them."Neil is well, the two little McNeills are and directing' the largest crowds that were
well, things on the air for fall look well —
being gathered anywhere in the world."
Gabriel Heatter: "When I got my first
Bide Dudley : "]]'hcn a uiil I ivas in love
well!"at /ti'Dj/.v kissed uw."
Helenfirown
Broderick
I haveanda
son, :am"Rifiht
makiiujnoiv.money
Elsie Hila: "Just hefore I opened as sieell
leading lady in a New York play, but that sponsor."
rosy feeling was very short lived — the play at last have a permanent home."
Jack nizeBenny:
I was andfirstrealized
recogd as a radio"When
personality
was a failure."
that this was a new and very important
Ed Fitzgerald: "It hasn't."
JohnnySyiiiplioiiy
Green: Society
"The uiiiht
of show business."
iiionic
phiyrdthemyPhiUiarNight phase
Rubinoff : "During the days of study —
riub Suite at the Leu'isolui Sladiinii under
artistic days."
tin: baton of Paul Whileinan."
Kenny meBaker:
pay check
out of"The
the first
red also
tinted that
my
Russ Morc/aii: "The day I walked into brought
the Brunswick Recording Company."
life a rosy shade. The date — t'a'O years
Betty Winkler: "When I went on the
I hi Claire: "When I stepped into
air in my first starring show — five days a agoBernice
the prima donna
role of The Desert Song
— my first break, and first professional
Conrad
Thibault:
"Roses
bloomed
jor
week."
yours truly Zi<heii I won a scholarship at
the Curtis Institute of Hhisic. !/ii'in(/ me an
opportunity to learn and prepare for all
that followed — opera, radio, euneerts."
Do you consider it a necessity
to follow your script exactly?
Nick Daivson: "When I was married."
How do you react to ad libbing?
Ted Hammerstein: "When I was a kid
— between the ages of fifteen and twentyone — because then I didn't have to worry
Jack job."
Benny : "// od lib is natural and
about contract renewals."
[''dgar Rergen : "// has never been more fits the situation, I can see no objection."
Rex Chandler: "It is best to do one's ad
Ihrillin;/ than it is nozv."
libbing in writing the script, rather than
Adela
Roijers
St.
Johns:
"I
like
life
so
afterwards,
for 95% of the actors or anmuch, being an incurable optimist, that it
alwa\s seems rosiest right where I am."
Don McNeill: "I never follow the
Richard Crooks: "When I married my nouncers."
school days sweetheart, who is still my best script exactly as ad libbing is my forte. In
fact, on The Breakfast Club, I don't use
girl and my best pal."
a h^rancia
script at White:
all." "When 1 hair a script
Roscoc
Turner:
"Life
has
never
been
dull lhou</h it has never been easy, so perI usually especially
follow il. %eilh
Of leucomedians,
-when reading
haps I should say it has always seemed dialoi/ue,
one
Itrifiht since I have really eiijnyed lite hard has lo expi:cl ad libbing, zvhich
is usually
-work il lakes to make a career."
a lot of fun but makes me nervous as a
Lud Gluskiiis "When I came from New

RADIO STARS
Morton
much enibarrassins?
as possible I
stick
to tlicBowc:
script, '"As
to avoid
others. If there are changes to be made to
fit a personality, they sliould be made in
rehearsal."
Ted Hammcrstein: "I think one should
follow element.
one's script
of theso
timing
All closely
programsbecause
are timed
that any change will throw everyone off."
Conrad Thibault : "\'o, it is not a necessity,alitybutto beicryabk'helpful
air z.ell.
person-I
to adto libone'sfairly
don't mind ad libbing at all."
Claire:
libbingwhois acanlittlead
outBerniee
of my line,
and "Ad
the artists
lib cleverly are few. I have personally
never done any on the air."
Cabsary Calloway:
"It isfornotmeonlyto follow
unneces-a
but it is difficult
script exactly. I feel that •./</
I am much
more natural, both on the air and screen,
when I am ad libbing my lines."
: "/libbin,j
di winch is <;<';butEdgar
dependBergen
on ad
by the
reaction.
itern^d
diffuult
to adaudience's
lib ivith other
players,I find
but
easy for the dummy to anszirr any impromptu remark, and it sazxs me the embarrassment."
Nick Da'a'so)i: "In Follow the Moon
we rarely present a script as originally
written. Intelligent and carefully timed ad
libs contribute sparkle and reality to almost any program."
Ethel
depends
you are Blume:
working."ItSome
peoplewithmustwhomget
direct cues or they are lost. If you work
with someone who ad libs, you usually follow suit."
Clem
"Folloi'.nni]
makes forMcCarthy
smoother: xcork
by othersthe onscript
tlir
program. If doing a mottoloouc , wnllcn
by myself, no. Some find certain f^hrascs
or li'ords in a script n-hich they cannot
speak naturally. I think these, if f^K^sihlc,
should be altered."
J'ictor Moore: "Would much rather
follow script closel\ Ad libbing is okay, if
good."
followed
my Johnny
end of Green:
the script"I have
exactlyalways
and have
left
the ad libbing to the star. Ad libbing is
swell if it happens to be funny."
Lucille Manners : "/ think it is best to
follow the script. There is an exception —
sometimes a com.edian's ad libbing often
adds spontaneity to the program."
Jamesgency Melton:
"Yes, unless
an emer-ad
arises. In informal
conversation
libbing is not confusing, and sometimes it
is effective."
Lanny Rass: "It is better to follow the
script when working with others. Ad libbing is necessary if there is a slight slipup for one reason -or another."
Jimniiemight
Fidlerprovide
: "Breaking
ai^'aybutfromif
scripts
one laugh,
the habit became general, there would he
too many sour ad libs on the air. There
are 7'ery few conversationalists 'who are
consistently funny."

• ^'Excuse mcjor getting personal— but haven't you gone pretty far
tcith this nose idea? Enough is enough, I always say. . . It's none of
my business, of course— but what's a nose like that for?''

• "You don't tell me!. . .You fill it full of uater on a hot day— yes,
yes, go on... Then you throw it up over your head and give yourself
a shower? Boy!. . . Well, I must say you've got something there!"

• "Don't try to sell me one though! Mope— I've got my own system.
A soft cooling sprinkle of dotvny Johnson's Baby Poicder. . . no
prickly heat or rashes or chafing after that kind of shoiver!"
• "Take one Jeel of Johnson''s Baby Potcder— you'll see tchy it
keeps my skin so healthy and smooth!" Healthy skin. Mothers,
is theder isbest
Johnson''sandBabyno orrisPowmadeprotection
of finest against
Italian skin
talc—infections.
no gritty particles
root . . . Remember Johnson^s Baby Soap and Baby Cream, too.
And forandtinycannot
babies,turntry rancid.
the new Johnson's Baby Oil— stainless, not
sticky,
NEW BRUNSWICK

NEW JERSEY
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MARRIAGE

I WANT
AN

ANSWER

YES

OR

NO?::

"it's yes, of course!
You know I go for this
Beeman's flavor. I like the
neot and nifty airtight
package that keeps it so
absolutely fresh-tasting.
And of course everybody knows Beeman's is
good for digestion."

MADE A DIFFERENCE
(Continued from pane 41)

For a long time Walter had been wishma he could know definitely whether lie had
something; or not. whether Xadine was right
and
ma. heriskslioidd
his allmveon uponeeverything
throw of hut
the singdice.
Thronah Ins studio affiliations, he was
given a chance to sing for Tihbctt. The
aieat smaer listened and was impressed.
contributions
to Walter's
wcic niih
Ills assurance
that the
ho\- had acareer
voice
— and the reminder that lieiiig a singer
meant a whole lot of work !
\\ alter was not afraid oi work, not afraid
ot amthmg. now that he knew he had
somethina more than a pleasing, a microphone, voice.
Rut tor
all Itthatis not
Tihbett
the de-to
ciding word.
fair spoke
to Walter
regardtraded
him ason Tibhett's
He never
has
that nameprotege.
but always
has
stood determine<lly on his own feet, made
his own wav, and, against heavy odds, has
put his
name in bright lights, on important contracts.
It never has been easy. And it has
meant hard work and many sacrifices, not
only on his part, but — what hurts him
much more — on Xadine's part.
I have
word further,
"career" I several
times
and,used
beforethe going
ought
to explain that it is a word W .iltcr hates.
"It is essentially a srlfish \voi<l," he explained. ".\s if you set _\diii si.l f and what
you
were word.
doing apartif —you
a sort
of'This
dini't-is
touch-mc
niy career — it has Asnothing
tosaiddo :with
you
or anyone else — '" Tie leaned forward
earnestlx'. "I <lnn't feel thai way about it,
atlikeall.
my Kuirk.
tliat painting,
is allthe .Singing
milling isbusiness
or sign
or anything else. It is what I do to make
a living for my family. Naturally, I want
to succeed, to do things for them, to liuy
them cessthehas nothings
need and except
want — assuc-it
point,they
no meaning,
enables you to do things for the ones you
love.
"Nadiiie has a lovely voice. Perhaps she
might have done soinething with it— perhaps now and then she feels a twinge of
regret that she gave up a career of her
own— but, although we were very young
when we were iiiarrie<l, we knew what we
were about and we wanted it to last — for
always. Xadinr felt that wdiat she wanted
most was to be wife and mother and homemaker. Her ambitions were transferred to
me, centered in me. Without her, I
wouldn't
hut she and
had
confidencehave
in medoneandanything,
in my dreams,
whatever I've done has been through her
andWhen,
becausein ofthe'rher."youthful impatience to
get
started
the newgaveworkup— hiswe radio
won't and
call
it career !— inWalter
ofifice jobs, everyone said he was crazy.
It was too great a risk, they said, for a
young man with a wife and f.imily. Beargue<l,
was youngknocked
-niiich
better sides,
to theywait
until beopiiorliinity
on his door than to go, unknown and unprepared, toXew York, that city of broken
dreams, and hazard everything in an effort to create his own opportunity.
Hut Walter felt, as all young jieople do.

that youthportant toisgetfleeting
and that
imstarted.
Xadineit was
agreed.
Withter saidhighano(lb\c
h,, pes—\,>and
f.M'ty
dollars—
Walhis wife and two babies
and set furth fur Xi w York.
The trip cast was an or<leal in itself.
He traveled, transportation free, on a freight
train, as escort lor a load of steers. He
had man\- and somewhat harrowing experiences, but exentnally he found himself in
Xew York. Friendless and alone, with less
tlian
forty
dollars in his pocket now, but
in Xew York!
He had letters of introduction, but none
proved helpful in actually getting him anything to do. But he found an inexpensive
place to live, made a few friends, wrote
optimistically to Xadine, who, to help tide
them tionover,
takenclerking
over hisin church
and alsohad was
a store.posiBriefly, he thought the struggle was about
to end, life to be made easy, when a night
club position with the princely stipend of
$250 a week was dangled over his head.
He was all ready to send for his wife and
liabies when, for wdiat reason he never
knew,
job vanishednever
into again
thin air,
couraaed.the determined
to letDishis
hiipes run away with him, Walter wearily
went the rounds once more. Even the
sign painting kit came out now. There
was only one thing the boy was certain
of — he couldn't (|uit ! There was no turnAting back.
last an audition at NBC led to a
guest
on aErnest
Air
Breaks appearance
program, and
return Cutting's
engagement.
.Soon he had a sustaining spot, and finally
four (if them, whicli, with a new church position on Sundays, jinshed his income up
to a living wage. Xow, instead of going
without food tc) pay pianists to accompany
him at auditions ("I must have made a
thousand auditions!" he exclaimed), he
could
pay up his debts and send for his
little family.
He had been alone for nine months —
and of all their hardships, Nadine and Walter regard separation as the worst. But
they were together again, at last, in a
prettyter definitely
apartment
Forest somewhere.
Hills, and Walwas ingetting
His first guest appearance was on Ted
Hammerstcin's
program,
Paltiiolii'e
Beauty Box.
Slunv next
Boat onfollowed,
with five guest appearances in a row — he
sang on tliat program nine times. Then
came torsa performance
the General
spring concert, with
followed
by his Mofirst
conimercial series with the Sealt^st Saturday Xi./lil Party.
Then Warner Brothers steinied in, daning a line ((iiilrait.
Waltercontract
asked
for a glcamellation
of hisandSralle.^l
and embarked for the G<dden West.
It meant another separation — and there
was another
baby coming
! Buton Nadine's
eyes
were bright,
the words
her lips
were:
"(lo
—
youmust
no!"
It wasfor,what
she had been dreaming of, hoping
for
longer than Waller knew.
It began with wires and a rush to get
a plane, but, true to form, having fetched
him out in a hurry, the movies began the
f.imiliar waiting game. However, Walter
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has been busy. His tests were very sood
— incidentally, he is six feet tall, blond an<l
very goo*l-looking. and he keeps in fine
physical trim with handball and tennis and
riding. He has appeared in two pictures,
a straight dramatic part in Lady Luck and
aetta,niceGolden
singingDaxim.
role Hein aalsotechnicolor
has made ojierlive
guest appearances on the Chc:>oli-t Prof/ram, duringhasRubinoff's
Hollywood.
The studio
big ideasstayforin him.
"I want him to do that, to be successsoftly,of"and
I wantful in thehimmovies,"'
to have Nadine
a radio said
program
his
own. .'\nd then — concert work — and the
Met! separations
But, oh, I!hopeI hate
it doesn't
long
them mean
so — I more
miss
him so! I get so lonely, it just seems as
if And,
I couldn't
bear
it
!"
much as she would like to travel
with him, that is out. "I couldn't leave the
children,"
said tosimply.
worried sick ifsheI had
be away"I'dfrombe them
oneThenightlittle
!" family now consists of John
Walter Cassel. Jr., aged six, Catherine Jean
— better known as Jeanie — aged five. Mary
Martha, aged six months — with Marjorie, a
charming young girl who accompanied them
from New York and helps take care of the
babies. For Nadine, the trip west meant
the
end wheels
of another
of the
sangseparation
that they; each
were w'hirr
that
much nearer
nearer
home! Hollywood, nearer \\'alter,
Walter had found for them in Hollywood
a lovely furnished house on a palm-lined
street near the foothills. There they live
very simply, but happily. Nadine does her

WOMAN
WHAT A man! by THE WAY.
SIS,
low-down on
HIM?what's
IS HEtheA WOMAN-HATER

give a workmanlike performance, you need
to be versatile, to have had a varied, comexperience —: a"Tobalanced
diet!"to
He smiled, prehensive
and added
live fully,
feel deeply — it all shows in your voice.
That is why I am glad I have been a sign
painter and worked in an oflice, been nursemaid to stecr^ and \\iiie<l <1m\\ n engines!
.And why I w.ant t'> >hi.l; <ui the radid, in
the tuovie-. in concert. It is all a part of
life an<l it ui\es ine a deci)cr understanding,
a breailtli .if ^xiniiathy. that is as important a- aetual \ • icaliziny I
■'Hnt, in the :.iial an,il\ >is." he continued,
"it jn-t ni>- \\ . irk. and the wdiole point of
it i> to ni.ikc life jilea^ant and happy for
Nadine ami the children. That is the iml)nrtant thnm — havin;.; someone to work
iVjr, and having faith. . . ."
After ita easier
niunientthanheit went
on : for'"Naturally
I want
has been
Nadine,
but we like simple pleasures, a simple way
of livmg. \\'e have fun just in being together, doing things together — if it is only
goitig
the movies."
"Or tostopping
at the nnlbcrgcr stand,"
Nadine laughing!}- contributed. She looke<l
at me swldenl)-. "You haven't asked inc
I said: "Well — arc }0U sorry you gave
any questinn> I "
Sheyouranswered
quickly:
"Of courseArenot!"
up "And
own about
career?"
how
the movies?
you
afraid
— arepretty
you
afraid toWalter
tru^t will
him be
withchanged
all those
'"I wish people would stop trying to
make me jealous." she cried. "I'm not
jealous — not a bit !"
girls? ■
THAT'S WHAT MEN THOUGHT

own cooking and I not only have her husiiand's
testimony that she is a grand cook
velbutf. I sampled
her delicious spaghetti, mvOne
of
Xadine's
personal
hardshipsso that
was
the necessity of wearing
old clothes,
W'alter's wardrobe could be all that of a
man inhadpublicits early
life ^liould
— that wardrobe
which
painfulhi- bcjiiniiinijs
when
a week's salary went fur a <liniicr coat or
where Walter wa- t- ,.r ni. rt --iiie.nie
important! Hut, ii.iw, wuli iiu rea--iiv.: pr.--perity, Nadine
docMi'tremain
<le-irefeu,a I^ther<ittastes
luw
clothes.
Her wants
simple.
Walter, of course, shares her ambitions
for himself, and is coaching in dramatic
art, studying and practicing faithfully at
his music, so Histhatvoice
he will
readyand t<.)rpower
an\eventuality.
has bedejith
and beauty enough to take him far and it
has. also, a depth of feeling that derives
from his varied experience and from his
own emotional resix)nse to life and love.
His little family means everything in the
world to him, and when he sings a love
song, you will know he is thinking of
Nadine and all the things she has made
possible, all he owes to her.
"Of course there is a satisfaction in singing to an audience, in feeling their response. And there is a satisfaction just
in the work
itself, feel
in perfecting
one's performance— I never
satisfied, always
feel
sure that I w-ill do better next time ! And
I think being an artist means being an
artisan, giving as capable, as careful a
performance as possible. To do that, to

HATER?

—BUT emu KNEW BETTER !. , ,
GUY TAKES THE HINT
YES,
6UY,
PROVEOF THAT
PEOPLE OVER TESTS
THE AOE
17 HAVE76'^oBADOF ALL
BREATH,
TESTS ALSO PROVE THAT MOST BAD BREATH
COMES FROM IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH
ADVISE COLGATE
DENTAL CREAM
BECAUSE...

A/OU/^NO BAD BREATH
behind his Sparkling Smile!
...AND NO
TOOTHPASTE
EVER MADE
MYTEETH AS
BRIGHT AND
CLEAN AS
20^ LARGE SIZE
35^ GIANT SIZE
OVER TWICE AS MUCH

COLGATE'S!
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"She needn't be," Walter interposed
quietly. "There is no one out here any
prettier
she is." life is agreeable?"
"And than
the domestic
"Of course. I love cleaning, I love taking
care of the children. (She bathed Johnnie
and Jeanie herself, the night before Mary
was born!) I love buying furniture, furnishing a house — but I hate cooking!" She
flashed
quick loathe
look. it"I! don't
lie,
do I?me Iareally
What have
else doto
you want to know?" she laughed.
She didn't
— especially
I already
knewhave
what toa lie
grand
cook she since
was.
Besides,
she
didn't
really
have
to answer
any questions at all. I had learned
all I
wanted to know, all I had come for, and
when she said : "What else do you want
to know?" I could have said: "Nothing
you
; nothing
more
than haven't
I see inalready
the waytoldyoume hold
your baby,
the way you speak to your children, the
way you look at Walter — and the way he
looks
at you."
the And
story —thetwoworld
youngsters
theThat's
world.
is withagainst
them
now and forever, because they are so real
and so sincere and so ardent, as much as
because of the glorious baritone that goes
out over the air and that will some day
heap many gifts at their feet, but never
anything more precious than what they have
today in mutual love and understanding.
BEAUTY ADVICE
(Continued from page 13)
the
person — you'd
^ OTH
U 1 Mbrush-strokes
the same
same person
hardly believe it, would you? A few simple
of Maybelline
Mascara make all the difference in the beauty-world. Pale, scaut\ , uiiattraciive la^hes^or the long, dark, luxuriant fringe that invites romancelet your mirror help you choose.
No longer need you risk the bold, artificial look of lumpy, gummy niascar^i-.. when you can so easily have the /;<//!(;-(;/ appearance of beautiful dark
lasho w ith Ma> liclline Mascara. Either the popular Cream-form or famous
Soli<l-t(jnii lasts all day — and through the romantic hours of evening. Tearprcxil , non-sniarting, harmless. Obtainable at your favorite cosmetic counter.
1 r\ \la\h( lline — and see why 11.000,000 beauty-wise women prefer it.
1 r>' Maybelline's
Eye Shadow.
delicateof
harmonizing
shade onexquisite,
your lidscreamy
— to accent
the colorBlend
and asparkle
your eyes.
Form \ li()urkingbrows
into swift
smooth-ni.
Eyebrow
Pencil.curving lines of beauty — with Maybelline's
introductory
sizesstores.
of the Introduce
world's largest
eye beauty
aidsGenerous
are obtainable
at all 10c
yourselfselling
to thrilling
new
loveliness — insist on Maybelline!

THE WORLUb LARGE^,r SliLLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS

sleek-on-top and softly waved coiffures
are all the rage, she frequently brushes
it to a smooth cap on the sides and back
and wears just a few soft waves at the
front, with the ends of the hair in soft
curls. A good permanent, given when the
hair is in good condition, is most adaptable
and will enable you to style your hair in
numerous ways, without waiting to train
it to a new style.
We are all interested in highlighting
the hair — for unfortunately not all of us
have
like torichly-colored
know about hair.
a tint Ifthatyoudoeswould
this
in a beautiful manner, and at the same
time contains oil for reconditioning the
hair, a letter to me will bring you the
necessary information.
When you have your hair waved, and
must sit under the dryer, then do take
a jar of cold cream along. You will find
that a generous slathering of cream will
counteract
unpleasant
ing the heatthe gives
to yourtight-drawn
face, and feelyou
will emerge with a complexion soft and
supple.
There are all kinds of tricks for applying
of thedropsmostof pleasing is perfumes,
to (lash hutjustonea few
your
favorite i)crfunie in the water when you
rinse your liair ! Yuu will feci especially
lovely, knowing that \cnir hair has a faint
fresh whisiKT ol f1(jwers. Write to me
and I will tcH aliont nn inexpensive
line of perfumes. \ n\) will want to use
this perfume on ymir hankies, wrists, and
thrnat, too, t<j complete the fragrant ensemble.
There is another trick for daintiness,
too— and this time I have a free sample
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offer looktotheiiitrocluce
) ou !of Don't
overcoupon atittheto end
this article
— it will bring you a dainty little packet
of lipstick tissues, to tuck in your handbag, for use in applying make-up away
from
table. the comfort of your private dressingLipstick smears can spoil the clear-cut
line of your mouth. You know, too, the
trick of applying lipstick indelibly is first
to apply the lipstick, then wipe it off.
Apply lipstick again, and this time dust
with powder. Apply lipstick a third time,
just delicately retouching the lips to give
the highlights. With these little tissues,
you will find it a simple matter to follow
this three-step routine at any time, any
place.
Lipstick stains on the fingertips have
an awful way of turning up again on
the hat brim, handkerchief, bag and even
favorite frocks. These tissues make nothing of that problem. If you are one who j
likesto your
to apply
slipping lots
in- i
dress, make-up
you will before
save yourself
of grief if you will form the habit of ]
pressings
thesecover
tissuesall between
lips (the one
tissueof will
lipstick) your
and j
then whisk the dress over your head. No
stains then on your lovely frocks. I could
chant the uses for these tissues far into the
night, but you will be discovering soon
for yourself what indispensable items they
are!
Here are two new things for summer
sunning: Whether you sun on a penthouse
terrace, the beach, or in your own backyard, you will be interested in a fragrant
CREAM
DEODORANT
and lovely oil that promotes smooth, even NEW-TYPE
tanning. Or perhaps you have decided not
to tan, but want to stay white and fair this
summer — then you will want to tuck the Leaves no grease on skin or clothes
creamy lotion into your bag to protect
and soothe your skin. These two lotions
are reasonably priced !
— checks perspiration I to 3 days
If you acquire your tan synthetically, UNTIL now you just had to put up In two seconds your clothes are safe,
through
use of the
a dark
powder,Powder
don't
with them. Cream deoddrants \ onr mind at rest about perspiration emforget tothepowder
eyelids.
right up to the hairline. Powder the neck. were greasy, sticky, ruinous to clnthcs Warrassinent for 1 to 3 days. Xo ruined
dresses,AVork
no extra
cleaners'forbills.
Get
The new summer shades of powders are — no wonder women comphiined!
some!
this miracle
yourself.
beautiful, and one of the finest and smoothBut liere at hist is deodorant perOdorono
Ice
has
no
strange
odor
to
est powders steps out in Summer Brunette.
fection— Odorono Ice — a cream as
Worth investigating, whether you are fair
turn
musty
after
a
while.
There's
only
easy
and
pleasant
to
use
as
your
the
clean,
fresh
smell
of
alcohol
that
or Twinkling
tan, for the
is so you
subtle.
toesshade
just make
feel young j
cream. And unlike ordi- evaporates completely the minute it's on.
and beautiful! Give yourself a pedicure vanisliing
cream deodorants, it really does It's
so pleasant,
every week, just as you give yourself a check naryperspiration
the women
wlio sohaveeffective,
tried itthat
prefer80',^it toof
I
manicure. Use the same flattering shades
any
other
deodorant.
of polish on your toes that you do on your
never known anything like
Don't mess about with smelly, greasy,
fingers. If you are looking for a long- theYou've
Odorono
Ice! It'sdainty
like magic!
ineffective creams another day. Save
lasting polish, non-streaky, and that will You new
smooth
this fluffy,
cream your
clothes, your time, your temper
not dry
bottle,
glad toto on . . . and presto! It's gone! And with this
give
you out
the intip.the You
willI'llbe bethrilled
newest scientific advance in
find this polish has the newest of new in both dampness and odor are gone, too I deodorants.
shades, too!
The wonderful new Odorono Ice is
only at all Toilet-Goods Departments. Buy a jar tomorrow!
Mary
RADIO Blddle
STARS MAGAZINE
SEND 10^ FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR
149 Madison Avenue
New York, New York
Ul TH MILI.KU, The O.lorono Co., Inc.
Please send me, absolutely free, the
Dept.
8-K-7',address
191 Hudson
St.. New
City
•Trade Mark
gift
offer
of
the
handy
lipstick
(In Canada,
P. O. Box
<.S<0. York
Montreal)
Re».Fat. O.Off.S.
tissues.
I enclose
lOepacking
(ISr forin Canada)
tointroductory
cover cost jarof
[K>stage
and
generous
of odorono Ice.
Name
Address
.VddressODO-RO-NO
NON-GREASY
City
State
City
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f THIS NEW 3 WAY
I TREATMENT HAS PUT
I ON SOLID POUNDS
FORTHOUSANDS
OF
>RTHC
•^SKIN
NY
^PEOPL

E

iplvlU'Wlit discoviTV
Vitamin
Normal. refnilar eliniinaand theri-by
health
and Kvmvthniiniiciti'
cans
fur
adequate
This
is the third^ itamin
purpose.H.
QUICK GAINS OF I0to25lbs.
REPORTED WITH NEW
IRONIZED YEAST
Now
thousands
.skinny,
rundown
menof
and women
can
say goodbye
to
bony
anKle.s
and
unsightly
rob them ofliollow.s
natiir; that
tracti veness. 1< or wita
this
new hosts
ea.sy of,',-way
treatment,
people who never
an ounce
beforecould
ha ve gain
i)ut
on pounds
of
solid,
norgood-looking
—Ml justmallya few
ti'Ci fle.sh
Why it builds up
so quick
Doctors
now know that
the real
why
many
do notleason
gain weight
is that \they
don'tB and
get
enough
itamin
iron in their
Without
tlie.sedaily
\<>n food.
may
lack appetitehod.-ui'l
not get
the
good most
out of \'. hat\ -building
\ i)U cut.

Ill uiiiircly different
[>;(L'k
mnirantee
NoJack matt<
of siifiir r
the
manelous
ii \ 'inn t Itaidnotin dellKlited
huiUliiiK
ynu
ttifv( lian^'--.
ha\(;
wirh up.the asrefunfled.
results
of theln^lpt-d
very tliou^ainis.
first package .vour money
ln.stanily
Specialbiiildinr
FRF.R offer! ! i i . .
start thoasand.H
weTo»ii Ironlzcd
make
'.hlKYcamabsolut<!ly
Flclat • I
i
tablets
b'.i
and
mail
It
to
us
witli
.1i
' i.i' ■> "i n" I'H.i 'i ui""
Wf willFactsMrndAboutyon Your
a fascinatin
liody. Iti-incrnher.
with
refunflefl.
Atre.sults
all driiBtli<first pafkaoDept.
.iS. Atlanta.
Ga.
ii..«U.vervIroQlzed
least —Co.,or
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IT'S MY

(HUMBLE
Conliiiiicd from page 18)OPINION-

vanter, of recent times, objected to liaviiis
his picture taken and was said to have
smashed a camera, and poor Mr. J. Pierpont
Morgan, accortUng to Time, after an eiicuunter with a photographer, said: "Thev
won't leave me ;ilone. And tlmse flashlights
scare metheto Press,
death!"has— noseemed
(Uie. toexcepting
perhaps
realize
what is at the basis of it all.
/ could not help being mmised at the fact
ll'.at i\oi,'liere has a)iyoiie dai-ed to point
out
specific rights!
fact that the trial n'as a
test tlic
of human

was that
generally
called,thisby evolved
admirers,into"Chaz,"
and
eventuall}'
jacz.
At least, although the public may not be
able
to
give
a
clear-cut
definition
of
word, I believe the average person hasthea
reasonably good idea ol the word itself.
It must be obvious that it deviends on the
viewpoint of the individual in (|uestion. To
the dyed-in-the-wool opera-goer all else
but opera — with the possible exception of
symphony
is jazz. To type,
the singer
ballads of a —semi-classical
nearly ofeverything else is jazz, although I suppose such
an individual would recognize the field of ;
Even the Boston Globe, which has been operatic
and s\mphonic music as "good"
overwhelmingly fair and generous in its music.
treatment of my difficulties in that city and
7eill recall that, in my questions to
which quoted about two-thirds of a radio ynu]'ouconcerning
/ asked wliethcr it
speech which I made in Boston the eve- was a question ofjazz,
material
— thattheis, type
compo-of
ning of the day of the trial, quoting me
sition itself— whether
it ivas
accurately and carefully — even the Globe orcliesfra, sirjc, instrumentation — or the
recognized that it was wise to omit any place. It is quite obvious that the defining
mention that might open up this question of the word on these three landmarks
for discussion.
presents a knotty problem.
I have a hunch that, some day, in the
If — for ofexample
— -*--Mr.pieces
Paul plays
Whiteman's
not too distant future, and in spite of our- orchestra
thirty-five
Rimsky
selves, this subject will be aired and brought
Song
of
India
for
dancing at
to a head. This world of ours has a aKorsakoff's
night
club
and
calls
the
composition
peculiar way of solving injustices. I am Song of India, is it jazz — or not — and
sure that most of the fair-minded editors why?
I would describe it as symphonized
and publishers, while of course fighting for syncopation,
played at a night club for
what are the basic features of their busi- dancing. Why?
an orchestra of
ness and lives, have thus far congratulated thirty-five pieces — Because
not a symphony
themselves on the fact that no one has orchestra by the while
standards
we know
ciuestioned legally this right, and have them — does have much of theas quality
probably hoped that no one ever would. a symphony orchestra and since the com-of
While cases have been won where photoposition isplayed for dancing, and since
graphs have been used for commercial pur- dance music always has some sort of synposes
(in
advertisements),
yet
no
judge
copation, this would seem to cover it.
has dared the wrath <if the Fourth Estate
by taking
the
word
"commercial"
to
in7(7 theand dyed-in-lhe-'-wool
of theall
clude any means of increasing circulation classics
the higher forms lover
of music,
and thus increasini/ profits.
music played in night clubs, ballrooms and
To date, in the smoke of hallle het'ioccn
t'cconies /'(/;:;;■.
those Zi'ho bctici'e radio hrotnlcasts of pic- theIt like,
must be apparent that music which is
specifically rhythmic is not necessarily jazz,
ture
tunes
hurl
a
picture's
gross
and
those
who
back thehasopposite
many of the higher forms of music
the picture
gotnl -i'ieiopoint,
songs the that
airingwhenof because
are in strict dance tempo, and there are
Ihem helps — the picture Tup of The Town operas
where
ballet and other forms of
lots come through with rrrv satisfactory dancing are interpolated.
music,
results. That Top of The Town — not gen- merely because it is playedTherefore
for dancing, is
erally
fa-oored
by
critics
—
did
excellent
not
jazz.
Nor
is
it
called
jazz
due
the
grosses in its first shoivings, seems to point place where it is played. Night toclubs,
lo the side that sivears that the broadcast- palais de danse and other places of public
ing of its tunes before the appearance of enjoyment do not necessarily give the
the picture helped it considerably.
stigma to jazz. Such things as glissandos,
broken chords, arpeggios
While we are marking time waiting for synchronization,
and
such variations arc used by dance
your definitions of the word crooner, let musicians
and
also
by studied, legitimate
me take time to express myself on the subperformers
of line many
music.of ^'et
layject
of
jazz
—
since
enough
of
you
have
man,
when
hearing
thesethethings
asked me to state my ideas on it. In the performed by pianists, would
invariably
first place, I have always preferred to be
specific, rather than to take short cuts and say ingtheyit." h'rankl.w
are "pejiping
thingsdoing
up" things
or "jazz1 prefer
the
time-saving methods in such discussions. laborious
way, because
there
In other words, it is my belief that the is much otandthedilficult
stoic
in
me
and
I
delight
word jazz, itself, has no specific definition in seeing myself work hard. Tliereforc, in
and means little or -♦-nothing.
speaking
1 ])reler .andmaii\'descrihing
niii\-ements
of tlic
It is .said to have originated in New jaws,
emmcialing
specificillx
Orleans and it is generally believed that it what is hap]ieiiing, to sa\ing leisurely, "It
originated with a Negro instrumentalist, is y.i/y." an<l going back to my highball
whose first name was Charles and wluj
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That Old Maes+ro, Ben Bernie, sly,
suave and sophisticated, an example
versatility
for to"allWalter
the lads,"
and
aof pain
in the neck
Winchell!
Log-rolling among air performers has
been rather maudlin, according to critics,
in the last several months. I believe our
program was one of the first, in a spirit
of general camaraderie, to do this, because
I have always preferred saying kind and
pleasant things about people. I can see
no discredit, however, in starting the idea
of pleasing others for no ulterior motive,
until others have, evidently, hoped to find
some magic in such -♦-a procedure.
Good trombonists are scarcer than the
proverbial ishen'sa more
teeth.difticult
Is it because
the
trombone
instrument
than the average brass instrument? The
answer is no. Good tronihoni^ts are scarce,
because the men with tiie best sense of
pitch, the greatest talent tor phrasing, style
and physical aptitude, invariably take up
a more distinguished-appearing instrument, BEECH
such as the violin, the saxophone or the
trumpet. Quite obviously, if the men with
the most talent play the latter instruments,
leaving only the second and third raters
iKivur ur gum in r
to take up the trombone, thi> would explain
AmericaPeppiis Beech- J
Nut
the fact that the outstanding trombdue
Try
players in New York City, that is, men
too, ourif youSpearmint,
enjoy
with the artistry of Tommy Uorscy and
distinctive
flavor!a
Charley Butterfield. could be counted on
the fingers
than
two. of one hand — at least not more
Pet Peeves Dcfarlnicut : Do you ever
(/riiul your teeth at tjic tliiii<is some f^eof'Ie
do?
If you're
step in, this
is right
i(/> youra tceth-yriiidcr,
alley.
Don't
you
detest
people
idw
your coat and hat, zvhen you have hang
deliber-up
ately left them across a chair {to make
them easier to grab up zvhen you intend
staying only a moment), and ivho invariably {excuse me, always, is what I
mean) disappear at the time you must leave,
necessitating a frantic search through all
of the closets and resulting in general
consternation until finally, much later,
someone
findsLettie
them ?i.7(o
underIn tends
Coitsiiisinyiinj
f.cttic'sat
coat — Cousin
least tico months even though she has been

NUT

GUM

ORALGENE
e new tirmcr texture
f;um
licalththatand aidshelpsmouth
fight
m..uth acidity. "Chew
w ith a purpose."
SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little
!
A nicJi.iniial
m.irvcl, Show
3 rin,i;sonof Earth
performers,
clow ns, .inim.ils, music 'n' cvcrytliing! Now
touring tlie country. Don't miss it.
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HEAT IS NO
HEALTH HAZARD
WHEN TOILETS
ARE CLEANED ^
WITH
SaniFlush

Bhtware of a soiled toilet. Hot weather
increases the danger. Germs breed faster.
Odors become more noticeable. Keep the
bowl sparkling clean. Purify the hidden
trap. Lse Sani-Flush.
The scientific formnla for Sani-Flush
was
to do this
job
better.developed
Sani-Flushespecially
cleans toilets
without
unpleasant
scouring.
Just
sprinkle
a
little
in the bowl. (Follow directions on the
can.) Flush. Stains vanish. Odors are
banished.
Germs
porcelain becomes
whiteareas killed.
snow. The
Sani-Flush
cannot injure plumbing.
Itbileis radiators
also effective
for cleaning
(directions
on can). automoSold by
grocery,
drug,
hardware,
ten-cent stores — 25 and and
10 five-andcent sizes. The Hygienic
Products Co., Canton, Ohio, ^^^flfi^

Coming — In our September Issue — A
fascinating true story of the girl who
might have owned Hollywood! Don't
nniss RADIO STARS for September!
NEWKINDofSEAL
FDR JAMS . JELUES..ETC

FDR EVERY
KIND0FGLA55
□ R JAR!
JIFFY-5EAL
Saves
Time — Money — Labor — Materials
A MARVELOUS
new
invention
needed
by every
housewife
whoH makes
jellies,time,jams,at etc.H Seals
any
glass
or
jar
in
the
usual
theno usual
cost!
No
wax
to
melt
—
no
tin
tops
to
sterihzo
—
mess
—to nouse.waste.Try A Jiffy-Seals
perfect seal— every
easy
the time.ATAmazingly
YOUR
new transparent film invenIcand
10c
STORE,
send 1tion.
Oc forUnotyotatyourciealer's,
f ull-sizt packatrc to GROCERY and
CLOPAY
HOOD STORE
l272Exeter CORPOIiATION,
St., Cincinnati, O. NEIGHBOR64

:i!: iti-d only for a fortniyl:!
-♦- ?
People who scrutinize everyone in elevators— as Gilbert and Svillivan would
have
it! "I've
themjobonof thea detective,
list!" I
am aware
that itputis the
but there can't be that many detectives in
the world! You've seen those people, the
ones who, the minute they enter an elevator, must turn a rude stare on everyone
present. Not because I fall under the
heading of a celebrity and prefer to remain incognito, btit just because I believe
that in an elevator, or anywhere, a stare
is uncalled for and most annoying to
everyone
a degree of culture, refinement andwith
breeding.
What is your pronunciation of a word
\i.r\- mnch in nse today, since a celebrated
Son,u started rilisins— tlie wurd aiiuilciir.'
Arc do
ynii you
careless?
you say pleased
-aniachoorwitlir"
Or
feel Doextremely
\-oursell
and
considerably
above
common herd, when you patronizinglytbecorrect
the individual who pronounces it "amachoor," and tell them in icy tones that it is
■"amatoor." if you please' Then bend low
for a swift kick yourself l)cc:',nsc it slmuld
be iinuioiinced "amalei r I" Likew ise "masseur" and "masseuse" are not "massoor"
and "massoose" but "mass-sir' and "massserze," accents very lightly on the last
syllables.
Time rarrirs the iiitci csliii(! item that
the name Lockhcad H'os cVi>l:\'d as a result
of piihlie insistence and /^ei-sislenee in prononneiufi Longhead as Luck-head.
Reading a criticism of a fellow who does
an impression of Charlie Chaplin, drove
home the point that an impression of a
personality is successful in the rendition
in proportion io the number of people in
the audience who have heard the real
personality!
Speaking
of Frank
Carnville, who does
impressions
of Charlie
Chaplin, this critic said it was good for the
old folks but that the young ones think
it is just a character get-up!
We eall them PA systems, the apparatus
that amplify 7;iiees. There are fiord and
had.
ine.vpensi-ee
ones.address
1 eehnieallyexpensive
they areandknoien
as puhlie
or amplifyini/ systems.
They have been used for years in the
banquet rooms of a very few New York
hotels, for speakers at banquets. The
qualityous, ofwhichthese
early accounted
systems wasforatrociprobably
their
not being used for amplifying singing
voices or the instruments of a live orchestra.
I believe that we were the first to use
a public address system with music and
the singing voice. I had one built in 1929,
when the Paramount management suggested that weTheatre,
use one forat the
Nt'w called
York
Paramount
a unit
Xtreellies. It was considered really a
novelty for me to sing in the wings and
for my voice to come out of the walls of
the theatre. Yet, for almost a year, motion pictures had been shown with the sound
coming through the movie screen. As I
contemplated a dance tour in 1930, Paul
Whiteman, visiting me at the Filla Vallce,
mused as to how we should be able to fill
some of the large dance halls which we

would meet on tour — The Connecticut
Yankees then numbered eight !
/ told him I had no fears as 7ee 7eere
earryin;/ an amplijyinii system. When I
think of hoze it must have sounded. I cannot Iielp but lauijh at my naivete!
For speakers (loud speakers) we used
two Victor radios, an old-fashioned carbon
microphone
(the a ultimate
in "mikes"
those days), and
little control
box, whichin
was not as big as a typewriter.
While it was better than nothing, it must
have
prett>'ofbad.
It picked
up theas
voices been
in front
the band
platform,
well as the instruments nearest it in the
orchestra,
and there
always difficult
a notice-to
able hum which
madewasit really
put
over
the
\-oice.
When
I
compare
that
early system with the $5000 Western
I'-lectric system we carry today wherever
we go, with four large horns bigger, in
each instance, than a good-sized dressingtable, and the control bo.x five feet high
and three feet wide, I am indeed grateful
for those scientific researchers who have
p.iven us such perfect amplifying apparatus.
ll'e people,
liaie played
auditorium
12.000
some ofintheman daueinij,
othersto
seated, yel ei ei y leord lias been heard, even
at the extreme ends i\f the auditorium required to take siieh a eapaeily. It is, indeed,
fo.tlisli eeoiiomy Io haze a cheap public
address system. I'eeaiise. zeherever the place
may be, the bond belieeeii the entertainer
and the patron is the amplifyiiii/ system!
Yet there arc pUces and theatres that
pay artists thousands of dollars for an appearance before an audience, that has likewise paid thousands for tickets or convert
charges — but — often as not, the performer
is badly handicapped and badly presented,
in just such a case, by a second-rate public address system costing less than two or
three hundred dollars.
Even our best night clubs in New York
City rarely have the proper amplifying
apparatus. I cannot stress too strongly
that this is indeed being penny-wise and
pound- foolish.
Cheap eeoiiomy— hut al least there is
hardly a place today that does not have
some kind of a sound system, so that I
can
only say
if has made
possible
the "thanks.'
savina ofbecause
the liuman
voice
and the possilde periiioiieiit iinury of many
a larynx and pharynx zeliieli zeould have
strained to n/rrr /.;/■ eoniers of many a
room over the loud eonversation and hnbImb of a number of people.
It is a far cry from 1929 to today, or
from today to 1929, when at most there
were probably four places in the entire
United States wluie ,iny sort oi a public
address ampli f> in?; system w as being used
—forandliisa supper.
happier (la\ fur the man who sings
Applause-getters
order: dancers — es
1. Acrobatic and ineccentric
pecially of the Ray Bolgcr, Gloria Gilbert
type2.—Comedians.
high kicks — spinning.
3. Popular song hits of the day.
4. Patriotic mentions — flag waving.
So,
'till next month —
Cheerio!
i
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A FAMILY AFFAIR
{Couli}iu^d from pai/e 9)
So there was only one thing for Myrt to
do — slie wrote her daughter into the act,
where
nicely. Marge's Charleston dance scored
But before this, young George Danicrcl.
Jr., had been born — in 1917, to be exact.
Not that the advent of her second child
held Myrt down. When he was fourteen
days old Myrt was in rehearsal with
another show ! .And, like his sister. Marge,
young
Georgeprepdecided
that he'd
had enough
schoollastandyearcollege
an<i
wanted to go to work. So Myrt began
writing him into Myrt a)id Morijc, and
put him on the air. Young (ieorge sings
well and fits very nicely into the program.
By the time young George was going
into the show, another generation was on
the way.
Donna "Marge"
Damerel
met
Gene Kretzinger,
married
him, had
and
became the mother of little Charles. And
on May 14th, this year, another youngster,
who was named Richard Gene, was born
to Al.irge. So just about the time M\rt
was "writing in'' her young son she had
toher "write
for second
awhile, baby.
to give
a chanceout"to Marge
have her
Xo, they don't stay put very long. But
neither Myrt
do they
'29,
before
wentstayon down.
the air, Back
she andin her
husband had left show business to settle
down and they operated a real estate
business in Chicago. They were doing
very nicely when the crash came and wiped
them out. Things didn't look so hot there;
as a matter
they allz^'crcn't
so hot.
After
years ofofhardfact,work,
their stability
snd well-earned security had vanished and
Myrtinnumerable
didn't like economies,
the idea ofcheap
goingclothes
back
to
and scrimping. And that was when she
decided she was going into the radio, with
P. K. Wrigley picked as her sponsor. The
fact that she knew nothing about radio —
never even had been in front of a mike —
didn'tideastopto Mr.
her. Wrigley,
She sallied
forth,in towhere
sell
her
rushing
agencies feared to tread. But that storv
has been told before, many times. The
net result was Myrt and Marge, as successful a script show as anyone could ask.
Afrer five years on the air, they fniished
up their contracts last .-Xpril, 1936.
"Now," Myrt sighed with a breath of
relief, "we can take it ea.sy awhile and do
some of the things we've been wanting to
do for years."
"Me,fortoo,"somesaidtime
Marge,
been aa
bride
and who
had had
in mind
home with her husband and otTspring. So,
when the contract (inished. Marge and
Gene Kretzinger built a lovely eleven-room
cabin in the San Jacinto hills, right on
the spotposed towhere
her horn.
"radio She
baby"waswashaving
suphave been
fun W'ith Gene; riding, shooting and gethome read}-.
Myrt, tingin herChicago,
how much.\ndfun slie
it all wrote
But there was an undertone of wistfiilness
to the letter; in spite of herself there nuist
have crept between the lines a hint of sadness at the cessation of so many years of
happy work together on the air.
She might have saved the effort. Because

—a

it's yourself!"
see a tall, handsome, dark man. He that's all there is to it! No waiting for it
thought a great deal of you at to dry ; no rinsing off.
first — but he has been estranged. Harmless to clothing. Use Mum any
time, before dressing or afterwards. For
"I see merry
— but it's harmless to clothing. Mum has been
you do gatherings,
not seem toparties
be present.
awarded the Textile Approval Seal of
the American Institute of Laundering as
'''/ see a trip for you — but you are being
harmless to fabrics.
going alone,
to skin. You'll like this about
"jf see an enemy. She is a lovely blonde. Soothing
Mum,
— yourightcanafter
use itshaving
on the most
delicatetooskin
your
It's you, yourself, my dear!"
underarms. It soothes and cools.
Lasts
all
day.
Use
Mum
in
the
morning
The most dangerous enemy a woman
you're safe for all day long!
ever has is herself. For it is her own fail- and
Does not prevent natural perspiration.
ings
which
defeat
her
—
of
which
she
too
And
this is important! You can always
often is completely unaware.
count on Mum to prevent every trace of
It's a common experience to meet a unpleasant body odor and yet it doesn't
with natural perspiration.
girl who seems to have everything — interfere
beauty, brains, personality. And yet one
Protect that niceness of person which
personal
fault
holds
her
back
—
a
fault
with which the social and business worlds is such an important part of success, by
daily Mum habit. Bristol-Myers Co.,
have no patience. The annoying odor of the
underarm perspiration on person and 630 Fifth Ave., New York.
clothing.
FOR SANITARY
It is the harder to excuse because it is
so easy to avoid. With Mum!
NAPKINS
there's
olTeetivcasMuni
So quick and easy to usel It takes only
— and soforting to comhalf a minute to use Mum. Just smooth a
your
quick fingertipful under each arm —
peace of mind!
MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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venIedEYCS..

iiuliilKLntc,
cxposuri;
ksiothcdistovervof
vou can makt them
CLEAR, WHITE
OMefSPARKUND

Myrt already was on the train to New
York, a new set of Myrl and Marge
si.'rii)ts in her bag !
1 lie resuh was, of course, the present
.l/v;7 and Maru^ series, an<l Mr. and Mrs.
Iviciznmcr h.ui tn lor>ake tiieir ideal new
home to come lo New York.
"W e iiad trucked all our nn nitiirc up to
the cabin ourselves," Donna said ruefully,
'and had just about got set when we had
to "What
leave." she didn't .say," Myrt chuckled,
"was that moving up there was such a
problem. Marge bought a truck!" (Myrt
often
Donnaup, "Marge.")
loaded calls
the truck
made their "And
move, they
and
then sold the truck for more than it cost

This was at Myrt's new home in Forest
Hills,Long
York.townIt's; white-painted,
on a quiet street
them
!"NewIsland
the
grass-in
bordered and utterly homelike. We were
sitting in the bright, enclosed sun porch,
and Donna and Gene Kretzinger had just
arrived. They have an apartment nearby.
Young George Damerel was lounging on a
sofa after a ride — horses are his hobby
and he's a two-goal polo player. Working
UvSecotuUl
in the show, now, there's little time for
When George, Jr., is on the air, Myrt
New
Kind
of
Eye
Lotion
Wins
Thousands
polo.
watches his every move, in contrast to the
inAmazinR
no otherneweyeformula
lotion .. .. ..with
acts anin ingredient
seconds to found
make nonchalance
her own performance. When
clear-white.
Makesinstantly.
tired, overtaxed
eyes
feel he speaks hisof lines,
or sings, her lips move
soofeyesrefreshed
.
.
.
almost
With
just
a
couple
drops
of EYE-GENE!
Stainless
as water.
Now with his and she's obviously wrapped up in
used
by
thousands
for
clear,
sparkling,
wide-awake
this
nice-looking
youngster,
who is the
eyes. At all drug, department and ic
family's gram.most
recenthe has
addition
proAnd while
had atofewthebumps
EYE-GENE
—dealyoungsmoother
as he isfor
— thehimwaythanwill itbe was
a great
for
Myrt. The crash that destroyed Myrt and
George
's stability
took heyoung
George outDamerel
of prep
school, where
was
a class officer.
But when Myrt reme bers. .
"I ran away," she says "and got that
LOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER -BRUSH >*W/*y first job in the chorus. With the job secure, Iput all my money — what there was
of it— into renting a room, forgetting that
GRAY
HAIR
I'd
have
to eat. And I was slowly starv#grayQuickly
and
safely
you
can
tint
those
streaks
of
to lustrou.s shades
of blonde,
brownit. Used
or black.
to death until the other girls nmiced
BROWNATONE
and a small
brush does
and how ingwan
I was looking, so they chipped
approved
for overcoloring
twenty-four isyears.
harmless.
Active
purelyGuaranteed
Cannot affect
waving of hair.agentEconomical
andvegetable.
lasting in and fed me until I could collect some
— will notpears.wash
out.
retouch
as new gray
ap- salary." And she'll laugh at the memory,
rich,Simply
beautiful
color
amazing
hut there's a iiit oi wistfulness behind the
Bpeed.
EasyImparts
to prove
byis tinting
a lockatwith
ofall your
own
"Then ICaster
there waswasthecoming
time, inand
thoseI
hair.
BROWNATONE
only
50c—
drug
and
(lav^. when
toilet coimters — always on a money-back guarantee. laugh.
iui<l((l :i new pair of shoes. It had been
\(r\ raiin-, and my shoes were almost
cnni|)l.'telv
I couldn't
att(jr<l
a new gone.
pair of So,
shoes,since
I bought
a new,
shniy pair of rubbers. And I'Laster .Sunday
dawned—
and sunny.
wear thosebright
rubbers
just the}'uisame.I had. . to
Mvrt's forget
gray-green
eyes look
"I'll
never
liow those
rubl)ersfaraway.
felt, draiviiK/ on me, that hot day. . ."
j "Do you," I ventured, "miss those dayssearching
glare ofcourt,
summerhikessun— traveling in the theatre?"
—andon eingolf
links,
tennis
say not!" .Myrt explodes
fhe moonlit
that fol- "Mc? I should
lows— more
everevening
is your
miscralilc "Regret
hotels? losing
Miss sleei)less
cracked nights
china
p-jrade.
Keepthanit looking
flawlessskinwithon invigorously.
tvliner'sneck,LIguId
wash-sian<ls, ((jld water aiKl bathrooms at
foce.
arms,Make-Up.
legs. How Apply
smooth,to the
end of a chilly hall? One and twohowalllovely
Miner'srubmakes
them!
day,& won't
off orTrial
streak.Stays50« night stands and layoffs and hunting for
atonI0< drug
dep't
counters,
or mailstores.
coupon withsizeI0#.at l)o(jkiiigs? No— I don't miss a bit t)f it !"
But Myrt doesn't indulge in reminiscence
find lOc StT~N.~Y.~C.
(stamps or coin) fori'\ easily;
MEncloted
IN ER^40rE~To~
as
she she
lookeddoesn't
aheadliveto inthethenewpast.fieldJustof
trial
bottle
Miner's
Liquid
Make-Up.
j
NAME
.j
ADDRESS Shade ! radio, when lier whole world crashed six

years ago, so does she face present and
future now; brightly, with ciuiet confidence
and youthful buoyancy that keeps a bright
sparkle in her eyes and a smile on her
happyquite
abouta different
the time
oflips.herShe's
shownot; itverymeans
audience to reach at 2 :45 p. m., from that
she used to reach in the evening. But she
merely wrote the type of program that she
thought would appeal to the more feminine
listeners at that time of day. Her writing
habits, too, have been completely upset.
Formerly Myrt used to write her script
from 10 he:00
a. m.afternoon
to 3 :30 p.andm.,broadcast
then rearse in the
But, with the show on the air in the afternoon, rehearsals begin in the morning and
carry oncast.right
up to the
the broadWhich means
thattime
Myrtof has
to get
her writing done at night — three thousand
wordsin athenight,
five ofdaysgetting
a week.
still
process
used toShe'sit.
And when
out ita
script,
or lastthere's
minutetrouble
changesworking
to make,
means an all-night job. Not very long
ago young George raced his Auburn to
Manhattan at 6:30 in the morning, to dethe midnight
agency, after
Myrt liverhadthe day's
been script
burningto the
oil.
But Myrt can take it. Not only that, she
undoubtedly loves it. No one who has led
as active and busy a life as Myrtle Vail
has, can sit back and merely watch the
worlda nice
go by,job even
says she'd
like
fittingthough
shoes, sheor something.
They're
settled
down
snugly,
for son
the
moment, in Long Island ; Myrtle and
George and Ellen Johnson, the colored
maid who was with Myrtle back in her
theatre days. Donna and Gene and their
boys are near by. Gene, incidentally, who
was half of the brother singing team of
Goic and CJiorlic, no longer is iierformiug
on thetion withair.anHeadvertising
now holdsoutfit
an executive
; not the posione,
however, handling Myrl and Marge. Whenever they have a chance, Gene and Donna
go out on what Myrt calls "graveyard
tripping," touring through New England,
poking cientabout
tavernschurchyards,
and such. investigating
Donna will antell
you
about
seeing
the
Witches'
Dungeon
Salem; the graves of John Alden and Pris-at
cilla; the wonderful old beams in Sea Horse
Inn at Marblehead, and her velvety, dark
brown eyes glow with interest while Gene
grins affectionately and says : "Isn't she
From the varied and sometimes hectic
experiences
Myrt's, you
niigiit expectofto this
find gang
them ofresembling
the
stage
families
in
Three
Cornered
Moon or
pretty?"
]'ou Can't Take It With Von. (No adv't).
But they'rewithout
not. They're
and
amusing,
being atinteresting
all eccentric.
Experiences have enriched their lives without warping them ; they work and play togetlier in warm, friendly fashion, loving
one another, kidding one another and always understanding one another. With all
the ties binding them together, they each
have lives of their own and interests of
their own. And while they have the friendly
informality associated with stage families,
their conversation is, unlike that of many
stage f<ilks, not exclusively about their
work
M\ rtorw themselves.
ill tell how Donna won a prize in
a (khatiiig contest in her seventh grade.
"1 can uiulerstand that," Gene nods. "She
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could still too
win seriously,
it !" Andeither.
tlicy don't take
tliemselves
"I was traveling in the West," Gene says,
"and Kate
Myrt Smith
and Marge
appearing Theon
the
show were
as guests.
nearest station carrying the program was
KDKA. in Pittsburgh, and I managed to
tune it in. Everything came through fine;
until Myrt and Marge came en. Then
I was amazed to hear the most terrific
burst
mi the
air. Theof applause
funny partI'dof iteverwas,luard
the applause
kept right on through their part of tlie
program. And by then I began to realize
it was static !"
"We had a terrible time, at first, on
that show^" Donna smiles. "We weren't
used to working hcf<ire a studio audience.''
"Xot that we couldn't face an audience
Myrt explains, "but working to an audience
while holding a script seemed wrong. . ."
"I felt I was hol<ling a paper and making
faces!" Donna picks it up. "So we dropped
the script and went on ad lib."
"Incidentally," young George speaks up
mildly, "I'm afraid there are going to be
some surprised cops out this way."
Myrt looks up. "Why?"
know, myI— connection
uh — meet them
and"Well
sort— you
of mention
with
the
Myrl
and
Marge
show,
and
I've
given
quite a few- of them passes to the broadcast."
"But you have no studio audience," I
offer.
"That's just it," George grins. "Will
they be surprised !"
"Would you like to see a picture of
Chuck?" Donna asks. "Gene — show him
the
obligingly
produces
photopicture."
of young Gene
Charles
Kretzinger
on thea
proverbial photographer's Shetland pony.
"I think it's the same pony I had i)iy
picture taken on," Myrt grins.
"Chuck has been waking us up early
every morning," Donna sa\>. "Always with
some different excu-e."
morning."
Gene cuts
in, "heso
ran"And
out oithisreasons
tor waking
us ...
he just came in and kissed us, which was
supposed
"Did it?"to Imake
ask. everything all right."
"Of course !" Donna smiles.
Very normal, very happy people, this
family. Each with enough outside interests
to balance the hard work. Myrt would
like to write — outside of her scripts — and
she probably will, sometime soon; Donna
is interested in her historical moseyings,
in photograph}- and sports; Gene, too, likes
to ride and shoot, both with gun and camera. George is an ardent horseman and
quite in love with his car.
It's a gratifying achievement. Myrtle
Vail's, I think.
the peak
of a long,
interesting
career,Stillsheat has
sacrificed
none
of the more human attributes. .SIk-'s found
time in her busy life to rai-e two grand,
likable children and heli> them become
established in work they love. She has
manage to weld a busy workaday life
with a happy home life and stay amazingly
young and buoyant in the process, taking
the bumps as they come and coming out
invariably on top.
It's definitely a fann'ly. this group, and
Myrt tateisto call
the guiding
spirit. ...
But I'd
her matriarch
or hesieven
maternal.
She's
one
of
the
gang.
Valiant is the word for Mvrtle!

Don't let Summer-Drought

get You!

Fields that were fresh and green in the
springtime become parched and dry as summer sun burns up their life-giving moisture.
In this same way, the tender skin of
your face, exposed to hot sun and drying
wind, loses its fresh radiance and youthful
attraction. Don't risk this tragedy! There's
a way to guard this vital skin moisture.
Protect your allure this magic way — with
Outdoor Girl Face Powder, which brings
you the tried and true beauty aid — Olive Oil!

Olive Oil is a "Fountain

of

Youth" for your Skin . . .
Just as thirsty plants welcome drops of rain, your
complexion craves the protecting touch of olive oil.
Guard
against
destructive
with Outdoor
Girl Face
Powder
— each"Skin-thirst"'
fine flake carries
a tiny
particle
of Olive
Oil soto keep
it from
the natural
moisture
essential
to a "sponging-up"
youthful skin.

'.OUl'DODR

GIRL

TJ'ke ^aee poiinle^ IdeMded unik OLIVE OIL
Six luscious shades of clinging loveliness,approved by beauty experts, at
your
ond depart_
ment nearest
store, in drug
the large
size . . OUC
For perfect make-up color harmony
use Outdoor Girl tipstick and Rouge.
Generous purse sizes at 10c stores.
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History is crowded w itK i-oncluests liy w omen
wko were famous lor their lascinatin^ hair. It
is easy to have hair that invites romance - Ly
using Colorinse, a f)ure, harmless rinse that
brings out the natural sheen and highhghts of
your
coloring.
it and Colorinse
you'll he
amazedjjarticular
at the new
glint andI rysfiarhle
brings to your hair. In 1 2 shades. See the
I^estle Color Chart at 1 oilet Goods counters.
SO SIMPLE TO USE . . . .
Shampoo your hair, then rinse thoroughly and rub partly dry with a towel.
Dissolve Colorinse in wa i-ater and
pour the rinse over your head with a cup.
Dry hair thoroughly, brush it, and see
the sparkle that comes to your hair. jS^JiliilS.
IOC for package of z rinses
25c for
5 rinses at drug and dcpt

• Mercohzcd
Wax gently
off faded, discolored outer skin.
Reveals melts
the velvety-smooth,
soft,Mercolized
beautiful
Blemishes
Waxunderskin.
is a complete
beauty di.sappear.
treatment
Start
using
Mercolized
Wax
tonight.
skin loveliness.
Mercolized
Wax brings Winout new
the
hidden
beauty
of
any
complexion.
ITSE»lclnSaiolite
refreshingandstimulating
tonic. Astrinfient—
Smootlis
out a wrinliics
ageDissolve
lines.
Refines
coarse
pores,
eliminates
oiliness.
Satollte
half pint witclistores
hazel.everywhere.
Use dally.
At dru^ Inandone department
REMOVE
HAIR without
razor, iiquidAC
paste or powderfc vc
face — quickly
painless,
a Odorless,
razor.
Baby
Touch tobitter
leavesthe
puff tores
>outh and beauty
•kin.
Satiifaction
•toret
or
<end
25c
$1.00
for
Toucii
Pad^.
Baby
,
ttens (Two
3. for. $1.00
2325 OliveBABYSt. TOUCH HAIR REMOV
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SECOND HUSBAND
{Continued from page 25)

Mrs. Taliaferro, mother of Edith and
Mabel Taliaferro, long prominent on the
stage. Mrs. Taliaferro, a theatrical agent,
suggested that Helen's older sister try out
for
in Midsummer
Dream.
But thethepartsister
proved to beXifjht's
too tall
for
the role, and Helen, aged four, who had
tagged along, was chosen.
At five,
with Gus
Edwards. Atshe
six was
she playing
danced with
Adelaide
Genet. And, in succeeding \ ears, she played
a wide variety of roles, ranging from
comedy to tragedy. She was the original
Diane in Seventh Heaven. In a fantasy
called The MecropoJis Secret, she played
a 339-year-old flapper — a role she loved.
"This perennial flapper," she recalled,
"had lived countless lives. And out of all
that past, she remembered only her love
affairs ! Every time she met a man, she'd
say:Once'I'veMiss
seen Menken
you beforewas— someivhereV
arrested and"
haled to jail because of her performance.
It was while she was playing in The
Captive, a drama, translated from the
French, dealing with a sex theme of which
we are supposed to be ignorant. But the
complaint was withdrawn and the play enjoyed a successful run, during which she
received the unique gift of a genuine
Chinese slave bracelet sent her by a
Chinese prince.
In all her years in the theatre, her performances have been outstanding successes.
This young old-timer has a genius for
creating unforgettable roles. She played in
Three Wise Fools. In The Pied Piper.
More recently we remember her as the
impressive Queen Eli;:abelh, with Helen
Hayes in Mary of Scotland. And hers was
the title role in the Pulitzer prize winner
of a s,'as<.n ago. The Old Maul.
"Queen Elizabeth," she says, "is an
absorbing study. I've read every word
that's abeen
about inher.
charcter, like thatwritten
of Chatty
The Her
Old Maid.
is Such
the embodiment
conflict."
roles thrillofher,
and her interpretation of them thrills the siKctator.
Rut, as if all her work in the theatre
were not enough work for any one person
— or, i)erhaiis, with a canny business sense
that seeks <_ \]irt ssion, this slim, vivid
young woman owns and <ii)craUs, with her
sister, a thriving dress shop in New York.
"We've just opened a Hollywood branch,
too," she told me.
"But ymi (liin't iicrsonally o]nTate your
shop, of ctaii sc," \\c sn.ugcstcd.
"Oh, yes. . . . Even when I'm playing
in the theatre. Every day I'm there, at one
o'clock. It's great fun. I love meeting the
flifferint t>'pes of people who come in —
tile nncs will) si)end five hours looking at
cvcr\ lliiiiL; and buy nothing. And the ones
who know exactly what they want, and
!)uy it in fifleen minutes. This dress I'm
wearing,"
added, "istailored
one of dark
ours." blue
It was she
a smartly
frock. And the pert little hat perched atop
it. red-gold hair had a twist of red in
her
"I'm always working," she said. "I always have worked. There's always some-

thing I must be thinking about for the
theatre. A play I should be reading, perhaps. In the next room, my desk is literally
buried
play into
scriptsmy ! closet,
They'vecrowding
even crept
over thein floor
my
clothes ! You have to keep reading them—
you never
know whenfine.you'll come on something tremendously
"And when I'm not playing in New York,
I'm usually either touring the country in the
season's
or making
a vaudeville
Once, forplay,several
seasons,
I touredtour.in
vaudeville
JackHeBenny.
my oldest with
friends.
used toHe'sgo oneon ofin
his act, with his violin. Then I'd play my
act. Then, when we'd changed into street
clothes, we'd go on 'in one,' — before a
backdrop
do atheatre,
skit together."
People— inand the
Miss Menken
thinks, become too absorbed in themselves.
"For example," she said, "just recently
my sister came on for a visit. She is
married to Bert Lytell and has been living
in Hollywood. I met her at the train. We
rushed into each other's arms. And, while
I was myembracing
I asked
hear
broadcast?her,Hozv
teas :If'DidNotyoua
word
aboutforhertwo— howyearsshe! was — and I hadn't
seen her
"There's a classic story in that line, of
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne. It was
after The Guardstnan opened. He was
walking up and down the room, telling
her just how he had played certain scenes,
asking
noticedAnd,
this orwhenthat —he
how heherhadif she
put hadit over.
finished, she said : T wonder if my lip
rouge
was sensitive,
on straighttoo,"
?' she mused, "to
"We're
what is said about us I The kind, the flatterthing, wewe may
— but anything
that inghurts,
alwaysforget
remember
!
"After my first broadcast, one of the
critics
said: 'After
tlic.u- years
of fine
achievement,
Helen allMenken
has stooped
toHusba)id
appear isintrash
trash!'
I
don't
think
Second
It's not theare usual
derella story. The !characters
adult. CinThe
woman, Brenda, has two fairly large
children and the probleins and situations
require mature understanding. I think the
development
Brenda's
second marriage
is going to beof very
interesting.
What is
all that money going to mean to her?
There are going to be crises and conflicts
that will
be difficultpsychological
for her to handle.
It's
an
intriguing
situation.
There's promise in it — and there's
Marriage, Miss Menken thinks, demands
menace ..."
balance,
understanding, tolerance. "My
philosophy — in so far as I have any — " she
says, "is tolerance. But you have to have
experience,
to acquire
it." and second
Despite her
own divorce
marriage,
she does not believe in divorce,
in.
in the frequent marriages that some indulge
She said: "When I married the second
time, some of my friends said to nic : 'Wliy
did you marry again? How will this v>-ork
out?' Well, I told them: 'This time, it will
There is, she thinks, a sort of special
be my fault !' "
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affinity lictween people of the llicatrc and
those whose professions are meiHcine, or
the church. Which, slie maintains, augurs
for success in marriages between them.
"In a sense," she explained, "the minister
and the doctor are playing roles— they arc
the spiritual adviser, the ounifortcr. tlic
healer. They must, to a certain extent,
dramatize themselves and tlie situation between them and the jiatient or parishioner.
I find th;it and
liarnion\
profession
mine. between
It makesni\-forhusband's
mutual
understanding and synipath)'."
"W'oidd
you." more
we time
asketlforiicr.
retire?
To have
home"like
life?"to
"Well
—
some
day.
of
course.
But
I
to grow old gracefully in the theatre want
...
Lee Shubert says a woman isn't old enough
toaround
play anthirty-six
ingenue till
forty ! I are
thinka
or she's
thirty-seven
woman's best ages in the theatre.
"I w-ant to do some movies, too. I was
going to do one for Universal, this summer, called Delay in the Sun — but it got
delayed ! The scene was laid in Spain —
and the Spanish situation made them decide
to postpone it.
"Then — of course, one doesn't look more
than a day ahead in this business — but 1
wantRadio,to doHelen
moreMenken
in radiothinks,
..." that already
gives us the best in music, can and will
give us the best in drama — eventually, perhaps, with television, supplanting the stage.
She
doesn't
agree age
withof those
wholistener
think
the average mental
the radio
iswriting
twelvedownyears.
She
doesn't
believe
to that supposed age. in
In one script, recently, she wanted to
say; "That was very gracefully put." But
ffER

the form deeidcd upon wrfs : "That is Just
ivhat
thought
"Colorful"
words,I she
thinks,you'dmakesay."
dialogue
more
arresting and intriguing.
"1
believe
radio
listeners,"
she
said,
ureeisely the same pe .iile wlio go to "are
the
tluatre
. . . itPeople,"
slu> niusjd,
"pan
radii I, iH-e.iu-e
eosl. n,,tbin,y.
The theatre
is (. xiu iisu I . iiiM\ ii s are elieap, and radio
is free, llieriioie we jian it! We never
apiireeialc thint,'> w e ,uet for nothing I"
I'ursuinu
the wants
thoiiiibt.to raise
slie acUlcd
"President Roosevelt
more : money.
(iMe.sn'l
he
tax
each
of
us
one
a da_v inv ow radios? No one would cent
feel
such a tax — the poorest jierson could pay
it.
.And
three
dollars
and
sixty-five
cents
a year from over one hundred and twenty
million
peo])leshied
wouldaway
be a from
lot of the
money!"
lint we
grim
thought (if further taxes!
you thelike,"stagewe and
asked,you "ifareradio
does"Would
supplant
not
tied to town, to live in the country?"
"Perhaps , . . " She was a little doubtful.
"I love the country — but, in a small town
you haven't the freedom you have in the
city. You're more conspicuous there . . .
York,"cityshe insaidtheenthusiastically,
the"New
grandest
world. You can"is
live in a tiny furnished room, or in an
attic, though your friends may live in
palaces. No one asks where you come
from or what you have. You can go out
an\\vhere, without an escort. One evening
Judith Anderson and I decided to have
dinne-r
Ritz inandthego tailored
to a movie.
went toat thethe Ritz
suits Wewe
happened to be wearing. Everyone else
was in evening dress — but no one stared.

FRESH

UAfVfES-A

No one orcared.
You f)n
couldn't
do that init
London,
in Paris.
tlie Continent
wouldn't e\-en he safe. Sn, thmmh I may
some day li\e in the cnuiilr). 1 shall always
love Ni-w- \'nrk, 1 lii\'e r\er\ thing about
it—Theand hard
I've h.md
been i.fpmu-pnverty,
in it, tim."
h.iuever. iiad
no ]i;irt in sh,i|iing tlie -uiiiii in which we
sat. It had .i cnn], funiia! lie,iul\ , an ;itellectual rather tlian a sinsumis chaiin.
NeverthelessTheit was
l'mitel>
and
hospitable.
s,,f; di-r.ix
tiuuhunie-like
i,f the walls
and the white wu- (Kvnrk was l el eated in
the gray velvet niu, fringed with white.
Twin sofas of gray velvet, with small white
velvet cushions, stood out from each side
of a green bronze fireplace. Between tliem
a low white table with a mirror top, on
which were trays and cigarette containers
of silver and crystal. .\ similar table stood
across the room, ni front of a green silk
sofa, flanked by two small chairs covered
in pale yellow silk. Behind theiii, on the
wall, a wide lilack mirror. White can<lles,
set in silver, with glittering crystal drops.
White peonies on the ebony piano . . .
"Well," w^e murmured, glancing about
the room, "this is close to the sky — but
hardly an attic ! Did anyone help you," we
asked
hostess,godmother,
"in your tocareer?
there our
a fairy
changeWasa
Village attic into a Central Park salon?"
laughed.
I never1
hadHelen
anyoneMenken
to help
me. I"Nooftenone.wished
had . . . Except — " her voice was suddenly
soft, breathless, "my husband . . . He helps
And,Brenda
as we issaid
added with
: "I
hope
goinggoodbye,
to be asshe happy
herme Second
. . " Ilushaiidl"
5'DAY

DRESS!

WELL,1
JOAN
TODAY,DID,LUX
TAKES IT ALL
AWAY,
YOU KNOW
IT KEEPS
A (T^N
NEW
AND
HONESTLY
(i'
DRESS LIKE_--Sri?_
Dresses absorb perspiration
odor. • . Avoid Offending
Dainty women shrink from offending others.
They Lux their dresses often. Any dress
safe in water is safe in Lux. Lux removes
perspiration odor completely — prevents
offending. Lux has no harmful
alkali and with Lux there's no
injurious cake-soap rubbing.
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{ContinuedVOICE"
from page 38) ANDY
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pursued education across the plains to St.
Benedict's
Kansas.
Xe.xt on the College
list was inSanta.Atcliisoii.
C lara University and then, for some reason or other,
hewhere
woundhe was
up ata .-Xrizona
Teachers'player
College,
better football
than
a potential teacher.
"Dad died in Los Angeles, in 1926," Andy
continued, "and I came back here for the
funeral. E.xpected to stay only a week, but
somehow I've been here ever since, .\bout
that time I iieard that Univers.il was maka k)otballto series
called I'lwJr.,Ci>llc!iiaiis.
so Iing went
Carl Lacmmle.
and told
him Ier.wasHed .Arizona's
greatest
footballmeplay-or
never heard
of cither
.Arizona, .so he gave me a jub. It lasted
for a while, then talkies ari i\e:l and I was
through. They told me it was ou account
of Somy .Andy,
voice." whose voice got him his first
break in radio, was fired from pictures. He
got himself a job as lifeguard on the beach
at Venice, California, but the damsels in
distress never gave him much of their time.
There was a handsome lifeguard on the
same beach, so most of the alleged drowning was donein in1930,
the other
Finally,
Andy guy's
wentterritory.
back to
Junior Laemmle at Universal. Laemmle
listened,
and
decided
.Andy's
strange
might be okay for sound. So he drewvoice
the
comedy lead in The Spirit of Notre Dame,
with Lew .Ayres and Sally Rlane. The
of that and
is thatthathe'sgravel
still pays
under dividends
contract
toresult
Universal,
every week.
.Andy's first radio experience was with
his old friend and counselor, I'ing ('rn^^liy.
The criioner
has been for
a pal
fur
years,
which accounts
the laet.Xmly's
that the
I)e\ ine \dcal phenomenon (irst rent the airwa\es in 19,35, when he ai)peared as guest
on I'ling's program.
"About a year after that, while I was
still
"I wasI
playingwaiting
golf for
one offers,"
day withsaidJack.Vndy,Benny.
beat
him,
and
he
asked
me
if
I'd
like
to go
on the air. I told him sure, so nothing
Nothing, that is, until Jack started that
terrific
and colossal epic of the West, Buck
happened."
Bejiny h'ides Atjain. Jack remembered
.And}', and that's why his rasping voice has
been since.
a<kling laughs to Benny's program
ever
"Jack," says Andy, "is one of the greatest
guys
in the world.
Heck,to he's
greatest
He wanted
me to come
NewtheYork
with !
him, a few months ago, when the program
was being broadcast from there. Invited
my wife along, too, and he was going to
pay all our expenses. But I was working
at the studio, in The Road Back, so Buck
Benny had to ride alone. And that was
a tough break for a guy who's never been
eastAndy's
of Detroit." is a tough one. He
works six schedule
days a week in iiictures, and

when he was on the Benny show he reht arsi'd Saturday night and Sunday morninand spentStudio.
the rest of Suiidav at NBC's
ilMll\wood
•■Outside iif the actual hro.adcast," said
.Aii(l>', "we got niiist of the Liiighs at the
Saturday night reliearsal. .AH of us sit
around the room in a circle, and Jack
stands in the center with the script. You
may not believe it, but he does the whole
program for us, all by himself. Reads all
the jiarts, including Don Wilson's plugs
for Jell-0.
It's a howl,
only it,I'mtheafraid
that,
if the sponsor
ever heard
rest
of us would lose our jobs and they'd put
JackFunniest
on as incident
a one-manAndyshow!"
can recall happened one night during the regular Sunday
broadcast.
"We were doing Buck Benny Rides
Afiain, and the sound man was whacking
two cocoanuts on a table, to get the sound
of horses hooves. Right in the middle
of the thing he dropped one of the cocoanuts. Everyone but Jack was sort of petrified. He just stepped up to the mike and
said;
'Holdlater
on, thar!
horse hisfellcocoanut
don'ii!'
A second
the guyMy found
and Buck Benny rode again!"
.Andy hasn't
definite
moment,
but heanyhopes
whenplans
fall atcomesthe
around
he'll
be
back
on
the
airlanes
He really wants to go back with again.
Jack
Benny,
talk foraround
that some
sponsor but
will there's
grab Andy
a featured
spot
onbe more
his owngoldprogram.
thatancient
case, there'll
dug out ofIn that
gravel
Right niiw .And\' has three possessions
he's iiiight\' priiud (if. They're his wife,
w ill mi he married in l''3,\ his son, Timothy
.Andrew Devine, better known as Tad, and
his
trailer.it .Aiid\'s
his trailer,
pit.
he takes
with himso tofmidtheof studio,
and
his bosses have been kind enough to let
him
wheel soit herightcanonuseto the
he's
working,
it forset awdiere
dressingroom. .At the moment it's sort of crowded,
because
merville.he'sOn sharing
a clear itdaywith.AndySlimtipsSumthe
scales at two hundred and seventy-five
pounds, and Slim stands six feet six in
.Andy's
socks — so conditions are slightly less
than ideal.
The apple of his eye, of course, is young
Tad, who will one day grow up to be quite
a wealthy guy. The reason is that every
week
man slips.At athehundred
into hisTad's
bank oldaccount.
moment bucks
Tad
is going on three, wliieii means that,
when he's twenty-(inc, iie'll be C|uite a
solvent catch
I'ut It.Andy
worried
about for
him, thejustladies.
the s.anie.
seemsis
something terrible is emniiig i.iver Tad.
"I don't know whether 1 ought to tell
it," said .\ndy, sadly, "but I found it out
over a year ago, when Tad first learned
to talk. It's pretty awful — but he sounds

just like OF
me!" MIRTH!!!
COMING!!! THE MASTER
W. C. Fields, of the new Chase and Sanborn Hour in a grand story!
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ISN'T THIS A
FINE ROMANCE!
{Continued fi
youngster with impudent eyes. A nice
kid. a swell voice, but no appeal. Then,
one night, he went up to see her, and
there were two other fellows there. Dell
wasn't
jealous.
felt sorry
Meri Bell.
They Hewerejusttypical
Broadwayfor
boys — loud shirts, screaming ties. Dcscdosc-dem boys, that a nice girl shouldn't
know.
To stayprotect
her, Dell
he'd Meri
outthem. When
they decided
finally left,
Bell, tired and gallant, explained that they
were vaudevillians — she had met them
while traveling once with a show, and they
had been kind to her, so she wanted to be
kind to them.
Dell says, now, he felt real sorry for
her. She really was sort of sweet and
very innocent. He rose to go — then turned,
and kissed her softly, just once. And
then he was gone.
Meri Bell thought about that kiss several
times, the next day. After all, Dell Sharhutt was different — in more ways than
light bulbs!
He came again, a few nights later, and
they had dinner together and played
Russian
it wasas time
Dell :
to go. he Bank.
went to\\'hen
the door,
usual.forSaid
"Well,
good night,"
and him
left. back. She
But Meri
Bell called
said : "Last time you came, you kissed
me when you left !"
and groaned
"Is
thatDellany looked
reason atwhyherI should
kiss you: this
time?
Danics
are
nuts!"
And
the
door
slammed after him.
He was, Meri Bell decided, a funny
fellow. Probably hard to manage . . .
Then she forgnt about it. There were too
many other things to think about.
The next week she was offered a job.
touring with an air shciw. So she packed
her bag, said gnodbye to Xcw York and
Dell Sharbutt— and for cigiit months she
ofdidn't
iiim.hear from him and seldom thought
When she finally did hit New York
again, on her way to Xew England, she
happened to be near tlie studio, and gave
him
to saywith"Hello."
He asked
her
to goa toringdinner
him. Her
train left
that evening. It was a winter night and
New York was locked tight in a blizzard.
They had an early dinner and he went
to the train with her. The town was
blanketed with snow, and he teased her
because she was licading north in a blizzard, and told her there was no cfilder
place
earth than a small New England
hotel onin midwinter.
The next night she knew he was right !
She filled the tub full of hot water and
jumped in, to thaw out. The teleplione
rang. It might be something about an
early rehearsal call. So she jumped out
of the lovely hot bath, wrapped herself in
a towel and robe, and went, shivering,
dripping, to the phone.
It was Dell Sharbutt — calling from New
York, to tell her gleefully that he was sitting in front of an open fire in his New
York apartment, with plenty of steam heat
and a hot toddy by his side— and didn't
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! she wish she was there? She says she
was mad— until she learned that he liad
I phoned every hotel in town until he located
j her. Then she figured there must be
something- to it. only he was really cni:y
—and she didn"t like him much, anyhow !
; howTo they
this happened
day theytodon't
know exactly
^ct married.
But,
three weeks after the blizzard, Meri Bell
was back in New York, and Dell Sharbutt
was going up to see her every night, instead of just once in a while, and staying
late to make sure that nobody else called
after he left. Then, all of a sudden, one
: night he said: "What would your mother
{ say. if we got married?"' And Meri Bel!
j said casually : "Oh, I don't know ... I
j guess
like —it."they So called
the nextup
day — itmaybe
was she'd
a Friday
everybody
they
knew
and
said
:
"We'reto
going to get married tomorrow. Want
come around Sunday and help us celeThen, having made it official by announcingriedit, they
do it.in They
down athadCityto Hall,
New were
York, marand
brate?"
pretty sore they were, too, because the
city eiuployees were so matter of fact
Couldn't Andtheydifferent?
see that this was
aabout
real It.
romance?
Today you could search New York with
spotlight and spyglass and never find a
happier couple. Of course, Dell knows
now that Meri Bell is not a tall, lanky,
yellow-haired kid, but a slim and lovely
young woman with natural blonde hair
and a peaches-and-cream complexion any
girl would envy. And Meri Bell realizes
that a calm and casual lo\er can turn into
a most romantic husband.
Just recently they took a big, roomy
house out in Forest Hills, Long Island,
where they are living happily ever after.
Their
joy isStinky.
a bright-eyed
Scotch pride
terrierandnamed
When black
they
aren't working or entertaining an apparently endless
of guests,
find them
on procession
the golf course.
Dell you'll
is a
proud
member
of
the
I
folc-in-One
and won their tournament last year. Club.
dog, quality
success,satin
golf now
— yes,! And
life
is Love,
smoothhome,
as high
both of them have hit enough rough spots
in the past to appreciate its smoothness.
Dell can remember, a few years back,
the lonely, bitter days when he had to
make good, or else. When he chose to
go into radio, Dell was compelled to leave
home and cut himself ofif completely from
his family.
always a toheart-breaking thing forThat's
a youngster
do. And
especially hard when life at home always
has been pleasant and happy and full of
deepDellafYections.
was the only son. From the time
he was a tiny child, his parents planned
that someday he should be a fine lawyer.
Throughout childhood and youth, his
training,
hopes and He
dreams,
[jointed himhis forparents'
that profession.
was
inwas his third year of law school when he
— studs mil; law by day, sinuing
At the end of the month he si
lather his check from the l)ri ^tni'.;
company. It was for a hundred and
seventy-five
dollars.
fatherto looked
the check, then
said His
shari)ly
his boyat:
"That's too nnich inoney for a young fellow \ijur age to be making. i'"orget radio
and get back to your books."

But Dell couldn't forget radio. Especial y he couldn't
that
some young
lawyers, when
who he
had found
graduated
years before him, considered themselves
lucky if they earned a hundred a month.
He had luade almost twice that much in
his
Still, it wasn't
that spare
lured time.
lum, really.
It was thethe money
job —
singingment ofsongs
you
liked,
the exciting
moquiet tenseness before
you went
on the air, the pleasant, friendly "let
down," when
show As
was night
over —followed
the atmosphere of thethe studio.
night. Dell realized more and more that
he never could be happy in a law ofifice. He
put the problem up to his father and
mother. But they were firm. Law and
home, or radio and no family ! Dell chose.
He couldn't
stay inHeTexas
the break
with
his family.
came after
to New
York
and g(U a job. not as a singer, but as an
announcer. He is announcer now for Guy
Lombardo, for
for and
Pun forin
Szcinf/tinic,
with TimandandI'a,Irene,
Broadivay Varieties. His successful rise
is a well-known story in radio now.
It wasn't until Dell was on national
hook-ups, and the home-town folks were
lavish in their praise, that his parents forgave him for disappointing thein so bitterly. and
They areeverybody
very proud
of him now,
of course,
is happy.
While Dell was fighting loneliness and
struggling for a firm hold on the air, Meri
Bell was having battles, too. She had her
first fling at radio in Indianapolis singing
over a small station. Everybody liked her
voice, but sumehow there was no sponsor
who needed her at the moment, and she
was off the air again in a few weeks.
She got a job as a stenographer, and
might have given up singing altogether,
if she hadn't dropped by the studio one
day
to her friends,
and
there toshesaymet"Hello"
Guy Lombardo.
He asked
her
to
sing
for
him.
No,
he
didn't
give
her a job. But, a short time later, up in
Chicago,to Gus
he mentioned
Bell Arnheim
and her
voice
Arnheim.Meri
It was
who brought her to Chicago and gave her
a job. After that she toured the country,
singing in most of the better night clubs,
and even taking a brief fling at pictures,
doubling in singing sequences for Kay
Francis,stars.Joan Blondell, Jean Harlow and
other
Like most ambitious kids. New York
was outhermoney,
goal.sheAndhad even
if sheof came
plenty
talentwithand
bright hopes and lots of grit. Still, if
Dell Sharbutt had been any good at Russian Bank. Meri Bell might be back in the
Middle West instead of singing with Ray
Sinatra's orchestra on the Kara hour.
Plans for the future loom high and shining. Success came to Dell as an announcer, and he's pleased with it. But
itwellisn'tpredict
enough.
People who
him
that greater
fame know
will come
(o him when he gets back to his singing.
And Meri Bell? She's happiest just beini^ Mrs.
Sharbutt.
turning
downDell
auditions
for new She's
shows, been
becuise,careif ofshe I 'ell.
had more
work,as hisshe secretary
couldn't
l:ikv
Slie acts
anil -encral nianat^er. .And it's a big job.
She's still in her early twenties, and Dell
is only three years her senior. So they
ha\'e lots of time and lots of talent, and
should go far together.
But, aside
romance
? from all that, isn't it a fine
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MRS. BING CROSBY
GETS CONFIDENTIAL
(Co)i!lii!u-d jrom pj;ic 21)
birthday? Well, Bing never likes any fuss
made over his birtluiay, you know. Or
any holiday, for that matter. He thinks
it's all a lot of nonsense. I'ven Christmas.
He says that Christmas is a rcliumus festival and that people have completely lost
track of that. Anyway, on Bing's last
birthday,
we thought
makecake,a little
fuss over him.
I orderedwe'da big
with
candles
and
all.
I
invited
a
fewpeople
in for the 6zy. And do you know what
he did ? He took the kids to the zoo. Tliat's
the wayabouthe the
celebrated
his birthdaywith! them.
He's
crazy
kids. Wrestles
Sings to them all over the place. I tell
him that if he must sing to them like that,
he might at least sing nicely and — and
crooningly. He doesn't — he shouts. Gary
has a voice just like his Dad's I don't
mean athat
singing
too earlyvoice
to tellis
about
yet. voice.
But hisIt'sspeaking
exactly the same as Bing's. Did you notice
?"
thatI said
I had. I said that he was exactly
like Bing in every way.
"Bing is a pretty good disciplinarian, too,"
Dixie went
spanks
them.on Butconfidentially.
you know that"Hevoiceneverof
his when he lets it go — all he has to do is
yell: 'Hi, there!' at the children and
there'sSeekinstant
He plays
and
with obedience.
them, and Cops
and Hide
Robbers. He rides their scooters and kiddie
and Iwithmustthem,
say ducks
that's them,
a pretty
Hecars,swims
has sight
water !
fights with them. He hears their prayers
and tells them bedtime stories and is up
with them at the crack of dawn every morning.
"You know,"
Dixie bemeditated,
thought
Bing would
the way"I heneveris.
Never! He's so serious. He's so quiet.
He's
but mehe never
that
he is.oftenHe worried,
never tells
anythingsaysabout
his worries or problems. But I know him
so well, I ran tell. And he gets more
serious and more dignified and quieter and
quieter
goes on.theWhen
the kidsas istimepractically
only he's
timewithhe
ever lets loose and acts crazy. We never
go anywhere, you know. We almost never
Bing won't
orgo toanyparties.
other night
clubs.goHeto the
saysTroc'
that
when he goes to a night club he feels just
like
work. youHe know.
sang in About
places
like he's
that going
for soto long,
once
or,
at
most,
twice
a
year,
I'm
able
drag him out and we go stepping. Andto
when we do, he stays till the last trumpet
blows. He is always the last to go home.
Bing, who was the craziest Indian alive
when he began, you know, in the old days
(I think wasof one
themof asthe 'the
old days'
when
Rhythm
Boys, now)
with
Paul heWhiteman!
"I think," said Dixie, di.scerningly, "that's
the
real reason
out.
He knows
himselfwhytooBingwell.won'tHe goknow^s
that he likes to have some drinks, and
then some more drinks. And he just

^^^^^ eKuaprotec"«
• INisiy
ction, y
than Regular.
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- CIL
FREE PEN

LILLIAN
CREME NAIL POLISH
Don't mar beautiful hands with a nail
polish that streaks on your nails when
it goes on and chips off after a couple
of
days.Try Don't
shades.
the new wear
LADY out-of-date
LILLIAN
Creme Polish in Rose, Rust and
••Smoky" red colors. LADY LILLIAN
is approved by Good Housekeeping.
Special 3c Trial Offer
For generous trial bottle send this ad
and 3c stamp to LADY LILLIAN,
Dept. M-3, 1140 Washington St., Boston,
Mass. Specify shade you prefer.
Conveniently On Sale
At 5 and 10 Cent Stores
HOW TO BE LOVELY
ON HOTTEST DAYS
No need to neglect your complexion
because
creams areJustunpleasant to usemostin hotfaceweather.
try the
new ARMAND BLENDED CREAMI
You'll find
cooling,on warmest
refreshing days.
— delightful to useit even
Ask foi ARMAND BLENDED CREAM
at your favorite toilet goods counter.
Mail this ad to Armand, Des Moines,
Iowa, not later than September 15,
1937, for free sample.

1. Cannot irritate skin,
cannot rot dresses.
2. No waiting to dry.
3. Can be used tight aft
4. Prevents
Stops pe ipiration 1 to 3 day:
■idoT-arm odor. A white
greaselesi vanishing cream.
ARRID
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39(f a jar

doesn't
he miglit
tempted.go Heanyneverplacetakeswhere
a drink,
not evenbe
beer, during the week. only on very
rare occasions, on a Saturday night, can he
l>e induced to have one or two highballs.
-So, we just stay at home, go to bed every
night
at ten places
o'clock he— and
o'clock.
Tlie only
everI mean
goes ten
to are
the
homes of our few intimate friends, the
Dcx-ines, tiie Dick .Arlcns, the homes
of.\n(i\him.some of the bovs who are on the air with
"He has absolutely no personal vanity.
It's almost unbelievable, even to me. I
can't understand it. I've given up trying.
Ring's not
mothertry told
me, ages ago,
that SheI'd
better
to understand
Bing.
never had ! But it really fascinates me,"
said come
Dixie, through
seriously,all"tothewatch
a man Bing
who
has
adulation
has
had,
all
the
girl-crush
and
fan-crush
avalanche to which he was, and still is,
subjected, and to realize that he just isn't
eonscious of it. Maybe he isn't conscious,"
laughed
Dixie, mischievously,
"maybe that's
the
explanation
of it !
"I
told
Bing,
by
the
way,
that
you wereI
coming over to interview me, Gladys.
asked him if he wanted me to tell you the
real truth about him. He said: 'Snre,
why
And sung
I said:your'If last
I do,song
my good
man, not?'
you have
over
the air!' It didn't faze him!
honestly,
really isWhen
unbelievable.
He"Butnever
looks hedecent.
Harold
Grieve
'did'
our
dining-room
for
us
saw it, kind of formal and elegant and— youall
— I said : 'Imagine the Crooner dining in
that, in his sweat shirt!' Which," sighed
Di.xie indolorously,
"is the Ivery
he does
dine
! Aw] nothing
can thing
say has
any
effect. I tell him I like the Herbert Marshall type, sort of dignified and wearing
niorning coals and striped trousers, the
kind who 'dress for dinner' — and Bing just
laughs and says : 'Yeah — want to get youranothershirt
boy?'! and
goes intonic dinner
the self
sweat
He makes
furiousin!
Even when he's broadcasting — well, have
had.
youI said
ever that
sern Ihim?"
"Thenupyouthere
know,"
sighedof Dixie,
"that he
stands
in front
that audience,
wearing a shirt, a pair of trousers, no tie,
his hair guiltless of a hair brush since
early mornmg. When we go to the races
or to tennis or golf matches — almost the
only
he'll goanat oldall —polo
he'll shirt,
trot offan
with places
me, wearing
ancient pair of flannels, looking like something that should be on relief! And when
I speak my piece about it, he says : 'No
one's going to look at they're going
toI tell
lookhimat the
thathorses.'
/ might And
like heto believes
feel proudit.
of him, tliat I like to know that people
arc looking at us and saying: 'There's
Bing it.Crosby
and his wife.' He still doesn't
get
porTilings
tant to Bing. like that are just unim"I tliink one explanation is," laughed
Dixie, "that I'ing really doesn't like -vnmen.
1HisIc's twotypically
entirely
a man's
man.
major and
passions
in life
are horses
and golf. Tlie sport of kings, the sport
of men. I don't mean that he's a womanlialcr. I'ing would never think of such a
thing. He wouldn't be that dramatic al)out
.-mylhing, lie just isn't aware of wnnien.
lie isn't 'noticing' when it comes to women.

He thinks we are all very well in our
way and in our places. Wives and mothers
are necessary, of course, and very nice.
But
beyond
sphereswear.
— no. HeHe never
notices
whatthosewomen
never
knows what I have on. I've spent an evening out with Ihng — one of our rare eveand totsy
I'll belittle
all number,
done up andin when
some
brand nings—new
we get home Bing won't even be able to
tell me once
what heard
color I've
I've
never
himbeenmakewearing!
a remark
about
any
girl,
one
way
or
another.
I've
never seen him even attempt a mild flirtation. It's wonderful !
"He's absolutely
sciousnes atall. Hewithout
provesanythatself-conby the
way he behaves when we do go out. When
you can get him into a night club, for
instance, he'll take over the whole show.
He'll sing all evening long, because he enjoys it. Because
havingstrikes
a good
You can
tell that he's
it never
him time.
that
Bing Crosby is singing. He's completely
unaware
any connotation.
having fun, asof Joe
Doakes or anyHe's
otherjustcitizen
might do on an evening out. One time, in
New York, we went to the movies. They
had one of those 'sings,' where the words
of songs are flashed on the screen, an organist plays, the audience joins in. And Bing
just stood up there and sang at the top of
his lungs. It never occurred to him that
everyone in the place would know that
Bing
Crosby
couldn't
rniss that
voice —wasand singing
would —mobyou him.
He
thought, if he thought about it at all, that
he had just as much right to stand up
there and sing as any Rotarian visiting
New York. And would attract about the
same amount of attention, no more. 1
nearlyanddied.pullI had
take inhim hisby seat
his coattails
him toback
and
shush him up. Before we were surrounded.
"He's crazy about his work. But it's a
business
He's interested
in it,a
just as a with
bankerhim.
is interested
in banking,
chain store grocer is interested in his chain
stores and their success. He's in it for the
dois. rcThat's
nil that's
as any reads
businesshis man
all. inHeit, never
fan
mail, unless we push some of the letters
right under his nose. He never goes to his
previews. He just doesn't pay any attention to the 'glamour' part of it at all. It's
nice, of course, that he's the way he is,
with
the I'ham'
bad forall him,
think.leftHeout.
missesButallit'sof too
the
kick he might get out of it, out of being
Bing Crosby.
"He always gets up at six every morning, when he's working, when he's not
working. When he's making a picture he's
off
to
studio, ofto course.
He's always
on time,the punctual
the minute.
When
he's not working, he just putters and
potters
about
the
house.
He's
the
neatest
man about his possessions ! The most orderly man I ever knew. He cleans out
cupboards and puts bureau drawers in order. He mosies about the garden, examining the flowers and shrubs and trees. He
sort of looks things over. About once
every six months he goes on a sort of
head-of-the-house rampage and asks why
the books aren't better taken care of ! And
that's the end of that for six months more.
He isn't a bit fussy about his food. So
long
what ashe hiseats.tummy is filled, he doesn't care
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"Tic doesn't
putting foron
woiglit.
We haveworry
to do about
that worrying
him. Thougli he did come home one day "What
has happened to us, Dear?
last week and say: "I want a glass of
orange juice for lunch.' 'Wassa matter,
Crooner,' I said, 'dieting?' He looked
kind ofthissheepish
'I sawWalter
my
rushes
morning.and I said:
looked like
Hiers. Orange juice.'
"Another
Ring."talked
said lightly,
Ring's
wife—
and allthing
the alumt
time -ho
amusingly, one could delect, without doing
much detecting, the strong, underlying
note of affection, of admiration, slightly
amazed admiration, for the carefree
Crooner who has "grown up" to be so
solid, about
so substantial
a citizen
thing
Ring is that
when— "another
he tells
anyone he will do a thing, he does it.
Tliat'sI never
what dreamed
I mean, Ring
again,would
when beI like
say
that
this. Even when he was a little boy, he
w^as wild, his mother tells me. He was
always into something, always in hot
water — and now look at him ! You remember how he got the name of Ring —
the old story about how, when he was a
kid in Spokane, he used to ride a broomstick horse and romp about playing Cowboy and Indian and shouting : 'Bing! Bing'.'
louder than any other six boys put together. Bing it was then, and Ring has
stuck— the Harry Lillis Crosby they gave
him at his christening is all but forgotten.
He refuses to admit to the 'Lillis' at all. /
still call him 'Crooner,' " laughed Dixie,
"and that burns him up, too !
"Perhaps playing Cowboy was also a
part of being father to the man — for all
Ring really likes to talk about now is the
race track, his horses. You know that
he first had the idea of our Del Mar race
track?
Ring horse.
ever
consulted That's
me aboutthe— only
buyingthing
his first
He thought, then, that he would buy just How could he answer frankly? How The fact that "Lysol" disinfectant is
nurses and hosthat one, no more ! Xow I couldn't tell could he tell her that one serious used by manypitals—fordoctors,
many exacting antiseptic
you
them how
at ourmanySantawe Fehave.
ranch.We're
I wasbreeding
scared neglect — a lack of proper attention needs — is your assurance that "Lysol",
in the correct solutions, does not hurt or
when Bing first got this craze. It eats
up money. Then I saw it was no use and to feminine cleanliness — had made harm normal tissue. There are many
her
almost
repulsive
to
him?
I justalways
said towork
him:in 'Okay,
Crooner.
can
the stables
and,Weif
other valuable household
• uses for "Lysol".
worse comes to worst, we have three po- IF UNHAPPY COUPLES WOuld consult
tential jockeys in the fainily.' Now I'm as
doctors, instead of divorce-lawyers, The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
keen about the horses as he is. You can't
in the proper diluhelp it— watching little wobbly-legged many a wife would be surprised to learn 1. NoN-CAUSTic.
and. ."Lysol",
efficient.
colts, being with them from the moment why her husband's love had cooled. harmfultion, isgentle
free caustic
alkali. It contains no
they are born, figuring that some day they Often it is due simply to ignorance about
Effectiveness.
active underof
precautions to insure inti- 2.practical
may win a race. There's a kick to it, no the proper
conditions.."Lysol"
... in theis presence
mate personal daintiness.
doubt
for theto
organic matter (such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).
kids. about
Being that.
with And
horsesit'sisswell
supposed
A wholesome method of feminine 3. Penetr.\tion... "Lysol" solutions spread
teach boys something about human nature hygiene
is important not only for your because of low surface tension, and thus virand character and stamina and all that, ozvn
tually search out germs.
sense of personal cleanliness and
isn't it?
comfort. It is often still more important 4. Economy... "Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application
"Horses, racing, golf — these are Ring's for the sensibilities of your husband. For
hobbies.
He hasn't
any other hobby.
He no man's love can long survive neglect in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
has
no other
extravagances.
He drives
of this obligation that marriage brings 5. Odor... The cleanly odor of "Lysol" dishis own feur.car.
He wouldn't
ap ears after use.
He would
die if hehaveevera chaufhad a to every woman. Many doctors recom6. St.;\bility.
. ."Lysol"
mend
"Lysol"
disinfectant
as
a
cleanly
valet
to
'lay
out
his
clothes.'
He'd
think
able
strength
matter keeps
how itslongfull,it dependis kept,
someone was playing a joke on him, not aid in feminine hygiene, as a means of no matter how nooften
it is uncorked.
assuring
freshness
and
daintiness.
•
a very funny one. He doesn't read much.
care been
aboutabroad,
traveling.
FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
ofHe usdoesn't
has ever
and weNeither
have
I.niN
& FlNKN. Products
no desire to go.
liloomtield,
J., U.S.A.Corp., Dcpt.8-R. S.
Please
send
the hook
"I guess I could sum it all up by saying
vs. GERMS,"me with
facts called
about "LYSOL
feminine
this," said Dixie thoughtfully — "I get much
hygiene
and
other
uses
of "Lysol."
Name
more
kick
out
of
being
Bing
Crosby's
wife than Bing gets out of being Bing
Address
CopyriKht 1937 by Lehn & Fink .PruducU Cur; - .
Crosby."
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! linancc their neighborhood appearances.
"Like all pood things, that came to an
n-1. " I'd went on telling Ralph about his
i\\n inuhl'c. l)anjo,
"Vuu joined
Charlie
band,
and then
whatDavis'
important
hing
"W'Ubajipened
mean, I?"met you?"
"Ot Ciiiirse, of ciuirse, man — are ye daft?"
ks .^we<lish but is not, was
No Waiting — Pain Instantly Relieved facetiously ' Sdlcli.
Get rid of corns by using this famous triple")'oii're
telling
the story n\ ni\' life, so
aaion, scientific treatmenttell it, laddie!" Ralph went on eating pie
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads — and I
"I'm not sure whether 1 thought of tlie
then
them.these]
It's
easy, keep
safe, ridsure.of Just
combination, or whether Ralph did," Ed
soothing,
healing,
cushionsaid,
"but wind
I think
ing padscallouses
alone onor bunions
corns,! '
we should
up asit anwasact.inevitable
It took usthata
sore you
toes,
while to shape it up to the point where it
pive
ihe
most
grateful
relief
|
was
presentable, and, of course, we
•masinable
instantly.by Putfriction
them onor [I
tender toes— caused
made really
mistakes.
pressure of new or tight shoes and [
you'll
stop corns before they|
can develop!
"In fact, one reason why we didn't dare
Usedcated with
the separate
to take Jack Benny's advice was that, early
Disks, included
in everyMedibox, ,
in
our career
we'd Tink,
taken and
the
Dr. Scholl's
Zino-padssoft quickly
recounsel
of a palas ofanoursact.named
tmovewe n tohardes orcorns,
callouses. corns behad
tried
a
similar
trick
with
a
vaudeville
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads areDon't
thin,
booker, .'\ccording to the plan outlined to
velvety-soft,
stick to stockingwaterproof.
or come off in the I
us by Tink, we promptly turned down the
bath.
Get
a
box
today.
Cost
but
trifle. Sold everywhere. a jj
booker's
of sixty Tink
dollars,hadandassured
marchedus
off to theofferelevator,
tiiat the agent would stop us, before we
could reach the car, and plead with us to
DrScholls
take more dough We walked as slowly as
we could — we even let three elevators go
])y
took We
one —vvait('<l
but thetwomanhours
didn'tin
Zino-pads
stir before
from hiswe desk.
the lol)by and, finally, slunk hack and took
GET
tlieThey
^ixtyhadbucks!
"
RID
a lotSoof you
fun seein —vaudeville,
beOF
fore
they
tired
of
it.
On
long
trips
they'das
UGLY
greet
each
other
at
railroad
stations
HA
thers and attract cro\v<ls witli
long-lo 1
their
'■//oTi' (tic r<»)(— /^||■;^'■-^■ .///!)'
■
h
RY
e
i
TO
/(■v.vir
.And
so on, through hnndreds of
r
LA
PI
D DE
AE
I^U/
Today's
mostevery
popular
eliminates
trace depilatory.
of hair. As Instantly
delightiniagni.iry
relatives.
Once
I'.d fettered
Ralph
with
handcuffs,
and Ralph
worked
ful as your choicest cold cream. Simply
on the -ynii)athies <if the station crowd so
spread on and rinse off. Ask dealer or write
Madame Berths. 562 Fifth Ave.. New York I successfullv that tliere was a ntovement
strnig u])!
;.fo,, first taste of radio came to them
1
for a charitable act the\' had per\<)2 The_\'
Xt'w Orleans,
when were
that playing
section insniTrrcd
one of
,dir Ik.ods^ The ho\s ..rganized
and a couple of them
he local ra<lio station,
FOR ujomEn
I lir\- (Iclnnlely
ihe taste. si.niehow.
,ave
llu-m a crack at a
APPROVED SANITARY f
Cliicago's
//■ but,. they
PRQTECTiaN
so
riimpress
ijular
])r<igr,im
the listeners, so liaik
li.'ndl kIn'ihcy
ll trudged
to be Warn Internally ...
Once
you
have
known
the
"ilnl we were serious about clowning on
glorious
freedom theand modern
comfort
the i.iilio, so we saved up some dougli, went
ofmethod
Holly-Pax.
of sanitary protecback
to II'CX and offered our scimccs free.
never it.go through
The\- took us." said Ralph,
a periodtion, you'llwithout
Worn
internally,
Holly-Pax
They de(
ided toinglnirlesc|ue
the show
currentl\isNonevcrfelt.
and nevershows.
popiilar
ri ci))e-gi\
tyjie of air
and
fussing with
pins or belts.by
it went over with a bang — or r.ither with a
Holly-Pax
is
approved
the Bureau
of
Feminine
Hytliud
—
the
thud
of
overllowiiig
mail
bags,
giene. PackagePof Four. 10c.
stuffed with letters from amused women lisTHt. WIX COMPANY
teners, by the thotrsands ! (4,861 women
Minneapolis — Los Angeles
wrote in, during their first year, to ask
about a method of moth prevention advocated in an unguarded moment by tlie
ho
ax
duo !) And the station began to take heed.
AT 5 AN D \Oi STORES
The lads went back on the payroll and
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each sold his trunk marked Theatre.
There has been some talk, recently, of
changing the name they adopted for their
gag-recipe show. Sister.^ Of The Skillet,
but, because almost everyone now knows
them by this name, and because as astute
a radio man as George Engles of XBC has
adviserl them to hold on to it, you probably will continue to hear these gents announced as such — silly as it may seem.
Over the C'A'.S' network they broadcast as
The Quality Tzi'iiis.
You may even hear one or the other playing such rok's as (,'n'ciul,'lyu, the (inrf/eous
DishGirl,U'lishcr,
Barbecue
or Pet /Vr.f.wc,
Plcntx, the
LoveBeautiful
ll.vpcrt
E.x-traordiuairc.
"We advised farmers to save worn-out
btittonholes and to use them for postholes,"
said Ed, "and the next and subsequent
mails
brought us gettonsa ofbuttonhole
'em. Evenfrom
todaya
we occasionally
farmer
with
a
long
memory."
"Yeah," mumbled Ralph, chasing the last
minute speck of pie around the plate with
his
distracted
We
told fork,
them "wehowhelped
to prevent
theirladies!
husbands
from annoying them with their snoring,
how to stop their husbands from leaving
the cellar light on and how to get rid of
the icicles on the back porch. I really don't
knowHad what
done without
our help!''
any they'd'a
of the good
ladies taken
them
seriously it would perhaps have been a
question of what the husbands would have
di;;ne with them! Because — to prevent snoring from annoying, the boys described, and
illustrated fully over the air, a way of attachin.g a midget harmonica to the snoring
hrshaiKl's
thereby rendering
would
\()u mouth,
say — sonorous?
To preventhimthe—
thoughtless, heedless gents from leaving the
cellar light on. they outlined a highly dubious method of attaching a bell to a moth.
The motli, on seeing tlie light, would fly
about ringing the bell and the good wife
w< iild nnirinur
— ummm
Joe—,/,'
back and sleepil.\put out :the"Joecellar
lif/hl——
.liiibrosc
is
a-riuiiin'
'."
To
get
rid
of the
icicles on the back porch, no such elaborate
niriho<|thewa~porch
necessary
yoii were
iir.'i'el_\-noburned
down
and —there
more
icicles tliere !
Ed got up to take a phone call for him.
"Ed's a swell guy." said Ralph, eyeing a
tray of I'rcncli pastry but struggling man"we ,uclago,
alonghe fine.
that, afully,while
fell Did
from youhis know
back
porch and wrenched his ankle severely?
But it didn't iirevent him from working on
theThat's
show ;ithatfactday— he!" did work, even though
it toiik three of ( 7>'.S ' strongest men to su])wliilecuongli
he .lidin it!
bI.ort
en hiin
throi,..:;!
showThey've
businessbothto
kiKAV th.it tlure's a reason for this "show
must iironto
go on, !or there's
amustnew goacton"intalk\ our— itplace,
They've aKu brcn througli enough peripatetic show liuMiiess ti. .appreciate tiieir
homes,
I''.<1 married
L;iil they
he hashave
knownan
since thetoo.eighth
gra<le aand
attractive datighter, Jeanne, now twenty
years old. ]\alpli married (ireta Edner, a
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pianist, whom he started courting in his
freshman year at higii school. They have
two strapping sons, Jimmy and Billy, seven
and nine. (Ralph wonders why the fathers,
not
Both themensons,
havearen't
boats,theandstrapping
big lawnsonesthat!)
they can mow, when cameramen come for
publicity
stills, people,
but it's isEd onewho ofhasthose
George.
George, kind
immense, shaggy English sheep-dogs, the
kind you see with the movie stars. Wits
are prone to ask Ed if that isn't Ralph,
wrapped
mind. in a fur robe ! George doesn't
They wanted to talk about their new
Kellogg show.
"It's this way," said Ed, who does most
of the writing, "we're going to pretend that
we don't
to be will
sponsored
ing with want
us, they
be ableand,to inspotarguthe
commercials witli the smallest amount of
pain, we think. We'll have our usual household-aid department, of course."
Meanwhile,although
they'rethere
not worrying
television,
has been about
some
talk about a wider screen to accommodate
their images. There even has been lots of
loose talk about diets and exercise, but
Monday lunch-time sees an end to such
chatter ! soThey've
triedhaveexercising,
the
appetites
developed
more thanbutovercome any benefits derived from the bars,
so they are going on, for the present, at
least, in the jolly, well-fed way so ably
maintained by this very lunch.
They've tried the movies and even though
Ralph's
wifelikecomplained
didn'tto
look enough
Clark Gable,thattheyhe plan
continue making shorts.
"We had lots of fun, out there in AsOH, JANE,
I CAN'T GO. m
SKIN'S
SO ROUGHIN
FROM RIDING
THE RUMBLE SEAT
THAT I'm a sight

FLAKINESS
-IN

ONE

"Held pounds of sliced ham in our hands,
so they'd come to ns in-tra<! of to the
canieraniaii," intcrrniitcd Ixalph. "Tlu'y did!
They knncked iiir (I..\miI I'.y ihi- time they
had decided they liked u-. \vc '^lA down
to business. The director diiijud ihc collar
button in rabbit grease and threw it under
the bed. The ten Mm, „lli. ,iin,K linked all
afternoon, but couldn't Imd it. When we
looked
it, ouiahuut
-l1vcntn ;.^eiul
v r. .iildii't
it! So wefor were
a jilaiielocate
back
to New York for aimtlier cellar button,
when one uf tlie girl players calmly strolled
ii\er
a corner
picked difficulties,
it up." and,
A-ide(ri from
such andtechnical
the 7:30 a.m. call and the job of getting
anyone to work while Ralph was being
fitteddoing
to a very
woman's
shorts
are
well,blonde
thank wig,
you, their
throughout
the country. One of them, in fact, is listed
as the second best seller in the United
States. This is very encouraging to men
harassed by lunatic bloodhounds !
"The manager of the movie theatre in
Ed's home town,"
Ralph,asked
"wrote
Educational
Picturessaid and
if heto
couldn't
have
the
world
premiere
of
our
first short. The movie crowd was so tickled
by the idea of a world premiere for a short,
that they rushed it out air mail with good
wishes.
"They made quite a thing out of it. Had
Ed's ma at the premiere and a band."
Thetheyboyssentcouldn't
themselves,
but
cutegetwirethere,
to the
theatre
lobby
: who apromptly
manager,
posted it in the
"A has avcc le Gable!"
Ma East is mighty proud of both of
them. . . .

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Simmons (Patti
Pickens) and Terry. Bob is tenor
with the NBC Revelers Quarfef.
toria, making our last short," chuckled Ed.
"We were supposed to wear tails for the
picture, but we didn't — we couldn't get into
"We were so fat the tails stuck straight
out!" laughed Ralph.
ours."
"Anyway,"
continued,
ored suits weEdwore,
worked"theoutlight-colbetter.
Ralph and I are supposed to be surrounded
by a pack of faithful bloodhounds, who are
to help us find a lost collar button. Actually the dogs refused to give us so much as
hello, but they slobbered all over the
cameraman. Finally Ralph and I— "
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Only ENDURA
HAS BEEN PROVEN
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150.000 Women
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PERMANENT WAVE YOUR
HAIR YOURSELF AT HOME
ENDURA GIVES YOU TEN
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Endur.iandpcrni.iiicnc
those permanent
unruly end lastandtwice
side
curls
nukes Miurw.i\csprcscm
asso long.
Enilur.i
is
so
e.is\
lo
use.
so
inexpensive,
certain. W irh.uu niaelunes, heat or electricity
jou can permnient w.ise \our unruly curls at
home
work orthinre .idISO.OlK)
or even women
sleep; it'shaveno
troublewhileat .ill)t)u .More
changed to this modern \\ ay to lovely, lasting waves.
A COMPLETE PERMANENT $1.00
The large-size
50 curlers.
Everything you needEndura
for a gives
completeyou home
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Endura
is
fcitured
.11
drug,
department
and
5 andhim lOcto order
sions. u KIrom\,niiThede.ikr
cannot supply you,
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FACIAL BRUSH
with every
bowl of

25c Complete
Ti.il; uniyou queeverbrush
v^ill
give you thetwograndest
facial
had.
Justslipitover
and scoop up the desired amount of fingers
Sevilo
Cream.
"fingers"
will dirt,
work give
the
cream intoIla 250
your flexible
pores, bring
out the
your
face
a
thorough
massage.
You'll
love
this
new
thrilling,
economical
way
of
applying
Sevilo Cleansing Cream.
Sevilo
Creom is ideal
for ita cleanses,
facial — blended
with pureiinported
olive oil,
refreshes.
NoOpal
powder-base
cream
is soothes,
needed
with
Sevilo.
bowl
holds
enough
cream
for
15
to
20
facials.
Empty
bowl
is
adorable
for jewels or powder.
Brush
complete,
better 5candandcream
10c stores,
or mail25c.25cBuydirectat theto:
LEON SEVILO, 6300 Elzel Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Ixlicvcs she would even have won the first
inize. if sheM been nll.)we<l to warhle the
soul;- she'd pers. mallv selected. '■jUU tliev
wnuldu-t
me," that
^laryhappened
deelared.to hinder
"That
was anotherlet thin,!;
nie. e\en thon-h it was a very little one,"
^1k' said. "However, this time, it didn't
really matter. I"or I was progressing
wondertully at the musical college, I'm
iiappyeveryone
to say. made
I was a thegreathahy;iissi^' almiit
the place,
and
my
talent. I was snjiposcd to he ,i phenomenal
child. My dearest amlntion w.is to get
into the Chicago Oper.i (. ompany, and I
think I would have made it in a year or
two. I was all set. But again soinething
happened. My uncle had to move to New
York, for business reasons, and, naturally,
I had to go along. So there went my
chance at the Chicago Opera Cc impany,
and, soon after I left, my teacher at the
college became a coach ,it the Opera
House!
In Xew Wasn't
York, that
Mr. ironic?"
Tippett took Mary
towithFrankLa
I-'orge.
her voice th.it hewhotookwas herso asimpressed
a pupil
of his own at oiue, instead of letting one
of his assistants teach iier, as had been
originally
planned. in"Inme fact,
w.is
so interested
that, Mr.
.afterLaa Forge
while,
he had me gi\e :m audition for Otto Kahn,"
Mary
told
me.
".Mr.
Kahn
was
also
much
impressed with my voice. To my intense
<lelight, he arranged an audition for me
at the Metropolitan. I w.is thrilled, hopeful and expectant. I felt thai, because Mr.
i\ahn
my \oiee,getting
I'<1 prob.■il)l> notreally
haveadmired
much trouble
into
ibi' Metropolitan Opera Company. So
another great moment of my life approached, lint something tra.gic happened
. .Time
. Mr. passed,
K.ihn died
and !"Mary continued her
studies. Her teacher believed that she
shoidd have some operatic exiierience, and
,arrange<l for the singer to go into a little
oper.a eomp.au}-. .She ,a])peared ,is X'ioletta
in V'n/r/ii/i/,
St.amfoid,
singing
in the in.\rmory
tluie.(_'oiiuectieiit,
Curiously
enough, that .\rmory w.is jusi two doors
away from a certain iiromiiieut giaitlem.in's
business, 'i'liat gentleman, .\lr. Lee h'.astman, whom she hadn't met ,is yet, was destine(l to become .Mary's husb:mil.
"I sang at the Armory th.ii nigbi," Mary
an NKC Heoffucame
i.d b,ip]iened
bewentin on,the"and
auflience.
to see ineto
,afterwai<l, and told me th.it be liked my
voice immensely and felt tb.il I could have
awasgreat
in radio,
him toI
givenfuture
a chance,
some'riiiough
lime later,
appear as ;i guest .artist on ,i eoiumen ial
ver\ mil. h < lalrd brcaUM I I. ll that this
night
o]i(iir.adio
up enoruionf,,r nicnii'dit
111 llir
field. .Ml|iossihilities
kinds of
dreams llo,]|e<l tbrough m\' mind as I
stood waiting
for mythe number.
before
my number,
annouiucr'i"hen
look just
the
stand with my music on it, ;iiid i.arried it
to a (lifTerent position. The music was
m\- and
eight pages long. It fell to the ground

ME?

scattered all over the floor. Of course I
couldn't get it together at once. I had to
sing 7a,Youla. can
la' lor
the first
or five
bars!
imagine
how four
it upset
me.
Naturally, I didn't sing my best, and, conI
get any other radio offers
at the time.sequently,<lidn't
"Another little hindrance occurred right
afterwards,"
said. "Although
so important,Mary
it seemed
bad at theit wasn't
time,
because I had just had such a big disappointment. Mr. La Forge arranged for me
to be heard by one of his famous pupils, a
celebrated singer who was known for her
helpfulness to young artists. The day I
wasNextto sing
— I fordeveloped
cold !"
came foran heroflier
Mary toa understudy
the
star
in
Earl
Carroll's
Vanities.
Rut her foster father, Mr. Tippett,
wouldn't permit her to do it. Alary feels that,
although heights
she nn'ght
soared tothismusical
coined)
iiad have
she accepted
offer,
she's
really
glad
now
unclefather refused to permit that
her her
to appear.
However,
at the blow
time, tosheherfeltcareer.
that she'd
recei\ed another
".\11 this time I'd i)eeii gi\ing recitals
around tlie country," M,ir\ said. "One
day
frienddate,
of mine
askedbrother
me to andg,-, anout
on a ;iblind
with her
other
man.
I
coukln't
go
because
I
was
sailing for Havana. But when I came
back and this girl asked me again, I said:
'.\11 right.' Her brother was — Lee EastBut mitan. Imarried
really washim!"six months after they
met, that Mary married the president of
the Eastman Motor Car Company, whose
father is president of the Packard Motor
Car Company. Just before they were to
be married, Mary got an offer to sing with
an opera company in Australia. It might
have led to great things, but soinething was
happening
to prevent
somethingfor
outside of hernowcareer,
that Maryit— wanted
her happiness — the ringing of we<ldiug
bells!
".Since then, there is one happening that
has recurred several times," Mary said.
"h"rei|uently l'\-e been at the point of landing a really big commercial, only to find
that
it wasit anwas auti>ini>J'ih'
And when
discovered commercial!
that I was
Mrs. Lee Eastman, everything was over.
I've sung as Mary I'^astman for four and
a half years now, ever since my marriage,"
Mary butsaid.how "Ithey
did kidded
apjjear me!
on Buick, it is
true,
"Well,
anyway"
Mary
Eastman
"a few months after my marriage, Irelated,
signed
up
bach,withwhoCohimbia.
w.is with MyCKSfriend,
then, Julius
signed Seeme
and took infinite ji.iins and trouble with
me,
build-up.
CBS
wantedgivingme meto be;i wonderful
tlieir Jessica
Dragonette.
Miss Dr.agoiiette was with \BC at the
time. 1 hit llial, .It last, something big
was
comiim
me Ingoingradio.
And a then
I found
lh.it to1 w.is
to have
baby!—
Clad as I w.is— ,111(1 I was very glad, as
you may imagine— I definitely felt that this
was the end of my career as I left Colum-
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But such was not to be the case. Mary
Eastman was at Iionic alxnit live months.
was veryBut \irv
ill. I-'.vlii and,
her life
was
inShedanger.
^llc rcc<i\cre<l
in time,
Columbia got in touch with her and asked
her to do a sustaining program.
February,
a yeara ago,
me"But,
that inthey
(li<ln t have
i>laccthey
for told
my
sustaining brokehour,"
was heartn. Ifelt that.Mar>-thissaid.
time "1I was
really
finished. For Fm not the sort of person
who can sell herself. I can only sing.
Well, I went to Miami with my husband for
the winter. When I came back, however, I
did get a guest performance on Paul Whiteman'sanshow.
The with
following
October,
had
audition,
thirty-si.x
otherI
sopranos, for Pel Mi!k. They knew me
only as .\iniib<-r
24. And
I got the nights.
job to
broadcast
fur tlicin
on Saturday
Another cnmiiicicial came along for Friday nights — Waltz Time. I am very happy
in these programs — very !
"And on reflecting on it all, I believe
that,
if it that
hadn'tI knew
happened
that Ibe had
nice home,
Fd always
takena
care of, I might have had more gumption
to Mary,
get outwhoand isdoonethings
myself." girls
of thefor prettiest
Fve ever seen, feels that another thing to
hinder her success was — her appearance !
"It's always been against me," she said.
"Fve never looked old enough, at any age,
and I don't look a bit like a singer! I
don't
and regal,
as a thing
singerthat
shouldhin-I
And look
then, tall
perhaps,
another
dered me was that I was born to enjoy too
many things, instead of having the ability
to devote myself to one thing. Also, I
married a man who, in his heart, prefers a
home woman. Oh, he's sweet about my
singing,
he's wonderful,
even helpful.
But
I know, deep
down, he wishes
that Fd give
up my career. But whether or. not all
these things really have delayed my succes , Ithink anyone will agree that every
time I was ready for my biggest chances,
something happened to stop me.
"Is fate against me? I'm a very happy
:)erson — but I can't help feeling that it
s!" Mary even feels that it's possible that
;he's
destined
become Perhaps
an immortal
lame not
in the
singingto world.
fate
lasn't
intended
it.
She
hopes
this is not
rue.
"But I'm going to do something about it,"
^lary
me. "I'm
to givea celemyelf justsaidtwoto years
more going
to become
irated singer in radio, or at the Metropolian Opera House. I have got a manager,
've got a publicity agent. I'm studying
lard. And I'm going to try harder than
ever tohave
reachnextthe two
top.years
I'm
oing
givebefore,
niysilftothese
3 do it. In that time, if I haven't scaled
ne heights, I'll give it all up. I'll believe
lat I wasn't meant to be a great singer.
i.nd I'll accept Fate's verdict," Alarv said.
Two years!
the
eautiful
voice, IWell,
hope lovely
that in^rary
two "ofyears
•om now, you will have }<iur fhcani nf
reatness
I hope
odmother! will
c,mv that
alun-Cindcrrlla's
and touch fairy
vnu
•ith
her
magic
wan.l.
1
h.ipe
that
^I'le'll
.'adicate from ynur life the phrase:
Somcthiiiti always ha /'['cils- Id /rrriv;/ inc
■om
achii-i'iiiij
my carpet
bunjc.^t will
.f/dav.^.v."
Dpe that
her magic
transportI
)U and your gorgeous voice, high, high up
linethe! starry fields where you yearn to

So a rule
was changed
to give this
Good

Ne>YS

to Certahi
People

I HAD A sister-in-law who was so nervous, in fact
for years, she would say, I am so nervous my body
itches all over and she at times would embarrass me
as she was always either scratching her foot or her
arm or her leg, and I said really you should see a
doctor
a minute.as you make me so nervous you don't sit still
She finally decided on seeing one of the best doctors in Chicago (I could give you his name at any
time) and after he examined her he found nothing
wrong. Just told her to rest more and take things
calmly. He said, have you ever used Linit. She said,
well, I don't do my own washing. He said, No, I
mean for the Bath. She said, No. So he said, now
I want you to buy it, and use a box in your bath
every morning and see what fine results you gain
from it.
I can't tell you what a difTerent person she is due
to this product. In fact, her whole appearance is different to me. Her face looks 10 years younger, she
seems so much more relaxful and can truthfully
say, her body is free from that horrible itching, ^
that she had, all due to this wonderful product.'''
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NOW

UTTUe

JOAhl

LETTERS
TO
USTENERS
(Reversing the Usual Order)
original locality.
My dear Radio Fans:
Radio, it seems to me. is the ideal medium
One of the peculiar tilings about radio
is the fact that no three \K"p\c will agree for paying just tribute to the charm of
oil what tlu'v like ah. mt a program. I be- this uncxpliiited musical field, and of bringrecognition to the melodies
ferings.lieve this is especially true of musical of- of theing national
various parts of the country.
Of course, much has been done with
In my own case, the first comments I hillbilly
mountain songs and cowboy songs,
usually get after a show are from professional musicians, and these are usually con- yet only a small portion of these are the
tradictory. Some will say that the balance true songs of the people in those districts.
of the orchestra was excellent, others that Too many are clever, but synthetic, products of professional song writers.
il was bad; some that the string section
was too prominent, others that the strings
You radio
listeners
are the
rend be bure
search staff any
musician
couldlargest
possibly
weren't loud enough. And so on.
hope
to
have,
so
I
wish
those
of
you
who
The public, of course, is not so techni- have been hearing or singing local melo# It'sson istrue,
isn'twhoit, that
the popular
perone
is always
and
cal in its approach. You either like us or
dainty, the
so play
safe against
BodyfreshOdors
dies for years would bring them to our
by daily
use
of
HUSH!
Instant
protecyou
don't
for more
generaltoreasons.
tion
from
perspiration
odors
is
yours
with
make
it a— point,
personally,
sound outI attention.
HUSH
—
use
it
any
time,
it
is
harmless
to
I
know
you radio fans like songs such as
forty or fifty people every week for frank Oh, Susanna
fabrics
soothing coolness to
and Good Niglit, Ladies,
the skin.and. . imparts
. Use it aDaily
opinions
of
the
show.
If
there's
one
item
4
TYPES
in theanceprogram
a preponderbecause you've told me so. I'd like to bring
CREAM
of criticism,thatthereceives
only sensible
thing you
POWDER LIQUID
STICK
some
heard yet. And believe me, Iyou
will haven't
!
to do is to revise or delete it.
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
The public, after all. has the final word
-♦inhospitable
our success
or failure,fromand onewe'reandalways
HUSH Tto criticism
all. Dear Listeners:
I appreciate
am sinLet
us
have
your
your punches. Let uscriticism,
know whybutyoudon'tlikepullor
thankfulyour
for interest
your kindand comments
dislike a broadcast. If we know how we on ourcerelywork.
But I'd like to explain
can make broadcastingREXbetter,
we'll do so. why it's really impossible for me to send
CHANDLER
you broadcast tickets. We, on the program, are given only a limited number of
Dear Listeners:
them, which are gone as soon as received.
somerequesting
time now, that
you've
beenthissending
I am quite sure that if you write to the
QUICKLY
meForletters
I sing
song sponsor,
request will be granted.
and that, and once in a while, when yours Again, on your
CLEARS
behalf of the boys and myself,
wasn't
on
my
schedule,
you
became
peeved.
THE SKIN
Let nie explain, therefore, why your re- many thanks for your letters.
HAL KEMP
quest was not included.
In the first place, requesting a number Dear Listeners:
PIMPLES
does not mean that it definitely will be
first public opportunity I
Say Satisfied Users of
featured. Far from it. I submit the song haveThishad isto the
CREAM
thank you, on behalf of Marge
35cPOWDER
— $1.00 you request, providing it is a baritone selec- and
myself,
for
wonderful manner in
NAC
tion or one that can be transposed easily, which you have thereceived
55c — Sl.OO
our Myrt and
production chief. It is his duty to Marge offerings.
All Drug Counters • 20c Sizes at 10-cent Stores tocheckour with
the networks to see how many
FOR FREE SAMPLE NAC POWDER
Writing
five
scripts
a
week
is a difTcuIt
Rachelle C Natural □ Write Today to —
times the same song is to be featured on
requires intensive concentraNAC, DepL 38
Winnetka, Illinois the same network the same evening. If it task, tionandon theit part
of
all
members
our
is already scheduled over the ASCAP limit, company. It is, therefore, with a offeeling
I have to wait until there is an evening of the utmost sincerity that I thank each
a full schedule.
Jfcuu out U you^ McuJk ? without
every one of you who have taken the
Even then it might n(jt be heard. There and
trouble to let me know you like our
might l)e spfinsorial objection or it might offerings.
not
withtheRussnumber
Morgan's
I onlyterest inhope
continueYou,
yourdearinan<l fitif inI feel
is notmusical
suited toplans,
my
il/_\T/thatandyouMarge.
style, it is automatically eliminated.
make or break a radio proSo you see that accommodating every listeners,gram. can
If you feel you can give any conperson
who task
writesin thein requesting
criticism, please do so. I shall
the easiest
world. Bearsongs
with isn't
me, give every structive
opinion serious
MYRTLE
VAIL consideration.
DAMEREL
dear
listeners,
and
perhaps
I'll
be
able
to
get around to your tune. PHIL DUEY
Dear Listeners:
Dear Listeners:
A great many listeners write to ask aid
Like most musicians who have spent their in securing auditions and engagements, but
• Hfelp your lip.s to look \i years
early
_\ears
in
another
land,
one
of
my
unfi
>rlun.it( l\' tiiere is very little that a
younger
—
with
Cutex
Lipstick!
Its special oil helps keep them
ra(hn aitist can do beyond giving advice.
greatest
enthusiasms,
ever
since
I've
been
srnoothf T, more alluring. Natural,
That
advice is the result of experience.
in America, has been the wealth of musir.,ra!, fardinal. Rust, Ruby.
cal possibilities in your folk music.
Frankly, we advise would-be radio artists
coming to New York to seek their
It's one of those things you take for against
CUTEX
fortunes. Competition is too heavy, jobs
granted,
and I'vehasdiscovered
thatsongs,
the sizein are
of
the country
kept native
scarce and it takes more than enthusitoo many instances, completely within their
asm to get along. It is hopeless to expect
80
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even tlie smallest amount of success unless
jou are able to support yourself for a year,
at least, have experience at some other kind
of work, or have responsible friends in
Manhattan who can look after you.
There is usually some way in which to
air your talents in your own town — a community theatre, a radio station. Try them,
and if you are capable, your talents will
soon be recognized and brought to the
attention of the right people.
LAXDT TRIO
Dear Listeners:
In all my radio experience I have constantly noticed one peculiar tiling about
criticisms of programs, whttlicr oral or
written, and that is the yrcat number of
times people deplore the lack of serious
music on the majority of broadcasts.
Xow here is the interesting paradox :
We do hear from those listeners who
want popular melodies. They know what
they want and just which selections are
their favorites. And they are just as positive about the popular songs they no
longer want to hear.
But the letters of those who say they
like serious music are much fewer and.
while they condemn popular music, they
just
they asdo often
want don't
to hear.bother to mention what
We, on the air, want to please you who
listen,likeso classical
let's hearselections
more often
fromwethose
who
so that
can
balance our musical fare. If you want
both I've Got My Love to Keep \LWarmthemandto you.
Indian Love Lyrics — we'll
give
Best wishes and thanks for the many
kind letters from those of you who know

what you like and sav so when vou hear it.
LAXXY ROSS
Dear Listeners:
N'o, we're not a real-life family! In
fact, not a single menilicr nf I'epl^er
Young's
Familyuntilis theevenprogram
renintel.N-wentrelated
another, and
on theto
air, none of us knew the others !
Jack Roseleigh is my radio husband,
"Mr. Young." Betty Wragge, a pretty 19year-old girl, is cast as "Peggy,'' and the
hero of the script, "Pepiior," is played by
Curtis .-Vrnall, whom yun iiia_\ rciiH:mlii.T as
Buck Rogers in tiie script ni that iKinie.
Strangely enough, in real life wc closely
resemble anywe happy
family, .-\fter
broadcasts
gather Aimf.jr rican
little sucials,
share
eachI hope
other'syoutroubles.
will continue to correspond
with us. We enjoy every letter received.
This letter is intended for a double purpose— to make it clear that we are not a
real-life family, and to thank you for all
past correspondence.
MARIAN BARNEY (M/rj. Young.")
Dear Listeners:
to takemisconception.
this opportunity Everyone
to clear
upI'da likepopular
seems
to
think
that
it's
the
collegians
who
set the pace for hit songs witii the public.
It's true that they're discriminating, and
when interested
we introduce
a newtheirsongreactions
I'm always
very
to hear
to it.
But, among the radio audience are many
who no longer care particularly to go
dancing regularly, week after week, as
the school boys and girls manage to do.
Among these are many of the fathers and
mothers of those voungsters who tell me

week after
latest
songs. week what they think of the
I believenearly
that enough
the oldercreditgeneration
received
for beinghasn't
able
to single out a hit song. Time after time,
when a new number has been introduced,
the first
lettersof enllegians.
saying: "I like that," are
from
parents
The Ixiy- ami uirls may keep a hit song
going,
1 t'i' ' ■ . n-ht
to add older
their
thanks lint
to niin.
nragement
folks L;i\^ t
writers and orchestra nnisu i,ni- \ . ,,i - ,.-o the old folks
at lionir sai-l : " riiat aw fnl jazz!" Now
thev sav : ' >ti ike GUY
up theLOMHARDO
band."
Dear
Listcm-rs:
Recently
all of us pot together to choose
our pet radi'i iue\e, and the unanimous
decision was "peoiile who play bridge and
talkXow.while(lonig
listening
to the ta.\radio."
tins wonkl
the brain of
an Einstein. \'oii don't do the game
tion to what your nemhli/ir is sayini: : and
you hear jiractically nothing uf what
isfinally,
broadcast.
Bridge, radio and social conversation are
three separate entities and should never be
mixed. The purpose of any type of radio
program is to afford you enjoyment from
yeiur radio. Trying to do something else
while listening to it completely nullifies
the pleasure you might get. Talking while
listening to the radio should he as taboo
as talking in the theatre or at a movie.
you bridge
don't get
pleasure
outSeeof ifradio,
and more
socialsolid
conversation
if you treat them as individual happenings.
"THE O XEILLS"
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Remove Unsightly Hair
tlie modern, feminine nay
Are
you
spoil your letting
feminineunsightly
charm? hair-growth
Here is the
dainty, modern method of removing
hair on arms and legs without a razor.
Use NEET — easy, sure, effective!
Like a cold cream in texture, you simply spreadwater.
it onThen
unwanted
off with
feel howhair;softrinse
and
delightfully smooth it leaves the skin!
removes
hairThat's
closerbecause
to the NEET
skin surface
than theis
possible
with
a
razor.
Regrowth is thus delayed and
when it does appear there
are
no sharp-edged
Millions
of women bristles.
depend
on NEET. Get it in drug
and department stores;
v.rial size at 10? stores.

AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE
NEW!
Smart,nailslong,for
tapering
everyone
! Covernails
broken,
short,
thin
with
Ni -Nails. Can be worn
any
length
and
polished
any
desired
shade.
Defies
detection.
Easilylaowth
applied;or cuticle.
remains
firm. Waterproof.
No effect
nail
Removed
at will.on
-Marvelously natural-lookmg. Try them'
NU-NAILS FINGERNAILS
Who was the most important woman
in Don Ameche's life? You'll find
the answer in an absorbing story
in September RADIO STARS.

DISAPPEAR
mittylOcUufa
Don't sightly
worry
over aun-new
freckles. Here's
way
to remove
and gently
while ynth' ' :ii 'p:
apply
face andN'adinola
arms at!• nr
freckles freshened.
disappear cleared.
Freckle Cream isguaranlr: r
36 years'
•ndin tla
Only
60c atexperience
toilet
.Or countei
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BABE IS STILL
(Contijjiicd from page 23)

can well stand a broadcast such as that of
Ruth, for the game has not yet taken full
advantage of the air waves. There are daily
broadcasts of baseball games in most major
league cities, to be sure, but the evening
baseball
hours on comment,
the air aren't
ing authoritative
and much,
being lacklittle
more
than
a
recital
of
that
day's
Babe, on the otlier hand, is a true scores.
expert
and his observations on baseball are certainly more enjoyable to the fans than the
mereRutliHsting
that afternoon's
results.
is noof stranger
to the microphone.
He was on the Quaker Oats program in
1934, a thirteen-weeks' venture in which he
appeared thrice weekly at $1,000 per broadcast, or $39,000 for the entire series. There
was a dramatization of some incident in
Babe's career on each broadcast, followed
by sometweenqtiestion-and-answ-er
dialogue with
beRuth and Norman Sweetster,
Sweetster asking the questions and Ruth
making the comments. The script was one
of the l)est any athlete ever had on the air
and Babe, through constant rehearsals with
Sweetster, delivered it fairly well.
The program was such a success that the
contract was not renewed, which sounds like
aweregag,awarded
but isn't.to those
Baseballsending
glovesin and
bats
package
tops of the products advertised, and so many
package tops were sent in during the thirteen-week program that the sponsors decided the saturation point had been reached.
It was obvious that once a youngster, listening in, had obtained a glove or bat, there
was no further incentive for him to save
carton tops for another glove or another
bat. Another factor which mitigated against
an
Ruth's went
contract
was NBC
that
theseextension
broadcasts,of whicli
over the
network,
8:45 p. in.,at awhom
time
at which didn't
tnany start
of theuntil
youngsters,
it Inwashisaimed,
w'ere
asleep.
Sinclair program, Ruth again has
the advantage of a fine script. It is written
at the direction f>f Joe Hill and gives Babe
plenty of opportunity to make intelligent
coiiiiiKiit on li.iNeliall affairs. J<jhn Reed
Kiiii; ^i\es I')al)e the (|uestions in this broadcast and >ets the stage for some keen, ex]:ert answers by Ruth. F< r this series,
wliirli
the C7)',S'
studios
.\la(I)sonemanati
.\venne,s from
the Babe
receives
$750 ona
bn.;,.l.ast, which will net him $19,500 for
the entire proi^ram. His current contract
e.\tends through July 8th.
Once the major league season opened,
i\nth's broadcasts perked up, just as his
]ilayinu used to in the old days when the
chilis were <lo\\n. 'I'he I'abe goes either to
N'ankce
.Stadiumof oreachthebroadcast,
Polo Grounds
on
the
afteriKJon
with tiic
irsnit that he is in a ])c)siti<iu to comment
on that day's -ame. He UMi.illy has a
guest
star onoureadirefusal
piooram,
so f.ii-notincclini;
with only
and that
fn,ni
•Li- r liimself, but from the player's
li st stars on Ruth's program get
■VlOK lor their tiu'n before the mike. I'.abe
tried to get Dick I'.artell, i>ei)iiery shortstop of the Giants, for one of his April

KING!

broadcasts, but Bill Terry, dictatorial
manager of the Giants, refused to allow
Bartell to accept, apparently believing that
$100Thatwasn't
one enougli.
refusal, through the shortsightednes of Terry,
didn'tBuddy
hamperMyer,
the
program. Ruth
has had
Jewish star of the IVashington Senators
and the batting champion of the American League in 1935. Other baseball figures
whom Babe has had as guest stars include
Tony Cuccinello, second baseman of the
Boston Bees, Buddy Hassett, the Irish
tenor who plays first base for the Brooklyn Dodgers,
and Tiny
National
League
umpires.Parker, one of the
Since Ruth is on the air from 10:30
(EDST) until 10:45 each Wednesday
and Friday evening, his program has a
distinct edge on the other baseball programs, other than the boost it gets from
his name alone. Whereas the others have
to content themselves with the results of
that
day's results,
games, the
and Babe
sometimes
the
complete
has a notchance
to study those results and comment on
them in relation to each other, to editorialize, as it were, rather than merely report.
An added feature is the introduction of
up-to-the-minute summaries, the leading
pitcher, leading hatter, leading scorer, and
sobe compiled
on, something
in timewhich
for thecouldn.'t
earlierpossibly
broadcasts.
Don't think from all tlic foregoing that
the Babe is an accomplished radio perHe isn't.hut Thehe staggers
Babe is reading
lines fairlyformer.well,
every oncehis
in a while. And every so often, too, the
big fellow ad libs, which causes his scriptwriters to stagger with fright. So far
the results have not been fatal. From the
viewpoint
of the
!isteners-in,
Ruth's
ad libbing lends
the program
an authentic toucli.
The Babe is inordinately proud of his
radio work, like a kid with a new toy.
Ruth has a genuine love of the game he
helped to build up and sincerely believes
that his broadcasts are an aid to baseball.
"I don't think baseball gets enough publicity over the air," said Babe, in his
apartment in the upper hjghties, one afternoon. "If there were more programs like
this,
the gameof my
wouldown profit.
say
this because
programI —don't
it could
beregular
anybod\'s
|)ro,L;rani,
as
long
as
it
took
are
known tohi;;
the K.i,i;ners,
tans, and letwhose
them names
cliat about
that
It eives theinformation
listenersin a day's
chancehallto -:nne.
luar lirst-h:nKl
about
the
game,
and
I'm
-ine
it
builds
their interest. 1 like this Imsiness of broad-up
casting, swell— everythniL; lint the rehearsals! But 1 guess we lia\r t.. through
s.inie har<lsbii!S t<. have some Inn' 1 loved
plavin.u baseball, to.., bnt 1 hated tlioM; rednc'ing
sessions I hadni to
.\rtie Mcfiovern's
e\ery thron-h
winter, atto
get in shape for the season. Yet 1 couUln't
ha\e idayed without 'em, and it's the same
way with rehearsing. I can't broadcast
unless 1 first rehearse."
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At a recent flood benefit Irvin
Cobb (left) and Walter Winchell
contributed their services on an
NBC-Re6 Cross radio broadcast.
Should toRuth's
Sinclair
program
contimie
he wellcurrent
received,
it would
seem
there
iiiiulit
l>e
a
-ix.t
fnr
I'.ahc
an
actual
l)roa(lcar^lcr i.i liall uaiiK-^. Xi>t in Greater
New York, of course, since the Vankctrs,
Giants and Dodgers have a five-year agreement not to broadcast from their jiarks.
The
Babe
to iz,,lieoutworked
of townin
to broadcast,wouldn't
but hecaremight
next fall at the \\ orld Series, wherever it
may be played.
The goBabe's
boomingof avoice
should
well inresonant,
the broadcast
ball
game, better than it does in mere reading
from script. Aside fruni the glamuur nf his
name and his fame, Ruth could present an
accurate and expert picture of exactly what
was taking place, with no guessing, hemming or hawing and no phony enthusiasm
of Ruth
the "Oh-boy-Oh-boy"
has mellowed withtype.
the years. No
longer is he the rough, tough kid wh(jrr
the
Jack with
Dunnthe chrisit-ncd
"P.ahe."
when late
he was
Bullniuirr Ori.^l.-s.
No longer is he the turbulent swa^hhnclcler, whose nights of riotous carousing and
afternoons of amazing basel>all performances alternately kept the late little Miller
Huggins between a scowling frown and a
wide grin. The $5.0()(J-fine, slapped on
him
Hug and
collected
tlie ]'i!i}L-,\\<.
startedby Babe
on the
path ofby <lecornni,
and
his marriage to Claire Hodg^, m, in April,
1929, romi)lete<l tin.- reforniati' m.
The Balje is out of 'la-cljall now, out of
it officially, but not sentimentally. He goes
to the ball park whenever he can, and
probably would be there daily if he could
go incognito and not be mobbed by his
admirers. He talks baseball all the time,
not alone on his radio broadcasts. And
they do say that the Babe may some day
be back in the game again, as manager of
a big league club. Colonel Tillinghast
L'Hommedieu Huston, who was Colonel
Ruppert's
the theYanks
were
purchased inpartner
1915, when
is eyeing
attractive
Brooklyn franchise as the spot to install
Babe as manager. And by 1938, you may
find the Babe in Flatbush l

EUROPE GUARANTEED!
• Yes! GRUNOW for 1938 halves the price of
TELEDIAL, first and finest in automatic tuning. Now
... a big beautiful matched walnut TELEDIAL console
with tioAmerican,
foreign,See police,
amateurradioand andaviation
recepn .. . only S54.95!
it at leading
department
stores. Convenient payments. Other GRUNOW Radios,
^
FOR 1938
S22.50 up. (Prices slightly higher West and South).
GENERAL HOUSEHOLD UTILITIES COMPANY • Chicago, Illinois Marion, Indiana
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HOLLYWOOD
MAKES

LOVE

Hollywood,
the
world,
knowsromantic
oil therecapital
is to ofknow
about making love. FOTO takes
ycu to Hollywood to show you
"How To Make Love."
But the Hollywood section is only
a part of this outstanding picture
magazine. In addition, you will be
thrilled and delighted by:
"Meet "Miss Anatomy'," — sensational successor to the "transparent
'S'reamline
Your Body," — conwoman."
reducing. taining many worthwhile hints for
"Backstage at Broadway's French
Casino," the inside picture story of
the
daringof night
And, nation's
there oremostdozens
other club.
new
exciting
pictures
that
you
won't
want to miss. Don't fail to secure
your copy of the biggest picture
magazine on the newsstands.
AUGUST ISSUE 10)?

RADIO STARS for September
offers you, among other unusually
intriguing stories, the delightful
story of the Show Boat's lovely
little soprano, Nodine Conner.
DON'T MISS IT! Qui August 1st.
R£FR£SHING
Summer is toilt-t w.ucr time. On warm d.iys I^Jjjfl^
stimul
refreshingSixandpopular
asnotliing
RONNIIS quite
Toiletso Water.
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A

BULL

IN A CHINA
{Coutmucd from page 33)

Alter all. the Rai Shad \- is imtliing ])ut a
Cdwboy, wrapped up in vlifct instead of
a tlannel shirt I He ride Iacross
the desert,
instead of riding the
But this
draw ing-ru(,ni stuff is ranges.
not for me — not
withdiu
a
\elp!"
Xo, not lor him! Looking at Dick Foran,
I had to agree with him. I had, also, to
deplore the idea of cramping this splendid
specimen in conventional cutaways and
capers. For he would be a bull, restive, in
any china shop. A flame-headed bull,
smashing his head against Sevres sentiment,
porcelain
Dresden
and dodads. He passion,
is six feet
three desire
in height.
He
weighs one himdred and ninety robust,
muscular pounds. He has blazing red hair,
blazing blue eyes, sometimes hot, when the
fighting Irish is up in them ; sometimes
cold and slightly contemptuous, a little cruel
in their appraisal of mice and men. He
didn't tell me that he likes dogs and horses
better than
need to. Andso
health
glowsmen.in Hehimdidn't
so splendidly,
abundantly, that it is like a physical impact
Nor does he talk quite so glibly as it
may isound,
written
stic of the man
who down.
is his For,
own characterman with
men, with horses, with the out-of-doors,
he is shy and somewhat inarticulate when
it comes
prattling
on, fluently,
himself. He towould
constantly
interruptabouthimself
while talking and say : "Aw, but you don't
want to hear about that !" or : "Say, we're
notThegetting
anywhere,
boy was,
indeed, are
fatherwe?"to the man.
For, back home in Flemington, New Jersey,
was ofCollector
the Port
of(Dick's
New father
York, one
the mostof prominent
of the Republican politicians) is a fine, old
Colonial mansion, the Foran homestead, set
staunchly among century-old elms. And
here the five Foran brothers were lustily
born and lustily grew to manhood— Dick
("christened
Nicholas
Arthur,in
Jim,
Walter John
and Billy
(nowForan),
aged nine)
the order of their personal appearances
upon this earth. They went to public school
there in Flemington, the Foran boys. And
the fine old house was stout harborage for
five rough and always ready boys; for
their wrestlings and noisy growing, for
tlicir fiinlball gear and baseball gear and
iiikcs .-md skates and music. They grew up
in a solid world, the Foran brotlicrs, with
a mother gentle and undcrst.unling and
firm, with a father they could iidiKir and
respect and be pals with.
Dick went, later, he told me, to most of
the prep schools in the country. And — ah —
left the
mostschools,
of them!as toThey
Dick
and
whatdidn't
boys agree,
and schools
should do together. This may be a slight
(•.xaL'L'i rati'Di, since his nftici.il liiiigraphy
gi\<. Kxrsl.urg Academy and the Hun
Schocil as liis two schools preparatory to
Princeton.
But before and during his school life,
Dick and his brothers spent most of their
time, week-ends, long vacations, on the
huge, 2600-acre hunting preserve which
their father owned, and still owns, in New
Jersey.
immenseandgame
lakes andAn streams
timberj)r( -erve,
lands. with
And

SHOP

there Dick and his brothers and their pals
hunted and fished and rode horses, bareback. Western saddle, on their heads, on
their hands, on their knees. They played
they were cowboys, steer wrestlers, Indians.
They hewed wood and cooked and slept out
of doors. They grew familiar with the
rough earth as their bed and the stars and
the winds as their blankets. And here Dick
grew to his vigorous proportions and here
he learned to love, as his natural habitat,
the "all-out-doors." Love it with the passion that, today, makes him eager to cleave
to it, forsaking all other film roles.
Later still, Dick went to Princeton. He
majored in geology. He played football
and baseball and lacrosse and ice-hockey.
He shipped, for two successive surnmers, as
an able seaman aboard freighters visiting
most of the South .American countries, and
the West Indies. While in college a rich
baritone voice was discovered to be lodging
in the deep barrel of the Foran chest. And
he studied voice, with opera, the Met. as
his objectives. He intended, academically,
to become
a geologist.
He said
: "I'm
glad
I didn't.
moreto merocks
Hollywood
than There
in all are
tlie ancient
excava-in
tions of other, and perhaps more polished,
civilizations! And it's the rocks I'm after!
There'sbusiness
no other
place in thein the
world,
other
or profession
world,no
where a young man of my age can make
the money I make here. And that's what
II went
want. hungry
I've gone
like it.
afterhungry.
I came I todidn't
Hollywood.
Iwriting
learnedpalshowof tomine
eat 'on
the
cuff.'
Songsupplied the horrid
gaps
in
my
diet.
I'd
paid
two
months'
in advance, or it would have meant rent
the
park bench for the first of the five Forans !
I learned a lot. I also learned that, despite
the few charitable exceptions, thumbs are
down and doors closed and faces averted
from the fellow who is down and out. The
world isn't kind to failures. I have no
illusions
Well, that's
all fittest
right,
too.
The about
law ofthat!
the survival
of the
is a hard law. But it is the law of the
herd — and I mean the human herd, too."
Dick never made grand opera. "Not good
enough," he told me, grinning. "Rotten, in
fact
But that
didn'ta cowboy,
keep me Ifrom
For, !next
to being
like singing.
to sing.
I like to sing on the air. on the range, in
the iiathtub, in church, anywhere and everyHe did some radio work. Mostly for
experience, or as a courtesy for friends.
And then,
after matriculating at Princeton,
he wentwhere !" to work as a special investigator
for the Pennsylvania Railroad. And one
of these investigations brought him to
Hollywood, to Los Angeles. In Hollywood
he met Lew Brown, of the musical comedy
producing organization of De Sylva, Brown
and Henderson. They persuaded him to
take a screen test. And a contract with
Fox was the result. He had a small part
(of course they didn't let iiim sing!) in
Stand
Up and
Lca-i'c."UpsaidAndDick,Cheer.
"shouldC'Stand
have been
the
Warner Brothers borrowed him
titleThenof that!")
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to play a leading role in Gciillcmen Arc
Born, and he did such an excellent job that
he was cast in the role of Midshipman
Gifford in Shipmates Forc.rr. It was while
this production was under way that a series
of tests were conducted for a cowl)oy star
for six Westerns, to be made by Warner
Brothers. Dick took the test. And a newcowboy star was made, then and there.
Now, on the Warner Brothers lot, without
benefit of ballyhoo, publicity or any of
the customary star-manufacturing methods,
Dick's fan mail is third in bulk of
anyone on the lot. And when you
consider that Bette Davis, Errol Flynn and
Kay P>ancis also are on that lot, you may
dimly perceive the value, the box-office
value, of Dick Foran. He has since appeared in Lottery Lover, One More Spring.
Moonlight on the Prairie. Song of the
Saddle, Petrified Forest, Treachery Rides
The Range.Rider,
Public
Express
GunsEnemy's
of the Wife,
Pecos Pony
and
Blaek Legion. And Burns and Allen have
staked their claim on him for radio, as
you know.
said:like"Ifto Ihave
couldthem,
have I things
as Dick
I would
would just
like
to contniue to do Western pictures and
nothing else but. And I would like to sing
cowboy songs on the air. At least, part of
the
like like
to know
radio
fans time.
wouldI'dmost
me towhat
sing,thethough.
I wish you would ask them for me. in
this story. I wish you'd ask them whether
they preferclusivelmey, such asto Little
sing \\'estern
exBuckaroo songs
or Home
On
The
Range,
or
whether
they'd
prefer
1) "My hairand■«asda
me to vary the broadcasts with popular growini;
rnld me
songs such as When My Dreamboat Comes friend drab
Home, and such classical standards as
"I feel like a Cinderella after using Marchand's", writes
operatic arias and Drink To Me Only With
Dorothy
W*. "Restoring
to my
hair
has really
accomplishedthea sunny,
miraclegolden
in my color
appearance
Thine
Eyes,
and
so
forth.
I'd
really
like
to know. Ask them to write in and tell me,
and
popularity.
Now
I
recommend
it
to
all
my
girl
will you?
Thousands
of
BLONDES
have
brought
back
the
my part." table
said inDick,the lounging
back
of "For
the luncheon
Green Room
glamorous,
golden loveliness everj'one admires, with
friends."
on the Warner Brothers lot, seeming much
Marchand's
Golden
Hair with
Wash.yourYou,hairtoo,in simply
and
too large for his chair and decidedly uneasily can work
wonders
the privacy
comfortable init, waving an acknowledgof yourWash.
home.Always
Marchand's
the completely safe Golden
Hair
perfectisresults.
ing hand toBogart,
Bette Archie
Davis, Mayo,
Pat O'Brien,
Humphrey
Harry
Both
BLONDES
and
BRUNETTES
Marchand's
Joe Brown and others who came into t!ie
to make excess hair on arms and legsuseunnoticeable.
Green Room and, one and all, called conCannot leave stubble because it is i/ot a depilatory.
gratulations onhis broadcast of the night
Marchand'sOdorless.
is quick-acting. And easy to use. Colorless.
Stainless.
before,
like out
to —sing
kind of "for
songs mythatpart
just I gush
Ai, the
Ai,
Ai is my favorite song, by the way. I like
FREE — Get your copy of the amazing beaut\' guide
to sing the kind of songs that just come
by ROBERT of Fifth Avenue - "Help Yourself to
out spontaneously, as well on a horse or
Beauty". Shows
correct— make-up
chartsHelps
— new
on the prairie as in a broadcasting station
fascinating
hair st^des
fashion hints.
you and
tell
or on a sound stage. I like everything
your
true
type
and
personality.
FREE
—
send
in
coupon
below
with
3c
stamp
for
postage.
that's orite
natural.
Riciiard
fav*:Nanie on Reque?;!
singer. And
Jack Tauber
Benny isandmy Fred
Allen are my favorite comedians on the
(OnAt AllSale
air. Just because they all are so natural
and human. Burns and Allen, of course. I 3 J iMuw everyone s.iys
Good
Druggists)
is
my
greatest
beauty
still think Burns' crack about 'learning to thanks to Marchand's!
GOLDEN HAIR WASH
ad
withoutcracks
rattlingevera made
paper' onis the
one airof
the libfunniest
or anywhere else ! Yep, I like things and
S
D'MO«3v
AN
CHARLES MARCHAND COMPANY, 521
City
CNewHYork
people natural. I like an actor who's
RSt.,
MW.A23rd
natural.
I
like
a
book
that's
natural,
not
Gentlemen:
Please
send
me
FREE,
Robert's
"Help
Your.self
to
Beauty".
I
cntlose
a
3-ccnt
stamp
too highbrow, not too lowbrow. I like
for postage. Or, I enclose 50c, stamps, money order, cheque, for one full size bottle of Marchand's.
people who are natural and human and
Name
folksy and understandable. And girls ..."
It's met
just Ruth
one girl
now! Six months
after
Address^
Dick
Hollingsworth,
New York
socialite, at a Hollywood party, he eloped
85
City
with her to Tia J nana, where they were
married, as we went to "press!
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Milton Berle, with Tommy Mack and Bert Gordon of the Gillette Program.
CHANGE YOUR FACE!
.. . and change your future!
ItUfemaywhenbringyou a have
different, straight
happier
featuresreconstructed
that othersnewbyadmire!
Faces
Vienna (Vienna
Polj-clinicUniversity
methods.famous
Stotter
grad-Dr.
uate)
quiclcly
corrects
Unshapely
Noses.
Protruding
Ears,
Wrinkles.
Signs Large
of Age.Lips,Pouches
under
Eyes.
etc. LowBooklet
cost.
Write
for Free
Hon." orDr. callStotler.
.SO E. 42nd St.,eCCOME AN EXPERT
Accountant
) Certified Public Accountot staff ofC: Write
inProfession
Institute ofthatAccountants.
Pays."
LaSalle
Extension
University,
Dept.8318-H,Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,400 C. P. A.'s

0 1 1 V lU 0 0 D
CURLERS
Outdoor time! Play in sun and
wind and water. 'Wonderful days ... but cruel
tors cxirls.
Lucky,theisn't
HollywoodRoll Curlcan repair
damageit, thatso quickly.
your
hair for a little while on Hollywood Curlers
and there you have . .beauty restored! At Maiil)U Beach and Palm Springs, where picture
people
"first aid"
supplyroom.
of Hollywood
Curlers play,
is ina every
dressing
Ci l your
emergency supply for summer neeil, .NOW.
In.i^r „„ Holly,,, „„1 CrL-rs!
3 FOR 10c- AT 5c AND 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS
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WOMEN

WANT TO BE TIED
(Co)itiinicd from page 31)

It means to be rent between two interests,
to t)e torn between deciding which of her
emotions
is the women
most important
different when
have an tourgeher.to It'sdo
things on their own. The restless wife
would be better off for having interests of
her own.
beforein awomen
to "Years
take theirago,place
world ofweremen,allowed
those
who, today, would have made careers for
themselves, had to stifle any urge for life
outside of the home. So, for the most
part, they made restless, dissatisfied wives,
women who wrote scraps of poetry nobody ever saw, women who spent secret
hours playing
lost Women,
in daydreams of what themightpianohaveor been.
who would have made a name for themselves in the business world, nagged their
husbands because there was no outlet for
their talents and the men they married became as unhappy as they did.
"Of women,
course whothereusedwere
wiser
their other
e.xcess women,
energy
in a constructive way and hcli)e(l their husbaiifis lt"owed to will
achieve
things they These
weren'twerealfor theinselves.
the women, who, if their husliaiuls were the
right type, helped to build great fortunes,
or paint great pictures, or write great
liook^. These were the women who bundled the most precious of their belongings
into covered wagons and went with their
husbands on the new trails leading westward and who helped them till alien fields
and begin a lionie in a new country.
"I was ])robal)ly meant to be a hoine
woman. All my heritage p.nnts that way.
After all, I was born in the Spain that
used to be, the country of possessive men
and sheltered women. But I was brought
up in .AiiKTica. I saw the girls I had grown
up with making their own way in the world,
s(j that, when the time came for me to
make my way, t(jo, it was exciting to me
rather than depressing.

DOWN

"A cousin of mine, in Spain, really has
an amazing voice and, though her parents
have spent a small fortune in having it
trained, it is nothing more to her now than
a pleasing talent. Her teacher said to her
once
: 'Whatlivinga pity
you don't
sing
for your
! Your
voice have
wouldto bring
so much pleasure to so many people.'
"I had
went
wrongto sing.
and it Mywas husljand's
the only business
talent I
had to work with. Afterwards, after my
marriage went, too, I had to keep on, to
support
small any
son. choice for me, then,
"Theremywasn't
about the things I had to do. I had to
make a home for my small son and I had
to make the money to keep it going. Maybe that's where I was luckier than most
women, who have to choose between domesticity and athatcareer."
It was then
work became more than
work, and success more than success, for
Olga Albani. It was in those days that
she
began ingrowing
up. married
For all that
she really
had fallen
love and
and
borne the
a child,
about
worldsheshereally
was didn't
living know
in. Itmuch
was
only when disillusionment came, that she
found that
wasn'tit.theIt pretty
storywhen
she
always
had life
thought
was only
she found work, that she realized how easy
it would have been to become bitter when
the fragile bubble of happiness broke in
her hands.
Work ... It became awfully important
to her, then. She found in it a thing separate andtence.
apart
rest of toherdo exisSomehowfrom
it hadthenothing
with
her small son, or the life they shared together. Ithad nothing to do with her love
for him, or the fun the two of them had
together.
It was something that stood on its own
firm feet, something that she could control
ascouldshe come,
couldn'tandcontrol
Love
could other
change,things.
and could
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GOODBYE

During a Sealfesf Sunday Night
Parfy rehearsal, Tom Howard tries
the piano for M. C. James Melton.
gowas— but
work part
wasn't
like tliat It! \\as
Her somework
tani;il)ly
of herself.
thing that could grow and becdme more
exciting with the growing. It was the
only thing she could count on, as she could
count (in herself.
So >hi_' >a\v lu-r n,-inie g.) up in lights
over the theatre, where the successltil operA£':e thrill
Mddii, ofwasreading
playing,enthusiastic
and she
knew et a,the
reviews of her role in the play.
Lifethingwas
exciting.
It couldn't
be anyelse, with
the flowers
that began
arri\iivg. the homage that was given her, the
offers that came her way. There was only
one thin<^ she wotikl have changed then
and that was her life with her son. Staras muchto
time ringtoon Broadway
spend with didn't
him asgivesheherwanted
have.
So, when the time came for her to make
a decision, it was the National Broadcasting
Company's
offer thatfrom
she the
accepted.
For
radio
was different
other arts.
Different from the stage or movies or opera.
Radio was a home institution. Its appeal,
unlike that of any of the others, was primarily designed for the home, not only as
far as its listeners were concerned, but for
its artists as well.
When she went to Chicago for that enga em nt)lga
, ' .\lh,(ni thought her life
and
prett>'happened
well mapiied
out. herlintfuture
then were
something
that
she incouldn't
fell
love. possibly have foreseen. She
Only it was different this time. Once before a girl had fallen in love. That had
-been all romance and ignorance and moonlight and \ outh. Now it w;is ;i wnm.-in who
fell in love. .\ u,.man u hose eyes were
wide open ;nid who h.ul grown wise thr^
living. .\iul s,i she c.-nne to know, .-i
many
women l,.\eliel'ore
that seeo,i,l
was her
re.il hadluxe.conieX,> toK's.k
citing heciuse it was .vhjh nui] underst
ing; no less thDlhiv.; hecaiise tliere was
peace mixed up in it, ton.
Life was beginning i,ver again. Once
it had been spring, then winter had come—
and now it w.is spring .-inain.
But f.-dlinij in love hi-on-ht iis own probike tnandst time
sh,- h.ad to decide
betweenlem, ;ih'or home
a career.
There w as n,, eomiwlsion to keep on with
Work was
now.a success
I"he manful she
was goin.g
;0ermarry
business
man.

The Truth About
Soap Shampoos

There is a simple, easy way to rid yourself of dandruff with
the very first application. All that is necessary is to use
awashes
shampoo
that completely dissolves dandruff and then
it away.
Repeated laboratory, as well as practical, tests show that
ordinarydruffshampoos
will notdissolves
dissolve every
dandruff.
DanRemover Shampoo
speck Fitch's
of dandruff
instantly — under a money-back euarantee — and then washes
it away. It rinses clean in hard or soft water. Equally as
good for blondes
as brunettes.
Try itattoday'
drug
counters.
Professional
applications
beauty Sold
and atbarber
shops.
AftoShampoosto Fitch's
To„:c and
n thebetween
nl.,1Fitch
fr.par.itwn
^tiwidjt.hlcalthe H.h
roots ,,>iJ i^ive new life. Im'^'- *'-/.vn' to v,m- h
V Dandruff
Remover
Shampoo
THE F. W. FITCH CO.. DES MOINES. IOWA . . TORONTO C«N

A. Rolfe,Davidson,
veteran conductor
CBS' Heinz
the Air,
with
Gretchen
heroine offorTrouble
House,Magazine
and heroftwin,
Harriet.
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who Wallace
preferredCaldwell
that his waswifeanshouldn't
work.
But
unilerstaiuling
man,
too,
and
felt
that
it
was
his
wife's
privilege to make her own decision.
the rca>on
marriage
hasAlaylie
been sothat's
successful.
That their
understanding
Imth
of
them
have
for
each
otliur.
when Olga Albani decided that .she I'.hadir
worked too hard for her career to gi\e it
up,
she assaw-wellheras hu^^alK^.s
pr(il)lem
her own. side of the
"That's when I disco\-ercd that careerwiiiiKii really choose two jobs for them• Seesprings
how freely
Sergeant's
es." She laughed,
Soap
into rich,
creamy Skip-Flea
lather on
to a man, selvwho
wants a "l-'or
home, ittoisn't
havefairto
take half measures. Women with careers
your
co.it bites,
! Rub relieve
it in! itching,
Its blandmake
oils
soothedog's
his flea
have to give even more attention to their
his skin supple and his coat glossy and
homes than the stay-at-home wife must
tine. Dirt and dust rinse away easily after
give to it.
a Skip-Flea bath. Now, look in the tub"^\■hen I came to New York for my
water '. See those brown specks ? They're
dtad fle.is.'
Friday niglit
(.1 I'liizrrsal
Rliythiti,
I had broad.ast
to iilan things
so that
How
your
doggy
will
enjoy
his
SkipFlea
Guaranteed
the>- would run smoothl>- while I was away
to killbathfleas! Skip-Flea
and lice, orSoap
)our ismoney
back!
from home. That me.'int menus for those
Large cake only 23f.
days must be worked out before I went,
Sergeant's
Skip-Flea
Powder
contains
and
that I must have trained my household
the
most deadly
flea-killing agent known
help, so that everything went on as efficitoaction
science.
ently as if I were there.
lasts! Just dust it on. Its powerful
There
are 23 tried Standard
and testedsinceSERGEANT'S
"Aly
career
nOG
MEDICINES.
1S79.
Made
my
home
life. isAndseparate
I findandjoy apart
in bothfromof
ofRackthe Guarantee
finest ingredients.
a Moneyby Drug Sold
and under
Pet Stores.
Ask
them.
The forward
cook's night
an event
them
FREE orcopywrite:of Sergeant's Book on
the carefor ofa dogs
we all look
to inoutour ishome,
for,
Polk Miller Products Corporation
on that night, I cook dinner and my husband and the two children have just as
1980 W' Broad St. • Richmond, Virginia
inuch fun helping me as I have in cooking
it. And my cooking is one of the things
I brag about shamelessly !
"I think the woman who runs both a
Sergeonfe
career
and a home gets her biggest reward
DOC MEDICINES
in the different attitudes her family have
toward her. Why, you would almost think
a c|ueen had condescended to cotne into the
kitchen, from the fuss they make over me !
Instead of taking things for granted, they
think it is wonderful when I do things
for them.
"Andging about
a husband
a woman andwithchildren
a life ofloveher bragown
apart
from
them.
Often
I've
heard
the
children talking about me to their playmates, telling them of this thing I've done,
and that thing, and I wouldn't be human
ifWallace
it didn'tbeam,
give metoo,a terrific
kick ! I'veof seenhis
when friends
have
told
him
they've
enjoj'ed
my singing
over the radio.
"For the most part, I keep my business
details
away from
him.my Itresponsibilities.
doesn't seem
fair to saddle
him with
I make my decisions for myself and would
no more think of asking him for advice
than he would think of .giving it.
"That's the
my career
has When
never
conflicted
withreason
our life
together.
I've
inade
mistakes,
he
would
no
think of mentioning them to tne thanmorehe
would to a friend who had done the same
thing.
"It's theimportant,
in marriage,
give each
other
same courtesies
you towiiuld
give
to
a
friend.
It's
so
easy
to
sa\'
to
wife
New Liqht Hair Shampoo to or to a husband: 'I told >nu so!' or :a 'Why
didn't
you todo earn
this orit, that?'
you have
just as Tomuchkeepas love,
you
Keep
Golden.
Bring
out New
theHair
fullBlondex.
radiant
loveliness
ofLustrous
Wonde
or Golden
brown ha\c to earn friendshii). It's when intihair
with
the
Shampoo
and
Special
Rinsenatural
that washes
it golden
2 t^j 4 sheen,
bhades theliKhteralluring
and brinKS
out
mate assoeiation makes men or women
the
lustrous
highlights
that scalp
can make
keeps hairno feel they own their partners, that married
and
healthyhairandso attractive.
Is absolutely Newsafe Blondex
for It contains
harsh
package—bleaches
SHA.MPOOor dyes.
WITH TryFRF.EIt today.
RI.NSE Newfor combination
sale at all ha])piness goes.
"You have to work to earn happiness in
anything, and a successful marriage isn't
a fluke. It's something you've worked as

hard to attain as success in any other field.
And complete
there's nosatisfaction.
other success that brings
such
"I felt some of that satisfaction, the
other evening, when Wally turned to me
and said : 'You know, I can't really believe
I've married a working gal ! My friends
aren't
so sure for
of them,
tindingwhen
their they
wivesleaveat
home, waiting
the office, as I am — and }-ou always have
time to do things I want to do.'
"He really sounded surprised, as if he
hadn't
a career-woman
like that,expected
and, somehow.
I felt itwould
was thebe
me.
greatest
compliment anyone ever had given
"In the beginning, I think Wally thought
he was being an exceptionally understanding husl)and, by not interfering with my
career. But that was only in the beginning, before be had the chance to see how
it all workeil out. Now he knows my work
takes nothing away from him. After all,
most of it is done while he is working, too.
It only means that I have less leisure for
play than most women have, less time for
lunches and theatres and bridge and shopping. If I have stolen time from anyone,
it is only from myself that I have stolen
it. But my work is so absorbing to ine, I
couldn'thavebegrudge
any me.of the things it
might
taken from
"And, if anything, my home encroaches
on my career more than my career encroaches on my home. Sometimes it is
something I am doing for Wally that takes
some of the time I had planned for business
details.times itSometimes
is the dog. it is the children. Some"The other day he was gone for hours.
I was worried when I called up a neighbor whose dog is a pal of ours, and discovered that his dog was safe at their
hoine. I had a business engagement that
day, but I had to put it off, and spent the
afternoon running around in the car to all
the places a dog might possibly have
"None of us could eat dinner that night
and
hide their
tearstheaschildren
Wally didn't
and I even
had tryto, tobecause
we
gone.
were grown up and not supposed to go to
pieces back
over aanylostlonger
dog. when
But I couldn't
them
I heard hold
that
familiar scratching at the door and flung
it open to take a muddy, tired animal in
my arms and make a cotriplete and
thorough fool of myself over him!
the reason
to "Maybe
that dog,that's
because
he doesI'mtie somedevoted
down,
just as my children tie me down, and my
husband and home tie me. Because I ivaiit
to he tied doicii! And the only person in
this v\'liole world who is free is the person
nobody needs ! That must be really tragic,
mustn't it ? Not being needed, being free,
because there's no one to care enough about
youOlga
to hold
you flown
.'Vlliani
smiled,!" in the way that
really happy women smile, witli her eyes as
well as lier lips, and then she gasped as
she looked down at her wrist watch.
"I've only fifteen ininutes to make my
There was a mad dash to the taxi, for
Olga Albani was on her way to Chicago,
back to the husband and the children, and
the dog,
and all the other things that go
!" up
totrainmake
the home, tying her down to
happiness.
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SABLES

FROM

RAMBLINGS
(Continued from page 6)
aboutandpeople,
it's the
hard secret
to resist
running
out
blurting
to everyone
you know.
Here's another secret deal that proliahly
shapethis.on Lanny
A'BC Russ
networks
bywilltiiehave
timetaken
\ ini read
has
a brother, Winston, from wlKtni he had
been separated since hoyho. id. Their parents
parted when the t\\i> 1><>_\> were small.
Lanny stayed in America with his mother
and Winston went to England with his
father.
While Lanny i^vs at Vale beeoming a star
milcr {he jitst missed going on an Olympic
team, you know) and the star tenor of the
Yale Glee Club, Winston teas in England,
studying
for the totheatre.
He sang.
Winston returned
the United
Statestoo.a
f
year or so ago. Entree into radio, theatre
or the moi'ies zt.'ould haiu- Ih^n made ea.-;y
onbrother
Lanny's
teas stardom
leilling and
to doinflnenee.
anything Xeither
of that
sort. Both are proud, dignified and honest.
Winston went his own way and played
all of the past season in Idiot's Delight,
during the show's Broadway engagement
"and on the road. Independent of his brother,
hehas caught
some radio
attention,
just signed
Winston
Ross asalso.a A'BC
tenor
and he is to start singing on a program
regularly in the late spring or summer. But
How would you like to be riding on
his name won't be Ross.
-♦ the top of a Fifth Avenue bus and
These two brothers are keeping the
hove o $50,000 sable coot land on
whole
I can't
what hisaffair
name sowillsecret,
be. But
if youtellhearyoua
your head! That's what happens
new young tenor voice under the name,
So-and-so Winston, listen carefully and
to Jean Arthur in "EASY LIVsee
you think
of Lanny's
ING" . . . and it's only the beginHe what
has decided
to keep
Winston brother.
as his
last name.
ning of this hilarious tale of a
modern Cinderella.
It took radio quite a while to >c;tle >n
as the word
describe
a nicnihcr
of"listener"
its audience.
Now tocomes
television
de"EASY LIVING" is one of the mermanding a new word for the member of
the audiences it will create. Just as hints of
riest
stories in many a moon —
words to usecome:
"viewer" isengineers
the word who
the
English
; .American
and
just
one of the many COMwatch television broadcasts speak of one
PLETE
stories of the outstanding
another as "observers.''
screen
hits
of the month which apLott Holts ivas full of negotiations about
radio programs all spring. Conferenees
pear
exclusively
in the AUGUST
went on about his stepping into various
Issue of
programs for the summer.
"It's the craziest business," Lou insists,
SCREEN ROMANCES
"all this talk and what's happening."
Radio always seems to take crazy turns,
Now On Sale At Your Favorite Newsstand
as far as Lou Holtz is concerned. Before
abackstage
program, sipping
he's usually
so nervous
he sitsto
at a bottle
of sherry
nerve himself to go on.
Then, after a recent appearance with
Ben Bernie was over, he came into the
control room for a few minutes and mentioned nothing except : "Boy, wasn't I
good?
them, didn't
I?"
89
AfterI killed
each guest
star appearance,
he
ROMANCES
wonders about sanity of radio sponsors SCREEN
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PROVEtc
Yourself
that it IS
50^Qualiii|
Make the Superfine Talc Test. Rub
aTalcum
little between
Bo-Kay theOrange
sensitiveBlossom
backs
ofsmoothness,
your hands.
Note
and freedom itsfromsatingrit.
You will find Bo-Kay Orange Blossom Talcum feather-textured, refreshing, and altogether
It is perfumed
with thedelightful.
delicate
fragrance
of
the
Orange
Flower of Romance. Blossom —
"^'-.r^K^ AtalllO«=L^.c=
insized,generoui
attrac
tive package
Bo-Koy Perfume Co. Joclsonville, Flo.

MADE

) Talcum
IN FLORIDA:

Wake Up Sallow
UNETTE
SKIN..
To Clear,
Olive Beauty
21. ..IN 5 DAYS!
DULL,
dark skin
no longer
need creme
make
brunettes
and
blondes
lookliliii
older!. . A. gentle
now banishes
dull
outer
surface
freckles,
pimples,
blacklieads.
I u a few
days. Peacock
Leaves skin
tariUingly
Boft, oneclear!weekl^se
just
! AtGolden
cosmetic
countersBleach
or sendCreme
50c
to Golden
Peacock
Inc., Dept.L-205,
Paris,
Tenn.

Many

Never

who thedon'tSlum'
grabBoat
him stage
at once.
walked
off
and Hesuggested:
"Every time I go on the air, it's a success.
I'm great! Everyone tells me that! I do it
-♦every
This time!"
hravc szcaggcrcr zi'ill make anolhcr
::itrst radio af^pcaraiicc hcfon' lonii. Just
:\'ioir hroaih-ast tiiiir. Ihr ihaihTS arc you'll
'■;;,/ hiiii. small bolllc of shrrry in hand,
iiiu-asy
and depressed.
Jiopuui tlie
he'llcoining
have
nerz'e
enough
to get through
microphone
ordeal.
"How can I be good?" he probably will
ask. "That director cut out one of my
best jokes. Crazy people you work with
around here!"
One of the sights of Xew York this
spring has been Jimmy Melton driving
around in an automobile old enough to be
a nnisenm piece. The car is a 1910 White,
high-backed seats, small doors, no top,
horn with a rubber bulb, gear shift out on
the running board. It doesn't go very fast,
the brakes don't work well, it is uncomtable— and Jimmy
aronn<l forevery
chance takes
he gets.it out and drives
.Is llie car linnbcrs along crowded Neiv
York streets, people howl: "Get a horse!"
(;;;(/
.Hiniiiy
The only
troubleholds
is thatbacklehru"Kubi)erneck
the car pullsI"
up to the curb, passersby are so intent on
its iintage, they oirrlook the fame oj the
driver.
a man -who doesn't
have hisJimmy
fame is overlooked,
hut withlike liisto
that. old gas buggy, he doesn't iniiul even
good
"I didn't want just any old car," he
recounts.
"It took
yearsliketo this
findwhen
this
one.
My uncle
had mea car
I was a kid. It was one of the first I ever
saw and I wanted one like it more than
anything in the world."
By the time Jimmy could have a car
like that, he could have a much better and
more modern one. He still wanted a 1910
White touring car. He started an advertising campaign in the country newsjiapers,
h<}pingstilltu ha<l
find ansunieold<jldWhite
ciinntr\t;cntleman
who
sitting
out in
the shed. When he finally located the right
White,
it
hadn't
been
running
for
goodness
knows liow many years. Fixing it cost Jim
aniniul $1,000. But there it is now, all
lainlcd red, and the engine ready to say:
"'J teenty-thrce skidoo!" at a twist of the
crank.
all just
like the luxury Jim's
uncle hadIt'sback
in 1910.
borrow
theThecarWhite
for ancompany
c.rhibit ii'unled
at the toCleveland
e.rpnsition this summer. They had been so
no.
nice about fi.ving it, Jimmy couldn't say
"I told them they could have it just for
a couple of weeks. It cheers me up to
drive this old buggy around. Whenever I
go anywhere
don't down
want tothere.
go,
Ihavedriveto this
good old I buggy
You can't imagine what a feeling it gives

Suspect Cause
Of Backaches
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
Manythey sufferers
relipve nagging backache quickly,
once
iiiay be tireddiscover
kidney.s.tliat the real cau.se of their trouble
The
kidneys
are
Nature'sof chief
way ofMosttakingpeople
the
excess
acids 3 andpintswaste
the blood.
passFrequent
about
a dayoutpas.sages
or about
3 pounds
of waste.
or
scanty
with
smartinf;
and
burning
showsor there
be something wrong with
yourAn kidneys
bladder.ormaypoisons
excess
of acids
in your
blood,
due
to
functional
kidney
disorders,
may lumbago,
be the when
causeleg If Joe Ci^Kik liadn't so many more imofpains,
nagging
backache,
rheumatic
pains,
portant (li^iiu linn-, \-ou might ]inl him
loss
of
pep
and
energy,
getting
up
nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and down as the man abuut \o Tresdizziness.
me."
passing
oil his country ]ilare. Instead
wait! Askby your
Pills, of the usualsigii^ "penalty
UHcdDon't
successfully
millionsdruggist
for overfor40Doan's
years. They
of the law" threat,
Joe's signs merely read, A^'^ / i rspiisstmi,
Please. It's surprising how asliaiiied the

"please"
makesthatyouwandered
feel, aftermostly
you'vethrough
been
out
on a hike
private grounds.
Perhaps this accounting is a little belated,
but Xelson Fuldy paid an astonishing sum
jor a minor ('peration on his throat and
nose la.<t leinler. The din'tor bill leas minor.
Cancelled bi;n,dcasts and concerts rolled up
a li'SS b,-l:eccn S2l>.llil0 and $J5.llllll. no
trifle e:en to a youn,/ man leith .\clson
Eddy's
the Zi'holeincome.
latter B/:si<les.
half of hehis lecut
radio through
season
and
concert
toui feeling
ll'henof
it ended
this spring
he zeasmiserable,
on the verge
a breakdozon. both z'ocal and nervous.
The operation was not an emergency,
either. Hefortabwas
le with theadvised
thing he'd
out feel
of themoreway.com-so
he submitted right in the middle of his
season. Things seemed to be going well in
the first few days of his convalescence.
Then the medically incalculable happened
and complications arose.
By the time the season was over, he
realized he probably had had the highest
priced tonsillectomy on record.
Over the lemonade the other night, a
in scientific
"Youhave,
knowa
afriend
lot ofspoke
comedians.
What spirit
is it :they
colossal brass that gives them nerve to
get up with those old jokes, or are they
so ignorant about jokes they don't know
theRight
gags onarctheold?"
spot I made a memorandum
about asking a jezc comedians — but, on'
second thought, it's not the sort of question
you. can ask. is it' 1 zvish someone zvith
either ignorance or colossal brass z^'ould
go around asking and settle that question!
After the strain of getting a radio program together for a whole season, most
comedians
a couple
months'
rest to refreshinsistmindson and
stave offof collapse.
An exception is Bob Burns. He has become
important enough now to demand almost
any sort of rest period he pleases. So he
took a mere two weeks off this spring.
Bob struggled through so many discouraging years in small time vaudeville and,
after that, years still more discouraging as
a Hollywood extra, he is taking no chances
about losing any cracks at the big money
he now commands. His tastes are simple
and he saves nearly every cent he makes,
minus cessthat
debbil income
tax.seems
His succame sool' suddenly,
it still
too
incredible to last.
"/'// have a good rest zvheii this thing
blozcs up," he remarks.
Other exceptions to the vacation rule
are George Burns and Gracie Allen. Their
only extended vacation in five years of
broadcasting was the summer two years
ago when they made a tour of Europe.
Gracie relishes a holiday, but not George.
George simply loves jokes— telling them,
hearing llieiii nr siinph' discussing them.
He laughs easily and heartily over little
remarLs that crop up in conversation.
That's jiist
somethinghe
different.
Overtalk.gagsA forjokethe isprogram,
n.iils s(ileninl>- in aiipreciatioii. with the air
Ills writers bring in the raw material for
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WAKE
UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in thepourMorning
Rarin' oftoliquid
Go
bileTheintoliveryouishould
bowels daily.out Iftwothis pounds
bile is not flowdoesn't your
dit'est.stomach.
It just decays
in theing freely,
bowels.yourYour
Gasfoodbloats
get
constipated.
whole upsystem
is poisonedYou and
j'ouLaxatives
feel sour, aresunkonlyandmakeshifts.
the world looks
punk.
A mere bowel
movement
doesn't getLittleat theLivercause.PillsIttctakes
good,pounds
old Carter's
get those
these
two
of bile flowing freely anc make
you
feel
"up
and
up".
Harmless,
gentle,
yet
amazing
inLivermaking
bile
flow freely.
Ask forrefuse
Carter'sanything
Little
Pills
by
name.
Stubbornly
else. 25c.
^ U.SfarfS. SJ260
Government
to S2J00 o Jobs
ITear}
MEN
—
WOMEN.
Common
xvt,Ad
Education
usually
sufHcient.
),\^sar Write immediately for free
v;^^^
book, with
list of
I'lV' 32-page
many larspositions
and
telling how INSTITUTE
to getparticuthem.
FRANKLIN
Dept. E-265. Rochester. N. Y.
ToNE
relieveUR
torturing
pain of inNeuritis,
RheuIS
IT
matism,theNeuralgia
or Lumbago
few £>E
minutes,
get
NURITO, Does
the Doctor's
formula.
No opiates,
noworstnarcotics.
the
work
quickly
—
must
relieve
pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money
back NURITO
at Druggist's.
Get
trustworthy
today onDon'tthis suffer.
guarantee.
SHEET MUSIC
vasongs
ofmusical
favorite
sheet words,
music.
Coloredic. piano
title,ze pages,
ace. ukulele
Guitar
chords
and
Kuit
100 pianoAt most
solosHawaiian
UiMET>. OverMUSIC.
5 Ask&10cforCA
Ston
fTlM4i!»IHIlf
HAIR KILLED FOREVER

Reduce the pain
Save your nerves

He's radio's strangest conductor!
In creating music he is completely
integrated. But down from the
rostrum, he is a living discord!
Read the story of this puzzling
genius in RADIO STARS
for September. Out August first.

a program and George sits with them,
assembling it, gag by gag, much as a crowd
of old gentlemen might sit putting together
their stamp collection. One may laugli HURRY WITH MY OLIVE OIL POWDER"
occasionally, but someone usually reprimands :"Come on, lct"s get back to work."
Whai good icoiild vacation be to
George, taking him arii
<lccided on
Ben Bernie is ono \
II doing his
a permanent vacatidii.
broadcast
week.onInntheI'nr.ijo,\cars
years Ben every
has been
week andin
and week out, theatres, hotels, ball rooms,
summer casinos, any spot that wanted Ben
you crave
comfort and
Bernie's band at a good fee. He's a rich MOTHER,nes fifor your
baby, freedom
from happichafman now and doesn't need to work so hard.
ing, use the baby powder
that contains
olive
oil.
Due
to
the
olive
oil,
Z.B.T.
forms
aclings
pro"But,"
he
protested,
"one
broadcast
a
tective,
moisture-resistant
coating
that
week is not enough to keep a band like and soothes for hours longer than other
powders. Z.B.T. is more effective against
mine going. I couldn't afford to pay them diaper
rash,Leadingprickly
heat and skin irritaall week for just one broadcast."
and
50ctions.
sizes. hospitals use it. Large 25(!
Ren solz'cd that f^roblcni by dropping his
For FREE SAMPLE
band. He simply cnj/aacs some good band
postcardStreet,
to Z.B.T.,
Dept.K-5,
80sendVarick
New York
City.
for the evening, eirry Tuc.<doy. when
broadcast time rolls arouiul. To a man wlio
has zvorked as hard as Bcniic. all these
years,
one broadcast
relirrmcnt
into leisure.a ii.'eck is practically
His preparation f^T ,i racHo program is
almost rela.\atii>n.
I'luid listens
comes toforre-a
hearsal and Ben 'JsitsIk and
counlc of liours, occasionally suggesting a
tune. He can't be sure which tunes he will
u-'C on tlie program that night. Often as
not, Hen has not written his script before
rehcirsal until
and you
you have
can't the
arrange
program
script. a band
It's no way to run a business as big as
the Bernie
enterprise,
about
running
it that butwaythere's
that ahasquality
kept
Ben in the prominent radio ranks for ten
years.
'n' Andy,as
who elseAfterhas you
heldmention
first rankAmospopularity
long as Ben Bernie?
Ajter running into radio artists for a
long time, here are some of the queer and
characteristic things you remember:
Tom Howard is the man who never
bothers about his clothes, except when he
has a new suit. He goes the whole hog
then and gets new shoes, too. A couple of
years ago, he even tried gray suede shoes
with a gray summer suit. "All dolled up,
ey?"
askedoutfit
everyone.
greata
ride inhe that
at first,He hnttookafter
while, tile suede shoes did nut appear any
more. Tom just laughs it off now when
you ask him how he ever happened to buy
gray suede shoes.
Paul Whiteman is the man who came
back from Texas with spurs made of
delicate filigree work. They are the apple
of Paul's eye. At a casual glance they
look as though they would break if a
determined rider jammed them against a
horse, but Paul hoots at that idea.
Lily Pons is the only girl who wears a
fabulously valuable diamond bracelet at
broadcasts.
Ken Murray has a syndicated column
and it interrupts rehearsals zvhen the man
who
li'ritcsthenit rushes
comes off
rushing
OK and
again into forget Ken's
it to
the syndicate office.
—ARTHUR MASOX.

FREE FOR ASTHMA
AND HAY FEVER

EXPERIENCED
Mothersmustknow
that summer teething
not
be trifled with— that summer upsets
due to teething may seriously interfere with Baby's progress.
Relieve your Baby's teething pains
this
summer
by rubbingon
Hand's
Teething scLotion.
the Dr.
actual
preription ofa famousIt isBahy
specialist,
contains no narcotics, and has been
used and recommended by millions
of Mothers. Your druggist has it.
to "IfoundDr.Hand''s
my Baby that I never such
neededreliefto
worry^Mr:on Wm.the II.hottest
Kempf, summer
Williamtport,day".Pa.
91
Teething Lotion.
DRHAND'S
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LHUCHS...
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
FROM POPULAR PROGRAMS)
MILTOX:
(I ".-//.Fnyc
TonyandMartin
comeI
along
icilh Miss
wxsclf.did hut
only took him aloiU7 to help zcith the car.
SEYMOUR: What do you mean . . .
helpMILTON:
Zi-ith the car?
Well, while Tony danced
lifith Alice, I watched the car. But later
in the afternoon it was different.
SEYMOUR: What do you mean, different.^
MILTON: Yes . . I ivatched the car,
and Tony danced n-ith Alice.
(MILTON BERLE. Gillette Program.)
PILKINGTON: Just now Ermintrude
confessed to me that yesterday she kissed
the plumber.
BEATRICE: Oh. she did? I'll kill her!
mustn't
be PILK:
too hardOh,on now,
her. ^^liss
After Lillie,
all, theyou fact
that
she confessed shows she's sorry.
the point when
...
WhyBEATRICE:
-limild >lieThat's
kiss thenot plumber,
we ( <'\Mtill.laiiillord
three
months'
rent?
Bi; a : RIC!-: lillie, Broadway
Merry-Go- Round.)
ED: Hello, Sheila Barrett. What are
you going to do for us this evening?
SHEILA:
a mimic.of
ED:
I don'tWell,
care youaboutknowthe I'm
condition
your
blood.
I
want
to
know
what
going (ED
to do.WYNN, Spud Program.) you're
: 1 hear your shoiv had a great
runFR.inIXKChicano.
]'rah died
. . ha.of haheart. . .failure,
the man andin
theBOB:
bo.r-ojTuc
nobody kne-:e it lor n week!
(BOB IIOI'L and I'RANK PARKER.
Rippling Rhythm Program.)
EDGAR: I want you to personally carry
them all on so there is no damage done
. . . there are 38 pieces of luggage and
then, of course, my town car is also to go
on.
Well, I'll need a little help
withCHARLIE:
thatl
(EDGAR BERGEN and CHARLIE
McCarthy, Vallee Varieties.)
BOB: They was so poor the cockroaches
usedta
. . . They
a poorit
table thesnubmice'em.usedta
eat out!set .such
. . Why,
finally got so bad the rats usedta run around
the basement with tears in their eyes. . . .
I'm
tellin' ya allmythisUncle
to show
ya what
a poorjestenvironment
Tweedle
was
brought up in.
(BOB BURNS, Kraft Program.)
the street
getPICK:
here onI Zi'as
time,runnin'
when dozvn
something
fell onto
myPAT:
head. It did? What fell on your head?
PICK: Me! Boy, I fell .w hard I almo.H
hypnotised myself.
PAT: Hypnotise? What's hypnotise?
PICK: Hypnotise is gettin' a man in
your
want. power an' makin him do whatever you
PAT: I Boy, dat ain't hypnotism — dot's
marriaqe
{PICK and PAT, Pipe Smoking Time.)
GEORGE
: What do you mean, you can't
drive
a bargain?
92

lOM : Well, I bought a used car last
week — itit! was a bargain — but I couldn't
drive
(TOAI HOWARD
and GEORGE
SHELTON,
Sealtest Program.)
STOOP:
A hundred thousandImagine,
dollars. Hollywood!
Bosh!
BUDD:
Hollywood!
A
hundred
sand dollars! And you turned it down?thouSTOOP:
a hundred
sand dollarsI wouldn't
for all thepay orange
grovesthou-in
California.
(STOOPNAGLE & BUDD, Minute
Tapioca Program.) -♦PHIL: Harry,
idea ofThatinme as thezvhal's
son ofthea horse?
calls for antroducingapology.
BEETLE: Yeah— to— the hor.^e!
PHIL: You keep out of this. Beetle.
IV
the idea ofa horse
associating
me
zvithhy, a Harry,
horse. Especially
that only
runs zi'cll in rainy zveather.
HARRY:
der's
day? Well, Phil, isn't this mud(PHIL BAKER, Gulf Program.)
BERT:
Here! Now / gotta complaint.
MGR: Yes?
BERT : Yeah ... the woman in the room
next to mine is raising chickens.
MGR:
matter— do the chickens make What's
too muchthenoise?
Round.)
(BERT LAHR, Manhattan Merry-Go-

GEORGE: Your brother thinks he's a
GRACIE: Sure — he zvas going around
the
house
this morning,
singing: "I Ain't
ghost?
Got
No Body"
(BURNS
and. . .ALLEN, Grape Nuts
Program.)
: Now,...Molasses,
to TEACHER
take up words
I want we're
you togoing
use
the
word "Miscellaneous" correctly in a
sentence.
MOLASSES: Miscellaneous? Here it is
— Franklin D. Roosevelt is the head man
inmanthisin country
Italy. and miscellaneous the head
(MOLASSES
well House Show and
Boat.)JANUARY, Max-

MILTON:
better be careful that
I don't
lose myYou'd
temper.
JOLLY: If you do, your job will go
with it.
MILTON: Is that so? Jolly — do you
know what would happen if I were your
daddy?
JOLLY: Yes . . . and it certainly would
annoy
my mother.
(MILTON
BERLE, Gillette Program.)
PILK:
Oh
—
here's
letter — aThey
demand for money
from another
ourenvelope.
creditors.
even enclose
a stamped
BEATRICE: Splendid! Send them back
the(BEATRICE
stamp on account.LILLIE, Broadway
Merry-Go-Round.)
JIMMY: Don't be so modest, Eddie,
ED : Could
you've made many stars. Why, I know bathrobe
? I show you something in a
of EDDIE:
at least one
star you've
Whogreat
is that,
Jimmy? made.
GRAHAM:
JIMMY: Well — until I met you I was
(ED WYNN,Yes—
Spud Program.) who
nothing!
BOB:
C'mere, screwball
(EDDIE CANTOR, Texaco Program.)
FRANK: Frankie Parker. Such lanPORTLAND: Mama sent^ me out to
from? guage! Whatever school did you come
lookFRED:
for Papa,
so I father
thou<;hlmissinq?
I'd look in.
Is your
tory.BOB: Me? I went to Bedford ReformaPORTLAND: Yes . . . Mama read that your
they've closed all the burlesque theatres,
FRANK: Bedford Reformatory? Why,
and she's afraid Papa is locked in somc- that's
zvhere.
a school for girls.
(FRED ALLEN, Tozvn Hall Tonight.)
BOB:
that'sFRANK
why I liked
it.
(BOB Yeah
HOPE. . .and
PARKER,
FRED : I suppose the Count entertained Rippling
Rhythm
Program.)
you with a bit of shooting . . . tlmroughbrcd
F,D: In the ne.vt reel the zvife dies and
pointers
and allHethat.planned to, Frederick, tii'o
CHARLIE:
months later the husband put an
I)ut
I'm
too
well
bred.
I
kn<iw
you
should
epitaph
on her tombstone.
never point except at French pastry.
GRAHAM:
Is that so? Hozv did it
read?
FRI£D
:
Say
.
.
.
you
must
Ije
a
real
blueblood, Charlie.
ED:
"The
Light
of My Life has gone
CHARLIE: Blue-blood? Why just last
. . .JFYNN,
hut 1 struck
match."
week I gave a transfusion to a fountain out(ED
Spudanother
Program.)
'''^(FRED ASTAIRE and CHARLES
ACTRESS: WhaT makes Jack act so
BUTTERWORTH, -♦-Packard Program.)
grouchy
MARY ? : Oh, he's
teething.
ACTRESS:
MARY: Well, what about our play, Jack
MARY : Yes Teething?
. . . they keep slipping out!
— are we going to do it?
(MARY LIVINGSTONE, Jell-O ProJACK: No — I'm in no mood for a play gram.)
.things
. . Kenny's
gone black,
home, believe
Phil's sore
look pretty
me! . . .
My father heard your program
MARY: Then let's do a minstrel show. andGIRL:
he nearly choked to death.
(JACK BENNY and MARY LIVINGEDDIE:
But tny dear — no matter how
STONE, Jell-O Program.)
■
funny ! it zcus, he didn't have to choke to
death
GIRL: No? Well, you try holding your
GRACIE: That's my brother. And the
for a half
hour! Texaco Program.)
funniest thing — George — he thinks he's a nose(EDDIE
CANTOR,
Printed
V. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company. Dunellen. N. J.
ghost.
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shades of Lovely Lady. See which one shade
is the shade you can depend on in any light,
in any season — which SOFT BASE
"BALMITE" shade reveals you at your
False-face!"
—
your
powder
may
scream
out
if you chose it a month ago or chose it to loveliest.
suit you m a certain light. "She belongs in
"Types"Cause
and "Name-Shades"
the
may whisper behind
Confusion
your circus!"
backcolor
— —all friends
vastly
different
inbecause
sunlightyourthanskinin isthea shade.
Avoid the risk of choosing powder by "nameIt's still another color in yellow or blue shades" such as "Brunette", as these "Bru-V,
nightlights.
blasts,health
summer's
infra- nette" shades are not all uniform in color. \
red rays, dietWinter's
and general
all change
And often a "Brunette" type needs a
your skin color constantly.
"Blonde" shade, and a "Blonde" type a
But if you tried to escape that "false- "Brunette" shade. With all this confusion
face"
powdery
look
by
buying
enough
it's
wonder people might think of your
HARD-BASE shades to keep up with all face nopowder
as your "false-face."
youringchanging
skin acolors,
your face with
dozen you'd
differentbe spankshades Don't "Mask" Your Natural Charm
every month.
Don't "mask" your face any longer with a
powder
that give
"matches"
your skin in onefacelight
and may
you a
"Balmite"
You?more HARD-BASE
No How
beautyCancounselor
could Help
give you
"false-face"
inshades
another
light. Send
forFaceall
five
FREE
of
Lovely
Lady
sincere advice than this: — "Never choose a
HARD-BASE powder. Choose only a SOFT- SOFT-BLEND
Powder containing
— myso
BASE"BALMITE"
that brings out
BASE tional
powder.
"BALMITE" Lovely
is the sensagloriously and dependably the natural skin
new SOFT-BASE
Face Powder.
So no matterinwhich
shadeLadyof color
beauty and charm that is yours alone.
Lovely
Sincerely. (
blends outLadyyouryoushadechoose,
to meet"BALMITE"
every variation of light and of your own skin color.
Compare years.
— see ifTest
your all
present
adds
dreadful
five powder
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..FREE
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send free
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size
of allbyfivereturn
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Face
Powder.
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a
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supply
of
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LADY All Purpose Face Cream FREE.
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1
Street
^
City
State I
__Paste this on a postcard or enclose in envell

saysfMy
appreciates

throat
Luckies

When Americans gather in Paris, Cannes or Elstree,
the
question
often: 'Who's
Lucky?'
Here
and first
abroad
I preferis Luckies
because gotmy awork
demands
that my throat be in good condition, and a light smoke
helpsyears
keepagoit upby their
to par.
I wasbut 'converted'
five
flavor,
found that tomy Luckies
throat
appreciates a light smoke." — ^
STARRING IN HAL ROACH
Notice how many professional men and
women — lawyers, doctors, statesmen,
etc., smoke Luckies. See how many
leading artists of radio, stage, screen
and opera prefer them. Their voices
are their fortunes. Doesn't it follow

A

Light

^

— MGM FEATURE COMEDY "TOPPER"
that, if Luckies are gentle on their sensitive throats, they will be gentle on
your throat, too.'' You will appreciate
the throat protection of a Hgiit smoke
free of certain irritants expelled by
the exclusive "Toasting" Process.

Smoke

'It's Toasted— Your Throat Protection
AGAINST IRRITATION — AGAINST COUGH

The Finest TobaccosThe Cream of the Crop"
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Pampers
but she

her skin
ignores

How often such neglect leads
to real dental tragedies . . .
give your gums the benefit
of Ipana and Massage.
PAT, PAT, go her deft fingers— attending to the imponant business of
beauty. Creams and lotions to aid her
skin— a hundred brush strokes nightly
for her hair— those are details she never
overlooks. Arid rightly so! Yet how little
they count, when her lips part in a dull
and dingy smile— smile that ruins her
loveliness, destroys her charm.
Yet hers might be a smile, radiant and

a good tooth paste
like a good dentist
is never a luxury,

with

costly lotions

her tender^

captivating— but not until she learns the
importance of healthy gums to sound
teeth— not until she knows the meaning
of — and does something about — that
warning
brush! tinge of "pink" on her tooth
Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"
"Pink tooth brush" is only a warning.
But if ever you notice it, see your dentist.
You may not be in for serious trouble.
Probably, he'll tell you that modern soft
foods are to blame— foods that deprive
your gums of necessary stimulation.
"More work and exercise for those tender, ailing gums" is the likely verdict

ailing gums

—and, vet)' often, "the helpful stimulaIpana Tooth
Paste andismassage."
Fortion ofIpana,
with massage,
designed
to help the gums as well as keep teeth
bright and sparkling. Massage a little
extra Ipana into your gums every time
you brush your teeth. Circulation quickens in the gum tissues — gums become
firmer, more resistant to trouble.
Don't wait for the warning tinge of
"pink" on your tooth brush. Start today
with Ipana and massage— one sensible
way to a lovely smile.
LISTEN
TO TownRed Hall
Tonight"-every
Wednesday.N.B.C.
Net^ork,9
P.M., E.D.S.T.
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'TEP from your bath into a glorious
shower of DJER-KISS TALC. All
through the day this soft, downy film
with its tantalizing Parisian fragrance
will cling tenderly to your satin-smooth
skin . . . safeguarding personal daintiness
. . . lending you glamorous allure and
captivating charm.
Utmost quality and value in the green
Djer-Kiss container. Three sizes —
economical jumbo and medium sizes
at drug or department stores; new,
large 10c size at all ten-cent stores.

BROHDCflSTinC
HOW DICK HIMBER STEERS CLEAR OF LOVE
(Once he almost committed suicide over a girl! But now — )
by Mary Watkins Reeves 6
il'S MY HUMBLE OPINION—
(Some gay reminiscences of Rudy's Coronation visit, and other tales)
by Rudy
Vallee 16
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Of course, the brightest
lights announce great
M-G-M attractions coming soon to your local
theatre. Here are just a
few, starting the greatest
New Season Hit Festival
in amusement history!
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"I don't believe in love!"
laughs Dick Himber, to Anne
Graham. "It's a combination
of moonlight and nonsense!"
FIVE years ago an aslien-faced,
hollow-eyed yf>ung man shut himself
into a New York hotel room, discon ected tlie telciihoiie, and sat for
long hours, hi-^ luad in his hands,
staring da/.edl \ at the walls and carpet
and windows. l''i\c (la\s he closeted
himself in that room, scarcely s])eaking, refusiiiL; to see anyone. lie
wouldn't eat and lie couldn't slcc]).
His two lu-st friends, afi'aid of what
he might do if lie were not guarded,
never left him day nor night. Me
was dangerously beside himself with
grief and des])air.
The lovely girl to whom he had
been engaged to be married had
eloped with someone else, just a
week before the April wedding date
they had set. That was his illness.
And it had gasherl and eaten far
deeper into his flesh than any sur6 geon's knives or bacilli could ever

LOUB

Handsome Richard Himber
commands his life as efficiently as he commands one of
radio's top-notch orchestras.
invade. Because everything in the
world had existed for him in that
girl, it seemed as if everything for
him
was suddenly, unexpectedly, destroyed.
On the sixth day Ivichard Himber
squared his slioulders, walked to the
windows overlooking; the park, and
took a deep breath ui the gra\- spring
morning.
"(). K. fellows," he said cpiietly to
iiis friends. "Thanks for sticking
with me." He laughed a bitter laugh,
attemi)ting banter. "Boy loses girl!
Take a lf)ok at the ali-tinie sucker!"
fmalh'fexcrisli
from thewithwindows,
hisTurning
e\es were
a new
determination. "It's < ). K. now," he
repeated dully, "but it'll in i'cr liappcn
The other afternoon I sat in a skyscrajjer suite of offices, talking with
a again."
red-headed and very personable

young man who banged a pencil on
apliones.
glass-topped
and answered
The mostdeskoutstanding
thing
about this man was not that he comone of histheeyes
top were
radiogray
orchestras, mands
nor that
and
laughing, nor that his shirt sleeves
were rolled U]) in an attack on mountains of freshly-inked music that he
was rapidly dotting with notes and
clefs, finishing
complicated
orchestration while hea did
a dozen other
things at the same time. The most
outstanding thing about him was his
utter and complete cynicism. A cynicism so a])])allingly castial, so marked
in everything he said, so definitely a
partearof orhimhisthat
well be
liis
handit might
or his assmile.
"If you write," Richard Himber
i^aid
me, "that
1 almost
suicideto over
that girl,
a lot committed
of people
might take mc for a sap. But it's the
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ft will nev

happen again!"
says Himber
stoutly

^

guys who do commit suicide over
girls that are saps !"
With so marrying
many of radio's
bachelors
within long-time
the past
year or so, the question has often
been raised as to why, or how, Dick
Himber has remained single until
thirty. It would be foolish to say
that
a man offiveDick's
still pining,
years intelligence
later, over isa
beautiful society heiress who cruelly
jilted
him.man-about-town.
He's not pining. He's
quite the
But
he's
taking
great pains to see
that he stays the man-about-town
—
unattached and fancy-free. Ever
since that joker turned up in the
deck, toDick's
been playing his cards
close
his vest.
"Look," he said to me, "one of the
first things a student learns in psychology is that if you ring a bell
every time {Continued on page 68)

THEY'RE IVORY-WASHABLE
Back to school, looking pretty as a picture in Deanna Durbin Fashions! And
they're sensible, too! Every print, every
gay trimming has been Ivory-Flakes
tested for washability. Follow the washing instructions tagged to every Cinderella Frock to be sure colors stay bright
as new through a whole school year.
Psychologists say: 'Teen-age girls should look
their best. It creates a sense of well-being . . .
makes studies easier." Give your daughter lots
of these delightful Cinderella Frocks. Keep them
sparkling with frequent Ivory Flakes tubbings.
Ivory Flakes keep fabrics new . . .
colors bright . . . because they're pure
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Lily Pons recently zvas awarded a garmeiif
prize
opera's
bestdressed designer's
woman. If
thereas 7cere
a similar
azvard for radio studio 'zvardrohes, in general, the fair Lilv zvould find sj^irifed competition from Jessica Dragonetle. These
two are the most gorgeously and tastefully
go2vned stars of the air zvhcn they arrive
for a broadcast.
Miss Dragonette does not stay too
closely to any one style of dress, but
usually she wears fluffy, girlislilv feminine
creations, admiral )ly suited t(j set off her
delicate beauty and tiny size. Miss Pons
leans toward styles in kcei)inq with her
Gallic vivacity — l)rilliant and ,<^av colors
and frerincntly an abundance of sjiectacularlv
jewelry. hracelel,
( )ccasi(inall\she
wears ,<^litterin;4'
a heavy diamond
ils \alue
rvuming well into the thousands. That
always is the cynosure of all feminine
eyes
uulience.in the studio
Mischa
Auer,
Deanna Durbin and
Incidentally, nearly
Adolphe Men- all laurels for well700 dressed women of
jou, inversalthennovie,UniMen and a Girl. radio would go to the
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with these GERM-FREE Beauty Creams
to have Smooth, Supple Skin

..wipnthiTHTomiv/hY no*
»
Tee Cold Cream?

Along

the airlanes

from coast to coast
gathering gossip and
last-minute news
stars in New York studios. Hollywood studio dress is much more
casual and informal. Many a Hollywood studio audience watches songstresses and actresses work in slacks.
Some sort of sport clothes is the rule
out there.
Kate Sniitli's
manager
announcer, Ted Collins,
sat inanda control-room listening to his charge, as
she sang as guest star on Richard
Himber's
program.
Forswung
the into
last
chorus of one
song, Kate
a livelier tempo zvhich she beat for
the orchestra herself, adding a huskv
note to her voice — and there you had
a good example of the style of singing zi'hich used to be called "coon
shoutin'."
Collins
looked surprised
and then burst
into laughter.
-♦"Kate loves to sing that way," he
explained,
seldom Herlet
her
do it on"but
her weown very
program.
real appeal is in her ballad singing
and we steer away from that shouting style. (Continued on page 86)

This Germ-free Cold Cream Helps
Guard from Blemish, Dryness
. . . now contains Vitamin D to Aid
Skin Breathing

A FEW WEEKS AFTER:
"EDITH, you're one girl I
can always count on to
looksoft,
lovely.
Your skin'sto
so
I'm tempted
kiss you here and now!"

s GermYOU'LL
free ColdknowCreamthatisWoodbury'
best for your
comy
b
n
o
i
x
e
l
p
the
flattering
results.
You'll
see
your skin become smoother, freer from
blemishes . . . more radiantly alive.
The special ingredient that keeps this
cream germ-free, destroys germs on your
skin ... the cause of many blemishes.
And tainsnowSunshine
Woodbury's
Cream conVitamin DCold
to stimulate
the
skin to breathe. Quick-breathing skin is MAIL for 10-PIECE COMPLEXION KITI
young skin. While the cells take up oxygen It contains trial tubrs of Woodbun 's CoM and Facial Creams;
at a rapid rate, the day when aging lines guest-size
Woodbury's
Soap; mailing
7 shadescosts.Woodbury's
Facial Powder.
Send 10<Facialto cover
Address
show up in your face is being postponed. John
H. Woodbury, Inc., 6781 Alfred St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Use this lovely cold cream at night to (In Canada)
John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario.
soften your skin. During the day use
Woodbury's Germ-free Facial Cream to Street
City—
hold make-up smoothly. Each cream $1.00,
50c. 25c, 10c in jars; 25c, 10c in tubes.
"RIPPLING RHYTHM REVUE" with Radio's brightest stars, Sunday nights, NBC Blue Network
9

RHDIO
GEORGE and Gracie and Sandra
and Ronnie! Therc'^ a "fmirsonic"
for you. to warm the nu klcs nf your
heart
a happy,sctwloxinlaniily .^rou]),
which— would
Xn rcrslahli.sh
the
faith of even the ni(j>t conlirnied
skeptic in the vahie of the home as an
institution.
If you could step willi me across
the threshold of the P.urns and Allen
white Colonial
house,wliat
you'dI understand imniediatel\
mean.
You'd feel at muc that the very atmosphere ischarged with a joyous,
friendly spirit. One a trille luetic,
too, I found, for everyhodv talked at
once and everybody lau^lied a lot.
There was a gay rushing hitlier and
yon. which interviewer
finally pro\ with
ided this
conscious
the foodswell
picture you see here, and with lots
of data on the vastly important part
children play in creating a happy
home. It all seemed, however, to
portend a rather meagre crop of
recipe material — the real purpose of
my visit. But, nevertheless, I did
collect for my files, and for yours, too,
of course, a marvelous mousse recipe,
a grand milk shake suggestion (or
frosted drink, if you prefer), and a
tapioca treat — which I have augmented with a quick des.sert suggestion of my own. A wonderful crop
of hot weather sweets, all of these
— prepared in a jiffy, with a miniA delicious, summery dessert, long
a favorite with George and Gracie,
this Grape-Nuts Mousse, for which
our hostess supplies the recipe.
10
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mum of effort, which is sure to make
them
all, it's
only popular.
])ardonableFor,butafter
sensible
to not
do
things "themometereasy
way,"
when
the
starts climbing to record therand
enervating heights.
I'm gi\ing \uu all of these rccijies
farther ahmg — on page to l>e exact
— and I'll also tell ynu more about
them
off."to our
But little
just
ne)w Ibefore
want toI "sign
get back
family gathering, out in Beverly
Hills.
Long known as one of the most
devoted couples in the entire radio
])rofession, (]eorge Burns and Grace
Allen also are considered the most
loving of parents. So great is their
affection, so sincere the joy they find

in the companior.ship of the darling
boy and girl they have adopted (now
aged two and three respectively) that
they don't taining,
go inthoughextensively
certainly for
theyenterare
equipped for the most elaborate
parties, nishedwith
theirlovely
beautifully
house, its
gardens furand
delightful swimming-pool. But they
really
of their
rela.xation get
out most
of their
lifefunwithand Roiuiie
and Sandra — eating with them out-ofdoors in the i)atio, where xou see them
picttnx'd ; joining with them in noisy
games in the garden playhouse, or
romping with them in the nursery,
with its si)ccial sleei)ing-porch and
playroom combined. Young sovereigns
of all they survey are these fortunate

RADIO STARS
George and Gracie delight to eat
with their children, Ronnie and
Sandra, out of doors in the patio
of their charming Hollywood home.
BY

NANCY
WOOD

aa^^vely ""f sunshine. Lacy eversKngle. ^^^-•'.f " r.in^o.s. T.0 tail el.s
r..a.n.s....

srnatnrr.a:.r.

By popular demand.
Burns and Allen play
a return engagement

SCHOOL
youngsters, with the two famous
Grape-Nuts of the Air happily assuming the roles of their court jesters,
amusinsj them, catering to their childish wishes and finding their pleasure
and reward in watching their children
develo]-) along natural, healthv lines.
will. I'm
think
of Other
this asparents
an added
hondsure,between
themselves and this justly popular
pair of radio favorites. And though
few of us can provide the special adthat screen
and I'adio
can give vantages
to their
children,
thosestars
are
really only the extra trimmings. The
fundamental requirements are what
really count, and these are the .same
the country over, regardless of climate
or income.
This is especially true with children
who, like Sandra and Ronnie, are still
under school age. The rules that
govern their lives in these early but
important and formative years, fortunately, are extremely simple. So. if
there is a young child in your familv,
give your careful consideration to
these rules the year around, and pay
particular attention to them in the hot
weather.
First: Observe a regular routine.
That means meals at specified hours.
A daily bath in the morning in winter,
with a sponge-off at niglit ; supplemented, insummer, by three or four
sponge baths for small babies. A
special time for play and exercise and
for sun baths is important. Also
plenty of unbroken sleep at night,
with a daily nap period besides.
Second: Give your children plenty
{Continued on page 59) j

INSIDE — ■^'"°^l""^„::s'were
charmingly decoThose who enter
criticized m
taste
perfect
na
onial fur
rated. Col^l^^lri:^^^
»lndo». Quaint
rra.-;as ..on.,
r;sron%rsS :a

instead of spoiling
to.
and see how easy it is

COPR. PELS » CO , 1937
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THE

CLOCK

UIITH

hours with M. C. Von

Zell

2 TALCUMS

Ho-Hum! Another day! Harry Von Zell risks one eye at the clock
as he sleepily turns off the alarm. Time to be up and doing,
if he would shoot that eighteen holes of golf before rehearsal.
See vivacious KATHERINE DE MILLEin
• The Cahlornian" — 20th Century-Fox
Finds "X"
Flattering
Katherine
de MilleMore
tries both
powders in
plain white boxes. She likes both, but
prefers "X" — the original MAVIS, fullyscented.
Other mildly
lovely stars
choose "Y" —
the
new MAVIS,
scented.
MAVIS flatters your skin like a glamorous
face
evenly—
clings that
for
hours powder.
— leaves aSpreads
bewitching
fragrance
lasts.'
MAVIS
safeguards
summer
daintiness
and makes clothes slip on much more easily.
NEW! MILDLY SCENTED MAVIS
Created for the woman who prefers a subtly
perfumed
33-holefilmneedle-spray
top
showers bodytalcum.
with light
of powder more
effectively than old-fashioned powder puffs,
rnrr Generous size trial package. Ask
r nLL for either regular or mildly
scented MAVIS. Write to Vivaudou, Dept.
72. Long Island City, N.Y. Offer not good
after Sept. 25. Get your FREE MAVIS now!
Finer Than Most Face Powders

With a nifty gadget to hold
the morning paper, Harry gulps
the news with his breakfast.

And now, a change of clothes in
his bag, he kisses Mickey, (Mrs.
Harry Von Zell) a fond goodbye.

His partner in the match is one
Harry MacNaughton, known to
radio as Phil Baker's man, Boffle.

Then to his desk, in the CBS
studio, where he studies script
and score for the broadcast.
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How

could

he

of the Gulf Program
tell

her

Scrape! Scrape! goes the razor.
For a man must look his best,
even if he is already married!

Off to the links in his streamlined car for a session at golf
at his favorite country club.

"Cut!" warns orchestra leader
Oscar Bradley, and Harry looks
at his watch and mops his brow.

How could he say— "You've been
careless about feminine hygiene"?
Husbands can't be expected to
know about "Lysol".
IT WOULD be SO much easier, she thought,
he'd burstkindness
into a rage,
instead
tiiisif indifferent
that hurt
her so.of
Family doctors — and too many husbands—know that one of the causes of
discord between husband and wife is
neglect of the feminine hygiene that
is so necessary for intimate cleanliness.
If you are in any doubt regarding a
wholesome, cleanh' tnt-rliod ot temmine
hygiene, ask Ityour
doctor about b\"Lxmany
soi"
disinfectant.
is recommended
physicians and is used in many hospitals,

for
many why:
antiseptic needs. Here are good
reasons
THE 6 SPECIAL FEATURES OF the"LYSOL"
proi
.■tt'ict
It
2. EnKCnVFNI
gcrmuidr.
in tin- prt siactivt
ncc (
mucus,
int'cctaiussi l urii,
mav c
tension, aiul tinspread
tii:ill\- r, .': ■ m t ins.ysol" sol
4. I;cii\ci>sis
i\i-ili ss■' Irh.in
\ s'll",onebecause
is concc-nttarcil,
cent an itapiilicatlon
in the ptopet solution lor leminine hygiene.
5. Odor . . . Cleanly, disappears after use.
6.no niattei
Stmui how
ri V. .long
."Lysol"
strength
kept, orkee|)s
how its/w//
often uncorked.
FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
1 I MN \ llSK l'l,. l,,,t. Cu.p., Dcpt.y-R.S.
.ISC siiul n.c the hook called "LYSOL
vs. GERMS", with facts ahoiit leminine
hysiene anil other uses of "Lysol".
13
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Suggestions for solving the fagend of summer beauty problems
SOME insaythirties
that !l)lessins^s
l)ut I'd All-Girl
say they
come
Witnesscome
the sint^dy
FhW —Spitalny
Orchestra! These l)eautiful and talented girls stepped
riyht down from their dais just in time to save one poor,
weary beauty editor from a nervous breakdown!
You know only too well that the seasons divide themselves into their own problems — and that there is no .season
asarevexatious
as the
"taq-endandof summer."
You are
tell me
you
bored and
disijusted
feel that you
looking
com])k'tely frazzled. F.ut until the thirty girls of the Phil
Spitalny Orchestra came to my rescue it seemed impossible
to cover all the (|uestions perj^lexing you.
But. here I have a g, ou]) of girls with problems such as
yours or mine, concerning the round face or the long, the
olive complexic.i or the magnolia, the skinny or fat figure,
curlilocks or s.raight hair! Ilere is a group of girls with
evcrv kind of c'\ rryday ])r(ibk'iii already solved! (Booking
agents and sponsors rate the attractiveness of the members
The Hour of Charm
girls name.
live Lovely
up to
their
Gertrude Bogord is
a typical example.

Beauty authorities agree that the most important step in the rare of ycjur eoinplexion
istoo,thorough
cleansing.& It's
a simplecreated
step,
since Daggett
Ramsdell
Golden
Cleansing
Cream.contains colloidal
For this
new cream
gold ... a substance with a remarkable
power for toning and invigorating the skin.
You
feel see
this orcolloidal
more can't
than seeyouor can
feel thegold,
ironanyin
spinach. Yet its penetrating action not only
makes (iolden (Heansing Cream a more
efficient cleanser . . . but aids in keeping
the complexion clear and youthful.
Try (iolden Cleansing Oeam tonight.
See how fresh and vitally alive it leaves
your skin. At leading drug and department
9tores-$1.00.
DAGGEHiRAMSDEll
Da^grll19W).& Ramsdell
Room
2 P.rk Ave., New York City MM 'iC
F.ncloied
find 10cCream.
in lUmpt
Golden
Cleaniing
(Offer forgoodtri»!io U.(izeS. J<ronly.)of
Addr.
Ci«r CoKT. I»»7. Suie
Duntt * Ramsdell
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Gertrude Bogard,
flower of Texas,
attributes her
petal-bloom
skin
to
cream, inside
as well as out.
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MARY BIDDLE

Irs soothing to my throat. The mild menthol adds a refreshing
flavor, yet none of the full tobacco goodness is lost. Toss
me a KQDL • • • it's a skillful blend of excellent Turkish and
Domestic tobaccos. And a coupon comes too — valuable coupons,
good in the U. S. A. for handsome, useful premiums. Extra couin every carton.
me P.a KGOL
. it'sLouisville,
quite a catch!
Brown pons& comeWilliamson
TobaccoTossCorp.,
0. Box. .599,
Ky.

of The Hour of Chann as one of
its biggest assets !)
A1)out the most striking asset
of tb.is group is its complexion!
Collectively and individually these
girls have lovely skins. I asked
that flower of Texas, Gertrude
Bogard, who plays the electric
guitar, piano, xylo])hone and
banjo, how such ]ietal-blossom
skins are acquired. Slie speaks for
the group and, although her words
are drawled,
the inside
effect and
of: cream
"We
believe
in cream
outside,"
is startling
enough
until she exi:)lains
further
that— this
means cold cream outside and unskimmed milk to drink. Milk with
cream, taken internally, works
miracles with the skin.
MaxineandMarlowe,
the one
band'sof
vocalist,
considered
outstanding beauties of the group,
(Continued on page 66)

SAVE COUPONS . . . MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS
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Don't be a Chrysanthemum!

can look truly
super-smooth
and glamourous with brows
running rampant or a fringe of short hairs
sprouting from her hair line. Tweezette is
the little beauty implement for removing
face hairs automatically and painlessly, and
a cap covers the pluckers so you can carry
it in your purse wherever you go! $1.

BV
1\
RUDV

isn't enough
just
to.It. .de-fringe
yourself
URLLGG
the glamour
girls
all have that welljroomed look too! , . . Sleek, shining brows
groomed
ike wings
. . long,
lonj silky lashes. . . . KuRlike
LENE
is a .scientifi
formula for grooming
—withso always
stroke
your UsebrowsKurlene
and lashes
it before retiring.
for WINCHELL goes to Hollywood.
daytime, too, and notice the lovely rain- Flash! Comes his column from
lights a 50c
touchandof $1.it puts in y'ff^
Hollywood ! Louis Sobol goes to
your bowlashes!
Hollywood or Palm Springs. Boom!
Comes his column from the West
Coast. Ed Sullivan goes to Washington or Florida or Ireland and his
column is date-lined from one of
those
places.
Spell eye beauty,
•K-U-R-L-A-S-H," for
only a frame of curling
this — aJicin — coluuinisl set
lashes can bring out the greatest charm of sail]\'hcn
London, he was well aT^'arc
your eyes. So slip your lashes into Kurlash that for
ffcryoiic expected liiiii to date
every
only 30 curled
secondswithout
they'llheat,be his column
from London, or at least
perfectlyday.andInnaturally
cosmetics or practice. $1.
to talk about it. At first he -mis (joing
OTHER KURLASH PRODUCTS ARE: to he different, but on second thought
TWIS80RS — the tweezers with Bclssor-handlei.
the sanctified pro8HA0ETTE
shadow. In twelve subtle shades and gold decided ceduretoofhisfollozv
an*i silver— foreye evening.
fellow conspirators and
to render a few observations and
In lipstick case nlth opinions on the British Isles.
LASHPAC — a pun
The trip, to me, was more than
just a casual trip to Europe. Filled
as it was with the prospect of producing two major broadcasts from
London to America, during one of
MMI. rillH roOAV
the greatest coronations in English
To:
Jane Heath, Dept.N, Y.D-Q
history, it was also by way of being a
The
The Kurlash
Kurlash CCo.o., ofItwhester,
Canada, at Toronto. S
personal triumph.
I'leaie
send
roe,
free,
your
bo<jklet
on
eye
beauty,
and a personal eye-beauty plan. Here Is my coloring:
Some of you may have read that
-Complexion
I played in London several years ago
at the Savoy Hotel. The Savoy is a
favorite rendezvous for .^nlericans
opyrlKht I'IST The Kurlash Company, In
and many Continentals. There is no
hotel in the world (luite like it. In
16

Rudy former
picturedNewat the
with
York beach
City
Magistrate, Hyman Bushel.
Besides being Rudy's lawyer,
Hymie comes in for a lot of
kidding about his "old age."

Neighbor Gladys Swarthout
fact, it is more than an hotel — it is
an institution.
You may haz'c read that I went
there 7i'ith a college band, during a
summer -c'dcation. For the sake of
the record, let me relate the facts
concerning my engagement at the
Sirz'oy Hotel back in 1924 — some
thirteen rectoryears
The musical
diof the ago.
six bands
under tlie
mdiKigemeut of the directors of the
Sii7'()\' Hotel heard of me through
some lUtslon musicians then playing
in London, and. on the strength of
these recommendations, made me a
handsome offer of $150 a week. As

RADIO STARS

opinion

Gay

reminiscences

of days

in London,

the Coronation, and
other

enter Yale and did so in the fall of
1922, After two years of hard study,
complicated by many musical engagements atYale, and upon again being pressed to accept the Savoy engagement, Idecided to do so. My
plans were to take a year out of Yale
to visit the places I had only read
about in English literature; to save
what I could of my salary to return
to Yale; to take fewer dance engagements upon my return to New Haven
than I had felt obliged to accept
before, in order to meet expenses;
to be able to attend extra lectures
and, once in a while, to chum around
with some of my classmates.
{Continued on page 90)

experiences

soon as they discovered that my
heart zvas set on transferring from
the University of Maine to Yale, they
countered zi'ith the suggestion that I
could study at London U nivcrsity.
I could not help but feel mighty
pleased with this offer — in view of
the fact that I had played the saxophone for only one year. However,
I remained steadfast in my desire to

Neighbor Bea Lillie

Looking not at all as they sound on
their Lum and Abner programs, Chester Lauck and Norris Goff adopt a
pair of stogies, instead of the corncob
pipes you expect to see them smoking.
They are heard at 7:30 P.M. EDST
on NBC — Blue.
to flatter pu

Glare-PnsofI

in

hard sunlight

Summer Brunette
Sunlight (lighti
Sunlight (dark)
This
year
Pond's
threeaccording
"Sunlight"
shades! Choose yourhasshade
to
your tan. Blended to catch only the softer
rays ofthethe hard
sun. glare
Pond'sof "Sunlight"
soften
the sun on Shades
your
face. Flatter you outdoors and in!
Try them at our expense. Or buy a box,
and if you do not find it more flattering
than ordinary sun-tan shades, send us
hack the box, and we will refund purchase
price plus postage. Decorated screw-top
jars, 35i, 70L New big boxes, 10?, 20?.
Test them FREE! in glaring Sunlight
Ponil's.Climon,
Conn. .Dept. 9RS-PJ.enoughHleineul" .ru3:i
iiu-.lr
now "Sunlight"
dayPon.i'9test.3 (This
offer expiresShades,
.\ov. 1. 1937) arh f..r a ;
CopyriKht. 1937. Pond's Extract C
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Jerry Cooper, Hollywood

Hotel

baritone, gives a girl a whirl

Af last she comes!
Joy Hodges, singing
star of Joe programs,
Penner's
SundayCSS
greets
Jerry
the
famous Brown at
Derby.
Inside, two hungry
singers order their
luncheon, as the
waiter offers tempting suggestions
for
a succulent
repast.
Afterward, Joy relinquishes the wheel
to Jerry, to back
the car out of the
parking
the
two
startlot,offandagain.
They
to takeat
in a decide
matinee
Grauman's
famous
Chinese Theatre. The
ticket-taker recognizes the two stars.
It was a grand show!
In high spirits Joy
and Jerry come out,
arm in arm. "A grand
guy to have a date
with!" thinks Joy.
But all good dates
must come to an end!
Jerry grins goodbye
at Joy, as she drops
him at the door of
CBS Radio Playhouse.

N.K. A. S.Tvic.-. In."^ ^
TO KEEP YOUR OWN COMPLEXION ALWAYSC 1937.LOVELY.
USE THIS BEAUTY SOAP CHOSEN FOR THE QUINS flBj

DRESSED

UP

AND

...BE

READY
SURE

TO

GO

YOU'RE

WEARING-

FOR that MemorableGMoment
Flame, Natural. Among
them there
liest. Wearing Glazo's misty, smoky tints,
L ...Athat ZShell,O'S
-yiz/^M^'^/M
Occasion demanding yourmost glam- are bound to be the perfect colors for you're Right to your Fingertips!
orous gown, your carefullest grooming, }o«...to flatter your own skin-tone, to
Smooth as a debutante's chatter is
Glazo on the nail. Its satin lustre doesn't
let one of Glazo's "Misty" nail polish blend with your choser^ fabrics.
colors climax your charm.
Watch your hands bloom into new,
doesn't peel. And how Glazo does
Choose one of these debonair new exciting beauty! Discover how poised, fade,
solve that "thickening" nuisance! The
shades .. .Thistle, Old Rose, Russet and how sure of yourself you feel... con- last drop in that thrifty 2 5 -cent bottle
Suntan, Rust, Dahlia. Imperial Red, or
scious that you are looking your love- goes on as easily, as perfectly, as the first.

GLAZO

.red.Becoming
undertone
brown
subtleto almost
with
^ rnisty
RUSSE
ng with
every
typeT...No
of skin.
Enchanti
light
dark
colors
chipping
...No peeling.

Hollywood, and you
immediately conjure
up a picture
of the
celebrated
columnist,
Walter Winchell,
who airs his Flashes
over
NBC-Blue
networkthe each
Sunday
at 9:30 p.m., EDST.
under sponsorship
of Jergens Lofion.
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As a newspaper columnist, Walter Winchell created a distinct style for being
both informative and entertaining. He did the same thing when he became a radio
commentator. And, as before, he had many imitators.
In person or in print, he never is ordinary, never bores, always has a new slant,
never fails to get the inside track and never is without his sense of humor and
fair play.
That "imitation
the for
sincerest
form of flattery"
shouldnow
be consolation
to
him.
Columnists
may thankis him
the prestige
their position
enjoys.
His broadcast always abounds in fact and enthusiasm. Flash is certainly its
keynote. It's the quickest fifteen-minute program you can listen to.
Walter Winchell is much more than a good reporter and commentator. He is
a genuine, topnotch crusader. He has started more sensible movements than the
average
reader
realizes.
more,buthe'stheyseenhavehis accomplished
efforts rewarded.
His pointed
humoror listener
and sarcasm
have And,
been what's
belittled,
big
things. Every ounce of him a Broadwayite, he definitely is a sentimental small-towner
at heart. He has worked tirelessly for his success. And he still has the drive, pep and
vitality that put him on top. It's especially evident in his dynamic broadcasts.
News always is interesting on the air. Walter Winchell has the gift of high-lightit in dramatic
been misunderstood,
maligned
and ingeven
assaulted,fashion.
but he He's
courageously
refuses to be misquoted,
anybody butridiculed,
Walter Winchell.
To Walter Winchell, an outstanding credit to radio and journalism, Radio Stars
Magazine awards its Medal for Distinguished Service to Radio.
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EDITOR.

SHE looks like a smaller, darker edition of Myrna Loy,
inshe Lais Loy's
exotic and
moments.
she goes
taken more
for Myrna,
no one Everywhere
will believe different.
She was dining at the Brown Derby, on one occasion, with
Bums and Allen. John Barrymore and his Ariel sat in
an adjoining booth. Virginia beheld a determined-looking
woman, autograph book in hand, barging in her direction.
Modest, she supposed that the autographophile was
Barrymore-bound. But no. The woman stopped at the
Verrill table, said briskly: "Miss Loy, may I have your
autograph, please ?" Virginia explained, with suitable and
sincere regrets, that she was not Miss Loy. "Oh, yes,
you are,"tested.saidBurns the
very crossly.
Virginia proand woman,
Allen rallied
to the defense.
The
woman expostulated. And the probable result was the
loss of one Loy fan. For the lady flounced away, indignant and unconvinced.
She is twenty, is Virginia. She lives, with her mother,
here in Hollywood. And she never has been in love. Nor
even thought she was in love. She's never had so much
as a crush. Her heart has never gone pit-a-pat. She
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doesn't,
that has,
love also,
is "very
has read shethe says,
poetsthink
but she
gazedpretty."
upon a SI
fen
facts and finds them rather horrid.
She is a compound of a child of twenty and a wc
twice twenty. And somehow, and quite without meanit
to, she quickens pity in the heart.
She is a child who loves to go to the movies (Myrna
Joel McCrea, Miriam Hopkins and Bette Davis are he
"favorites") and get an ice-cream soda afterwards. And
have her chum, Flo, the only chum she has ever had, to
spend the night with her. She gets a big kick out of
having a new car "of my own" and she is thrilled whenj
she can buy a "little import." She thinks Jack Benny]
is "simply
othernever
favorite
pro-j
gram
is thewonderful,"
March of and
Time.her She
takesradio
a drink.
And smokes infrequently and rather amateurishly.
And she is a woman who has looked on the face of Life!
without its pretty chiffon veil and has found it sadly disil usioning. She is completely without vanity, finding
hard to believe that people are attracted to her for herself alone.
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Virginia
Verrilla
looks like
smaller, darker
edition of Myrna
witn
Loy. her
She mother
lives
in Hollywood.
She
has sung {
for night clubs
for
and movie
"dubbedstars,
in"
as wel I as on
radio programs.
Now she is on
the Show Boaf.
She was, she
thinks, born
knowing music.
She
twenty,
and is
never
has i
been
in
love!
"I won't fall in
"I won'tshe marry
love,"
says.
for at least
five years! I
may
not Hollyhave
inherited
wood, but I hove
inherited mv
own heart!'

' lings
I And a she
have asowned
Hollywood
Whereby
story might
as strange
any teller
of fiction! tales
ever
lis told.
I For, many years ago, her maternal grandfather, B. C.
I dwards, came into Hollywood, then a desert, in a covered
I agon. He came from Mississippi, having been driven
lut by the floods. With him were his wife, his children,
lis household goods and fifteen Negro slaves. He settled
I n the very site now famous as the Hollywood Bowl. And
lie staked out his undisputed claims to what is now most
Itf Hollywood. C. E. Toberman, later, and still, I believe,
l)ne
Hollywood's
multi-multi-millionaires,
nfficeof boy.
He builtmost
his ranch
house on the very was
site his
of
|;he
Bowl.
And
there
Virginia's
mother
was
born.
Time
[passed. The town began to develop. And came the
rumors, disastrous for Grandfather Edwards, that the
Imovies were coming to Hollywood. For Grandfather
Edwards
Baptist.
by Verrill
would havewasbeena hard-shelled
veritable voodoo
to him Vocals
! He wanted
no
truck with "theatre folk." And when C. E. Toberman,
in whom he had great and (Continued on page 80)
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She

is Virginia

Verrill-

and the tale is as strange

as any that ever was told

by a fiction story writer!
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"YOU can quote me," said the great Claude William
Dukinfield, "as saying that Charlie McCarthy is the finest
piece of timber I've ever known. In fact, nothing would
give me greater pleasure than an evening here bv my fireside with a good book, a couple of lemonades, and Charlie."
"Just the two of you, eh?"
"Yeah. Me here in my easy chair, and Charlie in the
Many long years ago, the great C. W. D., then an itinfireplace."
erant juggler, gazed fondly at a theatre marquee and realized that it could never support the lugubrious name of
Dukinfield. So, with remarkable consideration for the
theatre-going public, he immediately became W. C. Fields.
.A.nd
it's justwould
as wellprobably
for his get
present
association.
McCarthy
splinters
trying Charlie
to sa>
Claude William Dukinfield. As who wouldn't?
But we digress. Which means we are deviating. Leave
us, as they say at Old Harvard, get back to our fireside
chat.
spacious
of thethe Fields
mansion We're
atop a inhillthein Bel
Air, andliving-room
a far cry from
pianc
The Fields explains his roseate

Come down off your high horse, Bill!
You're only going in circles on that
fiery
steed!withButyour
you'rewell-known
going places
in radio,
wit!

PROm
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box which young Claude William once called home. Just
three of us are present — W. C, a Scotch highball, and your
correspondent. The Scotch is ours, for Bill Fields has
demon McCarthy.
rum. He's switched to lemonade, all
onrenounced
account the
of Charlie
"He alludes to my proboscis as being fashioned of redwood," saidofW. carmine
C. "Hewhich
was graces
referring,
course,Purely
to thea
slight tinge
my ofnose.
result of my allegiance to the outdoor life, and having
nothing whatever to do with the stigma of alcoholic
beverage j."
"You mean," I asked, "that you didn't acquire it from
years of worship at the altar of Bacchus?"
Its ruddyWhat
glow,a woman
I'm proud
to say,
a gift
from"Never!
Dame Nature.
! Why,
with isnothing
but my nose to guide me, I once lighted the way for Stanley through darkest Africa. It was through me he was
able to stumble upon that great explorer and pronounce
those now historic words: 'Doctor Livingstone, I presume?' You wouldn't believe that, would you?"
"No," I re])lied.
"Neither would McCarthy." said W.C., ruefully. "But
he's a nice little chap, in spite of his sly innuendos. And
he's a great improvement over my last partner, in that he's
proboscis, and how

W. C. Fields, himself, ace
Chase and Sanborn Hour,
at
8:00 p.m.,
EDST,Ameche
over
network,
with Don

funster of the
heard Sundays
the
as theNBC-Red
M. C.
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all bark and no bite. My last colleague, as I have intiused tocolleague?"
bite me."
"Yourmated,last
"Yes.
An
arch-fiend
infant s wear.
villainous monster workingdisguised
under thein cognomen
of BabyA
LeRoy.
He that."
bit mc."
"You said
"Yes,
and
I'll
it again.
was associated
the
little tyke in the say
moving
pictureI industry.
The with
industry
had
progressed
from
its
infancy,
and
I
regret
that
I
can't
say the same for my little friend. Every time I spoke a
line of dialogue in his presence, he bit me. Could he have
I>een a critic, at his age, or just vicious?"
"Well," I said, "you could have bit him back."
"I did exactly that," replied W.C. "And spent a year in
the seclusion of a sanitarium."
Behind all Bill Field's kidding there's a story as draas you'll fight
find for
in fiction.
His heavy
year inodds.
the sanitarium
was a maticvaliant
life again.st
It was a
struggle which his friends frankly thought he'd never win.
But he won
before.
Life out,
has because
handed he'd
Bill dealt
Fieldswith
manytough
a leftj^roblems
to the
chin, but he always has kept that chin up. and that's where
it's going to stay.
{Continued on page 76)
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an arch-fiend bit him, and other matters

What

is the secret of Nadine

everything

she attempts?
BY

Conner's

striking success in

Is it, as she insists, just luck?

NANCY

"SHE'S lovely to look at, lovely to listen to — this little
the Golden
West," said
I.anny California
Ross, introducing
togirlhisof Shmv
Boat audience
the young
singer,
Nadine Conner. And we recall that, last season. Nelson
Rddy,
her to his Vick's Open House
listenerstoo,in apresented
similar fashion.
She is lovely to look at — small and slim, with startling sea-green eyes and auburn hair. And that she is
lovely to listen to seems proved by the ease with which
she has won coveted places on important programs —
Shell Chateau. Vick's Open House, The Show Boat.
It's luck.
curling
a couchstillandto
gazing
at youNadine
with insists,
soft, wide
eyesupthaton seem
wonder and marvel at success. Whenever she auditions
for anything,
she gets the job! "I'm just lucky, I guess,"
she
laughs softly.
"When Nelson Eddy was giving auditions for a
soprano for the Vick's program," she mused, "a friend,
who just happened to hear of it, said: 'Why don't you
try out for that program?' I'd never met Nelson Eddy
—hadn't
knownTheyabout
I went
over to theevenstudio.
had the
justauditions,
finished abutbroadcast.
Nelson Eddy and Josef Pasternack were on the platform. Iasked if I could audition for them. They .said
they had practically decided on someone, but to go
ahead Nelson
and sing.EddyBefore
got halfdown
way tothrough
my
song,
came I'drunning
the piano.
'You're
the
girl!'
he
said."
Nadine still feels surprised about it.
"I loved working on that program!" She smiled
reminiscently.
"Nelsonthere
Eddywasis so
encouraging,
generous.
Whenever
anything
especiallyso
good, in a song, or in the script, he'd say: 'You take
that. Everyone knows me now — I don't need it.' And
after the broadcast, he'd give me a hug and tell' me
I'd sung beautifully!"
Nadine enjoyed, loo, the cross-country trip — her
first journeying outside her native state — during Nelson
Eddy's spring concert tour. "We weren't traveling
with
NeKson,"
explained. to
"Wehisjustconcerts,
planned for
to stop
in places
mostsheconvenient
rehearsals and for our Sunday night broadcasts. Then
we'd allandget dancing,
together sometimes,
and liave insuchthe good
—
dinners
hotel times
diningroom. Often, though, we'd have dinner upstairs —
sometimes in the hotel manager's room — for Nelson
likes to be where he can relax and enjoy him.self, and
in a puljlic dining-room the attention always embarrasses
him.

BARROWS
"Once we were dining downstairs, and Nelson and
I were dancing together. There was a woman who
kept demanding, every time we passed her table, that
he
singEach
a certain
song. Itwould
was one
GraceandMoore's
songs.
time Nelson
say, ofquietly
courteously"That's
:
not one of my songs — I'm sorry.'
'Finally the woman — she had been drinking too
much,
— called
out: 'You
sissy!'
as we
passed Iherguess
table,
she swvmg
up herbigarm
and And,
hit Nelson
in the face ! The onlookers gasped — but Nelson only
smiled, and ignored it. We left the dining-room at
once,
and didn't
go intoisit hurt
again."by such experiences,
Nelson,
naturally,
Nadine says. He'd like to be able to go about casually,
like anyone else, and enjoy himself. "OfT-stage," .says
Nadine, "he is a natural comedian. He has a great sense
of humor. I think
mother.
extraordinarily
like hehim.getsSheit from
has thehis same
hairShe's
and
coloring,
too
—
though
she's
very
small."
But — to get back to Nadine . . . Her first appearance
in radio was about five years ago. She began to study
voice at the age of nine. At eighteen she won the
Euterpe
study During
singing atthose
the
Southern three-years'
California scholarship
School of toMusic.
years she was .soloist with the Russian Club choir, and
appeared in light operas throughout the state. She was
singing in the Hollywood Bowl, when a network
manager heard her and immediately gave her a commercial assignment on the air.
Following that she was, for three years, on the
California Melodies program, with Raymond Paige.
That program was the first to interview movie stars on
the air, and was the forerunner of H oU\<7Vi>od Hotel.
When Raymond Paige left California Mclcdies. the
Hollywood Hotel hour show came to the air. Nadine
sang several times as guest star on that program.
Nadinecommercials
was an XRC for
staffthem.
singer,Then
and .sang
on l"'or
twoa time
or three
she
became
the
finst
Pcggv
(,'ardiiier
of
Shell
Chateau.
She
remained on this ])rogram over a year and a halt, with
Al Jolson. Smith Ballew, Wallace Heery and Fldward
Everett Horton as successive masters of ceremonies.
Then, briefly, with the Signuind Romberg Swift program, followed by guest api)earances on the Bing
Cro.-,ijy
— after
and
thenhour
Show
Boat. which came Vick's Open House,
Nadine enjoys the Shozv Boat jirogram, too. In
auditioning for this, the Conner luck held true to form
again. And after her first (Continued on page 60)

At the extreme left is
diminutive Janet Logan,
black-haired, blue-eyed
and extremely charming.
Janet
playsCirce
the role
a modern
in T/ieof
Romance of Helen Trent.
Maestro Johnny Green,
popular
composer-of
pianist young
- conductor
The Packard
Hour,
exercises his two spaniels.
Above,
new
baritone, Show
ThomasBoat's
Thomas,
greets his friends from
Scranton, Pennsylvania,
after his Metropolitan
Opera debut in Pagliacci.
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Mugger dinary,
extraorMartha
Raye,
tries
out
her rubber face
in a Figure 8.
Martha is a big
favorite on the
air and on the
silver screen.
Three fair faces!
(Left) Harriet
Milliard,
radio and ofmovie
fame, with Lowell Thompson
and Lorraine
Kreuger in New
Faces of 1937.

RRDIO

Having completed his
work in a 20th CenturyFox filnn
(You , Can'
Have
Everything)
Rubin-f
off plays a farewell
to four of the show's
chorines, before starting East to resume
his Sunday
casts fromnight
New broadYork.
Fair Jessica Dragonette,
lovely lyric soprano of
The Beauty Box Theatre
(Heard Wednesdays over
CBS, at 9:30 p.m.. EDST)
gathers a basketful of
blooms from the flowering shrubs and vines in
her penthouse garden.

CPOTIIGHT
^^^^ Im^^H^y^
s no gamble!
Radio fovorHe
Bing Crosby is
starring in the
new Poronrtounf
orpicture,
Nothing.Double
Mary
Carlisle is his
leading tody.
Milton Berle,
of the Gillette
Summer Hotel
nrrakes his debut
in
Radio'sof
NewRKO-Faces
1937. Between
scenes he takes
a hasty snack.

yfhotos
action

BY WILLIAM

L. VALLEE

"VOW take my little boy, Michael." began Walter
U'Keefe for the fifth time, "he is the — "
"Please, Mr. O'Keefe," I broke in, "I'm dying to hear
more about Michael, but first let's talk about you. I've
heard that you're a pretty independent fellow; that, if the
thing you're doing strikes you as being wrong, you just
don't do it any longer — whether it's playing tennis or
holding down a $1 5,(XX)-a-week air show. Is that true?"
"Well. I'll tell you." he cast a speculative eye at the
menu, "this /^om/JaHO looks nice. What? Oh, oh, yes — let's
see now — I didn't exactly walk out on Lucky Strike, but
1 didn't renew my contract with them because I didn't
like their idea of what O'Keefe should do."
To get away
mostLucky
repleteStrike
and
absorbing
menu from
and the
to bePlaza
moreHotel's
s})ecific.
wanted this radio wit to be a second Walter Winchell,
whom he was following. They insisted on staccato chatter,
such as Winchell goes in for. but O'Keefe just doesn't

work that way — so he thanked them politely, shook hands
and was off. There aren't many like that in what V ariety
calls "show biz." you know — or did you ?
"Another little walk-out of mine took place up at Yale
I'd been reading
on the stage
for years, subjects,
but I wanted
aUniversity.
little disciplinary
on histrionic
so I
signed
up
with
Professor
Baker's
class,
which
has
turned
out some astoundingly good playwrights. But the good
professor insisted that I go in for all the persiflage that
rank amateurs need, and mentioned, in i)assing. that I
must be in class by eight in the morning. Now that meant
taking a train out of New York at about five in the morning— I never did dare to figure out exactly what time I'd
have to get up to make it— and I felt that I didn't need
to be taught a simple thing like making an entrance — so
— I showed him how / made an exit!"
31
He ordered, after much deliberation, pompano amandine
{pompano cooked with lots of {Continued on page 83)

IF you had been piloted up or down
in her elevator, you probably would
not have noticed her particularly.
There are so many pretty girls, neat
and attractive in their neutral uniforms, and the casual observer,
package-laden, would probably not
have noticed anything that set her
apart from the rest, would even have
been surprised to learn that she had
won a beauty prize, was Miss New
Orleans of 1931.
notFor
the Dorothy
flamboyantLamour's
type. Shebeauty
is quietis
and inconspicuous, the sort of shy
little girl who would sit on her stool
and manipulate her levers and pay
little more attention to her passengers
than they paid to her. And they could
not be blamed for not remarking the
sheer i>etal-loveliness of her skin, the
soft and velvety eyes, the perfect
figure, for it isn't our habit to see the
people who
wear who
uniforms
individuals, and those
came inascontact
Dorothyof course.
accepted her services
aswitha matter

Hers is the type of
beauty that lends
itself to glamorous,
exotic roles. She
is small and slender
and quite unspoiled.

herselfof accepted
her jx)sitionDorothy
as a matter
course, gratefully
rather than otherwise. Her father
had been tragically killed in a plane
accident a few years previous and
Dorothy was anxious to earn her own
living. She had taken a secretarial
course, but jobs were hard to come
by the.se days and this work was
plea.sant
enough, and infinitely better
than nothing.
She could not guess that there was
anything symbolic in the swift rise
of her car, that some day Fate was
to tap her on the shoulder and say :

by MIRIAM

ROGERS

rhe story of lovely
[Dorothy
[who

Reunited, after a
separation Dorothy
due to
contracts,
and her husband,
bandleader Herbie
other
rapturously.
Kay, greet
each

Lamour,

rose

from

elevator operator to
radioand movie fame

"Your floor, miss — you'll find staraisle toDorothy
the right."
For,dom onethough
little dreamed
it, fame and fortune were already
rushing toward her. And not only
fame and fortune, but also love.
Everything that a girl could want or
dream of were to be hers, almost
without the asking. The horn of
plenty, to mix my metaphors some
more, was tipped in her direction, its
precious gifts ready to be poured into
her lap. Dorothy would have laughed
at the very suggestion. Why should
Fate single her out? She had no
theatrical ambitions, no desire to trade
on her brief reign as beauty queen.
Least of all did she have any idea that
she could sing, that within her slender
throat lay the key to undreamed of
success
and popularity on both radio
and
screen.
And so she ran her elevator up and
down
in Chicago's
Field's
department
store and Marshall
only reluctantly
agreed when beautiful Dorothy Dell,
so soon to be tragically killed at the
beginning of her own movie career,
insisted that she take part in the
theatrical night performance of a
Chicago hotel. The two Dorothys
had been friends since school days in
New Orleans and it had been entirely
due other
to Dorothy
influence
the
DorothyDell's
entered
herselfthatin
a beauty contest and later left New
Orleans for the wider opportunities
up north.
So now she yielded to Dorothy
Dell's persuasions
and,to atsingherat the
insistence, learned a song
entertainment. (Continued on page 74)

She sings on the Chase
and Sanborn Hour
(Sundays, 8:00 p.m.
EDST, NBC-Red netAmeche is
master work).
of Donceremonies.

BY ELIZABETH BENNECHE

PETERSEN

IT WAS nine years ago that James Melton first met
Marjorie McClure, at a party in Akron given by his
sponsor. He was soloist on the Sieberling Program then
and everylx)dy was making a great to-do about the tall
young Southerner, and it was pleasant to have all the
pretty young girls clustering around him and asking him
if he wouldn't sing.
Only Marjorie didn't ask him to sing. In that moment
ofdei)ended
meeting onhim.
havehadsaidbeaux
anything
if her even
life
it. she
Of couldn't
course she
and there
had been times when her heart liad skipped a beat or two,
dancing at the country club with some handsome lad. But
never like this! For a moment she wondered if something
were not wrong with her. Really, it was ridiculous the
way she was feeling — with her hands and feet like .stray
icicles that .somehow had attached themselves to her, and
her face as hot as it was that awful time when she was a
kid and had got so terribly sunburned ! .She even hoped
she might be having a fever. At least that would l)e .something she could understand.
That tall, young James Melton, smiling down on her,
was feeling sort of c[ueer, too. This lovely blonde girl's
"He proposed the second nighty
father was one of the most important automobile executives in Akron and her mother was a well-known novelist.
end I didn't wait two seconds
to accept!** IcNighs Marjorie.
But was
Jim theMelton
didn't
He only
she
loveliest
girl know
he everthat.
had seen
in hisknew
life. that
He
never had been at a loss for words before !
\'(iu don't
of .Southerners
as go-getters,
but coming eagerly, as if there would never be time enough
.Melton
always think
had been
one, ever since
he was a kid.
When he had discovered that the only way he could get for them to tell each other all the things they had to say.
t(j college was by working his way through, he had That kind of excitement is rare in a marriage that's gone
ff)r eight years.
organized a band and made enough money to .send ten on
She dropped the cover from the pottery jug as she
i)oys to college! But this was difYerent. It wasn't only started
to pour the coffee.
that
wearing
of his before,
favoriteandred.
He'd
seen she
prettywasgirls
wearinga dress
red dresses
his heart
I ler husband laughed. "What's the matter, honey chile,
hadn't started turning cartwheels.
That's
these table,
two, sitting
now across
you know
affect meas like
?"answering
from
eachhowothertheyat had
the met,
breakfast
with their
words nervous
And■'Oh,herJimmy,
laugh you
camealways
as tea.singly
his. that !"
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"I'm going to marry that girl !" he shouted.
And almost at that very moment Marjorie McClure's
mother
her that
quizzically
are you was
goinglooking
to sayat to
young and
man saying:
when he"What
asks
you"You're
to marryjusthim?"
going fictional on me again ! Looking for
a plot
your that
new mothers
novel !" who
Marjorie
to
tell for
herself
wrote gibed.
books And
were tried
just
too,
too
romantic
and
their
reactions
shouldn't
really
counted on. But, just the same, it heli>ed that her motherbe
thought there had been something special, too. about the
way that young man had looked at her, when they made
awa)
. for his next visit to Akron, three whole weeks
that date
The next week she listened in to the Sieberling Program
and it was as he had said. He was singing that song. But
not to her, Marjorie told herself, over and over again.
These tall, handsome Southerners, with their soft, slurring
words and their special way of looking at a girl, they
couldn't fool her! No, indeed, they couldn't!
"He's butsinging
she told
herself,
again that
theresong
was tothata million
feeling people,"
in her heart,
like
wild
wings
beating,
and
her
mother
smiled
as
she
looked
at her.
"I was never one of these impetuous men," James
Melton smiled as he buttered a popover. "The cautious
Meltons,
what until
they the
callsecond
us down
where I
hail
from, that's
so I waited
time South,
I saw Marjorie
to "And
proposeI didn't
to her wait
!" two seconds to accept!" His wife
laughed.
"Buton Ihaving
was only
eighteen
my mother
had
set
her heart
me go
to Brynand Mawr.
so I went
for a year. But I'm afraid taken
six months
of that year
up in shopping
for was
my
"And then we went to Paris
trousseau."
for ourjorie honeymoon
and Marfloors me by saying
she
hasn't a thing to wear and
starts
over her
againthat!"
James shopping
Melton allgave
special fond look happy husbands seem toI'llhave
monopol)PRHGRn
on. "And
tell ayou
I got
more than a speaking acquaintshops."
"Oh,ance with
nowParis
you're
being unfair," Mrs. Melton reproached
him. "You see, it was in
1929,"when
she explained,
"just the
time
skirts scooped
the
stock
market
by
a
few
months
FOR
LIUIRG
and decided to go down. There
1 was, with all those new
dresses I never had worn,
except
for fittings, all ending
The young James Meltons now have eight
somewhere just below my
knees — and Paris appearing in
happy years of married life behind them
ankle-length dresses ! Wearing
those trousseau dresses was
like having one of those terrible nightmares people have,
in which you suddenly find
yourself in public wearing a .smile and nothing much
that to
night,
years even
ago, they
sayButmucli
eachnineother,
when hadn't
they i)een
foundal)lethatto besides!" She stopped suddenly. "Jimmy, that isn't
deserted
U])stairstostudy
and she
he sang
Fallingto look
In Love
it?" a huge, brown flaky one, and
With Someone
her and
tried I'm
so hard
un- another
it waspopover,
another ispopover.
there was no quibbling about the butter that was going
concerned, witli his dark eyes looking at her that way.
"Listen in on my next program." He tried to say it on it, either !
casually, hut his eyes weren't casual, nor was his smile.
"This is the reason 1 go in for dieting in a big way."
"Then I'll sing it again. For you!"
James
Meltonfor said.
"Po])overs
all such
things.
a
fall
guy
good food
! So. and
in order
to have
themI'ma
andThatwokenight
him Jimup. Melton bounded into his hrother's room quarter of the time, 1 go in for a {Continued on page 72)
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Dressed for his roL
of Valenfine in Fausf,
Donald Dickson speeds
to the Met
when the
Sealfesf
Sunday
Night
Party rehearsal ends.

Here $ Jock Benny, as ever was. in a most romantic
moment. The charming lady is Jessie
Jenard. and
Paromount picture. Arfhts
i'*
!Zi 'uH^
and
Models
m
which
radio's
peer
once more takes o whirl at acting forofthepersifla
moviw.ge

And here s that Canova gal. Judy, of the hillbilly Canovas. practicing her hawg calling,
along with the hillbilly hop. Judy's last
stance
in her athletic dance is as esthetic
and exquisite as is her melodious whooping!

HE todoesn't
He doesn't
He the
is respectful
women.smoke.
He takes
off hisdrink.
hat at
name of
Mother and when the flag goes by. He will not
permit the members of his band to be smokers or drinkers.
He prefers that the girl members of his band have their
mothers travel with them. He always stays at the same
hotel with his band. He always travels in the same Pullman with them. His band never has played a night club
engagement.
May be just happenstance. May be ideali.sm.
I dunno.
He once played an engagement in Washington. D. C,
for the Press men of the city, I believe. Just before the
band started to play, he requested the audience to stop
smoking. It interfered, he .said, with the best work of his

SIR
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By

GLADYS

HALL

"I believe that only the
pure in heart should be
allowed

to sing great

religious music or the old

songs we love/' says Fred ,

band. And — he was being sponsored by the famous Nol
A Cough In a Carload makers of cigarettes! Two cinployees of the cigarette company were in the audience and
were their faces red! The wires burned with indignant
sponsor messages.
next concocted
day Fred'stalepress
gave forth
andThehastily
that agent
Mr. Waring
had the
madetastily
the
request because of the fact that the floor was covered with
priceless rugs and he had feared that damage would be
done.
Nothing of the sort, of course, but it checked the rapid
riseAndof that
the sponsor's
blood pressure.
is Fred Waring.
He would, one is convinced,
protect his standards, his ideals, in the very teeth of any
sponsor, any audience, any mass opinion, at any cost to
himself, or any loss. In show business, as he is, he neverkeeps his 'scutcheon
his lampthelesstrimmed
and burning.clean and brightly polished,
He has been twice married. Is married now, and very
happily, to Evalyn Muir, formerly a dancer. He met her
when she joined his own novelty number. Dancing
Dominoes. He has two children, Dixie, aged two and a
half, and Fred Junior, aged six months. He lives, while
in Hollywood, in an isolated home in the hills. He refuses
to talk
pubHcation
he
says for
briefly.
But hisabout
pridehisin family.
them, his"It'slovebadof taste,"
them,
speak articulately in his eyes.
Cars are his hobby. He is said to own five. He drives
for relaxation, after work. Drives with satanic speed but
also with complete caution. He believes in clean living and
in physical fitness as a concomitant thereof. He carries a
trainer, Albert Greenway, with the troupe at all times.
Under
and the machines,
male members
of
his Greenway's
band work direction
out daily,Fred
at weight
Avith
medicine balls and so on. Two softball teams are maintained among the members.
He collects miniature orchestras — orchestras made of
wood, of gold, ivory, jade, porcelain, metals. Teentsyweentsy orchestras, middle-sized orchestras, larger ones.
Even as Roland Young collects penguins of wood, ivory,
jade, and so forth.
never will
sleepto insing
a lower
berth. Pinlandia
It's his oneandphobia.
HisHe favorite
.songs
are Sleep,
The
Night
Is
Young
And
You're
So
Beautiful.
He
is
a
sound
business man. He is heavily insured, for the band as well
as for his family. And each member of the band is insured
for him.sentedProbably
in insurance
is reprein the band.someHe $1,000,000
is an executive
as well
as a
maestro. He has a business manager who has been with
him for over seven years. But it is Fred who does all
the interviewing, hiring, training, creating of ideas, planning.taineInd tNew
immense
maino take York
care ofCity
the andetails
of theorganization
l)usiness. Anis entire
floor of a Broadway office building is given over to the
offices, rehearsal rooms and music library of the troupe.
Two Pullmans and a baggage car are needed to transport
the troupe on the road.
He is, if anything, a little too serious. He is also,
admittedly, moody. His brother tells me that, up to very
recently,
didn'tto know
how hard
to relax.
Thisearly.
is l)ecause,
Tom
says,Fred
he had
work too
and too
He is,
his brother also told me, a stickler extraordinary for
exactness, for precision, for fine detail. Like Fred Astaire,
nothing an inch short of perfection will .satisfy him. Also
like Fred A.staire, he believes in doing one thing at a time
and doing that one thing supremely well. To do two onehalf hour radio programs weekly, Fred and his band
rehearse some nine hours daily for six days.
He is i)robably the only entertainer known to man and
the masses who ever voluntarily left a sjxmsor while said
sponsor was in the very act of waving a new contract
in his face. But he did. He voluntarily left two sponsors.
Old Cold Cigarettes and the (Continued on page 77)
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LeH, Ann Harding, Mrs.
Werner Janssen, with
daughter, Jane Bannister.
Center, Werner Janssen.
/?/g/i/, Ann with John Boles.
BY

WHEN broke
news inofHollywood,
Ann Harding's
marriage
Werner
Janssen
the general
feelingto was
one
of rejoicing. Ann deserved happiness, if anyone did. It
was good to know she had found a man who might, in
some measure, make up to her for all she had undergone
in the past. A man whom she might admire and respect
and love.
For Ann's
previous
experienceshe ofwould
marriage
had
been
so bitter,
you knew
instinctively
not have
married again in haste, not without feeling sure that this
was a man she could trust, with whom she could find
peace and security, for herself and for her little daughter,
Jane.
Interest in Ann spread out and enveloped Janssen. Who
was he ? What sort of a man ? The name was new to the

LESLIE

EATON

movie-going, dial-twisting public. Where had Ann met
him ? How long had they known each other ?
Nobody's business, perhajjs. But the feeling behind
those questions was real and warm and friendly. Ann's
fansA natural
quite simply
husband. stars
enoughwanted
desire, toandknow
one Ann's
our Hollywood
are used to and, for the most part, ready to answer. A
certain
amount choose
of privacy'
but if jjeople
to liveis inunquestionably
the limelight, their
they right,
must
realize that their fans have their rights, too. No star can
last without their interest and affection, however great her
art. And no musician can get far without his public, however much he may disdain it.
And the public was stirred to new interest when Werner

Mr. and Mrs. Werner Janssen take a
stroll together on their return to
California after their marriage in
Europe. Upper right, a glimpse of
Ann on the set in an English studio,
where she made a movie, Love from
a Stranger, with Basil Rathbone.
Right, that musical genius, Werner
Janssen, who has conducted many
of the world's finest orchestras.

Janssen was signed to conduct on the new Chase and
Sanborn Hour and Ann herself appeared in a dramatic
role on the opening program. On this occasion the press
was well represented in the studio audience. The members
of the despised Fourth Estate liked the whole set-up, were
impressed
withhimself,
Janssen's
agogtheforsnubs
information
about
the man
readyability,
to forget
that had
been dealt them on his arrival.
But Janssen, a dynamic, a forceful person, fiercely resents the publicity that has dogged his steps since he
arrived in this country with his wife. He resents all prying
into his personal history, all curiosity about his marriage,
He resents being Mr. Ann Harding — and he resents the
public personality, the silver screen presentment of his

beautiful wife, whom he infinitely prefers to regard as
Mrs. Werner Janssen.
As far as his own past is concerned, he says quite
simply
"It istrying
completely
that matters
what I: am
to do unimportant.
through the All
medium
of radio.is
What I have done before is about as important as a prizewinning essay in high school. The boy who wins a medal
finds it no asset when he goes into business, and he
forgets it as quickly as possible. Why does anyone care
what I have done ? It is what I am trying to do now that
Granted that he is right, nevertheless what Werner
counts
Janssen ..."
is trying to do derives from the kind of man he
is and from his varied but always (Continued on page 62)
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Lou Gehrig, first baseman of the New York
Yankees, is known as baseball's Iron Man,
because he has been at his post, day in
and day out, since June first, 1925. Lou
says his goal is 2.500 consecutive games.

erf .
CONSISTENCY, apparently, is one oi
those virtues which brings its own re
ward ! For instance, look at the career
of Frank Munn in radio and that o
Lou Gehrig- in baseball.
Lou Gehrig, brawny first baseman of j
the world champion New York Yatikces, \
is known as baseball's Iron Man, because \
he has been at his post, day in and day '
out, since June first, 1925. He has ;
played 1,808 consecutive games, which !
doesn't take into computation his World '
Series or spring or fall exhibition jjerfonnances. It is a remarkable achievement, one whose very consistency blurs
its glory — for it no longer is considered
news that Gehrig is at first base for the
Yankees; the real story would be if he
were not there !
Similarly it is no news that Frank
Munn is singing on the radio. Munn
started his endurance streak a year before Gehrig began his — going on the
E. A. White Hour, with Virginia Rea.
in 1924. Since that time stars have
blazed
high But,
in radio's
and fallen.
with thefinnament.
exception faded
of a
cold, in January, 1925, which caused
him to miss four performances, Munn
never has been oflF the air in twelve and
a half years.
It is only when you hark back to
June, 1925, and recall all that has happened since,ofthatthe
you endurance
come to a complete
realization
of Lou
Gehrig and of Frank Munn and the
remarkable feat which each has performed inhis respective field.
In June, 1925, Calvin Coolidge had
started his first full temi as President

it these United States; Alfred E. Smith
i iad yet to be diibl)e(l The Happy VVar\nor; Jack Dempsey was heavyweight
[champion of the world ; talking pictures
[were the liazy dreani of an imi>ractical
visionary ; Wall Street was known
vaguelytion oftodowntown
the public New
at large
secYorkas awhere
men called brokers dealt in things called
stocks
bonds The
; NotreFourDame's
fabled
footballandheroes,
Horsemen,
were receiving their diplomas at Notre
Dame, and Frank Munn was establishing himself as a radio singer.
Swing now into the present : Calvin
Coolidge is dead, Al Smith is poiitically
finished and Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
the man who first called Al The Happy
Warrior, is in his second term as President of the United States ; Jack Dempsey is a restaurateur and there have been
five heavyweight champions since he
lost to Gene Tunney ; talking pictures
are so firmly established that the old
silents are only a faded memory ; the
whole nation has learned, to its everlasting sorrow, all about Wall Street, all
about brokers and nothing at all about
stocks and bonds ; Notre Dame's Four
Horsemen have grown jxirtly or distinguished, three are coaches with
national reputations, one succeeding the
master, Knute Rockne. at Notre Dame,
and the fourth is a Mid- Western lawyer
>ifnorno voice
small still
reputecomes
— andover
Frank
the Munn's
ether!
For Munn has become the Iron Man
of Radio, even as Gehrig is the Iron
Man of Baseball. In his time, Frank
has faced as (Continued on page 92)

Two

whose

careers in their respecti

fields are endurance

feats-Lou

of baseball, and Frank Munn
BY
Frank Munn may
well be called
radio's Iron Man
He began
in 1924
and
has been
off
the air but four
times in twelve
and a half years.
Photo by
William
Haussler
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Sweetheorts of the films —
leff) Don Ameche, with Ann
them in Fifty Roads fo
Town. [Right] Don with Janet
Soynor in Ladiet in Love.
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The story of Bernardine Flynn's long
friendship with handsome Don Ameche
"IFSuch
IT hadn't
for Bernardine
—is the been
thought
that recurs Flynn
to Don
Ameche, screen and radio star, when he reviews the success which is his. And, being
an honest and just young man, Don gives credit
where credit is due.
Seven years ago, Don Ameche was an actor
out of a job. There was nothing unusual
about this, for, after the financial crash of
1929, very
we're ingood
any looking,
other po-a
sition. Donfewwas actors
twenty-one,
college
graduate
and
had
a
year's
experience
in small parts on the Broadway stage. These
were his apparent assets. But — and it is a
mighty big but — he also had the friendship of
a girl who had been his leading lady in dramatic productions at the University of VVisconsin. Her name was Bernardine Flynn. You
know her better, perhaps, as "Sade Gook," of
radio's Vic and Sade.
What had such a friendship to do with Don
Ameche's
ship oi)enedprofessional
up the roadsuccess?
for him. That
It wasfriendthat
friendship which broke (Continued on page 70)

Bernardine Flynn, who
chose Don Ameche for
her leading man on
the air and thus
started his radio
career. Later Don
helped Bernardine.

By
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Afier/4 Pay Evap

much as the competitive brands. After 14
days, it stii! went on the nails as smooth
as glass, free flowing . . . just right!
New Cufex Polish
Think what a saving this means! A saving
UTEX
not only of money, but of aiuioyance. .Vdd
to this Cutex"s longer wear, its freedom
from chi])])ing and peeling, its fine lacIS Usable to the
t|Uer. its 11 smart slides . . . and you
can't wonder tliat wonieii i'\-er\ wlierc are
refusing to i)ut uj) \\ ith ordinary wasteful
Last Drop!
l)olishes any longer.
And besides giving you twice as bottle,
nuich
for your money, Cut< Cutcx is itilc
till theto
with! The i)rici
Xcv of .'5.')f a
old economical
Only thcNew Cutex- stoodthe test ! All the begin
"IVW TE'RE
tired ofof nail
having
pay forgetting
TWO bottles
poli.slito rest became tlnck and gummy. But the Creme or Clear.
in order ptolained.really
ONE wasI" women
com- Xew Cutex e\aporatc(l less than half as NoiiTllAM Wauk. n, N.-w 'l ork, M„
We thoughtget tliat
a legitimate
MAIL COUPON TODAY for complete Cutex Manicure Kit,
grievance, so we ixTfcctcd onr wDudcrlul
contcslning your 2 favorite shades of Cutex Liquid Polish,
New Ciitex, and now \\c arc jjroud to say.
Remover and sample of Cutex Lipstick for only 1 6i-.
lavender
Perfect with
"Buy the New Cutcx and y,m'ii get all MAUVE—
blue, gray A ormisty
delicate
eveningpink.pastels.
\. u -loik |)r|,t.
\. V. 7-.M-!)
Xorlli.iTr. W 'l he.,r„ iCnri....-;.!;..,,,
the
pay will
for! he" ^^just
c'\ easmade
RUST — withA smoky
for tanned
■ M 1!.,, ■ : '1 M. ■ ■'• :ind packing for
that polish
the lastyoudrop
nuiehsureof Good
brown, shade
beige, gray,
green. hands.
IIU
llii,l-,,n
i'lin^ 1 ishades of
(In
C:,,,.,.!.
IHiir^uiKiy
,-n. l„M. H(J, ! I'oii-I, .1- . l.c rk. J. ' l M.iiivc
a joy to apply as the first one!
ROBIN thing,
RED sophisticated
— New, softwithred.blackGoesandwithwhite.
every111.'
CutexCul.x
l.iquh U..l)i[i Ucd U IIU Ko.se □ □ Uust □
To prove it, we deliberately uncorked OLD ROSE—
A soft, feminine dusky rose. Flat10 bottles of nail polish . . . two of our
tering— especially with the new wine shades!
NEWEST
BURGUNDYBrand-new
New Cutex and eight popular rival brands THE
deep, purplySHADE
wine — shade.
Enchanting
with
— and let their contents stay exposed to pastels,
Cilv
the air for 14 days.
smart withblack,blue.white or wine, and electrically
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Modern Streamlined Train "The Flying Yankee".
Modern Ten Passenger Lockheed Electra Planes
traveling 3 miles a minute.
Modern Deluxe Streamlined Highway Buses.
Modern Speedy Passenger Trains with deluxe airconditioned coaches.
Modern Super-Powered Freight Locomotives providing fast freight service.
Modern Diesel Electric Power Units.
Come to New England— The Year Round Vacationland.
BOSTON
AND MAINE
RAILROAD

NEW
.

ENGLAND

HIGHWAY

COMPLETE
MODERN

TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMS

* TRAINS

* PLANES
* BUSES

MAINE
CENTRAL
RAILROAD

RADIO STARS

Coa&i-i»PROGRAM
regular programs on
I THE
' the four
networks
are coast-to-coast
here listed in
aThedaj National
-by-day time
schedule.
Broadcasting
Company Red Network is
indicated
NBC-Red; tiie
Nationalby Broadcasting
Company Blue Network is
indicated
NBC-Bluc;
the Columbiaby Broadcasting
System by CDS and
^lutual
Broadcasting SysMBS.
Alltem bystations
included in
the above networks are
listed
below.
local station on Find
the listyour
and
tune in on the network
specified.
ALL TIME RECORDED IS EASTERN DAYLIGHT S.-\\TNG
This means
thatTIME.
for
Eastern Standard and Central
Daylight
Time,
you
must subtract one hour.
For Mountain Daylight
and Central Standard Time,
subtract two hours. For
Pacific Daylight and
Mountain Standard Time,
subtract three hours. .And
for Pacific Standard Time,
subtract four hours. For
e.xample
: 11:00
EDST becomes
10:00a.a. m.m.
EST and COST; 9:00
A.M. MOST and CST;
8:00 A.M. POST and
MST; 7:00 a.m. PST.
If, at a particular time,
no network program is
listed, that is because there
is no regular program for
that time, or because the
preceding
program
tinues into that
period.c o n NATIONAL BROADCASTCOMPANYRED INGNETWORK
WFBR
Baltimore.
.Md.
WNAC
Boston, Mass.
WBEN
BufTalo.
N.lU. Y.
WMAQ
Chicago.
WSAI
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ohio
WTAM
KOA Cleveland.
Denver,
Colo. Iowa
WHO
Des
Moines.
WWJ
Detroit.
WTIC Indianapolis,
Hartford, Mich.
Conn.Ind.
WIRE
WDAF
KansasAnseles,
City, Cal.
Mo.
KFI Los
KSTP Minneapolis-St.
Paul
WEAF
NewMinn.York,Neb..N. Y.
WOW
Omaha.
KYW Philadelphia.
WCAE
Pittsburgh.Me.Pa.Pa.
WCSH
Portland.
KGW
Portland,
OreR. I,
WJAR
Providence,
WMBG
Richmond,
Va.
KSD
St.
Louis,
KDYL Salt Lake Mo.
Citv. Utah

KPO ;>an
i'ranciseo, N.Cal.Y.
WGY
Schenectady.
KOMO
.Seattle,
Wash.
KHQ
Spokane.
Wash.D. C.
WRC
Washington.
WDEL
Wilminston.
Del.
WTAG Worcester, .Mass.
NATIONAL BROADCASTINGNETWORK
COMPANYWABYBLUEBaltimore.
Albany. N Md.V
WBAL
WBZ
Boston.
Mass.Conn.
WICC
Bridgeport.
WEBR
Buffalo,
N. Y Iowa
WMT
Cedar
Rapids,
WENR
Chicago,
WLS Cincinnati,
Chicago. lU.111.Ohio
WCKY
WGAR
Cleveland.
KVOD
Denver,
Colo.OhioIowa
KSO Detroit,
Des Moines,
WXYZ
WLEU
Erie,
Pa. Mich.Ind.
WOWO Jamestown,
Ft. Wayne.
WJTN
WREN
City, N.Cal.
KanY.
KECA Kansas
Los
Angeles.
WTCN
Minneapolis,
Minn.
WICC
New
WJZ
New Haven,
York.UtahN.Conn.
Y.
KLO Ogden,
KOIL Omaha.
Bluffs. Neb.-Council
la.
WFIL
Philadelphia.Pa.Pa.
KDKA
KEX Pittsburgh.
Portland,
Ore.
WEAN
Providence,
WRTD Rochester.
Richmond, NVa.R. Y.I.
WHAM
KWK San
St. Louis.
KFSD
Diego, MoCal. Cal.
KGO
San
Francisco,
KJR
Seattle.
Wash.
KGA Spokane,
Wash.
WBZA
Springfield.
WSYR
Svracuse.
N.Mass.
Y
WSPD
Toledo.
Ohio
WMAL Washington. D C
NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
STATIONS
(May BLUE
be on networks)
either RED or
KOB Allentown,
.Mbuquerque,Pa.N. M.
WSAN
KGNC Asheville,
Amarillo. Tex.
WWNC
WSB
Atlanta. Ga.N.Cal.C.
KERN
Bakersfield,
KGHL Billings.
Mont.Ala.
WAPI
Birmingham.
KFYR
Bismarck.
N. D.
KGIR
Butte.
Mont.
WCSC
Charleston,
WSOC
Charlotte,
N.S. C.C.
WCFL
Chicago.
III.
WLW
Cincinnati,
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Pa.
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Providence,
Richmond. Va.R. I.
WRVA
KWK
St.San Louis,
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KFXM
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KGB
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Diego,
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KFRC
San
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KVOE
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Vt.
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RADIO STARS
MORNING
XBC-Red:
EXSEMBLE —GOl-DTHWAITB
organ and songs.
NBC-Blue:
Josef Honti'sMELODY
orchestra HOUR—
NBC-Red:
CHILDREN'S
COXCERT—
chestra, PaJoset
ul Wing,Stopak's
narratororNBC-Blue:
TONE
PICTURES
— Ruth Pepple, pianist;
mixed

AUGUST

1—8—15—22—29

;a.1: HAROLD
oKCHESTRANAGEL'S
no:
.MUt<'7iWHITE
J. Cross RABBIT
.'XDAY MORNING AT
U S A N ■ Dickson
S — children's
1.S Artells

James Melton

9:55
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:
THE
BIBLE HIGHLIGHTS OP
NBC-Blue:
RUSSIAN MELODIES
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR

MBS: RAINBOW HOUSE—
children's program with Bob
Emery

CBS: ORGAN MOODS

NBC-Red:
DOROTHY DRESLIX. soprano;
SMITH.
tenor FRED HUFCBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR

NBC-Red:
THE WORLD IS
YOURS—
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
FISHFACE
ANDSENATOR
PROFESSOR
orchestra
FIGGSBOTTL.E — Jerry Sears'
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM

CBS: POETIC STRINGS

NBC:Red:
MARTIN'S
ORCHESTRAPAUL
NBC-Blue:
THERE WAS A
WO.M AN— dramatizations
CBS: OUR AMERICAN
NEIGHBORS—
Vincent Sorey's
orchestra

2:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: MAGIC KEY OF
RCA — Frank
Black's symCross phony orchestra, Milton J.
CBS: ST. LOUIS SERENADE
MBS; MUSICAL PROGRAM

XBC-Red:
WARD AND MUZZY— piano duo
NBC-Blue: ALICE REMSBN
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
CHAUTAUQUA
LITTLE SYMPHONY—
Albert
Stoessel
CBS:
HowardEVERYBODY'S
Barlow, symphonyMUSICorchestra
AFTERNOON
NBC-BIue:
— Negro maleSOUTHERNAIRE3
quartet
MBS: CADLE
CHOIR—
music, TABERNACLBJ
talk
NBC-Red:
UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO ROUND
TABLEOP
DISCUSSION—
guest speakers
NBC-Blue: RADIO CITY MUSIC^ HALL ORCHKSTRA—
CBS: SALT ERNACLE
LAKECHOIRCITY
AND TABORGAN
48

3:15MBS: JUST BETWEEN US
NBC-Blue: INTERNATIONAL
BROADCAST
PROM LONDON
MBS: ORCHESTRA

NBC-Red:
ROMANCE Edward
MELODavics.DIES— Ruth
Shield'sLyon,
orchestra
!DAY VESPERS
XG BEE— Dr.

5:30NBC-Blue:
ROY SHIELD'S
ENCORE MUSIC
CBS:
GUY LOMBARDO AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORCHESTRA
EVENING
6:00NBC-Red: CATHOLIC HOUR
CBS:
CHICAGOANS
MBS:
DANCINGWalterMOODS
Elinor Sherry.
Ahrens.—
Stanley's orchestra
6:30NBC-Red: A TALE OP TODAY—sketch
NBC-Blue:BAND GOLDEN
PARK
CONCERT GATE
MBS: andFUNIrene,
IN SWINGTIME—
Tim
Berigan s orchestraDell Sharbutt,
7:00NBC-Red: JELL-O PROGRAM
—D'Artega's
Jane Froman.
Donald Ross,
orchestra
—NBC-Blue:
soprano HELEN TRAUBEL.
CBS: SHOP— COLUMBIA
dramatizations WORKMBS: STAN LOMAX— sports
commentator
7:30
NBC-Red:
FIRESIDE
RECI-soTALS—Helen
Marshall.
prano;
Sigurd
Nilssen,
basso
NBC - Blue: FLEISCHMANN
PROGRAM
orchestra — Werner Janssen's
CBS: SUMMER STARS— Harry
chestraZell, Oscar Bradley's orvon
7:45NBC-Red: FITCH JINGLB
PROGRAM—
Ranch
Boys Morin Slaters.

8:00
NBC-Red:PROGRAM
CHASE AND SANBORN
Don *■■
Ameche,
W. C. Fields.— Edgar
Bergen. Dorothy
brustcT's
orchestraLamour. ArmCBS: GILLETTE SUMMER
HOTEL — Milton
Wen- •dell
Sannella'sBerle.orchestra
MB.S: Hall.
ORCHESTRA
8:30
|:
CBS:
TEXACOPinkyTOWN—
Jimmy
Wallington.
Tomlin.
Igor
Gorin.
Logan. Helen Troy,
Renard'sEllaorchestra
MBS:
TIME SPELLING
BEE— OLD
Bob Emery
9:00
I
NBC-Red:
MANHATTAN
1
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Rachel 1 i.Carlay.
Pierre Le — Kreeun,
Donnie's orchestra
\
NBC-Blue:
RIPPLING
RHYTHM orchestra.
REVUEDel —Casino,
Shep r
Fields'
Bob Hope, Honeychile |i
—CBS:Frankler'sUNIVERSAL
Crummit. RexRHYTHM
Chandton. Richardorchestra.BonelliAlec Temple- p
MBS: HI THERE, AUDIENCE ,
—Ray
Helene Amison,
Dan- '
iels.
Sid Perkins.
Gary,
Willard
Stanley's
orchestra
9:30
NBC-Red:
AMERICAN
ALOF FAMILIAR
MUSIC—
Frank BUMMunn,
Jean Dickenson,
Haenschen's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
GRAM— WalterJERGENS
Winchell, PROnews
commentator
9:45
NBC-Blue:
NETTE CHOIR SYMPHO10:00
NBC-Red:
SUNDAY
PARTY—
James
Melton,NIGHT
Jane
Pickens.
Donald
Howard,orchestra
George Dickson,
Shelton, Tom
Dolan's
NBC-Blue:
MUSIC I
CAMP AT NATIONAL
INTBRLOCHEN,
MICH, —LEWISOHN
concert
CBS:
STADIUM
CONCERT
MBS: SURPRISE PARTY—
Kay Kyser's orchestra and
10:30
guests
CBS:
H. V. KALTENBORN— |
news commentator
MBS: ORCHESTRA
10:45
CBS:
songs VIRGINIA VERRILL—
11:00
NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
AND THE
BUNCH — vocalJUDYquartet
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
MBS: 'music
11:10
NBC-Blue: PRESS -RADIO
CBS:
NEWS ORCHESTRA

Ray Perkins

RADIO STARS
MORNING
NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue: MORNING DEVO:I5 TIONS— organ and songs
NBC-Red:
— -hil.lren'sMALCOLM
progrjiin CLAIRE
NBC-Blue:
NADEItS ISLAND SERE:30
NBC-Red: HOMEAldenSONGS
John
Edkins.—
GertrudeWinters.
Forster
NBC-Blue:
WILLIAM
MEEDER— organist
J:45
NBC-Blue: NORSEMEN
QUARTET
B:00
NBC-Red: THE STREAMchestra LINERS—Fields and Hall, orNBC-Blue:
CLUB—
variety BREAKFAST
program PACBS: METROPOLITAN
RADE
0:30CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL
— songs
• :40CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:45
NBC-Red:
LANDT MOODS
TRIO
CBS: MORNING
9:55
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
PATCH OF—
sketch CABBAGE
NBC-Blue:
STORY
MARLIN— sketch OF MARY
CBS:
— sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE—
sketchJOHNS
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
— sketch
MBS:
Frances MARRIAGE
McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketchTODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue:
SE.MBLE VIENNESE EN11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
CBS: HEINZ MAGAZINE OF
THE
AIR— talk, sketch. Rolfe's
orchestra
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
11:15
WIPE
—NBC-Red:
sketch BACKSTAGE
NBC-Blue:
PERSONAL
COLUMN
OF
THE
AIR—
Inez
Lopez
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
11:30
NBC-Red:
TO BE
CHARMING VIC
—HOWsketch
NBC-Blue:
AND SADB —
sketch
CBS:
SISTER—ANDsketch
MBS: BIG
MARTHA
HAL
11:45
NBC-Red:
IMANHATTKRS
ORCHESTRA

Patricia Norman

AUGUST

2—9^16—23—30

Margaret Speaks
NBC-Blue:
MacHUGH—AUNT
The EDWARD
Gospel
CBS:
JENNY'SSingerREAL
LIFE
MBS: STORIES
ORGAN RECITAL
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red: GIRL ALONE —
sketch
NBC-Blue: TERRI FRANCONI
CBS: SWINGING THE BLUES
12:15
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN — sketch
NBC-Blue:
GRACE
SCOTTY
—
songs
patterAND
NEWSandcommentator
PARADE
■CBS:
— EdwinYOUR
C. Hill,
12:30
NBC-Red: THREE MARSHALLS
NBC-Blue:
AND
THE JOE
CADETSDUMOND
QUARTET
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF HELEN
TRENT—BILLsketchLEWIS—
MBS:
baritone
and organ
12:45
NBC-Red: ROSA LEE — soNBC-Blue:
HELEN JANE
prano
BEHLKE — contralto
CBS;
sketch OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
MBS: WE ARE FOUR— sketch
1:00
NBC-Red:
JOE WHITE —AND
tenor
NBC-Blue:
LKARNBETTY
— sketchLOVE
CBS:
AND
BOB
sketch LUNCHEON DANCE—
MBS:
MUSIC
1:15NBC-Red: DAN HARDING'S
WIFE — sketchNEIGHBOR NELL
NBC-Blue:
CBS:
HYMNS
ALL
CHURCHES:
BETTYOFCROCKER, cooking expert
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUSIC— Larry Larsen, Ruth Lyon,
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ARNOLD
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
.sketch
MBS:
VICE ORGAN MIDDAY SER1:45
CBS:
JOHN K. WATKINS—
news commentator
2:00CBS: NEWS THROUGH A
WOMAN'S
EYES— Kathryn
Cravens
MBS: PALMER HOUSE CONGinsburgbCERT ORCHESTRA — Ralph
2:15
CBS: JACK
AND LORETTA—
songs
andORGAN
patter
MBS:
P.ECITAI^
Louise Wilcher

Bernardine Flynn
2:30
NBC-Red:
BENNETT
WOLVERTON—
piano and AND
guiNBC-Blue:
OFBandMEMO— U. S.HOUR
Navy SLIM
CBS: RIESMONTANA
8:45sketch
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
3:00
NBC-Red: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS: JOR'S
COLONEL
JACK MAVARIETY SHOW
MBS: BEXXY
DUST REVUE DAVIS' STAR3:15
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
sketch
3:30NEC-Red:
sketch VIC AND SADE—
NBC-Blue:
OVER— AlmaLET'S
KitchellTALK IT
CBS: ard POP
CONCERT— HowBarlow
MBS: ORCHESTRA
8:45NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
4:00—NBC-Red:
LORENZO JONES
comedy sketch
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE—
variety
program
CBS; BOB BYRON— piano and
MBS:
and hisTEXAS
cowboys JIM LEWIS—
patter
4:15NBC-Red: PERSONAL COLUMN OF THE AIR— Inez LoCB3: DICTATORS
4:30CBS: CHICAGO VARIETY
HOUR ORCHESTRA
MBS:
THE GUIDING
4:45NBC-Red:
LIGHT — sketch
5:00—NBC-Rcd:
CAROL WEYMANN
mezzo-soprano
CBS; CLYDE BARRIE — barlMBS:
CONCERTALPINE VILLAGE
ADVENTURES OF
6:15NBC-Red:
DARI DAN— ESCORTS
sketch
NBC-Blue;
AND
BETTY
CBS: ETON BOYS — quartet
5:30NBC-Red: DON WINSLOW
OFNBC-Blue:
THE NAVY—
sketchLADT—
SINGING
children's
CBS: MUSICAL
DORISprogram
KERR—
songs
MBS:
PROGRAM
NBC-Blue:
JACKIE
HELLER
5:45
OBS: FUNNY
THINGS—
Stirling's
children's
programNora

EVENING
NBC-Red:
GURNET—soMARY.TOHNDIETRICK.
e:00basso;
N^HC^Blue: U. S. ARMY BAND
CBS:
baritoneHOWARD PHILLIPS—
MBS: FOUR
STUDIESSTARS—IN quartette
BLACK
6:15CBS:
6:30AND WHITE
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
—NBC-Blue:
trio
CBS:
MBS: PRESS-RADIO
ORCHESTRA NEWS
6:35NBC-Red: THREE X SISTERS
NBC-Blue:
CLARK DENNIS —
tenor
CBS:
PAUL DOUGLAS — sports
commentator
TOP HATTERS
6:45—NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
LOWELL
THOMAS
commentator
CBS:newsORCHESTRA
Story Book
Lady ALBUM —
MBS:
CHILDREN'S
7:00NBC-Red:
sketch AMOS 'N' ANDYNBC-Blue: RETTS
HUGHORCHESTRA—
IE BARJohn
B. Gambling.
Barry
McKinlev Jean O'Neill.
CBS:
POETIC
MELODIES—
Jack
Fulton,Kelsey's
Franklyn
MacCormack.
orchestra
MBS:
HOUSE
ENSEMBLEPALMER
7:15NBC-Red:
rett
UNCLE— PatEZRA'S
RADIO
STATION
Barsongs
CBSHOLLACE
—MBS:
songsORCHESTRA SHAW —
7:30NBC-Red: MIDGE WILLIAMS
— sketch
NBC-Blue: LUM AND ABNER
CBS: JACK SHANNON— tenor
7:45—NBC-Red:
CAMPBELL'S
baritone ROY
ROYALISTS
NBC-Blue;
JOHN HERRICK
CBS:
BOAKE
CARTER—
news
commentator
AND AL-or8:00NBC-Red:
LEN'—Tc.ny BTTRNS
Mirtin. Noble's
cli.-strn
NB-'-Blu.v
.TUAX HERNANDEZ AXD HllTHK X. l-.'MiD
TIME
SOCIETY—
CBS:
ALI^MI I-:: IIu-r..At.Fr-vue
HOUR
Horace
!]■
i
!
•
<
,
-i,
^,
:
i
MBS:
rri'.x?:Miles.—
Helene JAZZ
Dan . ;s. X'( i.-Mniiie
s orciL-slra
8:30Brusiloft
NBC-Red:STONE — M VOICE
FIREa orchestra,
r g a r eOFt Speaks.
Walleustein's
guests
XBC-Blue:
MUSICAL
PROGRAM
CBS:
PICK
AND
PAT—
comedv and music
MBS: LET'S
VISIT — Jerry
Danzig,
Dave DriscoU
9:00NBC-Red: FIBBER McGEE
AND
sketch.
MarianMOLLY—
and comedy
Jim Jordan.
CBS: SHAKESI^EARE CYCLE
JIBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
HOURandOFhisCHARM
0:30—NBC-Red:
Phil Spitalnv
girls
CYCLE
NBC-Blue: EUGENE O'NEILL
MBS: SYMPHONIC STRINGS
NBC-Red:
CONTENTED
PRO10:0»
ORAM— ViM.-n
Delia Chiesu,
Black's orchestra
CBS:
ORCHESTRA\\AYNE
MBS:
ELDER KING'S
LIGHTFOOT,
SOLOMON
congregation MICHAUX — and
10:30
NBC-Red:
MUSIC FOR MODERNS
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
RADIO
FORUM—
guest speaker
CBS:
WOODS—YOl'RCarl NECK
Carmer O' THE
PAGEANTHENRY
OF MELODY
MBS:
WEBER'
XHi'-rxed:
49
Nl!i--HIue: ORCHESTRA
(iKCHESTRA
CHS:
DAXii; MUSIC
MUSIC
11 MBS:
:00 DANCE

RADIO STARS
MORNING
HMO
NBC-Ked:
GOOD MORNING
MELODIES MORNING
NBC-Blue:
T
I
O
N
S
—
organ
and songsDEVO8:13NBC-Red; MALCOLM
CLAIRB
—children's
program
NBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:30NBC-Red; MOMENTS MUSI8:45CALE
NBC-Blue: RHYTHM RASCALS
9:00NBr-Ro.l: STIlKAMI.lNRr.S—
CBy- dramatizations
DKAl; CULl .MBIA — fan
mail
9:30
CBS; RICHARD MAXWELL—
9:40CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:45
NBC-Red:WALTZES
LANDT TRIO
CBS;
OF THE
WORLD
9:55
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue;
PRESS-R A D I O
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
sketch
NBC-Blue: sketch
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN—
—CBS:sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE — sketchJOHNS
NBC-Blue;
MA PERKINS—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
— sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
JIBS: MARRIAGE
Frances
McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red;
DREN— sketchTODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue:
SEMBLE VIENNESE EN11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue; THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS:
LEE TOTAYLOR
MBS: MARY
GET THIN
MUSIC
NBC-Red;
WIFE
—NBC-Blue:
sketch BACKSTAGE
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLLoCBS: CAPTIVATORS
pez
11:30
NBC-Red;
CHEF
NBC-Blue: MYSTERY
VIC AND SADE—
Bketch
CBS:
BIU
SISTER—
sketch
Mi;--: 1;IIVT1IM ORCHESTRA
ll:4.->
Nl'.r-i;, ,1 AT.LKN PRESCOTT
HlNl;'-i:iu.-:
i;il -Tl,.; 'kuWARD
i;.,spel
SingerMacCl'.S:
JIONNY'S
LUJ; ACN'IS'r<Jl:li:.S—
sketch REAL
AFTERNOON
12 NBC-Red
:00 Noon GIRL ALONE—
Bketch
NBC-Blue:tenor TERRl FRANCONI
CBS: —HHYTHMAIRES
MBS: AIRPARENTS' CLUB OF
THE
12:15
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MAR?
MARLIN—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
GRACE AND
SCOTTY—
.songs
CBS: YOURC. Hill,
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—Edwin
MBS: HOLLYWOOD
SHINE GIRLS— trio SUN12:30
NBC-Red:
BARRY McKlNLEY — baritone
NBC-Blue;
STROLLERS MATINEE ROMANCE
CBS:
HELEN
TRENT—
sketchAND OFVIRGINIA
MBS:
— songsANDY
and patter

Tuesday

AUGUST

3—10—17—24—31
NBC-Blue: HAVE YOU
4:00HEARD ? — dramatization
NBC-Red:
LORENZO JONES
— comedy sketch
CLUB MATINEE
•NBC-Blue:
— variety program
CBS: BOB BYRON— piano and
patterhisTEXAS
MBS:
and
cowboys JIM LEWIS—
4:15NBC-Red; PERSONAL COLUMN OF THE AIR — Inez LoCBS: NOVELTEERS
CBS:
SINGorchestra
AND SWING —
Kelsey'sORCHESTRA
4:30MBS:
4:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT— sketch
Wayne King
5:00NBC-Red:
INTERVIEWSNELLIE REVELL
NBC-Blue:
LUCILLE
AND
12 NBC-Red:
:45
I-ANNYDEL— songs
and patter
ARMCHAIR QUARCBS:
CASINO—
songs
TET
MBS:
RADIOLAND
ORCHESCBS: OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
TRA— and soloists
sketch
WE ARE FOUR— sketch
1:00MBS:
NBC-Red:
CHOIR SYMPHO5:15
NETTE
songs
NBC-Red; CLEO BROWN—
NBC-Blue: ESCORTS AND
BETTY
—NBC-Blue;
sketch LOVE AND LEARN
CBS;
SERVICE
SERIESSCIENCE
— Watson Davis
CBS: BETTY AND BOB —
sketch
MBS: ORCHESTRA
6:30NBC-Red: DON WINSLOW
OF THE NAVY—
sketchLADY—
1:15NBC-Red; DAN HARDING'S
NBC-Blue;
SINGING
WIFE—
sketchTUNE TWISTERS
children's
program
NBC-Blue:
CBS;
ST.
LOUIS
SYNCOPATORS
CBS
: HYMNS OFBETTY
ALL
CHURCHES;
5:45NBC-Blue; KING'S MEN
CROCKER,
cooking
expert
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUCB.S;
ADVENTURES IN EXQUARTET
SIC—Harvey
Ruth Lyon.
LarPLORATION
sen,
Hays LarryFARM
NBC-Blue;
NATIONAL
EVENING
AND
HOME
HOUR
—
Walter
Blaufuss'
orchestra
NBC-Red:
SCIENCE IN THE
6:00
CBS
: ARNOLD
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTE'R
NEWS
NBC-Blue;ANDMEREDITH
MBS;
ORGAN— sketch
MIDDAY SERVICE
WILLSON
HIS ORCHES1:15CB.S: JOHN K. WATKINS—
TRA
CB.S; MARGARET DAUM—
soprano
2:00NBC-Red; MATINEE MUSITHREE
6:15—NBC-Red:
hnrmonv
trio INX SISTERS
CALS
MHS:
STUDIES
BLACK
CBS:
ROMANY
TRAIL—
AND
WHITE
Emery
Deutsch's HOUSE
orchestra OR6:30
MBS: PALMER
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
CHESTRA—Ralph Ginsburgh
2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NEWS PRESS-RADIO NEWS
CBS:
—MBS:songs ORGAN
and patterRECITAL —
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
Louise Wilcher
2:30NBC-Red:
IT'S A Macdonald,
WOMAN'S
NBC-Blue: TONY RUSSELLWORLD— Claudine
CBS: PAUL DOUGLAS — sports
Muriel Draper, Sears' orchescommentator
NBC-Blue:
NBC
MUSIC
GUILD
NBC-Rpd:
6:45
CBS:
DALTON
BROTHERS—
orchestra TOP HATTERS—
novelty trio
NBC-Blue;
LOWELL THOMAS— m-ws commentator
2:45CBS: MYRT AND MARGEsketch
MBS; RHYTHM ORCHESTRA
8:00NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
sketch
NBC- Blue:program
AIRBREAKS— vaCBS: rietyTHEATRE
MATINEE
8:15NBC-Red: MA PERKINS—
sketch
MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
NBC-Blue: KIDOODLERS—
CBS^:
COLUMBIA
HALI.,
Story of theCONCERT
Song
MI5S- — ORCHESTRA
Lois Bennett
8:45sketch
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—

CHESTRA
CBS;
GEORGE HALL'S
7:00sketch
NBC-Red;
NBC-Blue:AMOS
EASY 'N' ANDY
comedy
sketch
CBS: POETIC MELODIES
7:15NBC-Red; VOCAL VARIETIES—choral singing
NBC-Blue;
NOFF— violinistBBNNO R.\JUCBS:
SONGBill Perry.
T I M E— Ruth
Carhart.
MBS: ORCHESTRA
ART— songs BONNIE STEW7:.30NBC-Red;
NBC-Blue:
LUM AND ABNER
— comedv sketch
CBS: ORCHESTRA
7:45NBC-Red; TOP HATTERS
ORCHESTRA FLORENCE
NBC-Blue:
8:00GEORGE — soprano
NBC-Red:
PRESENTS RUSSJOHNNY
MORGAN
AND
HIS
ORCHESTRA
—
Charles
Martin
NBC-Blue:
HUSBANDS
AND
WIVES—
AUie
Lowe HAMMERSTEIN
MilesSedley Brown.MUSIC
CBS;
HALL— Jerry Mann, guests
MBS:
ductors MUSIC BY— guest conLADY ESTHER
8:30NBC-Red:
SERENADE
Wayne GUEST
King's
orchestra
NBC-Blue; —EDGAR
In "ITters'CANorchestraBE DONE"— MasCBS: GRANT
PARK CONCERTS—guest conductors
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red;
VOX POP—
Parks
Johnson. Wallace
Butterworth
BEN BERNIE
AND
0:00NBC-Blue:
ALL
THE
LADS
CBS:
WATCH
THENickFUNLucas.
GO
BY
—
Al
Pearce.
Hoft's orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS: CONSOLE
AND KEYBOARD—Louise Wilcher,
Pauline Alpert
PACKARD
HOUR—
9:30NBC-Red:
Trudy Wood, Jimmy Blair.
Johnny
orchestra.LOVE
NBC-Blue;Green's
SWEETEST
SONGS
EVER SUNG — Frank
orchestra
Munn. Lois Bennett. Arden's
CBS: BENNY guests
GOODMAN'S
ORCHESTRA—
NBC-Blue: THE
OTHER
10:00
AMERICAS—
Edward
Tomlin—sketch
son.
comnientator
CBS:
YOUR UNSEEN FRIEND
MBS: SINFONIETTA
NBC-Red:
JIMMIE
10:30
HOLLYWOOD
GOSSIPFIDLER'S
NBC-Blue: — PAST
PROGRAM
harpsicordMASTERS
ensemble
MBS: HOBBY LOBBY
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
10:45
comedy sketch
NBC-Red; DANCE
MUSICCLUB
NBC-Blue:
NBC NIGHT
11:00
—CBS:MoreyDANCE
Amsterdam
MUSIC
MBS- ORCHESTRA

Pauline Alpert

RADIO
MORNING
8:00NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES MORNING DEVONBC-Blue:
TIONS— organ and songs
8:15NBC-Red : MALCOLM CLAIRE
—NBC-Blue:
children's program
NADERS ISLAND SERE8:30
NBC-Red:
HOME
John
Winters,
Alden SONGS—
Edkins,
Gertrude
Forster
NBC-Blue:
WILLIAM
MEEDER
—
organist
8:45NBC-Blue: DANDIES OF
9:00YESTERDAY— male quartet
NBC-Red:
Fields
and STREAMLINERS—
Hall
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
variety
CBS: —MUSIC
IN program
THE AIR
9:30CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL
— songs
9:40CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:45NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
9:55CBS: FIDDLER'S FANCY
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue
NEWS : PRESS-RADIO
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS OF
THE
sketch CABBAGE PATCH—
NBC-Blue:
STORY
MARLIN — sketch OF MARY
—CBS:sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE— sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'3
FAMILY—
MBS: MARRIAGE
Frances
McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red:
DREN— sketchTODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue:
SEMBLE VIENNESE EN11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM —
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: HEINZ MAGAZINE OF
THE
AIR — talk, sketch, Rolfe's
orchestra
MBS:
GET THIN TO MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
WIFE — sketchPERSONAL
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THE AIR— InezCOLLopez
11:30
NBC-Red:
TO BE
CHARMING VIC
—HOWsketch
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIGRAOULSISTER—NADEAU
sketch —
MBS:
baritone
11:45
NHf^-Red: HELLO PEGGY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
HUGH
— The EDWARD
Gospel SingerMac-

Phillips Lord

AUGUST

4—11—18—25

AFTERNOON
12:00 Nofl
NBC-R«
GIRL ALONE—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
CONI
— CHER!
tenor TERRIAND
CBS:
THE
THREE NOTES L-he FRAN12:15
NBC-Red:
STORY
OF
MARY
MARLIN— sketch
NBC-Rlue:
TRAIL FINDERDr.
CBS:EdwinYOURC. Hill,
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—
12:30
NBC-Red:
MARSHALLS THREE
NBC-Blue:
JOE DUMOND
AND
THE
CADETS
QUARTET
CBS: ROMANCE
OF HELEN
TRENT
— sketch RECITAL
MBS: ORGAN
12:45
NBC-Red: JOEHELEN
WHITE— tenor
NBC-Blue:
BBHLKE — contralto JANE
CBS: OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
sketch
1:00MBS: WE ARE FOUR— sketch
NBC-Red:
THREE RANCHEROS
NBC-Blue:
LOVE AND
LEARN—
sketch
CBS: BETTY AND BOB—
sketch
MBS: LUNCHEON MUSIC
1:15NBC-Red: DAN HARDING'S
WIFE — sketchNtHGHBOR NELL
NBC-Blue:
CBS: HYMNS
OFBETTY
ALL
CHURCHES:
CROCKER, cooking expert
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUSIC—Harvey
Ruth Lyon,
Larsen,
Hays LarryFARM
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
AND
HOME
HOUR
—
Walter
Blaufuss'ARNOLD
orchestra
CBS:
r>MUS:
A U G H T E R — sketch GRIMM'S
VICE ORGAN MIDDAY SERNBC-Red:
FANTASIE
IN
RHYTHM—
Savitt
CBS: NEWSJan THROUGH
A
WOMAN'S
EYES—
Kathryn
CravensPALMER HOUSE CONMBS:
GinsburghCERT ORCHESTRA — Ralph
2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
— songs and patter
2:30NBC-Red: GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S
CLUBS
NBC-Blue:
BENNETT
WOLVERTON
— piano AND
and
CBS: MONTANA SLIM
guitar

Beatrice Lillie

STARS

Harry Von Zell
2:45NBC-Blue: PEGGY
CALLING
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
MBS: EMBASSY TRIO
3:00NBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAJIILY
— sketch
NBC
-Blue:
SuUTHERNAIRES
CBS:
MANHATTAN
MATINEE
MBS: Quartet
MEMORY SONGS— Key
M..-n
3:15NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
MBS:
RUTGERS
ECONOMICS
BUREAU HOME
3:30sketch
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
3:45
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS —
ind
4:00NBC-Red; cov LORENZO JONES
—NBCcomedy
sketch
Blue: program
CLUB MATINEE
— variety
4:15NBC-Red: PERSONAL COLUJIN OF THE AIR — Inez Lo4:30
CBS: RUSSELL
man's orchestra DORR— GoldMBS: ORCHESTRA
4:45pez
NBC-Red:
THE GUIDING
LIGHT —ACADEMY
sketch
CBS:
OF MEDICINE
5:00NBC-Red: RHYTHMAIRES
NBC-Blue:
ANIMAL NEWS
CLUB — Lou Rogers
CBS: ELSIE THOMPSON—
organist
MBS:
TRA RADIOLAND ORCHESNBC-Red:
Of
5:15DARI
DAN—ADVENTURES
sketch
NBC-Blue:
VENTURES MUSICALS ADCBS: FOUR STARS— quartet
DON sketch
WINSLOW
6:30NBC-Red:
OPNBC-Blue:
THE NAVY—
SINGING
LADY—
children's
program
CBS: DORIS KERR — songs
5:45NBC-Ulue: ilEET
THE
ORCHESTRA—novelty
music Nora
CBS:
FI:NNY
THINGS—
Stirling's children's program
EVENING
CBS: DEL CASINO-

NM<--Red: CAROL DEIS — soCBS:
ETON BOYS — quartet
MBS:
prano ORGAN RECITAL
6:30NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS:
MBS: PRESS-RADIO
ORCHESTRA NEWS
6:35
NBC-Red:
CAPPY
BARRA—
and
his swing
harmonicas
NBC-Elue:
JACK
BAlvER—
tenor
CBS: PAUL DOUGLAS — sports
commentator
6:45Ni!' 11..1: TOP HATTERS—
N 1 '.I - 1 1! 1 'e : LOWELL THOMAS
CBS: SINGING WAITERS
NBC-Red:
sketch AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue:
ACES —
comedy POETIC
sketchEASYMELODIES
CBS:
—
Jack
Fulton,
Franklyn
rorniaek.
Kelsey's HOUSE
orchestraMacMils PALMER
ENsi;mi;.i.i:
CBS:
SONG TIME—
pin. Howard
Phillips Patti Cha-de
MBS:
LES CAVALLIERS
LA SALLE
CHARIOTEERS
7:30NBC-Red:
LUM AND ABNER
—NBC-Blue:
comedv sketch
CBS:
GEORGE
HALLS ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
MARIO
COZZI.
7:45
baritone:
CHRISTINE JOHNSON,
soprano
CBS:
BOAKE CARTER— news
commentator
NBC-Red:
MAN S FAMILY—sketchONEBROADWAY
NBC-Blue:
MERRY-GO-ROUND — BeaLillie, Rickey's orchestraOF
CBS :triceCAVALCADE
AM'ilRICA — guests. Voorhees'
MBS:'fOR FRIENDS OF MUSIC
1:30NBC-Red: LADY ESTHER
SERENADE — Wayne King's
orchestra
NBC-BlUf
BAND—
CBS: guests
L.-I
MURRAY
HUSband,
Id, Gluskin's
MBS:
U. S. MARINE
BAND
NBC-Rcd:
TOWN'
HALL
TO:00
:hcstr
lESTKA
MBS:
MBS: CRIMI CLINIC
9:15
PALMOLIVE BEAUTY
9:30CBS:
BOX TH EATRE
Jessica
Dragonette,
Charles— KuUman.
Goodman's
orchestra & CO.
.MBS:
ED FITZGERALD
NBC-Red: YOUR HIT P.\10:00
RADE
NBC-Blue: HEAI.ANI OP
THE SOl'TH
CBS:
(.'.AXi; i',iSEASsri:its— Lord
crime
.Mdr:imat.zHtions.
HS : F I i: i. U I'lnlliius
MUSEUM
URAM.VS— yu.sts
-Blue: CAROL WEY10:15NBC
MANN — mezzo-soprano
NBC-Blue:
MINSTREL
10:30
SHOW'
— GeneNBCArnold,
Short's
CBS:
TIME
FOR
GOGO DB
orchestra
LVS
DANCE MUSIC

RADIO
MORNING
8:00
NBC-Red:
GOOD MORNING
MELODIES MORNING
NBC-Blue:
TIONS— organ and songsDEVO8:13
NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
— children's DICK
program LEIBERT
NBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE
8:30
NBC-Red:
SIC.-VLE MOMENTS MU8:15
NBC-Blue:
RHYTHM RASCALS
0:00
NBC-Red:
Fields and STREAMLINERS—
Hall
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLCB
— ASvariety
CBS;
YOU program
LIKE IT—
variety program
9:30
CBS:
songs RICHARD MAXWELL—
&:40CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:4.->.\li("-R. a: LANDT TRIO
rB.S: SONG STYLISTS — male
9:,-,.-.XBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
XBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
N EWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS.
THE CABBAGE WIGGS
PATCH—OF
XIU--l;lu.
ST(.)RY OF MARY
MAHLINPRETTY
— : sketch
CHS:
KITTY KELLY
sketch
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE — sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
—sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NHC-Hlue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
sketch
.\1HS: MAP.KIAGE
Frances
McDona-ld CLINIC—
M!C-P,ed:
CHILDHKN— sketchTODAY'S
NliC-Hlue:
VIENNESE ENSEMBLE
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS:
LEE TOTAYLOR
MBS: MARY
GET THIN
MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
WIFE
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
PERSONAL
COLUMN
OF
THE
AIR—
Lopez CAPTIVATORS Inez
CBS:
XI ! 1 n MDLERS THREE
N I I - 1 1 - AND SADE—
••l:SiSTRH—
sketch
Mi;s. (.l;i;.-vX
RECITAL
1 1 :45
ST.r-lK-^:
ALLEN
PRESCOTT
—XHi-i;iu<-:
Tlifc AVife Saver
KDWARD
MacHr<;n—
The Cospel
SingerREAL
(■I;S:
AIXT
.TIOXXY'S
Lil'i: STOI'.IE.S— sketch
AFTERNOON
l'>:00
Noon GIRL ALONE—
NBC-Ited:
sketch
NBC-Blue: TERRI FRANCONI
CBS:^
MERRYMAKERS
MBS: LUNCHEON
MUSIC
1-4:15
NBC-Red:
STORY
OF MARY
MARLIN— sketch
NBC-Blue:
GRACE
AND
SCOTTY
—
songs
and
patter
CBS:
YOURC. Hill,
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—
Edwin
1-4:30
NBC-Red:
BAILEY AXTON—
tenor
NBC-Blue:
STROLLERS
MATINEE
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF HELEN
TRENT—
sketch
MBS: LEN SALVO— organist
52

STARS

AUGUST 5—12—19—26
1-4:45
NBC-Red: ARMCHAIR QUARTET
8:45
CBS:
sketch OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
NBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS—
MBS; WE ARE FOUR—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE CABALLEROS
1:00
NBC-Red:
PA- 4:00
DULA— songsMARGUERITE
LORENZO JONES
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
LOVE AND LEARN
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
CBS: BETTY AND BOB —
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
variety
program
sketch
CBS: PIANO
TEAMMATINEE—
MBS; hisTEXAS
and
cowboys JIM LEWIS—
NBC-Red;
HARDING'S
WIFE—
sketchDAN
NBC-Blue;
HAL GORDON—
tenor
CBS: HYMNS OF ALL
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCKER, cooking expert
1:30
4:30
NBC-Red:
MUSIC—
RuthWORDS
Lyon. AND
Larry
CBS:
S. ARMY BAND
Larsen, Harvey
Hays
MBS: U.ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOME
HOUR—
Walter
4:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
Blaufuss' ARNOLD
orchestra GRIMM'S
CBS:
LIGHT— sketch
DAUGHTER—
MB^:
ORGAN sketch
MIDDAY SERVICE
5:00—NBC-Red:
organist ARCHER GIBSON
:45
NBC-Blue;
LANNY
— songsLUCILLE
and ORCHESpatterAND
MBS: RADIOLAND
TRA
2:00
NBC-Red:
NBC MUSICRHYTHM
GUILD
CBS:
Red:
TURNRemsen,
BACK George
THE
MBS: RAMBLES
PALMER INHOUSE
OR- 6:15NBC
CLOCK
— Alice
CHESTRA
■
—
baritone
GrifTin
2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
NBC-Blue: STUART GRACEY
- — songs and patter
CBS: ELSIE THO.MPSON—
MBSORGAN
RECITAL—
organist
Louise Wilcher
2:30NBC-Red: IT'S A WOMAN'S
DON sketch
WINSLOW
6:30NBC-Red:
OFNBC-Blue:
THE NAVY—
WORLD—
Claudine Macdonald.
SINGING
LADY—
Sears'
orchestra
children's
program
CBS:
CBS: PATTI CHAPIN— songs
noveltyDALTON
trio BROTHERS —
2:45NBC-Red: MEN OF THE
NBC-Blue: KING'S MEN
WEST—
quartet
QUARTET
CBS: DOROTHY GORDONS
NBC-Blue:
PIANO
RECITAL
CHILDREN'S CORNER
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
MBS: ORCHESTRA
EVENING
3:00NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
NBC-Red: NORSEMEN QUARFAMILY— sketch
6:00TET
NBC-Blue:
NBC LIGHT OPNBC-Blue:
HARRY KOGEN
ERA COMPANY
AND ALL
HIS HANDS
ORCHESTRA
CBS: THEATRE
MATINEE
CBS;
ON DECK
8:15sketch
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS—
STUDIES IN BLACK
6:15MBS:
AND WHITE
MBS: LA FORGE-BERUMEN
RECITAL
6:30NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS

Florence Freeman

Tom Thomas

6:35
NBC-Red:
BERT AND LEW—
songs
and patter
NBC-Blue: TINEZ—tenorCHUCHU MARcommentator
CBS; PAUL DOUGLAS— sports
6:45NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA TOP HATTERS
LOWELL THOMAS
—NBC-Blue:
news commentator
CHESTRA
CBS; GEORGE HALLS OR7:00sketch
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue:
edy sketch EASY ACES— comCBS:
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
Jack
Fulton.
Cormack,
orchestraMacJIBS: EVENING
organ
and Kelsey's
piano PRELUDE—
7:15
singing VARIENBC-Red:TIES—choralVOCAL
CBS:
Kerr, DelSONGCasinoTIME — Doris
NBC-Red; HELEN TRAUBEL
—tone
comedy sketch
NBC-Blue:
LUM AND ABNER
CBS — CLYDE BARRIE— bariNBC-B!ue: CABIN IN THE
7:45COTTON— Southernaires QuarNBC-Red:
PROGRAM —ROYAL
Rudy GELATIN
Vallee.
NBC-Blue:
ROY
ENCORE MUSIC —SHIELD'S
orchestra.
soloists
guests
MBS; INTERNATIONAL
SALON—
Corinna s Mura,
Nadeau, Stanley
orchestraRaoul
8:30ORCHESTRA
MBS: GUY LOMBARDO'S
9:00NBC-Red: MAXWELL HOUSE
SHOW
BOAT—
Charles Winninger,
Tom Conner,
Thomas,
Jack
Haley, Nadine
Patricia
Wilder.
Virginia
Verrill,
Warren
Hull,
AVillson's
orchestra
CBS; MAJOR
BOWES' AMATEITR
HOUR LOBBY
MBS:
HOBBY
9:15MBS: TALK ABOUT BOOKS
MIDNIGHT IN
9:30NBC-Blue:
MAYFAIR— English dance muMUSIC FOR TODAY
NBC-Red: KRAFT MUSIC
10:00
Mlorchestra,
HALL — Bobguests
Burns, Dorsey's
CBS; YOUR
TURES— FlovdTRUE
GibbonsADVENMBS: WITCH'S TALE— Alonzo
Deen Cole, Marie O'FIynn
10:30
CBS:
MARCH OF TIME—
dramatizations
MBS:
MUSICALHENRY
REVUE WEBER'S
NBC-Red:
FOOTNOTES
ON
11:00
HEADLINES
— John B. Kennedy, commentator
NBC-Blue:
DANCE
MUSIC
CBS: DANCE
MBS:
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC

Dorothy Lowell

RADIO
MORNING
8:00NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
.MELODIKS
NBC-Blue:
TIONS— organMORNING
and songsDEVO8:15
NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
—NBC-Blue:
children's program
NADERS ISLAND SERE8:30
NBC-Red:Winters.HOME
SONG.«—
John
Gertrude Forster Alden Edkins,
NBC-Blue:
W
ILLI.^M
MEEDER — organist
9:00NBC-Red: STREAMLINERS—
Fields
and Hall,
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
— METROPOLITAN
varietyBREAKFAST
program PACBS:
RADE
9:30CBS: RICH.4.RD MAXWELL
— songs

STARS

AUGUST 6—13—20—27
sketch
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
NBC-Blue:
MacHUGH AUNT
— The EDWARD
Gospel
Singer
CBS:
JE.NNY
S REAL.
3:00MBS: SID G.\RY— baritone
LIFE
STORIES
—
sketch
MBS: RHYTH.M ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
AFTERNOON
NBC-Blue:
dramatizationRADIO GUILD—
13:00 Noon
H.\LL
CBS:
COLUMBI.\
CONCERT
NBC-Red: GIRL ALONE—
sketch
3:15sketch
NBC-Blue:
U.
S.
MARINE
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS—
BAND
CBS: TON— twin
WINSTON
pianos AND SUT- 3:30MBS: RADIO G.\RDEN CLUB
13:15
NBC-Red: sketch
STORY OF MARY
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
MARLIN—
CBS:
CONSOLES
CBS:
NEWScommentator
PARADE
MBS: THREE
ORCHESTRA
—MBS:
EdwinYOUR
C.
Hill,
LEN
SALVO
—
organist
3:45
13:30
NBC-Red:
JOE DUMOND
THE
CADETS
QUARTET .4.ND 4:00
CBS:
NBC-Red: sketch
LORENZO JONES
TRENT—ROMANCE
sketch OF HELEN
—comedy
13:45
NBC-Blue:
ClA B M.^TINEE—
variety
program
NBC-Red:
JOE WHITE —
VENIRS
tenor
CBS: AMONG OUR SOUCBS:
sketch OUR GAL. SUNDAY —
MBS:
and his TEXAS
cowboys JIM LEWIS—
MBS: WE ARE FOUR — sketch
1:00NBC-Red: PIANO DUO
NBC-Red:UMN OF THEPERSOX.\L
NBC-Blue:
AND
.\IR— InezCOLLoLEARN
— sketchLOVE
CBS:
BETTY
AND
BOB—
4:30
sketch
CBS:
BON
VOYAGE
MBS: LUNCHEON MUSIC
MBS: ORCHESTRA
4:45pez
1:13
NBC-Red:sketch
THE GUIDING
NBC-Red:sketchDAN HARDING'S
WIFE—
LIGHT—
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBOR
NELL
CBS:
BETTY
CROCKER.
— cooking expert
.•BC-Red:
LANG—
■OX
— songs .ARTHUR
aritone
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUsliC-Blue:
MILDRED
FENLarsen. Ruth
BS: M.\RION CARLEY —
Lvon, SIC—Larry
Harvej-NATIONAL
Hays
NBC-Blue:
FARM
AND HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ARNOLD
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
sketch
5:15NBC-Red: ADVENTURES OF
MBS:
ORGA.\
.MIDDAY SERVICE
D.4RI
CBS: DAN
ETON— sketch
BOYS — male
1:45CBS: JOHN K. W.\TKINS—
quartet
news connientator
NBC-Red:
DON
WINSLOW
5:30
2:00NBC-Red: SHOW TIME MATOFNBC-Blue:
THE N.AVY—
sketch
SINGING
LADY
INEE
CBS: DORIS KERR— songs
CBS: NEWS THROUGH A
WO.M.^N'S
EYES
—
Kathryn
Cravens

9:45NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
CBS: NOVELTEERS
9:53NBC Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:0NBC-Red: MRS. WIGGS OF
THE CABBAGE PATCH—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN — sketch
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE — sketchJOHNS
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
—CBS:sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:30
PLAIN BILL
—NBC-Red:
sketch JVST
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER
YOUNG S
FAMILY
— sketch CLINIC—
MBS: MARRIAGE
Frances
McDonald
10:43
NBC-Red:
DREN— sketchTODAYS CHILNBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE VIENNESE
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HA RUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
CBS:
HEINZ
THE AIR
— talk,MAGAZINE
sketch, RolfeOFs
orchestra
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
11:13
NBC-Red:
WIFE— sketchBACKSTAGE
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THEPERSON.AL
AIR— InezCOLLopez
11:30NBC-Red: HOW TO BE
CHARMING —VICsketch
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: MARTHA
BIG SISTER—
MBS:
AND sketch
HAL
11:43
NBC-Red:
HELLO
PEGGY—
sketch

2:15CBS: J.ACK AND LORETTA
—MBS:songs ORG.\N
and patter
Louise Wilcher RECIT.\L —
2:30
NBC-Red:
LOGAN'S
MUSICALE WALTER
NBC-Blue:
WOLVERTON—BENNETT
piano and AND
guiCBS: MONTAN.A SLIM
2:43NBC-Blue: PEGGY WOOD
C.\LLI.NG

EVENING
NBC-Red:
IN
THE
NEWS —EDUCATION
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
HARRY
KOGEN
AND
HIS
ORCHESTRA
CBS: HOWARD PHILLIPS—
baritone
NBC-Red:
McKINLEY— DEAN
baritoneOFB.\RRY
—CBS:Hobart
BosworthHOLLYWOOD

Alice Faye

Ray Block

Irene Rich

6:30
NEWS
NBC-Red:
PRESS- RADIO
NBC-Blue:
PRESS- RADIO
NEWS
CBS:
MBS: PRESS-RADIO
ORCHESTRA NEWS
6:33
NBC-Red: CAROL DEIS— soNBC-Blue:
CLARK DENNIS—
tenor
CBS:
prano PAUL DOUGLAS — sports
commentator
6:43
NBC-Red:
CHESTRA TOP H.\TTERS ORLOWELL THO.MAS
—NBC-Blue:
news commentator
CBS: FR.\NK DAILEYS ORCHESTRA
7:00
songs
sketc
NBC-Red: AMOS
NBC-Blue:
MARY'X' SMALL—
CBS: Fulton.
POETIC Frankly
MELODIES—
Jack
n MacA.XDVCormack. Kelsey's orchestra
7:15
-NBC-Red:STATION
UNCLEPat EZRA'S
RADIO
Barrett
NBC-Blue:
FRAYduo—.AND
BRAGGIOTTI— piano
CBS:
SONGTIME
—
Gogo
de
Lys, Jack
Shannon
MBS:
NOVELETTE
songs
7:30—NBC-Red:
sketch
CABALLEROSNBC-Blue: LUM
AND ABNER
ENSEMBLE
CBS:
HERBERT
MBS; ORCHESTRA FOOTE'S
NBC-Red:
•RHYTH.M
— soprano BUGHOUSE
NBC-Blue: LOUISE
FLOREA
CBS:
BOAKE CARTER —
news commentator
NBC-Red:
CONCERT
— CITIES
Lucille SERVICE
Manners.
Bourdon's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
IRENE RICH
CBS: TIES— Oscar
BROAD Shaw.
W.AY VARIEPonselle, orchestra
Elizabeth Cannela
Lennox.
Arden's
MBS: ORCHESTRA
8:15NBC-Blue:
ROYALISTS ROY CAMPBELL'S
8:30NBC-Blue: DE.ATH V.ALLEY
D.\YS
dramatization
CBS: — H.\L
B.AND—
.AliceKEMPS
Faye D.\NCB
8:45MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:00NBC-Red: W.\LTZ TIME—
Frank Munn. Lois Bennett,
Rolfe
;hest
CBS: Cooper.
HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
Jerry
FrancesIgor
Langford, Anne Jamison.
Gorin.
Paige's
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTR.\
9:30NBC-Red: TRUE STORY
COURT — dramatization
OF HUM.AN REL.\TIONS
MBS:
TR.\ SYMPHONY ORCHESNBC-Red:
FIRST NIGHTER —
dramatization.
Barbara Luddy Les Tremayne.
NBC-Blue: R.ALEIGH A.ND
KOOL orchestra,
SHOW —Morton
TommvBoweDorsey's
CBS: FERDE CHESTRA—Edwin
GROFES
Smalle ORMBS:
THE
LISTENER
SPEAKS
10:30
NBC-Red:
JIMMIE
FIDLER S
HOLLYWOOD
GOSSIP
NBC-Blue:
LIEDERSINGERS
CBS: HOLL.\CE SH.AW —
songs
MBS: C U R T .A I .V TIME—
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
ELZA— movio
SCHAL10:45
LERT
REVIEWS
previev
NBC-Red: GEORGE
HOLMES MUSIC
CBS:
11:NBC-Blue:
IIBS: DANCE
DANCE .MUSIC
MUSIC

RADIO
MORNING
8:00
XRC-Red:
MKI-ODIES GOOD MORNING
8:13
NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
—NBC-Bluo!
children's program
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:3U
NBC-Rcd: .MOMENTS MUSICALE
8:43
NBC-Blue: RHYTHM RASCALS
U:00
NHc^-l;.
STREAMLINERS—
Fie:. is :,iul,1: Hai:
N 1!. ■ l;,u H It 10 A K F AST
CBS KAY BLOCK— Diunist
9:13
CBS: DALTON BROTHERS—
8:30
CBS: MELLOW MOMENTS
9:45
NBC-Red; LANDT TRIO
9:35
NBC-Red:
PRESS-JIADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
male quartetCHARIOTEERS—
NBC-Blue:
SWEETHEARTS
OFBreen,
THEPeterAIR—
May Singhl
de Rose
CBS:
YOUR
GARDEN AND
MINE — Ruth Cross
10:15
NBC-Red: THE VASS FAMILY— children'sRAISING
harmony YOUR
NBC-Blue:
PARENTS
— juvenile forum.
Milton J. Cross
—CBS:
songs RICHARD MAXWELL
10:30
NBC-Rfd:
Artlinr L:.nR, MANHATTERS—
orclieslra
NH l;lu. I- H A FT A VQ IT A
'^''*'
' ^ chil' 'PRETEND—
li.irr. LETS
CBS;
dren's
proRram
MBS:
VARIETY J'ltOCRAM —
Freu.li).-rg-s
Brokcnshire orchestra, Norn. an
10:45
CBS: FRED FEIBEL AT THE
CONSOLE
11:U0
NBC-Blue:
SUE MITCHELL —
so.igs
CBS: ORGAN RECITAL
11:15
NBC-Red:
—songs NANCY SWANSON
NBC-Blue:
male quartet MINUTE MEN—
11:30
NBC-Red: MYSTERY CHEF
NBC-Blue: MAGIC OF
SPEECH
Sutton — Vlda Ravenscroft
CBS:
HALL COLUMBIA CONCERT
MBS: U. S. ARMY BAND
11:4.-.
NBC-Red: DIXIE DEBS— trio
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
Jo«f;f
Hontl.CONTINENTALS—
director
NBC-Blue:
CALL TO YOUTH
CBS: THE CAPTIVATORS
54
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HAROLD

AUGUST

7— 14— 21— 28

TURNER —

NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: ORCHESTRA
PRESS-RADIO NEWS
MBS:
— contralto ALMA KITCHBLL
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:SIC?—John Tasker
WHITHER
HowardMUCBS:
PAUL DOUGLAS — sports
commentator
NBC-Red:
THE ART OF LIVPe lie ING—Dr. Norman Vincent
CBS: THE
JEAUREEN
AND
SI.NGINGO'CONNOR
STRINGS

Richard H
NBC-Blue:
THREE RANCHEROS
CBS: ORIENTALS
NBC-Red: ENSEMBLE
REX BATTLE'S
CONCERT
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
GEORGE
HIS ORCHESTRA HALL AND
12 :45
MBS: SONGS
NBC-Rcd:
SEMBLE WHITNEY ENNBC-Blue:
OTP. Ma.lue
T'.ARX— children's proKriiMi,
CBS: JAVi<
Sll A.WdX —Tucker
tenor
CBS: JIMMY SHIELDS— tenor
MBS: STEVE SEVERN'S PET
:30
—NBC-Red:
orchestra, CAMPUS
vocalists CAPERS
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL.
FARM AND HOME
HOUR
CBS: BUFFALO PRESENTS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
HOST
BUFFAI..O
— YOUR
orchestra,
soloistsIS
CBS:
MADISON
ENSEJIBLE
MBS: SYLVIA CYDE— soprano
ANN LE.\F— organist

Ford Bond
NBC-BIue:
RICARDO AND
HIS CABALLEROS
CBS:
DEPARTMENT
OP
COMMERCE
SERIES

NBC-Blue:program
CLUB MATINEE—
variety
CBS: THE DICTATORS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
4:30CBS: DANCEPATORS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
5:00
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS: ORCHESTRA
TRA RADIOLAND ORCHESMBS:

7:15MBS: ORCHESTRA
1:30
NBC-Red:
KEMPERSong StoriesJIMMY
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS: JACQUES JOLAS pianist
7:45
NBC-Red:
NBC JAMBOREE—
Kogen's
orchestra,
guestsNIGHT
CBS:
SWING SATURDAY
CLUB

NBC-Blue: ANIMAL NEWS
CLUB Lou
— children's
program
with
Rogers

CBS:
JOHNNY
PRESENTS
RUSS
MORGANCharles
ANDMartin.
HIS
ORCHESTRA—

NBC-Red: KALTENMEYER'S
KINDERGARTEN
— varieties.
Bruce Kamman. Elinor
Harriot
NOTE:
As we go to press, this
programlutelyguide
accurate, isbutabso-we
cannot be responsible for
changes made'
bylasttheminute
broadcasting
companies,
advertising agencies or sponsors.

guests
CBS: Godfrey
PROFESSOR QUIZ—
Arthur
MBS: LOUISIANA HAY RIDE
9:30
CBS; LAZY MELODY
MBS; ORCHESTRA

NBC-Red:
GOLDEN
MELODIES— orchestra,
vocalists
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
MBS:
PALMER
HOUSE
ORCHESTRA

NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS: ETON BOYS— quartet

CBS: TOURS IN TONE
MBS: BIDE
ATRE
CLUB DUHLEV'S
OF THE AIRTTI

EVENING

NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS: DOWN BY HERMAN S
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM

NBC-Red:
ISH REVUEEL CHICO SPANNBC-Blue:
AEL— guestsMESSAGE
and musicOF ISTRA RTED
CBS:
LEWIS' ORCHES-

6:U0NBC-Red; TOP HATTERS ORCHESTRA —VLADIMIR
Jan Savitt BRENNBC-Blue:
pianist
CBS; NER—ORCHESTRA
6:05

NBC-Blue:
CINCINNATI
SUMMER OPERA
ASSOCIATION
CBS:
YOUR HITREVARRA
PARADE
MBS; OTILIO
AND HIS MEXICAN ORCHESTRA

CBS— PATTI CHAPIN— songs
10:45
NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue: DANCE MUSIC
CBS; BUNNY BBRIGAN'S
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THIS WAY

Does
Clean

More
Your

If Invigorates

Tj^RESHENING UP is more than
yourgirlsskinwhoclean.
whatgetting
beautiful
have That's
found
the Pond's way of freshening up say.
Before they make a single appearance, they give their skin the brisk
toning up as well as cleansing that
sends them forth with such fresh and
vital-looking young faces.
Rousing Treatments Fight Off
Skin Faults . . .
Every night,
on Pond's
Cream.
As it smooth
softens and
releases Cold
dirt,
For this Pond's way of skin care, they make-up and skin secretions — wipe off.
find, invigorates their skin. It tones up
pattillinthemore
Pond's stirs.
Cold Your
Creamskin—
faulty oil glands, chief cause of black- Now
circulation
heads and blemishes . . . livens the cir- briskly,
feels
invigorated.
It
is
softer
—
smoother!
culation. Tones the tissues, so lines will
morning (and before make-up) resoon be smoothing out, your skin be Every peat.
Your skin is smooth for powder —
clear, fine textured, flawless!
fresh, vital looking!
Here is the simple method they follow.
Begin
to usebrighter,
Pond's. smoother
Sec your
too, yourself
grow clearer,
It's a method
around
the world!whose fame has spread skin,
— admired for its youth and freshness.

Than
Skin—

fine Skin!

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
Pond's. Dept. 9RS-CJ. ClMiton. Conn. Rush speci
tube
of
Pond s samples
Cold Cream.
eiu.UBliPond's
lo "
generous
cl 1 s other
5with
l'.ice Powder. C)
10cdifferent
to cover shades
postageof andPondpacking.
Name
Extract Company
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Correct Your Figure Faults
Perfolastic Not Only Confines,
it /Removes Ugly Bulges!

ds of women today owe their
Thousan
slim youthful figures to the quick, safe
way to reduce . . . Perfolastic.
"Hips60 1pounds
2 inches andsmaller,"
says writes
Miss Richardson.
"Lost
9 inches,"
Derr.
Whydon'tyou,
Perfolastic Mrs.
Reducing
Girdle
and Brassieretoo,attestour theexpense?
IF you DO NOT REDUCE
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
... it will cost you nothing!
Because
many wePerfolastic
wearers
reduce
than you
3so inches
we areagreement.
justified
inmoremaking
the above believe
unqualified
IMMEDIATELY APPEAR INCHES SLIMMER !
■so You
appear inches
once, andthatyeteveryare
comfortable
you thecansmaller
scarcelyat realize
minute
you
wear
Perfolastic
garments
the
massage-like
action
andthighs
gentleandpressure
ate act»al/y
reducing
hips,
waist,
diaphragm
...
the
spotswherefatfirstaccumulates.
You will bewearers
thrilled with the results. ..as are other Perfolastic
!
PERFOLASTIC REDUCES SAFELY ... QUICKLY
WITHOUT DIET, DRUGS OR EXERCISE I
■yourYoucomfortable
do not havemodeto riskof your
health
change
living.
No orstretiuous
exercise
wear noyoudietoutto ...reduce
no dangerous
drugs
towrinkled
take . to. flabbincss.
. and
face
and
neck
The perforations and soft,to
silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
■material
See for! yourself
theastonishing
wonderful experiences
quality of theof
Read thewho
prominent
women
in a few weeks
. . . safely have
... andreduced
quicklymany! inches
You riik nothing . . . -why not mail coupon NOW!
PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept.Please
539. send41 meEASTFREE42nd BOOKLET
ST., New York,
N.Y.
describing
and
illustrating
the new
Perfolastic material
Girdle
antl
Brassiere,
also
sample
of
perforated
and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Name
Addresi
C/7>_
' .Send Name and Addr I I'enny Postcard
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WEST
COAST
CHATTEBI
Typical tidbits and tidings of your
favorites among Hollywood broadcasters
MARTHA RAVE is move than (jrinning people, mikes, cameras and her own reflection in mirrors, for all we know. At
from
car illto town,
car these
She'sofftheonlial^piest (jirl
sincedays.lakin,/
that the Hollywood Hotel rehearsals, La Langford is never seen on the stage except when
surprise ch>pcnienl
:cilliicas/>;/</(/v
Surprise
if certainly
— and ll'cslmorc.
anything practicing her own numbers. The rest of 1
but pleasant to Mama I\aye. zcho had other the time she sits in her dressing-room,
and more amhitious plans for her famous never joining in the merriment of the cast.
dauohter. Ticice before she's defourcd the
Nicscn's recent housc-zvanning
altar-hound Martha, but lUuldy U'estmore wasGertrude
helped along by some three hundred
isn't a man to icaste time on ai;inmcnts.
guests icho arrircd in response to the cue
That foud between Alartha and Ella Itiiiidred iiiz'itat ions sent out. The neiv
Logan is still going strong. The air was Holiiiby Hills house turned out to be very
charged with icicles at the recent cocktail attractiz'c, and the hostess, too. But the
party given by Hoagy Carmichael, when main attraction at the party zvas Pie Face,
the two girls met for the first time in Gertrude's monkey. Pie Face is directly
Hollywood. They were the only guests from the African iungles and has never
organ-grinder in his life — in fact,
who declined
to contribute
ment to the affair.
Seems any
it allentertainstarted sren anknozk'
zvhat to do zcith the pennies
back in the Ziegfcld Follies days, when didn't
handed him. But he knezi' exactly zvhat to
Ella claimed Martha stole her stuff and do zcith .Seotcli, sampling cz'cry glass that
Martha was equally vehement that La
Logan swiped everything from her, with passed his 'way.
Bob Burns' new 28-room house in Bevthe possible exception of the brogue
Hills isn't
bad, new
either,
a small
Best dressad man around town these days, place.erlyBob
and the
Mrs.forBurns
are
bar none, is Charlie McCarthy. When leading a quiet and happy existence, without a bazooka in the house. Mrs. B.,
he first came to Hollywood, Charlie immediately laid in a supply of berets, slacks
and friend
Bob's ofsecreand camels-hair coats. And now a new formerly
tary, wasHarriet
the mostFoster
intimate
the
coat of sun-tan paint has been added to first Mr's. Burns.
his sartorial splendor. Edgar Bergen and
Hollywood's first Swing Concert, sponCharlie jammed them in at the Cocoanut
by Bing The
Crosby,hall,
was accommodating
an overwhelmGrove,
Los Angeles'
famous night-spot,
ingsoredsuccess.
their recent
engagement.
In fact, oneon over 4,000
people,
was
a
complete
sell-out,
movie producer was so impressed with the which resulted in a goodly sum for
act that he called them over to his table. Sullivan, in whose honor the affair Joe
was
"It's a great act," he said, "it's a shame it's given. Number one femme show-stopper
not picture material." Charlie looked was Ella Logan, that half pint o' Scotch,
blandly at the producer. "Say, that is a
swung Scotch ballads within an inch
shame," he agreed sadly, "just a dirty who
of their lives. Jimmy Grier, Louis Prima,
shame! Particularly since we've already Jimmy
Dorsey, Ray Noble, Victor Young,
made twenty-four shorts for the screen."
Ted Fio-Rita and Earl Hines were all
Edgar Bergen says his -cent riloquial art there with the boys, while vocalists were
lias got him in zi'ro]ig hut once in his life. Joy Hodges, Dorothy Lamour, Irene TayThat zoos ivhen a pal of his in college icas
lor, Tommy Harris and many others.
Among the emcees were Dan Toby, Don
struck
l>v theglance
pi-ofessor's
.If an dunili
appealing
from his(luestions.
friend, Wilson, Ken Carpenter, Ken Niles, Bill
lulgar
supplied the answers — Goodwin and Tiny Ruffner. All in all,
and all oldigingly
of thciii wrong.
the
concert looked like the Who's Who in
Radioland.
Elainebition hasBarrie
Barryniore's
biggest
am.-/(((/ // vi'/( had looked closely ivhile
just come to light. Xcver one
to seek publicity, it may surprise her that purchasing your ticket, you might have
the ticket-seller as Herbic Kay,
this has reached print. But l-Ilaine, it recognized
Chiciigii (irehestra leader and husband of
j seems,
to become
Tease ofaspires
Television.
ThistheaimEirst
is theStrip-re- Dorothy Lamour. Hcrbie zvas visiting
sult of her successful movie sliort. The Art Horofhy (or a month on the Pacific Coast,
I'cfore faking up the Initoii at the Trianon.
ofband.
Huiv The
to I'ndrcss
in b'ront lias
of ]'our
lass evidently
decidedfins-tn I hey spent crery minute betzocen Doroput the BarryuKjre name down in histnry
thy's radio and moz'ic engagements soaking
— way down.
in the rays of Old Sol dozen at Palm
Springs.
Frances Langford out-Garbos Greta
when it comes to "vanting to be alone."
Another one of those long-distance-marYet she's had more publicity than any Nelson riagecame
couples towasHollywood
reunited when
Ozzieto
recently,
other radio personality, between rumors
of matrimony, that recent suicide over her visit Harriet Hilliard. They spent most
charms, and parting company with her of their time going over plans for the new
appendix. But the surprising item is that home which is to be built in Beverly Hills
they hope onto make
a permanent
Frances really wants privacy. She's the and which (Continued
page 64)
I most bashful girl in town — shies from
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•made
By farontheKodak
greaterVerichrome
number of snapshots
are
Film because
people have found that "it gets the \ncture"
— clear,
lifelike.withAnyVerichrome.
camera is
a better
camera,true,loaded
Don't
take
chances
.
.
.
use
it
always
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y. . . .
Accept nothing
but theKodak
film Film—
in the
familiar
which
onlyyellow
Eastmanbox—makes.

"TTl THEN he went away, we both promised to write.
' ' But you know how letters are — you don't say
what you intend to, or the other person misinterprets.
"Before we knew it, our letters were mostly spats,
explanations, and apologies. We were getting farther
apart all the time. One day I was awfully blue, and on
impulse sent this old snapshot. I wrote on die back,
'We didn't quarrel then, did we?'
"I wish you could read the letter I got back. It was the
old Pete again, not trying to write, just telling me how
much he cared. He said he'd always write with this
snapshot in front of him — he could talk to die girl in it
so she'd never misunderstand."
The snapshots you'll want Tomorrow
—you must take Today
57
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COOKING

SCHOOL

GRAPE-NUTS MOUSSE
Yi cup sugar
1 cup cream, ichippcd I
54 cup water
Yz teaspoon vanilla I
2 egg ivhitcs, stiffly beaten
a pinch of salt
I
*
pe-Nuls
Bring sugar and water to a %boilcupandGra
continue boiling until syrup spins a thread
when and
dropped
tip ofstopsspoon.
(232° pour
F. onit aslowly
candy over
thermometer).
from
heat
when from
mixture
bubbling,
stiffly beatenRemove
egg whites,
beating constantly. Continue beating until mixture is cool (about 3 minutes). Fold in
whipped cream and vanilla. Add salt and Grape-Nuts. Place in freezing tray of automatic refrigerator and let stand 3 to 4 hours, or until firm. Or turn into mold — filling
it to overflowing — cover with waxed paper, press cover tightly down over paper and
pack in equal parts of ice and salt. Let it stand 3 to 4 hours, or until firm. Makes
about
richness.\Y pints of Mousse, or enough for approximately 5 servings, because of its
"S-MINUTE" PRUNE WHIP
1 egg zchite 1 teaspoon lemon juice
% cup sugar Yi cup cream, zcliipped stiff
1 (5 oc.) can Strained Prunes (approx. Y2 cup)
A Food Children LoveBeat egg white until stiff. Gradually add sugar, beating constantly. Add lemon
then fold mixture into stiffly whipped cream. When thoroughly blended, fold
Good for them-EasY for you! juice,
in
Strained
Pile lightly into sherbet or parfait glasses. Chill thoroughly
— and costs only 3^ a portion! before serving.Prunes.
Serves 3.
WOMEN bought millions upon millions of
Because of its richness, this is not recommended for children under 6. It can be
Franco-American
with a garnish of whipped cream, or with a soft custard sauce made with the
year, cans
becauseof they
found out thatSpaghetti
it was one lastof served
remaining
egg yolk.
the greatest time and money savers that ever
came
their orkitchens!
there's
no finerintolunch
supper Forfor example,
school children
FLUFFY FRUIT TAPIOCA
than
Franco-American,
served serve
pipingFrancohot,
with milk
and fruit. For dinner
American as a main dish, or use it to make
%
cup
Minute
Tapioca Vi cup orange juice
left-overs taste like a million dollars. It usually
Yi cup sugar
1 egg ivhitc, stiffly beaten
costs only 10^ a can — less than ii a portion.
Y& teaspoon salt
I can {AY2 oz.) Strained Apricots
Be sure, however, that you get FrancoAmerican Spaghetti — the kind with the extra
1 egg yolk
ivith Applesauce
good
sauce. It'sspaghetti.
entirely different
from allcheeseother
IY2
cups
milk
ready-cooked
Its
delicious
and-tomato sauce is made with eleven savory
Minute Tapioca, sugar, salt, egg yolk and milk in top of double boiler.
ingredients
— theof secret
recipeFrench
whichchef.
was Get
the Stir Combine
with fork enough to break egg yolk. Place over rapidly boiling water, bring to
freat
discovery
a famous
rancoAmerican
today
at
your
grocers
—
it
scalding
point
(approx. 7 minutes). Cook 5 minutes longer, stirring frequently.
will save you no end of time and trouble.
Remove from heat. Add orange juice. Fold slowly into stiffly beaten egg white.
When
fold inwithStrained
mixture.
Chill.
Serve inthoroughly
individual blended,
dessert dishes,
garnish Apricot-with-Applesauce
of whipped cream and orange
segments.
Fronco-^mericon
A delicate fruit flavor and an appetizing pale golden color gives real summertime
SPAGHETTI
appeal to this novel version of an old-time favorite.
Made by the Makers of Campbell's SouJjs
BANANA BEVERAGES
1 fully ripe banana* 1 cup ice-cold milk
Slice banana, very thinly, into a bowl and beat with rotary beater until creamy.
Or press through strainer or ricer first, then use beater. Add milk gradually, beating
constantly. Serve cold.
An excellent drink for youngsters of school age. May be given in smaller amounts
to younger children, too, soon after they have passed the infant stage. The Dionnes
were given mashed banana before they were a year old.
*A fully ripe banana is one zvhose yelloiv peel is flecked ivilfi brown.
The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 69.
Camden. New Jersey. Please send me your free recipe
VARIATIONS
book: "30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print) —
For grown-ups, the addition of Y2 teaspoon of Angostura to the above gives this
beverage a distinctive flavor that adds to its appeal.
Address
For a welcome frosted summer drink, proceed as above, beating in a scoop of vanilla
City. —
Stateice cream at the last.
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of fresli air and sunshine. One baby
doctor specifics four hours in the fresh air
as a daily minimum, seven hours as an
ideal period of time!
Try counting up the time your youngster
actually spends out of doors. The results
may surprise you — and none too pleasantly !
THIRD: See that your child wears
the right amount of clothing. Not too
much in summer; not too little (yet never
restricting) in winter.
FOURTH ; Be sure that you provide a
well-planned diet of the ri^ht lo. xls. Supplemented, inmost caM>, co(l-li\cr oil,
espcciall\■ w inter \itaniin
months — when
Vitamin D(hin'nt;
— the ili-nn>hnic
must
be supplied alnuivt entirely in tlii> way.
of course,
toruetdoetor
freqneiit
andAnd,
regular
visits todon't
the lial)\
(pediatrician) or Bah} (_ Hnic, -inee changes
and modifications of the rules outlined
above must be carrie<l oiu under competent and careful supervi>ion.
In the matter of dii-t. milk, of course, is
the first rei|uirenient. It used to be considered the only
a far longer
period of time
than need
is nowfor <leenied
advisable.
In fact, as early as the third week, now,
the diet frequently is supplemented by
orange juice and tomato juice. Then,
from the fourth or fifth month, other foods
are gradually introduced into the diet,
notably strained vegetables, cooked cereals
and strained
fruits — at the doctor's discretion, of course.
This places upon the mother — who is
housewife, cook and baby nurse as well — the
burden of a far longer period of time in
which it will be necessary for her to prepare and strain foods with the extreme
care
you'vea
ever required
tried it for
you baby
will feedings.
appreciateIf what
task it really is, this day in, day out
fixing of an ounce or two for a feeding —
which continues well over a year.
Nowadays, howe.er, women in growing
and grateful nnnihers avoid this fuss and
bother by the use of prepared baby foods.
These, as you know, come (all strained
and ready for use) in a wide variety.
Yes, they certainly solve a difficu't problem in scientific fashion. For they are truly
"scientifically
far efforts
more ofso theby
actual test than prepared";
would be tiie
average woman in her own kitchen witli her
more limited knowledge and eciuipnient.
In prepared baby foods you have the
pick of the crop ; cooked and fine-strained
in such a way that the precious vitamin
and mineral contents are preserved.
purchase
are■When
also you
buying
a sensethem,of therefore,
security atyoua
small cost ; added to which is the fact that
prepared baby foods effect a tremendous
saving in waste and work. A boon, certainly, for mothers any day of the year —
a godsend in hot weather !
The recipes I promised are across the
page. A couple of them make good use of
the baby foods we were just discussing, in
desserts that are intended to appeal to
grown-ups and older children. So try the
Prune
mediately.Souffle and Fruit T(i/>ioca imR[oussedesserts
is herecalling
for you
to try,—
too.Gracie's
And other
for fruit
appropriate for summer, especially where
there are children in the home.

• "Gee, I'd hate to be you, Jocko! That get-up may be peachy for
collecting pennies, but you couldn'^t hire me to wear it on a day like
this. The prickly heat breaks right out on my neck to think of itP'

• "Boss won't let you take it off, eh? Well, that's life, . . many's the
time I've been rammed into a sweater. Only thing makes ''em bearable isJohnson's Baby Powder. It alivays fixes those prickles!"

• *'/ could stand a sprinkle myself —this carpel's itchy. . . How about
some soft silky Johnson's Baby Powder for both of us. Mother?
Jocko tvill do his best monkey-shines for you. And I'll do mine!"
• "Did you ever notice how fine Johnson's Baby Powder is? Just
like
my skin Ofitiinst
like satin,
. . Clear,Mothers!
unblemished
skin satin
is the! Itbestkeeps
protection
skin too!".
injections.
Johnson's Baby Powder helps prevent prickly heat, rashes and chafes.
It's
finestCream,
Italian too—
talc—andno for
orris-root.
Try Johnson's
Babymade
Soaponlyand ofBaby
tiny babies,
the new
Johnson'sturnBaby
cannot
rancid.Oil, which is stainless, pleasantly fragrant, and
KJ new BRUNSWICK

(/ NEW JERSEY
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says MAGGY ROUFF of Paris
"ALWAYS we women seek to entice the
iV masculine eye. In thi.s you will succeed when you give your skin the warm
glow of Windsor Rose. This shade of
Woodbury's lovely powder is magically
flattering to almost every complexion."
Maggy RoufF advises her mannequins to
wear Woodbury's Facial Powder for its
becoming shades and germ-free* quality.
This
germ-free
powder See
helpsWindsor
guard
the skin
from face
blemishes.
Rose and the six other youth-blend shades.
Sl.OO, SOp, 25c, 10c.

MAIL FOR 10-PIECE LOVELINESS KITI
Forto Loveliness,
generous samples
encloseof 10cWoodbury's
and mailScientific
lo JohnAidsH.
Woodbury,
Inc.,
9181
Alfred
St.,
Cincinnati,
In Canada, John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario.O.
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broadcast with the company. Lanny Ross
congratulated her warmly. Another memthe company
"That usually
means
moreber ofthan
you might toldthinkher:— Lanny
doesn't
say
mucii,
even
when
he's
pleased
But Lanny has, thinks Nadine, a charming,!"
sincere iiersonality — even tliough he is more
reserved,
less spontaneous in his friendship
than
is Nelson.
When she auditioned for the Shoiv lioal
program, Nadine had several other tempt— oneopera
a 52-\veeks'
with ingaoffersnoted
star in aengagement
projected
program
of
the
Vick's
type.
There
movie offers, too — and by the time were
you
read this she may have signed her name
to an interesting contract, for a brief stopover in movies. Her aim, of course — as is
natural, with that clear, entrancing voice —
is grand opera. But, with a mixture of
Irish canniness and Scotch caution, she
will go slowly and not reach too soon
toward those glittering heights so confidently predicted for her by critics as
well as lay listeners.
The Irish canniness and Scotch caution
are
music.part of Nadine's birthright, along with
Her great-grandparents came around
Cape
1842, ofto
settle Horn,
in the from
littleEngland,
Californiain town
Compton, thirteen miles from Los Angeles.
Now, in the courtyard of the old San
Juan Mission, that little great-grandmother's grave is a family shrine. And
twenty-seven years ago Nadine was born
in the house which her gieat-grandfather
built in 1850 — a low, rambling, haciendatype of house, on a sixty-acre ranch.
The and
familymother
all are
musical.
Nadine's
father
belonged
to the
little
town's Literary Club, which supplied the
community's
sole near
entertainment,
as thereor
were no movies
and no theatre
vaudeville. Both Mr. and Mrs. Conner sang
in the operettas
the club
Nadine's
three
brothers and
two presented.
sisters also
sing.
The younger brother, she thinks, will go
far,
musically.
She
is
helping
to
educate
him in music.
The old house still is the family home,
though the ranch now consists of only
two and a half acres, the rest having been
sold. The brothers and sisters are married,
too, and have homes of their own.
Nadine wants to marry, too. She is the
only one of the family unmarried, at present— though she was one of the first to
succumb to Cupid's arrows.
"I was just a child, then," Nadine says.
"Just itoutwasof allhighabout.
schoolWe— Iwere
didn'tbothknow
what
too
young
...
It
just
couldn't
last.
So — we
were divdrccd, shortly after.
"I think," iiiiiMil Xadine thoughtfully,
"after Nnu've liad such an experience,
you're m<jrc sk)W almut falling in love
again . . . I'm not in l(i\i' but I dd want
to get homemarriedandagainbabies
some da\ . 1'i'on'less
liave I'm
my
own
just tlir
■l.iiiuslu: t.\])c. at ...
hearl. And 1 feel
life wouldn't he coniplele without all that
. .Lacking
. 1 wanttheit allbabies,
!" now, Nadine has
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various pets. She loves dogs — but, in Caliin apartment
houses, fornia,
saysdogs aren't
Nadine permitted
— and, because
of her
work, and to be near the studios, she has
to spend much of her time in a small
apartment in town.
She had a dog once — a bull terrier,
named Pooch, that still makes all other
dogs seem stupid by comparison.
"He knew everything I said to him,"
says Nadine. "I'd be sitting on a couch,
reading, and, without looking up, I'd say :
'Well, would you like to go out now?'
And, even if he were asleep, he'd jump
upsay and
me, allanda-quiver.
: 'Getcomethe tokeys,'
he'd runThen
aroundI'd
looking for them. He'd shake my coat, to
see
rattledlegs,in tothelook
pocket.
He'd
standif uptheonkeys
his hind
for them
on the ittable.
bring
to meThen
! he'd find my purse and
"One day I drove out to see my family.
I only expected to stay a minute, so I left
my
the car.
hourswas—
and purse
when inI got
in myButcar,I stayed
the purse
gone ! We hunted everywhere, but couldn't
find it. Finally my father said: 'I wonder
if Pooch knows where it is?'
"Then I had an idea — I got an old purse
of mine, put some keys and a few things
in it, and got in the car with Pooch and
drove around the block. Then, back at the
house, I got out, leaving the purse in the
car, as before. We all hid and watched
Poochie. In a minute, he got out of the
car, with the purse in his mouth. He ran
up to the door and scratched to be let in.
No one
stirred.andWelaughing
hadn't— soheard
him
before
— talking
we pretended not to, this time. After waiting,
and whining and scratching again, at last
Pooch started off for the garden, the purse
in his mouth. We all watched. He found a
place under some bushes and carefully
buried the purse, patting down with his
nose" 'Well
the earth
up ! 'that gives mc
!' saidhe'dmy dugfather,
an idea ! I noticed another place, when I
was out,
I thought
been
therea —while
' Andagowe— all
dashed aoutgopher'd
to the
spot — and dug — and there, about a foot
deep, really, was my other purse ! Poochie
wasn't
anything
it!"
Whengoing
Poochto letdied,
later, happen
Nadine to tried
canaries. But she felt it was desolate for
them, whenever she was away and the
place was shut up and still, so she gave
them to her mother. Now she has acquired
a passion for tropical fish !
"They really are fascinating," she says.
"There are so many different kinds and
colors ... I have a big tank on top of my
radio, and whenever I listen to the radio,
I sit and watch the fish. If 1 tap on the
glass, they come to it. One of them will
eat from my hand. He sticks his nose up
out of the water for the food — if I put it
in "Ithe like
water,fish,he anyway!"
won't takesheit. laughed. I
love
to
go
fishing
— I theoftenwindgo,ininmya face,
livel)ait iishboat. I love
and the sun, and the sea ... I think it
does
to get outotherwise.
that way.A Iyoung
don't
get ayoulot good
of exercise,
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OF LOSING

HER

MAN !

Gabriel Heat+er,
one of radio's
Isn't it a shame she doesn't know
outstanding
commentators.
MBS.
this lovelier way to avoid offending?
surgeon I used to go with told me that I
had aous chronic
appendix
any strenuexercise would
make— andtrouble.
So I
don't ride or play tennis now.
"But fishing is grand fun. I like to
catch
I'm lucky
at that,yellow
too — I tails,
often and
catchtuna.
a 15-pound
fish.
Even if no one else is catching any — I
catch 'em! I just have fisherman's luck,
allLucky?
around, IPerhaps
guess !"'.says
. . Nadine.
But luck, we
venture to point out, might be analyzed as,
say, three parts patience, three parts persistence, and three parts knowing how—
with one part,
! It's not
something
handedmaybe,
to you chance
on a platter.
EFORE EVERY DATE, wise girU bathe
"I know!" Nadine nods seriously. "I'm
Cashmere Bouquet. For this
with
YOU FEEL MORE GLAMOROUS
not business-like,"
she
went
on.
"Aly
acsing, perfumed soap not
clean
deepcompanist, who is also my secretary, takes
lovehtiner ssyouthis
r bat
Lonr gdainafte
t and clean
care of all business matters for me. I
you
wayrd. you
,,-er gua
only keeps you swee
per.ke
want to knoiK- about them all — know why
er-l
alluringly fragrant. No, need
flow
also
t's
but
Bouque
Cashmefureme stil clin
one move is wise, or another foolish — and
gs lightly vour sUm
,o worry about body odorBouqwhen
uet.
y
tel
then
I
want
to
forget
about
them
!
I
don't
ple safe
you bathe with Cashmere
-keeping youofsooffcom
want to keep thinking about money and
end.ng!
contracts and what nut . . . She has a
from any fear atNOW
ONLY
IQc
department,
gift for those thing;,, and she is most
— •^^""'■^ andall drug,
len-cen!
stores
helpful to me. I want, " said Xadine earno be ableI tomade
look the
back right
and feel
that,
at eachestly, "tpoint,
decision,
if it's always,
possible to. .sing. But,
want,
bettermostthanof I all,
everI
haveShe before!'.'
works hard, this little Conner girl.
She speaks and sings seven languages.
And
hasn't shehadsays,a vacation
in four
years.sheThough,
her trip East
was
like a vacation, as she never had been East
rn MEN — Coshmerc
before. She loved New York, but — California bornagain.
and bred — she was glad to
so ALLURING TO MEN
start West
fragrance! But
MARVELOUS FOR
lingerin
Home is where the heart is— and some
Bouquet's that
on'vg « ^'^^^^'^'t
remember
COMPLEXIONS, TOOl
day she will have the home of her heart,
that
has
This pure, creamy-white soap has such a
and — she hopes — the babies. "I couldn't
,iWe Cashmere Bouquet s Only
qual.ty.
gentle, caressing lather. Yet it removes every
be satisfied with just a career," says Naspecial lingering Soap
you
dine
Conner,
her
flower-like
face
thoughtbrings
trace of dirt and cosmetics — keeps your skin
Cashmere Bouquet
ful.
alluringly smooth, radiantly clear!
offend.ng.
Nevertheless, if the Conner luck holds,
,he lovelier woy to avoid
she will rise to the starry heights, this lit- TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED
tle girl of the Golden \\'est, who is "lovely
to lookperson
at, lovely
to listentoo!to — " and a very CASHMERE
nice
to know,
BOUQUET
SOAP
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Made Her Look 4-0
MEN NEVER NOTICED HER

Now

Its Smooth,

Younger

Looking
SHES ENGAGED

MAYBE THIS GIRLS EXPERIENCE
WILL HELP YOU TOO_
7^^^^^^^'^-

Here's The Amazing Beauty Cream
That's Thrilling All America
restore
''i - fniinil
■) Ih.Iimiwi
."otU. . ofAt'smooth,
last science
:i i\\:\s\ . i.r
to helpLike|tl■;A^^
naturethe
youth,
thissolt.n.
releasei
precious
i i sK <u-hnesi.
uhlpped
«n<l
quickly
aid Intrr-i
naiu:
|i
LInea.
Premature
Wiinkn
i;i,,-ki
i
.imi
I'iniplcs.
Melts away
dry. scaly.
-km. (>ores.
.SllrIlulaI(•^ iindcrskin.
Rouses
oil glands.
Frce!><Jlm'I
cl<jgF;e(l
LubriBrings
live, freshCleanses.
skin. Beauty
editors cates,areSmooths.
writing
aboutout Itnew.I Thousands
praise
It I
Make
This
Guaranteed
3
Day
Test
GIre
your skinCREAM
these tothrllllnK
new
beauty
Use
TAYTOX'S
with skin
and softer,
alsobenetlts.
assmoother,
a niKht
cresm
for 3 days.
mustcleanse
make your
look
younscr
and Itsatisfy
completely,
or your money
will
be refunded.
Ask
for TAYTON'S CREAMran notat asdrug,yet department
10c itorea.
you. andInsist he orderIfforyouryoudealer
from his wholesaler orsupply
headrjuarters.
At Drug, Dept. And 10c Stores
ilTAYTOni
yin OLd English Name"

TEMPERAMENTAL
GENIUS
(Contitnicd from (jugc 41)
purposive experiences. From the time he
was a small boy, he knew wliat he wanted
and held to his cour>e. Diniculties were
only somethinjf to he surnn iunte<l. Look
at the man; thin, nervous, liaw k-imsed, gimlet-eyed, his body constantl\- in motion,
e\ery movement tense ami jeiky, and you
will undei-stand that here is a man who
iks no interference, wh.i carves out his
<iwn career, who is master ol his fate and
captain of his soul !
He uses every nerve, every fibre of his
being in conducting; is more dramatic to
watch than Stokowski. But you do not
feel that he is consciously putting on a
show. He is too intense, too completely
absiirbed in what he is creating, in the
nding of sound, the building of harmonies to be aware of his audience while he
is in the throes of projecting his ideas.
The man is real and the man is sincere,
aiifl right now there is nothing so important
to him as proving that radio is a perfect
me<lium for music on a grander scale than
has been ofifered the radio public before,
.At his insistence, thirty-six musicians wait
on his gesture, his mood — thirty-six personally chosen men and women, selected with
exceeding care in order that his dream, his
ideal of music, might be given form for the
music-loving public.
His effects are carefully planned, the
placement of the microphones studied, so
that with a few violins, for instance, the
same tone can be produced as with many.
He wears earphones at times, so that he
can cluck up on how the music sounds to
the
listensdirected
in. In hisBudapest,
line liiKtime,whohe even
orchestraat
throimh tlie window of the contml-room, so
ih.it he could hear the effect he was getting
over the air.
When you know that, at sixteen, he not
cmly knew Beethoven by heart but could
play the notes backwards, you can guess
something of the driving purpose, the single-mindedness
that from
governsEurope,
Janssen'she life.
Since lie returned
has
put in twenty hours a day on his work,
developing ideas, making plans, rehearsing.
He is a iiuman dynamo and he is driving
himself to the limit. There could scarcely
be left iiatience or understanding of anything that niiglit seem to threaten to come
between him and his work.
But if there is anything radio is impatient of, it is temperament. It is the boast
of producers and stars alike that there is
no room for temperament on tiie air. The
exigencies of the medium are such that
there is no time, no room for personal idiosyncrasies. And Werner Janssen is as
temperamental as a prima donna. To do
what he wants, to get the results he wants,
he will ride roughshod over anyone. At one
moment, he will seem to have an infinite
l)atience in coaxing, coercing his orchestra.
At the next, upon some slight interruption,
he will seem bereft of reason, a screaming
madman. One wonders how his system can
stand the strain — let alone the systems of
those thrown into contact with him. It is
like coming into contact unexpectedly with
a live electric wire!

But Hollywood, as well as radio, has a
rugged impatience of individualism, of anything that even looks like "putting on a
show." If you come to Hollywood, you
have to accept it on its own terms, meet it
halfway
you must atconform
the pattern,
in some ; ineasure
least. toWhen
all is
said and done, it is a small town with a
small town's critical attitude toward the
newcomer and a resentment of anyone who
is different or aloof. There are things
done and things not done, and a way of doing them .\nd being rude to people, ignoring thcni, insulting them, is not a good
w;i.y to make friends. In his first three
weeks in the film city, Janssen revealed his
dark distaste for Hollywood and all it
stands for, and for the Press and its annoying persistence in trying to find out
something
his
audience.about him, to introduce hiin to
Janssen
.American— But
Newin York
born,
educatedis atan Dartmouth.
three
years abroad, he has forgotten American
ways, or else he has coddled and developed
a fine disregard for them.
During these years abroad, he profited
by aingwide
here andandtherevaried
on theexperience,
Continent, conductleading
the
world's
finest
orchestras
a manner
that roused favorable comment ineverywhere
But even then he was aloof, indifferent to
publicity,
and the Press comments were
brief and few.
When I heard that he had met Sibelius,
greatest of living composers, had conducted
for him three titnes and won the guerdon
of that line genius' praise, I felt awed and
thrilled. It was like "seeing Shelley plain."
But I caucouldn't
tell anMr. audience.
Janssen that,
se Iwas denied
I hadbe-a
feeling that the master himself would have
been more gracious.
Butcultsomewhere
this ofstrange
and diffiindividual is a instreak
sentitnentality,
for he dedicated his lovely arrangement of
Stephen Foster melodies to his wife.
.And the only person allowed within the
sacred walls during rehearsals is that lovely
blonde lady, shy and sweet and unassuming.
.A lady who sits enraptured by the music
and by the man whose skilful conducting
makes the most difficult classical music
intelligible to the average audience. A
lady who saw beneath the prickly exterior
of the conductor to the man himself, and
liked what she saw.
It was love of music that brought these
two tugcthcr, in the first place. They met
at a concert in l.os Angeles s^mc lime ago
and a kindly fate brought them tngetlier
again
last The
year.firstAnntimenever
had
heard inhimEurope
conduct.
she saw
him on the rostrum was when he conducted
a Sibelius concert in Helsingfors, Finland,
after their marriage.
Ill .all his previous experience, Janssen
was a cianguest
cniidnclMr,
mccliiiL;
his musis ,is strangers
and yet
possessing
the
power and .skill t(i draw fnnii them greater
music than tluy liad, perhaps, ever played
before. When the Chase and Sanborn Hour
.started its present series, on May 9th,
Werner Janssen became musical director
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for that program, with his own orchestra
of thirty-six pieces. Now, in his own new
sponsored
by Flcisclniiaiiii's
heseries,
presents
an augmented
orchestra in)'cast,
programs of popular music. The programs are
heard regularly on Sundays, from 7 :30 to
8work.
:00 p.m., ilDST, over the NBC-Bluc netTo the popular music of the day, he will
lend interpretations that made his name
well known in Europe before he returned
to America as a symphonic conductor.
The man is a genius, undeniably, and his
awareness of his gift is only one of the
reasons for the way in which he has forged
in recentwalking
years. theIf he
doesn't
like
toaheadremember
streets
looking
for work, if he wants to forget that he
played the piano in the orchestra of the
Z'xegfcld
ago,
that is allFollies,
right.notButso notmanyevenyears
a genius
should lose the common touch.
Hollywood is divided into two camps
now.
A\m Harding's
eyes asOnetheyside,resthaving
on herseenhusband,
having
seen the beatific smile that lights her lovely
face as she watches him, predict the marriage will be a success. The others say it
cannot last. Even though Ann has said
that
thoughher shehusband's
sweetly career
suggestscomes
that first,
he is even
now
her whole concern — even though she herself believes that, and he does. U>o — the
doubters ask pointed questions. In lier own
home she may be Mrs. Werner Janssen,
but the fact remains that she is Ann
Harding, that she is famous in her own
right, a splendid actress, a beautiful
woman, with a public of her own. .^t
present she plans to continue her acting.

They say that her career will inevitably
come between these two. For compromise
is obviously impossible for her fiery husband. In spite of a five-year contract with
radio and motion picture companies, he
hates Hollywood and all it stands for,
with a hate he refuses to modify or conceal. He carries too manys chips on his
shoulder for even blase Hollywood to ignore. Either he will have to step down
from hiswood willpedestal
and be human
— or aHollyrise between
them like
wall.
Compromise is the only possible solution.
One doubts that Mr. Janssen knows the
meaning
the word. long legs and arms
He sitsof spiderlike,
entwined, head down bent, in a silver web
of dreams. An idea presents itself, he
darts forth, seizes it, imprisons it, enfolds it. When he is ready, it is projected,
as perfect musically as ho can make it.
Black notes on a page are given new
meaning, new life beneath his inspired
direction. That is his excuse for being,
tliat is what gives meaning to his life.
But even music shares the moods and
emotions of humanity, and a musician, by
the same token, needs to be human, needs
to know how to laugh as well as to cry,
to give as well as to take.
There always are exceptions to the rule
and, in Hollywood, a lew have defied convention, refused to cimform. Katharine
Hepburn tricks the Press and laughs a
Puckish laugh — they may not like it, but
they have to take it. Marlene Dietrich
wraps herself in veils of mystery. And
Garbo won't
talk.allies
Withhimself.
this smallYougroup,
Werner
Janssen
can
take it or leave it. All he cares is that

. HER

SMILE

the tonal quality of the music that goes
out over the air under his direction is
equal to that produced by a full symphonic orchestra, that his interpretation of
ancient and modern masters is as near what
the composers conceived as is humanly
possible to achieve.
The thirty-six human beings and the
thirty-six instruments are as respfinsive to
his gestures as if he manipulated them
with a fine wire. He is. iiiniself. a sensiinstrument,
a sortandof blends
human thesoundingboardtivethat
mellows
varied
notes into the fullness and richness of complete musical harmony. Whether he is
yielding to public taste, as his sponsors
conceive it, to the extent of playing the
sii-called popular music, or losing himself
ill his beloved Sibelius, in creating music
lie is a completely integrated person. But
down from the rostrum, he is a living disstrings.cord, as dissonant as a violin with loosened
Perhaps Ann is the one who can draw
those strings together, keep them in tune,
in harmony not only with the music of the
spheres but with the practical and curious
world in which even Mr. Werner Janssen
has to live. Perhaps she can show him
that the people he is striving to reach with
his music are the very people whose friendly interest he repudiates.
Perhaps, in their secluded hillside home,
they will enjoy together not only the fine
music they both love but that deeper, equally enduring
harmony and
of love.
mutual understanding and sympathy
Perhaps all this seems no problem at
all to Ann, for she is warm-hearted and
generous, and deeply, completely in love.

WON
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WEST
Now

tlieres

KNOWS

a

girl

HER

tvIio

D"

Takes only half a minute. Just half a
"That girl has something,"
"And plenty of it. I've seen pret- minute is all you need to use this dainty
tier girls and known smarter ones, the
deodorant
cream. Then you're safe for
whole day!
hut Janet will manage nicely with Harmless to clothing. Another thing
what she has."
you'll like — use Mum any time, even
The girl who knows her way around after
to clothing.
you re dressed. For it's harmless
men — what is her secret?
Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the
It's carethealways
happy art of pleasing, of tak- skin, too — so soothing you can use it
after shaving your underarms.
likesingand
dislikes.to consider masculine right
Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.
She knows that one of the things
you know,Butdoesn't
men admire most in a girl is a fresh, Mum,
it doesprevent
preventnatural
every
sweet daintiness of person. And that perspiration.
odor. And how imthey dislike nothing more than the odor trace of perspiration
portant
that
is!
Remember—
nothing
of underarm perspiration on her cloth- Quickly kills a man's interest in a girl soas
ing and person.
And so she takes no chances. For she risk
disagreeable
perspiration
it— use Mum
regularly,odor.
everyDon't
day.
knows it is easy to avoid — with Mum! Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

MUM
takes
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the

odor

out

CHATTER
(Continued from page 56)

WAY

AROUN

\

COAST

ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS
is on sanitary napkins.
Use it forhave
this and
you'll
never
to worry
about this cause of unpleasantness.

of perspiration

home for themselves and Ozzie, Jr. Harriet, incidentally, still says her marriage
comes miles ahead of any career in the
movies. She even annoys the antograph
hounds by signing her name "Harriet
Al Jolson is inordinately proud of that
son which he and Ruby Keeler adopted.
"Why, you know," he says proudly, "that
baby's
He sitsAndat every
home time,
and
Nelson.''
listens
toso mysmart.
broadcasts.
he recognizes my voice right away. Starts
a blood-curdling yell the minute I come
on Dayliiiht
the air!" Saz'iiif/ Time not only mixed
up plenty of tiiners-in. hut some of tlie entertoinrrs. I hc first day that the Ken Muri>n an tohourbe earlier,
Marlyn
Stnartray sh(r-,e
Teas7eeiit
)io:ehere
seen. Frantic,
Ken ealled Marlyn s home, all her friends
and the poliee department. No one had
any news of her. .So. at the last minute,
Diana Bourbon, teehnieal assistant on the
show, -cirut on the air with the Stuart
scrip/ clutched in her shahino Inmds. Loudfor Diana's
came
fromest applause
the wini/s
at the pcrfornmnce
end of the shoiv,
for Marlyn had decided to come a "little
early
— and arrived
in time
to see for
the rehearsal"
last fii'c minutes
of the shozi.'!
The broadcast of The Plainsman
sounded like just another of those smoothly
performed shows for which the Lu.v Theatre is famous. The audience never suspected that tlie entire hour was a nightmare
to the cast until the final word was safely
in the mike. For Gary Cooper had been
ordered to bed by his physician just twenty-four hours before the broadcast, and
Fredric March agreed to play the role of
Wild Bill Hikok. The Marches had
planned a gala celebration that evening in
honor of their tenth wedding anniversary,
but they called of? the party and stayed up
all night rehearsing Fredric for the first
Western role he had ever tackled in his
long career. You wlio listened in know
what a good job the Marciies did.
There's fun in sudden fame and fortune, but Chester
Lauck to("Lum"
Lum
'n' Abner)
is beginning
see someof drawbacks. The Laucks have rented a magnificent estate out in San Fernando Valley —
complete with swimming pool, tennis courts
and all the regular fi.Yings. The estate is
surrounded by high walls and, to be admitted, one must go through a massive,
electrically operated gate, after phoning
up
the house.
always
thoughthe
this topretty
fancy, Lum's
until the
evening
came home, phoned up to the house, and
kept phoning for over an hour without
any answer. He knew Mrs. Lauck had
gone to San Francisco that week-end to
visit
friends,
he didn't
the
servants
had but
decided
to takeknowoff that
an evening, too, thinking the lord of the manor
had a key to the gate. Lum finally ended
up by spending the night with the Abners

l|
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and talking of the advantages of that
"single" back in Arkansas.
But Nancy, the jour-year-old daughter
of the Norris Goffs, thinks California is
the most ivonderful place in the tvorld. Her
faith in its unlimited possibilities was
proved the other evening tvhen she exo some guests
her parents:
have allplained tkinds
of fruitof trees
in the "We
hack
yard. Oranges and figs and lemons a)id
grapefruit. IVe haven't any orange-juice
trees, but 1 think Daddy will get some."
Everyone who is anyone in Hollywood
radio and film circles was on hand to
throw rice at Jeanette MacDonald and
Gene Raymond. Ginger Rogers, Fay
Wray and Mrs. John Mack Brown were
among
attendants,
whileRathbone
Harold
Lloyd, Jeanettc's
Allan Jones
and Basil
ushered. Nelson Eddy and Lily Pons sang
for the ceremony. Lily was in New York,
but
that plans.
doesn't The
interfere
wedding
Pons with
voiceHollywood
was simply piped into the church for the occasion.
It spite of Gene Raymond being the
person most anxious to have his picture
at RKO speedily finished, it was he who
caused the majority of production delays.
All the love scenes between him and Harriet Milliard
to bepersisted
"shot" ina calling
couple
of times,
sincehadGene
his leading lady Jeanette!
When Another Language was presented
on Lux Radio Theatre, May Robson was
noticed looking all over the stage for
something during a rehearsal. It developed
that she wanted a large piece of brown
paper, so the whole cast started looking
with her.BetteAfter
search,
Davisfifteen
askedminutes'
just whatfruitless
Miss
Robson wanted it for, anyhow. "Why,"
said the elderly actress, "I want it for the
sound she
effect
that package."
When
was oftoldopening
about Charlie
Forsyth,
High Priest of Noises, Miss Robson was
so astounded that she had to meet him at
once. And Charlie demonstrated every
one of his 117 dififerent contraptions for
sound effects via the mike.
Didya Know That: Betty Furness and
Johnny Green are going to make '7 Mr.
and Mrs. Green, sure uuff . . . Raymond
Paige is winning all the yachting contests
on the Coast
. Dickpitcher
Foran'sactor,
brother,
James,
is now . a. mooni
and
spotted at Princeton ivhere he was studying to be a doctor . . . Ann Harding says
she's lost interest in a career .unce marrying Werner Janssen
. . There's
feud
on between
Walter .Winchell
and aAndy
over
at
NBC,
about
'who's
going
to
play
the nC7v orc/aii bctzvcen broadcasts . . .
Grace .Moore spends all her spare time in
a trailer
louring. .up.
and
dozmzvilh
the I'alcntiu
CaliforniaParera.
hi(ihzcavs
Cliff Clark, barker of the Giliuore Circus,
found
pet lion
ims isworse
than hishisgrowl
. . .cub's
W. C.biteFields
talking to Dr. Da-ry, the tree surgeon, about
doing something
aboutGarland
Charlie alzvays
McCarthy's
sassiness
. . . Judy
starts
aof song
-with
Ihr
indc.v
and
middle
her hands crossed for luck . . .fingers
Ronald (Wen) Drake (Niles) has bought an-\
other plane after that crackup . . . Tony I
Martin is maa-ad about Alice Faye. ... I
—By LOUIS SVENSRUD. I

helps
in

a

lady

distress

"A relative of mine back East wrote me
that his daughter, whose engagement
had just been tragically broken, was
visiting the coast. Would I help her?...

"I took her to dinner. She was a pretty
girl, but her self-confidence had been
shattered by her bitter experience. 1
encouraged her to tell her troubles...

"Her fiance's love had cooled until, in
despair, she finally sent back his ring.
It occurred to me that her appearance could be improved and I
couldn't resist just one bit of advice ...

"'Remember', I said, 'a girl's most alluring feature is her mouth. No man
is attracted by dry, cracked lips. To
keep always lovely, there's a special
lipstick with a Beauty-cream base.'"...

THAT ADVICE ABOUT KISSPROOF HAS MADE
LIFE
LIVING
NOW JOHN'S
RINGWORTH
IS BACK
ON AGAIN./
MV FINGER.
THE
BEAUTV-CREAAA BASE OF KISSPROOF IS
A girl's most precious beautxaid./^
Kissproof protects your tender lips from drying
and chapping while It gives warm, lasting color.

Tdssproof
5 luscious shades of LIPSTICK
Kissproof C(\f,
J^ybdjl^MlL
at drug and department stores O V
with
Kissproof
rouge,
made
two
and Cheek (creme) or Compact in(dry),
trial sizes at all 10-cent stores.

'
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BEAUTY ADVICE
{Continued from page 15)

1.
Quest... is completely
ON

SANITARY

• Why take chances now that complete
protection is so easily obtainable? The
makers of Kotex bring you a new deodorant powder named Quest that positively destroys al t)'pes of napkin and body odors!
Quest is utterly effective. Even on sanitary napkins it makes personal daintiness
a reality. It prevents perspiration offense;
assures
does notall-day-long
irritate thebodyskinfreshness,
or yet it
clog the pores.
Try Quest today, for the personal daintiness every woman
treasures. Use this cool, sooth-
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effective

NAPKINS

sanitary
after ingthepowder
bath,onunder
arms napkins.
and for Also
foot
comfort. Quest is unscented, thus it does
not cover up the fragrance of lovely
perfume.
And, surprising as it may seem. Quest
costs no more than other kinds . . . only
35c for the large two-ounce can at your
favorite drug counter. Buy it today.

places her faith in a homely, old-fashioned
aid for cleansing the skin. A coating of
cooked oatmeal, allowed to dry, and
covered by an outer layer of raw egg.
Leave this on for thirty minutes, once
a week, and follow with a good cold cream.
She says this makes her face feel as if
it had had a cocktail. The best results from
a facial are obtained if you relax completely while it does the work. The best
way to relax is to think pleasant thoughts.
Now it may be hard to imagine beauty
while your face resembles something that
should be in the frigidaire, but you can
think about how lovely you will look and
feel, once it has been washed off !
This crowd takes the sun in moderation
and their sun-tan from boxes and jars of
cosmetics ! In this way they have their
cake and eat it, too. All the fashionableness of a tan, with no danger of excess
burning. A tan that will come on and off
absolutely at will ! Lotions are, of course,
applied lavishly before exposure to the
sun, and quantities of lubricating creams
are used afterward. Bleach creams are
usedTheseby the
who don't
girl girls
musicians
have want
to dressto tan.
alike,
in order that costumes may not distract
their audience, but they fought as one
for the privilege of individual coiffures.
They insisted
on individual
coiffures,is the
because they know
the hairdresser
beauty surgeon who can slenderize or
broaden the face, extend the throat line,
make ears decorative or conceal them entirely. Now, even with thirty identical
frocks, with thirty figures of uniform
weight and size, they are thirty individuals
— each lo\ely in her own right.
Except that all the girls demand neat
coiffures and shining lustrous locks, there
is a great variety in the thirty hair styles.
Having discovered what a comb, a little
wave lotion, and bobby pins or other curling gadgets will do, they find they can
practically
with thedresses.
When it change
comes tocoiffures
protecting
hair,
the girls have a uniiiue mctliod that sounds
so simple you will be interested, too. An
orange stick, dipped in oil, is used to apply
oil to the roots of the hair and prevent
its becoming dried by the sun. Of course,
when the hair has been exposed to salt
water, it always is shampooed immediately.
While we are on the subject of hair
shampoos, I am going to digress for a
moment from the girls and tell you about
a grand shampoo 1 have tried. This shampoo may be given at your favorite beauty
salon, or you may give it to yourself at
home. It is a shampoo that completely
dissolves dandruff and then washes it away.
It rinses clean in hard or soft water. Xo
special rinse is necessary after using this
shampoo. It is equally good for blondes
and brunettes. Now, tiie first step in banishing dandruff is dissolving the dandruff
and keeping the scalp clean, so this shampoo
is a trcatincnt as well as a cleanser. I shall
be glad to ,i;i\c yon the name of this shamwill writeto the
me. girls — they are
Now,po , if \<ni
to return
busy making
faces
!
Lovely
faces for
themselves. Italways is fascinating
to watch
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make-up being skillfully applied to a
pretty face — and when there are thirty
pretty faces to watch, it is just that much
more intriguing.
The first little girl is applying her lipStick to her open mouth and then grimacing
while she blends it. Applying lipstick in this
manner assures her that the color is evenly
applied, and that when she opens her mouth
to talk or laugh there will be no sudden
and unattractive line where lipstick is not !
(Editor's Note: Don't folloii' this tip in
public
then itanyaay!)
isn't the thing to apply
lipstick— /'i<^
in public
The next little girl is making doubly
sure that her lipstick and rouge are the
identical shade — and incidentally practicing a bit of economy. With a tiny bit of
cream on her cheeks, she finds she can
apply her lipstick as a cheek rouge. The
cream enables her to blend the color
smoothly. The absurd two-fingered rubber
gloves that some of the girls are wearing
are gloves especially designed to prevent
paste rouge from staining the fingers.
One girl is using her cream rouge as a
lipstick. She applies it with the flat, j
rounded end of an orange-wood stick. She
explains that this is especially good for
evening, where artificial lines are allowable.
Here is a little brunette, busily accenting a ver>-pencil.
slight widow's
eyebrow
It will peak
look with
like aa dark
very
real
is finished.at
Next widow's
to her, peak
anotherwhengirlsheis working
her widow's peak, using mascara. She has
a natural widow's peak, but it is made of
ven.-Rightlightin fine
line hair.
with all these beauty aids
is the sample I have for you this month.
This is a very fine and lovely face powder
that banishes shine — and you would never
suspect it, but it also treats your complexion! This is a prescription face
powder that all will like — and especially the
acne and oily skin sufferers, for they will
find it a wonderful help in banishing blemishes and preventing the formation of more
blemishes. I hope every one of you will
send for your free sample of this powder
and learn, first-hand, how you may improve
your complexion at the same time you are
improving your appearance.
Now the same company that makes this
powder has a volatized sulphur cream,
that is especially designed for oily and
blemished skins. This cream is greaseless
and is antiseptic. It clears the skin, by destroying the germs that enter the skin from
the
outside,
this just whatandyoupromotes
have beenhealing.
looking Isn't
and
hoping for? The name of this cream will
be sent to you when you receive your free
sample of the powder.
Mary Biddle
RADIO
STARS MAGAZINE
149 Madison Avenue
New York, New York
I would like to know the name of
the cream and would like to have an
absolutely free sample of the face
powder. I would like the shade to
Brunette.
be Xatura
Name : . .
-Address :
City
State.

NO

OTHER

WONDERSOFT

NAPKIN

SANITARY NAPKINS
KOTEX made horn Cellueotton (not cotton)
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I LIKE
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

"I've got it! Biggest lot
of flavor ever sold for a
nickel! A smooth, zesty
flavor that slides along
your tongue as satisfyingly as cream, yet refreshing as a cold shower.
You get this flavor fresh
— in scientific, airtight
packages
in Beeman's,
the
gum so— many
people
buy to aid their digestion
but chew often because
it's so downright good."

AIDS DIGESTION...
's
Beeman
68

HIMBER

STEERS CLEAR
(Continued from page 7)

you feed a cat, the cat will soon lap at an
enipt\- bowl whenever it hears a hell rini;.
ulil (iiir
to things
inIt'stlicthi' same
way.al)MinAndrespwiifjini;
in the same
way.
even the nuist hard-liitten fellow in the
world can fall again for a pretty face . . ."
So when
HiniherOnly
feelslasthe'swinter,
in danger
falling,
he runs.
sittingof
atrestaurant,
dinner withhe alooked
young <lo\\n,
lad\- in amazed,
a niidtownto
see his own hand reaching for hers across
the
He didn't
why.thatPerhaps
It wastable.
the dark
Ian of know
eyelashes
swept
her
check,
or
something
very
dear she'd
said — and, just like the bell ringing
for
the cat, he had responded against his will.
Being an impulsive fellow, he quickly
jerked a ten-dollar bill from his pocket,
laid it on the table to cover the check.
Then he rose and said (|uite calmly, bowing a little: "If you will excuse me,
please," and
He never allowed
himself
to seewalked
that out.
girl again.
Richard Himber is a bachelor, because—
since rated
lie'shokumcertain
is a lotthe offineover— he haslovemastered
art
of staying out of love.
"What do I need a wife for? I have
an apartment upstairs that's run for me
like clockwork.
havemya better
cocik
than the chefI couldn't
who ncikIs
meals
up by roiiiu service. I have cuinplete freednin. 1 have friends, com|ianinnship . . ."
>earsas alien
ago such
a remark
ha\fl-'i\cl)i'cn
to Dick
as it iswould
now
entirely- t\pical nf him. Because five years
,igo he had Inrnished that same apartment njistairs for the girl wIm promised to
he hi^ bride. He met Inr at a debutante
hall, where he was playing ,i fiddle in the
tinheslra.
o'dier madly. F<n- a year thi'\- loved each
"I should have known," he told me,
"tliat I didn't have the backgnmnd or education to match hers. .Siie sjiiike fnur
languages
the wiirld.andButshe'd
I wasbeenjusie\er\\v]iere
,mi iunorantin
kid,
M,
rv.i/.y
in
love
I
conl<ln't
If r<lI
known then what I know imw, see.
I think
conld h;i\'e held her ... A little longer,
an\-way," he added.
"Well,seenit'sher(lead
ne\er
sinceandshe buried
married,now.
but I've
if I
did, I'd iirobahly tell her she did the right
thing.
In fact.makes
I oweno hersecret
a debt."
hor Dick
of the fact
that iiiit of liis heartbreak came his success
•is ,a inaotro. He'd been a singer in vaudevdlc with .Sophie 'flicker, a iiit fnldler in
f.roadway's P;iram<iunt Theatre, ,nul Rudy
\'alke',s l)iisiness manager. He knew the
music business inside out and lor a long
time his one .iml)ition had been a band
ofhimseli
his <iwn,
'fhe his
suddenrealization
need to that
drowna
in work,
band to sla\f for day and night would
mean blesst'.l obliteration to everything
else, was the tiling that furiously wlii])ped
him on until he achieved his ambiticjii. It
was known at first simjily .is the
Kilz-Carllon Or, //c.v/n;. and it was a small
unit, but it played a slower, softer, suaver
type of music than any other orchestra.

OF LOVE

Dick tells an amusing story about his
first orchestra and Paul Whiteinan. For
years the Wdiitemans had occupied the
apartment directly over his, on the floor
above, and several limes Dick tried to use
his neighborly piill to land a job with the
King of Jazz, With no success whatsoever.
One morning the two were ridnig down
on the elevator together,
"Heard a swell band on the air last
night,"
commented
Whitemaii,
outfit opening
at the Carlton.
Mark "New
my word,
it's going places."
"Yep," said Dick, "I know."
"You heard it?" asketl the King of Jazz.
"Mr. Whitenian." Himber grinned
broadly,
"I'm back
the leader
man inrecalling
that band."
Dick leaned
and roared,
the
incident. "Paul nearly fainted!"
Whiteman's prediction was true. The
band did go places. Because it was a good
band with a different idea behind it, and
because its maestro spared himself nothing
that could spur it on to success. For
three years Himber took not a single vacation. With a day staff and an evening
staff to assist him, he lived and breathed
his orchestra and nothing else.
At the end of those three years, the
band firmly established at the top in radio,
Dick's closest friend came to him.
"Look, fellow," he suggested, "you need
to get out. Relax. See some people and
have
You don't
your some
nerves fun.
are shot.
You realize
tighten it.up butat
broadcastslows! Better
like save
you'reyourself
walkinga breakdown
to a galandDick
knockthou.ulit
off nowit aiul
then."
over and decided that
his friend was n.-ht. .\ftcr all. all work
and
no playbutmight
make also
a bandleader
successful
it would
make himve-ya
flop as a personality. He necflcd to see
new
get the
new narrowed
iilcas, meetrut;i ofdifl'erent
worldfaces,
outside
radio
studios and hotel ballrooms and footlights.
.So he called in .a decorator to make his
apartment a suitably attractive place for
him to entertain. Mirrored walls. Low
white coffee tables and cushicuied chairs.
A blue glass bar, ipiilted with crystal stars
that light up at the touch of a button,
liridgc .Monogrammcd
etpiipment, backganmion,
piing,
glassware, thep'nggift
of liis musicians, .Ml the gracious trappings be would need in order to return the
invitations he accepted,
.\iid once more he stepped back into the
world of eligible and successful young
men,
definitely,boy!he wasn't
going lUil
to bethisthetime,
wide-eyed
Idiere
would be parties, fun, people — }'es. There
w<-)uld be women, of course, for companionshi]).
notliingbeing
serious,
\' o about
love!
The instant heI'.nt began
serious
any"//'//
girl,;;,■;'/■)•
he'd /m/^/r;/
imt ,a slop
to
it.
(hitii)i!" Dick Himber
asserted and he b.asii't forgotten yet.
Although
has not alw;i\s been M.aying
as simpleoiuasol'he love
expected.
"Well," be .isked me. revealing again
his
cynicism'
believe
m it.
You're"what
takenis love?
in by aI don't
combination
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of moonlight and nonsense, and in the end
you're
chumpsome
!" day. when
Dick ahassucker.
the ideaA that,
he's
tlirough
with
the
music
business,
he's
going to be a motion picture
director.
He has a movie camera, sound equipment
and
ratherin spend
the evening
with all.
tlianthatall he'd
the girls
New York.
And
he's
preparing
himself
for
his
future in pictures with all the ultimate
intense,
feverish work with which he prepared to
established a successful orchestra.
"All the time. I'm restless." he explained.
"The minute I stop working. I have the
feeling that I'm not getting anywhere.
That'sjoy withwhya girl
the one
kind toof theevening
I en-I
is going
movies.
feel I'm not wasting time tlicn. At least.
I'm keeping
up with
wliat's new in pictures and picture
technique.
"So Inwhat
ten?
the happens,
first place,nine
my times
work isoutsuchof
that I never can tell in advance just when
I'll be free.
I make
for
seven.
At seven
I havea dinner
to call date
her and
tell her I'm tied up but I'll be there at
eight.
stillandtiedsuchup abutres-I
phone herAt toeight
taxi I'm
to such
taurant and have her dinner and I'll be
there "to meet her before she's finished.
"By the time I do meet her. about ninethirty, she's not in a very good humor.
So
moviewhat'll
; so wewego do?
to oneWell,
and getI suggest
out abouta
eleven-thirty. What'll we do then? I
suggest
movie that's
vued at another
some midnight
show.being
By pretwo
o'clock
in
the
morning
the
girl
is
usuallya
ready to kill me. She has expected
glamorous evening of tnitting from club
to club. Instead, she's had a dull time.
"That's the usual Himber routine. And
women don't like it. I know — because the
next time I call Miss Blank, siie's out!"
An associate of Dick's told me about a
pretty girl who has been pursuing the redheaded maestro for months. Xobody
knows how she manages to get tickets for
his twotime,
weekly
but front
she's ofthere
every
sittingbroadcasts,
close to the
the
studio. Invariably, after each performance,
she tries to catch up with her idol before
he ducks out of a side door, but he determinedly c\a<les her. She telephones
his office every <la> . His secretary has instructions toinsist that he's out.
"Any other bandleader would fall for
flattery like that." Dick's friend explained.
"She's a nice-looking girl, and if she's peral these months,
be just
a dopeysisted crackpot.
It mustshe becan't
sincere
admiration she has for him. But not Himber! He despises being chased — more than
any man I've ever known."
So there was Richard Himber, sitting
across a desk from me, surrounded by the
symbols of his success. A busy staff of
assistants darting in and out. Four phones
that jangled constantly. Mountains of
music. A photographer from a newspaper,
snapping candid camera shots. And. in
the thick of it all, a poised young man with
a most likeable personality. Cynical, outspoken, to bitter for thirty years, perhaps.
But no airs. A very legular guy.
He sat there, telling me that life was
good to him, that he had everything he
wanted.vinced me. Everything. He almost conUntil he caught up a bunch of keys and

stood bihind his desk. "I'd like to show
you
myredecorated
apartment upstairs,"andhe spent
said.sev-"I
had iteral
thousand dollarslastonyear
it.
"When I first came to New York I was
fourteen
old."thehe carpeted
continue<l.hallway,
while
we walkedyearsalong
"and I lived in a threc-dollar-a-week room
at Forty-sixth and Broadway. I always
said that some day I'd have a beautiful
live in.stories
in thisabove
town —the" noisy
(he opened
aplace
door totwenty
pavem
e
n
t
s
o
f
Manhattan)
"
—
this
is
it."
It is more than a beautiful place. It is
almost spectacular. Uni(|ue and rich, but
not too rich, to the last item. Pale, oddshaded pastels, set off hy vivid streaks of
color. A whole end of the living-room,
nearest the windows, fashioned into an
exact replica of a rustic Alpine sun-porch,
filled with fresh flowers. And everywhere
about, bachelor-fashion, siiiny new gym
equipment.
the walls —fencing
boxing-gloves,
Indian clubs,Ondumbbells,
swords,
exercising bars. In the corners — a punching bag. a rowing machine, a stationary
bicycle, an electric horse. Himber designed the decorations himself and very
proudly he displayed every gadget, every
detail.
.Altogether it is a stunning, breathtakinglyItsumptuous
But thatit isn't
home.
lacked the suite.
one thing
makesa
a home — :personality. Rooms have to be
lived in to have personality, the intangible
warmth to be found in the scars on a tabletop, the curve of a chair cushion, the look
of windows that look in as well as out.
Himber's
well
beDickseveral
model apartment
rooms in amight
swank asfurniture store. Because nobody who loves
the place
It's hat,
just entertains,
an apartment whereliveshe there.
hangs his
comes in late at night to sleep and get up
early the next morning and go down to
work again.
"How do you like it?" he wanted to
know.
"Beautiful," I said. "How do you like
Suddenly, away from the bustle and
pressure of his headquarters, Dick Himber
was a different person. Xot so cynical,
somehow, not so hard. He sat down on
the step of the .\lpinc porch and ran his
fingersit?"reflectively throu.yh his red hair.
"Oh. I like it . . . all right," he said. "To
tell
don'trestless
stay here
much.
You you
know,the I truth,
sort ofI get
by myself.
If I've got any reading or work to do, I
go down to the office, where I'll have company. There's always somebody down
there
night,I knew
workingthat. .the." shell of his
And atthen
cynicism had a soft spot. For all his
disillusioned talk, for all his statement
that life has already given him everything
he wants, whether he realizes it or not —
Richard Himber is lonely. That is his
Achilles
Some daytakehe'llall meet
a girl
who will heel.
miraculously
his loneliness away. An<l i<<v the first time in a
long time his fiuv rnli^ fn' staying out of
love won't
I lU that
11 im romance
Liet he said
more
seriousworkaffairs,
was noa
lotAnd
of hokum.
sure allas sure
I hope He'll
the girlforget
will asmove
those !
athletic
gadgets
out
of
his
living-room
and make it look like a home instead of a
model gymnasium !
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Safe Advice
TO
Modern

Women

CONSULT DOCTOR DP IN DOUBT
FEMININE
HYGIENE
EXPLAINED
1 . Happy and fortunate is the woman who finds the
right
answerof toa method
this graveof problem
. Happy that
whenis
she knows
Feminine. .Hygiene
modem,
dainty . . . Fortunate in
being free safe,
from effective—
dangerous andgerms!
2. Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical
researchtories fornow
brings you dainty,Smart
snow lo/jiVe supposiciate the Feminine
convenienceHygiene.
and safety of women
Zonitors.appreFor
Zonitors
embody
the
famous
ZONITE
TIC PRINCIPLE. They kill dangerous ANTISEPgerms, yet
are free from "burn danger" to delicate tissues.
3. Zonitors are safe and easy to use . ..greaseless,
snow white suppositories, each in a sanitary glass vial
... no toclumsy
apparatus . . . water.
completelyInstructions
deodorizing.in
Easy
remove
package.
All U. S.withandplain
Canadian druggists.
4. For your
douche,
after usingqualities,
Zonitors, we rec-by
ommend Zonite.
Its antiseptic
over 20 years
of continuous
use, promote proven
feminine
cleanliness
—
assures
additional
protection.
tablespoons of Zonite to 1 quart of water. Use 2
Booklet containingWrite tolatest
inZonitemedical
FREE Corp., 946. Newformation.Brunswick,
N.Products
J.
EACH IN
CLASS VIAL

REFRESHING
Summer 15 toilet water time. On warm days
nothmg IS quite so refreshing and stunulatmg
as RONNI Toilet Water. Sue popular odors
from which to choose — Gardenia, Libc, Lily
of the Valley, Lavender, Sweet Pea and
Orchid. Cer j houlc today
10 ^EACH

Toilet

Waters
cnruu
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MOST

IMPORTANT

WOMAN

IN HIS LIFE
(Continued from page 44)
down those first barriers, the most difficult
part of starting a career in the field of
entertainment.
"Dun catnc into radio in 1930," says
Bern—auditioning
as Miss for
Flynnthe isUmpire
called.Builders
"NBC
was
program,matic lead.
and The
I hadmenwonwhothe auditioned
feminine drafor
the male lead were not satisfactory, so I
called Don, who was in Kenosha, Wisconat the time.
I knewI believed
he'd succeed
wheresin, others
had failed.
in him
as an actor and as a person. Time and
events
havea justified
belief." for the
It was
golden this
opportunity
young man who knew he must be an actor.
-At his lowest hour, he received the chance
he so badly needed. That call was the
turning point in his career.
"Don and I were co-starred on the
Empire Builders program for two years,"
Bern
"A fewon the
months
we
were continues.
given the leads
Riii later,
Tin Tin
Thrillers program, in addition. Both of
these programs lasted for two years, and
they were two of the happiest years, profes ional y, inmy career.
and I had appeared
in several
at "Don
the University
of Wisconsin
and Iplays
had
had plenty of opportunity to study his
work. And secondly. I knew he would
be a great help to me. I worked better
with himmanticopposite
roleads, and Ime,wasparticularly
an.xious toinhave
this new program turn out successfully.
It was my first important chance in radio.
.•\s everybody
knows,In inother
acting,
action
and reaction.
words,theresomeis
people merely
take' therespond.
initiativeTliey
and need
act, that
and
others
motivating force of the more imaginative
portrayer
out emotion whichof ischaracter
passive tobybring
nature.
Don
taught me to 'play' a role rather than work
it. I asdidn't
wanthimto tohelphelphim,
asat much
I wanted
me. really,
And,
in proof turofning one the
isn't just
rekindfactwordthatforthisanother,
I have
not played a successful emotional role
without
him!" Flynn always has labored
Bernardine
under
the handicap
at acting.to
.She first
went onofthe"working"
stage merely
please her father. She came to New York
when
she was happy.
twenty-five, but she was
not particularly
"I liked the acting," she explains, "but
nothing
else.of Ithehate
like the rest
life, glamour.
at all. .'\n<lI didn't
I felt
that I was not young enough to try to be
a star. In other words, I realized that
the benefits and happiness and success I
(•<iul<l get from the stage would not make
up for the sacrifices I must make.
"I ingamto givenot upthea type
of person
to besuccess
willpersonal
life for
in a profession. I wanted a home, and
babies. I felt that they were much more
important to me than any glamour which
might be mine from the theatre."
'i his is a typical statement from Bernardine h'lj nn. She has no desire to be hailed

as a second Duse. She is much happier
as she is — happily married, with a private
life as theDr.wifeC. ofC. oneDolierty.
of Chicago's
doctors.
Don, leading
too, is
marriedsons.and is the proud father
ofhappily
two small
"Don has shown such appreciation for
my calling him for that first audition. He
has given me undeserved thanks in all his
publicity. He always gives me credit for
his start." The statements have to be
dragged from Miss Flynn because it is
against her nature to pat herself on the
back. She prefers to give credit to the
other fellow. "And Don did the same
thing for me in the movies, as I had done
for him in radio. He had his agent come
out to see me about motion pictures. But
my present pleasant connections with the
Vie and Sadc program, and other matters,
put me in no position to accept.
"My in marriage
thing
the world istotheme.mostIf Iimportant
went to
Hollywood, I couldn't be near my husband. I'd miss my home life. I wouldn't
be Her
happysincerity
that way."
impresses itself upon you
as you listen to her clarify her attitude
about life, private and professional.
Such true happiness and contentment
seldom are found. Bernardine Flynn
knows what she wants out of life.
One of a family of seven children, Bern
was born in Madison, Wisconsin, on January 2nd, 1904. Yes, she is one, of the
minority in professional life, who gives
her exact birth date. Her dramatic training was achieved in amateur theatricals at
the University of Wisconsin. And it was
through this work that she gained her
first opportunity to appear on the Broadway stage.
- Zona Gale, creator of stories of Wisconsin life, became interested in the young
college student, after witnessing one of
her performances. She recommended her
to Brock Pemberton, the New York producer, for a part in Seven-Year Love, then
being cast for a New York presentation.
Bern won the part and made her debut
in 1929. She studied diction under Laura
Elliott. She later was understudy to
Muriel Kirkland in Strictly Dishonorable,
played in Joseph with George Jessel and
was cast for a part in Strange Interlude.
.Ml this happened in a year. To most
.ulicsses, it would mean that the
future was assured. But at the end of the
year, Bern went to Chicago. She had
had enough of show business. She had
stuck out the year to please her father
But she was too unhappy to continue. Then,
too, her mother had died. Bern felt that
she would be happier caring for her
younger
and city,
sisters.
Back inbrothers
the Illinois
she learned that
iXBC needed an actress with a French accent. Bern's mother was French, and her
daughter had learned to speak the language perfectly. She was given the spot.
SIic loved it. Here, at last, she found the
niediiini which brought lier true happiness.
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She had to be professional only during her
working hours.
"When itI was
was given
lead in thing
Empirein
Builders,
the mostthe natural
the world lor nie to think of Don as leading man," says the star of I'ic and Sade.
we atfirstcollege,
played heopposite
each perfect
other
in"Since
Lilioui
was the
leading man for me. Not because of any
romantic interest. Goodness, I always
thought of Don as my younger brother —
he Tois sohearmuchBernyounger
I."think ,she
talk, onethanmight
was well on to middle age, but such is not
the case. .Although, according to the caler.
dar she is thirty-three, by actions and nji
pearance one would judge her to be well
under the thirty mark.
Perhaps her pet exercise, w-alking, accounts for her extremely youthful appearance. Perhaps her contentment, the
greatest enemy
agingis that
lines,her isminil,
responsible. But myofguess
active and young ; her thoughts which are
only of happiness ; her ideals ; these are
the parts of Bernardine Flynn which keep
her a girl. She wastes no time on the
less important things of life.
"That is w-hy I am so happy with radio
work. I don't have time to gossip," she
laughs.
"If day.
I wereI would
not occupied
my
work every
have towithattend
bridge parties — and I hate bridge ! I love
to read, walk, or go to movies. And I love
to One
fuss night,
about my
whenhome."
her maid was away,
Bern decided to ctxjk a special dinner for
her husband. She planned and worked
over it all afternoon. "I was having" a
grand
related.
be five time,"
courses,slieeach
one a "There
favoritewere
of myto
husband's.
But
when
he
reached
home,
decided to fix himself a salad with a specialhe
dressing which he alone can make. Since
then, I have learned to curb my domestic
tendencies
great would
extent."have been furiHow manyto awives
ous at such a reception of their dinner!
But Bernardine Flynn is too open-minded
to
waste andenergy
trifles.
JUST as the })ermanent wave
laughed,
ate theover
dinnersuchI had
cooked,"I
antiquated the old-fashioned
while my Ini^liand ate his salad. After
curling
iron, so does this miracuall,
it make?"
she what
is onerealof difference
tiiM^c raredidwomen
who And
feel
lous newodorant"vanishing-cream"
dejust that way ahdiit the incidents of each
put all the greasy old
day. Her heart is tun lull of love, her
cream
deodorants
out
of
date!
mind too occupied with the more important
Not only does Odorono Ice dismatters of life, to have room for worry
over the incidentals of living.
appear into your skin without a
work,ra<liiinn .t'leriiv,:hrothers
trace of stickiness or grease — as
andStage
sisters.
-lard. im. \-niin^rr
niarna,ue--tlie-e
easily and pleasantly as vanishing
are the things wliieh have made Bernardine
cream— but also it actually checks
Flynn'sself.life,
helping
others
as
well
as
herperspiration, as well as odor!
And she has been repaid for her
efforts by happiness and contentment —
No more stained dresses, no extra
and gratitude from the young man to
whom she gave his first real chance.
A couple of years ago. Miss Flynn and
Don Ameche were doing their first television work together.
"It
had
yearsWhen
since weI hadstarted
had
to memorizebeenmysomework.
doing television work, I was unused to
speaking a part without a script," Bern
explains.
"I completely
forgot
lines.
But Don carried
on, in his
own myefficient
and calm way. Ljivino my lines as well as
his. I just stu.Kl and Inokcd at him."
When he needed assistance. Bern had
given it to him. When she needeil it. Don ODO-RO-NO
helped her. Of such is friendship made.
NON-GREASY

cleaner's
more embarrassing
odors. Youbills,justno smooth
this fluffy,
dainty cream in . . . and forget the
whole problem for as much as three days!
Odorono Ice has no strange smell to
turn musty after a while. Just the clean,
fresh odor of alcohol . . . and that evapcompletelyandthepleasant
moment to it's
on!
It is orates
-so simple
ai)ply,
and so effective, that SO'/t of the women
who have tried it prefer it to any other
deodorant they have ever used.
Odorono Ice is only HSi at all ToiletGoods Departments.
risk your
dres.ses
and your charmDon'tanother
day
. . . get a jar NOW!
SEND 10<^ FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR
Ul TH MILLKR. The Odorono Co.. Inc.
Dept.
9K7*.
St., iSiO,
New York
Cilv
(In Canada,
addressIlii.lson
P. O. Box
Montreal)
I enclose lOe (15< in Canada) to cover cost of
ofpostaRe
Odoronoand Ice.packing for generous inlroductory jar
City
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LETHIMKISSYOU
TANGEE FACE POWDER
WON'T RUB OFF!

Kisses Won't Spoil Your Make-Up —
this New Silk-Sifted Face Powder is
so "Fine" it clings for hours ...Tangee
Face Powder gives your skin a finish beautifully fresh and natural. Ordinary coarse
powders often cause a mask-like, old look.
Tangee's
texture lines.
blendsIt with
your own super-sheer
skin tones, softens
ends
shine, and gives your face a smooth allure.
Try Tangee. In two sizes, 55^* and $1.10.
Prove to yourself how lovely you can be!
Send coupon for Miracle Face Powder Test.
f/l
NQ^€
fVor/c/s
Po wc/er
. (TEAR
OUT- SEND
FOR 'Finest'
2 WEEKS'FaceSUPPLY
597
Face Powder
The George"Miracle
W. Luft
CompanyTest'
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Please rush
"MiracleTangee
FacePowderTest".
(Includes miniature
5* (stamps
or coin): (10< inLipstick.)
Canada) I ...enclose
Send
sampler
checked
Sampler #3 □
Sampler
#1 □ Sampler
Contains
ContainsandD2 □ Contains
Flesh
and Rachel
Rachel
Light Rachel Flesh
Light and
Rachel
Name
(Please
Print)
Address

GRAY
HAIR
AND LOOK 10
YEARS YOUNGER
0\i.
risk,
you without
canpatches
tintanyofthose
strc.iks
gray
or failedofor hair
to brown
lustrous
shades
blonde,
black.
A small brushdoes andIt.or
KROWNATONK
Provclt.
to Used
a lock byapplylngthetint
of yourapproved
own hair.—
and
over
twenty-flve
years
byforliROw.MATONE
thousands
of women.
Is safe.for
(;\ia
rantccd
harmless
tinting Cannot
gray hair.
Aeii-..jvIhk.e cf.li.ntiK
is purely vccetable.
affectwash
"f liiiir..■iKcnt
Is econornleal
and
l:istlng—
will notBROW
oui. Siinplv
reiouih
as bcautlltiL
llie new
uray
appears.
.VATO.N
i; iiiipari.'i
rich,comb
color
with
amazing
8p(«d.
Just
brush
or
It In.
Shades:
"Blonde
to
Medium
Brown"
and
"Dark
Brown
to BROWNA
Black" coverTONEeveryis need.
only .TOc— atguarantee.
all drug and toilet
counters — always
on a money-back
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PATTERN FOR LIVING
(Continued from page 35)
starvation diet the other three quarters.
I'd hatealways
to go denying
through myself
life in athemonotonous
way,
things I
love to eat. I'd much rather have it this
way, feast or famine, even if the feasting
has to be kept on the short end of the
schedule. But I stick to it when I'm
dieting.anyMenmorecan'tthanafford
figures,
womento canloseI their
"So,
for
a
week
this
sort of andthing,all
popovers or pancakes for breakfast
tiie things I like best for dinner. Then I
go on the Hollywood Diet for the other
three weeks and at the end of the month
the scales balance and my conscience is
"Jimmy has a horror of a bulging waist
line or a bulging anything else," his wife
clear."
explained.
"Anyone
fond of clothes
as he asis,meticulous
would have.and Heas
told me, once, it stems back to the time
when he was a little boy and grew so
fast that his clothes never did fit him.
He'd get a new suit and in a few weeks
he'd
be atgrowing
six feet
sixteen,outandofheitwasagain.
sure heHe washit
through with growing then, but he added
two inches more before he really stopped."
There's
made
comeanother
true.childhood
This onedream
has heto hasdo
with his favorite uncle, one of the Melton
kin. This uncle was young, brilliant and
successful, everything Jimmy wanted to be
when he grew up. And he had a White
car, a huge, important-looking car, that
could outshine every other car he had
ever seen, in every way. It gleamed with
the care lavished on it and had every
gadget on it that had been invented then.
The around
highlightsthatof car.
Melton's
built
The boyhood
picnics were
they
were taken to in the car, with great baskets of fried chicken and biscuits and cake
tucked in the rear, and all the Melton
youngsters trying to crowd as close to the
driver's making
seat asthepossible,
usually
seat of and
honor Jimmy
right
next to his uncle, because he wanted it
most of all. They went to circuses in it,
too, driving miles to whatever town the
tents were pitched in, and sometimes they
went on fishing trips. It was no wonder
that car seemed the the most marvelous
thing in the world to this boy. When he
grew
like it!up he was going to have one exactly
That first huge modern car of his, long
and shiny and the last word in everything,
was a big kick, of course, to anyone as
mechanically minded as Melton, who
shows as fine an appreciation of beautiful
workmanship as he does of music.
"My uncle must have felt like this
when
got stepped
that White,"
his wifehe asfirstthey
into ithe forsaidthatto
first drive.
Rut even that car, and all the other cars
that
weren't enough
appeasehavethatfollowed
childhoodit, longing.
For yearsto
Melton was on the lookout for a car
cxai tlyhand like
his uncle's,
every had
second-incar agency
in theandcountry
structions from him to keep an alert eye
out for one. And finally he found it, the
old 1910 White car, that is his pride today.

By the time he got that car, it had cost
him almost as much as the finest car
on the market, and then began another
long search for all the old gadgets his
uncle's
boasted,
and another
small
fortune carwashadspent
in fixing
it up— which
included tires that had to be made to
order for it, and acetylene gas lights. But
time
todayglory.
it's his— that car, in all its oldIt was a happy childhood, that childhood of James
Melton's
Georgia,
but when
he wasHeonlywasa born
young-in
ster,
his
father's
business
took
him
Florida and it was there he grew up. Theyto
were a big family, the Meltons, and they
lived in a big house, and sometimes his
father's saw-mill prospered and there were
other
when itwentdidn't,
so that
the
Meltontimes
youngsters
through
enough
of a hardening process to insure them
that certain quality that makes for success.
James Melton laughs now as he tells
how he used to make money for himself
when he was a kid. Sometimes he raised
pigs, his father lending him the money
to buy the young ones and buying them
back from him at the market price, after
he had taken care of them until they were
full grown.
When he was ten he used to get up
almost at dawn to take the hands down
tohelped
his father's
and, inthethesoil,
spring,
as they mills
harrowed
and hein
the summer he helped with the haying.
Sometimes, on Saturdays, he used to go
down and help the native farmers load
watermelons on their trucks.
"Just about every half an hour we'd
one !"always
he laughed.
course
itdropwould
be the "And
biggest,of juiciest
one. I can still see them lying ther^
cracked wide open, with all that pink meat
inviting us to eat them. No watermelons
everThishavewastasted
so good
since!" his own
the boy
who started
band to pay his way through college, and
who decided to be a singer when his
whole family had set their hearts on making him a lawyer. But he always knew
what he wanted, that lad from Georgia,
and so he went to Nashville, Tennessee,
to study with Gaetano De Luca, the best
singing teacher in the South, and paid
his expenses by conducting an orchestra
in Heone was
of theready
city'sforsmart
actionhotels.
then, and he
came to New York and for three months
he was starred in the Roxy Theatre stage
shows. Then he was invited to become
one of the Reirlers, the quartet that had
taken the country by storm.
It was a terrific honor for a young man
just beginning his career, being one of
the Rnrlcrs. Even the rhost rabid music
lovers talked about that quartet with the
same respect they used in talking of Bach
or Toscanini, and the price of admission
to their concerts was as high as that of
the most popular Broadway musical
comedies.
He started on radio with the quartet
and then came stardom on the Sicherliug
Hour, and all the programs after that
down to his present one, The Sealtest
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Sunday Night Party, in wliich he acts as
master of ceremonies, as well as singer.
There were concerts during that time,
too, and two different trips to Hollywood
to make three pictures.
"I loved making those pictures," Janus
MeltonI will
says gonow,to "and
I know again.
that sonuRut
time
Hollywood
I'd never want to devote myscli txrlu
sively to picture work. The work is too
hard and strenuous for a lifetime job.
Hollywood takes too much fun out of life.
Of course, my career is mighty imixirtant
to me, but it still isn't as important as my
His wife agrees witli liini on tliat. They
life."
take life pleasantly, tlioc two. and live in
the charming, .yracimis \va\- that spells
true parties,
contentment.
They tlon't
for
late
for rusliing
ariniiid,careseeing
this place and that one. Xeithcr one of
them is drugged with the excitement that
so often comes with a professional career.
We went into the living-room. .Sinilight
streamed
throngliteatliers
I'rencli over
doors,theplieasants
trailed bright
shelves
on
which
they
stood,
lo,
iking
as
if
you'd
come upon them in Mmie w 1. F^ooks,
a whole wall (.f hu(ik>, all the fascinating
new ones,
ones too,
\iiu'\ewornlieensome
wanting
tii reada few
and
old
eil them,
even a little shabby, as books w.11 lie
when the people who own them love them
and read them over and over again. A
leather portable phonograpli, opened on a
small table and scattered records near it;
the fireplace and the portrait of the lovely
girl hanginu o\rr it and the great vase of
apple blossiims mi the grand piano.
And a small Boston Bull, sleeping in
^AmC^

those long years experts say it takes for
a newly planted lilac bush to flower, and
a hackberry tree spreading its great
branches over their roof-top and the apple
orchard running its wayward length along
Xew England stone walls.
"I hate giving up this apartment,
though," James Melton said suddenly.
"I'm going to miss that river."
"Just wait until the first morning in
Weston, when you'll walk otit in the
garden and know it's yours. Your own
soil !" His wife smiled. "\'ou w(m't miss
"Ma\be." He looked doubtful for a
moment.
"Yes. I will. I'll always miss
itit. then."
Do youd" mean
to say you
"What
\()U su]>iiose
keptwon't?"
me awake
Edward Everett Horton, with
all niidit'" sl;e asked miserably. And
Louise Campbell, in the new
Paramount picture, Wild Money.
then she laughed. "I know what you're
doing, Jimto Melton!
You're starting
camjiaign
keep this apartment
and thea
the sunlight, and stretching and coming
He looked surprised, as husbands always
over with none of that suspicious reserve
when their wives call their shots that
dogs usually have for strangers and mak- do
house, too.''
ing you doubly
you liked
his folks
But heall,needn't
lookedandthata
because,
after all,sureanimals
do take
on the— way!
way.
After
when ahavehusband
characteristics of people they live with. wife are as close as these two are. with
They are nice, those xoung Meltons.
eight happy married \ears behind them
James Melton taking you out on the and all the hopes of the future before
terrace to show that lovely view of the them, each gets to know the things the
East made
River,it that
he's and
as proud
of asixicket
if he other is thinking.
had
himself,
his breast
Two grand young people, taking sucbulging with all those snapshots of the
ces fuiln ythe
way itbutshould
be taken,
thank-a
, of course,
casuall\,
too. with
place in Coimecticut he's just bought.
true perspective on its place in their
And
Marjorie
Melton's
incredibly
blue
eyes getting even bluer as she told how scheme of things.
lucky they were to have lilac bushes there,
That's how they are, those young James
right near the door of their Connecticut Meltons. You couldn't help liking them,
home, so they wouldn't have to wait all either !

TO

WITH

A DATE

This luxurious

He's sure to soy sweet thing

protects daintiness
So foolish to risk the least offense
against daintiness! A Lux Toilet Soap
beauty bath leaves you sweet from top to
toe. The ACTI'VE lather sinks deep— carries away stale perspiration, dust and dirt.
You step out feeling refreshed, sure of
yourself. A delicate fragrance clings all
about you— the choice, exquisite perfume
ofscreen
Hollywood's
favorite
stars use Lux
Toiletsoap!
Soap!9 out of 10

TONIGHT^

Beauty

Bath
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Sani-Flush
TAUGHT ME
THAT A
CLEAN TOILET
NEVER SMELLS

Toilet odors are a danger sign. They
mean that the toilet is unclean, unsanitary. You can be sure of safe, glistening
toilets w-ith Sani-Flush.
This odorless powder is made scientifical y to clean toilets. Just shake a
little Sani-Flush in the bowl. (Follow
directions on the can.) Flush the toilet
and watch stains vanish. Rust and incrustations are banished. Porcelain
gleams. You don't have to touch it with
your hands! Sani-Flush cannot harm
plumbing. It is also effective for cleaning
automobile radiators {directions on can).
Sold by grocery, drug, hardware, and
five-and-ten-cent stores — 25
and
10 cent sizes.
The Hygienic Products
Co., Canton,
O. ^^Jfl<^\
VJ.

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING
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HOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS

Maket Ironing Easy^
FREE OFFER
This iiiay to starch
irons fairly glide!
This new way to hot starch does away with
boiling,
bother. It's Ita
powderedmixing,
starch . straining
. . practicallyand self-cooking.
contains
gliding
ingredients.
Makes
ing easy. Makes ironing easy. Writehot us,starchThe
Hubinger Company, number 454, Keokuk,
Iowa, for small proof packet . . . ask for " That
Wonderful to Way
to Hot Starch". See how easy it
becomes
74 press things to gleaming perfection.
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It wasHerbie
part ofKay
Fate'sshould
still unguessed
plan
that
see and hear
Dorothy Lamour that night. Perhaps
Herbie did not recognize it as love at first
sight, but he did know that Dorothy was
beautiful and he did realize that there was
something in her voice worth developing.
"I didn't know I could .sing!" Dorothy
laughs
whenorchestra,
Herbie
suggestedaboutthatit Inow.
sing "And
with his
travel with them, I told him I couldn't
possibly
! Travel
with touring
all thosethemencountry
!"
Shy little
Dorothy,
with fifteen masculine strangers ! That
thought was frightening enough, without
the added terror of having to sing for an
audience ! She had been able to do it as
a lark, but as a career? She shook her
dark head. Impossible!
But Herbie was persuasive and there was
something about this tall, good-looking man
that Dorothy knew instinctively she could
trust. Herbie is six-feet-three, light-brownhaired and very good-looking ("I think so,
anyway,"
confessed,
my
friends do,Dorothy
too, unless
they are"and
kidding
me!"),
but
it
was
something
more
than
physical attraction. They did not recognize
it immediately as love, but something very
definitely drew them together that night
and established a friendship that was to
ripen surely and steadily into a fine and
lasting love.
"He taught me everything I know about
itsinging,"
was funDorothy
travelingexplained
with thesoftly.
band, "And
too —
I For
loved Dorothy
it." definitely is the clingingvine type and Herbie made her feel safe
and protected. And he was eager to develop the voice which had so moved him
and give her every opportunity to win the
fame he knew she deserved. She was a
ready pupil. They worked hard together,
and had a glorious time doing it.
Tills year Dorothy celebrated her second
anniversary of marriage with Herbie Kay
and her fifth anniversary of joining his
hand. But Dorothy has more anniversaries
than most people, anyway. Even after two
years of marriage, they have a monthly anniversary upon which they exchange gifts.
Then, besides their regular wedding anniversary in May, they have a second in
October !
It happened like this: For a long time,
Herbie had been asking Dorothy to marry
him, and she had been eager to accept, but
the manager she had at that time was very
much against it. The best way out of that
situation, they decided, was to elope. So,
instead of returning to her hotel after the
broadcast one night — they were in New
York — Dorothy registered at another and
in the morning she telephoned Herbie and
asked him tt) bring her some clothes. She
really
and
she wascoukln't
afraid elope
to sendin forevening
her owndressthings,
lest the ubiquitous manager follow and disrupt their plans. Herbie, with masculine
obtuseness, cheerfully went shopping and
showed up with a size 18 suit and a size

42 sweater for his pint-size bride-to-be!
So, swathed in clothes sizes too large for
her, but too excited and happy to care,
Dorothy flew to Chicago with her sweetheart. There her mother, who had flown
up from New Orleans, met them and they
hastened to Waukegan and were married.
But Dorothy and Herbie belonged to
the same church and both felt the need of a
religious ceremony. So in October, they
were married again, in church, with music
and attendants.
"It is a funny thing," Dorothy reminisced
softly,
"but time,
we were
both scared
to death,
the
second
and terribly
flustered.
We
couldn't
even
decide
how
to
march
the church and finally Herbie insisted intoon
my going in with my attendant and he
followed with the best man. I kept turning back and saying he ought to be with
me, and he kept nudging me, to make me
And now it was over and they were
married for the second time, and still they
go
ahead !" a honeymoon ! Haven't, in
couldn't
fact, had take
a real one yet. And the career
that Herbie was so anxious for Dorothy to
have keeps thrusting itself between them,
holding them apart, threatening them with
all the dangers of prolonged and repeated
separations.
For a long time, Dorothy sang on a
sustaining program in Chicago, then in
New York.
was haledshorts.
to Hollywood to makeThensomeshe movie
Out
here, her success has been astounding, one
ofwhere
thoseyouCinderella
or Aladdin's
lamprubbed
tales,
feel someone
must have
a magic lamp or whispered a magic word.
With no theatrical ambition or training, she
stepped into the film world, made her shorts,
achieved fame with her first long picture.
The Jungle Princess, was borrowed from
Paramount by Goldwyn to make Hurricane.
She also appeared in Siving High, .Swing
Loic, with Carole Lombard, and is now
scheduled for a sequel to her first picture,
as a full-fledged star.
Her radio success is equally thrilling.
For some time Dorothy had hoped for a
commercial spot, but NBC was afraid the
time was not ripe, holding her back rather
than to risk featuring her too soon. But
the horn of plenty was not yet empty —
two nice opportunities were tossed into
Dorothy's
lap and
chose Sunday
the spotpro-on
the new Chase
and sheSanborn
gram, with Don Ameche, W. C. Fields,
Eddy.
Edgar Bergen, and, a little later. Nelson
Those who said : "Dorothy Lamour is
going
places!"overcantheir
now foresight.
sit back andDorothy
crow
contentedly
herself is still pleasantly bewildered by it
all, and just as thrilled as any girl would
be.
knows she owes
faith She
and determination,
ratherit tothanHerbie's
to any
fairy godmother, and she is happy to be
able to justify that faith. She finds both
careers equally absorbing. It has been terribly exciting to find that a movie career
was open to her and she loves it, has ad-
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justed herself to it so completely that she
is already worrying about being typed, fearing two jungle princess roles would be a
mistake. The present role in Hurricane is
more to her liking.
Hers is a kind of beauty that lends itself
to typing, to glamorous, e.xotic roles. She
has regular features, long black hair that
reaches to her waist — she usually wears it
madonna-fashion, parted in the middle and
drawn straiglit back into a knot at the nape
of her neck — and lovely hazel eyes, shaded
by long dark lashes. As if that were not
enough, she has a sensitive, luscious mouth
that parts readily in a smile, revealing perfect teeth. She considers herself tall — is
about five-feet-four without her heels —
and is small-boned and very slender, so
that a size 12 is ample for her. By nature
she is docile and unassuming, apparently
unspoiled by her sudden succo-^ ami the
attendant publicity that makes everything
she does news and means that reporters and
magazine writers are dogging her footsteps, clamoring to know her story, the
secret of her success.
For a long time, an effort was made to
conceal
her marriage
and isKay's
on
her career.
Dorothy
glad influence
now to
have that veil of secrecy lifted. The words
"my husband"
her
tongue
and she isrollproudtrippingly
and happyfromto give
him the credit that is his due.
She lives simply, drives herself around
in a little Ford convertihle. lives in a semidetached twt)-fl(H)r
sttKlioC(jiiverted
aiiartiiicnt,
room of which
has been
into onean
Hawaiian playroom.
Because her husband has to be away so
much, her mother lives with her and the
family circle is completed by a Scottie she
adores — sent her by a fan when it was a
tiny puppy, it crept into her heart and is
well-established there.
Herbie's
greatestYorksuccess
has been
in Since
Chicago
and Xew
— he was
Chicago born and raised — he feels that to stay
there with his band is wiser tliaii to try to
transplant it to the Pacific C^Ki-t. tic t'lurs
a goixl deal, but for the m^i^x part is tri he
found in some popular CliicauM sjiot, like
the Trianon. This nKan^ lUMl.in-ed >eparations, but both the Ka.\ s u el that it is only
temporary. Thiii<;s will work out so that
the\- can lie tngelher all the time. Meanwhile, they sunnil_\- make the best of the
situation. Dorothy goes to Chiea.eo whenever she can slip away, making the tiresome
trip to have even five days with hereclared
iiiisband. And, just recently. Herl
vears,
himself a vacation, the first in
and spent several weeks in Holls d, with
his wife.
Of course, she was working in a picture
and they could not do all the things
would have
trip
totheyEnsenada
had tolikeddo tofor do.
a sortA ofday'shone\moon in celebration of their being together
again. And when she is working Dorothy
has to be in bed by ten, in order to he up
and fresh and ready for the fray early in
the morning, for siie has to be at the studio
at seven.
So you see. being a glamorous movie
star has its drawbacks, too. And achievspot you've
the
radioingforthe sort
yearsof means
harder wanted
work, noton less.
For Dorothy takes her career very seriously. She sings with a quiet sincerity tiiat
is impressive. Contrary to most blues
singers, she does not put on any show, but
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Don't

Let This Tragedy

Happen To You!
Starved for life-giving moisture, a As early as 16 your skin starts to dry!
flower withers and dies. ..and your own Sun and wind steal the natural oils so
skin, deprived of its natural moisture, essential to your beauty. Guard against
becomes parched and brittle. It begins ruinous "Skin -Thirst"' with Outdoor
to have a faded look, spelling the Girl Face Powder — blended with rich
end of beauty, glamour and romance. Olive Oil to counteract skin dryness.
Like Rail! To A Drooping
Olive

Flower ... Is

Oil To Your

Skin

Outdoor Girl brings to you this centuriesfavored beauty treatment. By a special patented process each fine flake of powder carries a tiny particle of Olive Oil to keep it
from
naturaltooils
skin. "sponging-up"
These oils are the
essential
keepof your
your
beauty fresh and radiant — protected against
the ravages of relentless time and weather.

Six luscious shades of clinging loveliness
approved by beauty experts: Boulevard
(naturelle); Palm Beach (rachelle) ; Lido
(worm brunette); Miami (summer tan);
Everglades (ochre); and Flesh. Cf\
At drug and department stores sJ\J^
For perfect color harmony of make-up,
use Outdoor Girl Rouge and Lipstick.
Generous purse sizes at all 10c stores.
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her sane outlook, in spite of the
stands very still, very close to the micro- simplicity,
phone, her eyes half closed, her manner furore created by her sudden rise to fame,
tenderly intimate. All her effects are in spite of the fact that the big movie and
achieved vocally, through some mysterious radio moguls are clamoring for her and
form of throat and quality of tone. Highly the white light of publicity shines pitilessly
stylized as her singing is, it is as much down on her every act. All of this frightens her sometimes and it is sheer relief to
a part of her as her dark hair and shining
eyes and smiling lips.
at night, to the quiet understandAll a part of the gifts so richly heaped go home
ing and companionship of Herbie, when he
upon her, some at birth, some later. But can be there, and her mother always, and
when with her, you can readily see that the amusing capers of her dog.
it is her
her are
marriage
that outLater, she likes to think — and not too
shine themloveall.andThese
the worthwhile
much later, either — there will be a real
things and she will be no less happy as a home and babies.
housewife, as a mother, than she is now in
"We've been married two years now,"
the first glow of success.
she repeated wistfully in that soft and movWith the right people, she thinks, a proing voice,
"and we — still
fes ional and domestic life can be success- monthly
anniversaries
I hopecelebrate
it will ourgo
FOR YOUR HAIR
fully managed. And Herbie has proved
Dorothy has sincerity
himself an understanding and unselfish hus- on Itlikeought
that to.
!" of Forproportion.
H she can
band, in his fostering of her career, has and a sense
shown his mettle as an absentee husband. retain these two, she has nothing to fear
Colorinse
truly
glorifies
woman's
crowning
glory - her liair. Tliis natural-color rinse magi- Dorothy is proving hers now, retaining her in Hollywood.
cally reveals tbe KicUen keauty o{ your Lair
and gives it s()arkling Lrilliancy. It is neither a
dye nor a bleack — tut a harmless coloring.
Colorinse does not interfere witK your natuTALES FROM THE REDWOOD
ral curl or permanent wave, i 2 different shades;
(Continued front page 25)
see tke Nestle Color Chart at all counters.
SO SIMPLE TO USE
Shampoo your hair, then rinse thor- To give you a better slant at the man, dollars weekly in burlesque. From there
oughly and rub partly dry with a towel. let's dip into biography for a minute. Back it was but a step to cheap vaudeville, and
Philadelphia, when Claude William then to the bigger time, with a hundred
Dissolve the contents of a package of /^^^^~^ in
was eleven, he suddenly made and twenty-five dollars every Saturday
Colorinse in warm water and pour the fe^lSTT— aDukinfield
decision. He had been reared in rather night. It was during this period that he
rinse over your head with a cup. •^^'^^/^ squalid surroundings, and his early years began touring Europe and acquiring an
^^J^^ Xl Dry hair thoroughly, brush it, and you had been inarked by unhappiness. So one education. He acquired the education by
walking into a bookshop with an empty
"X^Yk-/ ""'^ ^ sparkle and brilliance in youi day he packed his meager belongings and, trunk
and asking the startled dealer to fill
only long enough to smack his
^^^^ ^ ''^ astonish and delight you. stopping
\iV~r
J^V
father over the head with a large wooden it up with educational tomes.
IOC for package of 2 rinses, at loc stores; 25c for 5 box,
he
departed.
To
this
day
he
regrets
rinses at drug and dept. stores.
Thesicalnextcomedy.stepHe forwasBilla Ziegfeld
Fields wasstar,mu-at
neither the departure nor the conking of
his old man. He still thinks the old boy five thousand per week, for seven years.
had it coming.
Then came pictures, and then, as everyone knows, came Charlie McCarthy.
Bill
Fields
says
he
didn't
really
run
away from home — he just never came
the way W. C. describes his rise
back. He stayed in Philadelphia, living in to Here's
"In the circus they knocked you
barns and livery stables, and occasionally overfamethe : head
with a tent stake. In burpermitting himself the luxury of an empty
lesque,
they
didn't
even politeness,
speak. In invaudepiano box. He kept himself alive by
ville, there was a little
muswiping fruit from grocery stores and
sical comedy, they were very polite, and
begging nickels, with which he invaded the in pictures, they were kinder still. And
corner saloon, bought small glasses of
in radio, I don't know whether
ginger ale and feasted on the free lunch now,
they're kidding me or not. I've never
—until the bartender caught him.
soBillgently."
At one time he found himself holding beenRighthandled
Send for this true story of a freckled
Fields is laughing back
face
girl's
life. her
Learnhomely
how herfreckles
skin freckled
the dubious
rank
of secretary
of theSocial
Or- at Life — now
Life
which has juggled this jugeasily
—
how
made
lando
Social
Club.
The
Orlando
her self-conscious and miserable at four— how shesocially,
gave until
up hope
of ever
gler for165so and
manyis years.
He'srecovered
healthy
Club wasvidualsawho group
of strong-nosed
indi- (weighs
beingte n popular
one day
she
completely
had quarters
over a livery
saw a Stillman's ad.
stable.
As
secretary,
Fields
was
allowed
from
his
illness),
he's
happy
and
he's ina
love— with radio. What more could
She purchased
a jar
of Stillman's
Freckle
Cream. Used
it nightly.
Herfreckles
ugly
to live in the clubroom.
embarrassing
soda
?
When
he
was
fifteen
he
saw
a
juggling
guy
want,
except
perhaps
a
Scotch
and
soon disappeared,
act at a cheap vaudeville house, and was
her skin clear, leavsoft
and ingbeautiful.
"Sometimes,"
said
W.
C,
"I
get
a
letter
fascinated. With apples and oranges,
stolen from nearby markets, he spent his complaining about the insinuations I make
thatIt'swilla read
bringexperience
hope to
waking
hours practicing the art, and regarding Charlie McCarthy's parentage,
you
too,
reprinted
word
for word
in
finally became so efficient he was able to but I've got a plan for that. In the future,
our
"Goodbooklet
- bye
command
a salary of five dollars a week I'm going to ask that all complaints be
Freckles.
accompanied by ten empty packages of
at a local amusement park.
A year later he was working at an Chase & Sanborn.
Atlantic City pavilion, dividing his time
"Listeners get the feeling that Charlie
Hi 1
between juggling, at twenty shows daily, is human, and so does everyone around the
THE
STILLMAN
COMPANY
studio.
Sometimes I get it, myself, when
and
being
rescued
from
the
Atlantic.
The
Box 12, Aurora, III., U. S. A.
"rescue" was part of the act, for the I catch Edgar Bergen and Charlie off in
Add)^ss!!^!!!!!^!..!!.!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
crowds always followed Fields to the a corner enjoying a heart-to-heart talk
pavilion,
and they often stayed to buy with themselves. All 1 know is that the
beer.
more I hate him the more I love him.
Stillmanls
Next came a period in a circus, and then But I won't know he's human until he
FRECKLE CREAM
Fields boosted his income to twenty-five
76
bites me!"
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GALAHAD

WARING
(Continued from page 38)
Ford Hour. He expects, however, to be
back on the air come October. A contract
is now being readied for a fall radio appearance of the P/:)iiisyk'a)iians. After
Varsity Slwn; in which he and his band
are starring with Dick Powell on the Warner Brothers lot. shall be completed. He
likes Hollywood. He says, with his characteristic caution, that he will not say how
he likes pictures until after he knows
whether
not / 'arsily
is successful.
He is ora rabid
golf fan.
He shoots in
the low eighties and plays at every opportunity. In the East his golfing partners
are, frequently, Tommy Armour and Gene
Sarazen. The candid camera and making
amateur movies are his other hobbies.
There is something firm and something
fine about Fred Waring. There is the
quality of inflexibility of character. He is
on the small side, five feet, eight inches tall,
weighs one hundred and thirty-five wellknit pounds. He has w;ivy brown hair.
His eyes are very blue and even when he
smiles his eyes seem to be remembering
other things — things to which smiles did
not belong — perhaps his brother who, surviving the World War, twice gassed and
several times wounded, returned home alive
only to be killed by a railroad train within
eyeshot of the Waring home. Such things
would leave their ineradicable scars on the
sensitiveness of Fred Waring.
He attributes his standards — quaint, oldfashioned
a world
which
has word,
pretty "standards,"
well mocked inthem
into
the waste-basket — to his Methodist upbringing. To his devout, gentle niotlicr, the
example of hi< hrni-charactfred father. To
their Methodist home, w here cards were not
allowed, dancing accounted a sin, the world
of the theatre nwre remote and more unreal and more dreadful than fabled Baliylon. He also attriliutes his stan.lar>K to
the Boy Scouts, of which he became a passionately loyal member at an early age.
To such standards as these, to their precepts of honesty and decency and good
citizenship and good deeds, he gives credit
for whatever there is wirthwliile in his
pattern of life today. "He i-;," his hrotlier
Tom told me, affectionately, "a grown-up
Boy Scout, Fred, and always will be."
He is the little Father Confessor, Scout
Master, Big Brother, mother, counselor
and physician, to the thirty-eight members
of his band. The day I talked with him,
I watched him on the I'arsity set, while
Johnny Davis ("the only white edition of
Cab Calloway,"
said and
Fred)ourwasearsscatoff.
sing-I
ing his throat raw
watched Fred busily rubbing and bandaging
the sprained foot of Frank Perkins. He
knows tevery
his boys' personal
hisories, al of one
theirofproblems.
He has seen
them through all of their romances, officiated at and blessed all of their marriages.
Of the thirty-eight members of the band,
only two are unmarried. Fred believes in
marriage, in early marriage. When two of
his boys passed away Fred grieved as did

REST

AND

RELAXATION

• Can you think of anything more relaxing to the body, more refreshing
to the spirit than the caressing smoothness of a LINIT BEAUTY BATH?
Whether in the morning with a busy day's work ahead or in the evening
with a night's entertainment to look forward to, fifteen minutes of complete
relaxation in a LINIT BEAUTY BATH will bring to you the joy of living
and the zest for going places. Merely swish a handful or two of LINIT in
your tub of warm water and step in. You will find yourself enjoying a delightful and restful BEAUTY BATH that gives the thrilling sensation of
bathing in rich cream. And the LINIT BEAUTY BATH leaves you with a
fresh, rested appearance — .your skin soft and smooth
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their own blood kin. They call him Fred,
the members of his band.
There are three requirements which a
candidate
for Fred's
P cnnsylvamans
must
meet:
(1) They
must play
their instruments
well. Not perfectly, not even professionally,
but with feeling, with a love of what they
S"
are doing. (2) They must have voices
FLEA
which can be trained the Waring way. Fred
prefers that they have had no previous vocal
training at all. He prefers to take good
raw material and train it his own way.
Xor does he permit them, once they are
P cnnsylvamans, to take any lessons "outside." And, with
uncanny
instinct,Andhe (3)
can
tell if anyone
disobeys
this edict.
they must be of good moral character.
This is by far the most important of the
three requirements. It really is allimportant. It is the pass-key to becoming
a Pcnnsylvanian. Morale matters more
than music.
Fred said to me : '"I can train a girl or
•Powerful
"Here areSkip-Flea
two sure Powder
ways to ridpositively
me of fleas
!
kills boy, musically, my way, given any natural
material
at all. But you can't change the
fleas. Doesn't just stun them. They slay dead!
Big sifter-top
only 25<'!
One applicaof ivhich
man serious
is made."young maestro
I said,
then, toa this
tion lasts for tindays.costsFamous
Skip-Flea
Soap stuff
givesple,rich,
creamy
lather.
Makes
my
coat
supwho,
having
visioned
a
Grail, has the courkeeps my coat beautiful, destroys dog odor.
age to pursue
itconsider
: "But why
Why, speci-so
f
i
c
a
l
y
,
d
o
you
these? standards
Kills
Every
Flea!
25?'
for
big
cake."
dog deserves
Skip-Flea lineSoapof
andYourPowder
are two theof best.
the complete
"Do you," countered Fred immediately,
famous1879.
Sergeant's
Standard necessary?"
since
Made Dog
of theMedicines.
finest ingredients.
"enjoy hearing the Ave Maria sung? Do
Guaranteed.
Sold
by
drug
and
pet
stores.
. . . Free Advice. Our Veterinarian will answer you get a thrill when you hear The Lord's
I said sung?"
that I did, indeed.
questions
Free Dogabout
Book.yourAsk dog's
your health.
dealer orWritewritefully.
for Prayer
"Then," said the maestro, "you must
want
to
thein sung from the heart.
your
fi'ee
copy
of
Sergeant's
famous
book
on
the care of dogs. New edition now ready. It You must hear
want to hear them sung, as they
mayPOLK
save MILLER
your dog's
life.
should ence,be withsung,
with And
conviction,
PRODUCTS CORPORATION
truth.
no manwithcanreversing
1981 W. Broad Street • Richmond. Virginia
them with reverence and truth if that man
has been out on a spree the night before.
For I believe that the man comes through
his music. At the risk of sounding too
SKIP-FLEA SOAP AND POWDER elegiac, I also believe that only the 'pure
in heart'
should music,
be allowed
the
ASK FOR FREE DOG BOOK great
religious
or thetooldsingsongs
which are dear to all of us, sacred to us
because of time and association. Old Black
Joe, In the Gloaming, The Lost Chord . . .
We heard our mothers sing them in the
STREAKED
morning of our life. And so they should
remain fresh and fair and beautiful and
untainted.
They cannot remain so if the
HAIR?
instrument who gives them to us is the
very antithesis of the simple virtues.
This way
"That is one major reason why I try to
engageter rather
the members
my bandfacility
on characbrings
than on ofmusical
alone.
even color
I never have been signally fooled, so far as
I know. I have, occasionally, been disapFADED
Streaks at— thedulltouch
strandsof this
— grayness
pointed. Many, years in show business do
— all vanish
famous train a man
to read character. I may
clear,
water-like
liquid.
Just
comb
it
on
and
myself unduly, but I believe that I
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde. pride
read
it
pretty
well.
Hair stays soft — easy to curl or wave. En"I amit anothardtooandprudi.sh,
tirely SAFE. Millions know this time-tested make
fast ruleI hope.
that myI don't
boys
way. gistGetor department
bottle from your
storedrugon can never smoke a cigarette, nc'\er take
money-back guarantee.
a drink. I prefer that tlicy do neither. But
I Test it FREE ~ Will you try I insist that they do neither in front of
or when they are working. When we
Mary
T.
(;oIdman'8
on
single
lock
snipped
from liair? No risk tiiis nic,
were doing scenes for Varsity, at Pomona
way.
. . . MailWe send
coupon.complete Free Test. College last week, for instance, I would
felt very badly had any of my boys,
r — MARY T. GOLDMAN — ; have
more especially the girls, of course,
I 233 1 Goldman BIdg., St. Paul. Minn. | and
been
seen
or taking a drink. I
I Name
I never smokesmoking
myself, never have. I seldom
I won't
say that
neverthen,
do.
jStreet
| take a drink.
a glass
of wine
now I and
I City
State
j aI doverytakeoccasional
before dinner.
IL
Color of your hair?
II I never do even thiscocktail
much in front of the
78
"NO MORE

boys. They know that I take a drink,
infrequently. But having given orders that
they must not smoke or drink in front of
me, I must, naturally, abide by my own
rules. I've never been intoxicated in my
life, so have no knowledge of that 'special'
state
Well,of itbeing."
must be successful, this standardbearing of Sir Galahad Waring. For there
hasn't been a replacement in the band in
the past veseven
Fred waiting
doesn't adrtise. He hasyears.
a perpetual
list
of applicants, running into the hundreds.
He adds to his band from time to time.
There have been two deaths. And as the
band has been successful in its own body,
so to speak, so it has been successful profes ional y, asthe public knows. Three of
the original foursome are still Pennsylvaniaiis. Fred himself, his brother Tom
(who looks like Chester Morris and wrote
the popular song hits So Beats My Heart
For Vou, IVay Back Home, Desire and
others), and James Roland (Foley) McClintock. Fred Buck, the fourth of the
original foursome, passed away some years
ago. Out of the band, out of this life, but
not out of the memories of Fred and the
boys.
"His presence," said Fred, "is always
with us. And materially with us in the innumerable arrangements he contributed to
the band's musical library.
"Perhaps," Fred said, "it's because I'm
not
business' from
the anpointactor,of that
view I ofstillthe'do Methodist
Boy
Scout from Tyrone, Pennsylvania, where
I was often
born.enough,
Peoplegoodness
tell me knows.
I'm notPer-an
actor,
haps this picture will settle that point. I
certainly never intended to become an
actor, nor even a bandleader. I intended
to become an architect or, possibly, a
banker like my father. I became a bandthey wouldn't
me
join anyleaderofonly because
the dramatic
societies atlet college.
Only
because
/
didn't
make
the
Glee
Club! That made me so fighting mad that
I told the other fellows, Tom and Foley and
Fred, who didn't rate, either : 'Some day
we'll show them what music and acting
really are ! We'll organize a dance band
and give
too. Thedownveryon fel-us
lows whoperformances,
are turning thumbs
now will be applauding us one of these
days,
thumbsI amup.' just a Boy Scout, grown
"Perhaps
up. That's all right with me. I wouldn't
want
title.thePerhaps
I haven't
changeda prouder
much from
kid I was
when
Tom and Fred and Foley and I called ourselves the Scrap Iron Quartette, back in
Tyrone, and sang on our front porch in the
evening, sang Old Black Joe and Bring
Back borsMysat andBonnie
neighrockedTo onMe.theirWhile
fronttheporches,
back of their screens of honeysuckle, waving their palm leaf fans, applauding us.
And the fireflies were our only lights and
the crickets and the tree toads our only
orchestration.
"There was something sweet and fine
and folksy and satisfying about it. I know
that our hearts swelled, fit to burst our
skinnykindlittle
we believe
sang. Andin, the
it's
the
of chests,
music Ias still
kind of an audience I still want. We were
singing from our hearts, from the bottoins
of our heels, from the depths of our young
souls.
stimulantWe todidn't
give need
it all alcohol
we had.or any
We other
were
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5ung, we were Galahads, if you like.
lAnd we still sing from our hearts, my
Iband aiid I.
"We were working hard in those days,
[too.
Another
we've never
outgrown.
I We were
savinghabit
for college
e<lucations.
We
I all wanted to go to Penn State — which, by
the way, my great-grandfather founded. And
I worked in the village bakery, Tom
worked in the village haberdashery, Poley
drove a milk wagon and Fred Buck worked
on the local news sheet. We did all kinds
of odd jobs, in between times, too.
tried ofto
train'Andthe now,
boys and
to do always,
all kindsI ofhavemusical,
showmanship jobs, so that they can be
ready for anything. And they arc ready
for anything. We've put on dramatic shows
onmusical
the air.
We'vein vaudeville.
been on the stage, in
comedy,
"Now,
we're
doing
picture.
Andjustin
this picture the boys anda girls
are not
band, vague impersonal faces and hands
behind their instruments. They are, for
the first time in the history of a band, I
believe, playing individual, name parts.
They always have been individuals, distinct
personalities, with distinct abilities. Ferne
is famed for her muted violin solos. Frank
Perkins, composer and arranger, wrote
Stars Fall On Alabama, Cabin In the Cotton, Emaline, Sentimental, and other songs.
You know what Tom has done and is doing. Johnny Davis, our trumpeter and scat
singer,
That's and
What Priscilla
I LearnedLane,in
College.wrote
Rosemary
Lola's sisters,sonalities.youGeorgeknow,
are
perand Arthurcertainly
McFarland,
our identical twins, are saxophonists, clarionetists and singers. Arthur is the one
who heckles me on (and off) the program.
"Yes, the
we'rethoughtful,
ready for slightly
anything!'anxious
Fred
smiled,
smile of one who has worked hard and fast
and long in order to be "ready for anything.'* "We'rein."even ready for television,
when it comes
"We
have
alwayshis experimented,"
was saying, over
apple pie and Fred
iced
coffee,
"and
we
still
are
experimenting,
trying out novelties, changing the pace and
the mood as often and as variously as possible. We have always gone in for variety,
the boys going goofy on a tune like Annie
Doesn'ting with
Livea Here
Any like
More, The
then Rosary,
follownumber
handled with as much delicacy as we can
give it, then a hot number, a sweet instrumental, apotpourri. We can change, if
the public wants us to. I have several new
ideasFredright
now." speaks as he works, as he
Waring
sings,
as
he
plays, as he lives — from his
heart.
Sir Galahad Waring!
SING A SONG OF SIXPENCE!
He was down to his last dollar,
and singing In a borrowed suit,
when he received an envelope
containing a check for $1,000!
And that's not all that happened!
Read the story in October
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Today's Cinderellas are those who perlorm their own beauty miracles. For instance, popular girls know that the
secret of personality is glamorous hair.
BLONDES use Marchand's Golden Hair
W ash to restore and keep alive die radiant, sunny loveliness everyone admires.
BRUNETTES use Marchand's to rinse
gorgeous, glowing high-lights in their
hair.
Fastidious women use Marchand's to make
excess hair on arms and legs invisible.
Colorless. Odorless. Stainless. Complete
directions with every bottle. On sale at
all good druggists.

"Marchand's
e.isy to improveuse and
has made such isansoamazing
ment in my appearance and popularity. "-M.R.W.
rHEC
ROBERT
CPBB Professional
secretsOFandFIFTH
ad- llI
AVENUE-"Help
Yourself
to
Beauty."
anmake-up
amazingand guide,
shows youimportant
how to II
scores
beauty secrets.
Send ofin other
coupon below. \\I GOLDEN HAIR WASH
\
Jl.
CHARLES MARCH AND CO., 521 W. 23rd St., R
NewC
York,
N.HY.
S
AND'mg937
MAto Beauty."
Sirs: Please send me a FREE copy of "Help Yourself
I enclose a if stamp for postage.
ADDRESS.
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PERMANENT WAVE YOUR
HAIR YOURSELF AT HOME
ENDURA GIVES YOU TEN
WINSOME CURLS FOR 25c
Endura permanent waves those unruly end and side
curls
and Endura
makes your
present
last twice
asso long.
is so machines,
easy to permanent
use, so orinexpensive,
Without
electricity
you certain.
can permanent
wave yourheatunruly
curls at
home
you More
work orthanread200,000
or even women
sleep; it'shaveno
troublewhileat all.
changed to this modern way to lovely, lasting waves.
A COMPLETE PERMANENT $1.00
The large-size
50 curlers.
Everything you needEndura
for a gives
completeyou home
permanent.
Endura is featured at drug, department and 5 and
10c
cannot supply
you, ask
him stores.
to orderIf your
it... dealer
THE ENDURA
CORPORATION,
HOLLYWOOD,
CALIFORNIA.

ATTENTION/

you}] Juyz/^o^AJxL

For that smart and well-groomcd look . . . look to
your
your WIGDER
brows tooTweezers.
heavy? "Tweeze"
out
theeyebrows!
extra hairsAre with
Are they
uneven?
into
line.
TheseWIGDER
tweezersTweezers
work quickly
like a bring
charmthembecause
they'recialasFinger-Rest
carefullyGripmadewithaslight,
a finefirmwatch.
spespringTheirtension
makes"criss-crossed"
"tweezing" quick
agreeable.
The hairs
jaws
are
to giveanda firm
grip — hence
come
_out easily.On sal
WAIL FILES
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MIGHT

OWNED
HOLLYWOOD
(Conliuiicd from page 23)

growing confidence, predicted that the coming of inoom pitcher actors would be the
death knell of real estate values in Hollywood, Grandfather Edwards, a grand old
pioneer but, manifestly, a very poor business man, up and left. He left Hollywood
to its heathen idols and thus passed up a
fortune that would have left his descendants
gold and to spare in these hyar hills.
"He had no business sense, my grandfather,"—X'irginia
told mcthe"and
it wasof theall
rather tragic
especially
burning
ranch house. For just about the time
when he was wondering what was best to
do, a senedischarged
Negrohouse
slaveonepoured
over the ranch
nightkeroand
burned it to the ground. Tliey never got
over it. Grandmother and Grandfather. He
died soon afterwards and Grandmother developed melancholia. She is still living,
though in some remote half-world, in a sanitorium near here."
Virginia's
mother days,
and her
usedsideto
stand,
in childhood
one onsistereither
of what is now the Bowl and whistle to
each other across the space which, today,
echoes with symphonies under the stars.
Virginia feels perfectly at home in the
Bowl, she says. She has a sense of "coming back." She never goes there now, she
says,
symphonies,
doesn't
think toshethehears
the thin, that
reedyshelittle-girl
voices of her mother and her Aunt Virginia, in the days when the Bowl was the
Edwards Ranch and all Hollywood lay
in Atheveryhollow
of her
strange
story,grandfather's
this story ofhand.
one
of the founders of Hollywood, who left it
because he didn't like the idea of the movies
coming
in. Whose
"hard-shell" bones
quaver now
as his grandaughter
sings must
and
dances to stardom on the very ground he
was among the first to claim.
said about
: "I always
to haveI
a Virginia
si-xth sense
music,seemed
somehow.
<l()n't kiKK^' how. But I'd make my own
arrangements and they'd always be right.
I musthavehaveinherited
been born
she
may
this knowing."
strange sixthOrsense
from the father she never saw. For Virt;ini,t's own father was Charley McLean,
ihf I'nnl Whitenian <jf his day. He had,
hi-, (laughter reminded me, one of the swellest bands of his time, or any other time.
.Mie Lyman was his drummer. Cliff Friend
his vocalist. .\ud Harry Richman his
jiianist. Just a month before the small
\'iryinia was b(jni, her mother and father
sei)aratc<l.
she
was on her ,\n(l
way when,
to see inhimherfor'teens,
the first
time, he died before she could reach him.
But the legend of his charm, of his good
looks, of his brilliant ability has been
handed down to her. He was too charming, it seems, to too many people. Too
restive and too romantic for domestic
chains to hold.
"Mother took care of me, of course," said
Virginia. "Andabouttheremy haslife been
entirea
misconception
when anI was
child. Almost everything written about it
has been wrong. I'll tell you how it really

was. Mother, at first, turned to the only
profession she knew at all, the stage. And
as Amy McLean she was as well known
in her way as my father was in his, on all
the Western vaudeville circuits.
"During the time she was on the road I
lived with
my felt,
aunt,wisely,
Mother's
cause Mother
that sister.
I neededBe-a
home, should not be left to the care of
servants. I was a funny, rather an unsatisfactory lit le thing, I should imagine.
Something was always wrong with me. I
had to have a major operation when I
was just disease
a few w'eeks
had every
childhood
on the old.
clinicalI calendarmumps, measles, whooping cough, every
one of them. And all of them dreadfully.
"When
was about
eight orfinished
so I had
dent whichI just
me anfor accilife.
I was swinging on the school playground.
I came down hard on the hob-nailed boot
of another child. The nail tore a ligament
and a blood vessel right under my heart
and the loss of blood or something resulted
in a paralysis from the waist down. So
that,
for nearly
years,a facial
I couldn't
walk
a step.
Later, two
I had
paralysis
which twisted one side of my face horribly.
Even now, when I am very tired, one eye
droops a little. It isn't noticeable, I guess,
to anyone but me.
"I was, also, very quiet, very unafifectionate.howI'mto not
Don't
know
be. affectionate
I always keptnow.to myself
in school. Never played with the other
children. And I had, as I have now, only
one chum — Flo. We've been chums ever
since. Disney.
She's a swell girl. She works for
Walt
"After
gave up vaudeville
and went atotime
workMother
for Alexander
Pantages,
as his private secretary. Later she was
promoted to the position of head booker
for all the Pantages Theatres. There isn't
anyone in show business Mother doesn't
know, few she hasn't helped and nothing
atitself.
all sheMother
doesn'tpretty
know nearly
about gave
the business
me an
inferiority complex for life. She is so
very handsome, so vital, so efficient. I
naturally got to feel that anything I did
would be done, first, with Mother's hands
"Her chief reason for leaving the stage
and taking
a local position was so that we
could'pull.'
have a home together. And there is
where the misconception comes in. People
tothebelieve
'pushed
onseem
tonever
air,
on that
tometheMother
screen.
It isn'tme' so.—
She
wanted
to
be
a
professional.
thing.
She didn't want me to work at all, at any"After she became connected with the
Pantages Theatre enterprises, we had a
lovely home, cars, servants, everything. I
went
to Holl.\
woiid toHightheforJohn
a time,Marshall
didn't
like it,
and went
School. I finished my education with a
tutor. I was as sheltered as a small nun
I never met any theatrical people. When
Mother and my stepfather had guests, 1
always excused myself and went to my
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room. I was so sort of religious and idealSET THE FASHION
istic that I cried, I remember, the first time
I saw izedmywhatmother
take
a
cocktail
and
realit was. Instead of inheriting
^l^e a Afaale Bta^
HoIIvwockI from Grandfather Edwards, I
IN THESE
guess
laughedI inherit
Virginia.some of hi> 'hard shell," "
HOLLYWOOD STYLED SHOES
didn'tpartknowof what
it wasI feel
all about.
I "Ithinkjust that
the way
now,
about falling in love, you know, and men
Be the style leader in your group! Step out in shoes
and dates and all that, must come from
that have the unmistakable flair of smart Hollythe way I was disciplined and suppressed
There, Jolene
fashion
sketches
the verywood.models
that —movie
starsobserver
select for— their
ow n
as a child — mostly by my stepfather. He
ensembles. Her sketches form the inspiration for
loved me, in his way, I know. And he
Jolene
adopted
me legally,
the 'why'thatoi
the Verrill.
But hewhich
firnilvis believed
adventureShoesin —beingstyledthe infirstHollywood.
to see — andThere's
wear a— real
-the
children should be .-een and imt heanl. He
Jolene
fall.youThe toprices':*
From pairs.
$3.00
tonew$5.00
— lowShoes
enoughfor for
buy several
nie to s"that"indirewiili(li>aster
ImN's.
For the Studio,
nam.- of6715yourHollywood
nearest JoLBlvd.,
ne Shoe
Dealer Calif.
write
1wouldn't
acquired pernnt
a premonition
Joleoe's
Hollywood,
would befall me if I ever so nuich went
to the mo\ies alone with a boy. It was
all very unhappy. I never went out with
a boy alone in my life until alter I was
eighteen, when I went t<i Xew York.
Mother went with me. and separated from
my stepfather. \\\-U. things like that leave
marks. Ineradicable, perhaps."
very flr^t
appearance
wasVirginia's
of an aIm!^in^
nature.public
Charley
Chase
was
a
very
good
friend
of
Amy
One day they were planning to McLean's.
go to Tia
Juana,
Small \^irginia
was, as with
usual,a small
to be party.
left at home.
Charley
sensed the loneliness behind the immense
star sapphires which are \'irginia's eyes.
He said : "Let's take the cliild along. She
can't be shut away like a jewel in a velvet
case forever, Ani_\-. She needs to meet
and mix with people."
As awent
result toof Tia
Charley's
\'irginia
Juana intervention,
with the party.
.\nd while there her mother, she says,
laughing, was in agon\ lest the child realize
that it was not lemonade they were drinking. Later, a floor show was improvised.
Everyone sang, danced, strutted their stuff.
Mcufio FACIflL BRUSH
Small
\^irginia
Charley's
whispered
that pulled
she weiuld
like tosleeve
sing and
for
UOVBBi
them,
that
she
could
sing
ver\well,
that
she had even made her own arrangements.
OVERNMBNTJOB
i
Amy McLean \\a> anni>ed, and not too
START $1260 to $2100 YEAR
pleased.
She
said:
",\on>ense:
What
is
the
child talking about? She has never had
^ Dept. F-26S,
sages,
up the
a But
lesson.the She
public."She sang
skin. Atwakes
25c
child can't
could,singandindid.
stores,
or 5cmailand25c10cto ^Hhb^
St. Louis. Mc
to repeated encores. She sang to a house
LEON SEVILO, 6300 Etze
brought to its feet and cheering. And perhapswardssensed,
then, thattheGrandfather
had sacrificed
Hollywoods Ed-in
PERIODIC" PIMPLES?
vain. For theatrical Hollywood, haughty
Cover ihem with
and reviled, was striking back at the old
pioneer, with his own blood.
lemlStik
And so it began. But Hollywood, her
own, her native land, was not like the
When
threaten"periodic"
to ruin yourpimples
good
"house"it down
Tia Juana.
sang,
is true,in over
practically\'irginia
every
Stik
to
the
rescue. Dab
time,
bring
Blemi-a
radio station in Los Angeles. She once
little on eachMiner's
ugly blotch
-fluff
powder-add
a
sang with Paul Whiteman, when he was
touch
ofon rouge.
See?
That
playing a local engagement. It was then
wretched
spot
is
clear
now
and there that she first met Bing Crosby,
-yourhe skin
Will
ever looks
know? perfect.
Never!
still her good friend. She sang with OrBlemi-Stik
conceals
ings
under
eyes, freckbirth
ville
the over
Grandthe Hotel
in SantaKnapp's
Monica.bandSheat sang
XBC
marks and other disfigurnetwork, on the Slirll >liow.
ngub spots,
all day, Water
won't
off or too.
streak.LastsHarmless.
But the movies wonlil have none of her
drug andwithdep't
orproof.mailAtcoupon
lOc forstoresgener-50c
— visually. The very first thing she ever
a
l
s
i
z
e
.
did in movies was, sight unseen, to dub a
song for Barbara Stanwyck in Ten Cents 4 Sun-Tan
SHADES |: Enclosed find lOc (stamps or coin) I
a Dance. Her ne.xt movie "blind date" was
trial size Miner's Blemi-Stik. I|
Light L. forName
10*AT LEADING
AND 20t
to dub a song in k'.-fL-lcss.
Brunette
Shade |
It appeared that the "theatre folk" Grand- Medium ' Address
; & 10< STORES
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father Edwards so abhorred were wreaking I've never been in love. Perhaps because
vengeance into the second generation. And I never have believed, and can't believe
that a boy likes me for myself alone.
then — then Columbia Broadcasting Sys- now,
tem signed her, featured her on the When I was in school and was the head of
Mobile Magaciiir for a time, sent her, fin- my class and boys asked me to go out with
all}, to New \ork, where she appeared for them, I wouldn't go (I wouldn't have been
nianv months on the Flyiiui Rrd Horse allowed to, anyway) because I thought they
just wanted to be seen with the 'head of
f oi'i-ni
with Johnny
Green's
tra and hour,
Christopher
Alorley.
She orcheswas a the class,' not with me, Virginia Verrill.
After I w-as on the air, and boys asked me
featured
vocalistHotel
with inGreen's
the
Biltmore
Xcw orchestra
York. Andat for dates, I thought, and still think, they
she sansi tor many months, the longest en- just wanted to say that they had "been out
[ .gagement
of its kind e\cr
the with \^errill — she's at the Paradise, you
Paradise Restaurant.
And played,
then sheat had
know.' I saw so much of that sort of
thing. I went on dates, lots and lots of
: her own show. Vocals by Verrill, on the them.
With all kinds of men, young and
I Columbia network. And now she is a
member of the Slw7t' Boat crew, captained middle-aged. I like boys of my own age
best, really. I went everywhere, saw everyby Charles W'inninger.
thing. Ilearned all the answers. And the
.Ml of which .\ou may know. What you
do not know is what New York, that ex- one I always used was : 'Goodnight, thank
perience, did for the girl practically no- you so much,' — at the door of the car. The
body knew up to that time — the girl who, only man I really enjoyed going out with
a young doctor in New York, a very
more importantly, did not know herself. was
clever one. I liked him because he was
rightmisconception
here," said Virginia,
"is where
the"Forother
abnut me
rears quiet, because he was nice, because, though
its ugly little head. People have got it all he enjoyed going out and dancing and having fun, he never got tight, liked to talk,
wrong when they've said that I had to go
tomovies
New would
York have
to benone'discovered,'
the decent.
was dignified and intelligent and awfully '
of me. Thethattruth
of it is, the movies could have none of me.
"I suppose it's a case, too, of having
No producer in his right mind would have ideals. I hope to fall in love five or six
years
I want to marry. I love
signed me up, even for a bit part. To be- childrenfromand now.
hope to have some of my own.
gin with, I was fat. I weighed more than
one hundred and thirty pounds. My face But when I marry I shall leave show business and make my home my career. I
was
like hands
a pouterandpigeon's
with
the pufTed
mumps.out My
feet were
want to marry the kind of a man
enormous. My arms were thick and fat. wouldn't
who would ivant to be married to a professional woman, if you know what I mean.
I didn'tit.know
life — and
looked
I wasanything
awkwardabout
and unprofesAnd I just haven't met the other kind, as
sional. Ilearned not
abouttoolifehappily,
in NewI thought
York !" yet,
Or anyway.
I haven't fallen in love
with that's
one ofall.them,
smiled Virginia—
"The only man whose approval I care for
— "I lost weight, of course, until I was right
now is— Mr. Goldwyn. He is paying
diiwn to ninety-eight pounds. But that
me my salary. He gave me my contract.
w.-isn't the Imostwentof through
it. I learned
business
what, about
to be show
sort What he thinks of me is the only important
thing. I want to prove to him, but even
ofI was
contrary,
call athe'refining'
buckingwe upwillagainst
biggest,process.
fierce- more to myself, that I can make good. I
money, yes. But mostly for what it
est, most competitive city in the world and want
can do for others. I know that sounds
somehow,me.I can't
quite meexplain
changed
It changed
in everyhow,way.it sappy and sort of gormy and has been
My figure changed. Even my face changed. said ten thousand times before. But I'm
My hands and arms and feet changed. The selfish about it. I like to do things for
expression in my eyes, the way I wore others because of the way it makes me feel,
swell inside. I wired Mother the other day
clothes,ally, Isadderbecame
'knowing.'
I was, actuand very
much wiser.
You (she was in New York, reading scripts for
see, there is no show business, per se, in me) : 'All right, yon supported me in
Hollywood. There are very few night luxury for the first eighteen years of my
clubs. I had to learn the patois, in New life. No'W I'll support you in lu.vitry for the
York, the pattern and how to fit into it. ne.vt eighteen years and after that it ivill
I believe that I did. I had my edges be every man for himself.' Mother got a
smoothed, the rough surfaces sand-papered big
laughsigned
out offorthat.
"I've
two grand commercials
by experiences of all kinds.
on the air. I've just made Vogues of 1938
"I
went
out
with
boys,
with
men,
for
the
first time in my life. I was wined and for Walter Wanger. I'm under long-term
to Mr. Goldwyn and am now
dined. I was proffered champagne and contract
orchids
ermine what
wraps it! wasI didn't
take making his Goldwyn's Follies. All in
them butandI learned
all about,
goodness at1 last.
I've And,
stakedunlike
my
how it was done and why. I heard other color,
claim onthank
Hollywood,
girls, girls at the Paradise, tell almut their Grandfather, I'm going to stay with it.
dates, their experiences. And I learned I won't be sidetracked. I won't get marfrom them what seemed to me to be their
least myfive emotional
years. I won't
bitterly sad experiences. I knew that I love.ried forI athave
naturefallwellin
wanted none of that — but, you si'c, I knciv. under my thumb. I may not have inherited
That's
eyes, in the way Hollywood," laughed Virginia, that low,
1 walkedwhatandshowc'd
talked inandmy behaved.
"blues," somehow melancholy laugh of
"I didn't fall in love. As I've told you, hers, "but I ha\e inherited my own heart."
COMING!
Radio Stars for October, a never before published story of
Robert L (Believe-lt-or-Not) Ripley
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PHILOSOPHERonthe
FLYING TRAPEZE
(^Continued from page 31)
almonds in lots of butter), sat back for a
moment in deep thought and then said:
tell yuu analuuit
my
son."I must
He knocked
AstorMichael,
down thehe'sother
day. This Astor boy tried to take
Michael'swasTeddy-bear
him, theso
Michael
forced toaway
slug from
him. All,
lighting Irish !"
"Fighting Irish" is right, for many a
fisht didin Hartford,
little WalterConnecticut,
O'Keefe have,
there
wherehackhe
was born in The son of an adverman, who was amateur
(couldn'tciunic,
>ou and
guessa
it?) antisingirrepressible
mother whose wit was a hxword, he
sparkled so well himself that an uncle
hustled him off to school at Wimbledon,
England.
"My father had had me taught singing,
so that I wouldn't go in lor jokes and
trespass
used to ontell hisonefield,
now but,"
and hethensmirked,
when he"T
wasn't
looking!
it wasn't proper
for a mere
chit toHe besaidwisecracking,
especially when he was the comic. But when
the boat and I headed for England and I
left the folks behind, I started right in
telling jokes to sailors, stewards and the
more
who couldn't
avoid unfortunate
the imp thatpassengers
I was. Finally,
at the
ship's
concert
(they
couldn't
keep
me
of it), I got up to tell my prize jokeout—
and forgot the point completely — I was so
excited !"
amazingthatthata this
— who,a
on It'sreading
man young
who man
marries
beautiful girl and a good housekeeper has
an ideal marriage, is reputed to have said :
"It sounds
to me!" should
ever
want to like
give bigamy
up the fascinating
job of
coining boa mots of that calibre, but this
O'Keefe
a priest.
Of course,did —it hemaywanted
have tobeenbecome
the reception
accorded that joke that gave him the idea
of quitting the cares and troubles of this
world, but at any rate he enrolled at -St.
Thomas Academy, Hartford, Connecticut.
This Dame
didn'twith
last,a however,
he tackled
Notre
well-wordedso letter.
The
response was encouraging, so lie hit lor
South Bend, and history has it that he
tapped on the door of tlie Knute Rockne
home, looking for shelter, and was brought
into
the continues,
bosom of thewasfamily.
Air. ofO'Keefe,
history
not one
Xotre
Dame's
Four
Horsemen.
He
did meet
Charlie Butterworth and the meeting
has
left
its mark
him — a took
markadvantage
you'll ha'.eof
to hunt
for — ason Charlie
an opportunity when Walter was fixing an
untied shoelace.
The World
bright
college War
careerinterrupted
— and howO'Keefe's
Walter
entered the Marine Corps is still a vivid
memory to his Hartford friends. Walter
announced that he was leaving for New
York to enlist, and half of Hartford, bands
and all, turned out to bid him GodsiK>ed.
But in New York he was turned down because of his youth — he was just seventeen.
Walter rushed to a newspaper stand, bought
all the Hartford papers and spread them

OOODBYE
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DANDRUFF/
The Truth About
Soap Shampoos
1. Bacteria and
dandruStered butscat-not
removed by
ordinary
shampoo. soap
2.dandruff
All bacteria,
and
other
foreign
matter comsptlreotyeeldy adnedremoved
Fitch
Shampoo.by

t . W. Fitch Co.
There is a simple, easy way to rid yourself of dandruff with
the very first application. All that is necessary is to use
awashes
shampoo
that completely dissolves dandruff and then
it away.
Repeated laboratory, as well as practical, tests show that
ordinarydruffshampoos
will notdissolves
dissolve every
dandruff.
DanRemover Shampoo
speck Fitch's
of dandruff
instantly — under a money-back guarantee — and then washes
it away. It rinses clean in hard or soft water. Equally as
good for blondes as brunettes. Try it today! Sold at drug
shops.
counters. Professional applications at beauty and barber
After
between
Shampoosto Fitch'
s Idealthe Hair
Tonic andis the
idealFitch
preparation
stimulate
hair
roots and give new life, luster and beauty to your han .
Dandruff
Remover
Shampoo
THE F. W. FITCH CO., DES MOINES. IOWA TORONTO. CAN.

"Try SITROUX TISSUES, girls!
They're soft as down,
but stronger"

• Paring at home makes corns come back bigger,
uglier— more painful— than ever.
. . . says lovely
Play safe! Useinstanil.v,
the new Blue-Jay method.
First
the
pressure,
GLENDA
FARRELL
thenpainthe stops
entire corn liftsby outremoving
Root andthe All.
Warner Bros.
Star
Blue-Jay
is
a
tiny,
medicated
plaster.
Held
in
Stars
of
stajjc
and
screen
.
.
.
beautiful
women
everyplace
by
Wet-Pruf
adhesive.
Get
Blue-Jay
today.
where
prefer
Sitroux
Tissues!
So
delicately
soft,
23 1! for a package of 6.
their touch is like a caress— yet so much stronger,
they
hold
together;
won't
"come
apart"
in
the
hand!
That's why they're so ideal for IN THE BLUE.
cleansing
skin. \i'hy not
for \'C)L'Rthecomplexion
the care
way AND-GOLD BOX
Glcnda
larrell
does
-with
SITROCX
tissues.
Get
a
box
and 10c AND 20i
BLUE-JAY
SCIENTIFIC
CORN PLASTERS try them today!
83SIZES
AT YOUR FAVORITE 5 I lOd STORE
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around the eyes which causes wrinkles,
crows-feet,
Smooths,
fines textureetc.of skin.
A rich softens
cream c and reing the precious vitamin "D".
The first and worst signs of age or fatigue
show their traces more definitely and quickly in the
tender area around the eyes. Eye wrinkles, lined e> elids, crows-feet, puffiness
and circles These
are apttender
to make
theirappearance
earlylosein this
and
sensitive skin tissues
theirregion.
natural oils much
more
quickly than any other facial area.
Maybelline Eye Cream, unlike ordinary facial creams,
is especially designed for the care and preservation of
the youthful
the skin around
the eyes.are
The
fine, rich,appearance
blended oilsofcontained
in this cream
highly beneficial to this area, and there is the added
benefit of "sunshine" element in wonderful vitamin
"D". mentStarttoday with
givingMaybelUne
your eyes Eyethis Cream
youthifying
1 treatIntroductory sizes obtainable at 10c stores.
ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
S X lOif desired.
inches
orSizesmaller
.rbust'form."Krc,uns.''lan<i.
.capes, pet .„,mal«, etc..
original photo 47
uaranteed.
3fOr$1.00
SEND NO MONEY ^rfnak'ih',':?
ranteed fadefegs.
Pay
postman
47c
plus
postaK
with ortier
and we sentC.
pay poAtafte
Inch
enlargement
CD. ' Bis 16x20offer'now"
Send yoijr'phntofl^todaf.
sizeCHICAGO,
wanted ILLINOIS
STANDARD
ARTSpecifySTUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson
St.
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CROSLEY
0

on
recruitingannouncing
sergeant's his
desk,enhstnient,
pointina:
out theheadlines
crowds
at
the
station
and
O'Keefe
smiling
all over the back platform.
"I can't go home after that, Sergeant,"
remarked O'Keefe. "You'd better take
me." And the sergeant did.
Clustered out of the service without
reachingtention toFrance,
turned
his at-a
a theatre ^^'alte^
that could
be shown
few things, that is, by a bright young man.
play,"which
he said,
fuls"I ofwrotethe afish,
lookedbetween
prettymouthgood,
"that was considered in the John Golden
play socontest.
the contest
didn'tto work
out,
I sentButa funny
telegram
Tex
Guinan and she signed me up, on the
strength of it, to sing and talk to her
'suckers' in Florida. Then I worked with
Ben Hecht and J. P. McEvoy," {That must
have
been an unholy
"in promoting
Key Largo.
I spent trio!)
six weeks
swatting
mosquitoes and listening to Hecht talk — and
what
a
command
of
the
President's
English
he has !
I sold landed
more real
.ind"Then
eventually
withestate,
Barneyor tried
Gallantto,
in Greenwich Village. I had fun there for
three years — because I could do anything I
wanted to and generally did. Then I wrote
a musical show called. . . . Or, shall we forThe eerie call of Hollywood sang in
his ears and he and Bobby Dolan, the
youngforget it?"orchestra
Barney's,as
hit
the Golden leader
West. from
This serves
another
authentic
example
of
the
pride being a thing perched far O'Keefe
above a
lust forcided thatmoney.
he deWarner Because,
Brothers youhad see,
underpaid
him the first year, and so, when the second
came along, and an imposing man in pince
ne:: tried to renew his contract, he just
laughed. He did do several pictures and
even played in one {The Sophomore) , for
which he wrote a smash tune called Little
By Little — doyou it.may have heard the Frcres
Lombardo
"I was having lunch at the Roosevelt, one
withtoying
KenyonwithNicholson,
writer,"of
heday,said,
an immensethe plate
French-fried potatoes, "and he said to me :
'Walter, in this man's town, you've got to
make
a week, orme —youit really
just don't
count.' $1000
That impressed
did!
Right away I could see the logic of it.
However, at the moment, I had practically
just finished telling the man with the pince
lie.: thatsee I what
wouldn't
renew,doandto somakeI didn't
quite
I should
that
$1000 weekly.
"At any rate, I dressed up and went out
to a party, where someone said you could
meet someone who knew someone who had
an 'in.' I'd only been there a little while
when Bobby called up and said that the
William Morris agency wanted to see me
right away. I borrowed a Packard from
one of the guests and hopped off to their
office. There was a parking place next door
and I drove in.
said." 'Quarter now, Buddy,' the attendant
'T mumbled
thingsbefore
and Idrove
down
eight blocks
couldoutfindanda
I)lace to park. In the office I signed a
contract for seven weeks, at $750 a week
— but I hadn't had a quarter to park a
or deny
a wise-in
carHewithrefused
crack!"creditedtotoadmit
him had
been that
included

that $750-act
mentions seta nightclub habitue —whosomeone
had diamonds
in his
teeth and O'Keefe says : "Aiv, nothing but a
The intourthe over,
flash
pan!" he found himself back in
New York. First thing he did was to dig
up The Man On The Plying Trapeze, refurbish itand make a national best-seller
of it. This catapulted him with ease into
the Third Little Shoiv, alongside Beatrice
Lillie and Ernest Truex. He was now m
the ?;l000-a-week class.
Since then the air waves have been full
of the gentleman. Camels, Luckies, Nestles,
Sealtcst and hundreds of guest jobs with
big shows, big enough to make his income
tax an occasion for copious tears.
"You'd love my wife ! She was Roberta
Robinson of the Band Wagon," he said.
"Oh,
the mother "but
of Michael?"
"Yes,"youhe mean
was suspicious,
how did
you know my boy's name? Remind me to
tell
one
reasonyouwhyabout
we him
go upsometime.
to Maine He's
so much.
My
wife's
folks
have
three
hundred
acres,
up near Bar Harbor, away from noise and
traffic and — telephones.
"Matter of fact, if you want to phone,
you have to go a mile to the fish hatchery,
and then all the natives listen in, because
it's one of those party lines, you know,
twenty or thirty people. I once sent a
wire us.
to myShe mother-in-law,
meet
was out when asking
the man herfromto
the fish hatchery sent over the message,
but three shopkeepers told her, so we were
metThisat the
gavetrain."
the man O'Keefe an idea for
afolks,
joke. from
He sent
night-letter
his wife's
New a York.
It wentto something
like this:
"JVatler has just signed neiv contract for
big money stop has given vie a sixteenpasscngcr Sikorsky amphibian and zve are
flying up to the lake arrii'ing Saturday
stop
Beery,
Garybringing
Cooper,Eddie
ClarkCantor.
GableJl'allace
and possibly
Marh'ne Dietrich so have spare rooms
stop don't tell anyone. Love."
And
wife's happened?
name to it.Sure
Can heyousigned
imaginehis what
— every farmer for miles around was there
— cars lined the small roads two deep a!id
no one dared say anything because it was
supposed to be a secret. Only the local
paper,tiontowith bea stock
ready, picture
printed which
an early
edishowed
Cantor and O'Keefe shaking hands, probably in Hollywood. He still has the clipping and Maine still has an unsolved major
mystery.
"I worked in Maine, back in 1925," he
says,
"played
in Lewiston
and
Bangor.
Thata split-week
was the time
the papers
were full of cartoons of the late President
Coolidge on his electric horse. I thought
that,
abouta
it up maybe,
there. they'd
At anyheard
rate,something
I composed
song about my electric horse that never
;icted up and I had a fake one made, to
look"OnliketheMr.opening
Coolidge's.
mounted the horse andday,sangatmyLewiston,
song. No1
one laughed, so I quit the song and gave the
pre-arranged signal for the stage-hands to
start hauling me back into the wings. Unfortunately they had put casters on the
bottom of the thing, so, insead of going
straight back, I swerved and landed in the
footlights trough ! They did laugh at that,
but I didn't — I was just getting over an
attack of infantile paralysis."
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He changed his act immediately and got
a slick notice in the local daily, whereupon
he bought fifty copies to take back to the
hotel. A man stopped him in the street and
bought one. He says he knows how he
can earn his living, if . . .
"You don't look very sick, right at the
moment,"him.I said, eyeing the empty dishes
around
"No, thank
heaven!
got upovereleven
tlie
paralysis
all right.
I wasI laid
months with it, but I didn't mind. (Hice I
knew
was going
to work upout with
all rig'nt.
I had ita swell
time catching
writing that had piled up on me. I know now
that I want to stop acting at forty and
write, because," he leaned close and whispered, "writingtobegins
fortyMichael,
!"
He wants
tavel. attoo.
he
says, needs travel to broaden him, even ns
it broadened his daddy. Besides, he and
Mrs. a O'Keete
better.in Travel
and
home of like
theirnothing
own, either
Maine
or Connecticut. They rented an estate
in Connecticut, the last year or so, but
found that a lack of trees made a serious
difference in the climate. Therefore he will
not build until he is sure of the terrain,
even if it means living there a year in a
pup tent.
"I'veprodding
heard you
were ofablehumor.
to read," I
said,
his sense
"Got my a-b-c's down fine, but get all
nn'xed up beyond that. Seriously, Esther
Forbes' new book has been making me burn
the midnight oil — it really has ! Have you
read it? It's called Paradise and it has
stuff
in itinthat
like youto write
downit
and learn,
the you'd
hope that
could say
sometime for your own. I've read and reread John Gunther's Inside Europe, and all
Kenneth
Roberts'
stuff upfascinates
Uo
you
like him?
He lives
there in me.
Maine,
y'know."
I told him that I did, that I had even
compared notes — by mail — with Roberts,
on the inability of the average English
author
talks. to write an American as he really
He went on, adding to the literate trend
of the conversation : "I once made a little
money through one of Roberts' books. He
wrote-up
the Abernaki
1 was so taken
with the tribe
name ofthatIndians
I u^edandit
in one of the shows. After rehearsal, that
morning, I was having lunch with Ted
Husing,
he said:running
'Walter,at there's
nag
namedwhenAbernaki
Belmonta
today.'
Now
I
never
gamble,
but
this
seemed foolish to pass up, so I slapped
five dollars on the horse. It won, and I
collected $300! Who says reading doesn't
payA ?"waiter gathered up the few dishes I
had attended to, the many surrounding Mr.
O'Keefe, and we rose to go.
"This may interest you," he said. "My
little boy,andname's
is a little
city
slicker
knowsMichael,
practically
notliing
about the country. Well, sir, the other
Sunday, we got into the car and drove out
of town looking for chickens — because he
never had seen one ! Last time he was in
Maine he wasn't old enough really to take
inhaveanimals,
now Sunday
he's out toto go
learn.
We
a datebutnext
looking
for a cow."
If anyone knows of a good pig that
doesn'f mind two people invading its
privac)-, kindly notify W. O'Keefe or M.
O'Keefe and say Bill sent them.
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Copy
sirl and send
us your COURSE
drawing — FREE!
perhaps
win a this
COMPLETE
FEDERAL
Thisyou'll
contest is for amateurs, so if you like to draw do not hesitate
to enter.
Prizes
for Five
Drawings drawing
— FIVE outfits.
COMPLETE
COURSES
FREE,Bestincludins
(ValueARTof
each course, $215.00.)
FREE! Each contestant whose drawing shows sufficient
merit will receive a grading and advice as to whether he or
she has, in our estimation, artistic talent worth developing.
Nowadays design and color play an important part in the
sale of almost everything. Therefore the artist, who designs
merchandise or illustrates advertising has become a real
factor in modern industry. Machines can never displace
him. Many Federal students, both men and girls who are
now commercial designers or illustrators capable of earning
$1000 to $5000 yearly have been trained by the Federal
Course.
a splendid
your below.
talent.
Read theHere's
rules and
send youropportunity
drawing to tothetest
address
RULES
This contest open only to amateurs, 1 6 years old or more. Professional
commercial artists and students of Federal Schools are not eligible.
1 . Make drawing of girl 8 inches high, on paper 9 inches high. Draw
only the girl, no lettering. 2. Use only pencil or pen. 3. We return no
drawings. 4. Print your name, address, age, occupation on back of
drawing. 5. All drawings must be received by August 31st, 1937.
Prizes will be awarded for drawings best in proportion and neatness
by Federal Schools Faculty.
FEDERAL
SCHOOLS
^ INC
Dept. 9997, Federal Schools Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota
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t
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LTD..
17 East 48th St.. New York
ELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES WITH
JUSTRITE
PUSH-CLIPS
Quick—
easy to install. No
tools
needed.
of 8 PushClips
to
matchSet your
cords or woodwork,
lOe. lamp
^^i^^r^i'fOR SALE AT YOUR lO-CENT STORE

Q U I C K LY
CLEARS
THE SKIN
PIMPLES
Say Satisfied Users of
35cCREAM
— SI. 00
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All
Drug
Counters
•
20c
Sizes
«t
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Stores
FOR FREE SAMPLE NAC POWDER
Rachelle □ Natural □ Write Today to —
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Feed
your Foods
tiny totandHeinz
Strained
see
how eagerly he eats!
He'll
like thetheirtastynatural
He'll
appreciate
flavor color!
Heinz cooks
in— never out. Choicest fruits and vegetables arvitamins
e prepared
scientificallyThereto preserve
and minerals.
are
12 delicious Heinz Strained Foods from
which to choose. You pay no premium
for their extra quality.
GUARD
LOOK FORYOURTHESEBABY'S
SAFETYHEALTH—
SEALS

Those tions,
perennial
favorites,to Lum
Abner, adon't
time anyway.
to go in Emerging
for vacabut they nnanage
have and
themselves
high have
old time
from behind their false whiskers you see them here as able young sportsmen
sunning themselves with their wives on the edge of Lum's swimming pool. Left
fo right are Chester "Lum" Lauck, Mrs. Lauck, Norris "Abner" Goff, and Mrs.
Goff. When they'reP. M.
working
Monday
through Friday at 7:30
EDST they
over broadcast
the NBC Blue
Network.

®HEINZ
RADIO RAMBLINGS
STRAINED FOODS
(Coniiuticd from page 9)
"
'
"
CHRISTMAS CARD BARGAIN"So
"She didn't rehearse the song that way man written right in the score. Without
•^With
Take
orders fromnewfriends
and others
any has
greatbeento-doplaying
aliout exactly
it, AndrethatKostelanfor
amazing
Christmas
Card
this
afternoon, but
couldn't
resist etz
sort of
values!
Made-lo-order
with
sender's
the
temptation
to letsheoutjustwhen
she knew
name.
YouSamples.
sell 50 foldersLiberal
for onlyearnings
$1. i
music the past couple of years. Almost
FREE
I
was
back
here
and
couldn't
do
anything
Many men and women earn up to$2in houi Sender's
every
week
he
has
some
sort
of
a
novelty
No experience
needed. AlsoCards;sell others
$1 Assort-60c. '
ments
Christmas
number, with the sound effects man taking
about it!"
Make mabigs,offul 2Sormoney
every
week
now
to
ChristKate
had
finished
the
soiiij
and
stood
for FreeP>179.Selline
Outfit.lU.
General Card spare
Co.. 400time.S. Send
Peoriatoday
St., Dept.
Chicago.
beaming
and laughing
smiling. "Look
her noiv,"
He made a trick arrangement of Good
Ted began
harder at than
ever.
"She's as happy as a kid that got into the part.
Night,
Ladies, ending
its final
"We'reof
with bar,
theup slam
cookie jar unthout being caught!"
agoing
door to— leave
a realyoudoornow,"wheeled
to the
and slammed. For another
By thehour
way,craze
it's three
amateur
startedyears
and since
there that
still microphone
tune
he
wanted
a
factory
whistle,
is not a single graduate of the amateur fit into the harmony it had to hitbuta toB
ranks who has amounted to anything in above high C. The sound man had no
radio.
such
ten-cent
stores pitch
were
combedwhistle,
until oneso with
the proper
When you try the new EY-TEB
A
press
agent
for
one
of
radio
drama's
creamy Mascary, you, too, will know
rising young ingenues, Nancy Kelly, re- and quality was found.
why wecary is always
say it's ready
perfect.
Masa story
about herthe asgirl's
to useEy-Teb
— because
By filling si.v bottles tvith varying
advance cently
to compiled
stardom,
describing
the amounts
ofas water,
2'arious
ivere
no water istear-proof
required!
It's safe,
seventeen-year-old prodigy of the air. In achieved
waler-proof,
and positively
musicians
blewpitches
into them.
due
time
it
appeared
in
various
papers
will not smudge. Try Ey-Teb MasKosty
managed
to
get
a
tune
out
of
those
around the country and the press agent for a Silly Symphony medley. There ivas
today — you'll find new magic in
your caryeyes!
was pleased with a job well done.
a piece called Church Mouse on a Spree.
Three shades — Black,
//(' was pleased until clippings began To conclude that realistically, he had a real
Drown,
Blue—
10 cents each
arrii'ing at the Kelly home. Then an mouse trap snapped alongside the microand 10 cent
angry
came from
mother. their
She
s everywhere
and hercallhusband
had Nancy's
just celebrated
He indulges an expensive fancy for queer
sixteenth ivcdding anniversary. The pub- musical
phone. instruments. One musician draws
lished
error,
setting
her
daughter's
age
at
seventeen, had all their friends roaring aa salary
minutes'
week. for
He about
is thethree
bongocs
playerworkin
with laughter.
EY-TEB
rhumbas.
The
instrument
is
a
Cuban
tomRadio circles used to speculate about
MASCARY
tom, open on the bottom, which must be
by the Makers of Ey-Tcb Artifical Eye-LaslK-a music with a part for the sound effects warmed over an alcohol lamp before it
86
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used. Another musician puts on canvas
gloves and plays a bed spring — actuallv a
real bed spring — because Andre occasionally wants to use the heavy zoom a plucked
bed spring gives off !
At the end of a recent Fred Allen
broadcast, an old schoolmate walked up
to Fred. They had not met for twenty-five
years but Fred called him by name at
once. The man was astonished.
'IVhy that's nothing at all," Fred
drazvled. "Some of these jokes I use are Izvo
hundred years old! What's a mere twentyfive years for a memory in this business?"
Lannyanyone
Ross' knew
privatewhen
life bitter
is so tragedy
private
hardly
descended upon him this spring. He has
been boyishly excited all winter and spring
about the prospect of his pretty youngbride (they until
don'tfall)celebrate
second
anniversary
becomingtheira mother.
The close friends, who shared the secret,
shared his excitement. All the qualities that
belong in a good father seem to be summed
up in Lanny Ross.
The day of the great event arrived. It
was a girl. But a few hours later, the tiny
stranger was dead. Lanny dragged himself back to the work of rehearsing bright
and gay songs for the program.
Almost overnight, Charles Martin has
become one of the most prolific of radio
playwrights. Singlchanded , each ivcek he
zvrites and directs tzvo radio dramas for
the Philip Morris programs; Thrill of the
Week on the NBC nctzvork, Tuesdays, and
Circumstantial Evidence on Columbia,
Saturday evenings, all zcilh their basis in
some actual event.
Success sort of jumped suddenly and unpectedly right downtoCharles'
throat. Phil
Lord was exengaged
do a three-minute
thrill spot on a Philip Morris program, a
couple of years ago, but other work quickly forced him to give it up. Martin seemed
to be an industrious young writer, so he
was
given They
a crackcaught
at carrying
Lord's
thrill
dramas.
on so well,
the thrill
was expanded to fifteen minutes instead of
three and the Circumstantial Evidence
series was started on IV ABC.
This sudden success story has left
Charlie a little comical, though still likeable figure. Overwhelmed by the importance of all his tasks, young Martin
rushes pell mell through life these days,
bawling orders, barking into long distance
telephones, furiously dictating — a dynamo
of youthful uproar. He's intensely earnest about all his pandemonium — proud of
its results, too, and rightly. Since his arrival on the scene, the program has made
a substantial advance in popularity.
hour
hasRight
comeon upschedule,
zvith a the
nczv Rudy
comedyI'allee
protege.
Thisvaudez'ille
lime it's days
Joe Laurie,
a headlincr
old
but a misfit
in radioin
since z'audcvillc disappeared, joe's gentle,
Zi'hiuisical sf^irit of mirth caught on at
once
certainly
must inhavethe setI'allce
a lotatmosphere
of sponsorsandzvondcring
zvhy this ingratiating man had not been
"discovered"
before. has
It is been
hard tocla)uoring
c.vplain,
too. Joe certainly
loudly enough for a chance to be "discovered."

GRIFFIN

Floyd Gibbons, adventurer supreme,
famous war correspondent, tireless
headline
is one ofThus
radio's
most vividhunter,
personalities.
his
program, Voor True Adventures,
broadcast over the CBS network,
Thursdays, 10 p. m., EDST, features
thrilling and unusual experiences.

ALLWITE
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Introduces
NEW BEAUTY
new smart creme
inWithhertheintroductory
Icit forpolish
only
10 cents. Revel in the glamour of
the
fashion-right
shades
of
Rose.
Rust taiand
conns abottleTawny
of nailRed.
polish,Kitpolish
remover, nail white, manicure
stick and cotton — all for 10 cents.
Introductory
Kit is
onLadysaleLillian's
at 5 and
10 cent stores.
Approved by Good Housekeeping.

The shortage of new comedians is a
favorite topic with the radio wailers.
Nevertheless, Rudy and his sponsors manage to turn up a new one of first-rank
stature, every five or six months. Just in
the past couple of years, the program has
graduated Bob Burns, Tom Howard and
George Shehon, Frank Fay, Edgar Bergen
—farallasstarting
fromconcerned.
complete obscurity as
radio was
impressive lieslist,in isn't
it? that
Perhaps
theAnexplanation
the fact
the
Vallee hour is willing to give a newcomer
a chance at a microphone, instead of
merely bidding for the star someone else
has developed. Incidentally, Fibber McGee and Molly are the only comedians who
have come up in the past couple of years
without making it via the Vallee route.

USE MERCOLIZED WAX
This simple, all-in-one cleansing, softening,
lubricating
cream skin
sloughs tiny,
oft' theinvisible
discolored,
blemished
particles. Yoursurface
underskin isin then
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smooth and beautiful. Bring out the hidden
beauty of YOUR skin with Mercolized Wax.
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Astringent
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refreshing
astringent Saxolite
lotion.
Tingling,pintantiseptic,
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In one-half
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Use Dissolve
this lotion daily.
Choosesuperfluous
Phelactine
Depilatory
No program has a more interesting pre- For removing
hair quickly. Easy to use.
paratory stage than The March of Time.
At drug and department stores everywhere.
After its broadcast Tlnirsday night, ieork
starts bright and early 1-riday inorning on
ue.vt z^'eck's program. All week long, neiv'S
cz'ents lire drai]iati::ed as fast as they occur KILL THE HAIR ROOT
and a coniniiltec of Time editors fiddles
around zeilli them, reivriling, touching up
here more
and there.
itself written
doesn't
use
than a The
third program
of the things
for it. The rest are erozvded out before
the zeeric is oi'er, zeilli neiv material popping
up in the neios ei'cry day.
Nearly all of it goes into rehearsal,
KEEP YOURSELF
In case your store cannot supply you,
however, and a couple of days is spent
BEFORE 2500 TALENT USERS
send this advertisement and 10 cents
deciding what goes in and what goes out.
$1.00
ONLY COST— NO OTHER
in1140stamps
to Lady Lillian,
Dept. Mass.
M-4,
CHARGEFEE ORTHECOMMISSION!
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St., Boston.
One
dollar
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you,in with
admittee
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a
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table
in
an
dress
and
qualifications,
our your
classified
Sute the shade you prefer.
audition room, away from the studio. NothRegister
youradvertising
name before
all leading radiokeeping
stations,
agencies
and
ing can be regarded as final until Thursday
program
builders
throughout
the
nation.
Send
for free
night. New headlines may appear in the
interview,
withoutinformation
obligation.or stop in for
last couple of hours before broadcast time,
THE
NATION'S
CLEARING
HOUSE FOR
more script is frantically dashed off
RADIO TALENT AND PERSONNEL
MT POOR FEET! and
and rushed into rehearsal.
NATIONAL Sui+c
RADIO
REGISTRY
573
The actors in the program have a lot to
415 Lexington Ave. at 43rd St., New York
do besides rehearsing and broadcasting.
Telephone
Vanderbilt
3-8157
They must see all the newsreels they can
and practice imitating the voices that fall
within their range. When obscure personalities suddenly become prominent, an
actor must scurry around interviewing
people who can tell what the newly famous
person's
like. March
of Time's
producersvoice
haveis found
that, somewhere
around New York, someone who knows
the new voice in the news nearly always
can be discovered.
In its files, March of Time lias hundreds
CRO^PflX
of records of voices that might be e.vpected
to make headlines sooner or later.
FOOT
AIDS
Relief
The records are taken mainly from radio Happy
broadcasts
and neivsreels.
From
Painful
AT AIL 5 AND 10c STORES
-4Why suffer, when relief costs only a dime.
Some of the network programs still
A tested and approved Cro*Pax Foot Aid consider
a script worth only $25 or $50, Bacicaciie
for every foot ailment.. .Corns, Bunions, even though
it must entertain a million
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Callouses and Weak Arches. You will be or more listeners.
however, Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches
amazed at Cro*Pax value and delighted more and more of theGradually,
writers are people
blame —on andcoldsmayor strains
are oftenwhencaused
with Cro*Pax quality. Over 35 million joining the performers inradio
tired
kidneys
be relie/ed
treatedby
the upper salary in the right way.
Cro*Pax foot aids sold every year. brackets.
Thecess acidskidneys
are Nature's
chief waythe ofblood.
takingMostexpoisonous
passandabout
3 pintswastea dayout orof about
3 pounds
For the coming season, Phil Baker will ofpeople
waste.
^WATERPROOF
pay his two writers ^1,400 a week, under workIf the
1.5poisonous
miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
well,
the
PADS WITH
a contract with options which eventually These poisons may start nagging backaches, blood.
rheuMEDICATED
matic
pains,
lumbago,
leg
pains,
loss
of
pep
and
enwill give the writers ^2,300 a week to
getting up nights,
swelling, pufl&ness under the
DISCS . . .
divide. Jack Benny used to pay Harry eyes, ergy,
headaches
and
dizziness.
Don't
wait!
Ask
your
druggist
for
Doan
s
Pills,
ifrSliahtlv higher in Canada
Conn ^1,500 a week and he received the
successfully
by miUionshelpfortheover15 miles
40 years. They
same salary this year in his weeks on the used
give
tubeshappy
flush relief
out and.will
poisonous waste from theof kidney
blood.
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RADIO STARS
So far, comedy tvritcrs have been about
the only ones to break into the big money
class. The trend may spread into other
branches of radio H'riting. Radio is constantly losing some of its most capable
script men to the more remunerative movie
and magazine fields. That is helping to
force up radio salaries.
Color and personality usually are vital
to a radio
but Lucky
Strike's
Hit
Paradeprogram
completely
violates
that Your
rule.
It is the most popular band program on
the air and it deliberately plays down the
name and individuality of its bandleaders.
The leader is hardly mentioned, never allowed to stay on very long and. each one
must play according to the same simple
formula — straight-forward melody with
ery little adornment.
Yet, through all its years on the air,
Your Hitranked Parade's
outsuch famous radio
and ratitig
popularhasbandsmen as Guy Lombardo, Hal Kemp, Richard Himber, Wayne King, etc.
Radio's magazines and journalists are
much tiesmore
stars'of infirmithan arecourteous
the pressabout
agents
Hollywood. In all the years that Connie Boswell sang zvith her sisters in radio, it was
an unwritten
that herSince
crippled
tion never be law'
mentioned.
her condirecent
arrival in Hollyn'ood as soloist, however, a
couple of stories hair appeared, based on
the fact that she cannot icalk. (hic z^vs
about a movie notable rescuing the poor
crippled girl from a fire. Connie is e.vtremely sensitive and hates it spoken of.
Jane Froman managed to overcome her
ARE

YOU

ASHAMED

stammering during her singing for the
microphone, but it was very apparent in
her conversation. That was another unmentioned topic in radio. When she made
her first picture — bing! Out of Hollywood came a deluge of press releases about
the steps being taken to cure Jane altogether of stammering.
Nazimova, the great Russian tragedienne, came to Radio City for a guest star
appearance in a melodramatic playlet. As
rehearsal began, Ed Gardner, the program
director, carefully explained the outline.
"Let's play the first part of it softly," he
said, "gradually building up until in tliis
lastIn scene
you really
to town."Nazimova
her heavy
Russiango accent,
asked wonderingly : "Go vcali.'"
success
in W.radioC. Fields'
has ledsudden
to a and
strongsolidpossibility
that the old comedian might become a
radio fixture, broadcasting about forty
weeks a year and cutting his movie work
down to one or two pictures at most. For
the past year, Fields has been a very sick
man and at his age complete recovery takes
a long time. He likes radio with its rehearsals and four or five days of leisure
every week.
Not all comedians get that much time
to loaf, because some of them work on
their own scripts. Writers supply all of
Fields' material, the comedian himself offering only an occasional suggestion for
changes during rehearsal.
Fields remarks on the polite atmosphere
that prevails around a radio rehearsal. In

the theatre or in pictures, rehearsals almost
invariably are very brusque.
Dell Sharbutt, CBS announcer, still
reigns
supremeHicks,
as radio's
table tennisis
king. George
NBC announcer,
the only threat to his throne.
Jimmy Melton commands a good price
fur radio, but ju>t tlic dther week or so
he fell down omipk-tciy as a tenor for a
.sninkins-riioni (juartet. It was on a train
and a trio of jol]\- gentlemen were hunting
a tenor to complete tiicir quartet. Unceremoniously they asked Jim: "Vou sing
tenor,
don't
you?"
"A little," he admitted,
pleased that
-♦someone apparently had recognized him.
Without further ado, the trio bundled
lim off to their compartment, completely
unaw'are of w-hat a tenor prize they really
had. lim had a concert next day and
diJu'l
tire histo voice
all
iiiolit. i^aiit
He leasto afraid
explainsinging
that difficulty, because then the jolly gentlemen
might have become really insistent.
They struck a chord to try their new
find and Jim joined in with a completely
sour note. They tried a couple of more
and Jim still was sour.
Finally one of them contemptuously
said: "What gave you the idea you could
sing tenor? Get out of here."
Jill} icalkcd back to-♦- his own place in the
train, eonsoliiia himself Zkith the thought:
"Maybe
Revelers
zvould toletgetmeintosinga
tenor withthethem,
if I z^vntcd
quartet someii'herc !" — .\rthur M.\son".
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^ucky^aby/
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Baby
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from
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IT'S MY

HUMBLE

(^Continued
page 17)
OPINfrom
IONThat IS precisely u-hat I did. I sailed in
the jail of 1924 to fill the first saxophone
chair zvith the Savoy Havana Ihind, i^hich
comprised eight other men, all I'diijIisIimen.ning ]\'e
for dancini/
eveand at played
teathislime
other inaj Ihc
leriioon,
and besides
madeei\'ry
phonograph
records
in sludii'S lehich adi iseil, by sign : "Gentlemen, yoH may not smoke.''
I also gave saxophone lessons to some
thirty pupils, worked very hard at everything, made a few friends and saved
enough money to make it unnecessary for
me to take every engagement offered me
on my return to Yale.
I returned in the spring of 1925, with
many happy memories. Had I stayed for
two months longer, it would have been my
good fortune to have instructed the then
Prince of Wales, as the company, for which
I taughtnished hisandinstructors
sold saxopliones,
had furwith ukuleles
and
drums and the Prince had notified them
tliat he wished an instructor (in the saxophone upon his return from Africa.
/ also accompanied (on the sa.vophone)
Beatrice Lillie and Gcrlnidc Lazerencc on
their first
JJ\- After
all zeeie
treniendously
thrilledrecord.
about it.
the recording
atout theof London,
J'ictor plant,
some
tzeenty-six
it was necessary for memilesto
get back to London quickly to play the
evening
the .S'avov.
ask one session
of the atmusicians
]or Hearing
a lift. Missme
Lillie offered to take me in her car. I
accepted, only to discover, after the recording, that several of the executives of the
company — inasmuch as this ivas their first
recording and a gala occasion — had decided
to present Miss Lillie with floivers and to
ride back zvith her in the car. We were
embarrassed when we reached it to discover
that there -lcos scant room for us all. flowever, ! 2eas more than happy to sit up front
loith the chauffeur, holding a tremendous
armful of fiozecrs. When ive reached the
.uibicay slutiou in London, I hopped off
and icachcil the Savoy just in time.
Miss Lillie and I have had many laughs
about it since. When she played New
Haven, in the fall of 1926, in Oh, Please!
I stopped backstage and was tickled that
she remembered me. By the way, Miss
Lillie lives in the same apartment house
my do I and Miss Gladys Swarthout.
as
Whenever Miss Lillie and I are introduced,
she invariably says: "Oh yes, we live in the
same building but nothing ever happens!"
w bile in London, in 1925, I returned to
room one day to find that it had been
;larized. I have never recovered the
stolt'J■n articles. During my first few
bur
in London, the Prince of Wales
moil ths
c at a luncheon I attended. After the
heiin,
near his scat, an envelope
kmc
spok hisI fciund,
crest and the S])cech which he
had
bear iiig
delivered, torn into four parts. I
cd it up, intending to keep it as a
souv x-nir, only to have it stolen I
pick
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Stars'' wood,arewhereSOtheypopular,
not butonlythroughout
in Hollyare made,
^America and 52 foreign countries.
Insist on Hollywood Curlers!
3 FOR 10c- AT 5c AND 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS

Charles Kullmann sings wifh Jessica
Dragone+te over CBS.
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digest.
It
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the bowels. Your
Gas bloats
your stomach.
get
whole upsystem
is poisonedYou and
i'ou feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement
doesn't getLittleat theLivercause.
good,pounds
old Carter's
PillsIttotakes
get those
these
two
flowing freely
you
feel
"up and ofup".bileHarmless,
gentle,andyetmake
amazing
inelse.
making
bile
flow
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Little
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few minutes,
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NURITO, Does
the Doctor's
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the
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quickly
—
must
relieve
pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back NURITO
at Druggist's.
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today onDon'tthia suffer.
guarantea.
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^
■
it ■
PREPARATION
TOROIL
CAS
WARTS
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For quick relief from the itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, tathlete's
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cooling,
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Two radio favorites, Phil Harris
and George Burns, talk over old
tinnes, at the Cocoanut Grove.

So here 1 was, after some thirteen years,
about to revisit London and booked to stay,
as a guest, at the Saroy ivhere I once had
worked. I cannot deny lliat I zt'as thrilled,
knozcin;/ that /iiiii' hiuinrs, courtesies and
attentions probably z^uiuld be showered
upon me. I knew, too, that I was going
to have little or no leisure, appearing as I
-cvas at two different Ihealrcs smnc six nnirs
apart, zcith two shows ul racli Ih.uilr.-^
from
the theatre
Ciro's. Ihc sivank
inruil'crsliip
supper torliih—appcaruig
at llw
Sa:;'y ilscif for Carroll ( ihhoiis . an .1 ntcri<-,);i. plaiiisl wilh 'whoiii I had sailed in the
fall oi l'>2l-an apfiaraiirr al llir Berkeley
Hold
<!' hnw\. onekindMr.to
Ferrara.forwhothehadmiuu-c
I'oni e.vrce.lnoily
me when 1 zeas a <a.vop!!,,,iisl in Loudon.
So— wilh sboppino for liys, socks, shirls.
bathrobes and zehat not, on in/crricw wilh
Henry Hall. Englarnks lorcnosi leader of
nnC-broadcasts. a lialj-hour I'arielv show
which I zeas to stagr for llic I'.I'.C {Hrilish
Broadcasling Conipnixi and lasl. but not
least, our tzvo Royal (icl.itin hrotulcasls to
America — / ivas fairly busy!
Some of his friends will be pleased to
know that my first boss and associate of
Heigh-Ho days, Bert Lown, accompanied
me as friend, secretary and general buffer.
Several weeks before sailing I had been
asked to participate in a broadcast to London, on the Saz'oy }fentories Hour, which
inchidcd all the banilsnicn in luigland who
played
the Sa\')\in itsly,many
musical athistory,
.\cci irdiiio
at 3:30years
in theof
afternoon, from an .\7)'C" studio here in
Xew Y(u-k, I made --e\eral little speeches,
played a saxophone sulu an<l sang a medley
of songs, all of whicli reached Londtm at
8 ;30 in the evening, a time when London
listeners are estimate<l at cigiit millions,
and my part of the liriuulcast, which I since
ha\e heard on records, was as clear in its
receinioii as though I had Ijroadcast in
London itself. So my coming, which 1 have
mentioned in this bmadcast, was well
known to English radii.> listeners.
All of the orchestra leaders of London
zvere invited by an old friend and saxophonist, Ben Daz'is. zehom I haz-e entertained here, to a loz'cly midniiihl snack
party in my honor. Jessie Mallhczes zeas
kind enough to giz'C a tea. so lliat I could
meet the Press — an occasion as interesting
as luy hostess zeas charming.
So, before I knew it, it was time to
punch the time clock at the Holborn
Empire and the Finsbury Park Empire
theatres and my professional activities were
under way. Jack Hylton had cabled me,
while we were en route on the lie de
France, asking me to make a guest appearance at the Paladium Theatre, where he
nightly stages his show, Swing Is In The
Air. He also had asked me to be his guest
at a Rugby game of a Saturday afternoon,
preceding my appearance with him at the
Paladium. I accepted both.
The Rugby game (with SO.OOO spectators
—the
last game
the clean,
m.u i ^peilacidar
\\a^ most
interesting.
It is<ii'la^l,
and requires great skill on the part of the
players. The ball is rarely, if ever, touched
by hand, being kept in motion by the
players'
feet.uncanny.
What they do with their
feet is almost
{Continued on page 94)
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many microphones as Gehrig has pitchers
and, hke Lou, has managed to maintain an
impressive batting average.
His one absence was clue to his intense
love of football. Alunn sat through the
Army-Xavy
game inin aPhiladelphia,
on December 1st, 1934,
blinding rainstorm.
For a month, Frank fought of¥ the cold
which resulted, but finally had to take to
the covers in January for two weeks.
Being a man of logical reasoning, Munn
doesn't
even consider
a breakpaidto him
his
chain, inasmuch
as thethatsponsors
for the four performances he missed, as
well as stipaying
tuted for him. Frank Parker, who subWhen you consider the rapidity with
which radio performers pop on and off the
air, these days, the suddenness with which
they burst into prominence and then fade
into
oblivion, Munn's
is phenomenal.
With theachievement
exception ofreally
the
lapse already noted, Munn has been on the
air for fifty-two weeks a year for a twelveand-a-half-year period. He was on one
program alone, the Palmolivc Hour, for a
period of four years and three months, a
total of 221 consecutive weeks.
There is an amazing resemblance betwe n the baseball durability of Gehrig and
the radio longevity of Munn, who at present
is on the Waits Time program, with Mary
Eastman Love
and Abe
Orchestra,
the
S'a'icctest
SongsLyman's
Ever Suitg,
also with
Lyman's
Orchestra,
and
the
American
Album of Familiar Music, with Jean Dickenson. The similarity of their performances
consists of the fact that neither of the
Iron- Men has any desire to attempt to be
whatNearhe theisn't.fag end of the 1934 season, I
was on a Western trip with the Yankees
and chanced to be chatting with Gehrig.
We both
it wasandBabeI asked
Ruth's Lou
last
year
withknew
the that
Yankees
ifmakehe any
thought
that Ruth's
dif¥erence,
so farpassing
as his would
status
with the Yankees was concerned.
"I don't see why it should," answered
Gehrig honestly. "I know that everybody
says that the Babe has more color striking out than I have hitting a home run.
And I guess that's so. When Babe goes,
I'll be sorry to see him go, but you can
bet
to bidthe forbesthisI color.
goingI'm tonotdo going
my job
can, asI'mI
always have, and let it go at that. Colonel
Ruppert is paying me to play first base
and I'm not going to try to fill any void
left by the passing of the Big Guy. In
the first place, I couldn't and in the second
place,
suit me."For years he has
So it iswouldn't
with Munn.
stuck to one type of song, the type he sings
best. His sponsors have tried time and
again to lure him into singing an operatic
aria, but only once did he weaken in his
resolve. That was on the Philco program
and it took nine weeks of persuading before ]"r;]nk yielded. His operatic aria was
well into
rcHcived,
hut theMunnperformance.
didn't kid himbclf
repeating
"I love grand opera, and I listen to it
at c\er\ available opportunity," explained
Munn, "but I know niy limitations. I'm

strictly a ballad singer and I want no part
of grand opera.
only company.
for a few Itandtakes
I'm
not"Grand
one ofopera
that isselect
a really great singer to do justice both
to himself and to grand opera. It also has
broken down some really fine voices, because they attempted something to which
theyAnother
were not
suited."between the Iron Man
similarity
of baseball and the Iron Man of radio is the
unvarying routine pursued by both Gehrig
and Munn. Munn follows a set system
on the day of his broadcast. He reports
toafternoon
the A'BCrehearsal,
studios then
at Radio
takes City
in a formoviehis
at a nearby neighborhood house, has a
light snack and is back at the studio that
evening for his broadcast.
Gehrig'sseason,
routine,
for 154
days of the
baseball
is simple
and unvaried.
He
arises at about eight, so as to eat at eightthirty, the idea being that his usually heavy
breakfast will have a chance to be digested
before the ball game. If there is a single
game that day, Lou partakes of a light
lunch before leaving for the park, where
he usually arrives at noon. If there happens to be a double-header that day, Lou
arrives at the park an hour earlier than
usual, skips lunch and contents himself
with a sandwich and a bottle of pop between games.
Neither Munn nor Gehrig has any illusions about his endurance record, any
more than they have delusions of grandeur
about their talents. Lou recently declared
he would like to play 2,500 consecutive
games (the best previous record was
1,306), butstring
he admits
his
endurance
the firstthattimehe'llhe snap
has any
intimation that it is affecting his work.
On the other hand, Munn, too, admits that
he can't go on forever.
"A singer is good for only a certain
number matter
of years,"
declared
Frank.
doesn't
how much
or how
little "Ithe
sings taininage,that
period,
either.
After
cera singer starts to lose his a stufif,
just as an athlete will.
"There are, of course, notable exceptions, such as the late Mme. Ernestine
Schumann-Heink, wdio still was a great
singer
at eighty-five.in Butthe there
many
Schumann-Heinks
game.aren't
Compare
some other singers of today with phonograph records
have years
of them,
which were
madeyouten may
or fifteen
ago,
and notice the difference. It won't sound
likeTo thedragsamethe voice."
Munn-Gehrig resemblance in
by the heels once more, let it be said that
each has a genuine love for the game which
he is in. And that is the real answer to
their remarkable endurance records. Just
as Gehrig never shows up at Yankee
Stadiumfor complaining
that neither
he doesn't
feel
ready
daily reporting
chores,
anyone recallhis^Munn
to thecan studio
and saying: "I'm in bad voice tonight."
Oddly Heenough,
Munn self-educated
can't read a note
music.
is entirely
as farof
as his art goes. Frank admits that this is
a handicap when it comes to learning new
songs, but points out that, on the other
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Radio's Iron Man — Frank Munn
hand, it takes the curse of artificiality or
stihcd singing from his work.
How long is Munn going to remain on
the air? How long is Gehrig going to stay
atare first
Yankees'^
How they
far
thesebase
Iron forMenthegoing
to go before
grow rusty? Gehrig already has set a
goal of 2,500 consecutive games, but says
that he hopes to make it without impairing
his health. Munn himself says he will call
it a career,
once hehe feels
feels that
that hehe iscan'thurting
do a
good
job, once
either himself or his reputation by singing.
"Most of what I have made in radio, I
have been fortunate enough to keep," de"Therefore,
I hope that
will be clared
able Munn.
to step
down gracefully
whenI
I start to slip, instead of having to hang
on desperately for financial reasons.
"I said before that I wasn't in the habit
of kidding
myself,I want
and Itodon't
that asI
am.
Naturally,
stay think
in radio
long
as
I
can.
My
work
doesn't
tire
me
and I don't feel that I need a rest. There
is no strain, either mental or vocal, attached to my radio performances. At the
same
time,
wishplease
to staymy onlisteners.
the air
after I can Inodon't
longer
I hope I have the good sense to call it
quits before people are able to say : 'Poor
Munn!
tltr sini/tT
iisni from
to he!'the"
When He'sMunnnot docs
stci) lirdown
air, which his thousands of listeners hope
will not be until t!ie distant future, just
as the Yankee fans hope to see Gehrig still
at first base in 1945, the tenor will have
few recordings of his own voice on hand to
play. At present, Munn owns no more
than a half-dozen of his own records, although he has made inany more.
Askedpletewhy
maintained a Munn
comlibrary heof hadn't
his recordings,
grinned goodnaturc<lly and explained : "It's
this way — when I'm through, I'm through.
I certainly
intend slippers
to sit atandhomelistenby
the
fireside don't
in carpet
to a phonograph inform me that I once
had
prettydialfairon voice.
Instead,
soonerto
flick a the
the radio
and I'dlisten
somebody
sing whoyou canmaysing."
From which
gather the idea
that, in addition to being an Iron Man,
Frank Munn is pretty much of a man, anyyou takeGehrig,
him. heAnd,liasyou're
right — hishe
is. wayLike
dedicated
career to frankness aiul built it on the
foundation that llic cisicst and the most
dangerous person to kid is yourself.
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IT'S MY
Scati-d bi-hiiul iiu- zcas a rabid i-iitlnisiast
li'lwst'
c.x-claiiHitioiis
JO / jotted
dozen a struck
fciv ofiiiethemas unique
for you.—
Where k-c iK'ouId say; "Nice nvrk!" he
ti'ould shout: "Xicely! Nicely!" Also,
liking th^e Zi.'ork of one Dugal, he would
vocally pat htm on the back zcith: "Noic
then, Dugal!" and u'hen a player named
O'Gorinan made a nice play, he ivould
yell:
"Typical
O'Gornian
And icih-ii
he frit
tluit theclearance,
other teamthat!"
wa.i
about lo he shouted: ■'Briii,/ on the
idiites!"
Ulics. Bv "lehites" I presume he meant
On our w ay out to the cup finals at the
tremcnd'
\\'emhlcv
we <Jr<:)veof
throuj^li UNstrect-^
liiK.l Sta<Huni.
with thuu^aiKls
people walchin.a fur tiie King, who was to
behumorously
present at compare
the game.thisI couldn't
help one
but
scene with
that
I
had
observed
in
Boston
on
Patriot's
Day, April 19th. I was appearing there
in a ballroom and, on this particular day,
was riding with the governors of several
New England states, to a place where we
were to address a large Massachusetts
crowd. As we rode along, we saw an
individual attired in Colonial costume,
topped off with a wig and mounted on a
horse, surrounded by a posse of mounted
policemen
— all riding
mad. Itwhich
was theis
famous Ride
of Paullike Revere
yearly reenacted with riders dashing over
the very same course Paul took, back in
1776. Those Boston streets, likewise, were
lined with people. The same expectant
air was apparent in both the Boston and
English street audiences, but the Boston
scene was a reenactment of a deed which
would be a prelude to the freeing of a
people from a King, whereas the English
street spectators were looking for the
descendant of that very same King.
Our theatre appearances xvcre a happy
triumph. Using only nty pianist, Eliot
Daniel, a Harvard boy {through no fault
of his oivn), and leilh occasional assistance
on the part of the pit orchestra { typically
vaudevUlian in style and tonal ability),
the shoies icerc a pleasant cvpcriciiCL for
me, thoitiih it urcessituled a mad dashing
back and forth to and from the theatres,
from seren o'clock in the cz'cniui/ until
10:45,
to Ciro'sYetforit my
until Izcoand inthen
the onmorning.
gaze stint
me
an insight into Jinglish audiences, their
psychology, their likes and dislikes.
I once read, in an American column,
that Charles Laughton had paid a nice
tribute to my diction, but I had discounted
it until, during the course of our English
broadcast rehearsal, he told me that he
and his wife had come, quietly and inconspicuo sly, to one of our shows at the
Holborn Empire and that, while he had
particularly liked my interpretation of
Boots And Saddles, he had been even more
impressed by the fact that I used no gestures, and, in a most unorthodox and unshowmanly fashion, had failed, indeed, to
use any of the usual artifices which singers
employence. ItofeltholdthattheI attention
of theperhaps
audihad received
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HUMBLE
OPINION(Continued
from pOfie '^1)

the greatest compliment I would ever broadcast in London, I received the folreceive from anyone whose opinion was
which indicates the thoroughness of lowing
theslip,English.
really worth something. It is such com"ARTISTS' MATERIAL
pliments as this one, coming as it did
from one whose sincerity is above quesVariety Department
tion, that revives
one'swhenfaiththein number
one's self.of
Artists arc reminded that they must
Yes, there
are times
not mention during their broadcast
uncomplimentary letters do make me
wonder whether I have any right to conperformance
: of any production tn
tinue to attempt to sing on and try to
The they
nameare
Zi'hich
appearing
entertain people. So such a compliment
as this cannot help but make me feel
The theatre in zohich they arc perencouraged to continue to try to please at
forming or the Management to which
least some of my audiences.
they arc under contract
Any such reference or acknozvledgOf course I visited the places I had
ment
zvillnouncer,be ivhenmade
by the BBC anknown when I lived in London, and renecessary.
newed old acquaintanceships. I found LonArtists
are
asked
to keep their
don comparatively unchanged, except for
broadcast material free from any menthe hectic activity and the tall stands
tion
of
the
follozving
subjects:
erected for the Coronation. London was
Proprietary articles and Business
more crowded than ever with visitors from
Names
all the Empire.
Religion (including Spiritualism)
Scriptural quotations
The autograph fiends leerc as numerous
Public
and as insistent as here in America, except
Marital personalities
infidelity
for the fact that nearly each one volunEffeminacy
men kind.
te red a coiirteoits " 'keze" (English for
Immorality ofin any
"thank
have
Physical infirmities and deformities
iinafiiiicdyi'u").
it loas Butthe for
stagethis.door1 might
of the Neiv
York Paramount Theatre.
(including blindness, dumbness, stametc.)
mering, los of limbs, cross-eyes, etc.)
To pause a moment in our travelogue
Painful or fatal diseases (including
cancer, consumption, tncntal deficiency,
and explain — for the benefit of those readers
who have asked — the reason for the mennessUnnecessary emphasis on drunkention ing.of Judge
Bushel in that
last month's
I had assumed
most ofwritmy
readers knew that my legal representative
Reference to Negroes as "Niggers"
is Hyman Bushel, former New York City
andTheChinese
"Chinks" are issued
above asinstructions
magistrate.
"Hymie,"
we know
him,
pretends to be
sensitiveas about
his gray
zi'ith a view to assisting artists in the
hair and age, when actually, I think, he
choice and composition of their materealizes that he is no spring chicken. He
rial and to prevent the inconvenience
— R.V.)
is constantly making allusions to the supof
last-minute
alterations.
posed fact that I am as old as he (which
No change must be made in a program after it has been passed at the
is hardly the case), and constantly insinuating that I look older. L of course,
final rehearsal. (This was in red ink
seize every opportunity to heckle him on
the subject and so I knew that when I rePersonal
messages
must not be transmitted through
the microphone.
er ed to myselftheas good
"Old Judge
Man Vallee,"
it
VARIETY DIRECTOR
would fprovide
with
considerable amusement.-♦The British Broadcasting Corporation"
/ must mention tivo humorous incidents
With all their efficiency and development,
loliich annoyed Mr. Bushel no end. Coming neither NBC or CBS has ever mailed us,
out of the Brass Rail (a Nczv York eating as an artist, a concise form of what must
place),
girl saying
helped (and
Mr. be avoided in our material. I think the
Bushel onthezoithcoat-check
his coat first,
slip is extremely interesting.
mind, I didn't put her up to it): "Age beAbout the Coronation — yon have seen it
never forew-illyouth!"
go The
there Judge
again! swears that he in your nezvs reels and knozv almost as
much
about it as I do. The parade zvas
Then, several years ago when I was
from startzvaited
to finish.
spite ofworking at the Hollywood Restaurant, I glorious
the
crozvds
on the Incurbstones,
gave a Sunday evening birthday party for all already zvhich
in
a
gay
holiday
mood,
the Judge there, and a young lady, slightly automobile
tops up and people sittingn'lV/ion
tipsy, having heard my announcement them, as returning
heroes do, and the main
that it was his birthday, walked, not too
of parade barricaded in such a zvay
steadily, to his table and volunteered to line
drink a toast to him. With the best of to re-route the crozvds from the center of
intentions, she made the following remark: London, it zvas something long to be re"I only hope that I live to be as old as membered.
you!" Was his face red!
I'll tell you more about the British
Before closing I would like to tell you Broadcasting Corporation, its make-up and
its effect on the English people, next
about a bit of BBC intelligence.
With my contract to do the sustaining month — See you then!
Printed in the U. S. A. by Art Color ing Company, Dunellen. N. J.
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